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Problems

onfront

President
Washington College's new

Presldei.i, Charles Merdinger,

was Interviewed by the ELM
on September 21, andexpressed
both his conception of his post,

and the College as an instit-

ution.

President Merdinger felt the

primary duty of his office was

fo supply "academic vision",

rtnd the funds necessary to Im-
ilement this vision. He also

explained that the President

should accomplish his ob-

jectives by encouragement, per-

suasion, ana most Importantly

Gtting a tone which would en-

tourage all segments ofthe Col-

lege to do their utmost.

Money Problems

The College has the obliga-

ion to provide an environment
hat is amenable to a liberal

iris and science education in

ts fullest sense, while It is

he student's obligation to ut-

ize this atmosphere to the

uUest.

The chief obstacle to the de-

elopment of Washington Col-

ge as a truly first-rate in-

tltution is one of funds. The
resident hopes to concentrate

n this problem, because it is

I present the most serious
icing the College.

The College has an endow-
ment of 2 1/2 million dollars

nd operates on the Interest

ecelved from this money. At
lis point that interest is not

ufficient, and the College is

iced with a $300,000 deficit

)r the third year In a row.
t this rate, the College could

onceivably be forced to close
five years.

Seek Investments

President Merdinger has fuU
alth that this condition can be

NOTICE

There will be a meeting
if the Washington College

Afriter's Union on Wednesday,
3ct. 7. at 4:00 in Bill Smith
iS. All interested students
3lease attend.

President Charles Merdinger Invites all students to his office.

remedied, and, as he pointed

out in "accepting his present

position staked his career on

this belief. The solution as

he sees it is to attract funds

from foundations and people

with means; an^ area In which

the College has done poorly

to .date. As he explained the

situation, a great many people

and foundations are presently

looking for educational instit-

utions in which to invest money.

The necessary ingredients to

create such an image, Le. a

good faculty, a good student

body, an adequate physlcalplant,

and a well developed cur-

riculum, are already In exis-

tence. With the proper en-

couragement and co-ordination,

President Merdinger believes

all of these various factors can

contribute to a first-rate Col-

lege, one likely to attract funds.

The President also mentioned

that the College would probably

expand in the future, and at

present studies were being un-

dertaken to determine the most

efficient number of studentsfor

an expanded operation. The
only projects planned for the

near future are the renovation

of Bunting Library into an of-

fice building, and eventually the

addition of an extra wing so

as to provide a central ad-

ministrative building.

The Interview closed with

President Merdinger extending

'

an Invitation to the student body

to see him with any problems
they might have, and to feel

free to approach him with any

ideas or questions. !

Merdinger and Seager

Speak at Convocation
On Thursday, September 24,

the annual Fall Convocation was
held In TawesTheatrebeforean
audience of students, faculty and

administration who had come to

hear speeches by the President

and Dean of the College and to

honor the best students of the

past year.

The program commenced
with the Invocation led by Rev.

Stone. Dr. Nicholas Newlin,

Chairman of the English De-
partment then introduced Dr.

Charles Merdinger, President

of the College,

Big Debts

In his speech. Dr. Merdin-
ger Informed the audience that

the College now has a deficit

of $300,000, with an additional

^150,000 debt estimated for this

year. This crisis may result in

increased student fees, although

at present this is only a sug-

gestion.

November 1 was pronounced
a? "Moving - the - Books -

Cay" In'o the new library —
it I:; hoped that all students will

participate so that the process

can be completed quickly.

Projected Development

In his plans for future build-

ing on campus, Dr. Merdinger

mentioned the renovation and

expansion of Bunting Hall, a

swimming pool in Cain Athle-

tic Center ("if anyone has a

spare half million around, we
would be glad to put your name
at the bottom of the pool")

and a new boathouse for the

crew team. He forecast no ma-
jor changes in campus rules

and regulations and also said

that he will try to set up fixed

office hours for students to

come in and talk with him.

In closing, President Mer-
dinger stated, 'Tm sure the

future of this college is assured

If all of us will love It im-
moderately.'*

Few Changes

The audience then welcomed
Dr. Robert Seager n, new Deaji

of the College. One of his open-
ing comments was 'T know less

about this campus than any

sophomore around - I'm stri-

ctly a freshman." He went on

to say that so far he Is quite

impressed with the current cur-

riculum and thinks tliat the "4-

Course Plan" Is the most fun-

ctional and advanced system

that he has come across.

Dr. Seager stated that he

wants to take a critical look

at the present system and see

if some minor changed are

needed, but there are two ma-
jor changes that he now advo-

cates; (1) a five-day week, which

would eliminate Saturday clas-

ses, and (2) the ending of the

first semester by Christmas,

which would leave the month of

January free to the student's

discretion. The former may be
initiated next semester, while

the latter will possibly begin

next year. Dean Seager closed

by giving the audience some
advice; "Listen."

Six prizes and awards for

scholastic excellence were pre-

sented by Dean Seager. Double

winners were Teruml SlUg-

amatsu, who received the Vis-

itors and Governors Medal and

the VisitorsandGovernorsSch-

olarsiiip Award, and Janet

Sears, who received the Alum-
ni Scholarship Medal and the

Visitors and Governors Scho-

larship Award. The Fox Fresh-

man Scholarship Award went to

John cann and Lynn Purltz.

Heidi Farrel received the sen-

ior Women's Book Scholarstilp,

while the AOPl's and Kappa

Alpha won the Interfraternlty-

Sororlty Loving Cups for the

best academic average among
the Greeks.

Dean Seager 'Digs'

Washington College
by Carole Denton

So far, so good. That's the

main reaction Dr. Robert Sea-

ger n, our new Dean of the

College, has towards this cam-
pus and its Inhabitants, Dean
Seager comes to us, full of

new and optimistic ideas for

change and Improvement, from
the University of Maine where
he was chairman of the history

department,

Numtwr one on Ids list is

changing the sctiedule of classes

to a 5-day week, thus eliminat-

ing Saturday classes. Hethinks

this would "create a better

atmosphere on campus" on the

part of tx)th students and facul-

ty. HopefuUy, It will be In

effect next semester.

Dr. Seager alsoadvocatesthe

"4-0-4 Plan" that many cam-
puses across the country are

now adopting. Under this sys-

tem, first semester would end

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3.
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Letters to the Editor

For What It's Worth

"The time has come," the Walrus said, to speal< of many

things." Of administrative changes, enlarged freshman clas-

ses, higher education, radical agitation, life, loue, gym cre-

dits, scholastic standards, maintenance problems, acute in-

digestion, and acute soul searching. Another year of journal-

istic endeavors. Of attempts to present in print some small

fragments of the truth, which all people, even newspaper

reporters, see only dimly through clouds of personal dis-

tortion.

All of which leads up to a statement, an explanation, and

perhaps an apology. This editorial, and all those which fol-

low will inevitably be just perapproximations of the truth.

I can only attempt objectivity, I cannot guarantee it. At

times I may not even attempt it, because I feel even objec-

tivity, I cannot guarantee it. At times I may not even attem-

pt it, because I feel even objectivity has its limits. Ideally

perhaps a Newspaper Editor should be detached. Detach-

ment is a state I have found difficult to cultivate. The only

assurance I can give is that I do feel a commitment and re-

sponsibility, if not to your ideals and values, then to the

tmth.

"The time jumps forward, and i am left behind, looking

at something up close that caught my eye. Then I have to

run to catch up; and someday I feel - that I will not catch

up, that I will say the hell with it and I will be left behind

to wander in the road, waving to people passing by."

Lisa Turner

Another Voice
Businessmen can learn to bridge the communication gap

with young people, according to Robert G. Welch, president

of the Steel Service Center Institute. In a recent statement

he said

:

"The American businessman must learn to listen to Amer-
ican youth. He should make an effort to bring young people

into the mainstream of the economy. He must show his willing-

ness to accept new ideas and concepts. He must learn to com-

municate across the generation gap. Those of us who are

managers realize that a manager is a person who makes things

happen by design. We are preparing to manage and work
with a new generation, and it is different, with new ideas.

What these people are really looking for is an opportunity

to exercise their creativity and individuality."

THE WASHJNGTON ELM

Vol.XLI-No.1
The ELM b puUished weekly throu^ tlie academic year except dur-

ihg official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Washington

College in the interests of students, faculty, and alumni. The opinions

expressed by the editorial board of the ELM do not necessarily repre-

sent those of the College. Subscription price: $7.50 per year alumni;

S8.00 per year other than alumni. Published by Washington College,

Chestertown, Maryland. Second class postage paid at Centreville,

Maryland^
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Dear BlU,

Pertaining to last week's con-

vocation;

Because what he speaks

Has been said a hundred fold

Is that why thay all stand cold

When he speaks?

David Merrltt '72

To the Editor:

I have made In my brief

stay here two rather upsetting

observations. I Imagine these

problems exist at college cam-
puses throughout the country,

but I had hoped they wouldn't

exist here.

The first problem Is the ser-

iousness of the intramural foot-

ball teams. I can comprehend
getting Involved In a game,
and I can comprehend a de-

sire to win — but that is as
far as my comprehension goes.

The game I watched took place

on the Somerset field, so if

you didn't play there this does-
n't necessarily aH)ly to you —
although it might.

I I seemed that some "gentle-

men" feel their masculine pride

Fine Arts

On Campus

Music
There are three concerts lin-

ed up for the period before

Christmas vacation. They are

as follows;

October 22 - Festival Winds
Tawes Theater at 8;30 P.M.
November 20 - Paul Zuko-

fsky (violinist) Tawes Theater

at 8;30 P.M.

December 11 -Chorus concert

Tawes Theater time TEA.
There Is also a Faculty Re-

cital tentatively scheduled for

November 16. Details will be
announced. Chorus rehearsals

are on Thursday nights from
7 untU 8:30.

Drama
Four plays are scheduled to

be performed this year. Two
of these, the first and the third,

are Drama Department pro-
ductions. They are;

October 29 - 31 - Stoppard's

"Enter a Free Man".
March 11-13 (hopefully)

Brecht's "The Good woman
of Setzuan."

The second and fourth pro-
ductions are student pro-
ductions. They will consist

of two or three one - act

plays per evening. These plays

will be chosen, directed, de-
signed, and acted in by stu-

dents.

Films
The official CoUege Film

Series is as follows;

October U - "Elvira Madl-
gan" Tawes

October 25 - "Blow - up"
Smith

November 1 - "M" Tawes
November 22 - "Vlrldlana"

Tawes
December 13 - "Triumph of

the Will" Tawes

is on the line when they take

the field. All I'U say Is this ~
Don't worry. Gentlemen, we
don't care whether you won or

lost as long as you enjoyed the

game. When It gets to the point

that you have to win to enjoy it,

by aU means quit playing. Then

you are dangerous and only a

liability to the game.

The second problem ts the

litter situation.

College students have gained

the reputation of being sensi-

tive to the problems facing the

country and the world. Involve-

ment in the civil rights move-
ment and anti-war demonstra-
tions are both good examples.

We have all been mobilized by

various causes.

Last spring the thing to do

was to hold an Earth Day —
We all decried the dis-

gusting state our nation

is in ecologically speaking. I

noticed at that time a mark-

ed Increase in our care for th

environment. The summer
course found the masse,

streaking for vacations and for

getting all the causes for whlci

they had worked so hard durln

the previous nine months.

Now as students return, al

the activist organizations ar

beginning to regroup. It seem
that perhaps one of the mos
important causes has been for

gotten. You remember the ol

slogan "Keep your campus bea
utlful?"

Quite obviously you don't

Quite obviously you have lit

tie or no regard for how thi

place looks. I don't particul

arly enjoy spending my Sunda

afternoons picking up after :

bunch of drunken slobs.

If you're too lazy to put tha

trash in a can, you're part o

the human pollution problei

which is going to cripple thi

planet long before any factory

Larry Israelite '7

Heart's Raga

He held her with a dead hand.

He peeked through the lenses

Out through the rings of his Iris

To see, a rainbow bend off the vapor
And gather Into darkness.

He called the wonders "shortlived".

He strained for the tune

Beyond the ear's anvil,

The words uncaptured and unforged;

Just out of reach,

The shadow of a deer through the mist
Of a sunbroke morning.

Blind and deaf.

This is where the heart comes in

With, "I am here strumming on a wet rib,

A word forming on my Ups
To be chaunted up to your lips and spoken
And you must pass this one word
Up to the robin's egg blue sky

Up like a bubble

Through a pyramid of sea

Pointing to the lens of Venus' eye.

I am your heart,

You are her heart flying,

You are her heart swimming,
Goodbye. '

'

by James Dissette

February 7 - "The Battle of

Algiers" Tawes.

AU dates are Sunday nights,

and films are scheduled lor 7:00

P.M.

The Pegasus film series has

already started. The remain-

ing films are;

October 10 - "The Blob"

October 24 - "The Deadly

Affair"

November 14 - "The Face

of Fu Manchu"
November 22 - "Key"
All the films of this series

will be shown in Tawes Theater

at 8:00 P.M.

All of the events except the

Pegasus Film Series are open

and free of charge to Wash-
ington CoUege Students. The
Pegasus Series costs all of

75f per show.

Election

Results

SENIOR CLASS c

President: George WJIIiaf

Vice-Pres.: Janet Freni

Treasurer: Marge Vojte!

JUNIOR CLASS

President: Dale Trushei

Treasurer: Phyllis Blumbfl

SOPHOMORE CLASS

President: William Pitcher

Vice-Pres.: Beth Kahn
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'reshmen Introduced

o College Officials

PAGE THREE

This year's freshman class

was given a general introduction

o Washington College, by way

)f a special administration ad-

Iress, on September 17, 1970.

rhey were Introduced to Pre-

jident Charles Merdlnger, Dean

3f the College, Robert Seager,

Dean Kelly and Dean Root of the

student affairs office, and S. G.

A. president Peter Heller.

Both the President and Dean
Seager gave short addresses,

the president extending an open

Invitation to all students present

and the E)ean explaining the

function of his office.

Individual Concern

Dean Seager spoke first and

Tied to answer the question,

What does a Dean do?" He
stated that the Dean is res-

ponsible for providing the

Three C's'". CounsellLngcon-

act with the faculty, admlnls-

:ratlon and students, and con-

cern. This is what. In his opin-

ion, places Washington college

above the NYU's and MIT's.

The Dean then urged the stu-

jents to come to him and com-
3lain if they felt the three C's

vere lacking, of If they felt like

inythhig less than an Indlvi-

lual at Washington College. He
itressed the willingness of the

administration to listen to any
itudent's problem and to dls-

uss anv rumor, speciCically

Movie Review

refering to Dean Kelly as
"Earth Mother."

Promising Freshmen

President Merdlnger gave an

informal speech. He asked for

all the freshmen students "to

come and introduce them-
selves." He also hoped they

had all found beds In their

rooms and that they had all

found rooms. The president

then gave a general overview of

the freshman class.

Among the facts he noted were
that the freshmen came from 19

different states and four for-

eign countries: Belgium, Ger-

many, the Congo, and England,

The general scholastic level of

the freshman class Ishl^, with

one fourth coming from the

upper 10% of their high school

classes and the majority from
the upper two fifths.

President Merdlnger closed

his speech with a few remarks
on lil>erallsm, which he viewed

as, "Individual decision. ..

toleration and good common
sense." As a practical Illus-

tration, he announced that Wash-
ington College would not suspend

classes for the fall campaign,

but students were urged to make
individual decisions, and ar-

rangements with their profes-

sors. Finally he stressed the

necessity "for the greatest good

for the greatest number,"

Washington College's New Academic Dean, Robert Seager.

New Professors

Offer New Courses
Mr. Day

Washington College has a new

creative writing course In Its

curriculum for Fall 1970.

Tau^t by Mr. Robert Day, it

includes students from all four

classes, but In the future will

Zabriskie Point
by John Raskin & Weldon Monsport

Nothing special characterizes

rfichaelangelo Antonioni's lat-

st cinematic doodling, ZA-
miSKIE POINT. First, last,

nd always, it is Just not a

ery good movie.

Firstly, when a^ked if

lis movie is supposed to be
1 comment on latter dayAmer-
ca, the director, AntonionlwlU
^mlle inscrutably and say "de-
Initely not, this is the great

Imerican movie." We may
;ather from this that thedirec-
or thinks he has got It all

lown on UB. However, his use
'f stereotypes as real Ameri-
ans is astounding and would
ndlcate that he may have no
conception of realistic human-
sm in his art.

It is also interesting to note

hat a good deal of the foot-

ge of this film is a collection

f highly unrelated and irre-

Compiimentsof

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS
Mon. 8 - 7

Tues. & Wed. 8 - 6

Thufs. 8 - 7

Fri. 8 - 8

Sat. 8 - 6

levant scenes shot at a Ber'-

keley riot which Just happen-

ed to occur while Antonioni's

crew was shooting nearby.

Whether this is Antonioni's idea

of ultimate realism, or a cle-

ver tlmewaster, is unfath-

omable.

Antonionl delights in surreal

Images of destruction (dream-
like assaslnatlonof apoUceman)
within the framework of a mock
romanticism (t)oy meets girl

In California desert, two star-

crossed lovers thrown together

by the revolution), but we must
accept this haphazard arrange-

ment of scenes and plot pro-

gression as good cinema.

There is however, a short

sequence of excellent footage,

which, tf separated from the

rest of this film, is an ex-

cellent example of comic sur-

realism. In this scene the her-

oine observes through her
mind's eye the obliteration of

her employer's plush mountain-

side retreat. Photographed in

stow motion, and at various an-

gles, books, food, deck chairs,

television, and all the dubious

achievements of modem man
float in daliesque patterns a-

cross the screen in varying

degrees of dismemtwrment.

However, true to his origi-

nal mediocrity, Antonionl pulls

his final travesty vAen the her-

oine, after her dream of des-
truction, rides off Into the sun-

set to the lilting strains of the

soundtrack whose lyrics are to

the effect that Zabriskie Point

Is everywhere. Considering that
Zabriskie Point is the lowest

point in the United States geo-
physlcally It could not possib-

ly be everywhere, but it could

possibly be the low point in

Antonioni's career.

Selling

.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

tlce for union leaders to ap-
proach all the candidates and
sell their support to the high-

est bidder, or for a newspaper
to endorse the man who buys
the most advertslng space or
for corporations to support a
candidate expecting to benefit
from government contracts.

This article is not meant to

Imply that all politicians are
dishonest. It's purpose it to

show the system for what It Is

and why it breeds corruption.

The fact that many an honest

man and enlightened idealogy

tiave been spoiled by our pol-

lltlcal establlslunent speaks

more dlsparlngly of this society

than of It's single members.

be limited to upperclassmen.

Mr. Day is newly arrived

from the University of Arkan-

sas, where he studied at the

graduate school of creative

writing. He received his B. A,

and RA. from the University

of Kansas, taught four years at

the Kansas State College at

Fort Hays and received a Mas-

ter of Fine Arts from the Uni-

ersity of Arkansas in 1970.

le admits to publication in

' 'numerous obscure maga-
zines' and is presently com-
pleting a novel. In addition to

creative writing, he will teach

two courses in American fiction.

The creative writing course

will meet once weekly; the class

will discuss and question each

others' work and acquaint them-

selves with the basis for con-

temporary criticism. Reading

in the class includes "The
New American Review", a

relative newcomer among con-

temporary literary publi-

cations.

Dr. Logue
Dr. Lawrence Logue teaches

the new Physics of the

Ecosystem course at Wash-

ington College for Fall 1970. A
one-semester course, It will

acquaint the student with various

realms of environmental data.

"The purpose of the course",

reports Dr. Logue, "is to pro-

vide for people ^o don't have

the background and understand-

ing of the technical Impact on

our environment' . His "under-

standing of the technical impact

on our environment".. His

"understanding" will be a
study of the terms and tech-

nology -which laymen often en-

counter In environmental is-

sues. The student should leave

the course with a background In

environmental necessities and

the ability to evaluate techno-

logical and economic Issues

arising from ecology.

The course will limit Itself

mainly to physical aspects of

co^f^NUED on page 7.'

Seager

Interview
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

before Christmas, leaving the
month of January free to the
students' discretion. Second
semester would begin, as usual,

n early February.

Special Opportunities

Another more unique Idea Is

to set up an exchange program
with an urban university within

the UnltedStates, most probably
for sociology or political

science majors, "so that stu-

dents can experience a different

collegiate atmosphere, a dif-

ferent educational experience,''

Dr. Seager also feels that the

honor students at Washington

College aren't getting enough
attention. He strongly supports

the establishment of a special

honors curriculumforthese ne-

glected students.

In relation to President Mer-
dinger's plans for enrollment

expansion, preparations for

broader admissions coverage

are now in the making. Ad-
missions personnel wiU be re-

cruiting in more high schools

in more states than ever be-

fore.

Baby Sitting

When asked for his opinion

on 24-hour open house on week-
ends. Dr. Seager commented,
"I don't think we're in the

business of babysitting for stu-

dents." He thinks that each
individual dorm has the right

to decide its own open-house

policy. As for drinking and
drugs, he doubts that there will

be any change in administrative

policy.

Dr. Seager and Dr, Merdhiger
have been close friends for

many years. It was through

Dr, Merdlnger that Seagerfirst

heard of and was invited to

apply for the deanshlp. He
stresses that he does not want

to speak for Dr. Merdlnger.

"My whole style Is different;

I'm more freewheeling,"

Dean Seager extends a sin-

cere Invitation to anyone who
wants to come and talk with

him. He feels that honest com-
munication with students Is one

of the best ways of getting to

know Washington College.

Next semester, Dean Seager
will take on added responslbi-

tles by offering a course In

American EJlplomacy for the

tdstory department.

i i
i THE I

I YARDSTICK i

FOR ALL YOUR

SEWING NEEDS
* Fabiie§

Draperies

* Pattema

KnlUlng Yams

High Street

In Chestertown
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STUDENT POLITICS
•> " *

Selling The Candidate

To understand tbe workings

of a political campaign, it Is

neccessary to see the elector-

ate In proper perspective and to

know the attitudes of the men
who work with this group.

Middle America Is the vot-

ing majority and therefore re-

ceives the most attention, Ag-

new's "silent majority" rarely

thinks and Is most effectively

reached by a superficial show.

The public pays little atten-

tion to ideologies and simpli-

fied Issues to see them In a

stereo-typed perspective. It is

considered too much work for

the voters to try to understand

the Issues, so everytlUng is

simplified by political brand-

ings such as "liberal", "con-

servative", ' 'maverick"

,

"hawk", "dove", "Demo-
crat", "Republican". For this

reason, the Americanelector-

ate is handled like a bar room
whore.

Kickbacks & Cash

Uke a whore, avoterexpects

to be wined and dined and, in

due course, paid for her ser-

vices. In a political sense, the

voter Is seduced at cocktail

parties, bull roasts, crab fea-

sts, barbeques, and other ral-

lies. Votes are procured with

kickbacks, favors, cash and

promises, with the electorate

allowing Itself to be herded

like this the professionals who
run campaigns have little trou-

ble manipulating the vote.

The master of American
pontics is the poUtical P-R
man. His Job is to sell the can-

didate and win. With people pay-

ing so little attention to what

is said, the important thing Is

to create the right image for

your candidate. One honest pol-

itician felt as thou^ he were
being marketed like a new
brand of toothpaste.

The best ad-men can present

by WALT LEWIS

their man so effectively that

everyone canldentlfywlththem.

The Job done of JFK was a good

example of this. His image was

so complete that blacks and

youth received him as a lib-

eral savior. Middle America

Identified with his football In-

terests and military experien-

ce. Moneyed society saw him

as their peer, and women

thought he was sexy.

Women Bioc Vote

women are 60% of the vote,

making them the single lar-

gest block vote. As a rule they

are not politically oriented and

decide their vote almost ex-

clusively by what they think of

the man.

For these reasons, much of

the political show, particulary

TV, is put on for the house-

wife's benefit. The formula to

reach the kitchen vote Is for

the candidate to be at least

six feet tall, sexy but yet still

distinguished, and for him to

have a successful marriage.

T. V. Selk

The importance of selling

the man Is exemplified by a

short story. A few years ago a

young and rising Maryland poli-

tician was approached by a

group of people and encouraged

to run for governor. This group

has $300,000 to spent Imme-
diately and was certain of rai-

sing a million more for the

campaign. Needless to say, the

man was flattered, but he also

knew the people Involved to be

shrewd Investors. When he ask-

ed why they chose to back him,

rather than a more established

politician, he received a strai-

ght answer. He was good look-

ing and would be easy to sell on

T.V.

This type of transaction Is

part of the poUtical game. It

Fashion^s

Newest

Little Vest

THE

VILLIA6E

TOGGERY

301 High Street

\ a,~-
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Walt Lew/is looks at the mud and dirt of politics.

also capsuUzes the worst of

politics. The name of the game
is money. The average cam-
paign costs to a newcomer In

Maryland politics is a million

for Senate, $200,000 for Con-
gress, $20,000 for State Sena-

tor and so on.

What is important to remem-
ber is that the people and or-

ganizations who Invest ina can-

didate are no different from any

other Investor; they expect a

profitable return from their In-

vestment. It Is common prac-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3.

rSongs —

You CanH Win
Hotcha, matlesi Yers truly,

the hyped-out Zeitgeist of Ches-

tertown's San Souchi-by-the-

Bay extends toaUwldgedfrosh-

ies a hearty freak you and some-

thing warm In a brown paper

bag. But let's get down to brass

tabs.-.

Scarfed rumors Into the log-

ical inexactitude Dept. allows

me to report with great relish

For All Seasons
by Rich Noyes and Deb Martin

by Captain January

(easy on the onions, Huey)about

the unsettled state of out li-

brary, the Bob Bailey Memorial
Zlggernaut, Although it was
slated for completion by fall,

It appears that THEY took a

sounding of the basic concrete
slab this summer, and made an
outrageous discovery, That Is,

THEY discovered that the

floor's stress would hold...

either... all the books... or...

the students and the fixtures.,,

but not both at the same time.

Other wise, the buUdlng'U fold

up like a tower of soggy sal-

tines. Sooo they have to tear

up the slab and start all over
again. Maybe next fall...

After the Gold Rush —
Neil Young-- (Reprise)

Nell Young has established

his musicianship in 2 groups—
Buffalo Springfield and Crosby,

aills, Nash, & Young, He Is

working Independently of

C,S,N,&Y with his own group.

Crazy Horse. There are 3

albums to his credit in this

solo venture. The latest. Af-

ter the Gold Rush, is a com-
bination of many things— Steve

Stills, Greg Reeves, Nils Lof-

gren; much of the harmony of

C,S,N,&Y; bad singing; and com-
positions \rtiich leave much to

be desired. Every now and

then he comes up with a good

song like "Southern Man,"

"When You Dance I Can
Really Love," and "Crippl-

ed Creek Ferry."

Altogether the album Is a

bomb, but If you dig Nell

Young simply because he's Nell

Young, you might find a little

good in It

Flowers For

All Ociasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Ptione 776-2525

Livingston Taylor — (Atco)

It has been mentioned time
and time again that Livingston

Taylor hasn't come up to big

brother's standards of music-

ianship. Well; 1 for one don't

think that's true.

In his first solo attempt Liv-

ingston Taylor has come out

singing and quite well in fact.

Most of the cuts are L.T, or-

iginals much in the fashion of

James Taylor, but with a lit-

tle more sensitivity. This
comes through on "Lost In the

Love of You," He talks about

his homellfe In Chapel Hill,

North Carolina in "Carolina

Day" — much like James'
"Carolina on My Mind." He Is

Influenced by jazz and folk mus-

ic much more ttian blues.

"Can't Get Back Home" is an

example of this.

Overall, this album Is one
that can be enjoyed by every-
one simply t)ecause he comes
across in a fashion pleasing to

everyone,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Compliments

of

Tht Maryloid

Nafinal laik

Chestertown 778-1600

Young People Having Fun
Dept... Now that the Moss Box
has been torn down, Just where

are there facilities for the cam-
pus's blue suede ensemble, Hen-
ry, to meet for practice? No
one In the Administration seems
exactly sure...

The Apocalypse, Take One
Dept.... For the first time in the

austere annals of W.C's
Science Dept., classes were
called one day last week mainly

due to those well-meaningdudes

at maintenance. It all came
down when a prof asked tor the

steamplpes to be turned on for

the organic chemistry class.

Meaning only to please, the Jo-

cular janitors down at tbe Plant

turned on not only the steam,

but toe heat, too. And so, as

the sun came up, It was found

that the average temperature

inside Dunning Hall was rough-

ly 108 degrees, pooh-bahr

(Capt, January is up to his

February with sadpper Dlngle-

bevry. Pen all abrasive com-
ments to: capt, January, c/o

Washington ELM.)

Any student interested In

singing in the Wadiingfton
College Chorus or the Wo-
men's Chorus please contact
Mr. Johnston in the Fine Arts
Center.
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Passaic Pow-Wow

Purveys Past Policy

Society is in worse shape to-

day ttian It has been for years.

The family unit has suffered a

severe set-back and many in-

dividuals find their own per-

sonalities split Into enough frac-

tions to give Humpty Dumpty
paranoia.

Young people all over the

country are asking why. Teen-

ies are turning of the

"Archies" and turning on to

problems.

Academla, however, has ac-

cepted the challenge (nothing

out of the usual). Under the

misdirection of the federal

government, several colleges

and universities have disbanded
together and commissioned a

group ofPuma Indians, who have
been relocated from Arizona to

a ten-unit, low Income dwelling

in Passaic, New jersey, "to

study the problems and offer

meaningful solutions". Ex-

tremely reliable sources at the

White House say that the pre-

sident 'Svill give this report as

much attention as he has given

all others."

Meanwhile the pow-wow goes

on in Passaic. First reports

show that the pumas are plac-

ing great weight on outmoded

traditions and an inside contact,

Chief File Away, has told this

reporter that the 1941-42 edition

of the WashlngtonCoUege Hand-

book Is being used for the main

body of the commission's re-

search.

Within this vile Uttle book,

the veritable pandora's Box
of memorabilia, the commission

has lighted upon some of the

best examples of worthlessness

to be set before an Indian's

eyes since the Little Big Horn,

under the heading of Fresh-

man Rules. Today one would

wonder if this Isn't a slogan

used by upperclassmen to de-

mand absolute monarchy with

one of their number as king.

This Is not the case, as you

shall see.

The first rule is a blatant

example of society's distaste

for the little man. It reads

"Freshman must use the back

door of WlUlam Smith Hall."

This rule obviously interprets

Itself.

In order to fully understand

the next rule, you must realize

that conveniences were not as

numerous or well placed as

they are these days, therefore,

when "freshmen (sic) must not

use the walk leading from Mid-

dle Hall to the flagpole and

thence to the front of William

by BOB BURKHOLDER

Smith Hall, known as the "Sac-

red L", It follows that Fresh-

men must have to go about

their business very badly.

"Freshmen must wear coats

and ties to the weekly assem-
bly." The Pumas disregarded

this rule, straightened their

loin cloths and asked "What
Is a coat, White eyes?"

"Freshmen must attend all

cheer practices" should be a-

mended with the words "so
they will be so hoarse that they

will not be able to scream when
subjected to physical torture by
upperclassmen".

The rule the commission is

reportedly most pleased with

Qiestertown Service Center

Maple Avenue

778-3666

open

7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

reads "Freshmen must pur-
chase a freshman cap, as pre-
scribed by the Student Council,

from the treasurer ofthe Coun-
cil, before the end of Fresh-
man Week, This cap Is to be
worn at all times when outside
of the buildings in accordance
with the regulations llstedhere-
In." The Pumas considered this

a strange quirk of white Tri-
bal culture and some could be
heard shouting "Right on",
while this regulation was being
read.

Finally, we find that "Fresh-
man Rules" allow for something
called a "Rat Party". Rat
parties were rather festive oc-
casions organized by the Sopho-
more Class, and freshmen were
required to come to these par-
ties In pajamas. Because do-
cumentation is somewhat non-
existent and because THE OX-
FORD DICTIONARY does not

define "Rat Party", the com-
mission adjourned for a week
to see what type of fun could

be had with a rat In pajamas.

PAGE SEVEN

Songs CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

the word from noyes
speaking of the Iron Butter-

fly take a look at 'Metamor-
phosis'. It isn't the dramatic
change in style that one
associates with caterplllarsi

ana motns (or, for that matter,
iron butterflies), it's a subtle
txansltlon from the group's
heavy acid sound to a heavy
acid sound with refinement.

Jlmi Hendrlx — the mind, the
creativity, the incredible skill

— is gone, ao, for the most
part, is his music, because
somebody invented a thing cal-

led "three-part harmony" and
the Crosby-StiUs-Nash-Young
thing was born. But, while Hen-
drlx, I'm sorry to say, may
not be missed for his own
worth, the potential that he
hinted at for new directions

in today's music has yet to

be (but barely) touched upon.

New Professors . . .
CONriNUED FROM PAGE 3

environment, but social, econ-

mlc, and political aspects will

also be noted. Group and in-

depent study will beencouraged.

Background reading and pub-

lication for this course Include

The Scientific American and

writings from "The Scientists

Institute for Public Infor-

Dr. Logue planned the course

this past summer for his ar-

rival at Washington College. He
Is a 1959 graduate of Rose
Polytechnic Institute. In 1960

he received a B.S. In Mathe-

matics from Rose Polytechnic

Institute, studied two years at

Purdue, taught another two

Purdue, taught another two

years at R.P. I. and in 1968 re-

ceived a PhD. In physics from
the University of Florida.

Mr. Premo
Latin American Studies has

become part of the Washington

College curriculum this year,

with the addition of two courses

in history and political science
departments. Mr. Daniel Premo
is teaching seminars in the

History of Latin America and
the Politics and Government of

Latin America.

A native of Michigan, Mr.
Premo did his undergraduate
work at Western Michigan, then

continued his studies at the

University of Texas, where he
is now a Ph.D. Candidate.

Pleased with the opportunity

to teach as a member of two

different departments, Mr. Pre-

mo explained that his two

courses "naturally complement

each other."

Both In political science and

history, Premo hopes to "de-

velop an understanding of con-

temporary events' and point

out ' the increasing relevance

of Interest In Latin American

affairs.' He pointed out that

Latin American students have

let along realized. Hendrlx —
"Suprlse attack killed him in

tils sleep that night."

Creedence Clearwater Re-
vival seems to have a knack for

"looking out the back door"at
early rock and roll tunes', ahd
bringing them right intothe kit-

chen on every radio station In

the country. They did wlth"Su-
zie Q",their first big hit; they

did with "Cotton Fields" on

"Willie and the Poor Boys",
and — you're ahead of me al-

ready -- they did with "Heard
It Through The Grapevine"
on "Cosmo's Factory", one of

the most interesting albums I

heard all summer, can anyone
tell me how Creedence, with

not even oneexceptionaloreven

outstanding member in the

midst of such superstar -

supergroups as Traffic, CS-
N&Y, or Deianey and Bonnie,

still manges to produce not

only popular but good music?
With a singer who can't sing,

a guitarist (the same) who is

still learning chords (well,

maybe complex chords, but still

fantastic leads, thank you), and
a drummer who on the first two
albums dropped beats like Splro

drops epithets, creedence has
the only sound ofitstype around.

And they don't even come from
the Delta area whose famous
musical style they imitate. I

guess the only answer Is that

scarcity really Is an over-

whelming virtue, and when you
sound like no one else, you
sell like no one else, too. Ether

that, or Creedence really is

good.
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"long been in the vanguard in

effecting political change'
,

while the transition to Increas-

ing student power has only re-

cently come about In this coun-

try, Mr, Premostatedtheopln-
lon that American studentshave

exceeded Latin American stu-

dents in terms of violence but

not yet recognizably in terms of

goals,

Benjamin Franklin has been

credited as the inventor of the first

swim fins. Made of wood, they

were worn on both hands and feet.

iMOTlCE

G. R. E. Exam Schedule

PRINCETON, N.J. - Educa- graduate schools or fellowships

tional Testing Service announ- to which one Is applying. Scores
ced today that undergraduates are usually reported to graduate
and others preparing to go to schools five weeks after a test

graduate school may take the date.

Gradu^l8 Record Exan.lnaUo„s
^^^ Graduate Record E«a-

on aay of s > diKerenl lesl
„i^,i„„3 i„,i„d^ ^„ Aplllude

dates during Ife current aca- ^^^ „, ^^^^^^^ scholasUc abll-

,^^..'^_^. , . , Lu Ity 3"d Advanced Tests mea-

.o?', n . K i «™ ,.t ='^'"5 achievement In 20 major
ORE is October 24 I9TO. SCO- ^
res from this administration ^ ^^ l, . , ,.,.

, _, , ,^ . . and registration forms for the
wlU be rep.rted to the graduate

^^^ ^^ ^^_^^^^^^ ^^ ,^^ ,,,„_
schools about December LEtu.

,j formation BuUelln.
dents planning to register lor ^^ g^^,,__ ^^ ^^^^^
the October test date are ad-

,^_,_^^ ^^ instructions lor re-
Vised that applications recei- _., ,. j ^'

^ ^„r. M^ r^-. w c questing transcript service on
ved by ETS ^er October 6

l^^ J^^^^ ^^^^ onlllewlth
wlU incur a |3.00 late regis- ^^^ ^^^ ^_^„^, maybeavail-
tratlon (ee. Alter October 9,

^^,^ ^^ ^ ^_. ^^
there Is noguaranteethatappl -

_,_.^^_.^^ ^^^ . j.;,„^„„^ ^e-
catlons lor the October test date

^j„^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ j,^j„^^_
can be processed. ^^^ ^^^ ^ j,^„^_
The other live test dates are „^^ ^ service, 1947

December 12, 1970 January 16 (,^„,„ ^^^ Berkeley, Call-
February 27, AprU 24 and June

,„_._^ ^ Educational Test-
19, 1971. Equivalent late lee

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^
and registration deadlines

Evanston, Illinois 6020L
apply to these dates, cho-

ENTER A FREE MAN -- Tom Stoppard

October 29. 30, 31

To be directed by Timothy Maloney

CAST
George Riley Thotnas Snode

Persephone •
^J"''=Katz

li„da ^"^ Surges

\i",' .... W. Jones Baker 111

Florence'.
'.'.'.'.

""'''rjfm''^ _ ... Joel tlins

Abee :::::;:::::::•• MarkLoben

grown ^^^^ Hessler
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Maskrey Wins Magical

Mystery Tour In 23:56

by Dave GrifHth

The 1970 cross country team

started off Its season Wednes-
day with a 17-41 win over Upsala
on the loser's course. Sopho-

more Bob Maskery took top

honors as he traversed the four

Schedule

Lambda Chi Alpha quarterback Bohn Vergari takes off around enu in the Lambda's 20-0 victory over

Phi Sig. Note expression of dismay on face of Phi Sig rusher Ed Brennan.

Tide Takes Two; Lambdas

Thetas Win In Opener

The Intramural football leag-

ue composed of two indepen-

dent and four fraternity teams,

began play this week.

On Monday, Kappa Alpha lost

to the Crimson Tide by a score

of 19-2L Chuck Vuolo account-

ed for the two touchdowns with

a thirty-five yard pass to Rick
Bitles and a run, but DaryCar-
rlngton threw (or two TD*s
and Bob Warner ran back a
klckoff for the Tide.

On the Kibler gridiron, Theta
Chi defeated the other indepen-

dent team, Somerset, by a 27-

14 count as Pete Boggs scored

two touchdowns,

Lamba Chi Alpha blanked the

phi Sigs 20-0 on Tuesday as

Cameron, Verpari and Mowell

each racked up a touchdown.

The Phi Stgs crossed the fif-

ty yard line only twice.

Wednesday's action saw

the Crimson Tide defeat Somer-
set, 13-6, with Steve Raynor

and Bob Warner scoring for the

Tide while Novak had Somer-
set's only tally.

BACK LEADS IN MARKS
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) -

More than 30 players on Color-

ado's 1970 football squad com-

piled averages of 3.00 or better on

a maximum scale of 4.00 in the

spring semester. Senior defensive

back Jim Cooch of Folsom, Calif-,

led his fellow gridders with a 3.68

average in business and market-

SOCCEK
WMkdiyi 3O0 - Salurdiyi 3.^

Wed . Sept 30 Upsata

Sal . Del 3 Wsito.n Ma.yl«r>d

Wed., Oct. 7 PMC
S«l., Oct. 10 Alumni

Wad.. Oct. 14 GallaudH

S.I.. Oct. 17 lytomina"

Tuev, Oci. 20 Tovion

Sa' . Oc- 24 .clmion

Tuei., Oct. 37 Wigner
Sai

,
0(l 31 Swa'ihmore

W«J., Nov. 4 Uyot*
Sal

, Nov 7 Johni Hopkmi

Ti>«.. Nov. 10 Ml. St. Mii/i
•HOMECOM)NG-Co>ch: Ed Ath«y

1969-70 Record . Won 9 LotI a Tied 1

CHOSS COUNTRY
Wed , Sept 3( Upsala

Sat.. Oci. 3 Weilern Maryland

& Lebanon Valley

Wed., Oct. 7 Loyola

W«l., Oct. 14 Callaudet

Sal.. Oct. 17 Dickinwn » Drew
Tu«., Oci 30 70*son
Sal , Oci 24 Bow.e SUie
Wed . Oci le Johns Hopkini
Ut.. Nov 7 Delaware Valley > PMC
luM,. Nov. 10 Mt Si. MirVl
Sal Nov IJ Gflllaude- invral.onal

fn
, Nov 20 MAC ChampionihFp

S«t., Nov. 21 M-D Championihip

Coach: Don Chalellier

1969-70 Record - Won 3 lott 7

mile course In 23:56. Placlni,

second, third and fourth were

Rick Horstman, Ed Green, and

Anders Korgen respectively.

Half the battle in this meet
was trying to find the course

as three Sho'men runners failed

to make the starting line. The

three became confused durlnga

pre-race warm-up Jog around

the poorly marked course.

This year's harriers face a

gruelling eleven dual meet

schedule in hopes of having the

first winning season since 1958.

To achieve this goal, the har-

riers must find someone to fill

in for Dave Bird who did not

return to school ttiis FalL
Returning for the Sho'men how-

ever are Captain Howard Stau-

ber; lettermen Ed Green, Rick

Horstman, Larry Kopec, and

Bob Maskery. Roundbig out the

team are Cliff Bean, Steve Bart-

alsky, Anders Korgen, John

Bobbins, Chuck Vuolo and Dave

Boan.

Next week Sports Editor

Geoff Anderson will present,

JIVE, a sports column for the

discriminating fan.

No this is not an extra point try. It is, however, a shot on goal by Ron Reynolds in the waning mo-
ments of the second overtime.

Booters Draw With Upsala
by Bill Dunphy

Washington coUegeopenedlts

1970 soccer season at East

Orange, New Jersey, on Wed-
nesday, against Upsala, theonly

team ttiat defeated the 3io'men
during the 1969 campaign. This

time It took two overtime per-

iods and the saio's had opened

its season with a 1-1 tie.

Upsala scored first, In the

opening quarter the Dutchmen's
Mike Haas, assisted by Brad
Newman, scored against Shore

goallne Frank Ogens. It stayed
that way until Jimmy Wentzel,

with an assist from Mark Slnk-

In&on, tied the ball game with

a goal in the fourth quarter.

The teams played the overtimes
in order to break the tie, but

without success.

Ogens racked upl4savesdur-

Ing the game, while Washington
offense got off 19 shots against
Upsala's Paul Smith. Wash-
ington also totaled 27 penal-

ties against 18 for the Dutch-
men.

Coach Athey takes his charges
to Western Maryland this Sat-

urday for a game against the

Green Terrors, The home open-
er will be against P.M.C.
College this Wednesday.
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College

Observed

By Fallaw
Dr. Robert Fallaw the new

director of American studies,

has made several Interesting

observations since moving to

W. C. For the past ten years Dr.

Fallaw had been a professor at

the U. of N. C. His basic

reason for transferring washts

desire to have more Influence on

the structure of his acedemlc

department. In other words

he was attracted by the greater

academic freedom of a small

private Institution.

His impression of the college

has been favorable. Dr. Fal-

law has found the academic at-

mosphere flexible and open to

new ideas. The small classes

offer a great potential for both

the student and professor. At

the same time this close re-

lationship puts greater respon-

sibility on both parties. Dr.

Fallaw mentioned a few draw-

backs to a small college. The

limited financial resources are

most evident In the library and

the number of outside lecturers

the school can afford.

As the new director of the

America Studies program he

would like to add greater flex-

ibility to the currlculem. Black

Studies and Modern Europe are

two of the areas he would like

to see covered by new courses.

However, he recognizes the

limits of flexibility with such a

small faculty.

Dr. Fallaw his noticed a

homogeneity in the student body

at Washington College, His ex-

perience Is that most of the

students come from relatively

the same social and educational

background. He is in favor

of the admissions department's

attempt to attract a wider range

of students to the campus. It

Is Ms opinion that It Is mutually

benlflcal and leads to greater

understanding for people with

different perspectives on life

to mix and exchange Ideas.

William Stafford, poet-in-residence
al the Library of Congress and win-
ner of the National Book Award, will

Lounge of Queen Anne's House. Ail
aie invited to attend.

Ormond L. Andrew, Jr. is new Admissions Director.

College And Town

Join In Fund Raising
on 2 October 1970, Mr. Hurtt

Derlnger, Director of News
Bureau and Sports Information

at Washington College, was In-

terviewed regarding the Ches-

tertown Community Committee

for Washington College. The

Committee Is part of the $12

million Annual Giving Program
that helped build the Cain Athle-

tic Complex, Caroline and Queen

Anne's Houses, and other build-

ings on campus.

The Committee, a voluntary

organization, was formed inl967

by local business and Industry

in Kent and Queen Anne'sCoun-

tles to help support the College

throu^ financial aid.

Roger Slmpklns, a member of

the Committee and president

of the Chestertown Bank said

that, "Washington College

really is the biggest asset we

have."

Reciprocal Benefits

Mr. Derlnger said that the

CoUege puts so much into the

town that It Is only right that

it should be reciprocated. This

is the purpose of theCommittee:

to return what the College has

given the town, not only in

monetary terms, but in the

cultural and social opportunities

as welL The College being

a very major part of Chester-

town's economic life.

It was revealed In a 1968

sdirlu fh^f Washlnctnn r/illopo

Students put more than $1.3

million Into Chestertown each

year and that each student spent

approximately $5 - lOperweek.

Co-chairmen of the Com-
mittee are J. Thomas "Coach"

Klbler and Captain F. W. Hyn-

son, a local realtor, Mr. Klb-

ler will head the Committee's

drive for funds this year, He

has been with the Committee

since Its' inception, \Vhen

questioned In 1968 as to the

purpose of the Committee, Mr.

Klbler said, "Washington Col-

lege has been around for a long

time. It means a lot to us

here In Chestertown and we

feel that It Is to our mutual

benefit that the school conti-

nue to grow and prosper."

In the fiscal year 1970, the

Committee collected $6,500 in

gifts and pledges. These were

contributions from both busi-

ness and industry and friends

of the CoUege.

Alumnus Appointed

Admissions Director
by Marty Williams

Washington College's new di-

rector of Admissions, Ormond
L. Andrew, jr. found himself in

familiar settings, on his ap-

pointment Sept. L He Is a

1963 graduate of Washington
College, where he received a

bachelor of Arts degree In po-

litical science. He replaces
Mrs. Susan Carey Wright, who
is leaving Admissions,
Mr. Andrew took an active

part at Washington College as
president of the Circle of 0ml-
cron Delta Kappa, an honorary
Men's leadership society, win-
ner of the Fox Freshman Sch-
olarship award, president of the

Canterbury Club, a member
of the chorus, Kappa Alpha
fraternity, a member of Who's
Who in American Colleges and

Universities, the student re-
presentative on the committee
for the $1.3 mlUion Daniel

Z. Gibson Fine Arts Center,

and was a student senate mem-
ber for three years.

From 1963 until 1965, Mr. An-
drew studied music at the Pea-
body Conservatory of music.

He plays the organ. He re-

ceived a masters degree in

Music History In 1969 from the

University of Maryland.

Mr. Andrew's duties include

traveling several months of the

year, interviewing hundreds of

prospective students, and sup-

ervising the three-man admis-

sion staff.

Mr. Andrew will form and In-

W.G, Rouse

To Speak

WiUard C Rouse wllllecture

on "The Humanlzatlon of the

City" at Washington College on

Thursday, October 15, A part-

ner of Rouse Brothers, the firm

that developed the new city of

Columbia, Maryland, Rouse will

speake at 8 p.m. In Hynson

Lounge.

The lecture, first in a series

of Washington College Lectures

is open to the public and free of

charge.

President Charles Merdinger
would like lo announce

"AT HOME"

Monday, Oct. 12th, 3:30-5:30 for Freshmen and Seniors

Wednesday, Oct 14th, 3:30 - 5:30 for

Sophomores and Juniors

fluence Washington College's

admission's standards.
In lieu of the present trend

of admissions In other instit-

utions Mr. Andrew reports "We
will keep our standards high."

He looks for students who will

profit from a liberal arts edu-

cation, students with a potential

for insight and a potential for

critical thinking.

College

Planner

Appointed
Washington's newly appointed

Vice-president for Develop-

ment and public Relations,

Louis T. Hughes, views his pos-

ition as a "vital part of the

long-range planning of the Col-

lege."

Mr. Hughes, who left the

directorship of Alumni Re-

lations at Tufts University

for his current position,

replaces Theodore F. Parker

who recently accepted a public

relations post with a Boston

reality firm.

Academics and Finances

As Development and Public

Relations Vice-President, Mr.

Hughes will coordinate fund

raising and promotional activ-

ities at Washington. According

to him, his Job will also entail

the academic, physical and fin-

ancial future of the College. Mr.

Hughes further explained that he

is "working very closely with

Dean Seager" on these topics.

One aspect of the Vice-Pre-

sident's job involves the co-

ordination of alumni gifts. The

Annual Giving Program, on

which Mr. Hughes works, pro-

vide alumni an opportunity

to support the College's activ-

ities. "Our real Annual Fund

support comes from them," he

added. "What we try to do is

organize alumni so we have

alumni asking other alumni for

funds. It'sonapersonalbasls."

Administrative Experience (BF)

Mr. H ughes, whose ap-

pointment became effective

September 1, lists extensive ad-

ministrative experience in eas-

tern universltieslncludlng Har-

vard, Brown, and Tufts.

Although he has been here

for only five weeks, Mr. Hughes

feels he has fit in. "For me
and for my family it's going

to be great," he concluded.
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Editorial

On The Birds And The Bees

The sexual revolution hit the American college campus
{and elsewhere) over ten years ago. Like a freak - out in

Kansas, Washington College's attitude ( or lack thereof )

towards this phenomenon seems to be: "It can't happen

here." But, dear Victorians, such is not the case. As on any
red-blooded American campus with red-blooded Ameri-

can students, sex at Washington College has become as

common as the proverbial cold. Today's "going steady"

type relationship between a boy and a girl invariably winds

up in bed.

Like it or not, and regardless of the moral question in-

volved, the presence of sex on campus presents a large and
important problem: the possibility of pregnancy. The sim-

ple answer to this problem is, of course, "the pill" or some-

other contraceptive device. But, unless a girl is 21 or can

produce a "note from her mother", it is virtually impos-

sible to receive aid from the College infirmary or from any
doctor in Chestertown. Thus, the two choices that are

open are abstention or running the risk - more than a few
choose to run the risk. Last year, there were at least eight

girls at Washington College who became pregnant - six

sought and received an abortion, two decided to have the

baby. Abortions are psychologically destructive and ex-

pensive; having a baby requires strength, sacrifice and a

great deal of responsibility. Neither help the pursuit of

academic goals.

Another thing, not all students come to college know-
ing all ( or even very much ) there is to know about sex.

For all the information that the College puts out on the

subject, it's possible that they leave knowing even less. At
the University of Pennsylvania this year, incoming fresh-

men found a 50 - page booklet in their mailboxes. The
booklet, entitled "A Guide for University of Pennsylvania

Students - Sex is Never an Emergency (Well, Hardly

Ever)", gives comprehensive and authoritative informa-

tion on all sexual facets ranging from abortion to V.D.

Why not here?

The ELM is not extolling the virtues of sex and its var-

ious pleasures. What we are putting forth are these ques-

tions: Why is there not effort or even the slightest move-
ment on the part of the administration to educate students

on sex, its practices, problems and possible consequences?
Which is more ( or less ) moral; premarital sex, per se,

or the denial of contraceptive devices to students who are

going to have sex anyway and thus run the risk of unwant-
ed pregnancy?
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Painting

Encouraged

By Redding

students and adults Interested

In painting, congregate every
Monday afternoon In the base-

ment of the Washington College

Fine Arts Center. For approx-

imately two hours a week, stu-

dents under the direction of Mr.

Walter Redding, are ableto"let

their hair down" and experi-

ment in an atmosphere of un-

hampered freedom.

The class is encouraged to

experiment. Experimentation

with an open mind plays a

definite part in the structure

of the course.

Discovering new styles and

techniques on canvas is another

important facet of the course,

Mr. Redding steers his stu-

dents away from traditional

methods.

Seasonal Collage

A simple Collage represent-

ing the four seasons Is the first

project of the year. The tis-

sue collage deals with the stu-

dent's own expressionistic

thoughts and reactions about

the various seasons of the year.

From that point, the class Is

introduced to canvas and acry-

lic paint

Selecting andhandllngvarlous

geometric forms Is another

phase of this art program. Stu-

dents must work with forms,

space, and color.

Natural Expres»onism

In advanced painting, Mr.

Redding encourages his students

to do expressionistic paintings

of natural everydayobjects such

as driftwood or pine cones.

This course In "self-

dlscovery" is a good way to

awaken students to many var-

ious aesthetic values that they

might have overlooked in the

past.

GEOFF ANDERSON 72. Sports; DAVE BEAUDOUIN '73. Fea-

tures; CAROLE DENTON '73. News; LESLIE ALTERI '73, Circula-

tion; PAUL WHITON '71, Photography; DEBBIE GOLDSTEIN '73.

idvertising; MARY JANE EAVENSON '73, Assistant Publications

BOB DANNER 73. Copy Editor, MARY RUTH YOE '73. Typing

Discovering new styles.

You CanH Win
Lamdba Sigma Delta Depart-

ment.. .In a Joint session of

Kent South's freaks-in-resid-

ence one night last week, it

was rather lazily decided that

East Hall, the frats* answer to

Sesame Street, rates at least

"three Double Domes with a

Satyrican Cluster..." Whatever

that means...

That Lumpy Gravy's Break-
ing Up that Old Gang of Mine
Department...Apparently it is

not only illegal for dogs to en-

ter the cafeteria uncarded, but

by Captain Janua

your visiting friends as well,

even if they aren't scarfing

down one of our kitchen's cal-

oric atrocities. Nothing says

loving like something from the

oven.,.

Academic Pros Department.,.

Heads off ODK. the men's ac-
ademic honor society here on

campus, that presently has an
active membership of one. Why
doncha Just give up fella?

Continued On Page 3

Letters to the Editor . .

Dear BlU:

As I mentioned to you in the

soda fountain the other day,

you and your staff are to be

congratulated for getting out the

tlrst issue of the Washington

Elm In such short order. I

thought it was well done, but

there is an important Impres-

sion which comes through In

the report of the Interview with

me which I would appreciate

your setting straight for your

readers. This refers to past

support of the College on the

part of outside Interests. It

Is true that we have not re-

ceived extensive help from the

national educational founda-

tions, but we have, on the other

hand, t>een extremely fortunate

In getting support from a num-

ber of trusts and many gene-

reus Individuals. The Hodson

Trust has been among the most

prominent, of course, but a

quick look at our catalogue will

show that this College has at-

tracted a substantial number of

enthusiastic backers. I am
sure that all will agree that

their enthusiasm has been Just-

ified when we look at the fine

Institution we have today.

Naturally, theseoldfrlends--

and many new ones, we hope

—

win ask whether Washington

College is worthy of their sup-

Dort in the future. Those of us at

the College now -- students,

faculty, and staff -- are, by

our attitude, interest, and de-

dication, in the best position to

provide the answer "Af-

firmative". This is a wonder-

ful college which is going to

be even better if we want It

to be. Everything I have seen

to date convinces me that the

college community as a whole

does want It to be. With that

spirit prevailing -- eventhough

our present financial posture

could stand Improvement -- the

long range future of the Col-

lege appears bright, indeed.

Sincerely,

Charles j, Merdlnger

President

Dear Sir;

Re: Mr. Israelite's Im-

passioned letter to the ELM,
October Z. It seems pertinent

to observe that it possibly could,

be none of Mr. Israelite's bus-

iness to make a subjective state-

ment concerning the invol-

ment of anyone else In intra-

mural sports. To some people

such games are of a life-and-

death nature; this fact may be

deemed detrimental to their

emotional health by others In

an observant posltlon--lt may
actually be detrimental—but ob-

viously this is the concern of

those Involved in the sport.

It Is very unfair and even rath-

er presumptuous to describe

their attitude as being one of

_Wasmngton College's problems,

even In Jest, when one does not

know them, and has been, as

Mr. Israelite confesses of him-
self, on-campus only two weeks.

His other point, that of the

litter around the campus. Is

well Justified and certainly his

actions In the matter are com-
mendable. Only an out- of-work

gartiage collector could find

fault with them.

Cynthia J. Thompson, "?4
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Students

Fall Into

Skydiving
by Scott Newman

While some of us find all

the altitude we need In the

dark recessesofourown rooms,

a few students at W.C. have

found real euphoria In the sport

of skydiving. Imagine the sen-

sation, leaping from an air-

plane at 12,000 feet. When

you are that high you can safe-

ly freefall for sixty seconds

before puUlng that llfesaving

ripcord. During this time you

can perform an endless series

of exuberant maneuvers —
loops, turns, spins -— any-

thing an airplane can do, ex-

cept, of course, climb. Once

the canopy is open, the para-

chutist can direct his descent

and if skillful enough hit a four

inch disk in the center of the

target.

How can you get started?

Well, about 25 minutes

from Chestertown, Just outside

of Ridgely, Md, is the home
of the Pelican Scydlvers, a dirt

runway, a clubhouse, two air-

planes and 70 odd acres of

land. This week alone three

girls and two boys from W.C.

have encountered parachuting

at Pellcanland by making their

first Jump.

By training as a group, these

five |)eoplG received the first

jump course for 32 dollars.

This Is a very reasonable rate

considering that 12 dollars goes

for memtjership in the United

States Parachute Association,

leaving 20 dollars to cover

approximately six hours of in-

struction, the equipment rental

and the plane ride up. The
instruction itself is given by a

licensed parachute Instructor,

Thus far, three groups

have been trained right on cam-
pus in the school gym. Dur-
ing training the novice is

familiarized wltheverythlngne-

cessary to make a good safe

I I I I I I I I I I I I

Dancing In The Streets

"I was really going to go out the door at 3,000 feet and jump off?

It was insane!"

parachute Jump. He is taught

specifically how the equipment

he will be using works. He
Is drilled over and over on

exact procedure, learning how
to exit the aircraft, the pro-

per body position after that

first step, emergency actlon(in

the rare occurence of a mal-

function a reserve parachute Is

deployed), canopy control and

finally the proper roll upon

landing. On the first Jump,

the beginner does not even have

to pull his own ripcord, this

vital act is done automatically

by a "static line" anchored

inside the plane,

I can recall aspects of my
own first Jump. I was truly

gung-ho during the two train-

ing sessions in the safety of

the gym. This enthusiasm pre-

vailed throughout the final tra-

ining which takes place at the

airfield. On that day we re-

viewed all procedure and prac-

ticed climbing out the door of

the airplane. It seemed easy,

crouched outside the plane on

the landing gear, holding the

wing strut and leaping spread-

eagled to the ground six inches

below. Everything was still

great. But when I clambered

into the plane in full Jump.

rig, that Is when reality struck:

I was really going to go out

the door at 3,000 feet and jump

off? It was Insane! It was

suicidal! It was also too

late to chicken out, we were

already airborne. And so, when

my time came I climbed out and

when my instructor yelled GO,

I went.

What happened next cannot be

described, only experienced. It

is enough to note that It was
frlghtenhig but strangely awe-

some. It made me a Jumper

for life.

Many students have contacted

this humble jumper wish-

ing to enterthisfascinatingpas-

time and most are stopped cold

by the fhiances involved. With

a little help from the S.GLA.

even this major pitfall can be

bridged. The proposed sky-

diving club, U given sufficient

funds could buy the parachutes

necessary to make Jumping pos-

sible for all interested.

Captain January

First things last, I have the

dubious but sincere pleasure of

announcing the wedding of Miss
Victoria "Queenle" Colgan to

Mr. Edward "Captain America"
Worteck, who are significantly,

both alumni of this institution.

I I [ I I I I I I I I

ITS HERE

Junior Knit

Jumpsuit

i"^' $20.00

Look no further - this is the

jumpsuit that's making it

in double-knit acetate with
belt, zip front Sizes 5-13

The TOWER SHOP
Upstairs in

I

The Village Toggery
~ 301 HIGH ST.

I

CHESTERTOWN, MD.
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Continued From Page 2

The rites are scheduled to take

place somewhere In America
on October 31, which is Hal-

oween. Excuses, excuses.

(What's the ugliest part of your

body? Mall your answers, plus

25 cents in coin to: Capt,

January, c/o Washington Col-

lege ELM.

The Blob oozes in Tawes The-
att-e Saturday night at 8 o'clock

CHESTER THEATRE

"Darling l.ili"

"Tin- Landlord"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Tliurs.-Wed.

"Chisum"

by Elvor

It is a powerful, if not al-

together graceful ballet, the

cops move in to form an ef-

fective, ever-tightening pen-

tangle around the lead dancers,

the kids, contused and slightly

stoned; and back them hito the

middle of the street with a

flourish of billy-clubs and pro-

mises of bullets and gas. As

the dance macabre reaches its

climax many long-haired heads

taste the long arm of the law

and before it Is over many
will be hospitalized or detain-

ed in the local bastille.

Berkeley in thewinter?watts

in the summer? No, This
festival of hostility is a scene

which took place on Friday,

October 2nd. in that little old
national tradition, Georgetown,

in Washington, D. C., when ap-

proximately 1,000 Georgetown

freaks and a handful of Yippies

decided it was time for fight-

ing in the streets; and the cops

agreed. So, to this end, the

Yippies planned a marathon

dance In the streets, to be held

in acknowledgement and re-

jection of the scheduled V ic-

tory Day Parade on Sunday.

"Street Fighting Man"
Music blasted from every

window in Georgetown, and a
favorite selection of the even-

ing was the Stone's "Street

Fighting Man," and it seems
an oft repeated line was "Hey,

Fall Is here and the time Is

right for fighting In the street,

boys," The tension in the kids

was electric; theexcltement was

not simply in rallying behind a

Just cause, but in the glorious

anticipation of the comingflght.

When the cops came, they

came in herds, about 3,000 of

them, outfitted to the teeth with

helmets, gauntlets, boots, and

armed with clubs, guns, and

tear gas. (What ever happened

to the electric cattle prod?)

Their first stratagem was to

block off Wisconsin Ave. bet-

ween M and N Streets, cutting

off the majority of the kids,

keeping them in and keeping

others out. The only action by

the kids prior to this consist-

ed of the knocking down of two

police barricades and the gen-

eral "razzing of the pigs,"

Bottles, Rocks, Ashcans

However, the action reallybe-

gan when the Yippies, spoiling

for a fight, threw bottles, rocks

and ashcans into the street

and through some store win-

dows on the blocked off street.

At this point the cops twgan

their tactic of moving In on the

kids before the non-Ylpple

freaks fully knew what was hap-

pening. Many of them ran for

alleys and open shops and cafes.

The Emergency, a rock club

on Wisconsin Ave. opened Its

doors to all fugitives from vio-

lence. Unfortunately, enough

were left sandwiched between

the cop's forces to produce a

police tag sheet of over 300 ar-

rested kids quite a few of which
spent the night in the emergency

room of the hospital instead of

In jaiL So it goes.

The cp.use of these spontan-

eous riots is a concious will

on the parts of both the kids

and the cops to hit and be hit.

Anticipation Is the driving force

that blows all human reaction

out of perspective and beyond

reason.

If caught unawares at the

scene of a riot, never oanic

Elvor, King of the Gypsies

and always know where the

cops are. Remember cops and

Yippies almost never get hurt

in these confrontations. The

cops are too numerous and well

protected, and the Yippies never

stop to think what they are going

to do, they keep moving at all

times, never waiting for a cop

to clobber them. Likewise, an

unlnvolved person should con-

centrate only on keeping away

from the cops. Most of the

casualties in riots are kidsv^o

don't know what's happening

and think they can ask a cop

how to get out without losing a

limb. So, as a final note, in

case of riot, keep moving until

you are long gone; there's al-

ways a way out, Just don't stop

when you're looking for it. If

it can happen in Georgetown,

it can happen anywhere.

Roten Gallaries

will offer an exhibition of

Etchings'

Lithogra[phs

Woodcuts

by Picasso, Chagall, Miro, Goya, Renoir, Konaull, KoUwjtz.

Ori^nal works for sale

Monday, October 12th, Hynson Lounge, 11a.m. to 5p.m.
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by Geoff Anderson

Even though the season is still young, many people are

asking how this year s soccer team compares with last

year's. Well, we still have the same goalie. That's about

where the comparison ends.

The front line this year probably has some of the best

moves ever seen on Kibler field. Unfortunately it isn't

moves that win ball games for you. The front five has

never played together before. In soccer, if you don't know

vuhat your teammate is trying to do, then it is rather diffi-

cult to score goals. Once our front line starU playing toge-

ther, the goals should fall into place.

In the halfbacks sloU anything can happen. Unfortunate-

ly Bill Innis is out four weeks with a bad ankle. Speaking

of injuries this year's teams seems to have more than its

share of uveak ankles, wobbly knees and stubbed toes.

Last year it was the defense which took most of the

glory. The same should be true this year. Old reliable, Mar-

ty Rice, is back in his familiar fullback spot after taking an

extra long semester break. For Marty's sake, I hope he

doesn't get bogged down in some mudhole in front of the

goal.

So there you have it If and when the front line gets to-

gether, you can expect a few surprises from this year's

team.

Hopes were high for the cross country team until word

around that Dave Bird would not return to W. C. in the

fall. When you lose the best distance runner, sorry Bervin

the school's history you know you're in for some trouble.

On the bright side though, this year's team does have

some outstanding performers. Howard Stauber, who r..-?

practice laps with Sam Bair at Kent State, is the Sho'men's

number one runner and captain. Behind him are Rick Hor-

stmann. Bob Maskery, and Ed Green. If this year's team

can keep from getting lost on the course, respectability

in cross country may return to W. C.

^^ r-cr:-^^SS

Bob Bailey of W. C. and Ron Athey chase aftei a loose ball in action last Saturday at Western Maryland

The Shore'men were on the losing end, 4-1.

Sho'men Take Home Opener

Fall Victim To W. Maryland

After losing a heartbreaking

4-1, to the Green Terrors ol

Western Maryland, last Satur-

day, the Sho'men soccer team

bounced back in their home op-

ener to take PMC, 3-0. Mark

Slnklnson, with an assist from

Paul Brown, gave tiie aio'men

a 1-0 lead early in the first

period. Later In the period the

same duo came through again

to give the Sio'men their sec-

ond score at the half. Fine de-

fensive play highlighted the third

quarter as neither team scored.

In the fourth, Jimmy Wenzell,

leading scorer for the team,

netted a goal to Ice the victory

for the Sho'men.

In Saturday'scontest, theSho'

men ran up against a strong

Western Maryland team which

was seeking revenge for last

year's close contest. In this

one the shore hooters broke out

on top early as Bob Bailey

scored. That was It for the

Sho'men offensively that day

as the Green Terrors control-

led the ball the remainder ol

the game. Western Marylandg

scored twice In both the sec-

ond and the fourth periods.

The Sho'men record is cur-

rently 1-1-1 with their next game

coming up this Saturday at i

P.M. on the Kibler pitch.

Tide Hangs On To Top Spot

Hhoioibv Gi:Qlf Anderson

Captain Howard Stauber comes into the home stretch in a meet a-

gainst Loyola. The Sho'men lost the meet 32-23, evening their sea-

son record at 2-2.

by '01 Curmudgeon

Independent Crimson Tide,

determined Kappa Alpha and

hard-nosed Theta Chi bulled

their way into the intramural

football forfront Tuesday asthe

tough touch loop chalked athird

of the campaign away.

Drew McCullagh's "Tide"

squeaked by the once fearsome

Foos, now lacking for firepow-

er, Tuesday, 7-6, on a 50-

yard touchdown run by Steve

Raynor on an intercepted pass.

Quarterback Daryl Carrington

found stout Steve In the left

corner on the conversion that

proved to be the difference as

the Lambdas struck back on

a Jeff Lees scoring strike to

Steve Newhard, Lees extra pass

attempt was short. "Bama"
walked off the field minutes

later with a victory and the clock

still running.

Kappa Alpha, meanwhile,

bounced back from a Udllfler

lashing from the Crimson to

deck the Foos 12-1 then crush

Phi Slg, 24-0 and Somerset,

25-0, while permiting Just one

first down. Rick Bales, George

Henckel, Tom Bortmes, Chuck

Vuolo and Jim Hogg paced the

KA attack.while Steve Goldlng

and Ron Lokes spearheaded a

dogged defense in the trenches,

Theta Chi withstood an em-
barasslng forfeit to the wlnless

Siggies October 1 when only

five men could suit up in Ox-

man black, but the marauders

from Middle Hall bounced back

later inthe week when Tom Mur-

phy and Sandy Sandkhuler joined

the Ox pack. On Monday Pete

Boggs and Bob Shrover led thS

"Tavermen" to a 20-7 mashing

of Lambda Chi.

The foes of LamlxJa Ch

meanwhile were unable tomuS'

ter enou^ offense and droppe(

three hi a row. Somerset stil

seeking their first conquest ol

the season, took the cellar spo

when phi Slg gained a victory

gift from Theta, It might be

the nicest thing that happens to

Pete Heller and Company all

year,

A major pivotal struggle will

occur Monday when KA and

Theta Chi meet in what should

a ball-buster on Somerset's

concretla, ThursdayfindsKapp:

Alpha meeting Crimson Tide

on theKlbler confines In another

crucial confrontation.
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Festive Homecoming
Sails Away Tonight

"One W by land and two li

by air" will be the motto of

Washington College's 1970

Homecoming. People will be
literally dropplngoutortheblue,

when the Pelican Sky Diving

Club of Rldgely, Md., gives a

precision sky diving exhibition

as the crowning moment of the

Homecoming weekend.

The festivities take off on

Friday Night, with the annual

rruise down the Chester River
aboard the Port Welcome, For
the price of five dollars a

couple the Intrepid sea farers
not only brave the Chester's
deeps but candancetothe music
of "The Lltwratlon,"

Saturday's events begin when
Washington College's crew club

go down to the river In their

nail boats for an el^t oar
race with Salisbury State. The
race begins In front of the

Chestertown Yacht Club at 11:00

a-m. and finishes in front

of the High Street landing.

At one p.m. on Saturday will

be the traditional Homecoming
Parade, The parade as usual

features floats from the var-
ious campus organizations, and
social groups. The best all-

round float will win $50 and an

empty keg of beer decorated by
the social committee. The
best Greek float and the best

Independent float will receive
awards of $25 each.

Also Involved are marching
bands from Cambridge, Ches-
tertown, and Elkton High
Schools; and the Hamilton Drum
and Bugle Corps of Baltimore.
The parade begins at the foot of
Hl^ Street, precedes through
town to Washington Avenue, and
on to the campus.
The parade Is followed bythe

Washington College-Lycoming

soccer game. During half time
at 2:00 p.m. awards for the

best floats and band will be
presented; and the Homecoming
Queen will be crowned by Pre-
sident Merdinger, while skydl-
vers fall onto a target at the

center of the Athletic field.

The Homecoming court from
which the Queen Is chosen this

year, includes seniors Janet

Freni, Daphne Hanks, and Mi-
chele Magrl; juniors Ann Hil-

lard, and Diane Sanchez; sopho-

mores Meredith Horan and
Candy Goddard, and freshman
Mary Bocchese and Mary Bendt.

Food from the sea rounds off

Saturday evening at the seafood
buffet in Hodson Hall from 6

o'clock to 7:30, Free beer
wiU l)e served. Later the Home-
coming Dance, held forthe first

time In Hodson Hall, will fea-

ture the "New Breed". Tickets
will be $2.50 a couple and the

dance Iwgins at nine.

Festival Winds

Here Thursday

The Festival winds, a wood-
wind ensemble of nine artists,

will present a concert of great

masterworks of woodwind lit-

erature on October 22 InTawes
Theatre. Instruments involved

will be flute, oboe, English
horn, clarinet, bass clarinet,

bassoon, and French horn. For-
merly the artists - In - re-
sidence at Vassar College, this

group Is distinguished for their

imaginatively chosen and bril-

liantly executed programs,
superb in precision andbalance
of tone.

Margolis

'-»»f
Lectures

On Values
"History and Human Values"

will be the topic discussed next

Tuesday by one of the most
distinguished philosophers to

come to Washington College In

recent years. Dr. Joseph Mar-
golis, professor of philosophy

at Temple University, will ap-

pear on October 20 at 7:00 p.m.

in Hynson Lounge.

A graduate of Drew Uni-
versity, Dr, Margolis, whose
field is aesthetics, received his

Masters and Ph.D. from Col-
umbia, and has taught at the

University of Toronto, Colum-
bia, the University of Minne-
sota, and was philosophy de-
partment head at the University

of Western Ontario.

Professor Margolis has four

books of his credit: "The Lan-
guage of ArtandArt Criticism,"
"Contemporary Ethical The-
ory," "An Introdurtlon to PhU-
osophlcal Inquiry," and "Psy-
chotherapy and Morality,*' has
edited a book, " philosophy
Looks at the Arts," and has
written numerous articles. Some
of Margolis' work Is used as
course material in the philos-

ophy department here. He also
owns a big farm where hlsgrad
students can go whenthey would
like a quiet place to study.

The Homecoming Court is standing top to bottom: Ann Hilliard,

Jdnet Freni, Michele Magri, Andy Goddard, Meredith Horan. Sitting

top to bottom: Daphne Hanks, Mary Bochese, Diane Sanchez and
Mary Bendt. Pf^oto by Geoff Anderson

New Library Offers A Maze

Of Rooms For Every Purpose

The featureless exterior of the Library hides a maze of corridors
and rooms.

Touring the new library, one

Is Immediately struck by the

sheer size and completeness of

It. There are countless rooms
of specialized purposes

throu^out the library. They
seem to have thou^t of every-

thing from adequate workrooms
for the library staff to a smok-
ing lounge for the students.

The entire building seems
well-organized for the conven-

ience of bath staff andstudents,

even though the first time you

go through you feel as if you

were In a maze. The seating

atmosphere and lighting Is far

superior to that In Bunting's

dimly lit nooks and crannies.

All periodicals, the reference

collection, and a seperate, re-
serve reading room occupy the

main floor. There will be

plenty of seating available on

the main floor as well as many
carrels on the upper level In

the stacks. The stacks them-
selves are well placed and with-

in easy access for everyone.

The new library will allow

great expansion of library

functions. Rooms have been

provided for audio - visual

materials as well as a special

section for the education de-

partment Including shelves for

elementary and secondary

school textbooks. Greater di-

versity win be possible In the

periodical collect ion from added

space available. Accomodation

for enlargement ofthe book col-

lection has been made to pro-

vide for a maximum of 165,000

books from the present col-

lection of 93,000.

It is hoped that the workmen
will be able to complete the

library In time for the sche-

duled November 12-14 openhig.

75,000 books will be moved by

students. Paul Eldredge has

t)een appointed by the S.G.A.

to co-ordinate the great mi-

gration of the books.

S.G.A. Plans Budget
The first Student Government

Association Budgetary meeting
of the year occured on Monday
night. Several allocations were
made, and the discussion on
several other allocations was
postponed until next week.

Under the heading of Old
Business, the controversial mo-
tion, made two weeks earlier,

that the President of the S.G.A.

receive a salary of $200 per

.

year and that the Vice Pre-
sident, Secretary and Treasurer

of the S.G.A. receive $100 each

per year (to be taken from
the student activities fee and

paid in cashj, was brought up

for continued discussion and

vote. The motion was passed

by a slim margin.

Other funds that were allot-

ted are as follows; Crew Club

—

$200; MRA — $115; SEA~
$400; Sport parachuting Club—
$225; William James Forum—
$600.
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The 1984 Recipe Book

As one of the prisoners or inmates of the Washington College

cafeteria I would like to bang my tin cup against a table, and

enter a protest. For the past two or three weeks stories have

trickled down to the ELM office of students having their friends

ordered out of the cafeteria, on the grounds that they were not

punched in as guests on the official dining hall I. D. card. This

despite the fact that they were not eating any of our cafeteria's

hard brought culinary delights.

While eating in the cafeteria, I personally saw Mr. Linville's as-

MStant accost a female student and friend; while they were en-

gaged in conversation. He demanded first to see the students I.

D. card to find out if the girl was punched in. When he found

out tne triend was not, tne student was made to leave the caf-

eteria to get her card punched. The only person eating was the

student, her friend was merely talking to someone she had prob-

ably not seen in a long time.

The reason for all this is apparently to prevent unlawful con-

sumption of cafeteria food, and massive overcrowding. There-

fore all guests of students must go through the dinner line and

be officially punched, whether they wish to eat or not. Since

there are only 12 punches per year allowed, the ELM advises

you to pick out which of your 12 friends you want to expose

to the manifold wonders of our cafeteria.

I, myself, can't help but wonder if Mr. Linville really fears a

onslaught of chance acquaintances and old friends of the stu-

dent body who have been attracted by rumors of bacchanalian

feasts three times a day. Does not a student have every right to

be insulated when their friends are ordered out of the cafeteria

for simply sitting there?

'Music Hath Charms'
by Rich Noyes

Whatever possessed me to

buy an album with the unlikely

title of "Mott the Hoople", I

may never know. Especially

when the first song on side

one is "You Really Got Me"
(remember hoola hoops? Then

you remember the Kinks). May-
be It was the cover, a draw-

ing by M, Escher, whose works

are becoming popular as album

filler material (The Mandrake

Memorial; Puzzle), and which

alone is worth the price of the

record. At any rate 1 got a

bargabi -- inside that cover

lies a really well put together

album. "You Really Got Me"
is played as an Instrumental;

yet, as the guitar plays the

melody line you can actually

hear the words, as If the gui-

tar were singing. Which it

may be; after absorbing the

cover, one feels prepared to

accept anything. Thenexttrack,

"At the Crossroads", maltes

good use of the singers Dylan-

like voice through a rather dat-

ed yet pleasant style of ac-

companiment. Side two starts

with "Rock and Roll Queen",

and If beauty Is In the eye of

the beholder, this is a dirty

song.

All In all, "Mott the Ho-

ople" has come out with a very

diversified selection, seemingly

with the sole goal of the lis-

teners enjoyment. The show

was a very talented organist -

pianist, a good drummer, an

enjoyable singer, and a capable

guitarist. What more do you

need?
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Letters to the Editor

Juvenile Minds

Water, water, everywhere.

And all the boards did shrink;

Water, water, everywhere,

Nor any drop to drink.

Samuel Coleridge

"Rime ofthe Ancient Mariner"

Firstly, I feel compelled to

inform you, dear reader, that I

was NOT an unbiased observer

of the events which occured on

the evening of October 12, 1970,

in that 1 am a resident of the

first floor of East Hall (here-

after to be referred to as "the

Battleground"). Nevertheless,

The ELM is publishefl weekly through me academic year except dur-

iiig official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Washington

College in the interests of students, faculty, and alumni. The opmions

expressed by the editorial board of the ELM do not necessarily repre-

sent those of the CoUege. Subscription price: S7.50 per year alumni;

S8 00 per year other than alumni. Published by Washington College.

Chestertown, Maryland. Second, class postage paid at Centreville,

Maryland^

WILLIAM D. PRETTYMAN "71

Editor-in-Chief

FROM THE
WASHINGTON ELM
FEBRUARY 26, 1964

Dear Editor:

So everything goes along fine

until Mr. John Anthony Linville,

B. A. (this abbreviation could

stand for almost anything), chief

cook and grubinspector, decides

to play "no tlckee, no foodee."

The rules of this game axe

simple: L Along with your Com-
munity Concerts Cai-d, Language

Lab Card, Washington College

Identification Card, and Gordon-

Davis Linen Card, you must car-

ry a meal card. 2. No person

can go through the food line

more tlian once per meal. 3.

In the future the meal line

will be divided Into two groups,

those getting their tickets pun-

ched and those paying the

?2.00 fine for lost Uckets. Mr.

John Anthony Linville's game

seems to be quite complete,

Indeed even the pessimistic

Mrs. "D" could find no fault

with It. But wait! What Is the

purpose of this game? It seems

there is none, therefore it would

be appreciated U Mr. Linville

would, In the form of a letter

to the ELM, advise the student

body of where the purpose to

his new game may be found.

Sincerely,

David Fegan

I shall attempt to relate my
feeling from ground zero.

At about 11:15 on the afore-

mentioned evening, I was sit-

ting In my room studying. Much

to my horror, I suddenly found

myself inexorably caught up In

a malevolent maelstrom (in

both the literal and figurative

senses of the word). Being a

philosophy major, I fell back

on that great American Stand-

by, pragmatism. As a conse-

quence, I locked myself In my

room, thus to await the ob-

viously imminent arrival of

Noah.

By 11:30, 1 had mustered suf-

ficient courage to venture forth

from my safe, warm, secure,

and dry domicile. Upon step-

ping out onto the battleground,

my mind boggled at the waste-

land before me. Water was

everywhere, punctuated at odd

Intervals by the remnants of

eggs, scraps of paper, and the

various and sundry other bits

of flotsam and Jetsam which

accompany incidents of this na-

ture.

It might be beneficial to re-

late what happened in a quasi-

historical manner, that is to

say, chronologically. As near-

ly as I can ascertain, the ladles

(and I use the term advisedly)

of Reld Hall attacked tiie men
(or semi-reasonable facsimiles

thereof) of East Hall, armed

with water and eggs. This

action was taken in retaliation

against the throwing of water

balloons by the aforesaid men
(or whatever) on the afternoon

preceedlng the battle. Pitched

battles raged all over the cam-
pus for over an hour, with skir-

GEOFF ANDERSON 72. Sports; DAVE BEAUDOUIN '73. Fea-

tures; CAROLE DENTON '73, News; LESLIE ALTERI '73, Circula-

tion; PAUL WHITON '71, Photography; DEBBIE GOLDSTEIN '73,

advertising; MARY JANE EAVENSON '73, Assistant Publications

BOB DANNER '73, Copy Editor, MARY RUTH YOE '73, Typing

Freshman

Refuses

Nomination
The independent spirit thrives

at Washington College, as wit-

nessed by Freshman Beth Ean-

es* decision to decline her el-

ection to Homecoming court.

Upon learning of her election

to theHomecomingcourt,Beth's

initial reaction was shock. At

first she was willing to part-

icipate but then the doubts be-

gan to grow. "What right do

I have to ride around in a car

and show off. .It's worse than

politics," AlthoughBethdoesn't

find any fault In Homecoming,

she wonders about the necessity

of having a queen. Stie said

that in general, she agrees

with the sentiment expressed

by the students at the Univer-

sity of Delaware. Thisyearthey

elected a chicken as Home-
coming Queen.

mlshing continuing for some
time thereafter. Many non-

combatants were drenched.

Now, I am a relatively tolerant

person. I consider myself to

be able to accept a great many

viewpoints on most issues as

being valid, albeit sometimes

misguided. I, nevertheless,

defy any participant in these

actions to Justify, on any terms

save those of wanton des-

tructlveness mixed with a touch

of vlndictlveness, the asinine

performance which took place

between that collection of Ju-

venile (bordering on infantile)

minds housed in mature bodies,

all in the name of good, clean

fun. I would remind them

ttiat they are here, theoretical-

ly at least, to get an education

and that I, for one, am paying

three thousand dollars a year

for that privilege. For ttiat

amount of money, I am not

inclined to relish graphic de-

monstrations of the properties

of H20, which make It Impos-

sible for me to study.

Additionally, I would recom-

mend to the administration of

this Institution that playpens

and sandboxes be installed in

the dorms involved, perhaps

by providing these children with

toys commensurate with the le-

vel of emotional development

which they have displayed, we

may be able to avoid a re-

currence of these incidents, thus

helping to Insure that those of

us who are here to learn rather

than to play might be allowed

to progress along that most

admirable avenue.

Your humble servant,

Jay R. Hoge

Susan Barrett female archer and cause

of East Hall. Photo by Geoff Anderson
celebre" of the first battle
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Cindy Wommack, Polly Quigley, and Liz Orem enjoy the balmy

breezes of sunny Chestertown at Kabat's Kafe. All students are in-

vited to drop by and relax, while enjoying the Kafe's drinks, or Mrs.

D's culinary delights.

Pantsdressing Is Right On

For Homecoming!

I No doubt about it, we're living in the pants

I

age, and campus living couldn 't be easier, es-

;
pec/ally when you can Uvein our great pants-
dresses and jumpsuits. Sizes 5-13.

$20.00 to $32.00

The TOWER SHOP
Upstairs in

The Village Toggery
301 HIGH ST.

The Kafe

Opens On
Sidewalk

Where else can you go to get

a 12 ounce can of any type

of soft drink with Ice no less,

for only 15f?! The Kafe was
created for the studeiits —
to add to the attractiveness of

the campus by filling In the

empty patio and to Just be a

nice quiet place to go to talk.

Tired of sitting in the base-
ment while you eat your food?

Then bring It on out to Kabat's

Kafe, buy yourself a soft drink,

and enjoy the weather and fresh

air while we still have It.

Kabat's Kafe was set up with

the idea of Just breaking even.

Any profit will be turned over

to tiie College directly.

The ultimate plan is to operate

a nice quiet place with good

food, specialties and expresso
coffee with maybe Kafe danc-

ing in the evenings with music

provided. The Kafe expects

to do most of its business on
weekends when the Snack Bar
is closed.

Already the Kafe has run a-

cross some problems — which

Include lack of participation by
students, complaints that the

Kafe is occupying the frater-

nities' backyard, and c om-
plaints that it's hard for the

snack bar workers to serve the

students inside and outside.

During the winter, when the

Kafe is closed, inquiries will

be made into- further pos-

sibilities for the Kafe. Any
suggestions will be appreciated.

Washington College's own version of the brain drain, the Warwick
five, is pictured above.

Warwick Girls Find

Washington Different
"At Warwick, the women's

dorms are never locked, boys
are always allowed In, and no
one is expected back." The
number of rules and regulations

at Washington College was
among the first things to Im-
press the five exchange students

from Warwick, England, Rosa-
line Borlery, Linda calver,

Sally Davis, Barbara Maxwell,
and Jill Lockwood. Despite

these inhibiting factors they all

found the people "... nice and
friendly, especially the pro-
fessors."

When queried as to what was
missed the most, they all agreed
that there is nothing here to

compare to the Social Building.

This building contains a bar,

a sandwich bar (open during
the day), a snack bar (open

You Can't Win
How I won the War Dept...

Accounts differ on Just how
Washington College's first in-

tracolleglate Freudian Dream
Feud began. However, most
concur that an iU-tlu-own water
balloon which plummeted from
East HaU onto a vindictive
feminine archer Monday after-

noon was the underlying qause
for the ruckus. Reprisal fol-

lowed reprisal, until a clan-

destine conference of war was
held on 3rd Floor Reid that even-
ing, where It was decided to take

East Hall by sheer numbers that

night and drive the fraternal

chauvinists Into the Chester
River, or at least freak 'em
out a little. The donnybrook
that ensued at 11:15 P.M. can-

not be wholly recounted, for it

left this reporter stunned and
shaken, himself an innocent

victim of the action and com-
bat fatigue. Howling their ral-

lying cry ' 'Um Tut Sut!

"

("Mangy Mutt!"), the girls

stormed East Hall en masse,
only to be initially outflanked

by the Greeks, who were for-

warned by a traitorous head
from South Kent. East Hall

soon responded with a running
bucket brigade into Reid HaU.
From there, the action event-

ually spread outward until most
of the campus was embroiled
in the conflict, with battle lines

being roughly drawn along Rt.

by captain January

213. Undoubtedly many con-
flicting anecdotes will, and have,

come out of the two hour en-

gagement, but this reporter, for

some preverse reason, cannot

get the symbolic sexual Impli-

cation out of his ever-expanding

head — of the cats throwing

water on the chicks, and, In

return, being pelted with eggs

by very same girls.

Kosmlc kudos go reamingout
this week to Carole "G.W."
Denton, for the rankest reply,

plus 25? in coin, to the Capt.

January What's the Ugliest

part of Your Body Contest and
Innuendo Bee...

(Um Tut Sut! Sure, why
not? Write to Capt. January,

c/0 Washington ELM.)

Oieitertown Scnke Center

778-3666

open

7 Lni. - 9 p.iii.

THE MAYOR IS COMING

at night ), a grocery shop,

cigarette machines, game room,
the Airport Lounge (built

for about 200 people where
dances, concerts, and union

meetings are held), andanews-
paper office. The Building it-

self is built for about 1200

people, but the university right

now has over 2000 people and
is still growing. There aren't

too many chairs, but It's all

carpeted, so everyone sits on

the floor — the Building is so
popular that most of the stu-

dents congregate there every-

nlght.

English System

During the Interview, they

also compared the English sys-

tem of education to the Ameri-
can system. Their educatio-

nal system Itself is a political

issue and controUed by politics

because the government pays
for all education. Each student

gets a grant, the size of which

depends upon the amount of

income his parents have. The
grant is for maintenance; it

includes all non- educational ex-

penses — living expenses.

The structure of the ed-

ucational system In England is

very different from the Ameri-
can system structure. AHclilld-

ren take nationwide exams when
they are eleven years old. These
exams determine whether they

should go to a technical school,

a secondary school, or a

grammar school. Secondary and

grammar schools are Ijoth aca-

demic, but grammar schools are

harder to get into and are more
competitive.

Three Subjects

English students spend 13

years In secondary schools and
only 3 years at the university.

By the time a student is 16,

he Is specializing In only 3

subjects, so that whenhe enters

the university he begins to take

courses in his major area of

study immediately since there

are no distribution require-

ments; background courses are
taken in the secondary schools.

At the University of War-
wick there are no classes as

we have them here. There are

lectures, but these are not com-
pulsory. The most Important

part of a course Is the semi-
nar, which is supposed to be
compulsory. There are only 4

to 6 people In a seminar and

It is of no specified length.
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Vreshrran" Paul Bfown attempts a sliding kick against Gallaudet in the Shomen's 2-0 victory this past

Wednesday. The Sho'men are currently 2-1-1 on the season.

Soccer, Cross Country Split with Gallaudet

Entertain Lycoming Here Saturday

The Washington soccer squad

upped Us season's mark to

2-1-1 on Wednesday with a 2-0

shutout over visiting Gallaudet

College.

Sophomore Freddie Buckel

was in the goal, replaclngFrank

Ogens who could not play be-

cause of a bad knee. In addit-

ion to Ogens, Mark Slnklnson

and Steve Sandebeck were out

of action due to a motorcycle

accident and a bad ankle re-

spectively. Coach Athey reports

that the three will be healthy

for the Homecoming Game ag-

ainst Lycoming this Saturday.

The Sho'men scored one goal

In each of the two final quar-

ters against Gallaudet. Bill In-

nls put Id the first with an as-

sist from Jim Wenzell at 12:

37 of the third period. In the

fourth, wentzell headed in a

corner kick by Bob Bailey.

Washington fired 25 shots on

goal as opposed to 15 for Gal-

laudet, The Shore made eight

saves versus sevenfor their op-

ponets and outdid Gallaudet 18

to 8 in penalties.

While soccer was enjoying a

win, the cross country team

has Us problems. As they lost

to ^llaudet 29-26. The best

performance of the day for the

harriers was turned In by Ho-

CHURCHILL THEATRE
556-6628

Thur., Oct. 15 - Wed., Oct. 21

Elliott Gould

Paula Prentiss

a
Move'
R rating

The "In" Out of Town Spot-
For Your Special Party

And Evening.

P O. BOX 365

CHESTERTOWN. MD
3)«20

We are closing this Nov. Ist

for the winter season and will

reopen on May 1st.

Expressing our best wishes and gratitude

for the patronage of Washington College.

Crew to Dip Oars

with Salisbury Eight
by Dave Griffith

ward Stauber as he covered the

five mile course In 29:31. The

only other Sho'mento place high

were Bob Maskrey and Rick Hor-

stmann who came In fifth and

sixth respectively. The har-

riers, who are now 2-3 on the

season, take on Dickinson and

Drew In the homecoming clas-

sic.

Club Riders

Win Awards
by Ross Peddicord

The Riding Club had quite a

heyday at its Fall Horse Show

held last Sunday, October 11, at

the farm of Mr. Pete Burgess

near Rock HalL

Several local exhibitors, as

well as two W. C. students,

showed their horses inthe Six-

teen class program, judged by

Mr. Marshall Thompson, one of

Maryland's most acclaimed

horse show Judges, and Ms as-

sistant, Glen James.
Cindy Thompson,afreshman,

won the Village Toggery-spon-

sored Pleasure Hack Class with

her bay hunter, Spats; and Mary
Jane Eavenson, a sophomore,

earned two ribbons with Mrs.

Willis Shackelford's "Chubby."

"Chubby", usually ridden side-

saddle by his owner on her

Chestertown farm, performed

at his best when not asked to

negotiate a fence.

The show (and party after-

wards) proved a great success,

largely due to what one exhib-

itor termed "perfect course",

a handsome selection of silver

Revere bowls. Julep cups a-

warded as prizes,and many fine

sponsors.

Debbie Goldstein, Riding

Club's new president, was show
chairman, asslstedby Mary Jane

Eavenson, Ross peddicord, and

Mr. Alfred Roberts as course

supervisor.

The fall rowing season, which

In most crew circles is con-

sidered a preparatory training

period to the spring season,

began for the Washington Col-

lege Crew Club with the firm

rejection of this tradition and

the decision to go all out (or

both seasons. This decision left

Ben Troutman's successor, as

coach, Bob Nelll of the English

Department, the task of pre-

paring a twenty man squad for

Saturday's race with Salisbury.

Mr. Nelll has responded by

dividing the club into two 8-

man sheUs; the challenger

(black) and the defender (ma-

roon).

This fall's defender consists

of Captain Frank Iglehart as

stroke, and returning oarsmen

Eric Ruark, Tom Washington

and Pete Chekemaln. Rounding

out the heavy-weight shell are

freshman Drew Horton, who

rowed at South Kent and John

Snyder who rowed at Mt. Her-

man and toured Europe as a

member of the 1968Youthteam,

They flanked by sophomorejohn

Cann and freshman Harold

Thompson. Freshman Mick Du-

lln of St. Andrews is the cox-

swain of the defender.

The challenging black boat is

stroked by President Chris

Combs, with ex-Presldent John

Carlln, Chris Rogers and Les

Clofli as returning regulars.

The remaining seats in the light

weight boat are filled by fresh-

men Jan Rosenthal, and Rick

Rogers, sophomore Jon Spear

and Junior Dave Griffith.

This Saturday, at 11:00, these

two boats win compete with ai-
Isbury State In the traditional

2000 meter course which fin-

ishes at the town dock. Sal-

isbury has the apparent advan-

tage In that they have 15 more
days of water practice to their

credit due to an earlier achool

opening date. Washington,

however, will overcome this

with experience and determina-

tion. The race is again imlque

In that Salisbury has bever beat-

en the first boat of Washington,

yet this year It has the added

Interest in that the Sho'men's

second shell has never lost

to a rival school while carry-

ing a Washington Crew.

Other races for the fall sea-

son Include a return match at

Salisbury's homecoming on the

31st, and a November ^th race

with George Washington

..^.,

Washington's Bob Maskrey and Rick Horsiman and Gallaudet'^

Gary Greenstone are shown closely bunched with a quarter mile

to go in Wednesday's meet. Greenstone came on to shade Maskrey

31:02 to 31:06 for fourth place while Hdrstman faded to 31:32

for sixth. Gallaudet took the meet 26-29.
p,,^,^^ t,y ceoff Anderson
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Reading
Given By
Stafford

by Dave Beaudouin

"I want to take a stand on
poetry, where one enters Into

communication with tUs au-
dience such as people talk,"
Thus did poet wilUam Staf-

ford, recent recipient of the
National Book Award, and pre-
sently poet-in-re sidenee at the
Library of Congress, preface
his remarks at the reading of

his poetry, Thursday afternoon
at 3:30, October 15, In Queen
Anne's Lounge. The event was
sponsored by the Sophie Kerr
Committee's Lecture series,
with the aid of the Washington
CoUege Writer's Union.

Favorite Poet
Introduced by professor

Robert Day, Sophie Kerr
Committee member and or-
ganizer of the writer's Union,

as "my favorite poet," Mr.
Stafford Immediately launched
Into his first poem, "Burkle".
followed by fourteen other se-
lections, Including "Aunt Ma-
ble", "At the Unnatlonal
Monument Along the Canadian
Border", and "Passing Re-
mark", Between readings, the
author attempted to explain the
themes of his pieces, and more-
over, what he considered the
mechanics of poetry to be; to

Stoppard

Play To

Open Soon
"Enter a Free Man",byTom

Stoppard, concerns a man and
the game he Is playing, and the
games that the other prople a-
round him are playing. George
HUey, Inventor of indoor rain,
leaves his wife and daughter
lor fame, fortune, and the en-
velope you can use twice. What
does a man do when he real-
izes that most of his life has
been wasted playing a game and
deceiving himself? Come see
what George does about it.

Directed by Timothy Maloney,
the play will open Thursday,
October 29 and will run through
Saturday, Ocotber 31, George
Riley is played by Tom Snode,
with Judy Katz as Persephone,
Mark Lobell as Able, Kim Bur-
gess as Linda, Joel ElUns as
Carmen, Jones Baker as Har-
ry, Marda Tressler, as
Florence, and Reed Hessler as
Brown.
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Students, Faculty Speak On
Physical Education Question
Washington's Dhvslcaledura- n^t^^ i.„ii__ . . . _

William Stafford

"...engage wlththe material and
end with more than you had
before." Mr. Stafford concluded
his reading with his advice to
aspiring writers, saying, "in
the arts, the emergencies are
the opportunities. The true
artist should meet these
emergencies."

After the poetry reading, a
reception was held In the lounge
for students and visitors to
meet and talk with Mr. Staf-
ford. The following morning,
students from Professor Day's
Creative Writing class were
given twenty minute interviews
with Stafford to discuss points
of their individual Uterary
works.

Washington's physical educa-
tion requirement comes under
scrutiny by tho Academic Coun-
cil, Wednesday, October 21, fol-

lowing poll results sponsored
by the Student Government As-
sociation. From a poll of 503
students, 137 voted to abolish
the present 2 year requirement,
124 felt the present require-
ment Is adequate, and 220 vo-
ted to reduce the requirement
to one year. 22 students of-
fered varying solutions of how
a physical education require-
ment at Washington College
should be met.

Quiet Debate
With 71% of the student bo-

dy vote favoring a change in
the requirement, the physical
education poll has touched off
a quiet debate on campus. O-
pinlons vary in the extreme.

BlU Monk, secretary ofthelVlR.
A. feels the two year require-
ment is necessary, simply, "Be
pause vou need exercise."

Gail Sanchez says, "I think
it is completely unnecessary
and out of place in a liberal
arts education."

The argument Is centered a-
round the requirement. Most
students feel there is nothing
wrong with physical education,
but they dislike Its being com-
pulsory. The discussion In the
S. G. A. and before the Ac-
ademic council is not the phil-
osophy behind physical educa-
tion, but a popular and feas-
ible way to incorporate It In
the curriculum.

Peter Heller, president of the
S.G.A., says, *T don't think
they should have an advantage
over the other departments in
the school." He is favoring
a plan in which the phys. ed,
requirement could be met by
students, requiring a standard
proficiency in six different
sports. The physical education
department would teach various
activities and administer tests
of proficiency in at least six
of these activities.

Seager Plan

Robert Seager, Dean of the
College, favors the plan out-
lined above, but would also ag-
ree to a plan In which stu-
dents fulfUl their first year
requirement and then are al-
lowed to fulflU the second by
other means, such as parti-
cipation In an Intramural sport.

He says that, personally, "1

am pro-jock," but he is most

interested In how the students
on campus feel about the re-
quirement.

Penny Fall, director of wo-
men's physical education, ar-
gues that "of the students who
come to Washington College
they have little or noknowledge
or appreciation of their physi-
cal capabilities. The majority
are what I have coined anhy-
slcaL"

Edward Athey, Director of
Athletics, feels "emphatically"
that in a liberal arts educa-
tion "you can't separate the
physical from the mental." He
feels that because physical re-
creation Is becoming so popu-
lar In our society, and people
are paying generous amounts
of money towards lessons for
sports, students should appre-
ciate the athletic opportunities
available to them at Washing-
ton College.

Phys, Ed. Statement
by Women's Phys. Ed. Dept.

Before the motion for re-
duction of the physical Educa-
tion requirement can even be
considered, one basic question
must be answered.

Does the college have a re-

sponsibility for the education
and development of the indi-

vidual's physical being as well

as his Intellectual being?
If the answer Is no, then there

Is no reason for the existence

Scene trom rehearsal of
ber 31 at Tawes Theatre,

"fcnter A Free Man", to be performed Thursday night October 29 thru Octo-

of any such required program,
or for that matter. Intramural
or varsity programs.

If, however, it is yes--and
our experience would lead us
to lean in that direction—then
the best possibility program
should be instituted: I.e., a
four year required program
meeting 4-5 days per week.

If this is not possible—and
we are realists—then the next

alternate is the most realistic

and feasible required program
that can be offered. We believe

that the 2 year, 2 classes per

week program Is such an al-

ternative.

Objectives

Why? As with any well defined

professional discipline we In the
women's department have cer-
tain principles and objectives
that guide us in the adminis-
tration and operation of our pro-
gram These are:

1. That this college has a
responsibility for the develop-
ment of the individual both phy-
sical and mentally, since the ef-
fective use of knowledge de-
pends upon physic! fitness now
and during later life.

2. That the general purpose
of required health and physi-
cal education is to develop and
maintain basic physical skills

that can be applied both now
and in later life, and to foster
the development of a positive
attitude toward measures de-
signed to maintain good health
and physical fitness.

3. In line with the above
the specific objectives of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Phys. Ed. Requirement

The hue and cry have once again been raised over the is-

sue of shortening or abolishing Washington College's two

year gym requirement. Unfortunately, the advantages and

disadvantages of the school's compulsory physical educa-

tion program are being obscured by the current debate.

This is not to suggest that either side has attempted to

purposely confuse the issue. However, neither side has

tried to clarify it. The problem seems to be that the Physi-

cal Education Department and the student body are argu-

ing over two different questions.

The athletic department continues to act as if the ques-

tion being debated was the survival of their program and

department on campus. Their position is that if attendance

were not mandatory, no students would enroll in gym

courses, thus negating the need for instructors. This is said

to be because despite the efforts of the athletic depart-

ment, the students do not sufficiently appreciate the need

for a sound body. Most students, it seems, are "motor

morons" who desperately need education in physical de-

velopment but are too lazy or unintelligent to come to

gym class of their own free will.

The Student Government continues to assert that the on-

ly aspect of the physical education program under discus-

sion is its compulsory nature. The majority of students

would even without compulsion continue to take "gym"
courses, and it is unfair that a department with a two year

requirement should be non-credit. In essence, they and

most of the student body feel the two year requirement is

unnecessary and that one year or less of required physical

education would suffice.

In the hopes that it ma, simplify matters, the ELM
would like to make the following points. First, to be op-

posed to compulsory gym classes is not equivalent to op-

position to exercise and physical fitness. Second, the con-

cept of physical education and the values of athletics is not

synonymous with the Washington College Physical Edu-

cation Department. Therefore, since there is obvious

dissatisfaction with some aspects of the program as it now
exists, perhaps students and instructors could meet and

design a program suitable to both.
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Parking

Regulations
Students may park a proper-

ly registered vehicle in any of

the campus parking lots with

the exceptions ol those areas

designated for faculty and staff

use or designated as tow away

zones.

Faculty and Staff lot is the

"A" lot behind William Smith

HaU. It may be used by stu-

dents from 6 p.m, to 8 a,m.

Monday through Friday andfrom

12;00 noon Saturday until 8 a.m.

Monday.

The following areas will be

considered tow away zones. Fire

lane behind the hill dorms,

Queen Anne'sand Caroline drlv-

way, Kent House driveway, the

dining hall parking lot, and the

Admissions Office driveway.

Cars parked In these areas will

be towed away at the owner's

expense.

(Note; Student parking Is not

permitted In the Reid Hall lot

unless special permission has

been granted by the Student

Affairs Office.)

Students may not drive or

park on any walkway or grass

are of the campus at any time.

Daphne Hanks, Washington College's New Homecoming Queen.

Roommate Wanted

3 Bedroom House

Roundtop Road

Female Roommate
Furnished

Her Share of Rent $40.00

778-2871 after 5 o'clock

Letters to the Editor . .

Sincere Pity

Dear Mr, Hoge,

First let me express sincere

pity for you and your present

state of mind. If all you ex-

pect out of your precious three

thousand dollars is the privilege

to be left alone In your sound-

proof cubicle and reflect on

Aristotle, then you are being

suckered even more than the

average "Infantile" student.

Those poor, misguided child-

ren! Wasting their time throw-

ing water (dangerous activity)

and screaming and yelling as if

they were actually havlnga good
time! What a subversive act-

ivity — how can they be so

audacious as to think that un-

inhibited fun has any place at

all In education?

So I'll tell you what, Mr.
Pragmatlst — you stay in your
room and rot in your own nar-

row-minded self-righteous-

ness, while the rest of the peo-
ple here go on with their

despicable attempts to destroy

Washington College with two
deadly weapons, water and
laughter. May the great sterile

god of Academla, and Mr. Hoge,
damn you forever, you foolish

hedonists!

J Alexander McCosh

Obvious Flaw
Dear Mr, McCosn;

Since this rebuttal is being

published in the same issue of

The ELM as the letter it is

answering, it should be obvious

to everyone, up to and includ-

ing the redoubtable Mr, McCosh,

that I have been allowed to see

the missive printed above prior

to its publication. For this

privilege, I gratefully thank

the Editor,

The best way to demonstrate

the most obvious flaw in Mr.

McCosh's thoroughly peccable

logic Is by way of an analogy.

The only real difference bet-

ween twxing ( a socially ac-

ceptable activity) and assault

( an act which society deems
reprehensible) is that, hi the

former, there are two consent-

ing parties involved, while, in

the latter, only one party con-

sents. Thus, if two people

agree to beat each other to

bloody pulps, this is fine and

dandy. If, however, one of the

people does not wish to be

beaten, we, as hopefully civiliz-

ed human beings, can not

condone such a violation of his

rights. The same principle

also applies to water battles.

If Mr. McCosh and his
friends wish to drench them-
selves, this is fine 'with me,

provided that, in doing so, they

do not Interfere with my ri^t

to abstain from such frolics.

If this proviso is ignored, I

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Fake Marijuana
What do you do with a 21 inch

high lifelike reproduction of

a real marijuana plant that

costs you 2 bucks? Well, let

us tell you what the American
Civil Liberties Union is doing
with the profits from each
sale.

Every penny of profits helps

fund the Marijuana Civil

Liberties Project, a coordi-

nated national effort which is

now working to legally con
test unconstitutional mari-

juana laws, legally defend
people facing prison and jail

terms under such laws, and
appeal cases to higher courts.

For iust $2.00 (and that in-

cludes postage) you'll not
only be getting a good-looking

plastic grass plant, in natural

shades of green, but you'll

also be helping to protect

your brothers, your sisters

and maybe even yourself from
repressive laws and unjust

imprisonment.

With A Real Purpose
r WINSTON SMITH SOi-IETy

P.O. BOX 13053
PHILA, PA, 19101
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ucas

hawings

n Display
\ rare public showing of late

century European and

lerican prints and drawings

being held in the Gibson Fine

ts Center. The exhibit was
(or the Homecoming

ekend and will end thlscom-

Sunday, October 25.

>art of an extraordinary coi-

tion of 20,000 items be-
sathed in 19U by George A.

:as to the Maryland Institute

Art, the display was select-

by John Sparks of the In-

ute faculty, and is sponsored

the Maryland Arts Council.

Imphaslzing the works of

Delacroix, Dore, Manet,

Whistler, the exhibition has

housed at the Baltimore
seum of Art on indefinite

from the Institute,

ccording to prof. Robert
Janson-La Palme, director

iit history, "The size of

Lucas Collection makes
lie displays rare. We feel

unate in having these re-
sentative works on our cam-

Student muses over Lucas collection of 19th century Prints and
Drawings. The exhibit is from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday,
and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Saturday.

lenry Moves On To New Home
bv Angelo

This story began in Dean Sea-

r's office when I interviewed
n on October 7. I introduced
'SGlf as an ELM reporter,

ted that my assignment con-
rned "Henry", and told him
leeded information concern-
the group's difficulties In

:alning a permanent practice
ja.

*Uh huh. Are you connected
h the group in any way?

you their business man-
? Do you represent them

any other way?" he asked.

IMsfvous Laughter
laughed nervously and said
but admitted that I did
with them,

le seemed satisfied and we
e able to continue. During the
ulng conversation he stres-
that the administration Is

avor of allowing the group
iracttce. n« added that he
Id personally see to it that
e action was taken.

Confidential Files

an Seager was willing to
'SB his reasons for not
'Ing the group to use Bill

'ESTER THEATRrf

Fh. - Sat. I

Jungle Book i;!;

Love Bug - ;|:;'

Sun. Tues. >;:

Soldier Blue iji;

'RchilltheatreI

Thurs. - Wed. ;;•

Smith. He expiamea mat confi-

dential files are kept in the

building. For this reason, he
was opposed to "handing out

keys" because duplicates

"could be made at any hardware
store." Students will be allowed
to use the auditorium asaplace
to study, but custodians must be
present to insure that cigar-

ette butts are stamped out.

"There has to be control,"

said the Dean.

After some further discussion

concerning alternate sites for

the group's practice sessions,

the interview closed with Dr.

Seager promising to look into

the matter. He also requested

that I return later In the week
so that he could Inform me as
to what he had discovered.

Seager Letter

That evening. Dale Trusheim,
the drummer for "Henry" al-

lowed me to read a letter signed

by Dean seager, dated Sept.

24. It restated the above points

and added that there was a
"Probability that the building,

open, lighted and in use at night

would soon attract other stu-

dents in no way connected with
the band. '

' The impressive num-
ber of people who have come to

listen to "Henry" during their

rehearsals at Tawes would seem
to bear this out. A decision

to use the Student Activities

Center would appear to be in

everyone's best Interest.

"Henry" realizes that many
people have come to hear them
play. Dale smiled when he was

told that there must have been

thirty or forty students at each
of their practices. "We would
like to see them come, but

they tiave to put up with con-
stant interruptions," he empha-
sized, "li's a college band, so
why not come?"

Later Developments

The following Monday I re-
turned to Dean Seager's office,

I was disappointed to learn
that the Dean had understood
that I would look into the mat-
ter and inform him of devel-
opments.

The matter has been resol-
ved, however, since the Student

Center has been made available

Center has been made available

to "Henry." It is hoped that

each of you will come see "Hen-
ry" play.

Readers Write . . .

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

have every right to be furious,

as much so as If I were beaten

black and blue by Mr. McCosh.
I would never interfere with

Mr. McCosh's right to pursue
happiness in his own way. In

fact, I would go so far as to

wish he would drown In utter

bliss, I merely request that he

not try to drag me under with

him.

Your humble servant,

Jay R. Hoge

Hooray
Dear Editor,

HOORAY FOR GOOD CLEAN

with an empty bucket,

Liz Orem

Physical Ed.

After hearing both sides of

the issue, I feel I can speak
out quite freely on the subject
of physical education at Wash-
ington College.

It has come to my know-
ledge that certain senior stu-

dents have not yetfinlshedthelr
phys. ed. requirements and are
now trying to shirk the respon-
sibility of that two yearrequle-
ment by taking action against
the phys. ed. program.

To those studentslask wheth-
er or not you are aware of

what you are doing to your-
selves. If you reply yes—look
again.

people today tend to have
much more free time and no
activity to occupy the time or
at least no great physical ac-

tivity. For the most part your

bodys will suffer.

Actually, we are really fort-

unate to be offered so much
In the physical education pro-
gram especially In a school of

this size. For example, I was
really Impressed that golf was
offered and likewise with fenc-

ing, archery, and badminton.
Also there's bowling and in-

struction In riding.

The there's the exercise and
dance requirements for women.

Modern dance—here's a chance
for people to express themsel-
ves in a really creative way.
Exercise Is provided to teach
us how to exercise properly
now and in the future when phy-
sical activity may be cut down.

In total, this two year phys,
ed. requirement isn't such a
bad deal.

In an article by Sam Brown,
Jr. (heard of him??), he talks

about the increased awareness
of the human body in an open

way. It Is ourTelponsFbUity
to take care of our bodies
and that Is why the phys, ed.

requirement is so important.
The instructors are really try-

ing to help us for the future

and there's no reason why we
can't go along with this require-
ment and even get involved in-

tramural sports, too.

You might even find thephys,.
ed. classes fun-honest. Don't
knock it until you've really
tried it!

Deborah Martin '74

English Ed.

Dear Sir,

In order to correct any mis-
conceptions that may have been
created by the article in last

week's ELM about the Univer-
sity of Warwick, we would like

to pohit out that the education

system in England Is not a
"political issue." Engllshedu-
catlon at every level Is financed

by the State, out of publictaxes,

but this does not entail any

control by the state over what
i.s taught. Neither Is there
any control over any student's

personal political beliefs. The
English political parties are all

equally concerned with edu-
cation, and their attitudes vary
on such questions as Compre-
hensive schools and student ra-
dicalism — only In this sense
is education a political Issue.

We are sorry if our remarks
on this point during our Inter-

view have caused confusion.

Love and kisses,

Sally and Barbara and Ros and

Linda

Women's Phys, Ed. Statement

People Next Door
\

.^^

NOTICE

There Vfill be a student poetry
reading sponsored by the Wa^-
ington College Writers' Union on
Wednesday, October 28 at eight

clock in the evening in the
Reid Hall Lounge. Several stu-

dents will read some of their

1 works. Everyone is invited.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

required women's physical ed-

ucation program are;

a. To develop physical ca-

pacities and knowledge essential

to the needs of dally Ufe through
individual and group activities;

b. To develop an appreciation

for physical activity as a foun-

dation for a healthy life;

c. To develop sufficient skill

and knowledge in several ac-
tivities in which the individual

may participate throughout Ufe
in order to maintain physical

fitness and constructively and
enjoyabiy utilize leisure time;

d. To expose the Individual

to numerous activities and to

seek individual improvement in

contrast to a specific degree
of proficiency, avoiding over-
development and over-speclal-
izaHon through a limit on the

total time permitted for a sin-

gle activity.

To begin to come close to

fulfilling these objectives we be-
lieve that 2 years are essential.

Also In line with meeting these
goals, as well as to enhance
the experience, we offer a num-
ber of activities at various skill

levels. These include: archery,
badminton, basketball, ballet,

exercise, fencing, filed sports,

folk dance, golf, gymnastics,
modern dance, riding, softball,

tennis, touch football, volley-

ball.

Program Reduction

If the program were reduced
to one year, a number of these
courses particularly those on
the upper levels, would have to

be dropped, thusdlmlnlshingthe
experience offered to the stu-

dent.

In summary then, from di-

rected participation In physical
education one learns the skills,

and strategies of the activity;

the health implications; the be-

havior roles Involved in the ac-

tivity situations; the satisfac-

tions from self-expression and

achievement; and the history

contemporary status, and rela-

tionships of the activity.

Whole Man

But play without a plan, with-

out thought, without direction

will make little contribution

beyond the obvious organic

values. As stated above, physi-

cal education attempts to offer

opportunities which go far be-

yond these. In this way we
have the opportunity to help to

bring man into possession of

himself, to provide him with

means for enjoying life, to give

him friends, fun and the emin-
ent satisfactions of doing some-
thing well. After all, it is the

whole man we are educating

—

not just Ills memory.
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SPORTS
Shoremen Rated

24th In 1970

Stick Standings

W&shinirton College was
placed 24th in the Charles
Rothstein ratings of the top 80
teams among the 1 60 major
colleges playing lacrosse in the
1970 season. The Shoremen
had been 17th in 1969, 11th in

1968, 5th in 1967 and 10th in

1966.
Washington was given a 84.7

rating as compared to the 100
given Johns Hopkins, Navy and
Virginia. Others in the top ten
v/ere Army (99), Cornell (98),
Maryland (97), North Carolina
(94), Brown (93.5), Yale (92>

Hofstra (91.5)
In order, the other rankings

were:
Rutgers, Syracuse, Harvard,

FDU-'Madison, Towson State,

Princeton, Washington and Lee
Bowling Green, Pennsylvania,
Cortland State, Denison, Ho-
bart, Masschusetts, Washington.
Delaware, Air Force Academy.

Colgate, Denver, Adelphia,
F & M, Baltimore U., Randolph-
Macon, Wesleyan, Oberlin, Wil-
liams, Union, Lehigh, Bucknell,
Ithaca, New Hampshire, Ohio
State, M.I.T., Penn State, Am-
horst, Ohio Wesleyan, Middle-
bury.

St. Lawrence, Dartmouth,
Swarthmorc, Villanova, Duke,
Wittenburg, UMBC, C.W. Post,
Bowdoin, Brockport State,
Drexel, Rochester Tech, Leban-
on Valley, Western Maryland,
Trinity, Geneso State, Loyola,
Mich^n.
East Carolina, Koanc^e. RJ*.I.,

Ohio University, Cojorado Col-

lege, Kenyon, Plymouth State

Hartwick, Nichols, Siena Con-
necticut, Wooster, Holy Cross,

Phoios by CcoffAnderson

Bob Bailey dribbles dov^rn field in Sho'mens 2-1 loss to Lycoming

The Sho'men are currently 2-3-1 on the season as they travel to

Dickinson on Saturday for the Red Devils Homecoming.

Booters Drop Two

,

Fall Below ,500 Mark
A winning record changed to

a losing one as Washington

dropped two in a row to Ly-
coming and Towson State by

scored of 2-1 and 2-0 In soc-

cer action this week.

In the homecoming contest,

the Sho'men scored In the first

period on an unassisted goal

by Mark Slnklnson, but Lycom-
ing came back with goals In

the second and fourth periods

(or the victory. In Tuesdays
game, Towson scored In the

third and fourth perlodsfor their

scoring.

Towson Shutout

While disappointed by the

shutout to Towson, Coach Ed
Athey feels that the team play-

ed much better in that game than

In the one against Lycoming on

Homecoming Day. The Sho'men
proved that they could move the

ball Into the offensive zone

against Towson, but they stlU

lack the ability to score when
necessary.

The explanation for this prob«
ably lies in the position ]ug-

A dejected Howard Stauber sits on track after double loss to Dick-

inson and Drew on Saturday. Stauber finished in 29:02, good tor

third against Drew and fourth against Dickinson.

Sho' Boats Sink Salisbury Eight

Maroon Beats Black

gllng that Athey has had to do.

The Sho'men roster has more
than Its share of bad knees,

bad ankles and muscle pulls.

As a result, coach Athey has

many of his men playing at half

speed and still others playing

at positions that are somewhat
new to them. All of which adds

up to 3 rough season for any

team,

Dickinson Game

Realistically, the coach does
not plan on winning the Mason-
Dlxon regular season champ-
ionship at this point. But he does
think that Washington could take

fourth in the league if some
of the problems would clear

up. Thosepesslmlstlcmaypolnt
out that, with only two seniors

on the squad, Washington could

look forward to a potentially

good season next year. But
this season continues on Sat-

urday with a road game against

a good and Improving Dicken-

son squad. A good game by
the Sho'men would bring their

record back to a respectable

,500.

Last Saturday before a large

Homecoming crowd the crew

continued its winning ways over

Salisbury State by beating the

lower shoremen with two boats.

The club's Maroon heavyweights

boat won a clear victory as

they jumped to a quick lead

and stroked to an easy thirty-

two second victory, with a time

of 6:48. The black lighweight

ijoat, rowing In the lane with

the roughest water of the three,

got off to a slow start, but

pulled even at the 500 meter

mark. At this point coxswain

Slick Keenan called for a "po-

wer-20'* which thrust the Black

boat into a lead it never lost,

although Salisbury raised Its

stroke from 34 to 38 strokes

per minute In a desperate at-

tempt to catch the challengers

In the final 500 meters.

The race was partlculalrly

gratifying for both shells Id

that it confirmed the posslb*

lllty for what Bob Nelll called

before the race "the start o/

something big, something to

be proud of". While the real

test of this trend must wall

for the spring, the oarsmen
will meet Salisbury for their

homecoming on Saturday Octo-

ber 31,

Washington's maroon heavyweight boat comes in for docking after the oarsmen had completed th

2000 meter course in 6:48, Salisbury State has never beaten Washington College in crew competitio'
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Grand Jury Orders Arrest

Of 25 Students At Kent State
Kent, Ohio (CPS)--The stu-

dents ot Kent State Unlversltj

saw tensions tielghten after In-

dictments were returned Fri-

day against 25 persons, none

of them national guardsmen
by the Grand Jury report, "thir-

ty Indictments, covering 43ofr-

enses" were returned against

the twenty-five.

Page two and three of the

report were removed before

the t8-page document was re-

leased. The pages contain the

names of those Indicted and

the charges against them. The
names and charges will be made
public only after those indiv-

iduals indicted have been ar
rested.

Varied Reaction

Student reaction to the In-

dictment has been varied. Some
feel the Indictments were too

few, othere feel the number
was too great. But the maj-

ority of students belfeve that

the entire Grand Jury report

was a whitewash of the May
disturbances. In Columbus,

Ohio, the Student Mobilization

Committee has announced an

emergency press conference on

the capltol steps and Is calling

for "united massive action by

Ohio students" in response to

the Grand Jury "whitewash,"
The report never formally

declares the May 4 disturbance

Kunstler

Donating

Services
KENT, Ohio (CPS) — Wil-

liam Kunstler, attorney for the

defense in the "Chicago Seven"

trial, has offered his services

to the 25 students Indicted at

Kent State University for their

roles InlastMay'sdisturbances

Kunstler, speaking before

about 1,000 students Monday

night In an off-campus location,

said those Indicted should form

a single unit Iwcause "the

State yields only when you're

really together."

Broad Support

He Indicated that broad sup-
port for those indicted is form-
ing, as In the case of folk

singer Judy Collins, who has

pledged about $2,500 from a

l>enefit concert. "It's not just

your case," Kunstler said.

'^t's the case of every Ameri-
can college student."

Morgan and Lough were nam-

ed In secret Indictments hand-

ed down Friday by a special

state Grand Jury that Investi-

gated the capipus rioting. The

Grand Jury, in a report Issued

Friday, aiso exonerated the

Guard with regard to the deaths

and said a major cause of the

campus disorders wasadmlnls-

trative pcmlssiveness and

laxity In discipline,

IndlctmentB for the other 23

people have not been released

to the public.

Robert L White, Kent State

president, Mqnday rejected

a riot; it refers to a "riotous

mob" and excuses National

Guardsmen from guilt in the

fatal shooting of four students

and in the wounding of eleven

more.

National Guard

The report states that the

Guardsmen fired their weapons
"in the honest and sincere be-
lief, and under circumstances

which would have logically led

them to believe that they would

suffer serious bodily Injury had

they not done so,"

Police Dept.

It goes on to declare the

university police department

"totally Inadequate to perform
the functions of law enforcement

agency," The allegation was
documented with the "shock-
ing inability to protect the Kent

city firemen who responded to

the fire at the RQTC building

on May 2,"

Morgan Statement
KE^P^, Ohio (CPS) -— Craig

Morgan, president of the student

body at Kent State University

October 21 before assembled

students:

"1 would like to address my-
self briefly to the nation as a

whole. Not to those student

who are apprehensive about the

concerns expressed. It is un-

derstandable how much a col-

lege education means to you.

This opportunity may seem too

precious for you to Jeopardize

by tiecoming involved with what

ap[>ears to be extra - currt-

cular activities.

"But let me ask, once you

have your degree, what kind of

a life do you want to lead?

Do you support a political sys-

tem tiased on trust and recon-

ciliation, or do you accept pol-

itical rhetoric which divides and
polarizes your country, and

turns the resultant fears into

tiatred for unpopular minority

groups?

"We all understand the pres-

sure which edsts in a giant

university. Sympathy must be
given to those who fear that the

system may reject them alto-

gether, through the tyranny of

the grade-point averages,

bringing catastrophe to future

career and personal advance-

ment,

"But we ask each student if

he can find It In his conscience
to take the risks inherent to

becoming Involved inthe greater

issues, which threaten trage-

dy to our traditions of freedom
and equality.

"To this end we at Kent

State are asking for a nation-

wide moratorium on business

as usual. We are asking that

for one day students don't

go to classes, don't spend their

time drinking beer or playing

football, but spend the day
talking among themselves, with

faculty members, with parents,

and with college administrators

about what is happening to us,

about what Is happening to civil

liberties In America today. We
are asking that students across

the nation demonstrate their

unity In what ever manner they

desire, whether that be by fasts,

teach-ins, rallies, or whatever;

with only one restriction, it must

be done non- violently. There

are politicians In this nation

who are banking on a violent

upheaval on any campus in

America In order to get them-
selves elected. We can't give

them that opportunity. Anyone

who doesn't see that is polit-

ically blind.

'^n addition, the student gov-

ernment of KSU calls upon uni-

versity communities and other

citizens across the country to

show their concerns over in-

creasing political repression

through a manifestation of uni-

ty on October 31, by partici-

pating In the non-violent mass
demonstrations throughout the

country."

On Trial

Washington College has avoided extremism. Washington
College has avoided controversy. Washington College has

avoided divisiveness. Washington College has avoided the

world.

The theory is that students are here to acquire a liberal

arts education. This means they must turn their attention

to the serious task of learning, undistracted by the tempo-
rary upheavals outside the College. For the most part, stu-

dents accept this premise. They concentrate on their stu-

dies and extracurricular activities-and for four years are

confident that the outside world cannot touch them.

In the last few years someone has burst the bubble. Stu-

dents at most other colleges have found, as they were car-

ried away to jail, the hospital, or the morgue, that the

world can touch them all too easily. It is they who cannot

touch the world. College does not protect; it only isolates.

Washington College has not yet had that awakening. The
world has not yet reached in, with its cruel and careless

fingers. So we continue on "protected." And when the

president of the Kent State Student Body is indicted over

the Kent State massacre, most of us will be indilferent or

vaguely sympathetic. Even at the best, it will never occuf

to us that we could have been the ones on trial -that we
may still be the ones on trial. We are innocent, and inno-

cent men don't go to prison, do they?
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student demands that the school

oppose any Indictments handed

down by the Jury saying that

Indictments "are part of our

Judicial system,"

Legal System

Kunstler did voice some hope

in working through the present

legal system, saying "We are

confronted with a legal system

that can be utilized." He said,

however, that the Portage Coun-
ty Grand Jury had utilized law

to protect the National Guard
against murder and termed the

indictments as did Joseph Rho-
des, a member of the Scranton

Commission, "Mississippi

justice."

He said, in that case, the

Grand Jury "used the law to

condone murder and the courts

to condone silence,"

Kunstler urged the audience

to support the indicted students,

and especially asked for mone-
tary contributions to a legal

defense fund which is being

assembled.

Student Body Debates Events
by Dave Beaudouin

At 3 student body meeting

by the S.G.A, Wednesday night,

October 28, at 11 p.m. In Hyn-
son Loung, student Senate

President peter Heller informed
students as to the nature of

the National Moratorium this

Saturday, October 31, and spec-
ifically, the activities planned

for the Washington College cam-
pus this weekend, in support

of Saturday's action.

Teach -In

Heller stated that a teach-

in wlU be held Saturday morn-
ing at 10:30 A.M. In the Wil-

liam Smith Auditorium to brief

concerned students as to the

evoluation of civil liberties In

Europe, and. Indirectly, in a-
merlca, from a historical and

socio-political standpoint. Pro-
fessors Belcher, Fallaw, and
Chergen are slated to parti-

cipate in the forum. An open
discussion will follow.

That afternoon at 2 P.M.

In Hynson Lounge, Mr. Stuart

Ball, a member of the American
Civil Liberties Union, and one

of the defense lawyers at the

Chicago Conspiracy trials, will

address students on "Repres-
sion of Civil Liberties in Amer-
ica."

Student Reflection

Heller cautioned studentsthat

Saturday's activities on campus

win be a "non-violent reflection

on civil liberties In reguard

to recent legal developments

at Kent State and other cam-
puses," and not a boycott of

classes.

SGA Gial

The S.G.A. President went
on to say that future lectures
on the subject of civil liberties

vifh both pro and con speak-
ers from the A.C.L,U., Con-
gress, and the Justice Depart-
ment, are to be scheduled

'hroughout the school year.

"Our Goal," Heller concluded,

"is to educate ourselves on the

nature of civil liberties InAmer-
ica, both past and present,"

SATURDAY SCHEDULE

TEACH IN- 10:30 A.WI,

William Smith Auditorium

Speakers

Professor Belcher

Doctor Fallaw

Professor Chergin

SPEECH -2:00 P.M.

Hynson Lounge

Speaker

Mr. Stuart Ball

Attorney For Chicago Trial

Member ACLU
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5tudents

Spy' For

Jregpn St.
Eugene, Ore., (CPS)---The
nlverslty of Oregon Office of

udent Conduct has been grant-
i special funds to hire law
udents to aid in the investl-

and/or prosecution of

udent disruptors.

Although they are officially

led "assistant prosecutors",
udents here are referring to

em as "spies".
These prosecutors will be
red on an hourly basis dur-
perlods of exceptionally

avy case loads orwidespread
lisruptive" activity.

There is one hitch, however.

addition to their other duties

ey serve as eyewitnesses at

monstratlons to observe any

sslble violations of the stu-

nt conduct code, prepare In-

ctments, and then prosecute

They will not be wear-

; any Identifying uniform or
"In effect," says stu-

nt body vice president Mike

nent, "they will be under-

er spies."

PAGE THREE

Repression is a

Four-letter Word

M NS ON ( AMPL'S: Policeman, backed by National (Guards-
man. lakinB gun from youth a( Kent State campus yesterday.

^ent State SGA, SMC Issue

Moratorium Policy Statements
'Note: The officia/s of both 1= ^^ ^<^ "o' expect indict-

Kent State S.G.A. and the
I C. in New York were con-
ted by phone Wednesday
ernoon, October 28, by the
M. Their results statements
printed below).

statement released by the
Cent State University Student
government Office:

"A bill to bring to the pub-
Ics attention the atmosphere
If judical represesslon and po-
ttical bias intenslfled by the
pecial Ohio State Grand Jury
eport:

Section I

We believe the report Is
learly a political document
'hich exceeds the boundaries of

legal responsibility. In ad-
ition to determining whether a
rime was committed and
hether evidence exists for a
rosGcutlon, this grand Jury
assed judgement on University
dministratlve policy, facul-
' teaching, and student verbal
ehavior. This attack on the -

Indents, faculty, and admln-
rtration of KSU is an attack
1 the role of the university

free society, on academic
wdom In the classroom, on
le student culture, as well as

Individual constitutional
ehts of all Americans.

ments of Guardsmen, the White-
wash character of the report
was forseeable.

Section III

Therefore, we call for a fed-

eral grand jury investigation of

the May 1-4 incidents at Kent
so that all available evidence
can be considered, includmgthe
entire reports by the FBI, the
President's Commission on

Campus Unrest, as well as the

state Grand Jury report. Thus,
a federal grand jury should in-
vestigate especially the pro-
cedure by which the state "grand

Jury reached its conclusions.

Section IV

In addition, we call on un-

iversity communities and other

citizens across the country to

show their concern over hard-

ening political repression

through manifestation of unity

on October 31 by participating

in the non-violent mass demon-
strations throughout the coun-
try. On this day we urge you
to show your support for the

civil liberties of those indict-

ed through your own construct-

ive non-violent activities.

Specifically, we asit youtocoll-

ect money for the Kent De-
fense Fund and to initiate local

petitions to support our demand
for a federal grand jury.

American troops from South-

east Asia,

However, we realize that

another equally Important focus
for activities that day will be
the demand for a federal grand
jury investigation into the in-

dictments of twenty-five Kent
State University students, as
handed down by the Ohio Grand
Jury.

We seetheseindictmentsonly
in the light of the victims again
being victimized.

Say the magic word and the

duck will come down with a

can of mace. The magic word
today is "Repression", campus
radicals attempt to awaken
America to its repressive in-

stitutions. Moderates warn
that leftist radicalism will br-
ing down right wing repression.

Blacks are no longer willing

to endure racial repression.

Poor whites are no longer will-

ing to endure governmental re-
pression for the sake of the

blacks. Now college students

may And the word becoming
more significant in the future.

Social Ills

The ire of a nation beset by
countless social ills has be-
come focused on the college
students. The iron hand may or
may not be finally showing
through the silk glove, but there
have been enough "incidents"
to unsettle even the most non-
committed student.

Incident I

I, Kansas State University:

President Nixon spoke at Kansas
State University in Septem-
ber to a crowd of 15,500 stu-
dents, including fifty hec-
klers," ..., Kansas Assistant
Attorney General Richard Sea-
ton announced a day later that

all antl-Nlxonhecklershadbeen
photographed. Those who could

be Identified, he said, would
be prosecuted for disorderly

Conduct, and suspended from
school If they were students.

Seaton Is a candidate for Kansas
Attorney General this year.

Kansas State officials said
that suspension of students is

possible, but that they would
be the ones to make that de-
cision, and only after they are
provided with information from
the Secret Service Agency and
the Kansas Bureau of Investl-
Kation."

Student Senate Meets
In Emergency Session

At the emergency S. G A.

meeting called for Tuesday
ni^t at 9 o'clock, several im-
portant topics were discussed.
These topics pertained to the

recent events at Kent State

University, where Craig Mor-
gan, the president of the stu-

dent iMdy, was arrested on
charges of Inciting to riot in

the second degree (for the de-

tails of the charge and the

arrest, please refer to the

other articles on that subject

in the newspaper.)

First on the agenda was Craig
Morgan's appeal for "nation-

wide moratorium on business
as usual," to be held this Sat-

urday, October 31, in order to
Section 11 Kent State University Student Sen- discuss what Is happening to

>if„ ,. .1 ^ J y-L . « . « ~^. civil liberties In this country.We believe the grand jury ate and ftaduate Student Counci „>,„ ^^ , 11— " • ' The appeal was approved by

Mobilization Committee Statement the Senate of Washington Coll-

ege and a tentative agenda was

'fonerates the National Guard
"d state officials who decls-
ons and actions led totheslay-
"e of our Kent students, in-
stnuch as the State Attorney
3iil Brown stated in advance
' grand Jury deliberations that

"Basically the central locui.

of the National Student Mobil-

ization Committee this Oct-

ober 31 will be a demand for

immediate withdrawal of all

drawn up, including a "teach-

in" with students and faculty

on Saturday morning, and an
address on Saturday afternoon

by Stuart Ball, one of the de-

fense lawyers at the trial of

the Chicago eight. Attempts

were reported to get speak-

ers on the "other side," from
the U.S. Government, but all

of these attempts failed. A
spokesman for the F.B.I, said

that hi order for someone to

come and speak, they must
have more notice in order to

prepare. The office of the

President of the United States

stated that a written request

had to be submitted at least

one month before the event

was to take place,

A petition was brought be-

fore the Senate for endorse-

ment, protesting the arrest and

indictment of Craig Morgan as

a violation of his civil liberties.

The motion for endorsement of

this petition was tabled until the

petition could be presented to

the student body as a whole.

The meeting was ended with

the decision to hold an all-

campus meethig on the foll-

owing night, Wednesday, at 11

P.M.

Incident II

U. Albuquerque, N. M.,
(C.P.S,): Six persons who say
they were bayonetted by Nat-
ional Guardsmen last May 8

on the campus of the University
of Mexico are suing state and
National Guard officials for

more than $1 million.

Defendants In the suit, who
have filed a motion to dismiss
the claims, are New Mexico
Governor David Cargo, state

Adjutant General John Jolly,

state Police Chief Martin Vigil,

and several officers and
members of the New Mexico
National Guard, A hearing on
the motion to dismiss is not

expected until sometime in

October,

The plalnUffs are part of a
group of a dozen or more per-
sons treated for stab wounds
in Albuquerque hospitals the

evening of May 8 after Natio-

nal Guard members maneuvered
aljout the campus with unsheath-
ed bayonets. The motion for

dismissal says Injuries In-

flicted by Guardsmen, if there

were any, "were provoked by
plaintiffs who assumed the risk

of such Injuries."

The motion for dismissal
holds that none of the defen-
dants ordered the stabbing and
are therefore not responsible.

The Guardsmen were merely
assisting the State police and
are not responsible, the motion
holds. A hearing on the mo-
tion to dismiss is expected
in October,

Incident Ml

in. St. Louis (C.P.S.):

Thirty-eight persons have been

arrested and are awaiting trial

later this Fall on forty-four

separate charges filed In the

wake of anti-war disturbances

at Washington University's Air

Force ROTC building last May 5.

Four students have been

charged with "sabotage against

the federal government during a

time of national emergency"
and face a maximum sentence

of thirty years in prison and a

$10,000 fine, as well as ten

years and $10,000 fine on se-

parate charges of destruction

of government property.

Only two other U. S. ci^zen?

have ever before been indicted

for sabotage. The "national

emergency" Included in the sa-

botage charge was declared by

president Harry Truman dur-

ing the Korean War and has re-

mained on the tiooksever since.

Three students have been

charged with violating the antl-

riot section of the 1968 Federal

Civil Rights Act for allegedly

throwing a brick and two fire

bombs at firemen fighting the

Air Force ROTC blaze. All

three face five year sentences.

-NOTICE-
Carigero String Quartet to give

free concert on Sunday, Nov. 1st

at 3:00 p.m. in William Smith Aud-
itorium.
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Parker Appointed

To Board of Trustees
The alumni of Washington

College have appointed 28-year-

old Theodore F. Parker, an
alumnus and former ad-

ministrator at the College, to

the school's 36-member board

of trustees, making him the

youngest board member in the

history of the College.

Mr. Parker, whose appoint-

ment also makes him one of the

youngest college or university

trustees in the nation, is pre-

sently employed by a Boston
real estate firm, a position he

took only last August. Prior

to that, and since graduating

from Washington College in

1964, he worked lor the Col-

lege, first as an admissions
oflicer and for the last three

years as director of develop-

ment.

His appointment to the Board
of visitors and Governors of

his alma mater came last Satur-

day at a meeting of the Alumni
Council, which was filling a
board vacancy created by the

recent death of 86-year-
old Charles H, Gibson, an
alumni-appointed member who
had served on the board since

1944.

Alumni appoint 12 of the 36

members of Washington Col-
lege's governing board.

According tn John L. Bond
'30, of princess Anne, Md.,
and chairman of the nominations

committee of the Alumni Coun-
cil, only recent graduates of

Colli

the College wereconsideredlor
the post.

"We looked at our alumni
representation on the board,"
Mr. Bond said, "and dis-

covered that only two were from
classes outside the period of

1924 to 1937. One of those

was from the class of 1951 and

the other from '05. We wanted
to correct this Imbalance." Mr.
Bond added^ "I know we were
overlooking many highly quali-

fied people, but we made a
decision to discount anyone who
graduated earlier than 1950.

And we think we came up with

three excellent candidates."

Nomination
According to alumni office

records, two thirds of Wash-
ington College's living alumni

have graduated since 1950.

The other nominations were
Robert J. colburn, Jr., 34, an

attorney in Upper Marlboro,

Md., and a graduate of the class

of 1958; and Stephen G. Harper,

27, a financial analyst with

Ford Motor Company in Dear-
born, Michigan, who graduated

CONTINUED ON PAC£ 5

Tony Parker has just been appointed to the Bojrd of Visitors and
Governors, making him at 28 the youngest boardmaster in the His-

tory of the College.

Richard Francis Appointed

Assistant To The President

lege

D.J.'s Are
Dii The Air

WCTR, Chestertown's radio
station, is adding a new dimen-
sion to its broadcast. On Mon-
day, November 9, from 3:30 to

''rOO, "For What It's Worth"
wUl premiere with Davidpoach
at the microphone. Foil: and
rock music will be played, in-

terspersed with college-com-
munity announcements.
John Dlmsdale and Larry Is-

raelite will be the '-head
D. J, "s" along with many
other students. Anyone in-

terested in doing a show should
contact John Dlmsdale, Hap-
Plly for SGA finances, the
fnanagement of WCTR Is

paying for the time slot.

"For What It's Worth" will
*>« on the air every Monday,

Wednesday and Friday, 3:30 to

4:00, and can be found at 1530
AM on your radio dial.

Washington College has ann-
ounced the appointment of Rich-
ard H. Francis to the position

of Assistant to the President.

His appointment is elfectivfe

November 1.

Experience

Mr. Francis, 45, joins Wash-
ington college with widely dis-

tributed experience in execu-

tive, diplomatic, educational,

administrative and public rela-

tions roles. An officer in the

U.S. Marine Corps from 1949-

1969, he has most recently been a
management analyst with the

Historical Division of Marine
Corps Headquarters in Wash-
ington, D.C.

Education

He earned a Bachelor of Sci-

ence degree in Engineering at

the U.S. Naval Academy, a Mas-
ter of Arts degree in Internat-

ional Relations at Yale Univ-
ersity and is currently writing
his dissertation for the Doctor
of Philosophy degree in Polit-

ical science at the University

of Maryland.

Among Mr. Francis* other
special abilities are public

speaking and lecturing. He
has been a lecturer In Political

Science for the University of

Maryland Overseas Program,
at the Spanish Navy War Col-

lege and the Spanish Naval Aca-

demy.

Service

From 1963 until 1966 he served
at the U. S. Embassy in

Madrid, Spain, where his

duties were varied and includ-

ed acting as Interpreter for

high level official contacts with

Spanish authorities and serving
as a U.S. representative at In-

ternational conferences. He
was commended for this work
by the Spanish government. He
taught at Yale University 1955-

58, and was Involved also In

-"'•^nslve student counseling

and was active In public re-

lations with civic ofUclals,

During the Korean conflict,

he was commanding officer of

an artillery battery In combat.

His service career Included

positions as Operations Off-

icer of the Marine Corps Re
cruit Depot at San Diego, Pro-

ject Dlrecor at Quantico, Va.,

and as a staff officer of the

Organization of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff at the Pentagon,

Family
His- professional affiliations

include the American political

Science Association and the Pi
Sigma Alpha National Honor
Society in Political Science.

He is married to the former

Delia Bailey of Long island,

N.Y. They have three chil-

dren; Mark, 19, a junior at

College of the Holy Cross;

Clare, 18, a freshman at Wheel-

ing College; and Daniel, 14, an

8th grader In Alexandria Jun-

ior High School. Mrs, Francis

is Director of Special Education

in the Alexandria City School

system.

The appointment completes

within four months Dr. Mer-
dlnger's search for top-fU^t
men to fill four key roles In

the College administration;

Dean of the College, Vice
President for Development and

Public Relations, Assistant to

the President and a Director

of Admissions. The creden-

tials of over 50 people were
considered in the search for an

Assistant to the President,

Columnists**
Any one Interested In giv-

ing literary expression to any

point of view which they bel-

ieve necessary In the Elm
please contact the Elm Office

Be the H.L. Mencken of our

block.

Banner
To Speak

On Morals
"Moral Obligation — Fable

or Fact?" will be the subject

of a talk this Friday evening

by one of America's most
distinguished Black philoso-

phers, Dr. William A. Banner
of Howard University,

The meeting, sponsoredbythe
William James Forum, has
been assisted by aspecial grant

to the Department of Philosophy

and Religion by the National

Endowment for the Humanities,

Dr. Banner will spend two days
on the WashingtonCollegecam-
pus under the Visiting Philoso-

pher Program funded by the

Endowment.
The meeting will be held in

the Hynson Louge at 7 p.m.

All are welcome to attend.

In the course of his two-
day visit, Dr. Banner will

address the seminar In Philoso-

phy of Law on Thursday even-

ing and the History of Philoso-

phy class on Friday afternoon.

Dr. Banner is currently Pro-
fessorflf Philosophy at Howard
University In Washington. D.C.

He holds a doctorate in philoso-

phy from Harvard University

and Is the author of "Ethlcs;

An Introduction to Moral
Philosophy."

Exhibit

Set For

Nov. 8th
paintings by Naomi Boretz,

a New York City professional

artist, will be on display at

Washington College, November
8 - 22, in a show sponsored

by the campus art exhibits com-
mittee.

A reception In honor of Miss

Boretz will mark the e>dilblt

opening, this Sunday afternoon

from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m.. In the

Gibson Fine Arts Center,

Everyone is Invited.

The one-man show will fea-

ture twelve large colorful ab-

stract paintings In oil and acry-

lic. All of the paintings dis-

played win be for sale by the

artist.

Miss Boretz has work re-

presented In several private

collections, and she has exhib-

ited In group shows at Boston

Museum School of Fine Arts,

Brooklyn Museum School of Fine

Arts, UCLA, Art Students Lea-

gue of New York, and the Fln-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Louttit-George Prize To Go
To Graduating History Senior

by Carole Denton

At the close of the 1970-71

academic year, a senior history

major will receive $500 known
as the Louttlt-George prize
In History. The award will

be given "to a graduating senior

who In the opinion of the de-
partment of history has dis-
played unusual Interest, en-
thusiasm, and ability in achleve-
Ing his bachelor's degree as a

major In history." The prize
Is sponsored by Mrs. Harry
Clark Boden rv In memory of

James Louttlt, Jr., Sidney

George, Jr.,and Joshua George,

JU, of Mount Harmon Plan-
tation, Cecil countv. Maryland,

whi endowed Washington Col-

lege In Its beginning in 1782.

The Spencer-Benson Scholar-
ship Prize in History, sponsor-
ed by the same donor, Mrs. Bo-
den, Is given annually to upper-
class students majoring in his-
tory. The award "is based
upon academic excellence, a
strong Interest in American
institutions, and suitability as a
recipient as determined by the

Shore Committee

Works Toward Peace
By Tami Daniel

"Get members of Congress
to go for peace" Is one of the

main goals of the Eastern
Shore Committee to End the
War Through Congressional
Aaion. In May 1970, Prof.

Ledvlna, a sociology professor
at Washington College, formed
the student-faculty group. The
students wanted an organization
that would continue throughout
the summer In and around the

Chestertown community. After

raising money In the spring for

an office and stationery, the

leadership of the Committee
changed from the hands of the

students to Jack R, Schroeder,
Mr. Schroeder is currently the
chairman of the Committee and
Dr. Kirkpatrick is the trea-
surer.

Summer Projects

The Committee had numerous
summer projects. A group,

hoping to exchange views on the

war, visited Rogers C. B. Mor-
ton. The result was simply

that Mr. Morton "just gave

us his time." An organized

chapter of the Committee was

started in Salisbury, but it is

now extinct. Circulating pe-

titions In favor of the McGov-
em-Hatfield proposal, mailing

League of Women Voters' pam-
phlets to the Junior class, and
collectbig $650 in afund- raising

campaign are all some of the

successful accomplishments.

Student Branch

The long-range goal of the

Committee, to get Congress to

go for peace, can only be ac-

complished by letters to the

editors in the local papers,

continued support of Tydings

and other candidates whose
views are close to those of the

Committee, and lobbying trips

to Washington, D. C. in order

to exchange views with senators

from all over the country. Dr.

Kirkpatrick feels that it would

be helpful to people interested

in the committee if the High

Street office would be kept man-
ned during the entire week. Al-

so, it is hoped that the students

at Washington College will start

their own branch of the Com-
mittee.
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department of history,.," Any
interested students should

contact Dr. Smith for further in-

formation.

From the

Department Chariman

"The Department of History

is sorry to announce that the

Hyland-price Lecture Series
was unfortunately not refunded

by the donor, but the Depart-
ment will bring in over the

year four visiting lecturers

whose presentations will be
geared to courses currently of-

fered in the history department.

These visits will be announced,
and students and faculty are
welcome to attend."

New Course

The History Department Is

now plajining to offer for the

fall of 1971 a course in Black
History taught by Dr. Good-
fellow.

Nathan Smith, chairman of History department will oversee the
awarding of the 500 dollar Louttit-George Prize for the senior his-
tory student displaying the most interest enthusiasm.and achieve-

Letters To The Editor .

.

Glorified

Propaganda
To The Editor:

The Washington ELMhasdone
a great disserviceto its readers

with its publication of October
30. 1970.

The issue smacked of the very
"repression" the issue pur-
ports to criticize.

Misleading headlines and

pictures serve to create an er-

roneous impression of the

events of the past two or three

days.

On page two.- The article

"Student Body Debates Events"
seems exaggerated. There was
little, if any, debate offered

Wednesday night by members
of the student Iwdy. It was
a rather one-sided debate, with

the result of a select group
of individuals trying to impose
the will of the National Student

Association — or wliatever

organization — on the rest of

the student body.

On page three, the caption

under the picture atop the page
reads "... Policeman., taking

gun from youth at Kent State

campus yesterday." That
picture, in reality, was taken
on May 4, 1970, and may be
seen on page 4, in the re-

production of the N. Y. TIMES'
May 5, 1970 article.

I expect to read the opinion(s)

of the ELM editor and staff

on the editorial page, and no-
where else in the paper. I

would also expect that the author
of the column on page 3 ("Re-
pression is a Four Letter
Word") would attach his name
to the article.

I, for one, hope that In the

future, the ELM will dedicate

itself to the dissemination of

news, and not to the publication

of glorified propaganda, for

whatever cause, throughout the

paper.

Bob Greenberg
Class of '74

Repression?

To The Editor:

Last week's issue of the ELM
was hardly devoted to Washing-

ton College at all, but to other

colleges.

The one statement made about
Washington College was that it

was Isolated from the world.
The primary reason given was
that the college has avoided ex-
tremism. It would seem to me
that the peaceful tolerance of

everyone's point of view would
indicate less reluctance to be-
come a part of the world than
the narrow-mindedness of

either ultra-radicals or ultra-

conservativesj

I have heard before the point

of view that Washington College
Is secluded from the world.

I would assume that all of us
have friends and relatives in

other parts of the country, "get
away" occasionally on week-
ends, watch T.V., listen to the
radio and/or read newspapers.
In fact, I thought of myself as
stepping farther into the world
when I came to college rather
than choosing to keep my own
secluded little world In my
family nucleus in my room at

home.

Cathy Prager

Absurd

Diatribes
Dear Editor,

In the October 23 issue of

the ELM, an article was print-

ed that discussed the difficul-

ties "Henry" and Dean Seager
encountered In finding the band
a place to practice. The arti-

cle was written in the first

person and given the byline

"Angelo."

I presume I know who wrote
the article and why it was
written. I would also think Dean
Seager knows why the thing was
written and since we of the In-

ner circle are sure of our
motives, why doesn't someone
Inform the student body of the

reasons for such a story.

I do not Intend to lecture you
in your own paper about the use
of Journalism, but if you intend

to take a swing at Dean Sea-
ger, why not use the editorial

page? It Is so much more
tactful, and granted, no one
reads editorials, but Dean Sea-
ger might eventually hear about
it and be doubly chagrined.

Or if your editorial page is

filled with some other austere

project, why not send "Angelo"
and a photographer to meet
with Dean Seager In some public

place. Before his peers,
"Angelo" can humiliate the

Dean, and your photographer can
catch him at this worst mo-
ment. And if your picture is

worth a thousand words, you
might save a great deal of

space and fill your paper with

a little more than absurd dia-

tribes against the College's ad-
ministration.

Thank you,

Marty Williams
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National Elections

More Of The Same

If President Nixon and the

Republican party was seeking

a conservative electorate to e-

Dierge during the Novemt)er 3

elections, they need look no

further. It isn't there. The

hoped-for "turn to the ri^t"

did not materialize for the

president In most races.

On the other hand, the Dem-
ocrats lost three important Sen-

ate seats to the Republican:

those of Joseph Tydings of

Maryland; Tennessee's Albert

Ckjre (after 32 years on Cap-

itol HIU); and, in a political

squeaker, Vance Hartke of In-

diana. In addition,one of Vice-

President Agnew's "radical-

liberals," Republican Charles

Goodell, will be replaced in

the Senate by Co'nservatlve."

James Buckley of New York.
Buckley can be expected to

vote the OOP line on congres-

sional reorganization. New
York Is traditionally a liberal

state, and Buckley's plurality

there probably does show a

conservative shift In the state's

electorate.

The Democrats, though, er-

ased the Republican 32-18 maj-
ority in governorships, and will

now occupy 60% of the nation's

statehouses. The Democrats
were not able to unseat the

Library

To Move
Next Sat.
Preparations are continuing

for Washington College's

"Move the Books Day" on Nov-

ember 14 \iiien the college com-
munity will be asked to help in

the transfer of books from the

old library to the new. On
Tuesday afternoon, October 27,

a "trial run" was held to help

establish how much time and

how many persons are needed
to carry a given number of

books from Bunting to Miller.

Near Completion

The shelving is now com-
pletely installed, and most of

the furniture has been deliv-

ered and put In place. Work
is continuing on a number of

features - for example, the

charging desk and main stair-

case - but there Is now little

question that the building will

be ready for occupancy by Mon-
day, November 9, At that time

the Maintenance Department

will begin to move certain items

such as government documents,

icataloged books, and little

used periodicals.

Classified Books

The classified books will be

left to the last for the November
14 big move in which students

are being asked to participate.

It Is hoped that the new li-

brary can be opened for in-

spection by the entire college

community one evening during
moving week.

by Bob Greenberg

Republican governors of the

two most populous states in the

land, however—New York and

California, Nelson Rockefeller

will begin his fourth term in the

statehouse at Albany, and Ron-
ald Regan is in for anotherfour

years in Sacramento.

Normally, the party that Is

out of power will gain sub-

stantially in the mid-term
elections. But the Republicans

were in the politically- rare

position of being In the min-

ority after the Presidential

elections of 1968, So they

faced the difficult task of hold-

ing onto as many key seats as

they could In the House, and

attempting to unseat powerful

anti-Nixon Democrats In the

Senate. To some extent, they

accomplished this by dumping

Tydings, Gore, and Hartke (one

of the leading ABM critics),

while sustaining expectedly

light losses in the House. The

GOP will net a gain of two

seats in the Senate. For this

reason, Vice-President Agnew
has coined another new political

house. He dubbed the next Sen-

ate President Nixon's "work-

ing majority," taking into ac-

count the votes of conservative

Southern Democrats.

The President staked a great

deal of prestige on these elec-

tions. In a move unprecedented
in America politics, he and the

vice-president campaigned in

35 states. To a large extent,

this stumping for the GOP was
unsuccessful. The party lost

two important governorships

they needed to hold on to Ohio

and Pennsylvania.

The Republican losses In the

statehouses, therefore, may
well negage their slight gains

in the Senate, come 1972,

No trend manifested itself in

the 1970 elections. The for-

mula for the next two year:

more of the same.

Invaluable

Richard H. Francis To Review
The Operation Of The College

by Bill Prettyman

Washington College now has

its own internal management
consultant, with the appointment

of Richard H. Francis to the

position of Assistant to the Pre-

sident. Francis' primary role

will be to conduct management
and planning studies through-

out all levels of the college

operation. He will also function

as a general supervisor of the

Student Affairs Office.

Mr. Francis will fill the va-

cancy left by Dean Harold Gray's
resignation, but this will not be
his primary responsibility. He
will probably be devoting only

10% of his time to Student Af-

fairs, The other 90% of his

time will be spent analyzing

the entire operation of Washing-
ton College, In order to make
recommendations for a more

Richard H. Francis, new assistant to tiie President, is to be a vital

factor in the dynamic growth of Washington Coltege.

Relics Stored

111 Bunting Library Museum
by Jim Dillon

The neglected College
Museum on the third floor of

Bunting Library contains, it

turns out, some very valuable

relics. A committee comprised

of Dr. Guy Goodfellow, Mr.

Robert janson- La palme, Dr.

Margaret Horseley, and Mr.

Robert Bailey are currently

undertaking a study of the mus-

eum collection, to decide what

to do with the relics when the

library is moved.

Qjn Collection

An expert on firearms and
Americana from the Smithson-
ian, who was brought In for an

appraisal, expressed amaze-
ment at the condition and im-
portance of some of the pieces.

The gun collection includes

some very rare pieces which

are significant to the history

of firearms, including an old

mortar from the French and

Indian Wars and some ver" val-

uable volcanic pistol^

War Bonnet

Crazy Horse's war ^bonnet,

dressed with human scalps, Is a

relic the like of which the

Smithsonian doesn't have. Even
the Smithsonian lacks a war
bonnet of a major Indian war
chief.

Physician's Scales

A set trf f>iiyslcian'sscales,

owned by George Washington's

personal doctor, has been con-

jectured to be the set used at

Washington's deathbed. Ac-
cording to the Smithsonian re-

presentative, this could very

well he the case, which would

make this an extremely valu-

able item, the most important

part of the collection. _In fact,

the scales were movedfromthe
display case in Bunting to the

vault in the Business Office.

Various Plans

Various plans are being con-

sidered for re-display of some

of the most significant parts

of the collection in such areas

as the Rare Books Room of

the new library and the entry

way of Bunting, when It be-

comes an administration build-

ing. The committee will make

formal its recommendations by

November 14, and the final

decisions will be made by the

President and the Board.

MOVE THE LIBRARY

NOVEMBER 14

efficient organizational struc-

ture. Mr. Francis views this

"as trimming the fat which all

institutions pick up through the

years,"

Kc-kNaminalion

The need for a comprehensive

re-examination of all facets of

college life may be particular-

ly important il the college goes

into another period of planned

growth. Mr. Francis may
study the possibilities and pro-

blems growing out of an In-

crease to 1,000 students with-

in the next live to ten years.

What would be necessitated in

the way of buildings, faculty,

and curricular changes?

(iuals

He views his job primarily

as one of deciding how best to

allocate resources In order to

achieve specific goals. In man-

agement analysis, one first de-

cides what goal one wants to

achieve, which is primarily a

philosophical question. Then

sutwrdinate objects necessary

to achieve the goals are de-

cided upon, as an example, if

the major goal were to increase

the academic atmosphere of

Washington College. Icir sub-

ordinate objectives one couki

suggest a new library and

100.000 new volumes to 1111 it.

The subordinate objectives are
then analyz.ed in terms of func-

tions. Wliat methods will most

efficiently and completely in-

sure their successtuloperat ion'

Investigalion

Mr. Francis also stressed

the importance of dealing with

people in this type of analy-

sis. One should not lock in-

dividuals into positions of un-

necessary and troublesome

responsibility simply for the

sake of organization clarity. He

will investigate not specifically

who performs what job. buthow

the job is performed and other

possible ways of performance,

people must be accepted as they

are. a feeling he thought was

best summed up by a Spanish

proverb. "There arethe mules

with which we plow and with

them we must plow."

Sailing

Activities

This year's sailing club got

off to a fine start a few weeks

ago as both of the club's Mol-

jacks were In use.

The only competition that the

club has seen this fall was the

Cliff City Regatta held Oct-

ober 11, With the help of a

borrowed Rhodes 19 and a Sun-

fish, the club was able to come

in second, fifth, sbtth, and sev-

enth out of a field of eight.

The club's last competition

was November 1 as they par-
ticipated In a regatta sponsored

by the Chester River Yacht
and Country Club. Other pos-
sible competitions will occur

in the spring with a tentative

race scheduled with St, Mary's
College.
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Play Review

Enter A Free Man
by Ca. Hutton

Ca HUttoit. who is hopelessly Insane, is sUltiin in the iltcalrc crilic's cliair as

a ^nicsi critic until the L'l.M can obtain a permanent person in this capacity.

He /I a close friend of the Defender of the Faith. Donald Dolce, who occu-

pied the position for four years until his retirement upon his uradualion last

June. Donald Dolce, as is widely known, founded and presented the Donald

Awards last spring. He himself won the Grand Award. As Ca. Hutton was re-

cently quoted. 'I do wish Donald would enroll at Washington as a freshman

again, so we could get some Uteratc reviews. " It is obvious Ca. won't last long.

There were two outstanding contributions in

"Enter a Free Man", which I saw last Saturday ev-

ening at Tawes Theatre, that made the show rise

from its average pace and enter the superlative.

In clearly the best debut at Washington College

since Micheal Demick, Reed Hessler delivered such

a detailed performance as the older gentleman.

Brown, that I was convinced he was an old men.

His timing fit precisely into the character which he

used to the best effort. However, I will not use all

of my superlatives on Mr. Hessler, even though he

may deserve them. Joel Elins, as Carmen the

barman also made the best of impressions. Even

when Mr. Elins was not at all involved in the ac-

tion, he was keeping his character, and the facial

reactions he delivered seemed different each time.

A round of applause to his timing and delivery,

and for both Mr. Elins and Mr. Hessler, a personal

ovation.

Tom Stoppard's play itself came very close to
monotonous especially during Act I. I did feel that
his concept of games people play and the fantas-
ies people create to keep themselves alive was met
even though he did use a great deal of words to
state this.

George Riley, almost a Walter Mitty, is a likeable
sort of fellow. However we begin to mistrust him
when Stoppard tells us through Riley's daughter,

Linda, that George is a sponge, living from her sal-

ary so he can "invent" things as impractical as he
says they are practical, which may be the message
of "Enter a Free Man": impractically versus prac-
tically.

As Georjie Riley^ Tom Snode had his moments as

he dazzled us with sincere charm. More often

though he used charm for humor and charm for

pathos. His transition soliloquy in Act I was clear-

ly his shining moment as Mr. Snode shed the
charm and delivered some true acting. Congratu-

lations for giving us this portion with simplicity

and sensitivity which is much appreciated.

Mark Lobell and Jones Baker made far better ap-

pearances in Act II, perhaps due to better lines and
situations, than they did in Act I, and an attrac-

tive blonde whose name escapes me, conveyed
Florence, a has-been-who-never-has-been dancer,

with a turn of the head or a delicate way of ask-

ing for a drink.

Timothy Maloney seemed to have misplaced the

family situation scenes, for an argument no mat-

ter how onesided it seemed to be always came
over as a disagreement. However, his comic sense

of timing got admiration when George Riley ac-

costed Brown for being an industrial spy.

Paul Mazer has whipped up another scenic de-
light with a dual setting that did not look like a
pub and a home; it was a pub and a living room.
Honors must go to Mr. Mazer and his "dedicated
minority"; whomever they may oe.

And finally, special recognition must go to Nan-

cy Beaven and Carole Baldwin for laughing their

fool heads off while the rest of the audience sat on

their hands. Congratulations girls, and the cast

^ould congratulate you.
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Larry Israelite, Washington College's answer to Ralph Nader,

dumps on the campus garbage problem.

Mr, Ball Discusses

'Thought Prosecution^
by Dave Beaudoin

Expressing his personal con-

ception of contemporary civil

repression as "thouglit prose-

cution," Mr. Stewart Ball, a

lawyer, spoke to students Satur-

day, October 31, at 2 p.m. in

Hynson Lounge. The subject

of his talk was "Repression --

What? I"

Initially, In order to familia-

rize his audience, Mr. Ball

noted the major civil laws of

concern which are "on the

books" today, listing their in-

dividual terminologies and ex-

plaining howthey wereoriginal-

ly introduced Into law. How-
ever, it is how these laws are

sometimes interpreted and ap-

plied which is "the jumping-
off point," according to Mr.

Ball. "This is the curious

contradiction," he continued,

"of American civil liberties."

He then cited recent legal con-

tests around the country, In-

cluding those of his own ex-

perience, where judicial inter-

pretation of these lawshastieen

considered by some as legal

"repression."

Prini:elon Graduate

Mr. Ball, a graduate of

Princeton University and Rut-
gers' law school, worked on the
legal staff for the defense at

the Chicago Conspiracy trials.

He now operates out of a legal

collective, located in Newark,
New Jersey.

Israelite

Gripes On
Garbage

"I thought It was disgusting

with all this garbage runninga-

round the campus," Like most
students, Larry Israelite has a.

lot of gripes. But, unlike most
students, he does something

about them, concerned about the

unattractive amount of litter ly-

ing all over the campus, he set

up the Committee to Prevent

Ecological Disaster. Compris-
ed of ten students, the commit-
tee aims at cleaning up Wash-
ington College and thenbranch-

Ing out Into community pro-

jects.

Obviously, there Is no way
to enforce non-lltterlng, so the

committee decided to make it

easier for people to keep the

campus clean. They are going

to buy garbage cans and place

them all over the campus. Not

only that, but they're going to

paint them in red, white, and

blue stripes. By doing this. It

is hoped that the cans will at-

tract attention and thereby

prompt people to drop their

trash in them instead of on the

ground.

Plans are In the making to

form an Ecology Club second

semester. Besides being con-

cerned with campus cleanliness,

this club will also start com-
munity clean-up projects and

will have speakers and films

dealing with national and world
ecology.

it's later than you think,

people!

Boretz

Show
Continued from Page 1

ley Center of City College of

New York. She will tiave two

one-man shows In New York

City In 197L

Miss Boretz studied painting,

sculpture and art history at

Boston Museum School of Fine

Arts, UCLA, Art Students Lea-

gue of New York, and City

College of New York, and she

has won several scholarships

and fellowships. She taught for

two years at City College of

New York.

Miss Boretz is also a sis-

ter of Mr. Edward Messlnger,

assistant professor of French

at Washington College.

The Washington College ex-

hibit will be open daily from

0:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; on Sat-

urdays, 9:00 a,m. to 12 noon;

and Sundays, 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Students Comment
On Moratorium

To (he Editor:

As to Stuart Ball's mention

of "the dinosaurs have begun

stomping", I feel as he does.

Tricky Dicky and his faithful

companion ^Iro, the vice pres-

idential wonder, havebeenmak-
Ing statements which show a

trend to stomping down on peo-

ple's rights,

Splro, the V. P. wonder, re-

cently said at a Republican rally

to the effect of "no more mister

nice guy for me," After the

stoning In San Jose, California

Thursday, according to an A. P,

release, Tricky made the state--

ment, "The time has come to

take off our gloves and fight ttils

behavior forthright." One
really starts worrying when one

learns that the whole executive

dinosaur Is starting to ramble.

The Dept. has appointed the

Rand Corporation to study the

effect and consequences of a

cancellation of elections in 1972.

After all. It is still fourteen

years till 1964, and dinosaurs

are doomed toextinction, aren't

they?

Mike Dickinson

To the Student Body:

I am concerned over the re-

cent trend on colleges to call

moratoriums during class

hours. I feel it would be far

better to schedule the events

during the hours during which

most students are freefromthe

duty of going to classes. It

would be a greater sacrifice

for the student to give up his

"fun" time to demonstrate a-

galnst orfor a certain principle.

1 feel that a moratorium during

class hours is Just a cop out

for the student to have a vaca-

tion from the liorlng lecture he

might be listening to Instead.

I want to stress the point that

I am not against the principle

of expressing an opinion, how-

ever, I do not feel that the

present method Is the most ef-

ficient or fair to those who
want to participate and to at-

tend classes.

A Concerned Student

-NOTICE-

The Audubon Wildlife Film Series will present "Land
of the Giant Cactus" narrated by Allan D. Crulkshank next
Tuesday, November 10, In Tawes Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Ad-
missions Is by season tickets or by single admission - ad-
ults $L 50, students .75,
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rSongs
For All Seasons

by Deb Martin

BlooJ. Sweal &. Tears 3- 3__

Columbia

Blood, Sweat, and Tears is

a good p-oup'-there's no arg-

ument there— but unfortunately

their third effort didn't come oft

as well as the first and second.

It's not a bad album, but the

material Isn't as dynamic as

that of the second album.

There were some surprising

things, though. David Clayton

-Thomas has the ablUty to sing

a sensitive song In a quiet style

and does so on "He'saRunner"
—another Laura Nyro song.

The material Is nicely varied

—some soul, "Hi-de-ho;"

Alumnus

ISanted

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In 1965, All three nominees

were recipients of top awards

and honors as students of

Washington College.

Mr. Parker, a native of Wel-

lesley HUls, Mass., was pre-

sident of his fraternity and

president ofthe Student Govern-
ment Association when he was a

senior at Washington College.

He was named toOmlcron Delta

Kappa, a national men's leader-

ship society, and "Who's Who
in American Colleges and Uni-

versities," and was an award-
winning athlete in soccer and

track. He also received the

College's Gold Pentagon Award
for meritorious service to the

school.

After graduation in 1964, he

remained with the college to

work as an admissions officer.

He was assistant to the director

of admissions until 1966. He
left the College in March ofthat

year to work in Boston, but

returned in January, 1967, to

accept a position as director of

development.

Mr. Parker is now living

with his wife and two children,

in Natick, Mass. His term on
the board will expire in 1974,

at which time he will be elig-

ible for re-election by the en-

tire alumni of Washington Col-

lege.

some James Taylor, "Fire and

Rain;" blues, "Lonesome Suz-

ie;" some typical BS&T (Spin-

ning Wheel" style), "Lucretia

MacEvll;" some classical, "40,

000 Headmen;" and one voc-

al solo by Steve Katz, "The

Battle."

The arrangements are more

sophisticated than Al Kooper

could ever imagine, but on the

whole, the album is missing

the BS&T charisma. Too bad.

The Music of Erik Satle—

The Velvet Gentleman—The
Camarata Contemporary
Chamber Group—Deram
The name Erik Satie has be-

come pretty well known over
the past two years thanks to

Blood, Sweat, and Tears' sec-

ond album. I'm certain every-

one has heard the variations

on two of the "Trols Gymno-
pedle". (Greek ceremonial
dances).

Well, the Camarata Contemp-
orary Chamber Grouphave tak-

en some of the piano works by
Satie and performed them with

a woodwind quartet and a Moog
Synthesizer.

The pieces are quite beau-
tiful at times, especially the

"Trois Gymnopedles," "pie-
ces Froldes," and the "Trols

Nocturnes." Others are funny,

especially where the Synthe-

sizer Is used.

This album Is especially good

for rainy nights with a good

book, or Impromptu dancing

when you're stoned.

The Carigero String Trio performed at Washington College last Sunday, ibecause an unfortunate ac-

:ident prevented one member of the Quartet from performing. fhoto by Paul Wfiiton

Monsport Review.

First IVIeii In The Moon With Lion-

el Jeffries, Edward Judd, Mar-

tha Hyer.

For those who found the sci-

ence fiction feature "The Blob"

only somewhat more entertain-

ing than a case of the bends,

here to your rescue is "First

Men in the Moon." To be shown

here October 31 this adamtatlon

from a story by H.G. Welles Is

a most palatable alternative.

The story centers around the
flashback narration of a jour-
ney to and from the moon in

the 1890' s. From a bed in an

English convalescent home, a

rather elderly gentleman (Ed-

wardJudd) relates astoryfrom

his youth to eagerly awaiting

representative of a co-op United

Nr^tions space program. It

seems the U.N. has landed the

first men on the moon and

while making giant leaps for

mankind on the lunar surface,

the explorers find a Union Jack

and a signed document dating

back to the Victorian era. As-

tounded officials tract the sig-

natures down to the only sur-

vlvhig member of the original

party, now confined In the rest

From Harry

Jefferson Joins Lenin

home. From there, what is

left of the original Welles story

is begun.

Though lacking the ultimate

realism of "2001" or the con-

ceptual sophistication of "For-

bidden Planet" ( both films of

this particular space-fllght-and

contact-wlth-allen Intelligence

genre), the film Is visually

pleasing and never boring.

Special effects and color are

used imaginatively and deftly

throughout. Lionel Jeffries,

the good professor, has a ten-

dency to overact, but vrtio cares?

In a word, this flick Is an en-

tertaining little trip. If you go,

date Lucy In the Sky.

by Ross Wheby

Do you ever notice at those

government supported demon-
strations that they never quote

Thomas Jefferson or other

founding fathers of America?
Any one attempting to read the

Declaration of Independence at

one of these "support Amerika"
rallies Is liable to be arrested
or stoned by the others present.

If you find thishardtolwlieve

then listen to what happened to

Miami Herald reporter Colin

Dangaprd. Only one person

Library To Be Closed

In Preparation for the move,

the following days;

the Library will be closed

Thursday, November 12

Friday, November 13

Saturday, November 14

Sunday, November 15

Reserve books may leave the Library Wednesday night,

November 11 (10:00 p.m.) and wlil be due Monday, Novem-
ber 16, 9:30 a.m.

Library service will resume Monday, November 16, 1970

In the new location.

out of 50 approached on local

streets by him agreed to sign

a typed copy of the Declaration

of Independence (Dangaard did

this on July 4th). Two called

It "commie Junk," onethreated
to call the police and another

red-neck warned: "Be careful

\<*o you show that kind of anti-

government stuff to, buddy."

Again on July 4th, a quest-

ionnaire was circulated among
300 young adults attending a

right-wing Youth for Christ

gathering which showed that 28

percent thought an excerpt from

the Declaration was written by

Lenlnl The right-wind youths

were then asked to descrltw

briefly what sort of person they

thougth would make such a

statement. Amongother things,

the author of the Declaration of

Independence was called.

"A communist person, some-
one against our country."

"A person who does not have

any sense of responsibility."

"A Jiippie."

Next Dangaard typed up the

Declaration in petition form
and stood several hours on a

sidewalk, in a conservative part

of town, and asked middle-

aged passerby to read and sign

It. Only one man agreed--and

he said It would cost the poll-

ster a quarter for his signa-

ture! Ninety (90) percent of

the people never got past the

third paragraph without mak-
ing such comments as.-

"This is the work of a ra-

ver."

"Somebody ought to tell the

F.B.I, about this sort of rub-

bish." (Some say the F.B.L

Is seriously considering ban-

Ing the Declaration as sub-

versive material).

Other comments were:

"meaningless" and "Sounds

like something from the new
left to me," The most truthful

comment was: "The boss'U

have to read this before I can

let you put It in the shop win-

dow. But politically I can

tell you he don't lean that way.

He's a Republican."

See Fin* Men IN the Moon on Sun-

day Nov. 8lh at Tawes Theatre.

Athletic

Statement
Coach Athey has announced

the phys. Ed. Department's

policy proposal Freshman

would, according to this pro-

posal, take four activities,

and sophomores, two, making

It possible tocompletethephys.

ed. requirement at the end of

the first semester ofthesophO'

more year.

One of the suggestions hi the

proposal was the Initiation of a

proficiency test atthe beginning

of each activity. If a student

passes, he gets credit for the

activity. Passhig or falling the

test would depend on whether

the person tested Is above aver-

age proficiency or about average

proficiency in the activity

as compared to the average

proficiency of one vrtio had com-

pleted the course. Coach Athey

said these tests would not l>e

hard and would be geared to the

average student. The philosophy

behind phys. ed. , he explained.

Is the development of skills In

recreation along with the de-

velopment of personal con-

fidence.

In a nutsheU, during his two

years at college, an underclass-

man must complete six

activities jr less If he can

pass the tests mentioned) to

fulfill his phys. ed. requirement.
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by Geoff Anderson

In Brazil soccer fans veil, "Pele, Pele!"Mn Chestertown

the cry is, "Gali, Q.li". Gali Sanchez, the ongmal Latm

lover came to town with nine years of soccer under his

belt 'unfortunately for Coach Athey Gali played those

^ne years in the goal. Since the Shomen already had a

good goalie, the Coach, not wanting to waste good Latin

American talent, tried Gali on the front I, ne Unaccustom-

ed to his new position, he had trouble breaking into the

starting lineup. However, during the Alumni game Gall

got his first big break. In for only a few minutes, he took

a cross and headed, or should we say nosed, it in for a

score Unfortunately the score was a costly one as Gall

broke his nose on the play. Determined to return to the

lineup before the season was over, Senor Sanchez made

Ws second debut on the Kibler pitch in the fourth quar-

ter of the Wagnergame. Thirty seconds after coming in,

Gali headed, actually using his head this time, in a corner

kick If that wasn't enough, Gali had the nerve to come

back a minute and a half later to score once again. By

this time Coach Athey was getting the eagle eye from the

Wagner coach so Athey thought it best to d"" 'he
j-f

'"

flash out before he ran the score up any more. Playing on

a team not known for its offense, Gail Sanchez has added

a bit of excitement to an otnerwise dull soccer season.

Down on the Wicomico this past Saturday, the Sho'

eight was eniovinn its first win ever over Virginia Lom-

mlnwe™lth. One of the spectators at the race was Page

Carter, world class coxswain at Georgetown University.

Mr Carter, somewhat amazed at the Sho'men's improve-

ment' over last year, said about the Washington College

crew "I don't understand how a crew can go that fast,

that 'hard, for that long...". Next spring on the Potomac

Mr. Carter will be thinking those same words as he tries to

maneuver his eight around the Sho'men's wake.

Halfback Bill Innis skirts dov»n the sidelines in action against Swarthmore Saturday. The hooters are

currently 3-6-1 on the season with their next game coming against the
^'"^^'^^^'^^"^^.^'^"SlZr-

Offense Clieks in Wagner Win
Defense Shines in Loyola Loss

The last two weeks have been

hectic ones for the Sho'men as

they dropped two games while

losing only one.
~ Last Tuesday the booters

could do no wrong as they

trounced visiting Wagner Col-

lege, <j~^: In this one, Paul

Brown and Gall Sanchez both

netted two while Bob Bailey and

Bill Innis had single scores.

Traveling to S\varthmore on

Saturday, the Sho'men ran into

a stubborn Quaker defense as

they fell to the wayside, 2-0.

Swarthmore, a perennial Mid-

dle Atlantic pov!.?T. erupted for

two goals early in third period.

on unassisted plays.

Probably one of the most un-

usual games played by the Sho'-

men this season was this past

Wednesday. Neither team could

score against Loyola m regula-

tion time as both had trouble

controlling the ball on the wet

playing surface. The only score

of the game came during a tor-

rential downpour halfway

through the first overtime per-

iod on a broken play by the

Greyhound front five. For the

Sho'men, the name of the game

was defense as Frank Odgens

had eleven saves while the full-

backs, Mark Svec, Kit Erskine,

and Marty Rice, turned In some
fine defensive play.

rne sho'men's next encoun-

ter is Saturday as the booters

will travel to Johns Hopkins

for a Mason-Dixon Conference

game. Final home game of the

season will be next Tuesday

against Mt, St. Mary's.

Heavyweight Eight Defeats VCU

Posts Best Time in Shore History

Paul Brown appears to be outheaded in this play against Swath-

nnore.

Last Saturday, the Washing-

ton College Crew began a new

era. The Club travelled with

two shells to Salisbury State

to compete both with Salisbury

and Virginia Commonwealth

Union, The first race of the

afternoon pitted Salisbury's

varsity, andVCU'sllghtwel^ts,
against Washington light-

weight shell. The three shells

started with an uneven "stag-

gered" start because of a large

turn In the course, with the

Sho'men two lengths betilnd the

other shells, but In the Inside

lane. After a fairly even start

in which Salisbury had a slight

advantage, the three boats glid-

ed into the turn about even.and

came out with Washington a

length and a half ahead. At

this point, Chris Combs set-

tled into a powerful 32, which

despite frantic last minute

sprints by Salisbury and VCU
provided the margin of victory.

by Dave Griffith

The lightweight boat's time of

7:01, which is faster than the

time of last fall's first boat,

insured the Club's undefeated

string against Salisbury and

for the first time in the school's

history beat a VCU boat. How-

ever, the main attraction of

the day was still to come.

After a lengthy delay to change

shells, VCU's heavies, a per-

ennial southern powerhouse,

and Washington College's mar-

oon boat stroked to the starting

line. Backedby an experienced,

well-trained boat, stroke Frank

Englehart blew off the starting

line at 39 strokes a minute which

thrust the boat into a quick

lead. He then settled into a

rapid 36, which forced VCU to

bring up the stroke in an ef-

fort to catch the Sho'men. The

effort failed as the Maroon boat

finished with the fastest time of

any boat ever to row in a race

with Washington College, 6:17,

while VCU finished a lading 7

lengths back. A new era had

begun.

In the wake of an undefeated

fall season, the future shows

nothing but promise. Of the

18 man squad that rowed this

fall, only tow, Chris Rogers

and' Erik Ruark, are seniors.

Four are juniors- SUckKeenan,

Les Colffl, Chris Combs, and

Dave GrUflth; and five are sop-

homores, Jon Spear, pete Chek-

emain, Tom Washington,

Frank Englehart, and parky

Cann, However, most import-

ant, seven are freshmen; John

Snyder, Drew Horton, Mike

Harrlon, Rich Rogers, Jan

Rosenthal, Rick Kaste, and Nick

DuUn, with four of these seven

rowing In the heavyweight.

-NOTICE-

ALL-ELM FOOTBALL
TEAMS NEXT WEEK
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Basketball,

Wrestling

Workout
Fourteen basketball players

and 17 wrestlers ^eet coaches

Tom Finnegan and Bob Prltz-

laff last week as Washington

College began preparations for

a 21-g3me cage slate and a

10-niatch wrestling schedule.

Finnegan is In his freshman

season at the Shore cage helm.

The former Washington basket-

ball-baseball star has a re-

building year ahead with jun-

ior captain Ricky Turner the

only holdover from a 1969-70

team that was 5-16 under L.

Edward Elliott. Gone via the

graduation route are Frank
Marion, Bob Koepke, Dave

Bruce, Larry Martin and Tom
Polvinale. The departed five-

some represented 51 points per

game for last year's quint.

All scored over 500 pointsdur-

ing their careers here.

Pritzlaff, now entering his

fourth campaign, is in better

shape. He has veterans Jim
pichitino. Roger Stenersen,

Steve Gelding, Matt Snyder,

Rick Holloway, Jack Keenan,

Ken Kller and Martin Winder

back. The first five logged

winning seasons in 1969-70 when
Washington was 5-5 and placed

third in the Mason-Dixon tour-

nament, Holloway won the con-

ference's heavyweight crown.

Basketball opens the winter

season on Wednesday, Decem-
ber 2 at Muhlenberg.

PAGE SEVEN
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KA Quarterback Chuck Vuolo heads around end for one of three KA scores.

KA's Take Playoff From OX
Meet Tide in Championship

Kappa Alpha won Its in-

tramural football playoff game
against Theta Chi on Tuesday,

19-13. The KA's now meet the

Crimson Tide on Thursday for

the intramural crown.

The Thetas took an early 6-0

lead, but KA came back to tie

after Ron Lokos Intercepted a

Bill Sandkuhler pass and took

the ball to the Theta five.

Tom Bortmes. all alone in

the end zone, caught Chuck

<>

Tom Finnegan watches over his team as they go through drills on
the W. C. Court.

Vuolo's pass to make tt 12-6,

but the Thetas came right back
with a Sandkuhler to Bob Shri-

ver pass. The TD plus the

extra point gave OX a 13-12

edge.

KA threatened in the second
half, but their drive was stopped
with five minutes to go. Then,
with two minutes left, Vuolo
ran for a TD and George
Henckel's extra point gave the

red and gold the victory.

Stickmen

to Entertain

British Team
Washington College has an-

nounced that it has added an

Ali-Star English Universities

lacrosse squad, that will be

touring this country in 1971,
to its spring schedule. This
will give the Sho'men their

first li-gama stick state in

history.

The British will be here for

a 3 p.m. clash on Monday,
April 5.

In 1967 Washington's gruat

fitth ranked team beat the

English, 15-to-ll, for their

eleventh triumph in twelve

sames in a contest marked by
brilliant play on both sides.

The Shore victqry ,revenged

!:n 18-0 setback to a combina-

tion Oxford-Cambridge Univer-

sity squad that toured the

United States in 1930.

The 1971 Great Britain all-

stars will be made up of 25

players from univereities, most-

ly from the northern section

of England. Besides Washing-
ton they will test lacrosse

squads of Princeton, Amherst,
Duke, Washington ^nd Lee,

the University of Pennsylvania,

Villanova, North Carolina and
Massachusetts.

Three years ago the British

arrived in May, toured Ches-

tertown and Kent County, en-

joyed a fish fry given by the

Chestertown Chamber of Com-

Thursday's championship

brings together two of the top

quarterbacks in the league, Darry
Carrlngton and Chuck voulo.
Voulo was ALL-ELM quarter-
back last year.

In league action during the sea-

son the two teams split. The
tide taking the first game 12-7

with KA taking the finale.

Harriers

Pluck
Jays

Bv Hurtt Derrmger

Washington College harriers

upped their cross country rec-

ord to four victories in ten

matches Wednesday at Johns
Hopkins, beating the Blue Jays,

20-39.

Captain Howie stauber led

the aio'men for the ninth

straight time, placing second
with a time of 26r52. Right

behind him was team-mate
Larry Kopec, three seconds
back over the 4.7-mlle course.

Sophomores Bob Maskrey and

Rick Horstman finished fourth

in a dead-heat at 27;32. Ed
Green, another soph, crossed
sbtth. His clocking was 27;42.

Freshman Bob Atkinson came
In eighth at 28:26 and freshman
Peter DeSelding was eleventh

and thirty seconds behind At-

kinson,

It was Washington'sfirstvtc-

tory over the Blue Jays since

1966 when Ben Whitman, Sam
Martin and Bob Bittenbender

led the Sho'men to a 22-37

conquest of Johns Hopkhis.

Don Chatelller's harriers

have a triangular meet with

Delaware Valley and PMC Col-

leges here Saturday at 2 p.m.

and a dual meet with Mt. St.

Mary's College on Tuesday,

November 10 remaining on the

cross country slate. The test

against the super Mountaineers

win get underway at 3 p, m,
Washington will run in the

Mt. St. Mary's Invitational on
Saturday, November 14,

I
Final Football Standings^

Crimson Tide

Kappa Alpha

Theta Chi

Lambda Chi

PhlSig

Somerset

Sanditiches Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

OF

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Pizzas

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours; Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Piiia — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS
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WASHINGTON COLLEGE

BOOK STORE

•Paper Backs *Hard Backs

•Studio One Notecards *Posters

•Tiffany Lamp Shades

Fine Selection of Classic Music

Vox Special Price - 99c
•Rock Music*

Led Zeppelin Santana/Alraxas

The Band/Stage Fright Chilliwack

Rare Bird/As Your Wlind Flies By

Soft Machine/Third Super Rock

The Flock/Dinosaur Swamps Redbone Potlatch

Early Bird Christinas Special

Qjy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians
siiif: "itiuil llic Cows Come Hume "

Elvis' Christmas Album {"Mama Liked the Roses")

West Point Glee Club sings "The Testament of Freedom

and "Eating Cuober Peas"

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1 S75

Closed Wednesdays

Thur. - Fri. - Sat. - Nov. 5-6-7

Charlton Heston and Kim Hunter

in

''Beneath The Planet

Of The Apes"
G-P rating

Sun. - Mon. - Tues. — Nov. 8-9-10

Oliver Reed and Glenda Jackson

in

''Women In Love"
R rating

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Thur. - Wed. - Nov. 5-11

Lee Marvin and Jeanne Moreau

#/
Monte Walsh"

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

G-P rating

) lsi( Oit'r

Snack Bar
far an after siIiudI

Located in the
back of our store

High street

Compltments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS

Wlon. 8-7
Tues. & Wed. 8 '6

Thurs. 8 - 7

Fri. 8 8

Sat. 8 ' 6

Compliments

of

The Moryiaid

National Boah

Center Furniture
HIGH STREET

Complete Line
of

I'urnisliings

Book Cases

from $8.98

rnfinishctl Furniiun

Ku^s and C.arfwis

STOP IN AND SEE US
OR CALL

CHESTERTOWN 778-2470

CENTREVILLE - 758-1441

THE TRENDSETTERS
A new breed ftom Burlinslon.

Suede Finge Handbags that

go everywhere, with causal

elegance. __

$10.00 and $12.00

The TOWER SHOP
Upstairs in

The Village Toggery
301 HIGH ST

I THE
I

I YARDSTICK I

FOR ALL YOUR

SEWING NEEDS

• Fftbrict

DrapetiH

• PaUemi

• KolMlng Yartu

High Street \
In Chestertown S

>: ^

Chestertown Service Center

Maple Avenue

778-3666

open

7 a.m. 9 p.m.

Flowers Fur

All Occasions

^^)
ANTHONYS FLOWERS

Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

OPPORTUNITY, sparetime,

addressing envelopes and cir-

culars! Make S27.G0 per

thousand. Handwritten or

(Vped, in your home. Send

just $2. for INSTRUCTIONS
and a LIST OF FIRMS US-
ING ADDRESSERS. Satis-

faction Guaranteed! B & V
ENTERPRISES, Dept, 10-60

PC Box 398, Pearblossom,

Calif 93553.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday Thursday
7 a.m. — 11 p.m.

Friday
7 a.m. — B p.m.

Saturday
7 a.m. — 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 p.m. — 11 p.m.

NOTICE

Coming Soon

IPC WEEKEND

November 13 fill 4

Stunt Night

Book Move

Dance
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Library Is Ready For Use ;

Book Move Scheduled For Sat,

I.F.C. WEEKEND

Stunt Night Tonight

By Bob Danner

The new library Is finally

about to be put to use. On
Saturday, November 14, 1970,

starting at 8:30 A.M., 75,000

books will be translerred from
Bunting Library to the new Mil-

ler Library. II all goes as plan-

ned, Miller Library willbeopen

on Monday, November 16.

18,000 books, which Include

tlie reference collection, the

periodicals and the government

documents, have already been

packed by the back-roumladles
of the library and moved byour
Illustrious malntanance crew.

Only 75,000 books remain to

be moved by students on Sat-

urday.

Plan

Mrs. Speiden has outlined an

elatrorate and ambitious plan to

move the remaining books the

250 yards to the Miller Li-

brary. There will be three

lines consisting of 40 to 50

students. Each line is respon-

sible for a section of the books

in the library. Following a

carefully prepared route, the

three lines, with each student

carrying approximately a foot

of books to their designated

places in the new librarywhere

they will then be unloaded by a

specially trained crew who will

place the books in their proper

order.

Lines

It is Imperative that each

student keep his position in his

respective line or the specially

trained crew of unloaders will

place the books in the improper

order, causing confusion to

those who actually wish to use

the library In the future. To

make sure that each line uses

the doors designated for them
and that no one gets lost be-

tween Bunting and Miller Li-

braries, faculty members and

others will act as directors.

If you think this all sounds

like a lot of work with a plan

similar to a Spanky and Our
Gang community effort movie

plot, you're probably rigjit. But

there are certain fringe

benefits. President Merdlnger
will move the first book, so be

therel Coffee, apple cider, do-

nuts, and cookies will be served.

Contrary to rumor, nobeerwill
be officially served or con-

sumed, the Black Label boxes

only being loaned. Either that

or the back-room ladles of the

Continued on Page 3

By Rook

This coming weekend atW.C.

Is shaping up to be the biggest

of the fall semester. Always

a crowd pleaser, Stunt Night

will be bigger and better this

year under the direction of the

Class of '71.

Conducted more like a show

than in years past, it will In-

clude freshmen and upperclass

skits, music by Tom Hodson,

^*m\ '^

Empty shelves in Washington College's new library wait patiently to be fulfilled.

COLLEGE D. J. 'S

College
By David Roach

Washington College's radio
show opened on Monday, fea-

turing a half-hour of music and
announcements. The show Is

called "For What It's Worth,"
named after the song by Buf-
falo Springfield, The first show

Radio Is On The Air

Student Body Polled

On Gym Requirements
By Mike Dickinson

Results of the student poll

on the physical education re-
quirement showed the maj-
ority of the students to be In

favor of Peter Heller's one
year proposal.

The proposal that read ©The
Physical Education require-
ment should be reduced from
two years to one year" re-
ceived 244 ballots of the total

432 ballots cast. CoachAthey's

proposal (1 1/4 years physical

education) received the second
largest amount of votes.,.142

ballots. The "C" proposal,

which received 46 ballots, was
the suggestion proposaL It

was equally divided in that half

of the 46 ballots were in (avor

of a complete elimination of

the physical education require-

ment while the other half were

In favor of the present two year

requirement now in force.

was on the air on Monday from
3:30 to 4:00.

Fear

The disc Jockey for the first

show was someone who was
apparently afraid to use his

full name, identifying himself

only as Dave. Dave seemed
relatively calm throughout the

the show, considering that It

was his first time on radio,

the selection of music was ex-

cellent, featuring songs by

Traffic, JethroTuU, Pearls Be-

fore Swine, Neil Young and

Crazy Horse, The Rolling

-Stones, and The Jefferson Air-

plane,

Show

The show appears every Mon-

day, Wednesday, and Friday

from 3:30 to 4:00 In the after-

noon on WCTR, Chestertown's

radio station, which Is located

on the AM dial at 1530, The

time for "For What It's Worth"

is donated free of charge bythe

management of the station,

which is worth 3 good deal of

money.

The schedule as it stands at

the moment is for Larry Is-

raelite to have the Wednesday
slot, and John Dlmsdale to have

the Friday slot, with the Mon-
day slot rotating amongseveral

people.

Style

All in all, if the Monday show
was any sort of Indication of

the style and class of the series,

the following shows should be

well worth the listening.

-NOTICE-

The second Student Reading,

sponsored by the Writers Union

of Washington College, will

occur this coming Wednesday,

November 18, at 8:00 P.M. In

the Held Hall Lounge, This

time, several students will tie

reading prose selections. Once

again, the readings will be given

In front of a roaring fire, and

all are Invited,

and interesting things done by
the sororities and fraternities.

It starts at 8 p.m, in Tawes;

and admission is 40?

Book Move

The Book Move will start

Saturday morning at 8:30 and

run 'till 4 p.m. Sign ups are

being conducted all this week
and whether or not you agree

with the manner In which it is

being done, It Is a worthwhile

project. Its success requires

the entire school backing. The
Book Move will be followed by
a special steak dinner with free

beer that night.

Bum's Honor

The highlight of the weekend
is the IFC dance featuring

BUM'S HONOR. Thisgrouphas
made the rounds in D.C. and

plays Chicago and Blood, Sweat,

and Tears very well. Tickets

are $3 for Independents and $2

for Greeks. Ifyou're wondering

about the discrepancy in the

price of tickets; each fraternity

member has already pay $2 for

the dance. This is an effort on
their part toprovldethe campus
with a good social function.

So If you had planned to trip

out here on Friday stick around.

Local

Artists

Exhibit

Are your fingers Just itching

to dabble In paints? Got the

urge to carve your girl's bod
out of marble? Then set to

work and enter your creation

In the Annual Chestertown Arts
League Art Show this Satur-

day, November 14. AU are in-

vited to enter. Exhibits of any
subject will be accepted. En-
try fees will be $1,00 for non-

members of the League and

$.50 for members. Exhibits

are to be brought to the foyer

of Mlnta Martin between 9:00

and 12:00 in the morning and

will be on display for a whole

week. A reception will be
held on Sunday night at Minta
Martin where ribbons will be
given out.

Did You Know?

"Distributional courses in for-

eign languages may be taken on

pass/fall baslsby all students."
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I LONDON BRIDGE

j Campus Housing

The time has come for us

to scrutinize the concept of

campus housing. In my view,

we, the students, are tenants

In apartments (or In some cases

tenements) which happen to be

owned by the schooL If you

accept this thesis, certain con-

ditions exist now that are quite

distressing.

Landlord

In the first place, no landlord

requires you to live in his

tulldlng. If you don't like the

way the place is run, you simply

move out. Certainly, if we are

old enough to decide where we

wish to live on the "outside,"

we are capable of doing the

same here.

Regulations

Secondly, I can conceive of

no reason why dorm regulations

should be related In any way

to the academic aspect of the

college. Breaking a dorm
rule has absolutely nothing to

do with your ability as a stu-

dent and, therefore, you should

not be thrown out of the school

for It. This is not to say,

however, that you should not

he told to find somewhere else

to live.

Proctor

I shall not, at this time, dis-

cuss the absurdity of many of

the individual rules, because

1 think that the student body

is In general agreement as to

what they are. Suffice it to

say, that, if I choose to take

a nineteen year old girl (that

is to say, above the legal age

of consent) to my room at

3:00 In the morning and ball

her, it Is none of the admin-

istration's damn business. I

have leased a room from them,

not a set of morals. Un-
fortunately, though, the cur-

few will still ring tonight

It would appear that the ad-

ministration takes exceptionto

this view. It would seem that

they feel that these are the

basic rules of living in a moral

society. If we accept this be-

BOB BURKHOLDER
JAY HOGE

Uef, then it foUows that the

rules we are forced to live by

should be applied to ALL peo-

ple living on college owned pro-

perty. I refer, of course,

to the good Dr. Merdinger.

Curfew

I do not think it Is unfair

to demand that he not be per-

mitted pets, women Inhis house

after midnight, heating or cool-

ing devices, or anything else

that we are not allowed. A
student proctor should move In

to make sure he follows every

rule (a job for which the author

most humbly volunteers.) If

he broke a rule, I would sug-

gest that his secretary betaken

away for two days so that he

would be forced to answer the

telephone. If he didn't like

living this way, he could, of

course, request permission to

move off campus. j. H.

Letters

To The

Editor

Film Raps

Pollution

In Waters
"The Gift," a film concern-

ing man's destruction of his

environment, will be shown In

Tawes Theatre on Tuesday,

Nov. 17 at 8 p.m.

The film is a brilliantly made
and powerful documentary of

the human role in water poll-

ution, producer-director Rob-

ert McBride's passionate con-

cern over systematic ecological

destruction gives his film a

dynamism that elevates it far

above, the polemic

In flowing colors Mr. Mc-
Bride probes every element of

our pollution of water (Con-

stantly pitting the aspiration of

the American dream against

the resultant disaster.

The human element in both

the cause and the effect is

thoroughly dealt with and the

viewer cannot watch the film

and remain Indifferent. "It

is a film to be seen," says

Judith Crist in New York mag-

azine, "and I challenge you to

forget it or remain inert there

after." The Gift makes it

quite clear that ecology cannot

be merely a one-day wonder
- and celebration.

STAFF

The ELM is published weekly
through the academic ycai except
during ofndal recesses and exam per-

iods by the students of Washington
College. The opions expressea by

the editorial boaid of the ELM do
not necessarily lepiesent those of

the College. Subscription price:

S7.50 pel year alumni; S8.00 per

year other than alumm. Published by
Washington CoU^e, Chestertown
Maryland. Second class postage

paid at Cenlreville, Maryland.

Editor W. D. Preltyman '71

Publications Editor R. Peddicord '71

Managing Editor .... J. Dillon '71

Associate Editor D. Roach '71

Business Manager. . . . E. Shelley '72

Sports G. Anderson '72

Features . . . . D. Beaudouin '73

New» C. Denlon '73

Circulation L. Alteri '73

Photopaphy P. Whiten '71

Advertising D. Goldstein '73

Publications. . . .M. J. Eavenson '73

Copy Editor S. Danner '73

Typing M. R. Yoe '73

STRANGELY ENOUG
AIR WAS ONCE
A COMBINATION
OF GASES . . .

Dear Sir;

Will somone on your staff,

more erudite than most(people),

please unearth the proper usage

of the word "comprise"?
Things, units, groups, are

composed of," or the thing,

unit or group "comprises" the

sutwrdlnate units! Please, In

College paper, try to use pro-

per English. Not that I have,

Df course.

C. Norrls Harrison

BiU:

Concerning the perception of

the student body and the world

in general - I wonder how many
people have noticed the new

sign on campus. For all of you

unperceptlve people - chicks

living in Reid partlculary - on

Halloween, a cattle Crossing

sign replaced the old sign at

the crosswalk in from of Reid.

It is amazing how many people

haven't noticed.

peace,

Meg

P.S. Let's try and be a bit

observant II

Editor and Readers,

I sincerely wish that the peo-

ple who criticize the content

of the ELM would at least come
forth with some constructive

criticism or come and help the

ELM staff produce a more —
shall we say — balanced paper.

Mike Dickinson

Women who have successfully completed two or more
years of College or junior college are eligible for five schol-

arships offered by Katherine Gibbs School, a secretarial

training institution. Each scholarship is $800 and can be

applied toward tuition for Gibbs Special Course for Col-

lege Women, an eight and a half month executive secretar-

ial program. Scholarship applications for next September's

class must be received by March 1, 1971. For further infor-

mation, white: Memorial Scholarship Committee. Kather-

ine Gibbs School, 200 Park Avenue, New York, New
York 10017.

Garry Willis, noted author, editor, and Classicist will lec-

ture on "Politics in the Promentheus" in the Gaucher Col-

lege Center on Monday, November 23 at 8:30 p.m.

The Goucher College English and Dramatics Arts Depart-

ment will present three performances of, Lewis Carrol's

"Alice in Wonderland" in the Kraushaar Auditorium of

the Goucher College Center. Evening performances will be

held on Thursday and Friday, November 19 and 20 at

B:30 and a matinee will be held on Sunday, November
22 at 2:00 P.M.

The Guess Who, a Canadian Rock Group, who became
famous with "American Women" will appear in concert at

Loyola College Sunday November 15th at 8:00 p.m. Ap-
pearing wfth the Guess Who will be Green Lyte Sunday, a

six member group from Dayton, Ohio. The concert will be

held in the Loyola College Gymnasium and is open to the

public. Tickets at $4.50 each available in advance in the

Student Center lobby on Loyola's Charles Street campus.
Remaining tickets will be available at the door. For fur-

ther information, contact the Loyola Student Government
office, 435-2500.

Parachutists

Boast Five

Free-Fallers

After receiving $225 from the

SGA, the Skydlvers of Wash-
ington College are well on their

way to futfilllng their aim—that

is, to send a five man team to

the national collegiate cham-
pionships this spring. Using

the funds from the SGA and

dues from club members, they

have already purchased three

complete rigs for themselves.

Officers

The club already boasts of

five free-fallers. They are;

Tom Galloway, president of the

club; Scott Newman, USPA in-

structor; Jack Copeland; Pete

Chekemaln, and Nancy Holland.

Chutes

One of the new chutes (which

has already been purchased) is

a 28 foot TV modified canopy.

The other two—on order—are

28 foot LL modified canopies.

Films

At their last meeting the

club showed an introductory

film on parachute lumping.after

which Scott Newman went over

their first lesson In jumping,

the members also picked their

permanent club cplors—Navy

and yellow.

The Parachute Club will be

jumping again this weekend, so

good luck, divers.
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rSongs
For All Seasons

by Deb Martin

The first rock concert of the

70-71 school year—what an

event—or so I was led to bel-

ieve. At least that's what all

the posters said about Pro-
creation,

Well, off I went— notetrook,

pen, and fifty cents for the Jun-
ior Class in hand.

Lucy

In The

Sky
Hi,

Wellj I've been here and I've

been there, and when I got back

and saw you all, I just knew
I had to tell you all about It.

First of all, 1 have to tell

you that this place has really

changed since I've been away.

Somehow it seems a lot less

"natural," If you know what

I mean. But it does look pretty,

and I suppose that is important.

Oh well, I guess it's Just me.

One of the nicest surprizes

I had this term is that when

I got back, I discovered that

everybody wanted to be my
friend! But that wore off

pretty fast, because all they

wanted to do was go to the

movies with me, I mean movies
are nice, but I was forever

coming home with my hands

all sticky with candy, and cho-

colate all over my face.

It's fimny, because in one of

the places I saw last summer,
the people all used to invite

me to their homes, and we could

really get to know each other

that way. Some of their houses

weren't as pretty as the ones

in the movies, but it was worth

it, because how can you learn

about real things at th6 movies?

Chew bubble gum, taste bubble

gum, I always say.

Well, I gotta run. Lots to

see, lots to do. Keep in touch.

Lucv

Soon after nine o'clock Kevin

(drummer). Drew (lead guitar).

Ray (bass). Bill (organ), and

Gary (lead singer) took their

places on stage amid the wires,

mikes, amps, and instruments

of assorted varieties.

They began with the Beatles'

Got To Get You Into My Life.

It was a good beginning, but on
the whole the concert didn't

come up to my expectations.

Happenings

1 did manage to look around

and observe some outside hap-

penings during the music—for
instance during that light show
the audience also got to see

Barry Rosent)erg*s fingers.

Even the chandelier left from

the play hadltsshiningmoment.

I was especially intrigued

with Gary's performance. He
Just stood there (for the first

set—during the second he

moved back a little.) He didn't

seem to have much commun-
ication with the audience nordld
the audience seemed into the

music.

Standouts

The group's material was
pretty well varied. Their orig-

inal music was quite good. Also

standout performances were

"Woman," "I'mTired," "Rich

Kid Blues" (It was during this

song one found out Gary could

really sing), and "Feelln' All

Ri^t?" Individual merits go to

BiU and Kevhi for Jobs very

well done.

Audience reactions were ty-

pical — some liked it, some
hated It, but one response really

impressed me — "It was loud,"

I'm happy the Junior Class

made some money, but Pro-

creation was vastly overrated

(sorry Dale). Better luck next

time.

Sex Committee Gropes

For Manual Materials

UNPLANNED

As i. result (: \\\e ELM ed-

itorial on sex on campus (Oct-

ober 9), a committee has been

formed, in association with the

Student Affairs Office, to write

up and publishasexinformatlon

manual for Washington College

students. Assuming that most

students have by now a general

idea of what sex itself is all a-

bout, the manual will by-pass

this aspect and concern Itself

with advice and information on

contraception, pregancy, abor-

tion and verereal disease.

There will also be sections on

Maryland state laws regarding
PARENTHOOD

Nineteen Student Teachers

Give Their Views On Schools

abortion and gynecological ser-

vices available in and around

Chestertown.

Committee members Mike
Dickenson, Bill Ennett and Car-
ole Denton, with the encourage-
ment and supporter DeanKelley
and Student Affairs, are now
working on gathering informa-
tion for the booklet. Most of

the sources being use areman-
uals of the same kind and pur-
pose from other colleges and
universities.

Any students interested in

working with this committee
will be welcomed

by Nancy Walsh

Nineteen Washington college

seniors are student - teaching

in eight Maryland schools this

year. The student teaching

program is a requirement In

secondary teacher education at

this college.

Teaching French at Rock Hail

High School is Carol Payne.

Michele Magri, Mrs. Linda

Baird Hawkes, and Mrs. Terry

Gill are teaching social studies

at the Chestertown Middle

School. At Chestertown Hi^
School, Sherry Hubbard hasboth

social studies and history clas-

ses.
Mathematics

Teaching mathematics are

Sharon Garratt at the Plkesville

Junior High School In Baltimore

County and Ted Gott at Sou-

thern Senior High School InAnne

Arundel County across theBay.

Twelve ofthe nineteen student

teachers gxilde English classes

at several area schools. Sylvia

Kuhner teaches at Rock Hall

High School; Lucille Sewell,

Maria Rampolla, and Debby

Deems at Chestertown Middle

School; BUlle McDowell and

John Knight at Chestertown High

School; George Henckel at

Galena High School; Mrs. Mlndy
Wrightson and Ellen Patterson

at Centreville Middle School;

Lynn Wetzel and Mrs. Carol

Ellyson at the Gunston School

near Centreville; and Alex Mc-
Cosh at the pikesvUle Junior

High School in Baltimore Coun-

ty.

Program

The Washington College stu-

dent teacher program began

in early October and lasts eight

weeks. The first week is spent

in observing classes. In the

second week, the first class

is taken up and a second class

is added a few days later. The
student teacher assumes control

of a third class the third week

and carries that load througli

the fourth week. He has four

classes full time for the fifth

andsixth weeks and may have a

heavier schedule for the seventh

and eighth weeks.

Required of the student

teacher are four weeks of in-

tensive education courses and

a course In educational psycho-

logy. During the teaching

period a lesson plan must be

submitted daily. The student

teacher is observed by faculty

and administration and is given

a pass-fail grade In a mid-

term evaluation. Besides teach-

Book

Move

Drummer Kevin and teadsinger Gary of Procreation, the Baltimore based rock group

Continued from page 1

library consumed It all. How-
ever, Ijeer will be served after

the move is completed. In ad-

dition, there is the possibility

that senior students who

have not yet completed their

phys, ed. requirement may do

so by working a full eighthours

moving books.

Dr. Brown has figured that

the transfer of the 75,000 txjoks,

by three lines of 40-50 students

each, working four, two hour

shifts, is possible. So all you

pessimists, take heart. Brooks
Bergner is signing up students

to carry books and Paul £1-

drldge is getting people to un-

load the twoks. So sign up

NOW, help move 75,000 books

in el^t hours and contribute

to finally opening the damn
library.

ing a full schedule of classes,

he is expected to do paper work,

mimeograph lesson sheets, hand
in attendance sheets, control a

homeroom section, and partici-

pate in extracurricular act-

tivltles.

Knight

John Knight, student teaching

six, ninth and tenth grade Eng-

lish classesatChestertowoHleii

School, has found the teaching

load heavy, but not too over-

twarlng. He is pleased with his

classes so far and has them

reading short stories and bio-

graphies at present.

Payne

Carol Payne Is dlrectlngfour

French classes, grades five

to nine, at Rock Hall High school

and will have two more grades

by the eighth week. She uses

the school's audio Ungual teach-

ing method whereby the pupil

hears and reads a French sen-

tence and immediately repeats

it. He understands the phrase

as a whole and speaks it with-

out having to involve any Eng-

lish translation in the thought.

Carol's only complaints so far

are that she feels she's being

given too many out-of-class

responslbilites and the full

day separates her from school

life.

Henckel

George Henckel teaches six

English classes— more speci-

fically Reading and Language

Arts — at Galena High SchooL

Sixty to seventy-five per cent

of his pupils, he feels, have

environmental problems so his

"chief goal in student teaching

is to help socialize the

students"— to help them "ad-

Just better to the practical adult

world." George stressed the

need for understanding of stu-

dents' backgrounds because

"teaching is important only Lf

attitudes for learning are cor-

rect. Most of these kids don't

have the ri^t attitude for liv-

ing, let alone learning."

He realizes that el^t weeks

is hardly time enough to reach

this goaL But he feels as the

other student teachers feel —
that the twomonthteachlngper-

lod is a good start In giving

the experience and teaching In-

slgtit one needs to pursue the

goals he has set.
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TBE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
Booters Edge Blue Jays, 1-0

Bow to Mounts in Season Finale

Refs Select All-Elm Squads

FIRST TEAM

5 OFFENSE

Center: Rob Warner-Crimson Tide

Blocking backs: George Henckel- KA
Tom Bortmes- KA

Ends; Steue Raynor- Crimson Tide

Bob Shriver- Theta

Quarterback: Dary Carrington

::¥:

DEFENSE

Linemen:

Linebacker:

Cornerbackers:

Safety:

Chuck Johnson- Lambda
Steve Golding- KA
Pete Boggs- KA
Rick Bales- KA
Dary Carrington- Crimson
Chuck Vuolo- KA

ii

I
f

SECOND TEAM

lOFFENSE

Cnt ,r. Cliff Virts- Theta
Bloc! ing backs: Miles Brager- Crimson Tide

Mike Mann- Lambda
!"nLi:;. Dave Novak- Somerset

Rick Bales- KA
Qjnrt^rback: Chuck Vuolo-KA

^DEFENSE

Linebacker:

Cornerbacks:

Safety: _,_

Rick Norris- Crimson Tide

Ray Trucksess- Crimson Tide

Steve Raynor- Crimson Tide

Joe Cameron- Lambda
Bob Shriver- Theta
Bill Sandkuler- Theta

Washington finished Us soc-

cer season with a 3-0 loss to

Mt. St. Mary's on Tuesday.

This loss brought the club's

record to 4-7-1 on the season.

Saturday the Sho'men traveled

to Hopkins to defeat the Blue

Jays, 1-0.

The primary reason for the

team's losing season was a

lach of scoring punclu The

Atheymen played basically the

same style of game that led

them to a 10-1-1 mark last

season. The difference this

year was that the opposition had

improved their scoring ability

from last season while the Sho'-

men maintained Its style of play.

Another factor wasanunfort-

unate rash of Injuries through

the middle of the season. This

Is not to say that If these injur-

ies had not occured, Washington

would have repeated Its 1969

performance. But It could have

reversed enough of the de-

cisions to give the Sho'a winning

season.

Harriers

Two

would be willing to start over

with the same group If the

season were to start again next

week. For the future, Athey Is

hoping to come up with two

quick forwards who can score

consistently. With these ad-

ditions to the returning roster,

the Sho'men can look forward

to a much improved season In

19U

Rick Holloway, the defending Mason-Dlxon heavyvi/eight champ-
ion, and Bill Bollinger practice in preparation for the Sho'men's
wrestting season. Washington has an eight meet slate in its fourth

varsity season.

Drop

In a Row
At first appearance, the

Cross Country team ended its

1970 season on a dismal note.

After suffering two losses, in

which both PMC and Mt. Saint

Mary's scored perfect victor-

ies over the Sho'men, it appears

that the future is indeed bleak

for the harriers.

However, this is not the case

at all. Both PMC and Mt. Saint

Mary's are cross country

powerhouses. Both have Indiv-

iduaj stars (PMC's CulUn shat-

tered the course record last

Saturday, only to have his re-

cord brokenby Mount St. Mary's

Bleganski on Tuesday), and al-

so have good depth. The

Sho'men's double loss to these

schools means little, except

possibly to reflect on the dif-

ficulty of the schedule.

What Is important is that

Howie Stauber, Rick Horstman,

Larry Kopec, Bob Maskrey,

and Ed Green all ran the best

times of their Indlvudual car-

eers during these meets,

Horstman, for example, cut a

full minute off In Tuesday's

meet to finish dead even with

Howie Stauber. If these times

had been run earlier In the

season the Sho'men would have

had an easy .500 season, as

opposed their 4-9 record. At

any rate, the Sho'men will have

a chance toavengesomeofthelr

close defeats in the upcoming

Mt. Saint Mary's Invitational

and" Mason-Dlxon conference

championships which will be

held here at Washington Col-

lege.

Coach Athey was impressed

by the attitude of the team dur-

ing the last few games of the

season. The members of the

team maintained a high level of

morale despite its record. In

fact, the coach stated that he

Congratulations to the

Crimson Tide

on Winning the Intramural

Touch Footbalt

Championship

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS

A

AOPI 6-0

ZETA *1 4-0

REID #1 5-1

CAROUNE #3 5-1

MINTA MARTIN »3 4-2

MNTA MARTIN #2 2-2

QUEEN ANNE'S #1 2-2

B

CAROUNE #2 3-3

ZETA «2 3-3

CAROLINE #1 2-4

ALPHA CHI 1-3

REID (t3 1-3

QUEEN ANNE'S #2 0-4

REID «2 0-6!

Freshman Lynn Kisslik of Minta Martin Third Floor returns shot i'

a women's intramural i/olleyball game. Minta Martin is currently in

fourth place in the A league.
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by Bob Murphy

"We exist..." With these

words Robert Day, a new Eng-
lish teacher at Washington Col-

lege started the writers Union
of Washington College on Oc-
tober 9. 1970

At the lirst meeting of the

newest organization on campus,

comprised of 47 members, of-

ficers were elected — David

Roach as President, Kathy
Milnes as secretary, Theresa
Wood as treasurer and Bob

Scott Woolever at the 2nd of

the Writer's Union public read-

ings.

CIVIL LIBERTIES

Day as "King" -- and immedi-
ate plans were decided. Some
of these plans Included student
poetry andprose readings, guest
poets, foreign language poetry,
and a weekly publication, of one
poem or a short prose sketch
by a union member, entitled

"Broadside."

Funds for the Washington Col-
lege Writer's Union come from
Individual dues, four hundred
dollars from the S.G.A., and
seventeen hundred and fifty dol-
lars alloted by the Sophie Kerr
Committee. These funds are
being put towards present and
future projects. Some such
plans include readings by major
American poets and buying a
press for student publications.
As of this publication, the

Writer's Union has sponsored
two student readings, one poe-
try, the other prose. Future
readings include reading of
poems In foreign language by
some faculty members on Dec-
ember' 16. There will also be
additional student readings once
a month.

The Writer's Union Is open
to all studentsandfacultymem-
bers. So, 11 you write, and
everybody does, don't be afraid
to come to the office of King
Robert the First with a dollar
for dues, and you are a solid
member of the Washington Col-
lege writer's Union.

Two Speakers Slated
The founder of the American

Civil Liberties Union, Roger N.

Baldwin, and Dr. Vuri A. Zamo-
shkln, prominent Russian socio-
logist, will be the guest -lec-

turers here In December.

Mr. Baldwin Is scheduled for
Thursday, December 3. Dr.
ZamoshMn's talk will be on
Tuesday, December 8. Both
ruest lectures will be held at
8 P.m. in the Hynson Lounge
of Hodson HaJl.

Founder

Roger Baldwin founded the

American Civil Liberties Union
In 1920 and was Its executive
fUrector until retirement in
J950. in recent years he has
specialized in international
work for human rights in the
United States and abroad.
He has served as a consul-

tant to civil Ubertles to Gen-
eral MacArthur In Japan and to

L

General clay in Germany, and
has handled numerous missions
dealing with civil rights in U.S.
overseas territories.

Contributions

Mr. Baldwlnishonorary Pre-
sident and former board chair-

man of the International Lea-

gue for the Rights of Man,
an organization of national civil

rights agencies In nearly 30

countries which is affiliated

with the United Nations in a
consultative role. In 1964 he

was cited by the UN for sign-

ificant contributions to world-

wide human rights.

Expert

Dr. Yuri Zamoshkln Is con-
sidered oneofthe Soviet Union's
leading experts on sociology
and problems of personality In

the modern world. His talk

on December 8 wiU be on "To-
day's Youth Problem In So-
cial Orientation."

In an interview with Mr. Ric-
hard Francis, the President's
new assistant, the matter of
coping with the possible prob-
lem of housing a possible 750
students next year was dis-

cussed. Mr. Francis emphas-
ized the fact that no definite
plans had been made, but thai
a number of possibilities were
being considered.

The college's goal for next
year, in order to make the

school more econmlcally sound

Series

Features

Violinist

Paul Zukofsky, a young vi-

olinist who is in the vanguard

of modern music, will perform

here Friday, evening at 8;30-

p.m. in Tawes Theatre in tlie

second progra.Ti of the Concerts

Series.

Contemporary

At age 27, Zukofsky is an

established recitalist, record-
ing artist chamber musician and
teacher. Recognizing that his

name is associated mostly
with contemporary music, he
says. "The orchestra will have
to get to 20th century music
some day and when they do,

I'll be ready,"

Debut

Zukofsky began getting ready
early, with a Carnegie Hall de-
but at age 13. He has won ma-
jor prizes—the Paganlni, Leob,
Enesco, Spalding, and Heifetz
awards—and two Fromm Foun-
dation Fellowships.

Teacher

He has taught at the New Eng-
land Conversary of Music,

Berkshire Musi-: Center, Swath-

more, and Temple. He leads the

New York string Quartet, in

residence at Temple University,

and he teams with pianist Gil-

bert Kallsch as Visiting As-
sociate In Performance at

Swathmore. Gilbert Kallsch will

be at the piano for the con-
cert.

The program Friday evening
will Include works by Charles

Wuorinen, John Cage, Henry
Cowell, George Crumb, and
Charles Ives.

is to admit enough transfers
and freshmen to brlngtheschool
population to a total of 750 stu-
dents. Mr. Francis mentioned
the problem of actually getting
enough qualified applicajits to

bring the total to this project-
tion. Because of this factor,

Mr, Francis said that no defin-
ite steps are being tnken as
far as actual dormitory con-
struction. The school is plan-
ning to feel Its way along.

Dorms

The college Is presently cap-
able of housing 643 students,

both men and women. At the

present time, there are a few
more women than men and this

causes crowding in the women's
dorms more than in the men's
dorms.

Alternatives

The present alternatives that
are both open andfeasibletothe
college are along this general
line of thought of the college
feeling Its way. For, Mr. Fran-
cis said, there Is no need to
provide space for 750 students if

the college is not relatively cer-
tain that a contlnuingpopulation
of 750 is probable.

Ideas

The ideas now being consid-
ered are two, which are inter-

related. As for on-campus
housing, the fact that the Ad-
missions Office and the Student

Affairs Office are both movUig
to Bunting, the two white frame
houses on either end of Kent
House could be renovated to

hold almost 30 students. In ad-
dition to this, the college Is in-

vestigating the number of stu-

dents that the town could rent

to as off-campus students.

Through a combination of these

two factors, Mr. Francis feels
that the College can cope with
an increase of students to 750,
if it occurs.

Skiers

To Head

For Slopes
The first meeting of the Wash-

ington College Ski Association

was called to order by Tony
Lilly, who was later elected

president of the Association.

Plans for the year Include a
trip over the semester break
to Vermont and a few week-
end jaunts to local areas
(Charnlla, Camelback, ect.)

Association dues will be $10.00

which go toward the week-long
trip In January, payment of

rhe dues will insure a con-
siderable saving on the trip.

The Association will also have
some ski flicks open to the whole
campus.

Stunt night, as usual, of'ered the finest in family eotertdtFimeni.
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Letters To The Editor • .

.

Library Move

Dear Sir;

We would like to express our

thanks to, and congratulate, the

students and faculty of Wash-
ington College for the generous

help they gave on Saturday,

November 14, during the library

move from Bunting Library to

Miller.

This help took various forms:
carrying books; loading from,

and unloading onto, shelves;

signing up volunteers; making
posters; servlngrefreshments;

supplying music. Because of the

wonderful cooperation from the

college com munlty ttiroughout

the day, the move was complet-

ed by 3 P.M., In six and one-

half hours rather than eight,

as originally planned.

Already It is plain that the

new library, thus welcomed so

heartily by the entire college,

will make a real contribution

to the Intellectual life of the

campus.

Again, our sincere thanlcs.

Charles J. Merdinger

President

Robert G. Bailey

Librarian

Outraged

Dear Sir,

After having carefully chosen

Washington College as the In-

stitution at which he would fur-

ther his education, and after

having attended this school for

one-half of a semester, I am
sure that Mr. Hoge, co-author

of last week's article "Campus
Housing", which appeared on

the editorial page of the ELM.
Is morethanqualifledto assume

the position of critic of the ad-

ministration.

I am glad that in uts article

Mr. Hoge did not trouble him-
self with facts or details. The
main topic was criticism, and

the introduction of these ele-

ments would have only contrib-

uted to the boredom of the

reader.

Why should Mr. Hoge have

to stoop to saying what he

means? A delineation of the

rules which are considered ab-

surd by tne student body would
only serve to waste space which
could be much more construct-
ively used.

EDITORIAL

Lastly, I am glad that Mr,

Hoge took the positive step to

direct his criticism to the in-

dividual who Is not only so sim-

ilar to the average student that

he should be Judged by the

same rules, but also the man
who is directly Involved In the

Important issue of allowing

pet.s in dormitories.

Thank You,

Roger Stenersen

Unimpressed
Dear Editor:

I was rather unimpressed by
the article on "Campus Hous-

ing" In your November 13 ed-

ition. The argument presented

under "Proctor" struck me as

being one-sided and Inconsider-

ate reasoning. According to the

author, "Suffice It to say that

If I choose to take a nineteen

year old girl (that Is to say,

above the legal age of consent)

to my room at 3:00 In the morn-
ing and ball her. It Is none of

the administration's damn bus-

iness," He seems to have for-

gotten that most students on
campus have roommates who
mlgbt, after a certain hour at

night, appreciate a little pri-

vacy and nattirally, some sleep.

To my way of thinking, these

regulations are a protectlonfor

those who would like to keep
some sort of order In the dorms.

The dorms are not like apart-

ments with landlords. They con-

tain many more people in a

smaller area with a lot of In-

teraction between these people.

Sometimes consideration of

others Is forgotten, and rules

are necessary to bring a sem-
blance of fairness to the maj-
ority.

Finally, I see no reason why

Dr. Merdinger was brought In-

to the article. The last two
paragraphs didn't enhance the

author's arguments at all; how-
ever they seemed only to bring

In an element ofImmaturity and
disrespect for others.

Sincerely

Peggy Irwin

The Villain Speaks
My Dear Miss Irwin;

In response to your letter,

I would have to reply that It

appears you entirely missed

"ft was wonderful to find America, but it would have
been more wonderful to miss it.

"

Samuel Clemens

"Why don't you ail fade away?"
The Who

W.D.P.

the thrust of my column, Inan-

answer to your first criticism, I

luite agree that, If my room-

mate did not approve of my
bringing a girl to my room at

3:00, etc., I would have no right

to do so. Nonetheless, I should

think that a problem such as

this should be worked out be-

tween roommates, rather than

by arbitrary legislation made by

a third party. I think that It is

wise to keep in mind that, while

some room-mates will Indeed

disapproval of nearly anything,

this does not mean that they

will do so, Ipso facto.

Your second argument Istot-

ally Invalid as I specifically

Included tenements in the gen-

eral class of apartments.

Let me assure you that I

have no axe to grind with Dr.

Merdinger. I merely took the

argument that the dorm rules

are requisite to living In a

civilized society to its logical

conclusion. If these rules are

that essential. Dr. Merdinger

should follow thera. If they

are not, it is ludicrous to make
us follow them.

If I am immature as you im-

ply, so be it. I would take ex-

cei^ion, however, tothe implic-

ation that I am disrespectful.

I simply believe In a very old

concept; "what's good lor the

goose Is good for thp gander.

Your humble servant,

J. R. Hoge
Helen Reeder carries the last book into the new library.

BOB BURKHOLDER

JAY HOGE
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Everyone has, at one time or

another, seen a Robin Hood

movie. Errol Flynn or Richard

Todd prancing from treetotree
occasionally stealing behind a

bush with Maid Marion or one

of those rumored merry men,

and always opposed by the in-

famous Sheriff of Nottingham,

more than likely played byBasll

Rathbone or some English Ed-

gar Buchanan with something
only the Sheriff of Nottingham

could have: evil fat. One more
important characteristic of this

evU-hearted member of the Not-

tingham constabulary was that

he always (to me anyway) was

a symbolic figure of decadent

capitalism; looking down on

long-hairs and anyone who

should choose to threaten the

system by wearing green tights.

Our own Sheriff of Nottingham

ventured into Sherwood last

week; his title: Marshall of

Fire (Le. Fire Marshall).

His symbol of office; Sparky

the Fire Dog. AUegorlcally,

it was a let down.

Of course, the rules were

known to nearly everyone; any-

thing that is unhealthy and

everything that may cause a

fire Is disallowed. This Im-
mediately reminds one that his

or her room should embody the

worst characteristics of a

cross between a room InBRAVE
NEW WORLD and FARENHEIT
451, probably most resembling

those hsopltal rooms where

heart transplant patients recu-

perate.

As the time for Inspection

drew near, I became more and

more anxious. There were so

many questions that needed ans-

wering. For Instance, I know
that extension cords over 12

feet In length are a fire hazard,

but are two 7-feet extension

cords a fire hazard also? Or,

If pets are a hazaxd^o your

health, should you be expected

to feed the mice that came
with the room?

I decided to rest before the

Inquisitors came and soon I

found myself In a very deep

sleep dreaming I was under a

tree in Sherwood Forest, eating

a tremendous leg of venison,

drinking wine, belching, and

really enjoying myself. Sud-

denly, from nowhere, there

came a loud knock on my tree.

— Come In, I shouted.

In stepped the Marshall of

Fire, trailing behind himself
a very sardonic looking version

of Sparky.

— I'm sorry young man,
but cooking venison Is a vio-

lation of the fire code and
drinking wine Is a violation

of the Wlno's Code of Justice,

eating venison Is a violation of

health laws(it could have worms
in It) and belching Is a vio-

lation of Emily Post. I'll put

a list of violations In your

mailbox. Thank you, said the

Marshall.

As he walked by, the dog
stopped at my tree, llftedv^Us

leg, and...

A knock at the door. Wake
up you fooL Get ready for the

inspection.

All of a sudden there were
ten people standing In my room,
all of them with clip boards in

hand and a wondering look on

their faces. The gentleman who
must have been the fire mar-
shall, walked right to our "oc-
tupus arrangement" (which Is

actually much more reminiscent

of the giant squid that attack-

ed Captain Nemo and his men).

I thought that it was all over.

The last ten episodes ofDRAG-
NET flashed before my eyes.

— Ugh huh, said the fire

marshal!.

— Look, plastic dope, said

someone else.

— Huh ugh, said the fire

mar shall.

-- Yea, I've seen plastic

dope before, said someone else.

— Urn, um, sold the fire

mar shall.

— Wow,that'sfar-out, some-
one Interjected Intellectually.

— Venl, vidl, vicl, murmur-
ed the fire marshall.

And as they walked out the

door, someone made It very

clear that our room had pass-
ed inspection. I breathed a

sign of relief and pictured Jack
Webb being busted for posses-
sion. Loosing all animosity,

I felt as though I should say

something friendly.

" where did you get that

great looking Dalmatlon, I

called.
B.B.
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Cafeteria Offers

INew Culinary Curios
By Jim Dillon

Homemade donuts and im-
proved bakery goods make up
the main changes in this year's
food services. An unlimited
seconds policy also has made
the service here among the
most libera] anywhere.
The theory of the Food Ser-

vice, accordingto assistant food
director Chuck KeUogg is to
provide the level of service one
would find In a commercial caf-

eteria, "We know that we have
a 'captiveaudience'.butwewant

to have the food well displayed
and prepared, so the students
are drawn totakethefood, which
looks and Is good."

Breakfast

One cnange will be with
breakfasts, where either do-
nuts, coffee cake, danlsh, cin-
namon streusel or cinnamon
rolls will be available forevery
breakfast. Also, Pillsburypan-
cakes, lighter than the current
ones, wlU be used in the near
future. New Plllsbury cake
mixes are now in use, with
the result of better, fresher
cakes, Buttercream icing is

another improvement.

Dessert

If you are reading the Elm
over Friday dinner, notice a

new strawberry shortcake for

your dessert. Special light

gingerbread with lemon icing
should appear soon. For those
who favor poached eggs on
toast, watch for these, which
might appear on Tuesday or
Thursday breakfast
Blueberry pancakes and sau-

sages, or scrambled eggs with

dices of bologna aretwo popular
new items, for t-hose masn-

chists and Christians who at-

tend Sunday breakfast.

Improvement

There have been fewer com-
plaints from students this

year. Two improvements In

preparation, less cooking (i.-

e. overcooking) of vegetables,

and cooking steaks rare to med-
ium, are being worked on. Both
Kellogg and John Linville, Food
Service Director, emphasize
that they want to hear what stu-

dents feel about the food, any
criticisms at all, or even
praise.

One problem is the abuse of

free guest privileges, which
almost no other school offers.

A few people have been stead-

ily abusing this privilege, and
according to Mr. LlnviUe,

"This runs upahighercostthan
one might expect; the abuse by
a few people might spoil this

privilege for everybody."

Waste
Also, a lot of food is wasted.

"If students would take off the

line only what they know they'll

eat, and come back for any-

thing else afterwards, there

would be a substantial amount
of money available for further

Improvements."
The new policy of unlimited

seconds should cost about $7000
over the year, but Mr. Linville

sees it as well worth it. "The
students seem very satisfied

with it, and financiUy we still

run just in the black, which is

the way we want to run it."

A new Food Preference

Questionnaire should go out

soon. Handled by the S. G. A,

Food Committee, these quest-

ionnaires are the basis of menu
selectionF
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Robbie the Robot finds new home in the cafeteria.

Dorms Bid Welcome

To New Furry Friends
By Madeline Amoss

On November 9, the Student

Affairs Office announced a new
policy concerning pets in the

residence halls. It reads as
follows: Pets, Including cats,

small dogs and other animals

of a harmless nature, will be
allowed In residence halls under

the following contltions;

Rules

1. The pet will be agreeable

to roommate and residents In

surrounding rooms,
2. The owner will register

the animal with the staff member
on his floor and will agree to

accept the responsibility for the

health, welfare, and safety of

the animal.

3. Whenever possible, ani-

mals will wear tags Indicating

that they are registered to stu-

dents at the College.

4. If ANY complaint is made
or if the animal is regarded
as a nuisance by one or more
hall members, the staff

member or the hall custodian,

the owner will, without hesi-

tation, agree to remedy the

situation.

5. Animals will NOT be al-

lowed In ANY campus building

except for residence halls. It

Is also understood that animals

will not be allowed to run free

within the residence halls.

6. The Staff member will

have the authority to regulate

the number and kinds of pets

on his floor.

7. Above policies will be
administered by the Student Af-

fairs Office.

Cooperation

This policy tries to put em-
phasis on mutual cooperation.

The only problems that are

foreseen by the Student Affairs

Office are those that would be

caused by disturbance to other

people on the hall or the

maintenance department by the

pet. Also^ it is a state health

law that no animals are allow-

ed in the dining hall.

The new ruling came about

through a movement In the

S.G.A, It was referred to the

Student Affairs Office, which

consulted the Business Office,

the Maintenance Dejiartment,

and the President's Office. All
agreed that if there were con-
trols, it could be a workable
condition.

Problems

Several students with pets that

come under this policy were
Interviewed. All agreed that it

Is a lot of work and at times
the pet Is too much trouble.

The main problems are house-
training, lack of space and ex-
ercise for the pet, and finding

time for the pet. None of the

four owners interviewed had
trouble with the pet disturbing

other people on his residence

hall. If a student has a lot

of time to spend with his pet,

there doesn't seem to be any

major problem.

Lucy

In The

Sky . . ,

Hi-

It's me again. Yesterday I

was watching some friends

tromplng across a lawn, and I

couldn't help thinking about a

place I'd seen.

This place was really weird.

When I first gotthere, the coun-
try seemed to be all bramblesl
Now I like to walk aroundbare-
fout, so It really gave me some
trouble. A lot of the people wore
these heavy boots all the time,

and the others who went barefoot

Just mostly stood still.

The second day I was there I

went exploring, and I found a

hill that I could look down from.

Well--what I saw really blew
my mind! There were all kinds

of paths through the bramblesl
Not only that, but the paths were
nice soft dirt, so that! could get

into walking barefoot again!

When I got down into the

~.i ambles again, I saw what
everyone was dDing--they were
always watching their feet, so

they never saw the paths.

I wound up buying a pair of

slip-ons, and it was really out-

asite for the rest of the

time there. I could take them
off and dig Into the paths with

my toes, or put them on and take

a shortcut across the brambles
when I wanted to. I met some
groovy people doing the same
thing, but not many. Too bad,

but the people watching their

feet weren't having much fun.

I guess that's because they

never saw each other's faces,

what with all that looking down!

Well, I'll be seeing you. Keep

your feet on the groundl

Lucy

Photo by Paul Whiton

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND iHE CORNER

MESSIANIC JEWS

Offer free Bible Literature concerning their percepts and beliefs.

Write; SCRIPTURES Dapt. C-379, 151 Prospect Drive, Stratford,

Conn. 06497
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bv H. Deringer

Last Saturday the harriers

traveled to Emmltsburg '.o take

part In the Mt. St. Mary's In-

vitational. Competlngwithsome
of the best teams In the area,

the Sho'men could manage only

a ninth place out of a possible

ten teams. Best time of the day

was turned inby captalnHoward

Stauber as he traversed the

5.2 mile course In 30:26 good

enough tor a 24th place finish.

M-D Championship

This Saturday Washington Col-

lege will be the site of the

Mason Dixon Cross Country

Championships.

Mt! St. Mary's College Is the

pre-meet team favorite led by

Chet Bleganskl, who established

the Washington Course record

at 26:00. Along with Bleganskl

they have senior Dick Rasmuss-

en, who won the Mt. SL Mary's

Invitational Meet last week.

Sophomore Steve Hanlon, who

set anew course record atCath-

oUc Univ. this season, and

freshman standout Bob Shoop,

head a deep experienced squad.

Bridgewater sparked by Doug
Coleman, the Virginia small

college champion, Catholic Un-

iversity and Gallaudet post

the most serious threats to the

Mounts return as Isam champ-
ions. The Mountaineers fin-

ished ahead of Catholic U.,

Hoopsters Fare Well With Glassboro

To Tangle With B. U. Tuesday

Freshman guard Mike Slagle goes up for a shot in action against

Giassboro State. Slagle is one of the three trying for one of the

guard spots.

Washington College To Host

Mason-Dixon Championship

Loyola and Bridgewater in that

order, last year. Ruddy Young

of Catholic U. and Terry Lund-

borg of Gallaudet College have

paced the Cardhials and Bisons

for most of the season,

Loyola has a top flight run-

ner in senior Mike Hodges and

a good Towson State squad is

led by Jim Harrison. Roanoke

could be the surprise of the

meet and boast junior Michael

Bast, who gave Bridgewater's

Coleman a stiff run In the Vir-

ginian championship, and then

defeated Coleman in their dual

meet last week.

Fifth for W. C.

Ten of the first 15 finishers

in 1969 are back. Washington

College is holding the champ-
ionship for the fifth time. It

was first held here in 1959 when
Roanoke captured the team title

for the fifth straight time.

Bridgewater won here In 1961,

Old Dominion followed in 1963

and Catholic University wasthe
victor In 1966, the last occasion

it was held on the Chestertown
campus.

The championship will get

underway at 2 P.M. from be-

hind Cain Athletic Center. The
best location to watch the five

mile struggle Is from the topof

the College's Klbler Field

bandstand. Most of the course

and the first and last mile can

be seen from that vantage point.

Washington opens its regular

basketball season on December

2 In Allentown, Pennsylvania

against Muhlenberg College,

last year's Middle Atlantic Con-

ference Champions. In pre-

paration for the season, Coach

Tom Flnnegan has scheduled

three scrimmages against

Glassboro State, the University

of Baltimore, and the Alumni.

Against Glassboro last Tues-

day, the Sho'men played three

halves. Glassboro this year has

a much better team than the

squad that went 8- 14 last season.

A well-coached and well bal-

anced team, they acquired the

services of five junior college

transfers, three of whom start.

They also have a strong bench

that includes two 6'T' players.

The Sho'men made a good

showing of themselves against

Glassboro winning the first half

38-37, tying the third 42-42,

while losing the second 60-26

when Finnegan emprtied the

Matmen
to Meet
Crusaders

by Dave Griffith

As the 1970-71 wrestling sea-

son gets underway the key

phrase is "cautious optimism."

In the short history of the

wrestling team the season re-

;ords have improved from .000

to .200 to .500 last year, and

although this drastic improve-

ment will probably not continue

at its present rate, this is every

hope for a season at least a;

jood as last year. It appears

that Injuries willdeterminejust

how well the team actually does

tliough, for uninjured, the squad

s strong in every weight class.

At lie both of last year's con-

' Anders, jack Keenan and Marty

Winder, return. At 126, the

team will be bolstered by the

return of Bob Bailey, standout

from the 1968 season. The

next weight class of 134 will

probably be filled by freshman

Harold Rafter, althoughhecould

conceivably be challenged

either by veteran Kenny Kiler

or Co-Captaln Jim Pitchitino,

who both are tentatively

scheduled at 145. This situation

repeats itself at 152, wlthfresh-

man Vincent Ollveri the prim-

iry contender, althou^ poss-

ible challengers could come
from either returnees Matt Sny-

der or John Carlin, transfer

Robert Metaxa, and Danny Wil-

Liams, all of whom will compete

or the 160 position. At 167

,:huck Voulo and Bill Bollinger

ire returning, while Steve Cold-

lUg will probably wrestle 177.

-o-Captain Roger Stenerson

will wrestle 190 and defending

Mason-Dixon champion Rick

"Tiny" Holloway will again

wrestle at heavyweight.

Although this line-up Is tent-

ative and will vary during the

"rourse of the season, it appears
:hat If the Sho'men can avoidin-

jurles, particularly in the heav-

ier weights, the team Is solid.

bench from the start to take

a look at his reserves against

State's first team. OveraU the

Sho'men shot an excellent 43%
from the floor while showing a

lackluster 30 for 53 from the

free throw Une for 57%, If the

Sho'men could bring their per-

centage up to 75%, It could add

ten to fifteen points to the of-

fensive out put with one- and one

situations.

Finnegan was pleased withthe

hustle and determination of the

squad. Washington has no "big

man" to go to and must depend

on everyone working well to-

gether in a group effort. The

coach found this in Tuesday's

scrimmage, even though he has

a relatively inexperienced ball

club that hicludes only one sen-

ior.

Defensively, the Sho'men al-

lowed too many open shots and

gave up the baseUne too often,

and the men playing back in the

zone provided too little de-

fensive support on the opposit-

ions drives to the basket. Finn-

egan blamed this on a lack of

communication on defense.

NOTICE

The Sho'men basketball team

will take on the Alumni this

Sunday at 2 P. M. in Cain Ath-

letic Center.

Of the top six players, the

coach described Lew Young's

play as exceptional. Lew was 11

of 14 from the field with three

free throws for25polnts. Ricky

Turner had a bad day from the

field, shooting 3 for 14 but show-

ed the hustle that Finnegan was

looking for. John Dickson Is the

number one guard showing abil-

ity to run the offense. Of the

three freshmen Finnegan said

that Klrby Pines needs work

but has had the ability and

height to help out while Mike

Slagle and Mike DeSantis both

need work on defense and pass-

ing before the season begins.

Needs Backing Guard

The coach is looking for a

back up guard for Dickson from

among Novy Viamonte, John

Stehihart, and Frank Ogens.

Finnegan will select the rest of

the squad from among freshman
Craig Brown, Ben Bobb, Gary

Ford, Greg Pessillo, and Paul

Brown; sophomore Mitch Mow-
ell and senior John Way. Fans

can look forward to a team that

will improve as the season pro-

gresses and the players gain

coheslveness in their play.

After the Alumni come In on

Sunday, the Sho'men will play

Baltimore University next

Tuesday. Baltimore was 17-7

last year and everyone, includ-

ing Bunny Wilson, who averaged

24 points per game last season

for the Bees, is back from that

squad.

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Phone 556-6628

Thurs. Nov. 19 Wed. Nov. 25

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO

ONE SHOW ONLY

.^T 7:30 P.M.

This is tlieway it is.

^We'reintoit.

Wrangler
Jeans
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Weekend Desertion Makes

College A 'Suitcase SchooP
by Betsy Murray

In the past few months It

has become Increasingly ap-

parent that Washington College

is a "suitcase school." on
weekends the campus Is virtual-

ly deserted and nothing isplan-

ned for those of us who don't

have a suitcase.

Open House

WeU, the S. G. A. Is taking

definite steps to aide Washing-
ton College's social at-

mosphere. In the next week,

all students should get engraved

invitations to the Student Gov-
ernment's First Annual Open
House. It will be held on
December U, following the

Christmas Choir Concert, The
S. a A. will provide eight

kegs of beer and will announce
the recipients of the Fu Manchu

College To Host

Shore Chess Tourney
Washington College will host

a chess tournament for Eastern

Shore players Saturday, Dec-
ember 5 In a match sanctioned

and run by the Maryland Chess

Association,

The Kent County Department
01 Parks and Recreation and the

Chestertown Chamber of Com-
merce are co-sponsors of the

event along with the College.

The tournament is non-USCF
rated and is open to all players
regardless of age and residence
'"ho rating Is below 1600 or un-

rate(t Rules and number of

rounds will be determined by

the number of entries.

A number of prizes and tro-

phies win be awarded, including

special awards for top woman
player, top junior under 18 years

of age, and top Junior underage

14.

The tournament will be held

in the Activities Center of Hod-

son Hall, from 10 a, m. to 5 p. m.

Further information can be ob-

tained from Mr, Kabat at Wash-
ington College, telephone 778-

2800, ext. 253.

Assistance

The S, G. A, has also passed
a proposal urtiich should enhance
campus events. The S. G A.

will assist any dorm(or dorms)
in their social events. The
S. a A. will donate $1.50 to-

wards the party for every stu-

dent In the dorm which is spon-
soring the party. This does
not mean that whenever two or
more gather together, the

S. G A. will throw in $1,50
each. It is hoped that this

program will Inltate parties

with a little creativity. Hilary

Parkinson suggested events
such as a dorm sponsoring a
movie with beer and popcorn
or a party with Jug Band Music.

The parties must be free and
open to the entire campus. Be-
fore the S. G. A. wiU agree
to assist the event, the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Results

From Poll

Tabulated
by Pollonius

According to returns from an

Elm questionnaire handed out in

the lunch line Tuesday, Nov-

ember 24, over one third of the

students at Washington College

regularly leave campus on

weekends because "the place

drives (them nuts."

Over 150 students responded

to the questionnaire, providing

a relatively balanced cross-
section of grades and sex. In

answering why they frequently

left campus on weekends, most

answered that "theschool'sen-

vironment drove them nuts,"

while others stated reasons

ranging from goinghometo vis-

It thefamllytorendez-vouswith

boyfriends or girlfriends.

Of the two-thirds who usu-

ally do spend weekends on col-

lege turf, over half report that

they study, while the remaining

half, in their own words, "get

loaded, ball, trip, smoke dope

and party." In fact, almost one-

third of the responses mention

the specific use, and deliberate

overuse, ofdrugs and/or liquor,

In order to manufacture a tem-

porary "escape."

Continued on Page 2

:dl^ox-la,l

College /s . .

.

College is education - stimulus to the mind, visual intel-
lectual social, liberal arts education is the education of
well rounded men. universal men i.e. university, exposure
to new people, new ideas, new problems, new sorrows •-

new joys.

Education is group effort, group stumblings and discov-
ies. group strength and group support, education is soli-
tary confrontation, to confront ream after ream of prin-
ted matter alone, armed but with tensor lamp and ht-

lighter. Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set
you...

College is class after class, badly heated classrooms, lec-

tures many lectures boring, interesting, incomprehensible,
enlightening lectures, college is personal contact, touch
students, teachers, friends and lovers, touch.

College is your friends, your group, people you know,
people who don't know, people alone, people coupled,
people in crowds, college is walking out ot your dorm and
finding a "stranger" crying on the path in the dark, "pity
the poor immigrant who wishes he had stayed at home."

College is success, academic honors, job offers, bright vis-

tas of graduate school, social success, personal successes,

to the victors go the spoils to the vanquished oblivion,

college is the diploma grasped as the long distance runner
breaks the tape, college is three years, two years, one sem-
ester of too much sadness and too niuch sorrow, and gone,
and two months later nobody knows your name.

College the responsibility all individuals undertook be-
ing adults of sound mind and sound body, make the best
of your opportunities, make yourself secure, make your-
self happy, you have no one to blame but yourself, no one
but yourself.

you have no one at all.

College is community, community equals 600 and some
people in the same place, we are all part of the community

but some are more a part of the community than others,

community is shared goals (?) ideals, community is shared

diversity, community is togetherness, togetherness is like

riches, some have it, others cry on empty paths late at

night.

College is many little cubicles tacked on to empty con-

crete halls. College is home, but home is where the heart

How can you be at Washington College when you're no-

where at all.
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Yes, Kiddies, There

Is A Student Center

Two beat up ping pong tab-

les, pale grey concrete walls,

a few tables and chairs, mail-

boxes, posters datlngback three

months hung askewonthe waDs,

no windows, a coke machine,

and an atonal piano --that'sthe

Student Activities Center at

Washington College, Referred

to by some students as "that

cave" or "the Wasteland," It's

no wonder that one rarely sees

more than five people there at

one time, on weekends It's a

veritable desert.

When Hodson Hall was built,

in 1965, mixer-parties were

very popular and the Student

Activities Center was design-

ed for that purpose — a large

room for mingling and dancing.

For a while It also boasted a

pool table, but that had to t>e

removed due to damage and

stolen pool balls. Today, there

Is a greater preference for

smaller "couples" parties.

Dances are held witheroff cam-
pus or In the dining halL Many
students would like to see a cof-

fee house set up there, but, as

Dean Kelley puts It, "No matter

what you do that room, It's still

going to be ugly. It's Just abad

room."
But don't lose hope yet, gang.

The Student Affairs Office and

the S. G.A, are very aware of the

"there's nothing to do, no-

where to go" situation on cam-
pus, AHhou^ not formally pro-

posed yet, there is an idea roll-

ing around the Student Affairs

Office of setting up an Informal

coffee house in the first floor

of Bunting Hall (the old Lib-

rary). The Administration (In-

cluding Student Affairs) is plan-

ning to take over Bunting some-
time next semester, and the Ad-
missions Office will then be
moved over to the present Stu-

dent Affairs building. If app-

roved, the coffee house would

then be relocated In the old Ad-
missions building. It all sounds
like a elaborate game of musical

buildings, but there's a chance

that everything can be worked
out an the students' "some-
thing to do" need will at last be
fulfilled.

by Carole Denton

So, If students can get off

their apathy, git it together, and

are willing to do a little work,

this campus may soon have Its

own coffee house. Its own real
live Student Activities Center,

Poll Results . .

.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The most popular scheduled

events on campus. In the eyes

of student, are, In their order of

preference: movies, lecturers,

sports, and concerts, on the

other hand, when asked vrtiat Im-
provements or additions they'd

like to see on the campus cal-

ander, a majority of students

expressed the same reaccur-

Ing suggestions of more rel-

evant and controversial lectur-

es, two or more rock concerts

over the year with big-name
bands, organized excurislons

and yes, friends, more open

parties and mixers. Another

common complaint was the lack

of dating material on campus for

the ladles.

In conclusion, students were
asked If they felt that they were
a part of the W.C, community.

Almost one-third responded

that they felt left out of astand-
ing community, while yet others

posed another, more unsettling

question in reply: "What com-
munity?"

Elm Staff

The ELM is published weekly
Ihiou^ the academic year except
during official recesses and exam per-
iods by the students of Washington
College. The opinions expressed by
the editorial board of (he ELM do
not necessarily represent those of
the College. Subscription price:
S7.S0 per year alumni; S8.00 per
year other than alumni. Published by
Washington Colleoe, Cheslertown
Muyland. Second class postage
paid at CentieviUe, Maryland.

Editor W. D. Prcttvman '7!

Publications Editor R. Peddicord_71
Mana^g Editor . . £. Danner '73

Associate Editor D. Roach '71

Business Maiugei . . . . E. Shelley "72

Sports G. Anderson "72

Features . . . . D. Beaudouin "73

News C. Dcnlon '73

Grculadon L. Alteri '73

Photopaphy P. Whiton "71

Advertising D. Goldstein '73

Publications. . . .M. J. Eavenson '73
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MOVIE REVIEW

by WeldonMonsport & John Raskin

THE DAMNED is a war

movie. It Is a war movie In

that It is a psychological analy-

sis of a people about to go to

war. Tlie physical action (while

very little) takes place in Ger-

many in the late 30's, a time

when tensioQbetween people and

government was at a fever pitch

and yet was desperately re-

pressed. The actual plot is

the plight of an Influential fam-

ily, owners of a great steel

mill, resisting pressures to

relinquish its ownership to the

government. The route that is

taken by the government is de-

vious and complicated and de-

pends on the ability of the Nazis

to break the mind of one man.

This man is the grandson of

the present monarch of the

family, who Is about to die;

he is also the son to the heir

of the fortune and an outrage-

ous tag. His father, the heir,

is an S.A. officer, and a

soldier loyalto Hitler; however,

it is Hitler's plan to destroy

the S.A. because It has out-

lived its usefulness and to give

its power to the S.S. It Is

appareiU: then that the way to

the steel works Is to secure the

mind of the officer's effeminate

son to the Nazi cause. This

is done in an agonizing series

of shocks for the boy, engineer-

ed by a young S.S. officer. The

boy is already tormented by an

uxmatural love for his mother

and through various engineered

revelations about her, he be-

comes Inflamedwitb guilt, which

is converted to hatred for the

whole family. It is by these

means that he is lured into an

S. S. position as an alternative

to revenge and signs away the

steel-works to Hitler, his new
"father."

The director, LucloViscontl,

gives the whole film powerful

overtones of sickness and de-

pravity. He envisions the S.A.,

Hitler's brown-shlrted political

organization as aflockoftrans-

vestites, and there is a scene

in which hundreds of S.A.'s

at a reunion, dressed in vary-

ing degrees of women's under-

wear, are ripped apart by the

bullets from the guns of hard,

unyielding, unthinking storm-

troopers. Out of the carnage

rises a powerful metaphor. The
idealistic destroyed by the im-

knowlng. The youth of Ger-

many, gay though It may be,

deserves something better. The
young son of the dead S,A,

officer (and heir to the for-

tune) is played by Helmut Ber-
ger. His performance stands

out In the film as the only one

that 1 considered truly great.

He portrayed the depraved, tor-

mented youth with true torment

and depravity; and, in his flnal

incarnation as S.S. officer, he

is convincingly unyielding,

petty, and ridiculous. His con-

version by subversion is the

real theme, and Visconti carries

it farther by applying this to

Germany. Germany is not the

mad dog S.S., but the sensitive,

effeminate S. A., blind youth,

submerged in guilt and In de-

pravity, looking to the darkness

as if it were light in the belief

that any power that controls

is better than the despair of

self-direction.

Committee

Is Forced

To Vacate
by Midc Dickinson

In the conflict between War

and peace, war has won another

battle in that the Eastern Shore

Committee to End the War
through Congressional Action

has been forced to close its

downtown office due to a lack

of enthusiasm on the part of

citizens and students of Ches-

tertown. In trying to find in-

formation as to this lack of

enthusiasm, I went and talked

with Bill Sheppard who is pre-

sently chairing the Committee.

Bill gave me the following

explanation for the lack of en-

thusiasm:

"Students are being used by

allowing Vice President Ag-

new's rhetoric — the law and

order issue which should be

dealing with crime and not dis-

sent, and the civil liberties Is-

sue, to cover up the original

Issue of whether or -not

American military intervention

in Vietnam Is politically and

morally justified."

Expounding, Bill said

felt the law and order and civil

liberties Issues were "i

tacking the symptoms and not

the disease."

Filling in on theclosingofthe

downtown office, he explained

that the downtown office was
dissolved. The campus branch

would continue operating but

under a new name.

At present there are twenty

persons on the committee which

is now undergoing organizatio-

nal changes by rewriting by-

laws In order to be recognized

by the S.G.A.

The committee has a number

of sub-committees, including

an art committee which is in-

vestigating the possibilities of

making posters as a source of

income for the committee and

the news committee which

writes 'letters to the editor"

of Eastern Shore papers.

A poetry reading in conjunction

with the Writers Union Is sche-

duled In the not too distant

future on the topic of War!

The Committee meets every

Thursday at 7:00 In the S.G.A,

room and everyone is invited.

Attention Creators !

ATTENTION, NOVEL POETS AND WRITERS

ELMAN PUBLISHING HOUSE is selecting poems and short stor

ies for their annual books "VOICES OF POETRY 1971" am

"SELECT SHORT STORIES 1971."

AM poets and writers are invited to participate.

Contestants for poetry may send up to three entries, each of fifti

lines or less, and for short stories only one entry not excaedini

eighteen hundred vtrords, which must be accompanied by a self ad

dressed post-paid envelope, and mailed not later than Decembe

15th.

All winners will be notified by January 15th, 1971,

These contests are free, with no obligation of any sort.

So poets and writers, send your entries to ELMAN PUBLISHING
HOUSE, 8261 North Bayshore Drive, Miami, Florida 33138 - and

good luckl
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Students To Present

Three One Act Plays

PAGE THREE

by Sharon Smith

On December 4 and 5 student

productions will present three

one-act plays at Tawes Theatre,

8;30 p.m. The first play Is 27
wagons Full of Cottonby Ten-
nessee WUUams. It is directed

by David L. Ripley, with a cast

of three: Danea Talley, Lee
Klug, andBob Murphy. ThlswlU
be followed by The Still Alarm
by George S. Kaufman, a comedy
directed by Larry Israllte In-

cluding Eric Ruark, Larry
Israelite, Joel EUns, PhlUp
Salter, and Nancy Walsh In the

cast. The final play of the even-
ing make its world premiere at

Suitcase

School ...

Continued from Page 1

Social Committee Chairman,
Hilary Parkinson, should be
consulted as to the reason for

the event, where it will be, how
It will be done, etc. This way
all the details can be worked
out before submitting the re-
quest to S. G. A.

This is a novel idea and It Is
hoped that the social events will

be equally Innovative. The
S. G. A. has constructed the

machinery to aide Washington
College's atmosphere, but as
usual It Is up to the students
to take advantage of It.

Compliments

of

The Morylaid

Notioiol Baik

Chestertown 778-1600

Chestertown Service Center

Maple Avenue

778-3666

open

7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Washington College, for It was
written by a student presently
enrolled here. The Product-
Ion of Julian Blanchlield, by
H. Jones Baker in, Is direct-

ed by David Merritt, and the
members of the cast are; Thorn
Snode, Kim Burgess, Victoria
Lazzell, Peter Boggs,' Wayne
Jonas, Kathle Mllnes, Harold
Thompson, and Mary Ann Hlg-
ley.

The production coordinator
is H. Jones Baker; production
designed by Meg German; lift-
ing designed by Barbara Kay
Price; and technical director

Is Michael Gallahue. A scene from "The StMl Air" by George S. Kaufman one of the
three studentjrodactions to be shovynjnjawes, Dec. 4th and 5th.

THE VOICE FROM DISNEYLAND

Tragedy Traced To Townie
by Menio

Wreaking an absolute path
of wanton destruction, a shad-
owy figure known only as the

Drunken Townie has returned
again this semester to the pai-

slied halls of Kent House South

(first floor), causing general

havoc on recent occasions and
scattering panicked, trlpped-

out occupants back into their

black-lit rooms. Sounds good.

Penguin Dust

Just who is this criminal,

this effete creep, this base
character and patron of low as-

ymmetry? No one can get it

together to be sure. This re-
porter even queried one such,

ragged occupant of the terror-
ized hall about the Incidents,

but he merely mumbled, and I

quote, "Penquin dusi Give
me penquin dust! I must have
penquin dusti," and hobbled a-

Fluwers For

.All Occasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chesteilown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

way, gnawing on a ball-point

pen. Still let's look at the re-

cord and make a few things

perfectly clear. In the last two
odd months, no less than three
unprovoked attacks have laid

waste to this hall's sterling

facilities.

Final Outrage

In September, a reinforced
window of the study lounge was
brutally smashed with a chair

by this phantom. Then again,

in October, a shocking major-
ity of the hall's ceiling panels
were knocked down and ground
frighteningly underfoot by the

same assailant. And, at last,

one week ago, came the final

outrage of them all.

Fiendish Attack

Moving with deadly speed and
precision, the arch-fiend dash-
ed down the haUway In broad
night and bllndingly pumped an
indescriminate number of SB
gun rounds into. Ironically, the

same study lounge window he

had destroyed two months ear-

lier. (The buUet, well BB,
holes are still in the glass, if

skeptical readers care to ver-

ify this tale of woe). Under
cover of the general confusion,

which resulted from flying

glass shrieking through the air

like shrapnel and multiple

freak-outs by several Nickel-

Dime patrons within the lounge,

the maniac fled into the dark-

ness.

Orphans of Reality

And so here ends our story.

But how much longer will these

attacks persist? How much
longer will Kent House South's

(first floor) orphans of reality

be forced to wade thru the van-

dalized debris left by this fan-

tastic rip-off artist to get to the

poddy? Will this hanky-panky
never cease? E Ivor the Gypsy
knows, but he ain't talking. The
Drunken Townie cries, "Sleep
no more!"

PANTYHOSE SALE

850 A PAIR

Full fashion - first quality - regularly $1,50 a parr. One
size fits 5'1" to 5' 8". Colors: Beige, Black, Cinnamon, and
Taupe.

The Village Toggery

Downtown Chestertown

Centre Furniture
HIGH STREET

Complete

Panasonic Radios

Cassette Tape Recorders

and

Stereos

STOP IN AND SEE US
OR CALL

CHESTERTOWN - 778-2470

CENTREVILLE- 758-1441

Barnett
To Speak

On China
By the invitation from Dr. Tai

Sung An, Chairman of the De-
partment of Political Sce-

ence and International Studies,

Professor A, Doak Barnett, one
of the leading American auth-

orities on China^ will visit the

campus on December 11, 1970

to deliver a guest lecture. Mr.

Barnett's lecture, which is to

be given at 3:30 p,m. In Hyn-
son Lounge, will focus on the

important question of U.S. —
China relations In the 1970'g.

Because of his well-known

reputation and credentials as a

leading American scholar on
China, Professor Barnetthard-

ly needs a lengthy Introduction.

Mr. Barnett Is now a Senior

Fellow at the Brookings Insti-

tution In Washington, D.C. Born
in China, he was formerly pro-
fessor of Government and

Chairman of the Contemporary
China Studies Committee at

Columbia University. He has

also served on numerous sch-

olarly and consultative bodies,

Includbig the State Department
Advisory Panel on China and

the Joint Committee on Con-
temporary China of the Social

Science Research Council and
the American Council of Learn-

ed Societies. During 1968-69

he was Chairman of the Nat-
ional Committee on United

States—China Relations.

Professor Barnett Is a most
prollilc scholar-author. He has

written or edited ten books, in-

cluding Cadres, Bureaucracy
and Political Power In Com-
munist China; Communist
China; The Early Years, 1949-

55; China on the Eve of Com-
munist Takeover; Communist
China In Perspective; China

After Mao; and communist
China and Asia. He has also

published numerous chapters of

books, booklets, and countless

articles and reports In scholar-

ly Journals, newspapers, and

others.
There will be no charge for

admission. Everyone Inter-

ested in world affairs, es-

pecially dealing with the Im-
portant problems of U.S.—
China relations, are cordially

invited.

FOX'S

TOYLAND

Games

Toys

ofevery

description

HIGH STREET
IN

CHESTERTOWN
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As a student, do you feel that ' '"'J"
^- '^^" T '

,
you are honesty a part of the "^^ «'^^«"^,^

^"V u ?n u
Washington College community? ^^ ^^ "y^^" ^^""^ '^ Z^

Yes, I am a part simply be-

cause there Is no whole with

which to feel you are a func-

tion and thus I am one of the

many disconnected and unfused

parts.

Gentleman '12

An adopted child at most!

Gentleman '74

I am merely a student here,

as we all are. There Is lit-

tle, If any, sense of community.

W. C. Is divided into 3 main

groups -- administration vs.

students with the faculty caught

in the middle. There are no

common goals, the students

were raised believing in

the blessings of a college edu-

cation. They are here to get

a degree, whether they learner

not. There is too much lack-

ing herE, academically, to go

into. Education Is a progres-

sive and life-long occurrance,

not confined to Bill Smith, Dun-
ning and the campus. In other

words, no, because there is no

W, C. community.

Lady '72

I think that the sexes are

separated by more than Just

Rt. 213.

Lady '74

No; I have no idea what's

happening on campus andl don't

know 90% of the people on
campus. There is no way to

meet them. Lady '72

There Is so much shammery
in the life here.

Lady '74

As far as a college community

exists here at W. C, 1 suppose

I am a part of it. I feel In-

volved with the affairs of the

school and I also feel academi-
cally Involved here. This is

probably due to the courses and
professors I have, but for my
part, I honestly feel that 1 am
part of the community. I can't

write a thesis on ttds, either.

Gentleman '72

I seriously don't consider it

worth $3200.

Lady '73

There is avery strange group

spirit here — I think most

of the students are cop-outs

and enjoy their social llle

rather than academic — the

work here Is chailenglng Inthat

It is dlfiScult -- but I do not

find it mentally stimulating --

for the reason that most stu-

dents don't care to have their

school work stimulate them to

THINK. Also many of the pro-

fessors are running their

classes on the assumption that

a hard class is a good class—

which is not so. Part of the

fault also lies with me, In that

I haven't gotten off my ass to

do anything about the situation

other than gripe. It's a vi-

cious "Cycle type-thing."

Lady '73

No, I am too apathetic to

give a good goddamn about any-

thing In this armpit.

Gentleman '72

Yes. I came here to get

an education and I'm getting

one. There is always enough

going on as well, to prevent

boredom. It's the student's

fault if he doesn't feel as U
he's getting his $3000 worth.

Lady '74

I am part of a community
made up of students and alie-

nated faculty. The administ-

ration and other faculty mem-
bers are somewhere else. The
flrst group are all fetus* In

one womb and it'sgettlng crowd-
ed — which is why I'm split-

ting next fall.

Lady '73

Of course, I'm Just a typical

college student living In west

Hall.

Gentleman '73

Ve? — the general atmos-
phere at W. C. P.S. — very
social and congenial. I feel

anyone can fit Into this cam-
pus life with little effort.

Lady '74

The nature ofthecampus.lt's

being so small seems like a

llshbowL Everybody knows

when you sneeze, sleep, shit,

or anything else and that can't

be helped. People are a-

fraid to be open and concerned

due to what repercussions may
happen in the fishbowl. Ches-

tertown being such a "lively"

place and so "close" to the

college doesn't help the situ-

ation.

Gentleman '72

Not the Washington College

community — but part of the

smaller community of a Greek

organization, and the Chorus—
these organizations function

with me as a working member,
but I really don't mean a thing

to the W. C. community.

Lady '72

I think very few students are

a part of the whole commimity.

There are a lot of small groups.

The whole student body lacks

a unity which should be pre-

sent in such a small school.

Lady '74

Do you frequently leave cam-
pus on week-ends to go home or
elsewhere? If so, why?

Yes; no dates (I'm ugly).

Lady '73

On the week-ends you have
remained on campus, how have
you spent your time?
Studying, tripping, golngtoan

occasional movie, balling.

Lady '73

Drinking, smoking, bawling.

Gentleman '74

Something has to give on this

campus. I don't really know
what — Like Mr. Jones— some-
thing's going on but I don't

know what 11 Is.

Lady '73

Finding things to do.

What other activities can you
suggest that would, if introduced
to this campus, draw a favorable
response from a majority of the
students here?

The closed house policy eats

shit.

Gentleman '74

by Geoff Anderson

Looking over the responses to the ELM questionaire the

other night, it became evident to me that more students

at Washington College are interested in participating in

sports than in watching sports.

Intramural sports have always been well received at

this school. This year, for example, girl's volleyball has at-

tracted close to one hundred girls, not bad for a school

set on lowering the phys. ed. requirement. Unfortunately,

intramural sports do not keep students here on weekends.

Many students have complained that it is next to impos-

sible for an individual to get into the gym on weekends.

To some extent this is true. Presently, if a student wishes

the use of the gym on weekends, he must secure a permit

from the athletic office on which must be the names of the

people using the gym and their purpose for using it. All

the red tape necessary to obtain such a permit has dis-

couraged many an individual from using the facilities on

weekends.

What is needed is a system whereby any student can walk

over to the gym and shoot baskets or lift weights when-

ever he pleases. Such a system of course, would need sup-

ervision. Expecting the athletic department to take on the

responsibility of such supervision would be unfair There-

fore, why not, as in the case of the library, have students

do the supervising. With winter sports upon us. I feel that

having the gym open for students on weekends will at

least give some students something to do on weekends.

This past Monday Junior Darryl Deibert sustained a brok-

en leg in an intramural soccer game. Darryl will be bed-

ridden in the Kent-Queen Anne's Hospital for the next

two weeks so I'm sure any cards or maybe even a visit

would be greatly appreciated. His room number is 323.

All Students here really care

about, except maybe studies, is

individual participation in some
kind of ecstatic high created by
music, alcohol, or pot— It's

easier than just rapping with

each other.

Gentleman '73

A marljuanagarden--a nic-

kel-dime club-seriously— a

student run snackbar- -a stu-

dent activity centerCarealone).

Gentleman '72

Bible or Christian lectur-

ers—let's get back to God!

Gentleman '72

Informal meetings with Capt,

Chuck(soboth sides can under-

stand each other a little);

community-college clean-ups

of the area- -ever seen the beach

at Eastern Neck game refuge?

Gentleman '72

I think it would be "nice" if

lecturers could speak on var-

ious job opportunities available

to liljeral arts graduates. It's

pretty depressing spendlngfour

years learning things that you

know—your professors know—
and the college knows— will not

help you a damn bit once you get

out of here.

Gentleman '73
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Diane Wakoski will read the poems in the Sophie Kerr Room of

Miller Library at 3:30 December 14th.

Foei Diane Wakoski

To Read Here Monday
by Dave Roach

Diane Wakoski is a young

(29) and very sensitive poet

who writes in very vivid and

immediate Images. Slie is com-
ing to Washington College to

read some other poems on Mon-
day, December 14, The read-
ing will be given in the Sophie

Kerr Room ( also known as the

Rare Book Room) of Miller

Library at 3:30.

Miss Wakoski has had her
poems published In such dls-

tinqulshed publications as Foe-
try, Nation, The New Yorker,

Poetry Review, and Poetry

Northwest. She has also had

published six books of her own
poems, the latest of w^ich is

Inside the Blood Factory, pub-

lished In 1968. In addition to

these achievement, Diane Wak-
oski has been anthologized in

Le Roi Jones' Four Young Lady
Poets and Doubleday's Anchor

Book A Controversy of Poets,

Diane Wakoski graduated

from the University of Calif-

orla at Berkeley in 1960. Since

then she has read at the Gugg-

enheim and at the Poetry Cen-
ter in New York, as well as

many large eastern campuses.

There will be a reception for

Miss Wakoski on Sunday, Dec-
ember 13 at 3:00 in the book-

store, to which all are invited.

Pl!!j»'Wl|i )WiiWw iMiiW»«»W« '!liaWB ttB«

—Notice —

PROF. A DOAK BARNETT

WILL LECTURE

TODAY

AT 3:30 P.M. IN HYNSON LOUNGE

ON

U.S. - CHINA RELATIONS IN 1970

'*«'«»Mw ttaiWwWIll iMlMWWWta<*iWI»W1wM» 'WM»WI»Wl« lia <^

Chorale And Chorus To Give

Its Christmas Concert Tonight
The Washington College

Chorale and Chorus will pre-

sent Us annual Christmas Con-

cert on Friday, December U
at 8:30 p.m. in the Daniel Z.

Gibson Fine Arts Center. The
program Is open to the public

free of charge.

The concert win be char-
acterized by a concert

interspersed by readings, Wil-

liam R, Johnston, assistant pro-

fessor of music, will conduct

the 19-member chorale and 46-

member chorus. Marilyn S.

Peterson, a senior from Wash-
ington, D. C, wll accompany
both the Chorale and Chorus
at the piano.

The Chorus wlU open the pro-
gram with "Glory to God in the

Highest" by Randall Thompson,

Freshman Hessler

Awarded Kerr Prize
by Jinf) Dillion

Freshman Reed Hessler re-

cently received a $1,000 per

year scholarship for promise

in the field of literature and

academic potential as an

undergraduate.

Quality Work

This prize is awarded each

year, the first award having

been to Susan Arnold, acurrent

senior, to an incoming fresh-

man whose secondary school

record Indicates chances for

success in the study and pur-

suit of literature. The only re-

quirement for retention of the

scholarship Is consistent qual-

ity of academic work. No

stipulations are placed on

a student's choice ofcoursesor

a major.

Award

The late Sophie Kerr^ in her

will, indicated that half of the

income from the endowment left

by the will to the College go to

the Sophie Kerr Prize, which

is now worth over $10,000 and

is awarded the graduating sen-

ior who most demostrates

promise In the field of literary

endeavors. This is probably

the largest undergraduate a-

ward in the country.

Literary

The other half of the Income

Is administered by the Sophie

Kerr Committee, consisting of

the president and the members

of the English department. This

Committee selects the recipient

of the Sophie Kerr Prize, as well

as those who receive the Sophie

Kerr Scholarships. The rest of

the money is used to support the

literary magazine, subsidize

the Writers' Union, bring in

guest lecturers, poets, and

films and otherwise support lit-

erary growth on campus.

The students currently hold-

ing the Scholarships are Miss
Arnold; Bill Dunphy, a sopho-
more, and Hessler, who re-

ceived the award after Ed Wy-
dallls, the original recipient,

withdrew. The junior spot is

still vacant, since Debbie waltz,

the holder in the class of '72,

withdrew. The Committee has
not yet made a decision on what

to do with the $500 for second

semester. According to Dr.

Newlin, the English department
head, any Junior wlio thinks he

may qualify is urged to get in

touch with amemberof the Eng-
lish department

"No Sad Thought" by Ralph

Vaugh Williams and "Shepherds

Carol" by William BiUlngs,

Leo Sateren's "Come, Thou
Long Expected Jesus" will

precede "Little Road To
Bethlehem" by Michael Head
and "Vldentes Stellan" by
Francis Poulenc.

French Noels

The Chorale will begin their

part of the program with Gull-
loume Coustely's "Allon, Gay
Bergeres," They will also per-
form two pieces, both entitled

"A Christmas Carol." One Is

by the late American composer
Charles Ives, the other by C^rry
E. Clarke, assistant professor

of music. The Chorale will

conclude with Five French
Noels, arranged by Elliott

Forbes.
Bach

The evening's program will

Include "UbI Caritas" by Mau-
rice Durufle, "Ah! Dearest
Jesus" by johann Sebastian

Bach, "A Christmas Carol"
by WlUard Fast. The concert

will close with J. s, Bach's
"Rejoice and Sind," Hector
Berlioz's "Thou Must Leave
Thou Lowly Dwelling" and
"Hallelujah" by Ludwig van
Beethoven.

Soloist for Wlllard Fast's "A
Christmas Carol" will be Ran-
dolph M Cornell, a sophomore
from Cambridge, Maryland.

Christmas Season

Packs Many A. Punch
by Carole Denton

Throughout the year, one

hears all too many complaints

about the lack of open parties on

campus. But, Christmastime

being aynonymous with party-

time, many chances are In the

offing to catch up on all the par-

ties that have not been and won't

be for another year.

Starting off the week long

bash will be the SGA Open House

tonight (Friday) In Hynson

Lounge which will imn-.edlately

follow the Chorus Christmas

Concert. Beer and teetotalers'

punch will be served and In-

famous Fu Manchu Awards will

be awarded to deservlngwelrd-

Saturday night offers the

Zeta Christmas Dance at the

Worton Roller Rink from 9;00

-1:00. Admission Is $4 a cou-

ole and the featured band Is

"The Majesties", awell-known

soul group.

Caroline House will open Its

doors to all on Sunday at 2:00.

Punch and cookies will be ser-

ved.

The Kent House 12 will

present their third annual Egg

Nog Party on Tuesday night In

Kent House main lounge from .

8:00 - 12:00.

Rounding off the week, Reld

Hall invites everyone to stag-

ger over on Wednesdaybetween

9:00 - 1:00 for a rousing tUne

of cheer and beer. This party

is co-sponsored by the WRA
and the 25? donation that will

be requested at the door wUl

go to project Hope.

An unopen party, but one

with a great deal of human In-

terest Is the KA Christmas

party for needy children. On
Sunday from 1:00 to 5j00, 34

needy children will come to

Middle HaU.
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Drs. Seager And Brown

Discuss The College's Aims
Our objective should be to

state goals rather than to des-

cribe education as It now exists

at Washington College.

According to J. J. Schwab:

1 — although students boast

of their morality In contrast

to others' and demand a part

In the making of decision, they

are almost empty of what Is

required by either morality or

decision making. Specifically:

a. students are Ignorant of

defensible grounds of morality,

using, instead, three platitudes

"sincerity," "self- integrity,"

and "service to others".

b. They are ignorant of what

Is Involved in the processes

of decision and choice.

c. They are Ignorant of mat-|

ters that affect them particu-

larly as educational potentlall-

'

ties, needs and interests.

d. They lack competence In

the arts by which the facts of

real cases are dealt with: de-

liberation, calculation and "re-
hearsal".

e. They lack experience In

collaboration toward proximate

goals.

f. Thetr decisions are Ir-

responsible, both habltuaUyand

(especially) with respect to de-

cisions affecting the collegiate

institution.

g. Students are largely lack-

ing in two habits indispensable

to good decision making: sus-

pense of impulse, the cherish-

ing of diversity.

2 - Our students have little Idea

of the variety of lives that can

be led and of the range of

satisfactions they can afford.

3 - They lack resources of

durable satisfaction and plea-

sure: They are untrained In

the arts and dlsclplinei of look-

ing, listening and reading with

respect to form and structure,

coherence and cogency.

4 _ They are irresponsible in

their use and reception of

language. They are ignorant

of canons of evidence andpoor-

ly equipped to judge solutionsto

problems.

5 - The faculty establishes its

opportunities to judge the stu-

dents' ability to discover and

formulate meaning, but It falls

to provide the students with

sufficiently many such opportu-

nities to Judge the students^

ability to discover and formulate

meaning, but it falls to provide

the students with sufficiently

many such opportunities for

the students to judge their own

competence.

6 - Both the faculty and the

students lack a sense of com-
munity.

Our goals should be formu-

lated to stress not "the culti-

vated man" nor the "cultivation

of the mind" but instead the

techniques by which problems

are recognized, solutions are

proposed, decisions arereach-

ed, and results are com-
municated.

R. H. Brovwn

December 1, 1970

Washington CoUege expects

that Its graduates will be able

to read, to write, and to think.

Us curriculum is designed to

achieve these ends. The curr-

iculum is also designed to

transmit to each student some

appreciation and understanding

of man's thought and experience

In the arts, sciences, humanit-

ies and social studies and to

prepare him to take tils place

in society as a functioning and

sensitive human being. Man
does not live by bread alone

but neither does he live without

bread. WashlngtonCollegedoes

not, therefore, claim to "ed-

ucate" Its students. Instead, It

has assembled acompetent fac-

ulty whose primary duty Is to

assist the student, at the most

personal level, In the difficult

and continuing process of his

self-education. It feels that if

a student truly learns to read

with comprehension, write with

style and grace andthink creat-

ively—whatever the subject

matter may tw—hls education

will follow naturally in train.

The bachelor's degree from

Washington CoUege represents

an InteUectual, cultural and

social beginning, not an end,

Robert Seager, II

December 1, 1970

Peter Heller chairs the ALL STUDENT BODY meeting on Open
House and Gym Requirements.

Elm Staff

The ELM is published weekly
through the academic year except
during officul recesses and exam per-
iods by the students of Washineton
College. The opinions expressed by
the editorial board of the ELM do
not necessarily represent those of
the College. Subscription price:
$7J0 per year alumni; $8.00 per
year other than alumni. Published by
Washington College, Cheslertown
Muyland. Second class posta^
paid ( Centreville, Maiyland.

Editor W. D. Prettvman "71

Publications Ediloi R. Pe<ldicotd '71

Managing Editor . . £. DannL-r 1i
Assocute Editor D. Roach '71

Business Manager E. Shelley '72

Sports G. Anderson '72

Features . . . . D. Beaudouin '73

News C. Denton '73

Ofculation L. AJleri '73

Photography P. Whiton '71

Advertising D. Goldstein '73

Publications. . . .M. J. Eavenson '73

Typing M. R. Voe '73

Student Directories

Senior Women's Honor Soc-

iety will be selling Student Dlr-

ectortes, L e. a complete list

of 1970-1971 Washington Col-
lege students and their home
address, again next week at

the dinner line. Buy one now
for only 50f and send Chris-
tmas cards to all your Wash-
ington College friends.

Saturday Classes

Saturday classes have been

discontinued, mainly because

attendance didn't justify holding

the classes, A professor may
have 15-20 students in his nor-

mal weekday class and only 3

or 4 on a Saturday.

Classes will not be scheduled

at night next semester unless

the faculty and the S.G.A. would
so desire.

Our man Ross Peddicord fearlessly rushes through the morning
traffic to get to work. Ross is the one on the right.

Peddicord Wins

Journalism Award
ELM Staffer Ross peddi-

cord recently returned from

Palm Springs where he was
awarded the 1970 'Magazine

Story of the Year' Award pre-

sented by the Thoroughbred

Racing Association of America.

Peddlcord's winning article

appeared in the February Issue

of the MARYLANDHORSE mag-

azine of which he is a frequent

contributor.

The award amounted to $500

plus traveling expenses cross

country to California and a

sterling Cartler cigarette case.

Previous winners of the

award, which was presentedtor

the fourth time, include Whit-

ney Tower of SPORTS ILLUS-
TRATED, David Alexander, Ed-

itor of the THOROUGHBRED
RECORD, and last year win-

ner, Peter Chew of the NAT-
IONAL OBSERVER.

At 21, peddicord is the young-

est writer to receive the prize

which Is the largest award given

for racing coverage.

The TRA is the representa-

tive agency for the mult-

mililon dollar thoroughbred

racing Industry.

Letters To The Editor . .

.

To the Editor:

After having read the last

several editions of the school

newspaper I have discovered

a growing indlgnancewlthinmy-

seU concerning the apparent

discontentedness of WC stu-

dents in all the aspects of col-

lege life: It would seem that

we, as students, have come to

college expecting to walk Into

a happy, congenial, close-knit

society complete with the ac-

companying activities such as

large-scale parties, dances,

and other such "get-to-

gethers." We look with wonder

at the relatively empty walls

and bulletin boards as though we
had been truly amazed at the

dearth of up-comlng activities.

We become Irate when we go

to the book shelves outside the

dining hall only to find tttat our

books have been "mis-placed."

We feel insulted when we read

those nasty, little notices in the

book store threatening us with

the consequences of our dis-

honesty. We suspect everyone

when we find something that we
had trustingly placed in the re-

frigerator missing, we grud-

gingly accept the rampant dis-

honesty on the campus when we
find purses left in Hynson

Lounge rifled and property des-

troyed In Kent House by the

"Phantom Townle." . . .

Yet what else do we have the

rlcht to expect? Have we all
made a concentrated, and more

Importantly, united effort to

change this sad stateof affairs?

No, . , . emphatically not;

Last week the newspaper stated

that one of the major reasons

that our college isn't more self-

interested and self-concerned

is because we have no place to

"get-together," having the

proper atmos[*ere." I submit

that this is a very poor excuse

for our apathy. Yes, regret-

fully I place most of the blame
squarely upon our shoulders.

No building, no amount of mon-
ey. Isolated school spirit, or

criticism leveled against var-

ious members of the admin-

istration can truly serve as

plausible reasons for the pres-

ent situation. It is our own
Indulgence In "dead-end" act-

ivities, our disregard for

other's opinions, our self-im-

posed hostility towards others

that prevents us from uniting.

Not until we, as a concerned

student body, decide not toper-

mlt this atmosphere to contin-

ue, not to permit our college

lives to be frustrated and re-

gretable, not until then will

anything change. And this group

effort cannot be, as so many
others have been, sporadic or

initially popular with eventual

declining Interest; it must be a

sustained effort made by all of

us all of the time if we can

realistically expect success!

Lady '74

To the Editor:

Those of us who, (overlook-

ing the parliamentary confus-

ion), attended and participated

in the meeting of Tuesday night

have, if at all sensitive, wit-

nessed a sign of life In wtiat

was suspected of being dead.

By saying we'll stand up and

fight for something which we

believe In, we are essentially

declaring to Dr. M., to the

Board, to the world, and most

importantly to ourselves that a

body of students Is indeed alive

and geeting well at Washington

College.

Although it would have been

Ideal to have picked genuinely

important issue as our first,

it is really of minor relev-

ance whether or not his par-

ticular question (namely the

problem of 24-hour open dorms)

Is worthy of such attention, we
have discovered our hereto un-

tapped sources of power as stu-

dents. However, one must re-

member that with power and

voice comes responsibility and

work not too far behind.

Now that we're beginning to

overcome the Inertia which is

stlfullng vitality at the CoUege,

let's not, for God's sake, let

this die like the Cambodian

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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PLAY REVIEW by Ca Hulton

27 Wagons Full Of An

Alarming Julian Blanchfield

I was a bit apprehensive entering Tawes Theatre ,.

last Saturday evening to review the program of three E

one-act plays. The reasons for this apprehension were
two; after the "Free Man" debacle. I thought perhaps

It would be another pedestrian night; also I had three

plays to review, and, as odds go, 1 would probably

not understand at least one of them. Well, I did not

understand two of them, so I am left here like a be-

wildered idiot, attempting to write an intellectual

critique, and have a feeling 1 shall not make it. Allow
me to make a stab at a review by heaving hosannas

at various people.

If Washington College is lacking a First Lady of

the stage may the Helen Hayes trophy pass to Danea
Talley. Every nuance in "27 Wagons Full of Cotton"

depended upon her character. Flora. It seemed as if

Tennessee Williams came to Chestertown and wrote

the play for Miss Talley's bountiful talents. I am very

happy David Ripley cast her in this play so the masses

could marvel at what only a few had seen before. 1

tend not only to commend Miss Talley's director for

aiding in her creation of an unforgettable Flora, but

ecognition should also go to Jones Baker for "dis-

covering" her last year.

And speaking of H. Jones Baker III, I can state

quite frankly that although I did not comprehend his

play, "The Production of Julian Blanchfield," nor will

I make an attempt to try to explain it, I will say I was
impressed by the play and its competent staging by

David Merritt. The cast played so well off each other.

It is impossible to judge them as single performers.

Instead I shall praise them as a group for having good

timing and characterization. The cast brought Mr.

Baker's characters alive, yet clouded in a memory of

a memory.
Having dwelt upon the two plays 1 did not fully

understand I can finally comment on "The Still Alarm"

by George S. Kaufman which contains characters from

the author's grab bag of standard characters. Again

Joel Ellns stole a show, but It was not as easy as last

time. His competition was his director Larry Israelite

who gave the typical script the needed shots in the

arm at just the right places.

The objections to this review will be great because

I have not mentioned the bad side of the show, and

there were some. Here they are: So-and-So was out

of character half of the time. And at least three So-

and Sos played themselves on stage. And Somebody

had "Chestertown Fire Company" stenciled across his

back. And part of the set fell apart thanks to a hose.

And Her hair should have been white. Et cetera. Com-

pared to the positive angles these seem minor. The

worst thing about all three productions was the idea

that no curtain calls would be cute. The audience

wanted them and you blew it.

Meg German's fascinating collection of platforms

and flats, and Barbara Price's competent lights com-

bined for a good enhancement of action.

Carole Baldwin, the darling of any actor, was, as

always, delightful in the rear of the theater.

It seemed each of the plays had its own star.

"27 Wagons" depended upon its actress; "Still Alarm'

starred its director; "Julian" belonged to its author.

What an attractive trio. I would like to see a combined

effort by all three. 1 tend to think it would be an in-

credible experience.

The three companies have disbanded after giving

birth to these plays. They have suffered, hated, sweat-

ed, and swore to get this program mounted.

But mounted it got, plus a rave from me.

1 Amen.

A CHRIStnAS CAtOL
CMtn I. CLAtEt

CAROL COLLAGE

A Gift For The Asking

by Anne Marshall

To many, It has been noted,

God Is an idea Instead of an

experience and a Person. In

this season, then whatlsChris-

mas all about? The time of

year In which we get so in-

volved with the wrappings we
forget the contents of the gift?

Among the tinsel, the lights, the

Santas, where does Christ come
in? He is, alter all the Real

reason for the celebration; His

Light has been stilnlng since His

birth and will forever; the Light

is omnipresent — waiting to be
recognized, believed in, and

followed. CHRlSTmas is Christ

- God's Son, the Saviour, as

The Gift of All Time for all

time.

Alive and Well

Christ is here on campus,

and He has been, and is being,

recognized, committed to, and

followed. He is not an idea;

He Is alive and well and work-

ing! Also on campus, there is

an established and growing

group of His followers. Sound

revolutionary? Indeed so: it

is a rational and loving revol-

ution with a cause which is

bringing God and man together,

as well as man with his fellow

man . . . with the Light, the

Saviour, as the Leader - Jesue

Christ.

Christian Fellowship

Fo- inJIBithe increasing

recognition of God on this cam-

pus, there is a fellowship of

Christians being organized.

This organization, Inter-Var-

slty Christian Fellowship, is

designed to reach the Now gen-

eration for Christ . . God is

establishing this to help stu-

dents reach others for Him.

It is not a movement to stu-

dents, rather It is one of stu-

dents. It began about one-

hundred years ago when the

blokes at Cambridge, Oxford,

and Durham met for Bible study

and prayer alter their soccer

games together. Those stu-

dents who started IVCF weren't

hung up on theology; they were

men of faith.

God's Word

Presently, the generating

group here at W.C. meets now

once a week tor evangelistic

Bible study - Inductive rather

than deductive, approactiing the

Bible with openness for under-

standing and faith In God's

Word. The group as a whole

has been broken up into tliree

smaller groups in order that

the encounter with God's mes-
sage may becomemoreperson-
al and meaningful. The groups

will meet together frequently

for discussions, and talks of

spiritual things which affect us

alL. These meeting wlUbeopen

for you to attend, and announce-

ments of rv's schedule will be

made. The first gathering will

be after the vacation. If you

are interested, do come then,

or contact Annie Marshall,

or Chris Wisdom for details.

Behold

Christmas isn't a once a

year thing. God's Gift and

purpose is for everyday, to be

celebrated everyday. Our

thoughts should be on Him now

- on His love, peace, and dir-

ection which is given to us and

will (contrary to the tinsel,

the lights, the Santas) last for-

ever! It Is yours for the ask-

ing, as Jesue said, "Ask, and

it will be given you; seek and

you will find; knock and It will

be opened to you." God so

loved the world that Christ

lived, died, and lives again for

you. Behold! He stands at the

door and knocks for you.

Library

Problems

Reviewed
by Mike Dickinson

Is the new library adequate?
A large number of students
have found the new librarytobe
a gre^ place to study, but find
its resources lacking.

Funds

Mr. Bailey, head librarian,

feels the new library has a
great capacity for Improvement
and should t>e Improved—only
there's a funding problem.
Washington College has given

the largest sumeverthls year

—

$20,000—but federal aid and

gifts to the library have twen

cut in halt Overall funding is

less than normal when the li-

brary has the greatest needs.

Mr. Bailey further stated that

he and the administration, par-

ticularly Dean Seager, were
well aware of the problem I

Help Available

Another fact he brought out

was that students also are not

aware of the help available In

the library. Just t>ecause the

card catalog does not list a

source doesn't mean the li-

brary has no information on a

subject He urged students to

ask for help anytime it was
needed—the librarians will try

to help to their fullest.

Term Pap« Level

Dean Seager also feels the

library collection Is too small

to sustain an adequate curri-

culum. He feels it should at

least be able to cover the under

graduate term paper leveL He

recommends an increase In

funding to $50,000. He Is also

looking for people who would

like to contribute their private

collections to the library. Any-

one Interested In contributing

books, collections, and/or Jour-

nals contact Mr. Bailey or Dean

Seager. Contributions would

be greatly appreciated.

Letters . .

.

CONTINOED FROM PAGE 2

(remember Kent State, people?)

issue so sadly did. I am really

excited to feel a bit of unity &
self-realization within this col-

lection of people who call

themselves a student tmdy.

student '73

FOX'S

- GIF HEADQUARTERS -

Watches

Schraffs Candies

Christmas Cards

And Decorations

Colored Ribbons

Pyrex Kitchen Ware

VISIT OUR SNACK BAR

IN THE REAR OF OUR STORE
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Cagers

Winless

ill Three
With three losses already

posted, tlie Washington College

team will be out for its first

victory of the season this Sat-

urday against Dickinson on the

Cain hardwood; The Red Dev-

ils, who edged the Shoremen by

a point last year, bring with

them a 6-8 center and a 5-4

guard.

Traveling to AUentown, pa,

last Wednesday, the Shoremen

ran up against perennial Mid-

dle Atlantic power, Muhlen-

berg. The Mules could do no

wrong as they handed the Shore

five a 108-62 setback.

In Saturday's home opener

against Moravian the Shoremen

led throu^out most of the game

until four of the W.C. starters

fouled out. With four guards

playing In the closing minutes

of the foul-plagued game, the

Sho'men quint fell to the way-

side, 78-73.

Standouts for Washington

were second year man, Lew
Young, who accounted for 22

points and Captain Rick Turner

who netted 15.

Tuesday night the Shore-

men played host to another

Middle Atlantic power, Upsala.

Throughout the first half the

lead changed hands several

times however the Vikings held

on to post their third victory of

the season against no losses.

Leading the scoring for Up-

sala was 5-6 guard Larry Lov-

Ino. Lovlno and his patented

thirty foot set shot comblnedfor

twenty of the Vikings 83 points.

For the aioremen, Rick Turner

led the way with twenty four

tallies.

Tuesday night the Shore quint

traveled to Princess Anne Md.

to take on always powerful

Maryland state. Last year State

wa£ 23-1 overall and 16-0 In

conference play.

Over Christmas vacation

Washington will travel to sails-

bury to take part In the Salis-

bury Christmas Tournament.

Other schools competing will be

Lynchburg, Western Maryland,

and host Salisbury.
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Grapplers Lose Opener

Bounce Back Against CM.

—Notice —

Last Monday night, the fac-

ulty decided to retain the phys.

Ed. requirement of two years.

Both the SGA proposal of 1

year and the Athey proposal of

1 1/2 years were defeated by

significant majorities.

The thinking behind the re-

jection of the two proposals

was that if a PE department

was to be maintained, It

should be able to operate at

a level of hl^ quality. With

anything less than a 2 year

requirement, the phys, Ed. de-

partment argued, the advanced

courses could not be maintain-

ed, thus lowering the quality

of PE at Washington College.

For the faculty. It was better

to maintain a high quality PE
department than to compromise
and lower the standards.

matter. The Sho'men took a

5-0 lead on Marty Winder's pin,

but then dropped the next three

matches on a disqualification of

Bob Bailey for the length of his

hair, Hal Rafter's loss by a pin

and Jim Pltchitlon's loss by

decision. Washington cam(

back to 13-11 on two decision

wins by Qliveri, who still has

his present from Bailey, and

Danny Williams. RemoStmeonl

dropped his 167-pound match by

decision, but Chuck Vuolo, Sten-

ersen and Holloway wrapped It

up with a decision and two pins.

Face Hopkins

The Sho'men return homethis

Saturday to face Johns Hop-

kins in the Cain Athletic Cen-

ter, Coach pritzlaff expects a

tough match against the Jays, a

team Washington has never de-

feated In wrestling.

The wrestling team began its

season on a sour note last Sat-

urday with a 33-5 loss to a

typically strong Susquehanna

squad, but bounced back on

Wednesday to defeat Catholic

University 24-16.

Tiny Pins

About the only bright spot in

the Susquehanna fiasco was Tiny

Holloway's pin at 3:03 of his

match to prevent the shutout.

Roger Stenersen lost a close

7-6 decision in the 190-pound

class, but otherwise Susque-

hanna overpowered the Sho'men

on pins or lopsided decisions.

One match was forfeited by the

Sho'men due to an unfortunate

accident to Vinnie OUverl, who
blackened his eye against Bob

Bailey's head during last Fri-

day's practice.

The C.U. match was another

Skiers to Take to

Slopes Semester Break

In trouble. Shoremen guard Jonn Dickson passes off to teammate

in Washington 83-74 loss to Upsala.

Championship Tournament

Adopted by VSILA
The United States Intercol-

legiate Lacrosse Association, of

which Edward L. Athey, Wash-
ington College athletic director

is president, meeting in New
York last week, embraced the

NCAA plan for u championship
tournament next spring among
university division teams.

Formerly the team with the

best record in the traditionally

tough Mideastern Division, re-

ceived the champion's crown.

The vesult has been numer-

ous ties for the title and some
grymbling that universities and
colleges outside the divsion re-

ceived little recognition.

Under the new system eight

tuams from across the country

will be selected to play in the

opening round. Losers will be

eliminated. The final vnll bu

held June 5 at Hofstra Univer-

sity in Hempstead, L.I.

Athey, president of the U.S.

I.L.A., said: '"We envision a

timt; when this tournament can
be broken down into university

and college divisions, but that's

still pretty far in the future."

The organization admitted

six new members during the

three-day meeting>eie to bring

its enrollment to 94.

Morgan State was among thu

new members, the" first, black

college to join. Morgan ' State

and Randolph-Macon Bnd Wil-

liam and Mary., other newcom-
ers, will play in the South At-

lantic Division against such

established teams as North
Carolina, Duke and Washing-
ton College.

The Iceman cometh and with

him the Washington College Ski

Association begins It's first

year as an official organiza-

tion. This year's officers are

Tony Lilly, President; John

Wagner, Treasurer; and Mr.

Root, Faculty Advisor. In Mon-

day's metting the S, G, A. ap-

proved $215 for the organiza-

tion. Coupled with this

are the $10 dues giving the

club a strong operating cap-

ItaL

Promote Skiing

The organization's alms are

to promote skiing on campus

while lessening the financial

burdens as much as possible.

To this end the club is plann-

ing a diverse series of films

to be presented to the campus
over the season. These films

will cover skiing from man-
ufacturing to racing to touring.

The principal outing of the As-
sociation will be a week trip

over semester break to some
of the more challanging teraln

of New England. The club will

also make possible weekend and

day trips to areas in Pennsy-

lvania and Maryland.

Open To All

The president oftheW.C.S.A.

stresses that this organization

Is open to all students and fac-

ulty and adds that the films

should be enjoyable to even the

non-skier. The club will meet
In Hynson Lounge on Thurs-

days at 7:30,Skoal.

Captain Roger Stenersen attempts a sit out against his Susquehanna opponent. Roger lost a close

one, 7-6, but came back Wednesday night to pin his C. U. opponent. The Shoremen face the Blue

Javs of Johns Hopkins this Saturday in Cain Athletic Center,
p^^,^^ ^^ acoffA«denc„
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Funds

Donated

ByHodson
The Hodson Trust, a New

Jersey based foundation which

in the past has contributed heav-

ily to Washington, recently pre-
senting a $450,000 gift to the

college.

The Hodson's presentation to

Washington, the largest ever

given to an Institution by ttie

foundation, Includes an unre-

stricted amount of money to

use as the college sees fit.

It is expected that the money
will be used to pay part of the

$350,000 operating deficit for

this year.

The restricted portion of the

gift provides $125,000 for the

air conditioning of Hodson Hall.

This will allow the school to

employ the facility for Its sum-
mer programs.

Also Included Is $100,000 for

the renovation and conversion
of Bunting Library to an ad-

ministration buUding and $50-
000 to finance the endowment
of a professorship In econom-
ics.

Photo by Paul Whiton

better late than never

Committee Eases
Transfer Conditions
As a result of a recent pol-

icy modification Initiated by the
Committee on Admissions and
Academic Standing, transfer
students to Washington will gen-
erally no longer face such sub-
stantial credit hour losses as
they have in the past.

Yippies Plan For

Absolutely Nothing
(Over the past weekend, a

member of the ELM Staff found
the following missive stuck to
the office door with a wad of

Double Bubble gum. It has
been reprinted in its entirety
below.)

Howyadoon?! Greetings from
the Washington College cadre
of the Youth International Par-
ty and Phychlc Theatre. We
now exist, people. Sometimes.
YIPPIE!

We propose to do absolutely

nothing. All people to the

Power! On the other hand.

we firmly believe In Virtue,

Chaslty, Maidenhood, and

CELL-GROPE. Yug-Suggoth!
All in all, we are a serious

organization. Our motto; rise

Up and abandon the creeping
meatball!

As the street-flghtlng wing
of the student body, we hereby

declare that we will take on
any street at any time, except
on Sundays from 12 to 6 p.m.

Ylpple extends a cordial in-

vitation to all who wish to join.

To Join, simply click the heels

of your sliver slippers together

three times, and repeat the fol-

lowing: "There's no place like

home." The avatar of Jerry

Rubin win Immedlatelydescend
from on high and clout you with

a mental block. You are then

a bona-fide Ylppie, entitled to

make any and all policy state-

ments for the party, be pre-

sented with a real memlwr-
shlp card, and receive a free

Junior Narco Ranger Ring and

Space Whistle. And above all

DO IT! YOU ARE FREE.

Can Washington College sus-
tain a true and lasting revol-
utionary consciousness? Who
cares?

YlPPIE

"Past policy," according to

Dean Robert Seager, "was that

when a student transferred we
did a long, mathematical eval-

uation of the value ofhls course

In relation to our four course

plan. They didn't equate."

Due to Washington's curlcul-

um arrangement, students re-

ceive four credit hours for a

completed course while most
other colleges assign only a

three credit value to theirs.

As a result, transfer students

usually lost 25% of their trans-

cript credits. For example a

student with 36 hours trans-

ferring would normally lose nine

hours.

This, Seager explained, was
based on the premise that

courses actually meet four

hours a week.

For Incoming transfer stu-

dents the college will now re-

guard Its coursesas worth three

hours and will accept other

college's credit hours if Wash-
ington offers the same course.

The policy shift Is expected

to make the transition between

schools easier for the Junior

college graduate and wiUrelleve

the college of the responsibil-

ity of assesing other school's

curiculums.

"We're getting ourselves out

of the business of trying to de-

cide what a Junior college cred-

it is worth," Seager continued.

"If a student has an Associate

of Arts degree, we will ac-

cept it. We have got to face

up to the fact that the two

year college is here to stay."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

1970 Pegasus Debut

Due In February 1971
Yearbook? Yearbook? Wliat

yearbook? Its been so long since

we've seen one, many people
almost forgotten what a year-
book actually Is. A yearbook Is;

"a book published annualIy,con-

talnlng information, statistics,

etc, about the year" (Webster).

Considering that we have seen
no sign of last year's yeartwok
as of yet, one might even won-
der if there was a last year.

The 1970 Pegasus of Washing-
ton College should have been In

accordance with tradition, dis-

tributed to students in mid Sep-
tember, It wasn't. People won-
dered why, but were patient and
waited. They waited through

October, November, and Dec-
emt)er, and now they, whether
they know It or not, will wait

through January and most of

,
February (If all goes well).

Last year's editor, whose
name is well-known on this

campus, did not submit the

yearbook for first-draft pub-

lishing until mid-October. In

order to meet the September
distribution date, it should have
been submitted in July. The
proofs of the yearbook were
they returned for correction

and alternation to the editor in

mid-December, A maximumof
ten days Is allowed for correc-
tion of the proofs tjefore they

are due to be sent back to the

publisher for final publishing.

As of January 13, those proofs

have not been returned to the

publisher. However, It has t>een

reported that they will be sent

$ Contest

Given By

Magazine
A new magazine designed es-

pecially for the social-action

oriented individual will begin
publication in January, '7L SOL
in, as its name implies, will be

a world affairs publication with

a heavy emphasis on social

problems and their solutions.

To encourage reader partic-

ipation, SOL HI Is holding a

$1000 magazine contest with

prizes in writing, poetry, art,

photography, and humor. En-
tries from university students

and faculty members are es-

pecially wanted. Contest rules

may be obtained by writing:

SOL m Contest, 1909 Green
Street, Phila., Penna. 19130.

out by the end of this week. If

this occurs, then, at the ear-
liest, the yearbook should be

ready for general distribution

in the last week of February,

So hang on. It's comln* and

as they say, "better late than

never" (1)

Swartz

Lecture

Tonight
Professor Clifford E, Swartz

of the Department of physics

at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook, Long Is-

land, New York will serve as a

visiting lecturer at Washington

College, Chestertown, Mary-

land, Thursday and Friday, Jan-

uary 14-15,

He will visit under the aus-

pices of the American Assoc-

iation of physics Teachers and

the American Institute of phy-

sics as part of a broad, nation-

wide program to stimulate in-

terest in physics. The program

Is now In its fourteenth year

and Is supported by the National

Science Foundation.

The American Association of

physics Teachers Is one of the

seven member societies of the

American Institute of physics.

Other member societies are;

The American physical Society,

Optical Society of America, Ac-

oustical Society of America,
the Society of Rhelogy, Amer-
ican Crystallographlc Associa-

tion, and the American Astron-

omical Society

Professor Swartz will give
lectures, hold informal meet-
ings with students, and assist

faculty members with currlc-

ulm and research problems.

Professor John D, Trimmer,
Chairman of the Department
of Physics at Washington Col-
lege, is in charge of arrange-
ments for Professor Swartz's
visit.

-NOTICE-

There will be no ELM during

the exam pefiod. The next ELM
will be February 12th
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Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship Confers
by Chuck Voulo

The week of Dec. 27—31 saw

12,304 people of various races

and nationalities from around

the world converge on the spac-

ious campus of the University

of Illinois. The purpose was

"Urbana 70," a missionary

convention held every three

years at this location, its spon-

sor was Inter-Varslty Christ-

Ian Fellowship, a chapter of

which Is being formed at this

campus.

At Urbana there was an at-

mosphere unique in comparison

to most other congregations

of human beings. The people

at this convention were true

revolutionaries. They were

people, mostly college students,

whose lives were possessed by

the Living Person of Jesus
Christ; the revolution they are

living for is a Spiritual one,

a revolution of love and reason.

It was obvious that these men
and women are well armed for

such a mission; for the love

which pervaded the campus for

five days was a living testi-

mony of this regenerate power

of Jesus Christ, it was not a

counterfeit love, shallow or

superficial, but the Love which

only God can Impart. This love

is that which is beyond our

human resources, the "uncon-

dltlonai," In spite of "Love
the Love which empowers true

Christians to obeythe command
of Jesue Christ to love your

enemies, bless them that curse

you. .
." It was the purpose

of this convention to share more
effective ways of spreadlngthis

love and the Good News of

Jesus Christ to others, both in

foreign lands and on our own
campuses. it 1b the convict-

ion of followers of Jesus Christ
everywhere that before "man-
kind" can be changed, the in-

dividuals who make up society

have to be changed. And Jes-
us Christ changes men! He
transforms the lives of every-

one who comes to Him In faith

and trust with humble, repent-

ent hearts. Jesus once said

that whenever two or three are
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gathered in His name, He Is

there with them; well, when

over 12,000 gather together In

His name, His presence is over-

whelming!

Speakers at Urbana Included

the brilliant scholar and Chap-
lain to the Queen of England,

John Scott; Associate Evangel-

ist to Billy Graham^ Lighten

Ford; and Tom ainner. Mr.

Skinner is a young Negro Evan-
gelist v/ho, not much more than

10 years ago, was the leader of

one of New YorkClty'stoughest

gangs; he had reached a point

in his life where he could thrust

a jagged, broken l)ottle Into a

man's face and twist It with-

out batting an eyelash! This

testimony is a radical exam-

ple of the renewing power of

Jesus Christ.

The Convention was climaxed

with aU 12,304 disciples receiv-

ing communion together in a

hugh auditorium on New Year's

Eve. Then there were regret-

ful farewells and a silent parting

of the great throng of people.

Campus Police (employed at all

large conventions) were amazed
at the co-operation and consid-

eration shown by such a large

gathering; they remarked that

not once had they tieen referred

to as "pigs," not even by the

long halrs; they were witnesses

to the fact that hair doesn't

make a man what he is but the

condition of his heart; even the

hardened policemen felt the

presence of a Superhuman pow-
er!

"Urbana 70" Is over; but the

Spirit of God and the message of

Jesus Christ has gone back with

each of the 12,000 people to their

respective nations, homes, and
campuses. We were 12,000 peo-

ple who have found a new way
to live and want to share It with

others. There are many such
humble followers of Jesus

Christ on Washington College's

Campus; we have found the joy-

ous meaning to life and want
to tell others about it—we are

only beggars telling other beg-

gars where to find bread—the

Bread of Life.

VOICE FROM DISNEYLAND

The Roommate Story

Someu4iere between the In-

security of childhood and the

Insecurity of my second child-

hood, I have become an Inse-

cure roommate. A roommate
Is someone who cleans up the

mess from the night before,

two mornings later. She wash-

es clothes, wrecks wool swea-
ters, steals milk from the com-
munity ice box and bitches about

spilled grapenuts on the floor,

cigarettes butts under the bed

and candle-drippings on the

dressers. She finds strange

naked boys tn her bed when
she's been away for the even-

ing and screams bloody mur-
der iMcause she missed it. Her
favorite pastimes and subjects

are beer, boys. men. studs.

Transfer

Policy

JAX
J_Photo by Chris Wisdom m

Leighton Ford speaks to fellow Christian during Urbana
convention at the University of Illinois.

CONTINUED FROM

PAGE 1

One problem has already a-

risen as a result of the change

however. Administrators hadto

evaluate the record of every

current student who transferred

here and return the lost cred-

its. Seniors were reviewed first

and have already been notified

of their revised standing.

Some students who would not

have been able to graduate until

June will instead be able to grad-

uate in February, although some
perspective February gradsare

reluctant to leave because of

their draft standing.

Also, a number of seniors will

be able to finish next semester

with only two courseslnsteadof

four.

The revised policy is expected

to aid in recruiting students

to boost the enrollment. School

officials will be uncertain about

the possibility of an increase,

however, until April when jun-

ior college recruiting begins.

"I think we'll get a few

more," Seager commented.

"But we don't expect a crush

of studentstocomebeatingdown

on George Washington's stat-
am
ellow Christian

of Illinois.

Letters To The Editor . .

.

Dear Sir;

The following news brief was
printed In the December 14, 1970

Issue of The Chronicle oIHlgh-

er Education:

Inaugural Ceremonies Fore-

gone. In an economy more ex-

pected to save $30,000, Ric-

hard W. Lyman, new pres-

ident of Stanford University,

has announced that he will

forego traditional inaugural

ceremonies. Instead, he will

meet with alumni, parents,

and friends of the university

In New York, Chicago, Hon-
olulu, LosAngeles.San Fran-
cisco, and Seattle.

WUUam J. McGlll, Columbia

University's new president,

has asked that $18,000 in-

tended for his inauguration

be used for student finan-

cial aid.

In light of Washington College's

budgeted $300,000 defecit for

the current fiscal year 1970-

1971, it would appear that Dr.

Merdlnger might well follow

suit.

Sincerely,

Virginia E. Colielt

'70

Dear Bill;

One of the most effective

means of getting the name of

Washington College to pro-

spective applicants is through

our own student body.

I would liketolnvlteinterest-

ed students to visit their for-

mer high schools during the

semester break and talk

Informally with individual stu-

dents and counselors. This can

do much to help bringusquality

applicants.

I encourage students to drop

by the Admissions Office be-
fore the holidays, pick up our

current catalogue and let us
know what schools they plan to

visit.

Sincerely,

Ormond L. Andrew, Jr.

Director of Admissions

bastards, guys, jerks, and gen-

tlemen. She hates professors,

German 101, books, the U.S.

Armed Forces, and any other

chicken-shit outfit She takes

the bus or walks wherever she

goes, gets sick on institution-

alized food, sleeps whenever

possible and keeps trying to

ouwlt the system.

Mothers think we're cor-

rupting Influences. Fathers

do not like to think about us

townles despise us and boy-

friends of other roommates hate

us with a passion twcause we

have a key and cannot he lock

ed out.

Our own roommates hate us

because we like the wrong kind

of music, have the wrong size

razor blades to fit her razor,

are forever borrowing soap,

shampoo, and the most valua-

ble of college commodities;

clean towels. We hate our

roommates for exactly the same
reasons.

We live on macaroni and

raw spa^ettl (because they're

cheap, non-refrlge ratable;

therefore, nonfilchable) and we

know they're alright because

we cooked them ourselves (?!),

crackers, soup, peanut butter

(out of the jar), jello, vodka,

and our own resistance to ty-

phoid, botulism and other forms

of food poisoning.

The things that drive us crazy

are running out of clgaretts at

12:01 at night, no phone caUs,

no change, not enough noise,

too much noise, 8:30 classes,

running out of scotch tape, and

3 months and 17 days of being

horny.

We use more band-aids, more
deodorant and less common
sense than any other form of

life. Our reading matter con-

sists of chemistry lab books,

science fiction, German gram-
mar, sex and marriage man>
uals and each others letters.

Our sphere of influence is as

non-existant as our Intellect-

ual conversation, agreements

and peace conferences. The
only thing of real value we
contribute to the economy Is

trash. Our room is a wreck

as are our lives. You can

lock us out of our dorms but

not out of your nightmares,

and all your dreams will come
true when I look at you with

big, bleary eyes and say, "I've

got mono andi'm goinghomefor

Christmas three weeks early."

Roommate

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

YOUR QUESTONS ON

ABORTION
CAN ONLY BE FULLY

ANSWERED BY
PROFESSIONALS

CALL (215) 878-5800
2^ hours 7 days
FOR TOTALLY CONFI D-
ENTIAL INFORMATION.
Legal Abortions Without Delay
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YOU DONT SAY

Gimme Shelter!

Numerous Nasties flee frantically their Satanic Scene of monstrous merriment.

RECORD REVIEW

All Things Must Pass
by JOHN RASKIN

Among the albums of the past

year that I have considered the

best, quite a few are the pro-

duct of the work of a circle of

truly great rock musicians who
work together off and on. Integ-

rating a great many sounds and

musical moods. The first De-
laney and Bonnie and Friends
album brought many of these

musicians together and re-ce-

ments many old musical rela-

tionships. Among these players
were Eric Clapton and Dave
Mason on guitar, Bobby Price
on trumpet, Bobby Keyson on
saxapone, and Jim Gordon on
drums, George Harrisontoured
with this version of Delaney
and Bonnie and Friends last

year and made a good many
friends of his own. Now, they
are all togetheron ALL THINGS
MUST PASS — as well as a few
added attractions who are by no
means unknown to rock. These
include Gary Brooker on key-
board best known for his brill-

iant work with Procol Harum;
arid Klaus Voorman on bass,
whose achievements so far have
been dubious (bassist for Plas-
tic Ono Band), but on this al-

bum he displays great talent
en "I Remember Jeep."
The album contains three

LP's, two of which are George

Harrison's words and music

and the last, which is a Jambe-

tween the assisting musicians

and Harrison. Two of the songs

on the first Harrison album have

lyrics written by Dylan. The

first Is a love ballad called

"I'd Have You Anytime" with

music written by Geoge Har-

rison . It is pure Dylan, sim-

ple and sad, played and sung

beautifully by Harrison. The

other Dylan song — Dylan's

words and music — Is entitled

"If Not for You," Although

sung by Harrison, it sounds just

like Bobby singing; rendered in

true Dylan style, it seems to be

more a tribute than a perfor-

mance. The other cuts on

these two LP's are all written

by Harrison. They are all good

music and beautifully played,

with great respect for tone and

harmony. The best of these In

my opinion are "Isn't It a

Pity? (Version one)," "Await-

ing on You All," "Apple
Scruffs," and "Hear Me Lord."

The very best song in the

set Is "My Sweet Lord," which

aside from being a beautiful

melody. Is a rl^teous comm-
unication to all people and an

expression of love for all the

universe.

This brings us to the Jam
album. Singularly, it Is the

best presentation of rock mus-
ic ever recorded, conceived

and played by the best rock-

ers In the business.

(Yes, ladles and Jellymen,

Captain January has tempor-
arily lefthlsChesterRlverduck

blind, where hehasbeenonsab-
batlcal communing with an ob-

scure Hindu sect of cherrystone

clams, to undertakethlsspeclal

report for the ELM. So un-

clnch your doodahs and dig Itl)

Armed with bell, tx)ok, and

squirt gun loaded with holy

water and DMT, this reporter

made his curds andwaythrough

the sable mantle of darkness to

the High Street Cemetary last

Friday night, at the stroke of

midnight, as It were. As the

full, pasty moon glbt>ered down

from on high, I again asked my-
sell the question I could not an-

swer. So Instead, I looked out

and saw my destination

shimmering In spectral still-

ness before me like a cosmic

donut. Another Identity crisis

has passed me by. . .

My assignment was to cover

the first Black Mass held by

the Washington College Satan-

ic Society. Images of Egyp-

tian sugarplums danced througti

my head as I consider what

dark deeds I might witness this

night Yet I plucked my cour-

age and, after patting It back

Into shape, moved on. The
cemetery was now drawing

closer (which was highly un-

usual, considering I had been

standing perfectly still), and

my eyes perceived the bizarre

glimmer of a mammoth bon-

fire, around which distorted,

eldritch shadows capered mad-
ly, A dank breeze carried a

smell not unlike rotting gher-

kins and the faint words of a

weird chant, "Bro-mo-selz-er

Bro-mo-selz-er!" Those

fiendish syllables chilled me
to the marrow of my puritan

divinity! Where had I heard
them before? Then it all came

FOX'S

Owvner going into

Retirement

BIG
SALE

OF STORE GOODS
GOING ON NOW

Photo bv Paul Whiton
The mummified falcon of famous egyptologist Bruce Kozak, is on display in 217 Somerset.

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: Monday Hiru Thuruy 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m,

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. lo 11:00 p.m.
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CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

^^^^^^^^^
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by CAPTAIN JANUARY

back to me like the swallows

to Caplstrano-the Luzo-Braz-
Illan Cult from College Parkll

The Luzo-Brazilians-a far-

flung degenerate clique of in-

fluential devil worshippers and

gothic toe-fetlshlsts who had

terrorized the University of

Maryland campus all last

spring, only to be eventually

driven out In May by torch-

bearing members of the New-
man Club and the National

Guard. Then, dramatically, the

cult had gone underground.

Various rumors had reached

me over the passing months

about the cult's Great Hoo-
Hoo, meetlngsecretly withBer-

nadine Dohrn and other top

Weathermen at an abandoned

dairy barn In Madison, Wis-
consin. A recent AP photo of

President Nixon taking a dip

In the surf at San Clemente,

disclosed, under a power mag-
nifying glass, the perfidious

cult's talisman hanging on a

chain around the President's

neck. Meanwhile, grotesque

runes were found carved into

the base of Washington Mon-
ument, resulting In violent thun-

derstorms all summer and

many people In high places

falling down. But It had come
to thlsi The Luzo-Brazilian

cult was alive and well and

flourishing In Chestertownl

Licking my lips, I girded up

my tenderloins and snorted

some gris-gris powder that had

been given to me by an eight

year-old necromancer and psy-

chedelic chemist from Bangor,

Maine, Far out I As the first

rush slammed through my ner-

vous system, I ran straight In-

to their midsts, screaming,

"SIgilla major collegium Wash-
ington In republlcum terral

marlal!," or some such non-

sense; ringing my tKll wildly,

and zapping the odious worship-

pers left and right with my wat-

er pistol.

The at>ominable congregation

Instantly panicked and fled mad-
ly In all directions, some chang-

ing into paisley bats and flutt-

ering away. Out of the comer
of my eye, I observed a prom-
inent chestertown Judge, two

plainclothes policemen, and

several top college administra-

tors insanely scampering for

cover. In a sheer matter of

moments, 1 stood In the now-

deserted cemetery, the only

sounds coming from my upset

stomach and the crackling fire.

Gazing down at my feet, I

saw scattered around me hun-

dreds of those repellent sac-

red tablets and several bags of

loathsome herbs, that the hea-

thens would have eventually in-

gested as a part of their gris-

ly ceremony. Iwas disgusted.

I was appalled, 1 decided to

help myself.

The 7 A.M, whistle of the

pickle factory hyped me back

to consciousness. Dragging

myself to my feet by my cere-

bral bootstraps; I staggered

back through the fields toward

the campus to turn in my story.

At first, it seemed like a nor-

mal Saturday, Then the rocks

started falling from the sky. . .
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Grapplers

Triumph

Twice
BY DAVE GRIFFITH

In the two week period dir-

ectly after semester break, the

wrestling team will have four

tough matches, the outcome of

which will decide whether the

team, despite numerous Injur-

ies, will have the be^t season

ever, finish at .500, or fall off

to a losing season. The Shore-

men need only two wins In these

(our matches for their best sea-

son and to keep Coach prlt-

zlaff's improvement record a-

Uve.

Heavies Impressive
Last Wednesday, sparked by

strong performances inthe hea-

vy weight classes, the grapp-

lers came from behind to beat

Loyola 28-18. After Dan Wil-

liams and Slick Keenan won
forfeits in the 150 and 132 lb.

classes, Chuck Voulo declsion-

ed his man 10-4. This was
followed by successive pins by
Steve Golding, Roger Stener-

son, and Rick Holloway,

21-15 Win

On Saturday the grappler's

travelled to Hampden-Sydney.
The team started strong as

Marty Winder, Hal Rafter, and
Ken Kller decisloned, tied and'

pinned their opponents. The
team went on to finish strong as

Golding, Stenerson, and Holl-

oway all decisloned.

Iniuries Hurt
With this win the team's sea-

son record was brought to 4

and 2. This is despite the fact

that of the ten original wrest-
lers, five have been lost at

one time or another during the

season. This has forced sev-
eral people to wrestle outside

their normal weight class-

-

such as Remo Simlonl and Dan
Williams who came down a class

for Hampden-Sydney. Yet de-
spite the obstacles, the team Is

determined to finish with the
best season ever

Photo fay Geoff Anderson

Slagle on a fast break!

Ski Club Announces Trip
rented In South Stralord, Ver-
mont, only 45 minutes from
the ski area. Killington offers

four separate mountains all

connected by trails and lifts.

Skiing at Killington is geared
for the beginner on Snowshed
Mt. with additional trails on the
other three. Killington peax,
Rams Head, and Snowed on
Mts. cater more to the advanc-
ed and expert skiers. Killing-

ton Peak also boasts a five

mile Intermediate trail

Semester break will see the

Washington College SkiAssocl-

ation spending five days skiing

Killington in upstate Vermont.

The nineteen members making

the trip will leave on Jan. 24

from the campus and return

on Jan. 30. This trip marks
their first outing as an official

club of Washington College.

The semester break trip has

been Inthe planning stages since

early October and was settled

on last week. A house hasbeen

Hoopsters Still Looking

for First Victory

Twenty-five turnovers by the

Shoremen helped Catholic Uni-

versity hand Washington its

twelfth defeat of the season,

97-62. The Shoremen were nev-

er in the game as five C. U.

players were in double figures

while for Washington freshmen
forward Kirby Pines led the way
with eighteen points.

Lose Two

Washington College leading

both Mt. St. Mary's College

and Hampden-Sydney College

here at halitlme couldn't put

a whole basketball game to-

gether and lost both games.

Earlier In the week the Shore-

men pressed Loyola College

over the full forty minutes be-

fore twwlng.

Freshman Mtke Slagle from

McSherrystown, Pa., duringthe

span, however, emerged as a

scoring threat and all-around

performer. He scored 54 points

In the three Mason-Dixon

games, hitting on 45 percent of

his shots while netting 85 per-

cent from the foul line and

pulltnn down sever rebounds

per contest. He bombed 25

against the Greyhounds and 20

versus Hampden-Sydney.

Slagle Improving

Coach Finnegan, meanwhile,
cited Slagle's tremendous ef-

fort on defense, stating, "he
has l^ecome more aggressive

and stronger off the boards."

Finnegan points to Slagle's de-

sire "to do something every-

day to improve his game" In

contributing to his quick

ascendancy to stardom. "The
best thing atiout Slagle is his

attitude," Finnegan added, "he
responds well to coaching, is

a great competitor and I am
looking forward to a fine four

year career for him."

No Bench
Lack of bench depth. Inex-

perience, with three freshmen
among his first six men, and

rugged competition plagued

Finnegan andthe Shoremen dur-

ing their January junket Lew
Young hauled down 13 rebounds
and Rick Turner canned 19

points in the 89-79 loss to Loy-
ola Wednesday night. Washing-

Washington gave Hampden-
Sydney fits during their first

half Saturday night and led by

as much as ten at one point.

The Tigers overcame the

Shoremen in the first five min.

utes of the second stanza as

their big center Dave Trum-
bower helped foul out three

players while on his way to a

34 point effort. Washington

trailed by only one with four

minutes remaining.

29 Fouls

The Chestertown quint was

guilty of 29 personal fouls to

the visitors mere 13 in the

73-66 Hampden-Sydney strug-

gle. Following Slagle in the

scoring column were Young and

John Dickson, both with 12, and

Turner with 10 markers. Young

pulled dovm 20 rebounds.

Turner Fouls Out

The Shoremen led Mt.

Mary's College 21-13 and SI-

SI In the opening stanza Mon-

day night and was In front

37-55 at the buzzer. The first

seven minutes of the second

half were crucial and when

Young moved to the bench at

13;25 with his fourth personal

and Washington behind 41-43 the

contest got away from the Fin-

negan five. Rick Turner de-

parted at 9;35 with his fifth

personal and the game was all

over as John Novey sparked the

Mountaineers to a 21 of

foul shots but was 42 percent

from the floor.

Delaware Valley Next

Washington closes the Jan-

uary slate at Delaware valley

on Saturday and Is off until the

second semester and a game at

Chester, Pa,, against PMC Col-

leges on Monday, February L

The next home contest Is against

Western Maryland here on Sat-

urday, February 6 at 8 p.m.

-NOTICE-

Anyone interested in becoi

ing a trainer for the athlel

teams. Please contact Mr. Athei

ton made a game of It for all

of the first half and rallied to

within nine tallies Inthecloslng

minutes.
Magicians

Red Fred
Re Runs
Doo Birds

Bashi's

Fuzzy

KA "B"
Connie D

B League

4-1

3-

3-

2-1

2-1

1-1

1-1

0-4

A League standings

KA •A" 4-0

Lambda "A" 3-1

Little Fred 1-3

Slg "A" 0-4

Photo by Geoff Anderson

ho'!,'nrt<"H"r,;y''' 'm
""

o""
"'' '-°*'°'= opponent in the Shoremen's 28-18 win over the Grevhounds. Holtowav. Mason-Dixon heawweioht chamn h« f„,„ nin. ,„ Ki. „J..T:. i.™ '"'''Dixon heavyweight champ, has four pins to his credit this s

Scoring Leaders Both Leagues

Wentzel Lambda "A" 23.0

Haddow MagldaJis 19.2

Dryden Red Fred 11.2
1

Budd Doo Birds 16.3 1

Knowles KA "A" 15.0

Sheperd Magicians 14.5

Warner Bashi's 14.2
1

Maskrey Reruns 13.2 1

Rosenthal Bashi's 11.2 1

Vuolo KA "B" 11.0 1
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President Heller addresses yet another Student Body Meeting.

SGA Student Poll

Results Announced
The S. G. A. meeting of

February 8 was called to order

at 8;00 p. m., the usual time,

by Peter Heller, the usual pre-

sident.

Among topics discussed,

three Items are useful and of

general Interest.

First, the results of the

poll to do away with the con-

cert for spring weekend were

announced. They were; 248 In

favor of abolishing the concert

and 62 opposed. These results

were accepted by the S. G,A.

Mr. Heller read a letter from

President Merdlnger, congratu-

lating the S. G. A. on this noble

endeavor. Heller also said

that since word of the S. Q,A.'s

idea had gotten out, a member
of the Board hadoffered$15,000

to be added to the scholarship

fund.

Problems with the booking

agent for "It's a Beautiful Day"
and "Free" were mentioned
by Mr. HeUer. He said that

according to the booking agent

the College has hired, "It's

a Beautiful Day" had been
signed — but according to the

sole booking agent forthe group
Itself, no suchcontracthadbeen
made. Heller explained that the

booking agent that now has the

school's $2,000 has a reputation

with colleges for backing out
of "Beautiful Day" concerts
in the past by claiming that at

the la£t minute an "act of God"
had made It Impossible for the

group to appear, thus legally

breaking the contract, Mr.
Heller assured the student body
that the money would be re-
turned, since the College's at-

President Addresses SGA
Reports On Board Meeting

torney has written a letter

threatening suit if the money

is not returned in ten days.

A motion was made and passed

to invite and pay for a talk by

Rennle Davis, a member of the

New Mobe,

The meeting was adjourned by

the President at about nine

o'clock. The President used

his new pink and yellow gavel.

Poet

To Visit

Next Week
Next Thursday, February 18,

Washington College will be host

to another in a series of visit-

ing poets. Mr. Gerald William

Barrax will give a reading at

four o'clock in the Sophie Kerr
Room of Miller Library.

Mr. Barrax was bom in 1933

in Attalla, Alabama. He holds

an MA from the University of

Pittsburgh, where he studied

at the Pittsburgh International

Poetry Center. He currently

is teaching at North Carolina

State University in Raleigji.

Mr. Barrax has been widely

published, mainly in "Poetry"

magazine, and the recent an-

thology. Young American poets.

His first book of poetry, An-
other Kind of Ran, has been

published by the University of

Pittsburgh Press, and Is or will

be available in the bookstore.

The SGA meetlngof February

1 proved to be a rather event-

ful one, as It featured addresses

by a number of noteworthy

people, among them president

Merdlnger.

The president addressed the

SGA on the topic of the events

of the last meeting of the Board
of Visitors and Governors,

which occured on January 23rd.

The president felt that several

things discussed at the Board
meeting should be brought to

the attention of the students.

First, Dr. Merdlnger an-

nounced that the recently pro-

posed tuition raise had been

discussed In two versions, the

$250 raise and a $400 raise.

He said that the $250 raise

was passed and will go Into

effect this September,

Speaking of the 24 hour visi-

tation that has Just finished its

trial period, Dr, Merdlnger said

that one Board member was
opposed to the idea, but that he

(The President) had defended

it, and no restrictive measures
had been taken. But Dr. Mer-
dlnger cautioned that since It

is now the students' res[>onsi-

bility, the open house policy

should be carefully maintained.

Third, the president dis-

cussed the upcoming Inagu-

ratlon. He said that the SGA's
recommendation to cancel the

event had been polttelyrecelved,

but that two Board Members
had volunteered to pay for the

Inauguration out of their own
resources, without touching

school funds. In addition. Dr.

Merdlnger mentioned that there

is a very good chance of Pre-
sident Nixon coming to the In-

auguration. "We might as well

go along," president Mer-
dlnger conceded.

Dr. Merdlnger went on to ex-

plain the way that the Board
operated, saying that It has no

set way of giving funds; various

members merely give on

impulse. The real job of the

board is to allocate existing

funds.

Dr, Merdlnger also mention-

ed the future plans of Washing-

ton College. In the near fu-

ture, he said, the College Is

planning an M.A. summer pro-

gram in Education, offering

courses to local school teachers

In various subjects. In

addition, theCollege Is bargain-

Prof, Lynn To Speak

On An American Dream
Kenneth S. Lynn, a scholar

of American history and cul-

ture, will speak on The Dream
of Success In America Recon-

sidered February 15 at 3 p.m.

In Hynson Lounge, Washington

College. The public Is invit-

ed.

Dr, Lynn is noted for his

analyses of the myths Imbedded

in the American psyche and the

Impact of those myths on

American life and literature.

He has lectured widely on his

perceptive explorations of fan-

tasies related to the worship

of sex, money and power and

the numbingfear offallurewhlch

often haunts Americans.

Dr. Lynn Is professor of

history at the Johns Hopkins

University, Before Joining the

Hopkins faculty in 1969, he was
professor of English and

director of the American Civil-

ization program at Harvard

where he received his under-

graduate and graduate degrees.

He also has taught at the Uni-

versity of Madrid.

He Is a former editor of

the NEWENGLANDQUARTEH-
LY and of DAEDALUS, the

Journal of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Among his best known works
are THE DREAM OF SUCCESS,
A STUDY OF THE MODERN
AMERICAN IMAGINATION and

MARK TWAIN ANDSOUTHWE-
TERN HUMOR.

Ing for making Chestertown the

summer training headquarters
of the Baltimore Colts, which
could, among, other things,

cause the long-awaited swim
ming pool in Cain Athletic Cen-
ter to be built sooner. The
College is also making what

President Merdlnger called a

"750 study", investigating

housing possibilities for the ex-

cess number of students that

may inhabit the campus next

year. In terms of Washington

CoUege's more distant popu-

lation figures, the College Is

making studies of the prospects

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Wilson
Awarded
Kerr Prize

Miss Susan Marie Wilson

was awarded the Sophie Kerr
Gift prize In English for the

academic year of 1970-197L

EstabUshed in 1967 under the

will of Sophie Kerr Underwood,

the gift of $1,000 is awarded
annually to one member of each

of the four classes at Washing-

ton College—freshman, soph-

omore. Junior, andsenlor--who

shows outstanding promise In

EngUsh. Miss Wilson is the

Junior class recipient. Acad-

emic excellence is the prime

factor in the selection of the

recipient. The Prize may be

renewed each year the recip-

ient continues to maintain a

strong academic record, par-

ticularly In the field of Eng-

lish in American literature.

President Merdinger presents Susan Marie Wilson the Sophie Kerr

Gift Prize for 1970-1971.
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Letters To The Editor Francis On Dorms

Daar Petar.

I was very Impressed and

pleased to learn that the student

body had voted to transfer a

considerable sum ~ approach-

ing $5,000 — from entertain-

ment for a major social event

in the Spring to our scholarship

fund. Surely this Is a most

tangible demonstration of the

concern our students have for

the future of Washington col-

lege.

My hope Is that this generous

gesture will not result In com-
plete cancellation of the Spring

Weekend you had originally

planned, but that some more
modest plans will emerge. After

all, a balanced college life

should have Its share of fun,

and such a weekend can play

a big part In maklngthe campus

a more pleasant place.

Regardless of what other

plans are eventually made, It

Is heartening to see the stu-

dents pitch In convincingly this

way at this particular time. This

example will, undoubtedly, help

us in our efforts to convince

outside supporters of the high

quality of student life here at

the College. Will you please

convey thanks from me and from

the rest of the faculty and staff

to all our students for this

splendid move. This Is the kind

of spirit which will help keep

Washington College moving for-

ward.

Sincerely,

Charles J. Merdinger

President

Dear Sin

In reference to the ELM'S
article concerning the my-
sterious non-appearing year-
book (15 Jan):

Due to an absence of lust

for revenge on the part of

"last year's editor, whose
name is well-known on this

campus", we fear that this

letter Is the only way the stu-

dents will learn the explanation

behind the bare facts given, all

of which are true.

All of the blame for the late-

ness of the yearbook was di-

rected towards the weary editor

of last year. This is Indeed

where such blame should be
placed, for the yearbook has

Elm Staff

rhe ELM is published weeldy
through the academic year except
during offldal recesses and exam per-
iods by the students of Waahington
College. The (pinions expressed by
the editorial board of the ELM do
not necessarily represent those of
the College. Subscription price:
$7.50 per year alumni; $8.00 per
year other than alumni. Published by
Washington CoUese, Chestertown
Maryland. Second class postue
paid at CentieviUe. Maryland.

Editor W. D. Prettyman '71
Pubbcaljons Editor R. Peddicoid '71

Managing Editor . . 3. Dannei '73
Assocutc Editor D. Roach '71

Busineu Manager E. Shelley '72

Sports G. Anderson '72
Features . . . . D. Beaudouin '73

News 'c. Denton '73
OiciOation L. Alteri '73
Photography P. GNicker73
Advertiaing D. Goldstein '73
Publications. . . -M. J. Eavenson '73

Typing M. R. ifoe.'73

been an almost completely one-

man job. All of the layouts,

organization, copy, proof-read-

ing, even much of the typing,

was done solely by the editor.

The "co-editor" took pic-

tures. The "staif", when called

upon to help, begrudged any time

they did give, except for a very

few people. Consequently, the

editor, who was lazing around...

taking care of aU finances, all

layouts, all treasury work for

the S.G,A., not to mention
classes, missed his deadline.

Indeed, U the good-hearted

editor only had it in him to

sling a little mud for a change,

what juicy targets he could

find. The author of the ELM
article, for instance, who as a

staff member of the said year-

book last year, refused to do
some work on it, due to a "lack

of time". Neither was it ex-

plained in the article that the

editor had spent every weekend
of the summer .working on the

mysterious yearbook. The list

is really endless.

Yes, the deadlines are
missed, so we wait for the

yearbook. Actually, ELM, the

absence of any type of explan-

ation in your article is very
curious; certainly not an un-

biased account of the news. But
then, why should we expect one
anyway?

Actually, we congratulate last

year's editor. It isn't every
author who can finish writing

his book even in three years;

ours has done his in a year
and a half.

Lynn puritz

Peg Jackson
Phyllis Dondorf
Ann G. Lickle

Sue Wilson

Dear Sir:

Who's writing a book? Mickey
Splllane writes his in three
days.

Bob Darnier

To the Editor:

It seems unfortunate that

Misses purltz, Jackson, et al.

have discovered in themselves
the lust for revenge they could

not find In their editor, Mr,
WentzeL The avalanche of

mud which their tirade threatens

to unleash would, indeed, be
almost endless, though I doubt

that it would serve anyone well,

least of all the 1970 pegasus
staff. As far as I am con-
cerned, the fact that the 19'?0

PEGASUS will be some six

months late is. In itself, not

particularly deplorable. Itwlll,

after all, be distributed, and I

seriously doubt that its sub-
scribers will have suffered any
great hardship or loss dueto Its

delay. The side effects of its

prolonged gestation, however,
have become Increasingly dis-

turbing. At this point I am
rather tired of hearing of mo-
tions in the SGA to form a
committee to investigate the

PEGASUS, irate letters from
members of the class of 1970,

queries from the Board of Pu-
blications, and, while I fully

expect frequent and long con-
versations with the publisher of

PEGASUS, I do get rather

Irked when I receive calls at

home and at work about a book
with which I was not connect-

ed. All in all, I cannot bring

myself to offer Mr. Wentzel

hearty thanks for what he has

given me.

The 1970 PEGASUS has al-

ready fostered much un-

pleasantness and encumbered

my relationship with the

publisher, so I cannot help but

regret that these ladies have

chosen to give new life to the

issue. In closing, I feel that

I must remark upon the blithe

four-word dismissal granted to

Mr. Deasy, the co-editor who
"took pictures". I do not

think It does justice to the

literally hundreds of hours he

spent behind a camera or In

the darkroom, nor do I think

Mr. Wentzel would deny the

significance of his associate's

contributions.

BRION E. Hanrihan

Edltor-m-Chier,

Pegasus '71

Dear Sir:

I had considered myself a

member of the 1970 yearbook

staff. I disagree with the

position maintained by Lynn

Puritz & Co. I was more than

willing to do artwork, layouts,

typing, anything to further

the yearbook. I recall barging

Into the Pegasus office weekly

demanding layout work and being

put off. I had signed for lay-

out work and was duly promised

instruction In technique and all

the layouts I could do. It

became evident that I would do

nothing — the yearbook was to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

It has been customary during

periods when classes are not

held such as holidays and sem-
ester breaks for students to va-

cate their rooms and leave the

campus. There are several

reasons why this is desirable

for College. First, during win-

ter months considerable money

is saved in cutting the heat

off In the dorms. In addition,

repair and maintenance can be

accomplished which would be

difficult during periods \rfien

the buildings are occupied. Fin-

ally security of the buildlngand

the personal possessions in the

individual rooms can best be

achieved by locking the build-

ings.

There appears to be a gen-

uine need, however, for some
students to remain on campus

during part or all of these

holiday and semester break

periods. The Student Affairs

Office has set up regulations

and procedures for those stu-

dents with a legitimate reason

for staying on campus. These

regulations are designed to sat-

isfy the needs of the student as

well as to permit the accom-
plishment of the necessary

maintenance and to assure sec-

urity.

Naturally, the operation of

the dormitories during these

holiday periods will Impose ad-

ditional utilities and custodial

costs on the College; prim-
arily for heat. It was thought

to levy a $3 per night charge

on each student occupying a

Merdinger Speaks to SGA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of having an enrollment of

either 1,000, 1250, or 1600

students in the future, Dr.

Merdlnger said that the school

must enroll a larger number of

students in order to survive in

the future.

In conclusion, Dr. Merdinger

requested students to make re-

commendations to any of the

current standing committees so

that the students can have a

greater partinplannlngtheCoU

lege's future. He requested that

any ideas be written and sub-

mitted.

Among other topics discussed

was the fact that Susan Hick
will be addressing the student

body on February 25th. De-

tails will be announced later.

Mr. Hessey talked of the Col-

leg's scholarship problems,

saying that last year only one

third of the total aid requested

by incoming freshmen could be
given. More details of the

student aid question are includ-

ed in the report on the student

body meeting. Itwasannounced
that the 1970 Pegasus will be

out in almut a month. The stu-

dent film should be ready by

the 15th of this month.

In the catagory of new busi-

ness, Mr. Heller brought to the

attention of the Senate, the fact

that the membership on the long

range planning committee con-

sisted of eight members of the

administration and only three

members of the rest of the Col-

lege; one faculty member and

one male and one female stu-

dent. A motion was made to

recommend to the committee

chairman, Mr. Francis, that the

committee be rearranged toin-

clude ttiree students and three

faculty members, one student

and one faculty member being

from each of the academic

disciplines.

The meeting was adjourned

shortly after thlswlthawarnlng

that there might be a narcotics

raid on the campus sometime
in the near future.

room during the holiday per-

iod to contribute toward de-

fraying these costs, on sub-

sequent consideration, how-

ever, this charge seemed un-

fair, since it had not been es-

tablished at the beginning of the

year. Additionally, the heating

of the dormitories during the

only remaining holiday period

in March should not add a heavy

burden to the overall heating

cost, therefore, this charge has

been rescinded.

College

Enrolls

Transfers
Washington College received

eleven new students this se-

mester, nine boysandtwoglrls.

The majority of the transfer

students are from Maryland:

1st semester freshman Joseph

F. Emmond, Chestertown,

Maryland.

Freshmen Lesley Ann Fradl

of Timonlum, Md,, Brandywlne

College; Richard Drew Larkln,

Severna Park, Md,, from Wes-

ley College; Stephen Robert

Oskins of Falls Church, Va.,

Northern Virginia Community

College; and John Douglas

Trimper, Ocean City, Md., a

transfer from the University of

Maryland.

Sophomores Robert Edwin

Fredland, Annapolis, Md.,

Anne Arundel Community Col-

lege; and Thomas Justin White

m of Baltimore, Md,, Boston

University.

Juniors Alan David Lamber,
Moorestown, N. J., from Kirk-

land Hall College; Guy McClel-

lan Reeser, IH of St, Michaels,

Md., Falrlelgh Dickinson Uni-

versity; and Stephen Ross

Slaughter, Baltimore, Md,, a

transfer from the Community
College of Baltimore.

Senior Margaret A. Wil-

kinson, Severna Park, Md,,

transferred from Schiller Col-

lege.

waiting for

Riim to end

tiie war?
dmi't hniri ynur breath
ANSWER NIXON! Help plan: mass actions in the streets
this spring, campaign to abolish the draft, the fight for
high school rights, support to antiwar G. L 's, actions
against campus complicity, lots mora COME TO A

.'FiTrmnmr-^
Student Mobilization Committee
815 l?th Street NW
Washington, D. C. 20006
—I plinloaiiendlhcnalionalSMcconlerence

~^

itecenfie
be there!

FEBRUARY 19-21

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Catholic University

—EncloHd t-. ^FliNDS URCiENTLY NEEDED

SUIc
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Our Darling.

Letters . . .

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

be constructed during the sum-
mer. The only work I had been
called upon to do was the fund

raising letter - typing trip In

the alumni house.

Holly Lofton

To The Washington

College Community

Washington College has been
deprived lately of the company
of one man who contributed

much to our enjoyment and
surroundings. Sir Bennett of

Lamond is this gentleman. But
lately various people have been
saying, "Sir Bennett of who?"
So I feel this time is the time
to Immortalize Sir Bennett of

Lamond, I have composed the

following:

Ode to a Lost Lamented La-
mond

where.
. ,

Is. . ,

that clevelandbrltishgrin. . .

where. , .

could.
. .

the hallowed maker of Bachus-
mayday. . ,

the maypole of our backyard. .

.

lost and lamented. . ,

but. , .

not for long. . .

lor. .

.

He. ..

shall. . .

E!

a^aln,
. .

^d be among us once more.
a second jesus. . .

A second Jesus?!

Ca,

ELM Opens

Rumor Room
Due to the fact that rumors

on this campus have a tend-

ency to run rampant and un-

checked, and turn molehills in-

to mountains (e.g. prospective

students taking a tour of the

campus labeled within an hour

as blood lustlngnarco rangers),

the ELM staff has decided to

establish a Rumor Control

Room in the ELM office. If

you have a rumor, or even a

truth, that you want spread,

just trot on downtoRumorCon-
trol and let us know what's

happening. Or If you want a

rumor, come on down and we'll

tell you what's happening. The

purpose of this project is to

prevent rumors from balloon-

ing to absurd propositions and

to give you, the students, a place

to go and dig or deposit your

dirt. Rumor Control will be

open every evening Mondaythru

Friday from 7:30—10:30.

-NOTICE-

The Office of Student Affairs

Id conjunction with the Student

Affairs Committee Is anticipa-

ting the publishing of a sex in-

formatifHi manual. As part of

the manual we are including a

section on questions students

ask about sex. We really need

your help. This manual is for

questions you may have.

A box win be placed in the

Student Affairs Office. Just

write down your que£tlon(s)

and drop them in the box.

Abortion
Notice

Explained
There was some controversy

aroused by the advertisement

in the January 15th issue of the

ELM for abortion information

and assistance. The advertise-

ment appeared by itself with

no additional explanation. The
overdue explanation here fol-

lows;

ARS, primarily developed for

the college community, is now
offering its services to the

community at large. ARS's
only objective is to provide Im-
mediate aid to all women seek-

ing safe, legal and Inexpensive

abortions. AH such at>ortions

are done in legal hospitals and

hospital-affiliated clinics in

New York at most reasonable

costs.

Since the abortion law has

been passed in New York there

has been a mammoth backlog of

patients awaiting abortions.

However, they are able to refer

hundreds of women to hospitals

and hospital-affiliated clinics

in New York City and NewYork
State who are making abortions

available without delay. These
abortions are performed at

minimal cost with the highest

standards of medical practice.

In acutuality, they are an

effective clearing house for the

available hospital facilities of-

fering these services.

A contract to this agency is

all that Is needed to set up an

appointment in New York on an

out-patient basis. All arrange-

ments, including travel, can

usually be completed within a

few days.

YOU CAN'T WIN

Truckin'

by CAPTAIN JANUARY

Busted down on Bourbon Street,

Set up like a bowling pin,

Knocked down, it gets to wearing thin.

They just won't let you be. . .

"Dldja hear? There's a narc
posing as a transfer student

living over in Minta Martin and
she's radioed in a whole divi-

sion of FBI agents that is

parachuting in tonight onto the

Quad, with ground support from
the Chestertown police blah

blah blah.,.** And so on. Now
really, fellow kids.

Yep, it's the Omigod - I'm-
Gonna - Get - Busted time of

year again at Washington Col-
lege, as ingenious students

everywhere are conditioning

themselves to hide their pro-

Black History

Week Message
BLACK HISTORY WEEK— Feb-
ruary 8-14

Afro-American Student Assoc-
iation

Words Like Freedom

There are words like freedom

Sweet and wonderful to say

On my heartstrings freedom

sings

All day everyday.

There are words like liberty

That almost make me cry

It you had known what I know
You would know why.

Langston Hughes

Writers Union

Gains Printing Press
During Semester Break, the

Writers' Union of Washington

College finally realized one of

its dreams, that of owning a

printing press. On Wednesday,
the 27th of January, the faculty

advisor and "king" ofthe Writ-

ers' Union, Professor Robert

Day, as well as the President

of the Writers' union, drove to

Philadelphia, flrtiere they re-

ceived a lesson in operating

the press from a pressman who
had operated it for the past ten

years. The press itself was
then picked up by a member of

the Maintenance Department

and brought back to Washington

College.

The Chandler and Price press

was built in 1942 for the Globe

Ticket Company of phlladel-

[dila. At that time it cost $750.

Today, accordlngtoarepresen-

tative of the company, that

press, if new, would cost over

$2,000. The Writer's Union pur-

chased it for a tenth of that

amount.

The press is a large one,

incorporating hand set type to

cover as large an area as 15"

by 20". The type must be hand

set, that Is, each letter must

be placed in position by hand.

then the entire page must he

locked Into a form. The paper

to be printed on must be fed into

the press one sheet at a time,

by hand. Although the process

is slow, one learns a great deal

about printing in operating it.

The press itself Ismadeofvery
heavy steel, so that it weighs at

least 1500 pounds. Representa-

tives of the Globe Ticket Com-
pany claim that it will never

wear out.

The press is currentlyin

storage, but the Writers' Union

hopes to have It set up by late

Spring, at v*ich time it will be

on display to anyone ^rfio wishes

to see it in operation.

I CHESTER THEATRE I

I Fri. -Sat. |

I Double Chiller Thriller |
^ Sun, ' Tues. ^
i'i

"Beyond the Valley ji:

,:•: of the Dolls" |
I CHURCHILL THEATRE |
y. Thurs. • Wed. $.

:: Little Fauss & Big Halsey
^

•ix<<<-:-x-:-x«-x-»:«-:«^Si*»i:«;:S

- The Grateful Dead

spectlve stashes in doorknobs

and other imaginative, sundry

spots at a moment's notice.

And from who? Well, he's about

six feet tall by five, wears a
rumpled suit, and retains a

subjective trigger finger. His
face resembles a pile of dirty

laundry, while he despises small
children and pets. Within five

year's time, he will have filed

2.7 times for a divorce from
the same wife, on the grounds

of mental cruelty. His name Is

John Q, Narcotics Agent, and
baby, he's after your ass.

So here we are, In a dis-

tinctly Southern town, with di-

stinctly Southern people and
distinctly Southern cops. After

awhile, you consciously cringe

when a townie in a passing

pickup truck snarls an obscenity
to your face. You seat your-

self at the lunch table and
overhear a supposed "con-
fidential" confirmation of a

BIG BUST In the offing. You
start to worry. Your head be-

comes continually hassled.

Finally, you attain the full

grading of PARANOID. Like
the man said, maybe It's just

the winter...

Fortunately, all the rumors

have been squelched for this

week. Far out, but that's one

week too late. Freaklngyourself

out over hearsay, and then

freaking out your friends in

return, does dlddley -beans for

this crypto-community. Next

time, then, let's have ourselves

an alternative. (Yes, Virginia,

there is an alternative.) Take

a few moments out of your

next frenzied panic and first

truck on over to rap with the

good people at Student Affairs.

They might not have all the

answers, but both Deans will

fervently assure you that Jack

Webb is NOT posing as the

special asslstent to the Pre-

sident, Another sure-fire sug-

gestion and seminal rumor -

squelcher, as it were, Is to

check inwlththose obtuse level-

heads down at the ELM office.

Evening hours have been set

up, five days a week, to handle

any and all rumors, a shoulder

to cry on, weather reports, or

whatever. Don't worry, their

phone lines are tapped anyway.

Next week, I want to get be-

hind what to do when the police-

man comesknock,knock,knock-

ing on your front door. Until

then, remember, as hokelyasit

may rhetorically Intimate; loose

lips skink ships.

Notic*
Meeting for Worship in the man-

ner of the Raligious Society of

Friends (Quakers) will be held

Sunday. February 14 at 11:00

in the Alumni House. See Lisa

Turner or John Raysk.
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Geoff Anderson

It had to come sometime, and last week it finally did.

Washington College won its first basketball game of the

season. Traveling to Swathmore last Wednesday the Shore-

men ran into a rather weak Swathmore quintet. About the

only thing outstanding about the Little Quakers was their

high scoring guard, Rick Miceli. The MAC top scorer gave

the Shore cagers only a little trouble as he netted twenty-

three points. Luckily he was the only Little Quaker to hit

that night so the Shoremen went on to victory despite a

pathetic 6 out of 24 from the charity line.

Saturday night the cagers returned home to treat their

fans to their second victory of the year. From the fans'

point of view you couldn't ask for a better or more excit-

ing game. If you were a coach, though, it was a different

story. Down throughout most of the game, it appeared

that W.C. was on its way to its fifteenth loss of the season.

However, not to be denied, the Shore cagers came back
with less than four minutes left to tie it up at 77 all. Fine

defense and a few three point plays gave Washington an
89-85 victory. From the coaches' standpoints the game
was almost a nightmare, since both teams had trouble

connecting their shots. Western Maryland was 33%
from the floor while Washington wasn't much better with

36%. Shooting percentages like that usually don't win
ball games for you.

If you had to pinpoint the team's problem this year, it

wouldn't be easy. Bad scheduling, lack of height, and bad
foul shooting all contributed to this year's poor season.

Even though the team has a poor record, the fans still

love them.

BITS AND PIECES: Lew Young's overall reb'ounding aver-

age is 16.3 a game. Against Middle-Atlantic Conference

foes, he has a 16.1 average; in Mason-Dixon play 18.6. . .

Lew also leads the team in scoring average with 16.9

points per game, followed by Turner (13.3), Slagle (12.2),

Dickson (10.7) and Kirby Pines }6.7) . . . The Sho'men
play Randolph-Macon away on Saturday.

Photo by GeoffAnderson ,

KA guard Ron Lokos trys a layup in recent action against

Lambda Chi. Even though losing to the Lambda's the KA's wrapped
up the Frat Cup basketball championship.

Student
Trainer

Needed
Washington college is look-

ing for students interested In

becoming trainers for the Col-

lege's athletic teams, Wash-
ington has never been able to

afford a fuU-tirae trainer; the

coaches have usually under-

taken the trainer's duties. But

Director of Athletics Ed Athey

Is convinced that a student,

working in cooperation with the

college physician, could easily

handle the position.

Coach Athey has already con-

tacted President Merdlnger a-

bout the proposal. The Pres-

Ident has concurred with the

athletic department; both the

Naval Academy in Annapolis

and the University of Delaware

In Newark have agreed tofollow

Washington Student trainers to

observe their trainers. The

feeling is that several sessions

at either institution along with

consultation with the coaches

and Dr. Gulbrandsen would give

the student the ability to handle

situations he may face during a

game.
Among his duties, the stu-

dent trainer would be expect-

ed be in the training room for

about two to six o'clock every

weekday and be available on

Saturdays for home games. In

addition, he would travel with

the lacrossee team.

Coach Athey indicated that

the College would provide tran-

sporations for the student's

training sessions. He would

also be compensated for his

time, although the amount of

compensation has not yet been

determined.

Anyone interested in thepos-

Ition should contact Mr. Athey

at his office In the Athletic

Center.

PMC
Defeats

Grapplers
Victimized by a simple lack

of bodies, the wrestling team
lost to PMC last Saturday by a

score of 33-10. After losing

fifteen points in forfeits, the

Sho'men got five back as PMC
forfeited the 142 lb. weight
class. Washington College's

inly points were earned by
Steve Golding, who declsioned

'nis opponent, and Roger Sten-

erscn, who outscored his man,
but was given a tie because of

riding time. In NCAA rulesone

point is awarded for each min-
ute of riding time. In the heavy-

weight class Rick "Tiny" Hol-
loway suffered his first setback

in the second period. Tlny's

season record now stands at

5-1-1.

Due to the personnel prob-

lem the remainder of the sea-

son should be an uphill battle.

This Saturday the Shoreman

host always powerful Lebanon

Valley. Last y"ir the Shore-

Phoio by GeoffAnderson |

Lew Young, the Shoremen's leading rebounder and scorer, goes

up for the two in action against Lebanon Valley. The Flying Dutcli

men won rather easily, 95-75.

Shoremen Victorious

Then Fall To Lebanoi
Washington broke into the

win column last week with vic-

tories over Swarthmore and

Western Maryland, snapping a

fourteen game losing streak.

After bowing to PMC Col-

leges 89-71 In the winners'

bandbox gym, the Sho'men trav-

eled, to Swarthmore. Over-

coming a miserable 6 for 24

night at the foul line, the Sho'-

men triumphed 66-61 behind

Captain Ricky Turner's game
high 28 points. Lew Young and

John Dickson pumped In 15 and

10 points, respectively, while

Young had 18 off the boards.

Washington came back In Its

theitcfftowD Scfvke Center

Maple Avcone

778-3«66

open

7 a.m. p 9 p.m.

next outing to trip Western

Maryland 89-85 in Cain Center.

Behind 45-40 at the half, the

Sho'men trailed the Terrors by

as much as 10 during the sec-

ond half. Clutch free throws

by Dickson and superb rebound-

ing by Young highlighted the

rally that put downthe Terrors.

Turner (15), Dickson (17), Mike

Slagle (19) and Young (24) all

hit for double figures; Young

also hauled in 27 rebounds,

Lebanon Valley put an end

to the win streak by defeating

Washington 95-75 on Tuesday

night. Young had 22 and Slagle

13 points In the losing effort,

Spend .m unloraciiahic

SEMESTER AT SEA
on the former

QUEEN ELIZABETH

^"C/-'^v ^

men first edged out the tough

Flying Dutchmen, the outcome
of the meet going down to the

last bout. Closing out the sea-

son, Wednesday, February 17,

will be a match with a strong
Wagner ten. Last year the

Seahawks came back from a

twenty point deficit to edge the

Shoremen, 21-20.

New lower rates; full credit fo(

courses. Write today for detail'

from World Campus Afloat, Chap-

man College. Box CC16, OranKf.

CA 92666

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Idc,

Cbcstcftowai Md.
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Panel To

Discuss

Students
This year the S. G. A. Is

sponsoring a student panel dis-

cussion as part of Parents Day.

Parents Day, s. G. A. pre-
sident Peter Heller explained,

is being run by the students

this year. Parents, he further

explained, Telt that last year the

students weren't involved with
the Parents Day program.

The panel members are Terry
Wood, Michael Brown, Dave
Beaudovin, Bill Ingram, and

Linda Hawkes, with Mr. Bren-
nan, the Parents Association

president, as moderator. The
discussion will be preceded by
a short film by Hanrihan Pro-
ductions to provide parents with

more insight into student life.

The discussion itself will give

parents a more in-depth view
of Washington College with five

topics: curriculum, admissions
and student aid, campus govern-
ment (i.e. student power), stu-

dent dissatisfaction, and social

life.

The panel was chosen by the

S. G. A. to provide a cross-
section of Washington College
students.

Washington College Band practices for their performance on Par-
ent's Day.

Governor Vlaiidel

To Keceivt
Governor Marvin Mandelwill

help 189-year-old Washington

College celebrate the birthday

of its namesake, George Wash-
ington, on Saturday, February
20.

The Maryland governor will

deliver the principal address at

Literary Festival

Aids Student Writers
Next Monday, several Wash-

ington College students will be
traveling to Richmond, Virgin-
la to spend several days study-
ing with and listening to such
famous people In the world of

letters as Anthony Burgess,
John Clardi, Brian Moore, Mil-
ler Williams, Peter Taylor, and
several others.

The occasion Is the Boat-
wright Literary Festival, which
Is being held from February
22 through 27 at the University

of Richmond, It Is described
as a "casual festival, encour-
aging spontaneity and product-
ivity," and it deals with tlie

creative media of literature and
film.

Among the events scheduled
for the Festival are classes and
Workshops with the people

mentioned above, addresses and
readings by poets andscholars,
and parties at night Perhaps
the most interesting program
to all members of Washington

College is that of assistlngstu-

dents In applying to writers'

workshops, which Is being done

by our own Robert Day.

According to the invitational

brochure, "participation in the

festival Is not restricted to

students and writers; It is for

anyone wanting to learn about

the creative experience."

A prize of$50isbeing3ward-
ed to the best work in the

areas of fiction, poetry, drama,

and fllmscript.

There are some housing pos-

sibilities on the campus of the

university, but these are lim-

ited. The best possibility is that

of a motel room In the area.

Reservations can be made for

you, If you write to tlie spon-

sors now.

Anyone wishing to go is en-,

couraged to do so. There will

be several cars shuttling back

and forth. For details, any-

one interested should see Pro-

fessor Day.

De«iree
the Washington's BirthdayCon-

vocation in Cain Athletic Cen-
ter at U a. m. Dr. Charles John
Merdlnger, 21st president of

Washington College, will confer

upon Mandel the honorary de-

gree Doctor of Laws.

Weekend activities will com-
mence Friday evening with a

free College Band Concert In

Tawes Theater and a basket-

ball game between Washington

and Gallaudet College.

On Saturday morning a Par-

ents Day Program in the Dan-

iel Z, Gibson Fine Arts Center

will highlight activity prior to

the convocation. A student-

planned program will include a

campus produced film and a

panel discussion on student life.

In the afternoon, following a

buffet luncheon with Governor

Mandel, tours and an informal

reception will take place in the

new $L5 million Clifton M,

Miller Library. At 3 p,m. the

Washington College basketball

team will play Its last home
contest of the 1970-71 season,

facmg Lycoming College.

The activities of the weekend
will come to a close that even-

ing with the popular Washing-

ton's Birthday Ball from 9 un-

til 1 in Hodson Hall.

-NOTICE-

The Raven

Poe Played by Price (Vincent)

Tawes 8: 00

Sunday

$.75

Sprinjr Coiivoealion

To Be Held Saturday
This year's spring con-

vocation will be held at 11:00

a.m., Saturday, February 20
In Cain Athletic Complex, with
the high point of the ceremony
being an address by Maryland
Governor Marvin Mandel.

An academic procession, led

by Ermon Foster, Marshal, will

mark the commencement of the

assembly and will be followed

by the National Anthemn, sung
by assistant professor of music,
William Johnston.

The Invocation will be
delivered by the Reverend Pa-
trick Brady of Sacred Heart
Church. Following Governor
Mandel's speech, the Washing-

ton CollegeChoruswill perform
two selections.

At this point, an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree will be
conferred upon Governor Man-
del. Philip Wingate, Chairman
of the Board of Visitors and
Governors, will authorize the
mandumus and Robert Seager,
Dean of the College, will read
the citation preceding the actual

bestowing of the degree.

The Reverend Brandy will

then give theBenedicllon, which
win be followed by the Aca-
demic Recession — with vi-

brations by the Washington Col-
lege Band under thedlrectlonof

professor of music, Gary
Clarke.

8:00 p.m.

1971 PARENTS' DAY
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Friday, February 19

Basketball vs. Gallaudet College

Cain Athletic Center

Music Department Band Department

Gibson Fine Arts Center

Saturday, February 20

Parents' Registration & Coffee

Gibson Fine Arts Center Lobby

Film Panel Discussion on Student Life

Gibson Fine Arts Center

Washington's Birthday Convocation

Cain Athletic Center

Buffet Luncheon, Hodson Hall

Informal Reception and Library Tours
Clifton M. Miller Memorial Library

Basketball vs. Lycoming College

Cain Athletic Center

Dinner, Hodson Hall

Washington's Birthday Ball, Hodson Hall

8:30 9:00 a.m.

9:00 11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

12:30 1:30 p.m.

2:00 4:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

5:00 6:30 p.m.

9:00 1:00 a.m.

Many Students

Receive Honors
Two hundred and twenty-four

students at Washington College

have achieved either Dean's

List or the Honorable Mention
List for high academic achieve-

ment during the first semester
of the 1970-71 school year. Dr.

Robert Seager 11, Dean of the

College, announced those hon-
ored.

A total of 88 students made
the Dean's List. The fresh-

man class had the highest fig-

ure, 26, followed by: sopho-
mores, 22; seniors, 21; and

Juniors, 19.

To qualify for the Dean's
List, a student must be engag-

ed in the Four Course Plan and
must achieve 14 points or more
with a C-grade or better In all

classes. Four points are

awarded for an A, three for a

B, etc.

One hundred and thirty-six

achieved honorable mention

distinction. To quallJ^ they

must achieve 12 or 13 points

with a C-grade or better In all

classes.

One-third of the 671 students

at the Eastern Shore College

were cited for academic

achievement. The junior class

had the highest percentage, but

the freshman had the greatest

numt>er, 6fi students.
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Open Letter To Parents

From The Administration

This year's Parent's Day

Program has been conceived,

planned and for the most, exec-

uted by the students. The pro-

-am reflects the students'

views of their lives at Washing-

ton College and not an idealized

version prepared by the admin-

istration. This Is all in keep-

ing with the greater share of

responsibility being accepted by

students forgoverningtheirown

activities. Many of the old ideas

have given way to Increased

involvement by students in the

administration of campus life.

Thus, campus activities are

oriented In a meaningful way to-

ward those situations and prob-

lems which the students will

face alter they leave college.

Old and Nevir

We hear today of student an-

tagonism and apathy, both of

which seem to reflect a sense

of frustration. Hopefully pro-

grams such as this parent's

Weekend and other similar act-

ivities will give us all confi-

dence that this atmosphere is

indicative of a change between

old and new Ideas on the pur-

poses and meaning of college

life. We all can be proud of the

way in which students have join-

ed together to produce a mean-

ingful program which truly re-

flects their college experlen-

ces.

Student Concern

The vocal ourbursts by stu-

rtpnts have been cause for great

concern in recent times. Much

has been said that the students

are unwilling to stand behind

their vocal expressions. Re-
cently however, the students

at Washington College have

demonstrated that theyare will-

ing to back up their words with

deeds by voting to take $5,000

of the funds set aside for a

Spring Weekend as a donation

to the College Scholarship Fund.

This demonstration of concern

for the tietterment of the col-

lege community should serve
as an inspiration for all of us
and should tend to disabuse

some of our fears about the

younger generation.

One weekend cannot port-

rary truly the complex var-

iety of experiences which con-

stitute life at Washington Col-

lege. Nevertheless, parents

can gain an Insiglit into these

experiences, which span the

spectnim from academics to

the development of a personal

life style, and depart with a

better appreciation of what the

College means to their son or

daughter.

Richard Francis

Assistant to the President

EUROJOB
Offers

Employment
A new twist to the solution of

summer jobs for college stu-

dents has been announced by

EUROJOB, a Greenwich, Conn-

ecticut based program, affil-

iated with the American Insti-

tute for Foreign Study, Having

acknowledged that jobs will be

increasingly difficult to locate

in the United States this sum-
mer, many students will find

that EUROJOB has the answer.

This program offers a wide

choice of jobs- -ranging from a

farm job in the Swiss Alps to

a secj-etarial position in Lon-

don—In over 10 European coun-
tries. No foreign language is

required for many of these

jobs, EUROJOB also handles

all arrangements for work per-

mit, accommodations and

transportation, and provides a

four-day orientation program
abroad.

Students interested in this

program are invited to write

for further information to

EUROJOB, Department INR, 102

Greenwich Avenue, Greenwich,

Conncecticut 06830.

Elm Staff

The ELM is published weekly
through the academic year except
during official recesses and exam per-
iods by the students of Washinston
College. The opinions expressed by
die editorial board of the ELM do
not necessarily represent those of
the College. Subscription price:

S7.S0 pet year alumni; S8.00 pei
yeai other than aJumni. Published by
Washington Coileae. Chesletlown
Maryland. Second class postage
paid at Centreville, Maryland.

Editor W. D. Prettvman '71

Publications Editor K. Peddicord '71

Mana^g Editor . . J(. Uanner '7j

Associate Editor D. Roach '71

Business Manager. , . . E. Shelley '72

Sports G. Andcnon '72

Features . . . . D. Beaudouin '73

News 'C. Denton '73

Circulation L. Altcri '73

Pholo^phy P.GNickel'73
Advertising D. Goldstein '73

Publications. . . .M. J. Eavenson '73

Typing M. R. Yoe '73

Notes From Naval Academy

CHARLES J. MERDINGER

As far back as Chuck can

remember he had always had

as his goal West Point, but

fate decreed otherwise, and

early one Junethis rosy-cheek-

ed Wisconsin lad passedthrough

the gates of Annapolis. Since

then Chuck has been all-Navy

and he does not regret the

change in plans.

In years to come Chuck shall

probably be remembered by

his classmates as a tall, good-

natured chap who used to squint

at eye charts. We certainly

shall remember along with

other things: longbuU sessions

after taps, a weakness for ham-

burgers on Sunday afternoons,

a plebe tea fight second class

summer.

Daiiigren Hall knew Chuck

not only as a basketball play-

er, but also as a familiar fig-

ure on hop nights, usually In

search of his popular drag but

nevertheless thoroughly en-

joying himself. While here, he

has made an enviable record

for himself In athletics as well

as in other activities, and de-

spite these numerous pursuits

Chuck has managed to stand

hi^ in his class with a min-

imum amount of studying.

Football 4; Soccer 3, 2, 1

N*; Basketball 4, 3, 2, 1 NA;

Lacrosse 4, 3, 2 N; Class

Ring Committee; Boat Club

3, 2, 1; Radio Club 4, 3, 2,

1; Newman Club 4, 3, 2, 1;

Star 4.

OBITUARY

Michael

Brown
"72

Last Saturday night, February

13th, 1970, Michael B. Brown,

20 years old, of Trenton, New

Jersey (which has the largest

prophylactic factory in the

world), and of late a sopho-

more at Washington College,

was immorally woundedby gun.

fire, during a Phi Sigma Kappa

openhouse party in East Hall.

He is survived by his beloved

roommate who sleeps on his

stomach, Robert Atkinson,

freshman and pledge of the

Kappa Alpha fraternity.

As the scene was described

to this reporter, there was a

lull In the music, at which point

Brown leaped to his feet and

shouted, "Those goddam nig.

gers are all the same!" Norris

Commodore, a sophomore,

schocked by the seeming slur,

rushed towards Brown, pulllnga

,22 service revolver out of his

belt: At point-blank range, he

fired two blank rounds into

Brown's stomach, who col-

lapsed on the couch, moaning.

Commodore then returned the

pistol to Brown who was laugh.

ing hysterically. Brown
been reported despondent for

some time.

Letters To The Editor

Republicans

And

18 Year Olds

To The Editor

The Republican Senators of

the Maryland General Assem-
bly stand united on extending

the voting privilege to 18 year

olds In state elections. All

ten minority senators bear

Professor Susan Huck

Lectures Thursday
On Thursday, February 25,

at 8:00 in Hynson Lounge, Dr,

Susan Huck will give a lec-

ture.

Dr, Huck is now a professor

of geography and political

science at Chesapeake College.

With a doctorate In political

geography, Dr. Huck has taught

In colleges in many parts of

the country, and has lectured

overseas In Australia, New
Zealand, Singapore, and Rho-

desia. In addition to the above

subjects. Dr. Huck has also

taught college-level sociology,

antliropology, physical science,

and journalism.

In addition to teaching, Dr.

Huck has been a cartographer
for the U. S. Air Force, and
remains amapacqulsltion agent
for the American Geographical
Society,

Beginning with geographical
articles for various encyclo-
pedias, Dr. Huck became a

professional free-lance maga-

zine writer and has shifted en-

tirely to coverage of and com-

ment upon political affairs. She

first wrote for NATIONAL RE-
VIEW magazine, and now pu-

blishes In AMERICAN OPIN-
ION and the REVIEW OF THE
NEWS.

Dr, Huck has traveled wide-
ly, and has covered events on
the spot in Latin America, Afr-

ica, the Middle East, and South-

east Asia. Although she has
published over a quarter-mil-
lion words in the past five

years, her views are not ap-

proved of by the "Liberals"
of the American Library Asso-
ciation, and therefore they are
not to be found In the vast

majority of American li-

braries. Dr. Huck regards
this as a small sample of the

hypocrisy of claims to be "con-
cerned" about the suppression
of "dissent."

strong convictions alrout this

measure.

You are probably aware that

other related Issues are now
before the legislature. Bills

granting the obligation to in-

clude el^teen year olds are

also belngconslderedalongwith

the lowering of voting age.

The unanimity among the Re-
publican Senators does not exist

on the other related issues.

Some fear that those issues

would destroy the chances of

lowering the age and others

t>elieve the issues will im-

prove the general acceptancy

of lowering the voting age,

aiould your student body

have questions and/or con-

structive criticism regarding

any of the Bills, the Repub-

lican senator whose district

Is closest to your campus, is,

under normal circumstances,

available to visit your school

for open discussion, or the

Senators would welcome your

interested students In Annap-

olis.

Clerk to the Minority

Senators

Maryland General Assembly

Everybody's

Talkin'AtMe

Hoyadoon'? This is the sec-

ond communication from the

Yip Chapter of Washington Col-
lege to our Catatonic brothers
and sisters, whatever you are.

Open your heads, people! Look
around for God's sake. Get
our tx)ys out of Laos and back

into Cambodia and Vietnam
where they tielong.

Or was Kent State just an

accident? Just what happened

on November 23, 1963?

We have recently established

llasons with t)oth our chromo-

some-crazy Yippie compatriots

...around Amerika and also wltb

the International Weatherman

Underground. Bernadlne Doho
sends you her regards and deep-

est sympathies.

Nationally coordinated street

flgjitlng and guerrila theater

will kick off In Washington, D.C.

This May Day along the fol-

lowing stipulation. If the gov-

ernment doesn't shut down the

way by May first, we'll shut

down the government. Short

and sweet, but talk is cheap,

ri^t? Wait and see, Bel

you will even read atraut it in

the straight newspapers.

Meanwhile back here, tl)C

word Is out. Tricky Dicky Nlxoi

or Zero Agnew Istruckingdows

here for the In hoguratlon thlj

spring. Take our advice, CapL

Chuckle. If Nixon, Agnew, Man-

del or any other cosmic clown

shows up, there's going to IM

trouble. This isn't a violence

rap, but the president of the

United States would look klndof

silly standing on the steps ol

BUI Smith with a BostonCream
Pie in his face. This is a clue,

Pigs.

The weather's getting warm-

er. Chuckle, And who knows

what kinds of weird sabatoge

goes on in the dark of night!

Think about It, Merdinger. Your

slimy savolr falre Is wearing

thin. Now every kid on this

campus Is a potential Ylppi^'

Smash em with smiles,

YIPPIEEEEEEEEEEE
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DORIS SWAUGER DIANE SANCHEZ ANNE HILLARD

Spring Antiwar Activities

Climax In Mass Rally In D.C.

CHARIECONTINI

YOU CAN'T W/N

BARB HANCOCK

The following is a schedule of

antiwar events which have been

projected for the spring and

which, in combination with such

on going projects as the fight

for High School rights, building

the Antiwar University, strug-

gles against campus complicity,

the mass fight against the

draft, and a planned trip to

North Vietnam of women acti-

vlstists to meet with Vietna-

mese women, will form the

basis for discussions at the

National- student Antiwar Con-
ference called for Catholic Uni-

versity in Washington, D. C,
February 19, 20 and 21 by the

Student Mobilization Commit-
tee.

(1) The Winter Soldier Pro-

ject a series of hearings to

be held January 31 to February
2 in Detroit in which Viet on
Vietnam veterans, ecologlsts,

and legal specialists will give

testimony on the general at-

rocities which the U.S. has

perpetrated against the people

and countryside of Vietnam.

(2) April 2, 3, 4 Local meet-
ings, rallies, moratoria com-
memorating Martin Luther King
as a peace activist and a figh-

ter for human ri^ts, which can

bring antiwar groups and Black
community organizations to-

gether for common action.

(3) April 24 Peaceful, legal

mass march and rally in Wash-
ington D. C.andSan Francisco,
calling for the total and immed-
iate wlthdrawl of allU. S. troops

from Southeast Asia, Broad
based actions aimed at reach-

ing out and mobilizing signi-

ficant forces from the labor

movement, GIs, women's or-
ganizations, Black and Chicano
groups, religious groups, etc..

into a common massive dis-

play of militant antiwar unity.

(4) May 5 local rallies and

demonstrations onthe first "an-

niversary" of the murder of

students at Kent State and Jack-

son State during the mass up-

surge against the Invasion of

Cambodia in 1970, Focus for

campus activity and demonst-
rations against repressive

moves OP the campus against

the student movement.

(5) May 16 Demonstrations,

"picnics", etc., at military

bases on Armed Forces Day,

to show solidarity between the

antiwar movement and the

troops: American GIs forced

into the army against their wlU
and compelled to participate in

the Southeast Asian war even

more against their will. Focus
for solidarity between the ci-

vilian and GI antiwar move-
ments.

This calendar adds up to a

significant and exciting series

of actions which can tie local

education to massive action, and

which can enable the antiwar

movement to build an on going

dynamic movement while con-

tinuing to maximize growth with

massive broad demonstrations

aimed at reaching out to those

sectors of society with the real

power to end the war; workers.

Blacks, Chicanes, GIs, Women,
etc.

To turn this calendar Into a

reality it Isnecessarythatantl-

war activists throug^iout the

country pool their thinking,

planning, and organization In

a coordinated way. This Is the

purpose of the National Student

Antiwar Conference,

Antiwar Vlovenieiit

Plans Denioiistrations
by Carole Denton

Last year over 4,000 antiwar

activists from hundreds of col-
leges and high schools In every
section of the country met in

Cleveland, Ohio, and planned

massive demonstrations In over

20 major cities throughout the

United States, Hundreds of

thousands of Americans oppos-

ed to the war in Indochina par-

ticipated In these demonstra-

tions, Althou^ we were able

to force the Nixon Administra-

tion to pull back temporarily,

it was not too long before he

invaded camt)odia, and re-es-

calated the war in Vietnam,

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

calling his aggression "pro-
tective reaction."

On February 19, thousands

of activists will assemble in

Washington, at a National Sut-

dent Antiwar Conference which

wiU be held at CathoUc Univ-

ersity, The delegates from
around the country will plan a

"spring offensive against the

war"—an offensive that wlU
Involve millions of Americans

In direct opposition to the pol-

icies of the Nixon "regime."
The conference will serve

notice to Nixon that the anti-

war movement Is very much
alive—and bigger than ever!

Our spring offensive will t>e

larger and broader than ever

t)efore. Preparations for the

conference include various

workshops, which will discuss

campus complicity with the war,

the draft and constitutional

rights of GIs and hi^ school

students, amongothers. Every-

one who attends the conference

will be able to participate In

the discussion and motivate tils

or her proposal for the SMC.
All are invited to attend the

conference. Housing and work-

shop room will be provided

for alL

Truckin

Anything green that grew out

of the mould
Was an excellent herb to our

fathers of Old.,.

Rudyard KlpUng

Sure, I always knock before

entering.

With a sixteen-pound sledge

hammer.
police officer.

Bust is Just a four-letter

word. Unfortunately, it's also

a very real word to those who
delight in the child's garden

of grass. And so to those of

you who cower In your rooms
nightly, here's where you stand

when the local policeman comes
knock, knock, knocking on your

dorm door. To save space,

we'll use a hypothetical situa-

tion, allreet?

Okay, you're sitting in your

room Tuesday evening,., ah yes,

Tuesday evening,.,blowing a Jay
and rolling bummers with some
friends, when there's a knock

on your door.

If you mumble "Come in?",

you're either incredibly stoned

out or an utter Imbecile, So

instead you call out, "Who's
there?" If the cop outside

replies, "It's your couslnTwit

from Keakuk who you haven't

seen in fifteen years!", and you

let him In, don't hassle your-

self, dummy. You can't be

busted for real because that's

a no-no for police called by the

nifty name of ENTRAPMENT
(remember It!), which Is the

gaining of Illegal entry by a

cop Into a private citizen's do-

micile to make a trumped -

up arrest. There Is a possi-

bility, however, that the police-

man has been raised In a Chr-
istian home and will tell the

truth, snarling in his most in-

timidating voice, "It's the

police, punks!" Before freak-

ing out entirely, the prudent

by CAPTAIN JANUARY

freak should get it together to

ask, "Do you have a search

warrant?"

If the cop replies, "Er, ah,

well, no...", bid the constable

a sweet goodnight through the

door and resume toklng. But
if the cop giggles nastily, chort-

ling "Yesl", it tws been
found Uiat the window is an un-

usually efflcent avenue of es-

cape, unless you live, say, on

the fourth floor of Somerset,

Oh, well...

Worse yet, If the arresting

officer has a warrant under the

new "no-knock" provision,

passed by Congress In 1970,

he needs only to break In your

door on the sublime supposition

that "a delay would result In

the arrestee destroying the evi-

dence." (It should be stated

here and now that, If the cop

has watched you stagger Into

your dorm with an armload of

keys, he needs no warrant what-

soever. Natch.)

As for as the 'TaustablUty"

of this, or any other campus
goes. It's open season on heads,

friends. Cops do NOT have to

notify (and usually won't) col-

lege officials aboutan upcoming
raid, providing a warrant lias

been Issued, Strangely enou^,
the latter appears to be our

saving grace, for bench (court)

warrants are difficult to cop.

The prospective arresting of-

ficer (the onewho'sexcesslvely

salivating) must show "Just and

sufficient cause" to the presid-

ing Judge as to why such a bust

should take place (Le. goofy

freak sells dopetonarc;there's

a trail of marijuana leading to

your room; you've been

observed pushing scag to pre-

schoolers, etc) In conclusion,

the obtalnablllty of such a war-
rant still depends uponthe locale

wherein the bust Is to occur.

Oh, I get It.

Next week; Day In Court.,.

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELEn

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"
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Spriiijj Sports Start

Preseason Workouts

Rick "Tiny Holloway starts into a pinning combination against his Wagner opponent. After being
down in the match, Holloway came back to pin the Seahawk with only a second remaining in the
match.

Tilly's Last Second Heroics to

INo Avail as Grapplers Fall,25-21

AthletLs at Waahinnton Col-

It^Kf have be);un iirc^ieason piac-
licts in five spiinu spoils for a
cJimpainn thHt will involvii 57
events. The Shoremen will play
2fi contests at home in baseball,

crew, lacrosse, tennis anil

track.

Lacrosse bL-jran officially

Monday, Fcbiuniy 8 with 43
candidates out for a season
that will includi- 14 i-ames and
two sciimmuRes. The Shore ten
wilt workout with Delaware, the

Bowie LaciossL- Club and their

alumni before opening the reRu-
lar season away acainst North
Carolina on Maich 20.

Twenty oaismL'n reported
when crew slaiti'd traininj; on
February 1. The rowers are
now involved in an indoor
weipht proRiam and expL'ct to

be on the Chester River around
March 1. Six races face the
Shoiemen with two battles on
home watei-?;; April 3 apiainst

Williams and Salisbury and
Apiil 21 veisus Howard and the

latter college.

Baseball, tennis and track

will commence official practices

this week. The diamondmen
have a I6-game slate with three

twinbills. Cindermen face a

10-meet schedule with five

tests at home including' the

Mason-Dixon Relays on April

1 7. Tennis has 1 1 matches
lined up including five home
contests.

Last year Washington had a

23-22 record in the spring, ex-

clusive of crew. Track undei
coach Don Chatelliei- logged
the best record, 8-4. Baseball

and tennis finished at the ,500

point, 7-7 and 4-4, rspeetively.

Lacrosse closed with one of its

poorest seasons, 4-7.

In crew Washington beat
Salisbury snd Manhattan on
separate Saturdays on the Ches-
ter River, placed third and
fifth in a pair of races on the

Potomac and finished fourth in

the Dad Vi;il Regatta on the

Schuylkill.

The wrestling team wrapped
up the regular season Wednes-
day In a match with WagnerCoI-

lega With the addition of Joe

Getty, and Larry Kopec the

Sho'men forfeited just one
wel^ class, but that could

have been the difference as they

lost 21-25. Marty Wlndner be-

gan the afternoon by wrestling

a smart match and getting a

decision. Unfortunately, the

next points for the homcsquad
didn't come until the 150 pound
class In which Kenny Kllerpin-
ned his man. After a decis-
ioned win by Chuck Voulo, Rog-
er Stenersen came from be-
hind to also pin.

THE

Driftwood

Restaurant & Lounge

Chestertown's

Select

Restaurant

Luncheon • Dinner

Cocktails * Dancing

Smorgasbord

Every Saturday Nite.

6-10 p.m.

#3.25 all you can

eat!

The most exciting match of

the day from the fan's point

of view, was Rick Holloway's

last second pin. After re-

peated stalling warnings in the

first period. Tiny came back
from a 1-5 deficit with a quick

reversal and near pin in the

second period. Then, with atie

score in the third period. Rick

took his man down and pinned

him with one second remaining

in the match.

Losing Season

The team completed the sea-
son with a 4-6 record, and will

travel next weekend to tne

Mason-Dlxon Championship at

Galludet College. Rick Holl-

oway, last year's champion, and ^ Randolph - Macon
Roger Stenerson, v/ho now has
a 16 and 4 college record, must
be considered prime contend-
ers.

Lack of Bodies

Due tolack of personnel Coach
Pritzlaff had quite a problem

this season trying not to for-

feit away many of his matches.

Although a 4-6 record is not

that Impressive, many wrest-

lers hadwlnning seasons. Chuck
Voulo and Ken Kiler, much
improved from last year, both

were impressive in their mat-
ches wliile Marty Winder also

wrestled well.

S Franklin - Marshall

'^ Lebanon Valley

•:• Wagner

SPORTS RESULTS
Basketball

1 90 W. C. 40

II 89 w. c. 64

Wrestling

39 w. c. 3

25 w. c. 21

Lambda Chi Takes
Division Playoffs

SpL-iiil .in untor-jclliihlc

SEMESTER AT SEA
on the lonncr

QUEEN ELIZABETH

Lambda Chi fans were treat-

ed to double victories Wednes-
day nl^t as both "A" and "B"
league teams brought hoifie di-

vision championships to West
Hall.

In the "A" league clash the

boys In gi'een came back from
a 20-18 first half deficit to

edge Little Fred, 45-42. Not

more than three points separ-
ated the two teams as Steve

Newhardt led the winners with

15 points. Also in double fig-

ures for Lambda Chi were Tiny

Holloway and Charley Collins

with thirteen and twelve points

resoecflvelv. For the losers

Bob Orr netted twelve.

Just as exciting as the "A"
league championship was the

"B" league playoff. The Doo

Birds, who made It to the play-

offs by upsetting the Magicians

in the semifinals 42-40, took

on a strong ReRun team. Neither

team could do much offensively

in the first half as the score

was only 13-12 at Intermission,

ReRuns on top. The second half

was a different story as the Doo

Birds came back with 21 points

to ice a 33-27 victory.

Leading scorers for the win-

ners were Tom Budd and Chuck

Johnson who both netted eight.

New tower rjles; full .redit for
courses. Write loda> for details
from World Campus Afloat. Chap-
man ColIcKe. Box CCI6. Oninsc.
CA 92666

Cheitcftown Scnrice Center

M^ile Avenue »

778-3666

open

7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

HELP WANTED

We need two students to repre-

sent us on campus. No sales ex-

perience needed. Ability to talk

with people a must. Paid daily.

Name your own hours.- No in-

vestment. Write giving data on
background to: JACKSON &
JACKSON, 604 Pitney Rd. Ab-
secon, New Jersey. 08201

Cally Emory of second floor Minta Martin takes a shot from
the key as her team trounced Alpha Chi Omega, 20 -7. Emory
along with teammate Mary Bocchese accounted for twelve of
M.M.'s points.
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Judiciary
Begins To
Function

By Sue Wilson

Among the responsibilities

of the Student Government
Association shall be the

administration of the

Washington College Judiciary

Board. This board shall serve as

sole judiciary body for

Washington College with

jurisdiction over the actions of

all students within the sphere

of college life.

(Statement of the Judiciary

Board, March 10,1970)
Despite rumors to the

contrary, Washington College

does have a Judiciary Board,

which will begin functioning

this week. The board,

composed of Upper and Lower
Courts, with a third body of

students, faculty and
administration forming a court

of appeals, currently operates

Use Of College

By Colts Probable

John Knight, Supreme
Justice.

wth a backlog of three cases,

the oldest about two months
dates. John Knight, head of the

board, attributes this backlog

to a failure of the Prosecution

and other committees to get

ANYTHING together, but the

cases will be cleared up soon.

Apathy struck again.

"As soon as we hear from
the Colts" is the latest word
from Dean Seager about the

proposed summer school

program for undergraduates at

Washington College. What do
the Colts have to do with

summer school? Well, it is

financially impossible to run a

summer school for a small

number of people, but if the

Colts do decide to have their

training camp at Washington

College, then the dormitories

and dining hall will be open for

them and any interested

undergraduate summer school

students.

This program is part of
President Merdinger's idea "to

effectually make use of the

(college) plant all year round"

McGovern
Interviewed

THE POLITICS OF
DECENCY: an interview with
Sen. George McGovem

By Steve Cohn
College Press Service

INTRODUCTION: Sen.

George McGovem, as his

secretary is quick to Inform a

visitor, occupies the Senate
office foimerly assigned to
John P. Kennedy, and its walls

and shelves were filled with

photographs and other

memorabilia that give the room
a JPK-R'FK presence. Also

well-represented is Abraham

Lincoln, with a portrait, three

small statues and a desk

condensation of his writings.

This is the context ot the

McGovern presidential

cantUdacy, finding its political

perspective in the liberal

tradition of the Democratic

Party, and its ultimate

grounding in simple principles

of human decency.

What emerges &om the

interview is the obvious fact

that the Senator feels very

deeply about the war and

about poor people in this

'Continued on Page 2>

Dr. Gison Appointed
Salisbury St, Academic Dean

by Tami Daniels

A minimum of eighty to 100

students, divided into classes of

approximately ten to fifteen,

would be needed to make the

program work. The school

would consist of a six-week

session beginning in the last

weeks of June and continuing

throughout July. Cost for

tuition, room, and board

would be on the same standard

as the regular year fee.

- A Masters Program for

Eastern Shore teachers will

definitely be running this

summer, regardless of whether

the Colts or any
undergraduates are here.

-- Any interested students

should keep watch for a poll to

come out concerning

summer school.

Dr. Norman C. Crawford,

Jr., president of Salisbury State

College, announced Saturday,

February 14, the appointment

of Dr. Daniel Z. Gibson as

Academic Dean.

Dr. Gibson is President

Emeritus of Washington

College, having served as

president from 1950 until his

retirement in 1970.

In announcing the

appointment, Dr. Crawford

said that "Salisbury State

College was indeed fortunate in

gaining the services of not only

an acknowledged educational

leader, but one whose vast

experience has afforded an

Warner
To Speak
At College

Wash. C. Press Release

Aaron W. Warner,
well-known Columbia
University observer of the

impact of technology on
society, will give a public

lecture on Technology and
Social Change at Washington

College, Feb. 26 at 8 p.m. in

Hynson Lounge.

Dr. Warner has chaired the

prestigious Columbia
University Seminar on
Technology and Social Change
since 1962. He has edited and
contributed to several volumes

of the Seminar: Technology

and Social Change, The Impact

of Science on Technology,

Technological Innovation and
Society, and The Environment

of Change.
Dean of the School of

General Studies at Columbia

since 1969, Dr. Warner joined

the Columbia faculty in 1948,

became full professor of

Economics in 1961, and in

1967 was appointed Joseph L.

Buttenweiser Professor of

Human Relations.

He served with several

government agencies prior to

his affiliation with Columbia,

including the National Labor

Relations Board with which he

became a regional director and

special examiner. He also

served with the Railroad

Retirement Board and the

Office of Price Administration.

Long active in labor

relations, he has served on

arbitration panels of the

American Arbit ration

Association and on the New
York and New Jersey state

mediation hoards. He was a

research economist with the

International Labor
Organization in Geneva during

a sabbatical year, 1967-68.

opportunity to become
familiar with the educational

needs of the Eastern Shore. In

my brief experience here, I

have heard many people

involved with education speak

of Dr. Gibson's contribution.

All hold him in high regard."

Dr. Gibson will resume his

duties as Academic Dean,

Salisbury Slate Release

March 1, 1971. [n this capacity

he will be responsible for all of
the college's academic
programs and faculty affairs.

Two student services,

admissions and registration,

formerly the responsibility of

the Academic Dean, have been
transferred to the office of the

Dean of Students.

Philodor Trio To
Visit Here Saturday

The Philidor Trio will

present "An Evening of

Baroque Music in the Italian

Style" at Washington College,

Feb. 27 at 8:30 p.m.

Members of the trio are

Elizabeth Humes, soprano,

Shelley Gruskin, baroque flute

and recorders, and Edward
Smith, harpsichord.

Each of the artists has been

a member of the New York Pro

MusicB for several years and

they bring to Baroque music an

easy familiarity with the music

of 18th-century Europe.

Miss Humes has sung with

the Robert Shaw Chorale, the

Riverside Chamber Singers, and

the Canteta Singers. She

received her music training at

the Hartt College of Music.

Shelley Gruskin was a flute

student of Joseph Mariano at

the Eastman School of Music,

and he played two years with

the Rochester Philharmonic.

After a season with the NBC
Opera Orchestra he turned his

attention to eariy music and

instruments. He is presently on

the faculty of the New England

Conservatory of Music.

Edward Smith studied

Washington College Press Release

harpsichord under Ralph

Kirkpatrick at Yale and studied

composition on a Fulbri^t

scholarship with Luigi

DallapicoUa in Italy. He has

taught at the University of

Dlinois and now teaches

harpsichord at the Hartt

School of Music at the

University of Hartford. He has

performed with the Master

Virtuosi, the Pro Arte Double

Chorale, and is a member of

the N. Y. Chamber Players.

The Saturday evening

program will be held in the

Tawes Theater, Gibson Fine

Arts Center. Admission will be

by Concerts Series season

tickets, or by single-admission

payable at the door, adults $3,

students $1. Special group

rates are available to school

children.

Preceding the concert, The
Philidor Trio will give a

demonstration-discussion of

their instruments and music at

2 p.m. in Tawes Theater.

Adrnission is free and tiie

public is invited. For

information, call the College

concerts office, tel. 778-2800,

ext. 239.
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McGovern
Interviewed

(Continued From Page 1)

country. He approaches these

issues from almost a

common sense perspective, and

seems to reject ideological

explications and solutions for

them, denying the argument

that foreign intervention and

domestic inequality are deeply

rooted in the U.S. "free

enterprise" system. He speaks

for a foreign policy that would

seek to actively coexist with

communist nations, and sees

no economic contradictions in

this.

At home, he talks in tenns

of radically reordered

priorities. The cultural politics

of the student movement-with

its quest for community and

alternate life-styles-is a far less

urgent question that the

immediate needs of the poor.

He claims that liberal politics

can speak to these needs.

The aura of power and

politics that you would expect

to surround a presidential

candidate does not accompany

McGovem. His presence is that

of a good man, and it is an

impression that grows after

leaving his office,

ttt
CPS: I'd like to ask you

how you feel about a specific

proposal built along the

following lines: An American

commitment to immediate

withdrawal and an end of

support for the Tliieu-Ky

regime, coupled with an NLF
and North Vietnamese

agreement to a cease fire.

Discussions to secure the

release of POWs and to

guarantee the safe withdrawal

of U.S. troops...leading

towards a provisional coalition

government which would hold

democratic elections open to

all the South Vietnamese, and

an agreement Utat would
guarantee the neutrality of

Laos and Cambodia.

MCGOVERN: Perfect...

CPS: I ask because this is

basically the Peoples Peace

Treaty as negotiated by
representatives of the U.S.

National Student Association

with students from both

Vietnams. llie point of this

gesture was in part to

demonstrate to the American
people, as you have said, that

the terms for an honorable

peace exist. Given the fact that

these proposals are said by
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reliable sources to be close to

the official position of the

North Vietnamese and the

NLF, wduld you consider

going to Paris yourself to meet

vrith them, and to bring back

to America a similar document
indicating what type of peace

is available if we could but

choose it...

MCGOVERN: I went to

Paris two years ago and I

talked to the head of the North

Vietnamese delegation...and

the head of Uie Viet Cong
delegation...'niey told me at

that time that there were two
conditions that we had to meet
in order to get negotiations

started that would end the war.

The first is to agree to the

withdrawal of all of our forces

and the second is to withdraw

support from the Thieu-Ky

regime... I personally tiiink

those are reasonable
requests...Your question of

whether I would go back to

Paris seems to imply that they

would tell me something

different now than two years

ago. I don*t see any change...!

fully accept the outiine of the

proposal as you described it. I

think it is a feasible and
workable solution which could

be negotiated by the President

of the United States within 30
days time...

CPS: Senator, would you be

in support of the planned April

24th demonstration in

Washington? It is called in the

legal and peaceful style of last

year's moratorium.

MCGOVERN; ...From the

practical standpoint I question

what the impact of those

demonstrations is on public

opinion anymore. I

participated in both the

mobilization and the

moratorium a year or so ago,

and I was disappointed in the

impact they had on public

opinion. It's hard to keep
somebody from standing up
and waving a Viet Cong flag,

and unfortunately that's what
Uie television networks focus

on. It leaves the implication

that nobody is against the war
except for a few extreme
radicals and Viet Cong
sympathizers, whereas when
the polls are taken it shows
that the American people

overwhelming oppose the

war...

CPS: South Vietnamese
troops have invaded Laos with

Miss Washington College — Ann Hillard (center) and her court (L-R) Diane

Sanchez, Charie Contini, Doris Swanger and Barb Hancock.

American tactical support.

TTiere is a massive U.S.

presence literally hovering over

the combat in Cambodia. Do
you foresee a Senate attempt
to expand the Cooper-Church
Amendment to preclude

unequivocably an American
participation in the fighting in

these two countries?

MCGOVERN: What I would
hope is that we could not only

do that with the
Cooper-Church Amendment-
...but that we would go

beyond that to the
McGovern-Hat field which
terminates all military

operations in Indochina-.Tlie

heart of the problem is that the

United States is fundamentally

mistaken in intervening in a

revolutionary struggle in

Southeast Asia.

CPS: Do you believe that

the volunteer army concept
threatens to put too much
power in the hands of the

military...and wouldn't a

volunteer army produce
enlisted ranks composed even

more disproportionately of the

poor and the blacks...

MCGOVERN: I don't buy
either one of those
assumptions. I think that we
ought to go back to a

voluntary system.. .that's been
the traditional American way
of recruiting military
manpower. Tlie danger of a

nulitary takeover comes when
the civilians quit doing their

job as the responsible managers
of the military. If the

President, the Secretary of
Defense, and the Congress of
the United States will abide by
the Constitution...we can head
off the danger of a military

takeover whether we have a

volunteer army or we have a

draft. With regard to the all

black (all Puerto Rtcan, all

Gov. Marvin Mandel was chief speaker at convoca-

tion Saturday, Feb. 20th.

Me:dcan-American or whatever
term you want to use to

describe the composition of
the volunteer force) army, I

think that ri^t now under the

draft system you have a

disproportionate percentage of
black and poor people in the

armed forces. By going to a

volunteer system at least you
would pay those people a living

wage and you would have to

compete in the open market
for support and enlistments.

CPS: Some politicians have
made campus freedom and
dissent a scare issue, and have

called for severe reprisals, such
as cutting of scholarship and
loan funds, against students

and faculty who in any way
disrupt so called "normal
campus activity"...Do you
perceive these developments
and the "anti-permissiveness"

rtietoric to be a serious threat

to free speech?

MCGOVERN: Yes, I do. I

think the federal government
has to stay out of the area of
campus discipline. If there is

anyone factor that is more
precious than anything else on
a university campus, it is its

freedom. The federal
government is neither
competent nor does it have the

right to move into that

area.. .The university
community is going to have to

establish its own rules.

CPS: Senator, alot of the

student movement today is

based not on a political

analysis but on a cultural one.

Vne movement talks in terms

of the quest for community,
meaningful work, media
reform, etc... I wonder what
sympathy you would have for

the cultural perspective of the

movement?
MCGOVERN: Well, I think

that is a legitimate concern.

Students recognize more than

rhetoric will be required to

deal with our problems ... I

think what bothers students

and older people alike is the

enormous gap between

professions on the part of
politicians and what we
actually do . . . that to me is

the biggest single political

problem in this country today,

to eam the confidence of

people in the words of

government officials.

CPS: I would pursue further

the notion that alot of the

students are seeking an
alternative life-style to the

current materialist posture that

is offered in American society.

Now one suggestion that has

been put forth is a guaranteed

minimum income for

all. ..without a work provision.

MCGOVERN: I think the

concern of students about the

materialism of our society is a

legitimate one. Actually we
have been tau^t for years in

the churches and in our

religious heritage to recognize

that fact-that the claims of lite

and brotherhood are more
important than the claims of
materialism... For my own self I

think a higher priority than

guaranteeing an income for

every citizen in this country is

to begin by guaranteeing a job

for everyone who wants to

work. I think that to many
students the importance of

that is not fully appreciated.

But to the poor man living

in Harlem or the South Bronx,

the most urgent thing right

now is a decent job. That's true

with the poor of this country

all across the nation. I think

the highest single priority right

now would be for the federal

government to say we are going

to do what we can to build the

kind of economy where people
can find work at a decent wage
in the private sector, but failing

that we will guarantee a range

of public service jobs, not just

make work jobs but things that

are in the public interest for

anyone who wishes to work.

Letters to

the Editor

For any of the ecology
minded folk about campus,
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. in

Baltimore has started a

recycling program. 5c will be
paid per reflllable Coke bottle,

non -refill able Coke bottles will

be bought in lots for caSh and
bottles of other companies can
be redeemed for trading

stamps. Other details can be
obtained from the competny.

Anybody interested?

Mego!!

Sir:

As a member of the class of
•70, I think that it is

unfortunate that we have not
received the Pegasus. Yet, I

have resigned myself to look at

it as "That's the way it is."

All the hassling and

complaining and motions ain't

gonna get it any faster so we all

might as well accept the fact

that it isn't ready. I'm sure we
will get the Pegasus-eventually,

so cheer up. Also, why not
divert the energies that are

t)eing used in complaining and
put them to use in this year's

Pegasus which will insure its

prompt arrival. Otherwise the

only ones to blame will be you
who complain. O.K.?

Richard Kaipe

Class of '70
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Afr. Fantasy

LAYLA
Dave Roach

A few years ago, everyone
was impressed with a rather

loud and exciting group known
as Cream. Indeed it was loud,

as people found themselves
asking: "Can just three people

create all that mass of sound?"
It was the beginning of the age

of HEAVY music, and was
punctuated by such extremes
as Jimi Hendrix and Iron

Butterfly.

But now, of course, some of
this is PASSE. Some groups
still sacriGce good music for

lots of noise, but of the people
whom one can consider rejJly

versatile musicians, such as

Hendrix was, not very many
have continued to produce big,

thick, maishmallowy music.

Eric Clapton

Led Zepplin did a turnabout

on their last album by having

one side of it accoustic instead

of electric and people started

saying, "Woe, why didn't they

do this before?" And so the

rock music scene settled down.
Anyhow, back to our story.

It seem this group Cream had a

lead guitarist named Eric

Clapton, Among the real

experts in the field of rock,

tills rang a bell somewhere.

They searched the cobwebbed
comers of their brains, and

their record shelves, and

brought forth old
Bluesbreakeis albums and old

Yardbirds albums. And so the

name of Eric Clapton became
established.

Cream moseyed along,

adding hundreds of watts to

their own compositions

(remember Sunshine of Your
Love?") and those of some

Flowers For

All Octasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chejtertown, Md.

Phone 77S-2525

old bluesmen (Willie Dixon is a

notable example). At the end
of their short career, on their

last album with new material

("Goodbye"), there was
something there, somethmg
starting with a song called

"Badge". It DID something.
Well, Cream broke up, and

immediately Clapton and
Ginger Baker formed, with
Stevie Wnwood and Rick
Grech, the shortest-lived

Supergroup of rock history.

Blind Faith. Here, Clapton
seemed somewhat stifled by
the brilliance of Winwood, just

coming from Traffic. He wrote
one song ("Presence of the

Lord"), which was not one of
his best. Then, Blind Faith lost

faith in itself and died . People

listened toBlind Faith,butfound
that old grandeur of wattage
that was cream was missing.

Blind Faith was a quiet album,
comparatively.

Meanwhile, Clapton was
running around behind the

scenes, doing little things for

various people. This ran all the

way from philosophizing -on
the mother's "We're Only in it

for the Money" to being the

featured guest artist on
Delaney and Bonnie's "On
Tour" album. Here, again,

Clapton emerged. He played
lead guitar for a lot of rhythm
and blues on the album, and,

together with Bonnie Bramlett.

he composed a song, "Coming
Home," which has turned out
to be the most played and
most mentioned song on the

album.

Delaney and Bonnie were a

whole new world for rock
music. They brought together a

large number of giants of rock,

lliev included Dave Mason, of
the old Traffic. Anyway, thi^.

is off the subject. I'll tell you
about Delaney and Bonnie and
the Roach Theory of the Di =

rection of Rock Music some
other time, kiddies.

After Clapton had helped

Delaney and Bonnie out for
awhile, he helped another of
their group, Leon Russell, a

towering songwriter, produce
his album (whicy by the way
was the first album produced
on the Stones' record label,

Shelter Records). After this,

Clapton and one of D & B's

vocalists, Rita CooUdge,
wandered into Steve Still's

album. From here, Clapton
wandered onto George
Harrison's album "All Things

Must Pass." At the same time

that all this was happening,

and it did all happen at once,

within the course of a few

months, Dave Mason came out

Compliments
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The Mdrylaid

NstiMal laik

SandiL'iches OffSale
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Kent Ptaza Shopping Center
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Timothy B. Maloney directs, third play of season, U.S.A., by John OosPassos
and John Shyre. Shown above left to right: H. Jones Baker Hi, Joel Elins

,

and Jodi Katz, three of the seven member cast.

with "Alone Together" which
mcluded Delaney and Bonnie
and a large amount of their

friends; AND, finally, Eric

Clapton's album, the title being
simply his name, containing,

once again, the entirety of
Delaney and Bonnie and
Friends. But, the weird thing

was, nobody paid much
attention, Clayton had been
lost in the shuffle, way back at

Blind Faith, and only the real

Claptonian Cult got really

excited about that album.
People were tired of the

Delaney and Bonnie albums
which came out under so many
different names.

So, here we are: Clapton

and friends, all of whom want

to do something different. So
Clapton lets them go, without

following this time. And three

of the Delaney and Bonnie

group decided to stay with

Clapton: Bobby Whitlock, who
plays keyboard, acoustic

guitar, and sings; Jimi 6rdon,

who plays percussion and

piano; and Cari Radle, who
plays bass. To these four came

Duane Allman 'Yes, kiddies,

he's one of the Allman

Brothers), to play another set

of guitars.

Result: "Layla and other

assorted love son^ by Derek

and the Dominos. " A two
record set ( if you will) that's

worth the outrageous price.

Side one's outstanding song

is "Bell Bottom Blues," a sort

of pleading song, a little

misty-eyed at the beginning,

but quickly fixed by the

entrance of Clapton's guitar.

This song goes through several

moods, all of which are well

done, from the angry chorus to

the pleading sound of

Clapton's guitar at some
points. All together, the song is

tight, Clapton never wanders

very farm from the rhythm and

melody line.

The next song on side one is

"Keep on Growing." It has a

really neat introduction which
I guess could be described as

funky. It's tighter and faster

than "Bell Bottom Blues." It

stays on one level, with a very
solid beat supplied by Gordon.
It sounds like it could be an
instrumental at the beginning,
tiien turns into a song. It has a
grand sound. It sounds like a
song of the latter part of the
sixties ("66 or '67), only better,

due to the accomplishment of
the artists. The rhythm is

constant and solid, of^t by
the improvisation of Clapton.
It's a happy song.

This side of the album is

closed with a really nice

version of Jimmie Cox's

"Nodody Knows You When
You're Down and Out." It's a

traditional ver^on , but very

good.

Side Two opens with "I am
Yours," which doesn't sound
at all like Clapton, although he

and someone named Nizami
wrote it. The song displays

another facet of Clapton's

amazingly good voice which
nobody seemed to notice

before. It's good if you like

some almost nightclub - type

mu^c.
Next comes "Anyday," one

of the album's best. It's a loud
song, teeming with elation.

This you can guess as soon as

the song begins. Whitlock does

some nice organ work here,

adding immensely to the

melody. When the song ends,

you wish it would continue its

orgy of sound for another six

minutes and thirty-seven

seconds.

"We'll skip the next song,

"Key to the Highway," and
move to Side Three. Not that

this is a bad song. But you
already know about highway
boogie. Just listen and see how
good Clapton is.

Side Three opens with

another Clapton and Whitlock

song, "Tell the Truth." It

opens with a really "cute" few

TASTEE FREEZ
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Sunday 11:30 :m, - 12 p.m.

notes, an earthy grunt, and the
song. Again, it's a traditional

sounding song that is very
good. It's a lot of fun.

"Why Does Love Got to Be
So Sad?" comes next. It

achieves more distance

between the performers and
the listener, moves very fast,

and reeks of Delaney and
Bonnie. It, again, is written by
Clapton and Whitlock. Clapton
does some mighty fast pickin'

here. Towards the end,

strangely enough, the song
starts to sound like the

Jefferson Airplane.

The last of Side Three is

Billy Miles' "Have You Ever
Loved a Woman," a good

example of Uie blues from
which Clapton got his start.

Side Four opens with a

completely unique version of
Hendrix's "Little Wing," from
his "Axia: Bold as Love"
album. It is almost
unrecognizable. But then again,

it merely pomts out the

tremendous difference between
the styles of the two guitarists

(who was it that said rock

music all sounds alike?). The
guitar is very high and clear,

and very loud.

The third song on Side Four
is the title song, and, I think,

the best It just has something

that I really like in a song. It

opens with a seven note theme
which runs through the whole
song, disappearing at times and
then reappearing to introduce

the chorus. Again, the Guitar

floats above the voice, in the

choriis especially, forcing

elation through the very

ordinary 1950's lyrics. Clapton

and Jim Gordon wrote this

one. So, you cruise along

through the song, and then

suddenly, like a Nabokov
novel, you stop, and the whole
mood changes. Bobby
Whitlock comes in on piano,

euid he and Clapton do a duet,

very rhythmically, exploring

the possibilities of variation.

And so the song winds to an

end.

So now, at last, "To Tell the

Truth" is over, and Real Eric

Clapton has stood up. He has

emerged as what we all thought

he was, but were afraid to say,

way back there at the Cream
stage : a great songwriter,

guitarist, and vocalist. Eric

Clapton has come into his own.

I didn't realize this until a

friend played the album for

me, and so now I'm telling

you. Buy, borrow, or steal a

copy, sit down for awhile, turn

your stereo up, and witness ttie

birth of Eric Clapton.
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SPOR TS
ALL-ELM Basketball Teams

"A" League

BobOrr - Little Fred

George Henckel - KA
Charley Collins - Lambda Chi

Steve Newhard - Lamda Chi

Dave Knowles - KA

Guard:

Guard:

Center:

Forward:

Forward:

"B" League

Guard: Bob Danner - Red Fred

Guard: Chuck Johnson - Doo Birds

Center: Bob Maskrey ReRuns
Forward; Paul Sheperd - Magicians

Forward: Glenn Dryden Red Fred

College Ski Club
Active on Slopes

Despite much argument and

many ingenious plans, the

Washington College Ski

Association returned Crora

their semester break ski trip.

The skiers arrived in South
Strafford, Vermont on Sunday
and begrudgingly left the

following Saturday. TOe week
was spent trying to ski as much
of Killington ski area as

possible.

The first day of skiing

revealed skiers in classes

ranging from beginner to

expert. Snow fell all of

Tuesday and Thursday with

Wednreday having the only bad
conditions of a wind chill at

approximately -90. Killington's

45 slopes and trails still got

good coverage by the W.C.S.A.

as most of the complex was
covered each day. Despite the

size of the area, the members
usually skied in groups of

comparative skill and
criss-crossed each other all day
long. Nights meant cards,

carroms, tobogganing, and
much talk of the day's

adventures and escapades.

Another day of skiing ahead
sent most to bed by 11:00
p.m.

The Association is still on
the move. They are now
booking two movies from one
of the leading ski

manufacturers and have taken

two day trips to areas in

southern Pennsylvania. This

past weekend the group spent

two days skiing at Camelback
Ski Area in upper Pa. The
conditions were excellent

spring snow and few people.

Tbe area had more than
enough base to accommodate
the 40 degree temperature
which was perfect for the

picnic lunch in front of the

lodge.

Another trip is now in the
planning, this time to Laurel

Mountain in western Pa. New

members, beginner or expert,

are invited to the meetings on
Thursdays at 7:30 in Hynson
Lounge, Skoal.

Wrestlers
to Travel
to Tourney
Washington College's

wrestling team, which
concluded the regular season
last Wednesday with a

tough-luck 21 to 25 setback
from Wagner College, will send
seven grapplers to the

Mason-Dixon Championships
this weekend at Gallaudet

College.

Defending unlimited
champion senior Rick
Holloway and junior captain

Roger Stenersen at 190-pound
lead the Shore contingent.

Holloway won six times, lost

twice and drew once in ten

matches during the campaign,
while Stenersen was brilliant,

winning eight and drawing
once in ten matches.

Coach Bob Pritzlaff is also

taking sophomore Martin
Winder (5-5) at 118, junior

Ken Kiler (4-5) at either 134 or

142, junior Chuck Vuolo
(4-1-4), at 167 and junior Steve
Golding (3-3) at 177 pounds.

Sho' Quint

Wins One
Loses One

Louis Young, Washington
College's sterling sophomore
continued his silver plated play

during the week, despite two
defeats in three games for the

Shore cagers.

The leading rebounderin the

southern division of the Middle

Atlantic Conference continued

his standout play in that

department while raising his

scoring average to 17.3 with a

pair of 20-plus games and a 21

marker clip for the three

contests. Young is fifth in

MAC scoring with a 18.0

average.

Young's 17 points and

freshman Mike Slagle's 15

tallies were the bright spots in

a 89-to-64 loss at Franklin and

Marshall College last Tuesday.

The Shore quint bounced
back Friday against Gallaudet,

taking the Bisons by "the

horns" for the eighth straight

time in a 78 to 59 laugher.

Young's 21 point performance

was one more than Ricky
Turner's role as junior John
Dickson and freshman Kirby

Pines chipped in with 13 and

12 markers, respectively.

Young vacuumed both
backboards for 22 rebounds.

An atrocious four minute

cold spell when they couldn't

fetch a bucket sent the

Shoremen to an 86-74

I CHESTER THEATRE |

I Fri.-Sat. I

Thunderball

You Only Live Twice

% Sun. - Tubs.

il Getting Straight

^CHURCHILL THEATRE

Thurs Wed.

Brewster McCloud

Freshman guard, Mike Stage, goes up for a shot in

action against Lycoming. Lycoming won the game,
86-74.

humbling against Lycoming
College and before a

Washington's Birthday
weekend crowd Saturday.

Trailing by two at

intermission Washington
couldn't buy a field goal after a

58-58 deadlock at the second
halFs 10 minute mark and
trailed 58-70 four and a half

minutes later. The Warriors

maintained their edge despite

23 points by Young and 22
more from Turner.

Washington concludes the
cage campaign this week. The
Shoremen play Towson State
away Wednesday night and end
the season Saturday evening at

Homewood against Johns
Hopkins.

Middle Atlantic Conference

Scoring and Rebounding Leaders

SOUTHERN DIVISION
LEADING SCORERS

GAMES FG FT POINTS AVERAGE
Rick Miceli, Swarthmore 10 82 65 229 22.9
Don Johnson, Lebanon Valley 11 92 57 241 21.9
Wally Rice, PMC 13 116 45 277 21.3
Bob McClure, Muhlenberg 11 71 79 221 20.9
Louis Young, Washington 10 70 40 180 18.0
Frank Scagliotti, Muhlenberg 11 69 55 193 17.6
Jan Kapcala, Moravian 11 61 50 171 17.1
Gary Handleman, Johns Hopkins 8 50 32 132 16.5
Jay Haines, Muhlenberg 11 76 26 178 16.2
Mike Kohan, Moravian 14 71 33 225 16.1

LEADING REBOUNDERS GAMES REBOUNDS AVERAGE
Louis Young, Washington 10 161 16.1
James Clymer, Swarthmore 10 150 15.0
Bob Stark, Morgavian 15 201 13.1
Steve Mellini, Lebanon Valley 11 142 12.9
Terry Pledger, Haverford 7 83 11.9
Joe Kelly, PMC 13 150 11.5
Bob McClure, Muhlenberg 1

1

125 11.4
Mike Kapcala, Moravian 11 122 n.o

NOTICE:

Elm-Pegasus Film Series:

"""

FAIL SAFE
COLLEGE NOTICE

8:00
Sunday, February 28

Tawes Theater

SNACK
COMING
SOON

Don Kelly
Cheviolet-Buick-Opei YOUR

Rt. 213
Chestertown, Md. BAR 1971

PEGASUS
•OK- USED CA«S
Sctvkc On AU M>kca

„_
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Davis

To Talk
Tonight
On Friday, March 5, at 8:00

p.m., Rennie Davis, one of the

Chicago Eight, wilt give a

lecture. This will be part of the

SGA-sponsored Civil Liberties

Lecture Series.

Rennie Davis, 29, was born
in Lansing, Michigan and was
among the early student

activists of the Sixties, having

organized a student political

party at Oberiin College and
contending within the National

Student Association for

resolutions on civil rights,

armaments and other
controversial political issues.

He received an A. B. Degree

from Oberiin College in 1962.
a masters degree from the

University of Illinois in 1963
and attended graduate school

at the University of Michigan
from 1963 to 1965.

Davis was one of the

original founders of SDS; and
was the chief organizer and
administrator of the ten

Economic Research and Action

Projects (ERAP), working
subsequently for two years in

JOIN community union, the

Chicago project.

Davis visited Hanoi in

October. 1967 while North
Vietnam was under intense U.

S. bombardment and returned

to deliver a first hand report to

the thousands assembled at the

Pentagon. Reports of his visit

were also published in local

Chicago papers, and an
extensive series of interviews

appeared in the CHICAGO
SUN TIMES.

He subsequently joined the

National Mobilization
Committee to End the War in

Vietnam as a field coordinator,

directing a program to organize

anti-war movements at military

^^^S) College To Grow
To Over 700 Students

Plans are underway now for

the College to expand to 750
students by next year. The
administration expects to be
able to reach this figure.

However, despite applications

being ahead of last year,

neither Dean Seager or
admissions expects to realize

this figure by next year. At the
most, the College would
expand to 725 students.

Due to the planned
expansion, there will be a dorm
shortage. There is enough space

now for 674 students, if

Richmond House, the
Admissions Office, and
Student Affairs Office are

converted to dorms. Student
Affairs and Admissions would
then be moved to Bunting,
where a $271,000 renovation is

No way to delay, that trouble coming everyday.

Drama Dept. Debuts

'USA' Next Thursday

bases (Summer of Support,
anti-warcoffee houses). Davis
was a co-project director of
National Mobilization's
Democratic Convention
demonstrations and served as

the National Coordinator of
the Mobilization sponsored
Nbton Counter-Inauguration.

In November. 1968, he was
subpoenaed by HUAC in

conjunction with that

Committee's hearings on the
Convention disorders.

He rer^ntlv returned from a

second v Hanoi where he
was instumental in gaining the

release of three American
pilots from North Vietnamese
prison camps. Davis is

presently National Coordinator
of the New Mobilization

Committee to End the War in

Vietnam. Since his indictment,

he has put together a Chicago
staff to prepare a legal defense
tor the Conspiracy and a

political counter-offensive to

coincide with the trial.

Students Attend
Boatwright Festival
The Boatwright Literary

Festival is over. Everyone has

gone home, the muse
dispersed, and the prosaic talk

of books and writing will wait

for another festival year, or

more probably, the drop of a

hat. Some lovely phrase of
settling dust and we shall meet
again ought to finisli it off.

The Festival offered

numerous attractions-they

sent out a brochure. In quick

journalistic terms I remember
them as John Chiardi, editor of

the Saturday Review, poet,

BEEG literary figure; R. V.

Casil, editor and creative

writing teacher at Brown
University; Anthony Burgess,

novelist and scholar, Sylvia

Wilkinson, poet; Jim
Whitehead, a big well-read boy
from Mississippi; Miller

Williams, a poet and creative

writing teacher at Arkansas,

and of course our Mr. Robert

Day, who needs no
introduction.

In the imagination of the

young writers involved, there

would be genu ine

opportunities; serious talk,

generous wise authors, the

hospitality of a southern

R ichmond, Virginia, and

overall, a great bachanalia of

creative lore. All of these

things.

Here the imagination falls

(Continued On Page 2)

On March 11, 12, and 13,

the Drama Department of

Washington College will

present U- S. A., a dramatic
review by John Dos Passos and
Paul Shyre, based on the novel

by John Dos Passos. Mr.
Timothy B. Maloney is

directing this exciting play
about America in the first third

of the twentieth century; and
he has employed music, slides

and film to make the

performance more vivid.

It is the story of J. Ward
Morehouse, born on the

Fourth of July in 1901, who

falls in love with a beautiful

rich girl and works his way to

the top of the heap.

Interwoven are the headlines

and the celebrities of the times

who gave life its impetus:

Henry Ford, Rudolph
Valentino, Eugene Debs, the

Wright Brothers, Isadora

Duncan, and all the rest. It is a

striking panorama of an era; a

masterful use of biography,

news and fiction.

The cast of this production

includes: David Ripley, Ca.

Mutton, H. Jones Baker UI,

Joel Elins, Judi Katz, Pamela
Locker, and Gene Thornton.

The set was designed by Mr. H,

Paul Mazer; the stage manager
and technical director is Paul

Eldridge; the master electrician

is Meg German; and the

choreographer is Jan Finley.

planned to be completed by
August 1, 1971. In addition,

the use of Off-Campus housing
would have to be greatly

increased to meet the demand.
There is also hope of

expanding to 900, without an
increase in faculty and then
eventually, in the next five

years, to 1,200-1,500. This

increased expansion would
hopefully put the College on a

more sound economic basis

with a faculty/student ratio

increase from the present 1:13
to around 1:15, the figure

most private institutions are

aiming at. The College is now
spending $460 per course per

student compared with an
average of $263 among those

colleges with enrollments of

1200.

The expansion to 900
students without an increase in

faculty could be accomphshed
by admitting more Science and
Foreign majors as Dr. Francis

hopes. This at the moment
seems highly unlikely, and thus

an increase to 900 students

would result in a decUne in

admission standards and
crowded class rooms. In

addition. Dean Seager feels

that courses with fewer than

10 students would have to be
dropped.

Along with any expansion

there would also have to be an

increase in facilities. A new
dorm is now hoped for. The
dining hall and Miller Library

are estimated to be able to

handle from 900-1000
students. Class room facilities

are considered adequate. The
Book Store would be expanded
and there are plans in progress

now to expand and revamp the

Student Union Building.

Notice

Candidates for the

Editorship of the Washington

ELM should submit a letter of

application to Timothy
Maloney by March 12th,

Previous newspaper experience

is preferred, but not necessarily

on the ELM.

Ca Hutton and DAvid Ripley appear in 'USA '.
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You Can Win

Bill Pacula observes Power Failure.

Students Attend Literary Conference

(Continued From Page 1)

awry and there is the actual

festival itself. Boatwright was
held at Richmond University, a

private, heavily endowed
instituion. The President of

Richmond University,
impressed by the now
perjurative tenn "festival"

declared no person attending

the weeklong event would be
given campus housing. No
Woodstock.

I remember the pleasant

warmth of that campus, the

ROTC marches in the

afternoon, the plaid skirts,

knee socks, and sleek shiny

vinyl of fraternity jackets. The

twin hills of boys and girls

dorms separated by a muddy
germ mfested lake and realize

he is correct. It would be

horrible, most di^usting!

I can't get that lake out of
my mind. They say if you fall

in this lake at Richmond
University you will get ^inal
menigitis. They have built a

bridge over it, however. It is a

rather good bridge, without
troUs or campus police-and
available at all hours. My first

night in Richmond I made
several belated trips across that

bridge and all of us together

Elm Staff

The ELM is published weekly
through the academic year except
during official recesses and exam per-

iods by the students of Washinelon
College. The opinions expressed by
the edilohal board of the ELM do
not necessarily represent those of
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$7.50 per yeai alumni: SS.OO per
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Washington College, Cheslertown
MaiyUnd. Second class post^
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must have crossed it many,
many time.

1 remember most clearly the

parties and personages of the

Boatwright Literary Festival.

In my angry young

imagination I have often

thought of meeting Johnny
Unitas, drunk in an alley, who
grovelling through cinders and
old cabbage would grab my teg

and spit out some disgusting

secret behind his wholesome
public life. It is a fine

indictment of America's heroes

and I like it a lot. By way of

analogy I imagine at the same

time some meeting with a

writer, a man who has lived by
his wits and can call himself an

"artist.'^' I respect writers a

great deal and anyway they are

very fashionable these days.

It's hard to admit what I think

he would turn out to be.

Probably as inhuman as the

heroes we imagined on the

backs of baseball cards.

Suppose we imagine him tis a

man of sensibility. I read that

somewhere and it's a

beginning.

So I run mto John Chiardi

in his Holiday Inn hotel room.
John was a little surprised to

see me as 1 busted through bis

doorway by mistake with a

grin and a six-pack of beer in

my hand. He's standing there

inside the cardboard and glass

walls, ugly and fat and drunk.

"I got the wrong room," I

say.

"Heh. Heh. Oink."

"Sorry."

Next door, i make it inside

the correct room. "Who's the

guy next door?" I ask. "He
looks like he got beat with a

stick . .

."

"That's John Chiardi."

John Chiardi! Oh thrill!

Embarrassment! . . .Crap!

"That's John Chiardi?

Translator of Dante? Naw!"
"That's John Chiardi."

That was John Chiardi.

The parties: Jim Dissette

didn't make it with one ghl the

whole week. Dave Beaudoin

thought it was wretched, I

went to one party only and

didn't have a good time.

The parties were actually

the highlight. Everyone was so

polite. Potato chips and scotch

were served, always with a

smile. All parties were held at

the house of Richmond
University's English faculty.

Everyone was so polite. It was
an opporunity to rub shoulders

with all sorts of people in such

an atmosphere, books
everywhere, whole walls of

books with titles like Why the

South Won the Civil War and

Boatwright Beats the Tanks
and The Confederate General

from Big Sur Thousands of

books, everywhere, with dust

and bookworms fighting over

their yellow parched pages.

Everyone was so polite.

There was the night a man
looked Danny Williams and
Scott Woolover in the eyes as

they were about to enter the

household of a party and asked
them if they could enter

around back, please, through

the servants' quarters.

Everyone was so polite.

TRUCKIN
by Capt. January

The Grand Jury, under ideal

circumstances, is the most
powerful investigating body in

American Jurispmdence. When
conducted by an overzealous

prosecutor, it Is America's

answer to the Inquisition.

John Dominick

Sentence
afterwars!

f irst--verdict

ALICE IN WONDERLAND

"You're under arrest." The
cops escort you out of your

room and outside to the police

car where you'll be taken

downtown to be booked.

Meanwhile, your fevered brain

is entertaining fantasies of

James Cagney prison flicks. So
alright-freak freely on your

own time. But when the long

arm of the law sez "Gotcha!",

save yourself a teenage identity

crisis and remember these

handy-dandy doodads.

Most importantly, keep yer

flap shut. Answer no questions

other than name, rank and
cereal number. Cops sometimes
have these strange memory
lapses and forget to inform you
of your rights atorehand.

Down at the station {where
you'll be printed and asked
your name, address, etc.),

you'll be allowed ONE phone
call.Bythen,youshouldalready
have the name of a good
criminal lawyer engraved in

your head. (If you don't, now
call the local Bar Association

and they'll refer you to one.)

Call the dude, telling him
whatsa happening and where
you are. Be sure to also give

him a Ust of your friends who
can raise bail money. After the

call, just sit tight and don't

open your mouth to the boys
in blue.

Your arraigrmient will be

within 24 hours, where the

Dateline: SGA
The SGA meeting of

March first involved several

new developments in some old

affairs, as well as several new
events which seem
newsworthy.

A representative of the
Academic Council reported

that an Art Major has been
introduced here, and that it

now consists of six courses.

Also, the English Department
has introduced a new course,

English 413: Yeats and Joyce.

The Student Affairs Office

reported that all students

wishing to live off campus next

year should stop by the

Student Affairs Office and sign

a sheet so that the office can

have an idea of how many
students to expect to live off

campus. It was also mentioned

that the Student Affairs Office

is trying to make up a list of

available housing.

Mr. Heller reported that the

mm lias been seni lo New
York for fmal processing and it

will be returned and shown to

the students in the near future.

Heller added that this is being

paid for by the College.

Mention was made of the

possibility of getting the

touring troupe that is currently

doing "Jesus Christ: Superstar"

to come here. The cost would
be $5,000, seating at $5.00 per

seat would come to $3,000,
the drama department is

willing to give $1,000, and the

remaining amount would have

to be raised by students. All

students that are interested

should see Hilary Parkinson.

The three hill dorms were

given $120 for a large feast to

be given April 17, and to be

open, free of charge, to the

entire campus.

The Spanish Club was given

$90.

The meeting was adjourned

at approximately 9:00.

judge will read you what
you're chained with, inform

you of your rights, and set bail.

Shority after this, Freddy Fed

should saunter into your cell

and lay the following riff on
you. "Kid, y'know itil go

easier on you if you'll work for

us." Tell him politely to take

his work home with him. Sic

semper finkus. The Law won't

think any less of you for

refusing him.

When you get out on bail,

do NOT, under any
circumstances, split. Instead,

go talk truth with your lawyer.

Open up and let him in; he's

the best friend you've got at

that point. Your iaviryer will

usually cry to work out a

"pre-trial agreement" with the

D. A., whereby your charges

will be reduced to a

misdemeanor if you'll plead

guilty. Don't fight this.

Discretion is the better part of

valor.

When you're actually

testifying in court, an
important phrase to remember
is, "I refuse to answer on the

grounds that it may
incriminate me." Thass right,

kids-the good ol' Fifth

Amendment. And since you
probably have only a

smattering of legal lore, it's a

good idea to retain a lawyer on

all cross-examination
questions. Otherwise the

Prosecution' II lead you on past

"the point of no return", as far

as the Fifth goes. You will have

unconsciously waived your

right to the Fifth by opening

up a line of questioning for the

D. A. Then it's ail over, baby
blue. Youll be forced to tell

all, or else be held in contempt
of court.

All in all, one should take

their day in court very

seriously. Pained expressions,

piteous remarks, and hysterical

sobbings help, "For mercy has

a human heart, pity the human
face.." Y'dig?

Letter to

the Editor
To the Editor:

I would like to commend
Mr. Wentzel for his brilliant

inovation concerning last year's

Pegasus. Since the nature of a

yearbook is basically nostalgic,

it seems unnecessary that such

a book be received so soon

after graduation. The memories
of the year still remain vivid at

that time, and there is little

need to have them stimulated.

However, as things fade and are

forgotten, the use of a

yearbook becomes appeirent.

Thus, receiving the yearbook a

year or more after graduation

provides an added advantage.

Instead of being just a dust

collector on your bookshelf,

only to be dragged out for

reunions, it becomes a fecial

occasion when it's received. We
should thank Mr. Wentzel (and

his staff) for providing such an

uplift in an otherwise

depressing existence in the

"real world."

Clint Weimeister '70
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Zeta Pledges

Sorority Pledges

Zeta: Standing, R. to r.: F. Kelly, A. Thompson,

S. Florian, B. House, G. Williams, C. Gratz, W.

Bartlett, S. Blevin. Sitting, I to r.: K. MacDougal, M.

Bocchese, C. Behn, S. Whitelock, K. Burgess, A.

Yannon, T. Benson.

AOP: Standing I. to r.: C. Butkus, L. Tice, M.

Stroll, C. Fischer Sitting,.! to r: L. Kiselik, J. Finley,

J. McKay, R. Bocchese. , .

Alpha Chi: Standing, L. to r.: M. Meade, D.

Martin, C. Emory, H. Hutton, K. Weyland, C.

Dirschaear, S. Wohlschlegel. Sitting, I. to r.: B.

Nurenberg, D. Grumbine, S. Richter, P. Jordan, P.

Perry, A. Haskins. Missing: P. Bendiner, G. Johnson,

G. Anderson.

Susan Huck Lecture

A Sincere Citizen's Opinion

a politician is an arse upon

which everyone has sat except
a man

e.e. cummings

The politically disoriented

student body of Washington
College was taught the

Nebulous Theory of "Where
it's at" in the international

conspiracy field on Thursday,
February 25 by Dr. Susan
Huck. As Dr. Huck ^oke it

was easy to see that the

ordinary student was much
impressed with the depth of

her knowledge. The witty

repartee combined with the

rape (as opposed to

uncovering) of facts that could

spare all of us from the torture

of a pinko-commie-rusky-lib-

eral-american take-over and
dictatorship made the evening

quite enjoyable and the

probable hit of the Washington

Ck)llege social season.

Dr. Huck, gave us the

top-secret information that

exposes 1450 prominent

Americans as members of a

monolithic organization that is

manipulating us through the

media into eventual
enslavement. This information

was nothing new to those of us

who've read the entire Captain

A m erica comic book
series-because more than once

the good captain has overcome
the commies and their plots for

world conquest and he could

certainly handle a handful of

"flaming liberals."

Although the lecture was
quite entertaining I couldn't

stop my mind from straying:

one girl walked in with a

simply beautiful fur coat and

when 1 got back to Dr. Huck
she was insisting that the C. I.

A. has the "trots" or
something else just as

disagreeable. It is evidently

very bad in Washington
because Dr. Huck said, "They
don't know where to shovel

it." Certainly, it seems as

though faulty plumbing is a

much greater threat than those
filthy Commies could ever be.

Dr. Huck related morcof the
facts behind the plot and then
said, "If this vras the Birch

Society you'd be in an
uproar." I was, to say the least,

remarkably insulted by a

statement of that nature and I

think the rest of the

Washington College students

were, too. After all, why
should a lady be standing right

in front of us telling us about a

Commie conspiracy when none

Alpha Chi Pledges

AOP I Pledges

THIS IS WHERE THE ACTION IS: The National

Anti-War Action scheduled for Washington, D. C, the

first week in May is now the focal point of the entire

Movement. Virtually every politically oriented group

in the Country to the left of Louis XIV is involved in

the planning for what will undoubtedly be the most

significant anti-war action in American history.

A number of historians, economists, journalists,

and peace movement organizers whose work has kept

them in close touch with developments in the

Indochina war are available NOW to speak on the

War, the peace movement, and the May Action. All of

the speakers take the view that America is, in fact,

increasing, rather than "winding down" its

commitnr>ent in Indochina. They believe it is

dangerous as well as inaccurate to treat the war as a

"dead issue."

by Will B. Patriotic

of the toilets work in our
nation's capitol. Truly, all the

students were in an uproar
about this evidently faulty

arrangement of priorities.

Dr. Huck's next step was to

vehemently accuse Milton
Bradley of being a member of
the Commie conspiracy. I was
quite indignant and was primed
for jumping to my feet and
shouting that even though Mr.
Bradley did bring out the

Monopoly Game, I am sure he
is a great American in his own
right, when Dr. Huck began on
another totally distasteful

subject: the international

expectorate. Fortunately, she
was definitely against that

genre of flithiness which leads

me to wonder why those

bureaucratic Johns haven't

been repaired.

The lecture was getting

intense when i began picking

my ear and I noticed that

somehow 1 had dropped
stewed tomatoes onto my
trousers. The next thing 1

knew, Dr. Huck was attacking

bilinguals with all the

vehemence she could muster,

"A lot of these people talk a

lot like Russians; I think they

scare the Russians," she said. I

was beginning to doubt the

validity of her argument
because no native Russian

would be frightened by
someone trying to pick up that

Slavic tongue as a second
language. But Dr. Huck quickly

restored my faith by saying

that the Boy Scouts are

involved in this conspiracy. I've

always known that
scoutmasters teach the finer

points of masturbation and I've

always expected that they were
tied in with the Commies,
knowing they were founded by
a foreigner. Certainly, a

corrupt and decadent

socialistic organization like the

Scouts should be disbanded

immediately before our great

nation is faced with a massive

out-pouring of hairy-palmed

teenagers. We have enough long

hair on young men's heads;

let's work together in the

American way to try to keep it

from the hands of our youth.

Dr. Huck then announced,

"This is the last little horror I

have." Since there were no
children standing about, I

decided that she must be
reaching her fmal point. In a

climactic warning she told us

to beware of such men as

Hubert Humphrey. 1 take

exception to that comment.
Someone as cute as Mr.

Humphrey could never be
i nvolved with ugly
un-American people and
weirdos who don't like apple

pie or rainwater and pure grain

alcohol.

College College Heights Sub Shop
THE

Driftwood

Heights

Hours; Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Frrday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. io 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Restaurant & Lounge

Luncheon ' Dinner SmOrgaSDOrO

Barbershop
Piiza - Subs - Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

Cocktails * Dancing
Every Saturday Nile!

6-10 p.m.

Chestertown's *o oe
Select #3.£3 all you can

Chestertown, Md. Restaurant eat!
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HoUoway Takes Second

at M-D Championships

Washington College, having

finished Its star-crossed fourth

wrestling season at 4-6, sent six

representatives to the

Mason- Dixon wrestling

tournament at Gallaudet

College last weekend.

At 118, Marty Winder drew

the eventual champion,

Shelsby of Loyola, in the first

round and was pinned in 1:50.

In the consolati on tnatchWind-

er came from behind to '
tie the

match at 4-4 at the end of

regulation time. The tie

necessitated an overtime period

in which Winder won on a

referre's decision. !n the finals

Winder lost giving him a fourth

in the tournament.

At 142, Ken Kiler wrestling

out of his weight class was
eliminated in the opening

round while Steve Golding lost

in the ope ling round to Dick

Scmertzler of Western

Maryland, two time M-D
champ.

Roger Stenersen took third

place at 190 pounds by

winning both his consolation

bouts after losing in the

opening round to another

eventual champ. Stenersen,

who took third last year

behind Rich Garr of Loyola,

came back this year to edge

Garr, 6-5, in the consolation

semi-finals.

Rick HoUoway lost his

Mason - Dbcon heavyweight

crown when he was pinned in

the final seconds of the

championship match by AI

Phillips or Towson. This was
the same Phillips whom Tiny

had defeated in the finals of

last year's tournament. On his

way to his second place finish.

Tiny pinned both his

opponents.

Overall, Washington scored

nineteen points giving the

Shoremen a seventh out of

nine places. For the second

year in a row Western

Maryland took the
championship.

Marty Winder appears to have the

upper hand over his opponent in the

M-D wrestling tournament. Marty

placed fourth in the tournament

Lacrosse Greats to Return;

Pritzlaff to hold Stick Clinic
With some of the all time

great lacrosse players in

Washington College history

returning, the Washington

College lacrosse team will play

host to the Alumni this

Saturday. Heading the list of

standouts for the Alumni will

be Joe Seivold, '58, the

college's only two-time first

team AU-American along with

other All-Americans Jim

Chalfant. Dave Svec and Dick

Louck. In all a total of twenty-

two should return for the

classic.

Earlier that day Bob
Pritzlaff will hold a lacrosse

clinic. The cUnic will involve

instruction, individual play,

team play, and rules changes

and interpretation. Attending

the clinic will be high schools

from the eastern shore with

former Washington College

Strokes prepare

for Six Race Slate

Assistant Coach Bob Pritzlaff points out a

few things to his players in practice this past

week. Pritzlaff has organized this week's

lacrosse clinic.

The crew began preparing

for its six race schedule last

Monday as two full eights hit

the water. A total of 19 men
came out on this first day's

practice at which Coach Bob
Neill announced his plans for

the coming season. These plans

centered around the status of

the second boat as the first

boat, which will be made up of

essentially the same oarsmen as

last fall's "maroon" boat, will

compete in all races and

regattas. Coach Neill

armounced that the second

boat will compete as a unit in

the races which will be on the

Chester River and travel to

Washington to row against

CHESTER THEATRE V:

Phone 778-1575

Thurs., Fri., Sat.

March 4, 5, 6

"Tarzan's Deadly Silence"|

"Day of Anger"

(GP)

Sunday, Mon., Tues. 'i-

March 7, 8, 9

' "C, C and Company"

(R)

George Washington University

and Howard University.

As the crew begins this

season several factors are

unique. First, the crew is

finally recognized as a varsity

sport. Indirectly this has

affected the schedule which

now includes Howard, Geoi^e

Washington, Williams, Virginia,

and Temple. In addition the

crew on the heels of an

undefeated fall season, now has

the potential to emerge as a

true rowing power.

Because of the competitive

nature of trying to get a "seat"

on the first boat, it is difficult

to say who the starting boat

will consist of. However,

veterans Frank Iglehart, John
Snyder, Parky Cann, Mike
Harrison, Tom Washington,

Pete Chekemain, Drew Horton,

and Erik Ruark have a good
shot at the starting eight. The
cox's position is still up in the

air.

lacrosse greats providing the

commentary.
The Alumni game will be

the first encounter for the

stickmen as they are now
preparing for a grueling

fourteen game slate. Bolstered

by the return of fifteen

lettermen. Coaches Kelly and
Pritzlaff are confident tor a

winning season, and a return of

the Strohbar Division
championship to its rightful

owner. Sophomore Tom
George, second team
All-Maryland, 17 goals • 12
assists, senior Mark Svec, five

goals- 19 assists, sophomore
Tom Bortmes, 11 goals two

assists, 1970 scoring leaders,

are all back. Themidfield corps

is headed by juniors Pete

Boggs, Mark Svec and Tom
Murphy and sophomores Bob
Shriver. Bob Bailey and Viet

Nam veteran Pat Gray.

The stickmen open the

regular at North Carolina on
March 20, with the first home
game being on Thursday,

April 1, against R. P. I.

Flowers For

'.All Octasiuns

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Qiatertownt Hd.

Phone 776-2525

Sports Quiz

1. Who are the only two
American League ^ortstops

ever voted most valuable

players?

2. Notre Dame's gridders

snapped Oklahoma's 47 game
win streak in 1957 with a 7-0

victory. Who was the halfback

who later starred as a defensive

back for the New York Giants,

who scored the Irish TD.
3. Ralph Houk dubbed his

infield the "Five Million Dollar

Infield" in 1962. Who
comprised that pennant

winning infield?

4. Which former Washington
College player holds the Middle

Atlantic "most points scored in

a game" record? How many
points did he have.

5. In December 1965
Washington College was
involved in a basketball game
which set another MAC record.

What was the record and what
was the score of the game?

6. Which Washington
College coach participated in

the Olympics?
,_^ , ^ , ^
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Nolle to Speak on
Middle East Peace

Ambassador Richard H.

Noite, executive director of the

Institute of Current World
Affairs, will speak here on
"The Prospects for Peace in the

Middle East", Thursday, March
18 at 8 p.m. in Hynson
Lounge,

As U. S. ambassador to the

U. A. R., April-September
1967, Mr. Nolte was this

country's last ambassador to

Egypt when relations between
the two countries were broken
off.

A scholar on affairs of the

troubled Middle East, Mr.

Nolte earned an M. A. degree

at Oxford University in 1954
with graduate studies in

modem Muslim law. Prior to

that he was a Rhodes Scholar
at Oxford, receiving a B. A.

degree with high honors. He
also earned A. B. and M. A.

degrees from Yale University,

and held a Fellowship of the

Institute of Current World
Affairs, 1948-1954. He was a

U. S. Navy aviator during

Worid War II.

Mr. Nolte served as

Associate for the Middle East

with the American Universities

Field SUff, 1954-1958; and he
was Consultant and Assistant

Director, Humanities, for the

Rockefeller Foundation,
1958-1959.

He was named Executive
Director of the Institute of

Current World Affairs in 1959
and, in 1965, also became
Executive Secretary of the

Alicia Patterson Fund. His

managemen t o f the
fellowship-granting programs,

covering worldwide studies, of
the two foundations involves

careful selection of Fellows
from a wide variety of
disciplines and professions,

continuous observation of their

study in many parts of the

world, and continuing
association with them
following completion of their

fellowships.

Ambassador Nolte has

written extensively on the

Middle East for teamed

journals including Foreign

Affairs, The Yale Review, and
Mid East. He was editor of The

Modern Middle East (Atherton
Press, 1963), and was a

contributor to THE UNITED
STATES AND THE MIDDLE
EAST (Prentice Hall, 1964).

Seager : Enthusiasm

'Tempered By Realism'
Dean Seager had hoped to

establish an exchange program
with an urban university within

the United States, most
probably for sociology of

political science majors. The
program would benefit those

students coming from rural

areas, who could attend a

university in a city, like New
York or Pittsbui^h. "There

hasn't been any interest in it,"

he says. The dean is available

however to those studnets who
would enjoy a semester

"abroad" within the United

States.

When asked about open
house (the 24 hour variety) for

students at Washington

College, the dean replied

quickly, "The world has finally

caught up with me. Twenty
years ago I thought that college

administrators were not

babysitters for students. I still

feel the same way."

Describing his range of

duties. Dean Seagar says, "So

much of my time is engaged in

the summer masters program."

The college plans a masters

program for Maryland teachers

during the summer months.

Whether the program will open

in 1971 is dependent on the

Colts deciding to hold

pre-season practice on the

Washington campus. "I wasn't

planning on this at my last

interview with the "ELM" he

says. "But now I'm working

consistently on it, and it's the

single job I spend most of my
time on. It's a great thing for

everybody, teachers, the

Eastern Shore, and the state."

In his corner of William Smith
Hall, Dr. Robert Seager makes
his dean's office available to all

students. "But I don't see

them," he says. "I wish I had

more contact with everybody.

I only see the students in

trouble.

Since coming to Washington
College in September, Dean
Seager has realized this and a

number of other situations on
campus. When he was
interviewed by the ELM in

early October, he was

optimistic about a number of

changes. "I know a lot more -

not everything," he admits.

"But a lot more than the last

time I was interviewed.

"My enthusiasm has not
waned at all, it's been

tempered by realism."

The Dean says he still does

like Washington College. In

October, he intended a

number of changes and
innovations. Some have been
accomplished, including the

change to a five day schedule

of classes.

About the alteration of

semesters, he is still hopeful. "I

think we will change the

semester, whether or not the

Colts come. I think there is a

substantial faculty sentiment

for ending the first semester at

Christmas."

May Day

David Coady Beaudouin, a

sophomore at Washington
College, has been appointed
Mayday coordinator by the

executive council of the S.G.A.

The Mayday coordinator's

position is a result of the plans

of the National Mobilization

Committee to End the War in

Vietnam, and it is planning the

massive march on Washington,

D.C., to be held this April and
May.

in an executive decision on
March 8, Beaudouin was
appointed the head of the

Washington College division of

the Mayday action.
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CPS Schedule of Events

APRIL
1-4 - Local days of tribute

to Martin Luther King, Jr.,

with teach-ins on racism April

2, SCLC Poor People's Mule
Train march on Wall St., also

April 2, Religious tributes to

King on Sunday, April 4.

Sponsored by SCLC and
NWRO, with support from
Peoples' Coalition. National

Peace Action Coalition (NPAC)
and SMC.

10 Women's march on the

Pentagon, being coordinated

by West Side Women's Center
in New York City, and
women's groups in Baltimore,

Boston, Indianapolis, Ohio and
Vermont.

19-23 - Veterans' protests,

focusing on the Pentagon, the

Supreme Court and the

national news media, aiming at

publicizing "v/ax of genocide."

Sponsored by Vietnam
Veterans Against the War.

26 31 - Peoples' Lobby
efforts to begin, organizing

support for Peoples' Peace
Treaty; "creative, non-violent

direct actions" to begin in

Washington. Sponsored by the

Peoples' Coalition. {Movement
Training Centers in

Wa-.hington. Chicago and
elsewhere will begm training in

Lobbying and non-violence
April 23.)

MAY
2 "Inspirational mass

rally" in Washington
commemorating lives of those

killed at Jackson, Kent and
Augusta. Antiwar
demonstrations begin
world-wide week of May 1,

Sponsored by the Peoples'

Coalition, NWRO, SCLC.
3-4 - "Powerful actions of

massive civil disobedience at

principles agencies of
militarism and repression" in

Washington. Peoples' Coalition.

5 - No Business As Usual
day, with calls for student
strikes, work stoppages,

government employees' strike,

in Washington and in cities and
campuses across the country.
Called for by both NPAC/SMC
and Peoples' Coalition.

16 "Solidarity Day" for

civilian antiwar forces to
support 01 and veteran groups
in demonstrations at army
bases. Sponsored by several GI
and Vets' groups, and
supported by NPAC/SMC and
Peoples' Coalition.

Spring Weekend
Concert Cancelled

Washington College students

have announced that they will

be placing scholarship aid

before their own pleasures this

spring. The 671 students have

rechanneled up to $5,000

towards student aid for the

1971-72 academic year. The
money was slated previously

for an elaborate Spring

weekend.

The Iron Butterfly, an acid

rock group was featured in last

year's Spring Weekend. At that

time the group was riding a

popular, but albeit expensive

wave in the youth culture.

Senior Peter Heller,

president of the Student

Government Association, told

the college community, "the

consensus of the student body
is that scholarship aid is crucial

to a growing college."

An elaborate Spring

Weekend in May has been a

traditional SGA-sponsored

event on the Chestertown

campus, but Heller said, "in

this period of economic

infiation the ability of

Washington College students to

afford the rising costs of a

college education is

dimmished. Tuition costs have

nsen $750 in the last four

ytdR.. Aiiuliier $250 increase

in tuition effective September
1971 has precipitated our
action in curtailing Spring

Weekend and redirecting that

money into a student aid

fund."

Dr. Charies J. Merdinger,

president of Washington
College, praised the student

action saying, "Surely this is a

most tan^ble demonstration of

the concern our students have

for the future of Washington

College."

Heller said that SGA still

will hold a Spring Weekend,

but in a scale that will be more
modest than in previous years.

"1 feel that our financial

priorities are in proper

perspective and meet the

educational and social needs of

our students."

Washington College
announced earlier this month

,
that beginning with the fall of

1971 tuition at Maryland's

oldest chartered college will be

$2,100, an increase of $250.

The total 1971-72 cost will be

$3,221. Continued inflationary

pressures have forced the

College tit increase tuition to

preserve the quality of

education available at the small

liberal arts and science college.
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Record Review

Mountain-Nantucket Sleighride

"Nan tucket Sleighride",

latest offering of the

hard-rocking band, Mountain,

is the third album for Leslie

West (lead guitarist) and

second for the present group.

The first album "Leslie

West-Mountain", and the

second, "Climbing!", revealed

the musical talents of the

foremost personalities of the

band, West, and ex-Cream and

Yoangbloods producer Felix

Pappalardi. The third album,

however, lacks much of what

made the first two albums

appealing; primarily the greater

clarity and distinction of

sounds, more inspired melodic

lines, and a greater variance of

musical styles that included

acoustic and blues guitar.

West, former lead guitarist

for a Queens, New York band.

The Vagrants, established

himself on the first album with

"Blood of the Sun" and

"Dreams of milk and honey"

both hard rock songs with

vocals featuring his massive

lung power. Pappalardi,

(bassist) contributed to the

quieter "Long Red", and other

standouts "Blind Man" and

"Baby I'm Down". All of it

good rock and roll, it was a

change for West, whose style

with the Vagrants had been

Queen's answer to the Young
Rascals in 1966. "Climbing!",

dark horse contender for the

best American rock album of

1970, brought the "hits and

the heavies" in "Mississippi

Queen" and "Never in My
Life", consecutively. Fine

vocals in "Theme From an

Imaginary Western", "For

Yasgur's Farm", and "The

Laird, plus some interesting

changes in the masterful

acoustic solo "To My Friend"

gave the album tasteful

balance.

Now the spectre of

"Sleighride" casts a shadow on
. those past performances, being

overweight, noisy, repetitious,

and just plain dull. One may
not be able to tell one side

from the other, owing to the

undifferentiated mass of fuzz

bass, oi^an, and guitars, all

incredibly amplified. West's

lead is evident but is lost

amid all the noise. Tedious and

awkward melodies characterize

most of the songs, and the

lyrics are nothing special. It

seems that the collaboration of

West and Pappalardi, along

with Corky Laing,
percussionist, and Steve

Knight, organist, may have

proven itself more limited than

was indicated in promise of the

earlier album. The only

interesting addition the music

is the greater use of the piano.

However, one song,

"Travellin in the Dark" stands

apart from the others,

implementing the tone and

clarity of the earlier

"Qimbing!" guitar style.

"Taunta" has a good vocal by

Pappalardi, but like "My
Lady", seems too much in the

moid of "Theme to an
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Imaginary Western".
Pappalardi, who has taken over

musical direction of the group

apparently doesn't know which
elements of Mountain's music

to carry over into their newer

works. "Sleighride" attests to

the imbalance that has been

caused.

Perhaps now Mountain will

produce an album that fulfills

the potential of "Climbing!"

withotit the limitations

imposed by a heavy or hard

rock style. West, who feels he

has reached the zenith of his

professional career with

Mountain, may yet have more
to offer the listening public,

and for this end, we wait.

Mtiot.

by Justin White

It's substance I'm looking

Tor while sifting through past

stupid inhibitions. Doors locked

open when directed towards where

to divert anxieties. Webbed cinderblock

walls are fun to look at. but for

how long can new po:» t>e renotlced

before it's "where is my woman"
again song.

Hadn't been tobagganing in

years and it took forever to

nerve it. No one would double so

. . . (Ud it alone down fast, cool

thrill-fun. Now. . . got to do
it again. More nerve, more alone.

Fresh faster thrill

I notice the sun rising

each morning when I've

been up each night: It's l>esL

in spring, prettier in fall,

and hall behind glass in

winter, but I've lived—

not slept: pain is progressed

, , .felt, not snored, delayed.

You're beautiful, intelligent, talented.

but tossing in your sleep you
hurl my bones. I'm glad I'm awake

to feel it, cause I know it's not
worth the crust in your eyes next

morning. Is it? No- -you

missed breakfast again . . . you
couldn't open them. Orange juice

felt good. Better alone. Good bye.

Woman.

Letters To The Editor
Last week an article

appeared in the ELM reporting

plans for eventual enrollment

expansion to 1,200-1,500

students. This would destroy

one of the most important

aspects of the college

community-a small student

body and low faculty-student

ratio. We believe that an

enrollment of over 750 would
lead to an impersonal

atmosphere. This would
deprive the college of one of

the strongest qualities it needs

to attract students.

If courses with fewer than

10 students were dropped, the

You Can't Win

Captain January-

Male Lib Manifesto

upper level courses in many
departments would be

adversely affected. Thus, the

variety of courses available

would be severely limited in

most departments.

Before a decision is made,

these issues should be taken

into consideration for we feel

it would mean the decline of

Washington College as an

academic institution.

Helen Reeder
Eileen Shelley

Ca. Hutton
Janet Freni

Charie Contini

Well, maties, here's where it

all comes down - the final

Capt. January column. And
golly, Wally, it's been a whole

lotta laughs, hasn't it? Or has

it?

There are quite a few

thoughts in my head presently

that 1 could blow out in this

last piece of free abrplay.

Rennie Davis' vision of the

Amerikan Apocalypse. How
working on a college

newspaper is like a shot in the

dark chasing after the elusive

reader's opinion, or that a mere
three semesters at Washington

College can make you or break

you...

But these are subjects

banged around in the snackbar

every day by smirking profs or

semi -sent lent students, and

frankly, I don't feel like

wastir^ your time to rap them
out, because I have this strange

feeling you don't give a good
goddam.

Being a part of the staff, it

often strikes me how the ELM
becomes everybody's punching
bag. It rarely hits a soul,

though, that the ELM is not

your weekly rag of vicarious

/sub-intellectual entertainment;

that it just might be that some
folks are giving up their own
time to give you a public voice

in the community ( a term I

use loosely). The newspaper is

an open forum for this campus,
but what do we get? "C'mon
Christians, the ELM staff is

ego-tripping again."

Sure, there's a gradual

manifestation of paranoia and
defensiveness borne in a staff

member's mind when he/she

looks for a reflection of the

student body and discovers,

instead only the faintest

glimmer. And there's this Zen
koan that ends, "... thus we
arrive at the Void."

I've been advised many
times that the biggest

education I'd receive at

Washington College would
NOT be in the classroom, but

in attempting to relate with all

the other little kids during

recess. And I've noticed, too,

how if a person is in any way
sensitive when they arrive here,

they get stepped on, hard. A
senior graduating from this

institution these days stands a

good chance of being a social

by Dave Beaudouin

isolationist, armed with a

strong streak of ruthless

cynicism and projected feelings

of universial absurdity in

relation to the worid around

him/ her. These are the

cerebral tools of survival at

Washington College. Maybe it's

just the temper of our times.

But try to explain to a

professor what's happening to

students outside his classroom.

He/she'll rarely understand.

You'll be referred to Dr. Blatt,

our resident psychologist. But

Dr. Blatt's office is already

packed with hassled kids. This

could be why so many are

transferring out of here. If

you're not stoned out, drunk,

balling your lover, or Uving in

your own personal fantasy

world, Washington College is,

indeed, a very difficult place to

live with any degree of mental

health. The loneliness

terrifying.

Rennie Davis freaked a lot

of heads last Friday night, if

you bothered to look past how
badly he was saying things to

what was actually said. We all

lounge around our stereos and

smoke dope/drink, watch TV
and go to the movies, or

parties, or, or, or... The world

keeps turning, kids, so that

when someone from the

outside drives in over the

Chester River Bridge, to tell us

how bad some realities really

are, we can't believe we're thai

far behind. I mean, woe, we're

at college, man, and we're

informed, we're hip, and

besides, we can watch those

far out sunsets every night and

forget about... hey. If I had but

one question to ask every

administrator, faculty

members, and student here, it

would be this: What are you

actually doing at Washington

College that has any true

meaning for you?
Answering for myself,

honestly came here attempting

to get a valid education,

because [ wanted, and want, to

learn. Pretty idealistic, huh?

I've considered leaving at the eni

of tnis semester.

You-all've probably realizetl

by now that I've ended up

talking about newspapers.

Washington College, and

Rennie Davis anyway. 1 guess 1

couldn't think of anything e's*

to say. How absurd.
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Text Of The Rennie Davis Talk

I don't know how it is we
get in touch with something
that's 10,000 miles away, and
what I'm going to say tonight,

is going to be a talk about
Vietnam that's not been heard

in this country because every
possible effort is being made
right now to block out what
this message is.

I was in Hanoi for the first

time in October. 1967, and the

first night I was in the city I

was with a Viet who was our
host who spoke English. We
were walking down the street

and we came upon some kids

lying down in the middle of

the street-it was dimly lit. And
I saw them playing around this

gigantic pile of mud, and I

figured, you know, kids love

mud pies. And !-came closer to

these kids and they had made
out of this mud what looked
like a mountain terrain, almost

like a bowl, and in the center

of the mountain was a kind of

valley, like a football field, and
in the center of this field was a

fort made out of mud and
sticks. And then the kids had
made what appeared to be
cannons and trucks, and they

were pushing these cannons
and trucks up the side of the

mountain down towards this

valley below. And I asked one
of the kids what he was doing.

He stood up just like a soldier

and he said, "It's a game."
And I said, "What's the

name of your game?" And he

said, "Dien Bien Phu", which
was a battle in 1954 in which
the Vietnamese decisively

defeated the French.

And the Viet who was with

me, turned to me. and he said

something that in different

words and different poetry was
said to me again and again and
again in Vietnam; it's been said

literally to everyone who's
come to thitt country and
come to know anything at all

about Vietnam. He said, "You
see, even if this generation is

wiped out, after us is another
generation, and after them is

another generation again."

Then he said simply. "A
man who has walked 4,000
kilometers, doesn't sit down,
does not give up with only 20
more k i t o m e t e r s to go.

Vietnam," he said, "is a

country that has been
struggling for its freedom and
independence for 4.000 years.

And we will not sit down, we
will not give up with only 20
more years to go."

Now I don't know how
many people in this room
know very much about
Vietnam. But one of the things

that has struck a lot of us Is the

fact that against the most
advance military power in

world history, something,

someone, a people that Nixon
calls "rag-tag guerrillas", has by
anybody's standards, including

the Pentagon, bogged down
that military machine. And the

incredible, the absolutely

incredible, even from the point

of view of a hawk, the

unbelievable strength to the

Vietnamese people is coming
from somewhere, and what
most people who have actually

been touched by the

Vietnamese feel is that it is

coming out of this profound
sense of their own history, that

any Vietnamese that you talk

to, can say, "The last time
there were a half million

foreign invaders in our country

was in the 13th century when
Kubia Khan led his forces here,

and we defeated him."
And this profound sense

that even if this generation is

wiped out, there are sons and
daughters to carry on, and
after them grandsons and
granddaughters. Now, people

in the peace movement in this

country who have thought
about Vietnam just a little bit

beyond the barbaric, savage

slaughter against these people,

have come to see that there's

more here than just the

morality of the war, or the

illegality of the war, or the

nightmare or decade of
bloodshed, that underneath the

bombs are an incredible people

that we know very little about,

that we should know more
about, that America admits

that it does not have a single

expert that understands

anything about North
Vietnam, not a single person

who speaks fiuent Vietnamese
who works for the government,

who understands the society of

North Vietnam, that it's a

puzzle.

And so to begin to even talk

about what I want to say

tonight is extremely difficult,

because a lot of us just have

not been into the Vientamese.

I
But I think a lot of you know

that a lot of the people in the

peace movement, who are as

committed to this country and

the rebuilding of this country

as any people could be, not

only think the war should end.

they love the people of

Vietnam. It is not simply that

they are not our enemies, they

have developed the most
profound respect for these

people, who may very well,

while living economically in

one of the most
under-developed nations in the

worid, actually hold forth

something actually
representing the 21st century,

in terms of how people live,

how people relate to each
other, the role of women in the

society, the way people treat

each other with respect, the

love and regard for one
another.) Now what is

happening in Vietnam that

makes the period we're in right

now-as . even Richard Nixon
admits-that this period that

we're in right now will shake
worid history?

1 happen to think that the

next 56 days are the most
critical days in the history of

the worid. They are without

any question the most critical

days in the 4000 year history

of Vietnam. And what happens
in Vietnam is going to have

world-wide implications.

[But what's happening now
is a sense among ordinary

Vietnamese that the strength

that they always had, to defeat

the Chinese, to defeat the

Mongolian invaders, to defeat

the Japanese, to defeat the

English, to defeat the French,

to defeat the Americans, was
always this profound sense that

a stniggle could go on for, if

necessary, generations, because

the people In that country

were just that together]

Recently, women living in

the countryside of South
Vietnam, trying to give birth to

a child, have discovered that

the child to which they gave

birth has no forehead, eyes.

toes that are one unit and not
separated. Vietnamese
scientists say that if you live In

roughly three-fourths of the

countryside of South Vietnam,
between the second and
seventh week of pregnancy, if

you drink literally a liter of
water in a day, you have a 65%
chance of pving birth to a

genetically deformed child.

If you hve in a NLF
controlled area, and the Viet

Cong control about 65% of the

countryside, if you live in that

part of Vietnam controlled by
the NLF, the chances of having

chromosomic damage to your
child is 60% greater than if you

lived in the radiation area of
the atomic bomb at Hiroshima.

And what is happening now is

that across South Vietnam, this

summer, and this fall, and now
this spring, there is a mass
consciousness sweeping that

countryside-- that Nixon's

Vietnamization is not just a

question of one million

Vietnamese dead as the

casualty toll says; it is a

question about a race. Ten
million acres of forest have

been sprayed with chemical

defoliants. In 1.2 million of

that area sprayed, with a

chemical known as agent

orange, there is what is called

an unknown factor, where it is

believed literally nothing will

ever grow again. That bacteria

is the soil is dead. It Is not
simply a matter of the leaves

going or the trees dying, but a

question of whether anything

will ever recover. And so in a

war that John Paul Sartre once

described as a war of genocide

against the people of Vietnam,

people actually feel that now it

is a war of biocide-the

destruction of living organism.

That the agent blue, that

has been used against the

one-half million acres of rice

crops, contains large quantities

of arsenic that accumulate in

the human body and over a

period of years, reach lethal

levels--and people are

wondering whether or not

what this country has done is

unleash something that is no
longer containable-that it is

already too late.

That, literally, the people of
Vietnam who have been

afflicted, will have to be

quarantined, or a race will he

forced to cave in to genetic

mutations over a period of the

next generation, that there is

no next generation in Vietnam.

And the future itself has been

brought into jeopardy.

Vietnamization. What is

Vietnamization? You're smart

college students, following

foreign policy, reading

statements from the
government.

Vietnamization-a plan to

withdraw all the Gl's from
January 1969. From than on,

basically onto the east coast

and around the major cities

like Saigon, Way, Danang. And
in that position, on military

bases, around the urban
centers, you basically hole

up-get the Gl's out of the

angry countryside, thereby

cutting down the casualities,

and from that position of

fortification it is possible to

withdraw troops. Over a period

of time you can reduce the

troop level to about a quarter

of a million; that's the

objective.

Everytime troops come
home, they talk about the war
as winding down, with the

explicit objective of deflating

anti-war sentiment in the U. S.

Then, because you're a

President who has dedicated

his entire life to an

anti-Communist crusade, who
is publicly committed to the

proposition that he, Richard

Nixon, will not be the

President to go down in history

having turned Asia over to

Communism, who believes as

he said in '65 that a Viet Cong
victory would mean the end of
all freedom for all time-when
you're comin' from that kind
of position, you're thinkin'

about how to win, so withdraw
troops and deflate anti-war

sentiment at home, the line is

"wind down the war." |And
then, what you do is you come
up with a theory about why
the Viet Cong have been so
successful against the American
forces. And the theory is taken

right out of Mao's little

Red-Book, which the CIA sits

around and studies, and other

Strangelove type intellectuals

sit around and study.] And
they learn about these

analogies that they make in

Asia, like the fish in the sea:

the guerilla is like a fish in the

sea-he is supported by the

entire people.

So they figure, "Well, if

that's where it's at, what we
gotta do is take away the sea."

Literally, destroy the society

that supports the guerilla. And
so a man named Samuel
Hunnicut, Harvard U..

Department of Poly Sci, comes
forward with a theory, a

practical theory, that he calls

"War-Induced Urbanization."

And the theory is that the

people who have lived

traditionally in the

environment of a countryside

as farmers, as peasants, as

people in hamlets, what we'll

do is drive these people like

cattle into the cities where a

police state can more
effectively control them. We'll

destroy their countryside

environment.

And the way it'll be done,

basically, is with terror,

saturation bombing raids. We
thought the war was winding

down, but from January 1969,

when Nixon took office, until

three months ago, when the

heaviest bombardment in the

history of warfare began,

Nixon dropped on Vietnam 2Vj

Hiroshimas a week. Hear that!

Anybody worried about

atomic bombs in Vietnam?

Nixon has dropped 1'.^

Hiroshimas a week, every single

week since he's tieen President.

And there are devices now that

direct the bombardment
They've been dropped by the

millions. They're called

sensors. They're electronic

instruments that replace the

eyes and the ears of the

withdrawing GI.

They flash their signals

based on the tremors of the

earth, when people walk by, or
trucks move, or bicycles move.
They flash their signals to

high-flying EC-121 planes that

relay their ordere to computers
at the air base in Saigon, or in

Thailand, and automatically

program an F-105, so that

within, say, 5 minutes, from

the point of receiving the

signal, a plane could be there.

You automate the battlefield.

You instrumentjze it. So that

you don't need Gl's so much.
And then you make it

unlivable. You destroy

everything. You do what the

Vietnamese call a policy of

bum all, destroy all, kill all.

Into that situation, the Viet

since 1969 have known what
Vietnamization was. We
thought it was a plan to wind
down the war. We thought,

actually, that really the war
issue was, like, gettin' settled,

and we had the Cambodian
thing, and that was like a big

shock and people raced into

the streets and said "Hold on a

minute!" But really, everything

that comes through is that the

war is winding down. And
what is happening is that the

war is about to explode.

Let me just talk about the

second part of Vietnamiza-

tion-the cities. After the

society is destroyed in the

countryside, and there's no
search and destroy missions

much going on any longer,

there's no "strategic hamlet
theories," those are theories of
the past. Maybe during the

Teach-ins of '67, '68, you heard
about those words. Those
words and those concepts are

gone.

It's a simple plan now-just
bomb it all"to smithereens.

Because basically what we're

gonna do is move everybody
into the cities, where there are

400,000 prostitutes, where
there are 200,000 political

prisoners, Now South Vietnam
has a population of about 16
million. A million have been

killed. Half of those people are

in the cities which means that

out of those 8 million people,

there are 200,000 political

prisoners, which means, that if

we were in Saigon tonight,

having this meeting and talking

about peace that one would
expect the organizers of this

meeting: myself, anybody
connected with the pubUcity,

anybody considered in an
organizing capacity, plus a

random selection of mavbe 15

or 20 people would all be

arrested. So that it would mean
that in this kind of situation

every one of you would have

someone in a class, for

example, at least someone you
knew, who was a poUtical

prisoner.

Now what does a political

prisoner mean in South
Vietnam? Well, you are

confined to a room that is-I'm

(CoiiiinuedOnPaKd4)
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now describing general

conditions of those 200.000

people-approximately five feet

by ten feet, that has walls that

are about one yard

thick-stone, and that have no

windows, so that inside, in

South Vietnamese climate it is

totally an oven. And then in

this ten foot space there are

five people on their backs and

each person, one, two. three,

four, five, has two feet per

body so you're person by

person and your feet are

elevated by iron clamps about

14" in the air and you rot

there and food is served at

eight in the morning and two

in the afternoon, so that from

two until eight, eighteen hours

have passed.

The food consists of this:

one small bowl of rice that is

under-cooked, that is placed on

your stomach, and you're given

exactly two minutes to eat, so

that when you throw it down;

it goes into your body, you gulp

it down, and the undercooked

rice then swells, knots in your

stomach. It is doused with a

sauce called quinine which the

Vietnamese use-it's a decayed

fish sauce-that the Vietnamese

use for animal compost. If we

were in this room and 1 put it

under her nose, she would

vomit. And it's just put on the

rice, and sometimes for a joke,

it's doused with a little bit of

lime, small pieces of pebbles or

sand. And what people find is

that after about the first five

weeks, they learn that if you

rattle your chains or moan or

really speak in an audible way

to someone who is next to

you, the guards come in and

take you out of your chains,

and they take you into the

courtyard.

If you're a woman, you're

stripped, and an eel is perhaps

jammed into your vagina or a

twelve volt generator attached

to your breasts, or you're

beaten around the stomach, so

that you can just feel your

internal organs going. And
people find that after about six

months of this scene--on your

back, unable to move, in terror

of torture--you start to rattle

your chiuns, you start to moan,

you start to yell out. because

you look forward to the

ijeatings.

You look forward to the

beatings; it is a chance to

move, it is a chance to have to

be flung to the ground, to

snatch up a few blades of green

grass and stick them under

your armpits and smuggle them

back into the cell, for someone

in there who is dying, because

he has not had anything fresh.

I don't know how we get in

touch with what is going on

tonight in Saigon, but I

just want to make clear that the

Vietnamese people are not an

apathetic people.

I
It is more like, have you

ever heard the word "spook"?

A spook is someone who is

afraid, who knows that if he

moves it can be their head,

their life, their family, who
shows no visible signs of

understanding or hatred for

anything. But a spook is

someone who is waiting to

move, who is waiting to die. if

necessary, to get the beast off

his back. And when we have a

atuation as we have created in

Vietnam, under a program

called Vietnamization. you
have created a society of

spooks.
]

On September 21, a man

who is very well known in

Vietnam, who we haven't

heard about here-his name is

the Coo Pon Duk. He is a

member of the National

Assembly of South Vietnam.

He is the editor of the largest

newspaper in South Vietnam,

called Tin Sai. He is a

representative who was elected

on a pro Thieu-Ky ticket,

that's the Saigon regime that

the U. S. has set up to protect

American interests in South

Vietnam. And he's a Catholic,

and he's a conservative, and

he's a rich landlord who's made

fortunes off America's

involvement in Vietnam. Not

exactly a Viet Cong.

He comes to Paris and holds

a press conference, and no

American reporter attends, but

in the Western European press,

his statement is carried and

Duk says. "For Christ's sake,

ten million tons of bombs have

been dropped on South

Vietnam. 100.000 chemical

defoliants have been sprayed

on our country. Women are

0ving birth to monsters, the

situation is out of control."

That Vietnam's future is in

jeopardy. And Duke said that

the people of South Vietnam

were preparing for a general

uprising, against this Thieu,

Ky, Diem, Nixon-inspired

regime. He calls for an

immediate and total

withdrawal of V. S. troops

from South Vietnam. He

suggested that a provisional

government be set up in the

cities of South Veitnam, that

could then negotiate directly

with the Viet Cong, over the

issues of national
reconciliation.

Now this statement in

South Vietnam is punishable

under existing Saigon statutes

by the firing squad. And when
the word came back to South

Vietnam that Duk had made a

statement like this in Paris, a

member of a governmental

body stood up in a government

meeting and pulled a revolver

out of his pocket and put it to

the wall, and said. "This bullet

is for Duk when he returns."

and then offered a reward of

one million piasters to anyone

who delivered the bullet. So Le

Monde and the other French

papers who ran the Duk
statement, applauded him and

waited for him to go into exile.

But then something happened.

Just a flash, a flash that is so

typical of the (/ietnamese-that

if you can relate to this flash,

you can understand everything

else that I'm gonna be talkin'

about tonight-Duke got on a

plane and flew back to Saigon,

and as his plane touched down
in the airport, the Vice

President of the National

Assembly of South Vietnam

held a press conference and he

endorsed the Duk statement.

The Archbishop of the

Catholic Church of South

Vietnam-which by the way is

not exactly a revoluntionary

outfit -endorsed the Duk
statement.

The Women's Committee to

Defend the Right to Live, the

largest women's organization in

South Vietnam, endorsed the

Duk sUtement. The United

Buddhist Church. which

probably represents 80% of the

South Vietnamese, endorsed

the Duk statement. Labor

Unions, the Saigon Student

Union, every mass organization

in South Vietnam, like

clockwork, issued this signal.

The cities are prepared,

the cities understand, the cities
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are aligning themselves with a

statement that is totally

unacceptable with the existing

fascist structure and

government of that Saigon

regime. It was a signal for a

showdown.
On October 19, the C. I. A.

leaked a report to the N. Y.

and L. A. Times. The C. I. A.

said that it didn't know how

much the Viet Cong had

infiltrated the Saigon

government, frankly they

hadn't been very successful m
finding out just how the

intelligence of the V. C. works,

but they appreciate the fact

that it is basically a one-way

street, going in favor of the

Viet Cong, but they have been

able to crack some agents; they

have been able to put together

part of the picture and based

on the information that they

had, they could draw the

following conclusion:

That there were at least

30,000 Viet Cong agents

operating inside the Saigon

government. They didn't know

how high up this infiltration

went, but in one case, the

Special Assistant for Political

Affairs to Pres. Thieu, the man

responsible for dehvering secret

messages between Thieu and

the White House-he was a Viet

Cong agent. And the Assistant

Chief for all Army
Intelligence -I mean that's like

J. Edgar Hoover being a

Weatherman, ya' know-he was

a Viet Cong agent And they

had a village that was totally

pacified where I guess people

got up every morning and said

"right on" to Richard Nixon, it

was so far out because they

were takin' Congressmen and

Senators and everybody and

their grandmother down there

to see the success of

pacification. And they

discovered that in this

particular village that every

single member of the village

council was Viet Cong. You

hip? I don't know because it is

really hard to understand

anything but ourselves. To
understand Vietnam is

especially hard.

What is happening right now
is an unfolding of energy and

life and hope at Vietnam.

Because the Vietnamese people

really feel that this is their last

stand, that if they don't make

a stand now, it may be too

late. It is not simply a question

of a Saigon administration vs.

the N. L. F., it is a question of

the survival of a race.

So. Nixon, who also sees

this as the most important time

in history. who also

understands that this is the

most important dry season in

Vietnam since 1954. when we

had the battle of Dien Bien

Phu, he appreciates the fact

that he must deal a death blow,

because his situation is

desperate. To the liberation

forces in Cambodia, in Laos, in

North Vietnam, in South

Vietnam, this dry season or he

is in trouble with his objective.

So what is Nixon planning?

Well, I don't know whether

you've heard about this but it's

been reported, it's out, even

the New Yorker has described

it in some detail, the five

northermost provinces of

South Vietnam, where over a

million people live; right now.

as we're here, they're starting

to load those people up and

move them on. The plan is to

remove every single man.

woman and child — I mean in a

comparable way. it would be

like removing everybody who
lived from Pennsylvania to

Georgia -and putting them

someplace else, and going into

homes, and destroying homes

and killing anyone who
resisted. The plan is to remove

everyone who lives in the five

northernmost provinces of

South Vietnam by any means

necessary, so that the U. S. can

create a 60 mile strip across

North and South Vietnam.

Then the plan that is under

debate, and no one knows for

sure whether or not the

decision has been made or not

,

it's just all we know is that all

of the basic arguments are in

this direction- is to put in that

60 mile strip, nuclear land

mines, to create a permanent,

nuclear, radioactive zone, that

will seal off North and South

Vietnam. The invasion into

Laos right now, the theory, the

worry, the concern of people

all over the worid. the reason

that China is having mass

demonstrations in its country,

the reason that China's saying

there is a possibility of WWHI,

the reason China's saying.

"Red Alert! Nuclear Bombs!"
— that's what's on the agenda

of Richard Nixon. Because

there's a fear that Saigon's

puppet troops, that are being

slaughtered as they go into

Laos, what they really have in

mind is the dropping of nuclear

land mines all across southern

Laos. Madness? Just remember

that it was Richard Nixon who
advocated that nuclear bombs

be used against the Vietnamese

(Commuted On Pjh^' 5)
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at the time of their seizure

against the French at Dien Bien

Phu. It was Nixon who said

that the threat of nuclear

weapons is what ended the

Korean War. And Nixon is a

desperate man right now,

because he is going to suffer

humiliation in Laos and

Cambodia, by these military

ventures.

Now what is occurring for

the first time in this war is a

plea from people who live in

Vietnam, and especially from
people who live in Saigon, to

the American peace movement;
that they are getting ready to

move. They are thinking about

how to overthrow the most
brutal, fascist regime almost

ever imagined--the Thieu-Ky
government of South Vietnam.

And they are asking for help,

They're asking for more than

help. they're asking for

coordination of plans and we
have been thinking a great deal

about the fact that the anti-war

movement is organizationally

In confusion, there is a

numbness that has set in

around the university

community across this

country. We are so hopelessly

out of touch with the situation

In Vietnam as to be ridiculous.

And yet, what has come, what
has happened, the message that

is very clear is that the next 60
days may be life or death for

the future of Vietnam. And I

don't know quite what we're

gonna do, because there is a

real temptation to hear it,

think about it. and be a little

worried about it, and then just

go back, to the dope, to the

steroes, to books, to libraries,

to the business as usual. And a

part of it has to do with the

fact that we have been brought

up in a culture that is one of

the most politically

under-developed cultures in the

world, that has ingrained in us

an incredible sense of

impotence, that we cannot

count, cannot matter, cannot

affect anything. And the

tragedy of it is that if we could

get our shit together, right

now, we could literally change

everything. Everything!
Because it just happens to be
one of those times. We're

gonna make a try. And by
"we" I mean virtually every

national, anti-war, civil rights,

black liberation organization in

tills country. We have heard
the message, we understand it.

we're in tune with it, and we're

gonna try.

The plan is this; We have a

peace treaty. We became aware
some time ago, around
September, actually, that the
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Vietnamese were putting forth

a proposal that David Bruce,
the U. S. negotiator, simply
said. "Oh, this is old wine in a
new bottle, nothing new here,"

and the media trumpets it out
across the country, and Nixon
comes out with all kinds of
proposals about cease-fire and
prisoners of war and the rest,

and we say, "Oh well, Nixon's
probably got a peace proposal

that's even more far-out, and
besides the Viet Cong proposal
is like nothing new here."

And yet, what that proposal

says is fantastic. It recognizes

the fact that 73% of the

American people are now
saying, "Set a deadline before

1971 to get all U. S. troops and
forces out of Vietnam." The
Vietnamese proposal says that

if Nixon tomorrow will agree

in principle with what 73% of
the American people are

demanding, set a deadline to

get out by the end of 1971,
then immediately, there will be
a cease-fire in South Vietnam.
The guns will be silenced, the

bloodshed will stop.
Immediately, the Vietnamese
will go into negotiation at the

highest priority for the release

of all American prisoners of
war. Immediately! And then
they'll form a coalition

government where they only
ask that the three principle

symbols of American control -

President Thieu, Vice President

Ky. Prime Minister Kiem -

they should go, but the entire

Saigon apparatus, the entire

one million man urban Army,
the entire one thousand man
police force in Saigon, the

entire one million man regional

defense force in the

provinces-all of that can stay,

[t presents no problem. That
force would then coalesce with

the various non N. L. F., non
Viet Cong forces in the cities -

the Buddhists, the women, the

students, the labor unions. And
then the Viet Cong say, they're

prepared to go in as,a minority

into this coalition government,

and the prupose of this

coalition government would

simply be to organize an

election where any person, any

political force could be

represented. And in that

election a new government

would be chosen.

Now, it's really remarkable

because we are so fucked up

about prisoners of war. We
want to see a cease-fire. We
thought we were fightin' to get

free elections in South

Vietnam, and 73% of the

people want out by 1971. The

point is that the overwhelming

majority of public opinion in

the U. S. supports the Viet

Cong proposal in Paris. And
that's Just a fact. But we are so

locked in because it's a Viet

Cong proposal, right? That's it,

ya know? And we just can't get

it in our heads that it is Nixon

who is seeking a military

victory, and it is the Viet Cong

that are seeking reconciliation,

some way out.

So, some students, mostly

college student-body

presidents, some college

editors, went off to Vietnam
last December and traveled to

Saigon and traveled to Hanoi,

and they asked to talk with

Vietnamese about the idea of a

peace treaty signed between
the people of Vietnam and the

people of America, that could

lay out the conditions that we
all agree to for ending the war,

and demonstrate that there are

millions of people in both
countries who agree with these

conditions. And demonstrate

most profoundly that the

people of America and the

people of Vietnam are not at

war with one another. The
peace treaty was drafted in

Saigon and then taken to

Hanoi, and brought to Paris

when Madam Win Ky Bin, the

foreign minister of the

Provisional Revolutionary

Government, Swan Thui, who
represents the North
Vietnamese delegation in Paris,

went over the draft of the

Peace treaty, and made
suggestions. It was then sent

back to Saigon and Hanoi, and
brought back to this country.

It represents virtually every

organization in South and
North Vietnam. And this peace

treaty is the way that I think

we need to work. This campus
should put this peace treaty up
to a referendum, this campus
should be taking this peace

treaty into this community --

as difficult as this campus may
be " to talk about whether or

not this community can't agree

on these points for getting out

of the war. And then point out

that this is a proposal that

would be readily acceptable in

Paris if Nixon would accept it

as well.

We're finding that the peace

treaty is going very well,

among G. I.'s in Vietnam
where it's being circulated in

barracks and stockades all the

way up and down South
Vietnam, that in the first week
of petitioning at Ft. Bragg,

North Carolina, 1700
active-duty G. I.'s signed this

peace treaty, and that

Senators, and prominent
entertainers, and lawyers, and
leading intellectuals and

clergymen, in the hundreds and
soon in the thousands, and
soon in the millions will be

signing what is an historic

precedent in the history of two
nations: In a time of war, the

people of those two nations

make their own peace treaty.

The peace treaty is a way to

talk about the war in this time,

to talk about how urgent it is,

and to explain to people how
we could get outof this war.

But the peace treaty is also a

way to get people to begin to

think about what we arc going

to do in this country when the

overwhelming numbers of

people want the war to end,

but it will not end. And I don't

know how hard it's gonna be

to convince people of this, but

I'm tellin' ya, the government

is going to have to be stopped

in order to end this war, that

Nixon will never end it, unless
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we use force. And so, we think

about not just signing a peace
treaty, we think about
implementing that peace
treaty, as well, so that every

community begins to declare

that they have withdrawn
themselves from the war. that

any war-related operations in

their community should also

be withdrawn, that they should

be shut down, that citizens

should cease to pay taxes for

the war effort, and that in

hundreds of different ways,
people, at whatever level of
tactics whatever level of
commitment, should take steps

toward implementation.

Now, on a national level, I

just want to try to run down
what we are projecting for the

spring as a campaign to begin

to implement this peace treaty.

First, on April 1-4, the time

when we remember the tragic

assassination of Martin Luther
King, there will be mass
demonstrations at welfare

offices and other centers that

are symbols of America's

inability to deal with the vast

and incredible social injustices

of the people here in this

country. A call by the SCLC,
National Welfare Rights

Association, the United Farm
Workers, and other groups.

And then out of that first week
of local demonstrations around

the country, we will begin to

move towards what we call

May Day. May Day is an

international distress signal and

it's being sent out all over the

worid at this time for people to

get in touch with the Vietnam

situation. On April 14th, there

will be a mass rally on Wall

Street and out of that mass

rally in New York City. SCLC,
Ralph Abernathy. Jose

Williams, will lead a march to

Washington — this time not in

buses or cars, but in a mule

train. We will walk the entire

length of the East Coast, going

into towns, talking to people,

urging people to join our

march, getting people informed

about the peace treaty, telling

people vvhy we're going to

Washington.

At the same time, marches

will start at Kent State,

marches will start in North

Carolina, marches will start all

around this country, moving
on foot towards Washington,

D. C, going into every town.

like this one, and talking to the

high schools and asking the

kids in every high school in this

country to join in an effort to

go to Washington and shut
down the government. That's

right You heard it. Shut it

down. And what we're saying

is that we are going to build a

campaign in this country that

this country and no other

country has really quite seen

before. On April 18th, 5,000
Vietnam veterans are going to

march into Washington and
camp out on the Capitol steps.

These are men who have tasted

the blood of Vietnam, and Uie

bitter experience that they

were subjected to. And they're

just gonna set up tents and
bivouac right on the steps of the

Capitol. And there they'll

begin what we call a people's

lobby where the effort will be
to talk to Congressmen,
government officials, and civil

servants about this peace treaty

and asking for help, asking

people to sign, getting people

in touch with how serious it is,

right now, in Indochina, and
asking for support. That lobby

of Vietnam veterans will go on
the entire third week of April.

And then, on Saturday, April

24th, there will be a massive

anti-war demonstration,
demanding the immediate and

total withdrawal of all U. S.

troops in Washington, D. C,
that is co-sponsored by all

national peace organizations in

the U. S. Out of that rally will

come a call for the largest

people's lobby in the history of

this country -- 10,000 people

jamming into Congress, 5,000

freaks flooding into the

commerce department, 2,500

marching down on the CIA
headquarters in Langley,

Vir0nia, people camping out at

the home of the members of

the National Security Council

and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

This is gonna be a far fuckin'

out lobby, that fourth week of

April. And the purpose is peace

- a peace treaty, a peace treaty

that represents thousands,

millions of people in both this

country and in Vietnam. And
asking that the government of

the U. S. understand that come
May, we are going to impose

this peace treaty on that

government.

The range of the coalition

that Is involved in this action is

incredible and far out, and yet

the ^-ommitment is the same

across the board, we are going

to assemble on May 1, 1971 a

demonstration that will take

place in Saigon, Paris. Japan,

Latin America, London, and

Washington, D. C. The largest

peaceful assembly in worid

history. And at that rally, at

that wooded area on the

outskirts of Washington, D. C,
poised on the edge of the

government, we are going to

issue an ultimatum to Richard

Nixon. And it's a simple

ultimatum -- that if the

government of the U. S. does

not stop the war in Vietnam,

then we will stop the

government of the U. S. On
Monday. May 3, 1971, we are

going to go in the Shirley

Highway, where 80% of all the

people who travel to the

Pentagon have to go, and there

'Continued on page 6>

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER "
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(Continued From Page 5)

at 7:30 a.m., sit down. And on

Pennsylvania Avenue, and

Constitution Avenue and 14th

Street Bridge, and Memorial

Bridge. You get it? Sit down.

Lock arms. Shut this

government down. And on

Wednesday , May 5,

demonstrations are planned

around the country. No
business as usual, massive civil

disobedience at federal

buildings all across the land, in

response to what is going on in

Washington. D. C. Now we

think that, in part, our actions

this May must become a

powerful stimulation and

encouragement to active-duty

G. I.'s in South Vietnam, who

in the tens of thousands

tonight are in mutiny, are

refusing to fight, who are

turning search and destroy

missions into operations where

you go out a hundred yards, sit

down, smoke dope, and then

go back in. And if you've got a

company commander or a

sergeant, a lifer, who hassles

you about the kind of

conception of what the army is

supposed to be, then one night

all you do is. you take a

grenade and you lob it into his

bunker. And the Vietnamese

say that the number of iifeis

being killed by G. I.'s.

American G.l.'s, in South

Vietnam over the number

being killed by the Viet Cong,

now runs at about a 3-1 ratio

in favor of the G. I.'s. And the

army, what Life magazine and

CBS call the "new action

army", is out of control. It is

out of control and this war is

gonna end by G. I.'s and

Vietnamese and young people

in this country telling this war

to be over. I really do believe

that's how it's gonna be. And

that is the kind of scenario,

the kind of thinking, the kind

of possibility, that we believe

exists in the next fifty six days.

Fifty six days of your life are

needed in the most urgent and

desperate way I can state it.

Some of us have really

begun to be really distrubed

about the course of this

country. Some of us have been

deeply disturbed about the

future that this country has

laid out for us. Some of us are

be^nning to think that the

kind of consciousness that is

required of us must be

different from where we come

from; that we must
deliberately create a new
culture for ourselves. And we
begin to express ourselves with

Comptnnents

of

The Marylaid

Natioial laik
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maybe slightly longer hair, and

we do a httle dope, and we talk

about ending the war, and

women begin to talk about

ways in which to live in a

society that isn't such a

chauvinisUc trip, where

women actually have a chance,

an equal chance, and where

chauvinism and sexism that's

rampant in this country could

be stamped out. And we begin

to talk about the whole way

that things work and we begin

to call ourselves 'Conscious

people'. Somehow, we're more

aware than others, wer're more

in tune, and we're more

serious. And I just want to say

that I think in a lot of ways

that there might actually be a

future for this country, there

might. If this kind of

development that is so fragile,

so just beginning, we're so

unsure, we're so disorganized,

we have no program, we can

hardly say what we want much

less define the problem. But

there is without any question

something stirring in this

country that is beginning, a

hope a possibility, that we can

wrestle with this mammoth
technological death culture and

machine. And as that hope

touches anybody in this room.

I just want to really suggest to

you that a lot of you who are

beginning to feel this way, I'm

not even talking about the

people who consider

themselves in the Movement,

but just a lot of people who
think they're becoming aware.

I think you should consider

that you already owe a

profound debt to Vietnam.

That it is because the

Vietnamese people. 10,000

miles away, that against

whatever came down against

them from this country, they

were going to resist, resist with

their very lives, resist with their

very history. Resist in a way
that this country never could

have imagined, because we
don't have the ability, our

culture doesn't produce the

kind of people that have the

ability to comprehend a people

that are totally in touch with

the earth, with themselves,

with life, with land, with

survival, and with hope. And a

lot of what is going on in

America that is the most

hopeful thing going on is

directly or indirectly

attributable to the heroic

people of Vietnam who are

teaching us every day a lesson

about ourselves. And I just

really want to plead that

anyone in this room who is at

all in touch with what I'm

saying, who appreciates

anything about where I'm

coming from, consider that at

this hour, these people, these

Vietnamese people are pleading

for our help, are asking for our

help in a way that makes you
want to weep. To get in touch

with what is happening right

now and to appreciate that if

we could help right now in this

country, it might mean
everything. 1 beheve that there

is a lesson in Vietnam, that we
might just think about when
we think about whether or not

we want to take the risk of

arrest or gas or clubbing or

worse. Like going to

Washington and committing

ourselves to a massive

campaign of non-violent direct

action to stop the government.

And the lesson is the most

profound lesson of the 20th

century. And it comes from

Vietnam : that against the

F-105's, against the napalm,

against an anti-personel bomb
that sprays steel shrapnel over

an area of 10 football fields,

against two and a half

Hiroshimas a week, against

tiger cages, against the machine

— ordinary people can win.

MAY DAY!

Ex-farmer tells story

of Vietnamese prisons

endHhecoun+ry,

end +V^e Ui6r

An ex-farmer who survived

eight years in South

Vietnamese prisons told a story

last week of injustice and

indignity and of torture and

death in the infamous "tiger

cages" of Con Son Prison.

The former prisoner, who
will t>e called "Mr. Hai" to

protect his identity from

further government reprisals,

was recently released from Con

Son prison after serving an

eight-year sentence for

"treason and illegal holding of

weapons." His conviction, he

says, was based on his own
confession following two

months of torture. But for

eight years following the

overthrow of the Diem regime,

his case was not reviewed.

Following the exposure of

the Con Son "tiger cases" last

summer by Congressional

Assistant Thomas Harkin and

two members of a fact-finding

congressional delegation, the

South Vietnamese government

reported that they were

cleaned up. In a subsequent

tour during the Fall, several

congressmen reported that no

"tiger cages" were operating in

the South Vietnamese prison

system.

Today Mr. Hai is only 32

years old, but his health is

broken from the ordeal, and he

looks more like a man of 55.

He has not recovered from the

partial paralysis of his legs and

is unable to walk. He has a

serious heart condition.

Although he tells his story

calmly and quietly, his lips

tremble from his recollection

of the horrors. His health is so

bad that he cannot make the

trip to his home in Central

News From

Wash. College
CHESTERTOWN. MD. -

Washington College has

announced plans to introduce a

master's degree program

designed primarily to meet the

needs of elementary and

secondary school teachers on

the Eastern Shore.

Pending approval by the

Maryland State Board of

Education, which is expected

to come in March, the College

will bepn offering courses this

summer leading to a Master of

Arts degree. Graduate - level

courses will be offered initially

in four areas - English-

Language Arts, History - Social

Sciences, Mathematics, and

Child Psychology.

According to Dr. Robert

Seager. academic dean at

Washington College, the

program has been developed

with the full cooperation and

encouragement of state board

of education officials.

"Washington College

recognizes that opportunities

for graduate - level study

geared to the needs of Eastern

Shore school teachers have

tieen limited." he said. "The

deciding factor in developing

this program has been the

enthusiastic response received

from both state and county

school officials and working

school teachers."

A survey of the 1200
teachers in Cecil, Kent, Queen
Anne's, Caroline, Talbot and
Dorchester counties brought

625 returns and over 400
"definite interest" responses.

While the program will

reflect the established liberal

arts tradition of Washington
College, elective courses in

such areas as reading and

guidance will be included in

the 30-semester hour Master of

Arts program. Two required

education courses will be

RESEARCH IN EDUCATION
and AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT.

Initially, the College will

run a five-week summer
session, offering up to six

semester hours in the four

areas of concentration. The
program will continue in

evening sessions in the fall and

spring semesters.

The graduate program will

be open to anyone having a

baccalaureate degree from a

college or university of

recognized standing.

Information regarding

course offerings and admission

requirements may be obtained

by writing to Director of

Graduate Programs,
W as h i ngton College ,

Chestertown, Maryland 21620.

Vietnam. When he does finally

return to his native village, he

will be put under police

surveillance for eight more

years as part of his sentence.

Mr. Hai's ordeal began, he

says, in 1962 when he was

woridng in his rice field in

Central Vietnam. A military

operation by President Diem's

troops came through the area,

and he fell to the ground to

avoid being fired upon. But the

troops picked him up, accused

him of being with the NLF and

even claimed he had a weapon

with him.

He was taken to the

batallion's headquarters, where

he was severely beaten to force

him to confess that he was a

National Liberation Front

guerilla. He had heard that

many people had been shot if

they si gned the con fession

right away so he endured

torture rather than sign.

He was moved to Cho Con

prison in Danang and tortured

there for two months. Water

was forced into his mouth,

while it was kept open with a

long stick held down by two

men. While the water torture

was administered, electrodes

were fastened to his teeth, ears

or penis. He was also hung by

his hands and beaten, a method

which the torturers called

"taking a plane ride."

Mr. Hai was beaten regularly

between 2 and 5 p.m. and 7

and 11 p.m. every day by three

or four soldiers. Finally, he

signed the confession to end

the torture. After a two year

wait, he was tried and

sentenced to eight years in

prison and an additional eight

years under house arrest.

In 1965, he was moved to

Con Son prison. There he

found inadequate food and

medicine, and regular beating

of prisoners. He protested

these conditions and was sent

to the now infamous "tiger

cages" in punishment-the

small cells which U. S.

spokesmen in Saigon have

called the "maximum
discipline area for recalcitrant

inmates."

During the course of his

incarceration, Mr. Hai spent

more than two years in the

tiger cages. Wlien he emerged,

his health had been shattered.

After two years of having his

legs constantly shackled, he

could not walk. He spat blood

from the damage to his internal

organs.

In the tiger cage, Mr. Hai

was forbidden from talking to

the other prisoners, despite the

fact that nine of them were

crowded into the tiny cell. If

one talked, the guards threw

lime on all.

Mr. Hai lived in constant

fear of more beating. The

prisoners were given one small

can to urinate in-if the can

overflowed they would be

beaten. This meant that the

prisoners constantly had

drink their own urine to avoid

being beaten.

Nevertheless, Mr. Hai was

taken from the cell three times

to be beaten. Often the captors

would press their heels against

his chest until he was

unconscious. One of the

prisoners in his cage died from

being tortured in 1968.

The nine prisoners in his

cage were given two glasses of

water to divide for each meal.
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JIVE
by Geoff Anderson

About this time of year someone always asks the
sports editor the proverbial question, "How is the
lacrosse team going to do this year."

Even though it is still a little early to pass
judgement the team's capabilities and weal^nesses did
come to light in the annual old timers game last

Saturday. One thing for sure, is that this team is going
to score some points. With the return of potential
All-American Tom George along with Mark Suec and
Greg Lane this team should keep plenty of pressure
on the opponent's defense. They better because the
midfield defense as it stands now is a little weak.

Behind the midfield stands a rather green, except
for uet Dave Slama, defense. However, what
impressed me the most last Saturday was the
defensive play of Rick Norris and Ray Trucksess. It's

beyond me how a man as short as Norris can play as
well as he did against much taller opponents.

In the goal is another little man. Fred Buckel may
be short in size but he certainly isn't short on talent.

Only one thing bothers me about Fred, though, and
that is his clears. Saturday fans witnessed Bucket
nearly get the wind knocked out of him as he traveled
halfway up the field before being decked by two large

midfielders. All I can say to Fred is "Remember the
Towson game!"

How about the Shoremen's opponents this year.
As usual Washington is playing schools five to ten
times its own size. Matter of fact North Carolina
almost has more faculty members than Washington
has students.

One prediction I want to make right now is that
the Strohbar Division championship will return to W.
C. after a one year absence. Last year the Tar Heels of
North Carolina visited the Kibler pitch and just edged
the Sho' ten, 7-6. This year the Tar Heels without the
services of their goalie Pete Kramer and attackman
Harper Peterson may find the going a little rougher.

Two losses of last year which won't happen again
this year are the Towson and Washington and Lee
games. Playing on Towson's field is like walking
through a mine field. Last year Towson had the
advantage since they knew where the chuckholes
were. This year it will be "no contest." Washington
and Lee will provide the Shoremen with their

toughest competition in the Strohbar. This game will

be a good one.

Predicting lacrosse winners is like picking winners
in a NFL football game. On any given day anything
can happen. Optimistically, I see the Shoremen at

8-5. At Washington College no one is ever pessimistic
about lacrosse.
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Sophomore midfielder Marit Sinkinson fast breaks it down field during
the Alumni game. The varsity won rather handily, 9-5.

Freshmen Attack Impressive
in 9-5 Victory over Oldtimers

Freshmen scored five of
nine goals as Washington
College opened the lacrosse
season Saturday with a 9-to-5
victory in an exhibition here.
The contest highlighted a
successful first annual "Alumni
Lacrosse Day" that began with
an Alumni "W" Club
sponsored clinic for Eastern
Shore high school stickmen.

Jan Rosenthal, Bill Gertz.
Greg Lane, and Jim Smyth
scored in their initial Shore
contest. Rosenthal led all

scorers with a pair of goals and
assists. Gertz had two assists.

Midfielder Ron Reynolds also
netted a goal. Freshman
midfielder Jody Haddow had
an assist.

Senior Mark Svec, with two
tallies, and sophomore Tom
George- two-thirds of last

year's close attack-produced
Washington's remaining scores.

The alumni returned 26
players for the match.

The Shoremen meet the
Bowie Lacrosse Club here
Saturday at 2 p.m. in a
scrimmage. Bowie, an
experienced club stick ten, will

sport an attack of Navy's Owen

McFadden and former Shore
standouts Jay Dove and Jimmy
Francis. The scrimmage will

afford Washington College

more than a stiff test in its

rigorous preseason training

program.

The University of Delaware,
1970 Central Atlantic Division

champions, will be here for a
scrimmage Wednesday, March
17 at 3 p.m. The Blue Hens,
7-0 in their division, beat
defending champion Bucknell,
a 1971 Shore opponent. 8-1.

last year.

Shoremen Diamondmen
Prepare for Opener

Junior Rick Bales is one Coach Chatellier's

hopefuls this year as the coach will try to better
last year's winning season. Bales specialty is the
sprints.

Washington College opens
Its sixteen game baseball

schedule at home on April 1

against Catholic University.

Coming off a .500 season in

1970, The Shoremen have
several lettermen and a couple
of newcomers, factor which
could make them the dark
horse in the Middle Atlantic
Southern Division.

Coach Ed Athey has only
two problems to solve: replace
1970 co-captain Dave Bruce
(.319, 7 RBI's) and Steve
Ellyson (.158, 8 RBI's) at

shortstop and third base. They
are moving Dary Carrington
from his second base spot to
Bruce's shortstop position.

Carrington led the team in

hitting with a .379 average and
contributed 8 RBI's to the
Sho' attack last year. Third
base is a tougher situation for
Athey, who is thinking about
moving Frank Ogens (.283)
from behind the plate and
using Steve Sandebeck as his

regular catcher.

Wentzell may not play this

year because of illness, leaving

Novy Viamonte and Steve

Raynor (.326) to spNt the

work according to the pitching

rotation.

In the outfield, Athey has

veterans Glenn Dryden, John
Dickson, Bob Skilling and Jon
Powers along with freshmen

Dave Novak to work with.

The pitching problem of
1970 may be solved. Steve

Raynor who posted a 6-3 log

with very little help, will be
back as the number one hurier.

Novak could be the consistant

number two that the Sho'
lacked last year; Carrington

(1-1) will be number three.

Relief help will come from
Viamonte. Dickson, and
Powers.

Competition will come from
Towson and Western Maryland

in the Mason-Di.\on and from
Upsala in the Middle Atlantic.

But if the Shoremen
pitching holds, look for a high

finish in both leagues.

Girls' BB
Standing s

Caroline Kate
Zela

Minta Martin

AOPi
Caroline

Reid

Queen Anne's
Alpha Chi

Kirsch's Texaco

Service Station
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Riders to

Kick-off

Season

by Debbie Goldstein

Hunters and junipers will

dominate the action which will

take place at the farm of Mr.

and Mr. Pete Burgess in Rock

Hall on April 3rd. when the

Washington College Riding

Club will hold the first

Maryland horse show of the

season. The show will feature

events requiring skills of both

hoise and rider in jumping and

equitation classes and it should

provide an interesting day for

all those sharing a concern in

horses. A team competition

will also be introduced in this

show, the first in a series of

three; the other two are

scheduled for April 24th and

May 2nd. Teams composed of

three horses and riders will

compete in designated classes

for points and at the

conclusion of the last show,,

the winning team will be given

a special award. Riders from

various schools, hunt clubs,

and riding clubs throughout

the state will compete against

club members from
Washington College: Cindy
Thompson. Ellen Rohrbacher,

Susan Hoover, Mary Jane

Eavenson, Debbie Goldstein,

and Ross Peddicord.

On Saturday night,

following the show, the riding

club assisted by the AOPl
Sorority, will manage an

informal Old Fashioned Hoise

Show Dance, featuring the

music of Mr. Chauncy Brown,
a well-known entertainer,

whose most notable
performances were in the

White House when he played

for Presidents Eisenhower.

Kennedy, and Nixon. A buffet

supjjer is planned for 8:00 that

evening, and dancing will

follow beginning at 9:00. The
dance committee will have Mrs.

Richard duPont, Mrs. Clifton

Miller, and Mrs. Charles

Merdinger, ser\-ing as Honorary
Chairmen. All proceeds for the

dance will go to the

Chesapeake Bay Foundation
and the Miller Library Book
Buying Fund.

Lew Young, W.C. sophomore sensation, goes up

for a shot against Loyola.

Laurel Trip Ends
Season For Skiers

By Tony Lilly

A weekend at Laurel

Mountain marked the end of

the '71 season for the

Washington College Ski

Association. This was the third

major trip of the first year club

and as successful as the others.

Laurel Mt. is located in the

Appalachain Mountains of

western Pennsylvania.
Although located in the south

of big-time skiing. Laurel

boasts one of the most
challenging expert trails in the

East. Appropriately named
Lower Wildcat, the slope is

over 200 yards long at 26 plus

degrees. The rest of the area is

geared more to the tiepnner

with only a few inter-

mediate-expert runs. While W.
C. received rain last week.

Laurel picked up over 14
inches of snow, providing

adequate coverage. Most
pleasantly. Laurel is little

known and therefore not
plagued with the normal

weekend crowds, hence no lift

lines.

Lodging for the weekend
was found at the Green Gables,

only ten minutes fromtheskiing.

The atmosphere of the

condominium. The Diggings,

enhanced the trip even more.

The building was done in stone

and wood and appeared to be

lifted out of Austria. The skiers

returned to campus Sunday,

sadly enough leaving Laurel

with a fresh snow storm in

progress.

The W. C. S. A. closes the

year with two other major trips

and two day trips on the

books. Still planned for this

year are two films from Hart

Ski. These films will be shown
to the community with the

tenative dates being the first

and sixth of April. Skoal.

College

Rtdmg Club

Morse St^ouj

Co- sponsored

To by ^el

Apul 3,l'^1

SKouJ- 10 AM
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SPOR TS
Young Top Rebounder
in Conferences

The Shoremen, despite a

I osi ng basketball season,

uncovered during the 1970-71

season an all-around star in

sophomore center Louis

Young, the top rebounder in

both the Mason-Dixon and

Middle Atlantic Conferences.

Young scored 395 points to

come the second highest

scoring sophomore in 60 years

of Washington College

basketball. All-time Shore

leader Nick Scallion netted 568
points in 22 games during the

1949-50 campaign. Young
moved past Jack Bei^en (389

in 1952-53), Frank Marion

{328 in 1967-68), and Jack

Carroll (311 in 1922-23) in the

coveted 300 point region for a

second year player. With 459
point<i in two seasons the

former Forest Park High

School (Baltimore, Md.) star

has a great chance to become
the ninth player in Washington

College cage history to reach

1000 points.

During the past season

Young hauled down 393

rebounds, 157 off the offensive

boards and 236 from the

defensive side. He went over

twenty caroms in eight

contests with a 27 rebound

high against Western Maryland.

His overall average was 17.2

with a 19.3 pacesetting log jn

the Mason-Dixon and a 16,6

mean in the Middle Atlantic

Conference.

Young was over 20 points ii

seven games while averaging

17.3 points per game. He hil

on 36 percent of his shots from

the floor and was second on

the team in assists with 20.

Coach Tom Finnegan called

Young, "the nucleus of out

team, both offensively and

defensively. He played almost

every minute of every game

and gave usa 100%effort."
Finnegan pointed out that

Young went up against some o(

the top centers in the east -

Mike Krawczyk of Loyola, Bob

McClure of Muhlenberg. Don

Sechler of Delaware Valley,

Cedric Geter of PMC and Don

Marvel of Upsala.

Young, left completely off

the Mason-Dixon all-star team

despite a 16.1 scoring average

and a 19.3 loop-leadmj

rebounding clip, is currenll)

the top rebounder and i\(ih

highest scorer in the southem

division of the Middle Atlantic

Conference,

Young's Statistics

POINTS REBOUNDS
Muhlenberg 19 14

Moravian 22 22

Upsala 11 9

Maryland State 17 21

Dickinson 19 18

Wagner 18 9

Lynciiburg 12 12

Salisbury State 21 20

Loyola 9 13

Hampden-Sydney 12 20

Mt. St. Mary's 15 13

Catholic U. 16 20

Delaware Valley 12 18

PMC 22 11

Swarthmore 16 19

Western Maryland 24 27

Lebanon Valley 22 14

Randolph-Macon. 17 19

Franklin & Marshall 17 18

Gallaudet 21 22

Lycoming 23 18

Towson State 16 18

Johns Hopkins 15 22

TOTALS 395 393

Overall Average

Awisis - 9n (9nH nn to

17.3 17.2

Free Throws . StT-

Field Goal Average - 36%

Overall scoring average - 157 offense - 236 defense.

Sports Quiz

1) Who was the last Lacrosse team to be shutout

by Washington College? What was the score?

2) Who was the last team to shutout a Washington

ten? What was the score?

3) Which defensive player had an assist last year?

This defensive player also scored against Washington

and Lee two years ago?

4) What year did Washington play Villanova, U
Salle, Duke, Brooklyn, University of Florida in

basketball and win two of those five games? Which

teams did they defeat?

5) What were the only two lacrosse teams to go

undefeated in USILA action last year.

Ask your friendly sports information director fo'

the answers.
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I
Upperclass Scholarship Fund

I
Initiated by Senior Class

Newly elected members of the Senior
Women's Honor Society are from left to
right: front row: Doris Swauger, Phyllis
Blumberg, Sandra Pelkey; second row: Gina
Oliva, Laurie Moon, Pat Robison; third row:
Jan Larmey, Emmy Lou Spamer. Peggy Irwin,

Pam Davis, Sue Hooever, Alison Cooksey, and
Sue Wilson.

Senior Honor Society

Chooses New Members
The Senior Women's Honor

Society, the only honorary

organization for women at

Washington College, has just

completed selection of its new
members from the women of the

junior class. Selection was based on
scholarship, leadership, and loyalty

and service to the college. The new
members are: Sandra Pelkey,

Allison Cooksey. Sue Hoover,

Diane Sanchez, Pam Davis, Sue

Wilson, Karen Dembinsky, Doris

Swauger, Lauren Moon, Pat

Robinson, Phylhs Blumberg, Peggy

Irwin, Jan Larroey, Gina Oliva, and
Eniny Spamer.

Service Group

The society, more commonly
known as SWHS, is primarily a

service organization. This year the

group sold student directories and
worked jointly with the Placement
OfHce in sponsoring the Careers

Symposium on March 30 31.

SWHS is currently working with the

department heads of WC to

centralize information in the library

about graduate schools.

in an attempt to demonstrate
student concern over the problem
of financing an education at

Washington, a scholarship

committee under the direction of

Senior Class President George
Williams is organizing a campaign to

solicit money from the student

body to be directed towards upper
class Hnancial aid students.

Although the money raising

effort is sponsored by the Class of
'71, representatives from all four

classes are working on the project.

Program Begins

The program, which began last

week and will be completed at the

end of this term, will replace the

more traditional graduating class

gift to the school.

Senior President Williams

explained the format the program
would take at a worker's meeting
recently. A complex system has
been established to ensure that all

students are contacted and solicited

for a conirtbution. At the bend w^l-

be the chairman followed by ten

sub-chairman from all classes. Each
sub-chairman is in charge of three

division leaders who in tum
responsible for three solicitors. The
duties of the 90 solicitors will be

the actual contacting and
requesting of donations. All money
coUected will be funneled through

the chain of command back to the

chairman.

deposits which are refunded at the

completion of the term.

The campaign slogan, "Give
until it helps You", will be used in

publicity and be printed on the
pledge donation cards. The
committee members hope that this

student display of active interest in

their education will encourage
potential outside donators to

support the college. Such a
situation occurred when the
student body decided to fo^o an
elaborate Spring Weekend and
directed the money instead to
scholarship funds. The action,
which was reported by a national
wire service, prompted one
philanthropist to contribute a

515,000 gift to the school.

Anderson selected

as new Elm Editor

Refund Deposits

Williams suggested that one
means by which students can

contribute without strapping

themselves fmancially would be to

tum over their key and room

The Elm sUff for the 1971
spring and 1972 fall terms has been

announced. Editor-in-chief is Geoff
Anderson, a junior from Shaker

Heights, Ohio; associate editor, Bill

Dunphy, a sophomore from
Wilmington, Del.; managing editor.

Bob Danner, a sophomore from
Lambertville, N.J.

Anderson was formerly sports

editor of the Elm, and Danner was
the Managing editor.

The news editor will be Bob
Creenberg, a freshman from

Rockville, Md.; features editor, Jan

Finley, a freshman from

Beachwood, N.J.; and sports editor,

Dave Griffith, a junior from

Northbrook, III.

Publications editor will be Mary
Jane Eavenson, a sophomore from
Malvern, Pa.; business manager,

Eileen Shelly, a junior from
Baltimore, Md.; circulation

manager, Jon Spear, a sophomore

from Baltimore, Md.; and
advertising manager, Debbie
Goldstein, a sophomore from
Prince Frederick. Md.

The editor-in-chief stressed the

fact that the new Elm would be "
paper by the students and for the
students." He added that "the Elm
will be strictly objective" in its

news coverage.

Proctors

chosenfor
next year

Colts Reject

Campus Bid
Despite eariier speculation that

the Baltimore Colts would bring

their summer training camp to

Washington, Business Manager Mr.

Gene Hessey, announced this week
the Colts' intention to continue
using the facilities at Western
Maryland College for at least

another year.

According to Mr. Edward
Rosenbloom, Business Manager of

the Baltimore team, various factors

affected the group's tmal decision.

Among these were the increase in

travel time to Baltimore which a

move to Chestertown would make.
Whereas Washington is one hour
and a half traveling time, the Colts

present facilties in Westminster
require only a 45 minute trip. Mr.

Rosenbloom also was wary about

undertaking such a transfer

immediately following a

championship season and also

problems would occur in arranging

'Continued on Page 2)

BLM editors for this spring and
next year are: front row. Sports

Editor Dave Griffith, Features Editor,

Jan Finley, Publications Editor, M^ry
Jane Eavenson, f\/lanaging Editor, Bob
Danner, Business (Manager Eileen

Shelley, Associate Editor BUI Dunphy;
second row, Editor-in-Chief Geoff

Anderson, News Editor, Bob
Greenberg, and Circulation Manager,

Jon Spear.

The Student Affairs Office spent

spring vacation wading through the

89 applications (49 women and 40
men) for Residence Assistants and

proctors, trying to choose 18

women and 10 men for positions.

An informal party was held on
April 1 for those chosen. This

kicked-off the eight week training

session which will cover counseling

techniques, drugs and building

maintenance.

In charge of women's
dormitories next year will be: Pam
Davis, Peg Jackson, Meredith

Koran, Debby Veystrk , Margi

Magoun, Pam Locker, Barbara

Gleason, Peggy Bradford, Dianne

Glover, Betsy Murray, Emmy
Spammer, Maiy Jane Eavenson, Pat

Counselor, Vickie Lazzell, Jeannie

Gershenfeld, Mary Ann Leakley

and Leslie Alteri.

Those holding positions on the

other side of Rt. 213 will be; Tom
Hodgson, Bill Ennett, Brad Carney,

Roger Stenerson, Ed Brennan,

Larry fsraelite. Dale Trusheim, Bill

Qrundage, Paul Eldridge and Bill

Kane.

Floor assignments will be
decided upon at a later date.
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Editorial

Statement of Policy

The Washington Elm Friday, April 9, 1971

In the coming year it will be the policy of this paper to

use only news which directly affects the students,

administration and faculty of Washington College. Any

non-campus news will be used according to its relevance to

the college community.

Since this paper is not a public relations outlet for the

school, it will strive to offer constructive criticism concerning

problems which affect the college community. Through this

constructive criticism we hope to generate interest in

collective activities and foster a more socially and

intellectually stimulating environment. It is our hope that

increased student interest and activity will result in a

proportionate increase in the quality and quantity of the

various activities offered here on campus.

An Involved and interested student body will not only

create an environment to learn and develop in, but enable us

to expand our horizons, while at the same time cope with the

more pressing and important problems facing our nation and

the world today.

Absence of

Phi Beta Kappa
The administration should be commended for Its recent

actions in bringing a Master's program to the College. This

action is a step In the right direction in making Washington

College a first-rate academic Institute. A Master's Program

will do much to enhance the intellectual atmosphere at

Washington College to the benefit of both students and

professors.

However, the fact tfiat the College is still not a first-rate

institute is all too clearly implied by tiie absence of a Phi

Beta Kappa Chapter. Despite a newly constructed library, the

number of volumes in the library is at present totally

inadequate to service the needs of an undergraduate school.

With a Master's Program being instituted, the new library

(with a capacity of 160,000 volumes) Is already obsolete for

an expanding college program.

Another reason for the lack of a Phi Beta Kappa Chapter

is the small percentage of faculty members with doctorates.

The administration has taken steps to correct this. However,

a doctorate does not imply good teaching.

Another distressing factor directly related to Phi Beta

Kappa's absence is the large number of graduates with less

than a 2.0 cumulative average. Dean Seager, at this moment,

is examining alternatives to correct the situation.

Whether a Phi Beta Kappa Chapter is instituted on campus
or not is irrelevant What is important is the factors involved

in its absence. It is hoped that in the future, steps will be

taken to strengthen Washington College academically.

Proposed College Boathouse

,'^^m
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College Boathouse Undecided

Washington College's efforts to

~~-j:atnict a boathouse (or the crew

and sailing clubs have drawn

criticism from some towns-people

who oppose such a structure as a

potential eyesore.

The building, currently located

at Truslow Farm, was donated to

the college by John Truslow. The
college wants to relocate the metal

structure on the Chester River in

front of the Hynson -Ringgold
House at W?ter and Cannon streets.

The college administration must
obtain permission from three

governing bodies before it can go
on with the project. The Historic

District Commission, which
overseas all construction in

Chestertown's National Historic

Area, has already voted 4-1 in favor

of the boathouse. The project must
also be okayed by the Wetlands

Licensing Commission, a state

agency that regulates development
along waterways and marshlands in

Maryland. This Commission held a

hearing last Friday and will render a

decision in a few weeks. Finally,

the Zoning Appeals Commission
must grant special permission for

the boathouse, whose dimensions

shghtly exceed the permissible

dimensions for that area of

Chestertown.

Opponents of the boathouse
claim that it is not "colonial

looking" enou^ for the Water
Street area and have been
circulating a petition around town
to prevent its construction. They
also claim that such a building will

be detrimental to the beauty of the

old homes and formal gardens along

the river.

Proponents counter that the

structure will screen two existing,

unsightly bams between the

Cannon Street and High Street

docks. In addition, the bulkheading
necessary to put up the structure

will prevent the annual flooding of

the formal garden in front of the

I
Hynson-Ringgold House.

The project will cost the college

$25,000 to $30,000, all of which

has already been donated by friends

of the College. The building, in

addition to being more convenient

for crew practice, would serve with

the improved formal garden as a

reception area and meeting place

for the college and the community
at large.

Sidney Ploss to Speak

on Kruschev Memoirs
On April 14, at 3:00 p.m. in

Hynson Lounge, the Hyland-I*rice

Lecture Series will present

Professor Sydney Ploss. His topic

will be, "Krushchev's Memoirs as an
Historical Source,"

Dr. Ploss received his PhD. in

Russuan Re^onal Studies from the

University of London in 1957. He
was a Research Specialist for the U.

S. Government from 1960-62 and
worked at the Center for

International Studies in Princeton

from 1962-1964. From 1964-66 he
was a faculty member of the

Political Science department at the

Calendar

April 9

Baseball vs. Upsala 3:00

p.m.

April 10
Tennis vs. UMBC 2:00

p.m.

Folk Concert 8:30 p.m.

Tawes Theatre.

April 11

Elm • Pegasus Film Series

-

"1984" 8:00 p.m. Tawes.

April 13
Student Recital

8:30 p.m. Tawes

April 14
Sidney Ploss

3:00 p.m. Hynson

University of Pennsylvania.

Currently, Dr. Ploss is Associate

Research Professor of International

Affairs at George Washington
University,

Considered an expert on current

Kremlin Politics and the Krushchev
era, he has published many articles

and other pubhcations dealing with

Russia. His most important book,
ConPict and Discussion Making in

Soviet Russia, was pubhshed in

1965. The lecture will not only

examine the Khruschev Memoirs but

will analyze their importance in

relation to current Kremlin politics.

Colts

(Continued From Page 1)

transportation for pre-season

exhibition games.

The Colts' decision does not

preclude the possibility of a

transfer here next year. Team
officials were impressed with

present facilities and encouraged by
the steps taken to air-condition

certain college buildings.

Although original plans had

called for the football team to use

the facilities jointly with summer
students in the new Masters

program. School administrators

report that the Colts' turndown will

not adversely affect the graduate

project.
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Incoming Freshmen
Observe Campus Life

Pages

Nearly one hundred high school
seniors got a glimpse of college life

at Washington last weekend as the
Admissions department sponsored
its annual Pre-Freshman day.

The students, representing
numerous Eastern states, were all

already accepted for September
admission.

Registration

Saturday's day-long activities

began with an early morning
registration. Cottee and doughnuts
were served whQe the
administrative staff, faculty

members, and representatives of
student organizations talked with
prospective students and their

families.

Next on the agenda was a
welcome by President Merdinger,
Dean Seager, Business Manager
Gene Hessey, and SGA President
Peter Heller.

Kappa Alpha

Hosts Picnic
Beta Omega Chapter of Kappa

Alpha Order will host a picnic for

some of the area children on
Sunday, May 2. Smiles and thanks
from brothers and guests at the

Christmas party were what
prompted a second event. The
picnic will feature a hotdog and
hamburger lunch and all the regular

picnic games .Pe-co-meth will

provide the campgrounds and the
brothers will do the cooking.

To raise money for this project

the brothers and pledges will be
selling raffle tickets through the

month of April. Many of
Chestertown's businesses have
contributed prizes for the endeavor.

The Texaco Service Center has

given a fust prize of a full service

job including lube, oilchange, and
oil filter. Bonnetts Town and
Country Shop, Sutton's Towne
Stationers, The College Bookstore

have each contributed $5 gift

certificates. Legget's Department
Store has arranged to have the
tickets printed free of charge. All

money raised but not used will go
to the Bureau of Social Services.

"The day should be memorable
for the 45 children involved but the
help of the campus and town
community will be needed. Tickets
will be sold in Hynson Lounge and
through the town; please help."

by Kevin O'Keefe
Later, group tours of the campus

were conducted by students
through dormitories, lounges, the
bookstore, snack bar, and other
facilities.

Discuss Majors

In regards to academic interests,

department chairmen and senior
faculty members are available to

discuss majois, courses offered, and
policies at an afternoon session.

The fte-Freshman Day program
was concluded with Washington's
marathon lacrosse game against

Denison University.

Chemists
Acquire New
Equipment

The chemistry department has
announced that the Crystal Trust
Foundation has authorized an
$18,600 gift to the Department of
Chemistry at Washington CoUege
for special scientific equipment.
The instruments include a recording
ultraviolet- visible spectrop-

hotometer, a nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometer and a

microscope with camera.

The -much-needed instructional

equipment will help Washington
College maintain the recognized
quality of its education, enabling
the institution to prepare potential
chemists for graduate study and
industrial research.

The ultraviolet visible recording
spectrophotometer and the NMR
spectrometer will help in structural

determination of organic and
inorganic molecules and in kinetic

studies of organic reactions. The
microscope-camera will be used to

monitor the progress of solid state

reactions.

Dr. Joseph H. McLain, chairman
of the department of chemistry,
said, "The addition of this

equipment wLl greatly increase our
undergraduate research capabilities,

an important part of the chemistry
department at Washington College.

These important tools of modem
research will enable our students to
go into industry and graduate
school with a thorough background
in their fields."

The Crystal Trust was
established in 1947 in Wilmington,

Drama major Pam Locker, shown here as
she appeared in V. S. A.' wiii play dual roles
as lead in The Good Women of Setzuan' by
Brecht.

Horse Show
Is Success

by Debbie Goldstein
The Washington College Riding

Club opened the Maryland horse
show season on Saturday, April
3rd, at the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Burgess in Rock Hall. It

proved to be quite a successful and
rewarding day for the riding club,
who attracted a large crowd of
horses and ponies from the Eastem
Shore area with their well-planned
jumping courses and selection of
trophies and ribbons. Club
members, Ross Peddicord and
Debbie Goldstein competed in
several classes, and rode home with
a few honors. Ross showed his
newly acquired Brouhaha in the
Hunt Teams class, where he teamed
up with two riders from the area,

and placed second.

Goldstein First

In the Equitation Under Saddle
class for riders 18 years of age and
over, Skymaster. a bay gelding
owned and ridden by Debbie
Goldstein, bested the competition
to win first place. Ross Peddicord

was fourth on Brouhaha.

Dr. and Mrs. Norman James, the

advisors for the riding club,

attended the show with their son.

Macgill, who took his first ride on
Brouhaha, and placed second in the

Lead Line event.

Buffet Supper

Following the show, a buffet
supper was held; later in the
evening, many people, all sharing an
interest in horses, danced to the
music of Chauncy Brown amidst
horse silhouettes and straw bales

supplied by the AOPi Sorority,

'Good Woman ' Cast;

Rehearsals Begin
Auditions for Sertolt Brecht's

The Good Woman of Setzuan were
held in the Green Room on March
29. Paul Mazer, the director,

supervised the reading.

Locker in Lead

Fresh from the cast of U. S. A. is

Pam Locker cast in the title part.

Also from the U. S. A. cast are Joel
Elins and Ca. Button as Mr. Shu Fu

and the First God, respectively.

Mark Lofaell and Dave Meiritt are

other Drama Department veteran's

cast in key roles. Rounding out the

company are many other people
who have answered the call of duty
to the theatre. They are Thom
Snode, Elyn Dye, Bob Murphy. Lee
Klug, Barbara Price, Larry Israelite,

and Harold Thompson. And still

others are Washington College show

"In A Medieval Garden 99

by C. A. Hutton

business virgins who have answered
the call of Mr. Ziegfeld for the first

time. Making their debuts are Justy

White. Sandy Richter, Sunshine.
Lou Ellen Murphy, Steve Oshins,

Barbara Daly, Beth Taylor, Peggy
Bendiner and probably a few more.

Meg German, who survived stage

managing Macbeth, is again serving

in this capacity.

Good Women should bring a

whamo climax to the theatre this

year and should be something to

look forward to on April 29. 30,

and May 1st. Bombs Away.

This is one album that may be

Delaware, by the request of the late iiwd to find, but worth the $2.50
Irenee du Pont.

IVCF Chapter Formed
by Chuck Vuolo

"For what we preach is not Meet Weekly
ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, Participation in Inter-Varsity is
With ourselves as your servanU for open to all. We meet weekly to
Jesus sake. {2 Cor. 4:5) Since we inductively study the Bible in small,
tiave the same spint of faith as he informal groups. All who are

'I beheve, and so ! interested conUct Annie Marshall,who wrote
spoke, we too believe, and so we
speak, knowing that he who raised
the Lord Jesus wDl raise us also

with Jesus and bring us with you
unto His presence." (C Cor. 4:13)

Message Received

As the Apostle Paul addressed
this in a letter to the growing body
of believers in Corinth, so is this

message being received here on this

campus now. The College is visited

tegulariy by National
Representatives of the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship. Its purpose is

to promote Christian fellowship on
the Washington College campus.

Al Reynolds, Joe Getty or Kathy
Caldwell anytime.

you may pay for it. It's a collection

of music from the Middle Ages
performed by the Stanley Bueten's
Flute Ensemble. This music is great

for just listening and really getting

into your head. The better

selections are on the first side,

especially Vincenzo Capinola's

guitar concerto "LaSpagna". I hear
it occasionally played on WMAL.
Well, on to better things.

"Company" Original soundtrack.

This show just won the Tony
Award as the best musical of the

year, and rightfully so. I was
fortunate enough to see the show
last summer in New York and can

praise it justly.

The music is great (naturally, as

Stephen Sondheim won two Tony's
as the best lyricist and composer.)

The story is about an unmarried

crazy man - 5 married couples and

life in New York City. The best

songs are "Company," "Another
Hundred People", "Being Alive".

'The Ladies Who Lunch", and
"Barcelona." "The Free Design sing

for Very Special People"

Flowers For

\AU Octasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chdtenown. Md.

Phone 778-2525

The Country Store

High Street

Chestertown, Maryland 21620

"Come see the mouse with the personality
in his tail."

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday -Sil. 10 tjlii. - 12 p.ni

Sunday 11:30 .m. .12 p.m.
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SPOR TS
by Dave Griffith

As this is my first issue as the new Sports Editor, I think a

few words about format are in order. Aside from a limited

subscription to parents, and other friends of the college the

ELM is read primarily by the members of the college

community iuelf. Without really knowing, I'd thmk that a

vast majority of these readers already know who won the last

game and most of them could probably tell you the score.

For this reason, the articles you read on this page in the

coming year will center not on who won, but on outstanding

individual performances, trends, and in general, information

that the average reader doesn't have access to. Yet, because

there is an uniformed segment of the people who read *e

Sports Page and because the one-page format tends to do

injustice to some sports, I hope to run a results section in

most issues. It's my hope that such a combination will present

a more realistic view of sports at WC, and if it's done right

even make the page worth reading.

t tt
As intramurals roll around a number of decisions need to

be made about the eligibility of players. Can a player who has

lettered in baseball play Softball intramurals? Can a graduate

or school employee play? In my opinion, anyone who wants

to play should be able to, after all it's supposed to he for fun.

But then how much fun is it to play a team with five

ex-baseball players and lose 37-1 in two innings? At any rate,

the decision should be made and then made public before

rosters are due so that people know exactly where they stand

to avoid mid-season hassels.

Shoremen Nine wins

Error Filled Opener
Before meeting Haverford in an

away game on Wednesday and

Upsala in a home doubleheader on

Friday, Washington had posted a

2-1 season log. The Sho'man scored

a 10-9 victory in 11 innings over

Catholic University and a ten

inning, 4-3 squeaker over Drew

University around a 10-7 loss to

Swarthmore.

Both Defenses Shoddy

The Atheymen trailed most of

the way against Catholic, but a

bases-loaded double by Steve

Raynor pulled the game out for

Washington. Raynor started the

game, and was reheved in the eighth

by Novy Viamonte, who posted the

win. The Shore defense committed

nine errors, but the Cardinals

helped out by committing sl\ of

then- own. Paul Brown helped pace

the Sho' attack with two RBl's.

Eight Unearned Runs

Against Swarthmore, starting

pitcher Dave Novak was the victim

of five Washington errors as the

Quakers scored eight unearned runs

in the first three innings on the way

to the 10-7 win. John Dickson

pitched well in relief, yielding only

two runs. Raynor provided the big

bat with a triple and four RBl's.

Both teams were hurt by a poorly

officiated game, during which the

infield umpire threatened to clear

the Washington bench after two

disputed calls at fiist base.

Fourteen Strikeouts

Althou^ Drew scored three

unearned runs against Washington

in the fourth inning of Monday's

game. John Dickson came back for

Washington to knock in the tying

run in the ninth with a bouncing

single up the middle. In the tenth,

Steve Sandebeck delivered a one

cut, bases-loaded single to seal the

victory for Steve Raynor. Raynor

struck out 14 and allowed only

four walks as he posted his first

victory of the season.

Bits and Pieces: Raynor leads

the team with a .615 batting

average and six RBl's. Ogens and

Carrington sport .500 and .429

averages respectively , while

Sandebeck has four runs batted

in...Washington has yielded 22 runs

in 29 innings, but only four were

earned. This gives the pitching staff

a 1.24 earned run average... On the

bad side, the Sho' defense has

committed 18 errors in three

games... Before losing to the Sho

'men. Catholic U. had defeated a

highly respected University of

Baltimore nine.

Redmen Edge Sho' Ten

In Overtime Thriller

Thinclads Nip Salis.;

Lose to Gallaudet

Saturday's game with Fairleigh

Dickinson marks for the lacrosse

team the fifth game in ten days.

This scheduling, may very well

explain the season's record when it

is finally totaled. After an opening

loss to North Carolina, the Sho'men
were forced to find a permanent

replacement for Dave Slama, who
broke his jaw in an automobile

accident during spring vacation.

For the RPl game, Mark Stinson

moved to defense; he responsed

with a remarkably consistent game,

for a newcomer. The following

Saturday in what was a one of a

kind lacrosse game, both Mark and

defense addition Tim Barrow

played well as Washington lost an

11-10 heartbreaker in triple

sudden death over-time. The game

was marked by hard hitting

defenses and an excellent Denison

goalie. In addition, Pete Boggs

scored three goals and helped the

Sho' cause by gaining many kep

face-offs in the closing moments.
Perhaps thyoniy disappointing

thing about the game was that in

thirteen extra man opportunities,

Washington only scored once, and

obviou^y this could have been the

difference.

The track team's first meet was

actually a double dual meet which

was scored as two separate contests,

WC vs. Salisbury (77 - 67) and WC
vs. Gallaudet ( 55 - 79). Coach Don
Chatellier attributed the win to

high point getters Frank Ogens,

who won both the long and triple

jumps, and Steve Bartalsky who
hurdled highs and 440

intermediates. Both efforts gained

Washington 18 points. Howard
Staut)er outtUstanced the field in

the mile and placed high in the two

mile to earn another 15 points for

the Sho'men.

Coach Chattelier explained this

was really a year for building the

track team. In total, 51 points in

the meet were earned by freshmen.

He hopes and feels that the team

will develop into a strong contender

in a few years. He feels that the

teams* present strength lies in relays

and in the shot and discus events.

In general the times generally

pleased him although he expressed

regret that Bob Maskery pulled a

muscle and had to be pulled out of

a number of events.

Results

Freshman Pete de

Selding shows off the

serve which has given him
an unbeaten record so far

this season.

Oarsmen
Edged by
Williams
As the Washington College Crew

travels to the Potomac i

weekend to compete in the Cherry

Blossom regatta they take with

them the knowledge that their

performance in this race will pretty

much set the tone for the rest of

the season. Last Saturday, both
Washington College boats were
beaten by Williams College in the

first race of the season, but this can

hardly be taken as indicative of

what is to be expected this season.

The heavyweight boat has been
plagued with problems and has

been unable to practice

consistently. Most noticeable of

. these problems was stroke and
captain Prank Iglehart's contraction

of a fierce chest cold which forced

him out of the boat for two days

practice and out of the stroke seat

fer aaQther two.

The race itself was rather duD

compared to most Chester Rivei

races. After a 20 minute delay

because of Salisbury's difficulty

lining up, the race started with

Williams jumping out to a quick

lead. This lead was almost wiped

out by the 500 meter mark, by

both of the WC shells, but they

were unable to overtake a strong

Williams crew which slowly opened

up water throughout the remainder

of the race. 'Oiey were followed

across the line by the Sho'men

lightweights who beat the heavies

for the first time in the school's

history. Salisbury got off to a slon

start and finished a distant fourth.

CREW:
willlami^altage
WaihJnslon llghtwd
waininqton heivlts

Salisbury State

6:35
S:SO
6:51
7:QB

TRACK:
1st PLACE WINNERS
Staubor
Bartaliky
09«ni

EVENT
Mils
440IH
Irlpis jump

TIME
4:51.5
59.0
39-9'

TENNIS: SALISBURY DREW

Freshman Greg Lane scores one of

the three goals he had on Monday
against the English All-Stars.

ENGLISH

NORTH CAROLINA RPl DENISON ALL-STARS

Buckci (et al)

Opponanl

6-11

17
10

11-9

16
12

IO-1t

19
19

5-14

a (Foitafl)
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Senate
To Hold
Elections

student Government
Association elections will be
held on Thursday, April 22 in

Hynson Lounge, Candidates

may submit petitions until

Monday. April 19.

Thus far. the candidates for

president are John Dimsdale
and Brooks Bergner. Peter

Boggs is a candidate for

vice-president, and there are no
candidates for secretary. Dale
Trusheim is a candidate for

treasurer.

Presidential candidate
Dimsdale, currently SGA
treasurer, says, "I have some
ideas for renovating the SGA
system. " He believes the

judiciary board is too
cumbersome. and would
abolish the lower court if

elected. This would minimize
red tape, he feels. Decisions

could still be appealed to the

higher court.

In addition, he would like

to expand WC's social calendar.

Instead of one big spring

weekend, Dimsdale would
schedule less expensive dances
throughout the school year.

The spring weekend would still

be considered feasible if a

big-name band would perform,

and there was a likelihood that

the dance would be a

money-maker.
Bergner intends to "increase

guest lecturers on relevant

matters." He also believes that

iContinued on Page 3'

PROPOSED COLLEGE CALENDAR, 1971-1972

Fall Semester 1971

Sept. 3

. 24
29
15-21

21
2 2-Jan.

16

Friday Freshmen arrive

Monday Labor Day
Tuesday Upperclass students arrive and register
Wednesday Classes begin for first semester
Wednesday Thanksgiving holiday begins 12:30 p.m
Monday Classes resume 8:30 a.m.
Wed.-Tues. Final examinations
Tuesday Close of the first semester
Wed.-Sun.

Christmas holiday and interim vacation

Spring Semester 1972

Jan. 16 Sunday
17 Monday

Feb. 19 Saturday

Mar. 4-12

13
31 -Apr.
2

. 3

' 5

8-13

19

20

Saturday

Monday
Fri.-Sun.

Monday
Friday

Mon.-Sat.

Friday

Saturday

Students return to campus, dorms open
Semester classes begjn-spring term
Washington's Birthday Convocation 11:00
a.m. and Parents Day
Spring Vacation

Classes resume

Easter Vacation
Classes resume

End of second semester classes

Final examinations
Alumni reunions

Baccalaureate Service 11:00 a.m.

Commencement 2:30 p.m.

Proposed Courses Add
'Practical Dimension

'

Washington College has

taken steps to add a "practical

dimension" to the traditional

liberal arts education,

accord ing to Dean Robert
Seager. The addition of a

business administration
concentration with an
economic degree, along with
formalized pre-law and
pre-med programs, will give the
Washington College graduate a

stronger position once he has

finished his four years at

college.

General Assembly Act

Aids Private Schools
As a result of the Maryland

General Assembly's passage of
the Mande! administration's

bill to aid private colleges,

Washington College will now
be able to tap a new source for

fiscal funding.

According to College

Vice-President Louis T.

Hughes, the college is currently

entitled to approximately
$58,000 from the Maryland
treasury. The amount of state

financial aid ailoted to each
institution will be determined
by the number of Associate of
Arts and Bachelors degrees
each institution awarded in the

previous year.

The legislature, in its

Notice

Candidates for the
editorships for the Pegasus and
Miscellany should submit a
letter of application to
Timothy Maloney by April 21.

approval of the bill, attached
no residency requirements so

that Bachelor degrees earned

by students from out-of-state

will still be eligible for

compilation in the school's

degree count.

Vice-President Hughes
related this impression that the

individual school will be

allowed to determine the use

of its own money. "My
impression is that it will not

{be restricted) but I honestly

don't know." Plans now call

for the state grant to

Washington to be used as part

of the general operating fund.

Mr. Hughes credited the
recently created consortium of
private Maryland colleges, of
which Dr. Merdinger is an
officer, for aid in the bill's

passage. He concluded with
optimism that "this is just the
b^inning; the state, in the
next few years, will increase
the support."

The business administration

minor will add such courses as

Marketing to traditional

economic theory. These
courses should add to the

student's practical business

knowledge and enhance his

chances of employment with a

firm.

The pre-law and pre-med
courses will coordinate

undergraduate courses in the

two fields. In the past,

undergraduates had to

improvise in developing

schedules that met the

requirements of the
professional schools. Under the

new programs, the chemistry

and biology departments will

organize the pre-med student's

program in order to meet those

requirements. In pre-law, new
faculty member Minor Crager

will design a complete course

of study. Crager, who holds a

LL.B., gave up private practice

and will receive his doctorate

in Public Administration from
Texas this summer.

In addition to these new
programs, 1971-72 will mark
the first year that Washington
will offer an art major.

Intermediate courses in

drawing, design, and painting

will be offered as part of the

curriculum. Eventually, a

concentration in commercial
art may be offered as part of
the art major.

Three computer science

courses will also be offered

next year in conjunction with
the mathematics and
economics departments. These
will add still another useful

dimension to the course of
study at Washington.

New Calendar Adopted
By College Faculty
The College faculty voted to

adopt the revised calendar for
the academic year 1971-72 at
its meeting on Monday night.

Sarah Jayne, representing
the Student Government
Association in place of
vacationing president Peter
Heller, appeared at the meeting
to express student sentiment
on the new calendar and to
answer questions from faculty
members concerning student

lings.

The one feature of the new
schedule that should especially

appeal to most students is that

final examinations will be
completed before Christmas. A
student poll displayed much
sentiment for this idea, which
will eliminate the three week
limbo period that now exists

between Christmas and
semester break.

Under the new system,
there will be three and a half

weeksbetween flnalsand the
opening of second semester
classes January 17. Spring
break will be March 4 through
12. Although some students
may object to vacation that

early, a later vacation would
result in a limbo period similar

to the present calendar. The
second semester ends on May
5, examinations May 13.

Graduation for the Class of
1972 will be on May 20.

As one faculty member
pointed out, another advantage

Notice

IFC weekend will take place
this Friday and Saturday
nights. Featured Friday night
will be the Senior Class
Auction followed by a dance.
Saturday afternoon a bull roast
will be held from 5-6 P.M.
Fraternity open houses will be
on tpp for the remainder of the
evening.

to the new calendar is that
Washington students will be
available for summer
employment at an eadier date
than most other students. The
disadvantage is that freshmen
must report on September 3
with classes beginning
September 8. This feature of
the calendar requires students
to endure the traditionally

muggy September weather on
the Eastern Shore.

Mathias
To Speak
On Campus

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.,

United States Senator from
Maryland, will give a talk on
April 19 at 3:30 p.m. The
public is invited.

During his campus visit,

Senator Mathias also will meet
with students in political

science classes, attend a

luncheon and tour the campus.
In November 1968

Maryland voters sent "Mac"
Mathias to the United States

Senate where he serves on the
Judiciary, District of
Columbia, and Space
committees. He also Is deeply
interested in education and
manpower training, urban
development, and agriculture.

A student of foreign affairs,

Senator Mathias has proposed
initiatives in policies toward
Europe, Vietnam, and the

Middle East.

Senator Mathias has served

as an assistant attorney general

of Maryland and city attorney
of his native Frederick, Md. In

1958 he was elected as a

Republican to the Maryland
House of Delegates from
Frederick County.

U.S. Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr
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Guest Editorial

Inauguration Preview
Inaugurations of College presidents occur so

rarely-the last one at Washington College was twenty

years ago-that the many who have never attended

such a celebration may fairly ask what its purpose is.

I am grateful to Geoff Anderson for this space in the

E LfVI to try to explore this question.

First, an Inauguration is obviously a send-off, an

expression of good wishes, to the person who is

assuming the leadership of a college. To anyone brave

enough-many vi/ould say foolhardy enough-to take

on such a demanding task good wishes are surely in

order.

But an Inauguration is clearly much more than a

celebration for one man. It is a celebration for an

institution itself and for its ongoing continuity. At

such a time one thinks of the men of past eras that

have built the institution, as vimll as of the future

under new leadership. Above all, perhaps, one focuses

on the values for which the institution stands. This is

a good thing-a necessary thing-for any human group

from time to time to do.

And so on next May 8 we shall hear a good bit about

the great figures--from William Smith to Daniel

Gibson-who have made Washington College what it

is. Like a family wedding celebration the

Inauguration will bring together the several

generations of men and women who form the family

of Washington College. It will be a celebration of

what one might call the Academic Family as well. For

the past twenty years Washington alumni have

represented the College at many Inaugurations; it is

now the turn of other colleges to honor us by their

presence here--and, in coming, to learn something of

the strides we have recently made and of others we

hope to make in the future. In all this will be visibly

demonstrated the solidarity of spirit that exists

among those who cherish the values of schools like

Washington College.

What, then, ARE those values? If we have no

values worth celebrating, then an Inauguration is not

w/orth bothering with. In the hope that there is not

and never will be any ONE way to summarize the

values of Washington College, I would merely suggest

three areas in which the best values of this College are

perhaps found:

(1) First, the College is a fundamentally free

institution in a fundamentally free country. Free

discussion and inquiry goes on in the classrooms of

the College untrammeled by any political, economic,

or religious ideology. No trustee or administrator here

would dream of suggesting what "slants" are to be

applied to sensitive issues. Such radically free

institutions are very fragile and they need constant

defense.

{2) Second, the College has deliberately chosen to

nurture the special values that only a small liberal arts

college, in its smallness, can really do justice to. We
have eschewed the glamor of bigness and the easy

valuations, so tempting to lazy minds, made in

quantitative terms alone. Socrates cared about

examining the quality of life and made his everlasting

point quite without the aid of a big library, or big

research grants, or a big list of "publications" to his

name, or big athletic wins. At Washington College we

have tried as the first concern to foster searching

intellectual dialogue in an atmosphere of freedom and

through small classes. In so doing we have honored

the Socratic priorities.

(3) Third (most elusive of all, and so I shall say

very little about it) we have regarded students as

whole persons-worthy of the friendship and concern

of whole persons for one another-not as cards fed

into a computer or merely as "minds" to be trained

in academic disciplines. In our present age this may
turn out to have been the most worthwhile feat of all,

and in it lies the clue to why Washington College at

the present time is, in Professor Newlin's words, a

"humane and civilized community."

To celebrate such values as these is tiie purpose of

the Inauguration. The day should not be pompous or

pious; it should be a colorful and joyful celebration.

With good weather, it should even be fun.

Peter Tapke
Chairman, Inauguration Committee

Kent Housing Problems - Chestertown homes similar to these accounted for a large

part of the estimated 20% dilapidated Kent County housing, according to a recent

University of Maryland study.

Deteriorated Housing Plagues

County Residental Sections
by Kevin O'Keefe

THE IVASHINGTON ELM
THE ELM IS PUBLISED WEEKLY

Kent County, like many of

Maryland's Eastern Shore

subdivisions, faces the

monumental task of coping

with an acute housing problem
- rehabilitating and replacing

wide areas of slum residences

located primarily in the

western sections oT

Chestertown and in the

county's more rural reaches.

Last June alone, 45 families

related to Chestertown Mayor

P. M. Brooks and the Town
Council their need for more
adequate housinfi.

Census Reveals Deterioration

The degree to which the

blight of substandard

residences affects the area is

uncertain. Statistics compiled

in the 1960 Federal Housing

Censui revealed that only

61.1% of county homes were

sound housing with all

plumbing facilities. The same

census revealed that rental

housing accounted for a large

portion of the poor building

structures. Of 165 homes

rented to families officially

regarded as "poor", 72% were

in deteriorated condition, 61%
were constructed prior to

1930, and IWo had no indoor

toilet facilities.

A study by the Agricultural

Economics Department of the

University of Maryland,

released late in the '60's,

termed 20.3% of Kent

residences dilapidated. Another

federal report, "A Crisis in

Housing on the Upper Eastern

Shore," published in the last

year and using year and a half

old statistics and testimony,

was sharply critical of local

efforts for improvement.

It was this last report which

prompted the Baltimore Sun to

print a large expose on Upper

Shore housing conditions.

Local reaction was critical of

the daily's coverage. The Kent

County News took a "let

sleeping dogs lie" attitude in an

editorial advising the Sun that

"m o r e . . . w i 1

1

be

accomplished towards
improvement if out-dated

reports are permitted to remain

in the files."

Officials Respond
Local officials are quick to

counter criticism leveled by
these three reports, charging

that they are largely based on
outdated statistics. They prefer

instead, to point to the

accomplishments on the local

housing scene.

One of the largest efforts to

date has been the creation of

low cost housing in Washington

Park, near Chestertown. Homes
in the development were built

on land donated by Mrs.

Louisa d'A Carpenter and

originally sold for between

$9000 and $10,000.

"We . . . appeal to all the

citizens of Chestertown to

recognize some of the

deplorable conditions around

them. There are many, citizens

of this town who do not have

indoor plumbing of any type -

not even running water. It is

difficult to believe that in

America in 1970. the era of the

space race and the jumbo jet,

that some of our fellow

citizens are living in houses

that were substandard at the

turn of the century."

Clarence Doran, President

local NAACP chapter, to the

Chestertown Mayor and Town
Council, 1970

In central Chestertown the

Murphy Construction
Company developed middle

income residences on Calvert

Street. Although only three

townhouses were constructed,

all with sales prices ranging

from $13,000 to $14,500,
local banking officials are

encouraging the building of

more by making loans

available. Fifteen low cost

homes were also recently

completed in Fairlee.

Agency Starts Innovation

The most innovative

program so far has been

initiated by the Kent-Queen

Anne's-Talbot Area Council, a

local community action

agency. The group has plans

for constructing low Income

housing in the area by
employing and training

unemployed young men to

build the homes. The agency's

first residence has already been

completed in Quaker Estates,

outside of Chestertown, with

the house selling at cost.

As promising as the local

efforts to date have been,

officials are all agreed that any

massive building campaign will

require large doses of federal

money.
But since federal regulations

require that subdivisions

applying for government

financial backing must have

operative housing authorities

and a building code,

Chestertown. which has

neither, has been unable to tap

that source for assistance.

Search For Panel

Plans are currently

underway, however, to

eliminate this stumbling block

to federal aid. Under the

direction of a 21 member
nominating committee, the

town government is presently

seeking five persons to fill

positions on the new
Chestertown Housing
Authority,

The new bod, when it

becomes operative in July, will

then be prepared to attempt
channeling federal funds to

combat slum housing,

Chestertown's most obvious
deficiency.
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Spanish Students To Present
A Night Of Spanish Cuhure

The Spanish Club, cordially
invites the public to "Noche
Espanola". It is the first of our
big endeavors and many are
working hard to make it a
success.

The evening festivities start
at 7 p.m. with dinner. The club
members will serve the meal.

by Sheila Whitelock

consisting of a soup, appetizer,
wine; paella, a combination
platter of seafood, rice, and
chicken; and flan for dessert.

Everyone has their own
variation of this famous
Spanish dish and we are all

anxious to taste it as prepared

from Mr. Linville's recipe. Miss

The Elm Peeks At
Pegasus Progress

bv Tom Danifil *^
Despite some

financial problems, the 1971
PEGASUS should be out
September 16, and according
to editor Brion Hanrihan, "It
will be different" from the
recent 1970 issue. The new
PEGASUS will consist of five

(12 inch X 12 inch) paperback
volumes, each 25-50 pages in

length. Volume One will

contain the senior informal
portraits which were taken last

November. A photographic
essay of various students and
the faculty will comprise
another volume. A third and
fourth volume will include
photographs of sports at

Washington College and
pictures of the Drama
Department productions. A
fifth and final volume will

concentrate on two polar
aspects of events at Washington
College: freshman orientation
and senior graduation. The
reasoning behind the five small
volumes instead of a single

large book? '"To punctuate
whatever we (the staff) have to

say. It puts a start and a finish

on the whole thing,"

Besides this drastic change
in the overall concept of a

make this new PEGAbUy more
than merely a "scrapbook."
There will be much less copy
and prose -- instead 99 percent
of the volumes will be
photographs taken by
Washington College students.
Whatever words included will

Pianist To

by Tom Daniel

inevitable be limited

Perfiorm
Tonight

Ruth Laredo, pianist, will

perform in a recital on April 16
at 8:30 p.m. in Tawes Theater.

She is being presented by
the College Concerts Series.

-Admission to the program is by
season concert ticket, or
single-admission tickets may be
purchased at the door, adults

$3 each, students $1.

As a student of Rudolf
Serkin at the Curtis Institute of
Music and at the Marlboro
Festival, Miss Laredo has

performed in many chamber
music combinations with Mr.
Serkin, Pablo Casals, and Peter

Serkin.

She has toured the United
States, Europe and the Near
East with "Music from
Marlboro" and she has

performed as recitalist, as

soloist with major orchestras,
in duo-recitals with her

husband, violinist Jaime
Laredo, and as chamber
instrumentalist.

to captions for
names and excerpts from the
past year's Elms, treated as art
work. Color photographs are
being considered if the money
is available.

Slight finances is the major
problem of the staff-which did
however make some money on
its film series. As of yet, there
is no final figure for the cost,
but each yearbook {box of five

volumes) should cost between
$12.50 and $15.00 to print.

Essentially Brion Hanrihan and
his co-workers Carole Denton,
Bill Ennett, George Nickel,

Geoff Anderson, and Carla
Magnunson hope to create a

photographic essay of "what
was here during the past year"
which will be subjectively
interpreted by each student at

Washington College.

Leon will also be on hand to
help out in the kitchen.

Live entertainment will

include a group of Flamenco
dancers, with guitar
accompanist. Pat DeGennero.
Following will be the student
production of Tren a "F". The
players include Gali Sanchez
(Carlos), Carol Ellyson {La
Mujer), Nestor Sanchez {El
Nino), Peggy Bradford (U
Senora Garcia), Lynn Puritz
(El Revisor), Geoff Anderson
(El Oficial de la Compania),
Dale Trusheim (El Viajero) and
Mr. Clearfield (LaVoz de
Carlos). In Train a "F". Bellfdo

depicts an imaginary country
which consists of a barren plain
crossed by a train in which the
inhabitants are travelling to

F ..., which could mean
happiness, paradise, social

progress, or everyone's private
desire.

Tickets can be purchased
through any Spanish Club
member at the low cost of
three dollars. The money is

being raised to start a
scholarship fund to send
students to study in

Spanish-speaking countries.
The money will also be used
for next year's activities, a few
of which include films about
Spain and several guest
speakers.

Don't pass up this excellent
opportunity for a night of
Spanish intellect.

Folk Concert
by Debbie Martin

It took much persuasion to didn't know you could play
get me over to Tawes Theater
on Saturday night to see Mike
Seeger and other performers
who presented An Evening of
Traditional American Folk
Music in accordance with Kent
Conservation, Inc.

Even though the tickets

were $2.00 - the money is

going to a good cause, the
preservation of Kent County.

The concert was hosted by
Woody McDonald, who has the
ability to capture the attention

of an audience. He opened the

program with Big Yellow Taxi.

Carol deGennaro performed
next. Her performance was
rather shaky. The "what would
we do without you, J. T."
award goes to Mike McBride
and Bill Matthews ( a duo who
couldn't tap their feet

together) with their
performance of Fire and Rain.

Woody McDonald made
occasional appearances singirlg

songs about sewers and
seductions.

Next to perform were Tom
Hodgson. Mr. McHugh, and Mr.

Johnston - Mr. Johnston, I

the bass. Following their great

performance were the
Fourgiven. (Ingham, those
sneakers have got to go.) They
performed the same stuff

they've been performing in the

past heaven knows how long,

but still performed better than
anyone.

Mike Seeger opened the

second half with the most
incredible autoharp solo I'd

ever heard. Seeger then
introduced his wife Alice and
friend Hazel Dickens.

Miss Dickens then
performed. Her singing was
awful, but she wrote two songs
concerning the hardships of her
family (brothers and father all

miners) in West Virginia. Her
lyrics were direct, moving and
to the point.

Mike and Alice Seeger

proved their musicianship by
demonstrating various
instruments.

After the concert I couldn't
help but think that our campus
needs more entertainment like

Saturday night's. Maybe ...

BARRETT SHOES

GET READY FOR A STAR-
SPANGLED SUMMER

-

Sandals for Springtime Wear
Shoes In All Colors, Including a

Combination of Red, White & Blue
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Ann Thompson models the popular "hot pants".

"Hot Pants" Craze

Hits CoUege Campus
by Debbie Goldstein

It's Spring and the increase

in temperature causes a raising

of eyebrows over the array of

new fangied fashions; leggy

news is revealing that the

shortest pants in sight are here!

Sidewalks, which were once

filled with the prim midi-look.

a spontaneous fiashback to the

twenties, are now filled with

Hot Pants, a further reduction

of the popular miniskirt. The
craze has caused fashion

designers to create outfits for

daytime wear with the little

farm girl dungaree look and

charming styles for formal

evening wear in razzmatazz

colors, ranging from materials

of velvet to heavy cotton.

Others have made a fashion hit

by going to the less expensive

extreme - a pair of pinking

shears taken to a once loved

pair of bermudas can reveal a

pleasing sight to the wandering

male eye.

No one but the young,

skinny, and daring can wear
this new style. Great leags need
a pair of hot pants to show
them off. Of course, sandals
and high leather boots are
added accessories, which
enhance the charm of the short
shorts era.

Boys give the nod to hot
pants. The short look is smart

and snappy; it is a sexy look, a
breezy look, and a slinky look.
Hot pants are a fashion, which
have a particular place amidst

the whirl of parties and picnics.

They seem to be viewed
everywhere; the most affluent

are wearing them, including

Joan Kennedy. The majority of
boys on campus, looking at

such campus personalities as

Ann Thompson and Jan
Finley, feel that a girl's legs

should be seen, not hidden,

and the more they can see the

better they like it!

Hurray for Hot Pants,

Skinny Legs and All!

ELECTIONS

the SGA-sponsored Open
Houses have been a success,

and would stage more of them.

Bergner also expressed
e n t h u siasm for student
involvement in making
available scholarship funds for
needy students. He thought
that this year's contribution by
students to the scholarship
fund was a worthy idea, and
would "like to see this

continue in the future,"
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SPOR TS
by Dave Griffith

Start with 350 male students of varying athletic

ability. Subtract at least 200 of these, who for varying

reasons have no interest in competing in

intercollegiate athletics. To this add six men and for a

lack ol a better word call them coaches. In reality, of

course, they're not just coaches for they spend a

majority of their time selling cars, teaching English,

interviewing students, teaching gym classes, lining

fields, fixing scoreboards, arranging for meets and

games and bailing people out of jail.

Throw in, at least for this year, an earnest trainer,

a defunct varsity club, an ever-smiling equipment

manager-and then because of thefts, subtract most of

the equipment he manages. Also, add or subtract (it

doesn't matter for there isn't muchi the scholarship

available for athletics. Finally to all this add in the

desire that is always evident at the start of a season

and then melts into its bedfellow, frustration -which

grows with each setback.

Now with the total of all these factors form a

team and send them out against a school several times

the size, with several times the money, and with

coaches who are able to devote their time entirely to

the team. The result? All too often it results in a

week very much like the past one.

This is the way athletics often are at Washington

College, but obviously it doesn't do much good to

just define a problem. So. in the next few weeks. I

intend to look at most of these problems in depth, to

show how other schools have handled them and to

propose a few changes. My motives, 1 must admit, are

entirely selfish. I'm simply tired of writing about this

or that season being a "building" year. I want to

write about a winning year.

NEXT WEEK: Recruitment and scholarship -Two

words a Washington College coach can't say in the

same sentence.

WC
6

UMBO

Laird Okie 1-2

Pete deSelding 3-0

Bill Mitchell 2-0

Brooks Bergner 2-1

JohnTansey 1-1

DrewMcCulIagh 1-1

Mike Harper 1-1

Tennis
Team

Steve Banalsky leads his Western Maryland opponent

coming over the final hurdle in the 440 intermediates last

Saturday but was edged at the tape.

Lacrosse Struggles

with Hectic Schedule
As the lacrosse team enjoys

a well deserved week of rest

before an away game with

Hofstra next Wednesday, it's

evident that inconsistency is

the trademark for the season so

fat. With both an offensive and
defensive trio that have never

played together before this

year, consistent lacrosse can

hardly be expected, yet it has

already cost games that might

otherwise have been won.
No better example of this

can be found then in the recent

loss to Farleigh Dickinson.

After playing an aggressive first

half, the Shoremen went into

the locker room wth an 8-4

lead, but came out cold and

eventually lost as F-D scored

nine goals in the second half.

On the following Tuesday,

consistency, although once

again lacking, wasn't necessary

as a struggling Loyola team fell

prey to a fourth quarter

barrage and lost 10-2. The
Shoremen controlled the ball

most of the game as evidenced

by a total of 63 shots taken by
WC in the game. To make up.

these 63 shots Bob Shriver and

Pete Boggs each had the

dubious distinction of missing

7 shots apiece with Jody

Haddow following closely with

six misses. Greg Lane, however,

was able to connect as he

contributed to 70% of the

goals with 4 scores and 3

assists.

After traveling to one of the

few stadiums in the country

where a bounce clear might

work-that is the astroturf of

Hofstra, the team returns for

two consecutive home matches
against highly ranked
Washington and Lee and
Towson.

Raynor Victor in 14

Inning Marathon
by Bill Dunphy

Upsala batter follows Steve Raynor pitch during first

game of doubleheader swept by Vikings.

RESULTS

CREW: Cherry Blossom Kegatta

Jr. Varsity 6:30 (Winner 6:08)

Varsity 6:35 (Winner 6:01)

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS FOR
SINGLES

Washington College

withstood two shellackings by

a powerful Upsula nine, and

bounced back to defeat

Haverford in baseball action

last week. This leaves the She'

at an even .500 going into

Friday's game with
Randolf-Macon on Kibler field.

Upsala simply destroyed the

Shoremen with scores of 14-0

and 17-1 in last Friday's

double header. Not only was

Upsala a strong hitting team,

but they played smart,

mistake-free baseball. WC's
defense didn't help matters as

they committed 15 errors

during the twinbill. Steve

Raynor and Novy Viamonte
absorbed the losses for

Washington.

Ed Athey unveiled his new
looking Shoremen nine at

Haverford on Monday. Steve

Raynor won a 14 inning, 3-1

ball game during which the

diamondmen committed only

two errors. The Sho' offense

pounded out eight hits while

Haveriord committed six errors

leading to the three unearned

runs. Viomonte had the only

extra base hit for Washington,

a two out bases empty double

in the top of the twelfth

inning.

Bits and Pieces: Frank

Ogens' hitting streak was

halted when he went 0-6 in the

Haverford game. Frank had hit

safely in the five previous

games... Raynor has a 2.55

earned run average with nine

runsearned in 39 and 1/3

innings pitched... The
Haverford game was the third

extra inning victory in addition

the third victory overall for the

Shoremen... The rumor is

around that Upsula will not be

rescheduled next season. Too
bad, huh?

by Bruce Widowson

Tennis, probably the most

ignored, least supported sport

here at Washington appears to

be a bright spot in the Spring

Sports schedule. Sparked by

the outstanding play of

freshman Pete deSelding and

supported by stellar play from

returning netmen, the

Shoremen promise to have a

winning season.

The recent win over UMBO
tends to show this year's team

has depth, a factor missing

from previous years. The tennis

team's current record of 2-1 is

fairly indicative of the kind of

season to be expected.

This season's first match
against Salisbury State turned

into an athletic farce as our

netmen swept all matches in

straight sets to win 9-0. The

second match of the season

was against a comparatively

stronger Drew University team.

With the exception of

deSelding the team was
outclassed in both singles and

doubles.

The following match with

UMBC was expected to be a

toss-up. However, consistent

playing by the Shoremen
prevailed as they took five of

the six singles to sew up the

victory 6-3.

If play continues at its

current level, and barring any

injuries a 7-4 record can be

expected.

WindRuins
D.C.Regatta

When the crew travels back

to the Potomac this Saturday

to compete against Temple and

George Washington, vivid

memories of a disastrous

Cherry Blossom Regatta will go

with them. A strong current,

25 mph winds and lack of any

attempt at organization

resulted in a farce, not a

regatta.

The JV race was called to

the starting line early and was
forced to spend 2'/i hours

fighting the current and wind.

The race itself was anti-climatic

after this ordeal. At one point,

the starter tried a "floating

start" in which the boats drift

past the starting line, hopefully

at the same time. Everything

looked pretty good at the first

start, but at the last second the

current caught the Washington

shell and slammed it sidewise

into the starting boats. Once
this situation was corrected

and the race began, it was

apparent it would be two
separate 2-boat races. Virginia

edged Georgetown for first

place and the second

Georgetown boat beat the

Shoremen by a boat length.

The varsity followed with a

similar performance and also

finished on the short end.

FOR SALE
1968 Kawaiaki Sumarl
250CC Street Version
Motorcycle. Expansion
Chamber Exhaust pipei,

Only 3220 mllet since new.
Asking $450. Call 778-0039

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"
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College Reevaluates May Day Committee Plans
Washington College is

preparing itself for
reaccreditation next year by
the Middle States Association

of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. The Association, one
of six regional accreditation

bodies in the United States,

re-evaluates each of its member
schools every ten years.

Much of the work is done
by the college itself.

Reaccreditation, in effect,

forces the institution to inspect

its own policies in terras of
what has happened during the

past ten years and what is

going to happen in the next
ten. Every facet of Washington
College from faculty salaries to

scholarship aid is investigated.

To accomplish this massive,

self-examination, six
committees have been set up:
the Executive Coordinating

Committee, the Academic

Council, Admissions and
Academic Standing
Committee, Appointments and
Tenure Committee and
Student Life and Affairs

Committee.

Each committee, composed
of administration, faculty and
students, investigates and flies

a report on a particular aspect

of Washington College life to

the Executive Committee. The
Executive Committee in turn

compiles these reports and
prepares the final report for

the Middle States Association.

This final report will be
submitted to Middle States in

December. In January, an
investigating committee from
the association will visit the

campus for several days to

interview faculty and students.

This committee will then send
its recommendation on
accreditation to the
association.

Perhaps the most valuable

aspect of reaccreditation is the

investigating team's suggestions

for improving the quality of
education at an institution.

These suggestions often open
up new areas in education

which the college may explore.

The six accreditation

associations were formed at the

time of the First World War. At
that time, with many new
colleges being founded, the

bodies could guarantee

minimum standards for higher

education in the United States.

College Foresees 750 As

Maximum Enrollment
Projections and impUcations

of the possible growth of
Washington's enrollment in

future
,

years highlighted

discussion at Tuesday's
meeting of the recently created
Long Range Planning
Committee.

According to Dean Robert
Seager "in the forsecable

future, 750 is the maximum
amount of students we can
handle without deficit

financing and gambling on
facilities."

As a result, he doesn't

predict a need for rapid growth
in faculty size. In addition, all

present campus facilities,

except for dormitories, are

capable of servicing 750
students and the possibility of
applying modular housing to

the dorm shortage is being
considered.

A student member of the
panel pointed out that growth
could be most easily

accommodated in the science

departments where facilities

ai'e at present underutilized.

Difficulties exist however, in

attracting a large number of
Science majors here.

According to national

enrollment trends presented by
Mr. Richard Francis,
Washington would reach its

peak in 1977-78 with 950
students. After that, private

school enrollment, including

Washington, is expected to

decline.

However, Dean Seager later

commented that Washington
might possibly attract students

who would normally attend

Ivy League colleges but who
were unable to, because of

increasing tuition hikes.

A major point raised in

predicting future enrollment is

the possible construction of a

third Chesapeake Bay Bridge

crossing from Kent County to

Baltimore. The new road,

which is being considered by
state highway officials, would
greatly shrink the driving time
to the Baltimore Metropolitan

area and might possibly result

in the suburbanization of the

local area. Panel members
agreed that the college

planning would be greatly

affected by such a Facility.

For Peace March On April 24
The May Day Committee of

Washington College, has

enthusiastically engaged itself

over the past month in

disseminating information as to

the various activities planned
by the nationsil anti-war

movement for late April (that's

NOW!) and early May.
A calendar of local events

was initiated soon after the

organization of the Committee
itself, when Dave Beaudouin,

sophomore was appointed

Coordinator by the Student
Senate's Executive Board on
March 15. Appointments of

other committee members
soon followed:

These are freshman Marty
Williams, co-coordinator;
sophomore Carole Denton,

secretary; and sophomores
Nancy Walsh and Elaine

Swanekamp, publicity. In

addition, Cindy Bliss was
appointed to coordinate

in-town canvassing, while Dr.

Dwight Kirkpatrick agreed to

serve as faculty advisor.

The first campus action

energized by the Committee
was bringing the People's Peace

Treaty to the S. G. A. for

ratification. Originally on
March 29, the S. G. A. tabled

the ratification until senators

could consult their
constituents. However, on
March 31, the Senate met in

special session, resulting in

ratification of the Treaty, 16
for, 4 against, with one
abstention, and five senators

absent.

April 2, May Day sponsored
a fast, in memorium to Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. The
much-needed dinner money
contributions went to the

National Welfare Rights
Organization. There was an
"all-campus" meeting April 6
to discuss various ways

students could support the

anti-war movement. About 125
people attended.

A Teach-In was organized

for April 14 at which
approximately 40 people

appeared. The Teach-In
sponsored five Vietnam

anti-war veterans who showed
a Glm of United States actions
in Southeast Asia. They
offered information about the
upcoming April 24 activities in

Washington.

And that's tomorrow.

Education Group
To Hold Lectures
A series of five programs

with the theme "Alternatives

in Education" will be
presented in coming weeks at

Washington College by the

Student Education
Association.

Featuring three lectures by
visiting speakeis and two films,

the programs will be held at

8:30 p.m. m the Hynson
Lounge and the public is

invited.

The April 15 presentation

of "Free the Children" by Mrs.

Terry Kros of the Boston firm

of John Holt Associates dealt

with the practical application

of classroom taught concepts.

According to Mrs. Kros,

mathematics, for example, can
best be taught by having a

student transact a purchase

involving the return of change.

"A School Without Halls,"

featured in the April 20
presentation by Mrs. Rae Zielin

of the Parkway School in

Philadelphia, emphasized that

education can be accomplished

without a traditionally

structured school. The
Parkway School presents the

student with the opportunity

to grasp educational concepts

Fighting it out for Student Government president this

year are John Dimsdale and Brooks Bergner. Elections for

the top spot will be held Tuesday, April 27 in the dinner

line.

where they are applied. For
example, journalism students

learn by working in the offices

of Philadelphia's daily papers.

A film titled "Children as

People", made at the

Fayreweather School, Boston,

will be shown April 27.

On May 4, Mr. Chip

Scammon will speak on "The
Open Classroom". Mr.

Scammon is with the

Alternatives in Education

Program sponsored by the

American Friends Service

Committee.
The find program, on May

6, will feature the well-known

film, "High School,"

The Alternatives in

Education series is being

coordinated at Washington

College by Mrs. Melinda B.

Wrightson, a senior student

from Virginia Beach, Virginia

who heads the Student

Education Association.
Advising on the program is

Thomas F. McHugh, assistant

professor of education and
director of the College teacher

training program.

Petition

Deadline
Extended

Elections for S.G.A. officers

will be held in the dinner line

on Tuesday, April 27, 1971.
The elections were originally

scheduled for an earlier date,

but were postponed for a

number of reasons.

Speeches will be held on
Monday, April 26 in Hynson
Lounge. At publication time

candidates were:

For President. Brooks
Bergner and John Dimsdale;

For Vice-President, Peter

Boggsand Tom Hodgson;
For Secretary, Karen

Gossard, Vicki Lazzell, Ann
Thompson, and Donna Cook.

For Treasurer, Jeanne

Lawrence and Dale Trusheim.
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Editorial

Earth Week Plus One Draws

The Time Is Now' L*"^* ^r No Attention Here

Dissatisfaction with the war is rampant in the

country. It is now not just primarily isolated on

college campuses, but it is everywhere. Businessmen,

clergymen, teachers, lawyers, union leaders, and even

housewives are all beginning to become outraged at

the loss of life and waste of economic resources

involved in a war with no specific goal and seemingly

no end.

On the Washington College Campus, the Vietnam

War has been the brunt of jokes, mockery, and

endless discussions. A whole sub-culture has been

built upon it. Yet despite repeated attempts to escape

the by-products of an unpopular war, it touches each

and everyone of our lives. Its impact cannot to

blunted by our mockery or dissertations. We have

attempted to "bore it to death" through a saturation

of words, brains and bodies to the war's impact.

But its impact cannot be avoided. It is as much a

part of our campus as the Washington's Birthday Ball.

To neglect to seriously consider our role as citizens is

to shirk responsibility and render our eduacation

meaningless.

Despite the rest of the country's activity

concerning the war, the Washington College Campus

has remined largely inactive. A teach-in was poorly

attended despite very excellent speakers. And only 50

people plan to go to Washington this weekend out of

160 who expressed mterest:

This year, there has been no Kent State or

Cambodia to arouse our emotionalism. Any actions

taken must be carefully thought out. The movement
does not depend on any isolated traumatic experience

which when after the initial effect has worn off

regresses to inactivity and blatant opportunism.

April 24 is a chance to show the government

where we stand. The demonstration is non-violent

and well planned. It is supported by clergymen, labor

unions, and Congressmen. Disliking demonstrations

due to claustrophobia, then here is the chance to

petition Congressmen and government officials to let

them know where we stand.

Lack of activity with regard to the war can only

signify favor with it. There is an abundance of

opportunity at the present to express one's opinion in

the manner in which one feels is best. The time is

now. Don't fail to take on the responsibility that is

needed.
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Millions of Americans at

this time last year were

demonstrating and committing

themselves to the improvement

and maintainance of their

environment during Earth

Week, the nation's first massive

movement for ecological

responsibility.

One year later, activities for

Earth Week Plus One, which is

being celebrated currently, are

drawing little or no attention

as demonstrated by the lack of

widespread support evident in

the previous year.

Last year, a full series of

activities were scheduled at

Washington College while this

year, except for a local

clean-up campaign planned for

early May, nothing was or has

been planned.

Indeed, the fear expressed

by some that Earth Week 1970

was just another emotional

issue in a Spring full of them

may appear justified.

Such critical speculation

was expressed by a leading

science magazine when it

chafed that Earth Day
programs "often took on a.

quality of a country fair...

"The same publication

questioned "whether it was
more than just a short term

amusement for most
participants. " Apparently to

some, this current lack of

visible interest has bolstered

that contention.

by Kevin O'Keefe

mm
On the other hand, many

observers of the situation

contend that merely the

methods, not the intent of the

movement, have changed.

Larry Israelite, active in the

ecological movement on
campus and organizer of the

May ctean-up, feels that the

trend is moving away from the

mass rallies characteristic of

1970.

WANTED:

4

Children

for

Play Letters To

Dear Sir:

Four children I really feel sony for the

between the ages of 8 • seniors this year. As a January

10 years are needed to graduate I have seen how W. C.

appear in the College treats you. All that I've gotten

Drama Department was a "well-done" from the

production, "The Good captain whereas my friends

Woman of Setzuan", from Baltimore University

April 29. 30 and May 1. [Agnew went there, they have

no entrance requirements) are

starting jobs at $9500.00 per

year, and they get them by
Contact sitting at home and answering

Paul Mazer
the phone!

This is indeed a sad state of
affairs.

Fine Arts Center.
Yours,

Tom Galloway

According to Larry

"through the mass emphasis on

ecology... the little things like

not throwing cigarette butts on

the ground are more important

than the rally." He prefers a

movement that is

"regenerated only once a year

but a day to day activity."

An example of this, the May

2 clean-up which Larry

encouraging, was originally

conceived to be a joint effort

among students t'rom both the

college and Chestertown High

School. However students from

the high school have shown no

further interest in the project.

Larry envisions a formal

whereby workers will b*

transported to the outskirts of

Chestertown and will clean and

sweep their way into the center

of town. Certain spots, like the

formal gardens in front of the

Hynson-Ringgold House, wl!

receive special attention. Larry

emphasizes that the success of

the project "is up to

everybody." So far,

approximately 150 college

students have volunteered.

To the Editor;

We want to take this

opportunity to thank all of our

loyal customers who hQvf

patronized our Tastee Fre«
for the past ten years.

It has been a great

experience meeting and serving

everyone.

As of April 1st we have sold

our Tastee Freez business W
Joseph and Rebecca Downey.

We hope you will continue to

patronize the new owners.

Again, we say THANKS,
and our wish is that all of yo"

have a very nice summer and

happiness in the days ahead.

Bob and Margaret Grahan
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Rehearsing for the upcoming production of 'T/7e Good
Woman of Setzuan" are freshmen Joel Elins and
sophomore Pam Locker. The production is set for April

29, 30, and May 1 in the Fine Arts Center.

Thespians To Enact
A Musical Parable

The Drama Department of
Washington College wiil

present "The Good Woman of
Setzuan" by Bertolt Brecht on
April 29, 30 and May 1. Show
time each evening is 8:30 p.m.
in Tawes Theatre,

The play is a musical

'

parable of man's enforced dual
nature; his desire to be good is

thwarted by his head to keep
alive. Many comic effects are

achieved in picturing man's
pretensions to morality
subverted by his instinct for
survival.

The plot centers on three
gods who come down from
heaven in search of a truly

good person and discover Shen
Te, the prostitute, to be the
only one worthy of being
called virtuous. They reward
her with gold; which she uses
to buy a tobacco shop.

Immediately she becomes the
~ victim of parasites, because in

her goodness she cannot refuse

help to the less fortunate. In

order to survive she
inpersonates an imaginary evil

cousin, Shui Ta, whose
harshness in business matters
keeps Shen Te solvent. The
action is paced by dream
interludes which show the gods
gradually falUng victim to the
troubles and despair that assail

mankind.
The cast of this production

includes twenty-four students.

The dual role of Shen Te-Shui
Ta is played by Pamela Locker;
tne Three Gods are played by
Ca. Hutton, Thorn Snode and
Justin White; Wong, a water
seller, is played by David
Merritt; and Yang Sun, an
unemployed pilot, is played by
Mark Lobell.

VOTE

BERCNER

Hodgson

FOR A NEW SGA

The Washington Elm

Dear Martha

Pages

The Grass Is Always Greener ...

by M. Washington

Dear Martha,

I've been at Washington
College for 4^A years and I've

never been in contact with any
drug abusers. In fact, the only
roaches I've ever seen have
been in the cafeteria. How may
I meet some of W. C.'s more
colorful scholars?

Dean

Dear Dean,

Haven't you heard that the

grass is always greener on the
other side of the hill.

Dear Mari;ha,

I'm really hung-up about
today's fashions. It seems as

though everyone is going
bra-less these days and I want
to be part of it all. I want to

maintain the high standards
that my parents gave me, but
not to the point of being

up-tight. Everyone is loose - I

want to join them. Also boys
tell me it's sexier to go bra-less.

Since I haven't had a date on
this campus, I'm greatly

interested in that angle. Will

boys be impressed with the

new me? Will I have a heavy
date load? Will my parents

recognize me? Please advise.

Down in the Dumps

Dear Dumpy,

I have to side with your
parents on this Issue.

Remember,ifyou go bra)esstoday

when you are 55 your figure

will lose its girlishness. As to

your budding popularity with
boys. Don't forget the old

saying, "There's nary a slip

between the cup and the lip."

Notice to my readers:

This is a serious article for

serious students with absurdly
serious problems. So, if you

have an absurd problem (i. e.

one you are afraid to go your
R. A. or proctor about) please

let me know. Address your
problem to campus mail No.
383 or mysteriously slip it

under the door of the ELM
office. I will do my best to

answer in the worst way.

Love and kisses,

Martha

Cheers And Beers:

Senior Class Auction

by C. A. Hutton

Friday night at Hodson Hall,

occurred that yearly
phenomenon, the Senior Class

Auction. Supervised by the
Senior Executive Committee
consisting of officers: George
Williams. Janet Freni, Bill

Bollinger, and Marji Vojtek,
the atiction benefitted . the
Scholarship Fund sponsored by
the class of '71.

.Various people and
businesses in the area

contributed countless items to

the class. Interesting items sold
were Jane Irby (bought by Bill

Bollinger for only $8.75 or so),

Riding Club to Sponsor
'A Day In The Country'

by Ross Peddicord

Although the top jumpers in

Maryland will be performing at

the Md. Hunt Cup this

Saturday, April 24, the Riding

Club is sponsoring "A Day in

the Country" Horse Show for

local horsemen at the Burgess

Farm near Rock Hall.

The college show, however,
will not be without its share of
steeplechase winners. Mary
Jane Eavenson, a sophomore
from Malvern, Pennsylvania,

and Ross Peddicord, a senior

from Ellicott City, Md., who
maintain a stable of hunters
near the college campus, will

have out the winning mare
Ralph's Girl on Saturday.

In March, the
Eavenson-Peddicord stable

represented Mr. Hubbard's
Kent County Hounds at the

Warrenton, Virginia
Pointto-Point and emerged as

the first members of a

Maryland hunt to ever win the

Juan Ceballos Pair Race. Mary
Jane Eavenson rode Ralph's
Girl to win this race and also

rode the mare over hurdles on
a succeeding Saturday at the

Goshen (Md.) Point-to-Point.

Other horses and riders

from the college will include

Debbie Goldstein and hei
promising show horse,

Skymaster; Susie Hootfver on
her top Pony Club mount. Sir

Lancelot; and Ross Peddicord

with a new green horse named
Shifty Character.

Gunston School, Goucher
College, and Tuckahoe Pony

Qub are expected to send

riders to the competition

which starts at 9:30 a.m.

Spectators are admitted free of

charge and lunch will be

available on the grounds.

a McDonald's banner, a pile of
junk from Martin Kabat, M.
J.'s guinea pig, one of Smitty's
Eleanor's kittens, and Tiny and
Bohn, who were purchased by
the S.G.A. to clean up after
Spring Weekend. Sentiment
was expressed after the auction
that David Roach should have
and could have been sold to
Kent County Humane Society.

For the first time at a
Senior Auction, there was beer
and a band. Three members of
the old Oracle, Jim Bell, Dale
Trusheim, and Bill Prickett,

played their electric pitchpipes
while the auctioneer and his

assistants sobered up or got
drunker as the case may be.

After the mess was cleaned
up and everyone sobered up
(which meant the next day) it

was realized that the
Scholarship Fund was over
$200 richer. Thus ended
another one of those unique
Wa sh i n gton College
experiences that one must
endure four times.

EXPERIENCED TEAM— VOTE—
PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

TREASURER

SECRETARY

John DIMSDALE

Peter BOGGS

Dale TRUSHEIM

Vicky LAZZELL

FOR SGI ON APRIL 2Tth -

IN OOWIiTOWN CHESTERTOWN
rr PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"
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SPOR TS

by Dave Griffith

As Sports Editor 1 receive a copy ot the NCAA newsletter,

and while reading a recent article in this publication about

changes in the number of scholarships schools are allowed to

give, I just had to laugh. In an era when schools are generally

inaeasing the amount of aid available to athletes, Washington

College is in the midst off a trend which is slowly and

unintentionally de-emphasizing the effectiveness of its

financial aid to athletes.

Unfortunately, the high point in this school's history of

athletic aid was some 20 years ago when the athletic

department was able to give out 20-25 waiterships for the

family style dining of Hynson Hall. Then, when conversion to

the present cafeteria set-up came, the start of the inadvertent

downfall began.

At first the Board ot Visitors and Governors allotted

$14,400 (the same amount spent on the waiters) to the

scholarship fund for athletes. But even though this amount

was increased to its present $20,000 three years ago, its

usefulness has steadily decreased to the point where it now

aids only 18 athletes.

The reason for this is simply that what the athlete, or any

student, has to pay, i.e. tuition, room and board, has steadily

increased over the years and with each of these increases, the

aid covers a decreasing percentage of expenses. This situation,

coupled with the increasing amount of grants most colleges are

able to offer, is obviously less than ideal; yet without the full

cooperation and understanding which the Financial Aid

committee gives the Athletic department, it would be

disastrous.

Now. with this situation as it is, can you imagine the

position the various coaches are in when It comes to

recruitment? What they are required to do is approach a

prospective student-athlete, express interest, and then say:

"We may be able to help, but there's no guarantee. So if your

parents will fill out the Parents' Confidential Statement, and if

you get accepted, we can tell you how much you may get,

provided nobody with more need or ability comes along." At

best, this compromises a coach who is interested in a good

athlete. What he has done is make a statement with five

conditional phrases-and most competing schools can

eliminate, several of these.

One possible solution is common in many school all over

the country. It involves the use of tuition scholarships which

can be offered by the Athletic department. If Washington

College could absorb five or sbi tuitions, and make these

available to Mr. Athey, the coaches would then be able to

bai^in (and that's exactly what recruitment is) from a position

of strength rather than the conditionally weak position I have

described. These scholarships have been Mr. Athey's dream for

several years, but with Washington College now showing

student interest in the scholarship situation, perhaps these

dreams can become reality. One thing is certain-if this school

continues with its present policy, athletics will continue to

fade, and with this, fewer and fewer athletes with any ability

will even show interest in coming here.

The Washington College Crew team practices with their reorganized boat. The varsity

eight rowed as a unit for the first time last week, and is preparing for the Small College

National Championships on May 7-8.

Sho' Perfect In Mason-Dixon
Meet Western Maryland Next

Results 1
Lacrosse Scoring

1

Goals
Lane 14 8
George 11 7 t
Gertz 7 7 !•

Boegs 3 2 1
Haddow 2 2 r
Svec 3 I-

Shhver 2 2 U
Gray 3 p
Copeland 2 t
Bailey 1 1 c
Murphy 1 1 y
Reynolds 1 1
Bortmes 1 f
Rosenthal 1 " 1
Totals 51 31 ^

1

The Shoremen boosted their

Mason-Dixon baseball record

to 2-0 and overall mark to 4-3

with a 5-1 victory over

Randolph-Macon College last

Friday. The next stop for Ed
Atbey's charges is Westminster

to meet Western Maryland in a

critical Mason- Dixon and MAC
doubleheader this Saturday.

Steve Raynor struck out

nine Yellowjackets on the way
to his third victory against one

by Bill Dunphy

loss. Raynor walked two and
the only run for R-M came in

the top of the ninth when the

'Jackets put two of their,.three

hits together.

The Sho' scored all of their

runs in the first two innings.

The R-M shortstop committed
three errors on routine ground
balls in the first, setting up two
Washington runs. In the

second, three Sho'men runs

Tennis Evens Record
As Singles Falter

by Bruce Widowson

Washington College played

host to Catholic University's

tennis team this past Monday,
and they obliged the Sho'men
by taking the match 6-3.

The match, even though it

was lost by the end of the

singles, was a closely played

contest. Laird Okie, playing

number one, easily took his

opponent in straight sets. The
remaining singles went to the

visitors in some fairly even
match-ups, Pete deSelding lost

his first singles match of the

year in three sets. Brooks
Bergner also lost a tough
decision in three sets. Had
these singles gone the other

way, the match would have
been a different story.

Two of the three doubles
matches were copped by
Washington College, Okie and
Bill Mitchell took the first

doubles with consistent play,

DeSelding and Bergner
outlasted their opponents in

the second doubles match by
winning the first set 10-8 and
taking, the second by forfeit.

This evens the Shoremen's
record at 2-2 and even though
there is only one remaining
home match the team will be
busy with two matches a week
for the next three weeks.

Turner Highlights

Mason-Dixon Relays
The 15th Annual

Mason- Dixon relays, which
were run last Saturday on
Kibler field, were dominated
by Mount St. Mary's. In all the

Mounts won 8 events of which
three were field events and five

relays, in this effort they broke
two meet records and three
Kibler field records.

For Washington, Steve

Bartalsky joined in the record

breaking as he bettered Marty
Smith's 1967 record in the 440
intermediates virith a 58.0.

Ricky Turner and Frank Ogens
took first and second
respectively in the long jump.
This was particularly refreshing

for not only was it the best

Washington College
performance of the day, but
also because it marked the first

time Turner has competed
against stiff competition in this

event. It's evident that this

track newcomer will be a

standout.

A Washington 2-mile relay

team of Bob Maskrey, Howard
Stauber, Mike Kennedy and
Bob Greenbei^ also broke a '67

record in that event. The group
recorded a 8:24.4 which
shattered the previous 8:39.

came across on walks to Paul

Brown and Frank Ogens, a

single by Dary Carrington and
a throwing error on a Raynor
ground ball.

For its part, the Sho'men
defense committed three

errors, none of which led to

any Randolph-Macon scoring.

Bits and Piei^t-s: This was
essentially the same
Randolph-Macon team that

shelled Raynor 8-0 last year at

Ashland ... Raynor's ERA
dropped to 2.03 after Friday's

performance... In one of the

most pleasant surprises of the

spring, Novy Viamonte is

hitting at a .261 cHp and
playing solid defensive baseball

in right field. Novy only hit

.125 in eight games last

season... Going into the

Dickinson game on Wednesday,
Frank Ogens was hitting a big

.600 against Middle Atlantic

competition.

College

Heights

Barbershop

Chestertown, Md.

Kirsch's Texaco

Service Station

College Heights Sub Shop
Houri: Monday thru Thursday 10:30 a.m. to S-OO p m

Frrday and Saturday 10:00 a.m. to ) t.QO p m
Sunday - Closed

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaki

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS
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Modifications Are

Made ForInaugural
"We're trying to make it as

unstuffy as possible."

That, according to Dr. Peter

Tapke, is the intent of recent

actions taken by the

Presidential Inauguration

Committee in preparation for

next week's official installment

of Dr. Charles Merdinger as

Washington's 21 president.

Dr. Tapke, chairman of the

inauguration committee,

explained that two innovations

in the program will aid in

making the appeal of the day's

activities more wide-spread.

Original plans called for two

separate luncheons to be held

on campus simultaneously.

One, to be held outside, was

for students and alumni while

the other, to be served in

Hodson Hall, was intended for

visiting dignitaries and

delegates from other colleges.

According to Dr. Tapke, the

committee considered this

arrangement as an unnecessary

separation.

The Hodson Hall luncheon

has been cancelled and guests

and dignitaries will be served

along with the students,

faculty, and alumni, presenting

a greater opportunity for them

to mingle.

"The committee," Tapke

explained, "is very enthusiastic

about this democratization."

The second area of

innovation which the

committee has approved

regards the greetings normally

presented to the new president

by various groups affiliated

with the college.

Representatives from five

areas of the college community

will speak. Dr. Nicholas Newlin

will speak for the faculty while

the alumni association will be

represented by Mr. Albert

Horton, alumni president.

The contingent from various

colleges and universities will

feature Professor Allan of the

University of Pennsylvania. In

this capacity. Professor Allan

will serve as the official

representative of England's

Oxford University.

Paul Sarbanes, congressman

from Baltimore's Fourth

District, will speak on behalf of

the Maryland community.

Student greetings, on the

other hand, will pursue a less

traditional method. The

Foui^iven, a college oriented

folk group, will present a sor^,

"Teach Your Children",

instead of a traditional talk.

Ecologist Will Speak

On Pollution's Threat

Roger Conklin, naturalist

and champion of ecological

causes, will talk on the growing

challenge of water pollution,

Wednesday. May 5 at 8 p.m.

The public is invited to hear

Mr. Conklin speak in the Smith

Hall Auditorium. The program

will include a film narrated by

Mr. Conklin.

Roger Conklin has been

director of the Miami

SEAQUARIUM for over ten

years and he has travelled

throughout the world

collecting specimens of marine

life. He is well known for his

explorations of what he calls

"inner space", the world

beneath the sea.

In his talk here May 5, Mr.

Conklin will describe how the

delicate ecological balance of

the earth's water, the "liquid

of life", is endangered by

growing pollution and how this

threatens the existence of all

living things.

Mr. Conklin has been active

in the fight to preserve the

FloridaEverglades. He conducts

"seafaris" to collect specimens

of manta rays, sharks, dolphins

and other denizens of the

ocean depths, and he has

lectured widely on oceanic

sciences. As part of his credo,

he maintains "... that the

precious and the irreplaceable

shall not perish from the earth

- now or ever."

His appearance is sponsored

by the College Lecture Series.

Dimsdale
Elected
President

Newly elected Student Government President,

John Dimsdale, contemplates the future of the senate

as he poses for this picture in his new office.

Dimsdale was formerly treasurer of the S.G.A.

SGA ELECTION RESULTS:

PRESIDENT:

John DImidale
Brookt Bargner
No Vote

284
177
7

TOTAL 46 B

VICE PRESIDENT:

Petar Boggt
Tom Hodgion
No Vote

2S4
194
20

TOTAL 468

TREASURER:
Dale Truihalm
Jeanne Lawrence
No Vote

366
73
29

TOTAL 46 B

SECRETABVs

• Karen Gouard
• VIckl L»z«tl
Donna Cook
No Vote

151
131
127
59

TOTAL 468

On Reaccreditation

Sampling of Student Opinion To

Be Taken by Administration

In preparation for

Washington's reevaluation by

the Middle States Association

next year, school
administrators are undertaking

a survey to determine student

attitudes regarding various

aspects of the college.

The polling of the students,

scheduled to be administered

in the next few wpeks. is under

the direction of Mr. Richard

Francis, assistant to the

president.

The standardized survey,

developed by the Educational

Testing Service of New Jersey,

will be delivered to

approximately 30 percent of

the student body. The

students, who will not be asked

to reveal their identity, will be

randomly selected usii^ the

numbers of their college

identification cards as the

determinant.

Members from all four

classes will be polled despite

the fact that the testing service

recommends surveying only

juniors and seniors. The reason

for this action, according to

Mr. Francis, is that "we think

there will be a change in

attitude from freshmen to

seniors."

NOTICE

The drama department will

present "The Good Woman of

SETZUAN" this Friday and

Saturday in the Fine Arts

Center at 8:00 p.m.

The survey conasts of 76

questions requiring responses

of "agree", "disagree", or "no

answer". Mr. Francis explained

that all the questions are

standardized to "allow us to

compare other schools of

similar size and nature."

Representatives on the

college Board have already

answered the same poll

questions and the faculty and

administration are presently

participating in the sampling.

Before moving to administer

the questionnaire, Francis

approached the student senate

for acceptance of his plans and

received it. He explained that

he "wanted to make sure there

was no strong opposition

within the student body."

Results of the poll, to be

made public, will help create a

basis for developing the

college's self-study.

Completion Of Bunting

Scheduled For August
The renovation of Bunting

Hall is proceeding according to

plan. The former library is

being renovated at a cost of

almost $250,000 to house

administrative offices.

Mr. Richard Francis,

Assistant to the President, is

currently at work on plans for

moving offices into the

newly-improved facility. This

will take place over the

summer, as the renovation is

expected to be completed in

early August.

Mr. Francis emphasized that

"work on Bunting itself is

being done by contractors."

However, "all moving will be

done by our maintenance

department."

Plans call for the use of the

Student Affairs Office as a

language house, while the

Admissions Office wUl

probably be used for

"spillover" students who

cannot be housed in the regular

dormitories.

The Offices of Development

and Public Realtions. along

with Admissions, will move to

Bunting, as well as

administrative offices now in

William Smith Hall.

The basement of William

Smith will be used for the

infirmary and faculty offices.

The vacated offices on the first

floor will be classrooms-

Mr. Francis stressed the fact

that "all offices will be

centrally located in Bunting,

and parking will t>e easier."

Eventually. all Central

Services will be moved to

William Smith from the

Maintenance Building.
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Editorial

S,G,A, Petition
Early last fall the Inauguration Committee decided

that a special issue of the ELM should be published

for the inauguration. This special issue would not be

published by the present editorial staff of the ELM
but by an editor appointed by the committee.

The following is the student Government

Association's resolution which was passed by the

Board of Publications in a special meeting on

Wednesday.
WHEREAS THE ELM is a student publication and

whereas, student publications are protected by the

Student Bill of Rights and Freedoms and

WHEREAS the Student Bill of Rights and

Freedoms makes it clear that "editors and managers

of student publications should be protected from

arbitrary suspension and removal because of student,

faculty, administrative, or public disapproval of

editorial policy or content. Only for proper and

stated causes should editors and managers be subject

to removal and then by orderly and prescribed

procedures. THE AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE APPOINTMENT OF EDITORS AND
MANAGERS SHOULD BE THE AGENCY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR REMDVAL," and

WHEREAS "the student press should be free of

censorship and advance approval of copy, and its

editors and managers should be free to develop their

own editorial policies and nevws coverage," and

WHEREAS the Board of Publications is the agency

vested with the responsibility of appointment and

removal of editors, and
WHEREAS the Inauguration Committee is

"planning a special issue of the ELM which will

provide background on the College to the delegates

and will constitute a momento of the day's events."

And that this special issue of the ELM "will be

prepared NOT by the present editorial staff. . .

" but

by an editor appointed by the Inauguration

Committee,

BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Publications

declare that the actions of the Inauguration

Committee in this matter are null and void and that

any issue of the ELM, special or not, must be

published by the Editor and his staff appointed by

the Board of Publications.

Next week, the present staff of the ELM will

publish its usual four page paper. Accompanying tl;is

issue will be a special supplementary issue concerned

with the inauguration. It is the feeling of this editor

that even though the means by which this "special

issue" was to be published were contrary to Student
Bill of Rights and Freedoms that such an issue is

warranted due to the importance of the occasion. As
with any issue of the ELIVl the editor reserves the

right to edit what he sees fit.
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Fifty Washington College students were a part of this throng of half a

million on Saturday for the Peace March on Washington, D.C.

May Day Report From D.C.

April 24 was an eventful

day in Washington, D. C. as

students peacefully
demonstrated along the city;

streets to illustrate their

feelings about the Vietnam
War.

F i fty college students

caught a bus at 8:15 from

Chestertown and arrived at

You Can't Win

10:30. Standouts in the crowd
were marshalls Dave Beaudoin,

Jeff King, Carol Denton, and
Tom Sar^eant.

The city was filled with

celebrities, irlcluding Coretta

—King; Dr. Benjamin Spock;
Peter, Paul, and Mary, and
Senator Eugene McCarthy, £dl

of whom talked in hopes of

what they felt would end a

tragic war.

A contingency of hart a

million people marched

through the gray streets, later

to board their buses for the

return trip home. All -vowed to

return on May 1 in hopes of

ending a conflict which has

taken so many American lives.

The Return Of Cap't January
(Revealed at last! Sex

secrets of G.L Hal!!!)

Yes, profane rabble, Capt.

January, an existential

institution on this campus, is

again to be forced upon you.

Where else can you find such

tasteless nonsense to tickle

your fancy in exactly the right

place? I'll cry all the way to

the bank . .

.

I saw the best minds of my
generation: !n the Zen
tradition of spontaneity, a

quarter-keg party in Kent

House South last week resulted

in the trashing of the entire

hall. Fortunately, the

President's ever-ebullient

Assistant stepped in the next

morning and fined six of the

troubled youths $50 each.

Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:

Last week you ran a letter

from a recent graduate

complaining about what this

school does for its seniors.

WWle I am not very impressed

with the placement department

here, 1 do feel that they do
what they can to help

interested students and that

last week's letter is the result of

a bitter personal experience.

I too am a senior and am
contemplating my future. As it

stands now I will be furthering

my education. However, the

uncertainty involved in my
plans to continue my
education forced me to take

the initiative to investigate job

opportunities back in

December. After talking to

several professors and Mr.

Groves, I was able to decide

where my best chances foi

employment were. 1 took the

appropriate steps in filing

applications and being

interviewed. To date 1 have

received two job offers in the

neighborhood of $8500-$9000

a year to train with increases

beyond that time so I feel

these are comparable to the

examples cited last week.

Others in my class have

received offers also.

If it were not for the

information supplied to me by

the faculty and the placement

office, I may have graduated

with an uncertain future. I am
now without a job by choice,

not the necessity as implied in

last week's letter. I would like

to take this opportunity to

thank Mr. Groves and our

faculty. They are willing to

help but, they can not hand

out jobs.

Charles Andrews

Unfortunately, one of the cats

fined wasn't even there during

the actual disturbances. Hey. 1

don't get it.

Carry me back: Joel

"Homefolks" Cope, class of

'70, put in a surprise

appearance on campus last

week and promptly tossed his

cookies. It hurts me to sing like

that. Well, don't sing like that.

Woodstock, I was there:

Headbands off to the true

non-conformist who broke into

the S. G. A. office two

weekends back and ripped off

$25 of the May Day
Committee's funds.

My dog's better than your

dog: The latest sound to diddle

the ears of musical elitists at W.

C. emenated from the halls of

Somerset West. Recently, in

the early hours before davm, a

new super-group was formed.

Combining some of the finest

funk musicianship on this

campus, Leroy's Blues Band is

definitely top-flight (second

door on the left). Alright you

Leroy!

(What's this Martha shit?!

Send your dog waste to Capt.

January, c/o ELM. The avatar

of Jay Hoge constantly haunts

us.)

- NOTICE

Candidates for Editorship of

the MISCELLANY may submit

their application to Mr.

Maloney by May 4.
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Dear Martha

Try Something More Masculine
^_^ M. Washington

Photo by Steve Wentzell

Presenting their version of flemenco dancing at

Spanisfi Night were l\/laria Rampolla and Julio

Clearfield, uncle of Spanish professor l\/lartin

Clearfield. "Noche Espanola" netted the Spanish

Club close to $600.

Dear Martha,

Who in the hell ever said

that the girls on the

Washington College campus
weren't dishes? I think all the

commotion over Miss
Washington College and
Homecoming Queen was
ridiculous. All the chicks

around here are really

swinging. And those hot

pants..turn me on! However,

I'm having trouble attracting

these lovelies. Any suggestions.

Lezie

Dear Lezie,

I don't understand your

problem. Most of the women
on campus will go out with any

guy who asks them. The only

thing I can suggest is changing

your name. Lezie sounds a

little feminine. Perhaps you
should try something like

"Butch."

Dear Martha,

I am currently at

Washington CoUege and have a

Sailors

Plot

terrible problem. It's like this,

I'm afraid to go into the Army.
1 hear they do terrible things to

a fellow. Besides that, I'm

against the war. I know of

cases where people starve

themselves, get allergic to bee

stings or even go blind in order

to avoid the draft. My parents

won't let me try any of these

things. What am I going to do?

Respectfully,

Chucky M.

Dean Root Condemns Future
The Portable Structure

Rumors have it that the

beginnings of a new dormitory

complex are being structured

in the quad outside of Kent

House. This structure is

actually more in the form of a

regular pop-up tent. The
inhabitants, referred to as Dirt

and Marth, described the

interior and exterior as being

"an eyesore... rather surreal

with organic tendencies... has a

womblike interior when it

billows in the wind." One
reason as to why it was built

concerns problems with

roommates. The occupants

stated, "People kept playing

the T. V. in Queen Anne's

Lounge. It was Hokey's turn to

live in her room and Mandy's
closet had all the rice in it."

It is actually a very versatile

structure. Its uses vary from

entertainment to making love

to sleeping. According to Dirt

and Martha, it can be

considered an outdoor cultural

center, besides being a living

protest to the war in Vietnam.

Incidentally, tours are given

twice a week at 1:30 by

appointment only. Lectures

are given on organic food and

outdoor living.

Certain problems have

centered around this "new
dorm living." The dwellers

have cited a list of problems

such as "a general paranoic

feeling towards motorcycles...

a better view is desired, the

tearing down of the cafeteria

would accomnlish this." Dogs

have also posed problems,

particularly of the nasal

variety.

Although nothing has been

done yet, there is the extreme

possibility that the structure

will have to be relocated. There

ju-e, however, no specific

rulings against pitching a tent

on campus. The only violations

might be concerning coed

regulations. Dean Root has

suggested that perhaps it could

be moved to a more desirable

campsite such as behind the

athletic field.

If this interest in camping

continues, perhaps it will serve

to alleviate any future housing

crises. However, there might be

foreseeable trouble concerning

open pit latrines, open fires,

and littering. Perhaps before

any decision is made
concerning this issue, there will

be a typical meteorological

disturbance that will alleviate

the problem besides making

latrine trips much less

enjoyable. Contrary to rumors,

the occupants say no to open

ditch latrines.

Dear Chuck,
Snap out of it--you're a big

boy now and your country

needs you. You should be

proud that you were asked. If

you don't like the Army, join

the Navy. My husband's service

career won him the presidency.

Maybe you'll be pre^dent of

something, too.

Martha

Address problems to Box 383
or the ELM. Love and kisses.

Mid-Shore Symphony
Holds Concert Tonight

The sailing club is currently

in the process of reorganizing

to provide a more fruitful year

for next season. It is hoped
that more interest is promoted

so that more people will have

the opportunity to learn to

sail. The club is primarily

speculating on the adoption of

the boathouse. The members
currently have at their disposal

two mobjacks and a sailfish

that are kept at the Riverview

Marina.

The club has already

participated in a team race

against St. Mary's, in Southern

Maryland ,
which is

approximately three hours

away. There has also been a

race against the Chester River

Yacht Club which took place

on the Chester River. Granger

Wilson came in first and

Commodore Matt Snyder

placed fourth. More
participation is anticipated,

and any interested students are

welcome to set sail.

The final concert of the

Mid-Shore Symphony series

takes place this Friday

evening, April 30th, 8:30, in

the theater of the Queen
Anne's County High School,

Cent reville. Sergui
Commissiona, brilliant

Baltimore Symphony
Conductor, will make his solo

appearance in this area.

Featured on the program will

be the popular Symphony
No. 5 by Dvorak, En Saga by
Sibelius, and Mozart
Variations by Reger.

Individual tickets may be

purchased at the door at

$4.00 for adults and $2.00

for students. There will be an

opportunity during the

intermission for patrons to

renew their subscriptions. A
free guest ticket for one

concert during the '71-'72

season will be the bonus

awarded to those signing up

that night.

Mrs. Howard Wood, and
Lt. Colonel (ret.) Thornton
Hard, both of Centreville,

have accepted co-Chairman-

ship of the Symphony
Committee for the coming
season. "It is vital to the life

of the community to bring

into it events as pleasant as

these concerts have been over

the past three seasons,"

stated Col. Hard. "In order to

keep on doing this, we need

to enlarge our support among
music lovers in the four

County areas. We are seeking

volunteers who will help us to

bring these concerts to the

Shore in '71 and '72," Mrs.

Wood continued.

WANTED:

4
Children

for

Play

Four children
between the ages of 8 -

10 years are needed to

appear in the College

Drama Department
production, "The Good
Woman of Setzuan",

April 29, 30 and May 1.

Contact

Paul Mazer
Fine Arts Center.

CEiyjTRE

FURNITURE

High Street

Chestertown, IVld.

Dunhili

Pipe Tobacco

CompUmaits
of

Til* Maryloid

NaHoaol laik

Bringing it all back home, Auggie and Star

campout on the last frontier.

?? PREGNANT ??

TEST YOURSELF IN YOUR HOME!
ACCURATE RESULTS IN TEN MINUTES!

TV\0 TESTS PER KIT
PROMPT DELIVERY

SEND: CASH, CHECKOR MONEY ORDER
PRICE: $6.95 PER KIT + .55c HDLG. CHGS.

BE SURE PRODUCTS, INC.

375 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632
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SPOR TS
by Dave Griffith

If, at any midnight bull session, the topic turns to

athletics, it's almost assured that sooner or later

someone will mention the lack of professionalism

here at W. C. An absence of scouting reports, weight

programs and organization of crew regattas are often

sighted as example. Yet, every coin has two sides, and

I'd like to relate what happened when one coach in

particular was a true professional.

Last Wednesday, Mr. Chatellier spent seven hours

travelling to and from Reading, Pa., to see Wagner

compete in a track meet. He did it because he

wanted the team to win this meet-as it's rather

doubtful they'll win again this year. When he got

back, he sent notices to all the members which

basically said all they had to do was show up in order

to win.

What happened was that Monday morning-even

after a second notice-only nine people showed up for

a training meal that Mr. Linville had prepared for 20.

This meant the food was wasted, not to mention the

$205 the school spent for the bus.

The money is, of course, important to a school

that is struggling financially. But what is more

important is that not one of the ten people who

failed to show had the common courtesy to txil

Chatty he couldn't go.

ttt

What you end up with is one track team which

now has ten men instead of twenty, and one very

disgusted coach. It's true that often at this school the

coaches don't have the time or inclination to make
the extra effort that results in a professional program,

but here's one example where this extra effort was

made.

What I'm worried about is when will Mr. Chatellier

scout his next meet? Could you really blame him if

he waited a good long time? If the whole athletic

mess here is ever going to be ironed out, it's going to

take respect by the coaches for the players and

respect by the players for the coaches. It's a two-way
street, but if nobody goes out and earns it, all the

organized practices in ^e world won't make a bit of

difference.

ttt
On a brighter note, Norris Commodore took some

of the bite out of Monday's fiasco as he broke ttie

oldest school record in the shot put with a toss of

43'3". The old record of 42'9" has stood since 1929.

Photp by Geoff Anderson

Dr. John Conkling, utility piayer for the Doo
Birds, is one of the faculty members participating in

this year's intramural Softball program.

Photo by Geoff Anderson

Junior Marie Sinkinson attempts to slide by his man in Tuesday's 3-5 loss to

Towson. In Saturday's action the Stickmen employed a zone defense and a slow
down against Washington and Lee, but lost 7-2 as the Generals opened up in the
fourth quarter.

Crew scratches Dad Vail,

will continue on club basis
On Tuesday the crew met

with Coach Neill and formally

decided not to travel to the

Dad Vail Regatta. The
consensus was that a boat with

three heavyweights and five

lightweights could never place,

and therfore would be a waste
of money.

Although the crew gained

varsity recogniton this year,

the Crew Club continues lo

provide the financial support,

and this figured in the decision.

Baacally, the crew has decided

that more would' be gained by

continuing to row for the next

few weeks on the club level.

ill permit

Sho' Drops Twinhill

Loss Streak At Three

W ashington College's
baseball fortunes took a

definite turn for the worse last

week as the Sho'men suffered

three straight losses. Those
losses dropped Washington's

overall record to 4-6 with the

last home contest of the season

coming up tomorrow against

Johns Hopkins.

The skein began last

Wednesday when the Sho'men
traveled to Carlisle to face

Dickinson. Steve Raynor
walked four and struck out
only three as the Red Devils

put together seven hits,

including a triple, in shutting

out the Shoremen 4-0. The
Sho' threatened to put
together big innings in both the

first and seventh, but was
stopped both times.

In Saturday's doubleheader
against Western Maryland, the

Green Terrors prevailed twice,

10-7 and 10-6, on a windy
afternoon that produced a

total of fourteen extra base

hits. In the first game, the

Sho'men were down 10-3 going

into the final inning, but only
managed to score four runs

before Steve Sandebeck hit a

game-ending ground ball to the

shortstop. Novy Viamonte
took the loss, his second in

three decisions this spring.

In the nightcap, Steve

Raynor struck out twelve

during the seven inning game,
but also gave up four home
runs as he lost his third game
this season against three wins.

The Sho'men led 3-0 after their

half of the first inning, but the
Terrors came back with four in

their half. The closest

Washington got after that was a

4-4 tie after IVi innings. One
bright note to the afternoon

was Frank Ogens' fourth inning

home run in the nightcap.

Washington was scheduled
to play Mount Saint Mary's
Wednesday, but inclement

weather cancelled the game.
There was no word whether or

not the game would be
rescheduled.

Bits and Pieces: Ogens'
home run was the first for a

Washington player this

season. , . Sho' batters had six

of those fourteen extra base
hits at Westminster. . . Most
improved player of the week
goes to Jim Wentzel, who went
five-for-seven with a triple

against Western Maryland to

raise his batting average to an
even .300. This figure

represents an improvement of
.126 over the .174 average he
owned after the Dickinson
contest.

experimentations such

allowing some oarsmen to

switch sides and allowing a

frustrated coxswain to try his

hand at rowing.

Another benefit of this

period will be that anyone with

an interest in rowing, either on

the varsity level or just to

satisfy his curiosity, can make
arrangements with the club to

do so.

The crew's formal schedule

was completed last Saturday in

Charlottesville as the boat lost

badly to a Virginia junior

varsity shell and a varsity shell

from George Washington. As

has been true most of the

season, the pre-race antics

upstaged the actual race.

Virginia's varsity, with

complete lack of racing

etiquette, took off for the

Southern Spring without

leaving word for either W. C
G. W. The two furious coaches

decided to stay and row,

although a racing official gavi

Washington College and George

Washington credit for winning

by forfeit.
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Seager Announces New Faculty

For Upcoming Academic Year

photo by Mike Brown

Taking part in Mayday activities ttiis past wee/cenrf

were Rennie Davis, who visited Washington College

this past winter, and N. Chomsky, an M. I. T. faculty

member. Eight Washington College students were

arrested in the Peace March.

College Boathouse
Becomes a Reality
Washington's efforts to

locate a waterfront boathouse

along the Chester River

overcame a major hurdle this

week as the Chestertown

Zoning Appeals Board

consented with certain

restrictions to the new school

structure.

Modifications

Mr. Gene Miller, chairman

of the appeals board,

announced the groups' decision

this week explaining that a

number of structural

modifications will be necessary

before the facility can be

moved to its Water and Cannon
Streets location.

The two changes outlined

include the application of a

colonial or early American

siding on the exterior of the

building. Also windows with

shudders must be hung on the

side of the boathouse facing

the Chestertown Power and

Light Company to maintain an

attractive appearance.

Permission Granted

The boathouse, measuring

96 by 40 feet, is presently

located at Truslow Farms in

Queen Anne's County. The
metal structure was donated to

the college by Mr. John
Truslow.

The college administration

has already obtained
permission for the boathouse

from the Historic District

Commission, which oversees all

construction in the town's

National Historic Area.

Permissfon from the Zoning
agency was necessary because

dimensions of the building

slightly exceed restrictions for

the area.

Opponents of the boathouse

originally charged that the

building's facade was not

consistent with the Water
Street colonial structures. They
charged that the boathouse

would be detrimental to the

beauty of the old homes and
formal gardens on the

riverfront.

Screens Barns

Backers of the project

contend that the new building

will screen two dilapidated

barns situated between the

Cannon and High Street docks.

In addition, the bulkheading

required for relocation would

prevent the annual flooding of

the gardens fronting the

HynsonRinggold House.

Funding Completed

Funding for the project,

which is expected to cost

between $25,000 and $30,000

has ah-eady been obtained from

outside contributors.

Notice

This issue of the Elm

contains a special

Inauguration supplement.

Several changes have been
made in the Washington
College faculty for the 1971-72

academic year, according to

Dean Robert Seager. The
changes include some
replacements of present faculty

members and a few additions

to the teaching staff.

In the Mathematics and the

Physics Departments, Albert

Briggs is taking a year off to

complete work on his Ph. D.

He will be replaced by Dr.

Jason Gait, who has his Ph. D.

in mathematics from Wesleyan

University. Physics Chairman
John Trimmer will be on leave

to do research at the University

of Delaware. Dr. Lawrence
Logue will take over as

department head in Dr.

Trimmer's absence,

Edward Messinger is leaving

the Modern Language
Department for a post at

Dalhausie University in

Halifax, Nova Scotia; the

French i nstructor's
replacement is Colin C.

Dickson, presently at Beaver

College in Pennsylvania. Mr.

Dickson holds a B. A. in

physics from Amherst and an

M. S. in physics and an M. A.

in romance languages from the

University of Pennsylvania. He

Israelite

Supervises
Clean"Up

After a week long

postponement resulting from

organizational difficulties,

Washington's SGA sponsored

Kent County Cleanup will get

underway this Sunday
afternoon.

Larry Israelite, project

coordinator, estimates that the

entire project will require three

hours of work, starting at 2

p.m. He requests that anyone
who has already signed up or is

interested in working should

report to Hynson Lounge by
1:30 Sunday.

Despite the fact that

approximately 160 students

volunteered for the trash

cleanup, Larry reported to the

student senate this week that

he anticipates a turnout of

only 100.
Larry emphasized that the

biggest problem remaining is

transporting workers to their

respective positions around and

outside of town. He is still

requesting that students with

automobiles volunteer their

services to get participants to

their cleaning stationsL

Besides having students

clear areas within Chestertown,

project planners have also

provided for cleaning the

college campus.

is currently working on his Ph.

D. in language at Pennsylvania.

Another newcomer to the

language department is Eva
Schmergel, a Ph. D. candidate
in German at New York
University, who will replace

Georgia Duffee. Mrs. Duffee is

going to Germany for a year to

complete her doctoral studies.

Other professors taking

sabbaticals next semester are

Drs. Nathan Smith, who will be
doing research in Russian
history at universities on the

'Four given

Highlights

This year's Spring
Weekend-May 14, 15, and

16-will be, if anything, unique.

Although the traditional

concert was cancelled to create

a scholarship fund, fun and a

variety of events will still be

planned by the S. G. A. Social

Committee. The goal is to

provide a continuous weekend
schedule of activities.

The weekend will officially

begin at 9:00 Friday night with

a dance on the library and

Hodson Hall terraces. The New
Bread, a D. C. band that played

earlier in the year at

Homecoming, will provide the

music for this outside occasion.

Saturday, May 15, from

2:004:00, will see the

inauguration of the Chester

River Yacht and Raft Club

with a raft race starting from

the town dock. The grand

opening of the drawbridge

gates will incite additional

excitement. . Onlookers will

be further amused by canoe

ioustine.

East Coast, and Dwight
Kirkpatrick, who will also be
doing research. In their

absence, Guy Goodfellow will

be acting head of the History
Department for Smith and
Howard Grumpelt will return

and probably assume control
of the Psychology Department
for the semester.

An addition to the
Psychology Department is Guy
S. Shane, a Ph. D. candidate at

rContinued on Page 2i

' Concert
Weekend

At 8:30. the Fourgiven will

give a concert in Tawes
Theater, featuring
contemporary music. A S. G.

A. Open House in Hodson Hall

with beer and pretzels will

immediately follow this

concert,

Sunday features a picnic

beginning at 12:30 on the Kent

House quad with an

accompanying concert by
Henry. A Road Ralley that

same afternoon will close the

three day affair.

Tickets for the entire

weekend are $5 a couple with

the proceeds going to the

scholarship funds. They may
also be bought separately at

$3.00 a couple for the dance

and $1.00 a person for the

Fourgiven concert.

All those with rafts to enter

or who would like to canoe

joust, see Hilary Parkinson or

Larry Isralite. Anyone who
wishes to participate in the

Road Ralley should see Tony
Lilly or Hilary Parkinson.

Newly elected MRA officers are from left to right,

front row: Vice President, Bill Brundage; President,

Glenn Dryden; Treasurer, Joe Getty, and Secretary,

Bill Monk. photo by GeoffAnderson
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Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:

That it may do some good!

I've been at Washington

Coiiege for four years and have

learned quite a bit from you.

As a Freshman, I was called a

racist, an arch-conservative and

narrowminded (partly in jest

but with some seriousness) for

some ideas I thought were true;

and I sfly "thought were true"

now for I have been

enlightened. Students have

"liberalized" me to listening

to others with very conflicting

viewpoints so. will you listen

to me now?
Your liberalism has been

good and has done many things

but many have been smothered

by it. You seem to reject (by

your disrespect) anyone or

anything that is said by

conservatives or anyone not of

your mind- Everyone hates

generalizations but I am
making one in spite of it. The

ones I am referring to, others

call hippies. We can name

many but define none. Your

actions, 1 feel, have been

disgusting, from your ideas of

life to your hving it. You don't

want to be bothered but it's

fine to annoy others.You want

and usually get campus

privileges (you say rights) and

then you're the first to abuse

them. In particular:

I heard you harass Dr. Susan

Huck about ax weeks ago.

Sure, she lectured on some

incredible information but she

tried and succeeded in giving

an honest opinion of it. There

is much truth in what she said

but because you disagreed it

seems you had a right to be

disrespectful to her. You
couldn't question her facts, so

you did as one member of the

audience suggested and I

quote, "It's our turn to harass

you". I hope you enjoyed it.

One brief statement about

ecology, your cleanliness leaves

much to be desired and that's

in mind and body. But one

thing is true, you'll never die of

starvation. This is a case of

abusing a privUege. The

seconds unlimited policy at the

dining hall enables you to feed

your friends very cheaply.

Don't be surprised if Mr.

Linville initiates a

pay-as-you-eat policy in the

future. For those W. C.

students who appreciate what

John A. has done, thank a few

hippies if it dissappears.

Disappear! So it's the May
Day Committee's funds that

are down by $25. How long

did it take for you to realize

that. How long has it been

since those in chaise of

fund-raising took a

competency -test. How easy it

is to shun the blame and

responsibility by claiming

someone broke into the S. G.

A. office and stole your

money. On the 17th, I found

that money left on the tables

at the lunch line completely

abandoned. I looked for 15

minutes for the owners but

they hid well. Many students

have known that I had the

money and they and others

would appreciate an

explanation. Capt. January

may get his money (23.94) any

time but hold on to it this

time, you won't be this lucky

next time.

Bill Ewing
Kent 212

Dear Sir:

Your editorial in the issue

of 23 April "The Time Is

Now" bothers me for a number

of reasons.

Primarily: - Srd sentence in

Paragraph No. 1" .... lawyers,

union leaders and EVEN
ho u sewives are all

BEGINNING to become

outraged at the loss of life..."

The underiining is mine and I

am OUTRAGED at the

temerity of your writer; not

only that he/she would say

"even" so far as housewives

are or have been concerned,

but that we are included in the

list of those who are

"beginning."

Who do you think have

been backing up, feeding.

transporting, helping, housing

and generally keeping up with

the students who have been

coming into the Washington

area for the last five years or

more? "Housewwes" and their

husbands in my own church

provided a place to sleep,

breakfast and transport for

nearly 600 people from the

midwest just this last weekend,

and have done the same for

many, many other groups

when you were in elementary

school Be very careful about

your use of the word

"housewives;" we are your

mothers too, and we've been

with it all the way - with you -

and don't forget it!

Furthermore - I question

the "sub-culture" and the

"jokes and mockery" as

indicated with regard to the

Vietnam War and hope very

much that this not a true

picture of the Washington

College student body reaction

and feeling. The comparison

with the Washington's Birthday

Ball was, I think, pretty sick

and not at all appropriate.

I've just read the editorial

for the 4th or 5th time and it's

just now beginning to make
some sense. Does that give you

a message? I hope so.

Pressure of time in putting

out a weekly of any kind with

volunteers is always difficult; I

understand that from personal

experience. But - editorials, if

they are to be worth the space

- must be literate, concise and

understandable - and this was

not.

Sincerely,

Elaine Denton

SGA Proposal

New Housing Concept
Next year's increasea

enrollment will help to remedy

the financial crisis currently

facing Washington CoUege. But

this expansion is, in turn,

creating its own problems. One
problem is that of providing

living facilities for the

increased number of students.

Theoretically, next year's

dormitory space problems have

been solved.

This report focuses upon

the living space problems

which must be faced in the

next 4 or 5 years, assuming

that expansion continues, and

will offer the administration an

SGA recommendation for

future dormitories.

Next year's safety valves are

the Student Affairs Offices and

the Admissions Offices, which

will be moved to the old

Bunting Library. As far as can

be determined, these vacated

office buildings, coupled with a

slight increase of off-campus

living space, will be sufficient

for the projected student

enrollment of 700-720

students next semester.

Foreseeably though, there

will be another net increase in

enrollment in the 1972-73

school year. This will

necessitate the building of

more living space. Therefore,

we (the SGA) recommend to

the Administration of

Washington College that future

housing efforts be channeled

towards the building of an

apartment or townhouse type

of complex, rather than

conventional dormitories.

This motion would
recommend that the

administration investigate the

possibilities of renting college

land to a private entrepreneur

who would build an apartment

or town-house complex, for

rent, not only to students of

Washington College, but also to

townspeople and faculty

members. In other words, this

would merely be a

private-enterprise set-up with

close proximity to the College

making it advantageous for

students to room there. The
financing of the building would

preferably be borne entirely by

the private owner.

Frederick Rudolph, in his

superb history of the American

College and University writes,

". . . most of the evils of

college life could be attributed

to dormitories: the

inappropriateness of the same

rules and regulations for

students of all ages ... the

isolation of the college from

the life of the community and

of the world, the expenditure

of money needed for libraries,

on living facilities, the

imposition on the college of

responsibilities it was unable

and unprepared to carry out

effectively." (p. 99)*

*The American College

And University

by Frederick Rudolph
Random House Inc.

New York (c) 1962

A college's isolation from

the world community and

expenditure of funds needed in

other areas have special

pertinance to Washington

College. If the reasons for this

can be attributed to the

present system of dormitories,

why should the administration

continue to be responsible for

the building and maintenance

of these buildings? Apartment

and/or town house living gives

the student a chance to

experience and cope with the

real world as a whole, and not

just the sequestered college

campus.

Book Review

The Last Temptation

by Curtis Kiefer
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Taking advantage of the

passions and tumult of Christ's

Palestine, and writing in a

prose style befitting the

intensity of his subject, Nikos

Kazantzakis has created an

extraordinary novel, in THE
LAST TEMPTATION OF
CHRIST. The theme of the

book is much the same as that

of the album "Jesus Christ

Superstar": a Christ who longs

to be a man but who
unwillingly finds himself to be

God; a man thrown into the

conflicts between the flesh and

the spirit; a man neariy

destroyed by his own divinity.

Kazantzakis recognized

twentieth - century man as

living in a moral and spiritual

void, as being a generation

struggling to become free. His

Christ is one who, by
constantly waging a battle

against the demands of the

flesh and the spirit, emerges

victorious - a superstar whose
life-force within enables him to

transmute the physical worid

into the spiritual.

Jesus, like a Buddhist monk,
achieves his victory by freeing

himself from earthly and
societal bondage, from the

family, the state, bodily

pleasures, and the fear of

death. This Christ rebels

against family pressures, riots

against the Roman
government, seeks the pleasure

of women, marries and has

children, and defeats his fear of
death.

Removii^ Christ from the~

Church, Kazantzakis has

fashioned a savior that

eradicates the moral and
spiritual void of the twentieth

century. He has given us a

meaningful and sensitive man,
a Jesus shaped for our new age.

Faced with chaos and moral

decisions of our time, he

retains the beauty of the Christ

- legend that makes it valuable

to people of all ages.

About the author: Bom in

Crete, Kazantzakis was the

author of treatises on Nietzche

and was a student of

Buddhism, a Leninite, and a

Christian; like Joyce, he forged

the conscience of a race. He
believed, as did Yeats and

Synge, that truly great

literature must be national

literature. Some other novels

of Nikos Kazantzakis are

ZORBA THE GREEK, .THE

GREEK PASSION, and THE
POOR MAN OF GOD, (SAINT
FRANCIS).

Seager . • •

(Continued From Page 1)

the George Washington

University in Washington, D. C.

In History, Charles Halstead

will continue on leave to work

on his book concerning

Spanish diplomacy during the

1950's.

Other additions to the

faculty include Minor Crager,

who will direct the pre-law

program. George Founds will

join the Art Department as an

instructor in painting, drawing

and design. He currently

teaches advanced drawing A

the Corcoran School of Art in

Washington. A third addition is

economics professor, Palani G.

Periasany, a graduate of the

University of Madras, India,

and a doctoral candidate at the

University of Pittsburgh.

Periasany will join the

Economics Department, bui

will also teach demography

courses for Sociology.

H. Paul Mazer will be

replaced by William Segal in

the Drama Department. Mr.

Segal holds a M. F. A. from the

University of Massachusetts a'

Amherst and is currently

teaching at Fort Hayes SUie

College in Kansas.

Thomas Pabon, Margaret

Horsley and Bennet Lamond

will all be returning ne^'

semester to resume theif

respective duties for the

Spanish, Sociology, a"''

English Departments.
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WCTR: Tor What It's Worth

Page 3

In the past years, there has

been increasing interest in a

Washington College radio

station, culminating last year in

a pirate station broadcastrig
from the Moss Box. Early thLs

year, the interest was again

generated. Rather than attempt
another pirate station, it was
suggested that it might be
possible to get air time on
WCTR, the local AM station.

This, then, is where "for what
it's worth" began. In the past

eight months, it has gone from
J* meeting with Mr. George
Thoma, station manager of

WCTR, to a one hour show
three times a week. There was,

of course, a lot that happened
in between.

In the early fall, John
Dimsdale and Dave Roach had

two or three meetings with Mr.
Thoma. The outcome was a

half hour show, every Monday,

by Larry Israelite

Wednesday, and Friday, from
3:30 to 4:00. The time was
donated by Mr. Thoma, so the
problem of finding sponsors
was eliminated. The only
obligation at this point was to
plan six shows. At this time,

Larry Israelite signed on as the
third host ' )r the show.

A meeting was held in order
to plan six shows and to give

the ffhow a name. Different

ideas were discussed
concerning the naming of the
show. Some suggestions
included the Washington
College Radio Show and A
Mighty Meriad Amalgamation
of Magical Music. Dave Roach
then said, "Well, for what it's

worth, I'm going to play Dear
Mr. Fantasy on my first show."
From this statement, the name
of the show was derived. Larry
Israelite became the folk

representative on the show and

Larry Israelite

Composers

Present

Symposium
On Tuesday, May 4, the

Music Department of
Washington College presented
the second annual Composer's
Symposium in Tawes Theater.

The program consisted of the

performance of musical
arrangements written by
students of the College.

Deborah Martin, Ronald
Garrett, Debbie Coile, and
Sandy Richter, who are first

year music theory students,

each composed two pieces

which demonstrated both
tonality and atonality. Paul

Whiton, a music major, wrote
various arrangements including

"Piano Variations", "Slapdash
for Tuba and Percussion,"
which were performed by Mr.
Gary Clarke. Paul is currently
taking a course in composition.
The arrangements included

vocal and contemporary
instrumental scores. The
instruments used were piano,
percussion, guitar, viola, flute,

trumpet and trombone. The
main purpose of the
symposium was for the
composers to be able to hear
their music in an informal
atmosphere. It is hoped that
the Symposium will be
presented next year so that
students will again have an
opportunity to write music and
have it performed.

photo by Ed Anson

John Dimsdale took the
rock end of the muacal
spectrum.

Dave did not have time to

continue with the show on a

full time : basis, so another
announcer was needed. Both
Chuck Johnson and Gerald
Harrington took the job.

Planning the shows did not
turn out to be too difficulty

since music was to be played
during the half hour. After Mr.
Thoma's approval, they were
on the air. It was rather

amusing to look through into

the broadcast booth watching
the paper shake as Dave read
the announcements of the day.

The first show went off with

few problems and "tor what
it's worth" was on its way.

More College Talent
In early March, it was hoped

that the show could be
extended to an hour. Mr.
Thoma was agreeable, but
again there were a few
stipulations. These had to do
with the format. Mr. Thoma
wanted the show to be more of
an all college show. That is to
say, there had to be included
more college news, interviews,

college talent and other items
of interest to both college
students and area residents.

The show had doubled its size

and this more than doubled the
work. Certain problems were
encountered.

Need Records

First and foremost is the

problem of tracking down the

people to be interviewed. Then
a tape has to be produced that

is acoustically sound. Another
problem is getting the records

for air play. The main source

of music for the shows are

private collections, which keep
the D. J.'s in a continuing state

of novertv trving to keep a

current repertoire.

Once the show is ready for

the air, there is the problem of

improper equipment at the

station. The turntables are

equipped with excellent stereo

needles, but faulty wiring

causes the loss of one track in

some records, thus ruining the

stereo effect.

Next year, "for what it's

worth" hopes to continue the

current format and in the
distant future it is hoped that
there will be a full time FM
radio station sponsored by the
college.

Thank You
On behalf of the producers

of "for what it's worth", I

would like to thank all those
who listen for their past and
future patronage. We would
especially like to thank Mr.
Thoma for making it possible.

In addition, we wish to thank
WCTR's technicians, Marty
Story and Reed Hessler for

their valuable assistance and
tolerance.

"For what it's worth" has a

broadcasting range of about 45
miles. We're on from 5:00 to
6 :00 every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 1530
on your AM dial. So if you're
in the area, please join us.

Thanks for listening.

Flowers For

All Occasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 77S-2525

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opei

Rt. 213

Chestertowii, Md.

"OK" USED CARS
Service Od AU Milo

Sfei'e Colding romps with two children at the
Kappa Alpha Children's Picnic held at Pe-CoMeth in
Queen Anne's County last Sunday.

photo by Geoff Anderson

Donald Dolce Returns
To Present The Awards

Yes, kiddies, it's time again

for the Donald Awards for

excellence in the Washington
College theatre. Hosting this

year's awards will be the

award's namesake, Donald
Dolce himself. The awards will

be presented on Monday
evening, May 10 at 9 p.m. in

Bill Smith Auditorium, an
official S. G. A. sponsored

awards ceremony with all the

trimmings. {Now mind you,

this is touch and go, so keep
your eyes peeled for posters

denoting a change if

necessary).

Awards will be presented in

nine categories; best
production of the year and
director (one award), best

actor, best actress, be^
supporting actor, supporting

actress, and four new fields:

most promising actor, most
promising actress (for

outstanding debut
performances at Washington
College), outstanding drama

major (voted by the majors)

and an award for outstanding
technical contribution-which
will be selected by those

eligible to vote who were
associated with a production in

1970-71.

Preliminary ballots were
d ist ributed Monday and
Tuesday to the eligible voters

(all declared Drama majors,

forma: winners, and nominees
of Donald awards) and
nominations were revealed

Wednesday (see below). The
results will be tabulated and
announced May 10.

Wherever the Donald awards
will be held, anybody can
come without admission
charge, but the requirement for

entrance is to wear something
interesting, not tasteful, just

interesting.

Come and see the Prince of
Fashion, Defender of the

Faith, Donald Dolce-live! in

person! at the Donalds.

College Heights Sub Shop
Houri; Manday thru Thurtday 10:30 a.m. to 0;00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m.
Sunday Closed

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

IN DOWiiTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"
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Lacrosse Loses Squeaker

Will Tackle Duke Saturday

Friday, May 7, iW

On Sunday, May 2 the Washington College Riding

Club held the College's first on-campus horse shorn.

Susan Hoover and Mary Jane Eavenson (above)

represented Washington College in the Club's

Dressage Show. photo by Steve Wentzell

Pritzlaff Takes
'Leave of Absence'

With Mr. Athey filling in for

an absent Bob Pritzlaff the

lacrosse team travelled to

Bucknell last Saturday, only to

be once again turned back by a

single goal. The 5-4 game saw a
majority of the scoring in the

first half as a psyched Bucknell

squad took a 3-2 lead into the

last two mintues of the first

half. However, in the final

minutes, Washington came
back with two quick goals and

led 4-3 at half time.

The Sho'man opened the

third quarter with aggressive

play led by the Bailey-

Murphy-Reynolds midfield.

which had played only 20 or

30 seconds in the Washington
and Lee game.

Then, as the game
progressed, this momentum
faded. Two Bucknell scores in

the second half provided their

victory as the stickmen were
unable to connect offensively.

In the final moments of the

game, it appeared that

Washington would get back in

the game; but a Shoremen
failed to connect with an

empty net on a left handed
quick stick, a dismal second

half was brought to a close.

RESULTS

Best Time to Date Time in 1st Meet

Mile Stauber 4:40.9 4:51.5

120 HH Bartalslsy 16.7 16.9

440 Bales 61.5 54.5

100 Wamer 10.4 10.5

880 Kennedy 2:06 2:12
440 IH Bartalsky 57.6 59.0
220 Bales 23.5 24.9
2 Mile Stauber 10:47.4 10:59.0

On the afternoon oi

Wednesday, April 28, word

circulated quickly around

Washington College that

Lacrosse Coach Bob Pritzlaff

had "quit". Imm&-!iately

speculation followed that this

decision was a result of a team

meeting earlier that week
which many grievances were

aired. As it turns out there is

some truth in this, yet it does

not explain the whole

situation.

When interviewed Mr.

Pritzlaff S3id that he would

rather not make a statement as

he felt any official comment
should come from Mr. Athey.

In turn. Mr. Athey stated

that the decision was a mutual

one and, was enacted because

"it best served the efforts of

the lacrosse team at the present

Tennis
Falters

While several members of

the team were in Washington,

D. C. participating in the

weekend's anti-war
demonstrations, the tennis

team suffered a 9-0 defeat at

the hands of a strong Johns

Hopkins squad. The Blue Jays

capitalized on hard volleys and

good position tennis to

dominate Saturday's action.

The loss was not particularly

unexpected as the Hopkins

team is a consistent

powerhouse.

On the following Tuesday

the net men travelled to

Baltimore to tackle Hopkins

main competition in the

Mason-Dixon conference,

Loyola College. Once again the

Shoremen were outclassed and

lost 9-0. With Mike Harper,

Mike Carew, and Bruce

Widowson filling in for missing

regulars, the netmen were

beaten in straight sets. The

team has a good chance to get

back on the winning track

in the two remaining matches

with Stevens and PMC both of

which are more in our class. In

addition, it is quite possible

that Captain Bill Mitchel and

two other players will go to the

Mason-Dixon championships at

the conclusion of the season.

?? PREGNANT??

TEST YOURSELF IN YOUR HOME!
ACCURATE RESULTS IN TEN MINUTES!

TVWD TESTS PER KIT
PROMPT DELIVERY

SEND: CASH, CHECKOR MONl ORDER
PRICE: $6.95 PER KIT + .55c HDLG. CHGS.

BE SURE PRODUCTS, INC.
375 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

FOR SALE
igGB Kiwatakt Sumarl
250CC Street Version
Motorcycle. Expansion
cnamber Exnauit pipet,

Only 3220 miles since new.
Aiktng S450- Call 779-0039

Kirsch's Texaco

Service Station

time." Both men
repeatedly that this was not a

permanent, binding decision.

Mr. Pritzlaff indicated that he

had made several suggestions to

both the athletic department
and the President, but that

they will probably not be

discussed until the conclusion

of the season. These centereci

around the difficulties

splitting his time between the

lacrosse team and the aiumry

office, which grows rathg

hectic as June Reunioj

approaches.

Junior Frank Ogens appears to be moving in for

the kill on Saturday's action with Johns Hopf<ins.

Although the runner was called "safe", the Sho'men

went on to win in the bottom of the 1 1th, 3-2.

photo by Geoff Anderson

Lambdas And Thetas

Favored In Playoffs
Moving towards next week's

play-offs in the Men's Softball

League, the Lambda Chi "A"
squad is leading the American
league while the Thetas top the

National League competition.

Both teams are undefeated.

A win over the Roaches this

evening will assure the West
Hall team of first place in their

league leaving the Little Freds

in second place. Behind '^hc

pitching of Mitch Muwell the

Lambda's have held their

oppositfon to five or less runs a

game whUe scoring an average

of fourteen each outing. The
KA "A" and the Roaches are

presently tied for third place.

The KA's meet Somerset this

evening.

The power-hitting Theta's

seem likely to hold on to their

first place lead in the National

League. The strength of the

Oxmen was most apparent ii

Tuesday's game with Phi Si!

"A" as they scored thirty-nim

runs with eight round-trip^

three off the bat of

Shriver. Fighting it out f«

second place in the N'liiond

League are the Bashis and D«
Birds.

Wednesday's playoffs wil

involve the second and

third-place teams of each

league. The winners will ni«»

the first-place team of thM

league on Thursday, with the

Championship to bf

determined a week from todoy

College

Heights

Barbershop

Chestertown, Md.

CENTRE
FURNITURE

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Dunhill
Panasonic pjpg Tobacco

CompUmnts
of

Tht Marylaid

NotiMol loik

778-1600600
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Dr.Merdinger Installed Today

Chief Justice Warren Burger
To Address Inaugural Guests

DR. CHARLES JOHN MERDINGER

Speakers, Art Show
Highlight Weekend

By Bob Greenberg

Inaugural ceremonies for

Washington College's 21st

president. Charles John

Merdinger will be held today

on campus.

Also, the dedication of the

Clifton M. Miller Memorial
library and an exhibit of the

art worl{ of Charles Wilson
Peaie will highlight the day.

Burger Main Speaker

Chief Justice of the United
States Warren E. Burger will be
the main speaker during
inauguration ceremonies at

1 1 :00 this morning held in area

between William Smith Hall

and Washington Statue. In case

of rain, ceremonies will be in

Cain Athletic Center.

The library dedication will

be at 2:00 this afternoon.
William S hepherd Dix

,

Librarian at Princeton
University, will deliver the

dedication address. Chief
Justice Burger and Mr. Dix will

be awarded honorary degrees.

Peale Exhibit Opens

Inaugural events officially

began last night at 7:00 p.m.,

with the opening of an exhibit

of the work of Charles Wilson
Peale, "artist from
Chestertown." The exhibit, in

the main lobby of the Gibson
Fine Arts Center, will remain
through Sunday, May 16.

The college band directed

by Professor Garry E. Clarke,

gave a concert on the terrace of

the Miller Library at 8:00 p.m.

last night.

Wingate Presides

Approximately 100

'Continued on Page 81

At 2:00 Today

By Jim Dillon

Washington College vnll

install Dr. Charles John
Merdinger as its 21st president

today. Inaugural ceremonies
will begin at 11:00 a.m. in

front of William Smith Hall.

A native of Chicago, Dr.

Merdinger came to Washington
College after 30 years with the

Navy as a civil engineer,

educator and author. A 1941
graduate of the Naval
Academy, Merdinger then
earned bachelor's and master's

degrees in civil engineering at

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute following World War
II, and was a Rhodes Scholar at

Brasenose College, Oxford
University, where he received

his Ph.D.

Directed Research Lab

As the first Naval Academy
graduate to become a Rhodes
Scholar since 1932. Dr.

Merdinger returned to military

service from Oxford to begin a

career directing civil

engineering activities around

the globe. His Navy service has

taken him to Panama, the

Aleutians, Japan, Vietnam, and
both coasts of the United

States.

One of Dr. Merdinger's

duties was to direct one of the

major research and
development laboratories in

the country and the

construction of the Navy's first

master jet air station. Under
combat conditions in Vietnam,
he headed one of the world's

largest public works
organizations.

Dr. Phillip J. Wingate,

Chairman of the Board of
Visitors and Governors,

will preside at the 11:00
a.m. inauguration.

Curriculum Reformer

Dr. Merdinger directed the

Naval Academy's curriculum in

liberal arts studies from 1962
to 1965. As a member of the
six-man academic board which
set over-all institutional policy,

he participated in much of the
academic up-grading of the

Academy. Merdinger also was
the head of the Naval
Academy's teaching faculty in

history.

At various times he has been
a member of Rhodes Scholar
selection boards in Maryland,
California and Oregon, and on
institution selection boards for

Fulbright and Atomic Energy
scholarships. Merdinger has
been an adult education
moderator in "Great Books,"
foreign affairs, and political

philosophy.

Published Articles

Merdinger is the author of

CIVIL ENGINEERING
THROUGH THE AGES and
n umerous articles in

professional and educational

journals, inclcding the

ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA. The areas of

'Continued on Page 3>

College Dedicates Library
By John Cann
Washington College's new

$1.5 million Clifton M. Miller

Memorial Library will be
dedicated at 2:00 this

afternoon with an address by
Dr. William S. Dix, Princeton

University Librarian and
former president of the

American Library Association.

The dedication will take place

on the brick terrace at the

front of the library.

The Miller Library is built

on the cite of the old Cain

Gymnasium which was razed in

September 1968. Construction

for the library began shortly

thereafter and was completed
late in 1970. The 48,798
square foot structure was
designed by architect J. Russell

Bailey, of the architectural

firm of Bailey and Gardner, of

Orange, Virginia. The new
facility was built by contractor

Charles E. Brohawn of

Cambridge, Maryland.

Cornerstone Laid

In an elaborate Masonic
ceremony performed by the
Grand Lodge of Maryland, the

cornerstone for the library was
laid in June 1969. Through the

efforts of helpful students and
townspeople, the largest part

of the book collection was
moved from the old George
Avery Bunting Library to the

Miller Library in November
1970.

The exterior of the new
air-conditioned facility is of

brick and limestone to blend
with the traditional
architectural style of the

buildings on campus. It is

centrally located among
dormitories, classroom
buildings, and the dining hall.

The library is a three level

structure with a brick terrace

at its front entrance.

Room For Expansion

Painted plaster, wood
paneling, vinyl wall coverings,

upholstered furniture, and
carpeted floors highlight the

interior. Light levels are kept at

100 foot candles in work areas.

Maximum capacity for the

library is 165,000 volumes
while seating 300 readers or

about 40% of the student"
body. The design allows for
future expansion which could
increase the capacity by
100,000 volumes and

120accommodate another

readers.

A brick terrace allows access

I Continued on Page 8»

Days Events

Friday, May 7

Opening of

Exhibit 7:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

College
Concert 8:00 p.m.,

Peale
Gibson

Band
Clifton

M. Miller Library Terrace

Saturday, May 8

Registration of Inauguration

Delegates and
Guests...9:00-10:30 a.m.

Inauguration
Ceremony....ll;00 a.m.. Area

Between Smith Hall and

Washington Statue

Luncheon 12:30 p.m..

Outside Hodson Hall

Miller Library
Dedication. ...2:00 p.m.

Lacrosse Game vs. Duke
University. ..3:00 p.m.. Kibler

Field
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President's

Message

In a very fine guest editorial in the ELM a few

weeks ago Dr. Peter Tapke, Head of our

Philosophy Department and Chairman of the

Inauguration Committee, discussed the purposes of

an inauguration of a college president. He rightly

pointed out that while much of the attention

focuses on the head of the college, in a broader

sense the college honors itself and all those who

have brought it to its present state.

Certainly, in the ten months I have been here, I

have become acutely aware of the contributions of

a great number of benefactors Board members,

presidents, faculty, and interested citizens- past

and present Since its founding in the eighteenth

century, Washington College has gone through

many cycles of prosperity and depression--to the

point where it would be difficult in a brief article

such as this to pay the proper respect due all those

who have "saved" the College. Currently, of

course, we are indebted for significant financial

support from a host of individuals and

organizations, the most prominent being the

Hodson Trust. We are also in the debt of countless

men and women whose vision of what a high

quality liberal arts college can be, culminated in

the splendid institution we have today. Let me pay

tribute to all of them by calling to mind two of the

giants, the first President of the College, the

Reverend William Smith, D.D., and the most recent

President, Dr. Daniel Z. Gibson.

Within two short years of his arrival in

Chestertown in 1780, William Smith, first Provost

of what is now the University of Pennsylvania,

transferred his cun-iculum from Philadephia and

transformed the former Kent School into the first

college in Maryland with a bustling student body

of 140. To put this in perspective, it is interesting

to note that at that time, in 1782, Yale had some

200 students. Harvard 141, and other early colleges

such as Princeton and Rutgers enrolled

considerably fewer. That Washington College did

flourish so well so soon was due in no small part to

the ability of Smith to enlist the support of so

many leading citizens of the day, including George

Washington himself. With the College successfully

launched, Smith returned to Philadelphia in 1789.

One hundred and sixty years later, after varying

periods of decline and revival, the College came

under the leadership of Daniel Z. Gibson. His

twenty years in the president's chair were

undoubtedly the most significant and productive in

the long histon/ of this institution. The curriculum

was revitalized, student enrollment soared, the

physical plant grew tremendously, and the quality

of the faculty continued to rise. Clearly, the whole

academic environment improved dramatically

during the Gibson years.

So we have this very fine college now--the

product of the dreams and accomplishments of

countless dedicated men and women over a period

of nearly two hundred years. Where do we go from

here? I suggest that the College will continue to

prosper and to grow in its capacity to serve.

Despite the fact that we are currently in one of the

most critical periods in the history of higher

education, Washington College has never been

stronger than it is today. We have come a long way,

and now we are in the midst of an all-encompassing

self-study which will point the way to our goals for

the next decade. Though many of these goals are

still in embryo form, one thing is certain. We
intend to remain a small, high quality liberal arts

and sciences college where people can still be

treated as individuals and not simply as part of z

great mass. I am sure that our predecessors whc

made Washington College what it is today woulc

heartily approve.

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger

Warren Burger To Receive
Honorary Doctorate Degree

Supreme Court Chief Justice

Warren Earl Burger, fifteenth

man in United States history to

hold that judiciary position,

will deliver the main address at

today's inauguration program,

scheduled for 11:00 a.m. He
also will receive an honorary

degree from Washington

College at that time.

After the United States

Senate rejected two previous

nominations. President Nixon
nominated Warren Burger to

the position of Chief Justice on
May 21. 1969, and received

Senate confirmation the

following month.

Graduated Law School

After attending the

University of Minnesota. Chief

Justice Bulger graduated

magna cum laude from the

Saint Paul College of Law in

1931 and began a private law

practice in Minnesota-

From 1953 - 56, Mr. Burger

served as Assistant Attorney

General under the Eisenhower

administration. He then served

from 1956 - 69 as a judge of

the United States Court of

Appeals in Washington, D. C.

by Kevin O'Keefe

Washington College official

functions. His predecessor,

Chief Justice Earl Warren,

addressed the College

community at the
Washington's Birthday
Convocation in February,

1968.

The speaker at the last

presidential inauguration in

1950 was Felix Morley, former

editor-in-chief of the

WASHINGTON POST.
president of Haverford College.

Roosevelt Spoke

In 1933, at the inauguration

of Dr. Gilbert W. Mead as

College president, the main

address was delivered by
President Franklin D.

Roosevelt.

Presidents Harry Truman
and Dwight D. Eisenhower
have also delivered addresses in

Chestertown during their terms

in office.

Published Articles

Justice Burger serves as

Chancellor of the Smithsonian

Institute, Chairman of the

Board of the National Gallery

of Art, and a trustee of

Mitchell College of Law of St,

Paul. Minnesota. He has

lectured in Europe while

studying the English and

European legal systems and has

published numerous articles on
legal and law-related subjects.

After the inauguration

ceremony the Chief Justice is

expected to attend the outside

luncheon scheduled for 12:30

p.m. on campus.

Proud Tradition

Chief Justice Burger is

continuing a proud tradition of

distinguished speakers at

Dr. Daniel Z. Gibson, former President of
Washington College

Dr. Gibson's Greefin^

This is Charles Merdinger's

day and I am happy to

contribute my warm good
wishes to him on the occasion

of his inauguration. The Editor

of the ELM asked me to

provide "a brief overview of

my twenty years at Washington

College." Any overview,

however brief, is likely to seem
immodest. But I say in all

sincerity that Washington

College today is a product of

many people - a devoted and

hard working board, an able

and effective faculty,
.

a

responsible and competent

student body, a loyal and

generous alumni, a hard

working administrative staff

They have produced a collegf

with physical facilities second

to none (ten new buildings.

five others that have undergone

major renovation, thirty-fi^'f

acres added to the campus]

But we laid more than bricks

we gathered an able facuUj

and student body wliert

interaction has produced a"

educational program of r^^'

distinction.

I submit to Dr. MerdinE^f

that the Washington College he

commands is a bett^'

institution than it was tweniy

years ago. With all my heart I

wish him well for the decade of

the 70's.
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I Continued from Page D

these articles have included

history, construction and
personnel. He is the only

author to receive more than

once the Society of American
Military Engineers' Toulmin
Medal, awarded for the best

published article of the year.

He won this in 1952, 1957 and
1961.

He performed the duties of

a city manager and was engineer

of Yokosuka, Japan, the

Navy's largest base west of

Pearl Harbor from 1959 to

1962, and received awards
from the Japanese government
for "people to people"
programs there. From 1965
until 1967, he was at the Naval

Facilities Engineering
Command in Washington, D.C.,

responsible for the Navy's

world-wide public works
standards and budgeting

programs.

Officer in Vietnam

In 1968 he was chief

executive officer of the Navy's

largest single public works
organization -- a multi-national,

military-civilian force of 4,500,

headquartered at DaNang,
Vietnam. Since then he has

been director of the regional

naval facilities engineering

command in Nevada, Utah and
northern California,
responsible for planning, design

and construction of major
shore facilities for the Navy
and Air Force.

Escaped Pearl Harbor

As an ensign, fresh out of

the Naval Academy, he was

aboard the USS Nevada when
the ship was sunk trying to

escape Japanese planes at Pearl

Harbor. During most of World
War II. he served aboard the

USS Alabama, first in the

Atlantic on the "Murmansk
Run" and later in the South
Pacific.

Dr. Merdinger is a registered

professional engineer in

Wisconsin. He is a member of

Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Chi

Epsilon and a member of

professional societies, including

the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the National Society

of America, and the Society

for the History of Technology.

Page 3

Ail-American

He was an AU-American
lacrosse player as an

undergraduate at RPl. and later

captained the lacrosse team at

Oxford. He also lettered in

college football, soccer and

basketball.

Dr, Merdinger is married to

the former Mary F.

McKelleget, of Cambridge,

Mass. They have four girls,

Anne, 23: Joan. 21; Susan. 19;

and Jane. 17. Two of the

daughters are presently

enrolled in college; Joan at

Wellesiey and Susan at the

University of Maryland. The
Merdingers reside at the

Hynson-Ringgold House, the

traditional home of the

President of Washington

College.

Johnny Baxter places Doctor of Philosophy Hood
on Dr. Merdinger, at Oxford.

The Merdinger family in Japan, 1961.

In June, 1967. Merdinger is seen here at a small

refugee camp outside DaNang. South Vietnam

Dr. Merdinger, his wife Mary, and three of their four

daughters (I to r) Jane, Susan and Joan.
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A Look At Past Inaugurations:

President Gilbert W. It/lead greets President
Roosevelt at Mead's 1933 inauguration.

The Roosevelt

Chestertown

mo torcade drives through

'1„._<^
mm^kmm^^^gm

r ..•iffllHlSll'p^i

p -iniiiniiii
Roosevelt arrives via the executive yacht

SEQUOIA

Mead and Gibson Festivities

Reflect Historical Contexts

Inaugurations at Washington

College have traditionally

reflected not only the school's

blend of past heritage with

future promise- but its larger

relation to the educational

process in general and the

outside world as well.

The Merdinger Inaugural is

thus an appropriate time to

glance back at some of the

ceremonies which have begun

the terms of the College's

previous 21 presidents. Perhaps

the most useful to recall are

the two most recent, those of

Drs. Gilbert W. Mead in 1933

and Daniel Z. Gibson in 1951.

Mead Inaugurated

Not si nee George
Washington's trip in 1784 had

a Chief Executive visited the

college, and this fact, coupled

with the unique historical

situation, made Gilbert Mead's

Inaugural on October 21,

1933, at which Franklin D.

Roosevelt was presented with

an L, L. D., of special

importance.

The occasion's significance

was testified by both the

quantity and the quality of the

audience. Nearly 20,000
people turned out to see the

President. With him were the

First Lady, special advisor

Harry Hopkins, the Secretary

of Commerce, the Governor of

Maryland, the Mayor of

Baltimore, and the
Chestertown State Senator, S.

Scott Beck, then Chairman of

the Board of Visitors and
Governors.

President Arrives

Educational as well as

political institutions were

plentifully represented.
Harvard, Yale, Columbia,

Vassar, William and Mary, and
Vanderbilt were among the 75

r^^*

by Jim Smith

colleges, universities, and

seminaries who sent

delegations. More than a

hundred others sent letters of

greeting and congratulations or

scrolls. And three past

Washington presidents - Drs. J.

W. McCain, Clarence P. Gould,

and Paul E. Titsworth were

in attendance.

The Presidential party,

arriving at the College at 11:00

via the Executive yacht

"Sequoia" and a motorcade
through bunting-draped
Chestertown, was greeted with

a 21-gun salute by a battery

from Fort Hoyle and loud

refrains of "Hail tc the Chief.

"

Roosevelt was shortly aboard

the temporary platform

erected in front of William

Smith Hall for the event, and

the ceremonies were soon

under way.

Networks Cover Speech

The times did not seem
proprietous to the new leaders

as they attempted to set a

course for the new decade. The
country had spent the last four

years in disasterous economic
disarray. Poverty,
unemployment, and despair

creot over the land.

Great outpourings of

creative legislation during the

Hundred Days had restored the

faith of the nation in its

leadership, but it had not yet

put the economy into high

gear, and in the same month
Roosevelt came to power, so

had Hitler. In these

circumstances, it was only
natural for the President to

define the -goals and
applications of education in

terms of the broader goals of

the nation rather than as

something of intrinsic worth.

In the most important passage

of his remarks (carried over

CBS and NBC radio networks)

he dealt with those broader

d-r

The wider we can haue o

distribution of wealth in the

proper sense of that term, the

more we can make it possibk

to every man, woman, and

child throughout the land to

haue the necessities, and when

they find themselves in such

shape thai they do not have to

be awake nights wondering

where the food for the morrow
is coming from, then we will

have the kind of security which

means so much to the progress

and spirit of the country.

Mead Continues

Mead, who as Washington's

19th President, would serve the

College loyally until his death

in 1949. snplled out the

specific of this for education

in terms of action and

commitment;

Too often the formal

institutions of teaming are

rightly reproved for their

complacency in rattling the dry

bones of traditional curriculo

until the student's eyes art

blinded by the ancient dust.

We demand of Washington

College today not dry bones

but living flesh, actuated by

the daring spirit which sees no

task too big for iti

understanding.

Roosevelt Leaves

Clearly, the day's theme was

that a college should do more

than just educate students in a

general way; to fulfill its

proper tasks it must prepare

them for dealing with the

specific problems they would

have to solve in a troubled,

difficult world.

After his speech, Roosevelt

took leave of Washington

College, and the crowd

adjourned to watch the

University of Delaware football

team defeat Washington's

t'-^ ^ .
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team, 8-0. An Inaugural Ball at

the Gym that evening

concluded a memorable day.

Gibson Inaugurated

More muted but no less

symbolic of its times was the

Inauguration of Daniel Z.

Gibson as Washington's 20th

President on October 27, 1951.

The ceremony took place at

two that afternoon, under

sunny autumn skies much like

those enjoyed by its

predecessor.

With Gibson on the

temporary platform before

Middle Hall were the Governor

and both Maryland state

senators, as well as the state

delegation to Annapolis from
the Eastern Shore. Again

educational institutions were
lavishly represented, with

delegations from more than

135 present. The day's guest

speaker was Felix Morley, a

well-known radio commentator
and the past president of

Haverford College,

Theme Changes

The day's events {which
were given a special flavor by
that weekend's Homecoming
festivities) began with a

morning soccer match against

King's College, won handily by
Washington, 5-2, and a

luncheon for guests and
alumni. This was followed

directly by the ceremony itself.

Nothing could indicate

more how much things had
changed since the Mead
Inaugural than the temper and
Lone of Gibson's, In the '30's

the overwhelming concern had

been with the outside world as

it labored through massive and
immediate crisis. Now World
War II had ended, the Bomb
had been invented, prosperity

and the Cold War
hand-in-hand.

Need New Responses

The Challenge was of a

different, more protracted, and
more complex order, and the
requirements for facing it were
of a less immediate but more

fundamental nature, calling for

different educational
responses, as Daniel Z. Gibson
noted:

With few exceptions we
have opened our campuses to

euery species of worldly

pressure, have sought
consciously to bridge whatever

gap exists between the world

of the market and the halls of
ivory, and. ..have ourselves

abandoned educational
statesmanship by allowing our

policies, our curriculum, our
academic standards and even

the moral standards of the

campus, to be shaped by
pressure from outside the

walls.

Morley Seconds Theme

Now, Gibson argued, the

flow must be reversed.

Scholastic and personal

integrity were called for in a

world which tested not just

their ability to respond quickly
to crises in specific areas, but

their entire moral, cultural and
intellectual fibre. The only
proper response was a return to

the ivory tower, whose worth
had been too often ignored.

Morley, who had been
i nst rumental in securing

G i bson's appointment as

President, seconded his theme
by reviewing the relationship

between the Government, the

big university, and the small

college.

College Role Emphasized

Pointing to the increasing

size of both the Government
and the universities, and to the

alienating and dehumanizing

effects this was liable to have,

he stated that the function of

the small college is "...not to

train technicians, nor to

inculcate subjects, but rather to

develop and stimulate the

critical facility which is so

important for good citizenship,

and so intolerable to

dictators." Men who concerned

themselves with humanism and

ethics were more, not less,

valuable in a society which

increasingly stressed
technological conformity and
which had acquu-ed, for the

first time, the capacity to

destrov Itself completely.

Dr. Gibson receives the oath of office from W.
Lester Baldwin, then Board Chairman.

A Presidential Reception at

Ringgold House and a dance
that evening at the Armory
ended a day of prescient

analysis.

Accurate Reflections

In considering the
Merdinger Inaugural, it may be
well worth while to review

some of its predecessors. For if

the record is any indication,

they were accurate reflections

of their historical context. To
use Dos Passos' famous words,
"In times of change and
danger, when there is a

quicksand of fear under man's
reasoning, a sense of continuity

with generations gone before

can stretch like a lifeline across

the scary present."

(Editor's Note:)

Former Washington College
President Daniel Z. Gibson is

presently acting as academic
dean at Salisbury State College.

in Salisbury, Maryland.

Governor McKeidin speaks to the guests of the
inauguration.

The author of this article,

Jim Smith, is enrolled as a

freshman at Washington
College.

Dr. Gibson, as a newly
installed president, speaks

to the crowd.
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Former UNESCO Delegate

Princeton University Librarian

Speaks at Library Dedication

William Shephard Dix, head librarian at Princeton

University, will speak at 2:00 p.m. library dedication.

by Pat Counsellor

William Sheperd Dix.

currently head librarian at the

Princeton University library,

will be the principal speaker at

this afternoon's dedication of

the Clifton M. Miller Memorial

Library.

Mr. Dix received his B. A.

from the University of Virginia

in 1931 and his M. A. from the

same institution in 1932. He
received his Ph. D. from the

University of Chicago in 1946
and his LL. D. from the

University of Florida in 1967.

Miller LibraryCommemorates
Man Active in College, Area

by Brian Sheeley

The Clifton M. Miller Memorial

Library was named for a man
of many interests who actively

served Washington College. In

1951, Clifton Miller was

appomted as a member of the

Board of Visitors and

Governors and served as a

board member until the time

of his death.

Mr. Miller became Chairman

of the Board in 1963, but

refused re-election in 1967,

though he remained on the

Board. He continued his work

for the college by heading the

executive committee of the

Development Council, which

waged a successful twelve

million dollar program for

further college development.

Investment Banker
In 1916. Mr. Miller

graduated from Stanford

University Law School,

whereupon he became a

member of the California Bar

Association. He began a

finance career in 1916 by
working for the Lumberman's
Trust Company of Portland,

Oregon.

In 1917, he became a west

coast representative of William

Soloman and Company,
Investment Bankers of New
York City. Miller joined Dillion

Read and Company,
Investment Bankers in 1920.

becoming a partner in 1927.

Moved to Shore

From 1930 to 1935 he was
a partner in White. Weld and

Company, Investment Bankers
of New York City, retiring in

1935 to become a farmer and

cattle breeder at the

Hinchingham Estate on the

Chesapeake Bay. In 1955 he
built a home at Swan Cove,

near the Chestertown Country

Club.

Clifton Miller was active in

politics, also. He was a

Clifton M. Miller

(1892-1968)

Republican delegate to both

the 1944 and 1948 national

conventions.

Miller was a benefactor of

the Kent and Queen Anne's

Hospital, serving on the board

of directors. He was the

president of their board from

1952 to 1954.

Active Retirement

Mr. Miller served on boards
of directors for several

companies after retiring from
investment. At the time of his

death, he was serving on the

board of Canadiar Limited.
He was a member of two

fraternities, Delta Tau Delta

and Phi Delta Phi; headed the

Eastern Shore Aberdeen Angus
Association; belonged to the

Union Club of New York City

and the Maryland Club of
Baltimore; and had a

membership in the Masters of
Foxhounds Association.

Clifton Miller was born

August 7, 1892, the son of

Harvey and Rosa Miller, in

Missoula, Montan. Miller served

with distinction in the Armv
Air Force during World War I.

Married on March 10, 1920
to Emily Thomson, he is

survived by two sons, Duncan
and Chfton Junior. In 1935 he

married Caroline Hynson, a

native of Chestertown. On July

23, 1968. he died at his Swan
Cove home.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sit. 10 (.m. -12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. -12 p.m.

Compliments to Dr. Merdinger

Best Wishes to

Dr. Merdinger

Anthony's Florist

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK. lac.

ChcslertowD', Md.

Compliments

to

Dr. Merdinger

Instructed English

After receicing his M. A., he

was a master at the Darlington

School until 1939. From
1940-42, he served as an

instructor in English and as

director of the committee on
private research at Western

Reserve University. At Williams

College he was an English

instructor from 1942 to 1944,

and that same year went to

Harvard, where he served as a

research associate for the

Radio Research Lab, OSRD,
(Office of Scientific Research

and Development).

In 1946. he became an

instructor in English at

Harvard, until 1947, when he

was appointed to an assistant

professorship of English at

Rice Institute, where he also

served as an associate professor

and librarian from 1948 - 53

In 1956, he received an

appointment as librarian and

lecturer in English at

Princeton.

Served UNESCO
Aside from these academic

interests, Mr. Dix is also

concerned with world
problems, as evidenced by his

chairmanship of the United

States National Commission of

UNESCO from 1959-61. He
served as a member of the

United States delegation to the

General Conference of

UNESCO at Paris in 1958 and
as a vice chairman of the

delegation in 1960.

The exterior of the Clifton M. Miller Memorial

Library as seen from campus looking toward Hodson

Hall.

TOP SHOE STYLFS...

'*^--*''^*^ Compliments to

Dr. Merdinger

BARETT SHOES
KENT PLAZA CHESTERTOWN

Our Very Best Wishes to you,

Dr. Merdinger on your Inauguration

The Country Store

On The Village Green

Deep in the heart of Chestertown

Best Wishes to Dr. Merdinger

Bonnett's towiiyL counlry Shop
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Peale Exhibition

Opens for Week

On display at the Charles Wilson Peale exhibit is this line drawing of George

Washington with a classical wreath, done about 1800. The drawing is lent by the

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

William Smith Was Founder,

And Successful Money-Raiser
Versatile educators have

traditionally filled the

presidency of Washington
College, beginning with William

Smith, the 18th century

American educator and
clergyman, whose interlude in

Chestertowii was part of a

diversified career.

He is perhaps best known as

the first provost of the College,

Academy, and Charitable

School of Philadelphia, which
later merged with the present

University of Pennsylvania.

However, Smith's tempestuous

association with the

Pennsylvania General Assembly
resulted in his 1779 dismissal

from the college faculty.

In that same year, he
became rector of Chester
Parish, Chestertown, Kent
County, where he lost no time
in establishing the Kent
School. By 1782, the school
boasted 142 pupils and was
chartered as Washington
College with Smith as its first

president.

Smith's second most
important contribution to

Washington College would be
especially appreciated today.

Always a successful
money -raiser, the new
president solicited more than
10,000 pounds for the College,

including a fifty pound
contribution from General
Washington.

In 1753, Smith published A
GENERAL IDEA OF THE
COLLEGE OF MIRANIA.
Relating to the establishment

of a New York college, the

pamphlet contained Smith's

requirements for any American
college of the day: history,

agriculture, and religion were

to be most emphasized. . "lOve

all. the objective of the college

must be the making of good
men and good citizens.

In 1789, Smith returned to

Philadelphia and his position as

provost of the old College. In

1791, his school merged with

the Assembly chartered
University of Pennsylvania, and

John Ewing became provost of
the new institution, William

Smith spent the remainder of

his life on his Schuylkill Falls

estate, preparing a complete

edition of his prolific writings.

William Smith.

College.

President Washington

Compliments of

The Village Toggery
- We've got jeans - hot pants

- knit tops -

Com^pliments

of

The

Village Tairern

COLLEGE

BAR

SNACK

Best wishes to

President Merdinger

Paul's Shoe Store

Portraits by Charles Willson

Peale are featured in the

exhibition currently on display

in the Daniel Z. Gibson Fine
Arts Center. This
comprehensive examination of

the 18th century American
painter opened May 7 and will

run through Sunday, May 16.

Biographical material also

plays an important role in the

exhibition. Peale was born in

Queen Anne's County and his

father taught at Kent
School, the forerunner of
Washington College. Three
years after his father's death in

1750, the twelve year old boy
left Chestertown, apprenticed

to an Annapolis saddlemaker.

During his apprenticeship.

Charies Willson Peale became
interested in painting, trading a

saddle for lessons in

portraiture. Eventually several

prominent Mary landers noticed

his work, including John Beale

Bordley of Wye Plantation,

who attended the Kent County
School. These men financed

Peale's studies in London with
Benjamin West.

Included in this exhibition

is a portrait of Bordley, who
was a lawyer and judge as well

as an agriculturalist; a portrait

of the artist's mother, Mrs.

Charles Peale; and a miniature
of one Joseph Nicholson,

whose relative of the same
name was a member of the
College's first Board of Visitors

and Governors.

An oil of another member
of the original Board. Supreme
COURT JUSTICE SAMUEL
CHASE, is also on display,

...along with a portrait of a

Mrs. Swann, niece of another

member of the first board and

a member of a prominent

colonial Maryland family. Also

featured is a SELF PORTRAIT
OF THE artist "as an artist",

done when Peale was 83 years

of age.

Especially interesting is a

portrait of George Washington.

Painted in 1780, Peale's work
is not the schoolroom
Stuart-image of a white-haired

Founding Father, but of a

military man in his prime,

every inch the hero of the

Revolution.

A painting oy John
Hesselius, the Annapolis

painter who was Peale's first

teacher, is on exhibition, as are

the handwritten manuscripts of

Peale's autobiography, his

diaries and several drawings,

including a poster advertising

the prehistoric mammoth he

The largest Independent Bonk

ng Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland
Galena

Church Hill

Cheslertown

excavated on a New York farm
and made the focal point of his

,
very profitable natural
museum.

In conjunction with the

show, Edgar P. Richardson will

discuss Peale's significance in a

lecture to be given Wednesday,
May 12, at 8 p.m. Mr.
Richardson, whose book,
PAINTING IN AMERICA, is

one of the field's standard

texts, is a former director of

the Winterthur Museum and
widely-recognized as a

pre-eminent authority in

American painting.

W. Howard Corddry. a 1908
graduate of the College and
currently Secretary of the

Board of Visitors and
Governors, made both the

show and the publication of an
accompanying brochure
possible. Paintings are on loan

from the Baltimore Museum,
the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, the Maryland
Historical Society md private

owners. The biographical

material was obtained from the

American Philosophical
Society, in Philadelphia.

Mr. Robert Janson-LaPalme,
professor of art and
co-ordinator of the exhibition,

prepared the brochure for the
show.

The show is open to the

public during weekend hours

and evening events in Tawes
Theatre.

Portrait of John Beale
Bordley featured in the

exhibit.

Best wishes to Dr. Merdinger

larmnuti; fnti

jk. GRANARY
CR 5-3771

GEORGETOWN.

Compliments to

Dr. Merdinger
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College Dedicates Library

(Continued from Page I)

to the main tloor of the

library. The circulation desk

and card catalog are

strategically located on this

floor as are periodicals, reserve

books, and reference books.

This floor also has a smoking

room, a typing room, a copy

room, offices for the staff, and

equipment for reading

Rare Book Room

microfilm and microcards. In

addition, there is a separate

room for catalogs of the

Library of Congress and a

circulation office which

provides assistance to the

students.

The genera! collection is

divided between the upper and

lower floors. Faculty study

rooms, a typing room, faculty

offices, book storage rooms,

and a classroom are located on

the lower floor.

The upper floor has such

specialized rooms as a record

listening room, seminar and

conference rooms, a staff

lounge, and faculty study

rooms. A rare books room
named for the late authoress,

Sophie Kerr Underwood, holds

valuable and irreplaceable

books. There are study carrels

and informal reading areas on

all three levels.

Library Use Increases

Visiting librarians have been

"most enthusiastic about the

overall design and especially

the lighting and fenestration of

the Miller Library," says

Librarian Robert Bailey. The

students have also shown a

'Dositive response to the new

facility" as evidenced by the

increase in library usage.

The number of books

checked out of the Miller

Library shows a substantial

increase over the number of

books taken out of the old

Bunting Library. From
December 1 to December 19,

1969, 2,067 books were

checked out of the Bunting

Library. During the same time

period of 1970 in the Miller

Library, 2,435 books were

taken out.

Effective Design

The upward trend in usage

is probably even more

pronounced than these figures

indicate. In the Bunting

Library it was necessary to

check out periodicals and

reserve books to read them

in the library. It is not

necessary to do this in the new
facilities.

In the Bunting Library,

thiee counts were made daily

of the number of students in

the building. The comparable

figures from the Miller Library

show a substantial increase.

From December 1 to

December 19, 1969, 1,007

students were counted in the

Bunting Library. In the MiUer

Library during the same period

for 1970, over 2,100 students

were recorded.

"The Miller Library

maintains an inviting, relaxing

atmosphere which is conducive

to research and study," says

Bailey. "The ease with which
Washington College students

have adapted to their new
library is indicative of the

facility's effective structure

and design."

Weekend Events ...

I Continued from Page 1)

delegates from colleges a nd

universities, learned societies,

and libraries will begin arriving

and registering at 9:00 a.m. the

morning. At 11:00 a.m., the

delegates beginning with the

representative of the University

of Oxford, will lead the

inaugural procession out of

Dunning Hall to begin the

inauguration.

The Very Reverend Joseph

A. Bellinger, S.J., President of

Loyola College of Baltimore,

will deliver the invocation at

the inauguration. Phillip J.

Wingate, Chairman of the

Board of Visitors and

Governors, will preside.

Rare books are placed in the Sophie Kerr Room of
the Library, located on the upper floor.

Lombardo's

Serving the Eastern Shore

The Tastiest Italian - Style

Sandwiches and Pizza

in Chestertown

Best wishes to Dr. Merdinger

Chestertown

Service Center

Our Most Sincere Compliments

And Best Wishes to President
IN DOWNTOWN Merdinger
CHESTERTOWN

ROBERT L, FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST.

"AROUND
THE

CORNER"

Greetings Extended

Customary greetings to the

new president. Dr. Merdinger,

will be presented by Dr.

Nicholas Newlin, chairman of

the department of English at

Washington College, on behalf

of the faculty; Albert W.

Wharton, president of the

alumni association, on behalf

of the alumni; Thomas 0-

Hodgson, Class of 1972, for

the students; Roger Allen, the

delegate from Oxford, for

institutions of higher learning;

and the Honorable Paul

Sarbannes, member of the

United States House of

Representatives, for the

community at lai^e.

Judge George B. Rasin, Jr.

vice chairman of the Board of

Visitors and Governors, will

administer the oath of office.

Dr. Daniel Z. Gibson, president

emeritus of the College, will

invest Dr. Merdinger vrith the

symbol of the presidency.

An outdoor buffet luncheon

for President Merdinger and his

party, the Chief Justice,

delegates, invited guests and

the student body, will follow

the ceremonies.

The weekend will culminate

with a 3:00 p.m. lacrosse game

on Kibler Field, with the

Sho'men facing Duke
University.

This view of the first floor reading room shows the

carpeted interior and upholstered furniture.

The circulation desk and catalogues are

conveniently located on the first floor of the library.

Best wishes to

President Merdinger

The Yardstick

With Every Good

Wish to

President

Merdinger

The Peoples Bank

Congratulations

to

Dr. Merdinger

Maryland

National Bank

Best Wishes to President Merdinger

^gett
KENT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

CHESTERTOWN, MD. 21620
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Merdinger Assumes

Office As President

Taking part in Saturday's Inauguration were C/iief Justice Burger, President

!\/lerdinger, Mr. Wingate, and former President, Daniel Gibson.

Richmond House To Hold
Members Of Writers Union
Under the sponsorship of

Washington's Writer's Union,

plans are currently being

considered by the

administration for the

conversion of Richmond House

to a residential-office facility

providing living quarters for

creative writing students and

offices for various campus

literaiy groups.

The Writer's Union proposal,

presented at Monday's meeting

of the Long Range Planning

Committee, was outlined in a

five page report presented

by Professor Robert Day and

Union president David Roach.

The group intends to create

a "writing house" with second

and third floor living quarters

for six students who according

to the project outline "are

actively practicing creative

writing." Preliminary plans call

for each student to have a

single roont

First floor facilities will be

devoted to Writing Union

headquarters, the Miscellany

office, a press room, Mr. Day's

office, a library, and a kitchen.

Business Manager, the Dean of

Men (or Women ), Professor

Day, the Writer's Union

president, and a student

elected from among those

living in the house has been

proposed to determine the

regulations and policies for

Richmond House's operation

as a writing center. It will also

be the responsibility of the

group to select students to live

in the house and to determine

whether the facility will be

co-ed.

Professor Day related to the

^—^ _ _ 1 Planning Committee the

I ifl ^1 OTIO f1V Writer's Union's desire to help
^-'** -1-T.l.VFiiVacl.^

;^ refurbishing the structure.

At least ten students have

volunteered to remain in

Chestertovm and work on the

house this summer. The group

has pledged an initial

investment of $250 for the

purchase of jacks to bolster the

flooring of the press room and

will continue to^ontribute $250

annually for the improvement

of the house.

Miscellany hopes to move to

the renovated facility to

alleviate the crowded
conditions in the office it

shares with Pegasus. The press

room will contain the Union's

recently acquired printing press

while the library will house

literary magazines and serve as

a meeting place for college

writers.

A governing board
composed of the school

Tenor Here

Blake Stern

Blake Stem, tenor, v^nll

appear in recital at the College

next Monday, May 17 in the

final program of the season

concert series.

Curtain time will be at 8:30

p.m. in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center. Admission is by season

ticket, or smgie u ;kets may be

purchased at the door, adults

$3 each, students $1.

Blake Stem has concertized

widely with an impressive

repertory of Lieder and art

songs and he has an almost

unchallenged position in the

oratorio field. At the outset of

his career his participation in

the many concerts and tours of

the Robert Shaw Chorale

brought him high critical

acclaim and his rendition of

the Evangelist in Bach's

Passions has become his

hallmark.

A versatile artist, Mr. Stem
has sung mth leading

orchestras and has found his

heroic tenor voice
o utstandingly suited for

operas.

In conjunction with the

Richmond renovation, Mr. Day
informed the Planning

Committee that the Associated

Writing Program, the national

oi^anization of all creative

writing on the graduate and

undergraduate levels, is

seriously considering moving

its headquarters to Washington

College next fall.

Professor Day, recently

chosen president of the

national group, explained that

these two developments could

serve to make Washington "one

of the most attractive places to

come" for the student

interested in creative writing.

Despite rainy and overcast

skies which forced a shift in

plans of the day's inaugural

activities, Dr. Charles
Merdinger officially became
Washington College's 21st
President last Saturday in

ceremonies attended by over a
thousand in Cain Gymnasium.
In his address to the audience,
Merdinger reflected upon the
past troubles of the college and
the gain it has made in recent
years.

Disastrous History

"And so it has gone through

the years," he said, "a college

hovering often on the brink of

disaster, yet somehow
managing to survive and

ultimately coming back

stronger."

Continuing, the new
president charged the college

with the responsibility of

providing "a relatively quiet -

though intellectually

stimulating environment where

a top professor meets his

student face to face and where

each student is, in truth, an

individual and not simply

another number."

In concluding his speech,

Pftsident Merdinger outlined

four elements in the makeup of

a strong college institution -

clear thinking, intellectual

humility, positive approach to

ideas, and character.

Address by Burger

The keynote address for the

day's program was delivered by

United States Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger. The Chief
Justice, who stressed the
importance of Washington's
heritage, described the present
era in education as an "exciting
and changing time".

Burger challenged President

Merdinger to "preserve the
heritage of the pursuit of truth

and learning that has been
nurtured for nearly 200 years

at Washington College. It will

be no easy task to guide the

fortunes of this institution into

the decades that lie ahead," he
added.

"More than ever in our

history," he concluded, "the

country needs well-rounded,

well balanced and well

informed citizens. . . I can see

that you have an ideal setting

on this lovely campus in which

to pursue the joal
"

Library Dedication

Burger's Challenge ^^ ^^^^

day's ceremonies, the

dedication of the new Clifton

Miller Library, took place as

planned on the terrace of the

new facility. The program,

which was attended by over

300 people, featured Dr.

William Shepherd Dix of

Princeton University as

principal speaker.

Homosexuals To Speak'

This Thursday, May 18, the

William James Forum will

present "Gay Liberation", with

speakers Barbara Gitting and

George Bodamer. Both

speakers are members of the

Homophile Action League, a

movement "dedicated to

securing the equality and full

acceptance for the homosexual

in society and in making better

lives for homosexuals."

Present the Facts

The lecture will attempt to

present the facU about

homosexuality the problems

faced by homosexuality and

the ways in which the situation

can be corrected. Barbara

Gittings and George Bodamer

are both active in the Gay

Liberation movement and have

appeared at several colleges.

Achieve recognition

H.A.L. is attempting to

fight discrimination through

the legal system. As a Civil

Liberties, Social Action

Organization, H.A.L. is

dedicated to achieving the

recognition which the

homosexual is entitled to as a

first class citizen and human

being.

Barbara Gittir^s, a

homosexual, has been active in

the movement for over ten

years. She was Editor of THE
LADDER. A LESBIAN
REVIEW, and author of "The

Homosexual and the Church"

in THE SAME SEX, edited by

Ralph W. Weltge, Pilgrim Press,

1969.
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Letters To The Editor . . .

SGA Posts

Bail
Dear Sir:

It has come to our attention

that an unfortunate
misunderstanding has resulted

in the spread of a rumor among
the faculty and some students.

The gist of that rumor was that

President Merdinger himself

put up the bail money for the

students arrested at the

Mayday activities on Monday,

May 3rd in Washington, D. C.

In fact, it was not the

President, but the Student

Government Association which

posted bail for four of the

eight students arrested (the

others, most with smaller Gnes,

Were able to secure their own
release). The President did

however offer to sign &

personal check for the bail of

the arrested students. Due to

previous Senate action, the

necessary cash was already on
hand; and there was no need to

make use of the President's

kind offer.

Sincerely,

John Dimsdale
George Churchill

Misplaced

Money

Dear Editor:

I am addressing myself to

the effluvially-oriented author
of a letter which appeared in

the May 7 issue of the ELM.
Mr. Ewing: while I won't

waste my time attempting to

pull you out of the morass of

excretement in which you
presently wallow with the
greatest satisfaction, I would
like to answer to several purrile

innuendos (in particular, those
of theft, incompetancy,
perjury, and fraud) that I

assume were personally

directed towards me. Even so,

you didn't have the guts to use

my name.
Surprisingly, Mr. Ewing, 1

agree with you that it was an

irresponsible act on the part of
those May Day canvassers in

misplacing publicity funds

from their table in the lunch

line. However, I would, too,

like to point out that at least

these people were concerned

enough to devote their

not^so-free time to a cause they

believed in. But of course,

that's of no concern to you, is

it, Mr. Ewing? You must
approve of the war. After all,

freedom is obedience to the

law. Politics bores me almost afi

much as you do.

In any case, whether you
care to believe it or not, we
discovered the loss of funds

almost immediately, and made
a thorough search for them. It

must have been a well-guarded

secret between your "many
students" and yourself which

prevented us from discovering

the whereabouts of the money.

Which brings me to a case in

point, Mr. Ewing. You "looked

for 15 minutes" to return the

money and then, apparently,

gave up. Nor in subsequent

days did you make any motion

to return the funds, although

you knew to whom the money
t>elonged. The May Day table

was operative every day up to

April 24th and was incidentally

only a short stroll away from

your post in the meal line.

That's right, Mr. Ewing, I am
accusing you of theft. So I've

played your game and picked

up the money! So what.

Mr. Ewing, you are a scared

and twisted little man.

Actually, you'd be laughable if

you weren't so potentially

dangerous. 1 suppose you'll

someday turn up on a jury.

David Beaudoin
May Day Co-ordinatoi

East 102

Flabber

ghasted
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Dear Mr. Ewing:

I sit here nabt)erghasted-my
frail, unwashed body is unable

to suffer through such crypto
comments as those of yours
printed in the May 7 issue of
the ELM. Mr. Ewing, I have

long-hau:, 1 sometimes miss my
showers, and I bite my nails: I

suppose, on the surface, that

makes me look like one of
THEM! Eek! Eek! God Forbid!

Actually, Mr. Ewing, I'm

with you one-hundred percent
and I too (had I lived in

Munich in the late 1930's)
would have been one of the
prime movers behind the Hitler

Youth. I know how you feel,

Mr. Ewing. I feel that way too.

These damn hippies shout
about love and peace and
freedom and then they turn

around and smoke L. S. D. and
swallow tabs of marijuana
which drives them to perverted
and depraved acts -of sex and
violence. But, Mr. Ewing, yoji

go about their subversion in

the wrong way. You must learn
to sit in their midst and join

with them in meaningful
discussion. You must, in a
manner of speaking, join the
underground and work within
it.

Mr. Ewmg, I am responsible
for the article about Dr. Huck.
I feel that my article was valid

for several reasons:

1) I was a member of the
audience {peanut gallery) at

the Dr. Huck lecture and my
words on the aforesaid lecture

taken from notes and
actual quotes from Dr. Hurk.

2) I was merely distorting

the facts in the same manner
Dr. Huck distorted the facts

within her lecture.

3) The basis of Dr. Buck's

lecture was questionable at

best and probably all of it was

Disney land fantasy. I would
expect no one over 10 years

old to take her lecture

seriously and anyone in the

first grade would realize that

my particular description of

Dr. Huck's lecture was good,

clean, American fun. (If you
took it seriously, Mr. Ewing, 1

must apologize.)

You see, Mr, Ewing, there is

only one word for someone
whose intellectual level is so
low that they can't understand
humor-that word is not
"racist" or "conservative" -
that word is "slob." It is a total

lack of finesse that causes you
to attack the ELM, it is a total

lack of class that lets you write
your small and inconsequential
diatribes against things you
don't understand.

And about not
understanding things, Mr.
Ewing, 1 suppose those of the
May Day Committee just trust

people too much. I know that
it's hard to understand (I'm
not really sure that 1 do), but
nevertheless we of the OTHER
people (that's you . and I

dumbo) need to be lenient and
willing to understand. After ail,

since Adolf went Into the

bunker our movement hasn't

increased in strength.

Anyway, that's what I have
to say. If you don't like it, I

suppose it will mean the

tear-gas canisters at ten paces.

(Let 'em fly, Mr. Ewing). If it's

not that important and you
just feel like writing a letter of
reply to the ELM-don't
bother. Personally, Mr. Ewing,
I've spent too much time on
you already and you certainly

can't be worth two letters.

At your disposal,

Bob Burkholder

Pegasus

Lacking

To the Editor:

The other day, my .1970
Pegasus finally arrived.

Needless to say, I was very

excited to read the journal

which was supposed to give the

highUghts of my senior year at

Washington College. After

reading the entire book my
excitement changed to

disappointment. I thought that

the dedication was very well

done and that the pictures of
the seniors and professors were
also well done and meaningful.

But there are a number of
questions that I would like to

ask.

Did we have a Homecoming
Court last year?

Did we have Stunt Night last

year?

Did we have song Fest last

year?

Did we have a Washington's
Birthday celebration last year?

Were men named to

Omicron Delta Kappa?
Were women named to the

Senior Women's Honor
Society?

Were any students named
to Phi Alpha Theta?

Was there a WRA or an MRA
last year?

Was anyone named to Who's
Who?
Was there an SGA?
Did we have any special

lecturers or musicians visit our
campus last year?

Was there a graduation last

year?

Did Washington College

sponsor any clubs or other
organizations last year*?

As you can probably figure

out by now my disappoint -

ment in the 1970 Pegasus was
due to the fact that none of

the items in the above list was
mentioned. The only pictures

other than the seniors,

professors, sports and Greeks
(and I was am.azed that they
were put in) were those of
some of the "notable" people
on campus.

I'm sorry that I am so bitter

but after the big build up I was
really expecting somethihg a

little better.

A 1970 Graduate

Narrow

mindedness

Dear "racist. . . arch-cons-

ervative. . . narrowminded" Bill

Ewing:

I am one of those that

others call "hippies" and I hate
;

your generalizations. I don'l ;

want to be bothered - but I

guess I take that risk when 1

"annoy" others. That is the

risk Susan Huck took when she

rudely disrupted a meeting last

spring between the college

members of the Eastern Shore

Committee to End the War in

South-east Asia and
prospective town members. At

that time she provided

unwilling listeners with some
of her "incredible
information" - information

that had no bearing on the

express purpose of that

meeting; which was to "discuss

the position of the present

Committee and carry on such

business as pertains to the

transference of duties from the

present members to those from

the town."
I admit that my persona)

hygiene does not meet up to

your standards, but I have yet

to be made aware personally

that I have offended anyone;

and I KNOW that, you know
absolutely- nothing about the

relative cleanliness of my
mind!

I assure you, also, that I do

not consider it a privilege to

receive food for which I have

already paid or to give said

food to someone I consider

more needy.

Since it is none of my
business to elaborate on your

theft, I will conclude by

admitting my embarrassment

at swallowing my pride to meet

you on this impersonal

battlefield - your own chosen

means of confrontation - and

by inviting you to discuss with

me any points relevant or

irrelevant to your slanderous

letter.

Mark Lobell

Kent 206

CHESTER

THEATRE

GORO

VARAN

CHURCHILL

THEATRE

DOCTORS WIVES!

R rating

Shows At 7:00

and 9:00 P.M.
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The Truth About Bill Smith
by Mary Ruth Yoe

The Inauguration is over.

The maintenance elves have
vanished as suddenly as they
appeared. The administration

can relax.

They kept the Washington
College family skeleton in the
closet for one more ceremonial
occasion, successfully hidden
under a pile of serviceable

phrases, "a giant . . . whose
vision made Washington
College what it is today." The
skeleton under wraps and
under discussion is Bill Smith.

Saturday produced a lot of
inspirational material on our
founding father, but such facts

don't stay in the average

student mind. (Sample
question: how many years did

it take William Smith to make
Kent School a lUege?) Yet
there are a few things about
the man harder to forget than
the sample answer (two years).

On thing the local chapter
of the DAR would prefer not
to remember is that Smith was
a Tory. In 1776. he went so far

as to write a pamphlet
answering Tom Paine's

"Common Sense," and entitled

quite originally, "Plain Truth."

In it, this far-seeing

The Donalds

administrator said, "American
independence is as illusory,

ruinous, and impracticable, as a

liberal reconciliation with
Great Britain is safe,

honorable, and expedient."

When General Howe
marched on Philadelphia, the

Pennsylvania General Assembly
kept Smith under close watch
as one who might harm the

revolutionary cause. Such
surveillance was not a new
experience for the Anglican

priest. In 1758, he had been
convicted of a libel charge and
committed to jail. Always the

conscientious motder of young
minds, he had continued his

classes in the jail until his

eventual release.

Finally asked to leave the

University of Pennsylvania,

Smith moved to Chestertown.

In addition to wholeheartedly

transforming his vision of a

college into reality, he kept up
a constant attempt to get his

post as University provost back
and/or to become the first

Anglican bishop in America.

Unfortunately, the
clergyman had some rather

secular foibles. In fact, a

contemporary described his

moral character as "very
exceptionable and unbecoming
of a minister of God." Still

worse, "when angry he swore
in the most extravagant

manner."
Even Smith's deathbed

manner flouted contemporary
religious etiquette. His

physician reported, "On his

deathbed he never spoke upon
any subject connected with
religion . . . nor was there a

Bible or Prayer Book to be
seen in his room."

Religious character aside.

Smith had his critics. Various

people described him as

"haughty," "slovenly . . .

often offensive in company,"
and "an habitual drunkard."

Although he was a splendid

fund-raiser, he "seldom paid a

debt without being sued or

without a quarrel, he was
extremely avaricious." The
final damning remark? "From
the absence of all his children,

not a single drop of kindred

blood attended his funeral."

The Inauguration is over, the

closet door is open, and the

lawns need mowing again.

Nobody's perfect.

An Evening Of Insanity

In his ''Pucci print coveralls"

and his "Dior emerald green
silk shirt*" Donald' Dolce, in all

his 'splendor' (?)[ <)nce' again

made a cameo appearance at

the second annual Washington
College Donald Awards for

excellence in dramatics
throughout the 19-70-1971

theatre season.

I was fortunate enough to

interview Donald before the

show. He discussed his ten

years as a critic, especially the

four at W. C. ("None of them
good"). He mentioned names
of actors (he hesitated to use

that word) and numerous
productions. Donald referred

me to past issues of the Elm
for direct quotes of his

undying statements.

The history of the Donald
Ceremony is an interesting one.

Donald wanted to present an
Elm Ball with Truman Capote
as guest of honor, but
somehow that never came to

be. The Donalds were then to

be presented, only to impress

the name of Donald Dolce into

the minds and hearts of every
W. C. student.

Best Actress Kim Burgess -

Free Man; Judi Kratz -U. S. A.;

Pam Locker - Setzuan; Danea
Taliey - 27 Wagons; My
Prediction - Pam Locker;
Winner - Danea Taliey.

Best Supporting Actor - Joel

Elins - Free Man; H. Jones

Baker III - Free Man; Mark
Lobell - Free Man; Reed
Hessler Free Man; D. M. said -

Joel Elins; Winner: R Jones

Baker III

Best Supporting Actress -

Elyn Dye - Setzuan; Sunshine -

Setzuan; Sandy Richter -

Setzuan; Mary Ann Leekley -

Setzuan; DM - Elyn Dye;

Winner - Sandy Richter.

At the conclusion of his

dissertation I asked him for his

impressions of past Donald

by Debbie Martin

winners and nominees. Well,

here they are, in order, yet.

"Oh yes, Mark Lobell ~ cute
little boy - his hair is too long
and I don't like the way it is

coiffed, but he's a cute Uttle

boy. Dave Merritt is too
skinny. Elyn Dye - will never
be an actress, but a very nice
person. Jones Baker - oh,
Jones Baker. Reed Hessler - I

saw him in an awful play when
he was in high school... with
paper lobsters." Ca. Hutton sat

there throughout the interview,

but was not even mentioned by
Donald. Well, (mox^h of this -

on to the awards.

Best Actor Thorn Snode -
Free Man; Dave Merritt -
Setzuan; Joel Elins - Setzuan;
Mark Lobell -- Setzuan; My
prediction -- Thorn Snode.
Winner- David Merritt.

Best Production - Enter A
Free Man - T. Maloney,

Director; U. S. A. - T.

Maloney, Director; Julian

Blanch field -- D. Merritt.

Director; Setzuan - P. Mazer,

Director; DM - Setzuan;

Winner - U. S. A.

Most Promising Actor -

Thorn Snode -- Free Man; Joel

Elins - Free Man; Reed Hessler

" Free Man; John Dickson --

Setzuan; DM - Joim Dickson;

Winner -- Thorn Snode.

Most Promising Actress -

Judi Kratz -- Free Man; Mary
Ann Leekley - Blanchfield;

Sandy Richter -- Setzuan;

Danea Taliey -- 27 Wagons; DM
-- Sandy Richter; Winner -

Danea Taliey.

Technical Award - Michael

Gallahue (My only correct

prediction)

Drama Major Award
Barbara Kay Price.

The grand award was

presented by Donald Dolce to

Donald Dolce - naturally.

There are a few people who
need to be mentioned. The
following people presented

awards: the ever cantankerous

Ca Hutton, Maggie Nuttle,

Sharon Smith. Elyn Dye, and

Donald, Himself.

Also Tim Maloney, Gene
Thornton, and H. Jones Baker
IIL And I can't forget the

infamous Misses of Washington
College -- Janet Freni and Ann
Hillard. Special thanks go to

the production staff of the

1971 Donald Awards and also

to Hilary for keeping an

enormous sec^t. I'm sorry my
predictions "^re wrong
(there's no i. .counting for

taste), but may I send my best

wishes and congrats to all the

Donald Winners! After an

evening of insanity, all I can

say is Welcome to the

Theatre!!!

COLLEGE

BAR

SNACK

Photo by Geoff Anderson

Among his many pleasures. Professor Pasquale de
Gennaro enjoys playing the guitar.

Economics Professor

Enjoys Eastern Shore
by Tami Daniels

Pasquale de Gennaro, 29, is

completing his' first year at

Washington College as assistant

professor of economics. A
native of New York, Professor

de Gennaro was primarily

educated in Philadelphia where

he received his undergraduate

degree in 1965 from Vilianova

University and his Masters at

Bryn Mawr College five years

later.

Though he has spent the last

several years of his life as a

student, and the last four as a

teacher. Professor de Gennaro
manages to occupy himself

with a variety of activities.

Besides possessing the unique

ability to play the flamenco

guitar, the professor runs a

40-foot charter fishing boat

during his free summer
months. Due to the fact that

an assistant professor's salary

"leaves much to be desired,"

commercial crabbing will also

be added to his Chesapeake

centered summer.
After overcoming many

"hassles with the local

government agencies,"

Professor de Gennaro is in the

process of completing the

renovation of a fisherman's

cabin into a permanent

residence. The once "very

small summer home" in

Tolchester attracted the

professor, who was decidedly

"Tired of the big city," and the

new position at Washington

College offered him the perfect

chance to fix up the house.

Could you imagine living

over the past year with "no

adequate plumbing system"?

Having done 95 percent of the,

work themselves, Prof,

Gennaro and his wife, Carol, a

full-time student at Washington

College, are looking forward to

the time when the cabin vnll be

a "normal home" for them.

Prof, de Gennaro feels that

there is "a lot of character on

the Eastern Shore." As he puts

it, it's a place where you can

"escape and keep your sanity."

With this refreshing view of the

area. Professor de Gennaro will

hopefully lie at Washington

College for a good while.

For

All Oceoiiom

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
CAdtertown, Md.

PhoM 778-2525

BARRETT SHOES

GET READY FOR A STAR-
SPANGLED SUMMER

-

Sandals for Springtime Wear
Shoes in All Colors, Including a

Combination of Red, White & Blue

Kent Plaza Shopping Center
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SPOR TS
"You can't be tough," he

says. "These boys are not paid

for this. You have to make

them accept the challenge of

playing above themselves.

"

Don Kelley •

Sports Illustrated

1967
The fall of Washington

College small college power

status has left this one-time

pundit baffled and bewildered,

especially in the face of the

hard-cold facts of 1971 and the

worst season, percentage - wise,

in Shore stick history.

I have neither the space nor

the knowledge to examine the

critical areas of entrance

requirements, tuition costs,

athletic giants in - aid,

recruiting, or coaching, etc.,

for each has played its part in

the outcome of 1969 and 1970

and this campaign.

It is in scheduling that I feel

I can stand on some small

portion of middle ground and

take a thoughtful look at one

of the most difCicult tasks thai

face an athletic director at a

small liberal arts and sciences

college of slightly over 300 male

students.

In 1967 when we were 11-1

we played two teams in the top

20 of the United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association; Johns Hopkins

and Brown, ranked one and

tenth, respectively. Harvard

was 15th and Loyola strangely

enough rounded out the top

20.

In 1970 when we were 4-7.

nine of our twelve scheduled

foes were among the leading 17

USILA teams rated by the

Rothstein National Lacrosse

Rankings. This year, ten of our

opponents, not including a

great English team, are among
the top 30 teams in the

94-member USILA. Only R.P.

L, Loyola and Western

Maryland remain outside the

elite sector.

The point is that in

comparing the past five years

one finds Washington College

going from an average schedule

Into one of the toughest in

intercollegiate lacrosse and

most of the opponents are the

by Hurst Deringer

Guest Editorial

same. In 1967 Norm Carolina

was ranked 52nd, Towson 40th,

W & L 49th and Hofstra 39th.

Last year found the Tarheels

down to 7th, Hofstra 10th,

Towson 15th and W & L in

17th position.

If one could have been lucky

enough to select a schedule

jibing with '67 for Rothstein

ratings the slate would have

looked like this in '70:

Wittenberg, Hobart, Hofstra.

Towson, Hopkins, Cortland,

New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Swarthmore,

Middlebury and Oberlin.

My guaranteed winning

campaign for '71 would have

been: Dartmouth, Williams,

Denison. Bowling Green, North

Carolina, W & L, Bucknell,

Swarthmore, Villanova,

Lehigh, Duke, William and

Mary, Johns Hopkins and

Navy,

As the years roll on the

importance of varsity athletics

in the college system will be

assessed and reassessed.

Winning lacrosse teams will be

questioned. Private schools of

300 men vrith severe budgetary

problems and surrounded by

public institutions attracting

more students will feel more

than just a fiscal squeeze. They
could be scheduled right out of

the sport.

Coming off a probable 4-10

stick season, a 8-16-1 fall

season, a 7-26 winter slate and

a 12-42 spring campaign for a

dismal 27-84-1 overall 1970-71

sports record, could be a case

in point.

Scheduling contests in nine

intercollegiate sports is as

difficult a role as you can find

in an athletic directors' office.

Home and away, conference

foes and independents, old

rivals and new upstarts, teams

with friends as coaches, teams

with coaches who want to

move up by beating you and

finally, and most important --

money - take their turn in the

roulette wheel spin that ends

up in a season's slate.

So, in facing our plight,

more than a few people have to

accept the challenge of playing

above themselves.

Carrington Leads Shore

Batters This Season
Washington College closed

its baseball season on a sour
note this week, losing to Mt.
St. Mary's 1-0 and P.M.C,

Colleges 94. This left the

Sho'men with a 5-9 record for

the 1971 campaign.

The Sho'men were in the

race for the Mason-Dixon
Northern Division title until

Monday, but the loss to the

Mounts ehminated them, giving

the pennant to Towson. The
P.M.C. game meant little to

Washington, which had no
chance in the Middle Atlantic

Conference.

Individually, Dary
Canington led the teem with a

.345 batting average. Jim
Wentzel, de^ite missing the

first two games, finished 15 for

45 tor a .333 mark. The big

surprise for the Sho' was Glenn

Dryden, who took over left

field for the last four games
and had six hits, including a

double and two RBI's in 16 at

bats.

In the pitching department,

Steve Raynor was the most
consistent hurler with a 4-4

mark. Raynor also notched 81
strikeouts against opposing

batters. Novy Viamonte had
the other win for Washington.

Looking to next season,

Coach Finnegan expects several

incoming freshmen to

contribute to the
diamondmen's performance.

The area that needs the most
help is pitching; Finnegan

hopes that one new pitcher in

addition to Raynor and an
improved Dave Novak could

m^e the difference next

season.

Senior attackmen Mark Svec scores on this shot in the Shoremen's 10-9

overtime victory over Duke. Svec's goal came in the second overtime oeriod to

give Washington a short-lived lead. Jody Haddow's score in the sudden overtime

gave Washington the win.

Stickmen Edge Blue Devils

In Overtime Thriller, 10-9

Exploding for 15 second

half goals Washington College

buried Western Maryland 20-7,

last Wednesday. Freshman

Greg Lane led an awesome

offense that saw 14 players

dent the scoring column. The

Long Island attackman netted

ten points on six goals and four

assists as the Shoremen

reached the 20-goal mark for

the first time since the seventh

game of the '67 campaign

when they trounced Tovreon,

20-8.

From the start of the second

half the Shoremen took charge,

Pete Boggs' dodge 37 seconds

into the second half ignited the

Maroon offense. Lane fired in

two straight goals, one on a

brilliant full field clear and

feed from defenseman Mark
Sinkinson. A Ron Reynolds

runby. Lane on a slow whistle

penalty and Tom George with

a feed from Bill Gertz

ballooned the lead to 11-4 in

ten minutes, :. The Green

Terrors took advantage of two

extra man situations in the

remaining minutes of the

period to pull back to 11-6 at

the end of the quarter. In the

fourth quarter the stickmen

blew the game with six

unanswered goals.

Ten points by Lane was the

biggest scoring spree since Ron
Regan netted four goals and

seven assists against Loyola in

1968 and the top freshman

effort since Regan's four goals,

six assists playing Swarthmore

in 1966. The last occasion a.

Shoremen banged in six goals

in an afternoon was at

Swarthmore in 1969 when Jim

Mueller Gred home that

number of tallies.

With the sweet taste of

victory still in their mouths,

the Shore tackled Duke before

an Inauguration day crowd

that was decided only when
Pete Boggs fed freshman

midfielder Jody Haddow for

the winning sudden-death goal,

downing Duke, 10-9.

After falling behind 0-2

early in the game, Washington

drove "back on a sparkling team
effort. The contest's lead

changed hands five times and
after the first half, when the

Shoremen took a 4-2

advantage, one goal separated

the two evenly matched teams

the rest of the way.

Sophomore Bob Shriver's

hard outside shot found the

nets to trim the Duke edge to

2-1 at the end of the first

period. Boggs, Greg Lane and

Haddow netted consecutive

second frame goals for

Washington's biggest margin,

but Duke drove to a 4-4

stalemate by halftime.

The Blue Devils twice

snatched a third quarter

advantage, but Ron Reynolds

and Tom Murphy hooked up

to deadlock it once and Tom
George tied the contest at 6-6

before Lane fed Bob Bailey to

give the Shoremen the top

hand, 7-6.

Duke drew even at 10:37 of

the fourth quarter as freshman

Rob Rice, contained well all

afternoon by Shore
defenseman Tim Barrow,

gained his second last score of

the day. Walters made it 8-7,

Duke, with 8:59 remainmg,

but it was to be the last time

the visitors led. At 6:39 of the

fourth period .Shriver found

Lane for the extra m
equaUzer.

The Shoremen could have

won the game in overtime as

Mark Svec, Washington's only

senior, dodged through the

Duke defense for a goal and a

9-8 Shore edge. In the fading

seconds, however, a miscue on

a clear resulted in Duke gaining

a tie.

In the .sudden-death

overtime,' the second in six

weeks on Kibler Field,

Washington College dominated

play and after repeated shots,

Boggs found Haddow for the

winning score.

Mark Svec was awarded the

game ball and Dr. Merdinger, a

lacrosse player at both Navy

and R. P. I., was given

triumph on his day.

Kits and Pieces
Don Kelly, coach of lacrosse

at Washington College for the

past 15 years, was presented

the 1971 Kelly Award last

Thursday night at the 26th
annual banquet of the Ensign

C. Markland Kelly, Jr.,

Memorial Post. The Kelly

Award is made for outstanding

contributions to athletics and
the development of leadership.

... the All-Elm Selections

for Softball will be chosen this

year by the players of each
league. After the votes are

tabulated and the results

posted, the Elm will sponsor an
innovation. Some time during

reading period there will be an
All-Elm game vnth the

selections from each league

playing each other. It should
be quite a game , .

.

Mr. William C. Miller '59 of

Easton recently matched the

money raised by the Women's

Athletic Association through

the sale of Lacrosse Programs

The money, which totalled

over $600, was presented as a

surprise to Mr. Athey at the

Women's Athletic Banquet,

and will be used for scholarship

aid for athletes. . .

Georgetown U. won
varsity division at the Dad Vail

last weekend, but the bif

surprise was that the Coasl

Guard Academy, coached by

Bill Stowe, finished 4th,

seconds off the pace. Stowe,

who was mildly interested in

coaching at WC this sprini

brought a crew that had nevei

rowed before.

College

Heights

Barbershop

Chestertown, Md.

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opej

Rl. 213

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS
Service Od AU Maker
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Highlight of June Commencement

Friday. May 21, 1971

Secretary Morton To Speak
Featuring Secretary of the

Interior Rogers C. B. Morton,
commencement activities of
the Class of '71 will get

underway Saturday, June 5, in

its traditional location in front

of the Hill Dorms.
At the afternoon ceremony,

scheduled for 2:30 p.m.,

Interior Secretary Morton,
former First District
Congressman from Maryland,
will receive an honorary degree

from the college.

Prior to commencement
proceedings, a Baccalaureate

will be held in Tawes Theatre

Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.

The keynote address will be
delivered by Doctor Walden
Pell, former rector of Saint

Augustine Parish, Chesapeake
City, Maryland.

A breakdown of the
weekend's activities includes a

Saturday morning rehearsal for

seniors at 9:45 beginning in the

Cain Gymnasium. At that time,

caps and gowns will be
distributed and outside

rehearsal will be held. Incase
of rain the commencement
exercises will be held in the
gym.

Other activities planned are

a Saturday afternoon barbecue

to which graduates, alumni,

and faculty will be invited; an

alumni dance; and a senior

class party.

Awards to the graduating

class and other students,

traditionally presented in early

May at a Spring Honors
convocation, were distributed

this past week and will also be
presented at graduation.

Mr. Ermom Foster, director

of the Registrar's Office,

explained that "this year... in

view of the presidential

inauguration and the library

dedication, there was no room
in the academic calendar for an
additional convocation before

commencement. Therefore, the

awards this year will be given

to the students individually

through the Registrar's Office

or at commencement."
Four individual and three

group awards were announced
this week. The Emil J. C.

Hildenbrand Medal, given by

the Washington, D. C. Chapter
of the Alumni Association for

the student who attains the

highest record in English

during the college course, was
won by Marcia Wetzel.

David Roach was the

recipient of the Mary Lu
Chamberlin Memorial Award
for the student who has

contributed outstanding service

to the Writers' Union.

The Alpha Chi Omega
Award for excellence in

musical performance was
presented to Carol Brooker
while the Senior Women's
Athletic Award for outstanding
female athlete went to Carol

Ellyson.

The three group awards
announced involved 15
studenU inducted in the Senior
Women's Honor Society, 13
receiving recognition as "Who's
Who Among Students in

American Colleges and
Universities, and 11 students
inducted into Omicron Delta
Kappa, the National
Leadership Honor Society for
College Men.

The remainder of awards to
seniors presented by various
groups affiliated with the
college will be announced June
5 at the tjraduation ceremonies..

Graduate CourseTo

Enroll A Hundred
The new graduate studies

program being offered at

Washington College has already

attracted nearly 100
enrollments for the initial

summer session that starts

Monday, June 2.

According to Professor

Thomas McHugh, director of

graduate education, response

to the new program, which will

offer courses leading to master

of arts degrees in English,

history and psychology, as well

as courses in mathematics

applicable to the advanced

professional certificate in

teaching, "has been most
encouraging, especially from
the upper counties of the

Shore and nearby Delaware,

areas we were particularly

interested in serving."

As of last week, 97 course

enrollments had been
registered. Mr. McHugh added
that due to the lateness of

announcing the new program,
and some available space in

each of the courses, the

registration deadline has been

extended and the late

registration fee waived.

Applications will be accepted

in all classes that remain

unfilled up to June 21, when
the six-week summer sessions

begins.

Courses offered this summer
are: History 500, The
American Colonies and
Revolution; English 506,

Creative Writing; Psychology

504, The Exceptional Child;

Mathematics 507, Numerical

Analysis; Education 500,

Research Techniques;

Psychology 501, Cognitive and
Perceptual Development in

Children; and Political Science

500, Contemporary World
Affairs.

Registrations to date

include 27 students enrolled

from Kent County, nine from
Queen Anne's County, six

from Talbot, three from
Caroline, two from Anne
Arundel, and one each from
Cecil, Dorchester and
Worcester.

Delaware residents enrolled

in the program are from

Selbyville, Newark,
Georgetown and Smyrna.

Also included is one student

from Baltimore, one from New
York City, and one from

Boston.

Photos by Geoff Anderson

A/though not a winner, this raft had a great time in Saturday's Spring

weekend activities.

SGA To Evaluate Administration
In its final meeting of the year last Monday night, the SGA

Senate voted to undertake a student evaluation of

Washington's administration next semester.

The proposal, submitted by Paul Eldridge, was similar to

one presented to the Senate three weeks ago by John
Dimsdate.

The original Dimsdale idea, however, met substantial

opposition from the student senators and was withdrawn.

Action to revive the project was partially the result of an

address by sophomore Pete Chekemain who requested that

SGA leaders better determine and reflect student body

attitudes toward the administration.

The student survey, to be undertaken by the Evaluations

Committee, will involve only students currently enrolled as

freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. ResulU will be officially

presented to the Board of Visitors and Governors who are

responsible for administration appointments.

In other Senate action, Gali Sanchez, campus oi^anizer of

the national boycott against non-union lettuce growers,

requested official reinstatement of his committee by tbe

student Senate.

The original comnuttee was disbanded after a natknul

agreement with the lettuce growers had been reached and
cafeteria director George Linville had given assurances thai'

only union lettuce would be served.

Since that time the national agreement has fallen throu^
Gali explained to the Senate that he checked out the lettuce

being used in the cafeteria last week and found that it was

non-union. According to Gali, "Linville will buy the cheapest

lettuce irregardless of civil rights."

The members of the group are now circulating a petition to

request that only union lettuce be served in th cafeteria. Gali

stated that if Linville refuses to comply with their demand,

they will take the matter to Business Manager Gene Hessey

and if necessary to President Merdinger.

The Senate voted unanimously to recognize the group and

also agreed to pay expense for last Wednesday night's speaker.
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Captain January

Better don your societal

flack jackets and climb into

your pockets, fellow kids,

cause the big liand is

extending it middle finger and

thai means it's time for the

1971 Capt. January Dubious

Achievement Awards. May the

Big Boppor smile down upon

you all. . .

The Penelope of the Year

Award goes to Miss Susan

"Tweedell" Barrett. "The only

good Gleek is a (leaked Gleek."

The Bill Galley Woncha
Plea.se Come Home Award goes

to Dr. Charles Merdinger.

The Hamland Garlin Award

for the Prosaic goes to

Professor Robert Day.

The Seventh Column Award

goes to the May Day
Committee of W. C.

The David Roach Award
goes to David Roach. There is

no one more worthy.

The Charles Linville Award

goes to David Roach. There

must be someone more

worthy.

The Lucretia Borgia

Memorial Award goes to Mr.

Charles Linville.

The "Strangers When We
Meet" Award goes to Mr.

Richard Francis.

The William Butler Yeats

Award for Irish Patriotism goes

to Dr. Norman James. Well,

kiss my blarney!

The LEAVE IT TO
BEAVER Award goes to Peter

Heller.

The Eddie Haskell Award
goes to John Dimsdale.

The John Conkling Award
for Tepid Journalism goes to

the ELM, EAST VILLAGE
OTHER, and the
SUNPAPERS.

The Sisters of Mercy Award
goes to the girls of 3rd floor

Reid. "We werenH lovers like

that and beside it would still be

alright."

The James Dickey Award
for Two-Fisted Poetry goes to

Jim Dissette. Toke up!

The James Dean Memorial

Award goes to Martin Williams.

"And it was good."

The "Whatever Happened in

1970?" Award goes to 1971.

The Tintinabulation In Flux

Award goes to Senator J.

Glenn Beall. Go flux yourself.

The "And That Number to

Call in New York" Award goes

to Donald Dolce and all his

misnomers. Is that Dolce or

Duck?
The "Bridge Over the River

Chester" Award goes to Spring

Weekend.
The "Honor America"

Award AND the Joel Cope
Award goes to Mr. Edward
"FingerPickin' Good" Deasy.

The ABSALOM, ABSALOM
Award goes to the finest

families of Chestertown.

The W. C. Fields Forever

Award goes to the Vern.

The Bonneville Flats Award
goes to Miss Janet Freni. You'll

always be a queen in my eyes,

baby. .

.

The Big Valley Award goes

to Miss Carole "MamaLoo"
Denton. Alright, you G. W.

Fang!

The Gilded Suppository

Award for Freer Speech goes

to Capt. January. Excuse me.

And the Capt. January

Dubious Achievement of the

Year Award for 1970-71 goes

to the Inauguration. Hey, let's

send the President to the

theater tonight. .

.

Bedeh, bedeh, bedeh, that

racks it up, pupils,

Washington Collie again

becomes a figment of your

incalculations. Tune in and

turn on next year and:

See Dr. Merdinger finally

flex his muscles!

See Bunting Library host

the Red Chinese Ping-Pong

Team!
See G. I. HaU burn to the

ground October 22!

See Juniors Tum-inside-out

into Seniors, Sophomores into

Juniors, Freshmen into

Sophomores and incoming

Freshmen into convulsive fits!

See last year's Seniors

working for Maintenance!

All this and much, much
more in, "Leroy Goes to

College", or "Washington
CoUege Goes to the Dogs"!
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The Sex Life Of The Single

Washington College Student

^ele ELM is published weekly through the academic year except
during official recesses and exam periods, by the students of
Washington CoUege in the interest of students, faculty, and alumnL The
oomions expressed by the editors of the ELM do not necessarily

represent those of the College. Second class postage paid at Cen -

treville, Md.

Editor's Note: The
following survey is part of a

report given by senior Barb

Maddex In her sex seminar

class.

The subjects or respondents

are twenty-five male and

thirty-six female students in

the Introductory Psychology

class at Washington College.

They are all white, single, and

under twenty years of age.

Almost half (26 - about equally

male and female) are either

engagedor going steady. Only

five {two males, three females)

of these people are co-habiting

with a person of the opposite

sex. The majority are

Protestant, several are atheist

or agnostic, seven are Roman
Catholic and only one is

Jewish. Again, most were

raised as Protestant, ^he
students predominantly come
from small to average-sized

communities in New England

and the Middle Atlantic States,

and their families are middle to

upper class.

No statistical procedures

were used to determine

agnificant differences.

Letters

To The
Editor
Mr. Beaudoin,

To nullify your claims, I did

write a letter on April 24 to

the Editor of the Elm but NO
letters were printed the

following week, and for some
reason (unknown to me) it

wasn't printed in the next issue

either. I then told Mr.

Anderson another would be

written and it was. Theft?,

hardly.

Your thorough search

obviously didn't include the

Cafeteria or Elm offices, and I

saw no notice of possibly

misplaced money but I admit

that such a notice would be
embarrassing.

How old were you
intercourse?

at the time of your first heterosextul

1. Fourteen or youngcc. 8.00 00.00 3.28

2. Fifteen to 17. 32.00 19.44 24.59

3. Eighteen to 20. 28.00 25.00 26.23

4. None — — 34.43

With Whom was your first intercourse?

1. Spouse aftci maniage. 00.00 00.00 00.00

2. Fiance. 00.00 00.00 00.00

3. Steady date. 20.00 36.11 29.51

4. Someone you had known for a while but

not dated steadily. 24.00 5.56 13.11

S. Casual acquaintance. 16.00 00.00 6.56

6. Stranger 00.00 2.78 1.64

7. Prostitute 4.00 00.00 1.64

' 8. Rebtive 00.00 00.00 00.00

9. None — — 34.43

After the first time, how many times did you have sexual in teicourse

with that person again?

1. Not again 24.00 5.56 13.11

2. Once or twice 16.00 2.78 8.20

3. Three or four times 00.00 13.89 8.20

4. Five to 10 times 4.00 2.78 3.28

5. Ten or more times 12.00 13.89 13.11

6. More than 10 times and still

having intercourse. 12.00 8.33 9.84

7. Not applicable 24.00 38.89 32.79

With how many persons have you had pte-marita I sexual

intercourse?

1. None 24.00 50.00 39.34

2. One 24.00 19.44 57.38

3. Two 16.00 2.78 8.20

4. Three 4.00 8.33 6.56

5. Four 00.00 2.78 1.64

6. Five 4.00 5.56 4.92

7. Six 4.00 00.00 1.64

8. Seven or more 16.00 8.33 11.48

Have you had sexual intercourse with more than one person at a

time?

1. Yes, frequently 00.00 00.00 00.00

2. Yes, once or twice 4.00 00.00 1.64

3. No. but 1 might consider it 56.00 5.56 26.23
4. No. and 1 would never consider it 28.00 69.44 52.46

In the past six months how often. n the average did you engage tn

sexual intercourse?

1. Not al all 44.00 38.89 40.98

2. A few times 8.00 11.11 9.84
3. Once or twice a month 8.00 13.89 11.48
4. Once or twice a week 12.00 8.33 9.84

5. Three or four times a week 8.00 2.78 4.92

6. Five or more times a week 8.00 5.56 6.56

7. Daily or more often 4.00 2,78 3,28

How would you rate your sex life?

1. Very unsatisfactory 16.00 S.56 9.84

2. Unsatisfactory 8.00 11.11 9,84

3. Somewhat unsatisfactory 16.00 16.67 16.39
4. Somewhat satisfactory 8.00 11.11 9.84

S. Satisfactory 28.00 27.78 27.87
6. Very satisfactory 12.00 16.67 14.75

What method of contraception do you or your sex partner use?

1. None 4.00 2.78 3.28

2. Rhythm 4.00 00.00 1.64

3. Withdrawal liOO 5.56 8.20

4. Diaphragm 00.00 00.00 00,00

5. Foam, jelly or other chemical means ogo.00 00.00 00.00

6. Condom 8.00 13.89 11.48

7. Intrauterine loop 00.00 5.56 3.28

8.PU1 16.00 16.67 16.39
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Elusive Motorcyclists Roam
Fearlessly Over The Campus

by Becky Hutchins

Page 3

"Anybody who has

anything against motorcycles
can't say anything until they've

ridden on one. You have no
limits to where you can go,

you're free. It does the soul

good to go out and ride on a

motorcycle." "They're very

convenient for exercising your
dog." "Bicycles and dogs, even
walking kills the grass, too."

Despite w i de spread
pro-motorcycle sentiment on
campus, as evidenced by the

above quotes, the advent of

spring, bringing all the bikes

from Harley-Davidsons to

Hondas out into the open
(quite literally), has initiated

some controversy.

Dean Benjamin Root
explained: "If not properly

registered with the Student
Affairs Office, not kept off the

grass, or parked properly, we
may be forced to go to such

lengths as to seek a ban on
them." This would occur only
if the owners refused to learn

to accept responsibility for

their vehicles. "The
motorcyclists seem to think

that they're different from
other motorists because they
have only two wheels and are

lighter, they ride all over the

grass and walks when they
should be restricted to the

streets and driveways."
Bike-owners should be warned
(some have already found out
the hard way) that they can
receive tickets for driving on
the campus lawns.

The main complaints from
fellow students and faculty

usually concern the housing of

a cycle in the dorm or the

noise of revving motors during

classes, making communication
in the classroom almost an
impossibility.

The largest problem facint)

motorcycle owners is that of

finding a safe place to park the

bikewhen they're not usin^ i(

so that it will be safe from the

stealing and vandalism whicli

has always plagued studfnf

ownersof anytypee of vehicif

The usual decision is to try and

keep the bike as close to its

owner as possible, resulting in

motorcycles inhabiting
Somerset first floor, several

dotting the lawn beneath the

windows of Kent South, and
sheltered under the fire escapes

of the fraternity houses. This

makes the owners feel more
secure, however, the business

office and maintenance have

complained so that a more
permanent, consolidated

parking area is being

considered.

The probable site for such a

garage would be the Sailing

Club building (the old gym)
located next to the Fine Arts

Center. According to Dean
Root, maintenance has agreed

to provide lumber and supplies

for the structure to be repaired

and made secure for

safe-keeping of the bikes.

All of the cycle owners

asked concurred that riding

across the grass was
unnecessary and agreed to the

idea of using the Sailing Club
building, on the condition that

it be thoroughly cleaned out,

windows fixed, the area

properly lit at night and

locked.

Photo by Geoff Anderson

Concert Review

The Last Words

Tawes Theatres opened its

doors Saturday evening for a

concert by Jim Bell, Gil Bhss,

Tom Hodgson, and Bill Ingham
better known collectively as

the Fourgiven.

The show of folk music and
other goodies was opened by
Ed Schulman, that veritable

wit (?) of the Senior Class. He
"became" Ed Sullivan

introducing President Nixon
and as Nixon declared he was
against cancer.

The Fourgiven then arrived

on stage about fifteen minutes
late. Was it the rain? The first

good song of the first half was
"4 + 20". The concert
consisted of the music of
Gordon Lightfoot, Stephen
Stills, Neil Young, and others.

Other first part niceties

included Gordon Lightfoot's

"Transcanadian Railroad

Trilogy" and "The Wait"
originaUy done by the Band.

On the whole, the first half

went very slowly, except when
a bat (eek, a real bat) decided

to test his flying ability

through the auditorium.

The second half began with

a little more enthusiasm. Ed's

impressions of the David Frost

Show and his guests were really

by D. Martin

very funny.

One of the best parts of the

second half was Gil's story of
Sam Miller followed by a

beautiful arrangement of "Mr.
Bojangles."

Preceded by Gordon
Lightfoot's "If You Could
Read My Mind" and John
Stewart's "July, You're a

Woman" came the big surprise

that I had been hearing about.

It was a medley of three songs

from the late '50's - you know
- white bobby socks, leather

jackets and greasers. The three

songs? "Silhouettes," "Poor
Little Fool," and "Norman."
The audience really seemed to

enjoy it, myself included.

Unfortunately, from this

point on the concert went
downhill. There seemed to be
no continuity in their

performance. Also there

seemed to be no energy from
members of the group.

There had been such a big

build-up about this concert and
it was certainly let down. (I had

been told that last year's

concert was better.) Even their

performance at the ecology

concert was better than

Saturday night's performance,

but despite what I have to say,

the audience loved them and
gave them a standing ovation -

and [ must admit i did enjoy

the concert.

The late Lula May .Peddicord VI, (with "x" on
bodice) pictured at W.C. before her graduation day
demise. Location and names of classmates in the
picture are unknown.

Commencement Calamity

Aunt Lula May And The

Peddicord Death Wish
Editor's Note: While the

spring of senior year may be
disconcerting enough with

minds drugged in the mania of

theses and comps, most seniors

make it through the final few
weeks and graduate. It is,

however, not the most pleasant

time to be a student One
senior, Ross Peddicord, passed

this note along which he

received from a great aunt.

Whether or not his

correspondent anticipates a

family recurrence, we have yet

to discover.

May 5, 1971
Maple Lawn

Howard County, Maryland

Dear Ross,

I found this picture (see

) in the living room
beneath some books. The x

marks were made by the

photographer who took the

picture to be enlarged. The girl

is your great aunt Lula May
whom you never knew. She
was my oldest sister.

Lula attended school in the

county at Dorsey's Academy
and entered Washington

College, September 1899. She
received a tuition scholarship

from Howard County; Father

paid $8 per month for board

and laundry. She was a student

until May 1901 when she was
taken sick with the grippe. Miss

Hobbs, the house-mother,

brought her to Baltimore by

boat where Father met her

having driven to the wharf in

the family "jagger." Her big

wish was to get well and return

for commencement. Instead

she suffered a relapse,

developed pneumonia and died

at 6 p.m. - Commencement
night. The announcement of
her death was made at the

close of the exercise. . .

Love,

Aunt Florence

P. S. Look for the blooming
pear trees this spring. They are

probably the same ones there

for many years.

College

Heights

Barbershop

Chestertown.Md.

Flowers For

'

\All Octasions

ANlHONyS FLOWERS
Chetlertown, Md-

Phone 778-2525

College Heights Sub Shop
Hourt: Monday thru Thursday 10:30 a.m. ta 8:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.
Sunday - CioMd

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

CHESTER

THEATRE
"Midnight"

Cowboy"
X - AdulU Only

CHURCHILL

THEATRE
Walt Disney's

"Barefoot

Executive gp
Shows At 7:00

and 9:00 P.M.
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Carol El/yson, Zeta pitcher, delivers a pitch in

action against Reid Hall this past week. Carol was

honored for her athletic achievements at last

Wednesday's athletic banquet.

AL1 - EUv\

Outfielders Mike Desantis

Bob Murphy
Bob Shriver- All stones

Theta Chi

1st BAse Ricky Turner' Theta Chi

2nd Base Dave Heinback All-Stones

Shortstop Cam Smith All-Stones

3rd Base Angelo All-Stones

Pitcher MikeGallahugh All-Stones

Catcher Bill Brundage Bashis

Alternates Al Reynolds Bashis

Mike Slagle Theta Chi

Ron Hogg Kappa Alpha „g„

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Outfielders Steve Newhart Lembda Chi

'

A"
George Henckle Kappa Alpha "A"
Steve Jones Little Fred

1st Base Glen Hampton Kappa Alpha "A"
2nd Base Pete Larsen* Roaches
Shortstop Marty Rice Lembda Chi

'

'A"
3rd Base Ted Gott Little Fred
Pitcher Chris Rogers Little Fred
Catcher Ben Crabtree Roaches
Alternates Charley Collins Lembda Chi

'

A"
Jack Steinhart Roaches
John Doran Kappa Alpha "A"

*Captain (most unanimous choice}

Photos by Geoff Anderson

Mike Slagle, Theta Chi shortstop, takes a mean cut at a Mitch Mowell pitch

in Monday's championship game against the Lambdas. The Thetas hard-hitting

attack led the OXMEN to an 18-3 victory.

Power Hitting Thetas Swamp

Lambdas For Championship
The Theta Chi's stormed by

the Lambda Chi "A" team
Monday evening to gain the

Men's Softball Championship.
The Oxmen broke loose with a

thunderous eleven runs in the

top of the first inning and from
that point it was no contest.

The National League Champs
went on to score eighteen runs

on twenty-two hits while Cliff

Virts held the West Hall squad

to three runs on seven hits.

Virts allowed only one base on
balls while Lambda pitcher

Mitch Mowell gave up two.

Swinging heavy timber for

the Thetas was Ricky Turner,

going five for five with a

double, three triples and a

home run. Mike Slagle made
good on four of his five trips

gaining the extra base twice,

Joe Cameron's three hits in

four at bats, including 2 buni

smgles, went to waste forthe
American League Champions.

The Lambda "~A" squad
squeezed past the Kappa Alpha

"A" team thirteen to twelve in

playoff action last Friday to

take the American League
crown. The Thetas had

defeated the Doo Birds to

become the National League
representatives in Monday's
championship game.

1971-72 Schedule

Washington College

1971-72

Athletic Schedules

Tentative

SOCCER
9-29 Upsala H
10-2 West. Md. H
10-6 P. M. C. A
10-9 Gallaudet A
10-13 Mt. St. Marys A
10-16 Lycoming A
10-20 Towson H
10-23 Dickinson H
10-26 Wagner A
10-30 Bowjeq H
11-2 Loyola A
11-6 J. Hopkins H

CROSS COUNTRY
9-29 Upsala H
10-2 W. Md. • Leb. V. H
10-9 Gallaudet A
10-13 Mt. St. Marys A
10-16 Dickinson A
10-20 Towson H
10-27 Johns Hopkins H
11-2 Loyola A
11-6 Del. V. - PMC A
11-13 Gall. Inv. A
11-16 UMBC A
11-20 MD Champ.

WRESTLING
12-3 Leb. Valley A
12-8 W. Maryland H
12-11 Johns Hopkins A
1-19 Loyola A
1-26 Susquehanna A
2-5 P. M. C. A
2-8 Catholic U. H

212 Hampden Syd. H TRACK
2-17 Wagner A 3-29 Towson A

Swarthmore H 4-4 Loyola H

BASKETBALL 4-8 West. Md. A
4-12 Wagner H

12-1 Muhlenberg H 4-18 Salisbury A
12-4

12-7

12-9

12-11

1-19

1-26

1-29

Moravian
Upsala

Salisbury

Dickinson

Loyola
Delaware V.

West. Md.

A
A
H
A
A
H
A

4-22

4-25

4-28

4-29

5-2

5-5

MD Relays

Dickinson

Penn Relays

Johns Hopkins
Lebanon Valley

MAC Champ.

A
H

A
H

2-2 Swarthmore H TENNIS
2-5 Haverford A 4-4 Drew A
2-8 Leb. Valley A 4-6 Catholic Univ. A
2-10 Cathk>lic U. A 4-8 UMBC A
2-12 Drew Univ. A 4-11 Mt. St. Marys H
2-14 Gallaudet A 4-15 Bridgewater H
2-15 Frank. & M. H 4-19 Dickinson H
2-19 Ursinus H 4-22 West. Md. H
2-21 ML St. Marys A 4-24 Gallaudet A
2-23 P. M. C. H 4-26 Stevens H
2-26 Johns Hopkins H 4-29 Johns Hopkinsi A
2-28 UMBC

LACROSSE

H 56 Loyola

BASEBALL

H

4-1 Swarthmore H
3-18 U. ot N. Carolina H 4-4 Drew A
3-22 Navy H 4-6 Catholic Univ. A
3-28 Hofstra H 4-8 Havertord H
4-1 Deninson H 4-11 Mt. St. Marys H
4-5 Johns Hopkins H 4-14 Bridgewater H
4-8 F. Dickinson H 4-17 Upsala A
4-15 Duke A 4-19 Dickinson H
4-22 Wash. & Lee A 4-22 West. Md. (2) H
4-26 Towson A 4-29 Johns Hopkins A
4-29 Buckncll H 51 F. &M. H
5-3 West. Md. H 56 Loyola (2) H
5-6 Loyola H 5-9 P. M. C. H
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dispute marks Blatt's dismissal
As of this semester, the

College Health Service staff

will consist of two physicians.

Dr. Damm and Dr. Bauman,
and two counselling
psychologists. Dr. Caroline

Knowles and Dr Inman.
According to reliable sources,

Dr. Merdinger is responsible

for the turnover and the

expansion of this service. Dr.

0. Gulbrandsen, the

College's physician during the

past two years, was not
rehired in accordance with his

own wishes. However, Dr.

Martin Blatt, who had been
the Health Service's

counselling psychologist for 4
years, and had re-applied for

his position last spring, will

not be practicing on campus
this year.

Upon his arrival here as a
newcomer at the College, Dr.
Merdinger and his assistant,

Mr. Francis, began inquiring

into and evaluating the
various branches of the

administration. While
assessing the efficiency of the
Health Service, Dr. Merdinger
reputedly questioned Dr.
Gulbrandsen as to the nature
of Dr. Blatt's services and was
informed that little

:;

information was available
J

about his treatment other
i

than what could be gathered
;

from the appointment ;

records kept by the nurse, ;

Mrs. Schauber, in the ;

infirmary. These last i

indicated that Dr. Blatt's ;

schedule accommodated only
a basically permanent list of :

students each week, and that

the number of students on his

waiting list was nearly equal
to the number actually

receiving treatment. Dr.

Merdinger also learned that

Dr. Blatt kept no records

pertaining to the diagnosis

and treatment of his patients.

Following this inquiry, Dr.

Merdinger, Dr. Gulbrandsen
and Mr. Francis drew up a list

of measures to be taken
toward increasing the

efficiency of the counselling

service. These were brought
to Dr. Blatt's attention in a

letter which he received

shortly before Christmas
vacation in 1970. Xhpse
proposed changes most
objected to by Dr. Blatt

were: 1) that the number of
visits per student be limited

to Dve, 2) that records of
their treatment be kept, and
filed in the infirmary. 3) that

the parents of his patients be
informed that their children

were receiving psychological
help.

After receiving the letter.

Dr. Blatt held a meeting in his

office of all those patients
and other students interested

in preventing the enactment

(Continued On t^gc Two)

Dean of Men McArdle:

^To achieve a closeness...

Enrollment rise

causes crowding
With this fall's admission

of nearly 300 freshmen and
transfer students,
Washington's enrollment has

dramatically soared upwards,
registering a 14 percent
increase over last year's

scollege total.

The 774 full-time students
currently enrolled repi:esent

(he largest student body in

the college's history.

Residences Overcorwded

There are, as a result of the

increase, approximately 135
more students than the

college's eight residence

Eacilities can accommodate,
fifty residents are now being

housed in lounge areas and

buildings previously used for

administrative purposes.

The most severe crowding

now exists in the men's

dormitories where study and
recreational lounges have

been converted into student

rooms. Washington's new
Dean of Men, Barry McArdle
admitted that the resulting

tack of these recreational

facilities "will cause

problems." The only

alternative, according to the

Dean, in the renovation

currently being discussed for

the student center in Hodson
Hall.

According to the present

plans, the center will have a

Slack facility, lounges, a

stage, and possibly a bar.

"The possibility of getting

this," he dded, "are good."

Dean McArdle elaborated

that the present overcrowded

situation is "temporary". He
explained that hopefully a

new dorm "would be open by
next September."

The possibility of

constructing modular
residential housing, an idea

already discussed by college

officials, drew criticism from

the new Dean. "There is

current talk about building a

modular facility," he said,

"but I hope it is not modular
because most (modular

dorms) at other colleges have
failed."

For the second time in three years

Washington's Student Affairs Office has a

new Dean of Men.
Mr. Barry McArdle, a graduate of Catholic

University and Penn State University, filled

the position created by the departure of

Dean Benjamin Root last summer.
Dean McArdle, who describes his attitude

towards his job as attempting "to achieve a

closeness with students, faculty, and

administration," formerly served as an

administrator at Penn State.

Describing his initial contact with

Washington students, the Dean commented
that "people here seem concerned about

things that they can actually

accomplish.. .I'm unpressed with their

reaUsm."

On his relationship with students,

McArdle expressed the hope that "I can be

someone who can listen and also someone
who can encourage other avenues of

investigation."

The Dean, discussing the use of drugs on

campus, explained that his "immediate

concern is to make sure that the drug user

knows what he is doing, that he's making his

own decision...but I don't want to crawl into

anybody's mind," he emphasized.

Dean McArdle

Regarding the accessability of student

dormitories to the police. Dean McArdle

explained that the authorities have broad

legal rights. "Actually," he said, "we can't

make the police do anything. But if they

were asking to come on campus to snoop

around; if they came without evidence, I'd

say no. Mr. McArdle expressed doubt

however, that such a situation would occur.

?:x&i;i&&2'}s-i^^^

SGA funds sex information manual
Washington's Student Government Association

last Monday night accepted financial sponsorhip

for a forthcoming student sex information manual.

The publication, currently being compiled by

sophomore Mike Dickinson and junior Carole

Denton in cooperation with the student affairs

office, will include Information on venereal

diseases, contraceptives, and abortion referral and

counseling.

In appealing to the Senate for funds, Mike

asserted that the manual "will make students more

aware of the availability of these services."

Continuing, he commented that the manual,

which will probably be mimeographed and cost

approximately 100 dollars, will become an annual

student publication. "Next year," he explained,

"we'll take all the comments and critiques on this

year's handbook and put it In good form."

In other action, the student senators voted to

delay this year's senate elections in order to

determine how each dorm and housing facility

should be represented. Problems of representative

distribution have resulted from the creation of

three mini-dorms and the addition of make-shift

facilities in existing dorms.

By last year's standards, the ratio of

representatives to students varies widely between

dorms. In addition, the new mini-houses are too

small to each have their own representative.

Under one plan proposed by Senate

Parliamentarian Larry Israelite, the Spanish House,

^
the Micou House (old Student Affairs) and the new
basement rooms of Somerset would all be

represented by one senator. "Somehow we have to

give them representation," he explained. Certain

senators^ however, showed reluctance to sharing

one representative among more than one dorm.

The Senate chose instead, to table the Issue for

a week while awaiting a comprehensive proposal

from the SGA executive committee. As a result,

elections originally scheduled for next week wjtl be

held in late September.
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of the President's proposals.

At Ihis meeting Dr. Blatt

explained that an absolute

limit on the number of visits

would force him to do no
more than "a bandaid job like

Gulbrandsen" and that such

treatment would be useless to

his patients as well as

contrary to his personal

principles. He also believed

that any records kept in the

infirmary could easily be
made accessible to members
of the administration should
they wish to learn anything
about an individual's

activities. Dr. Blatt also stated

that should he be ordered to

carry out these 'suggestions'

he would resign.

Friction results

This meeting gave rise to

friction between Dr. Blatt

and Dr. Merdinger who
thought this action uncalled

for and unethical, as Dr. Blatt

should have at least consulted

with him before taking such a

step. Dr. Blatt continued his

services status quo although
he was aware that his

d isregard for the
administration's suggestions

would most probably cost

him his job.

In the eaily spring it was
brought to Dr. Merdinger's

attention that the fiancee of
Professor W. Knowles, now
Mrs. Knowles, was a

psychologist with outstanding
credentials and extensive

experience in the field of
counselling. Mrs. Knowles
holds a Ph. D. from Yale

alloiversity and is a diplomate
in clinical psychology of the

American Board of
Professional Psychology.
According to Dr. Damm, Dr.

Merdinger directly appointed
Mrs. Knowles to the position

of counsellmg psychologist

for the College for the year
1971-1972. Dr. Blatt was
apparently not informed of
this appointment.

Gulbrandsen quits

In April, 1971, after Dr.

Gullbrandsen bad expressed a

desire not to return in the fall.

Dr. Merdinger contacted Drs.

Morgan, Bauman. and Damm
in an effort to secure a

(Cominucd From I^gc 1
]

replacement for Dr.

Gulbrandsen. Dr. Damm
accepted the position on the
condition that Dr. Bauman
act as his associate and that

the responsibilities and time
be divided between them.

Damm chooses
Dr. Merdinger then asked

Dr. Damm to choose from
among the remaining

candidates for a position as

counselling psychologist. The
applicant he considered to be
most suitable. Dr. Inman,
counselling psychologist at

the Naval Academy in

Annapolis, was Dr. Damm's
choice. Dr. Merdinger did not
make the choice himself

because he did not feel

qualified to evaluate their

credentials. Dr. Merdinger
then hired Dr. Inman at Dr.

Damm's suggestions. Among
the applications was that of
Dr. Blatt. He was not chosen
because, according to Dr.

Damm, "Dr. Blatt would be
practising in Chestertown
anyway and we felt that by
importing a psychologist

from the outside we would
thus be releasing a badly
needed one into the
community."

Dr. Inman refused to

discuss the administration's

policy concerning the number
of visits and the records. Dr.

Knowles was questioned as to

whether or not the number of
visits would be officially

limited and the service purely

diagnostic. She replied that

the cost of providing

psychological therapy is

prohibitive to most colleges

and universities. Dr. Knowles
explained that approximately
25 percent of the average
student population will seek
counselling during the course
of the year. This would mean
that at Washington College

approximately 160 to 200
people might have to be
accomodated. The number of
visits would thus be
predetermined by the

possible number of patients

and the available time. Dr.

Knowles will be available

approximately 12 hours a

week and Dr. Inman, 7 or 8

hours.
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Uncle Sam ponders some changes

with undergrad student deferment

The Selective Service System today
clarified expected policy changes on
undergraduate student deferments.

College students who were enrolled
full-time in the 1970-71 academic year will

be eligible for student deferments in the
1971-72 school year if they continue to

make satisfactory progress in their programs
of study. Selective Service officials said.

However, young men who entered school for

the first time this summer and those who
enroll as freshmen this fall will not qualify

for student deferments if the pending
changes to the Selective Servie Act are

passed by Congress. The House has
completed action on the bill and final Senate
action is expected in September.

Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, Selective Service
Director, said: "Few incoming freshmen
students are likely to be inducted in the near
future because of the student deferment
phaseout. Of the 1,034,000 incoming
freshmen males estimated by the Office of
Education, approximately 80% are 18 years
old and only 20% are 19 years of age or
older. The 18 year olds will receive their

lottery numbers in 1972. and they will not
be subject to induction until 1973, when
draft calls should be low. The 19 year old
freshmen received their lottery numbers
August 5 of this year and will be object to

induction next year; at least '/Should have
high enough lottery numbers to preclude
their induction. Of those remaining,

approximately 50% will be disqualified on
mental, moral or physical grounds. This
means that a maximum of 50.000 men will

be directly affected in 1972 by the student
deferment phaseout and one-half of these, or
25,000, will probably not be inducted
because of enlistments in Regular, Reserve
or National Guard units, participating in

commissioning programs or because of
procedural delays.

Dr. Tarr said that college students will not
be drafted in the middle of a semester or
term. "If called while enrolled, they will be
allowed to postpone their induction until

the end of the semester, or term. If in their
last academic year, they will be able to

postpone their induction until after

graduation."

Dr. Tarr advised incoming freshmen and
students who started their program of study
in the summer of 1971 or later not to file

applications for student deferments even
though the current law authorizes granting
deferments to students in full-time programs
of study.

"If the pending Selective Service
legislation does not pass," Tarr said, "it

would not be in a registrant's best interest to

obtain a student deferment which would
extend his liability until age 35. Should
Congress change the legislation to provide
for deferments for new incoming freshmen,
which is most unlikely, application for
deferments will not be jeopardized by
delaying their submission until after passage
of the new law."

The President's authority for the
induction of all men under 35, except for
those who have or who have had deferments,
expired on June 30, 1971. If Congress does
not reinstate the general induction
authority, the President could authorize the
induction of those registrants who hold or
have held deferments. In this unlikely event,
Selective Service officials believe that
manpower requirements of the Department
of Defense probably could be met by
inducting those young men who have
recently dropped deferments because they
graduated; -dropped out of school, or
changed their occupations. Recent college
graduates or dropouts would make up the
bulk of inductions, the officials said. The
officials added that cancellations of
deferments probably would not be necessary
nor would it be necessary to call those who
have passed into the second priority
selection group.

Currently, there are approximately six

million young men under age 35 with
deferments. Approximately 500.000 of
these normally lose their deferments during
a 12-month period. The largest groups of
deferred men are those who have received
fatherhood, occupational or student
deferments.

G*R»E» schedule
PRINCETON, N.J. - Educational Testing

Service announced today that
undergraduates and others preparing to go to
graduate school may take the Graduate
Record Examinations on any of six different
test dates during the current academic year.
The first testing date for the GRE is

October 23, 1971, Scores this administration
will be reported to the graduate schools
around December 1. Students planning to
register for the October test date are advised
that applications received by ETS after
October 5 will incur a $3.50 late registration
fee. After October 8, there is no guarantee
that applications for the October test date
can be processed.

The other five test dates are December 11.
1971. January 15, February 26, April 22,
and June 17, 1972. Equivalent late fee and
registration deadhnes apply to these dates.
Choice of test dates should be determined
by the requirements of graduate schools or
fellowships to which one is applying. Scores
are usally reported to graduate schools five
weeks after a test date.

The Graduate Record Examinations
include an Aptitude Test of general
scholastic ability and Advanced Tests
measuring achievement in 19 major fields of
study. Full details and registration forms for
the GRE are contained in the 1971-72 GRE
INFORMATION BULLETIN.

Smi^6£/?^ ,v -,
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Living in a Spanish culture

proves invaluable experience
• hv Marv Rii(h VfiP

*
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Five weeks of summer school is five

weeks of summer school. But for Peggy

Bradford, Susan Barrett, Jan Larmey, Lisa

Turner, Novy Viamonte, and Marty

Williams, it meant ^x weeks of living and

touring in Mexico.

Accompanied by Spanish professors

< George Shivers, and Martin Clearfield and

friends, these students traveled to

Guadalajara, the second largest city in

Mexico. The Spanish Club provided funds

for renting a Volkswagen van from the

College as transportation to the Mexican

campus.

After leaving Chestertownon June 26,

the entourage spent four days travelling to

the Mexican border, spending several nights

at campgrounds along the way. In Dallas,

they returned briefly to civilization, staying

with relatives of the group.

The leisurely pace continued on the road

in Mexico, providing time for aght-seeing

and marketing. Travel time also increased as

they waited until a river flood subsided.

Once in Guadalajara, most of the students

were housed in private homes. Before

departing, the two professors were presented

with an honorarium for attracting students

to the University of Guadalajara's program.

This money was spent on an apartment

where the students could come if

international relations became strained with

their family. Peggy Bradford lived in the

apartment full time, conquering a colony of

cockroaches (including an albino) in three

days of intenave stomping and screaming.

The program, held in conjunction with

the University of San Francisco, included

courses in Mexical folklore and
Contemporary Spanish literature. Non-credit

classes in such things as ceramics were also

available.

Opinions on the quality of the courses

varied. Contemporary Spanish Literature

metamorphosed into a study of old Mexican

poetry, and some students found the fmal

exams of the five days of week
lecture-courses "deagned to be passed."

Yet the light work load gave everyone an

opportunity to take advantage of planned

tours or to make weekend excurions to

surrounding areas.

If the University's program failed to win

complete approval, the actual experience of

living in a Spanish culture was found

invaluable.

idministration finds itself a

lew home in Bunting Library

When asked what she thought of her first

week at Washington College, all that Nancy
Skinner could say was, "hectic." It was so

hectic for Nancy that she is now recovering in

the hospital from a bout with mono.

The Clifton M. . Miller

Memorial Library made
realists of the Washington
College Community.
Buildings, like nations, rise

and fall, but seldom on
schedule.

The renovation of Bunting

Library, Miller's predecessor,

is no exception. What is

exceptional is that the

remodeling process should be
finished in three weeks, less

than a month behind
schedule.

The main reason for the

delay, according to

Maintenance Superintendent
Raymond Crooks, is

"material hold-up". Shipping
of supplies and equipment
has been slow, and at times

work was suspended until a

necessary shipment could

arrive.

Despite these hold-ups,

several of the administrative

service departments have
moved into Bunting, and with
the cooperation of the

general contractors, W. B.

by Mary Ruth Yoe

Venable and Sons, Inc., are

co-existing with the sounds of

construction.

The transformation of the

former library is complete in

visual effect, however. The
main reading room is divided

into office space for the

President, his assistant, and

the Dean of the College.

There is also a meeting room
for the Board of Visitors and
Governors and a large waiting

area.

The ornate ceiling has been
replaced by acoustical tile,

and wall-to-wall carpeting is

in place. This last feature

would have saved many
anguished "shhs" when
Bunting was still the library.

The huge murals of

Washingtonia have been
salvaged. Prominently placed,

they dominate the reception

area.

Furniture still has not

arrived for these offices or for

the group of offices which
replaced the second-floor

One of the new inhabitants of Bunting

Library is Randolph Winton, new assistant

director of admissions.

museum. The College

collection of Colonial and
Eastern Shore memorabilia is

in storage, awaiting appraisal

and disposition by a faculty

committee. Before loaning

such relics as the only

complete outfit of Crazy

Horse still in existence, to the

Smithsonian or other

interested institutions, the

College must contact their

donors.

The possibility of another

campus display location is

also under consideration. A
long, tedious job seems
inevitable.

Although the Admissions,

Development and Public

Relations departments were

camping out on second floor

Bunting when school opened,

the Business Office and the

Registrar remained in Bill

Smith. This was an effort to

minimize moving confusion

during registration confusion.

Both offices will be housed

in the basement of the old

library where a vault has been

installed for the protection of

academic and financial

records. A student service

center will be open, and the

proximity of the two offices

should prove more
convenient for students also.

Addition eavisioned

An eventual addition to

Bunting is also envisioned.

Containing both the Student

Affairs Office and the

Computer Center, it might

house the infirmary as well. If

this plan becomes reality, all

administrative services would
be located in Bunting, ending

the present space-available

system of assigning offices.

Although plans for this

addition are still uncertain, it

is certain that the College

intends to continue building

for a better tomorrow or,

more realistically, the day

after.

Freedom of the breast
by Martha Washington

To bra or not to bra ~ that

is the Question haunting

many of a W.C. lass these days.

Whether 'tis nobler in the

mind to suffer the skin and
airiness of outrageous
fashion, or to take a chance
with a sea of onlookers, and
by keeping cool, out stare

them. As a renowned
connoisseur of the Dangling

Delights it is only just that

my probing pen and
razor-sharp wit should be
used for this expertise. After

careful casing of this subject,

right and left, it is my FIRM
opinion that bras are archaic

anachronisms. These totally

useless shreds of vnte and
gauze push and pry a

woman's natural contours

into outdated conformity.

Clothes Define

The human breast is

beautiful. The hint or glare

(depending on if you're

wearing a ski sweater or a

satin shirt) of an erect nipple

is a titillating experience for

the onlooker as well as the

luppler (person who owns
nipple). How can any true

woman be ashamed of her

hatural endowments.
Sensuality is confined rather

than defined by clothes.

Complete hedonism is feeling

and enjoying every part of

ones body and taking pride in

each and every slope and line.

Is it more chaste to expose

your Maidenfoim under a

see-through blousethan to let

your nipples wink through a

cotton knit?

There are too many
hung-up people in this world
- hung up on what "other

people" might say. Who, but

yourself has the right to

define your value system?

Who decides what is "right"

or "wrong" for you as an

entity in this planet?

I'm advocating the release

of the breast. Bosoms
were never meant to be
gagged and hidden away in

the nylon folds of a Playtex.

The word "bust" strikes

terror in the hearts of many,
but its secondary meaning is a

continuing source of pleasure

to all (even cops, I bet).

Or let's saya guy is at a

drag of a party (he decided to

play humanitarian for a night

and took his pimply-faced,

chess-playing roommate to a

mixer, hoping he would meet

some girl, any girl, so he

would stop making funny

noises in his bed alone at

night). So anyway, he's

scanned the possibilities and

every chick looks like she

stepped out of a common
mold...when suddenly he spys

a languous, doe-eyed young

creature, with her Drooping

Twosome outlined under her

blouse. Outasight. How's that

for a quick fantasy, fellow

lechers.

I'm a iong-standing

monber of the Liberation

Front (I hope all my puns
don't go unnoticed). IN fact,

I once was thinking of having

a little tin button made up
th^t read, "Free Your Local

Mammary Gland" ~ but

that's another story.

Lots of girls tell me that

their breasts are a) too large,

b) not large enough, c) not
perfect enough to gc without

their trusty Uontessa

Shape-Mate. Some girls have

breasts that need the support

of a bra or else their breasts

hurt. These unfortunate

females should by all means
continue supporting
ihemsslves. As far as having

too small breasts ~ FEH!
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Rothstein ranks
Shoremen 28th
Playing small college

champion Washington and Lee,
16th ranked Towson ana

'

18th ranked Denison
extremely tough during the
1971 lacrosse season,
Washington College nailed
down 28th position in the
1971 Rothstein lacrosse
rankings.

The Shoremen, despite a
4-10 record, lost to the
Generals, 7-2, pressed
Towson in an 8-5 setback and

fought three sudden death
overtime periods before being
subdued by Denison
Univereity. Don Kelly's forces
beat 29th ranked Duke. 34th
rated R.P.I, and unranked
Loyola and Western Maryland
during the regular season.

Charles Rothstein named
Cornell the best during 1971,
followed by Army, Virginia,
Navy, a Shore foe. and
Maiyland. Brown, W & L,
Cortland, Johns Hopkins and

Flowers For

sAU Octasiom

AI*fraONY^ FLOWERS

Ffcow 778-2525

COLLEGE

BAR

SNACK

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES
Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2 mi. So. of Chestertown on Rt 213

Numbers can tell us alot sometimes; unfortunately, they
can as easily be misleading. Perhaps this explains why Mr.
Athey refers to the coming year with "cautious optimian."
But after looking at the numbers it's certainly hard not to
get at least a little excited over the prospects.

Traditionally Hurtt Deringer gives a tribute to graduating
seniors at Ihe Athletic Banquet, each spring. Last year there
was comparatively little for him to talk about. In fact, some
awards usually given to seniors weren't presently simply
because there weren't enough qualified graduates.

This year the numbers have reversed. Coach Athey has
more than enough soccer personnel to field two entire

teams with subs - a fact which will vastly improve
scrimmage once the starting team is decided. Cross country
is in really good shape with ten runners competing for the
first five places.

So many people signed up for crew that Crew Club
President Chris Combs will probably ^end the better part
of next week running around the Eastern seaboard to find
enough boats to put them ia Coach Kelly will run a fall

lacrosse program this year to scout his fifteen freshmen,
and if the wrestlers can find a heavyweight they should
have strength as well as depth in most positions.

As you can see, as far as numbers go, the signs are
optimistic. But, as Coach Athey says, quality and quantity
are two vastly different items. We'll just have to wait and
see. One thing is sure - this year will most certainly give the
WC sports fan something to cheer about after last year's
disastrous performance.

Hofetra, another Washington
opponent, rounded out the
top ten. Rothstein remarked.
"It took the NCAA play-off
to prove Cornell was tops in

lacrosse." Cornell trimmed
Maryland in the finals before
5,000 fans at Hofstra
University,

The veteran selector said of
the Shoremen in a paragraph
devoted to W & L,
"Washington College dropped
a 7-2 game to the Generals.
but provided them with their
closest margin of victory."
The upward and onward

trend of lacrosse at many
schools was highlighted by
Adelphi's continued
movement forward. They
moved from 58th to 29th to
15th. UMBC, Rothstein
related, "stepped forward
from 53rd place to 31st in

1971, and R.P.I., 67th a year
ago ranked 34th this year."
Ehike was another gainer,
advancing from 51st to 29th.

Experience, depth brighten

soccer picture for Athey
When the soccer team

opens its season at Loyola,
Saturday, September 25, the
outcome could possibly
mdicate what can be
expected this season. The
Greyhounds have done
extensive recruiting and
should be the team to beat
this year. Yet if the Sho'men

even had a chance to return
to the winning of the year
before last - this is it.

Goalie Frank Ogens leads a
host of returnees from the
1969 championship team." He
is accompanied by Mark
Sinkinson and Bob Bailey on
the forward line. Marty Rice
at fullback, and Bill Innis at

Crew boat house
appears certain

After receiving nearly
$30,000 in donations and
securing permission of the
Chestertown Historical
District Commission, it

appeared last spring that the
Crew Club's dream of a boat
house was slowly becoming
reality. However, a group led

by a prominent Chestertown
citizen, Mr. Hubbard, threw
an effective wrench into this

machinery in late spring when
he brought suit which asked
for an injunction against the
boathouse because it was a
potential "eyesore." In an
attempt to alleviate these
fears the College promises to
cloak the building with a

Georgian style brick siding
complete with shuttered

windows. This was not
successful in placating Mr.
Hubbard.

Therefore to avoid
time-consuming litigation the
College is currently looking
into a building near the
Armory. Originally a store
house for Vita Foods the
building is ideally shaped for
a boat house, although it is

almost 100 yards from the
water. The only serious
drawback is that a triangle of
land must be exchanged with
a neighbor to give adequate
river front area for the Club's
launching. This decision is

currently being made, and it's

possible the College may
purchase the land within the
month.

halfback. These veterans will

be flanked by Kit Erskine,
Eric Ciganek, Jim Wentzel,
Ron Reynolds and Ford
Schumann; all of whom are
lettermen. Rounding out the
starting team will probably be
freshman Bill Williams on
inside and Bob Dixon at

halfback.

Other than Loyola, Coach
Athey expects Mt. St. Mary's
and Western Maryland to be
strong this year. If the
defense gels WC should look
forward to another winning
season.

Athey returns

Soccer at Washington
College was in its fourth
season in 1949 when Athey
took over, directing the
pitchmen to a 3-3-3 record.
He followed with a 6-3 season
in 1950 before relinquishing
the reins to Howard Nesbitt
the next two years. In 1953
he returned and has
continued in the head coach
position until today, winning
125 games, losing 63 and
playing to a tie in 28
contests.

Athey's best season was
1964 when the Shoremen
were 11-1. bowing only to
Dickinson. 1-2. Two years
ago they were 9-1-2, sharing a
title in the Middle Atlantic
Conference.

Jeans. Slacks. Shirts. Jockets. Socks. Western Wear. Boots.

Wrangler®Jeans a

Silco

Chestertown Md.



Sasso c"6hficted on drug charge
On September 20, 1971, Michael the aid of the confidential infomier, a

Sasso was tried and conv(Ste<lj'fQr'lti«>^ij[J_£f,|ale of marijuana was quicl<ly discussed
""'"^^''^

betvJeen Barrow, Bailey, Sweetman and
the informer. According to Trooper

distribution of drugs andflfoftOiiStjWn^'

to violate the drug laws of the state of

Maryland. Along with Timmy Barrow,
who was convicted of drug charges the
previous week, he awaits sentencing. Bail

has been set by Judge Rasen at $6,000
each for Barrow and Sasso.

The State's entire case rested on the

testimony of Trooper Edward Sweetman
from the Intelligence Division of the
Maryland State Police. Trooper
Sweetman testified that he had been
called to Kent County on May 17, 1971.
Working with a confidential informer, he
had encountered Barrow, Bailey and
Sasso at the Tastee-Freez in Bailey's

Pontiac convertible on June 15. With

Board meets
on Saturday
Washington's 36 member board of

Visitors and Governors convenes on campus
tomorrow to consider a broad range of
college issifes.

Primary on the Board's agenda is the

consideration of the college budget for this

year. President Charles Merdinger, in an
address to the student body Monday night,

estimated that partly as a result of tuition

increases, the deficit expected for this year
will amount to only $150,000 as compared
to last year's deficit of $350,000.

Also included on the agenda for study by
the Board is the completion of Washington's

master plan which was finally achieved this

fall when earollment exceeded 750 students.

Washington's self-study. In preparation for

the Middle States Association survey, will

also be examined along with tentative plans

for a new residence facility.

In discussing the role played by the Board
in college affairs. Dr. Merdinger told

students Monday night that "large problems
of policy must go to the Board." But the

President added that "the administration,

not the Board, make most of the ultimate

decisions. The Board does decide however,
whether to accept the budget prepared by
the administration."

Sweetman, Sasso who was sitting

theback seat of the car, was aware of the
conversation. They then agreed to meet
in the parking lot across from Somerset.
Upon arriving at the parking lot,

Bailey went to the truck of the car and
took out a bag containing marijuana.
They then went to the Theta Chi chapter
room where the distribution of the
marijuana and the exchange of the
money took place.

Trooper Sweetman then stated that he
immediately sent the alleged bag of
marijuana to Baltimore for chemical
analysis. With the confirmation by the

chemist several weeks later that the bag
did indeed contain marijuana, Barrow,
Bailey and Sasso were subsequently
arrested and charged.

In an attempt to refute Sweetman's
testimony. Defense Attorney Baker
called Sasso to the stand Sasso testified
that he had not heard the conversation
at the Tastee-Freez since the stereo was
on and that although he had been
present during the sale, he had at the
time been unaware of any illegal

transaction.

District Attorney Cooper, after several
defense character witnesses, followed by
calling Corporal Stetson totestify.

Stetson stated that Sasso was known as

"...the biggest dealer in controlled
dangerous substances at Washington

Continued On Page 3

College considers modular residences
Modular construction of

student residential facilities, a

housing concept employed by
a number of colleges

nationwide, may find its way
to Washington next year,

pending the approval of a

new dorm by the Board of
Visitors and Governors.

The modular concept
involves the complete
construction in the factory of
the individual living units
which are then shipped to the
building site and assembled
like buQding blocks into

place.

The new houang facilities

are intended to prevent
further overcrowding in

Washington's existing dorms.
"We obviously cannot jam
anymore students into the

facilities we have," explained
Dean of Women Maureen
Kelley. "The situation would

be critical if the enrollment

SGA sets senate election
Despite representational problems arising

from the recent creation of additional

campus doiiDs and living facilities, SGA
elections for the 1971-72 student senate will

be held Monday in the dinner line.

The conversion of the Spanish and Micou
Houses and the addition of more students in

Somerset and Kent Houses disrupted the

system of proportioning senators according

to student population. As a result, the

members of the SGA executive committee
chose instead to distribute senators by
geographical areas. The intent, according to

the executive board, was to better facilitate

communication between senators and their

constituents.

Petitions For the senate offices, which are

available in the R^istrv*3 ol^ce. must be

returned to the Registrar by five o'clock
today.

Off-campus students, who can vote alt day
Monday in the Registrar's Office, will be
represented by three senators.

In other Monday night SGA action, the

student senate gave its approval to a letter

jointly authored by John Dlmsdale, SGA
president, and Elm editor Geoff Anderson
requesting permission from the faculty to sit

hi on then: meetings. Dr. Nicholas Newlin,
faculty advisor to the student senate,

explained that he expected little opposition
on the part of the faculty towards the

request "The faculty," he asserted, "has
given up the notion that &iculty meetings are

supposed to be confidential." Action on the
move is not expected till the October 4

meeting of the faculty.

were tomcrease.'

According to Miss Kelley,

the spectre of such an
increase, which would first

have to be approved by the

college's trustees, is a distinct

possibility. "I think they (the

trustees) will go for another

one hundred students," she

added.

College officials are mainly
interested in the modular
method because of its

cheaper cost and the

relatively short time that

elapses between the letting of
contracts and completion of
construction. It is the only
method Miss Kelley added,

"which would allow the

opening of a new residential

facility by next September."
Last week, college officials

visited modular structures

nearing completion at the

College Park campus of the

University of Maryland. "I

was not terribly impressed,"

commented Dean Kelly,

"They looked a little tacky."

Mr. William Sawyer, assistant

to the President, countered

however, that a number of
modular facilities he has seen

are visually impressive.

Miss Kelley explained that

the traditional concepts in

architectural planning will

probably not be employed in

the new residence. "We
need," she emphasized, "a
di f f e rent kind of
atmosphere for our
students."

The Student Affairs

committee, under the

chairmanship of Dr. Kevin

McDonnell, is currently

examining a varied formats

and philosophies on student

housing. Among those

already discussed are

apartment, townhouse, and
family type residences. The
committee hopes to solicit

student opinion as to the

kind of dorm they want.

"But I don't think anybody
wants," asserted Dr.

McDonnell, "another set of
horsestall, two by two by
two, as in the traditional

dorm."

Continued On Page 2
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Editorial

Housing Crisis

In the Student Government Associations

housing proposal of last spring it was stated that,

"Next yeaf's safety valves are the Student

Affairs offices and the Admissions offices, which

will be moved to the Old Bunting Library. As far as

can be determined, these vacated office buildings,

coupled with a slight increase of off campus living

space, will be sufficient for the projected student

enrollment of 700- 720 students next semester."

With 89 students living off-campus,both "safety

valves" being utilized, plus the added fact that

many student lounges have been turned into

makeshift dorms, it is obvious that the housing

situation on campus right now is critical.

The announcement of the new modular housing

proposal affords temporary relief to the housing

crisis.

Unfortunately, the administration has failed to

realize that the 100 bed modular dorm would only

solve the housing crisis for next year, if at best. To
make matters worse next year's enrollment could

reach 850 to 900 students. One new dorm next

year will not be sufficient to eradicate the housing

shortage. True, it will make student living more
bearable but the fact remains, the dorms will still

be overflowing.

At present, the school is very lucky that funds

exist to construct one dorm. The idea of a second

dorm seems quite remote indeed. The only realistic

alternative is to have a large segment of the student

body move off-campus.

For some years now the fraternities have

wanted to move off-campus but have been unable

to do so because of administrative dictates. Moving

off campus right now would not only please the

fraternities but it was also ajpply another 100
living spaces for next year's incoming freshmen.

In order to move off-campus each fraternity

would have to ask for money from its national

housing authority, an organization which supplies

funds for purchasing and building of new houses.

Along with financial support from the school each

fraternity could purchase or build a new house.

In their meeting Saturday the Board of Visitors

and Governors should consider this

recommendation since it would be more feasible

and economical than building two new dorms.
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Cooper-Wadkovsky
speak on drugsBy BobGreenberg

"When I requested an

under-cover operation here

on campus this summer, I

made it clear that I was
interested only in pushers."

So spoke Kent County State's

Attorney Richard Cooper last

week concerning controversy

surrounding the recent bust

in Chestertown, involving two
Washington College students

and fifteen non-students.

Student Ignorance

In a September 16
interview with the ELM, both
Cooper and Assistant State's

Attorney Basil Wadkovsky
(WC class of '61) expressed

concern over what they feel is

widespread student ignorance

regarding Maryland's drug

laws and their enforcement.

The two went on to outline

some of these rules.

In the case of marijuana
(which is defined as a

"controlled dangerous
substance"), simple
possession is now a

misdemeanor. Conviction on
a misdemeanor charge-in the

case of a first offense-sets a

maximum penalty of one
year and/or $1,000. Such a

conviction can later be erased

from the offender's criminal

record.

S^rch Warrants

The strict enforcement of
this law could result in a wave
of campus busts. In answer to

this student fear, Cooper
replied that it is difficult to

obtain a warrant for entry

into a student's room. There

"must be probable cause" to

suspect someone of
possession of marijuana.

There cannot be just

suspicion. Until probable

cause is amply demonstrated,

a warrant is unobtainable.

Next, the two men
discussed the laws concerning

distribution of the so-called

dangerous substance. The
distribution of marijuana is a

much more serious offense

than possession-a felony

punishable by a maximum
sentence of 5 years and/or

$15,000 fine.

Distribution is considered

to be the delivery of

marijuana from one person to

another with or without

remuneration. A convicted

felon loses many of his civil

rights, including employment
in the federal service and
military, and the right to

vote. Only by special pardon

may a felon's criminal record

be disregarded.

Conspiracy

Another charge that may
be brought against an

individual involved in drug

traffic is conspiracy-agreeing

to perfrom an unlaw act with

someone else. Although

conspiracy is considered a

misdeameanor, an individual

found guilty on this chaise

may be assessed a penalty

commensurate with the act

he conspired to perform,

successful or not.

Both Wadkovsky and

Cooper emphasized that

simple possession of any hard

drugs is considered a felony.

Asked whether narcotics

agents are now on campus,
Mr. Wadkovsky said,

"Students should always

assume that there could

possibly be narcotics agents

on campus."
Big Brother is watching.

Next week: An interview

with Ed Sweetman.

Residences
Continued From Page 1

Financing for the building,

which may hold
approximately one hundred
students, will either be under
traditional bank financing or

subsidized with federal funds
from the Housing and Urban
Development department.

The probable location of

the building, which is

expected to be co-ed, will be
behind Somerset parking lot,

near the baseball diamond.
The choice of the site

resulted from its proximity to

existing campus buildings and
the minimum amount of site

clearance necessary.

Dean Kelley anticipated

that the proposal would be
submitted for consideration

to the Board of Visitors and
Governors at tomorrow's
meeting and will probably be
tabled for consideration until

November's meeting of the

trustees.

Letters to the editor
Dear Sir,

As I am sure everyone who
has returned to the W.C.

campus for the second, third,

or fourth time has realized,

Washington College has

undergone some radical

changes since last year.

One of the many areas

where change has occurred

has been in the cafeteria.

There is now a "new order"

being enforced which states

that all students must come
to meals with their ID cards,

or be denied to partake in the

gourmet delights concocted

by Mr. Linville and company.
I realize that our college

population has grown to the

staggering figure of
approximately 780 students,

but after a week or two one

would think that our

tremendously alert cafeteria

staff would be able to

recognize any face that was
not quite familiar.

Apparently, however, this is

not the case.

The result of the cafeteria's

failure to cope with the new
situation has created

confusion for many: standing

through a long dinner line

ordy to get to the front and

find their card has been

forgotten, groping through a

pocketbook for one's card

while those behind wait

"patiently," the hassle of

losing one's card and having it

reproduced. (Remember all

the fun it was to get that

damn thing printed in the

first place?) These problems

and many other's will become
familiar as the year goes on.

Another problem with the

new system is the lack of

punch spaces for guest meals.

Is it really true that our

cafeteria is so hard up for

money that it cannot allow us

the courtesy of twelve free

meals a year for guests we
might wish to invite? I for

one cannot believe that.

If this new cafeteria system

has been designed to stop

unauthorized persons from

eating here, then it has

already failed. I personally

have seen, on several

occasions, students who had
forgotten their cards, (hence

u nauthorized people I

suppose), get their meal

anyway by a variety of

methods which I won't
discuss here.

Is it finally true that

Washington College has

grown to the point where an
individual's ID card is more
important than the individual

himself? If this is true, I greet

its advent with regret. If not,

let's get back to the old

"WC" as soon as possible.

Respectfully,

WiUiam C. Mercier, 1973

Dear Sir:

This year the College
adminstration took over some
student lounges, converting

them into housing.
Substantial dissatisfaction has

resulted with this move. A
decline in the quality of

student life has occurred.

The office of student

affairs allowed students to

use the lounges for practically

any social or academic
purpose two years ago.

Abolition of the lounges has

served to widen the

credibility gap between
administration and students.

The study lounges

provided a special public

center where residents could

get to know each other

better. This public place

differed from the privileged

domain situation of a regular

room. Lounges were effective

for doing a term paper,

watching television, parties or

having a good conversation.

The office of the President

has decided that some
additional money is worth
the decline in student life.

Measures must be taken to

restore the lounges if students

are to reap a satisfying

quality of life at Washington
College.

Brian Sheeley
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Quintet at Tawes
Washington College will

open its 1971-1972 Concerts
Series with a performance by
The PhUadelphia Woodwind
Quintet, September 29 at

8:30 p.m. in the Gibson Fine

Arts Center.

Other programs will

feature Christopher
Parkening, classical guitarist,

November 13; the duo-piano

team of Arthur Gold and

Robert Fizdale, February 24;

and James Morris,

Metropolitan Opera basso,

April 4. As a free bonus

program, the Series will

present a European university

chorus in April, from the

Lincoln Center 3rd
international choral festival.

The Ph iladelphia
Woodwind Quintet enjoys an

international reputation

among lovers of chamber
music. In addition to concert

engagements in this country

and abroad, the Quintet has

made numerous appearances

on radio and television and

has recorded eleven albums
for Columbia Records which

have been pronounced the

best by any woodwind group.

All of the members occupy
the first chair of their

respective instruments in the

Philadelphia Orchestra.

The members are: Murray
Panitz, flute; John de Lancie,

oboe; Anthony Gigliotti,

clarinet; Bernard Garfield,

bassoon; and Mason Jones,

horn.

The program \vill include:

Divertimento No. 14 in B
flat major, K. 270 . . . Mozart

Quintet Taffanel

Walking Tune Grainger

Aubade for Flute,

Sasso

Oboe, and Clarinet ...Wailiy
Les Petits Moulins a

Vent Couperin
Suite, Opus II . . Berezowsky

Rabat
remembers

the Alam,o
by Tami Daniels

The Alamo: Perhaps

you've rushed through it in

your hurry to buy boolw.

Next time why not stop and
take a look?

Formerly the old storage

room of Washington College's

left-over merchandise and
ancient relics (pens to

piggybanks), the Alamo now
stands as W. C's new
'"student-oriented,
non-academic" room. When
the annual inventory had to

be taken, Mr. Kabat decided

to throw away all the "junk"

and build a survival store

which would sell new and
used army surplus material

and camping equipment for a

cheaper price than
off-campus shops.

With the help of

student Mike Gallahue and
others, the display case and

rustic, fortress-like brown
door were constructed. Later,

with the idea of appealing to

students interests (economic,

as well) incense, posters,

prints, art reproductions,

canoes, life-rafts, Indian

bedspreads, not to mention

2^p comic books, started

selling for relatively cheap

prices. "The point is to make
it a place where things can be

gotten, which could formerly

be found only in lai^e cities,"

Continued From Page 1

College."

By 5:50 p.m., the jury, after

deliberating for half an hour, rendered a

unanimous verdict of guilty on both

counts.

What is most astonishing about the

verdict is that at no point in the Trial did

Trooper Sweetman testify that at

anytime had Sasso been directly involved

in the distribution or sale of the

marijuana or that at anytime had he

received money or handled any drugs. In

any court of law, the burden of proof

rests with the prosecution and the

accused must be proven guilty beyond

the "shadow of a doubt."

And who was Sophie Kerr?
by Mary Ruth Yoe

The custom of bathroom books may date

from the multipurpose Sears Roebuck
catalogues of outhouse days. In any case,

today every truly literate family has a

collection of such books, volumes which are

easily picked up and usually just as easily

put down. Like the Sears catalogue, the

miniature library offers something for

everybody.

I began this particular aspect of my toilet

training with Golden Books (always

wondering why the children in those stories

never read in-or even mentioned~the

bathroom). But ax years ago, I put away
childish things, and now I reach for Emilie

Loring, Georgette Meyer, or Agnes Sligh

Tumbull.
Since they are all women's novelists,

consequently I always file their books under

bathroom reading. So when I came to

Washington College and learned that Sophie

Kerr had been a women's novelist, I was
more than disillusoned. Bathroom books

ensconced in a Rare Books Room? The
situation could not be ignored.

A Lady Novelist
Although the situation was hardly to be

ignored, my investigation of it was easily

postponed. Finally, I tore myself away from

the Great American Novelists and tumeo to

Sophie. She is definitely a writer of books
for women, and her titles prove it:

CURTAIN GOING UP, GIRL INTO
WOMAN, THERE'S ONLY ONE, STAY
OUT OF MY LIFE, and nineteen others.

Other cliches common in ladies' literature

of the period (1930-1950) appear. Her

heroines are always beautiful, always

high-spirited, always liked, always heroines.

And there are always happy endings. But

before that, a lot happens which doesn't

happen in other novels of the same genre

and era.

When Sophie Kerr is compared with

Emilie Loring (who penned such memorable

stories as WITH THIS RING, BEHIND THE
CLOUD, and FOR ALL MY LIFE, she

emerges as much the more liberated and

cosmopolitan of the two.

Although Emilie's heroines are also always

beautiful, always high-spirited, and always

masters of everything from firearms to

sculpturing, they all waste their author-given

gifts in a way guaranteed to make Betty

Friedan scream in frustration. On the final

page, Constance or Delight will assuredly

patch up her silly misunderstanding and fall

into the arms of Miles or Steven {both of

whom are tall, dark, handsome, and very

wealthy). End of story, end of giri's

independent life.

Of course that is just the second embrace

the heroine has received from the ostensibly

red-blooded man she loves. Oh, once he may
have whispered "my dariing" into her hair as

they whiried around the country club

ballroom.

He may even have dried her womanly

tears with a spotless handkerchief {my sister

and I discovered one hero whose tweed

shooting jacket came equipped with three

linen handkerchiefs-which he dispensed to

his distraught love in the course of a five

minute garden interlude). Still the two
remained phyacally aloof until the hungry
embrace which is always the novel's climax.

Compromising Decorum
Not so with Sophie. In her books, affairs,

divorces, illegitimate births, etc. are not
mere rumors viciously circulated by the

heroine's foil; they are actualities. In GIRL
INTO WOMAN, Cora (the giri) is actually

being kissed by page 39. "It was soft and
sensual and greedy, dra\ving and demanding,

a man's kiss, a lover's kiss..."

By page 62, Cora (the woman) has eloped

with the auto mechanic of the kiss described

above. In a concession to the times, Sophie

ended Chapter Pour and the honeymoon
scene in a burst of decorum, if not a

complete sentence: "And turned out the

light."

Obviously her ladies were not always

ladies. In CURTAIN GOING UP. Nora Croft

displays a sharpness of tongue which would
do credit to a first class bitch. She's sorry

later, but not enough to stop. PoUyanna and

Rebecca of Sunnybrook are both very nice

little gids, but Sophie Kerr seems to realize

that a 25 year old possessing their same

sweetness and gladness would suffocate in

her own sugar and spice.

Kiss Changes Life

Also, Sophie rarely endows her heroines

with the goody-goody religious virtue that

appears in so many such novels. In fact, a

conversation between two teenagers in GIRL
INTO WOMAN makes both characters

immediately sympathetic:

'I don't mind telling you,' Cora told her

granoly, 'that something has come into my
life that has made a great change in me, it's

made me understand myself and have more
confidence.'

'Oh gracious, you haven't got religion

have you?' A flat no is Cora's reply.

The experience in question is her first

kiss. If she is elevating it a bit, at least she

isn't a paragon of piety at the tender age of

seventeen.

All in all, Sophie's contrivances of

plot-including a gardener's daughter who is

really the product of a family affair between
the daughter of the manor and her wayward
rake of a cousn-and her platitudes of

phrasing add up to women's novels, ladies'

literature, escapism.

Women Succeed

Yet it isn't escapism into a sheltered

romantic past, but an escape to a world

where women succeed on their own-with
help from the author, who although

divorced in 1908, managed a successful

career as journalist, editor and novelist.

Sophie Kerr was also a playwright, and

the title of her one act comedy describes her

twenty-three novels: "They're None of

Them Perfect."

They're none of them perfect, and they're

still bathroom books, but Sophie Kerr and

Sophie Kerr novels are easy reading and -

once caught in the spell of an eventual

happy-ever-after-hard to stop reading.

National Gallery sponsors ^Civilisation
*

Washington College will show the "Civilisation" film series

during the fall semester, beginning with "The Frozen

Worid" and "The Great Thaw" to be screened September

28.

The "Civilisation" series conasts of thirteen 52-minute

color films that portray the cultural life of Western man in

the 1600 years since the fall of the Roman Empire. It was

produced by the British Broadcasting Company and

narrated by Sir Kenneth Clark, and is presented at

Washington College through the courtesy of the National

Gallery of Art.
.

Two feature films will be included in each of six

programs. A seventh program will consist of the final film

episode followed by a panel discussion on the series by four

members of the College faculty.

All films will be shown in the Gibson Fine Arts Center,

on Tuesday nights, starting at 7:30 p.m. The public is

invited to attend free of charge.

The complete movie schedule is:

'^September 28 - The Frozen World, The Great Thaw

Romance and Reality; Man - The Measure of

The Hero as Artist; Protest and

Grandeur and Obedience; The Light of

- The Pursuit of Happiness; The Smile of

- The Worship of Nature; The Fallacies of

Heroic Materialism; Faculty panel

October 5

All Things
October 12

Communication
November 2 •

Experience

November 9

Reason
November 16 -

Hope
November 23

discussion

In planning the "Civilisation" series, Sir Kenneth Clark

chose to explore our history and culture through the

diverse creative works of Western man. As he sees it, the

impulses, ideas, discoveries and behefs which have formed

and nurtured Western civilization since the collapse of the

Classical Worid are best revealed, and most readily

accessible, in its works of art, its buildings, books and great

individuals.

Hallmark Cards

Easton Papers

Office Supplies

Sur ton's Towne Stationers'

203 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MD.

21620
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On the field . . .

All Stone quarterback Ed Anson searches downfield for an open receiver
as KA lineman John Spear zeros in for the kill The KA 's won rather handily
41 a
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Shore hooters

travel to Loyola

. Despite a recent tradition

. -of close, well-played games,
the Coach of Loyaia College

doesn't appear to be too
concerned about his

upcoming game with

Washington College. In an
article which appeared in the

SUN papers last week he
neglected to mention WC
while talking about the teams
he was playing this year.

In light of the heavy
recruitment Loyola has done
in the past year his optimism
may in .part be justified.

Coach Athey reports that the

Greyhounds have acquired

four very fine soccer players

from a club in Baltimore,

while losing very little from
last year's squad. Yet, even
with this new Greyhound
talent the Shoremen know
exactly what to expect
thanks to a compreherisive

scouting report; and the game
should be close as usual.

Last year's Loyola-WC
game was a rainsoaked affair

which ended in a scoreless tie

after regulation play, only to

have the Baltimorians finally

win 1-0 in overtime. During
the 1969 championship year
the battle ended in a 3-3

deadlock.

Coach Athey's squads open
their home season, both in

soccer and cross country next
Wednesday against Upsala.

The cross country race, which
will finish during half-time

will feature ten WC runners
led by freshman Paul Schlitz.

Mr. Chatellier has called

Schlitz "a better prospect as a

freshman than Dave Bird or
Ben Whitman." Both Bird

and Whitman are former
school record holders in the
mile. Along with Schlitz this

year will be juniors Rick
Horstman and Bob Maskery,
as well as sophomore Bob
Atkinson. The rest of the

squad will be made ip of
untested runners in Chris

Ahalt. Bob Greenberg, Bill

Sandkuler and Tom Sargent.

It's possible that for the

Upsala meet Salisbury State

might alos attend thus

making it a dual double meet

Behind the scenes
—

rtr
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CarlGustafson

"Thicks and ihirts'-'

Tom Bortmes

trainer

Visit tlie COUNTRY STORE
On The Village Green

Deep in the Heart of Chestertown

Pick up your apple when you

Come in to say "Hello" —

MENS AND WOIHENS SHOES
BASS KEDS CINGOS
CONVERSE TOP-SIDER

BOSTONIANS

SHOES REPAIR

PAUL'S SHOE STORE

DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

PHONE 778-2860
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help-line
"Primarily our job is to sit

there and listen. People who
have problems basically want
to talk to someone."

That, according to Mr.

Henry Bruening, is the

purpose of HELP-line, the

local crisis-refeiral telephone
answering service he
coordinates.

HELP-line, founded two
months, ago by the
Kent-Queen Anne's County
Ministerial Association, is

primarily aimed at "assisting

anyone who has a community
related problem," explained

Mr.s Bruening. This includes

he added drug addiction,

alcoholism, and domestic

problems.

HELP-line services, with

the telephone number
778-HELP, is intended to

serve the bi-county area.

Volunteers manning the

phone, [ike the callers,

annonymous, are encouraged
by Mr. Bruening "to help

people help themselves."
iiieiiuieivKv

The answering service,

(Continued On Page Three)

In April of 1971 the

Committee on Tenure and
Appointments met to

consider the granting of

tenure to Dr. Alfred Cordes,

Associate Professor of

French. The members of the

Committee, Dr. Tatum, Dr.

McLain, Dr. Trimmer, Dr.

Kirkpatrick, Dean Seager and
Dr. Merdinger decided that

Dr. Cordes should not receive

tenure. Dr. Yon, Chairman of

the Department of Modem
Languages was present during

the Committee meetings but

do not have the right to vote

on the decision.

Dr. Cordes, who was

interviewed and
recommended for the
position of Chairman of the

Department of Modem
Languages by his predecessor

Dr. Gerda Blumenthal,
became a member of the

faculty in September, 1968.
Dr. Cordes resigned his

position as Chairman towards
the beginning of the second
semester in 1970 for personal

reasons but continued to

fulfill his responsibilities as a

professor of French and
literature in translation. His

expired contract was renewed
for a second two-year term in

the spring of 1970.

The regulations of the

A merican Association of

University Professors state

that the two-year contract of

an Associate Professor may
be renewed only once. At the

close of this four-year period
a decision regarding tenure

must be made by the college

or university. Those
responsible for such
appointments must then

consider the professional

attributes of the person in

question in order that they
may objectively determine
whether the interests of the

department involved, the

faculty in general and the

WrW'KiSKiiiKWWflflTWiirK^J^WiKW^^IwX'I-I-J:

student body could not be
\

better served by someone else
i

since the granting of tenure is
;

equivalent to a life-time
j

contract which cannot be i

terminated by the College
i

without the professor's

voluntary resignation. :

According to Dean Seager ;

the Committee focused upon
Dr. Cordes' "professional I

potential" and student I

reports of his teaching. These
latter which evidently came

;

only from lower-level i

students, were uniformly ;

critical of his attitude

towards the courses and the :

students themselves. No •

(Continued On Page Two)
J

Voting questions remain open
As a result of a recent

ruling by Maryland Attorney
General Francis B. Burch, the
question of registering

ouf-of-county, and
out-of-state students as local

voters has been thrown open.
The Attorney General's

ruUng, which was released at

a Baltimore press conference

September 22, has however.

apparently only added to the

c o nfusion as to which
students are eligible to

register.

In his ruling, Mr. Burch
asserted that election officials

must utilize the same
standards for determining the

elipbility of students to

r eg ister in college
communities, as they do for

any other applicants for

registration. The local

election officials, he
continued, should "ask all

applicants to provide some
identification containing their

residence address."

Burch's statement was
widely regarded by officials

as allowing local boards to

make the final decision about
eligibility.

Mrs. Florence Sutton,

Merdinger okays Hodson renovation

President Merdinger last week approved an SOA
proposal for an extensive renovation of the Hodson Hall

student activities center.

The proposal, submitted to the president only four days

earlier, calls for the establishment of a Student Union
Board under theauspices of the SGA. The five man board

will be comprised of two members each from the junior and

seniors classes under the heading of the SGA social

chairman.

The entire downstairs area of the student center is slated

for renovation, with the exception of the SGA, Pegasus,

and Elm offices and the Dark Room. Plans call for the

creation of a more attractive student lounge and a coffee

house. The lounge will be repainted and stocked with

furniture and a pool table. Partitions, which will be erected

to close the lounge off from the mail room and the

corridor, may be used to display art work.

The coffee house, which will serve pizza, hot

sandwiches, soda and beer (to those over 21 ), will be created

from what is now the kitchenette, the SGA conference

room, and the area outside the conference room. Plans call

for one large room with candle-lit tables, a large bar, and a

stage for college and area talent, including folk singers, rock
grops, one-act plays, and poetry reading.

The coffee house will operate on a club basis and will

therefore, be open only to students, faculty,

administration, and their guests. One half of the profits will

go back into the coffee house so that it will eventually

become totally independent financially from the college.

The other half of the profits will go to areas such as the

scholarship and book funds.

Members on the Student Union Board estimates that it

will require $5,000 to cover the cost of renovation and
initial setting up of the coffee house. Funds for the project

were available last semester but action was tabled due to

the closeness of exams. The Board hopes to have

renovations completed and operations underway by next

semester.

The coffee-house lounge idea was' first initiated last

semester by Hilary Parkinson, last year's social chairman.

Much of the actual work however, has been done by
current social chairman Bill Monks and two Student Union

Board members. Brooks Bergner and George Churchill,

along with SGA president John Dimsdale.

clerk to the Kent County
Board of Election
Supervisors, explained that

prior to the Attorney
General's ruling "we had been
told not to register anybody
with a dormitory address."

But with broad
inter per tation. Burch's

statement allows for

registering students under
dormitory addresses if they

can prove that they intend to

become permanent, legal

residents of the county where
they are studying.

Until further clarification

is made Mrs. Sutton
explained, the policy
employed locally will require

students to prove they have

an off-campus, permanent
residence. State election

officials are scheduled to

meet in late October,

however, and Mrs. Sutton

expects "things to be clarified

by then."

Maryland's next elections

will not be held until the

state primaries in May of

1972.

If students are allowed to

register as local voters,

apparently their influence in

local town elections could be

extensive. According to Mrs.

Sutton, Washington's student

enrollment closely
approximates the total

number of repstered voters in

Chestertown.
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Cordes' Dismissal
The following letter was written to Dr.

Merdinger, Dean Seager, Dr. Kirkpatrick, Dr.

Tatum, Dr. McLain and Dr. Trimmer, who made

up the Committee on Tenure and Appointments,

and also to Dr. Yon, who is Chairman of the

Language Department:

"It has come to our attention that tenure for

Dr. Cordes has not been approved. This

information is very distressing to us, as we have

experienced his teaching both in fulfilling the

language requirement and in working with him as

nejors. In all cases, he has been more than an

instructor. He has communicated his enthusiasm

for the subject in a way that truly inspires and

motivates his students. This type of behavior seems

to be exactly what Dr. Merdinger was referring to

when he spoke of '. . . a certain character-molding

experience . .

.

' What more is needed to fulfill the

definition of a '.
. . scholarly, inspiring teachers'?

We realize that Dr. Cordes' past mental

instability may be a valid reason for his not being

allowed to continue as a member of the

Washington College faculty; however, we have seen

a marked progression in the improvement of his

attendance, organization, and dedication to his

work over the past several years. We are of the

opinion that he is presently performing at his peak,

and that this dismissal is a cruel and unfair blow to

the determination and courage he has shown in

overcoming a very difficult problem.

Since we as students derive benefit or harm

from the efforts of our professors, and the

members of the Committee on Tenure and

Appointments do no^ it is our belief that we are

equal judges of ^eir worth in the classroom.

Decisions of this nature cannot justifiably be made
in an obscure room that is divorced from the

environment in which our educators perform.

Neither can a man's record, put down on paper, be

considered a human entity.

Therefore, we strongly request that you do not

consider the facts of this man's past as a reflection

of the future, but that you look at the present as a

culmination of a long, hard struggle to attain the

level of excellence of which we have known he is

capable. In light of this, those responsible for his

dismissal cannot, in good conscience, allow ^eir

decision to stand. And we, his students, cannot and

will not allow this unfair judgment to go

unchallenged."

Signed In Protest by the following students:

Danea Taltey

Bonnie Fay
Allison Cooksey'

Ellen Harrison

Gary Wodlinger

Peter Murphy
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Profile: an undercover agent

still another point of view
by Ron Lokos and Bob Danner

On September 20, 1971,

Michael Sasso was tried and

convicted on violations of the

Maryland State Drug Laws.

Covering the case were two

Elm reporters. During the

proceedings they were

permitted to interview

Trooper Ed Sweetman, the

prosecution's main witness.

The following article revolves

around this interview and

several other informal

meetings.

Trooper Sweetman is an

undercover agent for the

Maryland State Police

Intelligence Division. On May
17, 1971, the States

A ttorney requested the

services of Sweetman in Kent

County. He arrived on May
18. Trooper Ed "Wolfman"
Sweetmanis the main person

responsible for the drug busts

in Chestertown. States

Attorney Cooper based his

whole case on the testimony

of Trooper Sweetman.
"Wolfman" is 26 years old.

He looks very much the part

of a "freak." His hair is as

long as his beard. When he

Orst began working for the

Maryland State Police he was

not an undercover agent but

rather a canine handler. As

Sweetman explained, it is

very hard to become a

member of the Intelligence

Division. There are only 12

other undercover agents

working for the Maryland

State Police. He got his break

when he solved a drug case on

his own time.

Agent's Outlook

The Intelligence Division

took notice and assigned him

to their unit. Sweetman in

describing intelligence work

stated that an Intelligence

Officer must be dedicated

because he will often be

working 18-20 hours a day.

Sweetman continued by
saying when you see the

dedication of our boss Frank

Mazoni you feel as if you are

"screwing the State if you
don't work." Sweetman
described one of the

problems that hampers

intelligence officers as being

an extremely tight budget

which makes it possible to

nab only small-time narcotics

' Sweetman is

Dunng the interview

Trooper Sweetman gave us

considerable insight into the

necessary "tricks of the

trade" of an Undercover

Narcotics Agent. When asked

if he had ever smoked
marijuana, hashish, or any

other illegal drugs. Trooper

Sweetman answered
unquivocally "no." To the

"layman" this answer sounds

somewhat unbelievable.

Trooper Sweetman, realizing

this, proceeded to explain the

technique of simulating the

smoking or snorting of drugs

taught to undercover agents.

When smoking marijuana of

hashish the technique consists

of just not inhaling or

smoking a cigarette; inhaling

the cigarette smoke, then

putting the pipe to the mouth
and subsequently exhaling

the cigarette smoke. Trooper

Sweetman stated that most of

the time the people really

don't watch you and

simulation is somewhat
simple. When asked what he

does if it is discovered that he

really is not smoking, he

replied, "...if you can bluff

them fine; if you can't you
arrest them." Trooper
Sweetman stated that

simulation is somewhat more
difficult when using herion.

He stated that you always

avoid "shooting up" by
saying you don't have your

"works." You then simulate

the act of snorting the heroin,

but, of course, you rub it off

your hand at a discreet

moment.
When asked if his

appearance was part of an

agents "tricks of the trade"

he replied on the stand, "I

have to pose as one of them
for them to accept me."
We asked Trooper

Sweetman if he feared

retaliation. A job as this in

which Sweetman is required

to get into a group and gain

confidences and friends, then

quickly betray them seems, at

best, somewhat risky. But

TVooper Sweetman replied

that most of the arrestees

don't hold grudges. He
recalled one busted friend

stating, "You think your
way, I think mine." When I

enter a group, the people are

meeting the real me."
One last "tricks of the

trade" which Sweetman,
quite understandably, did not

want to get into was the use

of confidential informants.

He did say that he had many
and always used them. He
stated that when entering a

new group he had to have

someone on the inside to

vouch for him in order to

gain confidences.

Drug problem in General

Trooper Sweetman did

have some definite views on
the drug problem in the

United States. He stated that,

"There is a narcotics

problem in the country. We
haven't even begun to solve

the drug problem. We are

deterring drug problem not

stamping it out. In order to

solve the drug problem, we
must educate the older

people and the young people

experimenting, and arrest all

violators to show
enforcement of the law."

Sweetman stated that he felt

the small-time dealers were

"just as dangerous as

organized crime." He also

stated that he was totally

against the legalization of

marijuana because he felt it

undoubtedly did lead to the

use of hard drugs. Sweetman
stated that he wasn't

particulariy interested in

possession but preferred to

"get to the source." He
stated, "I'm not going to try

to develop a possession

case-it makes my job

harder."

Area Problems

Trooper Sweetman stated

that he did feel there was a

drug problem at Washington

College, and that most all the

drugs in Kent County did

initially "come into

Washington College."
Sweetman stated, "i

personally know of cocaine at

the College and that there is

heroin in Kent County."
When asked if he knew of any

information on the
Washington College campus,
he understandably answered,

"No comment."
In general we were quite

impressed with Trooper Ed
Sweetman. Although many
people don't agree with what
he is doing he struck us as

quite intelligent and, more
importingly, very sincere in

what he was doing. His

sincerity and dedication were
quite apparent. But on the

other hand, we don't agree

with Sweetman's techniques

and find it hard to believe he

can rationalize his betrayal of

confidences.

Cordes

{Continued From Page One)

upper- level students

language majors were sought

out for their opinions at the

time of the Committee's
deliberations. Dr. Cordes was

informed of their decision in

June, 1971 In accordance

with the A. A. U. P,

stipulation that a professor

not granted tenure be so

informed one year in advance

of the expiration of his

contract.

Letters

to the

Editor
Dear Sirs,

One of the greatest currenl

concerns of the student body

is the "decline in the quality

of student life," mainly

centered around the

"abolution" of dormitory'

lounges. The blame for this

decline should not be placed

upon the administration

alone, but also towards the

vast economic problems the

entire nation is experiencing

The administration

giving in to a much greaW

economic pressure, one whicb

many of us will not really (^

until out of college. The onK

'nickel candy bar' is now tea

cents, AND smaller,

sacrifice inflicted upon the

consumer, but necessary 1"

keep the candy companies in

operation. Washington

College Is also trying not only

to keep above water, bul

improve its' quality at the

same time. The study lounge

were a well-liked convenient

by the student body, b"'

under the circumstances, Id"

not see need for a "credibilW

gap between administration

and students," but a needfoj

concern as to the future o'

Washington College and ouf

nations' economy.
John A. Wagn*
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From Russia with love

b II

Page Three

A fter spending three

weeks in Russia with the

Citizen Exchange Corps,

Eileen Shelley concluded that

the Conununist Party "is a

joke among students."

Membership is recognized as a

way of getting ahead, but the

ideology itself is shoved aside.

The young Russians'

political apathy can be
conq>ared to the quiet of the

1950's in the United States.

Tension is slowly building,

inadvertently nurtured by
Soviet policy.

Isolated Students Interested

The government wants to

keep its citizens isolated from

the West, yet at the same

time needs foreign trade to

get foreign currency. Such

trade stimulated curiosity

about Europe and America,

which can't be satisfied

because of Soviet strictures.

Since the only news

concerning the non-

communist world received

via official sources is political

i n nature, the Russian

students are especially

interested in the non-political

aspects of American culture.

by Mary Ruth Yoe

Eileen was often asked
about American writers,

particularly Vladimir
Nabokov, currently
unavailable in his native land.

Students had heard of

contemporary writers Tom
Wolfe and Ken Kesey,and

LOVE STORY'S infamy, if

not the actual book, has

penetrated the remnants of

the Iron Curtain.

Hemingway, Faulkner and
Fitzgerald are the American
authors most readily
available, but not in Bngliish

editions. Even students at the

English Insitutes read Russian

translations of the works.

Russian literature of the

day is regarded as

hack-political work. So is

contemporary art.
Reminiscient of the U. S.

Government contracted work
of the 1930's, giant murals

depicted the deeds of Lenin

andthe workers are
everywhere.

Posters are also
ubiquitous. U. S. S. R.

citizens ignore these gaudy
graphics of Party slogans and

round about

Big Brother:

Alive and well

Everybody knows about 1984, the Orweltian nightmare

in which everyone's actions are closely monitored by the

State. Those of us who havf been at Washington for a year

or more may feel as though Big Brother has made some

inroads around here this year.

First there was the hysteria surrounding the busts in

Kent County during the summer and the labeling of

Washington College as "the center of drug traffic on the

Eastern Shore." Last week, there was a letter to the editor

concerning the necessity of showing ID cards at alLmeals.

Both of these incidents will probably blow over fairly soon,

as soon as Mr, Cooper feels that Kent is a respectable

county again and Elsie regains her photgraphic memory.

One inconvenience that may stay longer Is the checking of

books as one leaves the library.

Undoubtedly, everyone feels a little

incensed at being policed when leaving the hill
library. Who steals books? The facts are that

several books were removed from the library

shelves last year. The new library already has dutlphy
more shelf space than it can fill.

Disappearance of books only compounds the

problem. In addition, there is the inconvenience to students

who need the volumes for their own work and to the

librarian and assistants who must check the books through

circulation only to find that they are indeed missing.

Faced with this problem, it is no wonder that Mr. Bailey

keeps the door to the classroom locked at night and had the

handle taken off the exit door in the room. These measures

resulted in one student assistant almost spending the iglit

until he figured out a way to open it despite the missing

handle. And, of course, the book watchers were added as

another precaution.

The student body can complain all it wants. The fact

remains that books have disappeared and until it stops, the

library will have to protect itself by monitoring the exit

door. It may cause some hurt feelings, but without books, a

library simply ceases to be.

So Big Brother is alive and well and checking books in

Miller Library. But if Big Brother has arrived, in this case at

least, he came at the invitation of certain members of the

student body. That's the way it is.

ant i- American senti-
ments-including a drawing of

a bound laborer accomp£uiied

by a printed exhortation to

"Release the American
Worker from his CapitaHstic

Chains."

Russian sympathy for the

American worker doesn't

keep them from buying his

employer's wares in a thriving

black market of U. S. records,

clothes, books, and
housewares. Blue jeans aren't

made in Russia, and denimed
tourists are stopped on the

streets by young people

hoping for n on-the-spot

purchase.

Student Life

Although Eileen found the

Soviet students completely

open and friendly, foriegn

students attending Russian

institutions are resented

because they are allowed to

travel in he West during

vacations. This privilege is

denied all but a few

"pohtically mature" Russian

students.

There is almost no drug

problem at the university

level. Students relax by
drinking, distinguishing

between beer and wine for

social purposes and vodka for

serious drinking.

English and Western

European music are heard

over Radio Free Europe, and

the result is "Beatles a la Tom
Jones." Such non-classicial

albums sell for roughly $40
an LP.

From grade school on

emphasis is placed on
accepting one's place in the

government systenrL Free play

and other forms of originality

are discouraged. Portraits of

Lenin surrounded by Uttle

children are prominently

placed in kindergartens.

Despite this early

inculcation of Communist
sentiment, the Party spirit has

not won over the majority of

Soviet youth. Although

apathy rules now, there is

always the speculation: what

happens if and when the

quiet resigantion explodes?

HELP
(Continued From Page One)

which operates from 8 p.m.

to 12 a.m. seven days a week,

is being financed by the

parishes in the ministerial

association.

Mr, Bruening emphasized

that anyone wishing to

volunteer to man the phones

should contact him at

778-2623. "We're always

looking for volunteers," he

added.

Photo by Ed Anson

Gillian

Warwick students

find school friendly

CLEANERS CORP

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Fboae 77S-S181

Hearing the statement

"the food is better here," you
would naturally assume the

person w:;.. not speaking of

Washington College.
However, Gillian Bowers, one
of the two nineteen-year old

English students participating

in the Warwick Exchange

Program, related this opinion

as a difference between her

English University ^nd
Washington College.

Gillian (pronounced
Jillian), who will be studying

history here first semester,

feels that the "atmosphere is

friendlier" on our campus;

but that this is probably a

result of the difference is size

of the two institutions.

{Warwick has 2,000 students)

Wants to See America

Gillian chose to participate

in the exchange program

because it offered her a

"good opportunity to find

out what it is like to live in

America." During her stay in

the United States so far, she

has visited both New York

City and Chicago, but would

like to see quite a lot of

America," at another time.

A member of the

Inter- Varsity Fellowship,

Gillian also enjoys music and

hiking. When asked

aboutsports, she answered

enthusiastically to swimming
but included "thats about

all!" Later she hopes to teach

history at the secondary

school level.

Since Gillian has only been

residing at Washington

College for a few weeks, it is

really too short a time to

come to definite impressions,

good or bad. However, the

architecture of the campus
brick colonial buildings has

attracted Gillian's attention

considerably. She finds it a

delightful contrast to

Warwick's "ugly, modern"
sturctures.

Her only complaint: "the

sun sets sooner here."

Peter Lloyd, who lives in

Liverpool, England, is a

student at the Unreersity of

Warwick, currently on
exchange to Washington

College.

Peter Lloyd had his

reasons for choosing
Washington College over such
places as Swarthmore, Tulane

and Chicago. His cousin lives

in D. C. and he still hopes to

get an opportunity to visit

her during his stay. The other

reason was an article by
Barbara Maxwell, a Warwick
student on exchange here last

year, who described
Washington as a friendly

campus. The combination

was simp ly too much to

resist.

Thus far Peter has found

Barbara's description very

accurate, so accurate that he

has been greeted by people

whom he doesn't even know.

Besides waving to strangers,

he had been working out with

the College soccer team and
learning the rudiments of

American football.

Lloyd finds that
Chestertown compares
favorably with Warwick, ?

crossroads village of 2000

located in the midlands of

England. There really isn't

that much to do in either

place, especially compared to

Singapore, where Pete spent

some time last summer. After

Singapore, all he needs to

stay happy in Chestertown is

a bird and a drink.

Centre Furniture
203 High St.

Chestertown, Md.

Panasonic
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Booters trounce Upsala
Jim Wentzel's two goals

led Washington College to its

first victory of the season
with a 7-1 ttiumph over

Upsala on Wednesday. Other
scorers for tKe shoremen were
Mark Sinkinson, Bob Bailey,

Putnam McLean, Bill

Williams, and Steve
Sandebeck.

Washington College and
Wciicrn Maryland College will

meet for the 23rd lime in soccer

this Saturdiiy at 2 p.m. on Kibler

Field. The Shoremen hold a

15-4-3 edge in a scries thai began
in 1947. Western Maryland won
last year at Westminster, 4-1, to

break a six-game Washington win
skein.

Bench Splinters
Last Thursday night when the latest edition of the Elm

came out, a friend stopped by with two little bits of
information for me. First, he had heard that several guys in
Somerset (and I presume elsewhere) were upset that as a
KA and Sports Editor I had had the audacity to run
pictures of two KA's on the half page 1 used. At first I was
a little upset and wondered if any of this disgruntled
faction would also make the connection between Ed Anson
the photographed quarterback and Ed Anson the
photographic editor. But what stuck in my mind the most
was that here at Washington Collegealotof guysaredeadly
serious about intramural football and everything that goes
with it.

The second little tidbit I received that night concerned
Jim Hogg, at that moment receiving six stitches above his
right eye after being acridently kneed in the head during a
game that afternoon.

The last time 1 played football at WC 1 broke my nose.,
Nobody's fault, just a freakish collision. But from the
moment 1 stumbled into the emergency ward with my nose
on sideways to the moment Dr. Dick pronounced me "ugly
as ever" 1 got a consistent indoctrination as to the
Chestertown medical profession's view toward intramural
football. Every nurse, technician, aide, and doctor that 1

saw was simply disgusted to the point that they just shook
their heads and said "not another one."

That was two years ago. Since then there have been
several dislocated shoulders, countless lesser injuries such as
sprained ankles and jammed fingers and one enthusiastic
player even ran into a tree full steam once. Last Friday I

was in the doctor's office about 5 minutes and heard the
nurse, refer two different cases of football mishaps to the
x-ray department of the hospital.

Mr. Finnegan is the administrator. He isn't and shouldn't
be responsible for the safety of the game because it is a
student activity which is completely run by the students.
For this reason 1 think it's the students who should act on
or at least consider the following recommendations.

Everyone who has played football prior to this year
knows that the officials stunk. Two underpaid,
inexperienced guys running around trying to keep track of
12 temporary maniacs is an impossible task. They will never
to able to do the job they have to in order to prevent
injunes So why not pay professional officials? I realize that
two men for every ^me played would probably have a
prohibitive cost, but it is possible to professionally officiate
the play-offs and championship games.

If all the guys playing ball got together and formed an
"Intramural Football Club" they might be able to get
money from the SGA for the task. If not, just a buck from
all the players on the rosters would go a long way towards
football sanity.

These men will not stop injuries, but they are a start.

Also needed is a firm statement for the Athletic department
concerning not only equipment, but as to the officials
responabilities when animal warfare begins. Mr. Finnegan
has made efforts in this direction. Just last Tuesday he
threw an offender out of the game. Yet he can't always be
there, and he certainly can't oversee two games at the same
time.

In the opening paragraph of this column 1 used the
phrase "deadly serious" in order to emphasize the word
senous. Two guys in black shirts might not stop
injuries, and all the rules in the world will not solve all the
problems, but they can't hurt. If WC guys really take
football as seriously as it appears to me, then I think they
will welcome professional officials; not only to add prestige
to theu- game, but also to bring back a little sanity to the
antics on Somerset field.

Ron Athey, now a senior at

Western Marybnd, will be in the
starting lineup for the Terrors.

The bst time the former
Chestertown High
socccr-baskctha ll-lacrosse
standout was here he scored two
goals in Western Marybnd's 3-2

loss. Ron has been moved to

center halfback in the Terror
attack. It is Western Maryland's
opener.

It will be the third game for

the Atheymcn. They bowed
5-to-l Saturday in Baltimore to

Mason-Dixon powerhouse Loyola
College. Freshman Bill Williams
tallied Washington's only goal in

the fourth po'iod on a feed from
senior Mark Sinkinson.

Loyob scored in every period
but the fourth and that was the
stanza in which the Shoremen
registered their only tally.

Dennis Wit got three of the
Loyob Goals, one in thyfirst and
two in the third when the

Greyhounds put the game away.
Butch Whitman had the lone
Loyob score in the second and
Loftus registered on a penalty
kick in the third,

C^ns, in the goal for

Washington, had 16 saves. It was
the first of the season for the
Shoremen and the second win in

two for Loyob.
Phoio by Geojf Andcrion

Cross country

triumphs twice

Paul Schlitz

Led by Freshman Paul
SchUtz and Junior Rick
Horstman, the cross-country
team started the season well

by defeating Salisbury State
and Upsala.

Paul, a 4:22 raiier from
Hereford High ran an
exceUent 28:31 for his first

official fh^e mile run. Coach
Chatellier was very pleased

with Paul's time as well as

those of the whole team.

Many of the other team
members have not run
cross-country before.

With Bob Maskrey, Bob
Greenberg and others coming
on strong as the season

progresses, the cross-country

team should surprise a lot of
people. This Saturday the

Shoremen host Western
Maryla nd and Lebanon
Valley.

0^ GRANARY
GEORGETOWN. MD.
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Students on Blatt

^Administration disregarded us^
Charging that "the

administration disregarded

us," student backers of Dr.
Martin Blatt, the dismissed

Health Service psychologist,

met Wednesday night to

establish a committee and
determine what stance they
should take.

Angelo, who organized the
meeting attended by Dr. Blatt,

assert-ed "that there isn't any
reason to kid ourselves about
this because we know what we
need. We should have him
back just because of the
number of people who want
him."

Although the circumstances
of his dismissal remain
clouded, Dr. Blatt explained

that he and the administration
were at odds regarding three
new policies for the
psychological counseling
services.

The psychologist, who still

practices part-time in town,
emphasized his opposition to

limiting the number of student
visits and the maintainence of
counseling files and records in

the Health Services Office.
Dr. Blatt admitted however,

that he understood the
college's reasoning for the
third policy. He explained that
the college could get into
trouble if the school didn't
inform parents that the
students were receiving
psychological counseling. "It's

a way for protecting
themselves," he said.

Although the turnout of 25
students was considered small
by the coordinators, those in

attendance expressed support
for the psychologist and
concern over the
administration's action.

"All that I'm trying to say,"
stated Angdlo, "is that we are
being underestimated. The
college knew we were in

support of Dr. Blatt last

December. It would seem that
their ignorance about us . . . is

a thing we need to
demonstrate. We are not going
to take a band-aid treatment
and go home."

Junior Peter Chekeraain

commented that "the sooner
we show that 'Joe Blow' wants
Dr. Blatt back, the better."

In responding to student
questions, Blatt emphasized
that the three conditions laid
down by the administration
constituted "a breach of ethics

both mine and
psychology's." He didn't lodge
a formal protest with the
American Psychological
Association, however, because
"my main concern is to see
the counseling service provide
the kind of service that
students deserve."

Dr. Blatt questioned the
possibUity of his return
explaining "that all of the
things I objected to are
essentially operating."

"S"" ECOlegist to

speak here
The first lecture in the William James

Forum series featuring noted
environmentalist Russell E. Train, will be
held tonight, October 7 at 8 p.m. inHynson
Lounge.

Regarded as a leading defender of the

environment, Mr. Train, who serves as

Chairman of the President's Committee on
Environmental Quality, will address the

Forum's open meeting and answer questions

in a discussion period afterwards.

A veteran of extensive safaris in East
Africa, Mr. Train founded the African
Wildlife Leadership foundation in 1959. In
1965 he resigned a federal judgeship to
become president of the Conservation
Foundation, an organization stressing citizen
participation in ecological and
environmental planning. He was also
appointed to the National Water
Commission by President Johnson.

Senate challenges gym requirements
After receiving strong

indication of student

sentiment against mandatory
physical education
requirements, the student

senate voted Monday night to

request administrative and

faculty approval of a new
plan making gym an elective,

credit course.

The specific proposal,

which will flrst be introduced

to the Academic Council and

then to the faculty, involves

instituting physical education

courses into the regular

academic program carrying a

one half credit per semester

value.

The SGA's action was
initiated after a poll take

Monday revealed that 66% of
the student body favored

abolishment of gym
requirements and fully 55%
would support a student

boycott of physical education

classes.

Betsy Murray, coordinator

of the student poll, also

revealed that 68% of those

responding opted for making
gym an elective, credit course
while only 40% wanted
physical education reduced to

a one year requirement.

Action on the senate

proposal by the 22 member

Academic Council is not
expected until their next
meeting, scheduled for later

this month.
In other Monday night

Senate action, Business

Manager Gene Hessey
informed the SGA that new
guidelines from the
Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare

regarding funding may be
i n t e rpreted as an
infringement on students'

privacy.

From now on, Mr. Hessey

explained, any college

requesting federal funding for

financial aid students must

submit a complete
application listing the

estimated income of all

students enrolled in the

college, not only those

applying for financial aid.

Objections within the

Senate were raised to the new
government intrusion.

"But in absence of
submitting the application,"

Hessey explained, "we could
be in a position of losing

federal funds" which now
account for 67% of
Washington's institutional

matching funds for financial

aid students.

Mr. Hessey added that at a

'Pegasus' may get financial reprieve
Washington's yearbook PEGASUS may find itself in

better financial condition next semester if the Board of

Visitors and Governors accepts an SGA approved increase

in the student activities fee and if President Nixon and his

economic advisors play along.

The Senate requested a five dollar increiasc in the second

semester fee after learning that the yearbook was

experiencing severe financial difficulties.

The possibility of acfion at the Board of Visitors and

Govemois meeting, which is scheduled for November 20,

may however be influenced by President Nixon's wage and
price freeze. Mr. Gene Hessey, college Business Manager,

explained that "whether or not it (an increase in activities

fee) can be implemented will depend on the new

guidelines." Mr. Hessey expects any further economic
action by the President to be clarified before the Board's

meeting. There is a "possibility" he added, that the increase

could not be implemented.
PEGASUS' economic situation is the result of a number

of problems, including a steadily compounding debt.

This, in addition to the fact that Pegasus receives only
nine dollars in student fees for books which sometimes cost
fifteen dollars, has forced the staff, accoiding to editor

Carole Denton, to cut down on the size of the annual.

Printing costs are rising, added Carole, "but we're not
getting a proportionate rise. "As a result this year's edition,

which was originally to be composed of five separate

volumes, has now been reduced to three.

federal meeting held last

week "every institution raised

objections.. .but we have

discussed it to no avail. They
are absolutely adamant

about this."

Allocate funds

The intent of the program,

federal officials asserted is to

equally allocate available

federal dollars to the students

who need the money most.

Hessey added that "federal

dollars are being given to

institutions serving the largest

number of disadvantaged

students." He believes as a

result Washington could

possibly compare unfavorably

with other institutions.

O^icials undecided

College otticiaLs nave not

yet determined how they will

develop their report which is

due November 1. According

to federal standards, incomes

will be classified in

graduations of $3000 dollars

up to $12,000.

Mr. Hessey is considering

the use of either reports from

the College Scholarship

Service or developmg a

random anonymous survey

here.
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Editorial

QualityTy not quantity
In the recent Board of Visitor's and Governor's

meeting one of the main topics of discussion was

the overcrowded conditions in the classroom.

One member of student panel present at the

meeting stated that one of his classes, supposedly a

seminar course, had over thirty students in it while

another student stated that one of his classes only

had three people in it From this observation, the

Board went away from the meeting unconvinced

that Washington College classrooms are

overcrowded.
Overcrowding in the classroom has become a

problem at Washington College. However, to fully

understand the problem, one must look at where

the overcrowding occurs.

The main area in which overcrowding occurs is

in the lower level courses. Freshmen, trying to

fulfill distribution requirements, may find as many
as thirty students in their language class or even

worse over one hundred students in a math class.

When asked why are you taking these courses, the

freshmen will undoubtedly answer - "because I

have to."

The distribution requirement is being phased out

at many quality colleges across the nation. If

Washington College is to continue to give Its

students a quality education, I feel that the

administration should consider changes in the

distribution requirement since it appears that this

requirement is causing much of the overcrowding

conditions in the classroom.

Quality, not quantity. Dr. Merdinger.

Our side's losing
It is a sad but acknowledged fact that the

administration's recent handling of the Health

Services controversy is indicative of their naivete

ability to gauge student attitudes on controversial

issues. But it is an even sadder commentary that

certain administrators apparently don't care what
students think or want

Early last December when the question first

arose, student support for Dr. Blatt and the

policies he advocated, were evident to the

administration.

But instead of giving the issue a healthy airing, a

course of silence was pursued.

And now that the facts of the case have risen

somewhat spectacularly to the surface, students are

beginning to wonder just where they stand with

the administration. And from this perspective, the

standings aren't exactly in our favor.
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Ambition marks Miscellany
by Robert Neill

I very much doubt that surrealism is the

mimitic mode our young poets require. A
great many of the notable poems here reveal

minds in heady competition with the world;

I get the feeling that the surrealism is

blocking or substituting for a genuine

engagement which the poets resist. We
require even our satirists to know the world

they imaginatively withdraw from to attack.

And these poems, many of them, do not

seem to know the world. I present this as a

general criticism of those ambitious poems
in this issue which I am not taking the space

to con^der individually.

Boldly fanciful

The first poem that really calls for

attention is Reed Hessler's "Christmas

Fantasy," and frankly it's a ball. The
alliteration in general succeeds wonderfully

because it is an integral part of the poem's
bold fancifulness. Actually, the poem's
drunken spirit absorbs all kinds of minor
mishaps and takes them along for the ride.

To dni poor Hessler to the stand on behalf

of my sermon above, the surrealism in this

poem presents itself as a product of the

poet's live engagement with the world--the

poem demands it. This poem is full of

knowledge and largely redeems its fellows.

The ENDING, to my ear goes badly wrong.
Some kind of turn may be called for at that

stage, but this one is a traitor to the poem.

I like the voice that comes through Danny
WilUam's poems, though they make me want

to tinker with them. "Alice poems"
invariably call up Tate's ("Lost Days of

Alice"), and Williams' and Tate's make an

interesting pair thematically. Williams wants
Alice to deliver him from the solipcism that

Tate finds her responsible for or emblamatic

of. By way of tinkering, I'd like to drop

Williams' fifth line. The sixth does the job

admirably on its own and really carries the

whole poem. "Stud" doesn't really want any
criticism, but I KNOW there's a way to imply

the missing "Camels" more surely than by
the sneer in "bare filter." The tinkerer wants
to replace "cigarettes" with "Marlboros"

and drop line four. So the tinkerer will keep

his hands to himself and get on to Beaudoin

and Burkholder.

Imposing surrealism

I really want to like "Border" as it cowers
humbly and lifelike among all the imposing
surrealism, but it's a poem that doggedly

refuses to develop, and finally even em

over-willing reader like me grows restless

waiting. I don't read poems about

resurrections (or letters to Nazarines), and

"Heart Failure" can't compete with its

head-note. There is a by now legendary

dialect poem of Beaudoin's circulating about
which I have yet to see (and which is, I have
been corrected by the poet, not influenced

by Frank Stanford). I'm going to begin

tracking it down soon because I don't really

think these three do him much credit.

Ambitious poetry

Burkholder is a very ambitious poet who
is obviously working very hard at the craft,

sometimes expectably too hard. "Elegy for

Friday" wanted desperately to write itself,

but Burkholder wouldn't let it, and so for

me it comes on much too hard. "Fear in

Half-Light" inspired by opening sermon,

"The Moon at Minsky's" grows better all the

time, and by tomorrow I'll be raving

foolishly about it. It is a very pure poem--of

which poet Macleish would be proud--but it

really does "get" a place, both in Newark
and beyond, and while it is not an especially

large place, the poem is surely done and I'm
grateful for it.

Day's embarrassed artist poem, "Fairlee

Creek." has some nice "moves" in it. It is a

poem which develops in precisely the way
that Beaudoin's "Border" does not. 1 like
'

' ex ploring" redefined through the

experienced narrated in the poem as-

"idling." and the space ("engine idling") is .

more eloquent than spaces generally are. The
poet must get from the BEGINNING of
self-consciousness about being an intruaer

through his perception of himself in the

fishermen's eyes-all in those three or four

ems of space. I also like the "Winslow
Homer Boats" setting up the climax. I don't

like the .self- critical "quaint techniques"
coming so soon. Actually, I don't like it at

all. This is a poem that thrives on spareness.

"Cold April" and the blue/green of Homer's
paintings control it, and "quaint techniques"
is too explicit.. .is insufficiently spare.

Good photography

file last exhibit that needs a word is

Enstrom's center-fold photograph. The
foreground of this picture is so unbelievely

good that the spectators clutzing up the

background and draining off some of the

impact almost don't matter. Walker Evans
would have found a way to make them
disappear, but I expect even he would have
printed this one as is with pride. Without the

background the incisive effort of those two
faces and car on us might have been too
much to stand! (Engstrom shot six rolls of
film that day and says he's still got the

contacts-Track him dowm, Beaudoin.)
I've yet to pve the two prose pieces in the

magazine a fair reading and will do so soon.
Should anything call for added comment, I'll

add more later.
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round about

Believe what you want,

just don't bet on it

If anyone ever decides to expand the Ten
Commandments, I propose that the Eleventh
Commandment should be "Thou shalt not wager on
anything." and the interpretation of this commandment
would also include a ban on predicting the outcome of any
event. If all this seems a little drastic, two incidents of the
past week will substantiate my proposal.

The first incident involved the final score of an
intramural football game. Somebody asked me to predict
the score and, as dumb as I could be, I made one. As a
consequence, I caught considerable static from members of
the team I predicted to lose; then, even though "my team"
won, the point spread was considerably smaller than I had
hoped. I don't think Jimmy Snyder caught as much grief
about the Colts-Jets Super Bowl than I did over one stupid
touch football game.
The other incident involved the American League

Championship series. Now everyone knows that the Orioles
are one of the finest teams in baseball. And if you don't
know it already, any Baltimore fan will tell you about it

again and again and again... But some people would have
liked to see Oakland win the pennant, whether out of
perversity or sheer

hatred for Baltimore
fans. But wagering nine

dollars per game on the

series and then
watching the Orioles
sweep is enough to

break any college

student's bankroll and send him screaming into the night. I

know one guy who made that bet, and now he has to take
the National League pennant winner versus the Orioles the
same way. Undoubtedly a fate worse than death.

It is to prevent the recurrence of these incidents that I

propose the Eleventh Commandment. But Baltimore fans
should not think that I'm trying to ruin their chance to

make a killing; I'm really trying to protect them, too.

Anybody remember the 1969 World Series?

That's the way I see it.

bill

dunphy

Porcelain dolls, candy mark
auction nights in Crumpton

photo by Ed An son

Director Tim Maloney offers some stage

advice to Justin White as the two prepare for

the upcoming drama, "The Sign in Sid-

ney Brustein's Window."

Wednesday night is

Crumpton night. Practically

everyone knows that, but an
amazing number of people
have no idea what the
"Crumpton phenomena" is.

You probably know that

Crumpton is where those
weird guys down the hall got
all that second-hand furniture
for practically nothing. But if

you've never experienced
Crumpton you may not know
that there is more than the
furniture auction, which is, of
course, the main attraction.

In the same building you can
buy a flock of hens, any
locally grown fruit or
vegetable In season, various

unidentifiable tools, every
kind of candy ever made, and
any kind of jewelry your
heart desires-from Knights of
Columbus pins to engagement
rings.

While weather permits, the

excitement even extends
outside. We saw booths
selling fruits and vegetables, a

fantastic display of knives,

amazingly ugly displays of
even uglier glassware, an
"interesting" collection of
old clothes (second hand
furs-$5 and $10!) and a

conglomeration of what may
loosely be termed jewelry
overseen by an itinerant

photographer whose
vocabulary consisted of
"That's really together." We
also ran into a lady selling

guinea pigs who warned us
that if picked up by the tail

their eyes would fall out.

The most interesting part
j

of Crumpton is the people
that can be seen there,

ranging from typical farmer

to pseudo-freak. Until you've
been to Crumpton you don't

"Brustein"

rehearsals

in progress
The Washington College

Department of Drama's first

production of the season. The
Sign in Sidney Brustein's

Window, by Lorrainne

Hansberry, will be presented

on the 28, 29, and 30 of
October at 8:30 p.m. in

Tawes Theatre.

The cast now in rehearsal

features Justin White as

Sidney Brustein,, Mark
Lobell as Alton Scales, Sarah

Packard as Iris Parodus

Brustein, Joel Elins as Wally

O'Hara, Ca Hutton as Max,
Pam Locker as Mavis Parodus

Bryson, Thom Snode as

David Ragin, Laura Pritchett

as Gloria Parodus, and David

Ripley as the Detective. Mr.

Timothy B. Maloney is

directing; William Segal has

designed the scenery.

Anybody wishing to help

in construction or any other

phase of the production

please get in touch with Mr.

Segal, or technical director

Paul Eldridge, during

workshop hours, which are

Monday and Wednesday
1:30-5:30 and Tuesday and

Thursday 2:30-5:30.

by Pat Counsellor

realize how many people
inhabit the Eastern Shore.
Even if you're not there to
furnish your room, you can
have a fairly entertaining
evening wandering around
watching the people watching
you.

Just as interesting as the
Crumpton audience are the
three auctioneers. Of course
the furniture auctioneer is the
best by far. because the
furniture auction is the big
crowd-drawing attraction. He
lives up to all expectations, a
^ib country con artist-who
else could have gotten $27
for a pair of porcelain baby
dolls?

Of course he wasn't always
so successful; for instance, a
buffet (the standby of every

dining room during the '50's)
was sold for the meager sum
of $1. But like the man said,
you can't win them ail. The
other two auctioneers were
satisfactory, but how
inspiring can pumpkins and
rusty lanterns be?

If, after this fascinating

description, you are inspired
to take your life in your
hands and set out for
Crumpton, try following
Route 291 until you come to
a sign on your right pointing
the way to the teeming
metropolis (and on
Wednesday night it is

teeming!) You'll know you've
reached the auction when
you come upon the biggest
collection of cars this side of
Galena.

phoio by Ed Anson

Wednesday night is Crumpton Auction
night as this throng of bargain-seekers will

attest to.
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Ihnat at

crew helm
At this moment the crew

has twenty enthusiastic

oarsmen, a brand new and
equally enthusiastic coach,

anxious aspirations about a

new boat house and wild

dreams about a new 'eight' to

row in this spring. The only

trouble is that there's very

little competition available

for the fall. Salisbury State,

which is the crew's perennial

fall competition apparently

has folded following the

coach's departure. Although
Salisbury is trying to

continue on a club basis, it's

doubtful that they will put a

full eight together this fall.

Races scheduled

As of this date two races

have been scheduled. George
Washington University will

travel to the Chester River for

a Homecoming weekend race

at 12:00. The GW crew is

very familiar to Washington

College as they also rowed in

three of the five races which
the Sbo'men had last fall.

The other scheduled race is

a tentative scrimmage with

the Navy Plebes on the

Severn. This race will most
likely take place in late

October.

This season the crew has a

new coach. John Ihnat who is

taking over the reins from

Bob Neill. Mr. Ihnat is a

graduate of Towson State and
is currently teaching seventh

grade at the Chestertown
Middle School.

Stohl promising

Thus far transfer Eric Stohl

and freshman Jim Thomas are

the most promising new
prospects. They round out an
extremely strong port side.

Starboard side, however' is

much more open with three

veterans and five hopefuls
currently con^eting for the

four seats in the first boat.
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Freshmen Bill Williams takes a shot

In the Shoremen's 4-3 overtime

victory over Western Maryland.

Wednesday the Shoremen traveled to

pltolo by Geoff Anderson

PMC handing the Pioneers their fourth
loss of the season, 6-1. Williams
accounted for three of the Washington
goals.

Overtime goal by Sinkinson

heats Western Maryland
Adding an impressive

victory over PMC Colleges
and an overtime decision over
Western Maryland to its win
against Upsala, Washington
College climbed into first

place in the Middle Atlantic
Conference soccer standings
this week wilh a 3-0 record.

Mark Sinkinson headed BUI
Williams corner kick into the
net during the first overtime
period to give the Sho'men
their second victory of the

exhibition
and sale
original
y Of^iii^w purchases may be charged

Washington College

Hynson Lounge
Monday, Oct. 11-11 A.IVI. to 5 P. M.

CHA6ALL. BASKIN. ROUflUlT. DAUMIER AND MANY OTHERS

ARRANGED BY FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES

BALTIMDRE, MARYLAND

season, 4-3. Coach Ed Athey
thought that, the Sho' might
have taken it in regulation,

but a general let down
allowed Si nkfn son's
game-winner.

Against PMC, Washington
overcame some first quarter

disorganization to trample
the Pioneers 6-1. Williams

turned a hat trick by scoring

three of the Atheymen's
tallies. Athey blamed lack of

scouting reports for the slow

The most

Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat
Sjitlne Feb. 1972 to Africa and Ihe Orient

Throjgfi a Iranslet toftnat. mofe than 5,000
sludenls fiom 450 campuses have participated

loi a semester in Itiis unique program in inter-

nalional education.

WCA will btoarJen your tiori/ons. literally and
(iguralively

. and give you a belief chance lo

make il—meanmglolly— in this changing world.
VouH sliidy at sea v/ilh an eiperienced cos
mopolitan laciilty. and then during port slops
you'll study the world itsell. You'll discover that

no matter how foreign and (ar-away, you t)3ve a

lot m common with people ol other lands.

WCA isn't as eipensive as^ou might t^mh;
we've done out best lo biing it tviltiin reach oi

most college students. Write today lor free

details.

TEACHERS- Summer tiavel with credit lor teach-

ers and administrators.

start against the Pioneers.

After leading 1-0 at the

quarter, the Sho'men
exploited their quickness at

right wing to build up the

final score. Coach Athey
honestly believes that the

Shore eleven could win the

rest of the games on its

schedule provided the squad
continues to play up to its

potential.

Now 3-1 overall,

Washington plays away this

Saturday, against Gallaudet

Friday, October 8, 1971

Thinclads

drop two
Last Monday's cross

country meet was one of
those statistical freaks which
seem to frequent sports

events. Every possible

combination of the 3 teams
resulted in the same score,

30-25. The unfortunate part

is that Washington College

was on the tail end as they
lost to both Lebanon Valley

and Western Maryland by the
above score.

Schlitz wins

However, there were
several bright spots in the

overall picture. Paul Schlitz

won the race in 28:01. Junior

Rick Hortzman finished fifth

in a bunched race with a

29:48. Bob Maskrey, 30:46,

Bob Greenberg. 32:12, and
Bob Atkinson, 32:38 were the

other scoreis for Washington,

Tom Sargent, hampered by
an injured leg, ended up with

a 35:45 time.

Coach pleased

Coach Chatellier was
pleased with the fact that
everybody on the squad
lowered their times
significantly, except the
injured Sargent. Maskrey and
Atkinson both lowered their

times by over two minutes.
During the race, Gilman of

Lebanon Valley set a

blistering pace, running the
first half mile in 32:04, and
the first mile in 4:36.
However, he faltered at two
miles, was passed, and
eventually finished third.

Shoremen away

In coming action the

Shoremen have three straight

races on foreign courses, all

against tough opponents in

Galluadet, Mt. St. Mary's and
Dickinson. The next home
race will be against Towson
on the 20th o^ October.

agigSS Write Today to.

'f^n T) '''•^P""" Collefe.^^^ Boi CCZ6. Orange, California 92666

Kirsch's Texaco

Service Station

HOT TOPS &
COOL BOTTOMS

COME SEE

OUR NEW FALL
COLLECTION OF
GREAT DRESSES

AND
LIP SMACKING
SPORTSWEAR!

Bennett's Town

and Country Shop

High Street

Chestertown



Rasin sentences Barrow, Sasso
Senior Timmy Barrow along with former

Washington student IVIichael Sasso were handed
sentences from Circuit Court Judge George Rasin
last weel< ranging from three to three and one half
years for the distribution of marijuana

Charging that their acts contributed to national
drug crisis, Judge Rasin sentenced 21 year-old
Barrow to three years in prison and 25 year-old
Michael Sasso of Baltimore to three and a half

years.

Two local youths, John Bailey and Thomas
Iseman were also handed sentences of three and
one half and two and one half years respectively.

Sasso, who still must face three additional drug
charges, motioned for a new trial but was turned
down by Rasin.

The conviction of the defendants resulted from
undercover work done this summer by Maryland
State Police Trooper Ed Sweetman.

According to a report in this week's Kent
County News, Judge Rasin explained to the
students that "knowing full well the eventual
penalties, you took the risks and gambled your
futures. You have lost, and must not use rhetoric

to blame others for your present situation - you
have done this to yourselves."

Rasin, the report continued, also noted a

conversation with former college president Daniel

2. Gibson who regarded "conformity with the laws
of civilization . . . a part of one's education."

HE mSHINGTON ELM

Heart attack hits Kibler
Mr. J. Thomas Kibler, a familiar Eace In

|

Shoreman athletics for the past sixty years, \

was stricken by a heart attack last week and
;

remains unconscious in critical condition in
\

a Baltimore hospital.

The 85 year-old former Athletic Directoc
suffered the massive coronary while
returning on a shuttle bus from the first

game of the World Series in Baltimore last

Saturday.

Coach Kibler, as he is known to
Washington athletes, was accompanying
friends from the Chestertown Bank of
Maryland, where he is Chairman of the
Board of Directors. Mr. Kibler was taken to

Union Memorial Hospital after the attack,

one of several he has had recently.

Coach Kibler served as Washington's
Athletic Director from 1912 until 1947 and
returning in 1952 directed two Sho'men
baseball teams to the Mason-Dixon

\

Conference championship. Since that time :

he has also served in an administrative :

capacity as an assistant to the President.

Although more widely known to a

previous generation of Washington students,

Mr. Kibler still takes an interest in the :

school's baseball squad. While following one
of the squad's games two years ago at New •

York's Wagner College, he also suffered a i

heart failure.

Coach Kibler was instrumental in
|

founding the Mason-Dixon Conference and :

twice served as its president. Recently he :

was elected membership to the Maryland i

Athletic Hall of Fame . :

Seager on photo course: i

' Prospects are good '

|

Explaining that the
"prospects are good," Dean
llobert Seager commented
this week that a voluntary,

no n -credit photography
course may start this

semester.

The program, which is

expected to be sponsored by
the SGA, will be conducted
once a week on Thursday
nights by Mr. Thomas
Loizeauxy a Towson State

College senior majorine in

photography and film making :•;

who will graduate this iv

December. •::

The course of study will •;

include photography, :;:

development, printing, and
'I:

film making. jf

"My own hope," asserted ::

Dean Seager,"is that this ;$

program will demonstrate g
enough student interest to ^
consider a regular course in %
photography. We are not sure •:•

we have enoueh interest :;:

Frosh enters Delaware ROTCl
Due to the abolishment of

draft deferments for this

years' freshmen class, at least

one Washington student is

pursuingan ROTC program at

the University of Delaware.

According to Dean Robert
Seager Freshman Bill Tanner
is taking the program because
of a tow draft number.
Tanner pays tuition and is

considered a transfer student

for one course at Delaware.

Dean Seager has written to

Lt. Col. Harold Fearing, head
of the Delaware ROTC

program, inquiring whether 3
other students from ^
Washington who have S
expressed an interest, can also §
enroll. "We want to make it ^
possible for those who want ^
it," added Seager. S
No credit will be given but g

the course will be recorded g
on the Washington transcript. S

Dean Seager emphasized »
that the College has no ^
intention of instituting ROTC g
here. "We have no plans, and ^
we don't want it."

*

;-K.:-rf:w:;??fr<«¥fiK%%¥aw???^

SGA criticizes use of museum pieces
Washington's Student

Government Association this week
scored college officials for failing to

better utilize the museum pieces

that were formeriy displayed in the

Bunting Library Museum.
Charging that the collection "is

kicking around the library gathering

dust," Senator John Spear urged
the SGA to request from Museum
Committee members their approval
of a display of the collection in

another museum.
"The Smithsonian Institute,"

John asserted, "would be very glad

to take it (the museum pieces) off

our hands, even if only for a loan."

The museum's holdings, which

last year were described by a

visiting Smithsonian official as very

valuable, are currently in storage.

Included in the museum articles

is an extensve collection of old

guns valued at $80,000. This

display includes a number of old

volcanic pistols and one Orearm

dating back to the French and

Indian Wars.

The school's collection also

includes the complete war bonnet,

dressed with human scalps, of

Indian Chief Crazy Hoise.

A set of physician scales owned
by George Washington's doctor that

were reputed to have used at

Washington's deathbed, were last

year removed to the Business Office

Valut after the Smithsonian

representative informed the college

of their possible value.

"Instead of leaving these things

unused," commented Spear,

"something should be done with

them until we are able to properly

display them ourselves."

In other SGA action, the Senate

passed another Spear proposal

ensuring students of the availability

of faculty recommendations for

graduate school and employment
:Aib66t&\M.' ila Sp6ar, getting

recommendations from faculty

members after graduation was not

always possible because the

professor was either on sabbatical

leave or had left the college, was

too busy or just did not remember

the student.

Spear suggested that Washington

adopt a system whereby at a

student's request, the professor in

the student's major department

would Gle a recommendation with

the Registrar's Office prior to

graduation. Other faculty membeis,

outside the student's major coui»,

could also submit recommendations

with the Reiflstrar.
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Costs for early

abortions decline
A survey of out-patient abortion facilities

indicates that the costs of obtaining a legal

abortion for the early termination of pregnancy

have declined sharply since New York State's

liberalized laws went into effect in July, 1970.

The survey, conducted by the Council on

Abortion Research and Education, revealed that

current costs, exclusive of transportation, range

from $125 to $200 for legal abortions up to twelve

weeks of pregnancy. When the law came into being

and for some time thereafter, costs ranged from

$300 to $600 and in many cases were substantially

higher.

According to Richard Roman, executive

director of the non-profit Council, several

interrelated factors have contributed to the sharp

decline incosts the competitive economics fostered

by the growth in the number of out-patient

abortion facilities; the elimination of profit-making

abortion referral agencies whose services added
significantly to the actual costs of the medical

services; and, the increased volume of legal

abortions which has enabled out-patient facilities

to operate at a lower cost per patient in regard to

fixed operating expenses.

The sun/ey was based on information from
some twenty out-patient facilities operating in the

New York City area. It was undertaken as part of

the Council's qyerall efforts to provide information

and assistance to women seeking legal abortions

performed by board certified gynecologists under
quality medical care conditionsL

Also in the survey were the results of a

nationwide poll, conducted recently by the

Council on Abortion Research and Education,

which indicated widespread public approval of

legal abortion.

The poll was conducted by the Council as part

of its research and education activities and to

further its efforts to provide information and
assistance regarding legal abortion. According to

Richard Roman, the poll is believed to be the first

of its kind since the liberalization in July 1970 of

New York State's abortion law.
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A worthwhile addition
by Mary Ruth Yoe

"The past decade has seen

the student newspaper, the

ELM, move from near-tota!

morbundity into a period of

high distinction and from
there into a period of

vacillating mediocrity."

The above verdict came
last spring from the Cultural

Affairs Sub-Committee of the

Middle States Self-Study, a

group preparing for
Washington College's
u p coming reaccreditation.

The preliminary report also

found corresponding
conceptual changes in both
PEGASUS and MIS-
CELLANY.

Such conceptual changes
led to the advent of the

Washington College REVIEW.
An attempt to provide a

sounding-board for analysis

of campus issues and critical,

intellectual comment, the

REVIEW is "not limited by

the weekly schedules and
deadlines of the ELM."

Because of this more
liberal framework, editor

Danny Williams is able to

publish articles on the basis

of literary quality rather than
a predetermined
percentage-inclusion of
sports, news and features

articles. Questioned about the

REVIEWS censorship policy,

a staff member replied, "Our
only censor is our intellect."

Such as editorial policy

resulted in an exhaustive

review of JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR by Dr. Richard
Brown, a lengthy interview

with President Merdinger and
shorter articles on library

theft and faculty tenure.

The REVIEW has been
plagued by the misleading
epithet of "underground
newspaper." Although it is by
no means an obscenity-laden

radical propaganda sheet, it

does lack official College
financial support. At present,
the Writers' Union is

assuming 12.5% of each
issue's cost, and a campaign
to solicit funds from alumni,
faculty, and students is

planned.

Reaction to the REVIEW
seems to justify its raison

d'etre; faculty, administration

and students find its

comprehensive handling of
certain issues a worth while
supplement to the ELM'S
weekly coverage.

The only complaints
concern the hard-to-read

type. But the type size was
consequently enlarged.
Added to the substitution of
tinted paper, the Washington
College REVIEW is now
physically as well as mentally
readable.

Letters to the editor

To the Editor:

Ah, the spirit of free press

combined with good old

competition, well, this gives

the wc campus two terribly

good new^apers. The goals

of each paper, interestingly

enough, appear to be meshing
somehow, which I do hope is

pleasing both groups, not
provoking nasty little

journalistic tricks done in

anger (jealousy). It's about
time (sigh) that someone
around here used a little

ample mllitfuy sense (not
naval though) and sounded
the alarums when the
opposition (can't come right

out and call "them" the
enemy, not yet anyway)
showed signs of
disorganization. Sort of like

aimmg for Achilles' heel,

huh? The editorials in the
Oct. 8 issue-good. Good.
Good. Nice and terse. I must
say, though, that the sports

ed. is a -bit blind to his own
maleness, for we ALL know
that most guys are basically

animals, and if you had to

live in a study lounge, with
no place to go without cards
and no good dope around,

well..you'd probably get a
little rambunctious on the

playing field. And there's no
way to take out your
hostilities in the classroom

(they're too crowded) and
one does NOT make noise in

the library.

One thing, though. You're
very lucky that you have the

money to keep going. If the

REVIEW (no, I'm not a

member of their staff) would
get some financial help, all

this good reading could go on
forever. Think of the pangs of
fear that may have already

penetrated the hand-painted

ties of the meek ! So don't be
uppity, and that goes for the
"select group" putting out
the REVIEW. Get together
but stay separate (I know
that sounds dumb). You
^ould be glad there's, some
decent competition with you,
after all, we all know that the
ELM needed SOMETHING.
Be glad you've got the funds,

and if you were real sports,

make a donation to ^e
REVIEW! Quantity AND
quality will strike a damm
hard blow. At any rate, hats

off (sort of like a cheer at the

army-navy game, huh?) and
keep going.

An interested reader

To Whom it May Concern,

By a poor choice of

wording in your article

entitled "Administration

disregarded us,' " the

implication was made that

Dr. Blatt accuses the present

counselors of meeting

unethical demands set down
by the administration. On the

contrary. Dr. Blatt was not

informed of the present

counseling procedures, and
did, in fact, urge us to attend

a meeting which was to take

place the following day to

find out just what these

procedures were to be.

Our demand, then, for Dr.

Blatt's reinstatement, has

nothing to do with the ethics

of the present Health Center.

We have every confidence in

the qualifications and
integrity of Dr. Iimian and
Knowles. However, Dr. Blatt

is needed to continue doing

the same fine job he has done
in the past. His reinstatement

would also facilitate the

stated goal of the
administration to bring

five-day counseling to

Washington College.

Sincerely,

Committee for the

Reinstatement ol^ Dr. Blatt
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Student teaching at Kent High School this

year is senior Marcia Tressler. Marcia, along
with 24 other seniors, are spending their first

semester teaching in area schools.

Seniors take part

in student teaching
by Tami

Twenty-four Washington
College seniors began student
teaching last week in area

schools. The program will

continue eight weeks. As a

requirement of a major in

education, student teaching

has placed fifteen seniors in

classrooms in Kent and
Queen Anne's Counties.

Presently in charge of
fourteen-seventeen year olds

at Kent County High School
are: Alison Cooksey
(French); Ramona Invidiato,

Marcia Tressler, Sue Wilson
(English); and David Knowles
(History). Chest ertown
Middle School, including 6th,

7 th and 8 th grades, has

welcomes Kathy Weber, Janet

Stidman, and Marcia
Invemizzi, to its staff of
English teachers and Barbara

Eisenberg in the History

department. Both Ann Lickle

and Judy Noon face Galena's

Middle School students

teaching English. Over at

Queen Anne's Consolidated

High School are English

teacher Roger Stenerson and
Math teacher Emmy Spamer.
To round out the list of
students who are teaching but
still live here on campus are

Barry Conner and Gene
Thornton who are teaching

English at Rock Hall Middle
School and Gunston School
respectively.

Pour senior women are

student teaching at schools in

their hometowns. They are:

Jane Irby (Hammond Middle
Id Laurel, Md.); Gretchen
Roth (Northeast H.S. in

Pasadena, Md.); Kathy Stovell

(Easton Middle School); and

Daniels

Danea Talley (Kenwood High
School in Baltimore). Miss
Talley is teaching French
while the other girls are
teaching English.

Five students have been
given the opportunity of
teaching in Philadelphia's

Parkway Program, an

experimental urban "school."

Carol deGennaro and Lou
Ellen Murphy are teaching

history, Elyn Dye and David

Merrit are teaching English,

and Spanish is taught by
Janet Larmey.

This week, the teacher

trainees attended the

Maryland State Teachers'

Convention in Baltimore. The
Convention features a variety

of educational displays and

discussions on relevant issues.

This experience should give

participants a look at the

non-classroom aspect of their

future profession.
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Chestertown Freez leads area
with dry fries and low prices

Last March, an event occurred which
challenged my whole life style. The dorm
phone rang. I answered it, and an unfamiliar
male voice inquired. "You're a Washington
College student? Good, then you can tell me
where I can get a decent prime rib of beef
in Chestertown?"

I was a Washington College student, but 1

couldn't tell him anything other than how to
get to the Freez, which is a superfluous piece
of advice when one considere that
Chestertown is known up and down the East
Coast as "the town with the Tastee Freez."

But there is more to dining out in the
Chestertown area than the Freez. There is

also the Cone Drive-In on the other side of
the Chester River (across from Queen Anne's
Bowling Lanes) and the Dairy Queen in

Rock Hall. In an effort to awaken other
students to these epicurean delights, I

recently became Duncan Mines for a few
houis. Admittedly, my qualifications as an
expert in culinary arts are limited, but then
so are the qualifications of the dining-out
spots I tested.

The Freez is obviously an institution
probably more revered than the College
itself. Even early on a weekday evening, the
flow of customers into the rather barren
building and the flow of cars around the
rather barren building is brisk.

Lately, the management has been
seriously advertising "Our Fish Sandwich
45cents." As fish sandwiches go, this version
is adequate. Condiments, including a rather
green tartar sauce, are added upon request.

Best Fries Around

'

A large coke and an order of french fries

completed the meal. The french fries are
undoubtedly the best in the area, hot and
not especially greasy or salty. Dessert, a

20 cent chocolate dipped cone, was
somewhat disappointing. The chocolate
coating was thinner than normal standards
require, and the amount of ice-cream was
not particulariy generous. However the

consistency was excellent and the cone itself

was fresh and not at all comparable to the

cardboard blandness of some varieties. The
cost for the entire meal was $1.35. Tipping
is not expected or warranted in any of these

spots.

The Freez has a rather limited selection of
sandwiches. Ice cream specialities are quite
naturally its strong point, including such
delights as a coconut pineapple sundae.

One instance of false advertising was
noted. A lai^e poster which serves both to

advertise a Freez-burger and as a focal point

in the decorative scheme pictures a

hambui^er with lettuce. Lettuce is

unavailable at the FVeez.

The plastic-ware was serviceable.

However, salt, pepper and sugar are not
available for customer rip-off. All in all, the

Freez seems to have gained its popularity

through a combination of edible french fries,

tradition and convenience.

The Cone Ehive-ln
The Cone Drive-In is several miles from

the College and only open until H p.m.
Despite these handicaps, the combination of
rustic interior (an 8-stooI counter, phone
and rest room facilities provide customer
convenience) and large repertoire of
sandwiches make a visit worthwhile.

Items range from a 30 cent hot dog to a
Turkey Sub for $L25. In between are such
delicacies as Soft-Crab Sandwiches and egg
salad. Tubs-of-Chicken and Shrimp-in-Basket
are also featured.

We chose the special: roast beef
sandwiches. Two slices of fresh bread, large
slices of tomato, crisp lettuce and
mayonnaise didn't bury the roast
beef-which was roast beef. Despite the fact
that the sandwich was a special, we got the
last bits of roast beef on the premises.

The french fries were hardly of the same
caliber. Although the quantity was large
they were soggy and greasy, obviously
having been made far in advance. A 25 cents
sprite was equal to a 20 cent i size at the
Snackbar.

Improved Ice Cream

A pleasant surprise was the startling
improvement in ice cream. Last spring, the
consistency could best be described as
grainy. Now, the ice cream equals that of the
Tastee Freez and generous portions are
provided. The cones were fresh, although
lacking in flavor. Chocolate-dipped cones are
unavailable. The entire cost of the meal was
$1.45.

The Cone Drive-In boasts the best
collection of plastic utensils in the area. The
knives actually cut. Also, sugar, salt, and
pepper are attractively packaged. Outside
picnic tables are available in season.

The Daoy Queen

While the Cone is perhaps weakest in its

variety of ice cream offerings, the Dairy
Queen in Rock Hall excels in this. But like

the Fretiz, the Dairy Queen has a limited
array of sandwiches. The item we chose was
the Big Joe-a double cheeseburger complete
with onions, lettuce, tomato and
mayonnaise. It was rather greasy, but good.
For the price, however, it was not good
enough. 80 cents is quite a bit for two small

patties of hamburger.

A grape Mr. Misty, a kind of concentrated
Kool-Aid slush, was the beverage. Almost
cloyingly sweet, it could serve as dessert. It

comes in 10 cents and 20 cents versions.

As for the french fries, don't. There is

only bne size, 25 cents, which is equal to

half the 30 cents helpings at both the Freez
and the Cone. Although cooked while we
waited, they were greasy in taste-not
texture.

The redeeming feature is of course the ice

cream. A chocolate dipped cone (thick

covering of chocolate and generous serving

of ice cream in a more than satisfactory

cone) was only 15 cents. Sundaes start at 35
cents, with strawberry being a particularly

good offering. Dinner came to $1.45.

The Dairy Queen features a dining area

that smells like the Subshop, looks like a

hospital corridor, and seats 17. A clock is

about the only decoration (it gives accurate

time). Rock Hall is a twenty-minute ride,

but if you're hungry for really good ice

cream, it's worth your time.

In summary, none of the three so-called

restaurant rates 4 stars or even 3 stars.

They'll have to settle for two-star ratings

and suggested enrollment in the Cordon
Bleu's crash course in French Fries

preparation. Bon appetit! Bonne chance?

Dr. Knowles proposes Kent children center

Dr. Caroline H. Knowles,

professor of psychology and
counselling psychologist, is

one of several Washington
College faculty members
involved in plans for creating

a college-community
kindei^arten.

So far the group of

interested townspeople and
faculty have made only
general plans, attempting to

assess community needs and
correspondingly, the most
practical way to fill these

requirements and at th&same

time provide a plan with a
scope for creativity.

Questions which must be
answered before the
children's center can begin to

operate-bopefuUy sometime
during the current academic
year-include:

'''What age should the

participants be? Will it be a

nursery school or a pre-scbool

program?
*How will the center be

staffed? How many days a

week will it operate?

*Who will prondd the

financing? The College as well

as the community?
The proposed program

would bring the College into
closer contact with the Kent
County community, and
provide the participating

children with a variety of new
experiences and a chance to

increase their self-reliance and
self-awareness.

At the same time, it would
meet some College needs,

providing the Education
program with a nursery
scbool for observation. This

might lead to an opportunity

to earn a aegree in

dementary as well as

secondary education.

Dr. ICnowles stated that

there is defmitely a need for

such a center in Kent County,
as evidenced by the large

number of working mothers
with young children. If the

plans are realized, Washington
College, by hoping to provide

this service, wQl be brought a

step closer to the surrounding

community.
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Schlitz undefeated

in cross country
Freshman Paul Schiitz

continued unbeaten in

intercollegiate cross country
Saturday when he topped 25
other runners in Gallaudet

College ina double dual meet
with Brooklyn CoUege,

Schlitz edged his nearest rival

by five seconds as Washington
College edged Brooklyn,

28-29, but lost to Gallaudet,

21-39. The Shoremen now
have a 3-3 record.

The newcomer from
Hereford High SChool ran the

5-mile course in 27:54.8.

Gallaudet finished second and
third and seventh through

ninth, while Brooklyn was

fourth through sixth before

The crew team works out on the

Chester in preparation for their race

with Salisbury homecoming weekend.

photo by LesTieli

There is also a chance that the

oarsmen may go against the Navy
Plebes.

Booters draw with Mounts
Washington College's

soccer record went to 4-1-1 in

action last week as the Shore

ripped Gallandet 8-2 and

played Mt. St. Mary's to a 2-2

draw.

For the second time in as

many games, a Washington

Player turned a'hat trick as

Mark Sinkinson scored three

goals in the victory over

Gallaudet., Five others scored

one goal as the Sho* offense

peppered Gallaudet's goalie

with 31 shots on goal

com Dared to 12 for

Gallaudet.

The Mounts scored twice

in the second quarter to lead

the Sho' men 2-0 at halftime

in Wednesday's game. The
Shore came t^ck in the third

quarter with a goal by

Sinkinson on an assist from
Bob Bailey. Bill Williams

knotted it with an unassisted

goal at 6:29 of the fouth

quarter. That's the way it

stayed through the two
overtimes.

Sinkinson has now scored

seven goals with seven assists

on the season for the

individual point lead.

Williams is second with nine

goals and 4 assists for 13

points.

Washington has now
scored 28 goals in five games.

They scored only 16 all of

last year and 22 in 1969.

Seven contests remain on the

schedule, Sinkinson leads in

the scoring department with

seven goals and seven assists.

Williams, however, is the top

goal-pacer with nine. He has

four feeds to his credit,

Bailey has netted four goals,

while Wentzel and Sandebeck
are tied with three each.

Bruce Jaeger holds the

all-time Shore goal-point

record with 17 goals and four

assists in 1963.

The Shoremen have four

Middle Atlantic games
remaining. They play a big

one Saturday when they
travel north to meet
Lycoming,

Dickinson will be here for a

Homecoming encounter
October 23 and the Shore
squad will travel to Wagner
on October 26. The final

game of the season could very

well be the most crucial when
Hopkins, presently
undefeated in the MAC
northern section, comes here

on November 6,

HOT TOPS &
COOL BOTTOMS
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COME SEE

OUR NEW FALL
COLLECTION OF
GREAT DRESSES

AND
LIP SMACKING
SPORTSWEAR!

Bennett's Town

and Country Shop

High Street

Chestertown

iii ii i H ^i rn' i
' r

••

The most

Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat

Sailing Feb. 1972 to Attica and the Orient

ThfOuEh a Iransler lormal, mote Ihan 5,000

students from 150 campuses have participaled

tar 3 semester in this unique progtam in inter

national education.

WCA will broaden your tioriions. iileialiy and

tiguratively ... and give you a better chance to

make it—meartingfuily— in this cttanging world.

You'll study at sea witli an eipenenced cos-

mopolitan laculty. and then during port stops

you'll study the world ilsell. You'll discover Ihat

no matter how iDieign and taraway, you have a

lot in common with people ol other lands.

WCA isn't as eipensive as you might thmh;

we've done ou( best to bring il within reach ol

most college students. Write today tor Iree

details.

Washington's Bob Atkinson
sped across in 30:05. The
hosts swept the next two
spots before Rick Horstman
strode by at 30:49. Bob
Maskrey was 15th and Tom
Sargent and Bill Sandkhuler
were three more minutes
back at 34:23. Freshman
Dave I^eRoy was the 23td
finisher.

Washington entertains

Towson here Wednesday,
October 16 and on
Homecoming they will face

Loyola College. They close

out the home schedule on
Wednesday, October 27
opposing Johns Hopkins on
the 5.0 mile Chestertown

course.

^iphoto by Geoff Auderm

Lambda end Joe Cameron goes up for the

pass in recent action against the Crimson

Tide. Greg Pessillo of the Tide is defending.

^9ISi^ Write Today tD-

Chapman College,

Boi CC26. Orange, Calilornia 926E6

Intramural

Football

TEAMS WON LOST TIED
POINTS
SCORED

POINTS
ALLOWED

Crimson Tide 6 1 226 45

Lambda Chi 6 1 119 55

Theta Chi 5 2 180 50

Nads 5 2 88 69

Kappa Alpha 3 4 111 95

Truckere 2 S 65 152

AM Stones 1 6 42 176

FU222 7 7 203



Cockey firing evokes response:

\..this is a general trend
Tuesday night, in response

to 'he fourth dismissal of a

college administrator within

the past few months, nearly

400 students, faculty,

administrators, alumni, and
townspeople filled Hynson
Lounge. The meeting held to

uncover the facts behind

Friday's dismissal of Public

Relations Director Charles

Cockey evolved into a forum
for participants to vent their

grievances against many of

the Merdinger ad-

ministration's recent actions.

Under the direction of Dr.

Dwight Kirkpatrick, the

group voted to directly

request from the Board of

Visitors and Governors an

investigation into the Cockey

dismissal as well as grievances

among the College
community against the

administration.

Those in attendance voted

to establish a committee,

representative of the total

college community, to draft a

letter to the trustees asking

for their undertaking of the

study. The letter, which \yill

be available for students and
faculty to sign, was composed
by SGA Vice-President Peter

Boggs, junior Leslie Alteri,

Dr. Joseph McLain, Dr.

Kirkpatrick, Dean Maureen

Kelly, Director of

Development M. Douglas

Gates, alumni Dr. John

Wagner and Robert Colboum,
and townspeople Mrs. J.

Monroe Hudson, William

Wise, and O. Robert Tyson.

In a telephone interview

Wednesday night. Dr. Philip

Win gate, Chairman of the

Board, acknowledged that the

trustees would consent to the

request and institute an

Homecoming:

It Starts with a boatride ...

Washington's multi -activity

homecoming weekend gets underway

tonight with the annual "Port

Welcome" boat ride down the Chester

River to the Chesapeake Bay.

'Liberation,' a band from

Washington, will be featured during

the cruise, which runs from 8 to 12.

Mixers and ice will be available on

board the boat. Tickets are $5 a

couple.

Saturday's activities begin with

Alumni Registration and the

Homecoming Parade beginning

downtown at 11:00 and winding its

way back to campus. The parade will

feature approximately 10 floats

representing Greek, independent, class,

and dorm groups vying for five cash

prizes.

The Social Committee is also

sponsoring a bike decorating contest

for the town children featuring 3 pairs

of tickets to a Colts-Miami Dolphins

game in Baltimore.

Five marching bands will headline

the parade including the 140-piece

Middletown High School band, Denny
and the Dunnipace Bagpipe Band,

from Washington, D.C., and school

bands from Kent County High, Mace's

Lane High and Elkton High.

The Men's Residence Association is

also sponsoring a banner contest.

According to MRa president Glen

Dryden, the best banner displayed on
campus will receive a cash prize.

liie Homecoming soccer game
against the Red Devils of Dickinson

will get undenvay at 2:00 o'clock at

Kibler Field and the crowning of the

Homecoming queen is also scheduled.

Following the game, the traditional

Seafood Rast will be held from 6 to

7:30 in the dining hall.

The Homecoming Dance featuring

Baltimore's 'Swiss Bank' will be held

from 9-1 at the Worton Roller Rink.

Tickets will be $2.50 per couple.

Tickets for both the boat ride and

the dance will be on sale tonight in the

dinner line and at the dock and the

door of the dance.

SGA chides ^Miscellany' editorship
Washington's Student Government Association last

Monday night unanimously criticized the Board of

Publications for allowing a non-student to co-edit the

literary magazine Miscellany.

In its motion, the Senate "strongly" recommended to

the Board that no non-students should ever serve as an

editor of any student publication.

The Miscellany issue arose when Scott Woolever, who
with Dave Beaudoin was appointed co-editor of the

magazine last semester, failed to re-enroll this fall but still

insisted on editing the publication.

The Publications Board allowed Woolever to continue in

his position despite the fact that the Board itself had just

passed a resolution stating that no non-student should ever

edit a student publication.

Despite the apparent duplicity, the Board reasoned that

since Woolever intends to enroll next semester it would not

violate their principle because Miscellany is considered a

yeariy publication.

But according to Bob Burkholder. who represented the

SGA at the Board meeting, "this whole Miscellany thing

isn't over yet,"

In other business, the Senate voted to back the

re-instatement of Dr. Martin Blatt, the dismissed college

psycholo^st, and agreed to call an all-campus meeting next

Tuesday night.

Tlie Tuesday meeting, subject to the availability of Dr.

Charies Merdinger, is intended by its organizers to provide

students with the opportunity to directly request from the

administration the facts behind the Blatt dismissal.

In coming to the Senate for official approval, the

committee asserted that "we need the support of the

Senate to show (the administration) that we have an issue."

The members have already obtained over 220 signatures on

their petition for re-instatement.

investigation.

Mr. Wingate, who said he

took no part in Charles

Cockey's dismissal and was

not informed of It till three

days later, explained that "if

it was something that had to

be taken care of right away"
the Board's Executive

Committee could
immediately start an

investigation. He added that

such a study could be

undertaken and possibly

readied for consideration

prior to the Board's

November 20 meeting.

At the meeting, the

sequence and reasons for his

firing, which still remains

clouded by contradictory

explanations, were outlined

by Mr. Cockey according to

what he called "the truth."

The dismissed PR director

explained that he went to see

Mr. Louis T. Hughes, Director

of Development and Public

Relations and his immediate

supervisor, last Friday

iConfinued on Page 3i

Obituary

Hiomas KJbier, a dynamic
figure on the Eastern Shore
and at Washington College for

over a half-century, is dead at

85- Coach and director of
athletics, infantry officer in

both Worid Wars, community
I e a der and professional

baseball league president,

scout and player. Tom Kibler

died Monday at Union
Memorial Hospi tal,

Baltimore, Maryland.

F\jneral services will be

held at 2 p.m., Thursday,

October 21 at Emmanuel P.

E. Church. Chestertown.

Interment will l>e private. The

family requests contributions

to Washington College in lieu

of fiowers.
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An answer now !

Four down - how many more to go?

TTiat's the question we are obliged to ask in light

of the recent dismissal of Public Relations Director

Charles Cockey.

How long can we allow such an impersonal

machine to manifest itself as the administration of

Washington College? How long must ouruntenured

faculty and unprotected administration cower in

fear of the wrath of the upper echelon policy

makers? How long must students be subjected to a

college where morale suffers from disillusionment

and alienation? How long must we search

unknowingly for Merdinger's concept of greatness,

constantly stumbling along the way like fools?

Certainly these are all questions to which the

Board of Visitors and Governors must address itself

in its forthcoming investigation. And they must
find an answer. For whether they realize it or not,

we have charged Ihem with the responsibility of

viewing objectively and impartially, the problems

which confront us.

If through blindness or uncaring, the Board's
investigation lacks these vital answers, tfien we
must ourselves resolve to find them independentiy
of the Board and administration, thrpugh whatever
actions we consider necessary.

And through this incident it is again painfully

apparent that the administration is unaware of the
College community's desires. This point too must
be considered by the Board. Certainly no
organization, including Washington College, can
run effectively if its head administrator fails to
relate to Its members.

The Merdinger administration has had time to

find its footing; we gave them that opportunity.

But the time has long past and the administration

is no more aware of our thought, no better

educated about us, than it was the first day it

arrived.

We charge you. Dr. Merdinger, with the

oven/vhelming respcxisibility of assessing your own
strengths and capabilities - after this assessment

will you be able to seriously persue the interests of

Washington College as its head administrator?
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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

I am upset about the firing

of Mr. Charies Cockey,
Director of Public Relations

at Washington College.

However, much more
distressing is my belief,

shared by many
administrators and faculty

that this firing is just one of a

long list of incidents that

point to basic patterns of
behavior of President

Merdinger. I believe that

many people on this campus
now wonder whether the

President may bring abogt a

decline in the quality of our
institution, as they sense the

nature of his manner of

directing the College.

There is a strong belief

among a very large segment
of the faculty and many
administrators that the

President lacks a sense of

feeling, a human concern for

his employees or students.

Many wonder whether the

President is cold and lacks

humanity toward those that

he controls. Another belief,

shared by many
administrators and faculty is

that the President will provide

purposely inaccurate
information or fail to provide

clearly relevant information

to the Board of Visitors and
Governors, students,
administrators, and faculty,

when it suits his personal

reasons to act this way. A
large segment of the campus
also feels that the President

has an authoritarian approach
to leadership that is

incompatible with the goals

of a college of liberal arts and
sciences. He seems to be
threatened by honest
differences of opinion. It is

felt that he bypasses accepted

channels, such as our
committees, and tries to bring

about change by handing
down policy, which he
expects otheis, at most to

amply ratify.

Was this why Charies
Cockey and Martin Biatt were
fired? Because they
articulately questioned the
value of some new policy?

And because the President

has little concern for "his

help" even if the employee
has been loyal. h«rdworking,
and competent?

What are the possible

consequences of these

concerns about the President?

I believe that there are

several. (1) Suspicion seems
to be growing daily. People '

wonder who might have ill

feeling toward them or who
might wish to find favor with
the President and "leak back
word" about what they have
said, if they honestly discuss

the man. And then they

could be fired. (2) The
cooperative spirit of the

College employees is going
down hill. In the past, most
were willing to spend long
hours when a job needed to

be done that would help the

College. This attitude is being

replaced. Now a sense that we
are being exploited by a

President who has little

concern for our welfare is

beginning to develop. (3)

There is an increasing belief

that the administration and
faculty each need a union.

Tlie feeling that the President

is unwilling to deal fairly with

his subordinates is

widespread. Many of the

faculty are absolutely

unnerved about the
President's questioning the

value of tenure. They suspect

his motives. A feeling of need
for protection from the

personnel whims of the

President and his closest

associates is growing. The
admimi ns tra tors and
untenured faculty feel

especially vulnerable. TTiey

feel thaFif they speak out or

question in any way that

challenges the President, that

their jobs may be gone within

the year. (4) Another
consequence is that some of

the most valued
administrator and faculty are

looking for work elsewhere.

Market conditions are such

that most can not find similar

jobs at the moment but
eventually they will leave. I

suspect that the quality of

services and education will

sink as the most competent,

who can more easily leave, do
so. (5) Last, i believe that the

President himself will

eventually be asked to resign.

This is unlikely at present

because on the surface he

offers a picture of doing the

1 Continued on Page 6)

MRA Resolution
Last spring, the residents of Kent House 1st floor north

were given permission by Dean Root of Student Affairs to

store their personal property in their lounge area. The
reason for this was there was no other suitable area in Kent
House for storage. Over the summer this lounge was
converted into dormitory space, resulting in the removal of
the furniture and other personal belongings. When
questioned concerning the whereabouts of the furniture

this fall, the students were given ambiguous answers by the

maintenance department.

Mr. Crooks, the superintendent, stated when asked by
the M.R.A, representative from that section that "nothing

was thrown out," but he didn't know where the furniture

was. When an employee, who helped clean out Kent House
over the summer was asked, he said it was mostly junk and
"we threw a lot of it out." The residents of this section said

that "most of the articles were in good condition," and
wanted to use them this year.

The M.R.A. feels that regardless of the condition of the

articles, the furniture was private property, and should not

have been touched. We feel the following steps should

have been taken:

1) The students should have been notified of action

taken.

2) The furniture should have been placed in an accessible

place for the students to claim.

3) Maintenance should have been aware of the location

of the furniture in order to have given students a definite

answer.

The M.R.A. feels it necessary to censure maintenance for

this poor job and reserve the right to do so again in other

cases of inaction, poor handling of yeariy problems and
slowness in accomplishing the needs of the M.R.A. on the

student's behalf.
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Travels with Charlie

Hi Swabies. How's everything in the crew's quarters? I've

been busy in the wheelhouse lately, making decisions, so I

don't really know what is happening. But while 1 was gone I

nailed.some scuttlebutt. About whom, you ask; Who else

but that denizen, of the deep, our favorite target, "Oh
Captain, My Captain," President Charles Merdinger.
We all know how busy "Cap" is; aH that tennis and

decision making takes up time. In fact, "Cap" is rumored to
be so busy that it takes less time for Dr. Tatum to return a

bluebook than it does to gain admission to the President's

State Room.
Within two days of the sentencing of Tim Barrow and

Mike Sasso, the sentence was known to most of the College
community. Notable exceptions include Skipper Chuck and
Fritz the Cat. We wouldn't expect Dr. Merdinger to know
of the Court decision, would we? This is a fluke, though,
excusable under this year's extenuating circumstances.

Perhaps the same extenuating circumstances took Dr.

Merdinger out of town one day when he had appointments
with several students. Funny thing though, the Skipper was
seen that afternoon, on campus, by one of those same
students.

And maybe there were extenuating circumstances which
prompted Dr. Merdinger to answer, "maybe they do, and
maybe they don't," when asked by a member of the faculty
if the administrative staff knew they had no contracts.

And maybe there were extenuating circumstances which
led to the "abrupt" dismissal of Charles Cockey.

And maybe, just maybe, these same extenuating
circumstances have created, or helped create the
atmosphere of distrust and apprehension which has
"permeated the educational leadership of the college."

_Something is afoot when 46 of 60 faculty members express
"concern" by appearing at Tuesday night's meeting.

Think about it

ttttt
Nominations will be open tonight for Washington College

Homecoming King. Alright guys, start flexing.

Congratulations are to be extended to Mr. Raymond
Crooks who was recently appointed Director of Buildings

and Grounds. Now that he's a head, maybe he'll move Gene
Sutton's (a former student) car from the Somerset lot. It's

only been there two and one half years. The way things are

going, that car may outlive Mr. Crooks.

On the pork farm again, congratulations are also to be
extended to State's Attorney Richard "Sooper Snooper"
Cooper. His legal talents are well known and respected (?)
throughout the county, for such incidents as "The Great
Sunday Beer Scandal." Mr. Cooper is the winner of this

weeks "Dubious Achievement Award," for action above
and beyond the call of normal busting. Keep it up Dick, as
long as you stand on the edge of a cliff, we're all pushing
for you.

General Trend.
morning regarding a program
he was working on, and was
asked by Hughes to submit
his resignation. "This was the
first knowledge I had,"
asserted Cockey, "that

anything like this was going
to come about."

When he asked Hughes for

an explanation, Cockey
continued, the Director

asserted that complaints over
the performance of the Public

Relations Department bad
been repstered by Mr.
Howard Medholt, chairman
of the Board's committee on
Public Relations and
Development.

Mr. Cockey later learned

from students that the

decision, according to Mr.
Hughes, had been reached by
a committee of four,

President Merdinger, Mr.
Medholt, Business Meager
Gene Hessey, and Hughes
himself.

In talking to each one
individually, Cockey learned
that Medholt denied
participation although he was
aware of the problem in the

department, that Merdinger
was only accepting the

recommendation of an
administrative supervisor, and
that Mr. Hessey was not
informed about the action

until Friday.

In a discussion with an Elm

Continued from Page 1

reporter Tuesday afternoon,

Mr. Hughes asserted that

Cockey's dismissal was part

of an economic problem, that

the college simply didn't have
the money to maintain his

position.

But in an informal meeting

at Richmond House Tuesday
night, Dr. Merdinger added
another reason, charging that

the Public Relations Director

had been warned a number of
times within the past nine

months of problems within

the department.

Among those in attendance
at the Hynson Lounge
meeting, a question was
raised about the treatment

Cockey received. Dean
Maureen Keiley charged that

"there is a humane way, an
honorable way to deal with
people." Other non-tenured
faculty and administration

members intimated the fear

that they too could be
subject to the same kind of
treatment. "If you rock the

boat, " Miss Penny Fall

commented, "you may be
thrown out."

And despite President

Merdinger's insistance that

the firing are unrelated, Dr.

Kirkpa trick' seemed to

express the general feeling of
the group, commenting
"There is a feeling that this is

a general trend."

Page Three

The Sophie Kerr Prize :

Where will it all end?

Upon her death in 1967, Mrs. Sophie Ken-
Underwood bequeathed to Washington
College a large sum of money, the interest

from which was to be divided annually by
the College into two equal parts. The first is

to be used by the English department in

whatever manner they choose, and the
second is to be awarded in its entirety "to
that senior who shows the greatest promise
in the field of literature."

Amount increasing

Such are the conditions of the will.

Although the interest varies in accordance
with the general health of the nation's
economy, the amount tends to increase from
one ye?r to the next. It has already grown
from the $9,000 originally awarded to

Christine Clark in 1968 to the $12,000
awarded to Jim Dissette last June. By the

time the class of 1975 graduates, the prize

may conceivably reach $15,000 or more.

One recipient

Despite the possibility of the prize

attaining astronomical proportions in the

future, Mrs. Underwood's will remains
immutable. At no time, under no
circumstances may the award be divided

among two or more recipients, and it must
be awarded every year. Mrs. Underwood
specifically intended that the money be used

by the most promising senior writer,

whether he be poet or essayist, to enable

him to concentrate on his literary endeavors

without being unduly harassed by the

everyday wage-earning demands made upon
most aspiring young writers. Ihe recipient is,

hcwever, absolutely free to do whatever he
wishes with his money, when he wants to.

Unknown nationally

In its present form the Sophie Kerr Prize
is the largest graduate or undergraduate prize
in the United States, and to the best of the
administration's knowledge, it is second only
to the Nobel Prize in Literature on the
international scale. However, almost no one
outside of the general Baltimore area has
heard about it. Only once has it received
belated publicity: in the Baltimore SUN
when Bill Thompson received the 1970
award.

The prize's drawing power in terms of
both students and faculty members is

obvious; the general quality of the student
body and the faculty members in all

departments stands to undergo tremendous
improvement were the prize brought to
national attention seriously enough to
attract the more gifted and sincere students
of literature throughout the country. The
subsequent initial benefit to the English
Department would at least establish
Washington College on the national
academic map and thereby serve the
improvement and expansion of other
departments as well.

Publicity needed

The administration to date has, however,
failed to exploit any of the prize's potential
Dr. Merdinger stands amazed at the members
of the Public Relations Office, saying he
does not know why "a better job has not
been done." Mr. Cockey maintained that the

publicity office has not been entirely

responsible, that they would seize the

opportunity to work on bringing the prize

into national focus, but that along with the

change in Administration heads "other
things" have had priority, that "the prize is

just one aspect of the college," and even
though they have had five years to work on
it "a great deal of time has been spent on
deliberation."

"As priorities are established and we find

ways to fund them, we can drop some of the

routine work and concentrate;" such was the

deadend situation according to Mr. Cockey.

Pamphlet possible

However, the above-mentioned
"deliberation," being carried on by the

Sophie Ken Committee (all the members of
the English Department and Dr. Merdinger)
may soon decide to approve the publication

of a pamphlet assembled by Robert Day and
Mr. Cockey describing the prize and the new
creative writing program. The pamphlet is

intended for distribution among applicants

to Washington College, English departments

of high schools, and use as an enticement to

magazines and newspapers. Such is the

present situation of Sophie Kerr's legacy.

MENS AND WOMENS SHOES
BASS KEDS DINGOS
CONVERSE TOP - SIDER

BOSTONIANS

SHOE REPAIR

PAUL'S SHOE STORE

CHESTERTOWN

PHONE 778-2860

Flowers For

\AU Octasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chuteitown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

49th

ANNIVERSARY
SALE

Storewide Reductions

Oct. 21st to Oct. 30th

Do Your X-Mas Shopping

Early

Bonnetfs Town and
Country Shop

High Street

Chestertown

THE TOWER SHOP

Size 5 - 13

Tops with Juniors

Top of the Store

THE VILLAGE TOGGER Y

Downtown Chestertown
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Lorraine Hansberry:

young, gifted, black
by C. A. Hutton

"The Sign in Sidney
Brustein's Window" will be
presented Thursday. Friday,

and Saturday evenings,

October 28, 29, 30, at 8:30
in Tawes Theatre.

The author of the Drama
Department's latest
production is Lorraine

Hansberry. Miss Hansberry
was not merely a playwright,

she was also a poet, author,

lecturer, and a black woman
who cared about life and
believed in pride.

Pride is a main concern in

"Sidney Brustein's Window"
as it is in her better-known

work, "A Raisin in the Sun".

TTie only way to speak of

Miss Hansberry is to let her

speak for herself. In "A Raisin

in the Sun.LL she speaks

through Walter: "Well, what I

mean is that we come from

people who had a lot of

pride. I mean we are very

proud people. And that's my
sister over there and she's

going to be a doctor and we

are very proud."

In this same play, Mama
says for her: "When you

start measuring somebody-

measure him right child,

measure him right. Make sure

you done taken in account
what hills and valleys he
come through before he got

to whereever he is."

Lorraine on Lorraine

found: "Eventually it comes

to you: the thing that makes

you exceptional, if you are at

all, is inevitably that which

must also make you lonely...!

wish to live because life has

within it that which is good,

that which is beautiful, and

that which is love. Therefore

since I have known all of

these things, I have found

them to be reason enought

and-I wish to live."

Speaking before the United

Negro College Fund Contest

for Young Authors, she said,

"That is why I say to you
that, though it be thrilling

and a marvelous thing to be

merely young and gifted in

such times, it is doubly so,

doubly dynamic--to be

young, gifted, and black."

Lorraine Hansberry died in

January of 1965; she was

young, black, and ^fted.

Letters...

(Continued from Page 2)

I believe that many
administrators and faculty are

not certain if the President is

basically authoritarian, lacks

concern for people and is

purposely inaccurate. But

these issues have arisen, with

piecemeal evidence and
rumor being bandied about so

often that nearly all have
heard the stirrings. Of those

who have grave concerns,

many say that the President

can not change while others

believe that he can. I

personally doubt that

anything more than greater

cautiousness on the
President's part will occur. A
basic question remains. Is the

Board of Visitors and
Govemots of Washington

College so overly grateful for

a near balanced budget that

they will not concern
themselves with a possible

doubt about the honesty, the

humanity, and cooperative-

ness of their chief executive?

Are they willing to overlook

the marked discontent, the

suspiciousness, the feeling of

being exploited that is

growing because now they

have an arch-conservative as

President, one with "good

credentials?"

1 am certain that I have

fjiiriy accurately reflected the

feelings of some and I think

most employees. But it would
be demeaning and
inappropriate for employees
to track down the fact or

fancy that these feelings are

based upon. IF IT IS JUST
FANCY, AND I DON'T
BELIEVE IT IS, THEN AT
THE VERY LEAST A
GARGANTUAN PROBLEM
IN COMMUNICATIONS
EXISTS BETWEEN THE
PRESIDENT AND A LARGE
PORTION OF THE
ACADEMIC COMMUNITY.
And I beg to differ with

you Sir, if you attribute this

effort to a disgruntled

employee, angry with
dynamic change. I have some
objectivity. Are you willing

to take a good look?
Name withheld upon request,

for fear of losing job.

P.S. If the Board hears of this

and merely expresses
"Confidence in this fine

man," without an
investigation then some will

ask, "Lord, when you tell

them and they close their

ears, where does
responsibility lie?"

The "In" Out of Town Spot-
For Your Special Party

And Evening.

P O. BOX 365

Expressing our best wishes and gratitude

for the patronage of Washington College.

pholo by At Lambert

Justin White and Tom Snode will be presented next Thursday,

rehearse a scene from "The Sign in Friday, and Saturday nights.

Sidney Brustein 's Window. " The play

Technicality forces a draw

in Reid Hall beer festivities
by Mary Ruth Yoe

A difference of opinion

over the technical definition

of regurgitation prompted a

tie for first place in the Reid

Hall Chugging Contest held

last Saturday night.

Sharing the honors were

Jim Dillon and Peter

deSelding. Dillion consumed
fifteen beeis in the hour-long

event, while deSelding.

keeping a somewhat slower

pace, managed to down
eleven. However, in what
Dillon later described as "the

last cataclysmic fifteen

minutes" of the contest, Jim

called over to deSelding, his

closest competitor, "How
many, Peter?"

EteSelding, on Beer No.

Ten at that point, attempted

a form of psychological

warfare known as lying and
replied, "Hfteen." Jim,

hardly in a position to be

psychologically intimidated

(He was on Beer No.
lliirteen) forced down two

The most

Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat

Sailing Feb. 1972 lo Africa and the Orient

Through a tianster lotmat, tnofe than 5.000

students Itom 450 campuses have participated

for 3 semester in this unirjue progiam in inter-

national education.

WCA will broaden your hoiiions, literally and

liguralively .and give you a belter chance lo

maXe it— meaninglully—m this changing world.

Voull slody at sea wilh an eipericnced cos-

mopolilan taculty. and then during port stops

you'll study the world itself. You'll discover thai

no matter how foreign and faraway, you have a

lot in common with people ol othei lands

WCA isn't as eipensive as you might l|)in)>:

we've done our best lo bring it within teach o(

most college students. Write today tor free

details.

i Write Today to:

. Chipmari College.

Box CC2G, Orange, California 92EE6

quickies in an unneeded
attempt to even the score.

A portion of this last ditch

effort to win fame and a

year's subscription to

PLAYBOY rebelled at such
hasty quaffing, causing the

dilemma which resulted in

Mike Lang's dual decision.

Second prize honors were
also divided; in this case,

among Wit Berry, Dickie

Karpe, John Robbins and Ed
Green. Tlie only girl to enter

the contest, Wendy Kramer,

chugged a lady-like five beers.

"Ilie ELM was unable to

conduct an on-the-spot

interview with numerical

winner Dillon who later

informed us that "from ten

to twelve I couldn't walk,

talk, or see."

In time, however, he was
available for and able to

comment on several aspects

of Saturday night's
extravaganza, including what
he termed the "gladiator type
atmosphere" of the event.

He described beer-taking as

a "cult" and admitted that he

had been a dark hoise

candidate, explaining that his

phenomenal five beers-in-five

minutes opening was a result

of coaching by "townie

Malcolm Keenan." In a less

than relevant footnote, Jim

added that Keenan is

employed by Wye Tree

Experts, Inc.

Asked why he entered the

contest, Dillon replied, " Pbr

Uie hell of it." He found the

last five minutes of the

competition extremely
intense. Caught up in the

instinctive will for victory'

and the muddled confusion

produced by beer, he

remembered thinking only,

"Jesus Christ, I might win."

With time, these wild

ecstasies matured into a sober

pleasure of accomplishment.

Asked if he would enter such

a contest again, Jim replied

shortly, "No way."

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Shows 7 & 9

"CARNAL KNOWLEDGE"

CHESTER THEATRE

Thurs. - Fr(. - Sat. Oct. 21-22-23

"SCANDALOUS JOHN"

TASTEE FREEZ
Milkshakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sal. 10 a.i

Sunday 11:30 a.ni.

12 p.m.

12 p.m.
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Grand old man
by Bill Dunphy

When J. Thomas Kibler died last Monday
evening, he left behind a long and rather enviable

record in organized athletics as a player, coach and
administrator. His career, as chronicled elsewhere

on this page, included a minor league baseball

career, coaching posts at Ohio State and
Washington College, and the presidency of both

the old Eastern Shore League of Professional

Baseball Clubs (Class D) and the Mason-Dixon
Conference (formerly the Maryland Intercollegiate

Basketball League). In a less cynical time,

monuments would be built In honor of such an

individual.

But times are different now. Perhaps that's why
many Individuals may wonder about all the fuss

surrounding Kibler's death. What was so unique

about the man that classes should be cancelled on
Thursday afternoon?

Coach Kibler reminded some people of the days

when Washington College was actually a

powerhouse in Intercollegiate athletics. His

basketball and baseball teams of the Twenties and
Thirties were some of the best in all of

intercollegiate sports. In a time when athletics have

reached a tow-water mark on campus, Kibler

reminded us that it hadn't always been that way.

I have another, more personal explanation for

the significance of Coach Kibler's death. Two
springs ago. In the locker room after a baseball

game at Wagner, I was standing within six feet of

Coach when he suffered a major heart attack.

Before that time, Kibler travelled with the baseball

squad to very away game. You might figure that

after suffering a massive coronary, age age 84, he

would take It easy and continue to come only to

the home games. But Kibler wasn't one to sit in the

parlor all day long. Last spring he was back on the

bus again, travelling to Swarthmore for the second

game of the season. He was that devoted to

Washington College athletics.

So when Tom Kibler died this week, the College

lost more than a long-time coach and
administrator. It also lost its number one sports

booster. And it will be a long time before anyone
will be found to replace him.

That's the reason for all the fuss.
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Harriers 2-5 on season;

Look forward to Loyola
At the halfway point in the

season the cross country team
finds itself posting a 2-5

record. However there are

high hopes for the remainder
of the season amongst the

coach, the members of the

team, and the few fans who
have supported them this

season.

This Saturday the team is

looking forward to a victory

over the Greyhounds of
Loyola. Hopes are high since

in Wednesday's Towson meet
each Washington harrier

improved his time
^Jbstantally.

Paul Schlitz and Rick

HOrstman, the consistent

one-two punch for the

Shoremen this season, came
on third and seventh in the

meet with times of 27:18 and
29:14 respectively.

The three "Sobs*" fron.

Washington, Maskrey,
Atkinson, and Greenberg,
came in together in eighth,

ninth, and tenth places.

However the greatest

improvement of the day was
made by Junior Bill

Sandkuler who improved his

lime by over four minutes
with a clocking of 32:26.

Hotstman's prediction of

beating Schlitz may come
true this Saturday. This

prediction was made last

summer while Rick was under

the rigorous discipline of the

Marines. Coach Chattelier,

however, looks upon the

prediction by saying:

"UH-UH, baby, NO way.

Hoistman doesn't have a

snowball's chance in hell of

beating Schlitz."

Biography

:

Kibler: a legend in his time

J. Thomas "Coach" Kibler

was born July 17, 1886 in

Queen Anne's County, near
Chestertown, the son of
Charles W. and Julia TXicker

Kibler.

He attended public schools

in Chestertown and in 1905
entered Temple University,

where he excelled in baseball,

basketball and gymnastics
and received an A. B. in

physical education.

Tbm Kibler in 1908 began
a collegiate coaching career

that would span the next 63
years. TTiat year he coached
at Lehigh University. He was
also a professional athlete,

first in the old rough-and-
ready Eastern Basketball

League and from 1909 to

1916 in professional baseball

(in the Ohio State, Texas,

New York State, Pacific

Caost and International

Leagues) as the property of
the Chicago White Sox and
Cincinnati Reds. An ankle

injury cut short his diamond
career in 1916. In 1909 he
moved to Ohio State

University and coached
baseball in the Big Ten
against Branch Rickey, who
was at Ohio University.

In 1913 Washington
College approached Kibler to

accept the position of
director of athletics. He
accepted and began an

illustrious coaching career at

the nation's 10th oldest

college that was interrupted

only by service in both WoHd
Wais. He stopped coaching

football in 1931 and upon
doctor's orders relinquished

the basketball mentorship in

1939, but he continue to

coach baseball until 1959 and
served in an advisory capacity

through last spring. He sent

Bill Nicholson, National

League home run king in

1943 and 1944, and Jake

Flowers, big league player

and coach, to the major
leagues. ' There v;ere others

including Baltimore Orioles'

Dave Leonhard, who played

two years for Kibler.

His basketball teams won
ten Maryland Intercollegiate

crowns, but his 1922-23

team, the "Flying Pentagon,"

won for him and Washington

College - lasting sports fame.

From 1921-1931 they beat

the best in the East - Navy.

Temple, St. Joseph's College,

Maryland, George
Washington, Dusquesne,
Washington & Lee, V. M. L,

V. P. I.. Mt. St. Mary's,

Drexel, Georgetown and
Princeton. In 1924-25 the

"Pentagon" was 20-0 and in

1928-29 they finished with a

17-1 record.

In baseball his nines were
respected throughout the

intercollegiate sport and from
1937-40 his teams won 48
contests, lost only five.

Even after his professional

career ended Kibler stayed
close to organized baseball.

He was president of the Class

D Eastern Shore League in

1937 and 1946-47 and
scouted the Delmarva
Peninsula for the Boston
Braves and Philadelphia

Phillies.

In Maryland's collegiate

sports. Coach Kibler was one
of the pioneers in the old

Maryland Inter- collegiate

Basketball League from
which grew the Mason-Dlxon
Conference, of which he was
the prime motivator. He was
the first president of both
groups.

In 1960 he was named to

the Maryland Athletic Hall of
Fame.

Bald -eagle of Chestertown

Stickmen Report For Fall Practice

Under the leadership of

head coach Don Kelly,

Washington College initiated

its first fall lacrosse program.

Both experienced and

inexperienced stickmen were

invited to come out and

participate on T\iesday and

Thureday afternoons. A great

amount of interest and desire

was in evidence as

approximately 35 players

signed up.

Coach Kelly picked four

captains, Pat Gray, Tom
George, Pete Boggs, and Bob

Sbriver to select about eight

, flj^y.^ ^'ich (rgiji,the 35 man

roster. The idea was to have

the four teams playing

seven-man games against each

other. A smaller field was

used with each team

consisting of two men from

each position, defense,

attack, and middeld, one

goalie, and one or two
substitutes. The games have

proven to be very enjoyable

and beneficial to everyone

since they have given

everybody a chance to learn a

little bit about each other's

play. Presently the squad has

moved away from the games

to
,,
jialf fiel^g ^jScrimn;iages,

giving everyone an
opportunity to play with the

members of the other teams.

TTie players who have

come out are defensemen

Ray Thicksess, Rick Norris,

Mike Mann, Jon Spear, Mitch

Mowell, and freshmen Bert

Cook and Joe Connor. The
Middies are Pete Boggs, Bob
Shriver, Pat Gray, Tom
Murphy, Jody Haddow, Jim

Bateman, Jack Copeland,

Ricky Rushforth, freshmen

Mike Cordrey, Greg Penkoff,

and Doug Pfiefer. The
attackmen consist of Tom
Georee, Greg Lane, Bob

Friedland, Jan Rosenthal,

Drew Larkin, and freshman

Tyler Campbell. Junior Fred

Bickel heads the goalies, with

freshmen Bryon Matthews

and Billy Denison rounding

out the squad.

The outcome of this

program will enable Coach

Kelly to fonnulate some ba.sic

ideas for the upcoming
season. The overall

participation and support for

fall lacrosse has created an

optimistic outlook for the

spring.
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All-Elm
Teams

Offense

Center Larry Kopec Crimson Tide

Wide Receivers Bob Shriver Theta Chi

Rob Warner Crimson Tide

Blocking Backs Pete Boggs Theta Chi

Pat Gray Theta Chi

Quarterback Dary Carrington Crimson Tide

Defense

Rushing Linemen Jan Rosenthal Crimson Tide

Tim Barrow Theta Chi

Middle Linebacker Jody Haddow Crimson Tide

Defensive Halfbacks Bob Shriver Theta Chi

Novy Viamonte Lambda Chi

Safety Pete Murphy

SECOND TEAM

Offense

Nads

C Rich Burke Nads

WR Mike Slagle Theta

WR Steve Raynor Tide

BB Rich Norris Lambda
BB Mike Mann Tide

Greg Lane

Defense

Lambda

RL Mike Slagle Theta

RL Chuck Johnson Lambda
MLB Pete Boggs Theta

DHB Bill Sandkuhler Theta

DHB Greg Pessillo Tide

S Ricky Takai Truckers

Most Valuable Player - Dary Carrington

Bill Williams winds up for a shot

under pressure in Wednesday's 1-0

victory over Towson. Williams is the

leading scorer this fall

Shore hooters edge Towson
after 3-2 loss to Lycoming
Bouncing back from a

disappointing 3-2 toss at the

hands of MAC northern

division powerhouse
Lycoming, the Shore eleven

nipped Towson, 1-0, in a

Mason-Dixon contest on
Wednesday.

Hie MAC defeat on
Saturday dropped the

Shoremen to second place in

the southern division behind
unbeaten iSwarthmore, who
beat previously undefeated
Johns Hopldns.

Playing a disorganized

Tide swamps Lambda
for intramural crown
Led by the pass receiving

of Larry Kopec, the Crimson
Tide rolled to their second
consecutive intramural
football championship by
defeating Lambda Chi Alpha,

21-0.

Midway through the first

quarter All-Elm quarterback

Dary Carrington connected

with Kopec for a 30-yard

scoring strike. This was the

only scoring in the first half

as both defenses played

exceptionally well.

In the second quarter

Carrington hit speedster Rob
Warner with a fifty yard pass

to give the "fide a

commanding 14-0 lead. Later,

Kopec capped the scoring

with the reception of another

bomb from Carrington.

The Lambdas could not

develop any offense in this

meeting of the two clubs,

even though they scored two

touchdowns in the regular

season meeting against the

Tide when they won 14-7.

In the AJI-Elm balloting,

the players from the Crimson

Tide and Theta Chi

dominated the player-elected

team. The Tide and the

Thetas placed five men each

on the first team, with the

Nads and Lambdas each

contributing one.

ttttt
Despite the loss to the

Crimson Tide, the Lambdas
took possession of the

fraternity cup as the best frat

touch football squad.

game against Towson,
Washington managed only

one goal against

unimpressive Tiger eleven.

Towson came into the

contest sporting a 1-02

Mason-Dixon record.

The lone tally in the game
came seconds after the

halftime as Mark Sinkinson

connected on a rebound shot

off of the Towson goalie. Bill

Williams was credited with

the assist on the play.

entertain Dickinson

The Shoremen, now 5-2-1

on the season, entertain

Dickinson in an MAC contest

thisSaturdav^'^'""*'*^'?'
The Keu L^/ils are currently

2-5-1 on the season overall

and 1-4-1 in MAC action,

Wednesday Dickinson lost to

Muhlenberg 3-0 while their

other losses this season came

at the hands of Lycoming

(2-4), Hopkins (0-1).

Elizabethtown (1-3).

shellacked Devils

Tlie last time Washington

played Dickinson
Homecoming Day was two

years ago When the Sho'meD

shellacked the Red Devils 4

'

en route to a 9-1-1 season ani)

the championships in botb

the Middle Atlantic and

Mason-Dixon Conferences.

M\/P Dary Carrington lofts pass

over on rushinp Lambda in 210 Tide

championship win. this is the second

year in a row for the Tide in the

championship role.

Hallmark Cards

Easton Papers

Office Supplies

Sutton's Tuwne Staiionen

203 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MO

21620



Council

opposes p^
growth
Charging that "any expansion

beyond the current enrollment
would seriously handicap the
education process at
Washington...," the Academic
Council voted Tuesday night to

oppose any further growth in the

student body without decision

making participation of students,

faculty, and administration.

The Council's unanimous vote,

including that of Dean Robert
Seager, came on a motion
introduced by Mr. Thomas
McHugh.

The resolution, in part^ stated that

"expansion would raise as many
problems as it would solve. Most
significant, perhaps, is the

predictable decline in the quality of

entering freshmen. Expansion to a

larger student body size must be

accompanied by increases in the

physical plant and substantial

financial support from increased

endowment and other sources and

should proceed, if at all, in an

ordered and planned fashion..."

Another vote on the resolution,

which is now considered a

recommendation will be taken at

the Faculty meeting, next Monday
night.

Dean Seager, who serves as a

history teacher in addition to his

administrative post, explained that

he "responded to this issue more as

a faculty member than as an

administrator. I was speaking for

Robert Seager, professor of

Resolution sent off to board
Campus organizers, who banded

together last week in response to

the dismissal of Public Relations
Director Charles Cockey. last

Monday sent a letter with nearly

600 signatures to the Board of

Visitors and Governors requesting
from them an on-campus
investigation of what they describe

as an "atmosphere of fear and
uncertainty."

The resolution, which was
available for consideration by
students Thursday and Friday, was
signed by 44 faculty members,
including thirteen department

chairmen, seven administrators, and
520 students. In addition six other
faculty members refused to accept
all the points of the resolution but
did request an investigation by the
Board.

The committee's resolution

questioned both the dismissal of
Mr. Cockey, the manner in which it

was conducted, and also certain

administrative attitudes exhibited
by its recent actions.

Charging that the efforts "of
faculty, staff, and students.. .to

communicate to the administration

their concern for the subversion of

the traditions of Washington
College have been rewarded only by
a worsening of the situation," the
committee asserted that their only
recourse was an appeal to the
Board.

In its conclusion, the, motion
requested the Faculty and
Curriculum Committee of the
Board "to conduct an on-campus
investigation of the current
situation in sufficient time to
report their findings.. .by the next
regular meeting of the Board."

Play

Production

With plans underway for

its revival in New York, THE
SIGN IN SIDNEY
BRUSTEIN'S WINDOW is

being presented here by the

Washington College
Department of Drama
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evenings at 8:30

p.m. The play, which is the

Drama Department's ONLY
niajor production of the first

semester, is directed by
Timothy B. Maloney and
designed by William C. Segal.

Who's Who inducts

eleven WC seniors
Eleven Washington College seniors were nominated for

the "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges" publication by the student affairs office last

spring.

"Who's Who" is a biographical dictionary of outstanding
men and women in American colleges and universities. To
qualify for inclusion in the publication, a student must
meet the following requirements set by the publication: 1)
tie a responsible member of the senior class who is

respected by the college community; 2) be r.n active
participant in one or more college organizations; and 3)
maintain an index of at least 2.0.

Nominees are: Geoff Anderson, Brooks Bergner. Steve
Golding. Roger Stenersen, Dale Trusheim, Phyllis
Blumberg, Pam Davis, Karen Dembinsky. Ellen Rohrbacher,
Debbie Veystrk, and Kathy Owens.

Earlier this fail each nominee received a letter of
confirmation from the publication stating that they were to

be included in the coming year's publication.

Uncertainties on new dormitory remain
Although an official okay to hu:e an

architect has been granted by the

Board of Visitors and Governors,

planning for the construction of a new
college dorm, according to

administrative officials, is still very

much up in the air.

Dean of Women Maureen Kelley

explained that completion of the plan

depends on a number of factors. "The
biggest one is a question of

enrollment," she said. College officials

have not yet determined if the

enrollment will jump to 850 next year.

Other facets, according to the

Dean, include the availability of

financing, the off-campus housing

situation, and the continued use of the

campus' three mini-dorm houses. "We
may have to close those buildings,"

she explained, because of pressure

from fu:e insurance companies.

An architect however, has

tenatively been hired and has already

met with the Student Affaus

Committee to discuss some of the

group's considerations "We got some

ideas about what kindsof things we're

talking about," added Miss Kelley.

"though we're still looking for input

from students."

College officials are still questioning

what date they will set for completion

and which method of construction

might be employed.

According to Dr. William Sawyer,

Assistant to the President, a new
facility could be opened by next

September using "speed-up methods"

while a conventionally built structure

could be ready by May of 1972. He
explained that the architects will

develop cost predictions for both

methods which will then be presented

to the Board.

Dr. Sawyer added that he expects

that the trustees would puruse "the

cheapest way we can do it at all"
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New grad program flourishes

"A quiet community of approximately

3,700 people, rich in the history of colonial

America, Chestertown and its spacious

college campus present an atmosphere for

study that is almost unique in today's busy,

crowded world."

The Washington College Graduate
Program brochure quickly reinforced this

pastoral lure with somewhat more prosaic

bait: "Classrooms for the graduate program
summer session also are air-conditioned."

Whether drawn by an invitation to cool

their psyches on their bodies, 87 people

responded to the college's first offering of

graduate courses. Thirty-three men and
fifty-four women from Maryland, Delaware,

Maine, and Nevada (Nevada can be easil/

explained: Registrar Foster's daughter-in-law

represented that state) participated in a

summer schedule which included courses

such as "Cognitive and Perceptual

Development in Children," "Creative

Writing," "Contemporary World Affairs,"

and "Numerical Analysis."

Draws teachers

As these titles reveal the College has been

granted permission by the Maryland State

Department of Education to award a Master

of Arts degree in three fields: English,

History-Social Studies, and Psychology.

Although a mathematics course was offered

over the summer, and more are being

planned, final approval has not yet been

given this field as a major.

Planned primarily to attract school
teachers who are interested in earning either a

M.A. degree or an Advanced Professional

Certificate (a necessity for pay-scale

advancement), the program attracted an

enrollment largely from the Eastern Shore

and Kent County especially. In fact,

although a dorm was open during the

session, only five students took advantage of
this.

This same trend continued in the fall

schedule. Ninety-eight people, mainly
teachers, are actively enrolled in a program
which offers five courses, each of which
meets either Tuesday, Wednesday, or

Thursday night from 7:30-9:00, a

convenient time for teachers.

Specialized courses

"Adolescent Psychology" is taught by Dr.

Rowe, who is associated with the Cambridge
State Hospital. Dr. Caroline Knowlesand Dr.

Martin Blatt each teach a section in another
psychology course, "Introduction to

Counseling and Guidance."

Classes in "Diagnostic and Remedial
Techniques in Reading" and "Problems of
the National Democracy" round out the

formal aspect of the program. In addition, a

limited number of psychology students are

working on an individual basis with members
of that department in a course on research

techniques and thesis writing.

Not open to undergraduate students, each
course costs $40 a credit or £120. Mr. Foster
notes that "the program is more than paying

for itself." Part of the proceeds from the

summer program ($2000) were put into the

library funds, and more money from the

current schedule has been designated for

graduate level research materials.

Mr. McHugh, in charge of the

undergradute education course, is director of
this program, which cannot officially confer
degrees until May of 1973. However, if

things continue academically as well as they
have begun financially, this probationary
period will be a mere formality.

New and interesting courses

to be offered next semester
Second semester a variety

of innovative and, in some
cases, contempory courses

will be offered by several

departments. Heading this list

will be a new course taught

by Dr. An entitled "China:

Old and New". Professor An,

who currently has two books

and an article in print on
Chinese related topic, will

present a survey course

dealing with a historical look

at China's political, social,

and economic institutions.

Special emphasis will be

placed on the present

political system of the Asian

state.

In the same time slot the

College community will be

treated to another highly

qualified instructor as Dr.

Samuel Vamedoe, winner of

Uie Lindback teaching award

at the University of

Maryland, will travel to

Chestertown each Wednesday
to conduct a course in

Aesthetics. The philosophy
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department is also offering a

seminar devoted entirely to

the philosophy of Alfred

Whitehead. This course is

designed primarily for majors,

but Professor Miller stressed

that it Will be open to'

i nterested upperclassmen

upon approval of the

instructor.

In an attempt to fill a

noticeable void in the

•curriculum offering, Pre-law

advisor Minor Crager will

offer ''American
Constitutional Law." Using a

"highly edited" case book
and selected reading, Mr.

Crager has planned the course

to provide a survey of this

branch of law, and so to

enable a prospective legal

student to gain practical

experience in handling this

type of material.

Complementing this

innovative policy, Martin

Kabat is offering a course

entirely devoted to the study

of tragic literature. The
course will follow the history

of tragedy from the Greeks

through modem prose. The
major student work will

consist of the actual

construction of a tragic work
following a particular style.

Dr.Salloch of the German
department will present

another contemporary course

dealing with Modem German
authors, such as Kafka, Hesse,

and Mann. This translation

curse is a result of a survey of

student preferences
conducted by Dr. Salloch,

and keeping with this idea she

will make a final

determination of the reading

list only after consulting the

class.

Counseling

Procedures
in an effort to clear up any misunderstandings

about the current operation of the counseling

center, a meeting was held on October 7 Dr."

Inman, College Counselors, were operating. Present

at the meeting were Dr. Knowles, Dr. Inman, Dr.

Damm, Dr. Grumpelt, Dean Seager, Angelo Crotty,

Liz Orem, Peter Reed, Sue Hegeman, Miss Kelley

and Mr. McArdle. Discussion centered around three

major issues; 1) Notification of parents, 2)

Assessability of counseling records, 3) Number of

times a student will be allowed to visit the

counseling center.

The following procedures were made clear:

1) Notification of parents - Unless there is a

genuine threat of suicide or a need for immediate
hospitalization, parents will not be notified that

students are visiting the counselor and the client

decide that consultation with the client's parents

would be helpful. Under these conditions, parents

will be notified only with the permission of the

student. (In addition, both counselors made it clear

that they would not notify members of the

administration or faculty about students consulting

them.)

2) Assessability of counseling files - Counseling

records maintained by the counselors for their

professional use will not be assessable to anyone
else. In case of emergency (suicide,

hospitalization), if neither of the college counselors

are available, the college physician will decide

whether it is necessary to "break into" the

counselors' file tp consult a student's records by
individual counselors - is a standard practice in

counseling centers.)

3) Number of visits permitted an Individual

student - No specific number of visits has been
established by the counseling center. Students will

be seen as long as deemed necessary. Duration of

consultation will be determined by the Individual

counselor.

Dr. Knowles is available for consultation

Monday and Tuesday. Dr. Inman is available on
Thursdays. Appointments my be made through the

college nurse. Questions concerning the operation

of the college counseling center should be directed

toward the College Health Service or the Student

Affairs Office.

Chem society honors

the college chemists
The American Chemical Society has recently accredited

and recognized the Washington Coljege Department of
Chemistry's embodiment of certain standards of excellence.

For Drs. McL^n, Creegan, and Conkling and the six

'

chenustry majors at Washington College, this accreditation is

indeed a "great honor."
The A.C.S. is a professional association that all American

chemists belong to. As the publisher of literature on
chemistry and the controller of all scientific activities In

this country, the A.C.S. also functions as a "watchdog"
over the competence levels of college Chemistry
departments.

"About twenty years ago the Society decided to attempt
to make studies and set standards as to competence levels."

As Dr. McLain explained, "When a company hires chemists,

it wants them to know chemistry." Important standards

biclude library journals, abstracts and the strength of other

related departments (ex., math, physics). However, the

"major thrust is on PRODUCT," meaning the graduating

chemistry student.

Thus, the accreditation is a "terrific compliment to our
students and faculty cooperatively...Sixty percent of W.C.'s

chemistry graduates go on to advanced degrees." One
unique compliment to the chemistry faculty of Washington
College is that the American Chemical Society broke an
iron-cled rule stating that no department with less than four

faculty members shall be accredited. Apparently, the three

member Washington College Chemistry Department
possesses many outstanding qualities permitting such a

change in the rules.
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"Center Stage"

serves as classroom
For a number of reasons, serving as an apprentice at

Center Stage for a semester instead of choosing the
academic classes offered in my department greatly appealed
to me. The most important reason being that I would be
expanding my dramatic training by working with a

professional resident theatre company. I would learn and be
trained in a fully professional atmosphere.

But then there were some drawbacks as well. I thought
of the WC drama students before me who had taken their

semester at the theatre. Where did they go from there? Pam
Kneller, the last we heard of her, was a cocktail waitress in

San Diego. Doug Schnieder was swallowed up by the

Armed Forces. Alison Howell was somewhere in the North
watching television - that's all, just watching television. And
Charles Hemmings? Well, despite these notables, I decided
to go anyway.

The atmosphere of the theatre was also to have enhanced
my learning. The illusion of how life is in the "real world"
away from- the college was a drawing force as well. In this

"real world" as well as at Washington College, there are

actors with only nine lines and there is type casting, a

chronic WC complaint.

The only way for anyone to move in this business is

through contact with the other persons connected with it.

There is a great deal of truth in "making" contacts; and
starlets are thusly discovered. The ability of the performer
or any member of the company is of importance, but so is

who you know and how well.

With these precepts set before me, I entered with a clear

head and an overwhelming desire to be a hit. Unfortunately

the only hit I've made was the Directors - car the first day
on the job.
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I chaselo become a technical "fellow" with Center Stage
and work on the actual construction of the settings and
props t>ecause this was the aspect of the theatre which I felt

I'd neglected in my educational experience. Building the set

and it's erection in the threatre has proved to be a

frustrating experience. On our attempts for the set of the
season premier production of Daniel Banigan's THE
TRAIL OF THE CATONSVILLE NINE, we discovered the
same problems encountered in educational theatre; a tight

budget and not enough time.

And the set is built in a workshop some eight blocks
from the location of the theatre. Consequently the moving
of large pieces of the setting takes place in the dim morning
hours around three when the traffic is at it's lowest point.

After this experience, I think 111 stay on the other side of
the footlights.

But in fact, ah«ady I've learned a myriad of things,

dealing both with the theatre and the people in general:

' Don't run into the director's car, and even more
importantly, don't run into the director. Don't travel in

Baltimore alone at night unless you're a mugger, pervert or

drunk. Don't cross an equity performer, for they consider

themselves the Saviors of the resident theatre companies.

The season Center Stage has planned is a varied one and
should be the best of the last three years. Plays scheduled

are THE TRIAL OF THE CATONSVILLE NINE (Daniel

Berrigan), THE SEA GULL (Chekov), THE BEAUX
STRATAGEM (Farquar) THE RESTORATION OF
ARNOLD MIDDLETON. (David Story), ANDORRA (Max
Frisch) and a play yet to be chosen but under the direction

of the black performer, Richard Ward. Ward created a

sensation last season at CS with his overwhelming

production of CEREMONIES IN DARK OLD MEN.
Center Stage has very low student rates and gives each

show for three and one half weeks, eight performances a

week. The theatre is located at 11 E. North Avenue and is

about a ninty minute drive from the campus.

H. Jones Baker III

THE TOWER SHOP

Size 5 - 13

Tops with Juniors

Top of the Store

THE VILLAGE TOGGER Y

Downtown Chestertown

The prize winning Pan-Hellenic
float passes the campus in the 1971
Homecoming Day Parade. Diane

« >l II I
Sanchez was crowned Homecoming
Queen later that evening.

Prize-winning Physicist

to speak here Saturday
Hans A. Bethe, Nobel

Prize-Winning physicist who
was director of the
theoretical physics division

of Los Alajnos Atomic
Scientific Laboratory during
the development of the

atomic bomb, will speak on
"Problems of Disarmament in

the" Nuclear Age" at

Washington College on
October 30 at 11 a.m. in the
main lecture hall of the

Dunning Science building.

Dr. Bethe is John Wendell
Anderson professor of
physics at Cornell University.

He joined the physics

department there in 1935 and
was named full professor in

1937.

In addition to receiving the

Nobel Prize for Physics in

1967, Dr. Bethe received the

Enrico Fermi Award of the

Atomic Energy Commission
in 1961 and the Max Planck
Medal in 1955. He also, holds
the Prcsidental Medal of
Merit, the Henry Draper
Medal of the National
Academy of Sciences, and the
Morrison prize of the New
York Academy of Science.

A native of Germany,
Professor Bethe received his

Ph. D. degree at the

University of Munich in

1928. He taught theoretical

physics at the universities of
Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich
and Tuebingen from 1928
until 1933 when he left the

country because of
dissatisfaction with the
growing nazi movement. He
taught in En^and undl
coming to the United States

in 1935.
He headed the Presidential

Study of Disarmament in

1958, and served on the

President's Science Advisory
Committee from 1956 to

1960. He was a member of
the U. S. delegation to

Discussions on Discontinu-
ance of Nuclear Weapons
Tests, Geneva, 1958-59.

Dr. Bethe is a consultant to

the Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory, the General
Atomic Power division of
General Dynamics, Arco
Research Laboratory, and
Atomic Power Development
Association.

A former president of the

American Physics Society, he
has published extensively in

his Geld and has received

several honorary degrees.

Don't Forget The Alamo
The Alamo, Washington's Survival Store,

now stocks survival foods. O^anically grown
and prepared products line its shelves in a

response to what Manager Martin Kabat
terms a definite demand by campus and
community members.

During the first week of operation, the

best selHng items were vitamins, nuts and
snack foods. While these were not made
locally, Bonnie Clearfield's stock of

homemade bread experienced a similar

success. In two hours, the entire lot was
sold. In following weeks, a larger supply of

her bread which lacks "gummy chemicals

and flour extenders or presecvatives" will be
available.

Unbleached flours can be purchased by
those who wish to do their own baking, and

a book of bread recipes is in stock. However,

Mr. Kabat expects the student population

will continue to buy the soups, snacks, and
beverages now offered as an alternative to

greasy brand-name snacks and carbonated

sodas.

With this in mind, the Alamo has a large

selection of organic kosher coofties. Flavors

include ginger, oatmeal, peanut butter, and

(the most healthful, if least appetizing)

wheat-germ.

Peanut butter is another major item. A

variation on that theme,
Peanut-Honey-Sesame, compares favorably
with supermarket offerings of peanut butter
and marshmallow creme, jelly, or banana.
Four kinds of honey are available, ranging
from Alfalfa to Wildflower.

The Alamo's stock of
undoctored-with-preservatives candy
includes Sesame Honibits (the only thing

un-natural is the spelling) and peanut-butter
cups. Roasted pumpkin seeds, lentils, and
soybeans are also sold.

Non-food items are also on the shelves. In

addition to vitamins C and E, cocoa butter

soap and herbal shampoo are offered. Adelle

Davis' "Let's Eat Right to Keep Fit" is one

of several guidebooks to cooking and eating.

Although Mr. Kabat stresses that the

Alamo's new services is convenience, not

profit, oriented, it is a nation-wide fact that

to eat ri^t to keep fit, you also have to eat

expensively. For example, two dozen

oatmeal cookies sell for $1.20. Most people

are inclined to take the 50 cents Acme
version with preservatives and a grain of salt.

Because of this expense, almost no one in

the college community lives entirely on
organic foods. Accordingly, the Alamo
counts on attracting the enthusiast diiletante

to assure ihe food service's own survival.
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What's a Sho'men"?

Last year during basketball season, I was writing an

article for tlie ELM on the games of a particular week when

the then sports editor walked over lo see how the story was

coming. After reading il, he only liad one criticism. I had

used "Sho'men" instead of "Shoremen" for the team's

nickname. His objection seemed valid enough; the word

"Sho'men" sounded too much like showboat and the last

tiling the school needed was a bad rap about showboating

athletes.

This episode is only one aspect of how poorly chosen the

College's nickname is. If you think about il, there should be

two criteria for selecting the nickname of a school. The first

is its appropriateness to the institution and/or locality. In

this sense, "Shoremen" is a good choice, since Washington

College is on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. Also for this

reason, many people who live in the area like the name.

But then we have the second criterion, the one for which

the current nicknam falls. The mascot or symbol

representing the name should be easy lo visualize or

recreate for publicity purposes. How in the world do you
represent a "Sho'man?" What is a "Sho'man" to the

average student? I know that I can't think of an appropriate

mascot or symbol.

This leaves us with two choices: either we put up with an

unassuming nickname or we come up with another, equally

appropriate, but with a more easily conceptualized mascot.

Nor would a change in name be unprecedented. Sports

information director Hurtt Deringer filled me in on some

former sobriquets; at one time or another, Washington

teams have been known as the Wissahickons (an Indian

tribe), the Maroons, the Hilltoppers. the Retrievers and the

famous Flying Pentagon. These came before the

"Sho'men." And none of them, with the possible exception

of the Pentagon, which has a strong sentimental value, is

much of an improvement over the current name.

I have no really outstanding suggestions for a new
nickname. We could call 'ourselves the Generals, the

Colonials, or even the Senators now that Bob Short has

pulled up stakes and headed for Texas. It's not really that

important, but it might be worth some consideration.

The George WASHINGTON heavy
crew easily o utd Istances
WASHINGTON COLLEGE'S number

one boat during their race Saturday
on the Chester River.

Shore lightweights breeze

after heavyweight loss to G\^

One of the largest crowds ever to view a

race on the Chester River had to wait a long
time for any satisfaction Saturday. As seems
to be the custom for home crew races the

heavyweight race was 45 minutes late getting

off. The race itself was unusual with the

winning George Washington boat being
clocked at 8:12 while the Washington eight

finished in 8:29. The shore time was 50
seconds slower than any time recorded in

practice.

After another long wait the crowd was
treated to victory as the WC lightweight

eight outdistanced George Washington crew.

Stroke Mike Harrison brought a mostly
freshmen boat across the finish line in 8:49.

The heavies were never really in the

race. After a slow start the GW boat

pulled away and never relinquished its lead.

Although there were swells and a strong tide

running again^ the crews, neither boat

experienced any difficulty with the

conditions.

The lightweight race was exactly the
reverse of the varsity race. The Shoremen
jumped to an early lead and followed
Harrison's comfortable 33 strokes per
minute across the course.

Booters wallop Wagner

MAC STANDINGS for fourth MAC win
LEAGUE GOALS

W L T PCT F A

Swarthmore 2 1000 4 2

Washington 3 1 750 32 11
Johns Hopkins 2 1 667 6 3

Haverford 3 2 600 12 7

Moravian a 3 1 500 16 16

W. Maryland 1 1 500 4 4
Ursinus 2 500 2 2
Muhlenberg 2 3 1 417 11 12
FandM 1 2 333 3 4

Dickinson 1 4 1 300 6 13
PMC 6 000 5 26

Mason-Dbcon

sstanding
1

MENS AND WOMENS SHOES
\

Loyola 8-0
BASS KEDS DINGOS \

Baltimore 3-0 CONVERSE TOP- SIDER
Hampden-Sydney 1-0 BOSTONIANS
Washington 3-1-1

ML St. Marys 4-2-2 SHOE REPAIR 1

Johns Hopkins 1-1-0

Towson
Western Maryland

1-2-2

1-2-0 PAUL'S SHOE STORE |

Randolph-Macon
Catholic

1-3-0

1-30 CHESTERTOWN
Roanoke
UMBC

1-3-0

0-3-1
'HONE 778-286U 1

Gallaudet 0-5-0
1

The soccer team heads into

the final two games of the

regular season sporting a

6-2-1 record and a chance to

gain a berth in the

Mason-Dbcon Conference

post-season tournament.

The Shoreman knocked off

Dickinson 4-1 before a

Homecoming crowd last

Saturday. Mark Sinkinson

had a goal and an assist and
Bill Williams had two goals in

a game that Washington led

2-1 at halftime. Dickinson's

only tally came on a penalty

kick in the second quarter.

On Tuesday, Washington
demolished Wagner 5-1 as

Sinkinson and Williams each

had a goal and an assist.

Currently, both are tied for

the team scoring lead with 19
points apiece, with Bob
Bailey third with 14 points.

The team will travel to St.

Mary's College on Friday for

its next to last game of the

season. Originally, the

Shoremen were scneauled to

play Bowie on Kibler Field,

but Bowie cancelled its soccer

schedule eariier this season

when some members of the

squad demanded scholarships.

When the school refused, the

players quit.

After St. Mary's,
Washington will host John
Hopkins November 6 in

perhaps the most import:ant

soccer game of the season.

Both teams are tied for

second in the Middle Atlantic

Conference southern division

behind Swarthmore. If the

Little Quakers lose between
now and the end of the

season, the Shoremen will

take over first place on
winning percentage provided

it defeats the Blue Jays

Saturday. In addition,

Washington is currently

holding on to the fourth

tournament slot in t

Mason-Dixon race. A loss to

Hopkins could give that spot

to St. Mary's, a team that the

Shoremen tied earlier in the

year. These two factors make
Saturday's contest all the

more important to Ed
Athey's charges.

Schlitz sets mark

with 26:56 time

Paul Schlitz set a new school
record of 16:56 while taking

individual honors, but
Washington dropped their

cross-country meet to Johns
Hopkins here Wednesday.
24-36.

In the process of winninf
the race, Schlitz defeatec

Russ Dubill, the Blue Jays'

premier harrier. It marked the

first time this season Dubiel

had not taken the individual

honors in a Middle Atlantic

Conference meet. In addition.

Dubiel had previously

defeated Julius Savarese, the

Loyola runner who took first
i

place on Saturday to lead the

Greyhounds to their victory,

over the Shoremen, 21-36.

The other Washington

harriers in Wednesday's race

were Rick Horstman, who
took third with a 29:09, his

fastest time for the year; Bob

Atkinson, ninth in 30:38; and

Bob Maskey, (11) and David

Leroy (14) in times of 31:29

and 33:13 respectively.



Course requirements assailed
Washington's Student Senate heard a

report Monday night on the progress of an
Academic Council subcommittee's
investigation into the language requirement.

Possible elimination

Sophomore Michael Lang, who
represented the Student Government
Association at the subcommittee's meeting,

explained that "the way things look now, we
have a chance to eliminate the language
requirement this year."

Mike added that the students on the

subcommittee are currently developing a line

of argument which proves the language
requirement to be a hindrance to the

College's recruiting efforts,

"A course requirement of any sort," Mike
continued, "limits the type of student we
are going to get at Washington College it

keeps people from coming here."

Calling for more intellectual
"intercourse", Lang charged that "a broader
base of students is necessary."

"What we really want," Mike continued,
"is suggestions from students as to why we
don't want or need language requirements."
The SGA intends to determine student

opinion on the issue through a poll within

the next week.

'Review' helped

In other action, the Student Senate voted
to subsidize the next three issues of the

Washington College Review.

The Review's editor, junior Danny
Williams, explained to the Senate that his

publication was "broke."
William said that the Review, which also

receives a subsidy of 12% of its printing cost

from the Writers Union, has run
approximately $60 for each previous issue.

Faculty considers

exchange system
Once again, there is a

misunderstanding between
administrators and faculty

members. This new
"misunderstanding" evolved

from a faculty meeting held

on November 1, which was
attended tor the first time by
two student representative.

The meeting began casually

enough. There were
resolutions on college

expansion and Honary
degrees. A resolution was also

passed stating that the

President of the College was
to seek faculty and SGA
advice before making any
major policy changes. There

Dorm students denied local vote
In a regularly scheduled

meeting last week, election

supervisors from Maryland's

Eastern Shore Counties,

including Kent, reiterated

their position that dormitory
students are ineligible to

renter to vote in local

elections.

State policy

According to Mrs. Florence

Sutton, clerk of the Kent
County Board of Election

Supervisors, election officials

were simply adhering to a

state policy which refused to

recognize dormitories as legal

residences.

Must prove residence

She asserted that the

Maryland Code of
Registration and Election

Laws prescribe that "only

persons constitutionally
qualified (which dormitory

residents are not) to vote in

the precinct or districts, as

the case may be, shall be
registered "as qualified

voters."

"But we take each case as

an individual one," Mrs.

Sutton added. "Every tub has

to rest on its own bottom."

In early October, Maryland
Attorney General Francis B.

Burch issued a statement

which was widely interpreted

as a license to register

dormitory students with

sufficient proof of residence.

The Attorney General's

ruling, however, left the final

decision in the hands of each

individual county.

Mrs. Sutton later explained

that off-campus students,

with "substantial" proof of
legal residency, such as a

driver's license or draft card

bearing a local address, would

be allowed to register after

residing in Maryland for six

months.

Maryland's next elections,

which include presidential

and congreaional primaries,

are scheduled for this May.
Party changes for the primary
can be made up until next
week, November 11, while

the last date for registration is

April 17.

Mrs. Sutton pointed out
that an on-campus voter

drive, ^milar to a successful

one held this fall at the

College Park campus of the

University of Maryland,
might be conducted at

Washington next semester.

Under the set-up, each

county in the state would be
represented and would enroll

registrants within its

constituency.

"I think," Mrs. Sutton
asserted, "that such a drive

would work out really well."

then followed a discussion ot

the college's tuition exchange

program.

The tuition exchange
program is designed to aid the

dependents of faculty and
administrators wishing to

attend college. Under this

program, Washington College,

in conjuction with another

hundred colleges, agrees to

provide tuition free education

for dependents of faculty and

staff members from this

association of colleges. The
agreement is that for every

dependent

Washington College sends to

one of these colleges, another

dependent from any one of

these colleges will be sent to

Washington College.

Washington college,

however, has collected 42
debits and only 21 credits.

The national headquarters for

this tuition exchange program

has notified Washington

College that its debit limit has

been reached. Until the

number of debits is decreased

by having more dependents

from other colleges in the

exchange program attend

Washington College, no

dependents from W. C.'s

faculty or staff may
participate in this tuition free

exchange program.

'Continued on Page 2)

Foundations deliver $250,000 in grants
Administrative officials confirmed this week the

announcement that Washington College has received grants,

one unrestricted and the other carrying recommendations
for its use, from two trust funds amounting to a total of

$250,000.

The grants included $200,000 from the New Jersey

based Hodson Trust and $50,000 from the H.A.B. Dunning
Foundation of Maryland. Both organizations have

contributed heavily to the college in past years.

Recommended uses

The terms of the Hodson Trust grant recommend the use

of the funds to be applied towards: the construction of a

new dormintory, $50,000; the establishment of a Hodson
Trust chair in economics, $50,000; narrowing the College's

operating deficit. $15,000; purchasing books and materials

for the CJIitlon Milier library, ;tiiO,000; aiid in aiding in the

alleviation of varsity crew expenses, $6,000.

The grant was described by President Charles Merdinger
as a "continued demonstration by the Hodson Trust of
their confidence and faith in the approach in higher

education at Washington College."

Fund established

Funds from the H.A.S. Dunning Foundation's grant will

be employed in establishing the Dunning Memorial Fund as

a permanent endowment for unrestricted use by the

College. The Dunning trust was established by Dr. H. A. B.

Dunning, former President of Hynson, Westcott, and
Dunning, a large Baltimore pharmaceutical firm.

Both foundations have been instrumental in the

construction of buildings on campus, notably the Dunning
Science building and Hodson Hall.
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Editorial

Student vote?
Although they adamantly insist that they are

only following the law, Kent County's Board of

Election Supervisors has decided, virtually on its

own, that no dormitory residents will be allowed

to register as local voters.

Earlier this year, Maryland Attorney General

Francis B. Burch rendered a decision which in

effect left the final ruling of who is eligible to

register up to each individual county. While we
regard the Attorney General's ruling as a willy-nilly

policy statement at best, it will have to remain

until a higher court ruling Is issued.

For now, student efforts will have to be directed

into channels where their participation can be most
effective. And for now that means registering in

home counties.

The discussed on-campus registration of students

would be an aid in achieving this goal. We
encourage the state election bureau to investigate

the feasibility of such a program and request

student leaders to push for its realization.

Exchange system.

It was then learned that

Dr. Merdinger's daughter,

Joan, v/as attending graduate

school under this exchange

program. In answer to queries

raised as to what faculty

members depending on this

program for the 'education of

their children were to do.

President Merdinger
announced what appeared to

be a new policy. He stated to

the faculty that henceforth

dependents of faculty and

staff were to receive the

monetary equivalent of the

tuition for Washington

College (presently $2100) so

as to aid these dependents in

attending the college of their

choice. This new policy was
to apply to both
undergraduates and graduate

educations and could possibly

be used to provide students

with Ph. D's.

In an interview with THE
ELM on Wednesday. Nov. 3,

however. Dr. Merdinger
denied that it was a new

policy but stated rather that

it was merely a possibility.

"At the present time, there is

no program apart from the

exchange program. " The
impression held by the

faculty that there was a new
policy was in his words "a

hoax" and "a joke". He went
on to state that the FYinge

Benefits Committee of the

faculty is at present looking

into this new possibility. As
for his daughters graduate

work under the exchange
program, he explained that

there was no stated policy

concerning a limit to the level

of education a dependent

may receive under this

program.

(Continued from Page 1)

According to informed
sources, the FYinge Benefits

Committee has yet to

consider Dr. Merdinger's

$2100 college aid proposal

nor has it been officially

submitted to them.

Faculty upset

The faculty is extremely
upset for several reasons.

According to a consensus of
opinion of those attending

the faculty meeting, it did

indeed seem as though Dr.

Merdinger was announcing a

new policy on his

•own inittative only ten

minutes after the faculty had
passed a resolution stating

that the President should seek
faculty and SGA advice on
any major policy changes.

The fact that Dr. Merdinger is

using the exchange program
himself was another cause for

ill feeling. Since he receives a

salary of twice that of the

highest paid professor, plus a

car, a house and his navy
pension, he hasn't the need
that some members of the

faculty have for the exchange
program. In addition, the

program has always been used
merely for undei^raduate
study.

Mistrust arises

The result of this

"misunderstanding" has only
bred confusion and mistrust
among administrators,
faculty, and students
resulting in a further "parting
of ways" between
administration and faculty.

At the moment, there seems
to be a little hope of ever

clarifying the situation and
the tension that has l>een

created may be a long time in

t>eing dissipated.

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year
except during official recesses and exam periods, by the
students of Washington College in the interests of students,
faculty, and alumni. The opinions expressed by the
editorial board of the ELM do not necessarily represent
those of the College. Subscription price: $5.00 per year
alumni; $6.00 per year other dian alumni. Published by
Washington College, Chestertown, Maryland. Second class
postage paid at Centreville. Maryland.

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

In 1966, I entered

Washington College looking

forward to furthering my
education and also maturing

through my encounters with

various people I would meet.

My desire to be involved in

campus life led me to seek

election as President of the

S.G.A. As President, I had the

fortune of working with

many students, faculty, and
administrators. Indeed, one
of the most enlightening

relations was with Daniel

Gibson, President of

Washington College, who
retired in 1970. A most
sensitive and sincere man, he
devoted 20 years as President,

solely to the making of

Washington College a

cohesive and respected

institution. During these

years there was an excitement

amongst the community to

achieve Daniel Gibson's goals.

Students were treated as

mature intelligent individuals;

faculty as fellow educators;

and administrators as friends

working for the College

rather than mere dispensible

employees. Needless to say,

the growth of the College

physically and educationally

attest to his success. It is also

this rapport that helped make
Washington College a

respected liberal arts college.

President Gibson once stated

that, "one of the
fundamental purposes of a

liberal education is to

produce reasonable men and
women-those who can
soberiy study the issue of the

day, small or large, and
unblinded by the words of
prejudice and passion arrive

at a judicious position. This is

an enormous task, for man is

not innately reasonable." For
a student to appreciate and
strive for this goal, it must be
imparted upon him by those

who will guide at college. It

must be held as a sacred duty
and love by those who teach

and run an institution of
higher learning as one of their

primary goals.

I dare say, that my present

impression as a 1970 alumnus
is that this goal is no longer a

primary target of certain

members of the College

administration. It can only be

part of the working college if

it is part of the President's

mind or character. Recent

conversations with students,

faculty, and administrators

had led me to the sad

conclusion that the President

was failing in this

responsibility and that

Washington College was in

trouble. 1 was saddened
because as a graduate. I

cherish the experiences as a

student, and am very proud
of the diploma 1 earned. I was
sad to learn that certain

members of the faculty and
administration holding what I

call the "Gibson Spirit" of

liberal arts were no longer at

the College. I was deeply

shocked to learn of the

abrupt dismissal and rude

treatment of Charles Cockey,
a man I grew to admire as an
extremely capable
administrator.

However, the crisis

developing at Washington
College goes beyond this

dismissal. I call it a crisis

because I can sincerely see

the College dissipating into

various factions. The
closeness between students

and faculty will disappear

because perhaps, this is

considered improper at the

top. There will be a

closed-mouth, unimaginative

administration who in fear of
their jobs will remain silent to

progress' and independent
views. There will be a

President who rather than
being a respected leader will

be a man locked in his office

and totally abhorred by the

College community. There
will be alumni such as myself
who will no longer be willing

to solicit money for the

College or help the

Admissions Office by
attending various high school

functions and promoting the

College. I ask those

responsible for this situation,

namely the Board of Visitors

and Governors who brought
President Merdinger . to the

College against the will and
almost unanimous objection

of . every, segment of the

College, how can an alumnus
such as myself try and
promote the future of the

College if its developing

concept is alien to what I

experienced and loved.

When Dr. Merdinger was
selected as President, he
insinuated by his assurances

that the "Gibson Spirit"

would continue, i dare say, it

appears that this was only an

empty promise made to

"keep the peace." The
students, faculty, and
administration did the

bidding of the Board in giving

him a chance. I now ask,

hasn't the situation gone too

far when over 500 students

and 50 out of 65 faculty

members are petitioning the

Board to investigate a gross

injustice on campus. I think

that it is fairly obvious that

this in itself is a vote of
non-confidence. I would
think that a man, no matter
how sincere bis intentions,

would realize that he is not
suited for the position he
holds in that his presence

destroys the cohesiveness

necessary for a viable

institution he is pledged to

promote. Only a old and
insensitive man could stay in

this position when rejected

by those he leads. I hope the

Board will realize that

something must be done to

save the College.

Perhaps my words are

harsh but they cannot be
more sincere. I hope the

students, faculty, alumni, and
administration will press their

challenge to put Washington
College back on the path

charted by Daniel Gibson and
worked for by so many.

Sincerely,

Dean Geoii^e Skelos '70
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Workshop on the water
by Mary Ruth Yoe

?^°*°^ Geoff Anderson
Scott Woolevcr

The end of the road is the title of a John
Barth novel. More specifically, the end of

Rt. 20 in Rock Hall is where another Eastern

Shore artists has built his "Workshop on the

Water." There, Woodcarver Jac Smolens has

created the only artist's community on the

Eastern Shore.

Smolens was first attracted to wood as a

medium because it demands a natural

approach, a working around the natural

grain and texture of the wood itself. Also

wood is easy to get, and Smolens feels "you
should make the most of the material you
have."

He also tries to give his work a sense of

humor. Life and art have a tendency to get

too serious, and Jac finds it important to be

able to joke about what you're doing, "to

step back and giggle."

Jac's workshop is a very informal

situation. Various artists in many fields drop

in from time to time, and visitors are always

welcomed.
One visitor, former Washington College

student Scott Woolever became so interested

in what he began as a hobby last year that he

signed on as Jac's apprentice at the start of

the summer.

Scott, who plans to enrol) in several

courses at Washington College during the

second semester, finds not being in school
has given him time to view the College and
himself more objectively.

He found his experiences during the

summer especially fulfilling. He hiked to

work every morning and had time for

swimming and writing as well. He had no
special hours. "I kind of got satisfied with

what I was doing." On his occasional visits

to the campus in the summer months, he

was amazed at how quiet it seemed.
This fall, Scott became involved in a

Saturday crafts program sponsored by the

Recreation Department of Kent County. Of
his work with school-age children, Scott

says, "If I can teach one or two kids

anything-it will be worthwhile."

Smolens welcomes student visitors to his

workshop. (Although he does not plan to

take on any more apprentices, he would like

to find someone to take his work to dealers

on a commission basis.)

Emphasizing the variety of things

occurring at his end of the road community,
he ended "There are a lot more phases than

meet the eye."

ensitive, talented acting

akes production worthwhile
by Carol Baldwin

Although Lorraine Hansbury's play was a

ite, confusing piece of melodrama, W.C.'s

rodiiction of "The Sign in Sidney
Irustein's Window" was one of the

estacted, and coordinated of the plays that

have seen at W.C. The actors knew what
ley were doing, they seemed to enjoy doing

and their enthusiasm, buoyancy, and
isight kept the play from otherwise sinking

ito a morass of stereotypes and cliches. The
ighting, and sound enhanced and set the

lood of the play.

Justin White gave a sensitive, humorous
nd likeable portrayal of Sidney Brustein,

is best performance so far. and hopefully
e will be able to use the talent so exhibited

later productions. Sara Packard was
wellent as Iris, it was a difficult role and it

ame off beautifully.

C, A. Mutton lit up the stage in the first

t with his off-hand portrayal of

reryman's Bohemian artist. Max. Fantastic

as C. A., and screamingly funny.

Pam Locker as Mavis, was in moments so

human and honest as to make her the most

real of the characters, the job was well-done

and a pleasant surprise. Laura Pritchett

deserves praise for the underplayed acting of

Gloria.

As for the remainder of the cast. Mark
Lobell showed moments of acting skill; Joel

Elins never got out of the mold that he

created in Good Woman, and Thorn Snode
seemed to be bored with the play from the

beginning (a performance not up to his

standard).

Indeed, the actors did the best they could,

despite the typecasting of Tim Maloney.

After casting himself as Macbeth, he should

leam that typecasting is ineffective, and that

it does not do justice to certain actors' skills.

I will await the combination of such

acting as exhibited here and a good play.

That would be a great show.

Mrth Control info
Birth Control is probably
s of the major subjects of

sion on college

npuses today. Luckily, in

? 'ast five years, the subject

dropped the "locker
"m" connotations, making
h discussions much more
and candid.

After the basic "yes or no"
^tion has been decided,
next problem is "where."
the Washington College

^pus, students can be
'erred to competent
ysicians through the
Jdent Affairs Office. There
H least one doctor locally

^ another in Easton who
'be contacted.
Sirth control pills are not
Pensed through the College
Jlth Service because of the
IP factor and the lack of
quate facilities. However,

the Student Affairs
pee, they will also provide

"filiation.

^eraily. according to

Doctor Baumann. birth

control pills are not available

locally to anyone under 18
without parental consent.

Also, they are not usually

prescribed for a virgin unless

she is about to be married.

Equally important is the

subject of abortion. Again,

information is available

through both the Student

Affairs Office and the College

Health Service. Both prefer

that the student be placed

under the care of a private

physician, although this can

be rather expensive.

The other alternative is the

out-patient-type clinic, the

nearest of which is in

Washington, D.C. It was

emphasized that these are

perfectly adequate and about

one-third cheaper than the

private physician. In either

case, the most important

consideration is that the

abortion be performed as

soon as possible.

Superb guitarist to perform

Christopher Parkening, classical guitarist,

will perform at Washington College on
November 13 at 8:30 p.m. in the Gibson
Fine Arts Center.

A 23-year-oId Californian who studied

under Andres Segovia, Parkening is

considered to be one of this country's finest

classical guitarists.

His early career was influenced by the late

composer Mario Castelnuova-Tedesco, whose
Concerto in D Parkening performed in his

formal concert debut and later in a series of

symphony programs. In 1966 the young
guitarist gave the world premiere of
Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Second Concerto in C
for Guitar and Orchestra, as soloist with the

California Chamber Orchester.

Parkening was accepted as a scholarship

student by Andres Segovia in a master class

conducted by the great guitarist at the

University of California at Berkeley, and at

the Winston-Salem, N. C. School of Arts.

He was named by High Fidelity /Musical

America as one of the outstanding young
artists of 1968, the year he made his first

concert tour throughout the United States

and Canada.

Parkening has been guest soloist with

many symphony orchestras and is popular as

a recitalist. He has been on television on The
Bell Telephone Special with Zubin Mehta

and the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and on

"The David Frost Show" and the "Today"
show.

In spite of his youth, he teaches guitar at

the University of Southern California as a

full-time professor and head of the Guitar

Department of the School of Music.

His first LP album (Angel Records) was

"In the Classic Style", which was named on

Billboard Magazine's charts of bestselling

classical records. The most recent of this

four albums is "Bach Transcriptions",

released in May 1971.

Included on his program at Washington

College will be selections by John Dowland,

S. L. Weiss, Alessandro Scariatti, Debussy,

Erik Satje. S. Prokofieff, J. S. Bach,

Villa-Lobos, Eduardo Sainz de la Maza, and

Fernando Sor.
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SPOR TS

A full house

would be nice
The average college sludeni probably thinks of football

when he thinks about fall sports. The image is one of a fully

packed Midwestern stadium with cheerleaders and pocket

flasks and halftime shows. After all, that's what autumn at

school is all about.

Of course, Washington dropped American football

twenty years ago: what we do have, soccer, seems like a

very poor substitute for watching Chris Schenkel and Bud
Wilkinson on the A.B.C. college game of the week. The size

of the crowds at any of the home games this year, with the

possible exception of Homecoming Day, will bear this out

There were a good number at times, and they made enough

noise. Bui you miglil think that more would come out to

see a team that has an 8-2-1 record and a chance to win one

conference title and a

tournament berth in the

other league.

All of which brings us to

this Saturday's match with

Johns Hopkins. Washington is

currently tied with the Blue

Jays for second place in the Southern Division of the

Middle Atlantic Conference behind Swarthmore. Whoever

wins on Saturday will win the division if the Little Quakers

lose to Haverford November 20. This alone makes the game

important.

The game ' has added significance because, if the

Shoremen win, they clinch third place in the Mason-Dixon

tournament and the right to play the University of

Baltimore in the opening round. But if they lose the game
they could lose the berth; even if they do hang on to fourth

place ahead of Mt. St. Mary's and Towson, the opening

round opponent would be Loyola, undefeated in eleven

^mes this season. Third place is the preferred place to be

So Hopkins has to be the biggest game that the

Atheymen will have all year. The team is looking forward

to it. Maybe it's significance will even fill the stands vvith

fans for a change. That certainly couldn't hurt the team's

chances for victory.

.N
-^

K.C. Dine (top) and Rick Bur(<e,

two freshmen prospects, mix it up
during wrestling practice this weel<.

Photo by Al Lannbi

The Shoremen open the home
wrestling season against Western

Mary/and December 8.

MAC title at stake
hill

dunphy
On Tuesday evening, the

ELM interviewed Mr. Bob
Scott, assistant soccer coach

at Johns Hopkins, via

telephone. According to

Scott, this year's Hopkins
soccer sauad is not a typically

strongBlue Jay team, gut he
did say that it has improved
over last year's edition,

sporting a 5-4 overall record

and a 3-1 mark in the Middle

Atlantic Conference.

Common opponents

On the subject of common
opponents, Scott noted that

Washington and Hopkins
both have played Loyola and
Towson this year. The Jays

lost to those schools 4-0 and
2-0 respectively, while the

Shore squad lost to Loyola
5-1 in its season opener and

defeated the Tigers 1-0 later

in the season. Hopkins did

play MAC southern division

leader Swarthmore for one of
its other losses, 2-1,

Jays in second

Saturday's game is

considered important to

Hopkins because of the Jays'

second place position in the

MAC with Washington.

However it does not have any
bearing on the Blue and
White's hopes in the

Mason- Dixon Conference
battle. Scott told the ELM
that Johns Hopkins does not

play enough games in the

Mason-Dixon to be
considered eligible for the

post-season tournament.

However, because Hopkins is

technically still a member of

the conference, a Shore loss

on Saturday would affect

Washington's conference

standing and thus its opening

round opponent, either

Loyola or Baltimore U„

provided the Sho'men could

hold on to fourth place ahead

of Towson, Mt. St. Mary's,

and Western Maryland.

Close game expected

Gaps in pre-season line-up

mar shore wrestling picture
Over the past few seasons

wrestling coach Bob
Pritzlaffs ace has been the

heavyweight classes. With the

most consistent winner on
the team Roger Stenerson at

190 and Mason-Dixon champ
Tiny Holloway holding down
the unlimited, the strategy

was often to juggle the lighter

wei^ts and then count on
two big wins to secure the

match. But for the 1971
season this situation appears
to have evaporated.

Althougli Stenerson is now
a senior, Holloway has

graduated and two untried

prospects, Jim Blucher and
Burl Robertson, are
competing for his position.

Former 'most valuable

wrestler' Steve Golding will

compete at either 167 or 177
with virtually no competition

as of this writing. The 158
class is also open, but from
there on down the

competition should be stiff.

Two veterans. Slick

Keenan and Marty Winder,
will compete with Freshman
Joe Teti for the 118 spot. It

also possible that one of these

three will give freshman
novice lUch Burke a go for

his position at 126. At 134,
seasoned Kenny Kiler is

firmly entrenched with his

main competion coming from
frosh K.C. Dine,who probably

will wrestle 142.

Lack depth

It appears that the team
has the depth to do well in

the lighter classes and

Golding and Stenerson should

once again prove consistent

winneis. But a gaping bole

appears in the middle weights
and this could severely hurt
the tearas's chances for

another good season. Indeed,
unless warm bodies fill the
gaps Pritzlaff will forfeit 10
points a match and that could
be disasterous.

This year's schedule
features only three home
matches. After an away bout
against Lebenon Valley the
grapplers will return for their

shore debut on December 8
against Western Maryland.

If Saturday's contest

follows Hopkins-WashingtoE

tradition, it should be a ver)'

close, hard-fought game. The

Sho'men have defeated the

Jays for two straight years by

identical 1-0 scores;

Washington also leads the

series, 14-10-1. With so much
at stake, the game is bound to

be a good one.

1 50%OFFon DIAMONDS
at Baltimore's DISCOUMT Jeweler!

1
500 different

I

styles of rings! I

See Baltimore's

largest selection of

fine diamonds in all

cuts and shapes.
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(Choose your selling from over 500 slyles)

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas
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Monday -Sd. 10
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Special Offer
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Take a lull year lo pay wilh Greenebaum's CHARGE PLAN,
or use our lay-a-way plan, or your own credit card.

* America's oldest importer by air. Established 1909 *

^ Downtown Near Hopkins Hospital |
# 104 N. Howard St. 2200 E. Monument St. ^

t 727-4544 732-0523 *



^oard affirms 800 student limit
In a closed meeting last Sunday, the

Executive Committee of the Board of Visitors

and Governors reasserted their earlier

contention that next year's undergraduate
enrollment will not exceed 800 students.

The resolution passed at the Committee's
gathering, which was described by Executive
Committee chairman Judge George B. Rasin as

a preliminary investigation by the Board of
Visitors and Governors, was similar to one
passed in September by the entire Board of
Trustees.

"We reaffirmed what the Board did earlier,"

explained Judge Rasin, "so there would be no
question. We are not going beyond the Heritage

Program's goal (approximately 800 student)
until 3 further study is made by all areas of the
College community. And there has been no
study in depth yet. The Board doesn't intend to

take any action (on expansion) until then."
Judge Rasin added that the new 100 student

dorm being considered by college officials is

simply considered the final segment of the

Heritage Campaign which started in 1962 and
resulted in the construction of nearly ten new
buildings and additions on campus.
"The reason that it wasn't built sooner,

"Rasin emphasized, "was that we were slower
in achieving the 800 student goal than we
expected."

Both the Building and Grounds Committee
of the Board and the Executive Committee
itself have given to go-ahead for College
administrators to hire an architect for the
"speed-up" construction of a dorm to open
September 1, 1972.

Even without an increase in student
enrollment the new dorm space could be
utilized. Dean of Women Maureen Kelly
explained last month that over 50 housing
spaces would be necessary if the temporary
mini-dorms were forced to close and if nearly

20 students presently housed in temporary
residences, such as former lounges and studies,

were provided vrith permanent housing.

Student Affairs officials have commented that

apprehension from fire insurance companies
may force them to close the mini-dorms.

juage Kasm further explained that the

Executive Committee, which has the power to

act for the trustees between regular Board
meetings, met to make recommendations to the

Board. Rasip emphasized that "this was not

the action in response to the letter" which,
signed by neariy 600 students, faculty and
administrators, requested an investigation by
the Board into the present campus situation.
"There is something else Lo come, "he added.

5'he Executive Conimittee chairman asserted

that "we are trying to meet the problem, "but"
the more salt you rub into the wound, the
worse it gets." Rasin concluded that students
"should keep uppermost in their minds that
whatever is done is for the benefit of
Washington College."

Congress debates subsidies
If a joint Senate - House of Representatives

committee can iron out their differences,

Washington, along with other American
colleges, may find itself beneficiary to a new
windfall of federal money.
The financial subsidy proposal, which passed

a major House test last week, provides $100 for

each underclassman, $150 for each junior and
senior, and $200 for each graduate student.

An additional feature of the motion,
introduced by Representative Edith Green of
Oregon, allows smaller institutions to collect

additional money. Although the exact

definition of what constitutes a small college

has yet to be established, the bill provides an
additional $300 for each of the first two
hundred students and $200 for each of the next

one hundred students up to the as yet
undetermined limit.

Congressional officials have estimated that
the program would cost nearly one billion

dollars in its first year and would expand along
with college enrollments.

Mr. Gene Hessey, College Business Manager,
commented that the program would be
"extremely beneficial to Washington since the
College's operation is 83% dependent on
student tuitions and other fees."

He expressed concern however, that "right
now in many areas of federal funding, the
priority is in serving institutions with the most
minority students. The signifigance (of the bill)

would then be greatly reduced if such
restrictions were added."

SGA considers Alumni Council report
In an hour long meeting

Monday night, the Student
Senate heard and considered

over ten reports and
proposals, many of them
dealing with the recent

criticisms of the college

administration.

Action taken at last

weekend's meetmg of the

Alumni Council, a number of
members of which are

represented on the Board of
Visitors and Governors, were
reported to the senators by
Tom Hodgson, the official

SGA representative.

lerdinger addresses council

Board investigation into the

situation on campus. "I can't

really say what view they

took," Tom added, "but they

are welt acquainted with the
situation."

SGA calls for consultation

The Senate also acted

favorably on two proposals

already accepted by the

Academic Council and the

faculty. The first motion
charged that "any further

expansion beyond the current

enrollment would seriously
handicap the education
process" and additionally

opposed any further growth
without decision making
participation of students,
faculty, and administration.

The second accepted motion
requested that administration

officials seek student and
faculty opinion before

establishing or changing g

policy.

In another action, SGA
president John Dimsdale

reported that Athletic

Director Edward Athey

"expressed doubts about the

possibility of getting

academic credits" for

physical education courses.

Mr. Athey advised the SGA

On Saturday ni^ht-

Parkening
to perform

Christopher Parkening, noted as

one of the country's finest cla^ical

guitarist, will perform tomorrow
night at 8:30 p.m. in the Gibson
Fine Arts Center as the second

artist in the College's Community
Concert Series.

The 23 year-old guitarist, who
played to a packed audience at his

Washington College performance in

1969, will feature selections by
John Dowland, J.S. Bach, Erik

Satie, Debussy, s, L. Weiss.

Alessandro Scarlatti, S. Prokofieff,

Villa-Lobos, Eduardo Sainz de la

Maza, and Fernando Sor.

Admission to the concert will be

only by tickets, which have already

tieen distributed to students.

committee studying the issue

to draw up an outline of their

proposal for consideration

and discussion by his

department. John expressed

hope that a final proposal

could be ready for

presentation to the faculty by
the first of December.

Retroactivity questioned

The SGA president also

expressed concern that even

if the language requirement

was eliminated next year it

would be directed only

towards new students. "I've

been told," John commented,
"that the faculty frowns on
making things retroactive."

Work on developing a firm

proposal regarding the

requirement, with the

assistance of a student poll, is

still underway.

The senators also

established a committee to

investigate allocation of

restricted foundation grants.

Discussion arose over whether

the recent $6,000 grant to

the crew club from the

Hodson Trust was directed by

the administration and if so,

whether it was the best

allocation of the money. The
committee intends to develop

a presentation of what

students consider the top

priorities and recommend
that further grants be

directed in that area.
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Cannon and Hardy-

speak on prison reform

Through the efforts of the

William James Forum last

week the Washington College

community was treated to an

unusual opportunity to

compare two of the nation's

leading figures in prison

administration. The first

speaker in the two part series

was Kenneth Hardy, Director

of Corrections of Washington,

D.C.

Mr. Hardy began his talk

by showing how past prison

a d m i n i strators had
manipulated basic items such

as food and water to the

point of withholding any

nourishment from insolent

inmates. Using the list of

grievances presented by the

Attica prisoners, Mr. Hardy
painted a careful picture of

American penal institutes, as

little more than 'cages' which
keep convicted men and
women off the streets. A
lively discussion followed the

talk in which the
administrator answered a

wide variety of audience

questions.

Yet, when compared to

the talk 6f lormer Maryland
Director of Corrections, Joe

Cannon, it's possible that

what Mr. Hardy failed to say

provides as telling a look into

his work as what he did say.

During the past year

Hardy was called before the

House Committee of John
Dowdy to defend his

"permissive" activity in

dealing with corrections.

During the hearing Dowdy
dramatically displayed for the

press, as evidence of this

permissiveness, a group of

knives which were gathered

from one of Mr. Hardy's

prisons. However Dowdy was
conspicious in his failure to

explain to the press that these

knives were gathered by
Hardy's own staff over 18
month period for the purpose
of a public display. Thus,
after being treated in what
appears to be a predjuiced

manner, no one could blame
Mr. Hardy for being

overjoyed at the fact that

Dowdy is finally coming to

trail for allegedly receiving

$25,000 in bribes to Inervene

in a Justice Department
probe.

Yet, when questioned,

both publicly and privately,

about the trial Mr. Hardy
expressed none of this

sentiment. Out of instinct he

appeared to choose his words

carefully, and said nothing

that indicated an opinion one
way or the other.

On the other hand, at least

once in the three years that

he headed the Maryland
system, Joe Cannon wasn't

On the other hand, at least

once in the three years that

he headed the Maryland

syste, Joe Cannon wasn't

quite as politically careful

During his lecture he
reconstructed the events that

lead to his dismissal, and it

appears that one passing

comment cost him his job.

During an interview with the

SUN PAPERS which Cannon
described as a "casual two
hour affair" he was asked
what his greatest frustration

had been. He rephed as many
government officials would
that he had never gotten his

budget requests approved in

full. This comment proved
unfortunate because the
reporter constructed his story

around it, and Cannon
appeared in the papers as

highly critical of the
administration. He was fired

two months later for

'insubordination.'

Interestingly enough. Mr.
Cannon, who will begin a job
in the Minnesota system at

the end of this month, did

say that after working with 7

different governors over a 22
year period he found former
Governor Agnew the most
enlightened and most helpful

of the men he had worked
for.

Charles Cockey:

an appreciation
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The following is a memo from Dr.

Peter Tapke to the Members of the

Executive Committe of the Board of
Visitors and Governors. THE ELM is

reprinting this, with Dr. Tapke's

permission, for the general interest of the

Washington CoUege Community, and as

an expression of thanks for the assistance

Charlie Cockey has given THE ELM over

the years.

Dr. Tapke came to Washington CoUege
in the same year, 1962,_ as did CharUe

Cockey and has worked closely with him
on many projects.—B.D.

The most basic facts concerning Mr.

Cockey's career at Washington College

can be fairly briefly stated. He has been

Director of Public Relations since 1962.

That has been the period of the highly

successful Heritage Campaign that

brought many improvements, both visible

and invisible, to Washington College. Mr.

Cockey has been closely involved with all

aspects of the publicity concerning this

campaign. In his years here he has worked
harmoniously and effectively with three

successive Directors of Development (Mr.

Gregg, Captain Hynson, and Mr. Parker),

with ten or fifteen different Deans of one
thing or another, and with a great variety

of other administrators. Board members,
Faculty members, and students as well.

During these years Mr. (Jockey has

been offered a number of higher paying

positions at other institutions. Each
timyhe has yielded to those who have

urged him to stay at Washington College,

their argument on occasion having been
that the College would inevitably in time

give him a wider recognition. Whatever
the complexities of his motives for

staying here for nearly a decade, it is clear

that one of his main motives has been an

abiding affection for, and loyalty to, the

community of Washington College.

Let me now comment in more detail

on some of the many projects with which
Mr. Cockey has been involved in his years

at Washington College, In many of these I

have observed his role at first hand.

In his first year at the College

(1962-63) Mr. Cockey joined with a

group of new professors who, with the

encouragement of the President and
Dean, were attempting to lift the

standards of an incredibly bad

Washington ELM. At the end of that year
-- in the spring of 1963 -- the editors gave

him a present in thanks for his assistance.

The ELM greatly improved that year and,

by 1965, under editor John Conkling,

had achieved such a degree of excellent

that it was awarded All-American Honors,

the highest possible national recognition.

Mr. Cockey played a key role in this

success, as he has in the improvement of

all the student publications at the

College.

In the mid-sixties Mr. Cockey was of

great assistance to those of us who were
in charge of organizing the

LouttiUGeorge and Hyland-Price lectures

that were then being sponsored. His

brochures, posters, and fliers were
tasteful and effective aids. Mr. Cockey
created many impressive brochures in

connection with the Fine Arts Center and
other buildings that were envisioned in

the Heritage Campaign. He directed the

making of a film about Washington
College that was shown on television in a
number of cities." I remember watching

this sensitive and imaginative production

with a group of friends in Washington,

D.C, who, as the final credit line --

"directed by Charies Cockey" -- faded

away, commented with admiration that

50 small a college could have produced so

professional a film.

An enthusiastic s sportsman himself -

whether it be riding, sailing, or crewing

on a log canoe - Mr. Cockey has done
outstanding work in publicizing the

sporting scene at Washington College. In

1967 he succeeded in having an article on
Washington College lacrosse published in

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. Through his

efforts the new sport of rowing received a

major feature coverage by the Baltimore
SUN in 1967 and a SUN Sunday
Magazine cover story in 1970. He has
assisted water sports here -- both crew
and sailing -• in every way, as only a

friend could. Only this past summer he
took charge of the damaged Crew Club
launch and repaired it -- typically,

entirely at his own expense.

Finally, I must mention the
indispensable help of Mr. Cockey in

organzining President Merdinger's
Inauguration of last spring. Most of the

planning meetings for this event were
held in Mr. Cockey's own office, which
served as a kind of command
headquarters. Many aspects of the
Inauguration reflected Mr. Cockey's sense

of dignity and good taste -- which we
have become accustomed to seeing not

only in printed materials but in an event
such as the annual George Washington's
Birthday Ball. Mr. Cockey was one of the

principal founders of the Ball.

In a separate envelope I am delivering

to Judge Rasin twelve of fifteen examples
of pamphlets, brochures, programs, and
articles that have flowed from Mr.
Cockey's office over the past years. I

hope these may convey some impression
of the advantage and mportance of having
a public relations officer who really

knows something about excellence in

printing.

The preceding remarks have been
concerned with Mr. Cockey's abilities as a

professional in his field. But something
further must be said along more personal
lines. Charlie Cockey has made, it seems
to me, a virtal science of getting along
with all kinds of people. People -

professors especially, perhaps - tend to

be very fussy and demanding in regard to

things printed about them. In day-by-day
contacts over nine years, and in many
different situations, I have never seen Mr.
Cockey act in any but a relaxed, genial,

disarming, and totally co-operative

manner. He is utterly above meanness,
irritability, deception, or pettiness of any
kind. The wide circle of Mr. Cockey's
friends is simple proof of all this.

Numerous indeed are the memorable
social occasions many of us have enjoyed
in the cordial hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
Cockey - from Tony Parker's engagement
party to a victory party for the Crew
Club.

These character traits, 1 would suggest,

many of us have found not only
admirable in themselves: they have
enabled Mr. Cockey to get ot know us all

better here, and in this way to "tell the
Washington College story" with special

insight and comprehensiveness. Assuming
that the role of the Public Relations
Director in a liberal arts college is not to

"sell" something packaged in a new
gimmicky form every year, but rather

simply to tell the truth about the
institution in a compelling and attractive

way, Mr. Cockey has proved himself
admirably suited to his task. He has had
his hand on the pulse of our College and
community and has mirrored them to the
larger public with both feeling and
professional skill.

In 1967 President Gibson asked me to

go to Western Maryland College to

represent us at their centennial. Before
the main ceremony took place I well

remember a dinner party at which a

number of Western Maryland faculty and
wives were present. The main subject of
conversation was how Washington College
consistently got more coverage in the
metropolitan papers than Western
Maryland. Something interesting, so it

seemed to them, was always happening in

Chestertown. My explanation, of course,

was simple: we had a Public Relations

Director who was on the ball. What I did
not mention at the time is what many of
us realize with greater clarity just now ~

that Charlie Cockey has been more than a

good PR man. At Washington College, he
seems to have been part of the cement
holding the institution together.
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iLibrary has baffling portrait

Page Three

In 1810, Jacques Louis David did a

portrait of Napoleon which everyone
knows even if they don't know David. It's

the World Book one with the hidden
hand. Seven years earlier, the American
Rembrandt Peale did a painting of George
Washington which now hangs on a once

barren wall on the second floor of Miller

Library.

A quick glance at this painting seems
to answer the pressing question of what
the Emperor could have been doing:

rubbing the eye inserted in his navel.

However, this extra eyeball under the

waistcoat theory is as quickly discarded.

Closer inspection of the 168 year old

painting donated to the College in 1944
reveals that Washington's third eye is

painted on a Masonic apron, along with
other symbols of the secret society to

which "Brother General" Washington
belonged. Since it's not likely that

Napoleon was even an honorary mason,
the David finger problem remains

untouched.

The Peale portrait has a different

problem. Robert Janson LaPalme,
professor of art history, says that not

only has the canvas been rebacked, but
the front itself has been heavily
repainted, the face in particular having
been retouched rather badly. (Peale was
only 17 when Washington had bis final

atting for the Peale family of
artists-including Charles Willson, James,
Raphaelle, and Rubens--in 1795, yet the
face is of the General as a young man.)
When the painting was presented to

President Mead, it was accompanied by
an 1850 letter in which Rembrandt Peale
noted that he had done such a portrait of
Washington and described the damages
and repairs which the picture has
sustained. However, because of the
extensive repainting and relacking, it is

almost impossible to check for these
repairs.

The portrait, which hung in the
President's Offices until the renovation of
Bunting resulted in a general reshuffling

of properties, is more interesting for its

associations with the early history of
Washington College than for its artistic

value. Also, it's a lot more arresting than
a blank wall.

Coach McArdle's Marvels

have delusions of grandeur
In a mood of growing optimism, shared

by the other nine members of

Washington's faculty intramural basketball

team, player-coach Dean McArdle waxed
expansive in a recent ELM interview.

With the taste of victory still fresh

after what McArdle termed a "command
performance come from behind thriller"

in Monday night's 33-27 win, he publicly

issued a word of caution to any IM team:

"We're definitely a team to reckon with."

Bob Day, Gerry Belcher, Larry Logue,
John Miller, Phil Davidson, Bob Fallaw,

Hurtt Deringer, Bob Pritzlaff and John
Conkling all compete for places on the

starting-five. Coach McArdle said his

opening line-up is a result of considering

1) who shows up for the game, 2) "who's
going to hurt us the least," and 3) who
has gotten the most sleep the night

before.

The Pedantic Flying Pentagon
practiced never less than once a week and
"never more than twice" until the start of

the regular season. With the beginning of

competitive play, this rigorous schedule

was discarded. "We just play the games."
Questioned about his players' backlog

of experience, McArdle candidly

admitted,"We've all had more experience

in our dreams than we've had on the

court." As to his own qualifications, "I'm
coach because I coach J.V., and I'm

new." This modest disclaimer is not quite

accurate; further queries revealed that the

newcomer to collepate athletics has

coached in high school, grade school, and
recreational leagues.

McArdle characterized his ball club

OS a disciplined one. "We're not a

run-around club because we can't run
around." The backbone of his team, even
more than center Bob Pritzlaff-whom

McArdle loyally prefers to either Wilt

Chamberiain or Bill Russell-is the club's

"over-riding delusion of grandeur."

Delusions or determination have

brought the enthusiastic team to a 1-1

record thus far. It's still eariy in the

season, but already Coach McArdle has

sensed a change In team spirit and

objectives "At first we had one goal: not

to get killed-now we're going to try not
to kiU."

The ten members of what McArdle
called "a young club" entered the arena

of sports for several reasons: 1) Playing

basketball is fun, 2) we wanted to do
something as faculty besides sitting in

committee meetings, 3) we wanted to

confront students in a non-classroom
situation and 4)

"

Here McArdle paused impressively, a

man with a ball club, a r^pectable record,

and a dream. Gazing iitfo' the distance, he
slowly spoke the words a championship
may be made of: "We wanted to convince

the world at large that wisdom is more
gigantic than mere youthfulness, and the

oldies but goodies will hve again."

Then, shaking off the robes of

solemnity, he spoke with the enthusiasm

of a high school pep club member trying

to get attendance figures over the 75%
rnark, "And remember if anyone really

needs a good laugh, come see us play."

One came away with the feeUng that

Coach McArdle, like Charlie Brown, is a

guy who deserves a winning team.

Chorale to present

pop music concert
In an eflort to appeal to a cross section of musical tastes

at Washington College, the Music Department is sponsoring

a Popular Music Concert on November 19th. This informal

"concert" will feature the Washington College Chorale in

Hynson Lounge at 8 p.m. as well as other "campus
musicians" such as Ron and Russ, Keely West and the trio

of Hodgson, Johnston and McHugh. Also to create a more
casual atmosphere and for audience enjoyment, there will

be free beer. ' "

The Chorale will be performing a group of songs by
Simon and Garfunkel and the Fifth Dimension, with

individual pieces by the Beatles, Carpenters, Peter, Paul and
Mary, Burt Bachrach and others. Debbie Martin will

accompany the Chorale on piano as will Jim Bell on bass

and Dale Trusheim with percussion.

Review

Center Stage

by Rosanne Johnson

On October 29th Daniel Berrigan's drama of THE
TRAIL OF THE CATONSVILLE NINE opened at Center

Stage Theater in Baltimore, It is i. uniquely situated drama
in that Daniel Berrigan, the playwright, is also Father

Berrigan, the personified lead of the piece, since it is

written through his voice. THE TRAIL OF THE
CATONSVILLE NINE is a highly emotional documentary
of the proceedings of the actual trial of the notorious nine

delicately interwoven with the personal rationalizations of

the defendants.

The set for the production consists only of the basic

essentials needed to convey a courtroom atmosphere. The
cast is composed of the Nine, Defense, the Judge,

prosecution, a witness, marshals and a stenographer. The
aim of the play is to durectly affect and to be in an accord

with the audience. One of the techniques employed to

achieve this is the use of members of the audience on stage.

Those selected for participation serve as the jury.

Also, in an effort to create a familiarity with the

audience, each member on trial would begin a short

monologue of self-explanation while all other action on

stage came to a halt, creating a tableau effect of the

individual within a group. This presentation of personal

background was staccato-each defendant was abruptly

stopped-but it was also continual When one player ended,

another would b^in.

Timing, obviously a crucial element in this play, was

excellent. Indeed, all of the individual performances were

of good quality, with an exceptional job done by Ward
Costello, who portrays Father Daniel Berrigan in an almost

Shakespearean dramatic sense.

Significantly, the weakest acting comes from Henry

Shozier. the defense. THE TRIAL OF THE
CATONSVILLE NINE is a play based on fast-moving,

high-pitched emotion and Mr. Shozier just does not move
fast enough to properly carry the amount of intensity that

his role needs to bring across.

Overall, this one-act play is not exceptionally thought

provoking because it simply presents what is already

newspaper knowledge. Although it does attempt to make
the presentation more personal and less journalistic, THE
TRAIL OF THE CATONSVILLE NINE is still a relative

incident, and its immediacy has now passed us.
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The return of

the varsity club
The Washington College Varsity Club, in an effort to

rejuvenate itself, held an organizational meeting Tuesday

evening. Despite the poor attendance, president Jack

Keenan read off several projects and proposals for the

consideration of the club.

The first issue was the question of the requirements for a

crew letter. Traditionally, the Varsity Club sets the

minimum requirements for awards to participants in

intercollegiate sports. The ten members in attendance

agreed that a crew letter should be awarded to any

individual who rows or coxes in the designated varsity boat

in at least half of the races in a season. Recommendation to

Coach Athey was deferred until a greater number of

members could make their opinions known.

Another proposal was the

possible revamping of the

Athletic Banquet in the

spring. Athey has given the

Club a free rein to change the

format and location of the

banquet if it so desires.

Among the proposals was the suggestion that the dinner be

held'at The Granary; another was the possibility of inviting

a speaker from outside the College community to the affair.

The Club will continue its operation of the snack bar at

half-time during basketball games. With sufficient numbers,

such an operation would require each member to work only

one or two home games per season. In addition, there is a

possibihty that a "chapter room" could be established in

the gym for the use of club members. Such a room would

give members access to the gym ordinarily denied to

students. A committee under the direction of Ken Kiler was

appointed to look into plans for establishing and furnishing

the area, currently a storeroom beneath the new wing of

the gymnasium.

The problem with these proposals is just that; they are

no more than suggestions and will remain such until more

lettermen on campus start to care about the Varsity Club.

Everyone realizes that people don't get that excited

anymore about lettermen and varsity jackets and letter

sweaters. Most of that went out years ago. But the Club is

less interested in these things and more concerned about

the state of sports on this campus.

This type of organization, with many interested

members, could go a long way towards building school

spirit; reorganizing and strengthening theintramural system;

and making sports an important facet of College life.

Athletics have been on a decline around here for several

years; only a concerted effort from all elements of the

school community, and especially from those most directly

involved, the athletes themselves, can put sports on the

upswing again.

It is discouraging whenever any group has only a handful

of people at its meetings. In this case, the problem goes

beyond that. At a time when rumors in the Student Senate

indicate a possible move to discourage further

appropriation of money to the Athletic department, one

might think that the athletes would band together, if only

to fight such a move. On Tuesday night, only ten did.

Considering how much an active Varsity Club could

conlribule, it is surprising and sad (hat some people

couldn't care less about the Club.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Gmes

Sandwiches

Williams sets season mark

as sho'men down Jays, 2-0
Play-off minded

Washington College led by
record-breaking freshman Bill

Williams shutout Johns
Hopkins Saturday, 2-0, at

Kibler Field culminating the

soccer campaign with an

outstanding 9-2-1 mark.

Williams setup outside left

Jim Wentzell for the initial

score at 14:41 of the first

period and brought home the

final tally of the afternoon

unassisted at the 11:02 point

of the third qu8ri;er. The two
points made him the all-time

Shore scorer with 23 points

on 16 goals and seven assists.

Teammate Mark Sinkinson

broke Bruce Jaegar's mark of

21 with 22 points coming on

a goal and two assists on

Saturday, October 30 against

St. Mary's College, but went

scoreless in the Hopkins
game.

The victory gave

Washington College a 4-1-1

mark in the Mason-Dixon
Conference and assured at

least a third place berth and

possibly a second place berth

in the post-season
tournament November 19-20.

The win also kept Shore

hopes alive in the Middle

Atlantic Conference where

only a 3-2 loss to Lycoming
marred a perfect record in

seven outings. Swarthmore

remains undefeated with

contests remaining with

Moravian on November 11

and against Haverford on

November 20. A Quaker

defeat would give Washington

College the southern section

title and undoubtedly send

them against unbeaten

Elizabethtown in the College

Division championship game
at the home of the northern

section winner.

Washington outshot Johns

Hopkins, 16-13, in Saturday's

defensive struggle. Both
goalies had five saves apiece.

The Shoremen had seven

comer kicks, two more than

the Jays, but were guilty of

22 penalties, twice as many as

the visitors. The triumph over

Hopkins was the 16th in 26
games in a series that began in

1946-the first year for

Washington College soccer.

Mark Sinkinson battles a Hopkins Boater
while Bill Williams looks on in Saturday's 20
victory over the Blue and White.

Talent and depth give hope

for Shore basketball season
by Bruce Kornberg

Monday - Srt. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Simday 11:30 a.m. - -12 pjn.

Paced by co-captains senior Rick Turned

(13.2 points and 8 rebounds per game) and
junior Lew Young (leading rebounder in the

Mason-Dixon Conference with 17.2 rebounds

and 17.3 points), the Shoremen are striving to

gain one of the four playoff spots in the

Middle Atlantic Conference Southern

division. Returning lettermen John Dickson

(11.8 points and second on the team in

assists), Mike Slagle(11.9points and leader in

assists on the team), Mike DeSantis (5.3

points and 4 rebounds) and Craig Browne,
give the Shoremen a sound background of

playing experience. These upperclassmen will

be joined by freshmen Kevin Livelsberger and
Bob Johnson, both s^ who will be probable

starters for The Shore Quintet. Livelsberger

and Johnson are not the only rookie

candidates from Finnegan's recruitment

program; other freshmen are led by Jerry

Moye who will see alot of playing time, along

with John Cross, Peter Murphy, David Marks,

Bill Williams, and Jim George.

Finnegan's probable starters will be

Turner, Young, Slagle, Livelsberger, and

Johnson, with Dickson, DeSantis and Moye
seeeing plenty of playing time. Finnegansays

that all the members of this year's varsity will

play because W.C. faces a grueling schedule.

This season opens at home against

Muhlenberg, the MAC league winner for the

past three seasons, who wilt be tough agains

this year. The squad will play fifteen MAC
games, including Lebanon Valley, last year's

winner of the MAC Southern Division

playoffs; among others schedule are PMC,
Johns Hopkins, Upsala, Dickinson, and
Moravian. Rounding out the schedule are

seven Mason-Dixon league games, against

Loyola, Western Maryland, Gallaudet, UMBC,
Catholic University and Mt. St. Mary's.
Washington will not qualify for the
Mason-Dbton Conference playoffs because
there will not be enough league games on the

schedule.

Coach Finnegan believes that although the
team faces a strong schedule they do have a

good chance to make this year's playoffs. In

order" to do so, this year's hoopsters will have
to cut down their mistakes from twenty to at

most ten turnovers per game; they must also

improve on last year's 35% shooting average.

It seems that the only weakness will be the

lack of height, which the team will make up
for with hustle and desire.

It is hoped that last year's dismal 3-20

record will not keep fans from seeing this

season's edition. Student support at home
games can often provide the needed incentive

in close ball games. The first home scrimmage
will be November 15 at 4 p.m. Against
George Mason College.



in Wednesday SGA Meeting:

Merdinger resignation asked
Washington's Student

Senate voted Wednesday
night in an hour and a half

meeting to request the

resignation oC President

Charles Merdrliger.

Charging that students and
faculty lacked confidence in

the President and questioning

Merdinger's "ability to

continue in such an
atmosphere", the senators

passed the roll call resolution

with 24 "yea's", two "nea's",

and four abstentions.

The action by the Senate
grew out of a committee
report, authored by Barbara
Parris and Diane Sanchez and
headed by Tom Murphy,
which examined the situation

within the administration and
recommended that the SGA
request the President to

resign. (The unabridged text

of that report is presented to

the right of this story).

The Senate resolution,

although it will be officially

dated Monday, November 22,

will be read to the Board of
Visitors and Governors by
SGA President John Dimsdale
at tommorrow's meeting.

The unusual dating of the

motion was prompted by
objections that the Executive
Committee of the Board has

already undertaken an
investigation, as requested by
nearly 600 members of the

College community last

month.
Questions were raised by a

number of senators as to

whether the resolution should

be passed at all, charging that

it would negate the Board's

investigation.

The meeting, which was
attended by a large number
of non-senator students, then

evolved into a debate over the

necessity of immediate
action.

Committee chairman
Murphy commented that the

impression he received from
talking to President
Merdinger and Mr. Louis T.

Hughes, Director of
Development and Public

Relations, was that "they felt

they had nothing to worry
about."

Dimsdale added that "to
my knowledge the Executive

Committee has made no
request of information from
students or faculty."

After a vote taken to

accept the Parris Sanchez
report was passed, the SGA
president explained that the

study, along with an ELM
survey taken Wednesday

The Murphy Report
This report came aom long discussions

with various faculty members and
administrators. Our original purpose rose out
of student concern about the administration

and the part the Board of Visitors and
Governors plays in college governance. The
quotations that are used in this report are

not taken out of context. Rather, they were
in integral part of the conversation at the

time. The quotes which are used in the

report are those which are most pertinent to

the report. We will defer from mentioning
individuals unless we feel their names are

pertinent to the Information. Anyone
wishing to know the source of a particular

quote may ask one of the authors. In

addition, we were able to amass a great

many specific examples of behavior to

substantiate the feeling contained in this

report. In the interests of brevity they are

not included in this report. However they

are available upon request. In talking with
many faculty members and administrators, it

became apparent that all agree that there is a

definite crisis on campus. This crisis stems
from the fact that the faculty and students
have a lack of confidence in the present

administration. Many faculty' members fee)

the present administration "came in

arrogantly and demanded that things be
changed overnight."

It has been asked whether the present

administration has done anything technically

wrong. Since the President is the chief

executive of the college he can make any
demand appropriate. However, it is felt that

the present administration has subverted
many of the channels that have been laid

down by tradition.

Under the Gibson Administration the

government was shared by administrators,

faculty, and students. In other words, one

'Continued on Page 2i

which revealed an
overwhelming lack of
confidence in the
administration would be
relayed to the Board.
An earlier effort on the

part of junior Jon Spear to

recess the meeting to allow
senators to talk individually

with their constituents was

SGA initiates film series

defeated. Senate
Parliamentarian Larry
Israehte asserted that if the

motion was passed "we'd be
saying that the Senate has no
sense of responsibility."

Betsy Murray added that "All

you (the Senate) do is talk,

my God - act!"

Criticism was leveled that

the recommendation
appeared to be the decision

of the students, but was
actually only the opinion of
the Senate. Avoiding the

constitutional question of
student representation,
Dimsdale asserted that the

recommendation cleariy

stated that it was the decision

of only the Senate. SGA
leaders speculated that a vote

of the entire student body
may be instituted next week.

bi its regular meeting Monday night, the

Student Senate voted to establish a ten

segment film series next semester to help

raise money for the SGA scholarship fund.

The film series, which is under the

direction of junior Paul Eldridge, will cost

the Senate approximately $940. SGA
President John Dimsdale estimated that if

Tawes Theater we're filled at an admission
price of 50 cents, over $2000 could be
raised. He emphasized that the Senate series,

unlike previous movie programs, will also be
aimed at town residents.

Spring Weekend Discussed
In other action, the Senate considered

plans for Spring Weekend, set for April

14-16. SGA Social Chairman Bill Monk
explained that the two possible plans are

being considered for the weekend.
The projected cost of the first proposal

would be approximately $4,000 to $5,000
and would include a "big name" group for a

Friday night concert, a Saturday night

dance, and a picnic on Sunday.
Tones Down Plan

The second possibility, which Bill

described as "toned down," wquld involve

an expenditure of about $1500 and would
entail a Stunt Night on Thursday, followed
by an SGA Open House, A Friday night folk

concert featuring individual performances of
local and regional stature, a Saturday night

dance, and a picnic and car rally on Sunday.
SGA president Dimsdale commented that

"we should investigate as large a Spring
Weekend as we can afford." But he
emphasized that the last rock concert at

Washington, which was two years ago and
featured Iron Butterfly, was a financial

failure. "We lost $4500 on that concert. It's

a risk - we only have a $7000 budget.

Big Group a Possibility

Bill Monk added that it was difficult to

get a big name gropp with drawing power for

$5000. Dimsdale asserted, however, that "if

they are worth getting for that price then it

is still a possibihty."

The Senate again passed! a resolution

requesting that seniors who are writing

papers for their majors be exempted from
second semester final exams. The issue will

first go to the Academic Council and then to

the faculty. The motion is similar to one of
last year which was rejected by the faculty.

Board to consider

campus conflict

Washington's 36 member Board of Visitors and Governors

meets tomorrow for its second meeting of the year and it is

anticipated that they will address themselves to the issues

involved in the past month's campus controversy.

According to President Charles Merdinger, the trustees will

take "a quick look at the major points" of the Middle States

Self Study and will consider an Executive Committee report.

It is expected that the Executive Committee's presentation

will deal essentially with the problems between the students,

faculty, and administration in response to last month's requost

by nearly 600 members of the College community for Boud
intercedence.

Student Government President John Dimsdale will addn^ss

the trustees at the meeting and will present both his and th;

Student Senate's position.

At the first Board meeting of this year, an afternoon

address and discussion by students was slated. No such

presentation was scheduled for this meeting, prompting the

Student Senate Monday night to request a formal invitation

from the President for students to appear.

I
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Editorial

The time has come

Washington's Student Senate, in a bold but

necessary move, last Wednesday night requested

the resignation of Dr. Charles Merdinger as

President

Now that the issue has been decided, it is

important that the conflict and divisiveness among

students, which marked the Senate's proceedings,

be put aside.

It is imfierative, too, for trustees attending

tomorrow's meeting of the Board of Visitors and

Governors to realize that this action in no way

negates the value of their own investigation.

Indeed, if the speculation that the Board has

accomplished little in its study is true, then the

SGA action will only enhance it by making clear at

least one viewpoint.

When it joined in calling for an investigation by

the trustees the Senate in noway undermined its

position to speak out forcefully on the campus

situation.

In summation, we ask that the Board seriously

consider the Senate's request and that they

integrate the student findings into their own
report.

Murphy reports.

{Continued from Page 1)

felt very close to the President. One faculty

felt that a talk with President Merdinger was

like "talking to a wall." In 1961 when the

academic council was considering expansion

of the school from 450 students to 750 all

were involved in discussion. This is not true

today. It has been apparent that President

Merdinger acts rather than consults. The

President is like "a captain of a ship in that

he takes the attitude Now hear this." The

faculty is supposed to listen and then act

accordingly to his demands. The decision

making process should, we feel, be a shared

process.

President Gibson sought faculty members

who consciously worked for the betterment

of Washington College. The present

administration has said on many instances to

faculty members that they are here as "a

stopping place for bigger and better things."

As in comparison to the past administration

President Gibson and Dean Kirkwood

Continued
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"sought out members who
wanted to be here as an end

to itself, not a mere way
«d-atinn oo the way to bigger

things."

President Merdinger does

not unite the college as a

President should. Faculty and

students feel that the

President is non-involved with

the aspects of the college.

Rie President does not take

the time to communicate
.with his faculty or with his

students. When speaking with

the President he pointed out

that one of the problems

centered around the fact that

an entire new administration

came into being in the fall of

1970. "The confusion arose

from a different ball game

coming in." One would surely

feel a great effort would be

made to seek advice fromi

faculty members. Little was

asked of them in way of

contribution; they were asked

"to take orders from him."

"It is quite sad when the

faculty of a college sees their

President as a ridiculous

figure." At first the faculty

thought the present problem

centered around a basic

misunderstanding. Now it is

felt that the problem centers

around misleading and
dehberate lying. In the

faculty meeting, the President

stated that the Board of

Visitors and Governors had
approved the building of a

new dormitory. At this date

they had not, and when
questioned by a professor,

the President completely

denied his statement and

immediately changed the

subject. At the most recent

faculty meeting again

pertinent subjects were

avoided. The following is a

statement indicating another

instance where the President

misused his authority and

how he explained away the

problem.

"Merdinger Establishes

Bold Ph.D. Program
Press Release:

To AP. UP! and Reuters

The President of
Washington College in

Chestertown, Maryland
announced last night that

dependents of faculty and

staff would be provided

$2100 per academic year for

both undergraduate and
graduate education.

Washington College has

established a new and

courageous precedent with

this move. Charles J.

Merdinger, in a test-case, has

placed his own daughter in a

full time program at a

prestigious Eastern school.

Entirely on his own. without

debate with either business

agents, faculty committees or

governing board, President

Merdinger has made this bold

move. It is estimated that this

program could conceivably

provide students with Ph.D.'s

at such institutions as

Harvard, Yale, Johns Hopkins

or even the Sorbonne. The
Merdinger plan could cost the

College an estimated

$100,000 over the next

seven years."

During our investigation it

became apparent that the

majority of Faculty members
consider the method of Dean

Seager's hiring as an example

of the President's dishonesty

in dealing with the Faculty. It

is their feeling that the Dean

was hired prior to the July 6,

1970 meeting (called by Dr.

Merdinger) to discuss the

hiring of the new dean. This

feeling can be substantiated

by concrete evidence by
several faculty members.

When the question of his

hiring was posed to Dean
Seager he said that he knew
his hiring was controversial.

Dean Seager said "in his mind
(President Merdinger's) may
have been the leading

candidate." but he was not

hired in May. The Dean knew
nothing about the committee
that was formed by the

President and on July 9th he

was offered the job.

In the hiring of faculty

members there is a question

of who REALLY has the

authority. The department
chairmen have the ability to

hire candidates, but not on a

written contract, also the

candidate is interviewed by
the Dean, President, and
Appointments of the Tenure

Committee. They all advise

the President, but he has the

final say. Even after his

decision it has to be ratified

by the Board. The President

directly violated this when he

interviewed a prospect as a

new administrator and

assured him along with his

administrative duties that he

would be able to teach

history. Dr. Smith (Chairman

of History Department) was

never consulted.

The Dean is "a good
administrator." but he lacks

confidence in the Faculty and

the student body. When
speaking to a lower Eastern

Shore Alumni meeting the

Dean depreciated the

standards of the new graduate

program. This is the identical

program he so highly praised

days before.

Intemew with President

Merdinger and Dean Seager

Dean Seager summed up

the present situation on
campus as being "a crisis in

personality." The Faculty is

looking at "the style of the

present administration
instead of their goals." This

personality clash "is a poison

in the academic atmosphere."

The dean did admit that there

was a great need to have an

integrated faculty and an

integrated committee
structure. "I find myself at

the moment dealing with

pieces of problems."

The Dean rejected the

accusation of the present

Faculty and student members
of subverting communication

channels. In answer to the

question of the faculty as

being here as "a stopping

place for bigger and better

things" he responded by
saying "one has to decide in

his own mind where to put

his life." If a Faculty member
is research and v/riting

oriented then Washington

College is not for him. In

other words Dean Seager was

talking about the fact that

one "must make an individual

professional decision." The
Dean openly admitted that

the Faculty has a "failure or

lack of confidence towards

the professional goals and/or

the integrity of the

administration. He believes

that it can be dealt with "on

its merits."

Our talk with the

President was much less

satisfying. His answers were

very vague and he pointedly

avoided the issue of the

turmoil on campus. The
President stated: "people are

confused. There is present an

inability to distinguish

between studying something

and making up their minds to

do it." We gathered that the

President is most concerned
(Continued on Page
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What you get with a W.C. degree
by Phyllis Lowenthat

No one today is unaware of the

problems involved when a college

graduate seeks permanent
employment. There are far too many
bright, young college graduates, and

far too few positions for them. Too
often they find their education either

too limited or more extensive than the

job requires. Unfortunately
Washington College -graduates are no
exception to this trend-as the last two
graduating classes prove.

Washington has prepared a great

number of teachers in the past and
continues to do so. This is regrettable,

however, for a rather large percentage

of the unemployed from the past two
years graduated with a teaching

degree. Those ten percent or so who
did get jobs only tended to glut an
already surfeited market.

This, too, is the situation in the

Social Services where fewer and fewer

Washington College grads are able to

get jobs. Conversely, however, the

business world seems to be picking up
more grads than was the usual

practice. If this sets a trend, job

opportunities could very well increase,

even if some of these jobs are far

below what a college education

prepares one for, such as the

secretarial posts which a number of

recent grads have taken.

If one cannot get a job, there is

always the Armed Forces or the

Government. That line which used to

be a joke is one no longer. Though the

Government may not be the sure thing

it once was, the Armed Forces are. At
the very least, ten percent of the past

two graduating classes have joined the

Armed Forces. This is done not only
to avoid draft, but because the Armed
Forces can offer more than civilian

life.

Of course, there are jobs that

civilian life does offer to the

Washington College graduates, jobs
like carpenter's helper, a truck or bus
driver, or an antique furniture maker.
It seems like the best opportunity
offered is that which the great

preponderance of Washington college

graduates take: graduate school. From
twenty to forty-five percent of recent

grads went on to various types of
higher education. Because a regular

college education prepares very few
for immediate employment, some sort

of training, such as business, or higher

education is necessary. The last two
graduating classes from Washington
College have shown that just a college

diploma is far from adequate in

today's employment scheme.

Remembrance of thirties past
In simpler times at Washington

College, there was still an SGA,
although it was then known as the

Student Council. But a legislative

organization by any other name will

still keep records, and so today we can
explore time-capsules of bound
minutes, discovering the burning issues

of earlier days.

FORTY YEARS AGO THIS
WEEK:

Under old business, the members
present at the November 16, 1931
Student Council meeting discussed the

fact that the shower in Middle Hall

had not been fixed. Plans for a

Poster-Fight after the Fresh-Soph
football classic were postponed until

class sentiment could be accurately

polled.

turmoil in West

Under new business, the President

chained three men with "breaking

down doors and causing a disturbance

in West Hall." Questioning

and investigations were carried over

until a special meeting three days later.

At this time, the men involved were

given sentences of one to two week

room campus.

At the same meeting, the Poster

Fight was abandoned in favor of a

post-game dance, and a request was

made and passed that "the light be left

on in West Hall until twelve o'clock-''

THIRTY YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
(By this time minutes were being

typed, giving the proceedings a vastly

more official look.)

President Kirby reported that

definite plans were being made to set

up a system of room inspections.

Students were on their own and on

their honor academically, however,

and final arrangements for

administering the honor pledge to the

freshman class were discussed.

The Fresh-Soph football game was

still a classic, having expanded into

other contests as well. The post-game

dance instigated in 1931 was now a

tradition labeled the Victory Dance.

After a report from the Medical

Committee ("new and extensive work

was being made on the present

situation"), the council adjourned

with bureaucratic flair.

TWENTY YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
The best of human organizations are

just that - human. In other words, the

minutes for 1951 are missing.

TEN YEARS AGO:
The Student Council had become

the Student Senate, and its duties had
enlarged in consequence. Things were

also considerably more business-like:

there were two permanent committees

and five special committee reports

given at the November 21, 1961
meeting.

Byrd at S350

The Educational and Cultural

Affairs Committee announced that it

had contracted guitarist Charlie Byrd
for a February concert-price: $350.

Mention of the Fresh-Soph game
was missing; instead detailed plans

were given for a Christmas party to be
held for the primary grades of

Chestertown's elementary schools.

girls in Foxwell

Under new business, the Senate

moved that "girls be allowed in the

Foxwell lounge during the hours

permissible in the other men's

dormitory lounges as stated in the

Student Handbook, provided curtains

are put up across the corridors leading

to the Foxwell Lounge." This motion
was then referred to the Judiciary

Committee - final vote on the motion

came the next week - when it passed.

Whether providing insights into

water-pistol fights and consequent

reprisals in the cafeteria or insight into

the effects of Peari Harbor, whether

recording who violated the honor code,

whether perused for pleasure or

precedents, these remnants of

yesterday's red-tape were written and

therefore should be read by someone
somewhere every ten years. N.B.:

justice has been done.

THE TOWER SHOP
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Murphy report

with the fact that we as a
liberal arts college may be in

danger because our
enrollment is under a

thousand." We would "be
ostriches if we kept our heads
in the sand." The President
seems unaware of the fact

that students picked
Washington College because
of its small enrollment and
that we are against any ideas
of further expansion making
our population one thousand
or more, until the major
problems at the 750 level are

ironed out.

When finally speaking of
the turmoil that existed,

President Merdinger felt that
it was due to the fact that in

any institution of human
activity people do not see eye
to eye. When asked what he
would do knowing that

faculty members would leave

unless his policy drastically

changed, he replied "that of
course the loss would be

irreplaceable, but there are

one hundred applicants for

every vacancy." He went on
to make the analogy that

faculty members come here,

grow with knowledge and
experience, and then leave

"like a fingernail that grows
and then falls off. No policy

is cast of concrete, but I will

not make peace at any price."

"It is a two way street: the

other person has to be
listening as well as talking,

there are times that you can

•••• (Continued from Page 2)

not tolerate all this

nonsense."

From the accumulation of
information in the past three

weeks the two basic points

that can be drawn are the fact

that there is a total lack of
confidence in the
dministration and especially

in President Merdinger
leading to the second point
and stating specifically about
the President, there is a lack

of integrity. There is 1) a

crisis in trust for the
administration and 2) a crisis

in respect for the
administration. AS one
faculty member said
"President Merdinger is not
right for the situation. When
talking to the students, it's

like talking to the ranks."

"An academic leader must
possess certain characteristics

such as tolerance,
opemindedness." It is felt

that President Merdinger has

a lack of appreciation of

things (on campus).

We feel that the turmoil

on campus is detracting from
the academic atmosphere and
that the turmoil is a direct

result of the President's

policies and behavior while in

office. Therefore, we do
hereby recommend that the

Student Government request

the resignation of Charies J.

Merdinger.

Respectfully submitted,

Diane Sanchez '72

Barbara Parris '75

£jim survey

7776 following poll was administered to the

student body on Wednesday, November 17.

There were 224 responses from the poll.

1) Do you feel that the present

administration has aided the college

academically?

yes-44 no-162 nr-lS

2) Do you think that the

administration is concerned with the

individual:

student yes-Sl nO"159 nr-lS

professor yeS"41 no-166 nr-16
administrator yeS"99 no-97 nr"29

3) Do you think there is a lack of

communication between:

a-s yes-190 no~30 nr-4

f-s yes-89 no-127 nr-B

f-a yes-179 no-34 nr-ll

4) So you think that the present

administration has helped the College

community grow socially and

cuturally?

yes-166 nO"41 nr-19

5) Are you in favor of the present

administration?

yes-37
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Not bad, but not good.,,.
by Bill Dunphy

With the season opener less than

two weeks away, the basketball team

has begun its pre-season schedule of

scrimmages. The results of the first

two exhibitions were both heartening

and discouraging for the Washington

fan.

The trip to Glassboro State last

Friday resulted in what could be

interpreted as the start of another of

those long, cold Chestertown winters.

The Sho'men showed little offensive

punch during the three halves against

Glassboro, although Coach Finnegan

thought that the team did play good

defense throughout the scrimmage.

What has to be taken into

consideration when analyzing this

game is the fact that Glassboro has

everyone back from last year's 21-6

season. Not only that, but three of last

year's starters are seeing a lot of

basketball from the sidelines because

of the three junior college transfers

who have taken their place in the

starting five. The rich always seem to

get richer.

The George Mason scrimmage in

another story. The Shore quintet

finally got rolling late in the first half

and kept going for the final twenty

minutes to finish on top, 98-94. The
fast break seemed to start to click

during the second half; while Finnegan

was pleased to be the winner, he was

disappointed about the 25 turnovers.

A running team can expect to make up

to 15 miscues per game; beyond that

number, it is time to worry.

Predictably, Rick Turner and Lew
Young led the scoring for Washington.

Finnegan hopes to improve on at

least a couple of facts of Washington's

game before the opener against

Muhlenberg The execution, while

good during the Mason game, will have

to be improved to cut down on the

turnovere. In addition, everyone, with

the possible exception of Corky
Livelberger and John Dickson, will

have to get his share of the rebounds.

And the players will have to start

taking the 12 to 15 footers. Presently,

individuals are hesitating in order to

look for the open man. While this is a

good habit to develop, doing it too

much can lead to the waste of a

perfectly good, open shot.

I wouldn't encourage anyone to

expect an undefeated season. The
competition, from the opener against

Muhlenberg all the way through the

season, is simply too good. But there is

no reason to expect a repeat of last

year's disaster. Given a sufficient

number of breaks, decent officiating (a

rarity in this area) and a sense of team
discipline in execution, things may
not be so bad in Chestertown this

winter after all.

Freshman Guard Bob Johnson goes in for a
lay-up while surrounded by Goerge Mason
opponents. Washington won the scrimmaqe
98-94.
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SPOR TS

Shoreman to host

B. U. in semifinals

This Friday at 2 p.m.
Washington College will face

Baltimore University in a

semi-final play-off game in

the Mason-Dixon conference.

The winner of this game will

face the winner of the

L o y o I a-Western Maryland

play-off gamealso being held

here at 11:30 Friday

morning. The winners of
these semi-final contests will

meet Saturday at Towson
SUte College at 1:30.

Coach Athey scouted
Baltimore University last

week, they have extremely
strong forwards who will be
able to keep the pressure on
the Washington College

defense all day. Washington's

game plan will be to keep the

offensive pressure on tneir

weak half-backs and
full-backs. If the Sho'men can
keep this pressure on them
there is a strong chance that

they will get by Baltimore
University and will get

another chance at first place

Loyola.

According to the scouting-

reports, Loyola in extremely
fast, strong and agile. They
have very strong bench and a

talented team on the whole.

Coach Athey feels that with a

different defense {Washington
played a man to man in the

5-1 loss in the first game of
the year) and a more
experienced team The
Sho'men will give Loyola a

good game.

Cheerleaders

to sponsor
bonfire-rally

There will be a

bonfire-rally on Wednesday,
Dec. 1 at 6:30 before the first

basketball game of the

season. It will be sponsored

by the cheerieaders and the

Athletic Department with the

assistance of Panhel, IPC,

Reid Hall, and the Women's
Athletic Association. The
bonfire-rally, to take place

behind Cain gym, is preceded
by a torch light parade thru

campus led by a kazoo band.

All students are welcome
to join various committees
and the kazoo band. If

interested, contact a

cheerleader or anyone in the

Athletic Department.
Remember Dec. 1 at 6:30!

The ELM Pegasus

Film Series

presents

THEM

Sunday, November 21

8.00 o'clock

in Tawes

Zetas Sue Wilson and Barbara Eisenberg

decide who will return the ball during Girls'

Intramural Volley Ball action.
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Board looks into controversy
Responding to an earlier

request for an investigation

by the Board of Visitors and
Governors into the current

campus atuation, an ad hoc
committee of the trustees

initiated last weekend, the
first segment of their study.

The committee, headed by
co-chairman Robert H. Roy,
Dean of Engineering Science
at Johns Hopkins University

and Elias Nuttle, heard
reports from both students
and faculty regarding the
administration and the

request for President Charies

Merdinger's resignation.

Student representatives from
groups labeled as
pro-administration, moderate,
and anti-administration, along
with faculty, tenured and
non-tenured, and other
individuals addressed the

Board in the Sophie Ken-
room of the Miller Library.

{See student interpretations

of those meetings below.)

Commenting on the

success of the meetings, Dr.

Joseph McLain, who
organized the weekend
program , , said that "The
Board told him that

regardless of what side they
took, the students' points

were not only well taken but
also were well expressed. The
Board was very impressed
with their articulation."

Dr. McLain added that the
"Board has done a lot," and
deserves "a pat on the back
for their effort."

Student Government
leaders, at their Monday night
meeting, also expressed

satisfaction with the
committee's impartiality and
desire to know the facts,

excepting Sunday morning's
meeting when Dr. Philip

Wingate. Chairman of the
Board, sat in on the

investigating committee's
meeting.

Senior Tom Hodgson, who
spoke with the anti-adminis-
tration group, told the Senate
he had "a favorable
impression on the whole,"

Investigators hear 3 views
The following stones are interperlation and reports of the student meetings with

The inuestigating committee, written collectively by members in attendance. Because of
space limitations the articles have been edited.

•Anti
The student group

representing anti-
administration sentiment
stressed to the Board the
following points: 1)

Expansion took place with
little concern or feelings for

the students or faculty of
Washington College; 2) the
result lying in the loss of
small and intimate classes and
the quality of education
being hindered; and the loss

of all study and recreational

lounges in the male dorms
with them being turned into

housing for students. The
Board defended its decision

to continue through with the

Heritage Program, estabJished

eight years ago, but did seem
to understand that the

'Continued on Page 5i

^Moderate
A p peari ng collectively

before the committee, the
'moderate' students
emphasized the fact that
though some other W.C.
students may share their
views, they meant to
represent only themselves and
give only their personal
opinions before the
committee.

Adolph Morando stressed
the fact that he felt it was the
Board's duty to find out all

the facts concerning the
current controversy and from
those facts alone, determine
whether Dr. Merdinger should
be dismissed or not.

Ed Brigham emphasized a
point about W.C.'s liberal

tradition, adding that in his

'Continued on Page 5)

•Pro

The representative of the

pro-Merdinger committee did

not complete his assignment

in time for pubticalion. The
pro-Merdinger position will

appear in the next issue of
the ELM. The editors regret

this omission.

with the exception of Dr.
Wingate whom he termed "an
obvious distraction." He
asserted that Wingate "was
very outspoken against us"
and asked "questions out of
context with the point at
hand."
SGA president John

Dimsdale added that "it was
obvious that they (the
committee( were doing their

damnedest to be objective"
but commented that Wingate
was "more argumentative,
less interested in fact."

Although he was not
appointed directly to the ad
hoc committee. Dr. Wingate
exercised his "ex officio"
status, which entitles him to

sit in on any committee
meetings.

The ad hoc committee has
slated meetings this weekend
also, mostly with
administrative officials.

Scheduled to address the
Board investigators this

Saturday morning are Mr.
Louis T. Hughes, Director of
Development and Public

Relations, Business Manager
Gene Hessey, Admission
Director Ormond Andrews,
Dr. William Sawyer. Assistant

to the President, and Dr.

McLain. Dean Seager will

-speak to the committee
;3aturday afternoon while
IPresident Merdinger is

ficheduled for Sunday.

SGA pushes for campus radio station
If the College's Board of Visitors and

Governors is favorable to the idea and if

they come up with the necessary financial

backing, Washington may have its first

on-campus, student run radio station by
Spring.

Sophomore Larry Israelite, who is backing
the plan for a station, received official

support from the SGA Monday night when
the Senate unanimously passed a resolution

requesting the submission of the proposal at

the January meeting of the trustees.

According to Larry, the entire station and
transmission set-up would cost nearly

$6,000. Officials from the Low Power
Broadcasfing Company, a Pennsylvania firm

specializing in the installation of campus
radio stations, visited the college last week,
tried out a portable radio station, and
estimated that it would cost $4700 for

equipment and approximately $1000 for

installation to set up a station here. Larry
added however, that the cost of installation

could be reduced if student work was
involved. A complete station, covering not
only the dorms but the whole campus,
would cost neariy $10,000 he added.

Larry commented that the station, which

would probably be known as WCCM (for

Washington College, Chestertown, Maryland)
"will do everything a normal stafion does."
He expects live broadcast hours to run from
4:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. on weekdays and
4:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. on weekends. There
is also a possibility that during non-live
hours, the station would rebroadcast
programs from Baltimore, Washington, and
Philadelphis radio stations which are hard to
pick up in the area, making sure, as Larry
said, that "something is coming out 24 hours
a day."

Broadcasts of athletic games from Gain
Gymnasium and on the athletic fields could
also be transmitted thro'ugh WCCM to the
dorms.

Larry explained that the broadcast studio
would originally be established in the SGA
office and would send signals through audio
wires to two transmitters, one in Kent House
and the other in Reid Hall. Through the wire
system, the two transmitters would carry the
station to the other dorms. The Kent House
transmission would also serve Somerset
House, Hodson Hall, and the three Hill

dorms. Reid Hall would also serve Caroline
and Queen Anne House and Minta Martin
Hall

The addition of a new dorm across the
street from Somerset would require an extra
expenditure of $900 for it to be included in

the system.

According to Larry, the station will not
come under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Communication Commission since its signal

will not broadcast over 250 feet from any
buildings.

The organizers of the station hope the
Board of Visitors and Governors will supply
the initial money but also expect to solicit"

alumni for corttributions. The possiblity of
advertsing revenue is also being considered.

Larry anticipates that until such time that

the radio station could get direct funding
from the college, such as the ELM or the
yearbook, the station's annual budget would
have to be covered by the SGA.

In the proposal to the Board, Larry hopes
to emphasize the educational value of the

program. "I think it will have a good effect

on the admissions department," he
commented, "and will pave the way for a
communications major. In terms of a
long-term investment, it could be an valuable

asset for the College and I hope the Board
will see this."
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Editorial

A campus radio station, as

discussed by the student senate,

would certainly be a desirable and

instrumental tool in the development

of an even stronger educational

program at Washington.

It's an almost embarrassing fact

that a college of Washington's caliber

hasn't already ventured into this area.

Such a station could provide

practical, on-the-job training in

broadcasting, news writing, and radio

engineering and its program could

allow for coverage of campus news,

public service information, and college

talent. Not to mention the fact that it

could be entertaining and add an

additional dimension to a much
criticized social-ex tracu rricu lar

program.

And if the need and desire were

Indicated, the establishment of a radio

station, along with the reguvenation

of the campus press, could pave the

way for a communications major.

We simply ask the Board to

seriously consider all these points

reaching a decision.

Letters to the editor

The Washington Elm Friday, December 10, 1971

Editorial

All the reports that have been heard

so far seem to indicate that the

investigating ad hoc committee of the

Board of Visitors and Governors has

accomplished a lot in its two day

effort.

SGA President John Dimsdale

asserted that the investigators were

"doing their damnedest to be objective"

and Dr. Joseph McLain added that

they "deserved a pat on the back."

These glowing compliments don't

come without substantial merit. The

ad hoc committee members are

obviously striving to get the total

picture of the controversy, dispelling

earlier fears that the Boardwould

conduct a 'white wash' investigation.

The committee meets again this

weekend to hear the administrative

viewpoint and will them probably

adjourn to develop its report.

We can only hope that the

investigators will conduct the upcoming

segment of their study according to

the same quality standards it

demonstrated last weekend. And from

this viewpoint we're optimistic that

they will.

Dimsdale raps Wingate's interference
This letter was originally written to Mr.

Elias Nuttle and Dean Robert Roy
co<hairmen of the Board of Visitors ami
Governors' Investigating Committee.

Following the Board meeting of November

20, 1971, 1 was visited by Dr. Wingate, who

infonned me of the action taken during the

meeting of November 20. During our

CO n versation he expressed certain

unreasonable and insensitive fixed opinions,

which I consider unconductive to a

thoroughly objective study by your

investigating committee. I feel that it is my
responsibility to inform you of these

opinions.

Dr. Wingate stated that he could not

foresee asking the President to resign. It was

my impression from this statement that Dr.

Wingate held the pre-conceived notion that

the investigation would conclude that the

President is not at fault for the campus
unrest. When questioned about this attitude,

Dr. Wingate expressed confidence that the

investigation would not disclose anything to

indicate that the President is responsible for

campus crisis. I admire bis confidence

(which he maintains in the face of

student-faculty requests for the President's

resignation), but I don't beUeve that

expression of such confidences on the part

of Dr. Wingate are appropriate at this time,

nor will they contribute to the aura of total

objectivity that we hope will be maintained

throughout the investigation.

Since Dr. Wingate stated that there was
serious unrest on campus, I asked him if he

thought the President could continue in such

an atmosphere, whether the discontent

stemmed from his (the President's) actions

or not. Dr. Wingate said that "the Board can

not abandon the man if be is not at fault."

In the interest of the welfare of the entire

college, [ must disagree with this reasoning. I

cannot see how the President can

successfully carry out the administration of

the college when he lacks the confidence and
respect of the college community.

This misplaced sense of priorities

regarding the good of the college as a whole
' was evident throughout our conversation.

The fact that the coUege will lose many good

faculty members if the President remains,

did not concern Dr. Wingate in the least. He
cited high faculty turnover rates as normal

and said that he would not be concerned

even if "22 or 32 were to leave; they can be

replaced." I question his concern for one
man (the President), and his utter lack of it

for more than 60 faculty, and some 750
students, all of whom are being subjected to

these difficult times.

However, the main point is that what we
are trying to achieve here at Washington

College (an open and honest group .of

students, faculty, and administrators in

pursuit of knowledge) is being eroded from

many sides. We have objected to President

Merdinger's lack of honest objectivity and

sensitivity towards faculty and students, and

now we are plagued with similar attitudes on
the part of the Chairman of the Board. I

don't think it's expecting too much of our

college leaders when we ask that they be

sensitive to, not only the faculty and

students, but also to Washington College and

its future. 1 L II i%- J IJohn H. Dimsdale

Wingate on campus turmoil
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Dear Sir:

On November 20 the

Board of Visitors and
Governors met to discuss,

among other things, the

current tensions on the

campus, as reported in THE
ELM and elsewhere. The
Board asked me, as Chairman,

to tell Dr. McLain for the

faculty and Mr. Dimsdale for

the student body of the

actions we have taken and

plan to take. I was happy to

do this because 1 believe the

action and the plans are

sound.

I spent about an hour

talking with Mr. Dimsdale

and Miss Jackson who was

also present. During the

course of the conversation
Mr. Dimsdale suggested that I

give the essentials of what I

told him to THE ELM so all

students could read it.

Briefiy, these essentials are

as follows. The Board is much
concerned that the current

campus tensions may

interfere with student

academic work, with faculty

teaching and research, with

administrative work, and with

the college's public posture

thereby making it more
difficult to raise funds for

desirable college programs.

Accordingly, I have
appointed a special
committee to study the

problems and to report

findings and recommenda-
tions to the full Board prior

,
to its next meeting. The
Committee is as follows:

Judge Rasin; Mr.
Medholdt; Dr. Roy; Mr.
Nuttle; Mr. KeUy; Mr.
Russell; Mr. Ryan; Mr.
Dobbin.

Dr. Roy and Mr. Nuttle
were elected by the
committee to serve as

co-chairmen during the study. I

hope that the additional

communications created by
the study itself will clear up
many and perhaps all of the

problems now existing simply
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Political aspirant receives

advice from a top Democrat

Page Three

Last Thursday night I

attended a Democratic

fund-raising dinner in

Baltimore, Maryland, arriving

in Baltimore with a group of

prominent politicians from

my home-town of Salisbury,

Maryland. We were later to

hear speeches by Mrs. George

McGovem, Senator Hubert
Humphrey, Senator Henry
Jackson, and Senator

Edmund Muskie. Before

dinner I had the pleasure of

walking around the Civic

Center with one of the more
prominent members of the

group. Knowing of my
political ambitions, he
attempted to teach me the

finer points of being a

successful politician.

Public counts

The primary thing about

being a politican is the ability

to make a good impression on
the public. If the public likes

you, you'll get votes. The
first thing for a prospective

politician to do, especially

when mingling with the

public is to keep his eyes level

at all times. Never be looking

at the floor or at the ceiling.

A straight look gives the

impression of confidence and

mental stability.

Also, especially with

Democrats, it's better to have

a drink in your hand. The
experienced politician can go

all night on only two or three

drinks, thereby staying sober

but giving the impression of a

hep guy. I had an immediate

chance to practice this tenet

because, as at most
Democratic meetings,
the liquor was flowing

abundantly; I found the

lesson most enjoyable.

Smiles help

Noting my rapt attention,

my political mentor moved
on to the next skill - the

ay Rick Pollitt

handling of the women.
Women are very susceptible

to flattery and a true

politician takes great

advantage of it. When you
meet a woman you give her a
big smile and then the big
once-over form head to foot.

{However, this should not be
done to the point of
obscenity.) Then you pick
out a certain part of her
apparel and praise it greatly.

A really good vote-getter!

First experience

My first experience with
this was not exactly

letter-perfect. The idea

opportunity came when,
walking with my friend, I

heard a small voice frdown
below. I looked down and
saw a pretty little lady

standing there saying

something to me. I said,

"Ma'am?" She replied, "I'm
Mrs. George McGovem, and
you are . . ,

?"

Well, what could I say? I

Anally stumbled through an
answer and she went away to

meet another to meet another
unknowing voter. My first

attempt at charm and finesse

was next to disaster. The
funny thing was that Mrs.

McGovern didn't have the

slightest idea who my friend

the politician was, so she used
the very same lines and
gimmicks on him that he had
just described to me. It was
no use; he's a Muskie man.

Men who made it

We continued our walk,

flashing wide smiles to the

women and looks of

superiority to the men, as we
met various state and local

politicians. My friend was just

about to explain the policy

towards men when dinner

was announced. As we sat

before our fifty-dollar a plate

meal and watched the men

3n new dorm

:

Design readied
progress on a new college dorm, according to Student

Affairs ofncial Maureen Kelly, has reached the stage where
tentative architectural plans have been drawn up and
submitted to the College.

Dean Kelty explained that "the concept {of the dorm
design) is pretty muclf final." Plans now involve the

construction of three separate two story buildings grouped
together housing 32 students each.

Each floor of the structures, will have two four men
apartments and one eight men suite grouped around a

centrji.l lounge with kitchen and laundry facilities. Both
suites and apartments will contain doubles centered around
a lounge of their own with minimum kitchen facilities.

Ms. Kelly commented that the dorm will be visibly]

different &om traditional residences since rooms will be

centered around small lounges instead of hallways.

Using innovative speed-up methods of construction,

known in the building trade as "fast tracking", College

officials are anticipating a September 1, 1972 opening.

Dean Kelly added that considerations regarding student
life in the dorm, including the question of whether it will

be co-ed, will be discussed by the Student Affairs

Committee, headed by Dr. Kevin McDonnell, during second

semester.

who had made it politics,

Jackson, Muskie, and

Humphrey, I reflected on
how easy it all seemed to be.

Politics are everyday

But giri-watching, social

drinking, and looking the
public straight in the eye isn't

really that simply. Practice

makes perfect, so politicians

must go through the routines

every day of the week - they
can't stop trying if they want
to win.

Richard Pollitt, ion the right}, meets the
honorable Governor Marvin Mandel of Maryland at
a Democratic fund raising dinner in Baltimore.

Kent House group initiates

fund for shootin/s^ victim

In response to the shooting

of a college employee and the

murder of his parents

Tuesday, November 23,

residents of Kent House have

initiated a fund to help cover

the victim's medical bills.

Twenty -nine-year-old
Charles Coleman, who has

worked on the janitorial staff

of Kent House for five years,

was critically wounded and
taken to University Hospital

in Baltimore.

Both parents killed

The murder-shooting
incident occurred at the

Coleman family farm outside

Chestertown. Both of Charles

Coleman's parents were
found dead at the scene while

he, critically wounded and
beaten, was rushed to Kent
Queen Anne's County
Hospital and then transferred

to the Baltimore hospital.

David Luke Nicholson, 19,

who police identified as the

estranged husband of Carolyn
Coleman, the slain parent's

daughter, is charged with the

murder-beatings.

Heavy costs

Coleman will be
hospitalized for a number of
weeks and will require

another major operation. It is

expected that his hospital

costs will exceed $6,000.

According to the Kent
House group, "Charles has no
financial resources now that

his parents are no longer

living. Charles is not covered

by any insurance plan and the

money he will receive from
his parent's estate will be
negligible."

Townspeople to help

Today the Kent group will

approach local businesses for

donations and will institute a
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WEEKEND FUN
at
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Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2mj. So. of Chestertown on Rt 213

m iX>wr:TOWN chestertown
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

door-to-door campaign to

private homes ^'^rouehout

Chestertown tomorrow. The
volunteers will present

College identification cards as

credentials. Donations to the

fund can be mailed to The
Coleman Fund, c/o Business

Office, Washington College,

Chestertown, Maryland
21620.

Coming

Events

Thursday, December 9;

•Writer's Union sponsored
poetry readings m/Foretgn
languages Hynson Lounge at 8:00
p.m.

'Basketball game against
Salisbury State at 8:00 In Cain
Gym.

Friday, December 10:

* Christ mas concert by
Washington College Chorus at

8:30 in Tawes.

•Reid Holl Christmas parly

following c

Saturday, Oecen^er 11:

•Junior Class dance in Hudson
from 9:00 to 1;00.

Sunday, December 12:

*Elm Pegasus Film Series -

"The Bridge on the River Kwai"
at 8:00 in Tawes.

Monday, December 1 3:

•Writer's Union Film Series at

4:00 in Miller.

'Kent House annual Egg Nog
Party in Reid Hall Lounge at

9:00.

Tuesday, December 14:

'Annual Christmas Tree
Lighting on terrace of Milter

Library at 5:00.

'William James Forum lecture;

'The Transition (rom 'Is" to

'Oughf by Professor A. C. Ewing
ot Cambridge University at 7:00
p.m. in Hynson.

Wednesday, November 15:

'Finel exams begin

'Student Christmas dinner in

Hudson at 5:00.
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Earle Hyman as Trigorin, Judith Jordan as Nina and John Costopoulosas

Constantine appear in a scene from the Center Stage production of Anton

Chekhov's The Sea Gull, running through December 9th.

Chorus
concert.

Washington's College

Chorus, after a November
concert which the
organization president, Danea
Tally, described in the near

future, including tonight's

free Christmas concert.

The concert, which is set

for 8:30 p.m. in Tawes
Auditorium, will feature

hohday songs of traditional,

contemporary and religious

nature.

Christmas variety

Heading the program,

which will be. directed by Mr.

William Johnston, will be

selections from Handel's

"Messiah." Other songs

included are Mendelssohn 's

"He, Watching Over Isreal",

HOwells' "A Spotless Rose",

"The first Mercy" by Peter

Warlock, "A Boy Was Vom"
by Benjamin Britten, Richard

Sennet's "What Sweeter

Music", Ulysses Kay's

"Alleluia", and two selections

Underneath the mistletoe
by Annie Marshall

Cut-out cookies and spiked

eggnog, mistletoe, gay gift

wrappings, the voice of Burl

Ives singing carots - all to

bring merriment for the time
now: 'tis the season to be

JoQy.

Is there anything more to

be added to cheer the

Yuletide (aside from the fact

that well have the tangles of

exams and papers turned into

tangles of tinsel soon)?

Christmas is back. And not

Christmas only, but also

Jesus. And, to some, not

merely Jesus but Jesus Christ

of Bethlehem.

So what's so great about

Bethlehem? So there was a

baby bom there... Yet such ai

baby was this that it is

recorded several times that

even some eastern astrologers

News Briefs

*Kent County's Board of

Comnussioners went on
record recently as favoring a

relaxation of liquor laws

which would allow
18-year-old5 to drink beer

legally.

The Commissioners
reasoned that since

18-year-olds are allowed to

vote, they too should be

allowed partial drinking

privileges.

The Commissioner's
statement was in response to

a statewide questionnaire on
the matter.

Washington's second

annual Christmas tree lighting

will take place next Tuesday,

December 14 at 5:00 p.m.

The tree, a Colorado

spruce, is located between
Miller Library and Bill Smith
Hall. Washington's chorus and

chorale, under the direction

of Mr. William Johnston, will

lead the group in Christmas

carroliing.

* Concern over the

question of increased

enrollment at Washington will

be featured in a broadcast on
WBAL. - Channel 11 in

Baltimore next Wednesday
night as part of a program
investigating the problem of

enrollments in Maryland
colleges. Included in the

report will be Hood College

in Frederick and Goucher
College in Towson.

Reporters and cameramen
spent last Wednesday on the

campus talking to students,

faculty, and administration.

The program will be aired at

5:00, 7:00, and 11:00 p.m.

*Chestertown's number of

registered voters last week fell

far short of its previous total

of 1,396 after realignment of

ward boundaries resulted in a

reregestration drive.

Only 847 voters are now
elipble for the December 13
municipal elections, some
concern had been expressed

earher that black voters,

previously on the rolls, would
be eliminated due to poor
publicity of the drive in

Chestertown's black
community.
The newest addition to

Washington's Board of

Visitors and Governors is Mr.

Elwood Quesada, the first

administrator of the Federal

Aviation Administration and

a former Worid Wax II Air

Force General.

Quesada served as

Vice-president of 01 in

Industries and the Lockheed
Au-craft Corporation, and has

been Chairman of the Board
and Fresident of the former

Washington Senators.

arrived in Jerusalem on their

way to find Him whose star

they had seen in their far-off

lands: the star of the

newborn King of the Chosen

People, the Prince of Peace,

the Son of God. Saviour.

For a long time during B.C.

days God spoke in many
different ways to our

ancestors-previously through

the prophets by way of

visions, dreams (and even face

to face). He would tell them
Uttle by little about His plans.

But now in these days He
has spoken to us through His

Son whom He has given

everything and through

whom He made the world
and everything there is. God's
Son shines out with God's
glory, and all that God's Son
is and does marks Him as

God. He has the universe

under His command; He is

" the one who died to cleanse

us and clear our record of sin.

Then He sat down in the

Notice -

There wiU be

no ELM

next week

highest honor beside the great

God of heaven. More than

just an angel, more than just a

prophet is this Jesus Christ:

His name is called, "Son of

God." This baby born in

Bethlehem; this child who
grew and became strong,

filled with wisdom, and with

whom God is well-pleased.

His riches, His expense.

Invaluable. And all for us, to

choose.

And here we are, soon to

be into the tinsel for a

moment. Then what? To be

Stardust? To be golden? We
may hope. Do we really want
to get back to the garden?

Then "Come on! Let's go to

Bethlehem. Let's see this

wonderful thing that has

happened, which God has

told us about." (Lk. 2:15)

Yes, start with Bethlehem
and you can begin to

understand the whole world.

For Christmas is back and
waiting ahead for us. So is

Jesus Christ, Lord of All of
us. And always will be.

May your Christmas be
more than just merry.

Friday, December 10, 19)

readies

tour
by the College Chorale.

Commenting on the

concert, Danea explained that

"the college has seen one

facet of us as being very

contemporary. There is

another side too, which we
hope they can appreciate."

New En^and tour

The College Choruss is also

involved in money raising

activities to help cover the

expenses of its upcoming tour

through New England and

Canada. Danea commented
that the tour, which will be

held in the Spring and for ;

week, "will acquaint New
England with the College."

The chorale group will travel

by bus and perform at high

schools and possibly colleges

along the route to Montreal.

Book sale

A major fund raising

activity, s used textbook sale,

is getting underway this week

and will continue early

second semester. The sale

mainly will include college

books which the Chorus

president described as having

"been used in the past in

classes here and that probably

will be used in the future.''

Danea explained that

textbooks at bargain prices

will be available in courses

offered both first and second

semester, especially in the

language area. "Hopefully,"

she added," we'll pass on a

savings to the student."

Chorus commissions

The chorus started to

collect books from students

last week and will sell them

on a commission basis.

According to Danea, students

can price the books they wish

to sell themselves and the

chorus will take 20% of the

sale price. Any books that are

not sold will be returned.

The booksale will be set up
in the comer fireplace of the

bookstore from 8:30 to 4:30

the first week of second

semester.

This week, books which
are for sale, can be brought
for storage tn room 202 or

203 of Caroline House or Mr
Johnston's office on the

second fioor of the Fine Arts

Center.

MENS AND WOMENS SHOES
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CONVERSE TOP - SIDER

BOSTONIANS
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PHONE 778-2860
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BANK
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Student production set for weekend
Page Five

THE SOCCERER'S
APPRENTICE. Clark Fuller's

dramatic adaptation of the
famous fantasy, will be
presented in Gibson Fine Arts
Center's Studio Theatre this

weekend, December 11th and
12th. Tavo performances will

be given daily; a 2:00 p.m.
matinee and a 7:30 evening
show on Saturday; and two
matinees, at 2:00 p.m. and
4:00 p.m., on Sunday.
The cast includes David

Ripley as the Sorcerer, Judi
Kat2 as his daughter, Joel
Elins in the role of the
bumbling apprentice, Mary
Ann Leekley as his mother,
and Sue Dunning as the cook.
Brooms are Tom Middleton,
George Reed, Mark Lobell,
Andy Williams, Tom Stewart,
Paul Eldridge, and Pam
Locker.

C a . Hu 1 1 o n is
producer/designer of the
so-called children's play, and
Thorn Snode is the director.

Other members of the
production staff are Michael
Gallahue, lighting designer;
Vicki Lazzell, stage manager;
and house manager Vanessa
Newton.

THE SORCERER'S
APPRENTICE is the First

production in the
as-yet-unnamed Studio
Theatre, located in the
bowels of the Fine Arts
Center. The two senior drama
majors responsible for this

production, Ca. Hutton and
Thorn Snode, extolled the
merits of the seldom-used
facility in an in-depth ELM
interview.

Its flexible stage allows a
variety of staging styles,

Judi Katz, Sue Dunning, ana David Ripley rehearse for the student

ZtZJ7^^^/ ^TT' ^PP^^-^^<^e-' .Performances y^illheglenSaturday and Sunday in the Fine Arts Center's Studio Theatre.

including three-quarter
round, arena, and what
Hutton termed "theatre in

the surround." He also noted
that plans are underway for
several studio theatre
productions next semester,
utilizing the versatility of the
50-seat theatre.

Hutton became
producer/designer because "I

didn't feel like directing.,.,

also I get a kick out of
designing," Thorn accepted

Ca.'s division of labor because

"I didn't want to produce.'"
After this initial

agreement, the two set out to
Gnd a play which could fit

the limited budget provided
by the drama department.

Reading several works from
"a god awful publishing
company," they decided on
THE SO CERER'S
APPRENTICE. One factor in

their choice was, according to
Snode, the fact that "I
thought my taste was
unsophisticated enough to

attempt a children's play."

His modest declaimer was
fast followed by the
revelation that thisisThom's
debut as a director. Ca. came
to his post with a wider
background in the production
aspects of theatrics, having
produced the annual Donald
Awards show for two years.
Also, "I am not unfamiliar
with design as I was guest
lighting director at Lincoln
University for a semester."
As opening night neared.

however, Ca.'s preoccupation
with his dual roles of
producer/designer bordered
on schizophrenia. Actually,
this interviewer is being
unnecessarily kind; for during
the interview producer
Hutton would suddenly pull
down the shades, transverted
into Lance Rappar, set and
costume designer, a guy who
talked literately and feelingly
about "the most challenging
costumes I've ever designed,"
those of the brooms.

After four preliminary
attempts, Lance finally
settled on, "basic black with
an added broom-y touch."
Gentle prodding from Thorn
did produce one more
comment, "they will be
numbered, however. It's a
team effort."

APPRENTICE, of which
no one would attempt a
synopsis, does incorporate
musical quotations from the
traditional-classic
composition of the same
name. Contemporary pop
music is also used, "from a
variety of sources. In other
words, I'm not going to tell

you."

Asked to deliver their
deepest thoughts on the
project, Thom and Ca. cut
through theatrical claptrap to
essentials. "I'm just trying,
not to get an ulcer," offered
Thom.

Ca., in a rare mood of
righteousness, looked
solemnly around the room,
"if your paper prints my name
wrong again, I'll sue."

End of interview.

Interpretations on investigation

.

Anti. . .

(Continued from Page 1

)

students were not opposed to

the move. We were opposed
to the manner in which it was
carried out, feeling that there

was little regard for the

campus community,
especially towards those
students affected by the
move.

The following half hour
was devoted to these further

areas of concern: 1) the
inability of the President to

give the College needed
leadership in all areas of the

college life; the inability of
the President to understand
and communicate the needs
of the students; 3) the failure

of the President to take the

current situation on campus
as a serious one and the
failure of the President to

respond to the students'
questions and to answer them
in a straight, forward manner.

Our group explained to Dr.
Philip Wingate that we felt it

was the responsibility of the
President to have a definite

goal, a sound concept of what
the college stood for and an
idea of what the students felt

about these issues. It was
pointed out to us that the

Board depended upon the

advice of the President, and
thus it was the President's

responsibility to know and
understand the situation on
campus.

We then expressed to the

Board our feeling that the

President owed his allegiance

to the Board, rather than the

faculty and the student body
and that his priorities were
with the wrong concerns. We
concluded that our
disagreement was not with
the Board's aims themself,

A Merry Christmas

The Country Store

Chestertown, Md.

to all

but with the President's

manner of carrying out these

aims.

Moderate. . .

(Continued from Page 1)

opinion the Board should not
disregard the sentiments of
the faculty and students as

has been the case in the past,

i.e., the president's selection.

He did stress, however, his
personal conviction that the
situation had deteriorated to
such an extent that he felt

the best interests of W.C.
could be served by Dr.
Merdinger's resignation.

Brooks Bergner felt that
most of his views had been
previously expressed by
various others before him.
Brooks addressed himself to

the Committee's question of
whether or not the current
reaction to Dr. Merdinger was

more in the form of "a spit in

the eye" reaction than
anything else. Brooks spoke
for all the students present
when he expressed the view
that while the situation could
quite possibly have had that

ingredient in it at its origin,

the situation as it existed now
was far more serious, and
based on deeper feelings and
other more important
considerations.

Wingate's

letter . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

of money for such vital

matters as salaries,

scholarship funds and books.
This shortage of money
forces many hard decisions

which hamper the
administration as well as

THE TOWER SHOP

Size 5 - 13

Tops with Juniors

Top of the Store

THE VILLAGE TOGGERY
Downtown Chestertown

students and faculty in their
pursuit of excellence in work
at the College. This situation
is a harsh reality of life but

,

inescapable. Nevertheless, I

believe that if all of us
approach the problems
creating strife on the campus

with calmness, a
determination to be fair, and
a reasonable amount of
charity for inevitable human
mistakes, we can make
Washington College an even
better place in which to work
and study than it has ever

been before.

Sincerely,

P.J. Wingate, Chairman
Board of Visitors and

Governors

cc: Dr. Charies J. Merdinger
Judge George B. Rasin, Jr.

Dr. John Conkling

Mr. John Dimsdale ,

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adl«r Socki

Bats WMjuni, Sindlcr of Botton

Fabric Pumps Dv«d Fraa
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Administration speaks to Santa Claus

The past few months have

brought turmoil and tangled

lines of communication to

the Washington College

campus. Faculty,
administration and students

have all taken up what used

to be the lone voice of Mr.

Linville crying in the cafeteria

wilderness: "Jf they'd only

tell us what they want!"

Ask Santa

Well, one group of

"theys," the a'dministration,

has-at the request of the

ELM-articulated its demands.

However, these demands are

not addressed to the other,

semi -mysterious

conglomerations of "theys"

known as the faculty and the

student body. Instead, the

brave and fearless leaders in

the college bureaucracy have

dared to speak directly to a

man recently labeled by a

reliable, if not yet prominent

historian, as at best an amoral

candyman and at worst a

hypocritical user of deformed
reindeer. The man in question

is of course Santa Claus.

Rely on faith

Although the empirical

evidence admittedly
contradicts his existence, in

troubled times and just

before Christmas, men rely

on faith. The administration,

being human, is no exception.

So-if there is a Santa Claus,

what do they want him to

bring them for Christmas?

Peace

President Merdinger asked
simply for peace. A tittle

more materialistically, Warren
E.K. Ivie, Comptroller of the

College, would be satisfied

with "a very large,

unrestricted endowment."

Pressure relieving gifts

The pressures and pains of

cramming the end of the

semester into the rainy weeks
before Christmas were
evidently the impetus behind
Registrar Ermon Foster's

detailed (and hopeful) list. He
would like "grade sheets with

no incompletes, some tuition

exchange students to help

balance our books, and a new
walk to Bunting so we don't

have to swim to get in on
rainy days."

The pressure and pains of

the semester prompted Dean
Seager's succinct request for

"a box of Di-Gel." It's a

shade more realistic than

Business Manager Gene
Hessey's wish for "three

wishes form the Genie on the

Torum' Features Cambridge professor

Pay and Price Control

Boards." In case even St.

Nick can't out-trick Nixon,

Mr. Hessey has an alternate

wish he'd like tenure.

songs and blondes

Director of Development,

Doug Gates wants Santa to

bring him a McHugh, Hodson,

Johnston recording of "The
Impossible Dream." Speaking

of impossible dreams, Hurtt

Derringer, Public Relaitons

Director, wants to find a

38-25-38 strawberry blonde

secretary under his tree.

Hopefully, Women's Lib has

reached Mrs. Santa, and on
Christmas morning Hurtt will

find a copy of THE FEMALE
EUNUCH under the pile of

coal in his stocking.

They have spoken. Now
they must wait. It's only

thirteen shopping days.

One of England's most

distinguished philosophers

will speak at Washington

College this coming Tuesday

evening, December 14.

Dr. A. C. Ewing of

Cambridge University, a

Fellow of the British

Academy, will adress the

William James Forum on the

topic "The Transition from

'Is' to 'Oughf." The meeting

is open to all and will begin at

7:00 in the Sophie Kerr,

Room of the Miller Library.

Dr. Ewing is perhaps best

known as one of the leading

figures in the philosophical

school knows as
"Insui tionism." The
Intuitionists held that the

fundamental concepts of

ethics, such as "good,"

"right," and "ought" could

not be defined in terms of

"naturalistic" categories, such

as pleasure. This viewpoint

was a reaction against the

nineteenth-century
Utilitarians, such as Bentham
and Mill, who maintained

that ' the maximizing of

pleasure was the ultimate goal

of ethical reflection and
action.

For Ewing, in contrast to

other Intuitionists, the

cardinal ethical notion is that

of "ought." Goodness and
Tightness may be understood
in terms of this. Ewing sets

forth this view in his most
influential book, THE
DEFINITION OF GOOD.

In addition to several

works on ethics. Dr. Ewing is

also the author of THE
MORALITY OF

PUNISHMENT; IDEALISM;
and THE INDIVIDUAL, THE
STATE, AND WORLD
GOVERNMENT.

Born in 1899 in Leicester,

England, Dr. Ewing was
graduated from University

College, Oxford. He holds a

D. Phil, degree from Oxford
and an honorary Litt.D. from

Cambridge University.

Take a break

see

Elm Pegasus Series

'Bridge over the River Kwai"

Festivities continue

despite examinations
With the advent of the newly instituted shortened

semester and its pre-Christmas examinations, many students

feared there would be none of the traditional Christmas

social events at Washington College. Although no one is

sure how, many (and more) of the same parties and dance

are taking place.

Last Saturday night the ZTA's kicked off the holiday

festivities with their annual Christmas Dance at Worton
Roller Rink. Each year the sorority contributes the profits

to an organization, and this year ANGEL'S HAVEN, a

home for mentally retarded children, was the beneficiary.

Featured at the dance was the Baltimore band "Dryed Ice."

Tonight (Friday, December 10) the Washington College

Chorus will present its Christmas Concert (details page 3)

followed by the Reid Hall Christmas Party, a free,

open-house affair which might last "tUl late." Refreshments

at the party will include beer, punch, and Velvet Hammer, a

surprise concoction.

The Junior Class will sponsor a dance Saturday night at

Hodson Hall from 9-1. Featuring Cross-Blood Experiment,
the dance will cost $1.00 per t>erson and mixed drinks may
be bought at a bar (otherwise, BYO), Individual class

activities are rare at Washington College, so it might be well

worth your while to see what the Class of '73 has to offer

for the holiday season.

The Kent House Egg Nog Party will return this year but

in a new location. Because of the lack of space in Kent
House due to the renovation of lounges into student rooms,

Reid Hall Lounge was chosen as the appropriate spot to

enjoy Bill Sheppaid's egg nog.

No vacation at Washington College could start without

first having a special dinner; so on the initial day of exams
all students will be treated by Mr. Linville to a Christmas
Buffet dinner at Hodson Hall.
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"This 'football' game seems quite popular in some
sections and is claimed by some here to be destined to

supercede baseball.

"

Kent County News
December 1, 1888

Considering the recent interest in rejuvenating

intercollegiate football on a club basis, I thought that it

might be informative to take a look at the history of

Washington College football. Thanks to the extensive

records of sports information Director, Hurtt Deringer I

was able to come up with some information about the

Shore football past.

Washington played its first football game at Chestertown

in 1888; the Shore eleven had challenged the second team
of St. John's College of Annapolis. When St. John's showed
up, it was the first team that

came to play Washington.

The day ended up in a

disaster, with the Shoremen
on the losing end of a 126-0

score. It was a most
inauspicious start to the

sixty-year gridiron history of

the College.

In the early days, the football team consisted not only of

students, but faculty members, townies and just about
anyone who showed up when there was a game to be
played. This would explain some of the teams on the

earliest schedules; the Sho'men played Still Pond, Dover
Academy, the College of Physicians and Surgeons and a

myriad of other unknown organizations.

After World War I, schedule settled down a bit, to the

point where Washington was facing the likes of Catholic

University, Western Maryland and Delaware on a regular

basis.

Washington never became a powerhouse in intercollegiate

football; a look at the record book reveals a countless

number of 0-8 and 0-9 seasons. But the Sho'men did have

their years and their individual stars. In 1924, for example,

the team had a 5-3-1 record and three players, J. Reeger,

Eddie Keenan, and Bobby Cavanaugh, were named to the

All-Maryland team.

The best team in the history of the school was the 1934
eleven, the only undefeated squad Washington everproduced

The Shore griddets were 5-0-1 that year, including a 29 7

victory over the University of Delaware. As a result of the

win over the Blue Hens, the Sho'men won possession of the

Senator Hastings Cup, the significance of which has been

lost over these long years. In addition, the College placed

two individuals on the 1934 All Maryaind squad, Ellery

Wood and Bill Nicholson. Nicholson, incidentally, later

went on to further glory as a home run and RBI champion
with the Chicago Cubs of baseball's National League.

Ironically, one of the better Shore elevens was

Washington's last team. The 1950 gridders recorded a 5 3

log under Dim Montero, who later became a highly

successful high school coach at Salesianum School in

Wilmington, Delaware, and also served as a coach at the

Univeristy of Maryland. But because of economic pressures,

the college dropped football after the 1950 season.

The present club football movement could represent the

renaissance of the sport at Washington after a twenty year

absence. But we can only hope that the team doesn't

schedule St. John's in its season opener.

Taken from the files of Coach Athey is this photograph of football being

played on Kibler Field. The picture was taken around 1920.

Intercollegiate football

returns to Chestertown
After an absence of over

twenty years, Washington
College is again going to field

an inter-collegiate football

team The Washington College

Football Ciub was founded
on November 29, 1971 and
has announced that it intends

to open its first season of
competition in late

September of 1972. The first

season will probably be an
abbreviated one,
approximately four games,

hopefully all at home. The
club hopes in this way to

develop both the team and
the enthusiasm of the school

at a realistic pace. Some club
teams that are being

considered as possible

opponents are Fordham
University, Georgetown
University, American
University, Catholic U.,

Manhattan, Siena, and
Providence Colleges.

Student organized

The club, which is

presently composed of only a

handful of students, had
already begun to lay the

groundwork for next season.

A well-known local figure has

been offered the head
coaching position and the

club hopes to make the

announqement of his

What is club football?
Club football, the fastest growing athletic

phenomena on the college campus today,

has grown to include teaAis from over sixty

colleges and universities. It can best be

described as inter-collegiate varsity football

administered by an organization of students

rather than the college athletic department.

This student organization is responable for

financing the team, equiping it, making its

travel arrangements, arranging a schedule of

oppoinents, hiring a coaching staff, and in

general managing all the day-to-day affairs of

a football team that would normally be

handled by an athletic department. It is also

responsible for its own press coverage and
public relations.

Under the rules of the national club

football association (NCFA) all registered

students of a college or university, including

freshman, are eligible tor inter-collegiate

competition. Because of the fact that there

are no scholarships awarded for club

football, the emphasis is taken off the paid

athlete and transferred to the student whose

involvement in the sport is due solely to his

desire to play. The level of competition is

necessarily less fierce thari big-time college

football and thus provides an opportunity

for the small college to compete. The

athletes themselves are in many cases just as

talented as the scholarship athletes of a lai^e

university and in fact several club football

players have been drafted by professional

teams.

But to its special status as a student

activity, much of the work involved in the

entire operation of fielding a football team is

handled by non-paid student management

and this, coupled with the lack of

scholarships keeps the cost of a club football

program far below that of a conventional

varsity program.

acceptance shortly. He has

been involved in the coaching

of football for the past twelve

seasons and is generally

acknowledged as one of the

best in the business.

Due to its statue as a

student activity, club football

is dependent upon members
of the student body for the

administration of the entire

program. Thus all work
normally done by the salaried

staff of an athletic

department will be handled

by students on a volunteer

basis. This cuts the cost of a

football program
tremendously. Despite this

reduction in cost it is

estimated that the expenses

for the first operating year

will be in the neighborhood

of $25,000 and that each

succeeding year will cost

approximately $10,000. The
club intends to raise the

necessary funds from four

sources; alumni, townspeople,

the student body, and parents

of students. Although the

club is composed of only a

few members at this time, it

hopes to recruit as many as

possible in the next few days.

<Mike! Macielag, spokesman
for the club, stated that he

felt that the club would need

approximately sixty

non-playing members as well

as a roster of forty players.

The biggest task of the club

will be to organize and

prepare for the upcoming
season. The actual activity of

practice and games will be

but a snail part of the overall

operation. It is felt that

female students will play as

big a role if not a bigger one

in the club administration

than will the males. An
example of this is shown by
The Seton Hall University

Football Club whose
president is a girt.

Meeting to be held

A general meeting of all

those interested in football in

any way will be held Friday

Evenmg at 7:00, in Bill Smith

Auditorium. Pe rso ns

interested in Public Relations,

Business Management,

coaching, training,
cheerleading, writing, or
photography are urged to

attend. Macielag stressed the

necessity of student

cooperation: "In order for

football to become a reality

at Washington College, the

student body has to be

willing to go out and get it. It

won't be handed to the

College, and -coming out for

the team woni be enough.

Unless a large group of

students are willing to make

some sacrifices NOW
sacrifices of both time and
talent, football will never

"Happen Here".

All those Freshmen
sophmores and juniors who
are candidates for next year's

team must be present at

Friday's meeting so that

definite plans can be made.
Temporary headquarters

for WCFC are located in 105
Kent House. The phone
number is: 778-0496.
Inquiries may also be
addressed to the Washington
College Football Oub, Box
268, Washington College,

Chestertown, Maryland.

Hallmark Cards

Fasfjin Papers

Office Supplies

Sutton's Towne Stationers'

203 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MD.

21620
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Shoreman suffer defeats

in first three hoop tests
Last Wednesday night, the

baKketbaJI team opened their

schedule for this season
against the defending Middle
Atlantic Conference champs,
Muhlenberg. Before a large

supporting crowd, the

Shoremen dropped the home
opener 78-68. On Saturday
afternoon the team opened
their road schedule against

Moravian, hoping to avenge
their opening loss to the

Mules. Hopes for victory were
dashed by a hot shooting

Moravian team. The
hoopsters ended up on the

osing side again on Tuesday
as they dropped their third

straight game, losing to

Upsala by a score of 87-72.

quick lead

Muhlenberg jumped out to

a quick lead which carried

by Bruce Kornberg
them through the first half.

They were paced by Robert

Haines and some very strong

forecourt play. The
Shoremen were not able to

buy a basket in the first half,

shooting only 35% from the

field. When the second half

came on, so did the

Shoremen. They settled down
to their normal fast breaking

and pressing game, but the

extremely strong Mules were

able to hold off the surging

Shoremen. Despite the

defeat, two bright spots in

the line-up were freshmen
"Cork" Livelsberger and
Jerry Moye. who helped keep
the Shoremen in the game
with a good shooting and
sharp passes.

Against the Greyhounds of
Moravian, the squad came
out playing their fast

breaking and tenacious

defense which took them to a

quick lead. Freshman Bob
Johnson kept the team in the

lead through half-time with

his hot hand. But in the

second half the Greyhounds
took control of the game foi

the W.C. hoopsters had

stopped running. The
Shoremen's touch had gone
cold from both the field and
the free throw line where
they were 12-24 for the

night.

Host Salisbury

Washington played
home against Salisbury State

December 9 and will ciost

out the pre-holiday slate witli

a contest against Dickinson at

Carlisle on Saturday,

December 11,

Lew Young goes up for a shot in Shoremen's
78-68 loss to Muhlenberg. Lew Young led

Mason-Dixon Conferences in rebounding last year.

Athey Man-Of-The-Year
For Collegiate Lacrosse

Matmen forfeit three classes

in lopsided loss to Terrors

Edward L. Athey crowned
two years of achievements as

president of the United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association last weekend
when the sport named him it

"Man-of-the-Year".

Washington College's

athletic director was honored
at the three-day, 89th annual
convention of the UDILA
held in Atlantic City.

ranking system

Highpoints of Athey's

tenure at the lacrosse helm
were: popularization of the

new, plastic-head stick, new
weekly coaches national

ranking system and the first

National Collegiate
tournament.

Athey served the USILA as

president for two straight

years. 1970 and 1971.

sports star

Athey never played

lacrosse, but was an

outstanding performer in

basketball, baseball and

football at Washington

College before the stick game
was revived at the Eastern

Shore College in 1948 after

an absence of 14 years.

Athey became an officer of
the USILA in 1966 as a

member of the executive

board. In 1967 he was also a
member of the Coach-
of-the-Year committee and the

following year he was named
to the Long Range Planning

committee, in 1969 he was
elected vice president and
chaired the Coach-of-the-Year

committee.

The retiring president has

been appointed by the

incoming president James L.

Bedell of Adelphi to head the

important Long Range
Planning Committee of the

Executive Board for 1972.

Washington College
dropped three matches in

wrestling action this week,

with forfeits playing a key

role against the Sho'men in

two of the losses.

The season started with the

squad travelling to Lebanon
Valley for a three-way match
against the Flying Ducchmen
and Washington and Lee.

Against the Generals, the

forfeits didn't matter; Roger
Stenersen decisioned his man
at 190 for the only Shore
points as W & L rolled to a

42-3 victory. Although
Lebanon Valley won 30-12
over the Sho'men, twelve of

those thrity came on two
forfeits. Washington might
have pulled it out had the

Sho'men been down 18-12_

with two bouts at 167 and
177 to go.

Against Western Maryland,
the Shore grappiers scored
the most points ever scored

by a Washington team against

the Green Terrors, dropping a

lopsided 40-7 decision. But
the Terrors were given the

134, 167, and 177 weight
classes on forfeits, a total of

18 points. Although the

chances are slim that the

Shoremen could have come
out on top, certainly the

score would have been closer

than it was.

Forfeits hurt a team more

this year than last because of

the new scoring system. With

the new system, a team is

awarded six points for a pin

forfeit or disqualification as

opposed to five under the old

setup. Another change

involves points awarded fori

decision. Last year, three

were given for any decision;

this year, four are scored foi

a ten-point bout spread and

three otherwise. Ties still earn

two for each side.

?? PREGNANT??

TEST YOURSELF IN YOUR HOME!
ACCURATE RESULTS IN TEN MINUTES"

TVWD TESTS PER KIT
PROMPT DELIVERY

SEND: CASH, CHECKOR MONt ORDER
PRICE: $6.95 PER KIT +.55c HDLG.CHGS.

BE SURE PRODUCTS, INC.
375 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

1 50%OFFonDIAMONDS
* at Baltimore's DISCOUNT Jeweler!

I
H^ '^^^HH 500 different

\W 'T^^ap^^^^ See Baltimore's
*
' ' "^^ //^K^!%^^Jhm largest selection of

fine diamonds in all

cuts and stiapes.

Loose Diamonds at Discount Prices!
(Choose your setting from over 500 styles)

TASTEE FREEZ
Compliments

of

Tht Marylaid

NiMmoI laik

ChotertoMi

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Special Offer
with the purchase of a V2 carat

or larger diamond
FREE DINNER and WINE for TWO
at the CHESAPEAKE RESTAURANT
You'll enjoy a complete dinner with wine and
tip included at Baltimore's finest restaurant.
Make your engagement a day to remember.

Take a full year to pay with Greenebaum's CHARGE PLAN,
or use our lay-a-way plan, or your own credit card.

iH£enehawnli>

Monday - Sat. 10

Sunday 11:30 a.

a.m. -12 p.ni.

m. - 12 Djn..

America's oldest importer by air. Established 1909

Downtown Near Hopkins Hospital
104 N. Howard St. 2200 E. Monument St.

727-4544 732-0523I
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Sf/ opens Student Center

Artist's conception of Student Center.

"Our progress is fine."

That is how SGA Social Chairman Bill

Monk describes the progress on the

redesigned Student Ceneter, which is now
slated for February 5 opening.

"Everything is complete," said Bill,

except for the bar and a partition separating
the mail boxes from the stuaent center. The
partition is expected to be completed next
weelf, while the bar is currently being

worked on in the MRA office.

Furniture and equipment for cooking and
beer and coke machines have already been
purchased, Bill added.

The organizers are currently awaiting

action on their appeal to Kent County
officials for a beer license. The SGA social

chairman emphasized that "we are

optimistic" but added that a club system

might be instituted if their application is

turned down.

At next Friday's unveiling of the
complete $2,000 renovation, the singing
group Hodgson, McHugh and Johnston have
been invited to perform.

Monk anticipates that hours for the

student run snack bar will be frpm 7 p.m. to

1 a.m., 2 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday, and
possibly 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays.
"We are nearly finished," concluded

Monk. "It is just a matter of time."

Dorm construction nears
Construction on

Washington's proposed new
dormitory residences,
planned to house nearly one
hundred students, is expected
to get underway soon,

according to administration

officials.

Dr. William T. Sawyer,
Assistant to the President,

anticipated this week that

work will start near March 1,

and that hopefully the dorms
would be ready for

September occupancy.

The Assistant to the

President said that the dorm
design was done by "fast

tracking", which he described

as developing "all aspects of a

design at the same time." The
architectural firm of
Vosbeck, Vosbeck, Kendrick,

& Redinger drew up the

blueprints for the building.

Although the college has
Dot awarded the buildmg
contract yet. Sawyer
emphasized that the

contractors and architects

must develop a "compressed
schedule and accelerated

construction."

College financial officials

have employed a working
figure of nearly $7,000 per

student Deo, or
approximately $700,000
total cost. Partial funding for

the project has already been

obtained by the College,

essentially through the New
Jersey based Hodson Trust

which has given $359,000 for

the new structure.

Dr. Sawyer said that the

remaining portion of the

estimated price tag will

hopefully be met with a

low-interest federal loan from
the Housing and Urban
Development Department.

Under the guidance of

student representatives on the

Student Affairs committee,

the basic interior of the

residences have been selected.

Students Larry Israelite,

Susan Stiles, and Diane
Sanchez, along with Dean

Maureen Kelly and Dr.

Sawyer, met with planners

this week to discuss the

interior design, which Sawyer
called "the most important

thing as far as the students

are concerned,"

A student affairs

committee is "inquiring right

now into the conditions of

occupancy," said Sawyer. "If

anyone is interested, now is

the time to talk to someone
about the plans because all

the decisions are being made
now."

SGA

Unrest report

due tomorrow
In what could possibly be its most

controversial meeting of the year,

Washington's Board of Visitors and
Governors will tomorrow hear the findings

of an investigative committee which for the

past two months has been examining the
facts behind the requests for the dismissal of
President Charles Merdinger.

The report on the investigation, the bulk
of which took place in December, and any
subsequent action taken by the Board will

constitute the full agenda of the executive

session. According to President Merdinger,

no other issues will be considered by the

trustees tomorrow.

The Student Senate had earlier hoped to

bring up its proposal for a campus radio

staUon at the meeting. Proponents will now
have to wait until the next Board meeting,

scheduled for sometime in the Spring.

Preadent Merdinger commented this week
that the proposal for the station should first

be reviewed by the college budget
committee, charging that it was "not a

Board matter."

Senate okays plan for Spring concert
In action during the past two weeks, Washington's

Student Senate okayed a $3500 appropriation, nearly half

its full second semester allocation, for a major Spring

Weekend concert.

Social Committee Chairman Bill Monk asked the Senate

to accept the contract for a Friday night concert headlined

by folk-rock singer Livingston Taylor.

The SGA is also negotiating for a pre-concert show
featuring David Brombei^, who has worked in the past with

Bob Dylan. The projected cost of his performance has been

set at neariy $750.

The Spring Weekend activities, which tentatively will

include a dance, car rally, creative arts festival, and picnic,

arc scheduled for April 14-16.

The Senate also voted to investigate the current grading

system and establish a committee, headed by sophomore
Larry Israelite, which is expected to report its

recommendations within the next few weeks.

In a meeting largely concerned with fiscal affairs, the

SGA Monday night appropriated $300 for the Chorus New
England and Canadian tour, $300 for a Creative Arts

Festival, and $150 for a Parent's Day Reception.

Senate President John Dimsdale also explained that a

proposed second semester increase in student activities fees

to help cover the cost of the yearbook Pegasus, was not

included in the student's bill, despite an earlier request this

year by the SGA for such action.

The Business Office said that the increase could not be

instituted this year without Board approval. Business

Manager Gene Hessey commented that the only way to

provide extra funding for the yearbook would be to have

individual students to pay a $5.00 fee at the Business

Office.

A number of senators charged however, that such a plan

would not work, especially in light of the criticism of the

1971 yearbook released in December.
The Senate has invited the current editor, Carole Denton,

to discuss the financial problems of the publication at next

Monday's meeting.

The Senate also expressed their sentiment to have

presidential cnadidate George McGovem lecture at

Washington sometime during the week of May 9-16. The
Williams James Forum, which will sponsor the lecture, had

hoped to schedule an earlier appearance but conflicts in

scheduling prevented it.
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Student Affairs attempts to

Safety first help with poor job market

Last week, Washington saw the first wide-spread
circulation of a practical, question and answer sex
manual, co-sponsored by the SGA and the Student
Affairs Office.

Though it wasn't produced locally as had earlier

been planned, the handbook-style publication

enjoyed a wide-spread campus readership and
acceptance, despite its occasional indulgences into

impertinent material.

On the issue of contraceptives, however, the
manual provided a particularly pungent essay,

reprinted from the National Catholic Reporter no
less, which appears especially appropriate for

consideration by the Washington College
community.

The essay, titled "For Parents: When Chastity

Doesn't Make It", directs its attack against society,

and in particular colleges, for institutionalizing a

glaring discrepancy in their stance against the
dessemination of birth control devices through
college infirmaries. Washington College
unfortunately fits this description.

The author, Sidney Callahan, comments that
the shocking thing in this story is that. .the state

college health service would not give out
contraceptives to unmarried students. Yet all

parietal rules governing dormitories and student
behavior had been abolished." This is obviously the
case at Washington.

In a final moralizing paragraph the author
charges that "When you give up chaperonage and
allow young people after puberty to go around
freely, then you must assume them also adult
enough to have contraceptives available. Old
enough to be a parent, then old enough to be able
to prevent contraception. Free to meet others in

private, then free to privately procure
contraceptives.. .Otherwise, the messy social

situation will grow worse; more illegitimate births,

more abortions, more pregnant brides." For a

school like Washington, which has experienced a

number of unplanned and unwanted preganancies
in the past few years, the situation becomes more
than unfortunate; it becomes critical.

Washington's Health Service and Infirmary has
professed a number of reasons for not providing
such a service on campus. But undoubtedly, the
pain of an unwanted pregnancy seems to
overshadow even the most pragmatic sounding
explanations.
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Over the summer, Washington College's

Placement Service was transferred from the

control of the Department of Public Events
to that of the Student Affairs Office. The
line of reasoning which prompted the move
was that the petsonnel in Student Affairs

work more closely wth the students during
their four years at the College and therefore

can more easily provide vocational guidance
for graduating seniors.

Comparing Washington's operation to the

teams of specialists at large universities,

Dean of Men Barry McArdle found that, at

first, Student Affairs "limped along" in its

new role. However, the office does have
definite goals. The most important are "to
get as much information available to people
as we can" on graduate schools and job
possibilities in business and government and
"to get as manypersonnel directors on
campus as possible."

This last goal is the hardest, McArdle
explained. In 1967-1968, college graduates

were in great demand by private and public

organizations alike. In the last few years this

market has dropped drastically, and colleges

which once tried to keep over-eager

employers from crashing their campuses now
have to court prospective employers.

As a small college, Washington is at a

disadvantage in this game. Representatives
feel that chances of finding a suitable
employee are greater through simple
numbers at larger schools. In spite of this,
the Placement Office has managed to
schedule on-campus visits by several
Maryland schoolboards, two banks, and an
insurance company in February.

As other representatives are scheduled,
seniors will be notified. This notification is

part of the service's attempt to coordinate
vocational offerings. Another aid to seniors
is the preparation of a placement folder. The
placement folder contains letters of
recommendation, personal data sheets, and
scholastic achievements.

Dean McArdle stressed, however, that
high academic standing is not the most
important factor in such decisions. The
personal interview is a chance for individual
initiative to shine.

The Placement Office exists to make
students aware of their desires and the
corresponding job opportunities. As in the
Summer Job Program, however, the
opportunities are simply listed. There is no
effective substitute for each student "being
able to sell youiself. If you want the job, if

you think you can do the job, you have to
let the company know."

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

I was extremety disturbed

over the contents of the last

issue of the "highly
respected" ELM. In the issue

in question, there were a

number of articles dealing
with the subject of Christmas
such as "Under the
Mistletoe". I noticed,

however, an ob^^ous lack of
material dealing with another
important topic Chanukah!

I do not consider myself a

member of any exact faith,

but I do know of some
Jewish people who were very

angry about their "forgotten"
holiday. All weekend there

were people of Jewish
extraction moping around,
mumbling something about
getting The Jewish Defense
League to kick ass around
here. I do think this type of
action would be a bit rash,

but these thoughts are not
totally unjustified.

One Jew I know (who will

remzLin nameless) was quoted
as saying. "Jesus Christ and
Christmas but not one word
about Moses!" I can truly

sympathize and feel the awful
frustration of these
remarkable people. Unless

you are totally devoid of
feeling, you should sink to

your knees and beg for their

forgiveness. May the Twelve
Tribes of Israel have mercy
on your heads that are

cloaked by the evil hood of
ignorance.

Then there were those
idiotic trees with colored
lights, not to mention Merry
Christmas' signs all over the
place. Not once did I see a
Happy Chanukah sign

anywhere on campus, except
in my hall of course. There
were even people who said,

"Chanukah? What's that?"
This is all happening on a
college campus, mind you!
The obvious mis-
pronunciation of the subject

in question left no doubt that

they were serious.

A lot of people go around
saying, "be a good Christian",

but at no time do you hear

anyone be as presumptuous
as to say, "be a good Jew."
With £ill this going in their

favour, I fail to see how you
could just make believe that

an entire reli^on does not
exist. You are unknowingly
assisting the demise of the

Jewish people.

If you feel that sinking to

your knees is a little too
humiliating - even though you
made a terrible mistake - then

at least print a belated Happy
Chanukah in your next issue.

After all how do you know
that Jews really aren't the

"chosen people"? (if they

are, you are in trouble)!

I am sure that if Jesus

Christ was alive today, he
would be writting this instead

of me. So take it from Christ

(who was a Jew, no matter

what anyone says), "you
were wrong". While I am on
the subject, I'd like to take

this opportunity to wish all

my Jewish friends and Jesus

Christ a Happy Chanukah. To
the rest of you. Merry
Christmas.

Sincerely yours,

Robert Ginsberg

Dear Sir:

Again this year the

"yearbook" deserves
comment. In this case, it is

not the time of issue

(although the date was moved
back several times), but
rather, the book itself.

The book we received

could not be considered a
"yearbook" as such.

A yearbook is, by
definition, a reference book.
What we have could not be
used for any reference.

Although the book is a fine

and original piece of work, it

is not what we should have

received. Our yearbook
should contain IDENTIFIED
pictures of ALL seniors. The
poster was an excellent idea,

but it should have been in

addition to a complete senior

section.

We object to paying $9.00
for an ephemeral work which
poses as a yearbook. While
the Pegasus should not be
forced to maintain a

traditional form, a yearbook
should retain its traditional

function.

Jean Carter

Mary Ruth Yoe
Mary Jane Eavenson

Fund contributes $4350
The Coleman Fund, begun

by residents of Kent House to

aid Kent House custodian
Charlie Coleman in defraying

his medical expenses, has

drawn to a halt after raising

$4,350.

Co-chairman of the fund
raising drive, Bill Mitchell,

commented however that

small donations are still

trickling in by mail.

Chariie, critically wounded
during the fatal shootout of
his parents on their farm
outside Chestertown in

November, has spent the bulk
of his time since then under
hospital care.

His first bill of $4,000,
covering hospital costs only,

has already been received and
Mitchell estimates that the

total costs, including five

days of intensive care at

Univeristy Hospital in

Baltimore and surgical

expenses for an upcoming
operation may exceed the
$4,350 already received by as
much as four times.

Mitchell added that in the
near future these funds,
raised by a canvass of the
Chestertown area in

December, donations from
parents, and proceeds from a
dinner line fast, will be
turned over to Mr. Hessey in

the Business Office to be
appUed to Charlie's bill.

Officials expect that the
Social Services and Welfare
Board will help defray any
uncovered bills.
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Relaxed studies, social life

impress student at Warwick

Charlie Coleman, a long-time custodian for Kent
House, continues to recover from serious shooting
wounds. His recovery was considerably helped by
the Coleman Fund sponsered by Kent House
residents.

Val Greenly, a junior at Washington
College, was one of two WC students to
spend 10 weeks last semester at the
University of Warwick near Coventry,
England. Students from several American
colleges participating in the Warwick
Exchange Program lived with English
students in Roots Hall, "a dorm built to
foster Anglo-American relations." When Val
first arrived at Warwick "Some said it was a
suitcase campus," but she soon found much
to keep her busy academically and socially,

"Basically the social life revolved around
Roots Hall" which is a type of super student
activities center. Discos (record hops)
concerts were part of the weekly schedule.
Also a bar located in the Hall served as a
spot where "everybody went" following the
9:30 p.m. closing of the library.

The academic hfe at Warwick was "very
relaxed, with no pressures except to
complete two papers." Lectures met twice a
week and seminars met "fortnightly""Most
of my time was spent in the library, during
the day, reading and in preparation for
seminars."

One of the first differences Val noticed
between Washington College and Warwick
was that "the campus (at Warwick) was
much busier due to the fact there were three
times as many people. "Because of the

proximity of Coventry, there were more
social activities on as well as off campus."

Trains to London were scheduled often, and
"the transportation system made it easier to
get out of the city (Coventry)." Generally,
"it didn't seem as isolated as here," The
"very relaxed" acadenuc life lent itself easily
to studies with "no regimentation" as
opposed to Washington College's traditional
class meetings and course pressures.

Val felt she "didn't take the opportunity
to do extensive travelling" because she was
primarily concerned with her life at
Warwick. However, she did manage to visit

London three times, make two trips to
Wales, and spend one week in Europe. A
return trip is planned for this summer.

Asked if anything particularly displeased
her about Warwick. Val responded that "the
library seem so sterile it was hard to study
there," but this was due to the great number
of hours she spent there in independent
research. Also, the Book Shop was not well
stocked and seemed to be inefficiently run.
No complaints were-had about the food for
Val cooked her own meals in the dorm and
thoroughly enjoyed them.

People, her new relationships and brief
acquaintances, are the greatest memory Val
will keep from her stay at Warwick.
"Though at the start, all the Americans
banded together and were unsure," they
soon "got used to the environment and
brancliedout. It was the opportunity to meet
so many people that has enriched me. I hope
I gave them something of myself,"

uriosity-antique shop opens

Operated mainly by a former technical
writer with the ecology nevreheet
NAUTILUS PRESS (who left the post
"when a thesaurus started to grow on my
right hand"), the Cellar opened in

downtown Chestertown last Saturday.
Despite the parading of a portly

combination of bugler and sandwich-man
and a $12.50 advertisement in the KENT
COUNTY NEWS, the debut of the new
antique and curiosity shop could scarcely be
called well publicized.

For one thing, the management put its

whole advertising budget into a four-by-five
inch square of newsprint which announces
the opening of an antique and used furniture
store called the Attic. On arriving at the
given address, 625 High Street (which is one
door past the Chester Theatre), it becomes
obvious that the Cellar is a much more apt
bit of nomenclature. A wooden sign at the
top of the outside stairwell points the way
to a two-room collection of antiques,

handicrafts, and uniques.

The outer room is dim and low-ceilinged.
One corner is labeled Earth Art. Mobiles of
driftwood and shells sell for two or three
dollars.

A varied collection of 20th century books
are for sale, from 25 cents. Titles include
CONTROL OF BODY AND MIND, THE
RED FAIRY BOOK, and THE CHEERFUL
SMUGGLERS. Several editions of the

HALCYON, Swarthmore's yearbook, can
also be found. —
James Barrie's classic. THE LITTLE

MINISTER, is available either as part of a set

of his works or separately in the Calumet
Padded Classic edition. (The padding refers
to the cover, not the contents.)

Knitted caps, leathergoods, knick-knacks.
a complete bone and bamboo set of Mah
Jongg (minus instructions), old bottles, and
a working cabinet radio called "The Mount
Vernon" are on display.

The inner room is an eclectic arrangement
of old furniture, juxtaposing a Japanese saki

bar and a grandfather's clock, complete mth
pink rosettes. The only jarring note is a
jerry-build, 1960-ish door -- which leads to

the shop's work rooms.
Formed by brick arches which support

the colonial structure, the rooms are so
attractive the owners plan to eventually
remove the wooden partitions and install a

ceramics workshop.
Formed as a co-operative, the Cellar is

interested in displaying handicrafts of all

sorts. Any student interested can either visit

the Cellar or call 778-2749. The Cellar's

hours are a bit confusing. The Kent County
News and the notice posted by the door
don't agree. However. 11 to 5, Tuesday
through Saturday, the Cellar should be open.
It's an interesting place ~ and friendlier than
your grandmother's attic.

1 50%0FFonDIAMONDS I

I
at Baltimore's DISCOUNT Jeweler! |

1
500 different |

styles of rings'!
' s
See Baltimore's %
largest selection of '^

fine diamonds in all *

cuts and shapes. *

*
#

Loose Diamonds at Discount Prices! I
(Choose your setting from over 500 styles) *

The Country Store

High Street

Chestertown, Maryland 21620

'Opera' opening
THE BEGGAR'S OPERA will be the

Department of Drama's third offering for

the season when John Gay's 1728 musical
play will be presented in Tawes Theatre on
February 17, 18, and 19.

A restoration comedy with music, opera is

under the direction of Timothy B. Maloney
and the musical direction of William

Johnston. A company of over forty

performers and musicians has been
assembled for the production, designed by
William Segal.

The play presents a vivid picture of

London life in the early eighteenth century
and is a skillful combination of a pageant of
comedy and music and a satirical view of
many of the political^ social and literary

figures of the day. Miicb of the music is

derived from popular ballads of the period.

Reservations can be made by calling the

theatre at 778-2800, extension 268 or 269.

Special Offer
with the purchase of a Vz carat

or larger diamond
FREE DINNER and WINE for TWO
at the CHESAPEAKE RESTAURANT
You'll enjoy a complete dinner with vi/ine and
tip included at Baltimore's finest restaurant.
Make your engagement a day to remember.

Take a full year to pay with Greenebaum's CHARGE PLAN,
or use our lay-a-way plan, or your owr) credit card.

JjLeenehuum6>
Tiporter by air. Established 190^ America's oldest ii

I Downtown Near Hopkins Hospital *
<: 104 N. Howard St. 2200 E. lUonument St. S
t 727-4544 732-0523 %

CEIVTRE
FURNiTURE

High Street

Cliestertown, IVId.

Panasonic
Ounhill

Pipe Tobacco

Flowers For

\AU Occasions

ANTHONVS I9LOWER5
QmteitowB,. Hd.

Pliooe 778-2525
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The nrst column after a five week break is as good a time

as any to clear out the desk, taking care of a lot of little

things that have happened over vacation.

ttttt
The late J. Thomas Kibler vi-as accorded yet another

honor on January 5 when he was posthumously inducted

into the American Association of College Baseball Coaches'

Hall of Fame. At the A.A.C.B.C. convention at Hollywood,

Florida. Athletic Director Ed Athey accepted the plaque

for the school and the Kibler family. The award is on
display in the trophy case in the Cain Athletic Center.

ttttt
An attempt is being made to form a golf team on a club

basis at Washington. Larry Kopec, who appears to have

started the whole thing, is in

the process of petitioning the

Athletic Council for

permission to represent the

school in intercollegiate golf.

Members of the club would
probably have to pay most of the expenses out of their own
pocket. The organization is also trying to obtain use of the

Chester River course for its home matches. For more
information, contact Larry in Somerset 202.

ttttt
There is good news for those people who doubt the

validity of newspaper polls. When Washington defeated

"Delaware Valley on Wednesday night, the Shoremen proved

Dick Dunkel wrong by six points. The Dunkel Index rates

college basketball teams on the basis of their performance

against teams of both higher and lower ratings. Dunkel also

gives the home team an extra four points. According to the

most recent figures, Delaware Valley has a 28.7 rating while

Washington has a 21.2. Even with the home court

advantage, the Sho'men' should' have lost by three. All of

which only goes to show that the ratings aren't always

valid. Just in case anyone wants to keep track of how good
(or bad) Dunkel is, the ratings of some of the Shore quint's

future opponents are Western Maryland, 29.8; Haverford,

18.9; Franklin and Marshall, 2a5; PMC Colleges, 38.0; and

Johns Hopkins, 20.7.

ttttt
The latest EVENING SUN statistics show that Bob

Johnson ranks seventh among all scorers in the state of

Maryland, with a 17.8 average after six games. The same set

of basketball stats reveal that Lew Young has a 13.7

.rebounding average, sixth best in the state, and Rick Turner
ranks 18th in rebounding with a 9.8 per game mark.

ttttt
Finishing up on a sour note, the wrestling team barely

escaped with their lives on Wednesday, losing to
Susquehanna by a score of 45-3. Roger Stemersen was the

only winner for the Shoremen, who are now 0-6. Bob
Pritzlafrs boys will face MAC powerhouse Swarthmore in

their next match.

The Washington Elm

Cagers
upset

Aggies'
Lew Young's 24 points led

the Shoremen to their second

win of the season Wednesday

as they defeated Delaware

Valley, 73-64. Jerry Moye
was second leading scorer

with 17 points.

After a three week lay-off

due to flnals and Christmas

vacation, the Washington
College basketball team went
back into action last

Wednesday night traveling to

Baltimore to meet Loyola.

The game started, and all

went well for the cagers, after

eleven minutes of the game
the Sho'men were in the lead

14-11. The Sho'men were
sticking to Coach Finnegan's

game plan, playing for the

good shot and fast breaking

when the opportunity arose.

But then the Greyhounds
came down court and sunk a

basket. The Sho'men turned

the ball over, Loyola came
down court and hit again, and
Washington was then called

for offensive charging. The
Sho'men never regained the

lead. Loyola shot their way
to a 35-18 half time score,

and they eventually went on
to win 76-59.

Coach Finnegan, says that

Loyola loss, "was due to the

long lay off, and not enough
practice days before the

games to get into shape, but
still we had enough good
shots to stay in the game."
The trouble was that

although the Sho'men did not
take a shot over twenty feet

all night, they still only shot

32% from the floor and went
20-35 from the foul line.

Another possible reason for

the loss was that freshman
guard Cork Livesberger was
not 100% for the game due to

a sprained ankle. He was

Friday, January 28, 1972

Kirby to coach club football

Club Football at

Washington College is not too

far from becoming a reality.

The latest development in

the reappearance of football

at WC is the hiring of Walter

Kiiby, a Chestertown readent

and a partner in Fleetwood

Kane and Macbeth who has

agreed to coach the

Washington College football

club. Kirby, a graduate, of

Georgia Tech, boasts a 90-15

record and two
championships over 12 years

of local little league football

involvement. The club has

also made arrangements with

a Wilmington sporting goods

company to buy new
equipment for forty-five

players at a cost of about

$5,700.

Fund raising for the club is

expected to get under way
sometime in February. The
club plans to start the fund

drive in town and ask

financial support from the

local citizens; thev then plan

Drew Larkin

to bring the fund drive to the

students of Washington
College. The last step in the

fund drive will be the alumni,

where the club will go to

prominent graduates of

Washington College and try

to gain the remainder of the

funds needed. The club also

hopes the SGA vfili match
dollar for dollar the funds

raised by the students.

The maui problem the club

has run into thus far is a

playing field. The club has
been denied the use of the

soccer field and practice field

during the season for home
games. The athletic
department has offered an
alternative; the college will

plow a new field across the

tracks behind the graveyard,

for the purpose of practice

and games.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 •.!». - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.in. - 12 pjn.

Lew Young goes up for a shot in Wednesday's
73-64 win over Delaware Valley. Lew netted 24
points in the winning cause.

replaced by Bill Williams who
along with Bob Johnson did a

fine job for the hoopsters.

The team is now coming"fb

a time in their schedule where
they can turn their record

around. The next four

oppponents, Delaware Valley,

Western Maryland,
Swarthmore, and Haverford,

are no powerhouses and the

Sho'men could really get on

the winning road by beating

these teams. In order to do
this, the team must improve
on its 33% shooting from the

floor. Coach Finnegan says he

is contemplating changing the

style of play to either a small

quick pressing game, or a

slowed down control style oi'

play. Either way, the

shooting game must improve

Crew announces
seven race slate

3ob
A seven race schedule, two

experience boats and a new
boat house sum up fairly well
what lies ahead for the crew
this spring.

The boat house, which was
purchased over the winter by
the College after a long, but
successful fund-raisine
campaign, is currently being

outfitted with racks for the
shells and hopefully will be
ready for occupancy by
March 1. The one-time
storehouse for Vita Foods
will be dedicated on March
25 in conjunction with
openmg of the spring
schedule, the annual Crew
Club dinner, and the Board of
Visitors and Governors

Atkinson

meeting.

The Dedication Day race

against Atlantic Community
College will be followed by a

home match against Villanovs

the following weekend. Then
after a probable trip to New
York for the Grandaldi Cup,

the .crew will face Fordham
University, Howard, and

George Washington in

succes^ve races.

Coach John Ihnat has

fifteen experience oarsmen
returning. His plans call for

on-the-water practice to begin

Feb. 10 and is currently

working with the team on
conditioning and form
perfection on the tank.

THE TOWER SHOP

Size 5 -13

Tdps with Juniors

Top of the Store

THE VILLAGE TOGGER Y

Downtown Chestertown



'GA heads optimistic on report
Advisory council set-up

Washington's Board of Visitors and Governors approved
an investigative committee report last Saturday whicl*

recommended the continuance of President Charles

Merdinger and called for the creation of a standing

committee to advise the administration in future action.

The report, which was released to faculty and students

and mailed to parents and alumni, found the Board,
faculty, and administration at fault in the dispute. The
report, however, lacked any criticism of student
involvement in the controversy.

The committee's recommendations requested
re-evaluation of the role of both the Academic Dean and
the Board itself.

The Board defined the role of the Advisory Committee
as a method "to aid the President and administration t'.

reach important decisions, to convey campus opinion, and
to insure adequate communication and consideration h.

advance of action." The report asserted that "The services

of such a committee are required at once, to meet the needs
of the current situation."

Voicing cautious optimism, leaders

of the Student Government
Association commented on the ad hoc
investigating committee's report at

Monday night's Senate meeting.

SGA President John Dimsdale
explained that "I think we can work
with this report." Dimsdale had earlier

commented that the Board's report

was "more and more saying to the

President he had better watch out."

The SGA President emphasized his

concern with the role the newly
created Advisory Committee is all

important," John said. "It can be all

that the people on it can make it."

Although the working form of the

committee has not yet been decided,

John said that his first action will be

to raise the number of student

representatives from one to three.

According to present plans there will

be three faculty and two
administration representatives.

Commenting on the report,

Dimsdale emphasized that the text

contained no overt statement of

confidence in the administration and
added that the postponement of the

Middle States Association's evaluation

"shows the seriousness of the

situation." Commenting on the

committee's decision to retain the

present administration, Dimsdale said

that " 'continue' is a soft word when
you relate it to what could have been
said."

SGA Vice-President Peter Boggs,

terming the report "subtle", added
that "there Is a lot more here than

you see the first time."

Senate weighs activity fee increase
In its Monday night

neeting, Washington's
Student Senate addressed
itself to calls from various

student groups for an increase

in activity fees to both cover
new programs and bail one
student publication out of
debt.

Under the direction of

sophomore Larry Israelite, a

plan to cover the cost of
construction and initial

installation of a campus radio

station was aired. Larry

suggested two payment plans
to cover the estimated $7,000
price tag of the station.

The first schedule would
^^ a one year, $10 increase in

the activity fees which would
''dpquately pay for
construction and installation

costs. The second method, a

two year, $8 increase, would,
addition, provide an

endowment, the interest of
whicti would cover oeration
'^osts of the station for a
number of years.

Larry emphasized that
either increase would, after
**ne or two years, be
rescinded, and added that the
floard of Visitors and
Governors, who must okay"
'he increase, would be less

hesitant about accepting the

proposal if they knew it was
only temporary.

The Senate Parliamentarian

said he still wanted to see the

radio station as part of an
academic program in the mass
media, but added that he had
been informed by one
administrator that "the

attitude on the faculty is

against teaching skills."

The Senators also heard

yearbook editor Carole
Denton discuss the financial

plight of her publication,

Pegasus.

According to Business

Manager Gene Hessey, the

amount of student activity

feevmoney directed to the

Pegasus has not increased

since 1956. "1 am in great

sympathy," Mr. Hessey said,

"with the editors, both
present and past."

Carole explained that with
the current yearbook budget,
based on a $9 per student

standard, will provide only

for a small, soft-covered

publication for 1972.

The Student Senate had
earlier adopted a resolution

which requested the Board to

raise the activity fee by $5

Board postpones evaluation
Kevin O'Keefe

Washington's re-evaluation by the Middle
States Accreditation Association, scheduled

originally for finalization this Spring, has

been postponed until next Fall as a result of

the report approved last Saturday by the ad

hoc investigating committee of the Board
of Visitors and Governors.

According to reports, the Board reasoned

that the campus situation next semester

would be more conducive to an

.accreditation evaluation than it is this

semester.

Dean Robert Seager commented this week
that the College has already officially

requested the postponment. The Dean added
that such a delay "is not unique, A

number of these occur each year."

The postponement will have no effect on

the current accreditdation of Washington,

however.

Seager expects that the evaluation team

will be on campus by next December and

will have the entire evaluation completed

soon after.

Committee reports on each aspect of the

College have already been finished and
submitted to the Dean. Seager estimated

that 85% of the report "will stay the same"

and that only the statistical facts will have to

be updated.

After the reports have been corrected,

"pulling it together will be my job" the

Dean concluded.

this semester to supplement
the publication's budget. The
Board was unable however, to

act on the motion and the

anticipated source of relief

was temporarily closed.

The Senate considered

assessing each student $5,

payable at registration for fall

semester, to relieve the

situation.

Both the editor and Mr.

Hessey pointed out that if

any student refused to pay an

additional $5, which would
no longer entitle hime to a

yearbook, he might request a

refund of the $9 already paid

in the acitvity fee. Mr. Hessey

expressed an opinion that the

money could not be refunded

however.

Carole, responding to a

question about the

philosophy of the '72

yearbook, commented that it

would be "a more essential

book" and would "cover

more aspects of the college"

than last year's controversial

publication.

Action on both the radio

station and yearbook

proposals for recommended
activity fee increases will be

further considered at next

week's meeting.
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Editorial Program provides practical

We can work it out '^^^^ chores for students

After three months of controversies, which at

times raged with startling intensity, the Washington

College community has been presented with what

appears to be a logical, satisfactory program for the

resolving of those original conflicts.

No one with a degree of perceptiveness really

expected the investigating committee to oust the

President and so the committee's conclusions seem
to be initially acceptable to most segments of the

College community. But in no way are the

investigating committee's findings final or

conclusive. The whole situation, as the Board has

intimated, is dependent upon the proper
functioning of the newly created Advisory
Committee, composed of representatives from the
Board, administration, faculty, and students.

It is this aspect which we must initially consider.

As SGA President John Dimsdale has pointed out,

the Investigating committee, in establishing the

Advisory Committee appointed only one student

as opposed to three faculty, two administrators,

and two Board representatives. This oversight is

indeed ironic when one reads the glowing

affirmation of confidence in student capabilities

that the committee professed in its report. This

failing of the initial plan must be immediately

corrected.

It would certainly seem that for the immediate
future, Washington's administration would be wise

to approach the Advisory Committee before

making any decisions, excluding those of a

day-to-day, office variety.

I n the future any developments of the same type
which led to first semester's upheaval, would
certainly not be looked upon so understandingly

by the Board, nor could faculty and student
reactions be expected to result in any less of an

outburst than last semester.

So what remains to be seen is whether
Washington's administration (and also its students,

faculty, and Board) can adjust to the situation as it

exists, and whether it can fully adapt the
investigating committee's recommendations to the
best advantage of Washington College.
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Last Tuesday, February 1. at 7:00 John
W. Sause was in Hodson Hall to explain a

unique program which will offer a group of
selected students the opportunity to gain

valuable practical experience in a legal

community setting. Mr. Sause, who is tlie

Public Defender for this area, is interested in

obtaining volunteers from the student

community to aid in carrying out the duties

of his office.

This program has been made possible by
the recent enactment by the Maryland State

legislature of the VOLUNTEERS
ASSISTANTS Program. This propam,
effective January 1, will enable college

students to assist in the investigation of facts

necessary to prepare the defense of any case

assigned to the Public Defender Office in

Centreville. The volunteers will interview the

accused as well as their personal

acquaintances in order to attain information

pertinent to their defense.

Mr. Sause first contracted the Barry

McArdle, Dean of Men in late December.
Since that time Mr. McArdle has worked
with Minor Crager, pre-law advisor, in setting

up the program. Mr. Crager stressed that this

experience would be invaluable to any
student contemplating a legal career as it

would be practical experience.

Both men indicated that some degree of

screening will take palce before any actual

participation. After selection, a training

period will ensure, however Dean McArdle
felt that Washington College students should

be investigating by mid-February.

Chesapeake College which has already

begun the program is offering course credit

for participation in the program. Such an

arrangement at W.C. appears doubtful at

present yet both Dean McArdle and
Professor Crager are investigating possible

means of recognition for participation.

3>R. AlepPJWGfR. Awp HIS

Drama department students

ready six new productions
THE SORCERER'S

APPRENTICE, last semester's

maiden production of the

Studio Theatre, now appears

to have been a harbinger of

quickening activity not only
in the small basement theatre

of the Gibson Fine Arts

Center, but in other aspects

of the Washington College

Drama Department as well.

Six productions are

scheduled for the spring

semester in Studio Theatre,

which is the textbook of the

Studio Workshop course and
its enrollment of six senior

drama majors. The first

evening of theatre is

scheduled for March 2nd and
3rd when two one act plays

by Jones Baker will be

presented.

Auditions for ARRIVALS
and DEPARTURES (1971)
and CLICHE' (1970) were
held this week. Mark Lobell

and David Ripley will direct

ARRIVALS while Jones will

direct CLICHE
The six drama students are

required to work with each
aspect of a production during
the semester. They are also

allowed to chose the shows
presented and have as mch
freedom as a $250 semester
budget can allow. Because of
such restricted funds, a

nominal fee will be charged
for productions.

Although CHICHE' and
ARRIVALS won't go into

rehearsal until BEGGAR'S
OPERA is completed, plans

are already underway for

some of the other shows,
which should follow at two
week intervals. Thorn Snode,

pleased with the success of
APPRENTICE, is planning to

produce another children's

play.

Children's plays will be an
important part of another
D ram a Department
innovation. Professors

Maloney and Segal will run a

Summer Theatre.

The summer theatre is to

alternate between two types

of productions. Daytime
performances by a traveling

children's theatre in various

Eastern Shore towns are to

be finariced as a public service

by local utility companies
and public service institutes.

In addition, evening

performances of major
productions will be presented

at the College itself. The ten

week program will employ
ten students for ten weeks.

Needed will be seven

performers, one technical

director, and two people to

double as technical assistants

and performers.

Tryouts will be open to all

students and should be held

shortly after the completion
of BEGGAR'S OPERA. The
ten participants will receive a

$35 weekly salary and a room
provided by the College.
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With ammunition from this week's "heavy"

photo by L'd A nson

snowfall. Town and Gown go at it.

Class yourself the Winsey way

Professor A. Reid Winsey, of DePaw
University, classifies students.

"After 15 years of lecturing in a typical

small liberal arts college, one collects an
astonishing array of interesting types.

Several weeks ago, after a delightful dinner
of crabmeat and pickles they all returned to

haunt me:
"1. The athletic type-The academic

processes hold no terrors for the hero of the

gridiron. His fraternity brothers have a

complete file of my lecture notes and
examination. It's a rare treat to find him in

class. So nice of him to come.
"2. The playboy type--The morning fter

finds him in class in his roommates shoes on
the wrong feet. He drops his pipe but never
quite recovers it. I hand it to him after class.

"3. The academic type-Probably the most
objectional of all. The head is attached to

the spine on a hinge and nods back and forth

during the entire lecture and mouth and eyes

utter continually, "Yes, professor. Yes,

Professor."

"4. The negative type-All right brother,

you put me in this class now just try to

teach me something. You would put me in

the front row. I can hear him uttering under
his breath, "For gosh sakes let's get this

over."

"5. The lovey dovey type-Must be taken
together for they are inseparable as two
Siamese twins. Hearts and music, violets and
poetry, these two love birds are majoring in

Marriage and the Family.
"6. Camouflage-He always brings an

armload of books to class to impress me, I

guess. The boys are on to him, however, and
someone is always picking on him. At the
moment he's sitting on a tack and trying to

get some one's feet off his back.
"7. The popular type-She had

four fraternity pins this semester, three last

week, and spends her class hour twisting the
ends of her beautiful hair. This little stunt is

sure to drive any instructor insane.

"8. The wholesome type-Wears what
every college giri should wear, acts like every
college girl should act and talks like every
college girl should talk-constantly. She's at

it now.
"9. The clock watcher--I suppose she has

wound her watch three times already. She
always starts shuffling her feet and putting

on her coat about 15 minutes before the end
of the class."

Reprinted from The Washington Elm,
Friday, May 7, 1948, Vol. XLVIl No. 25.

Elm turns slightly yellow

Chestertown, Maryland is hardly a

journalist's dream metropolis. Every now
and then a murderer drives through town,
only to be apprehended a few miles down
the road to Church Hill.

Yet habitual perusals of the KENT
COUNTY NEWS provide ample evidence

that yellow journalism and William

Randolph Hearst sensationalism are not the

mainstays of our local newsheets. This aura

of stolid respectability, probably as much
from necessity as inclination, has even been
felt by the ELM.

Paraphasing a well-known dramatic adage

concerning actors and their parts, the ELM is

inclined to operate on the theory that there

are no small news items, only small colleges.

Even so, many of 'each week's events pass

unrecorded in either the ELM or the

REVIEW because of editorial scruples.

Behind every college newspaper editor is

an overwhelming desire never to descend to

the level of many local weeklies with their

meticulous recording of Little Miss Wanda'
Billion's fifth birthday party "When twenty
of Wanda's little friends gathered to wish her

a very happy year." Such social mentions vie

with news releases from the Department of

Agriculture for the reader'^ attention.

In an effdrt to avoid such journalistic

commonplaces, college editors and college

papers strive for relevance and hard-hitting

stories. Yet well-researched .articles on issues

of national importance take time both to

write and to read. Expose's of college

institutions require research, daring and an
abundance of institutions which need
exposing. All in all, responsible muck-raking
exacts an energy and dedication which less

significant reporting does not.

Pragmatism compels a papers admission
that its readers enjoy at least an occasional

bit of insignificant news. Crusading Clark

Kents are ultimately doomed to leap from
skyscraper windows - an event which many
people find more impressive than accounts

of NATO sessions.

All of the proceeding justification,

rationalization and explanation is in

preparation for a paragraph of semi news
which can only be termed a social note.

Admittedly, it is small news, but Washington
College is admittedly a small college.

Therefore: Mr. and Mrs. James E. Pelkey,

Sr. of Keene, N.H. have announced the

engagement of their daughter. Miss Sand M.
Pelkey to Donald G. Garrett son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon D. Garrett. Congrats to the

happy pair!

{Articles of more significance can be
found on other pages and should be read.)

What's eating you?
Mary Ruth Yoe

Docs almost ceaselessly repeat, "there is somes....! will

not eat" e.e. cummings
"Seventy-five per cent of complaints about a college's

food service occur in January. February, and March."
Clearly, Director of Food Services John Linville is aware of
one of the institutions surrounding institutional food: the
mid-winter discontent.

Fresh from the joys of Mother's home cooking-or grown
accustomed to the standard McDonald's hamburger
diet-Washington College students eye askance at the

reappearance of last semester's menus. The most popular
indoor sport becomes a quick round of Cafeteria
Complaint. Tales of semester break episodes give way to

nightmare stories of Hodson Hall horrore: "Remember the

time the tomato soup had...."

This year the annual rite has taken on a new aspect.

Normally, about ten or twelve students per semester ask for

permission not to eat in the dining hall. Dean of Women
Maureen Ketley fielded between thirty and forty requests af
the start of the current semester.

Of these petitions, "approximately twenty per cent"
were approved. Mrs. Kelley emphasized that decisions were
made on the basis of legitmate health reasons, the

availability of cooking facilities to the applicant, or proof
of financial hardship.

.

Tlie problem of adequate cooking facilities can dim the

enthusiasm of many students who consider abandoning the

food plan. Theivery in dormitory refrigerators has long
beenafactoflife and other equipment is in poor repair in

several women's dorms and nonexistent in the men's
dormitories.

If students can afford an initial investment for a small

refrigerator, electric skillet, hot plate or other miniature

equipment, weekly food savings can be made-with proper

planning and wise shopping.

If that sounds like a remark from a high school

economics teacher, it all boils down to individual

dedication. Most students find the food in Hodson
consistently edible. And it is also hard to ignore the fact

that someone else does the cooking and the dishes.

These factors keep many people coming back. Mr.

Linville noted that meal counts have not dropped this

semester, and Dean Kelley added that at least 50% of

Washington's off-campus students eat in the dining

hall'-legally or otherwise.

Despite these evidences of satisfaction, you can't always

get what you want. So from time to time, the S.G.A. Food
Committee raises questions over the stainless steel which

replaced the silverware and circulates questionnaires to

gauge student preferences. All of these activities are done
without real rancor because Mr. Linville is so obviously

willing to hear student demands and to explain his systems

operation.

For example, students who never make it to breakfast

can never quite shake the suspicion that with the money
the cafeteria saves on their doughnuts and coffee, the food

service must be quietly, but steadily, adding to a nest egg in

some remote Swiss bank.

In actuality, after the actual operating expenses (food,

labor and utilities) of the cafeteria are met, a certain

amount of the dining halt revenue must be applied to a

joint mortgage on Hodson Hall and the newer dormitories.

Any funds up to $25,000 still remaining must in tum be

placed in a reserve account. Until recently, this account was

allowed to build. This summer, it paid for dishroom

renovations, but can also be used for major dormitory

repairs.

Both Dean Kelley and Mr. Linville agreed that the food

service faces all the problems inherent in such an

institution, but felt that more than satisfactory progress has

been made. And students who have experienced the meal

timeatrocitiesinotheroutposts of academia are inclined to

agree.

Fraternity Pledges 1972

PHI SIGMA KAPPA ALPHA
Edward William Denison Richard Baratta

Fred Ohrenscail Richard Burke

Chadwick Pfeiffer Thomas Clement

James Thompson Kim Dine

Justin White David Doelp

David Winbigler Thomas Barton Ewalt
Paul Gianquinto

LAMBDA CHI Donald Green
Nelson Bond Craig Johnson
Tyler Campbell Michael Macielag
Robert Constantine Lee Parks

Robert Cook William Walls

Matthew Michael Cordrey

WUliam Eaton
Thomas Goldberg

Maynard Kirpalani

Roy Larson

THETA CHI
John Elliot

Bruce Komtwi^

Biyan Matthews Jerry Moye

Gregory Penkoff Peter Murphy

Douglas Pfeiffer Steve Raynor

Willett Yerkes . - -
BiU Williams
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The only bright spot for the

grapplers on Saturday was Roger

Stenersen's 4-4 draw with his

GeoffAnderson

Swarthmore opponent. The Little

Quaf<ers handed the Shoremen their

sixth loss of the season by a 48-2
count.

Shoremen triumph twice

in Middle Atlantic play
Led by MAC leading scorer

Rick Mice];, the Little

Quakers of Swarthmore

downed Washington College,

72-66. in basketball action

Wednesday night. The loss

Bruce Kornberg

lowered the Shoremen's
record to 3-6 on the season.

For the first time in two
years, the Washington College

basketball team has come out
victorious twice in a row.

Last Wednesday night the

***~-
Jk P^^"'^ h' (Jct'ff Anderson

"Corky" Livels berger takes a jumper in

Wednesday night's loss to Swarthmore. Corky had
14 points in the game.

Shoremen beat Delaware
Valley, and on Saturday night

they travelled to Westminister
to defeat Western Maryland
87-71.

The Washington hoopsters

started off slowly against

Delaware Valley but paced by
Lew Young and Jerry Moye,
gathered steam and were
behind by only three points

at half-time. At the start of
the second half Washington's
momentum carried them into

the lead. Delaware Valley's

touch had cooled off in the

second half and the

Shoremen controlled both
the ball and both backboards
from the opening whistle in

the second-half, till the end
of the game. The victory was
a total team effort and the

best game performance for

the Shoremen at home this

year.

The fine team playing of
the Washington quintet

carried on the Western
Maryland contest. In this

game the W.C. hoopsters did

not wait till the second half

to take the lead. Except for

the exchange of the lead

during the first five minutes
of play, the Shoremen
commanded the game. Fine
shooting and defense by Mike
Slagie and Bob Johnson' gave
the team the best game they
had played all year. Coach
Finnegan tried a new
technique this week. The
Shore five pressed on defense
more, and Finnegan went to

his bench for added
rebounding and scoring which
the Shoremen desperately
needed.

The winning attitude is

certainly a welcome change
to W.C. basketball supporters
and it promises to continue
this week when W.C. meets
Swarthmore at home
Wednesday and Haverfored

away on Saturday.

ittle Quakers hand

Shoremen 48-2 loss

Taking a spectator's view
of the wrestling team this

year one would notice several

things. First their record is

0-6, second they lack

experience in many weight
classes, and third they have a

very small squad. The record

is due to the factors

mentioned plus a schedule

which saw the season open
agcinst the toughest
opponents the squad will

face.

Another factor in this

year's performance is timeley

injuries to three key men,
most notably Marty Winder,

who had a 2-1-1 record and
seemed to be having a good
year. With Marty cut for the

past two weeks the already

small team has had more than

its share of trouble. Although
the grapplers may not have a

strong club as a whole there

are definite possibilities for

several team members to do
well in tournament
competition. One such
standout is Roger Stenerson
who In the past two years has

compiled a 15-3 record while

placing 3rd in the

Mason- Dixon conference

tournament in both years.

This year he sports a 3-2-1

mark and again promises to

perform well in post-season

action.

Led by lettermen
Stenerson and Winder this

year's squad is the most
dedicated the Shoremen have

had in recent years. Unlike

past seasons when attendance

problems were a major
hindrance to the program,
everyone seems to be very

dedicated to the sport.

Although there may not be a

wealth of talent present

everyone is willing and ready
to wrestle. For example, two
members of the squad, Rich
Burke and Matt Snyder,

competed in the Maryland
Wrestling Federation Open
Tournament. Aside from
their performances their

participation indicates the

spirit that is a part of this

year's squad.

While spectator interest is

growing the sport still takes a

back seat to basketball. One
aspect of this problem is the

facilities the wrestling team
uses. For four years Coacb
Pritzlaff has been requesting

that the wresUing area be
closed off from the universal

gym area. He feels that this

would give the wrestling team
more of a sense of team unity

and would prevent the

non-wrestlers from wandering

around the mats during

practice.

The next wrestling matches
are against PMC on Saturday

and then at home against

Catholic University on
February 8.

With Winder back and the

team moving into the weaker
half of its schedule, the

wrestlers have a good chance

of improving on their now
dismal season mark.

Tice's ball hawking
defense shackles Reid

Drew Lark in

According to Miss Fall,

AOTT is the team to beat this

year in intramural basketball.

This statement came after the

AOTT team completely
outclassed the Reid Hall girls

«n the first game of the
season. The AOTT's led by
Sam Pelkey and Rose
Bocchese scored 21 and 14
points respectively with Ellen

Rohrbacher adding 7. AOTT
shot 72% from the field in

the first half of the contest
for a half-time lead of 31 to
6.

The ball hawking defense
of Lesley Tice and Jane Irby
and the timely steals by
Pelkey and Bocchese held the
Reid Hall team to a total of
13 points during the whole

game. Helen Reeder led Reid
Hall with 8 points and was
followed by Diane Glover
with 4 points to round out

the scoring.

In other action Tuesday
night Queen Anne's
out-distanced Caroline 1st

fioor by a score of 33 to 18.

Bowie Johnson of Queen
Anne led all scorers with 15.

points and was followed by
Bo Blanchard.

At the half Queen Anne
led by a score of 12 to 9. This
turned out to be the closest

Caroline would come. As
Queen Anne out-scored
Caroline by 12 points in the
second half to pat a damper
on Carolines hopes.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. -

-12 p.m.

13 |un.
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Openhouse marks

center's opening
Profs demand wage minimum

After a week's delay,

Washington's new student
coffeehouse, as yet unnamed,
is expected to open Friday

with a free open house
beginning at 8 o'clock.

Friday's activity, which
will include free beer, food,

and entertainment, will mark
the culmination of over a

year of planning by SGA and
college officials. The opening
entertainment acts will

feature campus talent,

including the folk group of
Johnston, Hodgson, and

McHugh.
SGA Social chairman Bill

Monk added that an original

plan to have a soul band
perform in the center

Saturday night was rejected

by the SGA due to the size

limitations of the
coffeehouse.

Floor plans for the center

necessitated the transference

of the student mailboxes

from their original site to the

old SGA conference room.
The floor area of the facility

will now provide seating

space for approximately 80
people.

Applications for jobs in the

coffeehouse have been
accepted all week and will be
today in the Student Affairs

office. Bartenders . and
shortorder cooks must be
over 21, Bill explained,

because of state liquor laws.

No age limit has been set

however for waitresses.

The coffeehouse has not
yet received an okay for a

license from Kent County
officials, but Monk
commented that it could

come through at any time.

A contest to name tne

center, sponsored by the

Washington Elm, is currently

underway.

On Advisory Committee

As brought light at the Faculty Meeting

on Monday, Feb. 7 there are "some grievous

inequities in faculty salaries." As it stands;

now there is no set salary policy. Although

the Gibson administration provided annual

adjustments to cover rising living costs, the

faculty no longer receives these payments.

According to Dean Seager, due to the

present market those recently hired have

been offered more than those hired two or

three years ago. Although we had hoped to

bring "the others up to the present salary

levels..." the situation was further

complicated' the wage and price freeze. Thus
there exists several situations where an

assitant professor with three years teaching

experience is making less than the starting

salary offered a person with an equal

education and only one year of teaching

experience. In some cases the difference is as

much as $1000.

"There is no question about the Inequities

in some of our faculty salaries", admitted
Dean Seager. Undoubtedly could cause a

decline in morale within the faculty. Yet
besides the logical inequality of the present

salary arrangements there is the financial

burden. "There is," said Professor Neill, "this

immediate problem. Frankly, several of the

people discriminated against are literally

starving. It is certainly not impossible to live

under extreme financial pressure; millions of
people in this country are doing so. But 1

would like the College to consider whether it

wants its young professors to do so."

At the present, there are 12 faculty

members who earn lesi than $10,000 20 of

these are assistant professors. Part of the

problem is the extreme divergence of salaries

between the different ranks. The AAUP has

a rating scale of relative salaries among the

colleges of the United States. The scale
• uontmued on Page 2i

Exec vows proper functioning
Commenting on the initial

development of the College

Advisory Committee,
established two weeks ago by
the Board of Visitors and
Governors, SGA 'President

John Dimsdale vowed

Monday night to see the

effective functioning of the

committee.

The committee, which was
created to advise the

administration before action

is taken on College issues.

Gym innovation hopes dim
Proposals for a restructuring of the

physical education requirements, ranging

from proficienty exams in individual sports

to its inclusion in a distributional area, were

aired at Wednesday's meeting of the

Academice Council.

Discussion over the proposal, initiated last

semester by SGA President John Dimsdale,

was just another attempt at a major

revamping, which Athletic Director Edward

Athey said has come up "five times in the

past five years."

Dimsdale's original proposal to the

Council, which involved an optional,

credit-course plan for physical education

courses, drew a cool reception from the

committee. Dean Seager commented that

the plan, which in different formats would

have provided from one to four course

credits, would probably come under harsh

criticism from the faculty.

Seager did concede that a modified plan,

involving mandatory, credit value gym,

might have a slim chance of passage by the

taculty. He added, however, that such a

change might be effectively mitigated if the

number of credits needed for graduation

were increased corresponding to the new
credits available in phys ed, as has occured at

some schools.

SGA President Dimsdale also presented

the idea of placing the physical education

courses in a distributional area, which would

allow students the opportunity to choose

between gym to choose between gym and

some other course. This concept too, was

given little chance of passage.

The Final innovation considered by the

Academic Council was the employment of

. proficiency tests, a device which the phys ed

department has already instituted. Under

this plan, students could fill up to one year's

worth of their requirement simply by

passing tests, administered and judged by

phys ed instructors, which measured their

ability in certain individual sports.

Mr. Athey commented that "we're trying

to bend over backwards to give ratings of

ntoficiency."

"could fade into the

hierarchy of Washington

College," John commented,
adding, "but it won't as long

as I'm on it."

The temporary committee
chosen by the Board met last

Thursday to set up a more
permanent structure . and

establish guidelines for its.

operation. "We decided we
were empowered to consider

all issues concerned with the
' welfare of the CoUege." John
said and emphasized that it

"would take up issues

whether asked to by the

President or not." Dimsdale

admitted however that over^dl

the makeup of the committee

was conservative.

At their first meeting the

members also discussed

numerical representation of

different areas of the College

community.
Dimsdale had earlier,

requested that three students

be placed on the committee,

rather than the original one.

The committee decided

however to add only one
more student, fearing, said

John that the size of the

committee would become too

large. Of the student

representatives, one will be

the SGA president and the

other will be elected diiectiy

from the student body.

The Senate again
postponed action on the

proposals for activity fee

Increases to cover the

yearbook and a campus radio

station. The senators were
asked by the SGA executive

committee to thoroughly poll

their constituents' feelings

'Continued on Page 3>

General

Information
Dr. Herbert R.J. Grosch,

an internationally recognized

authority on the organization

and administration of

computing facilities, will

speak at 8:00 p.m., Thursday,

Feburary 10, in Hymon
Lounge.

Dr. Grosch has published

over one hundred technical

papers and articles. One of his

more famous dictums, known
as Grosch's Law, originated in

1950. The substance of it is

that if you wai.t to do a job

ten times as cheaply, you

have to do it one hundred

times as fast.
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Any other ideas?

Problems over financing the yearbook Pegasus

have again crept up and with it have come

suggestions, some of which are questionable for

financing the publication.

It is an undeniable fact that the yearbook needs

and deserves a substantial increase in its allocation

from the student acitivity fees. But the problem

arises over whether the plan the Senate is now
considering is fair or even ethical to the student

involved.

According to present plans the fee will be raised

by $5 this year to cover the cost of the '71-72

publication. The passage of this proposal would, in

effect, be a moral breech of promise on the part of

the College.

In September, students paid the acitvity fee

fully expecting to receive a yearbook. Now we turn

around, and the demand for an additional $5 is

thrust at us. And if students don't pay the

additional money, they get neither a yearbook nor

a refund on their original investment. This is

obviously an area which College officials and their

lawyers must investigate.

This is not to say that a means shouldn't be

found for raising the needed revenue. The
yearbook editors should thoroughly investigate the

possibility of advertising, as do other colleges'

annual and a section of patrons could be added.

If the funds cannot be raised, then the editors

should develop the best publication they can with

the finances at their disposal.

Certainty this year, when the acitvity fee money
is carved up, the yearbook Pegasus should be a

larger amount But it should be accomplished using

fair, ethical means.

Congrats

!

Washington's long-talked about coffeehouse has

finally become a reality, due to the commendable
cooperation of college and SGA officials, and

especially to the student who have spent hours in

volunteer work on the center.

Congratulations and here's hoping that the

coffeehouse is as successful in its operation as it

was in its development.
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Philosopher R.J» Bernstein

to speak at Forum meeting
A professor recently

selected as one of ten

outstanding college teachers

in the nation will speak to an
open meeting of Washington
College's WiUiam James
Forum this coming
Wednesday evening, February

16.

Richard J. Bernstein,

chairman of the Department
of Philosophy at Haverford
CoUege, will discuss "The
Relevance of Hegel and
Marx." Bernstein is the

author of JOHN DEWEY
and, most recently, PRAXIS
AND ACTION.

Dr Bernstein will spend
two days on the Washington
College campus, his visit

bemg supported by the

Visiting Philosopher Program
of the National Endowment
for the Humanities. This

Program has awarded two
grants to the Department of
Philosophy and Religion in

the past two years. In

addition to his James Forum
Lecture, Bernstein will meet

with several philosophy

classes and with students in

smaller groups.

In 1970 Bernstein was
identified as one of ten top

college teachers in American
when he received one of ten

Dr. R. J. Bernstein

Harbison Awards for gifted

teaching. These awards carry

a cash grant of $10,000 to

each recipient and are

awarded by the Danforth
Foundation.

Former Yale Prof

Bernstein has been
chairman of Haverford's

philosophy department since

1966, when he joined the

Haverford faculty as full

professor with tenure. He had
taught at Yale for 10 years

before accepting the

Haverford appointment. He
was editor of the "Review of

Metaphysics," a leading

philosophical journal, from
1964 to 1971.

Bernstein holds a B.A.
degree from the University of

Chicago; a B.S. degree from
Columbia University; and an

M. A. and Ph. D. from Yale.

He has spent six months in

England under a Morse
Fellowship, and been visiting

professor at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem.

Profs wage fight...
Continued from Page 1

ranges from 1-10 with 1 being the best and
10 the worst. For Washington College, the

1970-1971 ratings are:

Professors - 3
Associate Prof. - 7

Assistant Prof. - 9
"There is no doubt" said Dean Seager,

"that we have some very low salaries here."

As a concrete start toward a general

reform of this salary problem Professor Neil

proposed a new policy for the faculty to

recommend to the adrninistration. The new
policy would establish a minimum wage for

full-time teaching employes to be governed
by the average salary of newly hired teaching

employes of comparable rank, status and
teaching experience with review and
adjustments to be made no leass often than
every two years. This poUcy would be as of
September 1,1971.

According to Dean Seager, to implement
this new policy now would cost the college

$17,000. The problem is where to get the
money to pay for such a program. As Dean
Seager stated at the faculty meeting, he has
three priorities. The first priority is to raise
every faculty member's salary to $10,000.
This would cost the college about $8,000.
His second priority is to take the remaining
.money designated for faculty salaries and
give the bulk of it to the assistant professors

in order to adjust the inequalities and
comparatively low salaries. The third

priority is to get new faculty members.
But as it stands now, there will probably

be no increases in faculty except to fill

vacant spots, even though new professors

are desperately needed in the already

overtaxed Psychology department. The
additional money to satisfy the first two of
the Dean's priorities could come from two
sources. The money could come from some
part of the $64,000 in state aid. And it

could also come from the extra student
tuition payments this semester due to the
smaller decrease in students for the 2nd
semester than in previous years.

The problem has yet to be resolved.

$17,000 is a relatively miniscule sum for
adjusting faculty salaries when compared to
a college that can afford a $10,000
inavgurationa, some faculty members
contend. And it seems apparent, as the
present inequalities demonstrate, that some
new policy concerning faculty salaries is

needed in order to alleviate the present or
any such future salary problems.
An equitable salary policy is felt necessary

by some not only to improve faculty morale
but to provide respectable wages in order
"to keep woifs and bailiffs from Uie door."
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Write a letter home today
Page Three-

Washington College no longer offers

courses in English composition, and even
when such freshman courses were part of the
liberal arts curriculum, they didn't instruct

students in a form ^lite as important as the

essay and the paragraph: the letter home.
Of course, most students no longer write

home to their parents. The increasing

number of family exchanges via telephone is

paralleled only be the decreasing efficiency

of the U.S. Postal Department. And for the

student who calls collect, the

communication is several days faster and 8
cents cheaper.

Still, the system can be abused.
Somewhere, everyday, a mother accepts a

collect call from a distant child, only to be
told "Happy Birthday. Mommy."
Obviously -despite what the Bell Telephone
System would have you believe--a letter can
spell love, too--and at cheaper rates for the

loved one.

A letter has other advantages as well. Aunt
Jane will probably not burst in paroxysms of
delight if you call her collect to beg one of
her homemade devil's food cakes. But in the
middle of a chatty letter, designed to bring
back memories of her own college days,

drop a line like, "the food here isn't bad, but
it will never match your devil's food cake."
Then wander on for a few more paragraphs
before closing.

Unless Aunt Jane is an utter imbecile

whose only talent lies in baking the above
cake, she will see through your ruse. But
your skillful note will have aroused her
memories of campus life and remembering
how much she enjoyed similar care packages,
she'll send the cake by return mail.

If letters can be used to cajole goodies
from maiden aunts, they can also subtly

extract extra parental funds if you
desperately need $10 for a lab fee, the direct

approach is best, and a phone call is in order.

But if you'd like some extra money without
having to 1) listen to a fatherly lecture on
"living within your means and making your
own way" or 2) getting up at 9:00 on
Saturday morning to give campus tours, then
a letter home is a feasible move.

Here, the timid or the novice among you
may cry, "But what do I say?" In this case,

the direct approach is not the best. Imagine
slitting open an envelope and extracting a

paper thin sheet of paper on which is

written.

"Dear Mom and Dad,
How are you? I am fine, but could use

some money. Please write soon. Your son
Rod."

For one thing, anyone shelling out $3300
a year on his child's liberal arts education,
while not expecting a man of letters, feels
the kid should have discarded the second
grade format by now.

Therefore, the correct approach involves a
long, newsy letter in which no demands are
made. At this point, those who find even
brief notes to friends an ordeal may cry
again, with greater anguish, "But what do 1

say?"

To begin with, what you say it on can be
an important factor. Notebook paper is

quite effective, permitting the student to
write home in what would otherwise be the-

wasted moments of a boring lecture.
However, if your parents are the type who
believe in a time and place for everything
and that the time and place for writing
letters is not the classroom, don't depair.

Simply, begin, "I'm a few minutes early
for class, so." You have not only reassured
your parents, you have impressed them with
your punctuality as well. A few paragraphs
down, write, "class is about to begin." skip a
line, date it "later," and take up where you
left off. If your mommy and daddy are
abnormally suspicious types, use two types
of ink.

If Washington College did offer classes in

freshman composition, the professor would
announce that content is as important as
form. This is especially true of the epistle
under discussion. Through a judicious blend
of campus events, current academic
endeavors and a quote from one of your
books (any quote will do-it proves you're
(doing your work) will present a picture of a

well-adjusted young adult, settled into both
the academic and social spheres of his

school. And as your parents, they will

reward you the best way they know-with
money.

This device is not fool-proof. Some
parents classify letters under filial duties.

Therefore, each student must evaluate the
method for himself. An effective guideline:

if you ever receive a letter from home
containing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, this plan is for you. And if you
need filler, tell your mother I said hello.

Students to aid McCloskey
A committee to aid the campaign of

Republican presidential candidate Paul

McCloskey, presently consisting of fifteen

active members, is in the formative stage on
campus, iriese volunteers have been hanging
campaign posters and distributing literature

concerning the presidential hopeful for

several weeks, but according to committee
chairman Larry Falk, the volunteers hope to

go much further than campaigning within
the school and suggesting the possibility of a
mock election. Larry stated that the

committee has plans to aid in voter

re^Sstration in the Chestertown area and will

stress the importance of voting and voter

registration with a trip to Kent County High
School planned.

Along with these plans, the committee
also intends to raise funds for the McCloskey
campaign and to promote it. Larry said that
the major issues in McCloskey's campaign
would be the war and its conduct and
honesty in politics.

Volunteers are presently being enlisted

both for the campaign itself or just to aid in

the registration program if not in favor of
Congressman McCloskey,

Those interested should contact Larry
Falk, Room 216 Kent House.

resident's Message
SGA News

Continued from Page ]

before taking further action

on the matter.

Senator Larry Falk also

announced that a permanent,
on-campus draft counselling

service has been started with

the co-operation of the

Student Affairs Office. Two
trained student counselors,

Falk and Larry Israelite, are

participating in the initial

program. Time for counseling

(ran be set up with Falk, Kent
House 216, or Israelite,

Somereet 229.

Alpha Omicron Pi

Third Row, (left to right), Pam Gracey, Chris Murray,
Karen Williamson, Debbie Anderson, Cindy Morton. Laura
Case. Seated on couch • Betsy Cook, Sue Brett, Carol ^

Baker, Linda Landon. On floor Kneeling - Pischa Eliason
Cathy Vincent, Mary Silkowski, Mae Sullivan, Majoriei'e
Rawle. Not pictured - Sue Dunning.

Sorority Pledges 1972

Alpha Chi Omega - Front Row: Tracy Smith, Clarissa
Beall, Barbie ParrIs. Second Row: Denise Pryor, Diane
Kaminsiti, Paula Pheiffer, Elsa Weamer.

Opening date nears

for "Beggar's Opera"
Next weekend, the Washington College departments of

drama and music will present THE BEGGAR'S OPERA, an
18th century ballad opera by John Gay.
THE BEGGAR'S OPERA is a satire on the corrupt

politics and the poUte society of eighteenth century
England. Along with sarcastic characterizations of Georgian
society. THE BEGGAR'S OPERA'S depiction of crime and
vice in every stratra of human society has a timelessness

which has made it survive two centuries of theatrical trends.

The play is being directed by Timothy B. Maloney; muric
direction is by William R. Johnston. William C. Segal is in

charge of design for the production. Stage manager is

Christy Starr.

Appearing in the principal roles will be:

Peachum-Joel EUns
Lackit-Thom Snode
Macheath-C.A. Hutton
Filch-Karl Starks

Jeremy Twitcher-Larry Israelite

Crook-Finger Jack-Tom Middleton
Wat Dreary-Scott Friedman
Robm Bagshot-Steve Sandebeck
Nimming Ned-Harold Thompson
Harry Padington-Mark Lobell

Matt of the Mind-Justin White
Ben Budge-Paul Eldridge

Beggar-Bennet Lamond
Player-Mark Lobell

Mrs. Peachum-Danea Talley

Polly Peachum-Sue Dunning
Lucy Lockit-Trish Witherington

Diana Trapes-Elyn Dye
Mrs. Coaxer-Lauia Pritchett

DoUy Trull-Ellen Frith

Mrs. Vixen-Sue Hegeman
Betty Doxy-Stephanie Strong
Jenny Diver-Gene Thornton
Mrs. Slammefen-Judi Katz

Suky Tawdry-Jane Irby

Molly Brazen-Sandy Richter

Tickets will be $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for aU
,

OoniWashington -College students. For information and
ticket reservations, call 778-3800, ext. 268, 269.
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Cagers drop last two
Bruce Kornberg

The momentum of the Washington College varsity

basketball team swung back to the losing side this week.
The Shoremen's touch against Swarthmore was frigid.

There was no movement without the ball and too many
fouls to keep the shoremen in the game, Swarthmore's
guard Fred Micelli combined strong rebounding to hand the
Washington College hoopsters their seventh lost of season.

Saturday night found the Washington College hoopsters
in Haverford, Pennsylvania to face Haverford College. The
Shoremen came out playing a man to man defense, then
they shifted to their standard 1-3-1 zone. Playing well and
shooting over 50% the W.C. hoopsters led by Lew Young
went into the lockeroom leading at half time. The W. C.

~

varsity was still leading by fifteen with nine minutes to go.

Haverford then went into a man to man full court press.
This shook the Shoremen's composure. They turned the
ball over three times and stopped moving without the bail.

This gave Haverford the chance they needed as they went
to their big center and overcame the Shoremen winning the
game by six points.

Lose at Lebanon

Washington College traveled back to Pennsylvania to
meet Lebanon Valley. TheShoremen came up with the same
results as last Saturday, another loss. This loss couid have
been excused, Lebanon Valley with a 6'-9" center and a

scoring machine named Don Johnson (who set a scoring
record 49 points) proved to be too much for the Shoremen.
Lebanon Valley was just too strong offensively and
defensively to be stopped by the iiu-stncken Shoremen,
The losing ways of W.C. basketball varsity are not as

contagious as the flu on the Washington College campus.
The junior varsity basketball team, has been winning very
dramatic games of late. Coached by Barry McArdle, the
J.V.'s have been hitting the boards and their shots
extremely well. Being paced by varsity players Pete
Murphy, John Cross and Bob Hickman and Tom Clement,
the J.V.'s have played like a team should. A fast breaking
offense defeated Delaware Tech - by a score of 85-82.
Murphy with two Chesapeake College defenders all over

him, turned at the top of the key and hit a bank to win the
game for the W.C. J.V.'s 65-63 with only two seconds left.

ph.no b\ GeoffAndcnof

K. C. Dine in action against PMC decisioned his 150 pound opponent 5-4.

Dine was one of five W.C. grapplers to win on Saturday as the wrestling team
tied the Pioneers, 24-24.

Grapplers tie PMC 24-24

GeoffAnderson

Fine defensive play by Tom Clemente and
John Cross helped the J.V.'s to a 65-63
victory over Chesapeake last Friday^ Pete
Murphy's jump shot with two seconds left
gave the J. V. 's the win.

With their toughest

opponents behind them now,
the Washington College

grapplers are heading for

better times. Last Saturday
the first indication appeared
in the form of a 24-24
deadlock with host P.M.C.
The following Wednesday the

scheduled bout with Catholic

University was forfeited as

that school abandoned this

years wrestling program due
to a lack of participants.

There were no real

surprises in the stalemate

with P:M.C. Marty Winder
being the only real question
inark as he bad been
recuperating from an injury

for ten days prior to the

match. Marty defeated his

man despite this layoff and
put the Shore on the board
eariy. The absense of Jack

Volleyball

All Stars

"A" LEAGUE ALL STARS

Caliy Emory
Peg Jackson

Bowie Johnson
Kathy Owens
Sandy Pelkey

Doris Swauger
Leslie Tice

Sue Wilson

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

Peg Jackson

"B" LEAGUE ALL STARS

Diane Glover
Linda Landon
Nancy Kckett
Susan Steele

Carol Strausberg
Cindy Stude

Irene Yuhaniak

Pound: One Ladies
wristwatch. Come to Q.A.
207, identify it, and it's

yours.

Bill Gant

Keenan, who was otherwise
involved with academic
pursuits, caused a forfeit in

his weight class. High points

of the match came when Rich
Burke, who was in total

control, saw his man reinjurc

an arm forcing a forfeit at

that weight. Pins for both
Ken Kiler and Roger
Stemerson spearheaded the
Washington attack as those
two established themselves in

the record books. Kiler as

second in career fulls with 9,

only two behind leader Rick
HoUoway, and Stenerson who
tied Holloway for career

victories with 19 and is now
only 11 points behind the
career high of 85 also set by
Holloway.

The outcome was no real

surprise. The teams were
quite evenly matched and as

there were several possible

opportunities for either side

to triumph a tie seems hke
poetic justice.

This Saturday's home
match up with Sydney is a

real question mark. With no
detailed scouting report a

prediction is difficult to

make. The match which may
prove to afford us our second
win is February 17th against

Wagner. With the
Mason-Dixon tournament
drawing nearer and the

possible improvement of

several key individuals,

Washington College would be
quite well represented in

some weight classes. A good
showing in that tournament is

a reasonable possibility and
would make for a bright spot
in an otherwise colorless

season.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday -Sat. 10 a.ni. - 12 p.in.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. -12 D.m.

Name the Coffee

Shop Contest

Your name_

Dorm

Name for Coffee-Shop

Give your entry to Bill Monk. Ten dollar prize for winner.
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Publications hit by thieves
Close to two thousand

dollars worth of camera

equipment and a small

amount of money were stolen

from the Elm and Pegasus

offices sometime late Sunday

night. Discovery of the theft

was made Monday morning

by Pegasus editor Carole

Denton.

Corporal Maufitz Stetson

of the Maryland Stale Police,

who is investigating the theft,

theorizes that the thief

entered both offices llirougli

rear entrances. Both doors

show signs of having been

tampered with.

Stetson, after speaking

with Elm editor Geoff

Anderson and Pegasus editors

George Nickel and Bill

Ennett, stated, "the person

who committed this crime

knew the opertions of both

publications. He also knew
exactly what he was looking

for."

Stolen equipment included

three cameras, three lenses,

and fifteen rolls of color film.

Also stolen was forty-five

dollars in receipts the

ELM-Pegasus Film Series.

Earlier in the year

seventy-five dollars from the

film series was stolen from

the Pegasus office.

Convocation features D.C, Mayor
A full day of activities, in

honor of one of the College's

earliest supporters, get

underway tomorrow with the

annual Washington's Birthday

Celebration.

Kicking off the day's

activities will be an address

by Mayor Walter Washington

of Washington D.C. (see

accompanying story).

After the morning

convocation, informal tours

of the campus will be held

from 1:30 - 3:00, followed

by a home basketball game

against Ursinus College.

The night's activities

include the formal Birthday

Ball and its prelude, the

Drama and Music
DepartnKRts production of

"The Beggar's Opera", set for

7:00 p.m.

The Ball, free for students,

will feature the Buz Walters

orchestra and will run from 9

until I a.m. in Hodson Hall.

Walter E, Washington,

Mayor Commissioner of the

District of Columbia, will

deliver the principal address

and receive the Honorary

Degree, Doctor of Laws, at

tommorrow's Washington's

Birthday Convocation.

The veteran public

adminsilrator and housing

expert v/iU speak at 11 a.m.

in Tawes Theatre.

In 1967, Mayor
Washington's outstanding

leadership talents were

recognized by President

Johnson who brought him

back to the Capital from New
York City to nominate him as

the fist mayor-commissioner

of the reorganized city

government whice was

transformed under his

direction into a modem and

forward-looking
administration. Mayor
Washington's dominant note

has been a concern for the

well-being of the" city's

issidents. President Nixon

confirmed this view of Mayor

Washington by appointing

him to a second term as

heading of the city of

Washington.

Mayor Washington is

nationally recognized, not

only as an innovative public

administrator, but also as one

whose ability to handle a

wide variety of difficult

problems of urban
government is unsurpassed.

His achievements have been

recognized with numerous

awards and university honors

including the career service

award of the National Civil

Service League and the

Distinguished Alumni
Achievement Award of his

alma mater, Howard
University.

A graduate of Howard
University {B.A. 1938, LLB,

1948). Mayor Washington is a

career public housing official

who rose through the ranks

from a junior housing

assistant to become executive

director of the National

Capital Housing Authority,

the nation's pioneer slum

clearance and public housmg

agency, and then Chairman ol

the Public Housing Authority

of the city of New York, the

nation's largest housing effori

for low income families.

The already financially

crippled yearbook has run

into further problems from

the recent theft. Since all but

one of the yearbook staffs

cameras were stolen, Carole

Denton is asking that any

student who owns a 35MM
camera to see her.

The ELM, is offering a

hundred dollars for any

information leading to the

arrest and conviction of the

thief. All information

concerning the stolen

equipment should be given to

Carole Denton. Bill Ennett,

Geoff Anderson, or George

Nickel.

A coffeehouse by

any name smells

\

Social Chairman Bill

Monk, commenting on

the name-the-coffee-

house-contest, said

"God-damnit we haven't

found any good names
yet." The contest will

continue, as Bill

perceptively observed

"until we find a name"
Suggestions for naming

the erstwhile untitled

facility will be accepted

in the Elm office.

Senate votes to increase '72 Pegasus cost

Despite requests for continued

postponement of the issue,

Washington's Student Senate, in

one of its shortest meetings of the

year, Monday night voted to

recommend a $5 increase in the

activity fee to cover the cost of this

year's Pegasus.

The request for postponement

resulted from doubt on the part of

some senators about prospects for

this year's publication, due to the

robbery of' its photographic

equipment last weekend.

The Senate rejected the

postponment however, to allow

Carole Denton, yearbook editor, to

at least develop a plan for the

pubMcation.

The $5 increase, which must be

paid by every student wanting a '72

yearbook, will be collected at this

Spring's registration for the fall

term or through a system billing

students who have expressed a

desire to pay the additional fee.

Either way, the money will have to

be paid by May 15.

Those students who elect not to

pay the additional fee will receive

neither a yearbook, nor a refund on

the $9 they have already paid.

Senate President John Dimsdale

pointed out that "it is just hke for

athletics or a concert series where if

you don't take advantage of it, you

don't get your money back."

The Senate's action is expected

to help the efforts to get the Board

of Visitors and Governors approval

for a permanent $5 increase in the

yearbook allotment.

Editor Denton also pointed out

that this year's book will contain

advertisemen is, as had been

suggested by some to raise money.

It was revealed too. that Pegasus

could find itself in a better financial

position as a result of the Senate's

actions. Since only those who pay

the additional $5 will receive a

yearbook, the non-refunded $9

from those students who don't pay

will help subsidize the smaller

number of books pubhshed.
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Rip-Off

Washington's student publications suffered last

week what could only be described as a severe and
serious setback, namely the theft of most of their

photographic equipment. No student publication,

especially yearbook, can accomplish its intended

job without the benefit of photography.
But what is even more disturbing than the theft

itself, is the very realistic prospect that a

Washington College student was responsible.

While student thefts have certainly occured in

the past, they have never become common place

nor attained such magnitude. Students, faculty,

and administration at Washington have always
prided themselves on their sense of community,
the oneness of identity and spirit. While not
wishing to sound naive, one does regret that this

incident may be indicative of an even greater

trend. Perhaps the sicknesses of American society

are finally catching up with and pervading the

attitudes of the Washington College community. If

such is the case, we regret the passing of that spirit

And as fellow student journalists and artists, we
feel compelled to offer whatever assistance we can
to the College's other publications. Initially, the

Elm editorial board has decided to offer a $100
reward for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of those responsible. And we will

continue to offer whatever assistance we can in the

months to come

ODK Honors

K^'

The Washington CoUege
chapter of the men's honor
society, Omicron Delta

Kappa met last Friday and
selected ten new membere.
Incumbant seniors Brooks
Bergner Steve Goiding, Jack
Keenan, Dave Griffith and
Dale Trushhelm vrill be joined

by two new elected seniors in

Jim Hogg and Glen Dryden.
The applications of eight

juniors were also approved at

the meeting these include:

John Cann, Tom Bortmes,
Bill Dunphy, George
Churchill, Noberto Viamonte,
Bob Maskery, Bob Danner,
and Rich Hortsmann.
ODK is a national honor

society which has chapters at

most colleges and universities.

Election is based on a

prescribed set of scholastic

and leadership qualifications,

although individual schools
are allowed a degree of
descretion in the selection

process.

Traditionally at
Washington College, ODK has
been a strickly honorary
society. However, currently
n»mbets are working in

conjunction with the Senior
Women's Honor Society in

preparing a letter to be sent

to all prospective freshmen.
The letter will be an informal
attempt to explain the social

and academic life at WC, and
vrill set up the machinery for

answering any questions

which the student may have.

THE IVASHINGTON ELM
Editor-in-Chiel Geoff Anderson
Publications Editor Mary Jane Eavenson
Busines Manager Eileen Shelley
Managing Editor Bob Danner
Associate Editor Bave Grifflth
Features Editor Maiy Ruth Yoe
News Editor Kevin O'Keefe
Sports Editor giU Dunphy
Graphic Arts Editor Ed Anson
Circulation Manager Jon Spear
Adwrtising Manager Jan Finley
Typisl Jean Carter
Editorial Board Geoff Anderson, Bob Danner
Photography Geoff Anderson, Ed Anson. Al Lambert
Assistant Publication Editors . .Ueorge Elser, Bowie Johnson

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year

except during official recesses and exam periods, by the

students of Washington College in the interests of students,

faculty, and alumni. The opinions expressed by die

editorial board of the ELM do not nec^sarHy represent
those of the College. Subscription price: SS.OO per year
alumni: $6.00 per year other than alumni. Publ^ed by
Washington CoUege, Chcstettown, Maryland. Second class

postage paid at CentreviUe, Maryland.

The Common Room,*' closei

Com,munication gap for GVS{
Allendale, MIch.-(I.P.)-A growing concern

on the part of Grand Valley State College's

Student Affaris Division in a possible lack of
contact between students and
administratois, as well as communications in

problem areas, prompted development of a
new approach this year.

"As we have expanded to a student body
of over 4,000, as many of our students work
full-time, and as the programs of our cluster

college concept dramtically increased
opportunities for internships within the
community, we bacme worried about the
time factor sufficiently involved in our
continuing opendoor policy," Dr. Kenneth
R. Venderbush, vice president for student
affaris stated.

"Students might hesitate entering all

ready busy offices to discuss their problems
or share their opinions. Time for specific

appointments might become more difficult

to arrange for both busy students and
administrators. To meet the challenge, we
initiated 'The Conunon Room.'"

Located in the midst of The Commons, a

student dining and recreation building, a

former office was transformed last

September into a comfortalbe informal
lounge area.

Scheduled times were set aside and posted
when members of the student affairs

division, as well as representatives from the
President's and Academic Deans' offices, and
service units of the college, such as

community government, campus security
and campus nunistry, would be available to
talk with students about anything they
wished.

"Again based on our concern for
communication," Dr. Venderbush explained
"we began a program of 'peer counseling' in

The Common Room. One of our students
fully guided by GVSC Counseling and
Mental Health Center professionals, is

available two days a week to help in any
problem area.

Referrals are made back to the Center
when needed, or to other areas when
indicated. Peer counseling has met with
success for all involved, and plans are being
developed to expand this important addition
to our Student Development program.

Dr. Venderbush conclused: "Informality
is the key to the development of The
Common Room proiect. Far too often
students and administ.-ators meet only in a
formal atmosphere, and far too often only
after a problem has surfaced, usually out of
proportion to what its eariier solution might
have entailed. We are highly optimistic about
the positive communication the project can
offer."

Editors Note:

Perhaps we could name the Coffee Shop
the Common Room and set up visiting hours
with Dr. Merdinger and company. At any
rate, our level of "positive communication"
among our peer group doesn't seem to be
suffering.

Letters to the Editor
Editor

Everybody got their class

schedules ready? Then off to

the Washington College

Bookstore for the usual

disappointment. The course
has ten books but only four
have come in. Next trip to

the architectural wonder may
reveal two more boxes to that

were put on the wrong shelf

or simply overiooked the first

time around. The rest will be
in soon; no matter if a major
text takes an extra iour
weeks. Why the problem?
Maybe the Bookstore

managed to order the books
from the wrong publisher
again, or maybe they just

forget to order them at all.

Gets hard to share a four

hundred page text among

twenty of you, doesn't it?

Supplies? Sure, they've got
lots of records, health food,
and bed spreads here; no,

over there mixed in with the

jewlery, sleeping bags, and
college mugs in assorted sizes

and shapes. Guess where at

least one college department

buys it's typing paper and
other supplies? How about
you? Try to get supplies for

an art course; try the

shopping center. Pretty red

and green ink but not much
of the drab, fiinctionai,

necessary black. Now look
for something to draw on Go
off campus young man.

The size of Chestertown
makes places like the

Bookstore and Infirmery a

necessary and excusable part
of the 'en loco parentis' of

Washington College. The
student dependency seems to

have provided license for the

development of a music
department store which, due
to space problems, has
pushed the original purpose
to a comer. The time and
space needed for the various
articles which are now being
sold has pushed the business
of book selling to the point
of being only a sideline.

If the Bookstore is not to

serve its purpose then get it

off campus and downtown.
Remember the purpose, and
fix the problems before they
get any worse.

Tony Lilly

Fee committee idea at Texas

appears possible, practical
Houston, Texas .(LP.) - President Philip

G. Hoffman of the University of Houston
has established an ad hoc committee on the
student fee allocation process in response to
student, faculty and administrative concerns
over the manner in which student services
fees have been allocated.

This committee will have the general
charge of reviewing the present process and
justifying recommended changes, Dr.
Hoffman said.

He said the committee should establish
meaningful guidelines for allocations of
Student Services fees to the different
divisions of the University which are to
participate in these funds.

"Such recommendations will require the
identification of legal and le^tlmate
purposes for which Student Services fees
may be expended," he said.

The committee will consist of the

following: A business manager and assistant
treasurer, chairman; a coordinator of student
affairs; a member of the faculty of the
department of the accounting, College of
Business Administration; a member of the

faculty of the Bates College of Law;
chairman, Student Association Fiscal and
Governmental Committee; two students; an
ex officio member of the Governance
Committee.

Dr. Hoffman expressed hope that a
reporting date of the committee can be set

no later than April 1, so that possible
revisions may be effective for planning the
1972-73 fiscal year.

Editors Note:

Wth the recent debate over the financial

crisis of the yearbook, it b apparent that a
committee such as this at Washington
CoUege would be quite beneficial.
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The Tale of Worthy Thomas

photo by Ed Anson

Bennett LaMonde (above) rehearses his

part in the Beggar's Opera. At the lower right,

C-. Mutton and other members of the cast go

through their final rehearsals in preparation

for the production.

Bangladesh concert

provides huge sum

by Dave Griffith

In an ettort to aid the millions of refugees who were

caught up in Bangladesh's war for Independence, many

prominent rock musicians donated their services in a benefit

concert this summer, and it is likely that their efforts may
soon result in the longest non-governmental charity drive in

history.

George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Ringo Starr, Leon Russell

and a variety of other performers gathered in New York

City for the concert. The historic event was carefully

recorded and Capital Records has paid $3,750,000 for

distribution rights to that recording.

According to Allen Klein, Harrison's manager, for each of

the three record sets sold, $5 goes to United Nations

Chiidrens Fund for Relief to the Refugee Children of

Bangladesh. Capital receives $1.87. while 86.5 cents covers

pressing costs, and an additional 75 cents for each sale is

applied toward printing of the 62 page booklet which

accompanies tfie set^

The remainder of the $10 list price goes to Columbia

(who is distributor for the tapes) and for undisclosed

business expenses.

Capital's $3,750,000 along with gate receipts from

Madison Square Garden of $243,518 have been added to

the fund. Klein estimates that by year's end, total donations

for the pgypct will apqr/^pclj^lEl.rgiJlioin,, ,

by Bob Burkholder

Couricsy of the Washingloii Review

"The murmure and the cherles rebellying,

The groynynge, and the prevee
empoysongng;

I do vengeance and pleyn correccioun

Whil I swelle in the signe of the leoun."

The Knight's Tale-

Once, years ago, a hero emerged from the

wilderness surrounding Wellesley. Mass. He
had none of the accoutrements of a

conventional American hero: no conskin
cap, no teehee-shirt with a red '"S". no
lacrosse stick. lnstead,he carried only a

guitar which he used occasionally to subdue
the most savage foes or the most amiable
maidens. When the time came for him to
leave his family and seek fame and
adventure, his father, a wizened old knight,

turned to him and said:

"My son, I am sending you to

Chestertown so that you might gain the

knowledge that will one day help you to aid

the Plebians."

Our hero packed his clothes into an
unassuming vehicle and ^vith guitar in hand,

drove to Chestertown (no ordinary feat in a

VW).
After three years as a lowly squire our

hero decided to accept a challenge that

would offer him favour in the eyes of the

people and the king. Although it seemed
little more than a curious combination of

bureaucratic administrator and court

magician, our hero humbly accepted the

badge of office as "President. Class of '72."

That badge hardly amounted to little more
than what could properly be defined as a

Kingston Trio smurk.

With his histrionic second-in-command,

our hero deftly set about righting the

wrongs, challenging the bearers of evil will

and arranging dinners. He issued a call from

the highest cupola of that unlikely Camelot.

He shouted until his lungs could no longer
issue forth a cry and when his strength was
at its lowest he found that he would have to

defent his fair province (founded 1782)
single-handedly against that fire-breathing

beast. Graduation.

Oh, he had fought against greater evils,

like Graduation's older brother
Inauguaration, but it was always with the
help of a few worthy yeomen. Now it was
only he and his Yankee sidekick poised
before those monstrious jowls, trying to

appease with the sacrificial "Senior Class

Gift." trying to calm by offering a speaker
who would not practice his knavery with the

double-edged sword of NON SCUITUR and
truism. Suddenly, when it seemed the

situation was well under control, when it

looked as though Graduation would be met
and vanquished accordingly, a Black Knight
proposed that the evil demon be met on a

day other than that already proposed.

"Zounds." exclaimed our hero. "What a

low blow!"

Low indeed, for now he must face the

people and present to them the words of the

Black Knight, for consideration and
judgement.

Meanwhile, rumors spread like the plague

and soon sides were drawn for a great

tournament to decide the day that

Graduation would be met. Through all this

the beast waited patiently, unappeased by
the small amount our hero had to offer for a

gift, blase about the rumored speakers,

unimpressed with the lagging support our
hero was getting from his followers.
" Nobody in the Senior Class really knows

what's going on, so no one will get the joke.-'

Thomas Hodgson,

President, Class of '72

The Beggar's Opera set

for three performances
THE BEGGARS OPERA

will be presented on February

17, 18, 19, at 8:30, 8:30, and
7:00 respectively, in Tawes
Theatre.

THE BEGGARS OPERA is

in one of its aspects a

burlesque of the Italian

Opera, but it is also a

burlesque of the sensational

criminal literature that had

developed in England during

the early years of the

eighteenth centry.

The author John Gay
imgljej .tliroijg^tjUiaifipce

i.^y^at j^J, of .qpBli^ty jiot Kihly

those inhabiting the colourful

and tuneful underworld

should be weighed on the

same scale.

The OPERA did not

receive great acclaim at first

but after a glittering

performance at the Theatre

Royale in 1728, THE
BEGGARS OPERA changed

the direction of English

literature. There were

hundreds of imitatois of its

style in the next quarter

century. establishing the

pipularil^pf^^^ay^yftaja ,,,.

/ciTn. Even today the form f^ ^ ,

still used and THE
BEGGARS OPERA is the

model. One of the most
current examples is the

THREE PENNY OPERA by
Bertolt Brecht and Kurt WeU -

(from which the popular
"Make the Knife" came)
which was presented in the

1960's.

ttttt
In last weeks edition of the

ELM, Andy Williams and
David Ripley were emitted
from the cast list; they will

iP^clfaj-d-ifr-^he &ti^e<MaiidgeR
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Irene Yuhaniak

Ms.
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Meredith Horan

Nancy Rowens
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Saturday night marks the crowning of Ms.

Washington College of the Washington Birthday

Ball.

Marcia McCurdy

Gail McPherson

Karen Gossard
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Termpapers

:

obsolete tradition?

by Mary Ruth Yoe

Students who are unable to manage letters home quite
understandably find the prospect of an "extensive research
paper worth approximately 40% of your grade" anything
but thrilling. Most students meet such a challenge by
procrastinating as long as humanely possible, settling down
a week before the opus is due to begin a marathon of
note-taking, quote-marking, foot-noting, and hand-wringing
which eventually (usually anywhere from 2 to 3 hours
before the class) produces what could be termed the
finished product: the paper.

On the other hand, a large percentage of students have
traditionally carried their resentment of the assignment past
the boundaries of procrastination into the field of
plagiarism. Plagiarism takes many forms. The novice begins
with a few unacknowledged footnotes. Or the chem major
accepts a little professional help from his English-major
roommate. Fraternities institutionalize this spirit of
brotheriy love and cooperation by providing a file of past
papers for reference or other usage.

All of these practices are forwned upon by all but
cynics, yet everyone is cynical enough to know that the
unspeakable practices are becoming, through force of habit,
quite natural acts. Yet enough traces of idealism remain in
even the most jaded observerof the academic scene to make
the recent mushrooming of term-paper firms a headline
story in both the Washington and Baltimore papers.

Term-paper service companies, while of questionable
ethics, aren't illegal, and taking advantage of student
increase in both workload and disillusionment, such
companies have appeared in or near the country's acadmeic
centers, growing tremendously in the last eighteen months.

While prices of such companies as Term Paper Resources
Services and Termpapers Unlimited of D.C., Inc. are
guaranteed to keep students poor if not honest (prices go
from $3.50 to $5.00 a page, with foot notes and
bibliographies as extras), the companies are able to make
enough money to employ anywhere from 60 to 2,000
writers.

Their writing staffs frequently include master's and
doctoral candidates, and some firms offer tailor made
papers, conforming to the individual's personality and grade
average in a course. Some of these collegiate entrepreneurs
even envision a term paper supermarket, in which
computers will keep half a million papers on file.

Students who use the service do so because of the
pressure for grades, a lack of respect for the instuctor or the
course, or simply because they don't want to invest time in
a paper.

All of this has been going on from time immemoiral, but
the sudden growth and efficiency of the current method is

disquieting. Little trespasses can be foi^iven, but large scale
trends require a more intricate process of confession,
absolution, and comment.

Providing comment for the academic establishment of
Washington College was Dean Seager. Ignoring the moral
issue, Seager discussed the pragmatic aspects of the
situation. Even with the presence of custom-styled papers
the Dean felt an alert professor would be able to spot a
fake, and a student, like Clifford Irving, would have to pay
the penalty of being caught.

In a further version of the administrative sidestep, Dean
Seager stated that the traditional term paper is already on
the way to obsolescence. Maybe because of the term paper
firms?
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THE TOWER SHOP

Size 5-13

Tops with Juniors

Top of the Store

THE VILLAGE TOGGERY
Downtown Giestertown

WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa. Aus-
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna-
tional program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write

_
now for free catalog:

WCA. Chapman Cql|gae,.By)(fimg'. JV^pgq.^Q^! ^g^Sgfr,

If. -'

IN DOW!;TOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

HELP WANTED?

NEED help with a course?
NEED research materials?

NEED a professional resume?
NEED a Xerox copy? NEED
porfessional typing? NEED
writing expertise?

CALL TODAY
TERMPAPERS UNLIMTED

(202) 786-4511
2430 Penn. Ave. N.W., D.C.

You may inspect 1962
eight cylinder Ford tnicli,

154 inch wheelbase, 23 feet
eight inches ovetaU length in
good running condition.
Formerly used as bookmobile
this vehicle will make a good
delivery truck or could be
converted into a fine camper.

Submit sealed bid prior to
March 1, 1972 to
Kent-Caroline Public
Libraries, Inc., , 100 Market
Street, Denton, Maryland
21629 The Board reserves
the right to reject any or all

bids. Cash settlement prior to
delivery.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

0>nes

Sandwiches

Mondiy -Sit. 10 •.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 •.m. - 12 D.m.

Complimoits

of

The Morylaid

Natioaal Bmk

Hallmark Cards

Easton Papers
'

Office Supplies

Sutton's Towne Stationers'

203 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MD.

21620

Pregnant?
Need Help?

Sandwiches Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

OF

PLAZA LOUNGE
• Kent Plaza Shopping Centetf

Pizzas

^
)l»KK»>»&^^MW^«»4xai ««*«_«.*,>*& »**M*«-st

Call Colle.ct: oisievesaoo
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Murphy provides winning
edge in J.V. basketball

On most college campuses
the junior varsity sports go
unnoticed. Washington
College is no exception. The
boys playing junior varisty

basketball practice daily only
to play their game in front of
a handful of loyal fans.

Despite the lack of student
support on campus, JV
basketball has been the
hottest team this year. Paced
by Peter Murphy, John Cross,
Tom Clement, Bob Hickman
and Paul Brown, the JV's
have been playing great

basketball. Coach McArdle's
players have gone from a

bunch of individual players to
a fine functioning team.

In their past two victories,

the JV hoopsters turned in

by Bruce Kornberg

One performances at both
ends of the court, playing

tough defense and turning

defensive rebounds into fast

breaks. In this way the team
has won their last three games
and seven of their last nine.

In their victory over

Delaware Tech the JV's faced

a taller and stronger team.

The hoopsters took up the

challenge by out-rebounding

and outshooting Tech. The
game see-sawed back and
forth as each team exchanged
baskets during the last Ave
minutes. With less than thirty

seconds left Pete Murphy hit

a jump shot. Delaware came
up court and missed their last

chance to win, giving the jV's

their first upset. Against

Chesapeake College the JV's

continued their winning

ways. Once again the team
faced a stronger opponent,

but again they rose to the

occasion. Paced by Cross (21

points) and Murphy {17

points) the JV's were either

winning or losing by two the

entire game. With two
seconds left, Tom Clement
threw a three-quarter length

pass to Murphy at the foul

line; Murphy hit a jump shot

to win the game 83-82.

The JV squad hosts

Bainbridge Prep tomorrow
night. If the team can

continue thisfme team play,

the remainder of the schedule

should present no problem to

McArdle's Marauders.

AOPi, Queen Anne's continue

winning as big game nears

photo by GeoffAnderson

Dave Novak of Kappa Alpha tries to get by
Bob Greensburg of the ReRuns in recent

intramural action. By winning, the KA's
advancec to the championship game against

Theta Chi.

Going into its third week
of competition, AOPI and
Queen Anne's are battling it

out for the top spot in the

girl's intramural basketball

circuit.

Monday night AOPi, a
strong contender for the

championship, routed

Matmen
after 43-
All athletic teams have

their disappointments. This

year the Washington College

wrestlers have had many. One
such occurence came last

Saturday with their 33-20
loss to Hampton-Sydney, a

match they had anticipated

winning. The major factor in

the defeat was the opponent's
surprising balance. They were
strong in nearly every wieght
class and not exceptionally

weak in any. There were a

few bright moments for the

Shoremen but they were not
sufficient to insure victory.

Jack Keenan overpowered his

man with a reversal in the

flnal eight seconds of that

matchup for a draw with his

opponent. Rich Burke, in an
impressive showing, pinned
his opponent while Roger
Steneison downe<j his

adversary In the first period.

Marty Winder won his match
by forfeit and although this

helped the team effort it may
have been somewhat of a
detriment to him. Still

recovering from an eariy

season injuiy, he could
perhaps have benefitted from
the workout had be wrestled.

Jon Spear, despite dropping
his match, is continuing to

show great progress and could
perform well in future

contess.

On Tuesday came still

another setback. Faced with
the problem of sickness,

Washingt<fii was ' forced to

shuffle i wrestlers Into

to face Wagner
6 Loyola disaster

Caroline 50-19 for its third

victory of the season. Sam
Pelkey, leading scorer in the

league, netted sixteen pomts
for the K's while Keeley

West and eleven for the

losers.

Queen Anne's, boasting a

4-0 record, had little trouble

in drubbing Caroline 3rd

floor, 44-12. As usual, Bowie

Johnsofi along with help from

Bo Blanchard and Kate

Owens netted fifteen points.

Ri(« Ganw of the vear for
Queen Anne's will be against

AOR on Tuesday, February

29. This game will probably
decide the league champion.

In other action, Alpha Chi
continued Its winning ways as

they defeated Reid, 32-21.

Although not considered a

serious contender, the girls

from second floor MM
already have an upset victory

over Zeta under their belts.

Bright spots for the Chi's this

season have been the

consistent scoring of Cally

Emory and the tight, stingy

defense of Holly Hutton.

different weight classes and
succumbed to a powerful

team from Loyola College,

43-6. Matt Snyder was
leading his man when he
experienced a breathing

problem and was forced to

default. Marty Winder,

although wrestling quite well,

was unable to overcome a

strong Loyola man. The only

real high point of the match
was once again in Stenerson's

bout. Roger, wrestling in the

heavyweight spot, pinned his

man in 1:11 for his third

consecutive fall. This win

placed him first for both

career points with 86 and
total wins at Washington

College. Considering that as a

freshman Roger did not

wrestle this is an impressive

record indeed.

Upcoming matches are

Thursday at Wagner, a team

which appears too strong for

the grappieis to defeat and a

tri-meet at Gallaudet with

that school and Washington

and Lee on Saturday.

Although Washington and

Lee is questionable,

Gallaudet, which has been

experiencing problems with

forfeits, may be a weak

enough opponent for the

Shore to overcome. The key

to this match lies primarily in

which weight classes are given

up.

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

Cburck HUI

CbeslertowiJ
Sam Pelkey takes a shot during the

AOPi-Camline game. Sam continued her high

scoring ways with a 16 point output.
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1.6: Why have it

I by Bill Dunphy

Anyone who has followed college athletics in the past

Tew years has probably heard of the National Collegiate

Athletic Association's "1.6 rule." The rule first came to

public attention in 1966 when the University of

Pennsylvania, the Ivy League champion, was declared

ineligible for the NCAA basketball tournament because
tM league refused ttf follow the 1.6 ruling. More recently,

Haverford College declared itself ineligible for Middle

Atlantic Conference Championships over the rule. Why all

the fuss?

Simply states, the 1.6 rule says that an incoming

freshman must "project" a 1.6 grade point average to be

eligible for intercollegiate competition. The projection is

based on high school class rank and SAT performance. If

the student falls short of 1.6, he may not even practice with

a college team until he has completed two semesters of

satisfactory (i.e.. 1.6) work. Furthermore, an athlete who
falls below 1.6 may not play until his work returns to a

satisfactory level.

All of this sounds reasonable enough. Anyone who can't

do D-plus work in college should be spending time in the

library instead of in the gymnasium. But the argument
against the rule certainly has some merit. THe Ivies and
Haverford both argue that they don't accept anyone with

less than a 1.6 projection anyway. But even if they did,

they argue that anyone who attends an institution should

be permi tted to compete on its athletic teams. By
implication, the schools are demanding the right to set their

own standards for student participation in intercollegiate

sports.

Washington College subscribes to the ruling, although it

has t)een granted a sort of "special status" by the NCAA.
Incoming fjreshmen must project a 1.6, but a student who
falls below the standard may continue to play provided he
is making "resonable progress" toward a degree. This

reasonable progress is not strictly defined but rather

determined by the College's Committee on Academic
Standing on an individual basis. Washington petitioned for

this status a couple of years ago on the premise that its

marking system is somewhat more stringent than the

average college or university. The NCAA agreed.

Some schools would like to see the rule abolished, but at

the recent NCAA convention in Florida, an attempt to do
so was voted down "about 60 percent to 40 percent",

according to Athletic Director Ed Athey. Athey is among
those who do not like the ruling.

There is obvious merit in the rule. It effectively prevents
the big schools form turning into genuine football and
basketball factories by requiring minimum (at that, very

minimum) academic standards for student-athletes. But its

effect on the small schools could hurt. Colleges with limited

enrollments have a hard enough time fielding any team at

all, much less on with an average 2.5 cumulative. In

addition, as Athey points out. what right does a coach have

to tell a student who wants to play a sport just for the fun

of it that he can't, just because the NCAA says so? In

effect, who should be in control, the institution or the

larger governing body?
If every college would set reasonable standards for its

athletes and enforce them, there would be no need for the

1.6 rule. But nobody is going to convince me that USC or

Michigan State is going to force a wide receiver who does

the 40 in 4.5 off the team just because he can't quite make

the grades. There are enough abuses in big-time

intercollegiate athletics already; abolishing the 1.6 could

only make the abuses worse. And the big boys aren't going

to sit still for a double standard for the smaller schools,

which means the 1.6 is a necessary evil that will be with us

for a while.
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Shore Streak Hits Three
as Diplomats Bow 88-75

The Washington College

varsity traveled to Madison,

New Jersey, for the first time

this year and returned to

Chestertown with a 82-46

victory over Drew. Coming

off a demoralizing defeat by

Lebanon Valley the WC
hoopsters combined tough

rebounding and defense with

good shooting to beat Drew
easily. The scorers were paced

by Jerry Moye (16) who
again came off the bench to

hit for double figures. Other

players hitting double figures

were Bob Johnson, Lew
Young and Rick Turner.

Monday night Washington
College completed a five

game road trip by beating

Gallaudet 82-59. Again the

cagers combined the tough
rebounding of Lew Young
and Rick Turner to give

Washington College complete
control of the basketball titt.

Young regained his offensive

touch as he poured in 23
points and pulled down
numberous rebounds. Rick
Turner also put on a fine

offensive show, hitting for 18
points and his share of

rebounds. The Shoremen just

proved to be too much for

the boys from Gallaudet as

the Shoremen matched their

longest winning streak of the

season.

Playing back to back
games, the Shoremen faced

Franklin and Marshall at

home Tuesday night, and
continued their winning

streak beating the boys from
Lancaster, 88-75. The score

did not tell the whole story

of the game, as the hoopsters

were in complete control of

the game from mid-way
through the first half until

the final whistle. Led by
Freshman Bob Johnson, who
had this year's high point

total of 31, the Shoremen
again had good rebounding
from Lew Young, Mike Slagle

and Rick Turner. The
hoopsters were also playing

fine defense, causing Franklin
and MarshaU to commit
twenty turnovers as they did

their best to capitalize on
most of F&M's mistakes.

Jack "Slick" Keenan attempts a with his

sit-out against his Haropden-Sydney Shoremen
opponent on Saturday. "Slick" drew

pliolo by GeoffAnderson

opponent 10- 10 as the

went down to defeat 33-20.

Bob Johnson gets two more points in the

Shoremen's 88-75 win over F&M on Tuesday.
Johnson had a season's high 31 points for his

evening's performance.

1 50%OFFonDIAMONDS i

I at Baltimore's DISCOUNT Jeweler! I

|H^ ^^^^^H 500 different

|H^ JRHJJ^I styles of rings! I

See Baltimore's

largest selection of

fine diamonds in all

cuts and shapes.

Loose Diamonds at Discount Prices!
(Choose your setting from over 500 styles)

Special Offer
with the purchase of a Vz carat

or larger diamond
FREE DINNER and WINE for TWO

at the CHESAPEAKE RESTAURANT
You'll enjoy a complete dinner with wine and
tip included at Baltimore's finest restaurant.

Make your engagement a day to remember.

Take a full year to pay with Greenebaum's CHARGE PLAN,
or use our lay-a-way plan, or your own credit card.

^ America's oldest importer by air. Established 1909 t

I Downtown Near Hopkins Hospital f
% 104 N. Howard St. 2200 E. Monument St. %

I 727-4544 732-0523 t



New dorm rent may be raised
Students planing to live in the

College's new apartment style

dormitories, scheduled to open

next September, .faced the prospect

this week of having to pay

approximately SlOO more than the

normal room charge to live in the

buildings.

The decision to recommend tlie

proposal for the $100 increase was

made by an ad hoc committee,

headed by Dr. William Sawyer, at

its meeting last Thursday. Student

representatives from the MRA, the

WRA, and flnancial aid students

also attended and voted at the

meeting. Action on the increase,

which is now considered a

recommendation to the Board of

Visitors and Governors, will be

taken up at the Board's next

meeting scheduled for March.

Business Manager Gene Hessey

told the committee members
Thursday that some kind of

increase was necessary to straighten

out the dormitory's financing.

Students are currently paying

$450 annually in room charges

while expenses for operating the

dorm amount to only $434. The
excess amount is plowed back into

the dorms.

With the addition of a new 98
bed residence facility, however, the

College is expecting to have a large

surplus of beds next year, since

enrollment, by Board decree,

cannot exceed approximately 750
students.

The new dorms will, in effect,

raise the overall cost of operation

and debt payment fees of all the

College dormitories but will net a

correspondingly lower increasein

income from room charges.

Mr. Hessey explained that under
conventional financing, which is

6V4% interest for 20 years, the new
dormitory, operating at full

capacity, would show a $22,850
deficit annually if current room
rates were maintained for the dorm.
Under the same circumstances, but

using financing from the federal

Housing and Urban Development

Department, which charges 3% for

20 years, Mr. Hessey said that tlie

annual loss would total

approximately $10,000. »

The committee, after extensive

discussion of the alternatives, one

of which was not to build the dorm
at all, decided to choose between

two proposals. The first proposal,

the one which passed, was to only

raise the rates for the rooms in the

new dorm. The second was to

estabhsh a smaller raise in dorm
rents for all the College's residences

to cover the deficit, a proposal

which one committee member
changed "would be forcing

everyone else to subsidize better

facilities for a small group of

^ ^ I Continued on Page 3'

— Admissions down from last year

Application pace lags
With student fees constituting over 70%

of the college's budget, adtninistratois have

always cast a wary eye towards admissions.

Administrators depend on student money
for faculty raises and other such

improvements.

At this time admissions are running

slightly behind previous years. There have

been 666 applications this year as compared

to 715 for 3971, 599 for 1970 and 756 for

1969. "But I don't think we are in trouble,"

stated Mr. Andrews, Director of Admissions

"If I don't have 700 by the middle of May,

I'll worry."

There have been several reasons for the

slight lag in admissions. It has been an

extremely tight time financially for all

private colleges. College expenses are high

and the nation's economy as everyone
knows, is in trouble. In addition, the recent

unfavorable publicity over the administrative

crisis may have hurt admissions.

Enrollment hopefully will remain
consistent at 750. This includes

approximately 200 freshmen, 30 transfers

and 522 returning upperclassmen. With the

freshmen applications, there is a 73%
acceptance rate, but of those accepted only
43% actually attend Washington College.

Although it is still too early to tell, the

admission's picture looks promising but less

than bright.

Fiscal affairs gain

Senate^s attention
Concentrating primarily on

fiscal appropriations,
Washington's Student Senate
Monday night handed out
over $500 to student clubs

and tabled a bid for another

$200 appropriation.

The Student Education
Association received the

lion's share of the funding,

$450, for a series of

education related programs it

plans to sponsor this

semester. Among them are a

showing of the controversial,

award winning film, "High
School", which played to a

capacity audience at

Washington last year, and
lectures by student and

Price jump of ^Pegasus ^: is it legal ?

Washington's Student Senate passed a motion t' w -pks

ago rt-quiring a $5 extra payment for those students wishing

to receive a 1972 Pegasus - and that action was the subject

of some rumors on campus this week.

The rumors centered around the legality of the Senate's

action which, in effect, forces students to pay the

additional increase' or lose their right to a yearbook along

with the $9 already paid in the student activity fees.

One disgruntled student commented that "I'd really like

to get a legal ruUng on this question, but the costs of going

to court, with a possible return of only $9, makes it

unfeasible."

Senate leaders, before intiating a vote on the issue,

assured the Senate that the SGA had the right to impose

such a fee on the student body.

Mr. Gene Hessey, the College's Business Manager, told

the Elm this week that the issue of its legality 'is

a difficult question to answer because it has never

been tested." He pointed out, however, that the SGA, and

the Pegasus as a student acitivity has the right to enter into

contractual agreements and that if debt should occur, the

student body as a whole would eventually be responsible.

Hessey added that theoretically speaking, the College

could be sued. "I suspect that he (a student) could take

legal action to recover the $9, though it would be

extremely uneconomical."

Hessey concluded that he really couldn't forsee the

question being taken to court.

faculty representatives from
progressive and experiemntal

schools in Virginia,

Wilmington, and Philadelphia.

Another appropriation of

$108 went to ODK, the

men's honor society, for Its

activities.

A request from junior Bill

Dunphy for $200 to send a

group of Washington debating

students to a congressional

type meeting at Penn State

University was tabled.

Senators requested that the

debating squad, which has

been inactive for the past two
semesters, develop some
interest within the student

body for their organization

before requesitng the

funding.

A proposal by off-campus

senator Mike Dickinson,

regarding cafeteria policies

toward non-boarding
students, was aired.

Dickinson suggested pricing

individual items, such as

coffee, coke, and desserts,

charging that "students are

really bugged about students

getting kicked out of the

cafeteria."

The senator rejected the

motion, after hearing

explanations that Cafeteria

Director Linville will not

institute the proposal because

food stealing will continue.
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A Legal Matter
Life insurance for Students!

"Insurance for the College Man?" prepared by Consumer
Reports.

Two weeks ago, in this same spot, the Elm

editorialized its stance against any proposed

mandatory increase for this year in the cost of the

yearbook, Pegasus. Three days later, the student

Senate overwhelmingly passed the motion, which

may or may not say something about our editorial

weight.

Now that the action has been taken, some doubts

about the legality of the Senate's action has cropped

up, doubts which we originally pointed out.

It would seem that from a simple perspective that

any action of the type which is to be employed to

pay for the yearbook is an outright breech of

contract.

Students have been told that unless they pay an

additional S5 fee, they will receive neither a

yearbook, nor a refund on their original S9

investment. Students paid their fees in September

fully expecting a yearbook for their S9, and that is

what they are entitled too - a S9 yearbook.

Our stance should not be construed as antagonistic

tovviards any other publication, for such

considerations are irrelevant to the question at hand,

the motion's legality. Indeed, last week we offered

the Pegasus our full support in recovering from the

theft of its photographic equipment. We'd just prefer

to not see the College involved in a court suit over

this issue.

Rate Increase

As it looks now, the prospects are very good
that room rates of Washington's new dormitory

will exceed those of the College's existing residence

facilities.

The question to be answered now is "What are

the implications of such an action?' Immediately it

establishes a situation where economics might
eventually become involved in the realm of student

living. There unquestionably exists a situation

v^fhere some students may be separated from a

desired roommate, where a system of elites may
develop.

But realistically the prospects of such a situation

are limited and are certainly outweighed by the

more decisive and ultimately all-important

question of finances.

The committee which voted on the proposal

was, in effect, faced with a fait accompli - some
'raise was necessary somewhere and it only seemed
equitable to make those who will enjoy the

benefits of more modern, comfortable dorm, to

shoulder the extra burden.

Nobody wanted- it this way,- but you ultimately

have to pay for increased quality.

THE 1VASHINGT0N ELM

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year

except during official recesses and exam periods, by the

students of Washington College in the interests of students,

faculty , and alumni. The opinions expressed by the

editorial board of the ELM do ndt necessarily represent

djose of (he College. Subscription price: S5.00 per year

alumni ; $6.00 per year other than alumni. Published by
Washington College, Chestertown, Maryland. Second class

postage paid at Centreville, Maryland.

Unless a coUege student has children, as a

rule he should not buy life insurance. In

fact, according to Consumers Union, "the

last thing most college students need is life

insurance,"

The exception would be the breadwinner
on whom children will be dependent until

they grow up. Despite this a typical

circumstance for a collegian, CU says "the
life insurance agent has become a familiar

figure on many campuses."
Bearing this out is an industry survey of

more than 300 life-insurance companies
which turned up 20 per cent with sales

programs aimed at college students and
young professionals who are not yet earning

enough to pay the premiurns.

Although it might seem difficult to sell a

policy to someone who can't afford it,

insurance men have their sales pitch so

programmed to this hurdle that they can
often turn it into a selling point. They
approach the premium paying problem by
offering to finance the first annual premium,
and frequently the second, with a loan to be
paid off perhaps five years later.

The interest on that five year loan is

payable at an annual rate of 6 to 8 per cent

or more. And, in many plans the

policyholder pays interest on the interest,

too.

As an example of what life-insurance

loans can cost, the consumer organization

tells of a $10,000 policy sold by Fidelity

Union Life of Dallas in 1970. The
21-year-old student purchaser paid an annual

interest rate of 8.5 per cent. The
compounded finance charge on the first

premium loan of $151 comes to $76.07.

From the creditor's standpoint, such loans

are among the safest imaginable, a full report

on the sale of life insurance to students,

contained in the January issue of

CONSUMER REPORTS, explains why the

lender's risk is so minimal.

One element involves a miniature

endowment policy built right into the

insurance policy. At the end of five years,

the insurance company gets most of the cash

value in payment of the policy holder's debt.

The promissory note itself has built into it

an acceleration clause, a typical feature of

retail installment contracts. If the student

fails to pay any premiums on time, the

lender can demand immediate payment of

the entire loan. With the promissory note, he

can also readily obtain a court judgment

ordering payment.

Entitled "Caveat Emptor on Campus,"
the CU report, warns that as with most retail

credit agreements, an insurance policy
financing note may be impossible to cancel.
Life insurance is customarily sold for a year
at a time. When a student is persuaded to

buy a policy and sign a financing agreement,
he is committing himself to buy a full year's
protection.

None of the policies or promissory notes
examined by Consumers Union had a

provision for refund of premiums during the
first year. And the policies examined tended
to be relatively expensive cash value policies
with lots of extra-priced features.

Companies doing a big business in college

policies often set up special agents in college
towns. They like to recruit as salesmen
popular campus figures such as gratemity
leaders, recently graduated stcr athletes,

former coaches and even faculty members
and administrators.

One professor at Michigan State
University is cited as reporting some
students he interviewed didn't know they
were signing a contract committing them to

buy insurance. Some thought they were
signing a medical form. Others thought they
were getting the first year's insurance free.

All were being sued by the same insurance

company.

Closer to Chestertown, representative of

Fidehty Life Union have been banned from
the West Chester State campus. Their

program, "The College Master," was open to

any college student and required a student

to pay up to $70 more annually than

comparable policies.

Yet insurance can be a good idea for

college students, males in particular.

According to a former Washington College

student turned insurance representatives,

"Every year you wait, it gets a little more
expensive. If you begin at 20, by age C5,you
pay the same amount as a man who begins a

policy at 40, but in smaller, easier chunks."

A short term policy should be precisely

that, he added. Although it is usefuLas a

transitory covering measure in the first year

of marriage, an unattached student shouldn't

put money into a "policy which gives back
nothing."

Insurance is, all in all, a bewildering topic

to the uninitiated.

However, to help clear the confusion

tentative plans are being made to provide an

explanatory lecture for Washington College

students sometime in the future.

p hoto by Hunt Derins"

President Merdinger crowns the new Ms. Washington College, Irene
Yuhaniak. Irene is a Junior History, major from Washington, D.C.
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Pros and Cons of the Beggar's Opera
by Norman James

John Gay's THE BEGGAR'S OPERA, performed

last week in Tawes Theatre, certainty represents the

most ambitious dramatic effort I have seen at

Washington College, Admirable effort obviously went

in it, and it is a work well worth reviving--one that

catches the gay and gamy savor of a period that was

outrageous and robust. To convey all of this,

however, requires unusual co-ordination of forces and

an infallible sense of style. At that, this work
probably requires heavy cutting. All told, the

admirable intentions often reflected in last week's

production failed to give a real sense of the life still

brimming in THE BEGGAR'S OPERA. In too many
ways we were asked merely to respect a classic-dead

or alive.

The first difficulty was with the music. The
performers were simply not up to it. This is not great

music, and its gay vitality requires spirit and above all

STYLE. Without these two qualities its charm simply

does not come across often enough to justify the

Wagnerian proportions of last week's production.

Another fatal lack was in the costumes and

decor. Instead of the squalid corruption Hogarth

captures in THE RAKE'S PROGRESS and GIN
LANE, what we saw more often resembled the dainty

prettiness of MOTHER GOOSE illustrated by Kate

Greenway. The main curtain looked like a rustic

nineteenth-century bedspread, Peachum's house was

done almost in Motel Colonial, and even the whores'

dresses (though gloriously cut!) were altogether too

pretty, as were the various shades of the illuminated

background.

The acting also was too tame. The whores were

lovely and charming and entertaining, rather than
convincing. If in 1972 a co-education college can't

field a more convincing group of whores, perhaps the

sexual revolution is not what it's cracked up to be. (It

certainly hasn't caught up with eighteenth-century

London!) Joe! Elins' Peachum was consistent, but
inappropriately mousy, recalling the actor In a

previous role. All that fidgety timorousness scarecely

suggested a satirical portrait of Sir Robert
Walpole-The Tricky Dicky of his day, and much,
much more. And Ca. Hutton, who has contributed

so effectively to other plays, was altogether too

negative as Macheath. He played him more like Lucky
Jim, an anti-hero, than like a dashing swashbuckler

who can terrorize the road and debonairely sing,

"How happy could I be with either were t'other dear

charmer away." It is hard to say whether he was
underdirected, or simply miscast.

The two leading ladies, Susan Dunning and Trish

Witherington, played Polly and Lacy attractively, and
their costumes suggested an appropriate contrast, but

these roles require more projection, especially in the

singing. Indeed most of the cast was having difficulty

with singing, and in a work that attacks, among other

things, Italian opera, there were far too many times

when one would have settled gladly for an enormous

Italian sopriano and a tiny Italian tenor, neither of

whom could act, but who would stand at the

footlights and sing their bloody heads off,

Fortuantely there were three performers who
grasped the styles that their roles called for. Bennet

Lamond, making a most welcome return after an
imperishable performance as Vladimir some years

ago, played the Beggar with consummate shabby
grace. Here was style-and style without slickness or

ovetsimplification. Like Chaplin's Tramp, Lamond's
Beggar hked his style out of scraps of disreputable

reality.

Also vividly appropriate was Reed Hessler's

Drawer, though he was not made up as expressively as

he might have been (I have never seen so red a nose
on such a clean face), in speech and gesture he
enlivened his scene with a hearty vulgarity.

And then there was Elyn Dye. She was all

projection! In her performance we couldn't have been
farther from the neo-colonial kitsch most Americans
think of as the eighteenth century. Here was the

London of Hogarth and Gay in all its bawdy gusto.

Suddenly one felt THE BEGGAR'S OPERA
reflecting the paradox that it satirizes with such rich

ambiguity-corruption seething with life.

What Elyn Dye supplied is what the production
too often lacked, for all its many entertaining details.

If this review is harsh, I believe It is the function of

criticism to uphold reasonable standards. However, I

might admire the effort that went into this

BEGGAR'S OPERA, I cannot pretend that I found in

it any of the genuine and intense excitement I found
in the Tawes Theatre productions of OH WHAT A
LOVELY WAR and MACBETH, i gather that on

Saturday night there were many improvements over

the Friday night one that I saw, and I am sorry to

have missed them. For the performance I saw had not

quite digested THE BEGGAR'S OPERA; too often it

lacked the vigor and sting that justify reviving this

unique work.

-Norman James

Gold and Fizdale

in concert Thursday
Arthur Gold and Robert

Fizdale, duo-pianists, will

perform at Washington
College February 24 at 8:30

p.m. in the Gibson Fine ARts
Center.

The program is being

presented by the College

Community Concerts Series.

The public is invited to

attend. Admission is by Series

season ticket or by
single-admission tickets

obtainable at the door, adults

$3, children SI.

Gold and Fizdale have

performed throughout North
America with virtually every

major orchestra and with

numerous recital series, and

they have appeared often on
coast-to-coast telecasts. They
Lour annually in Europe
where they are perennial

favorites at music festiivals

and with the orchestras of the

major cities.

They are well known for

their work in enlarging the

two-piano literature. They
have commissioned
twenty-some works by
contemporary composers,

and through research in

American and European

music libraries they have

located and revived a number
of forgotten old works.

An important unpublished

two-piano work of Felbc

Mendelssohn, the E MAjor
Concerto, was one of their

discoveries. Their
performances of this concerto

with Eugene Ormandy and

the Philadelphia Orchestra in

several cities were resounding

successes. They subsequently

recorded it for Columbia

Masterworks Records.

Their program at

Washington College will

include selections by Robert

Schumann, Franz Schubert,

Francis Poulenc, Igor

Stravinsky, Claude Debussy

and Darius Milhaud.

New Dorm...
Continued from Page 1

Dean Maureen Kelly told the

Mmmiltee that while slie would
prefer not to see a special rate

i^slabiished for a single dorm, it

could be justified since the new
'evidences will offer many facilities

lai^king in present dormitories, such

3s air-conditioning carpeting, plus

increased kitchens and lounges.

Discussion in the meeting also

fevealed that rooms in the new
building will be alloted by the

lottery system used for all College

dorms and that all room rates are

expected to be raised the year after

next.

Construction' of the dorm hit

another snag two weeks ago when

bids for the contract, all of tliem

substantially higher than the

architect's estimates, were

submitted to the College. The loV/

bid of $692,000 came from Henry

Knott, Inc. of Easton but no
contract has yet been awarded.

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
« specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace

and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non-profit non-political organisation dedicated

to lieiping students to hiSp themselves

offer

S 6 value study abroad
New l^lh Editibp
Each copy iS trillnguBl

in Engliish, f^rench and
Spanish,

Paris, France, 1972
644 Pages

$1.50 value

$ 5 value

f(K

only $ 6

"Your reierence service

saved me much valuable

time which fput in on
other subjects. Result: 5
As 'and 1 B.

"

CW. Ann Arbor, Mich

"The Vantage Point" is

book put together by 5
ghost virriters and edited

by LBJ. Your reference

service is almost like my
own personal.ghost writtf.

"

LC, Gainesville, Fla.

"The 3 roftrence books
of which itvery student

needs personal copies

are Study Abroad, a

good dictionary and
thes^ius. I got a $10,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad.

"

: Att'Oarkalaytipalif.

The most tiomplete'^rhdlarship directory in the world lists more
than 234,000 scholarshtps, fellowships, loans and grants in more
than 129 countries lor territories! TeHs who is eligible, fields ot

study, finapci^l assistance, HQW, WHEN AND WhfeRE TO
APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach Posted by
financial need!

VACATION STUD V. ABROAD
Each coby i? trilingual in EViglish, PVenctiianil'Spanish.'

Mofe apd qiorei Acperi^^ns are Jlotiking bverSeaS'lor summer
vacitJoas, ap,d an increasing proportion is young Amwicens! With
the^prij'e v^r i\bw ragina on overseas airfares, record-breaking

nurflbers or' young ^Am^icaris Will surge, across -jEurope this

sunitmeif! VACATION S^UtJY ABROAD tells htjw qualified

people, will go freel Prdvicflfc irtformation on short icourses,

seminars, summer schools, scholarships andtravel grants 3vail3t><e

eaciS yeiar to students, .teachers and ottier young |5eople an(J adults

planning to undertafe study, or traihjng -abroad during their

vacfflions. These data 4era provided by some 500org»iizations in

54 dpuntries!

STl^DENT AID SOClCY/r^emberstiip dues. Services offered:

Scholarship informitior> service.

Answers qu'estioQt conceri^ing scholarships worldwide!
Travel ser\F«e.

Plans ia^preslingl^ursio ^oti& lands!
" Refererjce Service.

Drafts term papers, essays, bool^^ reports)' theses,, etc.

frequently using primary sources ibvailable only iru the

Library of Congress! We do not actjially write the finished

assignment slrKC that would depriveftthe sludfrnt ot valuable

^ucational experience and defeat'the very purpose for

writing for oneself in the first place; ' We wlH-" provide

jiackground inforrnation and bibliographies which ranK

*ith such tools as the College OutNne Series and encyclo-

pedia refererice services available only with expensive sets.

Bmit of one draft at small additional charge, per semester

^r student in good standing. We cannot. 3ns\f/er any

question which we feel requires the advice •f a doctor.

Ifwyer, architect, engineer, or other licerwet^ pra^jjtiofjer,

rfor can we advise concerning your financial investmerits.

Neither can we undertake market research or si/rveys or

provide home study courses.

I

Student Aid Society, PC Q&x 35042

j
Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 200161

I Garttlflmei): I 9tic\oi*^ dor Study Abroad,
,

' Wscaf/o/i SHidy Abroad and annual dues. i

I
I

I
Name -^ — —

|

I

Addr(4s _., ^ -^ I

I City, State- Zip-
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SPOR TS
Shoremen surprise

Ursinus inMAC win
by Bruce Kornberg

Famous award of membership in Baseball Coaches Hall-of-Fame was made
last Saturday to Mrs. Jane Kibler Bristoll, daughter of the late J. Thomas
Kihier. by President Merdinger.

30 stickmen prepare for

March opener against Yale
spring lacrosse practice

started in late January under

the direction of Head Coach
Don Kelly, Barry Drew, and

Athletic Director Ed Athey.

Drew, an honorable mention
ALL-American during his

playing days at Washington, is

the new assistant coach while

Athey is the running the

conditioning program and
serving as junior varsity

coach.

The varsity squad will play
three scrimmages in addition

to its regular twelve game
season. Two of the

scrimmages are at home
against Bowie Lacrosse Club

on March 4 and the Alumni
on March 5. The fmal

pre-season tilt will be against

the University of Delaware on
March 8 at Newark while

regular season play opens at

home against Yale on March'

20. The squad will play a

total of ten contests on

Kibler Field this season, the

only exceptions being games

against South Atlantic

opponents Duke and

Washington and Lee.

In front of the George
Washington Birthday crowd,

the Washington college

varsity basketball team

continued the longest

winning streak of two seasons

by beating Ursinus College

72-54. Going without the

services of sophmore forward

Mike Slagle, who will be out

of action for the remainder of

the season due to a fractured

cheek bone in the Franklin

and Marshjdi game. The
Shoremen came out and

played one of their strongest

games of the year.

Playing an extremely

effective man to man defense

the W.C. hoopsters were

playing well and controlling

both the offensive and

defensive boards. Paced by
senior captain Rick Turner

who had 20 points and
numerous rebounds, the

Shoremen were just too much
for the Bears to handle.

Washington College carried

their four game winning

streak to Emmittsburg to face

the Mountaineers of Mt. St.

Mary's. Again playing a man

to man defense the Shoremen
were playing extremely well.

Playing aggressively off the

boards and fast breaking the

W.C. hoopsters were leading

at the end of the first half

37-36. After exchanging

baskets throughout the

second half, the score was

tied at 59-59 with eight

minutes left. Lew Young then

picked up this fourth

personal foul and had to sit

on the bench. Coach

Finnegan decided to play for

a good shot, Mt. St. Mary's

went into a 2-1-2 zone and

never came out, as

Washington held the ball for

six minutes. With 1:55 left in

the game Lew Young was
reinserted into the line up

and the team was again

instructed to play for the

good shot. With a minute left

Bob Johnson took a shot that

went in and out, and

Washington never regained

the possession of the baD.

Despite the loss it was one of

the team's best games of the

year, against a stronger, taller

Mountee club.

Wrangler thinks Americans

spend too much for clothes.

And Wrangler's doing
something about it.

They're givingyou
what's so hard to get

these days. What
you pay for.

Jeans
Wremember Iha "W is Silent,

Silco Stores

Chestertown
Ellen Kay Rohrbacher and an unidentified Zeta

player go up for a jump ball in the recent 62-38

AOPi victory over Zeta. In the same game. Polly

Quigley had 32 points for the winners.



Police raid Lounge^ bust 39
Court hearings, scheduled for

next Monday afternoon, await 39

Washington College students as a

result of last Thursday^ state and

local police raid on the Plaza

Lounge.

Charges against the students,

many of whom belong to the

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and

Alpha Chi Omega sorority, included

loitering and possession of alcohol

by a minor.

Since many of the students were

not caught in possession of a drink.

26 were charged with loitering, a

chaise stemming from a Kent

County law prohibiting minors

from entering any place where

liquor is sold. The remaining 13

were chaii^ed with possession of

alcolhol by a minor.

The police raid which has

become common in Eastern Shore

bars, had reportedly been planned

for three weeks, aided by an

undercover agent working in the

Lounge. The night of the raid,

Thursday, is Ladies' Night at the

bar, a weekly feature which attracts

many sorority giris and helps

explain the high number of
students on hand at the Lounge
that night.

Summonses for the Monday
hearing, scheduled for 2:00 p.m. in

the Kent County Court House,
were, by law, to have been served

upon the students by police.

Student Affairs officials

however, after consultation with
police authorities, decided to

request that the students charged

pick up their summonses
downtown, instead of having the

police come on campus.

Mr. Barry McArdle, Dean of

Parent's Day, Concert weekend on tap -

Monk outlines Spring events

SGA Social Chairman Bill

Monk announced plans this week
for a two weekend celebration in

early April, featuring a Parent's

Weekend and the traditional

Spring Weekend.
Parent's Weekend, set for

April 7,8, & 9, was originally to

be held in conjunction with the

Washington Birthday celebration.

Monk explained the reason for

mowng the date: "One, it

conflicted with the Birthday Ball

weekend and two, Chestertown is

much nicer in the Spring and

more people will be able to come
whereas in the past snowy

conditions have kept people

away."
Scheduled events for the

weekend include a Friday night

Chorus Concert and reception.

Saturday morning will feature a

SGA assembly where Dean
Robert Seager will discuss the

College's reaccreditdation and

Mr. Gene Hessey will outline the

financial aspects and
development goals of

Washington. A student panel

discussion on social life and the

campus situation will follow.

Other activities for the

weekend include a crew race,

possible boat rides on the Chester

River, lacrosse and baseball

games, a cocktail party, and a

banquet.

Spring weekend, following one

week later, will be highlighted by
a $6,000 Friday night concert,

featuring Livingston Taylor. Also

on the concert program will be

"Happy and Arty Traum!"
Saturday activities include a

dance at Worton with the New
England group "A Roomful of

Blues" on hand.

The Sunday program will

include a chicken barbecue, a car

rally, and an outdoor concert.

Men, explained that Corporal
Mauritz Stetson had originally

wanted to deliver the summonses to

the students at College. But "we
thought," added the Dean, "that it

would put the campus in too bad
an atmosphere to have 14 armed
state troopers come on campus."

The role which the Student
Affairs office was able to play in

the case was limited, according to

Dean McArdle. "We are not a

determining factor," he said. "We
are just trying to make the situation

as less uncomfortable as we can for

the campus and students involved.

Dean of Women Maureen Kelly

later explained though that on the

night of the raid she was called by
Corporal Stetson to help identify

Washington College students who
had no identification.

The possibility of providing legal

counsel for the charged students,

who face possible fines for the

misdemeanor, was raised by the

Student Senate last Monday night.

SGA leadeis have been offered free

legal counsel and hope to make use

of it before Monday's hearing. Dean

Kelly also commented that there

was "very little the College can do
to provide counsel" because it is

officially a non-College matter.

For the time being, the raids

have prompted other bars in town
popular with College students to

require identification and proof of

age. The incident also attracted

widespread attention in major

metropolitan newspapers of the

area, one which termed the Plaza

Lounge "a watering hole for

Washington College undergrads."

Senate, absence plagued, accomplishes little

Meeting in what was unquestionably its shortest

session of the year, Washington's Student Senate

acted on only two measures Monday night, one which

had already been kicked around the Senate floor in

previous meetings.

The 15 minute meeting, which ran in competitiion

with the final Sho'man basketball game of the season,

was crippled by a heavy number of absent senators.

With minimum discusaon, the senators passed and

sent to the Academic Council a resolution which, if

passed, would exempt seniors writing a thesis from

final examinations in their courses. Currently, seniors,

whose major require comprehensive examinations for

graduation, are exempted from taking their finals.

Junior Jon Spear, who introduced the bill, averted

fiat "it takes longer to research and write a thesis

than to take (comprehensive) finals." He suggested

that his motion was a "fair and equitable solution."

Plans to eliminate the final exam requirement for

thesis writing seniors have been sent to the faculty in

past years and all have been soundly defeated.

Also accepted by the Senate was a resolution

which could provide legal counsel for the Washington

students busted in the raids last week at the Plaza

Lounge.

In addition, the senators heard a report from SGA
President John Dimsdale on progress in reforming the

physical education requirement. John said the new
"system equalizes (gym) with the language

requirement," He outlined the program which will

allow students to take up to eight pioficieocy tests to

satisfy their phys ed requirement. The'^rogram is

expected to be retroactive to permit current juniors

and seniors to complete their requirement in this

manner. AthleUc officials had originally expressed a

concern. John said, Uiat juniors and seniors who
completed their requirements in the conventional

manner would be opposed to allowing others the new

privilege.

Another motion brought up in the Senate, but not

introduced, would have recommended to Cafeteria

Director John Linville that he no longer replace

stolen silverware. Larry Israelite, who brought up the

idea, commented that such an action would either

force students to return the stolen utensils or do

without them completely. He urged all senators to

infooQ their constituents to return the silverware so

that such action would not be necessary.
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Reevaluation Now

Last week's raid on underage drinking at the

Plaza Lounge, which netted nearly 40 Washington
students, was indeed an unfortunate experience for,

those involved-especially in light of the possible

fines which face them. We can only hope that the

judge, in rendering a punishment for those found
guilty, will be lenient in view of the crime

committed.

And this presents an opportunity to briiig up an

important point: reform in our drinking laws.

America's puritanic mores regarding alcoholic

comsumption have often led to problems of

alcoholism and drunkenness, simply because

people were never given the opportunity to learn

the proper place and use of liquor.

In Maryland specifically, the 21 -year-old age

limit has been in force for years, too many years in

fact. Bills to lower the drinking age have come up
annually in the Maryland General Assembly and
have been consistently<defeated. Now that 18 year

olds have been given the vote, an act which in a very
real sense recognizes them as adults. It would seem
only logical to effect a corresponding drop in the

legal drinking age.

In Kent County, efforts should be exerted to
remove the clause which prohibits minors from
entering bars, a clause which the majority of
Washington students were busted for. Lawmakers
in the area should recognize that a bar is often
times a natural meeting place for college students,

or at least illegal patronage at the establishments

would suggest that such is the case.

A final word on the issue: undoubtedly a large

number of students intend to attend Monday's
hearing of the 39 students in the Kent County
Courthouse. We feel confident that students will

maintain decorum and respect the operation of the
judicial system, whatever the verdict may be.

^'^i^^^Vj

Miscellany takes on new forn

Those students waiting for

a paper-bound
MISCELLANY, similar to tbe

literary magazines produced
in the past, wil! wait in vain

this year..

For a variety ot reasons,

including the $50-$200
reduction in funds allotted

the 1972 MISCELLANCy as

compared to last year's

edition, co-editors David
Beaudoin and Scott Woolever
(who letumed as a full-time

student this semester), have
decided against what Oave

termed the "high-school

literary magazine" approa.ch

used in the past.

In an effort to present a

variety of forms,
MISCELLANY. funded
through the Sophie Keer
Underwood Foundation, will

pubhsh three or four
pamphlets this spring.

Tentatively planned tor

publication are James
Dissette's 1971 Sophie Kerr
Prize-winning manuscript;

several poems by poet
William Stafford, who visited

the campus last year and is

.the winner of a National

-Book Award; the winning
prose and poetry entries in

the Creative Arts Festival;

and a symposium issue.

Each of these publications

may cost students as much as

a quarter, and Dave stressed

that ideally the literary

magazine, like newspaper and
yearbook, should be

supported through the

student activities fee. As it is,

"we don't have enough
money to produce a really

good literary magazine."

Save Richmond House
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This wet:K a new 5hee^sign

appeared above the porch of

Washington College's home
for undergraduate writers.

Along with an oft-quoted line

of ee. cummings, it contains a

terse message: "Save
Richmond House."

The concern evidenced

over the salvation of the

Writer's Union's combination

headquarters and dormitory

may be a bit premature,

coming as a response to

rumor and a pessimistic

reading between the lines of

Memorandum 02/6670-14.

Subdated 22 February

1972, this message from
William T. Sawyer, the

chairman of the Long Range
Planning Committee
{L.R.P.C. as it is abbreviated

for administrative and ELM
efficiency), announces a

special of the L.R.P.C. to be
held on Tuesday, March 21.

The sole topic of that

meeting "will be the

Psychology Department space

requirement. You may
anticipate that the solution

will involve the questions of

adequacy of Foxwell for

Long-term use, the long range

utilization of our three frame
houses, and the reallocation

of existing laboratory space
in Dunning Hall."

Phrase H of the preceeding
paragraph is what has alarmed
Bob Burkholder, president of
the Writer's Union and others

in Rcihmond House.
Although all three frame
houses are mentioned,
Richmond House is directly

adjacent to Foxwell Hall.

While recognizing the

legitimacy of the growing
Psychology Department's
need for 700-2500 feet of

additional space, Burkholder
feels that Richmond House
should continue to exist in its

present form.

A combination of factors,

including the increased

rooming space to be available

in the new dorm and the

impossibility of continued
insurance on the
frambuildings when used for

student dormitories, has led

to the suggestion that

Richmond House remain as

the center of writing activities

at Washington College, vrith

what are now the upstairs

bedrooms being assigned as

private studies to students
who exhibit a serious interest

in writing.

In a contest between

economic feasibility and the

liberal arts tradition,

however, the former is likely

to emerge victorious, and

maintaining Richmond House
may be regarded as an

academic luxury Washington

College can ill afford.

Writers' Union advisor Bob
Day feels however that

Richmond House has proved

its effectiveness in its present

form. The competitiveness

and pressure to write and get

a lot done, besides the

advantages of quiet, books

and living with people who

are interested in writing, has

led the five men living in

Richmond House to produce

a "surprising" quantity of

work.

Day also stresses the effort

the inhabitants of Richmond
House and the Writers' Union

as a whole have put into the

building. "We've worked
fairly hard on this house. We
want to preserve what we

have and make it better."

So, perhaps prematurely,

Richmond House has taken

its stand, feeling that

academic luxuries are the

most important, maybe the

only luxuries, a college can

afford. '

,

'
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Duo to perform
Pantomimists Bert Houle

and Sophis Wilbaux will

perform at Washington
College on Wednesday, March
8, at 8:00 p.m. in Tawes
Theatre. They have recently
returned to Center Stage in

Baltimore for their third
season after a successful

summer engagement at the
Cubiculo Theatre in New
York. Last year Mr. Houle
and Miss Wibaux were seen as

the Master and Mistress of the
Revels in the Center Stage
production of TWELFTH
NIGHT. Mr. Houle also

portrayed Tata in

MARAT/SADE in addition to
staging the mimes and
movements for the
production.

Their mime partnership
began in Paris where both
were studying under Etienne

Decroux, the distinguished
teacher of Marcel Marceau
and Jean-Louis Barrault. Prior
to Center Stage, Mr. Houle
appeared with the National
Shakespeare Company of
New York City and at Cafe
LaMama. Miss Wibaux has
taught mime at the North
Carolina School of the Arts,
the New School, and at

Loyola College. Both she and
Mr. Houleare guest instructors
in the drama classes at
Peabody Conservatory.

Tickets for the
performance, sponsored by
the Department of Drama,
may be purchased at the
door. Ticket prices will be
$1.00 for adults and .50 for
students. For additional
information caU 778-2800,
ext 268.

Arts Festival
Rules for Washington Ctritege's First Annual Creative

Arts Festival, innovated this year by the Student
Government Association, were distributed to the entire
student body several weeks ago. Now that the festival

(openingonApril 7 and running through April 16th) is only
a month away; the ELM is presenting a recapitulation of
the pertinent regulations for those artistically inclined

students who have either lost the Information or pushed it

to the far reaches of their consciousness.

Original works by Washington College undergraduates
must fit into one of seven broad categories: Drawing
(including pencil, ink, chareoal, crayon or mixed media);
IMiotographs (black and white or color); Paintings (water
colois, oils, etc.); and Sculpture (stone, wood, clay, steel,

etc.).

Rie otJier categories are Short Ptose Works (essays,

stories, critiques, one-act plays and so-on); Poetry; and
Music.

Entries exhibited in the 10 day ^ow will be selected by
a jury panel which includes professor from the English and
Art departments. All drawings, photograplis find paintings

must be framed and ready for hanging, while all prose
works and poetry must be typed, doublespaced and
submitted prior to March 21st.

March 31st is the deadline for entries in the other five

categories. All entries must be accompanied by a $1.00
entry fee and should be submitted to the Student Affairs

Office. -

The criteria for judgment is to be set by the judges of
each category, who will be lirawn from the appropriate
departments.

Cash awards of $25, $15, and $10 are offered in each
category, and an exhibitors may have his work's price listed

if he desires. The Festival iteelf is to be quarted in two
locations, the Clifton Miller Library and the Daniel Gibson
Fine Arts Center.

The Washington Elm

Part I : The Volunteers
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Assistants at Magnolia Hall

This is the first in a series of articles

examining the activitiesof a newly organized
group at Washington College: the
Volunteers. Three medical compounds,
Magnolia Hall, Angelis Haven in Betterton,
and the pediatric ward at the hospital are
provided with students from Washington
College, who volunteer their services during
the week.

Magnolia Hall is a small, private

convalescent-nursing home located near the
shopping center. The 23 patients initially

came to the home upon the advice of their
families and doctors. "It's not tiut nobody
wants them, but that they are either sick or
have no one to take care of them." Though
some people stay at the home only
temporarily (ex. one woman is staying a

month while her family is vacationing in

Arizona) most will probably live the rest of
their lives as patients of Magnolia Hall.

The Volunteers serve the nursmg staff in

two capacities. Firstly, students help the
nurses at meal times in, according to the
nurses, "the most important job." Many
patients do not use the dining room and,
instead, are confined to bed, and, in some
cases, even unable to feed themselves. For
those patients wlio can feed themselves, the
Volunteers offer encouragement to eat a

variety of_ food on their trays instead of
simply the dessert for example. "They (the
patients) talk to you, but it is more
important for us to talk to them." In actual
feeding of patients, a problem arises as to
how to cope with treating these adults with
respect. "It can be very humiliating to be fed
by someone especially after such a long,
active life, and we must be aware that they
are adults and learn to respect them in this
way."

The second function of the volunteers
working at Magnolia Hall is, in fact, not a
duty at all but a very "Personal, informal"
activity. During visiting hours from
2:00-4:00, students may go at their

convenience, to the home and visit with
the patients, especially those considered
"good friends". On most occasions, "the old
people talk about things they like to do,
events in their lives they remember, and,
generally, old times. .If lucky, a volunteer
might even get some old fashioned advice
like a double shot of whiskey to fight the
flu. Though at times some patients do
become terribly depressed, "they seem
grat ful to you for coming,"

Though not yet fully organized, the
volunteers of Magnolia Hall are hoping to
form a group of sing on Sundays at the
patients' church service.

Student productions set;

two one act plays ready
Thursday and Friday evenings (March

2nd and 3rd at 8:30 p.m.), Gibson Fine Arts
Center's Studio Theatre begins this

semester's series of student productions with
two new one act plays by H. Jones Baker III,

CLICHE and ARRIVALS AND
DEPARTURES.

Jones, a senior drama major, is directing
CLICHE whose cast features Danea Talley,
two-time Donald Award winner as Mrs,
Winter; Para Locker as Amanda, a domestic
of sorts; and Vicki Lazzel as Miss Clarke
with an "e."

Billed as a domestic soap opera. CLICHE
is also a short comedy with all of the
melodramatic and maudlin approaches soap
operas apply to a domestic situation. Of bis

work, the playwright says, "An obscure
play; it becomes readily understandable in

production."

David Ripley and Mark Lobell, also senior
drama majors, direct ARRIVALS AND
DEPARTURES. Stage manager is Meg

German. Donald Award winner Thom Snode
appears as the man, and Wendy Wooley, in

her Washington College debut, appears as the

woman.
The two character play concerns an

encounter between two elderly people with
the better part of their lives. The more
"realistic" of tbe two plays, ARRIVALS
AND DEPARTURES, presents a brief period
in the characters' lives, posing questions

which are never answered and giving answers
to questions which are never asked.

CUCHE (1970) and ARRIVALS AND
DEPARTURES are similar in thematic
material, each concerning the contacts made
or lost, and the absence of communication
despite an overabundance of words being

exchanged.
There will be a twenty-five cents

admission charge to cover the limited costs

of the production. Seating for only sixty

persons per night will be provided, so an early
arrival is suggested.

San du'i'cZips Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

OF

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Pizzas

TASTEE FREEZ

Danea Talley rehearses her part in the one act play CLICHE to be
presented March 2 and 3.

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones ^^HjWB^^^WI

Sandwiches
V-^i^B^^^^lHMI

Monday -Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.n

Sunday llrSC «.in. -12 D.m
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Turner nets 18 in finale as

Shore dumps UMBC 78-72
Saturday night Johns

Hopkins came to Washington

College to meet the

Shoremen in a varsity

basketball tilt, Hopkins

traveled back to Baltimore

with a victory. Playing what

coach Finnegan calls one of

our worst performances of

the year. the varsity

hoopsters were standing

around all night, thus they

lost their early lead to the

aggressive and fleet Hopkins

team. Johns Hopkins was a

good solid team which played

all facets of the game well.

The Washington hoopsters

did try and come on at the

end of the game, but time

ended their efforts.

UMBC helped the W.C.

varsity close out their '7l-'72

basketball schedule. This

victory over UMBC was the

best team effort of the year.

Mike DeSantis and Jerry

Moye both came off the

bench to give the Shoremen

the lift they needed to carry

them to victory. With both

directors of W.C.'s offense

Cork Liveisberger and Bill

Williams on the bench with

four fouls, Bob Johnson witti

the help of senior Rick

Turner had to run the

offense. Turner, for his last

game in a Washington College

uniform, played his

consistently fine game as he

had done so for his four years

as a collegiate basketball

player.

Washington College ended

their season with an 8-12

record, though it was a losing

campaign the season was a

good one. Four untested

freshmen gained the needed

game experience. Starting out

on the losing side, as the year

progressed the W.C. hoopsters

became stronger. As a

comparison to the '70-'7

1

team which gave up 84 points

per game and scoring 71

points per game, this year's

varsity gave up 74.7 points

per game, and scored 73.2.

Washington has alot to look

forward to from their

basketball program in years

to come, for freshmen lead

the team in most statistics.

Bobby Johnson scored the

most points, 317. averaging

15.9 per game. Cork
Liveisberger led the team in

assists with 50 and shooting

percentage from the floor

with 46%. Jerry Moye led the

team from the fou! line with

a 88%. Lew Young finished

close to first in the

Mason-Dixon conference with

288 rebounds, an average of

14.8 a game.

H/cjt Turner scores two of his 18 points in his

career finale against UMBC.

Matmen take sixth in tourney

as Stenersen reaches finals
With the disappointment

of the season behind them,

the Washington College

grapplers entered the

Mason-Sixon Tournament
with high hopes. Theii last

chance to retrieve their lost

pride was finally at hand. The
wrestling program began

directing itself towards this

goal about midway through

the season. But the plans

were not as sound as

suspected as the Shoremen
repeated last years sixth

place finish at the nine squad
invitational.

Stenersen second

Standouts for the Shore

were Roger Steneison, who
placed second in the tourney

at 190 and Kenny Kiier

(142), who defeated Dawson
of Gallaudet in the semi-final

round to add two points to

the Shore total. After pinning

his first opponent in 1:24,

Stenerson went on to the

semi-finals where he met and

defeated Kiemle. of Western

Maryland, last year's 190
Mason -Dixon champ.
Unfortuanateiy, while
wrestling in the finals Roger
was slammed to the mat and

injured his neck. Because of

the injury Roger was at less

than full strength for the rest

of the match.

With 12 points
accumulated the wrestlers

gained sixth place beating out

Catholic University. UMBC
and Gallaudet.

The showing of the

grapplers is not too surprising

considering their lack of

experience. In tournament

competition this is an

especially important factor.

Perhaps the most surprising

part of the weekeknd was the

overpowering strength of

Towson State, the eventual

winner. Placing eight men in

the finals, the Tigers were

almost assured of the victory

after the first day.

In comparison with other

years this was not an
unusually good or bad one

with respect to the

tournament. The best effort

by the Shore came with a

third place finish in 1970
when the Shore's Rick

HoUoway took the heavy

weight championship.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
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Chatty optimistic

as season nears
Don Chatellier is not a man given to undue optimism. I

wouldn't exactly put him in the "expect the worst and

you'll never be disappointed" category; he just refuses to

predict miracles for his track and cross-country teams. So

when Chatty does get a little optimistic about the

upcoming track and field season, something must be going

right.

Chatellier has what he calls "the best group of freshman

bodies" he's had in years plus two school record holders

plus some lettermen from last year's squad all practicing for

the track opener against Gallaudet. No a bad situation to be

in.

Three of those freshmen, Paul Schlitz, Chris Wetherhold

and Tom Clements have run the mile ten sconds faster than

last year's best time of 4:41. With Schlitz moving up to the

2 mile (in Middle Atlantic Conference meets) and the 3

miles (9n Mason-Dixon meets) to run with freshman Mike

Harris and holdover Rick Horstmann. And with Clements

and Wetherhold moving down to the 880 with Bob

Greenberg and Mike Harris, the Sho'men look great - until

you get to the sprints (100, 220, 440). The situation gets

better. Chatty has ten sprinters spread out over those three

events, meaning at least one person is not going to compete

in the sprints (you're only allowed three per event). The

440-relay team, one of the stronger events in the past, will

be selected from those ten. Chatty thinks we have a good

shot in all those races.

Rounding out the track part of the team are Steve

Bartalsky, the school record holder in the intermediate

hurdles, and George Elser, who "on paper" is as good as

Bartalsky

The field part of the team isn't nearly as blessed- In the

shot put and discuss, the only Shore competitor at the

present time is Norris Commodore, school record holder in

the shot. Commodore \viil also try the javelin, along with

George Kaloroumakis, a freshman sprinter. The pole vault

at present is an "unknown quantity;" Greg Lane will

probably handle the chore when he can get away from

lacrosse.

The jumps (long, triple and high) could bolster the field

squad's point production. Pete Murphy high jumped 6'2" in

high school if he repeats his performance, he will own the

school record. Murphy will also triple jump, along with

another part-timer, baseball catcher Frank Ogens. Finally,

Ogens and defending Mason-Dixon champ Rick Turner will

do the long-jumping.

Chatty thinks that if his field events can just keep the

competition under control, his group of "best potential

runners" can do most of the opposing teams in. He ran over

the track schedule for me and siad that the team would be

5-3, but "some of the meets could go either way." The only

reason for that last comment of Chatellier's provide an out

jii
if the team does worse or even better than he thought. Like

-M I said, no undue optimism.

I

Keenan leads

experienced crew

CompUmentt
of

n* Miryload

NiliMol laik

Chestertowa

As the spring winds
unleash on the Chester River,

the crew finds itself .in the

best position in its five year

history. Thanks to a fall

season dedicated to teaching

fundamental Coach John
Ihnat has two full boats with

racing experience.

The sbiteen men are

divided into two boats the

heavy and light - with most of

the heavyweight boat having

the edge in size and race

experience. This boat features

Dave Griffith in the bow, and
in order, Jim Hogg, Rich
Rogers, Chris Combs, Mike
Kennedy, Parky Cann, Eric

Stohl, and Jim Thomas at

stro ke. Both Stohl and
Thomas bring international

experience to the crew while
rnvcwain Jack K«»nan should

be invaluable as he finishes up
his eighth season as a varsity

cock.

The lightweight boat has

Craig Jackson, Paul Becker,

Bob Atkinson, Paul
Gianquinto, John Hill, Rich

Kaste, Mike Harrison and

John Wagner.

The crew right now is

working on bringing the stroke

up to 34 to 36 beats per

minute while keeping their

form. The goal is to perfect

this by spring break and then

come back early for two
practices a day.

This should build up the

endurance necessary to hold

and maintain that pace for

the 2,000 meter race on
March 25 against Atlantic

Community College.

STEREO TAPE SALES

National distributor needs

school coverage. Top
50-8-track tapes wholesale

prices, large earnings NO
INVESTMENT Contact:

Mrs. H. Harris

Lake Erie Instemational, Inc.

3441 West Brainard Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44122

UP YOURS!
UP YOUR GRADE POINT

AVERAGE!
Book Reports - Speeches •

Termpapers
Let us do your research -

Any Topic!

Phantom Research
We can be reached (301)

268-3919 24 hrs. a day, 7

days a wk., P.O. Box 901,

Sevema Park, Md. 21146
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Seager to leave for BUpost
PL^f'^'l

Dean Robert Seager, academic dean for

the past two years, tendered his

resignation from Washington early this

month in order to take up the position of
Vice-President for Academic Affairs at

the University of Baltimore.

The Dean, who will remain at

Washington until June 30 to help set up
the summer program, handle what he he
describes as "an entirely administrative"

position at his new post. Under his

appointment Dean Seager will become
chief officer "of academic work and
academics programs of three colleges" at

the Baltimore institution: the College of
Liberal Arts, the College of Law, and the

College of Business Administration.

In an Elm interview this week, the

Move to end Senior voting

outgoing dean discussed some of his
reasons for leaving and reflected on his
experiences in the past two years.

Dean Seager immediately pointed out
"that it (the BU post) is a bigger job with
more responsibility, and it pays more."
But he did admit to having "mixed
reasons for leaving."

Seager pointed to the past differences
with the faculty over their philosophy of
higher education, in so far as it relates to
the achievement of excellence, is very
different from what I observe to be the
philosophy of the faculty - we're on
different wavelengths."

Continuing, he explained that "I firmly
feel that effective teaching must derive
from continual and continous research

and writing. I do not feel that good
teaching can be said to exist when all that
the professor is doing is summarizing a
few secondary sources and presenting
these to his class. He must remain on the
frontier of his discipline and the only way
he can do this is through research,
writing, and publication."

The Dean did concede that the faculty
had "come somewhat closer" to achieving
this goal in the past year but added that
his "philosophy of education is much
resisted...by a number of faculty who feel

that smallness and excellence ai«
related." This is his basic disagreement, he
said. Seager argued that smallness could
be considered just as much a hindrance i

to obtaining a full scope of knowledge as
it could be an advantage. "I've never

'Continued on Page 2t

Senate wrestles with voting rights bill
Washington's Student

Senate Monday night

initiated action on two
election reform proposals,

dealing with seniors voting in

the Spring SGA contest and

freshmen class elections.

The bill to prohibit

graduating seniors from
participating in student

government elections for the

following year was
introduced by freshman Paul

Sullivan. Elections in the past

have been scheduled in late

April or early May and have

included voting participants

from all four current classes.

The motion met stiff

criticism from some senators,

most of whom were seniors.

Senator Brad Carne, in

defense of senior voting,

commented that "They are

voting in the best interest of

the school.*' Other senators

countered that the present

practice is undemocratic and
sets up a trusteeship.

Senior class President Tom
Hodgson, who expressed an

initial dissatisfaction with the

bill, asked that the motion be

tabled until he can discuss it

with current seniors. Since it

would be a constitutional

amendment, the proposal will

have to salt two weeks before

again being considered by the

Senate.

The motion regarding

freshmen class elections was

based on the criticism from

present class officers

regarding the late scheduling

of their elections. The
officers complained that the

situation prohibited them

from undertaking any major

activities, and requested that

the election be held in the

middle of first semester,

rather than at the beginning

of second semester, as it is

currently.

The Senate also heard a

report on action of the Board

of Visitors and Governors on

the proposed liquor license

for the student coffeehouse.

Senate President Dimsdale

commented that if the Board
approved their request and if

a license was granted, most of

the College's students would
be unable to use the facility,

due to a Kent County law
which prohibits any minor
from entering an
establishment which sells

alcoholic beverages. Louis
Goldstein, a Board member
and State Comptroller of
Maryland, advised the

students to await the

intending action in the

Maryland General Assembly
on a bill to lower the drinking

age to 18. The Board voted to

give its approval to the
request for a license if the

legislation is passed.

A resolution to

recommend to the physical

education department that no

student should be forced to

buy a gym outfit was also

carried in the Senate. The
women senators who raised

the motion charged that the

policy was unfair, since men
weren't required to do the

same, and since uniforms

were not required for all girl's

classes.

In action last week, the

Senate found itself fighting

racism within the College

community. Sophomore
Kevin O'Keefe introduced a

nx)tion requesting that the

College administration never

again allow any group
practicing a racially

discriminatory membership
practice to use College

facilities. The action was

brought up in re^onse to a

meeting of the Chestertown

Elks, a racially selective'

group, earlier this month in

Hodson Hall.

Maryland bill may lower adult age
Maryland's State Senate gave its

approval last Friday to a bill, which if

enacted by the full General Assembly,

would give IB year olds full legal

status as adults.

Senate Bill 227, introduced by Sen -

ators Emmanual and Victor Crawford,

must now b^ approved by the 140
member House and Finance Committee

Under the bill, 18 to 21 year olds

would be given all the rights and

responsibilities currently held by
adults, including the right to drink

alcoholic beverages of all kind. The
lowering of the age requirement would
also include inheritance laws, criminal

law, and other articles In the state's

annotated code.

Earlier in the General Assembly

session, a series of bills to lower

individual state age requirements was

introduced by Senator Newton Steers.

Among the proposals was a bill to

lower the drinking age for beer and

light wines from 21 to 18. Due to

opposition from some senators, the

provision for hard liqours was kept out

of the bill. The Steers bill. Senate Bill

642, is now awaiting approval from

the economic matters committee

before it is taken to the floor of the

House. It the first bill, that which
lowers the legal adult age, is passed.

Steers bill will be nullified.

In past General Assembly sessions,

suburban Washington legislators have

annually introduced bills to tower the

drinking age, due to the proximity of
the District of Columbia, where
drinking of beer and light wines is

permlssable at 18. Their efforts

however, have always been soundly
defeated.

The lowering of the voting age to 18
however, has reopened the issue and
most legislative observers have given

the motion a good chance of passage.
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Continued from ^ge 1

bought the idea," he remarked, "that

we're bound to be good because we are

small."

Seager, who completed a book during

his teim h6re, revealed that he "still

thinks this College has enormous
potential. But the faculty," he argued,

"has got to come to a collective decision

fairly soon as to its own scholarly

oblieation to helo make this College
achieve its potential."

The Dean has publicly stated his

opposition to the four course plan and
distributional requirements, which he
feels makes Washington's curriculum

"five years out of date;" Sentiments for

those moves have not been so prevalent

among the faculty however, as evidenced

by their defense of distributional

requirements on a number of occasions.

Summing up his point, he concluded
that the College has a good physical plant

and "some very fine teachers", two or

three of which he termed true scholars.

"But what we need is a re-dedication to

teaching and scholarship."

Seager's conflict

with faculty over

educational philosophy

We never

got that

straightened

out

The Washington Elm

Alludmg to the controversy withm the

College community, Dean Seager added

that "this is the only College that I've

been in in 22 years of academic work
where professional differences of opinion

got carried into personalities. If they

don't like you professionally it carries

over to social relationships." He admitted

that the situation "may be the product of

a small town" but referred to his

experiences at Denison, a small-town

college, where professional differences

too were strong. "Come Friday, we'd

forget those differences over a beer."

Finally, he chained that "the faculty

doesn't seem to realize what desperate

financial straights we are in. They think

its propaganda."

Referring to his relationship vrith the

student body, Seager termed them "the

most pleasant part of my job. I've

enjoyed teaching them.. .my face to face

relations with students have been pretty

good." Seager's course offering, American

Diplomatic History, will be dropped from

the curriculum next year.

Friday March 31, 1972

With Seager's imminent departure, the
mechanics for getting a new dean, the
sixth in ten years, is already underway. A
Searching Committee has already been
appointed, including the representation
of one student - Junior Class President

George Churchill. Other members include

Dr. Joseph McLain, Mr. William Knowles,

Di. Nancy Tatum, Dr. Margaret Horsley
and representatives from three divisions

of the College: Mr. Tom McHugh from
the Social Sciences, Mr. John Conkling
representing Natural Sciences, and Mr.
Kevin McDonnell from the Humanities.
Two Board members. Judge George Rasin
and Dean Robert Roy of Johns Hopkins
University, have also been appointed.
The outgoing Dean admitted that he

had "no opinion" on whom the new dean
should be. But Seager did emphasize that

"there should be a clear understanding
between the Search committee and
candidates for the iob about "educational
philosophy." His problem, he summed up,

"was that we never got that

straightened."

Excerpts from Seager's Board memo
The simple fact of the matter is that the Office of the Dean

is a hollow shell, wholly lacking defined powers.

The Dean plays no substantial role in the internal

decision-making processes of the College

.
.
.the Dean has much responsibility and many duties

without having any power

In my view, the visitors and Governors should forthwith
carefully define in detail the duties and powers of every

major administrative office of the College . .

.

It is my strong personal feeling that unless the Dean of

the College has these . . . specified powers he can neither

lead the faculty nor provide effective liaison between the
faculty and the President.

SKT*

What we want in a dean: a faculty view
On Tuesday afternoon, several faculty

members were interviewed by the ELM in

an attempt to establish any preferences

toward the background of tfie new Dean.
Their paraphrased responses are as

followed.
'~

Mr. de Gennaro: Ideally, the new Dean
should have been a Dean somewhere else

first. I'd prefer to see a man who's
moving up a notch,

Mr. Neill: Any outside man will inherit

a mess and it will take him at least a year
to get his feel on the ground. There are

half a dozen qualified faculty members

who would serve well at least as an
interim dean.

Dr. Davidson: Hopefully, the Dean will

be an expert administrator with the

interest of the faculty at mind. New
blood would definitely be better as the

faculty would have the chance to work
with someone not caught up in the

present controversy.

Mr. Kabat: The new Dean should be a

man accountable to the faculty. A new
man might quite possibly end up the

receptacle of pent-up angers, and would
be deluged with U the old complaints.

Dr. Smith: Whoever the new Dean is,

his appointment should be done carefully

with the utmost objectivity. An acting

Dean from the faculty should be

appointed until it is very clear that all

concerned approve the new man.
Dr. Churgin: The new Dean should be

a man not prone to power politics. He
should have a "good heart," and be

willing to accept Washington for what it

is instead of trying to change it into

someplace else. He should be chosen by
the unanimous vote of the selection

committee, for any compromise indicates

dissatisfaction.
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Getting a buck for 24 cents
Washington's Office of Development and Public

Relations, which in the past has come under
criticism from quartets of the College community,
aired its programs and objectives at last Thursday's
meeting of the College Long Range Planning
Committee.

After outlining the area that his office works
with, which include the Annual Fund raising

campaign, gifts to the College, public relations,

governmental relations, and special events, the
Director Louis T. Hughes turned his attention to
the cost of running his office's activities.

Mr. Hughes pointed out that in the past ten
years there has been "substantial escalation in the
cost of raising a dollar." He explained that in 1962
it cost the development office 14'/^ cents in

expenses for every dollar raised. That figure had
jumped to 24 cents by 1972. Hughes added
though that ther are known colleges spending 70
to 80 cents to raise a dollar.

According to an Esso Foundation Survey of
college fund raising organizations, Washington, in

comparison with 34 other colleges receiving

aproximately the same gift income, fell in the
median range in terms of cost of raising a dollar,

staff size, and staff salaries.

Citing statistics for the nine month period
extending from July 1 to March 1 in 1969, 1970,
1971, 1972 Mr. Hughes pointed out the increase in

the amount of gift income received by the College
from the Board of Visitors and Governors, alumni,
parents, and businesses and foundations.

In 1969 the figure stood at $207,633; in 1970
at $265,899; in 1971 at $658,428; and in 1972 at

$620,429. Hughes emphasized that these figures

were only for nine months of each year, and added
that more pfts, particularly from alumni and
parents, are expected this year.

Of the total gift income, the lion's share each

year has come from foundations and businesses,
much of which has come from the Hodson Trust, a
foundation which has already given Washington
two substantial grants this year.

Support from Board members over the nine
month period has hovered steadily near the
$30,000 mark while alumni contributions have
dropped from their 1969 level of $30,000. Mr.
Hughes explained though that while so far only
$18,000 have been raised, only 900 alumni have
been solicited. The remaining thousands are being
solicited now through the mail.

The final two contributing categories, parents
and community, have shown marked change in the
four years, though in different directions. Parent's
contributions in the nine month period dropped
from a 1969 high of $8,700 to 1972's figure of
$438. Here too, Mr. Hughes emphasized that only
a few parents have been approached; the
remamder are currently being solicited along with
the alumni. Contributions from the Chestertown
community, on the other hand, ahve shown a
dramatic increase from the nine month 1969
figure of $3,700 to the $14,500 collected so far
this year.

The dkection of Mr. Hughes' final point
concerned the problems encountered in raising
money for the College. First on his list was the
cunent state of the economy. He cited inflation
and "a general sense of job insecurity which makes
people reluctant" to donate large sums of money
to the College. Additionally, he said that "the
credibility of higher education is in question" after
the tumultuousevents jn colleges during the '60's.
"Some are reluctant to give to Washington
College," he concluded.
The Director also attributed part of the problem

to the tax reform act of 1969. "Many
foundations," he commented, "have found

themselves in conllict and confusion and have
been reluctant.. .to be as generous as they have in
the past with higher education."

Finally, Mr. Hughes asserted that "I have not
been able to discover what overall philosophy of
Washington College is in terms of selling it to a
potential donor." He explained that just asking for
money for general operating expenses is not going
to attract contributors. A potential donor, Hughes
commented, "is not investing in the needs of this
College but in the people, programs, and resources
of it." He pointed out that there are about 500
accredited small colleges and added "we all say
about the same thing." Hughes admitted that
specialized programs, such as creative writing and
summer drama projects, are easier to raise money
for. There is an uncleamess to the philosphy and
long range objectives of Washington College, he
concluded.

Dean Robert Seager, commenting on Hughes'
point, said that the biggest problem is that
Washington is locked in a traditional curriculum.
He charged that thecurrlcJum is at least five years
out of date, adding that "we're not going
anywhere with the four course program and
distributional requirements." In terms of helping
the College's development, Dean Seager said "I am
forced to think up innovations which are cheap,
and therefore peripheral," for example the
addition of an art major and the iritegration of the
computer center with the curriculum
On the possibilities of a fund raising campaign,

similar to the one sponsored by the College in the
'60's, Mr. Hughes commented that "there is no
reason to think we won't have an expansion of a
Heritage type campaign" and added that such a
consideration is within the talking stage of the
Board of Visitors and Governors, who would make
the eventual decision on such a plan.

- Kent may be renamed

Coleman drowns in accident

Charlie Coleman, a former Kent House
Maintainence staff member and victim of a
shooting incident last November, died March
12 in an apparent drowning accident in

Florida.

According to reports, the accident

occurred during a trip Coleman made with
friends to Key West. While his companions
went scuba diving, Chariie, a non-swimmer,
decided to stay at the motel. It is suspected
that he fell into the pool accidentally.

Coleman was epileptic and It is speculated
that a seizure caused him to fall in the
unattended pool.

During Coleman's recovery from the
gunshot wounds in November, Washington
students, led by Kent House residents, raised

over $5,000 to defray the medical expenses

at Baltimore's University Hospital.

According to senior Tom Hodgson, the
Kent House residents, upon learning of his

death, wanted to find "some fitting way to
pay tribute to him." Hodgson revealed that
the students had originally approached a

Board member with the suggestion that one
of the new dorms be named after Coleman.
He learned however that names for the new
buildings have already been selected, though
it was suggested that he attempt to rename
Kent House to Coleman House. Hodgson
commented that such an idea "would be
more appropriate."

The Kent Residents now plan to gather

petition signatures for the change, backed by
the Student Senate's Complete approval of

the motion.

Senate passes bill

on governing board
As a result of activity by

the National Student Lobby,
a collection of activist

colleges and univeisities

nationwide, a bill passed the
United States Senate last

month which recommends to
all colleges that students be
represented on their college
board of trustees.

Washington College, which
is not yet a member of the

lobbying group, has no

student representatives in a

voting capacity on its Board

of Visitors and Governors.

SEA views educational alternative

The Student Education of

Washington College is presenting a

spring series of films, seminars, and
visiting speakers which will center on
the theme of alternatives in education.

The presentations will take a look at

present day educational trends and
offer a number of alternatives for

future teacher and student education.

The film "High School", a

documentary of a normal day in a

Phildelphia public school, is to be
shown on Monday, April 3 at 7:30.

The film resulted in a suit filed against

the photographer by the local board of

education.

On Tuesday, April 4 at 7:30

another film, "The British Infant

School" will be shown. Filmed at Sea

Mills Infant School in England, this

movie offers several new educational

approaches for the very young.

Two Washington College students,

Jan Larmey and Nancy Beavers, will

be joined by Dr. Krauss of the

University of Delaware, in leading a

seminar on alternative life styles and
their effects on education. The
seminar will be held on Thursday,
April 15 at 7:30.

On the weekend of April 15 Dennis

Bryan, a member of the "Educational

Ditfeteria," will head a workshop
session. This will be Mr. Bryan's

second visit to Washmgton College,

and he will lead participants to

examine the question "are children

people?."

Representatives fr»m Twin Oaks,
Virginia, s community founded upon
the principles of B.F. Skinner, will

offer a presentation on the approach
of their community to education in

"Twin Oaks-Walden Two", a

discussion of yet another educational

approach.

All programs will be held in Hynson
Lounge at Washington College, and are

open to the Public.

The Washington College Student
Education Association is an affiliate of
the Maryland State Teachers'
Association and the National
Education Association.

The Senate proposal,

which was an amendment to

the multi-billion dollar higher

education - school
desegregation aid bill, was
introduced by Senator Fred
Harris of Oklahoma.

The original amendment to
the bill had required colleges
to add student representatives
to their boards or face the
removal of federal funding.
The motion was amended
however, in the face of
opposition within Congress.

As passed by the Senate,
each college is encouraged to
have at least one full voting
student representative,

elected from the student
body, on their governing
boards. A one year follow-up
report on the status of
student participation on the
committees to be undertaken
by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare was
also authorized.

Notice

Applicants for Editorship
of the Pegasus should turn
their applications in to Mr.
Day by April 15.
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Let^s think before we act
The resignation of Dean

Robert Seager, and some of

the reasons he provide;

for his decision (see siory

page one) are disturbing

enough to malte one wonder

if there really isn't some sick

vein running througli the

Washington academic
community. The fact,

though, that Seager is the

sixth Dean the College has

gone tlirougli in nine years

seems to make the suspicion

fact.

The first question to ask is

where does the problem, and

eventually tlie solution, lay?

Seager, in a memo to the

Board of Visitors and

Governors, seems to think

thai the position of the Dean,

as it is presendy constituted,

is a power vacuum, He

charges that responsibilities

are assigned to tlie Dean, but

the power to go with them is

sorely lacking. His point may
be valid and the Board should

weigh it seriously. fuUy

considering the possibility of

launching a full scale

investigation.

But Seager's comments do

not end there. He readily

admits to a conflict, perhaps

schism would be a better

word, between ilie faculty

and the Dean, an argument

over tlie proper philosophy of

education. Some faculty call

him a "publish or perish"

man; he, on the odier hand,

prefers to call il staying on

"the frontier of a discipline."

Well, that conflict rages on,

with both sides presenting

acceptable arguments for

their case. And ironically,

they bodi have the same goal

in mind: the continued

development of a stronger

academic community. At the

rate their argument has been

going though, we may
reach an academic nadir

before they reach a

conclusion.

The problem no longer

involves Seager. He is leaving,

and despite the arguments

and charges against him, the

ELM is sorry to see him go.

Dean Seager is a dedicated

man, with a clear perception

of what Washington College

could potentially achieve. It's

"oiir loss and the University of

Baltimore's gain.

It is now tlie responsibility

of the Search Committee to

find a new Dean. When one

considers all the problems we
have faced in the past with

this position, it is

immediately apparent that

the committee should

undertake a meticulous

search for the right person.

But even before that, this

' College must ;ome to grips

with what its definition of a

"right person" is, in essence

what kind of Dean and what

kind of educational

philosophy do we need? What
are his powers and what are

his responsibilities?

Until those vital questions

are answered, which may
unfortunately take some
time, this College's academic

community would do better

with an interim-Dean, than

with one hastily selected,

who does not fit the mold we
demand of him.

NSL: the coming of true student power
After the 1970 Cambodian invasion,

hundreds of students lobbied for peace in

the halls of Congress. Some even vowed
to lobby until the war ended. Their

efforts were short-lived, however, as

frustration set in. Soon after that the

voting age was lowered to 18,

immediately increasing the impact of the

student voice in Congress. Last summer
four California students came to

Washington D.C. with the idea of

establishing a permanent organization for

channeling student opinion in Congress,

the National Student Lobby.

'"niis permanent mechanism," they

wrote, "will make students a

constituency to which Congressmen will

listen, for it will not disappear in the

summer, nor will its memory be only one

to four years long." The NSL is active in

a wide range of student concerns,

including the war, the federal budget,

environmental protection, equal rights for

women, voter registration procedures,

and higher education programs.

The Higher Education Act-S. 659
which is now in Congress, consists of 15
different sections or titles dealing with

the relationship between the federal

government and higher education. These
range in scope from "Campus Safety" to

"Anti-Busing Amendments." In its

present form, the bill is 754 pages long
and has taken 2 years to draw up.

Of special interest to the NSL, and
Washington College students in particular,

are provisions in the bill which:
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1. Authorize $150 million for

institutions in sever* ^nanci^l difficulty

for 1972-73 (defmitely a category W.C.
falls into)

2. Authorize $130 million per year
through 1973 for College libraries.

3. Increase the maximum Educational

Opportunity Grant from $1000 to $1400
per student per year and authorizes $50
million to the states on an even matching
grant basis to assist them in providing

grants to students in substantial fmancial

need.

4. Extend and expand the National
Defense Student Loans, increasing the

maximum loan pet student from $1000
to $1500 per year.

Unfortunately,, the bill also includes

the votative issue of busing to achieve

integration. Most student lobbyists

conader this issue irrelevant to the Higher
Education Act (college students aren't

bussed), but pariiamentary-wise, the

busing amendments stick.

Last week I attended the NSL's 3-day
conference in Washington to lobby in

support of the Higher Education Act.
Participating in the conference were 318
students from 38 states, the Virgin

Islands and the District of Columbia. The
first day counted of more than 5 hours
of briefmgs on the bill's contents and
intents, to ensure that the student
lobbyists would have no trouble

expressing to Congressmen the urgent
need for increased funding for student
assistance programs in S. 659. -

During the next two days of lobbying,

I found that the main issue delaying the

bill's passage is busing. The Senate is

generally in favor of authorizing federal

funds for busing, while the House is

fervently opposed to it, and the twain
may never meet. For instance,

Washington College's representatives to
Congress all favor the fmancial increases

to higher education, but are split over the

busing issue. Senator Mathias generally

favors busing, especially when its left up
to the discretion of the individual states.

(i.e., the Scott-Mansfield Amendment).
Representative Mills from the Eastern

Shore of Maryland will not vote for any
bill authorizing federal money for busing.

Senator Beall, who is well-known as a

Nixon rubber-stamp, is generally against

busing, but his aide would not commit
himself one way or the other as far as

voting for or against busing.

Another area of divergence on S. 659 is

the Harris Amendment. This amendment
states that "it is the sense of the
Congress" that there should be a voting

student member participating in all

deliberations of the governing boards of
institutions of higher learning. The Harris

Amendment passed the Senate (largely

due to the lobbying work of the NSL) by
a vote of 66 to 28. Mathias voted for the
amendment and stands whole-heartedly

behind it. Beall was one of the 28 who
voted "nay."

I consider this amendment of vital

importance to the Higher Education Act
and I was glad it passed the Senate.

Students have long been excluded from
participating in decisions which directly

affect them. More and more students are

being given a voice in the running of their

school ( and country). It is unfortunate
that one of Maryland's distinguished

representatives has failed to recognize the

importance of this trend. Perhaps when
he comes up for re-election he vrill thinl:

differently (out of 33 senators who are

up for re-election this fall, only 5 voted
against the Harris Amendment).
Time and time again I was witness to

this new power which has recently been
placed in the hands of students. There are

25.5 million new voters this year who can
spell victory or defeat for any presidential

candidate this November. If 60% of those

eligible new voters actually register and
vote for one candidate, that candidate
will win. McGovem and Chlsholm have
recognized this, and are counting on a

large young-voter turn-out. The other
candidates think the youth vote will be
small. Rease prove them wrong. Register

and vote.

As for the Higher Education Act,
Congressmen and women are "cautiously

optimistic" that the log-jam over busing
can be resolved quickly, thereby
facilitating passage of the bill within the
next few weeks. What influence the NSL
has on the final vote cannot be
determined, but one thing is

certain-Congress will be hearing (and
listening) more and more from the

student point of view.
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Review

Possible administrator's war

novel : questionable classic
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Photo by Al Lambert

Pictured above is Washington College's answer to

Smokey the Bear.

Don't burn, call Guy
What can you do for excitement in Chestertowrf.' Senior

Guy Reeser has found an unique answer to a far from
unique student dilemma-he's a member of the Chestertown
Volunteer Firemen's Association.

Although one can presumably walk into the group's

headquarters and volunteer, Guy's reputation preceded his

appearance in Chestertown. Already a volunteer fire fighter

in his home town of St. Michael's, Maryland, it was easy to ~

adapt to the somewhat more rigorous demands of a larger

metropolis' unit.

Along with being constantly on call, the firemen are

expected to attend business and training meetings as well.

In St. Michael's these meetings were "bi-weekly and you
, went if you felt like it," In Chestertown, volunteers almost
uniformly attend weekly sessions.

What makes a person into a volunteer firemanln Guy's
case, there was no supernatural vision of Smokey the Bear
solemnly intoning, "Only you can prevent forest fires."

Instead he joined because, like so many people, he's always
been fascinated by the whole phenomena of a fireman's

life.

Although courses in fire-fighting are offered at both the

University of Delaware and the University of Maryland, as

well as many community colleges, Guy says that a good
part of a volunteer's training is "learned right on the scene

and in drills."

The best thing about his volunteer work is that it "offers

a chance to stop whatever you're doing," if not at the drop
of a hat, at the sound of the siren. Guy, a fireman for the

past four years, plans to continue his work in other

communities after graduation.

However, he has no dreams of being a fireman when he

grows up. "The pay's not very good, the life expectancy for

a full-time fireman is lower than average, and it could get

boring after awhile."

"This book is a novel, not a history, It is

about some soldiers serving in Vietnam in

1968."

Major Josiah

Bunting foreword,

THE LIONHEADS
"It is out of such materials, out of such a

situation, that Major Bunting has written a

novel of classic proportions." So say the

copywriters at George Braziller, Inc. No
doubt they meant to increase the selling

power of a first novel by an assistant

professor of history at West Point-who may
assume the position. Assistant to the

President at Washington College for the

1972-73 academic year.

But such a statement, however
well-intentioned, can only be harmful if

readers accept the implied invitation to

compare this novel by a Rhodesscholarand

former member of the Ninth Infantry

Division in Vietnam with what are generally

termed classic war novels. The most that can

be said is that Major Bunting sometimes

sounds like Hemingway-if one interprets

sounding like Hemingway as using short

sentences.

The theme of THE LIONHEADS
,

essentially a triology moving from

"Division" to "Brigade" to "A Real Sharp

Individual" and finally "Departures" is

driven home repeatedly-and as intensely as

another American author with both military

and scholarly experience, Herman Melville,

expounds his theme in WHITE JACKET
(subtitled "The World as a Man-ot-War.").

War is hell, but most of the men who
engage in it (especially the GI's who "died

uncomprehending...because they felt obliged

to be brave in the presence of their buddies,

and being brave, they were often exposed to

enemy fire") are heroes "who, because they

hate war, have soldiered well."

Hemingway deals with the same military

system, officers prompted by concern for

promotion and troopers prompted by the

desire to make it home, and the result in

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS is more

nearly a novel of classic proportions. THE
LIONHEADS is simply a war novel,

interesting for its autiienticity and for its

revelation of the author as a man of eclectic

tastes.

In fact, this very eclecticism is responsible

for the literary problems in- THE
LIONHEADS (the title refers to the

mythical Twelfth Infantry Division). Major

Bunting has read everyone from Shakespeare
to Gilbert and Sullivan to Maxwell Taylor to

C.S. Forester to Gerald Manley Hopkins, and
he quotes them all in epigraphs which begin

book, divisions, and chapters. All delineate

the theme, but Hemingways finds one
Donne excerpt sufficient for the whole of

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS.
Major Bunting has a quote to satisfy any

reader's appetite for bon mots. Meanwhile,
careful to hit every outpost, he reaches for

those readers who prefer verisimilitude. This
is provided by keeping the novel in the

present tense (the reader feels as if he's right

there) and by alternating the prose narrative

with directives, operation orders, map and
appendices.

A general's briefing, described in four

pages of medieval heraldic conceits, is

followed by pages of Army talk, full of

ATC'sandCCB'si LST's and LZ's, MRB's
and AMMI's. backing military background,
this reviewer found some of the terminology

confusing- although never interfering with

the plot (outlined in the jacket copy).

When he reverts to more conventional

prose, however, the author speaks candidly

of the military and Its leaders; a general is

seen as having "a proper conceit of his

abilities; he does not take to criticism. In

assembling his principal staff he has selected

those whose behavior will most purely

reflect his will. Those who give him a bad
time are dispatched to other, less prestigious

commands.
Since only one of the main characters

died. Major Bunting assumes that the reader

will want to know what the rest are doing

back home in August of 1971. The resulting

afterword is vaguely reminiscent of Mary
Mapes Dodge's HANS BRINKER or the

SILVER SKATES. Instead of learning that

Gretel has married the boy in the red cap

who cheered as she won the race and the

skates, the reader finds that the major's

former plans officer is working on Daniel

Ellsberg*s defense for a firm that "considers

his services $35,000 a year." It's not quite

the same.

The West Point professor has produced a

novel that is both publishable and

perishable. Yet if HANS BRINKER is more
nearly a "novel of classic proportions," THE
LIONHEADS is still a readable expression of

one officer's reaction to an

incomprehensible war.

For the kids: Rocco, the Rolling Stone
ROCCO, THE ROLLING STONE, a

play for children by Allen Davis III, will

be presented in Gibson Fine Arts Centers

still unnamed Studio Theatre this

weekend, April 1st and 2nd. Two
performances will be given Saturday: a

2:30 p.m. matinee and a 7:30 evening

show, and there will be a 4:00 p.m.

matinee on Easter Sunday.

The cast includes veterans of the earlier

Studio Theatre production, THE
SORCERER'S APPRENTICE; David

Ripley as Rocco, Pam Locker, Sue

Dunning, Andy Williams, George Reed

and Paul Eldridge as the Easter Bunny.

Other members of a cast which portrays a

total of 37 characters-animal, vegetable,

mineral and even human-are Nancy

Pickett, Sue Stiles, Cindy Stude, Scott

Friedman, Stephanie Strong, Gene

Thornton and Vanessa Newton.

Thom Snode, director of

APPRENTICE, is both director and

producer of ROCCO. Meg German is

designer and Keeley West is stage

manager.

"I've never given the press a bon mot

in my life." Despite this sentence.

pronounced in the same tones another

might use to say "But officer, I've never

been arrested Cor obscene phone calls,

never," Thom Snode consented to an

ELM interview to discuss his new
production, which he termed "one of the

important plays of our time-along with

THE ICEMAN COMETH, A
STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE and

TIME OUT FOR GINGER.
Fresh from his triumph in the

BEGGARS' OPERA, Thom displayed

none of the nervousness evident In the

days preceeding the opening of THE
SORCERER'S APPRENTICE. Instead, he

was eager to discuss ROCCO, a somewhat

different children's play.

"For one thing, it's in the round, and

therefore different to direct and to see.

Also, there's a lot more action and a lot

more characters." In this respect, every

role is a major one, for each actor has at

least two characters to bring to life on the

stage.

Snode, meticuloudy fingering his

shoelaces, admitted that he has added a

scene to the original script of ROCCO.
"The Easter Bunny bit was introduced

partly to be seasonal, and partly to

lighten the mood a bit because it comes

right after the tragic sunflower death

scene."

Along with implicit symbolism of the

Resurrection, ROCCO, THE ROLLING
STONE has other classic conventions of

the drama. There is, accordmg to Snode,

"the pride-revenge theme, and the

convention of the Greek chorus-with a

chorus of frogs."

The leader of the frogs emerges before

each scene to explain what is about to

occur, but Thom summarized the play's

picaresque plot as follows, "Rocco, the

only rolling stone with moss, goes out to

see the world, followed by Mrs. Filbert,

the black widow ^ider, who is seeking

revenge."

The rest of the play, Rocco's

adventures and Mrs. Filbert's (Pam

Locker) hot pursuit, is interspersed with a

number of song and dance routines,

including a frog dance and a black widow

spider tango.

ROCCO, THE ROLLING STONE is an

important play, and it is certainly the

only important play that features a

pregnant turtle. Don't miss it.
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Noted archeologist

views modern world

Dr. Froehlich Rainey, an authority on the archeology of

North America and a pioneer in the development of

electronic techniques to aid the discovery of age-old works,

will present a discussion lecture at Washington College

March 30.

His topic will be "How an Archeologist Views the

Modern World." Sponsored by the College Lecture Series,

the program will be held at 8 p.m. in the Hynson Lounge
and the public is invited to participate. Departing from

standard lecture format, Mr. Rainey will develop his talk

from questions and comments elicited from his audience.

Dr. Rainey has been the director of the University of

Pennsylvania Museum, and University professor of

anthropology, since 1947. Under his supervision a large

staff of curators engages in archeological research on
Museum expeditions all over the worid.

He is also the director of the University Applied Science

Center for Archeology, a post he has held since 1960.
Under his guidance the Center has made many
breakthroughs in the development of modem techniques

for use in archeological research.

An important find, using electronic equipment developed

at the Center, was the early Greek city of Sybaris in

southern Italy. Destroyed in 510 B.C. and long sought by
scientists, the ancient site was located by Dr. Rainey two
years ago.

Dr. Rainey began his research in North America while he

was serving as professor of anthropology at the University

of Alaska from 1935 to 1942. In subsequent years he led

many expeditions into remote parts of Alaska and the

Arctic which have produced important discoveries of

ancient Eskimo Cultures.

He also has done research in the West Indies and Mexico,
and on the ethnography of New England Indians.

Mr. Rainey has written and published extensively

describing his excavations and discoveries around the world.
He is an articulate interpreter of the archeological world

to the public, for fifteen years he moderated the popular
TV program "What in the World?. He has appeared on the

programs "Bound for Adventure", "Sunday", and "How it

Happened."
He has served on several Federal government missions,

and is a fomier U.S. State Department foreign service

officer and consultant.

Dr. Froehlich Rainey, a noted anthropologist,
will speak here Thursday. His topic will be "How
an Archeologist Views the Modern World.

"

Photo by Ed Anson
Jean Thornton rehearses her part in the children 's play Rocco, The Rolling Stone. Tk

play premieres this weekend with two Saturday performances and an Easter matinee.

Art exhibition slated
The first of a series of four art exhibits at

Washington College this Spring opens March
31st in the Lobby Gallery of the Gibson
Fine Arts Center.

"Recent Baltimore Paintings," a wide
range collection of contemporary paintings
done by students at the Hoffberger School
of Painting, the Maryland Institute College
of Art's graduate school, will run through
April 9th.

"Recent Baltimore Paintings," which is

open to the public on Weekdays from 2-5

p.m. and on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m., will overlap with the Creative Arts
Festival Exhibition sponsored by the

Student Government Association from April

7th.l4th.

April 14th is the opening date for an
exhibition entitled "Prehistoric Paintings of

France and Spain." This show closes on
April 30th, but May 1st is the start of "Art
From Washington College Classes," a

selection of drawings and paintings produced
by students in the College art studio.
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Ten lettermen boost hopes as

diamondmen open season
This Saturday's home

contest with Swarthmore
marks the opening of another
baseball season at Washington
College. With a sixteen-man
squad sporting ten lettermen
and a very favorable schedule,
optimism for a successful
year is great. The
fifteen-game schedule
includes eleven home contests
against eleven Middle Atlantic
and eight Mason-Dixon
Conference Schools.

The pitching staff is

headed by ace hurler Steve
Raynor who sported a 4 and
4 record last season. Other
pitchers include Dave Novak.
Novy Viamonte. Corky
Livelsberger, Lee Yerkes, and
Jon Powers. While Steve will

be expected to carry full

games the rest of the staff

will be called upon for relief

with Novak and Livelsberger

rounding out the starting

rotation on days when Steve
cannot throw. As the most
conastent of all mound
prospects Steve will work as
often as possible.

Behind the plate is great
strength in the person of
Captain Frank Ogens who
will be backed up by Steve
Sandebeck and doug Trimper.
The infield too is quite solid
with Jim Wentzel, who hit
.333 last season, and Corky
Livelsberger, an excellent
glove man. sharing the honorc
at first base. At second is

letterman Paul Brown with

Freshman Bill Williams

handling the short-stop slot

and last season's leading

hitter Dary Carrington at the

hot comer. The outfield also

appears to be very reliable

with Dave Novak and Glenn
Dryden, two returning

lettermen. alternating in left

field and Steve Raynor, Phil

Repucci, Novy Viamonte.
Jim Wentzel. and Lee Yerkes
all fighting for the two other
outfield spots.

With the only problems
being a lack of bench strength
for the infield and some
questions regarding pitching,
the Shore nine should look
forward to a promising
season. This is an experienced
team with good defensvie
ability combined with strong
offensive punch and Coach
Tom Finnegan expects a
production of four or five

runs a game, which barring an
overabundance of errors,
should be enough to win
most games. With such a

favorable outlook for this
season and a squad showing
only two seniors the baseball
program looks to be favorable
for some years to come.

I^hoto by Geo/f Anderson

Ace hurler for the Shoremen this year will once
again be junior Steve Raynor. The Shoremen open
the home season with Swarthmore on Saturday.

USILA announces
top ten stick teams

Varsity eight opens season

with three-length victory

EDITOR'S NOTE: H. H.
Deringer, USILA National

selector for the South
Atlantic Division^ has been
observing the collegiate

lacrosse scene with a keen eye
for 15 years.

by Hum Deringer

Washington College,
ranked 28th nationally in

1971 by the annual Rothstein

Ratings, marched swiftly into

the top 20, and possibly, the

top ten during the past week
with impressive victories over

Yale and Hofstra.

This week's United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association weekly
ranking&-the first of the

season-rated only the first

ten of lacrosse, despite

wailing by this selector

(South Atlantic Division).

The outcome of voting was:

1. Maryland, 174 points; 2.

Cornell, 173; 3. Virginia, 168;
4. Johns Hopkins, 143; 5.

Navy, 140; 6. Army, 137; 6.

Brown, 132; 8. Washington
and Lee, 124; 9.

Pennsylvania, 104; 10.

Cortland, 102. Of the nine

rankers, five selected

Maryland as the top team, the

other four named Cornell. I

was one that went along with
last year's national
champions. The point system

Works this way; 20 points for

a first place vote, down to

one point for the 20th

position.

The season is still In its

awakening stage. This week
will result in the first fairly

accurate idea of the top

twenty nationally. Hp,'" do I

rate Washington ^°"^e?

Coming off yesterday's big

win over Hofstra -make it

number 15. After Cortland it

is Hobart, Massachusetts,

Denison and Towson. A big

win over Syracuse Saturday
would improve the picture

and there are Hopkins and
Washington and Lee
ahead-two "must" games if

Washington really wants
the top ten

After a delay of nearly two
hours because Atlantic

Community College lost their

way enroute to Chestertown,
the Crew began their 1972
season with a big win on
boat house dedication day.
Aided by a moderate tide and
near-perfact water Coach
Ihnat's oarsmen clocked a
b:42.8, which bettered
Atlantic's time by exactly 10
seconds.

Stroke Jim Thomas
brought the Washington
heavyweight shell off the line

at a brisk 38 strokes per
minute as the Shoremen
jumped to a boat-length lead

within the first 200 yards.

After settling to a 34 for the

body of the race the lead

increased to 12 seconds at the

1000 meter mark and might
have been more had the

College sets Phys Ed
proficiency exams

1. Beginning with 1971-1972 calendar year, any student
may request, during the first quarter of the college year, an
appointment to take a proficiency examination in any
prescribed activity up to eight. (Total of 4 semester
credits).

(a.) All women must either satisfy for credit or take a
proficiency in dance or exercise, as one of the stipulations
to satisfying the physical education requirement.

2. The examination shall be constructed and
administered by the respective men's and women's physical
education departments. The time and conditions shall be
established after the student has requested the examination.

3. Activities in which the test will be given:
Women's Physical Education are: Archery, Badminton,

Basketball, Fencing, Field Sports, Golf, Gymnastics.'
Softball, Tennis, Touch Football, Volleyball, and
Horseback Riding.

Men's Physical Education include: Archery, Badminton,
Basketball, Crew, Golf, Gymnastics, Soccer, Softball^
Track, Volleyball, Wrestling, Touch Football, and Tennis,

4. The proficiency examination will be administered
during the first quarter of the school year.

5. All remaining credits of the physical education
requirement must be taken In order and completed by the
end of the sophomore year.

6. No student can take the proficiency examination in
any activity already taken in class.

7. If a test is passed at one level of an activity, the
student may not take the required course in that level of
that activity.

rudder cable not broken
during the sprint.

Just off Kibler's marina the
right cable snapped, forcing

coxswain Jack Keenan to
grab the rudder and attempt
to finish the race steering by
hand. Luckily the slight

veering which resulted did
not interfere with Atlantic as

the crew finished with its

three-length lead.

The win was given added
importance by the fact that
Saturday also marked the
dedication of the new John
Truslow boat house, and also

the annual Crew Club dinner.
The boat house, now in the

final stages of painting and
landscaping, is situated

adjacent to the Armory and
will serve as headquarters for

both the Crew and members
of the sailing club. With a

majority of the maintenance
being performed over Spring
break by the Crew Club
members, the facility was
officially named Saturday in

honor of the man who
donated his facilities over the
past four years, repeatedly
lent the Club his personal car
and. in general, bolstered the
sport in its fledgling days.

The dinner held that night
in Hodson Hall featured Bill

Knecht, President of the
National Association of
Amateur Oarsmen. His talk

centered on the NAAO's
efforts to further the sport in

America by building an
Olympic course in New
Haven and obtaining the
services of a national

coach-advisor who would^set
up rowing programs
throughout the country.
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Plioto b\ Cl off Anderson
Netting four goals for the Shoreman, junior

midfielder Bob Shriyer heads downfield on a fast

break against l-iofstra. Conning from behind, the
Shoremen trounced the Flying Dutchmen 9-5.

Stickmen upend Hofstra, 9-5;

boost season record to 3-1
Last Monday afternoon on

the Kibler pitch, Yale

University came to

Washington College to test

the questionable W.C. varsity

lacrosse team. After a

disappointing 4-10 season last

year, everyone on campus
seemed a little sceptical about

Washington's lacrosse

program. The stickmen erased

all doubt in their 1972 debut

by trouncing the then

ninth-ranked men from New
Haven 15-5.

Washington's first victory

was a combination of

extreme aggressiveness by
mid-fields, all of which saw

action against the Elis. The
mid-fielders, led by captains

Pete Boggs and Bob Shriver,

played extremely well on
both the offensive and
defensive ends of the field.

The defenses highlighted by

solid performances from Rich

N orris, Joe Conner and
Timmy Barrow, along with

Bert Cook and Ray Trucksess

played extremely well, and
kept the Bulldogs' aggressive

attack-men, including second

team all-American Tom
Pagan, from getting off the

good shots on goal. The
goal-tending by Ford
Schumann as well the attack,

led by Tom George, Jack

Copeland and Greg Lane was
extremely strong.

The special effort put out

by the stickmen Monday was
all used up when Navy sailed

into Chestertown Wednesday

afternoon. Due to the

thunder storm prior to game
time which caused large

puddles of water on Kibler

field, W.C.'s lacrosse team
seemed to be swarmed over

by both the mud and the

numerous Navy stickmen.

The final score was a

disasterous 18-3.

Saturday afternoon the

lacrosse team regained their

winning ways by ripping RPl
15-2. It was the case of

Washington being too strong

and fast and having superior

goal tending by Ford
Schumann, Fred Buckel and

Brian Matthews for RPI to

stand a chance. With eight

goals scored in the first

quarter by the W.C. stickmen,

RPl found themselves wishing

they had never come past the

.,.-;<

Mason-Dixon line. Top scorers

were once again co-captains

Bob Shriver and Tom George
along with sophomores Jan
Rosenthal and Jody Haddow.
On Tuesday afternoon the

stickmen proved that their

trouncing of Yale and RPl
was no flash in the pan, as

they defeated a strong

Hofstra team by the score of
9-5. Led by co-captain Bob
Shriver {4 goals), W.C. started

out very slowly in the first

quarter, but turned the game
around with four minutes left

in the second period with

three quick goals, two by
Shriver and one by Tom
George.

mfiM^'/
Ijj

\iu,fhm
SS«?>>j'/;;.-/;'

"It just isn't my day," says the Hofstra goalie
moments after the Shoremen went ahead 9-5.

Trackmen nip Gallaudet, 68-67 offidah

Washington College's 68-67

track vistory over Gjdiaudet

should bring a smile to all

those interested in the track

teara Coach Don Chatellier is

also smiling and looking at

the team with increased

optimism. As he sees it, the

team is far ahead of last

season's pace, particularly in

the running events. What may
be 'the best aspect of the

victory over Gallaudet is that

the thinclads beat a team that

last year beat them by nearly

20 points. The victory'

included double wins by
Peter Murphy in the triple

jump and high jump, Paul

Schlitz in the mile run and

3-mite run and Steve

Bartalsky in the 120 high

hurdles and the 440
intermediate hurdles.

Chatty looks for the

runners to be the backbone
of the team with the field

men showing improvement
over last year. He feels that

the runners can score at least

50 of the possible 82 points

in most meets which would
give the squad a formidable

lead for the field men to hold

on to.

Looking forward to next

Wednesday's home meet with

Loyola, Chatty feels that his

Thinclads can come up with a

win. He admits that the

Greyhounds will be tough with

a good sprinter and two

excellent long distance

runners. One of those

distance men, Julius

Souvaniece, has already

beaten Chatty's best man,
Paul SchliU, but overall the

Sho'men show good strength

with long distance runners

Schlitz and Chris Wetherhold;
Larry Fishel in the 100;
George Kaloroumakis in the

220; Bob Maskrey in the 440;
Maskrey, Tom Clements and
Jackie Johnson in the 880
and hurdlers Steve Bartalsky

and George Elser. The Shore

squad also nas hope in the

440 relay if they can improve
their baton passing. In the

mile relay they will be
looking for vengeance,

because of last year's 3:46
Loyola victory when anchor
man Maskrey was out with an
injury. Against Gallaudet the
Shore ran 3:33.3 which
would crush Loyola and that

is exactly what Chatty would
like.

Looking at the field events,

Norris Commodore is much
improved over last year in the

shot put and discus. In the

jumping events Frank Ogens
and Pete Murphy look good
in the long jump and triple

jump and Murphy is a good
bet in the high jump. In the

pole vault Chatty hopes to

have an entry.

Evaluating the Loyola
meet Chatty feels that the

Shor'men are very similar to

the Greyhounds with strong

runners but with less balance
in the field, but he Is very

optimistic and feels his men
can beat them.

needed

Coach Chatellier is

:
interested in students who

: want to be officials for home
track meets. He needs seven

and will pay $3.00. He also

: noted that females are not

i
excluded from this. A faculty

member is also needed to act

:
as the starter. Anyone
interested should contact

Chatty and he will fill them
in on the details.

r
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Profs challenge Dean ^s remarks
The faculty of Washington College, in response

to the remarks made by Dean Robert Seager in a

March 31 ELM interview^ issued last Monday a

statement sharply critical of Seager's comments.

The motion, quietly introduced at the end of

the meeting, was authored by Professor John Miller

of the Philosophy Department and was adopted

with only one dissenting vote. (The text of the

faculty statement is printed at the right.)

In the interview, the departing Dean admitted

to having "mixed reasons for leaving." Seager cited

differences between he and the faculty over the

concept of educational philosophy as som of the

reasons. "We're on different wavelengths" he

stated. "Effective teaching must derive from

continual and continuous research and writing."

Put more succinctly, publish or perish.

I move that the faculty adopt as a public

expression of its sentiment the following

statement and that the faculty request the

Elm to print the statement in its next issue.

We note with regret and ^Ismay the

interview with Dean Seager which appeared

in the Washington College Elm of March 31,

1972. The manner in which it casts doubt on

the professional quality of the faculty

through a medium which reached the entire

college community and beyond cannot but

aggravate the differences which have divided

us, whether or not the interview correctly

describes them. It inevitably will make
dialogue between faculty and administration

more difficult. But more important and by

virtue of the office out of which they

purportedly come, the statements tend to

undermine the confidence of students in

their college by demoralizing them and
casting doubt on the value of their labors

here. It is clear that there are two
indispensable Ingredients in the solution to

our present problems. First, all segments of

the academic community must discuss, the

issues before us in ways that are open,

positive, and relevant to the creation of a

better Washington College. Second, we must
all maintain a deep commitment to our
college and a faith in the possibilities of its

future. For these reasons we express our

dismay at the remarks reported In the recent

Elm Interview which appeared at such a

critical moment in our history.

Parent Weekend, Arts Festival gets underway
Both Parents Weekend and

the first annual creative arts

festh/a) get underway today.

Activities for the Parents

Weekend start Friday night

with the College Chorus'

Spring Concert at 8:00 in

Tawes Theatre, foUowed by a

reception in Hynson Lounge

with free beer and cokes.

Registration starts

Saturday morning at 9:00

a.m. and a SGA student

assembly will take place in

Tawes at 10:00. The
convocation will feature Mr.

Gene Hessey, College

Business Manager, discussing

future financial aspects of the

College along with a talk by
Dean Robert Seager on the

College academic'progress.

Afternoon activities

Include lunch, and crew,

baseball and lacrosse contests.

A reception, open only to

students and their parents,

wUl be held later In the Reid

Hall Lounge. Saturday

night's activities start with a

Hawaiian Luau buffet dinner

in Hodson Hall and a student

reception in the coffeehouse.

Costs for the weekend is $12
for parents.

Although not on the

official schedule, a benefit

horseshow, sponsored by the

College Riding Club in

conjunction with the

Tuckahoe Riding Oub. The
show, starting at 9:00 a.m.,

will be located at Worton
Park, across from the Worton

Roller rink.

The Creative Arts festival

entries will go on exhibit

today in various sections of
the Miller library, and also In

the lobby of the Tawes Fine

Arts Center.

Bill Monk, who organized

the activity, reported that

nearly 100 entries have been
received in all categories.

Among them is a member of

non-coDege entries.

Eight categories of

competition have been

A campus police force?

Senate criticizes lack of security
Washington's Student Senate

Monday night okayed a

recommendation to the administration

to investigate the possibility of

Instituting a campus security force.

The proposal, for such a force,

which apparently may stimulate some

controversy within the legislative

body, was introduced by senior Brad

Came proctor of West Hall.

Came, citing an incident this week
where non-college people roamed

freely through rooms in his building,

complained that "there is no security

around here at all."

Anticipating criticism from

students over the prospects of police

patrolling the campus, Came added

that "In my mind the purpose is to

enforce security - that's all." Senior

Glen Dryden, remarking on the role of

the security force, said "We will be

able to regulate what we want this

security force to do."

In other action. Senate President

John Dimsdale announced that

Student Government elections will be

held next Monday, April 10, In the

dinner line. Closing date for petitions

is Thursday, April 6. Speeches' will be
held the same day at 7:30 p.m. in

Hodson Hail. An arrangement for

absentee voting for Chorus membeis,

who are leaving for their New England

and Canadian tour Monday morning, is

currently being set up.

Next week, the proposal to prevent

Seniors from voting in Spring SGA
elections will come to the Senate

floor, and controversy is expected to

erupt over the issue. Because of the

required time length constitutional

amendments must wdt after being

introduced, the proposal couldn't be

brought up last Monday, and seniors

will be allowed to participate in

Monday's contest. For the motion to

pass, it must gain three quarters of the

Senate's vote. The proposal to

reschedule freshman class elections to

an earlier time in the year will also be
considered Monday and must receive

the same percentage as the former bill.

Senate executive officers also

revealed that they loaned the

coffeehouse $790 to help purchase

new stereo equipment to replace that

stolen recently. The loan wUi be paid

off as soon as the insurance

compensation comes in.

Announcement was also made of

the fact that seniors writing theses

can, at the discretion of the individual

teacher, be excused from taking final

examinations. Currently, seniors

taking comprehensives are not

required to take any finals.

established and each will have

first, second and third place

awards. Nearly $450 In price

money will be paid out, $300
of which the SGA has

donated. The Student Affairs

Office also contributed $50
and the remainder has come
from the one dollar entry fee.

Judging for the art work

will take place today, before

the pictures are hung. Judges

for the competition are Mr.

Janson-LaPalme, Mr. George

Founds, and Mr. Walter

Redding, all art department

staff members.
Entries In the photo

competition will be judged

and put on display today

also. Mr. Sonny Usllton,

editor of the Kent County

News, will serve as judge.

Wbiners In the Prose and

Poetry competition will be

announced after judging by
Mr. Robert Day and Dr.

Norman James. The Play

contest will also be judges by
Day and James, but since

most of the plays have

idready been performed as

student productions here,

they will not be performed

during the festival.

Monk, commenting on the

success of the program so far,

said, "It has been very well

received by the students and

townspeople-all of the

entries I have seen are very

well done and show a lot or

student talent on campus-

Wlth the response we have

gotten, we hope to continue

It"
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Letter to the Editor . . .

Both the ELM and the REVIEW have recently

published summaries of interviews by their reporters

with Dean Robert Seager. As represented in these

interviews. Dean Seager has made a number of

allegations, directly or by clear implication, that, in

the opinion of myself and a great many other faculty

members, significantly misrepresent to the College

public the matters discussed. Reading the interviews,

it all seems pretty grim: the College is strapped with
an obsolete curriculum and an academically
incompetent faculty. The latter is unrealistic about
Hnancial problems, stubbornly opposed to expansion
as a matter of principle, blind to the virtues of a

publish-and-reward educational philosophy and prone
to transmute professional differences into personal

nastiness. 1 wish to establish here, lest the matter go
by default, that the Dean's charges are controversial

and one-sided. The big questions -• curriculum,

educational ohilosDhy, faculty quality - invite and
deservecampus-widediscussion.! mean to say no
more here on these than may be sufficient to set that

discussion in motion.

Contrary to the impression left by the interviews,

there has been no great debate on curriculum or

educational philosophy between Dean Seager and the

faculty. He has never tried to establish a consensus on
goals through dialogue with the faculty; he has never

proposed to it a significant overhaul of the

curriculum. In his interview. Dean Seager suggested

that it was too expensive to do more than make
"peripheral" changes. Then to what purpose the

constant denigrating of the present curriculum? We
do indeed need to know what is going on at places

like Antioch, Reed and the new experimental campus
called Hampshire College. We need to adapt to our
purposes successful experiments that we can afford

and that seem to offer tangible benefits to our
student constituency (just as we need to avoid

educational girrmiicks dreamt up in fund-raising

offices or perpetual innovation for its own sake). But
Dean Seager has not really done the administrative

leg-work that might have produced well-documented
arguments for the proven usefulness of this or that

major change. We could use some leadership and
some solid administrative preparation In this area. We
have not gotten it.

As to educational philosophy, let me quote a
passage from my testimony last December to the
Board's Ad Hoc investigative committee:

Washington College would have been
better off had the Board followed nationally

recognized procedures in choosing a
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president...Even more important, an

opportunity^ was lost when Dr. Merdlnger

deliberately chose to abandon existing

procedures for selecting a new dean of the

College in favor of a process which excluded

any real chance for dean-candidate and

faculty to test compatibility in educational

philosphy and goals for the College. As a

result, the College has endured a succession of

shifting and elusive hints as to our guiding

educational values and the definition of merit

in our teachers as the Dean sought unilaterally

to adapt his original publish-and-reward,

two-day-teaching-week credo to the real needs
of our situation. This has caused

understandable confusion, undermined the

legitimate role of the faculty In these matters,

and has generally been perceived, in the end,

as opportunistic floundering on goals and
standards. The Dean himself has obviously
suffered from his method of appointment...

Dean Seager has a low opinion of the faculty. That
is his privilege. What is of concern is that his opinion

might be taken by some as a judgement based on
objective standards. Evaluation of a faculty is always
a relative and also a subjective matter. It depends on
the purposes for which a faculty is assembled and it

turns also on the degree of excellence in pursuing that

purpose that may be established as an ideal goal. I

have no quarrel with Dean Seager's negative type --

the loafing academic hashslinger, serving up a "few
secondary sources." But then no one really thinks
that such a person is suited to teach here. This is just

a foil to set off Dean Seager's ideal scholar, the man
who teaches well because he is constantly engaged in

research, writing and publication.

But the "publish and reward" ethos is equally
unsuited to the purposes of a four-year liberal arts

college. It is not merely that we lack the library,

laboratories, graduate assistants, research funds,
diminutive teaching load that our highly productive
scholars require - the point is that experience at our
most prestigious universities has shown clearly that
undergraduate education has been more the victim
than the beneficiary of this orientation. For schools
like ours, publish-or-perish is not five but twenty
years out of date!

We want teachers who keep up with the entire

breadth of their fields, who can communicate what is

going on at the "frontiers," who can challenge and
sthnulate students, who can awaken intellectual

curiosity and help their students acquire

methodological tools and critical techniques that will

make life-long self-education a real possibility for

them. Instructors who can do this and also add to

scholarly knowledge or to the imaginative treasury of
civilization are the jewels of our enterprise. Like
jewels, they are rare finds and often require exotic

settings. We have had and do have such omzunents.
Dean Seager should himself perhaps be numbered
among them. But narrow specialists teaching "off the

top of their heads" or from notes jaundiced with age

so that they can devote themselves to the working up
a lengthy bibliography ~ such professors have little to

contribute at Washington College. In my opinion, the
College had a vision of academic excellence more
^propriate to its nature than Dean Seager's and it

also had a machinery of self-government for

maintaining and improving the quality of the faculty.

Both the vision and the procedures have taken a bad
buffeting under the present administration. Theh-
survival should be a matter of concern to all of us.

Other Issues:

IMPOTENCE OF THE DEAN'S OFFICE. Few, if

any, faculty members would dilute the idea that

the Dean's office has declined in dignity and
independence during the present administration. Let
me continue, for example, the eariler quotation from
my December report to the Board Conunlttee:

The Dean himself has obviously suffered

from his method of appointment: he can not
help but be aware that he was hired by the

president and is expected to support his

policies without qualification. As Dr.

Merdinger made clear to the Appointments
and Tenure Committee Expanded for the

Self-Study, in the presence of Dean Seager, he
views the dean as his agent for dealing with
the faculty. This is an unacceptably narrow
definition of the dean's role for any small

liberal arts college of quality.

Dean Seager has told me. and others as well, that it

is Dr. Merdinger's definition of the deanship that
maiies it impossible for him to function effectively.

In the REVIEW interview, however, he blames
"certain traditions" for the situation. If by these he
means the traditions of consulting with department
chairmen and the Tenure Committee o'n personnel
matters and the Academic Council and Faculty on
curricular affairs - then indeed he will have to seek
"more respect,..-more leverage.. .more power" at

another type of institution.

EXPANSION. This is for the time being in any
case a moot question. We simply do not, according to
our Admissions Director, have the foreseeable
enrollment-potential to justify an expansion program.
The faculty's hesitation on this question when it was
a live issue was not based on a supposed commitment
to the formula: "smallness automatically equals
excellence." As Professor McHugh reported to the Ad
Hoc Committee last December:

First, it is important to note that the

faculty is not opposed to expansion....The

opposition to President Merdinger's view is

based on his embarrassing lack of preparation

and his failure to do his job in presenting a

sound case for expansion....For over a year we
were subjected to advance statements

concerning enrollment. At no time did we
hear a solidly prepared administrative report

In fact, the only decent report was done by

the faculty in extra-session meetings. Plans for

expansion were not tied to a program in

development and no other support was
evident The whole situation typifies the

amateurish work done by tiie present

administration. Such work is placing the

college in real danger.

FINANCIAL PLIGHT OF THE COLLEGE. No
doubt the faculty has been unrealistic at times and,

like others in the College community. Inclined to

dream beyond our means. We all know and accept,

however, that the administration and Board must
make the hard final decisions. The real question is

that of priorities WITHIN a tight budget. The faculty

has been most concerned about lack of serious and
sincere consultation in this area and its nerves have
been frayed by indications that at times the
administration seems to be motivated by something
less commendable than merit considerations or equity
In the distribution of rewards.

FACULTY NASTINESS. There has been conflict

and bitterness enough in our troubled transition from
the admisistration of President Gibson over the last

few years to make completely understandable Dean
Seager's perception that professional quarrels can
sometimes take on personal overtones at Washington
College. It is especially appropriate for Dean Seager
to remind us that this is one human propensity that
serves us best when we indulge it least.

A final word. In the last issue of the ELM, the
editor remarked In the course of an editorial on Dean
Seager's resignation that there have been 6 deans here
in the last 9 years. Actually there have been five

deans in a period of about twenty years (Professor
Newlin served twice as acting dean during two search
periods). Only ONE of these administrators left

because of faculty pressure.

Nathan Smith
Professor of

History
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35 members of this year's Chorus will head for Montreal on Monday,
April 10. Their week long tour will include several schools in New England.

Chorus readies for tour
by Cecile Mattax

"On to Montreal!" echoes through Tawes
Fine Arts Center as chorus members breeze

through tests, term papers, and rehearsals, in

preparation for their tour of New England
and Canada.

To kick off the tour, a concert will be
held this Friday at 8:00 in Tawes Fine Arts

Theatre. Following it will be a reception,

with beer being served, in Hynson Lounge
for parents here for Parents' Weekend. Then
bright and early on Monday, the bus will

leave for New England, taking thirty-five

chorus members.
Monday the chorus will perform at

Germantown Academy in Pennsylvania, at

John Wanamaker's in Philadelphla--for a

daily musical program held there to

entertain shoppers, and at the Philadelphia

House of Correction--a reformatory for

juvenile delinquents.

On the road by 7:00 on Tuesday, the

chorus wilt continue to Mount Herman
School in Massachusetts and Brattleboro

High School in Vermont, arriving In

Montreal late that night. Free, after a

program Wednesday morning at Loyola High
School, the travelers can explore Montreal,

the highlight of the trip. At 10:00 on
Thursday they will leave their hotel in the

heart of the city and journey down to the

Vermont Academy, where they will be
treated to a dinner. Friday they will move

on to Hopkins Grammar School in

Connecticut, then on back to good old

Washington College.

Their programs will include compositions
by Haydn, Bach, Purcell, and Hindemith.
Also to be performed is the choral

composition "Epitaphs" by Gary Clark. The
twelve members of chorale will sing

Brahms's "Liebeslieber Waltzes." Danea
Talley, Jane Irby, Julie Searle, Karl Starks,

Randy Cornell, and Steve Sandebeck have
been selected for solo parts, Debbie Martin
and Buddy Clark for the accompaniment.

Mr. Johnston, the director of the chorus,

estimated that the cost of the trip would be
$4,000. Much of that has been met with
profits from an auction held last spring, two
pop concerts, a used-book sale run by
Seniors, and solicitations from friends of the

chorus. To make up the difference, each
person going on the trip will contribute $50.

Cooperation has been requested of the

choir members' professors, so that tests or
papers due next week would be accepted
either this week or the week following the

trip. Some (teachers; have cooperated to the

extent of revising their lesson plans. Also,

those going on the trip will be allowed to

vote for SGA officers before leaving.

The last tour on which the chorus went
was to Europe for sbc weeks during the

summer of 1969. Another was made to New
Englandin 1967.

Lou Reedt

:

a dark horse
by Mary Ruth Yoe

If the major league baseball players' strike continues, the

country's national sport this season will-more than ever
before-be politics. Politics at every level is a serious

undertaking, and serious politicians abound, aspiring to

every office from President of the USA to President of the
SGA.

However there are some people who. although othenvise
decent, law-abiding citizens, cannot take any election too
seriously. These people find their heroes in the more
Quixotic figures tilting at the political process. Four years
ago, their national emblem was Pat Paulsen. This years'

SGA elections heralds the emergence of another such
figure, Lou Reedt.

A junior, Lou considers himself a three year member of

the silent majority on the Washington College campus. With
no political experience, he feels uninhibited by "any idea of
what the job's about." Students in the traditional school of
political science would find this inexperience a drawback,
but Lou modestly finds his establishment naivete a drawing
card: "I haven't made any mistakes yet."

Refusing to be pinned down on the issues of the
campaign ("What Issues?"), the candidate added, "I don't
believe in anything." With no platform promises to break,
Lou feels he will be able to maintain his integrity in the
midst of the corruption and mud-slinging of the political

arena.

When asked If his avoidance of issues and policy

statements implied a campaign based on personalities, Lou
quickly responded, "What personality?" But if he wasn't
running for anything, could he at least name what he was
running against? Interpreting this query on the most literal

level, Lou enumerated, "John Dimsdale, George Churchill,

and Mike Macielag," the candidates who will appear on
Monday^s ballots.

Lou's name will not appear on the ballot. Such a move
would require submission to petitions and political

procedure. However, Lou sums up his candidacy by
saying,"A vote for me is a vote for no vote."

Lou's meeting with the press was naturally free of the
cliches of political jargon. Honesty prevailed: "I'm open for
suggestions." Goals were modest: "I just hope It gets livelier

next year." As a candidate unconcerned with politics, Lou
seemed almost too good to be true. If he wasn't in It for the
sport, then could it be the money?

This heretic idea was quickly dispelled by the
candidate's statement that, if elected, he will donate his

$200 per semester salary to "an as-yet undecided charity."
His campaign managers are less idealistic, however:

money is needed to wage even the most restrained

campaign. Therefore, they have declared Friday night at the
Coffee Shop "Lou Reedt Benefit Night." A hat will be
passed, and the money collected wilt go for posters, radio
time on WCTR, etc. Lou may make an apl)earance.

Despite his claim of being completely apolitical, Lou
Reedt cannot escape camparlson with a legendary figure of
the American political scene. Coolldge himself could not
have put it more succintly: "I have nothing to say."

)raina Dept. inarches on

»1th four one act plays

Thom Snode's artistic and
popular success with ROCCO.
THE ROLLING STONE will

••e followed by another
Studio Theatre production
April 18-22.

Four one act plays
ected by Timothy B.

«aloney and designed
liam 0. Segal will

presented each evening
8:00 p.ni.

BRINGING IT ALL
BACK HOME, by Terrence
(IcNally, features Mark
J°bell, Pam Locker, Sara
Jickanl, Ca. Hutton. Vanessa
"ewton and Thom Snode.

Joel Elins as the Hunter
'^^ Susan Dunning as the
"Ird make the entire cast of,

"aturally enough, THE

by

at

HUNTER AND THE BIRD,
one of the two plays by
Jean-Claude Van Italle to be
performed.

Israel Horovitz's TREES
finds Ca. Hutton in the role

of Father for the second time

In the evening. Rachel is Judo
Katz. Father and son trees are

W.S. Innis and David Ripley

respectively.

The final one act play to

be presented. Van Italle's

INTERVIEW, has a cast

which includes Jones Baker,

Vicki Lazzell, Mark Lobell.

Pam Locker, Sara Packard,
Thom Snode, Gene Thornton
and Justin mate.

There Is lUnited seating,

and reservations are
encouraged. Call 778-2600,
extension 268 or 269.

Library News

Washington students were
requested this week by Mr.

William Bailey, head College

librarian, to suggest materials

in the areas of environmental
studies for the College library

to purchase.

Mr. Bailey explained that

last year Washington received

a $5,000 grant from the W.C.
Kellogg Foundation of Battle

Creek, Michigan to augment
the library's resources on the

study of the environment,

Includhig periodicals and
books on the aspects of
education. Industry, health,

and pollution.

Suggestions for
publications or areas to be
covered can be submitted to

any of the librarians or to the

student reprcKntatlves on the

committee, Sue VlUemain,
Kit Erskine, and Larry

Israelite.

LAWYER'S ASS'T
in only 3 months — $9,000 or more to start

College graduates and other qualified persons (male and female)—our In-

structors (all practising lawyers) will train yau to become a lawyer's assistant,

to perform paralegal services under a lawyer's direction and supervision (but

not as a legal secretary— in fact, you too will use the services of a legal

secretary). Attend classes days or evenings for only 3 months. Housing ac-

commodations are available at an extra charge.

We will teach you oractical, "how to" information and techniques on COR-

PORATIONS • SECURITIES REGULATION • LEGfll AND HON-LEGfll RESEARCH •

DOMESTIC RELATIONS • LITIGATION AND TRIALS • MERGERS AND ACQUISI-

TIONS • TRUSTS AND ESTATES • REAL ESTATE • PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

FINANCING • and much, much more.

• Enlar a new and exciting Aeid onci b«com« involwad

• Do lnl«retling rsteareh, analyting, diieuiting and writing

• Earn a fiigh lolory itarling ai $9,000 or more per year

• Accept reiponiibilily

• ferform and be treated as a paralegal tpectaliit

• Aitnciole with lawyeri and their client*

• tncreote your knowledge and potential

• Secoma a ihilled and valuable pari of the growing legal indultry

SUMMER cusses ARE NOW FORMING: APPLY FOR ADMISSION RIGHT AWAY.

Call or write | PARALEGAL INSTITUTE, Oepr. 12C
for FREE
BOOKLET
NY (212)

I

TR 9-7500
I

Q19T2 bf ParilcMl loilllult;

One fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003

Nome Phone

Address Apt

Gly. -State . -Zip -
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SPOR TS
Thinclads trounce Loyola;
travel to W, Md. Saturday

Paul Schliu and Chris Wetherhold place

one-two in the mile in Wednesday's decisive victory

over Loyola. Schl/tz's time for the four laps was

4:27.5. photo by GeoffAnderson

Wednesday marked one of

the more impressive
performances in track and

fleld competition displayed

by a Washington College team

in years. Compiling over 100
points the Shore thinclads

soundly thrashed Loyola

College 101-35.

From the meet's beginning

the Greyhounds fell behind

and never gained the lead as

the Shore machine increased

its momentum. High scorer

for W.C. was Frank Ogens,

who took time off from his

duties as baseball team

captain to win the long jump
and capture seconds in the

high jump and triple jump, a

total of 11 points. Close

behind Frank were three

Shoremen- who won 2 events

each for 10 points. Norris

Commodore took the shot

put and discus; Paul Schlitz

set the pace in the mile and 3

mile and Steve Bartalsky won
the 120 year high hurdles and
the 440 yard intermediate

hurdles. Other winners

included Peter Murphy, Greg
Lane, Larry Fishel, and Tom
Clements.

Schlitz's record

The meet yielded Uiree

records to strong perf nners
from both schools. For
Washington Paul Schlitz ran a

15:37,5 3-mile for a Kibler

field record, as well as a meet

b\» Bill Gant

record. The triple jump
record was broken As McCory
of Loyola leaped a distance

of 42'l-%". The most
outstanding win of the day
was in the 440 yard dash as

Simpson broke the meet
record and the Greyhound
record with a superlative time
of 50.6".

Chatty pleased

Coach Don Chatellier was
pleased at the outcome. He
seemed particularly pleased

with the 440 relay team and
with milers Paul Schlitz and
Chris Wetherhold both of
whom ran miles under 4:30.

Chatty is not overly

optimistic however as

Saturday's meet with Western
Maryland is expected to deal
the thinclads their first

defeat. After last year's

disasterous meet with the
Terrors, who were not hurt
by graduation, the outlook is

admittedly poor.

Poll rates Shore

ninth in lacrosse
by Hum Deringer

Washington College

cracked into the Top 10 of

the U.S. Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association's
national rankings this week,

deadlocked with Brown for

ninth place. It was the first

appearance for the Shoremen
in the nationwide poll that

began last year.

Virginia grabbed the top

spot with 179 points on
impressive wins over Cortland

and Long Island Lacrosse

Club. Maryland, idle during

the week, slipped to second

seven points off the pace.

Navy's 12-9 win over Cornell

made the Midshipmen a solid

third choice, while Hopkins

Diamondmen crush Quakers, 12-2
The Washington College

baseball team opened its

1972 season by overwhelming

an error-prone Swarthmore
College nine on Kibter Field,

12-2. Steve Raynor, who
pitched eight strong innings,

picked up the win while Ed
Bassett was tabbed with the

loss.

The Sho'men struck in the

first inning when Frank
Ogens ripped a two-out,

two-run homer to left. After

tallying a single run in the

second, the Shore line-up

batted around in the third,

scoring five runs. Three of

those runs came on Paul

Brown's bases-loaded double

off Al Rosskamm, who
relieved Bassett with one out

and two runs across in that

inning. The Shoremen tallied

one in the fourth and three in

the nfth to finish their

scoring.

Swarthmore only managed
^ scattered hits, but two in

the fourth coupled with a

wild pitch produced one run.

The other Quaker score came
in the eighth on a single, an
error and an infleld out.

Raynor struck out 13
Garnet batters while yielding

a single base on balls. Jon
Powers pitched the ninth

inning for the Shore, retiriii^

the side on a strikeout and

two ground balls.
Swarthmore used four

pitchers while allowing four

unearned runs on Ave flekling

errors.

Bits and Pieces: Ogen's
homer was the first at Kibler
Field by a Shore batter since
George Buckless in 1969 . . .

Brown had three RBIs while
Ogens and Jim Wentzel had
two apiece .... The Sho'
men had a total of five extra
base hits; Swarthmore had
none. . Washington left 14
men on base, nine in the last

three Innings when they had
the bases loaded in each
frame but were unable to
score.

nailed down fourth pounding
Princeton. Cornell rounded

out the first five.

Washington and Lee, also

out of action, took a

comfortable sixth as Cortland

edged out Army by a single

point for seventh. In ninth

position came Washington
College and Brown
University, tied with 106

points.

Towson State placed 11th,

followed by Rutgers, North

Carolina, Bowling Green,

Hobart, Duke, Yale,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania

and Syracuse.

Not mentioned in the top

twenty this week, but with

potential to crack that barrier

are Air Force, Hofstra,

Adelphi, Denison, Harvard

and possibly Princeton and

C.W. Post,

Tuesday's 15-7 loss to

Johns Hopkins did not

diminish Washington's stature

as much as many stick fans

might believe. The first three

period scores will stand the

Shoremen In good stead. This

Saturday Brown and Hopkins

looms as a big one, while

Virginia, Navy, Washington

Euid Lee and Cornell have

breathers. Army plays Long
Island Lacrosse Club

Stickmen dump Syracuse

lose to 4th rated Hopkins

Crease attackman Jack Cope/and goes after a groundball in Tuesday's
15-7 loss to the Blue Jays. The Shoremen host Fair/eigh-Dickinson on
Saturday. Photo by GeoffAnderson

Syracuse University ended
its five-game Southern trip on
Sautrday as Washington
College handed the
Orangemen a 16-9 loss on
Kibler Field. I'lie victory,
coupled with Tuesday's 15-7

loss to Johns Hopkins, left

the Shoremen with a 4-2

record going into Saturday's

home game with
Falrleigh-Dickinson.

Washington started off

very slowly as the Orangemen
drew first blood-W.C. came
back with a score by Tom
Geo^e, but then Syracuse hit

for three more quick goals.

The first quarter ended with
the men from upstate New
York in the lead by a 6-3

margin. As in most of the

Washington College lacrosse
victories, the W.C. stickmen
made their move toward
victory in the second quarter.

witn two goals apiece by

co-captains Pete Boggs and

Bob Shriver, the sho'men

made their way to a 8-7 lead

at half-time.

Right from the second half

face-off Washington kept the

momentum io their favor, as

the Shoremen printed to a

11-7 lead. The Syracuse

attack continued to keep

pressure on goalie Ford

Schumann, but Ford had still

another good day in the net.

Syracuse was not dead yet;

the oragemen came back

strong in the latter portion of

the third quarter, coming

within two goals of

Washington. The W.C.

sticlcmen seemed to settle

down at the end of the third

quarter and for the whole

fourth quarter. They opened

up their 11-9 lead to a

comfortable 16-9 margin and

that is the way thines ended.



O^Keefe named Elm Editor
£arlier this week the Board of Publications

announced that Kevin O'Keefe is the newly

appointed Editor-in-chief of the ELM. O'Keefe . a

sophomore from Parkville, Maryland, was promoted

,
from news editor and will succeed Geoff Anderson at

the top position.

Editor-in-Chief O'Keefe brings to his position

outstanding credentials. In high school he served_a_s

editor of the Parkville PIONEER, named tlie second

best scholastic newspaper in the state of Maryland.

Outside of school O'Keefe has worked for the

Parkville REPORTER, the Towson TIMES, and the

By-law change proposed

Baltimore SUN. This summer he intends to work as

an intern at the Baltimore NEWS AMERICAN.
Reached at his hotel room in Montreal, O'Keefe, who
is currently on tour with the chorus, stated that his

main goal for the coming year would be the

continued improvement of the ELM.
O'Keefe also states, "1 hope to expand news

coverage, increase the, amount of commentary and

reviews and develop a stronger, more consistent

features section.

Hopefully, the new editor wishes to expand the

current four page weekly to eight pages if sufficient

advertising and copy warrants it. Also being

considered are changes In layout and typopgraphy in

hopes of giving the ELM a fresher, more interesting

appearance.

When asked about his plans for a new staff, O'Keefe

commented, "As of yet, 1 have no staff; however, the

majority of the present desk editorships will remain

the same."

Anyone wishing to work on the '72-'73 edition of

the ELM should contact the new editor. An
organizational meeting will be held in the near future.

Dimsdale wins controversial race

For the first time in

Washington's history an

officer of the SGA has been

elected to a second term.

John Dimsdale set the

precedent Monday night by
being re-elected to the office

of President.

Controversy surrounded
the election Monday night

with a new interpretation of

the "no vote" on the ballots.

In previous years, a no vote

counted as a vote cast against

the candidate. In such a case,

the candidate has been
defeated by no vote. The new
ruling was made by the Board
of Elections after conferring

with Dean Kelley and Prof.

McHugh. The Constitution as

it now stands has no mention
of no vote, so that the past

tradition has been, just that a

tradition.

Due to this controversy,

Glenn Dryden at the Senate
meeting proposed a change in

the by-laws to clarify the no
vote. Dimsdale then
appointed Paul Sullivan and
Mike Macielag to co-chair a

committee to revise the

election by-laws.

The other results of the

election were: Bruce
Kornberg as Treasurer; Leslie

Tice, Secretary; and a run-off

between Beth Kahn and
Betsy Murray for
Vice-President.

The Senate acting on an

earlier motion prohibiting

seniors from voting in the

spring Student Government
elections, defeated the

motion. Prof. McHugh

commented that by this

motion "the SGA is

disenfrancishing people while

in tact they are still here."

Dimsdale interjected that

"the seniors were the most

critical group among the

voters by relying on their

three years of experience."

The amendment regarding

freshman class elections was

untabled and voted on by the

Senate. The Constitutional

change of having the

freshmen class officeis

elected the week after

mid-terms was easily passed

with little discussion. Also

passed was an amendment
specifying the composition

and responsibilities of the

Student Senate. With the

approval of these two

changes, the amendments
must now go before the

student body as a referendum

before the changes are

enacted. The referendum

shall be held next week with

at least three fourths of the

student body voting and two

thirds of the votes being for

the proposed changes.

Weekend features Livingston Taylor

Spring weekend at Washington College will

kick-off Friday night at 7:30 with the

Livingston Taylor concert. Also featured at

the concert are folk-singers Happy and Artie

Traum. Tickets for students have been

reduced from four to three dollars per person.

Saturday night features the Spring

Weekend Dance at Worton Roller Rink

beginning'at 9:00. The band is "Roomful of

Blues", a jazz and blues group from Boston.

The tickets will be on sale for S4.00 a couple.

Finally, Spring Weekend comes to a close

Sunday with the annual all-campus picnic on

the quad.
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Confusion of Excellences

It^s been real

\ This being our last issue, the 1971-72 ELM staff

;' would like to thank those individuals who helped

make the production on the ELM possible this

year.

Specially they are:

i "Our faculty advisors. Dr. John Conklin, Dr.

\ Kevin McDonnell and Hurtt Deringer, whose
valuable experience and advice have gotten the

ELM out of many a jam.

t --Deans Kelley and McArdJe, for keeping the

ss ELM informed as to major developments in

iS student affairs.

I "Bedford Groves, for keeping us posted on

I what's happening at Washington College.

-Easton and Kent Publishing Companies,
especially Sonny Usilton and Howard Johnson, for

publishing our paper and letting us bring in late

copy on Thursday mornings.

In closing, we would like to give a special thanks
to Charles Cockey who during his stay at

Washington College had a genuine concern and
interest in the publication of Washington ELM.

Senior picture poll

The Yearbook would like

to know what students prefer

to have done in regards to

their senior pictures. Please

circle your preference, cut

out this article and put it

under the Pegasus Office door
(door in the mailroom).

A. Both formal and
candid pictures; S3.00 sitting

fee; with options of buying

pictures for family and choice

for yearbook.

B. Candid pictures only;

no sitting fee; with options of

buying pictures for family.

C. Candid pictures only;

no sitting tee; no options of

buying extra pictures.

D. Formal pictures only;

$1.00 sitting fee; with

options of buying pictures for

family.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
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A Confusion of Excellences

Said a bumptious young Dean named Bob
Seagerer:

"For Research all you Profs should be
eagerer!

You must publish and publish

-Even if it's Pure Rubbish-

Or your Pay will get meagerer and meagerer
"Anon

Whether or not the above-quoted limerick

is an accurate encapsulization of what might

be called the Era of the Seager Beaver now
drawing to a close at Washington College,

there is no doubt that there has been more
publish-or-perish noise around the campus in

the past two years than at any other period

in the College's history.

The selection of an academic Dean may
make it appropriate just now to consider the

publish-or-perish criterion widely used as a

measure of faculty quality in large state

universities, and to ask whether that

criterion is appropriate to a small liberal arts

college that wishes to pursue its purpose

excellently.

Let us first ask what the respective

purposes of a college and a university are

and, in the light of this, what their respective

excellences are.

A college and a university both arc

obviously places in which (1) lore--both

humanistic and scientific~is assembled and

passed down and in which (2) various

techniques of criticizing, performing, and
experimenting are practised and handed
down. But here, it seems to me, the

similarities end.

A UNIVERSITY is above all else a

pre -professional institution. It prepares its

graduates for careers in very specific fields,

whether law, medicine, forestry, or one of

the liberal arts disciplines, its professors

must therefore be quite narrowly

professional, concerned with scholarship and
resefurch in one closely defined field.

An undergraduate COLLEGE, by

contrast, is NOT a pre-professional

institution. In its pure form it prepares its

graduates for no specific career whatever,

aiming instead at evolving them into adult

men and women having certain habits of

thought and character held to be

intrinsically good and socially beneficial. Its

professors must therefore be, among other

things, generalists concerned with whole

persons and with a wide range of values

permeating the whole of life.

I take Socrates and his followers to have

given Western civilization its ideal of the

educated man which it is the purpose of a

COLLEGE to produce. In Plato's dialogues

Socrates is important not because of facts he

dispenses-certainly not because of his

publicationsl-but because he invited his

friends to examine issues of general human
concern in a rational, disciplined, and

civilized way.tn so doing he exemplifies the

ideal of the undergraduate teacher.

Many trends in America since World War
II have eroded this conception of the

distinctive role of the undergraduate college

and this Socratic image of its ideal professor.

Many do not see the distinctive function of a

college at all any more and confuse its

function with that of a university. From this

confusion has followed the misconceived
attempt to apply publish-or-perish

standards-appropriate in a univenslty-to

undergraduate colleges.

Some a^^e that the liberal arts college is

dead because knowledge is so specialized

that no generalist can cope with it. The ideal

of the well-rounded, educated
man-possessing some knowledge of a variety

of disciplines and foreign languages, and a

sound body in addition-is, to some, a relic

of the past. Some colleges in former days
espoused aims that were , in part, snobbish or
provincial. Washington College itself, forty

years ago, advertised itself as a distinctively

Southern institution devoted to a special

appreciation of Southern culture and rural

living. Aims such as these are surely

anachronisms in today's society. Are not the

colleges that fostered them-and the

professors that taught in those

colleges-anachronisms, too?
There is MORE evidence, I believe, to the

contrary-suggesting that the distinctive aims
of the undergraduate college • ar&.'more

.

widely appreciated than ever. The removal
of antiquated and provincial aims has made
the truly liberal aims of colleges clearer and
more compelling than ever. Former state

teacher's colleges by the hundreds have

adopted liberal arts curricula, as have many
former purely scientific and engineering

schools (e.g., M.I.T.)-providing graduates of

these institutions with more, rather than

less, general education.

Most convincing of alt, however, is the

unmistakable current student enthusiasm for

the generalist aims of traditional

undergraduate education. A glance at the

newspaper headlines of the past five years

shows that students today are more than

ever inclined to be avid Socratic critics of

received systems of value. Recent
undergraduate disorders have been clear

protests against the impersonal, mass
education dished out by professors and
graduate students who are interested only in

their professional specialties, who avoid the

person-to-person dialogue of campus life,

and who in fact flee the campus at every

possible opportunity in the pursuit of
researching, publishing, and cunsulting. The
appalling cynical attitude towards
undergraduate teaching found in most
graduate schools has been unmasked.
Students no longer quietly stand by while an
effective and conscientious teacher is

dismissed because he has not been
"published."

And so publish-or-perish has been hit

pretty hard by a student generation that has

re-discovered its own heritage. But there is

evidence, too, that within the disciplines

themselves serious questions are being asked

about the seemingly mindless stress that has

come to be laid on publication. Is all this

publishing really necessary-or is it just one
more evidence of the American tendency to

equate "more" with "better"? And is not

much that Is' pubUshed a refiection of the

excesses of our throw-away society-material

of transient interest destined for the trasii

basket almost as soon as it appears? Every

year brings those of us in philosophy a new
crop of pastepot texts in the subject-e.g.,

"Philosophy For A New Generation," or

"Philosophy In An Age of Crisis." These

productions, put together mainly to add to

someone's list of publications, introduce the

student to a topic such as civil disobedience

with articles from last year's NEW
REPUBLIC rather than through such

timeless writings as Plato's CRITO or

Sophocles' ANTIGONE. I hasten to add that

we do not favor transient secondary rubbish

of this kind at Washington College: we read

Plato and we read Sophocles.

Finally, the easy dogmas of the

publish-or-perish credo as they apply to

teaching are being questioned. Publishing, on

a second look, -is seen .as neither, the

sufficient nor the necessary condition of

good teaching. Research may, in SOME
cases, add stimulation to a professor's

classes. In other cases it may merely impede

his class preparation. And it is clear that

many other factors besides research may
promote good teaching: seeing a play,

. reading in another field, travelling abroad-a

million things.

The Greek knew all about this in their

praise of creative leisure (SCHOLE, from

which we get "school") as the best

atmosphere for the healthy flourishing of

inquiry and reflection. The medieval

university embodied this leisurely tradition.

The grubbing grimness of publish-or-perish

seems its polar opposite.

In sum, we must beware of a confusion of

excellences. Imposing publish-or-perish at

Washington College cannot, I believe, be

justified as leading a confused and torpid

institution out of Darkness into Light, as

introducing excellence where there was

none. An appropriate excellence exists here

as things are, and most teaching that now
goes on at Washington College is not just

potentially, but actually, good. The faculty

who have remained here for any length of

time-most of whom, incidentally, nave

come from top-flight universities-have

stayed not because they have lost a good but

because they have found one. Can they be

faulted for wishing to keep that good intact?

Peter Tapke

^9V^m\ 9? PtiUosqphy
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Creative arts awards Women's pets ousted;

Music Awards ^
First Ron Garrett ^^

Second and i
Third Sandy Richter 1

Photo Awards
First Sandy Casler No. 53

Second Geoff Anderson No. 36

Third Bob Beach No. 39

Honorable Mention
J. Wilton Berry No. 86

Ralph H. Smith No. 46

Gerald Wilson No. 64

Drav/ing Awrds
First Nancy Norwood No. 80

Second Victoria Lewis No. 42

Third Mary AnnLeekley No. 79

Painting Awards
First Allen Johnson

Second Susan Barrett No. 90

Third C. A. Hutton No. 89

Sculpture Awards
First Larry White No. 99

Second Frank Thornton No. 91

Third Larry White No. 93

Prose Awards
First Jones Baker

Second Scott Woolever

Third Lisa Turner

Poetry Awards
First Bob Burkholder -^

Second Dave Beaudoin

Third Daniel Williams

,J^^?^^^

men's decision pending
by Mary Maisel

In the past year, th animal situation on

campus has become an issue of concern for

many people in both the men's and women's
dormitories. The present policy of

permitting pets on campus is undergoing

changes.

When asked what the situation will be in

the women's residence halls next year, Dean

Kelley replied that there will be absolutely

no pets allowed in the dorms as no other

suggested alternatives, such as the residents

voting for a dorm mascot, seem workable.

Dean Kelley said the decision was reached

after discussing the issue with the resident

assistants but the final decision was her own.

"I don't see any other solution, I really

don't" ' she said, "It must be all or

nothing." Complaints have been too

numerous to allow the situation to continue

as it is.

When asked about conditions in Caroline

House, Mary Ann Leekley, first floor R.A.,

responded. "The atuation has definitely

gotten out of hand." Animals are allowed to

wander the halls by owners who pay no heed

to the whereabouts or behavior of their

pets. Such problems as cat fights in the halls,

unforeseen fecal deposits lurking behind

doors plus the noise and tension created by

the presence of too many animals and

people living in an area not large enough for

such a population all exist. There are some

well tended pets which are a pleasurable

addition to dormitory life and as Mary Ann
admits, it is unfortunate the action taken

must include those who care so adequately

for their pets. These well trained animals are

exceptions however, as most people do not

fit into this category.

No definite solution to the problem in

the men's dormitories has yet been reached.

Dean McArdle said that although a plan has

not been determined, "Somerset will not

smell Uke a pound next year." Though

conditions may be no better in the men's

residence halls than in the women's dorms.

McArdle said he has received relatively few

complaints. He felt reactions to the problem

differ because the men are less willing to

complain about the atuation while tne

women are more apt to seek improved

conditions now.

Meanwhile, Bill Kane, head proctor in

Somerset, termed the animals in his dorm
thoroughly uncontrollable. Many people

simply will not assume responsibility for

their pets and, "it's dangerous to walk

barefoot in the halls." While this

predicament persists in Somerset, the

problem in Kent House has not gained such

large proportions. According to Paul Eldrige,

a proctor there, the number of animals kept

in the dorm is less than in the other

residence halls. The few pets living in Kent

are well trained with one possible exception

being a foul-mouthed parrot. Eldridge felt

however, that the general situation on

campus is not a good one.

The guidelines for keeping pets in the

readence halls are stated in the student

handbook for 1971-72 as follows: 1. Owners

must assume all responsibility. 2. Pets weigh

25 pounds or under. 3. ALL residents on the

Hoor agree to the presence of the pet. 4.

Upon ANY complaint from a resident of the

floor, the maintenance staff, or resident hall

staff, the owner must agree to dispose of the

pet.

These regulations comprise the P'a" which

was to be followed this year, but when it

was mentioned that the plan was not

practiced strictly. Dean McArdle responded,

"we are living under a value system that just

isn't workable.

In summary, pets, owners, and everyone

have suffered because some people have

displayed an ignorance of animals by not

caring for them property. It is unfair to

expect pleasure and companionship from an

animal without giving it responsible care and

training.

Power to the Women

^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^_ photo by Al Lambert

Thursday night is court night as Rick Pollitt pre -

sides at the MRA Traffic Court. Over six hundred

violations have been reported this year.

The Washington College

Organization for Female

Equality can now be added to

the list of campus
organizations. The idea to

form the group was suggested

after a mild discussion of the

situation of women on

Parking problem continues
by Cecile Mattax

On the lawn of Somerset Monday

morning, a car was parked, facing a "no

parking anytime" sign leaning againt the

building. In that lies Washington College's

parking problem--a lack of convenient

parking spaces plus a lack of student

cooperation.

The M.R.A. is responsible for registration

of students' cars, delegation of certain areas

as parking zones, and enforcement of

parking regulations. With the money from

parking tickets and registration fees, it

operates a popular loans service, whereby a

student many borrow up to $20, and

finances some dorm improvements. Now the

M.R.A. is thinking of buying some T.V. sets

and building a storage place for motorcycles.

Gordon Lattu has left this year over six

hundred tickets on cars parked in a lot

illegally or in a tow-away zone, such as the

Fire Lane, or on an unpaved area. Fines for

the first offense are $1; second, $2; third.

$3; subsequent, $5; for parking in a

tow-away zone, $5.

Dean McArdle of the Student Affairs

Office makes the decision as to whether a

car should be towed away, as several have

been. This he orders only "if the cars are

doing damage""tearing up a lawn-or If they

are parked in the Fire Lane, which must be

kept open in case of fire. "I don't Hke to

tow cars," he declared, "but it comes down

to if you're not going to listen to our

parking regulations, I don't know what else

to do."

On Thursday nights Rick PoUit presides

over the Traffic Court, to which one may
appeal one's ticket. Most of those receiving

notices to attend don't and are automaticaUy

declared guilty and charged a $3 late fee.

"People who take it seriously come," Rick

commented. As of a week ago, sixteen had

refused to pay their fines, which amounted

to $144. some being fined as much as $25

for several violations and late fees. Some will

hold off paying then: fines until the

semester's end, when they'll discover that

they won't receive their grades or be able to

register for the next term or have their

records released.

"If people would come to court, they

would probably get off a lot easier," Rick

declared. One would at least avoid a late fee.

Besides, those with a vaUd excuse would be

excused from paying the fine.

Much of the problem is due to Somerset

parking lot's being torn up. Until one near

the new dorms is finsihed, students who had

parked in the Somerset parking lot must

park in the Spanish House, Foxwell Hall, or

certain student parking lots or on College

Avenue. Mr. McArdle explained that he

doesn't like making students park on the

street, but that he doesn't know of another

alternative.

by Sue Burt

campus. The majority of the

complaints concerned
personal injustices we had

suffered because we were

women. A few vivid

memories of fraternity signs,

advertisments of dorm parties

and Kent House's "Sacrificial

Virgin" only added to our

prevailing beUef that on the

W. C. campus women are the

"second sex."

The basic aim of the

organization is to explore the

situation of women here and,

more generally, in American

society. Obviously, the only

V&y to fulfull such a

judicious-sounding aim is to

begin with specifics. 'Riere is

a continually growing list of

campus situations where

women are being treated

unequally.

Our first objective will be

to investigate the possibility of

sexual bias in the search for a

new dean. Another question

concerning hiring practices is

that of pre-determined

faculty ratios of men to

women. Turning our
attention to the students, we
plan to explore the p'ossibility

of courses about women. The
courses could be of an

interdepartmental nature,

involving images of women in

literature, the role of women
in politics and a course

considering women in a

sociological perspective.

We have found many

previously silent people

suddenly vocal on the subject

of women's liberation.

Surprising as it may be, many

of these people are willing to

invest their time in the

organization. Our only

disappointment has been the

Monday night Senate

meeting. The motion to

recognize the W. C.

Organization for Female

Equality was passed by the

Senate unopposed. In an

unprecedented action the

organization was offered ten

dollars; a meager ten percent

of our original request. The

revealing and disappointing

fact of the meeting was the

patronizing attitude of the

senators; the very attitude we

are trying to combat.

Thursday at 7:00 pjn.

there is a meeting of all

interested persons (male and

female). It will be held in

Hynson Lounge.
_

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES

Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2 mi. So. of Chestertown on Rt 213
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Lack of clutch hitting
\

factor in Sho ' losses

The Washington
aiamondmen suffered two

straight setbacks in

Mason- Dixon Conference

baseball action last week,

dropping the squad's record

to a less than sterling 1-2

mark with games against

Drew. Haverford and

Bridgewater coming up.

Catholic University

handed the Shoremen their

first loss last Thursday with a

7-3 triumph. Dave Novak

absorbed the loss as the

Shoremen outhit the

Cardinals 12 to 10 but were

unable to connect in the

clutch. The Shore left 1 2 men

on base to C. U.'s seven.

On Tuesday, Mount Saint

Mary's embarrassed the

Sho'men 10-1 on Kibler

Field. The Mounties

completely dominated play,

outhitting the Shore nine 14-

to 7. Even more significant

was the fact that the Mounts

did it with a single extra-base

by Bill Diinphy

double by Art Haddad. Jim

Wentzel knocked in the lone

Shore tally, scoring Phil

Repucci from second with a

single in the second inning.

Steve Raynor was tabbed

with the loss, evening his

season record at 1-1.

Bits and Pieces: Bill

Williams kept his three game

hitting streak alive with a

single agiunst the Mounts.

Williams is now 6 for 16 at

the plate for a .375 average.

.

. Dary Carrington, despite an

tor 2 effort on Tuesday,

retains the team batting lead

with a .445 mark. . . The

Sho'men have now left 37

men on base in 26 innings of

play, hardly conducive to

winning baseball games. . .

The Shoremen will have

played four games in four

days by the end of this week,

the regularly scheduled Mt.

St. Mary's, and Bridgewater

contests and the rescheduled

Drew and Haverford tilts.

hit, a ninth inning, two-out

1 50%OFFonDIAMONDS |
at Baltimore's DISCOUNT Jeweler! %

1
500 different I

styles of rings! I
' »
See Baltimore's %
largest selection of %
fine diamonds in all |
cuts and shapes.

|
*

Loose Diamonds at Discount Prices! I
fCftoose your setting from over 500 styles)

Special Offer
with the purchase of a V2 carat

or larger diamond
FREE DINNER and WINE for TWO
at the CHESAPEAKE RESTAURANT
You'll enjoy a complete dinner with wine and
tip included at Baltimore's finest restaurant.
Make your engagement a day to remember.

Take a Ml year to pay with Greenebaum's CHARGE PLAN, j
or use our lay-a-way plan, or your own credit card. ^
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Greg Lane puts a move on a FDU defenseman in the Shoremen 's 21-4 win

over Fairleigh Dickinson Tuesday. Lane's six goals equals his career high

which he set against Western Maryland last year, photo by Geoff Anderson

Lane's six over power FDU
The Washington College

Lacrosse team will play its

first away game of the season

this Saturday facing the Blue
Devils of Duke at North
Carolina.

After their 11-4 loss to

Johns Hopkins University

which dropped The
Shoremen out of the top ten

lacrosse teams of the nation

to number twelve, the

stickmen of W.C. were
determined to get back into

the top ten by defeating

Fairleigh Dickinson. The
Washington College lacrosse

team defeated the stickmen

from Madison, New Jersey,

by the score of 21-4. This win

was -the largest margin of

victory by the Shoremen, not

only was it the largest win.

by Bruce Romberg

but it also possessed the most
goals scored and most fouls

committed {32, 18 Fairleigh

Dickinson and 14 by
Washington) of the season.

The Washington College

attack and midfielders played

a very fine game Tuesday
afternoon. The attack played

extremely well being paced

by Greg Lane (6 goals and 2

assists), Jack Copeland (4

goals and 2 assists), and
co-captain Tom Geoi^e (3

goals). All three mid-fields

played an extremely
aggressive game and a strong

offensive game getting 3 goals

and 2 assists from Bob
Shriver, Pete Hoggs scored 2

goals and 2 assists, Jody
Haddow had 2 goals and 1

assists, Jan Rosenthal had 1

goal and Mark Sinkinson had

3 assists. Pat Gray and Ron
Reynolds both had one assist

apiece.

The defense of the W.C.

lacrosse team still leaves a

question in everyone's mind.

Though untested by Fairleigh

Dickinson can the young

W.C. five of Rick Norris, Joe

Connor, Ray Trucksess, Burt

Cook and Jay Elliot hold out

stronger opponents like Duke
and Washington and Lee.

Though the goal-tending is

very strong, stabilized by
Ford Schumann, there is only

so much a goalie can do, the

defense must be right in order

that Washington College gets

an invitation to a post season

tournament.

Elser impressive in

Shore win over Wagner
Capturing eleven of

seventeen events the

Washington College trackmen

continued their winning ways

yesterday as they subdued a

strong Wagner team 80-65.

Despite the absence of some
key performers in the field

events those competing faired

well enough to win four of
the seven events. In the races,

an acknowledged stronghold,

the Shoremen caputred seven

of the ten events with

exceptional times in the mile

and 120 yard high hurdles.

High scorer for the meet

was Freshman Peter Mucphy.

Winning all three jumping

events Peter compiled 15

points, Paul Schlitz won the

mile with a 4:25, 1 time and

the two mile for a ten point

total. George Elser also

compiled 10 points as he won
both the 120 yard high

hurdles and the 440 yard

intermediate hurdles. Norris

Commodore followed with

eight points, capturing a first

in the shot put and a second

place in the discus. The
highlight of the meet in fact

came with Norris winning

distance in the shotput as he

smashed his own school

by Bill Gant

record with a length of 45'

11".

Other shore standouts

were Bob Maskrey, Tom
Clements and the members of

the 440 relay team. The most

promising aspects of the meet

were, the performances of the

double and triple winners,

Norris Commodore and Paul

Schlitz and Chris
Wetherhold's continued

success in the mile.

With Salisbury State next

Tuesday the Shoremen are

expected' to return home with

a 4-0 record before their

matchup with Western

Maryland. With the

establishment of a winning

atittude the incentive would

be provided for continued

success despite the power of

that school's program. Other

promising factors include the

advent of seasonable

temperatures and the

development of talented

hopefuls like Al Reynolds

Summer

^ Sessions
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE

IF YOU ARE SPENDING YOUR SUIiflER IN

THE WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA FLAN TO TAKE

COURSES AT MONTGOMERY COLLEGE

4 week - 6 v/eek - 8 week sessions

WRITE TO: DIRECTOR OF ACKISSIONS

MONTGOMERY COLLEGE

Takoma Park Ccmpus

Takoiria Park, Maryland

20012

Rockville Campu:

Rockville. Maryland
20850,
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Concert fails financially
by Bob Dannpr ^ •^

Livingston Taylor's concert last Friday night in Cain

Gym was not a financial success, but judging by the

audience applause, the concert succeed on a higher level.

photo by Sandy Kasler

by Bob Danner

Washington's Spring
Weekend Concert featuring

Livingston Taylor, despite
favorable student response,
was a failure financially. In

all, there were 641
ticket-holders. And of these,

only 400 were college

students. The rest were local

high school students.

The Livingston Taylor
concert cost $5280 with
tickeU at $3.00 per student
and $4.00 for general

admission. With the fairly

disappointing turn-out, the

SGA absorbed a loss of
$3500. The last Spring
Weekend (with Iron
Butterfly) cost $7800. Even
with tickets priced at $5.00
per person at that concert
there was a loss of $5,000. So
according to SGA executives

suffering a ioss is nothing new
for Washington College.

According to SGA President

John Dimsdale, "...concerts

aren't aimed at financial

success."

But why the low student
turnout?

"There's an apathy
developing among the
students concerning social

events that have been popular
in the past," stated Bill

Monk, SGA Social Chairman.
"Spring Weekend became just

another Parents Weekend or
IFC Weekend." Monk also

pointed out that a college of
this size has a limited drawing
power, "We can only draw

from the high schools and the
College."

TTie inevitable fact is that
Washington College cannot
"...charge enough to break
even and can't really afford
to pay for a big name,"
according to Dean Maureen
Kelly. This year, the SGA will

have only $800 in their

treasury to carry over to next
year due to the Spring
Weekend financial loss.

Senate leader fears

Dean Kelly's ouster
As a result of "rumors

circulating around campus,"
Senate President John
Dimsdale demanded of
President Merdinger last week
a statement regarding his
position on the rehiring of
Maureen Kelly, Dean of
Women.

SGA attacks off-campus housing policy
by Leslie Tice

Washington's Student Senate
Monday night criticized the
administration's- off-campus housing
policy enacted last week, which will

allow only twenty new students to
move off-campus.

According to the ruUng, all students
presently living off-campus may
remain there but any student who
wanted to move was forced to submit
an appUcation stating his reasons for

the request to the Student Affairs
Office. The Deans then made a

decision on who was to be allowed to

move.

With the Maryland presidential primary
only three weeks off activities sponsored by
local supporters of the candidates are

beginning to pick up. Today, the ELM looks

at the local programs of Governor Geot^e
Wallace of Alabama and Senator George
McGovem of South Dakota.

Wallace working in town

George Wallace's Chestertown campaign headquarters,
located downtown next to the Chester Theater, is spartanly
furnished and heavily plastered with the traditional

trademarks of a presidential campaign. But the significance

of the trappings end there, for when you meet the office's

two organizers, you immediately sense that you have found
true Wallace men; sincere, honest, frank, and above all,

Christian.

N.R. Quesenberry ('Let me spell that for you') rushes to

meet you as you enter the door, welcomes you quickly and
friendly, and asks what he can do for you. He'proceeds
though to tell you about his years with county and state

governments, and because of those experiences, he says, he
is convinced that Wallace is the man for the job.

But the man with the answers, with an earthly

dissertation on why he supports Wallace, is a middle aged
Galena farmer, Dudley Chance. "1 am only here." he says

softly, "for the welfare of my countryand of my children.

iContinued on Pafe 3i

When questioned about the legality
and reasons for the change. Dean Kelly
remarked that "it was a financial
consideration." Dean Kelly said that
she had spoken to Mr. Hessey about
the problem, and if students illegally

moved off-campus, unless the
student's room and board bill was
paid, he would not be allowed to
register fdr second semester.

Dean Kelly, after being asked if the
policy would be enforces, states, "he
left us with the impression that yes,
indeed, he would prevent kids from
registering for second semester. He is

in svmnathy with the problem but he

is in a bind. The President is the only
one who can change his position."

George Kaloroumakis, who
introduced the resolution, asked about
the possibility of a law suit if a student
is not permitted to register. Dean
Kelly replied that "there is a good
possibility that legally they 'the
College' can't. But It is a long time
while you are suing for re-admission.

Dean McArdle added that "the
Senate statement is okay but you
should realize that more students
living off-campus would mean higher
room and board rates

John in the letter,
explained to the President
that rumors had been heard
on the campus that he did
not intend to extend Dean
Kelly's contract. The SGA
President admitted that "he
feels there may be some
validity to the rumor."

In asking Merdinger for a
clarification on his position,

Dimsdale hopes to get written
proof of his intentions. "If he
says, 'yes, we are getting rid

of her,' or takes no stand, I

would definitely take it to

the Advisory Committee, and
eventually to the students."
If Merdinger responds that he
does intend to keep Kelly in

her position, John explained
that he would then have
written proof should Kelly be
dismissed over the summer or
next school year. "The
Advisory Committee will be
on-call this summer," he
added, "and 111 use it if

necessary."

Maryland primary McGovem on campus

activity builds-up
by Kevin O'Keefe

Local activities supporting the campaign
of Geoi^e McGovem are centered on the
College campus, under the leadership of a
former Paul McCluskey worker, who speaks
with the experience of a seasoned
campaigner.

The organizer, freshman Larry Falk,
describes his candidate as "the most
idealistic, but he is a realist too. Right now I

think he has got the best chance to win."

As it stands now, the workers plan to

canvass the Chestertown area to drum up
support for their candidate. Falk also wants
to make sure that students are registered,

though registration for the Maryland
primary is now closed.

The McGovern supporters have set up
four local committees to handle their

activities, including: 1) a membership group
to bring in new workers, 2) a voter

registration committee, 3) a finance

directory to cover cost of campaign
paraphernalia, and 4> an activities (such as

town canvass) committee.
Larry added that students will be

contacted this summer to work in their own
states for McGovem.
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Only the beginning

It is a [ogically acceptable fact that before one

starts on a journey, he should know for what he is

heading. And so it is with the Elm; it is Important

that we, the editors, know what direction this

newspaper will take, what goals it will strive to

attain. And you, as our readers, should be aware of

it too, because in a very real sense, you are taking

the ride with us.

We on the staff, of course, hope to continue the

journalistic and creative development of the Elm,

but more than that, we hope through our efforts to

make Washington a livlier and more respected

academic community, cognizant of its problems

but aware of its capabilities. If we can accomplish

that, through our news, editorial, feature, and

sports coverage, then, and only then, will we have

the right to be satisfied.

A song of blues

Washington's annual Spring Weekend has

passed, and with its completion comes what
appears to be disturbing financial figures, resulting

from Friday night's Livingston Taylor concert.

While SGA leaders, and ultimately the students,

lost what could only have been described as a

bundle of money, those who are immediately
aghast over the cost should realize that the

concert's intent was not to make money. And
while the sum was larger than one could have
wished for, students requested the concert, and the

fact that they failed to support it fully, is only
their fault

Analysis

Assembly, remember us?
Stories by Kevin O'Keefe

The final gavel has been sounded and the

1972 session of the Maryland General

Assembly is now history.

Amid the confusion of the ending days, it

was obvious that this session, from the

perspective of students and youth in general,

would be an exercise in frustration and

futility.

First on the list of student concern

the last bill to suffer defeat, was a motion lu

lower the age of majority, or in less legal

terms, to lower the age of adulthood from
21 to 18. The motion, which received strong

support from Washington students, in the

form of petitions, suffered rejection at the

hands of the House of Delegates, which has

often been known to act more
conservatively than the upper chamber
Senate, which actually passed the lower age

of majority bill. The House's reasoning for

its action is unclear, especially since the

motion did not come to the floor until the

waning hours of the session, a time when
hundreds of bills are either rushed through

or rejected with skimpy debate and often

little apparent reasoning.

It is certain though that some delegates

from the Baltimore metropolitan area were
against the motion on the point of lowering

the drinking age for alcohol. Indeed, the

House had soundly defeated only three days

previously, a bill introduced by a

Montgomery county legislator which would
have accomplished that objective.

The House did consent however, to

establishing a legislative commission to

examine all the aspects of a lower age of

majority and will probably institute its

investigation this summer, in time for next

year's four month legislative session. The
House's action appears though, as only a

minor concession to the new youth vote and
postponing the whole issue appears

somewhat unreasonable since motions of

this type have been prevalent in the House
during its last few sessions. The delegates

have undoubtedly had plenty of time to

look at the question, plenty of time to

examine its complications, and plenty of

time to realize that procrastination is not the

answet, at least from the viewpoint of

youths anxious to be granted full status as

adults.

Tlie General Assembly, in other youth
oriented issues, knocked off proposals for

the reform of Maryland's State Scholarship

program, which has been the subject of

extensive exposures of corruption, and also

passed a bill, at the urging of the President

of Towson State College, outlawing term

paper companies, which directly supply

papers for students' courses, from operating

in the state.

One definite bright spot for students'

interest is the passage of a bill which will

enable the creation of a state-run

VISTA-type program called the Maryland

Service Corp. Although no money was
appropriated in this year's budget, beginning

next year the Department of Employment
and Social Services will direct funds from its

budget to this area.

In retrospect, many legislators, especially

in the House, proved tiiat their interest in

Maryland's youth vote does not even extend

as far as the ballot box, and in response,

student leaders in the state, including SGA
President John Dimsdale, are considering the

creation of a student lobby to ensure that

youth's interests are considered. But

unfortunately, we'll have to wait another

year to get any response out of the Maryland
General Assembly if we are lucky, that is.

The ELM invites all members of the

College community to submit for

publication letters, essays, reviews, and

critical pieces. Submissions can be delivered

to the Washington ELM -office (shove

it under the door) or can be channeled

through the campus mail. Deadline for

articles is the Monday night prior to

publication date.

Dimsdale's second term: a look both ways
John Dimsdale has just

completed a year in office as

President of the SGA and set a

precedent when elected for the

same office for a second term. Here
are some of his reflections on
the past year and some thoughts on
the one coming up.

Looking back over the past year

of your administration, what do

you consider to be your

accomplishments, and what were

your failures?

I have to admit that the general

tone in the SGA was rather

mediocre as far as great

accomplishments go. We have a lot

of unfmished work. 1 do think
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though that we were very successful

socially which is due to the work of

Bill Monk. The Coffeeship, Creative

Arts Festival, Homecoming, and
Spring Weekend were all successful

this year. We did get two student

representatives in faculty meetings

and two students on the Honorary
Degrees Committee.

What kind of unfinished work
remains?

The policies of the President arc

still unsatisfactory as far as I am
concerned. The President of
Washington College does not belong
here - we at least made that fact

known yet he is still here. We still

have a language requirement which

we were unable to change in the

face of obstinate faculty

opposition. We made only slight

progress with the gym requirement

and distributional requirements. I

do not want to say that it was all a

failure...it is just something that is

not yet finished. 1 am not giving up.

Are you satisfied with President

Merdinger being here?

No. Actions and policies of his

since the Board's report have shown
he still is not in tune with a small,

libera! arts college.

In your estimation how is the

College Advisory CommiHee
woifcing out?

The membership of the Advisory
Committee this year was picked by
the Board and is rather conservative

in nature. Next year, the members
will be elected by the faculty,

administration, and students, and I

.predict th^ (there, will be a Uttle bit,

more of a liberal attitude. We have

advised the President on our own
initiative approximately four times

and there is reluctance on his part

to take the advice.

For example?
We advised him to change

graduation to Sunday, advice which

he did not take.

Do you think Merdinger will

remain much longer?

No, I do not think he is going to

be here much longer.

What do you consider to be the

main problems you must face in the

next year?

The administration. More
specifically, certain administration
policies aimed at making this school
financially viable, which, if

haphazardly carried out, will prove
detrimental in the long run.

What objectives, if any, have you
set for your administration?

Increased participation in the

overall functioning of the College,

There hasn't been enough. I think

the set-up is there, although we do
not have votes on the Board and are

not on the Appointment and
Tenure Committee. Also, increased

student participation in national

and international issues is

necessary. One year ago, Herbert
Marcuse said that the "rock*=shock"

revolution was over and the time

for hard political organizing had
arrived. I'd really like to see the

creation of a Maryland Student
Lobby to push for bills like the age

of majority one, in Annapolis.

Student participation..jiot only

hefp^ the College function better

but it helps the student. It is

another aspect of their education.

What role should students play

in the selection of a new Dean?
The selection of a new Dean

affects students just as much as

faculty and there should be as

many students on the Committee as

faculty members.

Is there any way to accomplish

this?

1 am going to talk to Dr. Joe

McLain, and all the others (on the

committee) are willing to go along

with his decision. If anything, I

would be for five students and five

faculty (it is now one and six). We
might have to settle for six faculty

and four students though.

How do you feel about the issue

of 'pubUsh or perish'?

I do not claim to be

knowledgable about what a faculty

member should do to remain on the

grintier of his discipline. Publishing

detracts from a professor's primary
concern, i.e. bis or her students.

But publishing does stimulate a

professor in his discipline.

How do you feel about the 'no

vote' tactics employed by one of

your opponents in the campaign

which just saw you re-elected?

The SGA constitution makes no
mention of 'no vote'. The
interpretation that a majority of
'no votes' can defeat a candidate is

no interpretation at all. It is a

creation of a non-existent

constitutional clause. Who is to say

a *no vote' counts for or against a

candidate if it isn't even mentioned
in the constitution. Anyway, the

election results gave me a clear-cut

majority, even counting the *no

votes* against me, so I fail to see

what was so controversiaK
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Publishing faculty offer a perspective

by Mary Ruth Yoe

From Truman to Johnson: New
Hampshire's Impact on American
Politics is Assistant ProEessor o£

Political Science Jonah Churgin's

Hrst book. An attempt to

determine the New Hampshire
presidential primary's validity as a

reftector of national and local voter

sentiment, the book is being

published by Yeshiva Univeristy

Press.

Or. Churgin, who plans another

book-on the 1972 presidential

primaries and what he feels will be

the ',temporary demise of the

primary system," said he spent an

average of five hours a day on his

manuscript during the past two
years because "I find some
enjoyment in it, it's like a game."

He estimated that he spends an

equal amount of time on his classes

and course preparation. Asked why
he writes, Dr. Churgin responded,

"I'm doing it because I want to do

Studio theatre finale

it, not to play the publish or perish

game."
Commenting on the whole

philosophy of publish or perish, the

assistant professor said that
"although research is a good thing,

Washington College is not in the
best situation. It requires money."

Dr. Tai Sung An, chairman of
the Department of Political Science

and International Relations, agreed
with Dr. Churgin's analysis.

"Publish or perish may work at

bigger universities, but it won't
work at Washington College."

Seeing the college as "primarily
a teaching institution," Dr. An
added,"We don't have a good
library for publish or perish, we
have a heavy teaching load (9 hours
instead of a maximum of Tive or six

hours to permit time for research)

and the idea is nonsense without a

college-provided research fund."

Ideally, Dr. An feels the publish

or perish philosophy should be

replaced by one which emphasized

"good teaching AND good

publications" by all faculty

members. Practicing Hts preaching.

Dr. An, whose book, Mao
Tse. Tung's Cultural
Revolutions (published by

Pegasus Press in November), wilt be
a text in several major universities

this fall, spends about five or six

hours a day on his ^vritings.

He recently signed a contract

with- Westminster Press of
Philadelphia which calls for the

publication in eariy 1973 of

The Sino-Soviet Territorial Dispute.

So far this year he has had three

articles published in scholarly

journals and expects that number
to double by the end of 1972.

A scholar, according to Dr.

Nicholas Newlin, chairman of the

English Department, "is a person

who reads and thinks, not

necessarily a person who
publishes." The professor further

distinguished between research and
publication, saying, "In some
(perhaps, many) cases, research

could stimulate a teacher to better

teaching, but I don't think there is

any objective evidence of
correlation between the two, and
certainly not between publication
and good teaching."

Dr. Newlin has never published a
scholarly work, although his

dissertation is "recorded
somewhere on microfilm." Indeed,
he felt that excessive emphasis on
publication overiooks the fact that
"a great deal of scholarship if

glorified plagiarism."

At the moment, between classes,

committees and other college work.
Dr. Newlin is working on a novel he
began during his sabbatical in

Oxford two years ago. He described
the work, now one-third complete,
as "a comic fantasy about human
society, laid in a <wmi-imaginary
land."

In summary, professors who
write seem to do so because they

enjoy it, not because the present

Washington College policy actively

encourages their efforts. Publish or

perish is still only a phrase.

Part of the dream found
by Mary Ruth Yoe

The Studio Theatre is currently housing

four contemporary plays in the Drama
Department's last major production of the

year. Director Timothy Maloney terms the

plays "four good examples of what's

happening in American theatre-by three

fairly well established playwrights."

Bringing It all Back Home, Trees, The
Hunter and the Bird, and Interview all

expose some of the missing parts in the

American dream machine. While Maloney

finds it "unnecessary for the audience to

know anything about the plays before they

see them," two of the four plays receive

explanatory subtitles in the playbill. Trees is

"A Play for Trees and People" and interview

is "A Fugue for Eight Actors."

Almost as important as the choice of

one-act plays is the staging in the Studio

Theatre. This is the first major production to

be housed in the more intimate confines of

the basement room. Hopefully, people who
habitually attend only the Tawes Theatre

productions will now be initiated into the

Studio Theatre set of theatregoers.

Performances begin at 8:00 p.m. through

Saturday night. Reservations can be made by

calling 778-2800, extensions 268 or 269.

Pre-freshman day set

by Mary Maisel

The 1972-73 freshmen

class is expected to number
200 which is considerably

smaller than last year's

freshmen enrollment.
However, on Saturday. April

22, Washington College will

play host to 355 people

includi ng prospective
freshmen, their relatives and
friends.

Pre-Freshmen Day, will

officially t>egin at 10:00 a.m.

with registration in Hynson
Lounge. At this time

prospective students and their

parents will have their first

opportunity to meet
administrative staff, faculty

members and representatives

of various student
organizations. This will be
followed by a welcome from
Mr. Ormond L. Andrews Jr.,

Director of Admissions, at

11:00 ajn. in Tawes Theater.

A free lunch will begin at

11:30 a.m. in Hodson Hall

with group touts conducted
by student guides afterwards.

At 1:30 p.m. meetings

with department chairmen
will take place. The faculty

members will discuss the

offerings and facilities of
their department's with
incoming students. Also
beginning at 1:30 will be two
sports events, a baseball game
and tennis match both with
Western Maryland College.

From 2:30 until4:00 p.m.

an open house at the ''Coffe

House" will be held. It is

during this time, Mr. Andrews
hopes, that present and

prospective students will get

acquainted. If one particular

factor will play an important

role m favorable influencing

prospective students, Mr.

Andrews feels it will be

informal meetings with

students and faculty.

"Pre-Feshmen Day is a

chance for kids to talk with

faculty members and

students. Once they meet the

people here their minds will

be made up."

The day will conclude

with dinner in Hodson Hall

followed by the Drama
Department's presentation of

four one-act plays in the

Studio Theatre at both 3:00

and 8:00 p.m.

(Continued from Page H

Four one act plays mark the finale of the drama

department's season. Pam Locker, appears here from

Interview. photo by Ed Anson

Wallace's campaign hits Chestertown
If we go the way we are going, we'll soon be under a

communist dictatorship in a short time."

Wallace he says will bring a new honesty, a new direction

to the government, which he explains, got him interested In

establishing a local headquarters in the first place. "About a

month ago, I happened to be looking at Wallace on TV and

he came out and said that in '68 he was the only candidate

who voted against forced busing. Another thing, he is a

good Christian man and he doesn't drink. I have no

objections to a man drinking, but we have too many drunk

legislators acting on our bills."

In a soft tone, Dudley Chance continues his remarks,

though he is intermitently interrupted with comments and

laughs from ,the elderly Mr. Quesenberry. Wallace, he

claims, is not bridled with the restraints and debts of a

traditional party man, although he is running on the

Democratic slate. "He has paid all his bills and none of the

rest have paid theirs. The Democrats have a nine million

dollar debt. We want a sober man to sign bills and to pay

his bills too. In general, his talks make more sense than the

others."

"And," he adds enthusiastically, "WaUace Is not a

member of the Council of Foreign Relations, which right

now controls practically all of our news media. I could give

you proof, but it has to stay off the record. Just say some

unfavorable things are going on in the Council of Foreign

Relations."

Both men admitted unqualitatively that they "are

hoping for a real good turnout" and are optunistic about

Wallace's chances for victory in Maryland, and e^ecially

for one in the Kent County area.

And as far as the new youth vote and the more liberal

'votes of the Washington College community go, both

o^anizers brimmed with expectations of success, though

they inferred that theh cheerfulness on the latter was more

reserved. "We are going to canvass," admits Mr.

Quesenberry. "We are lookhig for volunteers." Dudley

Chance added that some Washhigton students, supporting

George McGovera's candidacy, had visited their

headquarters with less than enthusiastic interest in Wallace.

Still, both men uivited any interested students to talk with

them. "You don't think they'd come m here and make

trouble, do you?"
"No," his friend replied, "Washington College students

aren't like that, are they?" -
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Sho'men upend Diike, 14-'

Senior Co-captain Peter Boggs evades a Duke defender

during Washington's 14-7 victory over the Blue Devils.

photo by Geoff Anderson

by Bruce Komberg

It is hoped that the W. C.

stickmen will have as good a

day at Washington and Lee

this Saturday as they did

against the Duke Blue Devils

last Saturday, as W. C. won
14-7. Once again the lacrosse

squad started off very slowly,

giving Duke a 3-1 lead at the

end of the first quarter. As
the second quarter began the

Blue Devils continued to

open their lead to a 5-1

margin. A lot of elements

contributed to their slow

start, including the 85 degree

temperature and sluggish play

resulting from the long bus

ride.

With Jack Copeland
scoring the first two goals the

Shoremen were down 6-2

with 7:25 left in the second

quarter. Then as so many
games before the Stickmen
made their move; they scored

four goals in a row while

keeping Duke scoreless. To
tie the Devils at halftime 6-6.

Duke never regained the

lead as Washington sprinted

out to a 11-7 lead at the end

of the third period. W. C.

Raynor shackles Upsala
by Bill Dunphy

Washington College took

two steps forward in its quest

for the Middle Atlantic

Conference baseball crown

last week, defeating Upsala

1-0 and Dickinson 14-11.

Those results boosted the

Shoremen's league mark to

4-0 with a home
doubleheader against Western

Netmen
falter
by Gary Wodlinger

Through its first five

matches the Washington

College Tennis Team has been

virtually non-existent. Its five

losses were 6-3 to UMBC, 7-2

against Catholic University,

7-2 versus Mount Saint

Mary's, 6-3 to George Mason
and on this past Monday 6-3

versus Salisbury.

What has been a very

dismal season has had its

bright spots. The number one
doubles team of Don Green
and Bill Mitchell has posted

an undefeated 5-0 record.

Individually, the number two
man Green has a 4-1 record

and Mitchell in first singles is

2-3. In the Salisbury match
Marty Williams looked
impressive with his three set

victory in the number three

slot. For those interested

Saturday's home match at 1

p.m. against Western
Maryland should feature

several good matches.

As for the future of this

1972 team senior captain Bill

Mitchell could not see any
improvement. The lack of

depth with the loss of Brooks
Bergner (injury) and others

and the lack of an active

teaching coach are the main
reasons for the team's poor
play and lack improvement.
These factors combined with

the strength of the teams

remaining on the schedule

leave dim hope for team
success this season.

Maryland on tap for

Saturday.

The Sho'men handed
Upsala its first MAC loss in

two years on Monday behind

the four hit, four strikeout

performance of Steve

Raynor. While Raynor kept

the Vikings in check, the

Shore scored its only run in

the third inning when Corky
Uvelsberger singled home
Phil Repucci from second
base. The Vikings' only

serious threat came in the

ninth when they had men on
first and third with two outs.

Novy Viamonte made the

game-winning catch on a

wind blown fly ball to right

center for the third out that

inning.

The Dickinson game took
three hours and twenty
minutes to play, but the

Shoremen finally came out
on top as Lee Yerkes picked

up the win in relief of Dave
Novak and Cork Livelsberger.

The Red Devils pounded out
21 hits, including five

doubles, to the Shore's

twelve, but a four-run rally in

the seventh gave Washington
just enough to hand the

Devils their sixth straight

defeat.

Novy Viamonte kept his

hitting streak alive with a

second inning triple against

Dickinson. Novy has now hit

safely in all six Shore contests

for a .333 average:.. .With his

win on Monday, Steve

Raynor boosted his won-lost

record to 3-1. Raynor is now
3-0 against Middle Atlantic

com petition...Freshman
rightfielder Phil Repucci

came up with two clutch

plays this week, driving in the

winning run with a single

against Drew and scoring the

only run against Upsala.

added three more in the

fourth quarter for the 14-7

win. The scoring was led by
co-captain Tom George who
netted 5 goals and 2 assists.

Midfielder Tom Murphy and
attackmen Robert Fredland

both scored their first goals

of the season; Murphy got 1

goal and Fredland had 2 goals

and 1 assist.

According to coaches

Unbeaten thinclads
set new Shore marks

by Bill Gant
With both the

Mason-Dixon relays and
Tuesday's meet with
Salisbury successfully
confronted the Washington
College track team seems to

be coming into full stride.

The relays witnessed the
breaking of two school
records while the meet at

Salisbury won by the
Sho'men 80-65, produced
one school record and seven
meet records for The
Shoremen.

Peter Murphy was the
record breaker in the
Salisbury contest as he leaped
a height of 6'1" to erase the
old mark intact since 1947.
School records for the
distance medley and the

4-mile relay were posted at

the Mason-Dixon relays along
wUh the year's fastest times
in the 440 and the 880 yard

relay. Tuesday's double
winners for Washington
included Paul Schlitz, George
Elser, and Bob Maskrey, with

Tom Clement, Norris

Commodore and David Leroy
all taking first place in one
event. The outstanding
athlete of the day was
Salisbury freshman Sylvester

Burke, a graduate of nearby
Queen Anne's High School.

The Pondtown youth won
the 100 yard dash, the triple

jump, and the long jump and
captured second place in the

440 yard dash and third in

the high jump, compiling 19
point.

Don Chattelier's charges

are now the only shore squad
with an unblemished season
record. The current 4-0 mark
is the Cindermen's best since

their 84 lost of two season's

Kelly and Drew the W. C.

lacrosse team could have had
a record at mid-season as high

as 6-2 and as low as 1-7. The
squad's 6-2 mark is attributed

to the confidence gained by
winning games and by the

player's playing up to their

potential. Knowing that the

team can go down four or

five goals' and still come back
is a good feeling of a winner.

Poll ranks Shore

twelfth in lacrosse
by Hurtt Deringer

The U.S.I.L.A. selectors

were not paying attention to

Washington College last week
as the Shoremen lost six

points and stayed 12th in the

weekly rankings. Despite

impressive 21-4 and 14-7

victories over Fairleigh

Dickinson and Duke, the

Shoremen earned just 74

points, three less than 11th

place Hobart and eight more
than Rutgers.

It was a week for the

"lesser lights" and area

selectors were impressed by
Hobart, Dehison, Franklin

and Marshall and Delaware.

Hobart vaulted in front of the

Shoremen beating Clarkson

and Brockport! Denison

moved up a rung to 14th on

wins over Ohio Wesleyan and

Columbus Lacrosse Club.

Franklin and Marshall, ranked

15th, based its unbeated

record on conquests of

Swarthmore, Bucknell. Penn
State and Lebanon Valley.

Delaware moved into the top

twenty for the first time, in

18th position with close wins

over Villanova, Gettysburg,

Lehigh, Swarthmore and
Lafayette. A strong
Massachusetts ten fell further

than it deserved into 16th

place. Penn pushed 5th

ranked Cornell into overtime

before bowing 11-10, but

could only gain five points

and actually dropped a rung

to 17th. Air Fjrce, 20th last

week, was rated 19th, just

ahead of 20th ranked

Adelphi, 18th the week

before.

In the top ten Maryland

replaced Virginia as Number
One gaining all nine first

place votes off an impressive

15-to-6 blasting of Mt.

Washington Lacrosse Club.

Johns Hopkins, 13-8 victors

of Virginia at Charlottesville,

moved into second place from

fourth. Navy bombed W & L

but remained third, while

Virginia tumbled to fourth.

Cornell was fifth for the third

straight week and Cortland

remained sixth after dumping
Adelphi, 11-5.

Towson, 7-0 and cruising

moved from 9th to 7th on
victories over Hofstra and

North Carolina, while W & L

bowed to Navy, 19-8 at

Lexington, Va. Army
remained 8th despite a 9-8

win over struggling Hofstra.

Brown stayed in 10th place

with triumphs against Yale

and Dartmouth.

It was a week for the

unbeated teams, but this

selector has to be wonderine

whether F & M and Delaware

could handle Hofstra, Yale,

Princeton, North Carolina.

Syracuse and Harvard-ali off

the Top 20 listing this week.

A case in point-Hofstra

hasn't been ranked but their

2-6 record is based on losses

to the best: 3-5, Cornell; 3-6,

Pennsylvania; 5-9,

Washington; 3-4, Hobart;

6-11, Towson; 8-9, Army.
Now I know why people

wonder about polls.

Washington's heavyweight crew prepares its .shell for the

water prior to its six-length victory over Fordham last

Saturday. photo by Al Umberl



President assures

Kelley's rehiring
President Charles

Merdinger announced last

week his intention to rehire

Dean of Women Maureen
Kelley.

Dispelling talk about his

intention to fire her, the

president commented that

"theie is no truth to the

rumor." SGA President John
Dimsdale had originally

brought the question to

Merdinger's attention and
demanded a statement from
him.

"I appreciate you bringing

it to my attention," said

Merdinger. Claiming that

rumors abound on this

campus, he thanked Dimsdale
for "getting it (the rumor) to

me fast, so we could get it

out of the way."
Three women's Residence

Assistants, Diane Glover,
Betsy Murray , and Peggy
Bradford, also visited the
President and requested
assurances about Kelley's

rehiring. "We asked him,"
explained Diane, "if he was
going to rehire Kelley. He
said, yes, she can have the job
if she wants it."

Dean Kelley, commenting
on the President's response,

said she was "left with the

impression that the President

was going to rehire me" and
concluded that she was
"satisfied."

After the Merdinger affair

-

Under current remains
Ed. Note: In the following report, the

Elm hopes to accomplish a year end
assessment of what the majority campus
attitude is toward the administration of Dr.
Charles Merdinger, and the problems that
have accompanied it. We talked to a
sampling of nine College representative to

find some of the answers.
In January, the ad hoc committee of the

Board of Visitors and Governors released the
findings of their investigation into the
conflicts surrounding the Merdinger
administration. In its conclusion, the Board
found both faculty and administrators at
fault and established an advisory committee
to ensure that a repeat of the incident did
not occur.

It has been three months since then and
arrordinp in all the representatives
mterviewed, both those in the front line of last

semester's activities and those who remained

on the sidelines, the conflict, on the surface,
has quieted down. Dr. Dwight KIrkpatrick
seemed to sum up the sentiment best when
he commented that "obviously there is no
agitation" But he went on to say "I don't
think anything has changed" Junior Diane
Glover added that "superficially, things have
settled down, but I still sense a lot of
underlying feeling against the
administration." Dr. Richard Brown took a
different approach to the present situation,

explaining that "things on the surface have
been settled down because members of the
faculty want to have some peace on the
campus. They have avoided embarrasment
for the President and the College. But they
have been settled by the people who have
previously been stirring them up. Addressing
himself to the root of the problem. Dr. Nate
Smith commented "there has never been a

real effort by the President to sit down and

Continued on Page 3i

Senate threatens action on housing issue
In an extended session

Monday night, the
Washington Senate actively

attacked the administration's

off-campus housing policy,

leaving the door open for
legal action on its part, and
requested stu dent
representation on the College
Board of Visitors and
Governors.

Geoi^e Kalouramakis, the
sponsor of the original Senate
motion- of last week, toid the
senate of his discussion of the

issue with President
Merdinger last week.
Merdinger, he said, was
concerned with the financial

aspects of the situation. 'The
question of student's right to

live off-campus doesn't

particularly move him", he
said. College officials have
stated that they can allow

only 20 of the 40 people who
applied to live off campus, to

move out since it must reach

full-occupancy in the campus
dorms. According to George,

the President did, however,
leave open the prospect for

allowing more students to

move off-campus and a final

decision will be made May 3

after officials have
determined how many
students have signed up to

live on campus, how many
incoming freshman have paid

their deposits, and how many
more applications they can
expect over the summer.

In addressing the senate,

Kalourmakis said "we have

10 kids who have said they
will not come back if they are

not allowed to live

off-campus. Frankly, we
don't know where to turn

now."
Other senators raised the

prospect that the decision to

live off-campus is a student
right and is currently being
violated by the ad-

ministration. Both the Dean
of Men and Women agreed
with the senators point. "This
matter," commented Dean

Survey reveals heavy Democratic vote
According to a survey undertaken

by the ELM this week, a large number
of Washington students are registered

to vote, more than half of them in the

Democratic party, and an
overwhelming majority favor the

candidacy of Senator George
McGovem of South Dakota.

Out of the 250 responses, 191
students said they were registered

while 58 admitted that they were not.

One student was not a U.S. citizen.

Democrats were predominant
among the number of qualified voters

with 98 Washington students.

Thirty-four students are registered

Republican and three belong to other

unspecified parties. Well over

one-quarter of the registered voters,

50, claimed to be independents.

Among the Democratic voters, who
revealed a preference among six

candidates, 57, or well over half,

claimed to support McGovem. Among
the other vote-getters. Senator

Edmund Muskie had nine votes.

Senator Hubert Humphrey had eight,

Shirley Chisholm garnered five.

Senator Henry Jackson received four,

and Governor George Wallace took
three. Other candidates received two
votes, two students expressed interest

in none of the candidates and five

were undecided.

For students registered in the

I^epublican party, the only choice
offered them was President Richard
Nixon. Nineteen of the students said

they would support him, while five

wrote that they would not vote for

him. Ten students gave no response on
the question.

Of the 96 respondents registered in

the state of Maryland, 76 revealed

their preference for the upcoming
presidential primary of May 16.

George McGovem attracted 35 of the

65 Maryland student votes, while

Muskie took seven, Humphrey
received five, Chisholm and Jackson
both got three votes and Wallace took
two. Again five re^ondents were
undecided and one rejected all the

candidates running. Among Maryland
Republicans, eleven said they will vote

for Nixon in the primary, three said

they would not, and one vote was
undecided.

The registered students came from
seventeen states, with Maryland
leading at 96 students and with New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania all having substantial

registered voters here too.

Barry MacArdle. "should be a

concern of the Senate.

The Senate then
unanimously passed a

esolution stating that

students will always have a

•jght to decide where they

will live. The motion, which
carries an intimation of legal

action by the SGA against the

school if necessary, has been
forwarded to the President,

advisory committee, and
Board members.

The Senate also requested

of the Board of Visitors and
Govemors, the appointment
of a full-status student

member to that governing

committee. Acting on a

Congressional ammendment
to the 1972 Higher

Education Act which
recommends that students be
giving voting priviledges on
the boards, the Senate

rejected the present situation,

where the SGA president is

allowed to sit in on the

meeting as a non-voting

representative. The Senate

also unanimously passed a

resolution requesting the

Board to allow a

representative from the

college newspaper to attend

the meeting, though without

voting privileges.
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the Washington elm

For WC's sake
To an outsider, Washington College, at the end

of this academic year, appears to be quiet and
peaceful, to be a different institution than what it

was in the tumultous days of November and
December, when both faculty and student senators

requested the resignation of its President. And,
indeed, the outsider would be right in making that

assessment, for this College is a different place.

Students are quieter, maybe apathetic, and faculty,

though not contented, are a bit less ruffled.

But what the outsider would fail to see is the

undercurrent of tension bristling on this campus,
waiting for the slightest spark, the first wrong
move or word, to set off another explosion. The
Merdinger administration simply has not been
accepted, and judging by the attitude of most
campus groups, it never wilt be.

Washington College then, is faced with two, and
only two, alternatives. First, the present situation,

marked with animosity and distrust of the
administration can continue, and with it will come
the gradual decline in quality of the College as an
academic entity.

Or secondly, President Merdinger can resign. It

is, in the estimation of the Elm, the only viable

alternative. We ask Merdinger to appreciate the
fact that this College Community is against his

administration; the issue of personal guilt or
innocence is irrelevant. By staying here, he can .

only further embitter both students and faculty.

We make this request not in our own interest

alone, but for the sake of Washington College.

frlday.april28, 1972

A year end assessment

Where M<erdinger stands
Continued from Page 1

rehash the problems." "- .-'

Mixed views were obvIoQS however, on
the question of whether students, faculty,

and other administrators were willing to

work with the Merdinger administration,

with the conditions of the advisory

committee imposed upon it. Some replied,

like Or. Brown, with an outright 'no' to the

question, while others tempered their

answers with conditions of time and the

success of the advisory committee. Director

of Admissions Ormond Andrew re^onded
"I think they are willing to accept the

conditions but I thinli that there is a 'wait

and see* attitude in general. The question is

how much longer are people willing to 'wait

and see'. I sense a growing impatience."

Another administrator. Dean of Men Barry

McArdie, added that "yes, they are willing

to work with him (Merdinger), though they

would prefer that he wouldn't be here."

From the student viewpoint, sophomore
Mike Kennedy replied simply and
dejectedly, "yes, unfortunately, they are

willing to work with him."

Feeling about the access of the advisory

committee ranged from one endorsement of

its accomplishments, to an admitted lack of

knowledge about its activity, to rejections of

both its accomplishments and its

potentialities. Most respondents agreed,

however, that-the Committee's greatest

achievement, and to many its only one, was
its success in persuading the President not to

hire Major Josiah Bunting; a young military

man who was bfeine considered for a oosition

as a history teacher and as assistant toi the Pres-

dent. Beyond that accomplishment, there is

literally, de^air. "If the advisory committee
was performing the functions adequately as

It was -set up to do," said Utane Glover,

"then I think it would have helped the

dtuation. But it hasn't." Or. Brown added,

"I don't see that it has. accomplished
anything, with' the 'ex'ce'ptioh' of the Bunting
affair. I see no evidence that the President

takes them seriously." Business Manager
Gene Hessey, admitting that the advisory

committee has not worked effecthrety,

pinned his hopes for a final resolving of the

problem, on the upcoming reorganization of

the College's Board of Visitors and
Governors, which is expected to reexamine

the role of the administration within the

academic community.
All the individuals interviewed readily

admitted that the potential exists for the

same kind of incidents which led to the

calling for the resignation of the President

by both faculty and students, to occur again,

though some were more skeptical than others

about its possibility. "The potential exists

alright," commented Mike Kennedy, "but I

don't see it happening. The advisory

committee will absorb any hassles." Some of
the suggested issues which could excaberate
the problem, according to the respondents,
would be a dismissal of an administrator,

faculty, or student without due process,

disagreements over the selection of a new
Dean, or a mismanagement of College funds.

Apparently estimating faculty sentiment.
Or. Nate Smith concluded, "If he
(Merdinger) has learned something from the

Board, he is trying to assunilate it

unilaterally. Only very little has come
through to indicate change, none of it is

fundamental. The unilateral approach is the

most difficult possible way and it's going to

disappoint both him and us."

A catalyst for salary scale discussion
by Margaret Nuttle

Recent disclosures of promotions
and salary scales would seem to

indicate that the Board needs to turn

its attention to the formulation of a

set of guidelines for both salary scales

and promotion qualifications. If such

guidelines were established in

cooperation with the mathematical
minds talented in the intracacies of

progressions, much of the influence of

whimsey, politics and personal

ambitions would be deleted from the

furor over earnings.

In the minds of many is something
along the order of the following which
is submitted not as a dermitive

statement by any means but as a

stimulus for real consideration of the

problem.

In most cases a Masters Degree will

be required in order to be hired for

any teaching position.

Instructor, to start 9,000;
Instructor, with completed orals, to
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start 10,000; Instructor, with a Ph. D
10,500.

An increment of $250 will be
automatic at the end of every year of
service up to the completion of 7 years

of service, one of which 7 years may
be a sabbatical at half pay.

In order to hold any one of the

levels of professorship a Doctorate will

in most cases be required.

Associate to start, 12,000;
Assistant, to start 13,000; Pull

professor, to start, 15,000.

An increment of $250 will be automatic
with every year of service for the first

3 years. Promotion will usually be
automatic after full 3 years of service

on campus.
Full prof., with 4 years full service,

16.250 + $300 for years 5 through 9
of service

Full prof., with 10 years full service

18,000; Full prof., with more than 10
full years of service i will receive $600i

increment at the end of every two
years further service.

Any person appointed to the

chairmanship of any department or
appointed to the position of Acting
Chairman will receive a flat $500
chairmanship fee for every year he or

she serves in this capacity.

TENURE
Tenure should be, ideally, awarded

to any member of the faculty at any
level at the instigation and approval of
the faculty committee on
Appointments and Tenure together
with the approval of the Dean, the

President and the candidates chairman
as long as a 3/4 majority in this group
is further approved by a 2/3 majority
of the full faculty.

Tenure should be automatic only
for full professors of no less than 6 full

service years (7 if one of them has
included sabbatical leave) and only if

the full faculty does not pass a dissent

opinion of majority vote.

No one should ever be hired with
tenure as a part of the Initial

agreement and no tenure should be
awarded to anyone in any
administrative or faculty position untU'

the expiration of 3 full years of
service. As a general rule of thumb for

any member of the teaching faculty

tenure should not be awarded until

after tiie completion of 6 or 7 (see

above) years of service. Any tenure
should be reviewed every 5 years

thereafter and a period of 2 years

allowed if the quality of a tenured

teacher's or administrator's
contribution is not assessed as

deserving automatic renewal. (In the
grace period Uie person is on
probation and may either make an
effort, to justify a positive assessment
at the end of those two years or may
in that time span seek employment
elsewhere.)

The awarding of tenure to any
administrator must be achieved
through the faculty committee, the
full faculty and administration and the

board on a; majority vote basis. Any
president who is awarded tenure
through the above outlined ways will

hold It without review unless the full

faculty or Board instigates a motion
for review which motion must be
passed by either body by a 3/4
majority vote and which motion may
not be made effective until considered

and voted upon separately by the

faculty committee, and full faculty

and adpiinlstration and the full Board,
each approving the motion of annual
review by a% majority within each
group.

PRESIDENT'S SALARY
The salary of the President of

Washington College should be
commensurate with that of a full

professor of 10 years full service

($18,000) + a chairman's annual fee of
$500 + a president's annual fee of
$750 for a total of $19,250 to start In

addition to the occupancy of the
Hynson-Ringgold House, rent free, and
the possession of a to 2-year-old
luxury sedan automobile, owned and
maintained by the college.

In addition, a biennial increment of
$1500 should be paid:at the exphration
of every full two years service after the
fii8t3yaireWt»ffi<ie.

'
. -• -

Also for every year in office,

$5,000 is to be paid into a trust fund.

If a president serves 20 years he will

receive $100,000; if 15 years, then

$75,000; and if 10 years, then

$50,000. If a president retires before

serving 10 full years and his retirement

is caused by ill health, then he will

receive $5.0()0 for every year served.

If, however, he should resign for

reasons other Uian ill health or should
the college community decide, to

terminate his presidency, then he will

receive a flat severance fee of $5,000.
The interest accured by the trust

will fund the search for a successor or
will be used to Improve tiie physical

plant of the college. Should the fund
exceed the severance pay in the

instance of a voluntary resignation or a

dismissal, then the lump sum leftover

will be funneled into the Annual
Giving or Scholarship funds, as the

Board directs.

No one on the Faculty or

Administration should earn less than

$9,000 and with few, if any

exceptions, no salary should exceed

$30,000. If any salary does reach the

$30,000 level, then it should be

reviewed only every 5 years and an

increment of not more than $1,000
should be awarded at the expiration of

every further 5 years of service.

The above outlined guidelines are,

to reiterate, not submitted as in any

way either deflnitive or, even possibly,

entirely practical. They, are simply

intended as catalysts to stir the college

community into action on a point of

honor and order which at the present

moment is adding fuel to an already

combustible situation. It is obviously

not fair than any one person or small

group should decide salaries and
promotions. Nor is it fair that from
year to year members of the faculty

and administration should have no
basis for reasonable, consistent

expectations. Nor is it in the best

Interests of any institution to have no
guidelines by which to demonstrate
the growth available to new or

•prupecUve' 'faculty:
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publish-part II

Keeping fresh

in your field'

"I never said publish, or perish.. I said do
research to keep fresh-in your field." Dean
Seager's firm announcement seems to

indicate that the current debate over the

philosophy of publication as an.

administrative policy is perhaps only a battle

of semantics.

Dean Seager could envision a strict

enforcement of this policy-from

necesity-at a large university "where
professors have a three or four hour teaching

load," but "anyone who would enforce such

a policy at Washington College is crazy."

Instead, the Dean preferred to insist on
research as "a way of staying fresh in your
field-and if it leads naturally to publication,

the College should be cognizant of that

fact."

.

Dean Seager's own research, pursued in

the evenings and or weekends, does seem to

lead to publication. Presently, his America's

Major Wars: Crusaders, Critics, and Scholars

1775-1972 is in the hands of

Addison-Wesley Press of Boston. The
two-volume anthology follows Americans in

and out of wars, concluding that the U.S.

government will never again be able to

ignore public reaction to its policies.

"I like to do it. It's my thing. That's all."

Like many. Dean Seager's impetus .comes as

a result of personality, not pre^ure oif

policy. ,

Campus notes

page three

/*^.Ai_ „,_
These two young men and KA Don Garrett seem to be

having fun at the annual. KA children's par^ held at Camp

Pe-Co-Meth. photo by Geoff Anderson

Bartalsky victor

in MRA run-off
^Junior Steve Bartalsky took the victory

in yesterday's run-off election for president
of the Men's Residence Association against
sophomore Rick Polllt. In his election
campaign, Bartalsky had promised among
other things, an effort to get maid service for
the men's residence halls.

*An evening of ballet, jazz, and modem
dance will be presented by the Washington
College Dancers, under the direction of Miss
Karen Smith. Wednesday, May 3 at 8:30
p.m. in Tawes Theatre. The free program Is

designed to Introduce the audience to dance
as a fine art and to demonstrate various

techniques and styles of dance.

*Washington's College Band, under the

direction of Mr. Garry Clarke, will present

their Spring concert tonight at 8:30 p.m. in

Tawes Theatre, Selections will include

contemporary and traditional works.
*A piano concert, In four hand duet,

featuring Deborah Martin and Buddy Clark,

is set for Tuesday, May 2, at 8:30 p.m. in

Tawes Theatre. Featured composers will be
Mozart, Brahms, Ravel, and Schubert.

*A benefit performance for Kent
Conservation, spotlighting the Delaware
State Ballet, will be held in Tawes, Sunday,
May 7 at 2 p.m. The troupe will present

The Poisoned Apple," a ballet adaptation

of "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs."
Tickets are on sale at Kings Grant Real

Estate, Suttbn's, and Forney's.

Inorthpdox Ponald awards hit stage May 6
Let's foce it. Physically, the

closest Washington College can

come to simulating Broadway's
Great White Way is the row of

illuminated golf balls which tower

above the walk between Cain Gym
and the Gibson Fine Arts Center.

But in the theatre, including the

theatre at Washington College,

reality and imagination inesh. And

imagination is the inspirational

force, the guiding light in the third

annual Donald Awards Show. The
May 6 gala, starting at 8:30 pjn. in

l^wes Theatre, will mirror the

i m pressiveness of the
twelve-production season which it

honors.

The fust Donalds Show was a

modest affair by present standards.

Reigning prince of fashion and then

drama critic for the Elm, Donald
Dolce, singled out the outstanding

performers in tiiat year's Drama
Department productions.

Last year, devoted theatre goers

of every description and creed filled

Bill Smith auditorium to witness a

Puccini-overalled Dolce's return to

announce another year's

winners. Donald will bejack. Fifty

beautiful girls will welcome him.
The nominees, chosen by a
complicated preliminary ballot and
announced Wednesday, will all

attend.

l^e Donalds Show is not your
ordinary Washington College

convocation. It is not even your
ordinary theatre event. It is the
Donalds.

About a month ago I approached Jones with a

what-the-hell question, "Hey, do you want to go the

Tony Awards April 23?" Prompt answer "Yes."

Overhearing us, Paul and Pam expressed a desire even

though facing a $20 starting price for the ticket

ajone, to go up to the Big City with us.

Beginning with a few false starts on Sunday, in a

tiorrowed car with a large amount of borrowed
clothing, including one tuxedo compliments of the

Drama Departments' Costume room, The Fantastic

Four set out for Fun City and the Century

Paramount Hotel ($14 a day, double occupancy, very

good deal) and our own attempt at stardom from the

$20 rear messanine.

Upon arriving by Checker cab at the Broadway
Theatre, the site of the festivities we were greeted

with throngs of fans none of whom knew us but we
^gned autographs anyway.

After some rubbing elbows with the hobnobs and

recognizing one star, Mildred Natwick (Mildred

Natwick?), the double dynamic duo made its way
upstairs to our seats and waited (and waited for an

hour) for the broadcast to begin. During this minor

interlude I met a girl named Laura MacDuggee who I

had seen in a lousy show in December. After

complimenting her I observed how charming but

plastick she was.- -

da da da dum dunl DUM -'

Curtain up
After meeting, VERY semi-personally Hank

Fonda, Debbie Kerr, and Peter Ustinov the first

batch of prizes was distributed to some tech people.

Afterwards, we settled In for Richard Rogers medley
and were astounded by the fact Alfred Drake could

still sing the same old way and also, that Lisa Kirk

was still alive. Then rolling around on the revolve was
the readent "seducteur" of Broadway himself, Dickie

Rodgers. We rose to give him a "spontaneous"
ovation prompted by Uie audience floodlights hitting

us and perhaps an opportunity to get on television. It

turned Into a race between 1788 entrants to see who
.Jgay get their big chance on the tube. While the

Broadway's big night

An intimate

view with C.A.
by CA. Button

balcony lost on that race (I finished about 26th in the

up-on-your- feet-race), the orchestra probably made
Broadway look really old because no one under a

median age of 64 could afford the 35 bucks to sit

there.

Moving onto more awards we acknowledged a load

of suppprting players, especially Linda Hopkins in

the underrated "Inner City." Than Helen Gallagher

and Bobby Van showed us how to dance in a set from

"No, No,.Nannette", and immediately after that the

qu^n (and I use Uie term exactly) of the awards was

announced and Michael Bennett collected the first of

his two awards.

Perhaps the most tasteless moment of the evening

came around this thne when "The Temple" from

Jesus Christ Superstar" was given a very tacky and

overblown presentation. I was embarrassed for Jeff

Fenholt as Jesus who has a fine voice, but he was

surrounded by Tom O'Horgan's concept of "theatre"

which seems to be as much breast, ass, and balls he

can put on the stage with offense and then draping

them as a cop-out.

Phil SUvers' accepting the award for best musical

actor proved to be a long run in the speech

department. I think he was running for an Emmy for

his appearance here. Then came Alexis Smith with

the best fifty year old legs around.

Scenes from Melvln Van Peebles' "Ain't Supposed

to Die a Natural Death" presented Minnie Gentry's

"Curse on You" which in the theatre is probably the

most stirring scene on Broadway. If one wants to

know where new theatre is at, go see this one. I think

personally, "Ain't Supposed to Die..." should be

made mandatory for everyone. It teaches whites

something about being Black. Ethel Merman showed

us what stopping shows is all about when she holted

us up about a foot from our seats. This baby still

reigns supreme and she won a sincere standing

ovation. Ethel could have sung all night If she was

allowed.

The award for Best Musical was presented to 'Two
Gentlemen of Verona" by Ingrid Bergman. The award

was a surprise needless to say as the show "Follies"

had racked up seven awards including actress, director

and score. To our left up in the good old balcony sat

the cast from 'Two Gentlemen of Verona," in front

of us were the "Sticks and Bones" company "anothei

play by the same producer, Joe Papp, which won the

Best Play prize) and behind us were a pile of

"Follies" fans. When the winner was announced the

left and front portions went wild, and to the rear all

we could hear wasmuffiedshock. Well that'sshow Biz.

Then Ruby Keeter wound up the three and a half

hour ordeal, by tap-dancing the heU out of the stage

and bringing the house down with "I Want to be
Happy" from "No. No. Nanette." Can this kid dance!

It was over. 3'A hours, 4 weeks of planning on our
part, plus about $35 apiece, but It was indeed worth
it Next year, however, Paul, Pam, Jones and Little

Me are going to fake everyone out and be nominees.
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Diamondmen set pace in MAC
hv Rill Dunohv ^by Bill Dunphy

Washington College moved into a

tie for first place in the Middle
Atlantic Conference Southern Division
baseball standings this weelt, defeating
PMC Colleges, 2-0, behind the give-hit

pitching of Steve Raynor. The
Shoremen and Moravian College now
sport identical 5-0 conference records
in the top slot.

The Shoremen tallied both runs in

the bottom of the second inning when
Glenn Dryden, making his first start,

laced a one-out, bases-loaded single to
score Jim Wentzel and Steve Raynor.
In the meantime. Raynor scattered
five Pioneer hits while striking out six

and walking only two. Raynor was in

trouble only once, when two hits and
an error loaded the bases with two cut
in the ninth. PMC failed to capitalize

on the situation as loang hurler Jym
Van Sciver bounced back to the
pitcher for the rally killer.

The loss was the Pioneers' first in

league play, dropping them
temporarily out of the pennant
picture. Raynor notched his fourth
victory without a defeat against MAC
opponents, his fourth win against one
loss overall, and his second consecutive
shutout. The Sho'men handed Van
Sciver (3-1) his first season loss.

The next test for Tom Finnegan's
charges will be Saturday when

Washington Travels to Baltimore to
play Johns Hopkins another in MAC
contest. The final conference game for
the Shoremen is Monday with the
Diplomats of Franklin and Marshall
travel to Chestertown.

In order to qualify for the
conference play-offs, Washington must
play at least six MAC games and finish
first in the southern division. The
winner in the south then plays the
northern division winner for the MAC
crown. In the event that two teams
finish in a tie for first in their section,
a playoff to determind the division
winner will be held before the
championship playoff.

Thinclads drop two

to track powerhouse

Dickinson won this high hurdle c(nitest in 15.4 Seconds with the Shoremen's George
Elser second and Steve Bartalsky third. Bartaisky came back to win the 440 intermediate
hurdles with a 59.2 clocking. photo by Geoff Anderson

by Bill Gant

While this year's track

team represents the strongest

of any Shore squad in recent
years, the power of
Saturday's host Western
Maryland proved too much
for the previously unbeaten
thinclads as the Terrors
handed the Shoremen a
disastrous 111'/^ - 29'/^

defeat. Paul Schlitz and Chris
Wetherhold delivered in the
mile with Schlitz also winning
the three mile. Bob Maskrey
the 440-yard dash, and Tom
Clements the 880. Other than
those events, it was all

Western Maryland. One of the
reasons for the Terrors'

Shoremen tumble in stick poll
by Hurtt Deringer

Washington CoUege, Cortland,
Denison. Pennsylvania and Adelphia
tumbled, while Towson, W & L
Brown, Rutgers, Massachusetts,

Bowling Green and Yale advanced
during the week in the U.S.I. L.A.
rankings.

The Shoreman lost 13 points and
fell from 12th to 14th on a 13-6 loss

to W&L. Cortland dropped 44 points
in a spill to 11th place on a 5-4 upset
at Hofstra. Denison, stunned 11-8 by
Bowling Green, spiraUed to 19th.
Pennsylvania, losing to Rutgers, 3-6,

but victors over Penn State, 12-9, and
Adelphi, 9-6 losers to Rutgers,
bombed out of the top twenty.

Towson moved up a notch to sixth
on conquests of Drexel and Delaware,
teams that evidently impress some
selectors, but not this one. Washington
and Lee advanced a position to

seventh on wins over Duke and
Washington. Army bowed to Hopkins,
13-5, but held eighth. Brown picked
up a place to ninth on victories over
Dartmouth and Harvard. Hobart
rounded out the top ten, resting its

laurels on triumphs over such
"powers" as Colgate, 24-0, and R.P.I.,

17-7.

The first five portions did not
change, but Navy and Cornell
improved their point totals. Navy
earned two more tallies toy downiDg
Vii^inia. 12-10, while Cornell moved
right on the heels of fourth place
Virginia, 150-147, with a 21-3 blitz of
Syracuse and an impressive win over
the Australians. Maryland remained on
top with all nine first place votes.

Johns Hopkins (170) remained second,
seven points ahead of third place
Navy. The two meet this Saturday at
Annapolis.

In the second ten Rutgers advanced
to 12th and Massachusetts from 16th
to 13th on victories over Harvard and
Wesleyan. Franklin and Marshall,
despite a weak schedule, remained
15th by beating Drexel, 8-4. Bowling
Green entered the poll for the first

time in three weeks in 16th place due
to its big conquest of Denison.

Yale bounced back onto the list in
17th with triumphs over Dartmouth
and Princeton. Air Force, 7-0, but
playing a no-name schedule ranked
18th, followed by Denison and
Delaware in 20th place.

Key lacrosse games this week that
could juggle next week's poll, beside
Hopkins at Navy Saturday, are:
Maryland at Army Saturday, Towson
at Virginia Saturday, Brown at
Massachusetts Wednesday, Rutgers ar
Army Thursday and Franklin and
Marshall at Delaware Saturday.

Crews prep for Regattas
The Washington CoUege

crew club completed its home
schedule with a 3-1 mark,
defeating Atlantic
Community College.
Villanova and Fordham. The
only home loss was to LaSaile

College, which defeated the
Shoremen by 14 seconds over
a very rough Chester River
course.

Coach John Ihnat's
crewmen began the away part
of their schedule last

Saturday. traveling to

Washington, D.C., to face

George Washington
University and LaSalle and
Fordham for the second time.
In the lightweight race, the

Shoremen lost to LaSalle by a

length while defeating the

Fordham heavyweights by a

convincing length and a half.

In the second race, the
Washington heavies rowed
their best race of the season
and their fastest over a

2000-meter course, only to

lose to the heavier George
Washington and LaSalle

crews. The results were
encouraging, however, as the

Shore eight cut LaSalie's

margin of victory from 14
seconds to seven. G.W.
finished one length ahead, of
the Explorers.

:

- '- .

This Saturday the crew
travels to Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,

to compete in the President's

Cup Regatta on the Hudson.
The Shoremen will face eights

from Marist College (N.Y.),

New York Merchant Marine,
Holy C ross, Worcester
Polytechnic (Mass.) and St.

Joseph's (Pa.) in the 10th
annual event.

This regatta is followed by
the Dad Vail (small college

championship) Regatta on
the Schuykill River in

Philadelphia, May 11-13.
Both Shore crews have been
working on their
?trokes-per-minute average in

hopes of gaining a berth in

the finals at Philadelphia.

CEMTRE
FURNITURE

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Panasonic
Dunhill

Pipe Tobacco

Don Kelly
Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS
Service Od AU Maka

showing was a Norwegian
powerhouse named Haugen
who won three events. Whit
his winning high jump of

feet 8 inches was nothiri!

earthsTiaking, his .discus tliroi

of 156 feet inches and shot

put distance of 33 feet
j

inches were impressiif

enough to earn him a bid li

the AAU small coilegi

tournament.

Tuesday agaitisi
Dickinson, the Shortjnifii

were unable to regain

winning attitude as tb

thinclads fell 85 1/2 to 5S

1/2. As usual, the Tield evenb

proved to be the thintlaiti

undoing. Norris Commodori
had the only field victory' foi

the Shore with a 44 feet 6

inches heave in the shot pul.

In the running events, the

Shoremen swept both tht

mile and the two mile runs

with Rick Horstman,
Greenbei^, and Mike Harris

combining in the mile and

Paul Schlitz, Rick Horstman,

and Mike Harris in the two

mile event. Tom Clemenli

took the honors in the

yard run, and Steve Bartalskj

ran a 59.2 to win the 440

yard intermediate hurdlei

The mile relay teau

accounted for five mon
points with an uncontest^

3:37.4 clocking. Thr

outstanding moment Co!

Washington came with Pad

Schlitz's two mile run. With i

9:40.0 time, he set both field

and meet records while fallinf

one tenth of a second shy ol

the school record.

Hallmark Cards

Easton Papers

Office Supplies

Sultan's Tuwne Siaiionen

203 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MD.
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McLain: ^anomaly in campus tradition'
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Any unemployed member of the academic

cominunily interested in job security can take one look

at the record and decide not to apply for the Washington

College deanship. Since the advent of Dean Kirkwood in

1^55. most deans have departed Chestertown as soon as

they learn their way around the

two-minules-from-anywhere campus.

All of which makes acting dean Dr. Joseph M. McLain

an interesting anomaly in the campus tradition.

Chairman of the chemistry department, Dr. McLain
received his B.S. from WashingtonCollege in 1937 and
has taughi here for over two decades.

Not surprisingly, he is completely at home in his

Bunting Hall office. Varicolored plastic balls doubling as

molecular arrangements are perched on a bookshlef near

his desk where a copy of a lecutre series he delivered this

summer, "Pyrotechnics and Solid State Chemistry."

holds its own among administrative paraphcnalia.

Very much a professor who's also interim dean, Dr

McLain is convinced that his successor, the object of the

current Dean Search Committee's quest, should have

experience in leaching as well as administration

"Anyone charged with maintaining or improving the

academic excellence of the college- and we are teacher

oriented- must know sometliing about teaching."

Accordingly, when the Dean Search Committee

which Dr. McLain presently and "inappropriately"

heads, was established following Dean Robert Seager's

April resignation, its members--the Appointments and

Tenure Committee (Dr. Tatum, Dr. Knowles. Dr.

Horsiey and senior George Churchill), non-tenured

faculty members elected by each division (Dr. Conklin,

Mr. McHugh, and Dr. McDonnell, now on sabbatical)

and Board members Judge George B. Rasin and Dr.

Robert Roy, Dean Emeritus of Johns Hopkins

Engineering School-drew up a list of selection guidelines

which included "some sign of scholarship and an

enthusiasm for his own discipline."

"The Committee also considered a campus-wide

decision imperative. For this reason, the group found its

original June 30 deadline impossible to meet. Instead, it

submitted the names of three faculty members,

candidates for the duration, to President Merdinger. He

selected Dr. McLain, who is quick to add, "when I found

out, 1 told the faculty 1 couldn't attempt it unless they

helped., and one of the things I really like about the job

5l8»^-«Rv

-<P#

Dr. Joseph M. McLain
is the cooperation of the faculty."

At the same time, the Dean Search Committee started

to screen some 250 of the 450 responses to its

advertisements in such trade journals as The Chronicle of

Higher Education and in the Help Wanted section of the

New York Sunday Times. Dean McLain tlnds that the

applicants fall into two main categories. In contrast to

people genuinely attracted to the idea of a small college,

"some applicants are slumming. They're like misguided

liberals with Messianic complexes, convinced that they

are God's gift to Washington College. I'm too much of a

Washington College person to take that."

After the Committee has reduced the deluge of

aspiring deans to a more wieldy number, the five or (en

finalists will be invited to Chestertown for mutual

inspection. Although Dr. McLain envisions some form of

rating by which the entire campus will express Its

preferences, he also expects tlie candidates lo exercise

the same pcrogativc. "I'd distrust anybody who'll say,

'Oh yeah, I'll take it' without even seeing us."

Ultimately, he adds, the decision will rest with

President Merdinger, "The President should have a very

strong right in picking the Dean - but it should be done

with aereemenl."

The campus confrontations will probably not begin
until December since the College's reaccrcditation,
postponed last year because of the civil war fanned by
Charles Cockey's dismissal, is scheduled for Novembers.
The College's self-study report must be finished and in the
hands of the Middle States Association oy Uctobcr 5 so,
for the moment, the Dean search is being slowed. Dr.

McLain is hopeful, however, that a relatively permanent

dean wLl be selected by the start ol the second semester

and will be ready to assume his full duties in June.

Numerous interruptions - a phone call from a

department chairman, a pause to approve three student

requests for five-course programs, another phone call -

made it obvious that being dean is demanding. Yet Dr.

McLain's enthusiasm for his discipline seems to have

spread to every other aspect of the College as well.

After his many years of teaching, his ideas are

definite. "A lot of people think Washington College has

to grow in terms of numbers. I think no. I think we
ought to grow in terms of enrichment." His dreams are

as sharply defined: an endowment for the library, the

mottey to attract special lecturers, more student

financial aid. "Our tuition just can't keep rising or we'll

pnce ourselves into rich dummies rather than

middle-class bright kids."

But, "most important is excellence. ..a College such as

Washington is a necessary part of American higher

education, with a unique purpose for a unique student."

Then the educator's idealism mixes with administrative

practicality. "My goal is to find people with monev who
can be sold on helping in this pursuit of excel le net...and

there are such people." It's the triumphant crescendo of
another dean's dream.

Despite a national trend which points

to hard times ahead for private colleges

trying to fill their freshmen classes,

Washington College, with this year's

entering class, has apparently been able to

save its quantitative integrity without

seriously jeopardizing its academic

quality.

That, at least, is the perspective

provided by Mr. Ormond Andrew,
Director of Admissions, who this week
released statistices on the freshemn class.

Asserting that they were a "good class

academically," Mr. Andrew pointed out

that more students this year, 74%, came
from the top 2,'5 of their class, an eight

percentage point jump over last year's

class' figure of 65.9%. Scholastic

Aptitude Test scores were a different

matter though. The average verbal socre

dropped 14 points to 530 while the

average math total dropped 21 points to

540. "This is not something that we
should be terribly alanned about,"

Admissions perspective

A full enrollment now,

but problems lie ahead
by Kevin O'Keefe

asserted Mr. Andrew. "It is a national

trend of scores dropping off. Verbal

scores are dropping because of the

tremendous emphasis on science and

math. And also public school graduates

have more trouble than kids from prep

schools on the verbal test." The
percentage of freshmen graduated from

public schools has increased from last

year's 58% figure to 70% this year, with a

corresponding 12% drop in students from

independent schools. Of the 213 enrolled

freshmen and transfer, 58% are from

Maryland, a 10% increase over last year's

total.

The Admission Director emphasized,

however, that the College was doing

better now in terms of selectivity. 66.2%

of the 801 students who applied were

accepted. This compares with last year's

total of 863 applications, of whom 74.1%

were accepted. Andrews said "we're

doing much better than we were

previously. We're a little tighter." The
increase in selectivity this year has

reversed a trend toward increasingly less

selective admissions since the mid-1960's.

The heart of the problem. exolaineH

Mr. Andrew, is that "the small private

college scene is somewhat rough for

admissions. Lot of kids are going to

community and state colleges because

they are less expensive. But we are not in

bad chaoe."

Applications, though, were down 8%
from 1971, but that year, he said, had

been a "banner year" in terms of students

applying for entrance. The Admission

Department is hopefully looking for an

increase this year due to a number of

innovations added to offset the souring of

-the nationwide scene,

The hiring of new staff member, Mr.

Clifford Hankey, a 1967 graduate of

Washington, has expanded the

department to four positions. The
recruiters this year, from Septembw to

January, will visit a record number of 700

schools, an increase of 150 students over

last year. With more free time, Andrew

also anticipates having greater

o pp o r tu nity to work on an alumni

iContinued on Page 7)
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I Request for student on Board flounders

John Dimsdale

by Kevii n'Keefe

Setting itself against a policy already

presecribed by the United States

Congress, the Washington College Board

of Visitors and Governors this summer

flatly rejcected a proposal for adding

student representation to the 36 member
board of trustees.

Congress made a recommendation for

student participation on governing boards

in an education bill last year, but refused

to authorize any punitive action against

schools which failed to comply.

The Washington trustees' rejection of

the Student Government backed proposal

drew sharp criticism from SGA President

John Dimsdale.

Searching for words to express

his disappointment. John commented that

"some Board members are very

condescending. They do not put much
stock in what students say or do." He
explained in frustrated tones that the

trustees refused to even discuss the

matter, voting "handily" to reject tabling

the issue for consideration. "It was ^
organized rejection," John saM, "because
Dr. Wlngate (former Chairman of the

Board) said at the beginning
, of

the meeting that of the Board members he
had talked to, he had yet to find one in

favor of this proposal and if there was no
further discussion, we will drop the
matter." One Board member did request
a vote on the consideration and less than
five members. John explained, registered

in favor of approaching the question.
Charging that students got the shaft, he
questioned why "there was no discussion
pro or con, TTiey just did not say why
they didn't discuss it."

Questioned for his own opinion on
why the bid for student representation
failed, John outlined two points which he
described as critical in the success of his
effort. First, he admitted, the SGA had
failed to utilize the established channels
in approaching the Board. Instead of first

submitting the proposal to the President,

LRP turns focus to bicentennial

Endowment^ masterplan receive emphasis

Ten years from now, Washington

College will be celebrating the 200 year

since its founding by Bishop William

Smith and in anticpitation of the

bicentennial, the College Long Range

Planning Committee is already developing

plans for a major fund raising campaign

and a master plan for College
development.

The ten year money raising effort,

which calls for a $15,000,000 increase in

the endowment plus captial
imporvements to the campus, follows on
the heels of the highly successful Heritage

Campaign of the 1960's which resulted in

a maior number of new campus buildings.

Faculty, the Long Rang Planning

Committee, and a joint board of Visitors

and Governors Development and Public

Relations Committee have given their

approval of the program.

Money raised in the endowment
campaign would be allotted in six area:

student financial aid, the library, the
computing center, the faculty, cultural

affairs, and general endowment. Three
million dollars would go to financial aid

with the money direct to junior-senior,

departmental, and athletic scholarships.

The goal is a $2,000,000 endowment for

the library and one totaling $1,000,000
for the computing center. A $4,000,000
figure is tagged on the faculty portion
with funds going to endowed chau^,
teaching improvement, and achieving

parity with the American Association of
U n iversity Porfessor's salary scale. A
$1,000,000 endowment is proposed for
cultural affairs to provide for more film

and lecture series, musical and dramatic

In his role as Chairman of the Long
Range Planning Committee (LRPC), Dr.
William Sawyer, Assistant to the
President, explained that "what we are

trying to do is identify an area of
improvement of the College to be
completed by our 200 anniversary which
would requu-e the raising of quite a lot of
money. We are identifying our needs with
a 1982 focus."

The task ahead, Sav/yer explained, is

to "flesh out the program...to make it

saleable and determine how it will be

received." In talking with professional

development firms, who are usually hired

for this type of campaign. Sawyer learned

that "a supporting case statement for the

campaign is necessary to relate this drive

to a long range plan. So we have to get

going on a long range plan."

Such a plan, he eleaborated, "says

where the College wants to go in a stated

period of time. It identifies changes and
obstacles and the means to overcome
them." Different forms a plan could take

includeabuilding; program, a budgetary
projection, or even just a statement of

philosophy for the college in years to

come. "The important thing is the

assumptions you make," Sawyer said.

Number one on the list is the College's

goals; other factors include the national

economy, the number of students

nationwide attending college, etc.

But before venturing into the arena of

planning for the years ahead, the LRPC
intends to examine some of the College's

present problems. Sawyer emphasized.
"You cannot chart a course in the future

without knowing where you are starting

from - what your weaknesses,
deficiencies, and excesses are."

Dr. Sawyer admitted uncertainty on
when the plan might be completed. "It

depends on the cooperation of all people

and it depends on the input. Other
colleges have taken four years and other

have completed it...in a year's time. As
for the fund raising campaign, the

committee head related that he "thinks

we could flesh it out and establish a goal

for it by the end of the year."

On his concluding point. Sawyer cited

the need for close cooperation on the two
programs. "The bicentennial is a natural;

it is an attractive talking point."

Scheduling the fund raising effort and a

master plan for completion in that year
"is like scheduling in prime time TV."

he took it to the Board directly. "The
Board looked with disfavor upon it

because the, procedure did not follow
tradition. It definitely hurt."

Secondly, the SGA president

explained that in his estimafion Dr. Philip

Wlngate was an obstrucHon in the path of
the proposal. He openly admitted that iie

considers Mr. Ellas Nuttle, newly elected

Chairman of the Board, "more fair than
Wingate. He'll give us a break."

John intends to resubmitt his proposal
again this fall and on the second time
around plans to channel it through the

Student Affairs Commmittee of the

Board.

Estimating his chances for success,

John was cautiously optimistic. He feels

that on this round, unlike the last one, he

will have a chance to defend the proposal.

As for the number of representatives he is

aiming for, the student government
president explained "I am sure the key

thing is whether any should be on it at all

- that is what is on the mind of the Board

members. You have to start with your

sights low and work your way up."

The need for student representation,

John concluded, was partially the result

of what he described as a heav^'

concentration of businessmen on the

governing board. "Businessmen tend lo

see the school as just another corporation

with the upper echelons giving directions

and the lower ones carrying them out.

That is not what a college should be."

An accompanying proposal, also

backed by the Student Government,

which would have authorized an Elm

reporter to attend Board meetings as an

observer failed to reach consideration by

the Board . Editor Kevin O'Keefe

described his motion as an "extremely

important one if the College community
is to more fully understand the Board and

its workings. As it now stands, we are

forced to rely on second hand

information which could conceivably be

biased. The Bo^d ought to realize that

out coverage of the College's most

powerful committee is by their own

choice spotty and erratic."

The Elm plans to resubmitt its

proposal this fall, hopefully in time for

the Board's first meeting September 30.

"I think the proposal for student

representation on the Board is extremely

important," explained Kevin, "but

because it will take sometime, we are

going to approach the Board with our

own proposal alone. It would certainly

seem to have a greater chance of passge in

that form."

Congress approves collegiate aid,

Washington eligible for ^60,000
by Dave Knepler

A new $19,4 billion Higher Education appropriation already
approved by Congress wUl result in an outright grant of

productions, and guesU artists and approximately $60,000 for Washington College,

scholars. Finally, the general endowment.

But with the scuttling of the federal aid to private universities

program, this amount is not an especially monumental increase in

the funds already allocated to Washington. Under the new
program, the College gets 50% of the sum presently awarded to

the school's recipients of Educational Opportunity Grants,

National Defense loans, and the work-study program. The sum

which is presently estimated
$1,000,000 would be increased

$4,000,000.

$300 for each Veteran enrolled, provided that a 10 per cent

increase be made from year to year in the number of Vets
enrolled, along with the provision that $150 of every $300 be

used for further recruitment of veterans. Washington College

presently enrolls about twelve Vets, meaning, come next year

sometime, the College can expect $3,600 more.

The nature of this third section is what causes Mr. Hessey to

have reservations about accepting government funds. Since

Congress Is dictating how the money for the Veterans should be

used, this regulating may someday cover all segments of the

The second portion of the campaign,

slated for less priority than the ______ _.
endowment raising effort, will Washington will receive at the Kme, for this specific part of the appropriations and "may 'eventually forcrprivateTnsHtutlons to

concentrate on providing a appropriations, is $40,000. — - -

classroom-office building replacing G.l.

Hall, a Fine Arts wing, the completions of

renovations to Bunting and William Smith
Halls and the College's three frame

bouses, a swimming pool, and campus
landscaping.

According to Mr. Gene Hessey, Business Manager of the

College, the main strength of that section lies in helping the

economically disadvantaged and, therefore, leaves little mark on
Washington College.

make difficult decisions" regarding accepting government funds.

Washington College also receives $60,000 in funds from the

State of Maryland, doled out at $500 for each Bachelor of Arts

Degree. This $60,000 is free for the school to use in "any lawful

purpose," said Mr. Hessey.

Projected enrollment under the
proposed campaign would not be
susbstantially higher than at pi;esent.

The second part of the bill provides for Washington to get

$500 for every student who is a basic grant recipient. With
recipients enrolled here, this brings the College $19,000.
A third part of the Higher Education appropriations provides

Mr. Hessey also acknowledged that there is some similarity In

the State and Federal programs, since both heavily rely on the

number of participants in each program to help decide the

funding.



First dorm still has September30 opening
by Maiy Maisel

Ti;e cynics of Washington

College always knew it, but

now even the most optimistic

amorg us are well aware that

the new dorms will not be

completed for some time.

Mr. Frank Hasek who
represents the architectural

firm of Vosbeck, Vosbeck,

Kendrick and Redinger

estimated that Cecil will be

the first of the three dorms
completed-on September

30th. The other buUdings,

Dorchester and Talbot, will

follow in two week intervals

if all goes according to Mr.

Hasek 's estimations.

TTiere Is no particular

reason for the delay other

than usual labor problems

and some singularly wet
weather in June, but Dean
Maureen Kelley said it was
unreasonable to expect work
to be completed on time. She
felt that, "The architect and
contractor deserve credit for

converting the vague plans

that we gave them into

buildings that sufficiently

house a large number of

people in minimum space

while still allowing
considerable privacy."

Closely related are

questions of size and space.

There is little problem with

double rooms, but singles

appear to be extremely small.

Mr. Hasek assured the Elm,
however, that the rooms
allow enough space for a free

standing bed, warbrobe, desk

and chair while still

Missing stairsteps and blank window and door frames are

vivid reminders of the incomplete conditions of Cecil,

Talbot, and Dorchester Houses. The first dorm is to be

completed by September 30.

permitting its resident some
freedom pf movement.
Students housed In the new
building will have ample

room to study in the various

lounges, cook in the kitchens

and convene in the commons.
The student is not expected

to spend much time in his or

her cubicle.

Students planning to live

in the new dorms will be

expected to pay more than
those residing in other
campus faciliUes. This added
fee was initially set at $50.00
per person each semester.
Because of the delay, the fee
will be adjusted according to
the date of occupancy. If you
live in one of the new
buildings for two thirds of a
semester, you must pay two
thirds of the fee.

A surprising number of

students have indicated a
desire to remfun in their

temporary quarters.
According to Dean Kelley,

those living In provided

dormitory space may most
likely remain there, but
lounge areas, basements and
other more temporary sites

such PS Micou House will be

vacted upon completion of

the new buildings.
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Advisory position up for grabs

Elections to the College

Advisory Committee, which

was established by the Board

of Visitors and Governors last

year to oversee administrative

activity, will be held Monday
night in the dinner line in.

conjunction with Senate

elections.

Only one position will be

contested in the election. The
other student position on
the Advisory Committee
automatically goes to SGA
President Jolin Dimsdale.

Max Koeningsberg, SGA
Elections Chairman,

explained that unlike other

elections, no petitions will be

required to establish a

candidacy. There will be,

however, mandatory speeches

delivered Monday at 4:00
p.m. in Hynson Lounge.
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^Viewpoint
I Innovation the

I key to success
^ in admissions

Purveyors of the small college, high price,

liberal arts education are quickly approaching a

crisis situation in terms of their ability to attract

a sufficiently large number of students to fill

their classes. The problem, of course, is the

competition: the more inexpensive community

and state colleges and universities.

A number of schools in a similar position to

Washington, haue forseen the problem and have

taken action to prevent their demise. Many have

opted for experimental education programs,

some of which have added new forms to our

concept of a learning experience, others which

have been pockmarked by gimmickry and lack

of quality. But despite these varying successes,

they all have at least endeavored to offer an

alternative learning experience and in the effort

have given themselves both a greater signifigance

as an institution and greater attraction to highly

motivated students seeking a progressive

education.

The question to be asked is if the liberal arts

and sciences education that Washington College

offers is any different, beyond a reduced

magnitude, than that offered at the giant

university complexes that dominate American

higher education. Do we offer an alternative

learning experience? If the answer is 'no', then,

of course, there will be a problem in attracting

qualified students.

But we happen to feel that neither a yes or

'no' response would sufficiently answer the

question. Washington has many intrinsic

qualities which sets it apart as a distinguished

institution. But admission statistics for this year

reveal that obviously is not enough. The College

must strive ever harder to tear down the walls

that often seperate classroom teaching from the

learning experience, and by doing so will provide

a more meaningful experience as well as assure

itself a competitive position in the scramble to

attract qualified students.OT quality. DUl UKbpiie Uicsc vai yiiiy jui.v-*-*'^.', 3^traCt quail 1 leu SLuuci i lo.

Parties just haven't learned
approach to new youth vote

by Kevin O'Keefe

Campaign '72 marks the first time in history that

American 18-21 year-olds are participating, en masse, in

detennining the outcome of the political process.

Political conventions. '72 style, which determined the

candidates, were however, a slightly different stoty.

While one party found it expedient and propitious to

include stripUngish pohtlcos within its ranks, the other

found it more convenient and less disturbing (quotas,

they say, are a skin to busing) to accord the kiddies a

secondary position with strong media coverage.

The Democratic youth faction, which constituted

27% of the assembled delegates, seemed remarkably of

one persuasion and ideology, closely tied in thought and

deed to their contemporaries encamped in Flamingo

Park.

Indeed, that universal synonymity seemed to imply

that a youthful monolith of liberal McGovemites is a

reflection of all young Democrats. To be sure, there

were Old Guard delegates to whom George McGovem
represented the antithesis of what a candidate should be.

But where were their younger counterparts? Were there

any? National polls, revealing a strong anti-McGovem

streak among the newly enfranchised, seemed to suggest

that there should have been some. {Perhaps there should

be quotas for conservatives and liberals as well as blacks,

women, chicanos, and youth.) As sure as the antics of

Southern and Mid-western Republicnas have alienated

the big city liberals in their fold, the Democrats, by this

omission, must have driven some of their erstwhile

young members into the open arms of the Nixon

juggernaut.

Despite the oversight, the Deomocrats at least found

room to include some young voters under their already

capacious delegate roof. The Republicans, however, had

a slightly different strateg>' in mind.
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Using a play tested on the road for the past four years

and employing a denouement universally known before

koX. One began, the GOP utlized youthful histrionics,

rather than direct participation, in their bid for the

under 30's market. The Republicans couldn't be accused

of tokenism; they just didn't bother. Accuse them of

egregious exploitation, but never of tokenism.

Rounding up the cream of the post-pubescent Middle

America crop, the Republican image makers flashed

scene upon scene of clean shaven, perk, and eager faces

voicing their paneg\'rifal support of the Nixon
administration. What the media men didn't count on was
the appallingly obvious intent of tlicir action: to gain

youth support for Nixon without compromising tht

delegate selection process with quotas of representation,

a tool which, of course, would have been hard for the

old timers to accept. Even some of the youthful

Nixonians, though certainly not a majority, became
cognizant of their true role, and developed what might
be considered 'revoluOonary consciousness' in

Republican circles: dissatisfaction with the campaign
tactic and the candidate who allowed its perpetration.

But both party gatherings are now past history. What
remains to be seen is what effect. If any, the

machinations of American political conventions will

have on the millions of new voters in November.

For the

uninitiated:

rise and fall

of the Crager

memorandum
Editor's Comment: Elsewhere on these pages ij

printed the resignation of Professor Minor Crager,
a

resignation which in the past week has engendered
ari

inordinate amount of interest and controversy on

campus. Professor Crager's letter was received bv th;

Elm in early August with a request tliat it be printed in

our first issue; the letter itself is an abrasive criticism oi

the faculty's handling of the controversy over ihe

administration of President Charles Merdinger. Whai

Professor Crager did not realize was that imporhnt

leaders among the faculty, administration, and Buard,

possibly anticipating the departure shortly of Di,

Merdinger, had decided over the summer to foster ynaji

of calmness and rationality to a degree which wai

missing last year. To print a anti-Faculty letter would, of

course, result in a reply, in kind, and spawn a new

generation of conflicts.

Naturally, when the Elm staff returned for anothei

academic year, we were immediately faced with a crisij

situation: Professor Crager wanted his letter printed; ihi

peacemakers, fearing a total apostasy of peaceful lactio

by various campus personalities, preferred to see ii

Crager, in rei

I am writing this letter to tender my resignation iro-^p

the Washington College faculty, effective un
^

September 1 of this year, because I have accepted ^

position of Associate Professor in the University n

Baltimore School of Law. The most influentiil

conditions prompting this decision stem from It

current discord at Washington College; other importai

motivating factors are unrelated to campus problems,

A determining circumstance not connected with tli

present unrest on the Washington College campus isU

higher salary that I will receive at the University (

Baltimore. Moreover, I sh^l have a good opportunity (o

research and writing because of a somewhat lighti

teaching load. My decision also solves a professioi

problem in that the emphases in contemporary politii

science on behavioral approaches to public law are bas

on elaborate and pretentious mathematical construct

which little interest me. Thus my chances (iJ|

professional recognition appear greater in a law scho

environment.

But these considerations alone would not have caus

me to leave Washington College after only one year.T

most significant factors concern the present instabilit)'

Washington College. As you know, an atmosphere'

unpredictable, petty, personal conflict is nothing m

for the College. Indeed, in recent years, a numberi

battles have occurred with each succeeding conK

drawing in more people and becoming more intense ttiJ

the last. As I understand it, part of the 1968-l9f

academic year was taken up with a dispute on

establishing the American Studies Program. For W
reason, this disagreement was not contained m ^

History Department and the olher department,s dirK|

involved. Instead, it pemieated almost the entirf facul

and administration and became extremely personal ^

bitter. Then, the 1969-1970 academic year saw d ni(

severe and rancorous dhpule culminate in the dismi^

of Dean Gould. Finally, an all pervasive

extraordinarily bitter struggle has dominated Hi''

academic session.

In all of these struggles s small number of the facui

have been successful in atUining their goals by m"

that go far beyond their rudeness and authoritarianiS

Unfortunately^ these people have believed it neces.sar>

resort to personal vilincation, delibert

misrepresentation, and dissemination of rumors thai"

neither be confirmed nor denied. Their i"'

characteristic tactic is unworthy of an educaii

institution: they do not meet an argument directly ov

merits, but instead they make a personal attack oP



out of print. The Elm, of course, was caught in

idle; io print Crager's resignation might destroy

(for a calm approach to the problem; to not print

Id
establish a precedent where any unpopular

„ coLild be effectively silenced by the imposition

ijc pressure. In short, the principled notion of an

foEum' would be meaningless.

decision was made, after consultation and

jon with students, faculty, administrators, and

members, to go ahead with the letter's publication

what Professor Crager had requested.

I
justification, however, was to be short lived.

or Crager late last week requested that his tetter

idrawn, explaning that after conversations with a

[ of Individuals he had reached the realization

c letter's publication could only harm the school,

ct, he claimed that was the opposite of his intent.

[|y no one, including the Elm, can judge whether

Icled under pressure from those who wanted to

jie letter out of print. But undoubtedly, there

is
question marks in the minds of many.

a( this juncture that the Elm had to make a

decision. We had the legal right to print the

but did we have a moral right?

s again, the conclusion was reached that the

lie of an 'Open Forum" was more precious,

greater moral responsibility for us to

f we acceded to the requests to not publish

's
correspondence, the Elm would be held up to

le questioning. In short, our probity and our

;iess to defend a principle would be cast in doubt.

ce nearly all the parties involved have been

IS to silence tlie matter, we can only hope that,

his publication of the letter, those parties will act

treating Professor Crager's statements with the

of skepticism and rationality that they deserve.

Forum: letters

The Elm iimtes all members of the College community
to submit for publication letters, essays, reviews, and
critical pieces. Submissions can be delivered to the
Washington Elm office or can be channeled through the
campus mail Deadline for articles is the Monday night prior
to publication date. Because of space limitations, the
editors reserve the right to edit alt letters.

Chairman finds resignation
'uncalled for condemnation'
To the editor:

I have read with a great deal of distress the letter of

resignation of Mr. Minor Crager, former Assistant

Professor of Political Science at Washington College.

It is strange a man who has had so little experience

should think he has the wisdom or the desire to criticize

so severly his colleagues who have much more

experience in their fields and have devoted many years

of their lives and talents In the development of

Washington College. I feel concerned that he should

write such an unjust and uncalled for condemnation

of the Institution at which he had spent such a short time

and which many Board Members, Faculty, Alumni and

Students have loved and worked hard for, for many
years. If he had taken the time to study the progress of

ungy blasts faculty actions

Ity of the proponent of a differing view. Such

i have been rewarded. Dean Gould was dismissed;

ow you have resigned as a direct result of what I

leard you describe as "battle fatigue."

couraged by their successes, this small minority

much larger group of lemming-like sympathizers

defiled two thousand years of the traditions of

m civility. Without passing judgment on the

!s or conduct of President Merdinger's

istration, 1 will simply say that I have never seen

e more unfairiy treated than he has been since last

find it impossible to judge what kind of president

shington College he might have turned out to be

calmer and more rational circumstances.

nly. he had no chance to operate normally this

ind he was new to the job the year before.

B dispute over President Merdinger's administration

[arpened a social pathology that has apparently

i for some time. I have observed some of the

s against Dr. Merdinger and yourself express a hate

ep that it defies belief to those who have not

ed it. These apostles of hate are so certain of their

ousness that anyone who even mildly questions

Jctions or opinions soon finds himself regarded as

ly deficient. Thus their holy ends justify their

^' means.

d the arguments of these fanatics defy the laws of

In the Fall 1 was distressed to hear some faculty

prs argue contradictor.' positions without even
ng it. Fii-st, they would declare that Dr. Merdinger
fal tula ting Machiavellian who was deliberately

ting the "traditions" of Washington College. But

in tlie same breath, the same people would then
tliat he was a stupid militan,- clod who blundered
>'ing out Washington College "traditions."

reover.
I was further distressed by a reluctance to

y with any precision the chargt^s against Dr.

"KL'i. Siiicf, as a newcomtT, I allempled to remain
'' in the controversy, I felt that I could promote a

titeded. rational dialogue (and find out what the
vas really all about) by taking down in minute
the allegations aginst the President. I also

''^f^ that he be presented with the specific
stions and be requested to submit answers written
equally exact manner.-^Most of his faculty critics

•^"ol to this suggestion. In fact, one of his most
'oils critics dismissed the idea because it would
result in a "list of trivial incidents."

During the Fall I witnessed the careful orchestration

of the attack on the Merdinger administration. The

rehearsals and coordination of the presentations to the

Board were truly impressive. Almost all conversation in

the faculty lounge centered on the administration's

supposed sins; meetings were held to organize

presentations; and the same incidents were rehashed

again and again and again. The faculty members heading

this movement were very thorough; they attempted to

cover all possibilities without regard to logical

consistency. For example, I heard one faculty leader say

that he would make a special appearance before the

Board to assert that 'Dr. Merdinger had exercised too

little authority, while other faculty members were to

argue that he was attempting to impose a form of

military dictatorship on Washington College.

Th atmosphere of this dispute and those of recent/

years have, in my opinion, engendered a distinct lack of

academic professionalism at the College. Some of the

faculty have lately written in the ELM that promotion

should be contingent entirely, or almost entirely, on

good teaching, and that research and publication should

not be stressed. This is a reasonable standard (although I

do not agree with it). But many who endorse it are not

enthusiastic about seeing it applied systematically and

uniformly. Accordingly, most known procedures for

even-handed evaluation of teaching have met

considerable resistance from the College staff. Few have

made it a practice to submit questionnaires to their

classes by which they might obtain some insight into the

strengths and weaknesses of their teaching; faculty visits

to classes for the purpose of evaluation never occur; and

scientific samples of student opinion are not obtained in

those oral interviews with them concemlng teaching

effectiveness. So there has been no orderiy. rational

system for gathering evidence on the teaching ability of

any faculty member except when the students have

insisted on administering questionnaires land this has

be>^n the c-xception in Llie past). Until thorough

evaluation procedures are instituted, promotion and

advancement at Washington College will tum on the

personal image that junior faculty members present to

key senior members, as well as on professional merits. In

the present unsettled climate at the College, personal

image and loyal followership is probably more important

in career terms than either effective teaching or

productive scholarship.

1 regret that few members of the Board have a

the College he would have known that contrary to his

statement it does Indeed hold an enviable record and
standing among the excellent small Liberal Arts

Institutions of the Country.

I am very proud of our Faculty. The more I get to

know them the more I am convinced tliey are devoted
teachers and well versed in tlieir discipline. I am grateful

for their interest In their students and their great desire

to always improve tlie educational opportunities at

Washington College.

I do hope all who read Mr. Crager's letter will

understand Its Inconsistencies, its lack of constructive

value, his lack of knowledge of or mterest in die real

Washington College and let it pass as such.

Sincerely,

Ellas W. Nuttle

background that would permit them to comprehend

readily the dominant social and political dynamics of

this faculty. True, a few of the trustees are or have been

affiliated with educational institutions of outstanding

,
quality. But I know from having held a staff position at

the University of Texas tor four years that experience at

a first rate university actually impedes understanding

Washington College. At the University of Texas the

faculty that I knew had long-term teaching AND
research interests. And the professional demands of their

job were so rigorous that continual petty, bltteriy

personal bickering would have been inconceivable. There

just wasn't time enough for such petty nonsense. Thus

the mental habits that allowed me to get along well

personally and professionally at the University of Texas

have been the source of conflict and misunderstanding

with some prominent members of this faculty.

Of course, the Washington College faculty contains

some notable exceptions to the observations I have set

out above. There are a few superb scholars in BOTH
teaching and research on this faculty. In particular, my
chairman, Professor An, would be a credit to any

university in the country. His research has so enriched

his teaching thaf he is able to take his students to the

farthest frontiers of existing knowledge about the Far

East. Such scholarly production in the Washington

College environment, is, however, a minor miracle.

Moreover, many of the faculty who have shown

ingenuity in writing letters to the Board, In publishing

eloquent essays in the ELM. and in delivering brilliantly

conceived political speeches in Faculty Meeting to attain

their goal of unseating Dr. Merdinger are bright*^r and

more energetic people than are often found at many

small colleges. Certainly, they are anything but dull. If

they would but apply their considerable talents and

energies to scholariy pursuits on a full time basis.

Washington College would soon be noted for academic

excellence. Unhappily, it enjoys no such reputation at

this point in its history.

In conclusion, I have enjoyed my limited personal

contacts with Dr. Merdinger and with you allhough I

have not always agreed with all of your decision.

Nevertheless, I wish you success in your new job, and I

hope that next year at Byzantium-on-the-Chester will be

a happier one for the administration than was the last I

doubt, however, that such will be the case. New

"causes" .\il! be manufactured, new crusader will be

launched, renewed pressure for interna! laculty

conformity in the continuing war of attrition will be

applied by the implacable anti-Merdinger leadership, and

new demands will be voiced for higher salaries, lighter

work loads and less emphasis on scholorahship. Frankly,

I am delighted to be escaping such a sick academic

society.
Sincerely,

Minor Crager

Assistant Professor of

Political Science



Study reveals population attitudes
Washington students queried on birth control, abortion

The sample for the Population Seminar Study of

demographic variables at Washington College totaled 306
individuals, 134 men and 172 women. Approximately
32% were freshmen. 30% sophomores, 23% juniors, and

15% seniors. The sample was almost entirely of the

white race. The only exceptions were 3 blaclts. This will

give an idea of the nature of the sample. Discussion of

other variables investigated follows.

Hypothesis No. 1-that the higher the Income of the

student's parents, the fewer the number of children

desired. In other words, parents' income was tliought to

be inversely proportional to the number of children the

students wished to have.

Only 20 of the students responded that their parents'

income was less than $10,000. about 6.5%. This small

number makes it difficult to prove any variable related

to low income. Evidently very few Washington College

students come from low income families. At any rate,

the majority of students in all income groups wanted 4

or less children.

Tiiere does not appear to b^ a consistent relation

between income and desired number of children, and the

hypothesis is not supported.

Hypothesis No. 2--that the number of years after

maariage that a student plans to wait before having

children increases as parents' income increases.

This hypothesis was also rejected upon grounds

similar to those for the first hypothesis. A high

percentage of both the highest and lowest income croups

wanted to wait four or more years before having „

children, or not have them at all.--66.7% for the under

$10,000 group, and 46.1% for the over $20,000 One.

The figures for the $10-$15,000 and $15-$20,000

groups were 34.7% and 33.9% respectively. Perhaps

those from low income families want to get on their feet

economically before having children, but that leaves the

reasons for long postponement of childbearing unsolved

for the highest income group. Further research may
explain.

Hypothesis No. 3-that those from higher income
families are more likely to seriously consider adopting a

child.

The responses of each group were so similar that the

hypothesis is almost certainly invalid.

Editor's Note: In an attempt to examine
the attitudes of Washington College's students

on population planning and control. Dr.

Palani Periasamy's Population Problems class

last semester conducted a survey, the results

of which were released over the summer. The
study was conducted by students Richard

Blackbum, Pamela Gates, John Wagner, and
Gail Williams. Dr. Periasamy explained the

rationale for the report: "By the year 2020
we will have ten billion people. Six hundred
years from now the population will reach a

point where only one square meter will be

available for each person. So well planned,

highly motivated action on the part of the

people is a dire necessity. The survey was
conducted among college students because
they have a definite role to play in influencing

themselves, their parents, and their

friends."

The only class varying an appreciable amount is the

$15-$20.000 group, but it is hard to figure why
Hyp thesis No. 4-that income is related to the

willingness to adopt a child of another race.

This hypothesis must be set aside for the time being

because of a mistake in the computer program. The

totals on ti.e present printout are impossible numbers.

Hypothesis No. 5--that those with rural farm

background will desire more children than those from

urban, city dt rural non-farm areas.

The responses "city" and "urban", listed as separate

on the questionnaire, were combined i n analysis since

the line dividing the two is difficuit to ascertain.

Perhaps due to the small number of rural farm

respondents, this hypothe.sis was not supported. It is

interesting to note, iiowever, that the responses for those

of rural non-farm backgrounds and those from

dty-urban areas, were for all practical purposes the

same.

Hypothesis No. 6~that those of Catholic religion will

desire more children than Protestants, Jews and others.

This hypothesis was definitely supported for the male

portion of the sample, and was supported to a somewhat
lesser degree for females. The percentages of Catholics,

Protestants and Jews that want three or more children

are listed in the following tables;

Female
Protestants
Catholics
Jews

Only 10 men and 9 women in the sample indicated

that they were Jewish, and that may explain the

discrepancy between results for males and females. The
data does indicate, however, that Washington College

Catholics want larger families than Protestants.

Hypothesis No. 7--that Catholics are less in favor of

legalized abortion than Protestants and Jews.

This hypothesis was supported by the data. The
results follow. A "Yes" response indicates being in favor

of legalized abortion.
Protestant Catholic Jewish

Yes 88.7% G5.5% 100',^
No 5.4% 16.4%
Undecided G.G% 18.2%

It should be noted, however, that a considerable

number of Catholics are undecided.

The questionnaire also asks under what conditions

would a woman have- an abortion, or, if a man
responding, under what conditions would he approve of

his girlfriend or wife having an abortion. The response^

support the view that, although a large majority of the

college population is in favor of abortion, Catholics are

less in favor than others.

On the whole I feel the study was a success, i have

discussed only a few of the possible correlations that can

be performed with the data. In the future others should
certainly be done. Certainly the questionnaire could be

improved, and another study done at a later date to

follow up this study. Perhaps others can learn from our

mistaltes as well as from our suggestions.

Don Kelly
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College slates modern painters series
The second and third

installment of Pioneers of

Modem Painting, a series of

fdms devoted to masters of

the late nineteenth century,

will be shown in Tawes
Theater September 19 and 26
at 7:30 p.m.

The College and the Kent
County Public Library are

Kent Plaza Barber Shop

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Coley Razor Cuts Charlie

Bill Hair Styling Ronnie

"We Cut Hair To Suit You"
Phone 778-4771

CO -sponsoring the local

showing of the series, which

has been made available by

The National Gallery of Art

through a grant from the

National Endowment for the

Humanities. This will be one

of the first showings of the

series anywhere outside of

Washington, D. C.

Each program will feature

two 40-rainute color films

written and narrated by Sir

Kenneth Clark who is noted

for his presentation of the

epic 13-part "Civilisation"

series. Of his new series, Lord

Clark says, "Instead of a

history of ideas I wanted to

look closely at the work of

several painters in such a way
as would help people to look

for themselves and enjoy

themselves".

Five of the films are about

French artists and one is

about a Norwegian, Edvard

Munch. The first pair of films

concentrated on Edouard

Manet and Paul Cezanne. The
other sets will be on Claude

Monet and Georges Seurat,

and Henri Rousseau and

Munch, respectively.

The series was all

photographed in various parts

of France, except for the

sequences about Munch in

Norway.

Elburns Florist

and Greenhouses
Chestertown, Maryland

Specializing in tropical and exotic

plants and ferns
Special Arrangements for

Sorioty Rushes, etc.
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Sutton's Towne Stationers'
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Chestertown, Maryland

Hallmark Cards

Easton Papers

Office Supplies

TOP SHOE STYLES
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A full enrollment now,

but problems lie ahead
Continued from Page l

program which will send grads to college

nights in their area. "There is really a

wealth of graduates, Andrew said, who
know what's going on here." His

intention is to use them.

In response to questioning, Mr.

Andrew, commented that the past year

was not a particularly difficult one in

terms of admissions. "We had a harder

time holding onto students we had

accepted and getting them to enroll. But

we did reasonably well," he added,

pointing to the fact that enrollment had

reached the 750 mark, the figure used for

fiscal budgeting. That apparently was no

easy feat. A report of the National

Association of College Admissions

Counselors released in July predicted a

surplus of 175,000 freshmen positions

throughout the nation this year.

Additionally, the middle States

Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools estimated that 87% of America's

schools of higher education would have

openings in their classes this fall. The
problem; rising costs of a College

education, lack of pressure from the

draft, a breakdown in regular attendance

patterns, and the heavy pressure from

community colleges which will enroll

fully 40% of the new students this year.

The turmoil over the Merdinger

administration which enveloped the

campus last year was apparently hard to

gauge in terms of its effect on admissions.

"We will never know if someone heard

about the situtation and did not apply,"

Andrews said. "Certainly, it put doubt in

some people's mind." He has ascertained,

however, that this year "there is a

definite effort to pull things together."

As for predicting the future, the

Admission Director was openly reticent

about making any estimates. "It's

Mr. Ormond Andrews

impossible to predict more than a year or

two ahead. It is going to get tougher and
tougher. And if we go up in price, as I'm

sure we will, it will be even a greater

impediment."

Mr. Andrews concluded on an
optimistic point though. "We have a full

class, a full enrollment, and we're

financially stable. Things are working to

our advantage right now."

Group bands for overthrow

of laws prohibiting animals

Concerned campus ecologists have expressed alarm at the state

of these plants located next to the maintainance building.

Maintainance officials eventually plan to landscape the new dorm

areas with the valuable plants. A number of the plants, however,

have already died.

Union Trust Bank
of Maryland

Member F.D.I.C.

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Chestertown, Md. 21620

In response to a new ruling

in the student handbook that

"pets are not permitted in the

residence halls under any

conditions," Kitty Ford and

Paul Sullivan called a meeting

last Friday attended by about

fifty students. A proposal to

reverse the new ruling,

alliviate burdens placed on

the maintenance staff last

year, and outline a means for

"enforcing the responsibilities

of campus animal owners"

was drawn up.

On Tuesday students

presented the proposal to

maintenance, the deans of

students, and Mr. Sawyer,

Assistant to the President.

Maintenance agreed to a trial

period until Thanksgiving, if

past problems could be

solved. Another meeting was

held on Thursday, attended

by Dean Kelly, four student

representatives, twOv WRA
members, and two MRA
members. Any proposal

resulting will have to be

approved by Student Affairs.

In an interview with the

Elm Dean Kelly admitted to

"grave reservations" about

the new proposal's working

and said that she would "play

it by ear." Earlier she had

commented that "For the

best good of all, the best

thing is not to have pets in

the buildings."

Section one of the

students' proposal provides

for licensing of all pets owned
by students. A system of

fines-first a warning, then $1

,

then S2, and on up-for

offenses such as droppings in

residence halls is detailed in

section two. In charge of

supervision of the system, the

MRA would expel from

campus any animal fined ten

times. According to section

three, animals would be

allowed on a hall if its R.A.

satisfactorily checked the hall

for droppings each night, a

volunteer each morning

cleaned up all droppings, and

no one on the hall obiected

to the animals' presence.

Before last year only caged

pets were permitted in dorms.

Some began to cage cats and

dogs.

Last year any pets were

allowed. The policy failed as

some pet-owners neglected

their animals, forcing

maintenance and students to

complain.

Then the WRA ruled that

this year no pets would be

allowed in women's dorms.

Before the MRA made its

decision, Mr. Sawyer,

pressured by complaints from

maintenance, stepped in with

the present ruling.

SGA sets election

for Senate Monday
Elections for positions on this year's Student Senate are slated

for Monday, September 18, in the dinner line. Petitions for

candidacy, which require 20 student signatures, must be

submitted to the Registrar's Office by 5:00 p.m. Friday.

The uncompleted state of Cecil, Dorchester, and Talbot houses

has necessitated a postponement in elections for those dorms.

Students of the dormitories who are now spread throughout

other residence halls temporarily, will be inelieible both to run

for office and to vote in the contest for the floor on which the"

are now living. ^^^^^^^^

Your Happy Shopping Store
We welcome you to Chestertown

and invite you to shop in our store.

We carry:

Dresses by Gay Gibson

Sportswear by Garland, Karet

of California, Bobbie Brooks

In our Men's Dept., we have slacks by

Farah and our own private labels: shirts, both

dress and sport along with Blue Chambray Shirts,

Jeans and Sweaters.

Jeans and more jeans by Wrangler and Levi

Keep in mind,

"Love is where you find it

We'll be here all day 99

Open: Mon. - Wed. 10-6

Thurs. - Sat. 10-9

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Chestet

Chestertown, Maryland



Booters prepare defense

of MAC soccer crown
^

by Bruce Komberg

With the nucleus of last

year's Middle Atlantic

Conference southern division

champions back, an
enthusiastic forty -four
candidates showed up for the

opening of varsity soccer

practice last week. Coach Ed

Athey is left with the task of

deciding who among the

newcomers will fill the vacant

positions at goalie, right ^ving,

left inside, fullback, and
halfback.

Pacing the returning

I e ttermen are Southern

AU-American inside right Bill

Williams along with left wing

Jim Wentzel. Experienced

lettermen Steve Sandebeck,

Bill Gant, Tom Stewart, and

Ron Reynolds will be vying

for the two starting positions

on the line. The
upperclassmen do not have a

hold on those positions;

freshmen Joe Bailes and Dave
Beech , along with
new-comers Bill Emmet and

Mike Cordrey will be heard

from this year. These new
faces may show up in the

starting line-up on September
20th at home against

GalJaudet.

The halfbacks are stablized

by the always efficient Paul

Brown, aiong with his

running mate John Wayne.
One halfback position is

vacant with freshman Craig

Attex and Robbie Marquette

competing for the job.

The fullback positions

were hit hardest by
graduation, with Eric Ctganek

the only returning starter

there. Last year's starting

halfback Bob Hickman has

been dropped back to

fullback, leaving the left

fullback position opened for

Steve Etris, Bill Hench, Jan

Rosenthal, and Pete Jachaoh.

it seems the freshmen
Jachach will get the nod from
Coach Athey.

According to Athey, a

team is only as good as its

goalie, and Washington lost

Frank Ogens to graduation

last year. There are four
athletes competing for

thfs vear's net-keeping job;

SENIORS Bob Shriver and

Fred Buckel both have
experience and the ability to

do the job. but they are being

pressed by sophom re Peter

Murphy. Steve Slaughter, a

senior with no experience, is

the fourth candidate.

Coach Athey has given the

job to Shriver, but if he

cannot fill the shoes of

Ogens, GOALIE coach Tom
Bowman feels Buckell or

Murphy will step in and do
the job.

Athey along with his

assistants Bowman and
Barry Drew f is looking for

the formula that will tell this

balance of returning

lettermen and new booters.

Athey feels that if the team

matures early, it will be a

good season; if not it may be

along autumn.

Paul Brown looks on as Bill Williams battles an opponent
during scrimmage action last Saturday

Veterans and newcomers boost
Shore hopes in cross-country

by Chris Ahalt

Cross country should be

looking up this fall at

Washington College. Coach
Don Chatellier's hiuriers open
September 20 at home
against Galludet, and this

year's model looks to be

much improved over last

year's 2--13 record. Five

lettermen return from that

squad, including last year's

MVP-freshmen sensation

Paul Schlitz. Other lettermen

returning are team captian

Rick Horstmann. last year's

No. 2 mao and most
improved runner, and Bob
Atkinson, Bob Greenberg,

and Bill Sandkuhler. Two

Lacrosse '72: =
a return to glory

It was a hell of a lacrosse season. It was Don Kelly
and Peter Boggs. Tom George and Bob Shriver, Barry
Drew and Ford Schumann, "Cactus" Jack Copeland and
"Birdman" Elliott, Pat Gray and "Fuzzy" Norris. It was
even Tim Barrow and four games before the big door
banged shut. It was a team of 25 hungrj' lacrosse players
and 25 times that many Shore stick fans hungry for the
return of Washington College lacrosse. A return to the
prideful brand of lacrosse that tiny Washington College

Qyj^ginthetace of Virginia, Brown and mighty Johns

Shocked with joy and amazement the faithful reeled
tavemward March 20 to revive and relieve the 15to-5

annihilation of Yale in the stick opener. It was a

harbinger of great exploits to come. Exploits that will

stLnd.

R.P.I., Hofstra, Syracuse. Fairleigh-Dickinson. Duke,
Bucknell, Western Maryland and Loyola fell to resurging
Washington College climaxing a 9-3 campaign. Only
Navy in the rain on Kibler Field stood as a blemish on
the Shore schedule. Johns Hopkins and Washington and
Lee paid for their conquests, able to break away from
the Shoremen finally in the last period.

Washington College's 1971-72 year came to close for
most students on May 13 with the end of the second
semester. Not so for the lacrosse team. The United
States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association gave
Washington a shot, along with 11 other colleges, at the
first College Division championship. A 12-team
tournament that would decide the best college stick ten
in the nation.

Washington drew Franklin and Marshall (10-1) at
Lancaster, Pa., on May 17 in the first round of the
tourney. Both teams, sluggish from inaction and a tough
exam period, produced a lackluster contest until the
final nine minutes. The Shoreman watched a 5-2 first

half lead boomerang into a 7-9 fourth period deficit.

It looked like a long ride back to C' town when
suddenly the great midfield tandem of Bob Shriver and

standouts from last spring's

track team, Chris Wetherhold

and Tom Clement, are also

out for cross country this fall,

and other runners include

Bert Cook, George Elser,

Mike Harris, Dave Leroy, and
freshmen Chip Ernst and Bill

Janney.

Coach Chatellier looks for

considerable imporvement
from this year's squad. Paul

Schlitz should again be the

top runner. He has a chance
to win most of the meets he
runs, perhaps even an outside

chance to go undefeated.

Rick Horstmann is already

running better than last year,

and he is being pushed by
newcomers Wetherhold and

uement. Wetherhold is the
best new prospect on the
squad, and may even
challenge Schlitz before the
season is over.

The real key to the
season's success, however,
will be the fifth man. The top
four runners appear solid, and
if the fifth man cin cut down
the gap from the top time,

the Shoremen could have
quite a season. The best bet
for that spot is Bob Atkinson,
although he couid be
challenged by Bob Greenberg
or Bill Sandkuhler, or

possibly one of the other

runners showing considerable

improvement.

The opening meet should

be a good indication of just

how good this year's squad
will be. Galludet is a strong

opponent who traditionally

stomps on the Shoremen.
Whether the Shoremen have

improved enough to change

that remains to be seen. After

this meet, the team takes lo

the road-the long road, in

fact-as they travel to Upsaia.

Lebanon Valley, Delaware
Valley, Drew, Salisbury, and

Hopkins, before finally

reluming home to meet

l.o>ola on November 1. The

season climaxes with the

Middle Atlantic and
Mason -Dixon Conference

Championships and the Mt.

St. Mary's Invitational, ail in

November.

Pete Boggs began to execute their magic. It was the same
ol' magic, the Kelly game, "lightning war." That
fabulous fastbreak. Three times Washington unleashed
the lightning. Twice the unleasher was Shriver. On the
other end was steady Jack Copeland. In the goal,

freshman Bryan Matthews, a second period substitution

for Ford Schumann, slammed the door shut on The
Diplomats. Final score: Washington 10. Franklin and
Matshail 9.

Denison (12-1) was next. The quarter final was
played in GranWIle, Ohio, Sunday, May 21 - the day
after graduation. Seniors Boggs, Murphy and Sinkinson
made the trip leaving an hour after commencement. I

saw the game through eyes of those that were there, the
team, coaches Kelly and Drew, and manager Marshall.
Washington jumped ahead 5-0, led later 8-5 when
Denison ralhed for an 8-8 deadlock. Then the Shoremen
showed their definite superiority with five devastating
fastbreak goals. Ford Schumann returned to the nets,

played brilliantly with 22 saves. Tom George, four goals,
Pete Boggs, three goals, Jack Copeland, Greg Lane and
Bob Shriver, two apiece, were the scoring heroes.

Three days later the stage was set for an epic struggle

in Baltimore, Washington College versus Towson State.
The two had not met during the regular season. Tiger
coach Carl Runk hoped to promote the contest as a
grudge match. For two periods he exhorted his team in

frustration. For two quarters Ford Schumann kept
Towson at bay. They fired long and short, high and low,
forty shots in the first half, but the score stood just 3-2

Towson at intermission.

When Towson took 5-2 third period lead, however,
Runk was shoudng with glee. It was shortlived. He did

hurtt deringer
For many years Public Relations Director Hurtt

Deringer was food, farm, news and many other editors
for the now departed Chester River Press, a newspaper.

SporUwriting was always one of his strongest suits!
His Voice of a Fan and The 'ol Curmudgeon columns
were eageriy awaited by Washington College sports fans.
At the Elm's request, he has consented to recap last
year's g.^at lacrosse season for the first Elm of the
1972-73 season.

not believe in the Shore fastbreak. He became a believH

Lane fed George. Bob Shriver scored once unassisW

then fed George and Lane to put Washington in front fo

the first time 6-5.

Pat Gray, great in tournament play, made it 8-fi wii

his second goal of the game. George iced the strugt'^

with a goal off a carom with 1.42 remaining and I

all over.

Hobart College, winners of 14 of 15 games during lb)

regular season and victors over Cornell, meanwhile
romping through the northern bracket of the USIU
tourney. Surviving a scare from Adelphi at home, thi)

blasted Massachusetts in the semi-finals at Boswell FieW

Ha\ing drawn a bye in the first round, the Statesmti

were blessed by playing all their games on their horn

field, while Washington was playing three games in eigf:

days - all on the road. The two met in the finals i

Geneva, New York on Saturday, May 27.

In a rough, bruising struggle the Shoremen fell behiiJ

6-0 eariy when Jerr>' Schmidt's well-coached Statesmei

rode well and turned Washington's clear, causiiu

mistakes for a young close defense of sophomores Fuzn

Norris and Ray Trucksess and freshman Jay Elliott. P

in the second period the Shoremen stopped Hobart wltli

one goal, while Bob Shriver was sparking Washington'!

extra-man play. By halftime the Shore ten had battle!

back to trail 74, led by Shriver on attack and

defensemen Norris and Elliott, both brilliant throuft

out the play offs.

Hobart gained a 10-5 edge before Washinglot

unveiled its finest fastbreak of the afternoon. Five quid

goals knotted the contest at 10-10. On the ensuini

faceoff Washington came up with the ball and In wM
was, for this reporter, the game's most crucial play, ToU

George's shot just missed the goal and Washington failf^

to get the backup.

The Statesmen regained their momentum, moved toi

13-10 lead. Washington fought back to within ones'

13-12, but just couldn't gain another fastbreak in f"

fading moments as the contest ended 15-12 for Hobari

The postseason polls were anti-climactic. T^'

Baltimore Sun ranked Washington tenth In the natio"

The Lacrosse News Letter ranked the Shoreman

eleventh. Good? Too bad? So What! Wait until n'''^'

year.



A McGovern man
Slate Comptroller Louis Goldstein, a WC alumnus, officiall)

opened the headquarters of the Chestertown McGovem fo;

President Campaign last week. Next week a similar headquarter

for the Nixon campaign is expected to open downtown.

Disclosure of counseling

reduction spawns debate
Contioversy over the administration of the

College's p^chological counseling service was stirred
this week with the disclosure by members of the
Student Affairs Committee of the elimination of a
position of one psychological counselor. The action,
in effect, will reduce the amount of time available for
students to use the counseling service.

Last year at this time, controversy was raised by
students over the dismissal of psychologist Dr. Martin
Blatt, who has since returned as a professor in the
graduate program.

The facts of this case came to light when it was
learned that Dr. Ihnman, who served on the
counseUng staff last year, was not rehired this

semester and that no replacement would be found for

him.

By the action. Dr. Caroline Knowles was left as the
only counselor. According to official administration
statements, she will be available 2'A days a week, an
official reduction of '/i day over the amount of time
offered by the service last year. Further, Dr. Knowles,
who also teaches, has informed administrative
officials that she will be available for only two seven
hour days, resulting in an actual decrease of one full

day of the availability of counseling.

Dr. Damn, who heads the College Health Service,

disavowed any responsibility for the cutback.
President Charles Merdinger, when contacted for

comment on the question, explained that he 1b

"hesitant to make any statement" until the Student
Affairs Committee Investigates the matter. He did
admit however, that from estimates the
administration had made, the reduced hours of
service "should be adequate."

Maureen Kelley. Dean of Women, took a different
perspective on the issue though. Two years ago. she
said, the Student Affairs Committee decided to have
counseUng available three days a week from two
different counselbrs. "This new decision," she said,
"was made without consultation with the Student
Office, the Student Affairs Committee, or anyone
who mlghC have a feel tor the problem." ' The Dean
emphasized that the reduced opportunities to see
counselors could increase the waiting period for
consultation. On two occasions, she explained, she
was forced to make appointments one week in
advance for students seeking aid. Expressing distress
that counseling would really be offered only two days
a week. Miss Kelley said, "the Important thing is

having someone available, whether it be three days a
week or only three hours a day. five days a week."
The Student Affairs Committee, headed by

Athletic Director Edward Athey, plans to look into
the matter this week and then release a statement on
Its position. "The problem," explained Dean Kelley
"is that nobody wants to say anything."

The Washington Elm
For 43 years, providing the Washington perspective
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Feminists band to heighten awareness
Group faces lack of interest^ campus discrimination

The movement for female equality Is not exrctly ^
burning issue among Washington students, male or

female. Even those committed to the Feminist
movement's principles are ready to admit that fact.

"Girls aren't aware that the problem exists," explains
one devotee. "That's the problem."
The Washington College Organization for female

equaUty, a year old organization that, though small in

size, is heavily burdened with concerns, aspires to be the

channel to direct the feminist movement on campus.

The group's director, sophomore Sue Burt, sees the
group's role as a mixture of efforts at attitude changing
and attacking the tangible forms of discrimination on
campus. The organization she heads though, was, last

week in their first meeting of the year, lar from total

agreement on the correct approach. Expressing a fear of
alienating the community with feminists diatribes, one
participant requested an approach in attitude changing
"rather than jUst letting ouTour hostilities." Still, other
members, including Sue Burt, found it important to deal
with tangible problems. "How can we get people to our
meetings?" she questioned. "You go about It by
attacking very concrete thmgs."

Sue outlined some of the problems the group dealt

with last year. It was an impressive list of Interests. If not
of accomplishmenU. High on their list was the absence
of books on the new feminism hi the Clifton Miller

Library, an oversight which Sue hopes to have corrected
''y supplying them partially with the group's funds.

Additionally, a challenge was raised about the low
salaries College secretaries received. "We checked it

oiit," Sue said, "and unfortuneately got Involved in

Pwsonal disputes. Secretaries are just underpaid. It's not
a matter of dlscrlfoination."

Other matters Sue pointed to were discrimination In

niring for campus ijobs {"Guys mow the lawns, girls

"utter in the library.") and the lack of a birth control

dispensary on campus. On the last point. Sue explained

that last year a law was still In effect which prohibited a

doctor from examining a woman patient under 21

without the permission of the patient's parents. That law

has since been revoked, but the College still balks on
providing the service. Additionally, the Kent County

Health Service refuses to handle birth control requests

from students and Instead refers them to doctors In the

town. "That is a kind of stealthy arrangement," Sue

commented, "but It's nothing to fiiss about really,"

since the doctor will pro^rtde them. She would still like

to see a local program similar to Planned Parenthood

Statistics say
women faculty

faring well
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Using data collected in a 1969 national survey by the

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, two

researchers from the University Research Corporation

and the American Council on Education concluded

rccentJy "that sex is a better independent predictor of

rank than such other factors as the number of years

since completion of education, the number of years

employed at the present institution, or the number of

books published."

The people being ranked are college and university

professors and the results of the survey - which was

based on the response of 60,000 faculty members from

where doctors would provide birth control services

"rather than dispense morals."
Two areas which Sue has already determhied to

Investigate this year are the policies of the placement
offlce and the attitudes of various academic departments
to their women majors. She acknowledged though that

both concerns necessitated more of a change of attitudes

than any direct action. In terms of academics at the

College, Sue said "I've got the distinct feeling women are

discriminated against thoroughly." Some majors, like

psychology, are okay for women. "But girls are not
lawyers and rarely doctors." Sue felt that, in particular,

< Continued on Page 3)

300 Institutions - seem applicable to the Washington

College scene ~ at least En some ways.

Statistics are, as any professor worth his tenure will

tell you, amazbig things. The Elm based the campus

statistics used in this paragraph on the 1971-72 edition

of the College handbook, arriving at the conclusion that

while the national survey Onds that only 22% of female

members of academe hold doctorates as compared to

46% of the men. the distaff ^de of the Washington

College Acuity (or 17% of the total Acuity) has

practically the same percentage of PhDs. as their male

counterparts: 38% to 38.5%,

Hie College Is above the national percentage of

females with full professorships (31% as compared to

only 9% on the national level). The number of men
attaining either the rank of professor or associate

professor Is 38%, as compared to a nation-wide figure of

25%.

Other data termed by the study as "typical criteria for

academic prestige" could not be deduced from the back

pages of a year-old catalogue, so the Elm conducted a

quick survey of Its own, getting a 23% response from the

'Continued on Page 3)



A rightous
indignation
John Dimsdale justifiably reacted inarshly to

the Board of Visitors and Governors' failure to

seriously consider his motion to include student

representatives on the College's governing board.

Mr Dimsdale may have been actmg simply on

the precept that a student government president

attempts to obtain as many rights as possible for

those he represents. But the justification tor the

proposal certainly transcends those boundaires,

for it considers what is ultimately best for this

College. . . ,

The Board, by its very nature, is constituted

primarily of the social and managerial elite vi/ith

a healthy sprinklin of educators. For a school

vi/ith Washington's financial needs, it is

imperative to have 'well placed' people on its

governing board; hovirever, this should not be to

the exclusion of the other elements of the

campus and societ,. The Board, in short,

appears stuffy and unapproachable to the

student body. Board members have no

personality, instead they are a faceless part of an

institution. .

If the trustees are in the position to weild

ultimate power on campus, then they should

certainly be responsible, to a greater degree, to

the people they represent. The best way to

accomplish this, in our estimation, is to appoint

student land faculty members) with full rights to

the Board.

Although Washington officials seem to view it in a

different perspccBve, a number of colleges and

universities nationwide are actively promoting the

concept of a three yeal college education.

Most of the schools offering a three year program

require students to nominally complete the same

amount of work that a student under a four year plan

would but the students are allowed to accomplish it

through various means: 1) they are given academic credit

on the basis of tesB, 2) credit is given for college level

work done in high school, 3) students can^^ a heavier

course load or take courses in the summer, or 4) the

college revises its whole curriculum to a three year cycle.

Most colleges, including Washington,_ have always

allowed exceptional studenU to pureue a three year plan,

but more emphasis than ever is being placed on the

option now. Even a recent Carnegie Report on Higher

Education endorsed the idea, explaining that the quality

of elementary and secondary education was producing a

better prepared student than in the past.

Dr. Joseph McLaln, acting academic dean, is skeptical

of some schools' motives for pushing the plan. "Shuffle

•em in and out as fast as you can" is the attitudes of

some Institutions, he asserts, adding that a three year

cycle would allow both enrollments and college revenues

to be Increased by '4. "We do not sell or push the idea

because I don't think we can. I think it is a very, very

individual decision. It is alright for someone with a

career in mind." he said, but the intense program could

limit the scope of activities of some individuals.

Other educators have expressed the additional

concern that small, private coUeges, already facing

enrollment drops, will have to adopt the program and

recruit even harder for students or will suffer from the

competition of a three year program at other colleges.

One Washington student who has chosen to finish

college in a three year term is third year student Jim

Smith of Chicago. Jim outlined three reasons why he

opted for the shortened period: "First It has obvious

financial advantages (since he has to pay only three years

tuition Instead of four). Secondly, my scholastic

background was solid enough to get me into law

school. ..so it was pointless to extend my education here.

And thirdly, becau J! of my obvious desire to get out of

Washington College."

Three year
education
considered
by colleges

by Kevin O'Keefe

Jim explained thai due lo advanci'ci placement credlu,

he will be able to finish this year by only taking two

extra courses and without having to go to summer

school. There are problems though, he said. The

selection of courses is more limited "and most maion

require a thesis which can present problems if you are

taking five courses during your third year."

Besides the three year program, some schools are alio

encouraging student^' to enter college after their junioi

year in high school. According to Admissions Directoi

Ormond Andrews, Washington College has alwayi

allowed students to enter after their junior year "if the;

are exceptional studenU." In the past few years, llie

College has accepted five or six early entrance student

annually. He added that there may be increased activili

in this area at Washington since Baltimore County, frou,

which Washington attracts many students, has now made

it easier for studenU to graduate after their junior yea

and summer school instruction in English. Both Mi.

Andrews and Dean McLain commented that the student

here had done well academically and saw no reason lo

discourage the idea. Mr. Andrews concluded thoufh,

that the "decision is pretty much an individual one" ani

added that the College "does not stress" the option in*

recruiting.

Postman rarely rings once,
\

if he ever rings at all

Board's refusal to appoint

Students to their exalted post

They never
learn,do they

Concepts, just like words, can lose their

significance when they are repeated again and

again in an incessant litany. Case in point: the

apparent unilateral decision of the

administration to reduce the staff and amount

of time available for pyschological counseling.

For the past two years, students and faculty

have stressed to the President the need for

consultation with them as an integral part of the

decision making process. Apparently, the

administration has chosen the ignoble road once

again.

What makes the situation even more irritating

is the reluctance of the President to reveal his

motives for the decision, as if we could not

come to grips with the magnitude of whatever

problem exists.

So long as the administration continues to

maintain its 'cloak and dagger' secrecy, its

upper-handed policies, there can be no peace, no ^

intellecutal progress on this campus. /

;

by Mary Ruth Yoe

This article is not for everyone. Freshmen, and

particularly freshmen girls, will not be able to appreciate

the vacuum in which it is written. They are advised,

however, to take out their Klip-its and put this story

away fro tiie proverbial rainy days of February in

Chestertown, when their gold and glass cubicles of

outside information, their Hodson Hall mailboxes,

remain forlornly empty.

Gone will be the four-letter days. Mothers,

grandmothers, and aunts will decide you've adjusted to

the rigors of college life. And the rigors of college life

will keep your high school friends from sending creative

stationery every week.

Those with forsight will receive some small comfort in

their mails' once-weekly offering of Time or Newsweek.

But one Time is pretty much like another Newsweek,

and you will soon long for more excitement: a letter

from a friend vou'd assumed was illiterate or a 'Thinking
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of You" card from a distant relative, preferably wilt

check enclosed. In the final stages of desperation, whp

you feel your mailbox combination slipping -click

click, and...finally...cUck -from your underworke

memory, you'll crave even an advertisement, a circular,

bit of cardboard addressed to Occupant.

Of course, as you move into your years as t

upper-classman, you will develop certain preferences!

ads, sampling and evaluating the bits of cheap newspiin

much as a connoisseur sniffs a vintage wine. Also, certili

ads will seem to go better with certain moods. Whenyo

are completely bored and sure there's nothing new undt

the sun, a catalog from a small mail-order house suctii

Breck's or Spencer Gifts will restore your faith in Yanke

ingenuity and sharpstering.

A few days ago, I came across a six page insert i

Parade magazine, intended to gamer more names i(

Spencer's mailing list. In those few pages, 83 of
'"

newest and best shopping ideas for Fall 72" w

offered, "all as conveniently close as your neaif

mjiilbox."

Where else -except in similar magazines -could yi

find a PORTABLE GARAGE! 300 SQUARE FEET

$3.99? If vou want more than a 12 by 25 foot sheelj

polyethylene, get the $4.99 model with "j
tie-down-tight grommets." $14.99 buys 228 square t

of "double strength plastic, custom contours, snug"

elastic ed^ng."
For almost the same price, you can own V^"!,"^

"

"pressure set". Item 22335 allows you to "1/*^

YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE...The way doctors do!

Or maybe your roomate, birthday approaching, s»

to have everything? What about "a bone china tooth

toothpicks?" Taking the words from Spencer OJ

horse's mouth, "Now what could be more appropriaj|

Its gleaming presence ("pure snowy white") should

an inspiration to those with and without cavities^
Equipped with "its own supply of colorful pl**

picks," it's a two inch high bargain for only $1.00.

If the descriptions alone don't relieve your borefl

find a friend and play variations on the Catalog C^

What's the wierdest item on thU page? is a favorite,

defending -to say nothhig of maklng-your choice

real challenge with such a field of man-made wonde^|

By now, any freshman who disregarded the warmM

the opening sentence is high on condescetisi"

naivete. Wait a semester. God may walk with J

innocents, but He doesn't send many postcards.



>eds develop growing consciousness
jiinut-fi from Page 1

f
political science and history departments practice

,(eri discrimination. "They push boys into professional

jeer^ but figure girls will get married," she asserted.

[,ers at the meeting, though, expre.'ised outright

.pticism on that point.

Sue admitted that "long ago" she came to the

jization that discrimination Is inherent ' in the

ucational structure. "Coed education is a drawback,"

d, pointing out that girls attending schools like

^ar and Smith are forced, by the lack of males, to

velop the full scope of their talents. In that vein, she is

jijking of a plan to get women In more power positions

Ihe College - structure. Betsy Murray, Student

ernment Association Vice-President, is a good

amplf. she said, of a women's capability for office.

j[j>ed, the growing desire of women students to take

icted office was highlighted this week when of the

candidates running for a position on the Advisory

immittee, the only female. Barb Gleason, made a plug

her election by citing the overwhelming male

dominance on the Committee.

The main thrust of the Organization for Female

Equality this year will be, as agreed upon by the
participants, in discussing each week the role of women
In law. literature, and politics, and occasionally that of
the Washington coed. The main emphasis. Sue
concludes, must be on stirring both female and male out
of their complacency. "People come here in little boxes
and they leave in little boxes -only they're
tighter."

Women faculty

faring well
Continued from Page 1

women and a 29% response from the men. Those
numbers are hardly reliable indicators in the first case
because 23% of 13 is three filled-our forms. One of the
three women answering had published In a professional
journal while 15 or 83% of the men responding had done

so. The national figures are 37% and 61% respectively.
None of the women answering were tenured while

61% of tile men have tenure.

Finally, 66% of the women faculty members teach
nine or more hoursa week (near the national average),
while 89% of the men have similar teaching loads.

Since these figures are far from comprehensive, the
Elm also attempted to gamer faculty opinions. Dean
Kelley felt there is no real discrimination against women
here, but others disagreed, mentioning that salary is the
most important area. Dean Robert Seager took some
steps toward equalization of wages but injustice is still

seen to exist, particularly in the instance of female
administrative assistants.

A comprehensive study of the situation would
definitely be an interesting exercise, allowing an accurate

measurement of what now is only a mood of awareness,

sometimes viewed with resentment, at other times more
philosophically. As one lady teacher pointed out, there

are always frontiers to cross, "Do you realize there are

no women on the faculty basketball team?"

)imsdale

nvalidates

lections

Responding to criticism that

ection committee members
ted illegaliy by recommending
ndtdates to students as they

?re voting, the SGA Executive

jmniittee, led by President

ihn Dimsdale. invalidated

jction results for the open
iident position on the College

ivmry Committee.
Additionally, off-campus

jdents were unable to vote in

e contest since the Student
[fairs Office was not provided

itii the ballots.

Elections for the position, as

ell as for the Student Senate
1 Somerset House, were

Id Wednesday and Thursday
ght in the dinner line. One
jdent put the whole problem
perspective: "There was a lot

shaky things about this

iction,"

OLLEGE
SNACK

I BAR
THE COUNTRY STORE

» Ihe village green
*»P in the heart of Chestertown

'^I'^iys Sme//s Good

.

Headstart locates on college campus
by Mary Maisel

II you should, wander through the basemt.-'l: of Minta Martin
somi niurning .around eight o'clock, do not bt silarmed when
confronted with crying children, frantic mothers i.*id resolute

teachers. Washington College has granted space to a co.r>munity

Head Start program.

Head Start is an 80% federally funded organization compriseci

mainly of poverty level children. The program provides these

children with pre-school education taught by a qualified staff,

medical and dental aid and psychiatric counseling when necessary.

When the local branch of the organization, headed by Mrs. Diana
Rich, requested space from the College, it was approved under
several conditions. The Head Start people must provide furniture,

supplies, food, pay all utility bills and assume responsibility for any

damage caused by the children. Any official affiliation between the

organization and the College ends with the donated space.

That space in Minta Martin houses a group of twelve

three-year- olds, while a second group of twenty four-year-olds is

temporarily placed in a portable building behind the Chestertown

Elementary School. Both groups will transfer to Micou House upon
completion of the new dormitories.

Mrs. Pearl Hackett, who teaches the three-year-old children,

started her program Monday, September 18. with orientation and

began full 8-5 hours on Thursday, September 21. She said she will

attempt to present basic concepts such as size, shape and numbers to

her group.

EAT
at your friendly Dining Hall

DRINK
Coca Cola

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. • 12 p.m.

Sundav 11:30 a.m. - 12 n.m.

The four-year-old children follow what is referred to as a
DISTAR program which involves learning through sounds and
pictures. Mrs. Hackett said that student volunteers are encouraged
and all staff members will be willing to work with them.

The program is currently on campus for the 72-73 term only. Its

future presence is contingent upon student and faculty reactions and
availability of space.
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Get

iV^
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vtv^
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from Plain

White Underwear
for men. Be in fashion

all the way or only part of the way
Fashion Colored Underwear

Bold New Under-fashions for

men. 50% Polyester * 50% Cotton. Briefs

and T-Shirts - Sized S-M-L $1.50 pr.

Fashion Colored - Trim Tapered

Shorts 65% Polyester - 35% Cotton
Sized 32-38 $1.50pr.

100% Antron Nylon Tricot Briefs &
Athletic Shirts - Fashion Colors

Sized S-M-L-XL $2.25 pr.

Try Em;

You'll Like 'Em"



IJ^horemen down
Gallaudet, 2-0

by Bruce Kombe^

Bill Williams scored both

goals as Washington College

defeated Gallaudet 2-0 in the

Shoremen's soccer opener

Wednesday on Kibler Field.

With four scrimmages

under its belt the Washington

College soccer team will start

its regular season on

September 29th against

Gallaudet at home. The
scrimmages were not a true

test, says Coach Athey. who
feels that his team is five

regular season games away

from being an excellent soccer

club. The question is whether

or not the W.C. hooters can

win games and gain

experience simultaneously, or

whether the price of maturity

will cost the soccer team their

chance of breaking the

so-called "odd-year jinx,"

which for the past few years

has directed that the

Shoremen have successful

soccer seasons only during

odd-numbered seasons.

Out of the scrimmages

have emerged the players who
will take the place of last

eyar's Southern MAC
champs. Linemen are inside

right Bill Williams, and inside

left and co-captain Paul

Brown, whom Athey has

moved up from center

half-back to add experience

in ball handling and passing

on the line. The wings are

veteran Jim Wentzel and

newcomer Mike Cordrey,

who will be pressured by

returning lettermen Bill Gant,

Dave Doelp and Jackie

Johnson. New faces appear at

two of the three starting

half-back positions where

veteran John Wayne is joined

by newcomers Jay Attix and

Bill Ahmet.

Though hurt by
graduation the fullbacks are

still very strong. Co-capUin

Eric Ciganek anchors the

fullbacking trio of himself.

Bob Hickman and Pete

Takach.

The goalie situation has

changed this week, with Fred

Buckel now starting in the

nets with Bob Shriver and

Pete Murphy both anxious to

play if he falters.

Coach Athey feels that the

odd-year jinx will not be broKen

this year, since this team
must mature while improving

on their trapping and passing.

But Athey also indicated that

there is much more depth this

year than last, so injuries will

not hurt the squad severely.

But the overall lack of

experience will be the single

most important factor in

determining the effectiveness

of the Shore jinx this season.

Ciew squad prepares one of its eight-man shells as part of the pre-season acHvities at the boat house

Oarsmen begin workouts

The Washinton College

Crew team is in the process of

or^anizaing itself for the

Spring schedule. The team is

undergoing general workouts

and calisthenics and getting

the boats and other

equipment in good shape.

by Gary Wodlinger

Progress other than the

general workouts and repairs

is little because a new dock
scheduled for completion by

the end of the month is not

completed. When the dock is

completed the team will have

access to the water and then

begin workouts in the boats.

Softball opens intramural season
by Bizz Cart

As in other years at

Washington College, this fall

will mark the opening of a

program of men's intramural

athletics. But this year a few

new wrinkles have been
added. Last year wide interest

grew in the cause of

reinstating, varsity football, a

Harriers

triumph
Washington College

opened its cross country

season on a wmning note

Wednesday, shutting out
Gallaudet 15 to 43. The
Shoremen took the top five

places as Paul Schlitz turned

in a winning time of 28.21

over the five-mile course.

Rick HoTStmann was second
with a time of 28.47, and
Dan Scharf, Tom Clement,
and Chris Wetherhold came in

together at 29.08 to seal the

victory. Craig Jackson
finished 8th for the

Shoremen, and Bob
Greenberg and Bill Janney
came in 13th and 14th

f^ectively. It was the first

wm over Gallaudet in twelve

years, and gives rise to

considerable optimism about
this year's squad. The next

meet is Wednesday at East

Orange, N.J., against Upsala

and Wagner.

game abandoned some years

ago as an inter- collegiate

sport. Lack of funds and a

gradual loss of enthusiasm

stifled that cause. As a result,

intramural touch football will

serve as the substitute, uul

before the football season

begins, softball, a game

normally reserved for the

Spring, will begin a fall

season.

The reason for the action

is to promote participation in

intramurals, since almost

twice as many students play

Softball as football, and to

take advantage of the wann

weather and extended

daylight hours. It is assumed

that football will follow

Softball with the opening

kick-off; scheduled for

October 23. Interest in

football must be great enough

to field six teams, which

seems extremely probable

with the fraternities

accounting for four.

Otherwise, the program

would be abandoned. If all

goes as planned the season

will last unfi) Thanksgiving

vacation, which b^ins
November 17.

The period from

Thanksgiving to Christmas

will be filled by a men's

volleyball tournament with

basketball beginning after the

winter holidays and ending at

Spring break. Once daylight

savings time begins in the

Spring, two weeks will be set

aside for a proposed softball

tournament.

Although the change in

schedule is new the plan

seems sound and should

encourage fu r ther
participation and interest in

the intramural athletics.

open under new management

College Heights Sub Shop

Open: Weeksdays- 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Fri.- Sat. - 10 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

Sun. - 3 p.m. -9 p.m.

Now serving pizzas and subs

7 days a week.

THE COFFEEHOl SE

open - Sun. - Thurs. 1 1 p.m. 1 a.m,

Fri, and Sat. 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

pizzas, tiot sandwlchei, coket,

good company
and good mutic

including a new eight ni

shell.

This year's team will |

without the help of Fl

varsity members of b

season. But with the helpi

14 new people the Uj

should be able to place inli

water two eight man
and one four man boi

Along with these new peopl

there is the possibility of

female coxswain in Bed

Bessen. With the absence

an official coach, vara

coxswain John Wagner n

Captain Parky Cann w

assume the coachii

responsibilities.

The outlook for the tea

is bright. There will be man

new faces along with a ne

dock, a new boat, and

coach. The team should t

ready and strong two weei

after it hits the water.

Kent Plaza Barber Shop

Kent Plaza Shopping Ceniei

Coley Razor CuU Ctiari

Bill Hair Styling Ronni

"We Cut Hair To Suit You'

Phone 778-4771

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler

Downtown • Around the corner from the park

Elburns Florist

and Greenhouses
Chestertown, IVIaryland

Specializing in tropical and exotic

plants and ferns
Special Arrangements fo'

Sorioty Rushes, etc.

Flowers for all occasions.

Don Kelly

ChevTolet-Bukk-Opet

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md.

••OK" USED CARS
Scnic« Oa AD Makci

TOP SHOE STYLES..

BARETT SHOES

THE
VILLAGE TOGGERTf

301 High Street
Chestertown, Md.
Junior Sizes 5-13
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On psychological

connsMnff debate

Committee
censures

President's

decision

In response to the controversial
reduction of psychological counseling
services offered by Uie College, Uie
Student Affairs committee last Tuesday
took preliminary steps bi censuring the
administration for its move.

Under the chairmanship of Mr. Edward
Athey, the committee decided to draw up
a recommendation criticizing both the
move to pare down the number of hours
offered in the counseling department and
the procedure by which the decision was
made.

The committee wUl meet again today
to consider and approve a
recommendation authored by Dean of
Men Barry McArdle, Dean of Women
Maureen Kelley, and student Bruce
Komberg and will then send it to the

Advisory Committee for further

consideration and consultation with
President Charles Merdinger.

Dean Kelley reported to the committee
on an investigation she made into the
consequences of the administration's

decision and the dicumstances under
which it was made. When Dr. Ihnman, a
psycholo^cal counselor, decided not to
return this fall, the College administration

made the decision to not replace another
counselor bi his position. The judgement
was made-after a study conducted last

year by Mr. Gene Hessey, College
Business Manager, revealed that not all

the hours offered for counselhig service

were being utilitzed by students.
The administration, without consulting

the Student Affiars Office, decided to
retain only Dr. Caroline Knowles, who
served as a counselor last year, and
Increase her hours to 15 a week. Since 21
hours were available for counseling last

year, the effect was to reduce the overall
hours by six.

The committee concluded that the fact
that all available hours were not being
used was relatively unimportant. "You
must empty hours in case an emergency
comes up," explained Dean Kelley. Other
committee members added that "we're
not running a business here," and that the
decision revealed a "gross
misunderstanding of the concept of
counseling." Professor Martin Clearfield
offered that it was an attempt by
administrators to "get the College in Uie
black at the expense of the students..."

Dean Kelley cited statistics from a
recent study which found that 25% of a
student body will seek psychological
counseling over a year's time and that
each student will necessitate over three
hours of consultation with a counselor.
Then at Washington, she said, there
should be over 20 hours offered weekly.
Dr, Knowles has already experienced
difficulty with the reduced number of
hours and, according to Kelley, has been
forced at times to cancel office hours for
the two classes she teaches to handle

pressing counseling cases. "That's not
fair to Caroline Knowles," she said, "and
it's not fair to the kids in her classes."

What is needed, she concluded, is

"broader houis" when counseling b
scheduled.

Additionally, Dean Kelley,
commenting on the reduction of
counseling to a one position department,
pointed out Uiat "one person can not
always establish - the proper kind of
rapport with a student." It is Important,
she said, to have both a male and a female
counselor available.

The committee also critically examined
the procedure used by Uie administration
bi reaching its decision, casting criticism
on their failure to consult with the
Student Affairs Office or the committee
before making a decision.

According to Dr. Knowles, she, despite
extensive conversation with the
administration last year about counseling,
was also not informed of their Intent to'

reduce services. Dr. Dam, head of the
College Health Service, also denied any
role in making the decision.

To hopefully ensure a correction of the
problem, the group decided to submit
their criticisms to the Advisory
Committee, a move which, in their view,
will hopefuUy obUgate Uie President to
acknowledge the procedural mistakes he
committed.

McGovernite Moag: ^thinking...of a win'
by Mary Ruth Yoe

With Gene McCarthy's 1968 snow miracle in New
Hampshire, students edged into the legitimate political

scene. Working in the establishment, they dressed for the

establishment, donning coats and ties, skirts and
stockings for their confrontations with Middle America.
But in 1972, students tor George McGovem discarded

canvassing costumes. Dressed in sweater, jeans and
topsiders, freshman John Moag, probably the most
devoted McGovernite on campus, explains, "People
aren't impressed by clothes, but friendliness. You have
to get out there and talk to them."

John Moag does. In addition to a four course

schedule which doesn't include political science -- "I

couldn't get in it." -he puts in eight hours a day, sbc

days a week, in his dual roles as office manager and

Washington College coordinator for the Chestertown
McGovem campaign. As office manager, "I coordinate

ail activities coming out of the office." At the moment,
the biggest such activity is canvassing Kent County.

Despite McGovem's poor showing in national polls,

Moag thinks the Chestertown campaign is going

"suprisingly well. We started with 10% of the vote and
now we're thinking in terms of a win. We have a lot of
neutrals who can go our way." More concretely, he feels

response from blacks will be a big factor. In accordance
with the national trend. John notes, "A lot of blacks

here are Republicans, but they haven't voted that way In

years... we're getting super response from blacks."

He is equally enthusiastic about the other part of his

campaign responsibilities. Previously chairman of the

Baltimore chapter of High School Students for

McGovem, he describes the present campus mood as

"unmotivated. I don't want to say apathetic -- there's

just no excitement... yet." John doesn't see the College's

lack of motivation as a lonely anomaly, but as a

refiection of a wider student mood. "The state office is

having the same trouble."

More suprisingly, Moag feels. Is Nbion's strength on
campus: "There's a little more than I expected." Most of
all, "There Is more of a feeling of neutrality than I

expected." While not dogmatic, John is hardly neutral.

He's enthusiastic about his candidate bothasapolitlcian
and a person.

As a person, George McGovem is "very warm. He

John Moag

spent an hour in our office just before the May 10
(Maryland) primary, just coming around and talking to

everybody. That impresses me."
John is also impressed by McGovem's political

acumen. While some of the Senator's supporters have

accused him of selling principles for political

expediency, Moag is pragmatically philosophical, "I

understand that he has to give in a little to broaden his

base."

He also approves of Eagleton's disposal in terms of

political consequences. "I saw that as necessary. Whether
or not It would have been a plus or minus for McGovem
is up for grabs. But it was being talked about too much.
It was time to get on with the campaign."

Getting on with the campaign at Washington College,

John outlined thepresent strategy, which he hopes will

increase student sentiment "without shoving it down
their throats." Those students who are abeady
pro-McGovem are going to help with the Kent County
canvass In the next three weeks. Moag Is experienced

enough to have dealt with the "problem of people who
sign up and then don't show." He is also Idealistic

enough to say confidently, "I think things are going to

pick up."

Certainly, all College students should become more
aware of the Democratic campaign. A Dollar Donation

Fund Drive, which could net $600 to help defray the

Chestertown headquarters' operating expenses, will

begin with notices In mailboxes and will be followed by
door-to-door canvassing or soliciting - this time. In the

dorms.

John also hopes to have speakers visit the campus to

generate more enthu^asm. Susan McGovem Rowen, "a

real good girl" who is also the Senator's daughter, is

almost certain to appear here before October 22.

October 22 is no aribitrary date. It has been declared,

nationally and on campus, George McGovem Day. Plans

are underway for a College rally which John envisions as

"an old fashion political picnic." For a price, a student

will get a meal, beer, contests, speakers, and "really good

music."

Although John seems well on his way to becoming an

experienced politlcan, his off-the-record asides reveal

him as just another Irish-German boy from Baltimore

who spends his summers working in Ocean City. Or
maybe he is just another experienced polltican. "So

you're going to come work for McGovem?"

Next week, the £lm looks at the Republicans on

campus.



I Built-in flaws hinder advisory group

s

Procedure for counseling President undefined

background
and analysis

by Kevin O'Keefe

One year ago at this time, the seeds of
controversy and dissent were germinating

on the Washington CoJlege campus. The
reason: the administration of President

Charles Merdinger. By November the

upheaval was in fuU bloom and by
January the Board of Visitors and
Governors, after extensive investigations

into the problems, had made efforts to

correct the situation, in part with the

establishment of an Advisory Committee
to guide the administration before it

entered into further boondoggles.

A year later, that Committee, like the

campus, faces the same problems that

stifled its effectiveness last year. Student

Government President John Dimsdale,

who serves on the Committee, defined

the problem succinctly: "People on the?

committee were not willin« to give advice

to the President till he asked for "it and he

never asked for it." John, just as easily,

preferred a solution to the problem: "The
Committee should give advice whether he

asks for it or not."

Acting Dean Joseph McLain, who too

serves on the Committee, elaborated on
the point. "Theoretically, it wouldn't

work unless the President asked our

advice so it was thought that the

President would call the meetings. It was

a misapprehension." McLain explained

that the protocol for calling^ a meeting

"was never put in writing." Even the

process for calling the first meeting of the

year is undefined, he said, adding that he,

himself, will probably call it in two or

three weeks.

Besides the two student members on
the Committee, two professors. Dr.

Richard Brown and Mr. J, David Newell

,

have been elected by the faculty to serve

on the committee. Additional appointees
are Mr. Gene Hessey, Business Manager,
and the Dean, as well as members of the

Board of Visitors and Governors,

Though the Advisory members have

faced problems in determining the

logistics of scheduling a meeting, they at

least have an established, definitive role

to play as a committee. Dr, Nicholas
Newlin, Chairman of the Advisory

Committee last year, authored a

statement which described its role as

supplying advice to "the President and
administration in matters affecting the

welfare of the College, and to facilitate

Lang joins advisers circle

Michael Lang

The newest member to the College
Advisory Committee is junior Michael
Lang, who together mth SGA President
John Dimsdale, comprises the student
representation on the Committee.

The announcement of Lang's election
was made Monday by the Student
Government Elections Committee after

alleged irregularities at the poUs
necessitated another election and forced
the postponement of the announcement
for a week. According to reports, a
member of the Student Government
Executive Committee stationed himself at
the polls, recommending candidates for
students who were unsure of which
nominee to vote for. The election mix-up
"didn't bother me personally," explained
Lang, "but 1 can understand why it could
bother another person. Something
definitely wrong was done."

Questioned on what he thought the
role of the Advisory Committee should
be, the new Committee member admitted

that "it's a hard thing to answer. I know
in my mind what I'd like it to be, I'd like it

to be a committee the President could

and would rely upon as a source. ..of

reliable information." Lang said that he

was not sure what the other members had
in mind to act upon this year but relayed

that his concern is for "what the

President does and says to other people

which might affect Washington College.

That is why it is import^jit to inform the

President how students feel,"

As for past experience, Lang lists

experience on both the Student
Government Senate and the College

Academic Council, "What really qualifies

me," he explained, "Is what we did on
the Academic Council last year for

reaccreditation by the IVGddle States

Association. We discussed the problems
of the small college.-.and in particular,

Washington College. I know Washington
College and I know John (Dimsdale) does

too."

communication and understanding
between the Board, the faculty, the

students, the administration, the alumni,
and the community. The Committee may
be of service to the College as a first testing

place of innovative proposals, and as an
early warning system for administrative

plans or actions that might cause tension

on campus."

Commenting further about
the Committee's role, SGA President John
Dimsdale reflected that "it should be a

bridge between all segments of the

College Community. First, it should open
communication lines. It's the best way of
informing other segments of the College

community of upcoming crises or things

that are happening that others don't

realize are hot issues."

John flatly stated that the Committee
was not successful last year. Dean
McLain, however, found it to be
"partially successful. We tried to keep the

administration out of trouble - but
sometimes it was too late."

Both representatives pointed to success

on one issue - and one issue only; the

issue of hiring Major Josiah Bunting.

.

Before the Advisory Committee stepped

in, the administration had plans to hire

Major Bunting, at that time a West Point

professor, as a history teacher and
Assistant to the President. The catch, as

the Committee viewed it, was that there

was no authorization for an additional

post in the administration. The
administration, in taking the advice,

backed down and broke its contract with
Bunting,

Questioned for possible issues to

confront this year. Dean McLain
responded that the psychological

counseling question may develop into a

full-fledged controversy, and if so the

Committee "might have help to clear it

back up."

So a month from now, the Committee
may again be activated, but the question
marks surrounding responsibility for

calling a meeting and more importantly
the responsibility of the President for

seeking advice still remains unanswered.

Flowers For

AU Occasions

ANTHONTS FLOWERS
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203 High Street

Chestertown. Maryland
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Beach party tonight marks
beginning of Fall weekend

L. Patrick Cray. Acting Director of the FBI, addressed an

over capacity audience last week in Hodson Hall.

Campus animal ruling

placed into effect
by Cecile Corddrey

On September 20, a new ruling concerning animals went into

effect for a nine-week trial run. Now a student may have a pet on

campus if no one on his hall objects to it, if it is registered, and if no

complaints are made against it. Not allowed in any buildings but

residence halls, the animal must be kept in its owner's room, on a

chain behind Caroline or Somerset, or in its
,
owner's presence.

A floor must vote on each animal individually. If anyone objects

to having the animal, it must go. Kitty Ford in an Elm interview said

that all animals should be registered, but probably a registration fee

would be charged only for those not caged or kept in a tank.

Off-campus students must register their animals just if they plan to

bring them on campus. Due to complaints, the registration fee has

been lowered to $10. Students not registering their animals will be

requested to remove them from campus and, if they don't, to pay a

$50 fine.

by Lin Brettsneider

Fall Weekend at Washington

College will feature an assortment

of activities.

Autumn events will commence
Friday, September 29th at the

Coast Guard Beach (directions

will be provided) beginning at

4:00 and lasting until students

exhaust the beer, Coke, Sprite,

Tab, food and fun which will be

supplied for one dollar per person.

In case of inclement weather a

mi.\er, sponsored by the senior

class, will be held that night in the

Coffee House from 8:00-1:00

with two bits buying a mixed

drink.

Saturday will kick off with

soccer at 2:00 as Washington will

strive to sink their opponents at

Western Maryland.

St. Elmo's Fire will brighten

Hodson Hail Saturday night from

9:00 till 1:00. This band comes

directly from a gig in Pittsburgh

with the Beach Boys, and has also

backed such groups as Sea Train

and the Doors. Admission Is $1.00
per person and $1.50 per couple.

In the event the mixer should

transpire Friday night,

refreshment at the dance will not

be provided but everyone is

instructed to "bring your own."
Although previous years have

been headlined by a cruise on the

Port Welcome, Bill Monk, an

organizer for Fall Weekend,

reports the reason for the absence

of this activity as simply : "It costs

too much." Since the annual

aquatic adventure has been less

than an overwhelming flnanclal .

success, it is planned to employ
the funds to sponsor more dances
and concerts for the student

body.

If anyone is interested in more
information concerning the plight

of the Port Welcome trip it is

advised to contact the SGA for

action.

BUI concluded that Fall

Weekend, although small in scale,

will serve as a stimulus for more
social activities which will occur
in the next two months, climaxed

in the spring by Homecoming.

Anyone wishing to apply

for a Danforth Fellowship

should contact Mr. Newell in

G.I.Hall.

COLLEGE
SNACK
BAR

Mens and Womens Shoes
Converse Top - Sider

Bostoriians

Paul's Shoe Store

THE COUNTRY STORE

on the village green
Deep in the heart of Chestertown

Always Smells Good

.

, m<im«wsmmaKm

Exhibition and Sale of

Original Graphic Arts

for Collectors

FEATURING WORK BY CHAGALL, BASKIN, ROUAULT
DAUMIER, MATISSE, PICASSO AND MANY OTHERS

To be held at

Washington College

Hynson Lounge

Tuesday, October 3, 1972
n a.m. to 6 p.m.

Arranged by Ferdinand Roten

Galleries, Baltimore, Md.

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandwiches

Mondiy - Sal. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

o,X^<"'

,#*

^ rangier

Jeans

Lady Wrangles

Lady Wranglers

Denims 100%
Cotton Bikini

cut Available

in Purple, Green,

Blue size 5-15

Lady Wranglers

Velours -100%
Rayon - Low Ris

Hiphuggers

Available in

Purple, Navy
Burgundy
Sizes 5-15

'10.00

This i* the kf of Eeologr!"

"Don't throw this ID away..

Reeyola it to a Friand!"

Kant Plaza Shopping Canlar, Chattarlown Md.



Viewpoint

WC needs new governing concepts
In an effort to facilitate

communications between the Board
of Visitors and Governors and the

student body, Mr. Etias Nuttle, the

Boar chairman, this week met with

over thirty student leaders to

discuss problems of the College.

The intent of the Board
chairman's move for improved
communications is commendable;
the realities of the meeting,

hovwever, were less than

satisfactory. While many issues

were discussed, one central theme
dominated the group's discussion:

the lack of student representation

and accompanying power on the

Board. Last week in this spot, the

Elm outlined the need for an

opening of the Board to broader
representation. With the Board

But adding one or two students

is not the answer to the problem. It

would be a palliative, to be sure,

but in the long run what is really

needed is a new approach, a new
conception, of what the Board is

and what its functions are. With a

college so small as Washington, why
must we accept the traditional

Different

different

meeting on campus today and forms of governance which perhaps
tomorrow we cannot re-emphasize serve only a larger institution well,
too strongly the need for that Different forms of
change.

governing and

should be investigaged.

modes of operation,

structures, different representation
should all be considered. The
Board's present form fails to
recognize the evolution of student
awareness and concern for

establishing our own rules, our own
guidelines. If we are a supposed
community of equals, why must
some be delegated with authority

' others not?

People 'II do anything
to get on television

by Steve Bender

The great thing about the speech that
the Director of the FBI gave last week
vi^as that it gave me a chance to see people
as they really are, with all their priorities

in proper cwder. By this. I mean I

estimated that about one-third of the

audience present came to hear the speech,
and the other two-thirds came to get on
television.

This is not meant to demean Mr. Gray
at all; but when the average person b
faced with the opportunity of either

being on network television or sitting in

the middle of a crowd listening to

somebody talk, it's no contest. For
instance, three guys next to me Dipped a
coin to decide which one would run up in

front of the cameras with a fake
hand-erenade, so that the other two could

letters

The Elm invites all members of the JJT
College community to submit for J^ fiW^JJ^TWi *
publication letters, essays, reviews, and ^^ ' »»#§'•
critical pieces. Submissions can be
delivered to the Washington Elm office or
can be channeled through thecampusmad.
Deadline for articles U the Monday night

'

prior to publication date. Because of
space limitations, the editors reserve the
right to edit ail letters.

Method and madness:
don't remove Prof.Neill

wrestle him to the floor in front of the
mUlions watching at home.

As for me, I was immersed in a
separate scheme to attain those few
precious seconds of air time. I

strategicaily placed my chair as dose to
the camera's shooting line as I could. I

wore my Johnny Mann "Stand Up and
Cheer" T-«hirt. I cleared my throat as
loudly as humanly possible every fifteen
seconds. And when we applauded, I even
clapped rhythm to "America the
Beautiful." But CBS didn't so much as
pve me the once-over.

It soon became evident that in order to
gain the attention of the film crew, I

would have to ask Mr. Gray a question.
But what should I say? ShouJd I

reminisce about the time J. Edgar Hoover
sent me a bug for my bathroom bowl?

Maybe I should be critical and demand he
surrender those nude pictures of my
mother. Or perhaps I should be
sympathetic and tell him that the bomb
he's standing on is due to go off

i

approximately 1'^ seconds.
But at that very moment, as fate would

have it, Mr. Gray announced he could
only accept one more question and
someone already had his hand in the air. I

was beaten to the punch and my chance
for eternal glory was fading. I had to do
something fast. Wild thoughts raced
through my mind. "QuicklRun up on stage
and expose yourself! It might not be the
exact kind of exposure you wanted, but
at least you'll get your name mentioned
on a guest list in Siberia."

So with my hand on my belt, I leaped
from a chair, shouting, "Mr. Universe, eat

your heart out!" ...And when, in mid.air,
I noticed that the room was emptyi
the film crew gone, the speech having
ended an hour ago, I refastened my bei(
sat down near the podium, and cried.

DearSli:

A collegiate professor should have a
bit of method and madness within him if

he wishes to elevate himself above
secondary education. His method should
^ve the student something to cling to
during the course wbQe his madness
should instill a hunger for the material.
He need not shout at the top of his lungs
nor cling to a legal pad of notes, but
rather toss his knowledge to the students
and allow them to bat it back and forth,
even rape it, knowing full well that it will
come back to him a hundredfold. From
this comes learning and a desire for still

more learning.

Pedantry should not be allowed to
consume a college faculty, yet it seems to
be the case at Washington College. High
school teachinE methods should not be
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allowed to flourish In a college faculty,
for it is not merely the material whldi
sets a college ^art from seconduy
education, yet it seems to be the case at
Washington College. Professors who Instfll

that "something" within their students

should be eventually allowed totaketbe
places of those professors who cannot or
will not change, yet it is not the case at
Washington College.

If you allow a few professors who feel

trapped by novelty to eliminate a good
professor, a professor of method and
madness, then you must also take the
blame and watch the college deteriorate
not by an influx of poor teachers, but by
little novelty, little method and madness.
Fear of novelty will not protect this

school or its pedantic professors. The
school will not crumble, for there will

always be those who want a small party
school close to a river; instead, it will

become hopelessly lost in its own fears.

Professor Weill must not be removed
by those few fearful. Last year a man's
pain became his fate. This time a man's
novelty becomes his fate.

Professor Neill has been my teacher is
my advisor and friend. I ask you to think
long and hard before reaching a decision
Thank you for your time.

Sincerely yours,
Paschall Wayne Baker, Jr.

To tile Editor:

The Student Government Association
this year will concern itself with Uiree
major areas. Our first and foremost
pre-occupation will be to insure that
students have an active say in all the
deci^ons which affect them.

On the campus level we wiU encourage
active student participation on
all-campus committees such as the
Presidential Advisory Committee and the
Academic CouncU. Hopefully the two
student representatives to Uie (acuity
meetings can Increase the lines of
communication between the students and
nculty. Abo, because of the increasing
role which the Board is takhig in ttie

administration of Uie college, tiie student
body considers it Imperative that they be
granted a vote on Uie Board. Decisions of
the Board direcUy affect students every
day. '

On the local and national level, the
S.G.A- is taking an active interest in the
November elections, in the form of a
voter registration drive. Also we vi\il be
keephig a dose watch on legislation in
Washington and Annapolis so that we can
lobby for the appropriate bills In the
student interest.

Our second major area of concern falls
under the category of student-sponsored
activities. The S.G.A. gave over $2,000 to
student dubs and groups such as the
Sailing Qub, the Spanish Club, Uie
Sky-Diving Club, Uie Horse-Rlding Club,
the Writer's Union, and Uie William James
Forum, This year I anticipte an ' increase
in club allocations in some areas.

With our social activities we attempt to
channel thestudents'money back to Uiem
through organized events. For instance,

the S.G.A. will be organizhig dances,
open houses, concerts. Homecoming, and
Fall Weekend this year. We may be able
to initiate a film series this year. In an

effort to get students to plan their own
social activities for the whole campus, the

Taking it

from the
beginning
S.G.A. offers financial backing to most
grouiB wiio plan a sodaj activity.

The tlilrd area coven various and a
sundry otber activllles. These are
concerns which come up during the year.
For instance, last year a lot of Bmc and
effort was spent on the issue of the
ecology, with only a mild response from
the student body. This year, we will be
toviting the Ecological Research For
Survival Foundation to help give our
ecology activities some direction.

One thing which has already come up
this year Is Bangladesh Day. Next month
we will devote a day to the refugees of
Bangladesh. There wlU be a Bangladesh
dinner that night in the dining hall, and
we will be asidng for contributions to aid
the refugees. One of our more ambitious
ideas Is the creation of a campus radio
station. A number of students have
learned the preliminaries about
broadcasting at the local radio station,
and are eager to try out their new hiterest
on campus.

If the students actively participate in

these three categories, and pursue them
with vigor, we will certainly have a
successful year. Our goals are attainable,
and the means of reaching them are
available. Our main enemy Is that
amorphous monster called apathy, which,
if attacked with vigor, can be overcome.

Sincerely,

John Dimsdale



Class offices ^inefficient', say execs
by Kevin O'Keefe

Washington College went through the

motions this week, as it does year in and
year out, of electing class officers for the
sophomore, junior and senior classes. But
this year, unlike most years in the past,

elections were delayed slightly. The
reason: a lack of candidates in both the

junior and senior classes.

The situation on campus, as viewed by
last year's class presidents, is certainly not

an anomaly. Of the three officers,

sophomore Paul Sullivan, junior Steve
Etris, and senior George Churchill, only
one. George Churchill, decided to run
again, and even he questions the viability

of the class government structure. "Class

governments are of minimal importance,"
George commented. "Unlike other
colleges, Washington does not need an
active student class organization. We
already have an active SGA and student
social life and representation is well

represented by it." Steve Etris and Paul
Sullivan responded to the question more
bluntly. "They don't function,"

explained Steve, and from his experience,

Paul cited them as "completely
ineffective."

In the area of class activities, the three

classes produce varying records of
attempts and successes. Most active of all,

apparently, was the junior class under
George Churchill. "Compared to the WC
norm," George said, "last year's junior

class was most active and successful." The
class sponsored a Homecoming parade
float (as did the other two classes), a

dance, and bars serving mixed drinks at

Comment

Steve Etris:

'They don't function'

George Churchill: 'Class

governments aren't

given a role'

»"'

\ Paul Sullivan: 'It's too

hard to get things

together'

low prices at a number of other college
events. According to last year's Freshman
Class pTesident Paul Sullivan, the
aspirations were mighty but the realities

turned up lacking. The freshem
established seven committees to provide
various social and intellectual activities,

such as a concert and tour, and drama
committees. "They just didn't get off the
ground," Paul explained forlornly. The
sophmore class, by contrast attempted
nothing.

After a year in office, the presidents
could offer little in terms of suggestions
for improving the class government
structure. "It would be difficult to
improve them," commented Steve Etris.

"Classes don't work as a unit. They don't
even work as a class. A president doesn't
have a group to lead." To Churchill, it

was more a question of adapting the
structure to the present situation: "1

kinda wish that class government was
more active because... there can be a role.

Class governmenU aren't givenaroIe--they
have to create their own."

Should class gover.iment be abolished?
The responses to the question were
affirmative andvariedonly slightly in
content. All three ofHcers. however
emphasized the need for some form of
class structure for the senior class since it

must deal withthevarious activities for
graduation. But with the class structure as
is now, concluded Sullivan, "it's too hard
to get things together."

McGovern office in town: 'an anomaly'
by Susan Burt

The Strange juxtaposition of conservative white
Southerners with a liberal intellectual community has
spawned a quaint anomaly: Just two blocks away from
the darkened windows of Wallace headquarters is a store
front plastered with McGovem paraphemeliaand full of
people. With minimal resources Peter Heller and Vince
Raymond have put together an effective organization to
win Kent County for George McGovern.

In conjunction with the downtown headquarters

John Dimsdale. SGA president, has organized McGovem
supporters on the campus. In an interview with Pete

Heller and Vince Raymond, Pete expressed the belief

that college students have a political tie to Senator

McGovern. Because of this widely held belief, the college

is being looked to as a source of manpower for this

grass-roots campaign. According to Raymond. McGovern
won the nomination by having young people join the

ranks of the Democratic party, thus bringing a new

Local openhouse shows
traditions die slowly
On Saturday evening, September 23rd, eleven

gracious colonial homes were opened to the public for
the annual Candlelight Walking Tour of Chestertown
Sponsored by the Kent County Historical Society, the
tour provided a rare glimpse into a Southern heritage
that still thrives in Chestertown, often with classic

elegance.

Wandering through each home provided a study of
valuable antiques, family heirlooms, and impressive
interior design and decoration. No less interesting were
the people -not wantmg to miss a single detail whether it

be a Philadelphia Chippendale mirror or an array of
family wedding portraits.

The highlight of the evening was undoubtedly the
tour through Wiiber Ross Hubbard's elegant Georgian
home, Widehall. This tour, unlike those presented in
other homes, was informative and well-prepared. The
visitor's eye was captured by such features as the
spacious hallway arches (similar to those in

Independence Hall), the varied and detailed woodwork,

and the impressive collection of Philadelphia
Chippendale furniture.

The Candlelight Tour, however, was not without its

disappointments. In a sense, the tour was too
successful-the large numbers of people made it difficult

to fully appreciate the total view of each room. Only
two rooms of the Customs House, the second oldest of
its type still standing in the U.S.. were opened to the
public. Conspicuously absent from the tour was the
Hynson-Ringgold House, oneofthe finer examples of
colonial architecture in town.

Despite these shortcomings, the tour was definitely a
success for its sponsor and its guests. Mr. Hubbard and
his manservant, John, provided the only realistic insight

into the colonial h'fe style. The easy au: of superiority

evidenced in the brief request--"Stay here. John. I'll

need you later. "--indicated that established social

patterns are slow to die. Mr. McHugh's sweeping gesture
in the former home of Coach Kibler is a fitting

commentary on the evening-"Ah-Antiquity."

perspective and revitalizing a party that was becoming
stale. "For the first time the youth had an active

political role." remarked Raymond.

While talking about the downtown organization Pete
reminded me that the headquarters is "Citizens for
McGovem," not "Democrats for McGovem.' The
non-partisan character of the group reflects the fact that
the Kent County Democratic party is virtually severed
from the voters. Kent County is registered 2'/2 to 1 in

^vor of the Democrats, but this pattem is simply a stale

remnant of the South during reconstruction. I., recent

years the county election results show a leaning towards
the Republican party. As Raymond explained it, the

present situation is a result of the fact that the official

Democratic organization in the county has ignored the
majority of its constituency, leaving their views almost

wholly unrepresented.

Another major point of the campaign in Chestertown
will be to present McGovern's farm policies, as such
matters are of crucial importance to rural voters. There
is talk of bringing in agricultural experts to present
McGovern's position to the farmers. "We have to know
which issues need airing, then we can get speakers." said
Raymond.

When asked about the Washington College
community Raymond informed me of a poll that had
been taken of the faculty here which showed McGovem
to have 70% support with Nixon getting the remaining
30%. There is also an effort being made to bring in

speakers to present the issues to the student body. One
of these speakers may be Susan McGovem Rowen, the
oldest McGovem daughter. Ms. Rowen lives outside
Easton. Raymond may have explained the phenomena
of a McGovern headquarters in Chestertown when he
quietly remarked. "McGovem filled a void for the
youpeople."
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Stickmen begin

informal practices
by Gary ^Vodlinger

The Washington College lacrosse team has begun informal fall

practice, the players concentrating on their stickwork and fastbreak.

Coach Don Kelly says that these Fall practices give him a chance to

look at the freshmen as well as the returning lettermen. Kelly adds

that there will be ten to twelve of these informal practices and that

most of the prospective players, except those playing soccer, will

participate.

In assessing this year's team. Coach Kelly is very optimistic,

referring to it as a veteran squad. Only three players, midfielders

Peter Boggs, Tom Murphy, and Mark Sinkinson, were lost from last

year's college division tournament runner up team. Freshmen

Tommy Mangels
, from Towson High School and Tommy Reagan

from Maplewood, New Jersey, look to be very valuable assets.

The goaltending is a very pleasant problem for Coach Kelly. He
has to choose from a Held of four excellent goalies In Ford
Schuman, Bryan Mathews, Fred Bucket, and Billy Dennison. Kelly

calls his fast break the "best ever" with Tom George. Jack Copeland.
Greg Lane, and Bob Shriver leading the way. Kelly does guard his

optimism somewhat when he looks at the schedule which he terms

the strongest in recent years. Denison, Towson, Delaware, North
Carolina, Navy, Johns Hopkins, and Hofstra will all be severe tests

for the team.

In general though. Coach Kelly is looking forward to February 1

when practice begins for what he hopes will be one of the finest

lacrosse teams in the history of Washington College.

Kelly notes that there will be another Junior Varsity lacrosse

team this year, coached by Edward Athey. Kelly adds, "The J.V.

gives valuable playing time to enthusiastic and prospective varsity

players."

Action around the goal results in a score during fall lacrosse action tliis week.

Harriers defeat Upsala
and Wagner in tri-meet

Washington College raised its

cross country record to 3-0

Wednesday, winning both ends

of a trlagular meet with Upsala

and Wagner. The final results

and scores were not available at

the time of this writing, but the

big surprise of the meet was Paul

Schlitz's failure to win the race.

He was nipped at the wire by a

by Chris Ahalt

runner from Wagner, as the two
finished with identical times. As
in the opening meet with
Gallaudet. Rick Horstmann was
second for the Shoremen, and
Chris Wetherhold, Tom Clement,
ar.d Dan Scharf tied for the

three remaining places. Their
position in the meet standings

Sioremen win Madison tourney
by Bruce Kornberg

Editor's Note: The Shoremen

extended their soccer winning

streak to four games on

Wednesday, defeating Upsala 9

to on the loser's field. It was

Washington's first victory of the

season in the Middle Atlantic

Conference.

ight before and, after taking a
2-1 lead, Washington decided to

play safe in the second half with a

cautious defensive game.
As Ed Athey has himself

pointed out so many times before,

a team is only as good as its

goalie. Against Madison, Fred
Bucket demonstrated the truth of

Athey's statement by blocking a

penalty kick in the last minutes of
play to preserve the 2-1 lead and
win the game. So jubilant were the

WC playere that they carried Fred
off the field.

Athey feels that if his squad
can keep their winmng attitude,

they wQI be heard from in their

(^vision again this year. Their
three-game winning streak will be
tested against Middle Atlantic

Conference foe Aplsala on
Wednesday at East Orange, N.J.

and against arch-rival Western
Maryland at Westminster on
Saturday afternoon.

Washington College soccer team

captured the Madison College

Invitation tournament last

weekend, defeating Eastern

Menonite College in the opening

round and host Madison College

in the finals.

After a slug0sh o[>ening game
against Gallaudet, Coach Ed
Athey was concerned with the

attitude of his team, thinking that

they should have played a better

opening game than the 2-0

victory. But on Friday night

Athey's concerns were tossed

aside as the Shoremen
overpowered Eastern Mennonlte

College in what the soccer

coaching staff called (he best

individual game played by any WC
soccer team in the past five or ^x
years. With Bill WUIlams leading

the scorers with two goals and
two assists and Paul Brown and
Mike Cordrey each scoring their

first goals of the season, WC went
on to win 5-0. The score was

indicative of the excellent passing,

especially by the defense, which
helped set up thirty shots on goal

by the Shoremen.

The Shore momentum carried

over to Saturday afternoon, even
though the game against Madison
was not as explo^ve as the EMC
(game. This game was marred
with poor officiating and heated
disputes among the players. The
offense was not potent as the

were not yet known.
Going into the meet. Coach

Don Chatellier had given the

Shoremen a good chance to win

against last season, and showed

only five runners on their squad.

Wagner was fielding a cross

country team for the first time

in a number of years, and was

not noted for strong distance

runners in track. They must have

found a very good one

somewhere, to beat Paul Schlltz.

Coach Chatellier expects a

tougher time on Saturday at

Lebanon Valley. Both
opponents, Lebanon Valley and
Western Maryland, defeated the

Shoremen last season, and

according to one report, the

current Lebanon Valley squad is

"vastly improved." So are the

Shoremen, however. For the

first time in many years,

Washington College can field five

strong runners who push each

other and give the squad the

depth necessary to "win, or have

a good shot at winning, most of

their meets. The surprising

emergence of freshman Dan
Scharf, along with the good
showings hoped for from Chris

Wetherhold and Tom Clement

have provided that depth. Paul

Schlitz and Rick Horstmann
have continued to lead the way.
With these five runners intact

and healthy, Chatellier is

optimistic about Saturday's

meet. He would like nothing

better than to carry a perfect 5-0

record into the October 4

meeting with powerhouse
Delaware Vallej', something

unprecedented for that stage of

the season. And this may well be

an unprecedented season for

Washington College cross

country.

Mike Slagle of Theta Chi connecU on a pitch in Tuesday night's softbali game against Kent House.
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Adviser group in on counseling debate
Continuing into its third week, the controversy over

the administration of the College psychological
counseling department took a different twist last

Tuesday with participants arguing over which authority
- the president or the Advisory Committee -- should
resolve the problem.

The Student Affairs Committee, under the direction
of Mr. Edward Athey, approved a resolution
condemning the "poor judgement" of the President m
handling the counseling affair and voted to submit the
case to the Presidential Advisory Committee for their

consideration. The Advisory Committee met Wednesday
at the request of the President. Although the meeting
was called for the purpose of discussing Washington's
role in an upcoming study of private higher education in

Maryland, the committee began examining the
counseling debate.

Preadent Charles Merdinger, on the other hand,
expressed to Mr. Athey his desire to have the question
submitted directly to him instead. TTte Student Affairs

Committee, while remaining adamnant on their decision,
did request a discussion with the President on Uie'

matter.

In addressing the Committee, the President admitted
he had "slipped up" in handling the counseling case by
not consulting the Student Affairs Office. He added,
however, that in his judgement "the heart of the
question is are we ^ving adequate services to the amount
we can afford?" He explained that a study of counseling
last year, when three full days of couseling were
available, pointed out that full use was not being made
of the psychologists. "We say we needed somewhere
between two and three days," he said. Consequently, the
administration hired Dr. Caroline Knowles for Uie 15
hours to be offered. The committee members continued
to raise objections on the point that two counselors are
needed, preferrably a male and a female, to establish a
better rapport with the students. The President then said
that he was "leaning m that direction" of addhig another
counselor but had to first discuss the possibilities with

Mr. Gene Hessey. the College Business Manager. He also
suggested that counseUng provided by the College to
students should not be of an enduring nature. Drawing
paraUel to Uie Health Service, he pointed out that it only
offered first aid lieatment, not operations.

The Student Affairs Committee emphasized to the
President that there were two problems Involved: the
reduction in counseling and the procedure by which it
was done. Asserting that it was necessary for the
Advisory Committee to lay down guidelines for future
handlings of the situation, committee member Thomas
McHugh expressed the idea that the President's "saying
it was a mistake doesn't preclude it happening again."
Merdinger commented that sending it to the Advisory

Committee was "alright" with him, but added that "we
try to handle these things to keep it (the Advisory
Committee) as free as possible." He continued that he
had no objections to it but that in his estimation it was
not that important.

Students

join for

President's

re-election
by Maiy Ruth Yoe

If you see any Washington College
student sporting a bright enamel button
tiiat proclaims, "I'm a grass root,"
ciianccs are he's a McGovem Man. The
odds point this way because 1)
McGovem's image is the Youth Candidate
and 2) at Washington College, tiie

Students for Nixon organization is too
much of a grass roots organization to own
such a mass production label.

The campus group first met last

niursday m Hynson Lounge. The 27
!>eop]e who attended the meeting
ftomoted by Brian Sheeley and Chris
Stiaw initially, and perhaps naturally,

demonstrated the same shelf-justification
and doubts as Partisan Review
^teUectuals facing Marhsall McLuhan.
Both groups bear the same message:
where we are Isn't where our peers say
">e main current is. Brian's veiled

Inferences to that maiostream ("...show
them that we are mi campus") were
ij|xed with frank pleasure at the strength
w their own group: "I was surprised to
^d out how much support there Is for
j«on." The next Item was to organize
oat support.

Sheeley explained that the campus

L^oup would be supplied with campaign
"terature by the Chestertown
headquarters, which officlaUy opened
Wednesday, October 4. Students were
ncouiaged to volunteer for office

?**-telephonlng, envelope licking - but

^ group's real target is a canvas^ng of
Jestertown. As Brian explained it, the
J'Ort won't attempt a "tearing down of
he other candidate," but will emphasize

the fact that there are people who
actively beleive in the President and his
policies.

Even though Nixon did not carry
Chestertown or Kent County in 1968,
Sheeley felt that a canvass has a good
chance of reaching "the voters here who
are either undecided, considering a
write-in for George Wallace, or just not
voting." After handing out Nixon/Agnew
buttons and 3x5 cards for recording the
vital statistics of potential workers, the
group briefly discussed alternate
activities.

Ideas were necessarily vague. "It may
be possible to get some speakers here to

speak m the President's behalf. I don't
know who" elicited responses of Interior

Secretary Morton, Congressman HCUs of
this district, and the State Party
Chairman. The possibility of a campus
debate between McGovem and Nixon
supporters was also mentioned. Planning
to meet on Monday evening to assign

canvassing duties, the ^oup adjourned.

Monday evening, the same number of
people arrived just as promptly to view "a
very rough sketch of Chestertown" from
which they could pick a street to canvass
either on their own time or in a group
effort. Before the gathering was over, the
students had bowed a litUe more to the
political god of organization, creating five

committees to handle the different

campaign fronts: Brian Sheeley handles

the canvass and speaker committees;

Chris Shaw is in charge of publicity;

Burrell Robertson is coordinating
volunteers with the Chestertown
headquarter's needs; and John Pederson is

investigating the possibQIty of a campus
debate.

Tuesday, several Nbcon supporters
again met In Hynsoo. Brian explained
that the canvassing Is going to be handled
on a very personal basis: "We'll just give
out literature, mention our own reasons
for admiring the Preddent, and answer
any questions."

If the questions concern Nixon and the
Watergate Affoir, Sheeley's answer will go

something like this, "I personally feel

that there's not enough evidence that
could point blame In any direction,

'Continued on Page 3)

Mr. James Rowan

McGovern's surrogate:
'lives in the balance'

by Dave Knepler

Although 130 people ori^nally turned

out for last Sunday's scheduled

McGovem speaker, only about 85 of

them stayed around until the speaker

arrived 45 minutes late- and even then, it

wasn't the "right" speaker.

But for those 85 people, Mr. James

Rowen, son-in-law to Senator George

McGovem and husband to the Senator's

oldest daughter, Susan, proved to be a

very capable and much opinionated

speaker.

The drawing card of the evening, Mrs.

Rowen, failed to appear-she was "home
resting" from a busy 5-day Western trip,

and for a full next-day of

television interviews. Mr. Rowen
announced no excuse for being late, but

did offer his apologies.

As a television set flickered noiselessly

in the background, showing a wordless

biography of Senator McGovem, Mr.

Rowen spoke for approximately 15

minutes about the campaiga and the

issues. He spoke earnestly on the idea

that this is the "first Preddential

campidgn that I remember ... that offers a

choice." Mr. Rowen said of the end result

of the voting, "People's lives are han^g
in balance."

He continually attacked President

Nixon's war plan. "Nixon has tried to

convince all of us that the war Is ending

... [by contending that] deaths are down
to an 'acceptable level.' " Mr. Rowen
declared that, as far as he was concerned,
there is no 'acceptable level' of death.

Concemlng his father-in-law's own
90-day withdrawal plan from Vietnam,
Mr. Rowen reflected, "Some people are

skeptical ... [they say it is] not possible

...and there is incredible cynicism ... but
it is feasible to withdraw the troops ...

and negotiate the release of the

prisoners."

"We can do something about Vietnam
and a lot of other problems," he said, "by
replacing President Nbton with George
McGovem!"

He then briefly urged for more college

community volunteers, saying "One of

the most disturbing things Is apathy on
college campuses," before opening
himself up to questions from the

audience.

The question-and-answer period, which
lasted for 30 minutes, focused mainly on
Senator McGovem's policies, with an
occasional reference to problems in the

McGovem organization.

Keeping the audience entertained with

such light-hearted answers as "The New
York Daily News (which endorsed Pres.

Nixon for a second term) is just a cup up
from the National Enquirer" Mr. Rowen
continued his attack on the President and
his campaign. "I've held more press

'Continued on Page 3i
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Off and running
Finally, the political camps of both

presidential candidates are actively working on

campus. McGovern's forces still have the

advantage of a professional organization and a

early start, but the Students for Nixon group

obviously is making strides to make up the

deficit through sheer numbers of support alone.

What it can mean for Washington College is

an exciting fall marked with the controversies

and issues which makes the sides in this political

contest so delineated. We heartily back the

suggestion of a Nixon-McGovern debate for in a

contest where so many voters remain undecided,

it is important for as many groups as possible to

clarify the issues, to outline the stands of the

candidates.

For the individual student, the responsibility

is to take wise advantage of the newly won
franchise. Most states stop accepting requests for

absentee ballots in early October, so it is

imperative to act immediately. But most
importantly, students are charged with the

responsibility of fully educating themselves

about the issues before casting their ballot.

Forum: letters

Midnight water battles are

okayy but destruction is out
To the editor:

Far be it from me or anyone to stand in the way of
someone else's jollies. Undoubtedly, huge midnight
water battles can be fun. Neither Dean Kelley nor I are
thrilled to death when some fine ofricer from the Kent
County Sheriffs Office calls in the middle of the night
announcing that our college students are disturbing the
whole town - but we can live with that. Actually we
would rather you had your water battles, etc., than
having you sit around being bored or engaging in other
less than noble private acts. Some fun and noise and an
occasional surprise are what living on a college campus is

all about, and part of the deal that can make dormitory
living somewhat less unbearable.

However, we draw a lance-like distinction between
having fun and being destructive. A half trash can of
cold shower water in your teeth can be potentially
thrilling for some. But, throwing furniture off the 3rd
floor fire escape; hurting rocks, other hard objects, and

firecrackers at people; taking screens from windows ar^

breaking the screens in half; stringing wet toilet pap-
across the campus; pushing people down in a mad nijj

to get across to Reid Hall; emptying fire extinguishei

and setting off fire alarms; dropping girls into outdoc
metal water fountains; tossing water through windo*
and doors into rooms of people who don't want to pij,

your game and other things which don't crush
tli!

imagination to figure out are plain destructive. "Fun'E
the expense of other people or other's property (w?
tape recorders. TVs, stereos, etc.) is not funny,

ii

sadistic, at least irresponsible. We do not need th«
kinds of actions nor these kinds of people at W.C

Do have your fun, but let's not have your daniagi
And cleaning up or mopping up afterwards isn't a ba'

idea either.

Sincerely

Barry McArdl^
Dean of Meo

-Comment-
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In an informal campus conference yestetday- members
of the College administration sat down and discussed the

real motives behind the reduction of the psychological

counseling staff.

The President of the College quickly blamed the

action on the apathetic attitude of the student body,
"who just don't care enough to have sufficient

psychological problems." He noted that all of the hours
available were not being used by students and he
therefore could only come to the conclusion that

"they're not trying hard enough." Asked whether his

decision might make it difficult for a student should a

severe emotional crises come up, the President answered
by announcing the implementation of a new program,
with its ultimate goal being the restriction of emotional
crisis to weekdays only, 1-5 PM. "In effect, we are

asking the student body to go crazy by appomtment
only " He further stated that the development of

psychoses on weekends "really shouldn't be any facto

ance the abundance of alcohol on campus then stioul

be enough to handle any problems that might arise."
Some critics were not convinced, however, THi

insisted that the staff reduction was based solely o

economics. The President denied this emphaticalt
"That's pure and utter bull, never mind the secoi
syllable. I would have gotten rid of those guys ever
they hadn't cost too much."

He closed the meetings by making the point that, lit

it or not, the decision was made and the College w
have to hve with it. "However, we can rest consol«
secure in the fact that we have reversed a national treni

In the rest of America, someone becomes deranged evei

15 seconds; in Washington College, it can happen ont

on weekday afternoons, not counhng First Friday!

Black Tuesdays, Ash Wednesdays, and days of futui

past

"

Nuttle provides view of WC's role

The following excerpts are taken from speeches
delivered by Mr. Elias Nuttle, Chairman of the Board of
Visitors and Governors, to both the faculty and the Board
about the role and purpose of Washington College.

1 - A small liberal arts coUege with 750 to 800 students. I think
we should keep this number unless by some unexpected good
fortune we should obtain the means and a conclusive study would
show 1000 to 1200 might be a success financially, academically ^d
socially.

Tlie largest selling point this college has is its smallness which
leads to friendliness, close contact between faculty and student, a
relationship with all on campus which leads to lifelong friendships
and understanding of others. If we have anything to sell for our
higher price than the big State-supported universities it is a personal
relationship between all segments of the college family. Out of this
the student learns love for each other and a consideration of others
problems. He also learns the detail workings of his community. He
proljably will hold some position on the campus and assume
responsibilities beyond his class work. He is not lost in bigness. He
does not pass thousands of people each day who belong to the same
community his university but have nothing else in c6mmon with
them.

2 - We want an excellent student body. Here I may differ from the
thoughts of many. By excellence I mean a chance to become a part
of his community, not necessarily the highest standing schoiastically
but good sound people who will take a place in their community as
leaders - in business, community affairs, politics, religion, education
and sodal affairs.

This to me requires a special selection of people, according to
their desires to lead. Our selection should be well mbced with people
from all walks of life, all philosophies and ail backgrounds. We
should take In each year a group of students who do not meet high

educational standards but who through effort, talents or leadership
have shown a likelihood of success and development to useful
dtizens. Our aim should be to not only train bright academic minds
but also intelligent workers and leaders.

We should ^m for training those who will go to graduate school
and also those who will never strive for more formal education but
will take their places in the many other fields. Recently, I have met a
young man. a bricklayer, who is striving very hard to get an
academic degree. Who knows he may be the man who is going to
reverse the trend in this field and show us how bricks can be laid in a
way and at a price we can again afford. These people deserve our
consideration.

3 - Our faculty should be a group devoted to teaching and
Inspiring our students to great academic accomplishment, a desire to

succeed and serve their peers as well as their nation. They should be
well grounded in their subject but above aU they should be talented
In teaching. I can think of nothing more inspiring than taking a
young person and seeing him learn under our tutelage.

Writing or publishing is incidental to the ability to teach and
should not be required but when a member of the faculty does
accomplish an outstanding work he should be fully acknowledged by
aU segments of the college community. Our teachers should be given

every opportunity to study and keep abreast of the fast changing
system of living. If one falls behind he should be asked to improve
his knowledge by study or other means available.

We have a good faculty of which we should be proud. I am sorry
some statements have been made to cast questions about this. It is to

be hoped that the faculty can be kept abreast of the problems of the
college and that they will be willing to help in solving them; that
they will have a sympathetic understanding ot the difficulties the
administration and governing bodies face in trying to maintain i,

sound institution for them to work in.

4 Student life on thei
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\lcGovern
lontinued from page 1)

nferences than Nixon," boasted Mr.

i^ven. and, referring to Attorney

nera! John Mitchell's resignation from

campaign and the Watergate affair,

least we haven't had that kind of

,ff
problems!"

Deeming the Chicago Tribune, which
endorsed Pres. Nixon, as

actionary," Mr. Rowen said, "If we

[P endorsed by the Chicago Tribune,

>n I'd know that the campaign was in

finite trouble." He expressed a slight

of surprise that the Tribune did

dorse the President saying that the

per wdS to the right of Nixon and that

ioard opens up to press coverage

"They would endorse Atilla the Hun "

Turning more serious, the son-in-iaw of

the Democratic Presidential candidate

declared, "This is the election which
decides if the war is going to end." He
also stated that, since 1963, the war has

cost the U.S. "an average of $48 million

dollars a day."

Discussing the possible election result,

Mr. Rowen said, "We're going to win it at

the grassroots ... if people decide that

they do not want another four years."

Mr. Rowen also stressed that anyone
wanting a direct answer to any of their

questions regarding Senator McGovern's
policies, should write simply to

"McGovcm Headquarters, Washington,

D.C."

Mr Rowen 27 whose campus visit

was arranged bv The Kent County and

Washmgton College Citizens for

McGovem-Shriver working in conjunction
with The National McGovem-Shriver
Headquarters in D.C., allowed himself a

moment to reflect on his sudden thrust

into the national campaign and mto a

spot in the possible "First Family," He
said, somewhat reservedly, "I'd rather

have my old life back."

Nixonites
(Continued from page 1)

including the Republican Party. One of

the stupidest things a national party

would want to do is to take espionage

actions against its rival - it can be found
out too easily

"

Sheeley was convinced that Senator

McGovern's attacks "on Nixon are

actually hurting McGovem" and felt that
Nixon's method of surrogate campaigning
is proving more effective political policy.

He expressed equal approval of Nbton's
foreign policy plans, calling them "those
most likely to brine long-range terms of
peace. I think they're realistic."

Realistically, Students for Nixon has a
lot planned for the very short weeks
between now and election time. Including
a speech by Congressman BUI Mills in
Hynson Lounge on October 4. Other
speakers and debates are viewed as
definite possibilities. The canvassing is to
begin in earnest by Monday. Perhaps the
excitement in this election year will come
in watching a group of dedicated,
enthusiastic group of real grass-rooters
grappling with the sacred rites of the
political harvest

***«^ r^E3;

In an unprecedented move
Friday night, the

ash in gton College Board of

Tsitors and Governors, voted to

pen tlieir general meetings to

le student press by allowing a

porter from the Elm to attend

eir meetings as an observer.

The Board acted on the

quest made earlier in the week
(T the Elm editorial board.

;rmission for attendance at the

leetings. however, does not

dude executive sessions of the

)ard. Previously, the only

udent regularly allowed to

tend Board conclaves was SGA
sident John Dimsdale, who
rves as the official student

presentative.

Also in its Friday night

ssion, the board rejected a

oposal to hire an educational

insulting Qrm at a cost of

15,000 to study the College.

iie suggestion had been

msidered over the summer as a

leliminary step in developing a

ng range college plan. Instead,

tx)ng Range Planning

ommittee in conjunction with

n fullv dware of the great

s and understanding of life

unjust a few years ago is

'ashington College has
full freedoms to govern
ve and what they do so long
tile civil alw. In return for

isume the responsibility of
I of citizenship, that they
interfere with others or
good of the college as

emseivesof them.

cted themselves well by
' We can still improve this
^e no necessity for civic
IS for any reason. Our own
nd our campus of all such
lends them. In the same
activities on a reasonable
community. I know this is

in conformity to student
^ institution which could
nsibility?

' who understands the
Puticulariy Ufe in a small
™'c community adjusting
lings and persuading each
'
and opportunities of the

^ obtaining financing to

^ opportunities to the
segments of the college

deration of the college and
« operation. Is wUling and
ij finance its operation so
'auction and development

J
relate the college to the

°^ job of teaching young
""f«s to the Improvement

t. Mr. Elias Nuttle

'f
** of Visitors & Governors

already existing committees,

will, in the coming year,

consider some of the school's

problems and make
recommendations for their

correction.

In its session last Saturday

morning, the Board primarily

listened rather than acted. A
number of Board committee

chairmen and student, faculty,

and administrative officisils

delivered reports.

Acting Dean Joseph McLain

Students here practice in a scene from My Next Husband Will Be a

Beauty, which along with Cuba Si, will be presented Saturday and

Sunday nights at 8:30 in the Studio Theatre in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center. Admission is 2Sc.

New Store Hours

Men. thru Wed. 9:30 -5:30

Thurs. thru Sat. 9:30 - 9:00

Chesteitown, Md.

delivered a discursive report

outlining some areas of activity

and concern his office is dealing

with. The Dean, enthusiastically

referring to what he calls the

College's pursuit of excellence,

announced a new program, to be
held on Saturday, October 21,

called the Washington College

Forum. The day's activities will

combine both social and
intellectual activity with a

lecture, discussion series, and
concerts included.

McLain also expressed to the

Board his concern over the

number of freshman,
sophomore, and junior students

who decided not to return to

Washington this fall. 113
students, or approximately 17%
of the three returning classes,

failed to return this semester for

various reasons: eleven flunked
out, five are spending their

junior year abroad, and the

remaining numbers left for

economic, family, social, and
unexplained reasons. The
Student Affairs Committee,
McLain explained, intends to

study the reasons why students
leave in an effort to correct

whatever problems are

responsible.

The Board also heard a report

from College Business Manager
Gene Hessey on the plight of

the College's OnanciaT aid

programs. The student body, he
expallned, has $13,000 less this

year in aid than in the previous

year. Accounting for the drop
were slashed m the federal

Economic Opportunity Grant

and Work Study Programs as

well as drops in the Maryland

State Scholarship funds and
personal awards that students

won themselves. The problem,
Hessey explained, is particulariy

critical in this year's freshman

class where of 110 applicants for

financial aid, only 30 were
awarded grants. There is a
$100,000 gap between qualified

applicants' needs and money
available. Resources directly

from the College were up by
$8,000 this year, however.
Currently, he told the Board,
29% of the student body carries

some amount of financial aid.

Seniors Interestad In applying lor
Fulbrlghl-Havi grants for graduate
iludy abroad are urged to contact a
member of the campui Fulbrighl
committee (ProfeMori Dutfee,
Premo. Tapke) ai loon as poislble.

Applications require a statement
of purpose, letters of
recommendation, and for some
countries a statement of language
proficiency. The campus deadline of
October 21 must be observed
without exception If applications are
to reach the Institute of International
Education In time for consideration.

The members of the Fulbrighl
committee have application forms
and descriptive literature and will be
glad to advise all Interested students.

Compliments

of

The Mprylaid
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Harriers lose 22-33

to Delaware Valley

Stroke Eric Stall and coxswain John Wagner (with back to camera!

lead the varsity eight-man shell through a practice run on the Chester River.

Shore defense outstanding
as hooters' streak hits five

EDITOR'S NOTE: BQl

Williams scored the lone goal of

the afternoon as Washington

defeated Widener College 1-0 in

soccer Wednesday. The victory

was the Shoremen's sixth of the

season against no defeats and

represented the fifth time that

Washington had ^ut out its

opponent.

The Washington College

soccer team remains undefeated

after handing Upsala and

Western Maryland 9-0 and 3-0

shutouts in last week's action.

The Shoremen are 5-0 going into

Wednesday's clash with Widener

(NEE PMC) College. In additon,

Ed Athey's charges have allowed

only one goal while scoring 21

times in those five games.

Upsala proved to be no
contest for the Shoremen last

Wednesday. Plagued by financial

Kent Plaza Barber Shop

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Coley Razor Cuts Charlie

Bill Hair Soling Ronnie

"We Cut Hair To Suit You"
Phone 778-4771

by Bill Ounphy

difficulties, the Vikings lost ten

of their starting players and

provided little more than a light

workout for the Shore hooters.

Bill Williams led the scoring

charge with three goals, followed

by Dave Doelp and Joe Bailes

with two apiece. Paul Brown and

Steve Sandebeck each chipped in

with tallies to complete the

scoring.

Strong defense and excellent

passing highlighted Saturday
afternoon's game against the

Green Terrors in the mud at

Westminister. Fred Buckel was
the hero of the game once again,

smothering two one-on-one
attempts to preserve the

shutout. Offensively, the

Shoremen connected on three of

their 32 shots on goal, with the

inside duo of Paul Brown and

Bill Williams collecting one score

apiece. Left wing Jim Wentzel
contributed the final tally for

Washington.

Defense is the name of the

game for Washington this season,

with Athey crediting his

fullbacking trio of co-captain

Eric Ciganek, Bob Hickman and
Pete Takach for much of the

Shoremen's outstanding showing
thus far. While the fullbacks and
goalie Fred Buckel have been
shutting out opponents, the

halfback crew of Bill Ament,
John Wayne and Craig Attbc

along with reserve Rob
Marquette have done an

excellent job of moving the ball

upfield and setting up scoring

opportu nities for the forward

line.

The intangibles contribute

almost as much to the Shore
success this fall. The spirit on
the squad is reminiscent of last

spring's lacrosse juggernaut, with
reserve goalie Bob Shriver acting

as official cheerleader from the

sidelines. The prodding and
encouragement of the reserves

seems to provide extra spark to

the regulars' performances.

After facing Widener on
Wednesday, the hooters will take

the weekend off. They return to

action Tuesday against Mount
Saint Mary's on Kibler Field.

by Chris Ahalt

Washington College lost to Delaware Valley in cross country

Wednesday, 22 to 33. The defeat, aiong 'vitii a spUt in last

Saturday's tri-meet with Lebanon Valley and Western Maryland
brought the Shore harrier's record to 4-2.

The Shoremen ran well despite their loss to the powerful
Delaware Valley squad. Paul Schhtz finished second with a good

time of 23:24, only 16 seconds behind winner Tim Manning of

Delaware Valley, who ran the second fastest D.V. time ever over the

4.6 mile course. Dan Scharf finished sixth for the Shoremen, Rick

Horstmann was seventh, Tom Clement eighth, and Chris Wetherhold

came in tenth. Coach Chatellier seemed satisfied with the team's

performance, since Delaware Valley was the strongest team the

Shoremen have faced this year. They fielded a veteran squad

including four runners who had beaten Paul Schlitz last year when
Delaware Valley amply annihilated the Shoremen; this year's

showing was quite an improvement.

Saturday, the Shoremen defeated Western Maryland 22 to 35, but
lost to Lebanon Valley in a heartbreaker 28 to 29. Washington was
without Dan Scharf and the absence of a strong fifth man made the

difference against Lebanon Valley. Paul Schlitz was beaten by one
runner from each school and was closely followed by Tom Clement
and Chris Wetherhold, both of whom turned in outstanding

performances, finishing seven and eight seconds behind Schlitz. Rick
Horstmann, who has been hampered by a foot injury, finished ninth,

and Craig Jackson and Bob Greenberg came in tied for fifteenth. Bill

Janney was nineteenth.

After the first mile of Saturday's race it looked as if the Shoremen
had no chance abainst Lebanon Valley. Clement and Wetherhold
moved up, however, and put Washington back into contention.

When four runners had finished for each team the Shoremen were
actually ahead 17 to 19, but three Lebanon Valley runners came in

before Washington's fifth man finished and the Shoremen suffered

their first defeat of the season. It was a disappointing loss, especially

since at full strength Washington seemed clearly stronger than
Lebanon Valley. Nevertheless, it was another improvement over last

year's score and Coach Chatellier cited the rapid and continued
progress by Clement and Wetherhold as making prospects for a

winning season look good. The strong performances turned In at

Delaware Valley by Dan Scharf and Rick Horstmann must add to

this optimism. The Shoremen hope to get back in the win column
next Saturday when they travel to Drew for their next meet.
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lays

of Indian Summer
Elm photographer Andy Young

caught this panoramic view of the

campus and Chestertown in the last

stages of Indian Summer. Andy
took the picture from the water
tower.

^,
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Counseling controversy nears solution
After spending a month in the state of

limbo, the issue of administrative

cutbacks in the psychological counseling

department is apparently settled.

The concluaon to the arguements

came last week when the Presidential

Advisory committee voted to support an

earlier recommendation by the Student

Affairs committee which was critical of

both the cutbacks and the procedure the

administration used to effect them.

President Merdinger accepted the

committee's advice and has given his

support to restoring the cutbacks.

Dean Joseph McLain, who serves on

the Advisory committee, explained that

his group accepted the Student Affairs

committee report because "the Advisory

committee couldn't make a decision on

whether or not more counseling is

needed." In accepting the report, the

committee recommended that six hours

be restored, bringing hours available for

counseling up to last year's standard of

21, and that a male counselor be added to

the staff.

The President this week appointed a

committee, to be headed bv Dean of Men
Barry McArdle, to search for an
additional counselor. Others on the

committee include Dean of Women
Maureen Kelley and Dr. Dam, Head of
the College Health Service. Mr. McArdle,
in explaining how his committee will

function, was quick to point out that

student representatives, the psychology

department, and Counselor Caroline

Accreditation report finished
by Kevin O'Keefe

With the visit of the Middle SUtes

Association reaccrediting team less than

one month off, Washington has just

completed, in final form, the College's

self-evaluation report.

The 104 page study, begun two years

ago using an extensive committee and

sub-committee framework, has already

engendered controversy among the

faculty over its coverage and content. Dr.

Gerald Belcher, who since July has had

the responsibility of putting the study

together, outlined the problem: "In

reality, this document...was to be for the

benefit of the College and it simply isn't

as beneficial as it was supposed to have

been." He continued, saying that "the

purpose of the report is to allow the

College to investigate itself systematically

every decade. Well, we didn't investigate

ourselves as systematically as we could

have." Dr. Belcher explained that the

omissions in the report are the problem.

"Important areas were left without

anyone studying them." The IG

but gaps in coverage mar it

sub-committees reported only on the

faculty, the curriculum, "aspects of the

student body not the students

themselves or the College's responsibility

to them," and the library.

Until Dr. Belcher took over in July, it

was not known that certain areas

remained unexplored. Among these, he

said, were "outcomes - are we educating

students in accord with the aims of the

College and do we succeed in what we're

supposed to be doing." No self-study was

prepared about the Board of Visitors and

G overnors, none about the

administration, and none about finances

and facilities. Other subsidiary questions,

like the college's role in society, remain

virtually unexplored, despite the fact that

the Middle States "allows leeway in

developing the report but they still would

like certain areas to be looked upon."

Because of the time factor, however,

there was little he could do to fill in the

holes completely, and some areas had to

be completely ignored. A statement on
the aims of the College was developed by
the faculty and approved last Spring, and

other self-study reports were developed

according to the lines of that statement.

The committee then learned that only the

Board could develop such a statement

and the faculty approved version was

struck out. Belcher emphasized that the

aims "are the most important part of the

report and are very noticeably omitted."

But expects that the visiting team's

response will create no real problems

since the shortcomings of the report, and

the reasons for them, can be explained to

the team.

Dr. Belcher concluded that the report

was "unsatisfactory as a working

document.. .it's mostly historical." The
document is useful, he says, to the Middle

States but for Washington it merely

"records our experiences of the last

decade."

Knowles will also be consulted on the

selection. McArdle hopes to find

prospective candidates for the position by

requesting recommendations from the

College community and through

advertising in, as yet, unspecified

journals.

"Hopefully, we'll have somebody in a

few weeks," explained McArdle. "We
don't want to waste all kinds of time

looking."

Possibly, however, there may be

problems in attracting applicants to what
is very much a part-time portion.

Although Dr. Caroline Knowles currently

handles 15 iiours weekly, a new hour

arrangement among the 21 offered ray be

set-up. McArdle emphasized though that

they will probably obtain someone who is

"moonlighting", rather than hiring

someone for whom this would be an only

job.

Asked for his reflections on the

counseling controversy, McArdle

commented "There was a more proper

way to handle the situation. My only

regret is that it wasn't done in the

beginning. But it is better to do it now
than not at all." He added that an

organization as small as Washington

College was dependent upon
consultation, in this case with Student

Affairs, before decisions are made.

McArdle admitted, however, that the

President's new decision does not

necessarily estabhsh a precedent for the

future, but rather reflected his

conceding to the feelings of students,

the Student Affairs Committee, and

representatives o^- the Psychology

department. "I see this as a temporary

solution to an immediate problem rather

than any long term thing," he concluded.



After hiatus, court in session
Somerset vandalism spawns reactivation

Miss Betsy Murray

In response to acts of vandalism in

Somerset House two weeks ago, the

campus judiciary system is being
reactivtaed after a two year hiatus.

Student Government Vice-President

Betsy Murray, who serves on the court as

judge according to provisions of the SGA
constitution, preferred a reason for the

decision: "In Somerset, windows were
broiien and furniture smashed. In general,

they went bezerk. This goes on all the

time and it just slides."

Before activating the court however,
Betsy approached the SGA to push for

reforms in the present set-up of the court.

Currently, the judiciary structure includes

three levels: the lower court (to cover
parking fines, etc.), the upper court to

handle cases like the one currently facing

the court, and the all-campus judiciary,

an appeals court.

Betsy explained that the present

system is too bureaucratic. "Everything

had to be made in triplicate...there was so

much red-tape nothing got off the

ground." Her plan would consolidate the

lower and upper court into one unit.

If the Senate gives its approval to the

reform, Betsy expects the court to go

into session next Thursday. Students have

not yet been officially charged in the

Somerset case, but a prosecutor, who has

already obtained witnesses, has been

determined. Under the proposed system,

students will instigate the prosecution of

cases themselves, rather than have the

court start them.

Elevn jurors have been selected -

"What we did," explained Betsy, "was to

call out random student ID numbers."

Only seven jurors will serve at a time and

all jurors' terms, will last only a semester.

Students on Board:
a long haul remains
While Washington students clamor for

a voting role on the College Board of

Visitors and Governors, students at other

colleges nationwide are apparently faced

with the same uphill struggle.

That is the interpertation provided by

a recent study conducted by the

Educational Testing Service of Princeton,

New Jersey on the representation of

college boards of trustees.

The study reveals that "less than three

percent of the nation's colleges and

universities have added either students or

faculty with voting privileges to their

Boards." Additionally, only the governing

boards of less than ten percent of the

institutions of higher learning in the

country allow students or faculty to serve

as non-voting members. Currently, at

Washington one faculty member. Dr.

Nicholas Newiin, and one student.

Student Government President John

Dimsdale, are allowed to sit in on the

meetings. A reporter from the Elm is also

invited to attend as an observer.

The Educational Testing Service

survey also examined the governing

boards in terms of representation by age,

race, and sex.

One third, or 500 institutions,

including Washington, have added one or

more individuals less than 40 years old,

excluding students.

Fourteen percent of the

predominantly white schools surveyed

have added a black member; Washington's

36 Board members are all white.

Finally, 20% of the schools now have

women representatives. Currently there

are four females serving on Washington's

Board.

The survey concludes that when
changes have occured, they have taken

place mostly in private universities and

colleges.

Mr. Elias Nuttle, Chairman of the

Washington Board of Visitors and

Governors, commenting on the ETS
survey, observed that "while we do not

have a voting member of the student

body on our own Board, we have many
more opportunities for faculty and

students to express themselves than most
colleges and universities have according to

this tabulation. I am not offering this as

an excuse but as an interesting fact."

SGA President John Dimsdale

questions the relevance of the study to

Washington College though. "This is a

very small college community," he said,

"and you can't compare it with the rest

of the colleges and universities. Just

because less than 30% (of the schools)

have student representatives doesn't mean
it is wrong.

Mr. Elias NuttJe

Mr. Nuttle has in recent weeks met
with student leaders to discuss student

representatives on the Board has

suggested to the Student Government
Association that it resubmit its proposal

to President Charles Merdinger. An
attempt by the SGA last May to get

student representatives on the Board

failed, in part because SGA President

Dimsdale failed to follow the traditional

procedure of rendering a proposal to the

Board to the College president first.

But even if the proposal reaches a

Board committee, certain Board members
have privately admitted that it has only

slim chances of passage.
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According to the system, jurors will

decide on whether a student is guilty and
can recommend a punishment to the

judge, who retains the final decision.

Possible reprimands would include fines

' and social probation, though Betsy

admitted that the latter was nearly

impossible to enforce -• "You get a

hateful letter from the Dean of the

College and the Dean of Students. That's

the best part." The judiciary could also

recommend suspension or expulsion,

though the all-campus judiciary would
have to rule on that punishment.

Questioned about whether students

will really take the court seriously, Betsy

replied that "students should judge other

students. I may be idealistic but

hopefully we are a community of adults

and we can handle our own affairs." She
also added jokingly that "I may very well

wind up to be the most hated person on
campus," and suggested that the SGA
might have to provide her with a body
guard.

Contract dispute

holdsupPegasus
Controversy over the duration of a

long term contract between the College

yearbook and their publisher, the

Bradbury Keller Company, Is holding up
delivery of the 1972 edition of Pegasus.

According to printing company
officials, Pegasus has at least one more
year to go on its contract with them and

is obhgated to have the 1973 edition

printed by their company. Yearbook
editor Sandy Casler and college officials

see the matter differently however,
interpreting that the vague contract

expired last year.

The Bradbury-KeJler Company
threatened to discontinue production of

this year's book and keep the $4000
deposit they have already received if a

settlement was not worked out.

College legal advisors informed the

yearbook, though, that taking the case to

court might involve a long fight and delay

the delivery of the book indefinitely.

Pegasus editor Sandy Casler expaJined

that his choice to drop the company was
based on the opportunity to get the book
produced more cheaply by the American
Yearbook Company.

Members of the College Board of

Publications will meet next week with

yearbook company officials, to try to

iron out the problems.
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Campus scope

IFC activities

on tap Saturday
Friday and Saturday, October

13 and 14 are the dates set for

the annual Inter Fraternity

Council Weekend. The highlight

of the weekend will be "Open
House" in all the Fraternities

starting at 9:00 p.m. Saturday,

with freshmen especially invited

to aquaint themselves with the

frats. I.F.C. Resident Ray
TYucksess has tried to organize

other events for the weekend,

but because of financial

difficulties and lack of student

enthusiasm, they had to be

canceled.

According to Vice-President

Bob Greenberg, "Stunt Night"

had to be canceled because only

three people said that they

would do anything, and even

they were unsure.

A 27 hour marathon
basketball game, sponsored by
the Men's Residence
Association, starts tognight at 7

pm and runs through tomorrow
night at 10 pm. The teams
playing in the competition will

be co-ed and all money raised

through admissions and entrance
fees will go to providing a party

Saturday night for the

participants.

Practice dates for students

interested in joining the 1972-73

Cheerleading squad continue this

week on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Time for practice

will be from 5:45 - 6:45 in the

Cain Gymnasium. Actual tryouts

COLLEGE
SNACK
BAR

THE COFFEEHOl SE

appearing Friday night

Rob Dickinson

Free Beer, {t Cover

co>^*

Yvo-*
good music

and good

company.

for the squad will be held next

Thursday at 6:45 in the gym.

In its regular Monday night

session, the SGA approved the

selection of David Bromberg for

a concert in early November.
The concert's cost is expected to

be $1500.
The Senate also considered

and tabled for a week an
elections committee report

which, among other provisions,

reduces the amount of petition

signatures necessary to run for

any office to 20. A controversial

provision which would have

allowed the Faculty observer to

vote on the SGA was deleted

from the proposal. Another
provision will give Minta Martin
Hall two independent senators.

The request was made after

independents in the dorm
alleged that sorority bloc votes

prevented them from attaining

office.

by Cecile Corddrey

Soon furniture stacked in the girls' gym will

take up permanent residence in the new dorms.
Cecil will probably open on October 20.
Dorchester perhaps on November 3, Talbot
perhaps on November 23.

About two-thirds of those who wLI occupy
the new dorms are now in temporary
housing-Somerset basement, Micou House,
Richmond House, study lounges. Because of
that and fewer students living off-campus this

"...as fonner president of the SGA,

I am pleased..."

year, the new dorms can be filled without

leaving empty rooms in the old donns.

Maintenance will help students move to the

new dorms. Personal furniture of students that

can't fit in the new rooms may be stored in

Somerset basement until the end of the

semester.

Students will be charged extra only for the

amount of time they occupy the new dorms.

But they won't be allowed to go off board next
semester.

Academic Torum' day next week
by Lin Brettschneider

The first Washington College

Forum Day will take place on

Saturday, October 21st.

Conceived by Dean Joseph

McLain and Mr. Pritzlaff,

Director of Alumni Affairs, the

program is "designed to give the

Alumni and parents something

in which to participate on

campus in the fall." Mr. ftitzlaff

explained that the Forum was "a

new stress of the part of the

Alumni to promote the

academic affairs of the college."

The day will commence with

Registration beginning at 9:00
a.m. at the Alumni House. A
seminar will be held in Hynson
Lounge lasting from
10:30-12:00 noon. The topic to

be discussed by selected

members of the faculty will be
"The Middle East Crisis."

Professors Periasamy , Belcher

and Perlmutter will present the

various economical, historical

and political aspects of the issue.

A representative of the Republic
of Egypt from the United

Nations may also appear giving
an inside view of Arab affairs.

A luncheon break will
introduce the afternoon
activities which feature a panel
discussion from 1:30-3:30 in

Hynson Lounge and an open air
concert on (he Miller Library
Patio until 4:45, highlighted by
student performers of the
College band and chorale.

Washington College 1982-??
will be examined by the panel
which will include two

representatives each from the
student body, faculty, Alumni
and members of the Board of
Visitora and Governors.

A cocktail party for Alumni
and parents in th'- Alumni House
will follow the festivities.

Although students are excluded,
the SGA may offer similar

refreshment for the student
body.

A seafood buffet in Hodson
Hall will climax the events of
WC's Forum Day.

Don Kelly
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Viewpoint

counseling
itcontroversy

2; The success of both

*r the Student Affairs

3 Committee and the ' _

^ Advisory Committee gUCCCSSIUl
= in rectifying peacefully

J the crisis-potential /»^-M/»|llcirfc»l
I

situation over the
^"^*«-*UMUH

' Psychological f^ f\ifh
^ Counseling Depart- *-^ l-i*C

ment cutbacks is a

gratifying one.

For the Student

Affairs committee
means that service in it

"

the department will now be adequate to serve

the College's need in terms of both hours and
manpower. The study referred to by the

administration as justification for making the

cutbacks - a study, incidentally, whose statistics

were never brought to light and whose validity is

seriously in doubt - was never a sufficient

reason to move single-handedly, without
consulting the important parties involved. One
can hope the administration has learned its

lesson on this account, at least those with a

perpetually sanguine perspective can. For us, it

will just be a matter of keeping our eyes open •-

trust is only built upon repetitive actions in

good faith.

For the Advisory Committee, the success of

reversing the administration's ill-advised action

signals the opportunity for it to become a truly

functioning operative within the College

structure. Despite the President's admitted
reluctance to have the Advisory Committee
handle the issue, the committee members, on
the request of the Student Affairs Committee,
obviously felt the issue was within the realm of
their concerns. Happily, the committee has

determined to now meet at least monthly to

handle problems; unlike previous times when the
group has waited for the President to seek their

advice -- an act which occun-ed all too
infrequently last semester.

In retrospect the controversy over the
counseling cutbacks may seemed to have
exagerated the actual importance of the service.

But in reality, the .administrations decisions

represented not only a slap in the face to
students' needs, but also to the concept of a

Washington College community without
consulting students or the Student Affairs

Office, the President determined to make a

crucial decision affecting a vital service; the act
itself may not have been miscreant, but it was
certainly an egregious act of ignoring the proper
channels of decision making. Students are quite
willing to work through the channels for change;
now, if the Administration could learn the same
trick.

Admissions booklet: pervasive pomposity

Whet your appetite, it won 't

by Mary Ruth Yoe

Student journalism is the subject of continual
critic[sm. Those who read and who don't read the Elm
proclaim it full of dull and self-satisfied student writing,
and those who read and who don't read the Review
make the same complaints about smugly bad attempts at

journalism. However, no students are responsbile for the
most pompous of all current campus publications, a 45
page pamphlet entitled "Washington College in

Maryland."

"Washington College in Maryland" is what the
Admissions Office sends to high school juniors who
request information on our institution. A way of
separating the wheat from the chaff, this little booklet
i&supposed to whet the appetites of SAT dreading
eleventh graders. Then, hungry for more, they get the
main course, the regular catalog. As far as this reader can
tell, the only advantage "Washington College in

Maryland" offers is what must be a tremendous savings
in postage and printing costs for the larger catalogs. In

other words, the greenbacked brochure is about as
stimulating to the appetite as a caramel Ayds with a cup
of black coffee.

The photography is very nice and there are no
typographical errors, but perfect printing can't hide the
anonymous prose's pervasive pomposity! The
Introduction sounds like a President Nixon-let me make
It perfectly clear-maps and pointer-explanatory
television talk with the nation. You can hear it being
read, pure Fourth of July oratory, with emphasis on
words like "proud" and meaningful pauses before
significant phrases

:

Washington College is steeped in history and tradition

and we are proud that it is. In the pages that follow, our
heritage wHl be delineated through photography and
prose. We are not shy about being the nation's tenth
oldest college. But we are not content to rest our case
solely on tradition, solely on longevity.

"Washington College in Maryland" tries to show that
while we are "small and rural. ..we will never be
provincial." But what emerges is a tone of smug
provinciality, glorying in the Beautiful People,
Chestertown's charmed circle of academic society. The
white Ues of bulletin boards so cluttered with posters
and announcements urging him to attend various
lectures, plays, concerts, poetry readings and discussion
groups.. .the student finds a choice among the activities

difficult or of "a favorable faculty to student ratio" can
be overlooked as shiny sugar coatings on slightly worn
truths, but the snobbery ingrained in the narrative is ^i *, u . - , .

anathema to anyone but a card carrying, mint julep l-^ _.^
*'°' ^""'?'^ ^^? "^^^ propagandizing-prose parts

bearing member of Yesterday's Gracious Old School.
According to (he society columnist who created

starting a winter weekend of evenings. Instead of playim
James Beard to the multitudes (who after all hav]
Women's Day), why not simply give the benefit of such
culinary expertise-and a little red cabbage and wine-u
Mr. LinviUe?

The Washington College student is not only
;

gourmet, he is also an intellectual, enjoying Socratk
tete-a-tetes with professors, who are free to be with the
students, among the students. Often, where students are
gathered arguing the superiority of Austin or Eliot, tht
differences between Jung and Freud, the merits of Hegel
or Mill, the beauty of Proust, the complexity

0/
Heisenberg-often at these times, there will be tht
professors, students again, talking, arguing. Give the
writer a comma and he'll take a paragraph or two
demonstrating all the while the same provinciaUty he so
passionately defies. Consider his almost naive deligfil

with extracurricular programs where a morning lecture
on an American poet "is likely to be followed in the
afternoon by that very poet reading from his own
poems."

...the snobbery ingrained in the narrative

is anathema to anyone but a card carrying,

mint julep bearing member

of Yesterday's Gracious Old School.

'Washington College in Maryland," duck and goose
hunting, part of pleasant living on the Eastern Shore,
attract an increasing number of students. Fine; but then
the voice of experience continues, with a flick of elegant
wrist, to tell the reader about the students who have
discovered that roast goose served, say, with red cabbage
and a Red-Rhone Cote Rotie can be a splendid way of

For those applicants who don't feel up to the rigors
of being a Rennaissance man, he condescends to
reassure. Like an obstetrician telling a nervously
expectant mother she'U be too doped up to notice the
labor pains, he murmurs.

The Faculty and students have molded the College so
that all its many facets contribute to a student's
education-often in a random, willy-nilly fashion, often
without the student's knowledge.

Red Rhone Cote Rote isn't^ provincial. Boone's Farm
isn't always provincial either. But writing a pamphlet
which ends:

\Vf know what new programs are worth our while and
which ones are meaningless fads. We know what
cogent to modern man, and we know what is not
obscures anything Washington College does know and
possess behind a facade of seeming self-satisfaction

what is truly provindal. "Washington College in

Maryland" probably doesn't matter much: most bright
high school juniors skip the propagandizing-prose
of college pamphlets. If so, we've still got a chance.

Editor's Note: On this page last week,
the Elm ran a column by Steve Bendtr
titled 'Pyschosis takes a holiday'. The.

editors acknowledge their mistake in

failing to clarify that the story was a
satire and that the quotes attributed to

the President were meant to be wholly
facetious. We regret the omission.

Drama review

Studio theatre : 'rehearsed ambiguity'
Beaudoin rii._ ii._

^"^ ^by Dave Beaudoin

Avantgarde theatre, as the name Itself

implies, largely depends upon a
near-visionary topicality in its drama.
There the stage may spring a little out in
front of the daily nous, its actors
animating that crucial time-sequence
between presence and future unknown.
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Like the early horror classics, action
anticipates reaction, the plot's Intention
to enfold the audience in a synchronism
of emotton. Sadly, there were moments
last Sunday night when I was all too
aware of my seat in the Studio Theatre,
as two one-act plays were performed
before me. And yet, I was given a run for
my twenty-five cents.

Most of my disappointment lay in the
fact that, as subjective expressions of
avant-garde, both plays were singularly
dated, if not stale. My Next Husband Will
Be a Beauty, by Tom Eyen.and Terrence
McNally's Cuba Si! evoked a certain
Sixties nostalgia, produced occasional
laughter, and ultimately faded to
confront the audience. Still, confounded
as I was by their choice of material, the
respective directors, Larry Israelite and
Joel Elins, deserve some praise for their
castmg abUities. The acting, by
newcomers as well as vets, was impressive.
Somehow, it had to be, in escaping that
inertia which surrounded the roles.

It was especially evident to me that, in
My Next Husband Will Be a Beauty {four

characters in search of little murders) the
major actors were striring, maybe too
hard, to escape jejune stereotypes the
play demanded. Mary Ann Leekley and
T.G. Rnkbinder, as the kinky aunt and
uncle, were sometimes guilty of
overacting the self-parodies of their

"radio-serial marriage"; nevertheless, the
degree of care which both put into the
visual details of a middleaged husband
and wife were outstandmg, and
frequently very funny. "Dizzy niece"
Virginia, as played by Marybeth
Wildermann, sufficiently generated the

vacous sexuality of a nymphet, though
her handling of Humberto Uncle Henry
cotiW have been made more credible.

Finally, Pat deGennaro, as the Man, quite
possibly stole the entire show. His
skulking figure, suggestively rocking back
and forth, licking his lips, repeatedly tore
my attention away from the main
dialogue on stage. In short, the chilly

perversity of his presence sustained a
remarkable, if not the only tension In My
Next Husband.

Cuba Si! {remember Cuba, hippies.

Jove-ins, Time Magazine?) affords a

potential tour-de-force for its leading

lady. As Cuba, Gaili Stnkinson managed
to pull it off with a punch. I didn't even
mind her Hollywood Spanish. The randy
machissmo and furious energy Ms.
Sinkinson turned out managed to propel
an otherwise embarrassing plot.

Supporting her. in the role of the

Reporter, was Justin White. I admit to

being partial to Mr. White, if for no other
reason than his canny ability to delineate

the characters of neurotic "little guys".
When I think of America after 1945, I

think of Mr. White. Susan Dunning, as

Maria, intrigued me with her sullen grace.

In concluding, the way this play ended
was not only terrible, it was vaguely

terrible.

Reading back over my copy, I sense

that I have, perhaps, been too uncritical

in my praise of the actors. But if this is

so, I can only reiterate blame on the plays

theniselves. Anyone who would act in

either deserves some compensation.
Rehearsed ambiguity is no substitute for

Attic grace.



Commentary

McGoverUy the middle class

and the managed society

by Jim Smith

It is October and George McGovern is barreling down
the liome stretcii. Every day the electorate is saturated

by news of ills cliaracter, his actions, and his political

positions. The incumbent is discovering that his office,

supposedly an asset, is, in fact, a liability; he cannot
campaign actively lest he demean his office or be
charged with neglecting his responsibilities for the sake
of partisan politics. His record is uninspiring and blotted

with scandal. The war goes on. Prices rise. A spirit of
discontent is in the air.

Yet, in spite of all this, it can hardly be doubted that

were the election to be held today, Richard Nbton
would wake up tomorrow to the greatest victory of his

political career. Why, given the present political

situation, is the lead he has over Sen. McGovem so

spectacularly lai^e?

Part of the answer, obviously, is to be found in

McGovern's fumbling; the Eagleton Affair, the
"thousand dollar eiveawav " and so forth. And it is clear
that McGovern's manjier of criticizing the

Administration is not wise but too well; his harsh
strictures have offended many people. Yet a more
significant insight may be found in the fact that Nbcon's
percentage support among the voters is about the same
as the percentage of non-professional middle-class people
in America. And this, in turn, leads to the conclusion
tfiat George McGovem is now in terrible shape because
he is the victim of the most significant dialectical

contradiction in American politics; between a

government whose regulative activities cover all of
society, but whose benefits fall on only a fraction of
that society.

Ever since Roosevelt andthe New Deal, the scope of
governmental activity has expanded until at present
there is virtually no activity free from its influence. The
system which gives form to this influence~the
bureaucracy, the laws, regulations, programs, and
taxation-affect each and every social group. The
presence of Big Brother in our lives is hard to miss. What
it all adds up to is, in brief, a "managed" society.

The men who created this, however, did not do so
consciously. Their intention was rather to help the
underprivileged elements of our society, and those in

peat difficulties. This was the politics of compassion
and humanity, the politics of Democratic liberalism, and
the sincerity of the effort is beyond question. However,
because they themselves proceeded to implement their
program in piecemeal fashion, they tended to lose sight
of the total impact of their actions; namely, the creation
of the managed society.

' The result was to set up a deep contradiction in our
political system. In the well-managed society, all classes,
all social groups, are the targets of governmental action
and the recipients of Federal favors. Yet the
Government has construed its role to be the defense of

To politically perceptive reformers,

McGovem is to liberalism

what the Trojan Horse was to Troy.

the underpriviliged, as an equalizer. This means that, for
all purposes, the system is rigged, in the name of
compassion, for its least productive, and against its most
productive, elements. The Government is used to aiding
the poor; it is not used to aiding the middle class.

This could go unnoticed as long as there was a
continuing sense of prosperity and well-being in the
nation; all the boats go up on the rising tide. This state
of affairs reached its peak in the '50's and early '60's,

with the U. S. the deciding factor in world politics and
happily affluant at home.

From those days we have come a very long way The
smugness which so many intellectuals found so
maddening about Eisenhower's America is a problem we
will never have to deal with again. Trust, optimism and
prosperity were among thecasualtiesof the Vietnam war.

Vietnam catalyzed a time of troubles for the middle
class. Its sons did most of the fighting and dying, and it

bore the cost of war. Whereas the intellectual
community was quickly alienated from Johnson's
adventure, the middle class was held to supporting the
war by its deep nationalism; it was, in short, betrayed
into the support of something far from its true interests

- by its patriotism. Coincident with the war. there
emerged an entire constellation of domestic problems;
inflation, the degeneration of the cities, the problems of
education, crime, taxes and so on.

taught It by liberal histonans and politlciars, looked tothe government to aid them, they discovered the abovementioned contradiction; the government was structured
to provide aid only to non-middlc-class elements And ithas proven immensely ditficult and frustrating to try tomodify he system- once laws are passed, repe7 or
modification comes only with enormous exertion

thus the government has been incapable of
responding to the particular demands of the middle class
at a time when the class feels itself in need of help. It has
been betrayed not once, but twice; in Vietnam, and athome Is it any wonder that middle-class alienation is the
keynote of our present politics of bitterness and
cynicism? The middle class is caught squarely In the gap
between what the government does and who it helps- it
pays all the taxes; it gets none of the services.

Enter George McGovem, with his politics of
compassion. His sincerity in wishing to help the poor
and underprivileged is unquestioned. But to a middle
class oppressed with a sense of having borne olhere on its
weary back tor too long without relief or reward, he Is
no liberator, but a perpetuator of the present
inequalities. To a middle class conscious both of its huge
numerical predominance and its conspicuous absence
from the favored of government, McGovem is, even
more than Nixon, the undemocratic champion of special
mtcrests-only his interests are not GM and ITT but the
poor, the black, and the bureacucracy. And to a middle
class whose difficulties have resulted in jn intensification
of nationalism in its ranks, McGovem, the disarmer and
the withdrawer, is absolutely anathema.

Given the above, it is easy to predict that one of the
nrst results of a McGovem victory would be the
intensification of the present inequalities in
ravor-distnbution, resulting In the complete annihilation
of liberalism among the American middle-class To
politically perceptive reformers, McGovem is to
liberalism what the Trojan Horse was to Troy.

Not that Nixon is much better. But in all fairness, he
has restored the situation to something vaguely
resembling sUbility; he may be trasted not to let things
slide downhill for the next four years. In four years, the
way to a tme refonnlsl administration, combining
sophistication in the techniques of society-managing
with a sincere desire to help all classes, would be open.

Refonnists therefore owe it to themselves to vote for
Nixon in November, and then to sit down to the serious
job of working out the specifics of a truly progressive
program.

Jim Smith is a senior hisloiy major.
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Media review

'Deliverance': James Dickey's movie
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Deliverance Is a John Boorman film,
''ut people who reeled through the

Southern writer's visit to Chestcrtown

l^t April think of Deliverance as James
-key's movie.
His movie is as good as his novel,

'different in ways it should be different.

The screenplay omits the narrated

Mckground of the four suburban men
"fho decide to canoe down a Georgia river

Kfore its Falls and wUd hUl-brush banks,
™tted with stills and ramshackle towns,
** submerged by a power company's
progressive dam. Instead the film opens
"ter the men have passed the last

jrange-posted drive-in diner, in the

J"30's, junked atmosphere of hill people.r-^u s, ju

Perhaps d Ispensing with the

introductory material makes it harder to

undeistand the yeare-old mania for

physical ordeals and tests which have
prompted Lewis (Burt Reynolds) to

suggest the trip. Reynolds merely bursts

upon the scene in basic, low-cut
Cosmopolitan black, all muscle and sense
of purpose.

The other characters are more
immediately sympathetic and Southern:
Drew (Ronny Cox), a sensitive,

guitar-playing family man who can't play
Lewis' game; Tommy (Ned Beatty), a

beer-gutted blusterer who becomes a
squealing, blubbering pig of a man in the
sodomy scene-viewed with the same

repulsion and fascination by the audience
and Ed (John Voight) who was the

novel's narrator has enough of each man's
feelings to be kind to them all. The
in-bred mountain people they encounter'
are often grotesq"e and always
compelling in the face of gradual

displacement as the dammed liver rises.

Dickey's word imagery becomes
similariy stunning photography, visually

capturing the feel of the novel in a way
the actors can't always manage. There are

moments, particulariy In the tense

aftermath of the crackers'

murder-aborted attack, when the four

men seem to wave Attitudes like banners

at a 1939 Harvard-Yale game. But there

are other times, as in the guitar/banjo

duet sequence, when the mood is pure,

very human joy.

And people in ine audience who say
James Dickey last spring will encounter
the human joy of recognition when his

baby pink, softly knowing Southern face

appears as Sheriff BuUard at the movie's
end. He grins his "Encounter in the Cage

Country" smile, the self-satisfied leer of

knowing: ...your moves are exactly right.

For a few things in this worid.

One of these Is Deliverance -as James
Dickey's movie.
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Sailors successful

in inaugural races

The Washington College Sailing Qub is alive, or almost. I,ast

weekend, it participated in two races - one on the Eil< and one on

the Chester River. „ ., „
Commodore Jon Spear and Mae Sullivan traveled to CecU County

last Saturday to compete with five other coUcgcs at Harbor North on

the Hk River.
^ . ,

Although plagued with bad weather and unfamiliar boats, Jon

took a sixth on the first day. The second day brought better weather

and better results with two fifths, a fourth and a third place.

American University won the Regatta, with Penn second and host

Delaware third. Washington finished a distant fifth.

On the Chester River, the Sailing Club had three boats entered in

the Rock Hall Yacht Club's Columbus Day Race. They were a Laser

sailed by Chris and Melinda Murray, a sunfish piloted by Steve

Bartalsky and a Mobjack handled by Matt Snyder and Mark Condon.

The six mile race began and ended at Cliffs City, The results of

the race on corrected time were Chirs Murray first, Steve Bartalsky

third, and Matt Snyder fourth. A Columbia came in second and a

Penguin fifth.

It was a busy and successful weekend for the Sailmg Club. The

club is looking forward to more fun on the water this weekend when

it travels to Virginia to compete in Old Dominion College's Eighth

Annual Fall Invitational Regatta.
Right wing Matt Cordrey moves Ball downfleld in first -

victory overMt. St. Mary's.

half action during the Shoremen's 3-2

Corner Kicks

Booters remain unbeaten
How can you explain it? Take a college league

championship team from last year, lose seven

starters includuig an all-star goalie and several

league stars and you come up with a mediocre

team at best, right? Think again. Coach Ed Athey

has molded another championship contender in

what was supposed to be a rebuilding season. With

five rookies and multiple second stringers and

position changes, this team lateral passing are a

few. But the squad makes up for these deficiencies

with strong defense and a lot of heart.

Against Widener, the Shore booters simply had
little competition. The Pennsylvanians did not

the players or strategy to match up to the

Sho'men. But W.C. nearly blew it, out shooting

Widener, 43 to 3, while cracking the nets only

once. Chalk up a meager victory for Washington.

With Mt. St. Mary's looming over them, the

Sho'men should hardly have had a chance. But this

is where their spirit and heart come in. Anyone
with any soccer background saw that Uie

Atheymen were strategically pounded into the

ground. Mt. St. Marys played a defensive game,
looking for the fast break. After an early penalty

shot, the visitors were content to sit on a 1-0 lead,

play eleven-man defense, and let Washington bring

the play to them.

The break came on a tripping penalty tiiat was

poorly called by the officials. Of all the penalties

which occured during the match, the referees

called the one that wasn't. After discussions with

members of both teams and Coach Deegan of Mt.

St. Mary's, it was ail but unanimous that Bill

Williams won an Oscar for his dramatics after

missing a shot on goal. At any rate he scored on

the ensuing penalty kick to tie the game. The

visitors took the lead again on a defensive mistake

by the Shore comerkick defense. Again the Shore

booters bounced back on a superb shot by Jim
Wentzel. An obvious hands infraction brought on

the third penalty kick of the game with Bill

Williams which won it for W.C.

After the game both Coaches cited poor

officiating as the outstanding characteristic of the

match. While Athey exdtedly raved about team

spirit and power, Deegan was still trying to

convince everybody in sight that the outcome was

fixed by the officials. "I told my boys that they

(the referees) would call a penalty on us in the

second half, so be careful and avoid contact- And
look what happened." He then proceeded to take

me to the ch'essing room to talk with Billy

Nfitchell, the defensive player who was involved in

the controversial penalty play. There Mitchell

explained that Williams tripped himself to draw
the refs attention after missing the shot.

Both teams felt they played the better game

but Washington ran, scrapped, dug, and even acted

to pull the game out. To put it another way, they

had the heart to win when the game appeared lost.

gali Sanchez

Throw Ins

- Bill Williams has 12 goals in 7 games plus 5

assists... Commissioner Lefty Reitz of the

Mason-Dixon Conference, attended the Mt. St.

Marys - W.C. game probably to scout for Loyola...

The freshman to watch is fullback Peter Takach.

Although defensive players aren't supposed to be

flashy, he is one of the biggest reasons for the

team's success... Mt. St. Marv's not only lost

the game, but were caught with half of Cain gym
the team bus. Stolen articles included basketballs,

megaphones and knee pads.

Shoremen face
Dickinson, Drew

hv Rill rtiinnhii 'by Bill Dunphy

The cross-country team year's

returns to acHon this Saturday

in another tri-meet, facing

Dickinson and Drew on the

letter's course in Madison, New
Jersey. The Shoremen, currently

4-2, are hoping to better that

record after dropping two of

their past four races.

Coach Don Chatellier is again

optimistic about his squad's

chances against these Middle

Atlantic Conference opponents-

Dickinson, a perenniel track

power, is surprising weak in the

fall sport. "Their coach said that

they almost beat Johns Hopkins,

which has a fair squad this

year," Chatty reports, "but I

saw them run earher this season,

and they didn't look like they

could beat anybody." The Red
Devils defeated both the

Shoremen and Drew in last

tri-meet, but only

managed one additional victoiy

for the rest of the 1971

campaign.
The Drew squad is a mystery.

No single runner has yel

established himself as the team

leader. "Their number one man

from last year has been running

fourth or fifth, while their fifth

man has been leading theii

runners." But none of Drew's

men have been placing with any

consistency, which leads Chat^
to believe that they are just

beginning to run themselves into

shape.

Barring any injuries during

practice this week.

Shoremen should be at full

strength for Saturday's race.

Next Wednesday, the team

travels to Salisbury State for a

meet with the Sea Gulls.

MRA sponsors gam(

to improve dorms
by Chris Ahalt

Basketball is the name of the game, and there will be plenty of it

this weekend as the MRA sponsors its Basketball Marathon od

October 13 and 14. The festivities are scheduled to get under way al

7:00 pjn. on Friday and run for 27 hours until 10:00 p.m.

Saturday.

Teams, players and spectators are needed, as the MRA hopes to

raise money for much-needed dorm improvements. Participation in

the event is open to both men and women, and it will cost $1 to

play, $1 for admission the entire weekend, or a bargain price of 50

cents to watch for any 9 hours or so. How the proceeds will be used

has not yet been determined, and will depend on student response to

the marathon. In fact, he very existence of the project is still

contingent upon sufficient response, and the decision to keep the

ball bouncing will be made Wednesday by chairman Ed Clecknei.

Provided the marathon goes on, players and spectators who pay a

dollar will be rewarded with a beer bash on Saturday at 10:30 pji)

Volleyball tournament
begins Mondays
The women's intramural

program gets underway this

Monday, October 16, with
fourteen teams competing in

two volleyball leagues. Each
league will compete in a double
round-robin tournament until the

middle of November, when the
winnners of each group will face

each other for the
championship.

After the Thanksgiving

holidays, the Women's Athletic

Association will sponsor a

three-man volleyball
tournament, which will last until

Christmas vacation begins. Plans

are also being drawn up for

co-ed volleyball, badminton and
Softball le^ues for next

semester.

Mens and Womens Shoes

Converse Top - Sider

Bostonians

Paul's Shoe Store

open under new management

Cdlege Heights Sub Shop

Open: Weeksdays - 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. -Sat. - 10 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Sun. - 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Now serving pizzas and subs

7 days a week.
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Pro^ anti Frat groups debate in SGA
Vandalism in Hill dorm arouses concern

Divisions within the Student Government Association

betv/een pro and anti fraternity groups rose to the

surface in last Monday night's senate session over a

motion, the original intent of which was to curb
vandalism in the Hill dorms.

The proposal, introduced by Senior Class President

Paul Eldridge read: "In light of the bombardment of
Middle Hall on Friday night, and in an effort to put an
end to the destruction and vandalism in dormitories and
end to the destruction of the atmosphere of the

Washington College Community I would like to move
that the SGA take it upon itself to see that the

fraternities pay for the damage done to the hill dorms
and that a committee be established, chaired by the head

of the student judiciary, to decide upon a suitable course

of action, whether it be fines, probation or letters to the

various administrators concerned requesting the

expulsion of the fraternities from the Washington
College campus."

In the motion Eldridge was referring to an incident

last Friday night when members of some campus
fraternities smaslted beer bottles against Middle Hall.

The motion was eventually passed but only after a

heated half hour of discussion. MRA President Steve

Bartalsky, a member of Lambda Chi Alplia, challenged

Eldridge's proposal, charging that the people responsible,

not their fraternities, should be charged in the case. The
bill's sponsor countered that he could not take the time

to prosecute "50 to 75 people" and that the fraternities

were responsible for the action of their members.
Senator Charles Mattheny commented that blaming a

fraternity, for the action, though, would put the Senate

in the position of ' acting like law and order freaks" - by
blaming people not involved in the bottle throwing

incident, a charge which Eldridge agreed was true. He
added, however, that last Friday night was not the first

time vandalism by fraternities had occurred.

A suggestion by SGA treasurer Bruce Komberg that

letters simply be sent to the fraternity presidents

requesting that the individuals responsible he named was

Paul Eldridge

With the passage of the motion, Senate Vice-President
Betsy Murray was charged with the responsibility of
investigating the problem and met immediately with
representations of the fraternities.

"I told them of the general concern about bottle
throwing," explained Betsy. "I'm not concerned who

rejected by Eldridge as useless and he reemphasized his did and why they did it alone. I want it stopped." The
' " '

"
' fraternity representatives also focused on the

responsibility of the fraternity for actions of individual

members. Betsy, commenting on their rejection of the

demand that the frats be billed for the damage, allowing

them to decide who was responsible and who should

pay.

Study to investigate reasons

why students leave Washington
by Kevin O'Keefe

With the student attrition rate hovering somewhere

between 15 and 20% annually. College officials are for

the first time taking a serious, indepth look into why
students leave Washington College.

Prior to the beginning of this semester, 113 students,

or 14% the total male enrollment and approximately

20% of the females, had informed the Registrar of their

intent to not return to Washington. Acting Dean Joseph

McLain expressed concern over the number and directed

the Student Affairs Committee to investigate the reasons

why students left and produce recommendations to

correct, if possible, the problems the students had

encountered.

Registrar Erman Foster reported that last year's rate

of attrition was actually lower than the 12 year average

of 17.8% male attrition and 19.6% female attrition

annually.

Dean of Women Maureen Kelley who serves on the

Student Affairs Committee explained how the group

intends to conduct their investigation. "We went

through the list and eliminated those students who were

gone for study abroad, those who withdrew for a

semester whom we knew are coming back second

semester, and we pulled out those kids who we
thought it would be detrimental to contact because of

highly personal problems we knew of."

With the subtractions, the list has been whittled to81.

48 of that number are known to have transferred to

other colleges. Dean Kelley along with Committee
member Peter Idstein are preparing a questionnaire for

the 81 students "to determine why they left: were they

dissatisfied with the school, were they satisfied with the

school but unable to remain t>ecause of career goals,

what caused them to transfer?"

The committee will also examine the student's

records, viewing SAT scores, class ranks, and grades in

search for any significant patterns. Students on the

committee intend to contact friends and roommates of

the withdrawn students to find out the reasons why they

left.

If the results of the study point to academic reasons

for the attrition, the Academic Cbuncil will be called in

to investigate the problem and recommend solutions. If

the problems are of a social nature, the Student Affairs

Committee will handle it. Kelley expects the study to be

completed by Thanksgiving.

The significance of the study extends to more than

just the student who transferred, Kelley said. "If 113
left because they were unhappy, another 113 might be

equally unhappy who can't or aren't going to transfer.

There are a lot of kids we miss because we have no
contact with them. We have to encourage kids who are

unhappy to let us know."

idea, said that for example if five Lambdas won a

basketball championship, the whole fraternity would
consider itself responsible. She toid them that she would
prefer to see the frats handle the problem themselves.

'They all live there together. They should be able to tell

their members themselves." Betsy added that some frats

representatives admitted that they could not exert that

kind of control, however. -

As head of the judiciary committee, Betsy does
expect action to be taken against a number of students

who participated in Friday night's vandalism. In any
future case, she explained that she either expects the frat

presidents to immediately provide the names of the

vandals or she will slap a fine against the fraternity.

Betsy concluded, however, that despite the talk with
the fraternity members she was "not optimistic" about
the situation.

Senate President John Dimsdale, who at times during

the Monday night meeting was forced to exert control

over the senators' exuberance, appeared fairiy satisfied

with the Senate's decision. "It was a beginning of people

facing the issue squarely. They have been skirting it

much too long and it's good that they've begun to

openly discuss the problem,"

McGovern Day

Old Fashioned
politics, picnic
to woo voters

Political activism on campus is mounting, and a main

focal point of the Increasing excitement is this Sunday's

McGovem Day Rally-Picnic on the front lawn, from

3-10 p.m.

According to John Moag, speaking for the Kent

County and Washington College Citizens for

McGovem-Shriver, McGovem Day on campus Is part of a

statewide celebration and the actual campus planning of

It has been underway for a month. The main workers in

this program have been, In addition to Mr. Moag, Holly

Dubbert, Mark Henckel, Lisa Herold, Dave Knepler,

Chris Luhn, and "especially Dean Kelly."

Scheduled for Sunday are such activities as Frisbee,

dart-throwing, pancake -eating, and Kng-Pong contests;

football games; pie-throwing at faculty members; music

throughout the day and night; food and "loads" of free

beer.

The music will be provided principally by "Dave

DeLucca and Company," "The Biuegrass Band," and

"Sterling," from Baltimore.

But it will not be ait fun and games. In the words of

Mr Moag, "The rally is designed to be an old-fashioned

political picnic. It will be a chance to have a good time

and confront the issues of the 1972 election at the same

time." Along these lines, there will be a faculty debate,

McGovem slide show, information table, and "local

politician and members of the campaign (who) will be

available throughout the day to discuss the candicacy

of George McGovern."
Additionally, State McGovem Headquarters is

arranging to have a nationally known speaker come and

address the campus. Who this speaker will be won't be

announced unti the end of this week.

Little emphasis is being put on the monetary aspect

.of the rally. "We just want to be able to pay for it,"

said Mr. Moag, Helping in this aspect will be an art

auction and possibly a pumpkin sale.

When asked about the result McGovem Day will

bring, Mr. Moag replied, "What we hope to accomplish

from this rally is a genuine interest by the student body

in the 1972 Presidential election. We also hope to

illustrate George McGovern's policies to those who are

yet undecided about their choice."

Win It be a successV "Yes. There will be somethhig

appealing to everybody there." Mr. Moag then promised

confidently, "This will be the biggest political event

Kent County has ever seen."



Viewpoint

Time to

examine
frat's role

The depth and

emotion of the

sentiments expressed

by some senators at

Monday night's Senate

meeting over the role

and activities of

fraternities on campus

was truly startling. A
sense of rivalry has

always existed between the Greeks and

non-Greeks, of course, but the passioned distaste

for their counterparts expressed by some

indicates that the former rivalry has, for some,

become a deep-seated resentment.

It is certainly a situation which must be

investigated. The Elm suggests that the Student

/ ffa rs Committee examine the role of

Iraternlties on this campus to determine why the

resentment has grown so markedly. Are the

Greeks at fault? Is it the role the College allows

them to play? Or is It the fault of the

independents? In view of Monday night's

'"uthurst, some answers are obviously needed.

Rebuttal

Talking about human lives
To the editor:

It is tempting to simply dismiss Jim Smith's

preposterous sophistry ("McGovem, the middle class,

and the managed society") as not meriting serious

comment. In the rhapsody of his imagination he has

discovered an America where the affluent are deprived

and the poor are favored "special interests" reaping the

"benefits" that government bestows on "only a fraction

of...society", an American whose middle class,

comfortably sheltered in suburbia from the disorder and

tax exploitation of the inner city ghetto, are victimized

by "taxes", "crime", and the "degeneration of the

cities"; and an America whose middle class sons, often

attending college while the brunt of Vietnam combat
was carried by working class youth, "did most of the

fighting and dying" in Vietnam.

Regrettably, such drivel cannot be shrugged off as

delusions of an isolated crank. Through canvassing for

Senator McGovem, I have frequently encountered

amilar patterns of thought. For all his specious rhetoric

about the "system" being "rigged in the name of

compassion for its least productive elements and against

its most productive elements," Smith is not saying

anything much more elevating than those who lash out

at welfare "bums" and "chiselers". He exemplifies the

bitter indifference and distrust of idealism affecting

much of today's electorate. He and many others will

vote for Richard Nixon in 1972 not because they think

he is in^iring or compfissionate, but because he "may be

trusted not to let things slide downhill for the next four

years."

At least Smith recognizes that the Vietnam War
catalysed a host of troubles in the 1960's. But the

tragedy of Vietnam is not confined to his precious

middle class; it has affitcted all of us in one form or

another ~ upper and lower class, privileged and
underprivileged, "most productive" and "least

productive". I will never forget several years ago, after

Congress had just voted anotherappropriationof men
and armriaments to Vietnam; George McGovern stood

up on the Senate floor and declared: "This chamber
reeks of blood." He was not - rambling about systems

and social "elements"; he was talking about human lives.

Laird Okie

Commentary-

Stereotyping the boarder
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Tom Blair was an all American high school senior:

regular second baseman on the school's championship

team, star actor of the drama club, lead singer in a folk

group, Senior Guy Most Likely to Succeed, and an early

acceptance applicant to the college of his father's choice.

But throughout his final year in the high school womb
this paragon of environment adjustment was plagued by

a recurring dream:
It's the end of his first full college day. Walking into

the cafeteria, he patiently waits as upperclassmen cut in

front Finally, food on troy, he heads for a small table in

an obscure comer of the rapidly filling room. A
thousand cash-register eyes price him, scornfully ringing

up Freshman. He's almost to safety~and then-he drops

his tray. Mercifully the dream ends, a puddle of carrots,

whipped potatoes and mystery meat.

Almost every college student has fiirted with a

variation on thedrc^m.Most people stop short of Tom's
magnificient obsession, but still it is an uncontested fact

that although the average Washington College boarding

student spends 10.5 hours a week, or 240 hours a

semester, or 1920 hours per matriculation in Your
Friendly Dining Hall, it takes approximately 480 hours
to get over the feeling that someone is watching.

This doesn't mean that a student is free from scrutiny

at the completion of his freshman year; Instead, he has

merely come to accept the Hodson Hall once-over as

part of the daily ritual. This feeling of ritual is present ia

all aspects of the cafeteria experience and seem,s to stem

from an unconscious desire to impose some method of

order, serenity or sense of graciousness upon the

mundane actuality of littered trays andWLPL
background static.

Since eating is essentially a personal experience, each

individual is allowed to formulate his own ceremony.

They all begin in the Hynson Lounge line-up. As a

student enters the room, he makes a spUt-second

calculation. From the feed-in of mulitple factors (length

of line, friends in strategic positions, presence of

intimidating forces, general atmosphere of the assembled

waitees), he decides whether to cut up with the friend

nearest the door, the group of guys twenty people up, or

to call it a lost day and stoically wait it out, using the

time to evaluate the breaking-in techniques of other

more intrepid interlopers.

If he decides to cut up, he usually follows one of

several lines. Bluntly honest, he fixes a sheepish grin and

ambles up. "Gee, George, isn't this line something?" A
slightly more dishonest, but still polite approach, is

"Hey. Helen. I wanted to ask you about that chem

experiment." The most honest, but hardly endearing

approach, is to walk right up to the door-maybe letting

one person through the doorway-and on in. Hyocrisy is

cast to the winds: everyone behind you knows you're

not really interested in George or Helen, so why
pretend?

Once inside, everyone goes to their established places.

These patterns change from year to year, and the

discerning senior remembers a time when the Sigs used

to eat over there, but the gradual pace of the mutations
would make an interesting sociological thesis: The
Underlying Strength of Tradition in Today's Youth as

shown by An Analysis of Hodson Hall Seating

Preferences 1960-1970, is a possible title.

Within the tradition, there are other consideration:

namely the best positioning for people-watching. It is

not uncommon to see kids rushing for the last two
places at their customary table: neither one wants to

face the wall. Even though every student is aware thai

his own people-watching affects his conscious mind
about as much as the WLPL blur, he can't escape an

onstage feeling. The timid respond by holding tightly to

coffee cups, eyes straight ahead. The uncaring balance

three cups of coffee and the accompanying sugars and

creams with gay, fearless aplomb.
Eating in Hodson Hall rarely reaches the nightmarish

proportions of apprehensive high school imaginations,

and it's hardly a food lover's dream come true. However,
as a sociological field trip, boarding on campus has

moments of merit.

Foriegn study: a primer on who, what, wh

by Mary Maisel

For several years Dr. Nathan Smith has been serving as College

advisor to students who wish to study abroad as part of their college

program. He describes his service this way, "I try to be a center of

information for applicants for a semester or a year of study abroad.

My special interest is the serious student who wishes to incorporate

travel with study abroad." He is willing however, to advise any

student interested in the possibilities of foreign study.

Three main types of foreign study programs exist. First are

fonnal programs, for example the Warwick Exchange. This is the

only plan offered by Washington College, principally because of the

expense involved. These formal programs are normally sponsored by
larger schools with adequate resources available. However, many
formal study set ups offered by lai^er schools have openings for

students of other colleges.

Secondly are a number of commercial organizations which

provide foreign study arrangements for a fee. In these cases it is

strongly recommended that students seek advice, as some of these

organizations are unrealistic and should be approached cautiously.

Dr. Smith informed the Elm that "After being Involved In this type

of thing I've developed a feeling for legitimate operations as opposed

to questionable ones."

The Elm li publlihed weekly through the academic year

*'J'i?^'J'"''"'
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He cited a company .

set up in Holland as an
'

example. The program was

being considered by the

school for its location and
the fact that courses

would be instructed in

English. It was soon

discovered that much
information was lacking,

such as the background
and caliber of teachers,

and the plan was

abandoned.

A third way to study

abroad is to enroll in the

regular programs of a

foreign university. Of all

the possibilities this one
requires the most effort.

According to Dr. Smith, it

iS'difflcult for the college

to assure a student of

credit because most foreign universities over-emphasize final

examinations and conduct little monitoring of actual study.

Concerning ellgability. Dr. Smith said that the main requirement

is genuine interest. The student must also be willing to finance his

excursions. Because he or she will probably wish to travel while

studying abroad, the cost Is usually more than the student would
expect to pay here. This is not necessarily true in all cases however,

because tuition at foreign universities is often less then at many
American Colleges. Another financial matter to consider is that

scholarships do not travel with you. A student with scholarship aid

here may not wish to sacrifice it for study abroad.
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Campus Scope

^Forum^ tomorrowy two films this week
The schedule for Saturday's

Washington College Forum Day
is:

9:00 am - registration in

AJumn) House

10:30 - 12:00 - seminar on

"The MQddle East Crisis"

1:30 - 3:30 - panei discussion

on future of Washington Coilege

3:30 - 4:45 - open air concert

featuring student perfjrmances

The initial showings of the

two College film series are slated

for this week. Ulysses will be the

flrst film of the Washington
College Film series. The movie
will be shown in William Smith
Hall Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m.

Background material on the

film, which is based on James
Joyce's novel, is available In the

Library.

The first showing of the

Student Government
Association Film series will be
the original film version of Lewis

Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
The movie, which Includes

among its stars W.C. Fields, is set

Proposed ICORS expansion

meets with mixed reaction
A proposed expansion of the

present ICORS program (an

interdisciplinary community
research seminar, presently a

(dat? bank on Chestertown) into

3 double credit research course

entitled "The Consequences of

Schooling" met mixed reaction

when presented at Monday's

Academic Council meeting.

Psychology professor Dr.

Philip Davidson and education

professor Peter Idstein conceived

the intensive problem-solving

course as an opportunity for ten

students (probably from the

sociology and psychology

departments) to become deeply

involved in the methods and
problems of community-
oriented research. Hopefully, the

enrolled students would be
junior, able to use the

experience as a basis for more
comprehensive senior research

problems.

Dr. Davidson's explanation

was met by several Council

objections. The program is a

departure from the College's

traditional one course-four

credits foundation; two

professors would be using two of

their class slots to teach a total

of only twenty students (an

and how
1 student to study abroad with the

t the qualifications of a no longer

jple for a junior year abroad. He or
niciplined individual who is able to

!lect*d must be acceptable and the

JTnalities to insure that credit will

jnstudy shouldalso discuss potential
ds to be certain that courses will

^e courses offered at Washington
y. (he Dean should give formal
ill be placed in the Registrar's files,

ffown considerably in recent years,
fntinues to increase. However, Dr.

Jll support from the College. He has

& aware of the need for it. Coilege
S Dr. Smith said. "I would like to be
ws this will be possible."

puttiusiasm for foreign study has
"e Ihe various possibilities being
^^- Dr. Smith is currently advising
fama abroad and two students who
studies abroad. Another potential
^^ for study in music literature and
^Chester. This possibUity is not yet
".Well under control and It is likely
mth.

i*P Dr. Smith concerning foreign

^

for some, the desired plan is not
"le language barrier discourages

2 *''m that "the main thing is

'^^y advisor, he wishes to inform
Mt their disposal, and anyone
"^ of the service.

expensive precedent); and the

proposed program is in itself a

compromise: Davidson and
Idstein originally envisioned a

Community Research Semester

similar to the Washington

Semester.

It was stressed that the

program would be an

experiment and the old ICORS
form would be reconsidered for

next spring's schedule. Those

favoring the proposal looked

upon it as an alternative in

education and felt that the

workload (weekly seminars,

group meetings, data collection,

readings, and papers) would be

demanding enough to warrant

the double credit.

After a lengthy discussion,

the Council voted 7-5 approval
of the program. The Council's

recommendation (as well as

dissenlang opinions) will be the
starting point of the Faculty's

consideration of the
proposal-which will come at

their regular November meeting.

COLLEGE
SNACK
BAR

Complete Professional Dry Cleaning and

Laundry Services

PLAZA DRY CLEANERS

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Chestertown, Maryland 21620
Phone
778-4790

Rock and Roll

every Fri., Sat. and Sun. featuring

TRIOSE

Al, Dale, Tom

The Driftwood

No cover, no minimum

1 f\0/ reduction
Friday Special

^o

on all tops

and pants

SAVE A HAPPY 10%
on Friday, Oct. 20th
sweaters, blouses, vest, body shirts

jeans, cuffed, pants, palazzos

All Reduced 10%
one day only - Friday Oct. 2Dth

The Village Toggery

301 High Street

for Sunday evening In Smith
auditorium. Show time has not
yet been decided. Admission for
both films Is free.

Approval of the revitalized

campus judiciary was granted by
the SGA In their regular Monday
night session. Betsy Murray,
SGA Vice-President, reported
that the trial for the students
accused of vandalizing the
basement section of Somerset
House has been postponed till

next Thursday In order to allow
the accused sufficient time to
develop their defense.

The Senate also approved
plans for a concert on Sunday
night, November 5, featuring

David Bromberg. The concert,

which is expected to cost $1500.

will be held in Tawcs
Auditorium. Also passed by the

SGA was a series of election

committee amendments which
reduce the necessary number of
petition signatures to run for

any office to 20 and provide for

an independent representative in

Minta Martin Hall.

3
O

The Greek drama. The Trojan
Women, wUl be presented by the
Washington College Drama
Department next week. October
26. 27, and 28 at 8:00 pjn. in
Tawes Theatre. The play is

directed by Timothy Maloney
with sets designed by William
Segel. Admission foi Warhington
students is free.

"State Pride" Bedrest

Zip-On Rayon Cover over

fluffy kapok filling. Handy
side pockets for tissues, glasses

Gold, Blue, Pink Flowered $13.00

"State Pride" Bedrest

Cotton Corduroy Cover over

fluffy kapok filling. Handy
side pockets for tissues, glasses.

Gold, Green, Brown,

Red, Blue $10.50

While studying and using the bedrest,

think ot the thought for the Day:

"Beer Is Food"

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Chestertown, Md.



Corner kicks

Shoremen nip Lycoming
It was a Door showing but enoufh to do man to the side or behind, thpv (art^o theIt was a poor showing but enough to do

the trick again for the Shore booters as

Washington College sent Lycoming back to

upstate Pennsylvania on the tail end of a 1-0

score. The game had been bilied as a grudge
match from iast year when W,C. outplayed
Lycoming but poor officiating and tiad iuck
left the Sho'men 3-2 losers.

If there were any grudges, they must have
been settled before the game. The Lycoming
coach pepped up his men, sent them on the

field and conceded, "We really have a poor
team." It was a perfect day weatherwlse, and
the last homegame appearance before a
couple of away matches. In short, a chance
to put together a good show for the home
crowd. Instead, the Sho'men ran onto the

field and lulled everyone, including

themselves, to sleep in a game which
featured poor passing, speed and skill. Had it

not been for the visitor's goal keeper and the

Shore's Paul Brown, the game would have
been a total failure. Brown was all over the

field, playing halfback and inside, and
presented the only real shore threat. Even
so, ail his attempts were turned back by
some excellent goaltending. It took
Lycoming's own defense to score the only
goal of the day for Washington.

In the midst of a lackluster game, Eric

Ciganek, Bob Hickman, Pete Takash, and
especially Fred Buckel managed to keep the
opposition from scoring.

What was particularly distressing was the
fact that there was virtually no lateral play
by the host side. What this means is that
there are more ways of beating a defense
than chipping the ball forward and chasing
It. But this seems to be the only offense the
Shoremen know. Instead of hitting the open

man to the side or behind, they force the
ball forward and lose It. As a result, the
game turns into a mid-field kickbail match
with W.C. losing its extra-man-open
advantage. It also means that the wings don't
touch the ball for the most part, resulting in

a waste of manpower on the attack.

itttt

The next foe on the W.C. agenda is

Towson State, a team noted for its potent
attack. According to Coach Athey, neither

team will contain the other's attack. The
team which puts on the more offensive

fireworks will win. It will take a lot more
than what the Shoremen have shown to beat
them. ..but then, the Atheymen seem to play

poorly only at home.

ttrtt

THROW-INS - Besides being 7-0-0, W.C.
is unscored upon in the M.A.C.. ..Lycoming
has played Dickinson, a future W.C.
opponent andsaysthe Shore should have no
problems beating them. Let's wait and find

out . . . Lycoming's Coach following the

game, "This is one of the best coached teams
I've ever seen." - Thanks Coach, but wait till

you see a good game . . . Towson's scouts

were down for the game, but left

unimpressed. After sneaking a few glances

into the W.C. scoring book, they couldn't

believe this was the same team.

by gali sanchez

Shore crews face
G. W, on Saturday

by Gary Wodlineer

The Washington College Crew
team will hold a scrimmage
against George Washington
University on Saturday
afternoon, October 21.

Beginning at the country dub,
the race wUI go up the Chester
River and end at the town dock
at the foot of Ifigh Street. The
third boat will go off at 3:00,
the lightweights at 3:30 and the

varsity at 4:00.

The varsity eight consists of
Eric Stoll, Tom Washington,
team captain, Parky Cann, Mike
Kennedy, Paul Gianquinto, John
Hill, Paul Becker, Rich Kaste
and coxswain John Wagner, ^1
of whom are experienced
oarsmen. The second boat will

consist of eight less experienced
oarsmen while the third boat

will be manned by those with
the least experience.

Coming off a successful

season in which they beai

Fordham, Villanova and Atlantic

County Community College
o[

New Jersey, the team is iisitii

this scrimmage basically
[^

evaluate what they now have
New and enthusiastic coacfi

Barry McArdle with the help o[

Jim Thomas will use this raw
and what they see in practice ir

develop what they hor w' I be
very good boat for he ,pri ,,

Season. MrArdle ' ^ prjmis-d
the team a tough corjitioning

program 'Ver the winter in ordei

to insure that theatre ability of

team will show during the spring

meets.

Dump Salisbury State

Harriers win
by Chris Ahalt

Washington College turned in considered ttie tougfiest of tJie

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Downtown - Around the corner from the park

Elburns Florist

and Greenhouses
Chestertown, Md
Phone 778-2200

Specializing in

tropical and exotic

plants and ferns.

Flowers for all occasions

.

Let Elsie help

cut your food

costs

mSSmSS

Buy Dining Hall

Drink Coke

THE COFFEEHOUSE

open - Sun. - Thurs. 1 1 p.m.
Fri, and Sat. 8 p.m. 1 a.m.

pizzas, hot Mndwlchei, cokes,

good company
and good mutic

Compliments

of

The Moryloid

Natioial Boik

Giestertown 778-1600

its best team race of the season
Wednesday, as the Shoremen
harriers registered an impressive
24-33 win over Salisbury. This
win, following Saturday's split

of a tri-meet with Dickinson and
Drew, brings the Shoremen's
record to 6-3, and leaves Coach
Don Chatellier highly optimistic
about the remaining three meets.
Even before Wednesday's
outcome, team captain Rick
HOrstmann was predicting a 9-3

season, and the Salisbury meet
certainly supports that

optimism. The only dark note is

the sidelining of Tom Clement,
one of the best and most
improved Shore runners, with
bronchitis. But the Shoremen
won Wednesday without
Clement, and against a Salisbury
team which Coach Chatellier

solves the

gift puzzle

Want an unconventional gift C-^ • K 1
for someone special. Give a

springDOK
challenging Springbok Puzzle...

an exquisite reproduction of an
art treasure In pieces.

In our Springbok collection

you'll find subjects from
modern art to natural history.

Perfect for people
of all ages to enjoy.

Pick one up for the The Country Store
family, too! on the village green,

deep in the heart
of Chestertown

four remaining opponents,

making the victory even more
important and satisfying.

Paul Schlitz led the way with

an excellent performance,
winning the race in a record time
of 24:31 over the 4.6 mile

course. Chris Wetherhold
finished second for the

Shoremen, and his time of 24 :48

was only one second off the old

course record. Dan Scharf came
in fourth, Rick Horstmann was
fifth, and Bob Greenberg
completed the Washington
scoring, finishing 15th-12th in

the official scoring.

Schlitz was fourth, Clement
and Wetherhold tied for seventh,

Scharf finished ninth and

Horstmann twelfth for

Shoremen. The matchups
against the Dickinson runnen
were more favorable as Sctilitz

finished second to the top

Dickinson runner; Clement,

Wetherhold, and Scharf came in

three-four-five, and Horstmann
was eighth in the separate

scoring. The meet was won as

Clement, Wetherhold, and

Scharf moved up to ovcrtalte

faltering Dickinson runners after

the eariy going had indicated the

decision could go either way.
Followmg the Salisbury meet,

the Shoremen have a week off

before continuing their drive

toward a winning season next

Wednesday at Hopkins.

Shop at Elm advertisers

College Heights Sub Shop

Special

Munich Beer

990 a six pack
Open Weeksdays - 10 i.m. - 10 J.m.

Hri. - Sat.- tOa.m .- 1: p.m.
Sun. - 3 p.m. - 9 p m.

Now serving pizzas and subs
7 days a week.

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandwiches

Monday Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11;30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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\Foster renews old policy

^

course changes to cost

Allhallows Eve
We don't really believe in goblins and witches

anymore, but a cloud-shadowed moon on a 'ite

October night can make us wonder...

Registrar Ermon Foster last Tuesda\ ..otivated a

long existing, but unenforced, regulation which
will force students to pay a $5 fee for both late

registration and course changes made after

registration.

Mr. Foster explained that the decision was made
to curtail what he described as a "wholesale"

number of course changes. He said over 1000 were

made by students last semester. "When we had a

small number of changes, it wasn't hard," Mr.

Foster said. "But students are making a mockery

of the advising system. I hope that by enforcing

the existing policy, we'll curtail the activity.

Students are just hopping around."

The right to charge students for the changes

"has been on the records for years. It's gotten out

of control and we have got to do something." The
Dean and the Business Office, Foster claims,

"concurred that we should go through with the

charging."

Students will be charged for not registering on
November 3rd and also for each course change slip

they submit to the Registrar's Office. More than

one course change, however, can be on the slip.

Mr. Foster revealed that course changes made
by students this semer-'er will also be billed to

their parents. Although no public notice of the

decision was given in November the provision has

always been in the College Catalogue. "We have a

right to do what the catalogue says," Mr. Foster

explained, adding that students are responsible for

information contained in It. The regulation Foster

alluded to is contained on page 39 of the new
College Catalogue: "All students except entering

freshmen and new transfers are required to

preregister late in each semester for the courses

they plan to take in the following

semester...Students changing courses after

pre-registration... will be charged the $5.00 late

registration fee."

Foster added that students who dropped
courses because of changes in majors or course

cancellations will not be charged.

Asked if he expects the controversial decision to

be challenged, the Registrar commented that "it

will definitely come up at the next faculty

meeting. (Set for November). But I didn't make
the policy. I'm just administering an existing

policy." Reaction among student leaders to the

Registrar's decision was swift. S.G.A. President

John Dimsdale stated that he is "outraged" and
that the Registrar's office "will not get away with
it."

"I find it incredible," John said, "that suddenly

they would enforce something like this. I

anticipate an S G A resolution asking for the

rescindment of this illogical act. We hopefully are

going to ask that this policy be reviewed by the

students and faculty. If it needs to be enforced, it

should be done in the future. But everyone

should know what he must pay to change courses

before he does. Obviously. Mr. Foster should have

known that students didn't know about this. It's

never been enforced before."

After a moment's reflection, though, Dimsdale

asserted that "students should be able to changu

any course they want to without paying. They
shouldn't be penalixd."

Hesse y hints

hike in costs
by Dave Knepler

Preliminary expectations hint that the total

costs of tuition and room and board will rise at

least $140 $190 next year above this years

present level.

Although budget requests from the different

departments will not be in until the end of the

month, Mr. Gene Hessey, Business Manager, said,

"No question about it," when asked about the

possible student expense raise. He cited such

factors as increases in salaries, utilities, food, and

"outstanding pressure to increase board rates,

which hasn't been done in some time."

Mr. Hessey offered the hope that funds from

foundations would help defray student costs, but

was still resigned to the fact that, come next year,

the basic fees and expenses will rise.

Academic change: Is WC keeping up?
Two campus leaders suggest maybe we're not

by Kevin O'Keefe

In the past few years, American colleges have nutured

a growing crop of unconventional, experimental

education programs, and if two campus leadere, one a

student and one a professor, have their way, Washington

may soon seek out more fully its role in the academic

vortex.

The two individuals. Student Government

Association President John Dimsdale and History

Department Chairman Nate Smith, have some of the

same ideas in mind though they came about them in

different ways.
For John, the decision to investigate the possibilities

of adapfing experimental educational techniques grew

out of his initial desire to abolish distribuUonal,

language, and gym requirements. "I've changed my ideas

in the past few weeks," John explains. "We need to

study the whole system - the four course plan

,

requirements, the whole academic setup. The best way
to do that is to find" out if ours is the right one, to look
at what is going on at other colleges, i.e. experimental

colleges."

John still contends that "the three main academic

requirements - distribiitionals, gym, and language

requirements - are a waste of time and irrelevant. Once

you're past high school, it is stupid to have them. When a

student is required to take a course and doesn't choose it

by himself, chances are he is not going to learn as much

as he would on his own initiative." But John admitted

that his efforts have not gotten very far, pointing to

Acting Dean Joseph McLain as one of the stumbling

blocks in his path. Now, the SGA President says, he

realizes that it is useless "to do patchwork."

Dimsdale, in conjunction with Dr. Smith, wants to

undertake a visit and study of a number of experimental

schools and programs and come to students, faculty . and

the Academic Council "with some recommendations

about what can be done at Washington College about

bettering the academics." The answer, John says, may be

that "little segments of our structure are wrong - but

we'll be looking at the whole thing and then we can

justify our system."

Some of the schools John suggested inspect'mg are the

Antioch College branches in Baltimore. Washington, and

Columbia, Maryland; Hampshire College itf

Massachusetts; and New York's Emjiire State College.

What about faculty reaction to such changes? "If the

committee finds that what is being done at some colleges

is good for Washington College and can make a case for

it," John said, "then I think the faculty would buy it. At

least it might jolt a few of them out of their passivity."

John added that, in his estimation, the faculty wants a

systematized approach to education, an approach, he

added, that some experimental programs offer.

Concluding, Dimsdale asserted that the "justification

for our present system is lacking. "The faculty tell me

how bad it would be if the requirements were abolished,

but they don't tell me what's good about it now."

For Dr. Nate Smith, the stimulus for seeking new

educational alternatives came from two personal

experiences. First, the daughter of a friend was attending

Hampshire College, an experimental New England school

setup by four already established, educationally

prestigious institutions. Dr. Smith explained that in

questioning her about the school, In what he admitted

'Continued on Page 3i



Field being narrowe d

Tatum heads continuing dean search
by Maiy Ruth Yoe

The search for a permanent dean is

continuing. Dr. Nancy Tatum, elected by

the Dean Search Committee to replace

Dr. Joseph McLain as chairman, estimates

that twenty-five applicant folders ate

processed a weelt. Meanwhile, additional

infonnation is being obtained on those

candidates who pass the initial scrutiny.

Dr. Tatum ays the most frequent

reason applications are disregarded is that

the candidate is not really qualified to be

a dean. Describing the number of

applicants with barely-completed PhDs or

soon-to-be conferred doctoral degrees

"surprising," she explains that the

committee is also looking for a person

with experience in administrative areas as

well, preferably at the small college level.

The Dean Search Committee {new

members of which are Professors Gwynn
and Miller) has processed relatively few

applications from women. Dr. Tatum
adds that, "unfortunately, many of the

women who applied did so knowing theu"

credentials weren't really those the

College indicated as necessary."

If the Committee doesn't discriminate

on the basis of sex, age has become one' of

thefactors in considering candidates. Dr.

Tatum admits there is an unspoken

agreement, growing from elements of

practicality, that applicants who are over

sixty don't receive further conaderation.

At the other endof thescale, extremely

young applicants are rejected; the College

wants a dean old enough to be

experienced, but young enough to give

the school the benefit of this experience

for more than just a few years.

Four or five final candidates should

begin appearing on campus late this

semester or soon after classes resume In

January. These people will meet with the

Dean Search Committee, the

Appointments and Tenure Committee,
"and should receive considerable campus
exposure," joining informal student and
faculty discussions of campus matters.

The project is taking piles of paper ana

hours of labor, but the grail appears to be

in sight.

m9

'A great

success

a' Campus McGovem leader John
Moag termed last Sunday's
McGovem Day picnic a "really

, great success." McGovem officials

; estimate that over 400 attended the

£ affair which, despite no admission

charge and free beer, netted over

$100 for the campaign.

Collegers accreditation to be reviewed

Visitation team on campus next week
The visitation team

for Washington's ten year

re-evaluation, headed by Dr.

John Stauffer, Preadent of

Juniata College, will be on
campus the first week in

November.

Other members of the team

are Armand Burke of the State

University College in Brockport,

New York; Robert Deily, also of

the State University of New
York; Louts DeLanney of Ithaca

College; Allen Edwards of

Allegheny College; Frances

Eldredge of Chatham College;

Harold Gillespie of Dickinson

College; and Laurence Learner of

the State University of New
' York at Binghampton.. Working
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with the team will also be

Howard Allison, Assistant

Superintendent in Certification

and Accreditation of the

Maryland State Department of

Education.

The evaluators will arrive

Sunday, November 5 and inspect

the College until Wednesday,
November 8. Akeady they have
received a series of catalogues

and brochures, along with
student and faculty handbooks
and the 104 page Middle State

Evaluation report.

During the visit, the educators

will meet formally with most
segments of the campus
community: Sunday with the

Board of Visitors and Governors,

Monday at lunch with students,

Monday evening with faculty

members, and Tuesday at lunch

with administrators. President

Charles Merdinger explained that

the four functions

essentially to setup social

contact." What they will do the

remainder of the time, he said, is

not yet determined. "They've

not met yet as a group. They
may decide on a schedule to

meet speciflc people." Merdinger

said that the group's central

task" is to try to assess the
academic quality of the College

" the questions will center

around the quality of the

institution. Other issues within

their purview are admissions,

what happens to our graduates,

our financial base, and in general

- how we're operating."

At the end of the visit, the

visiting team will present their

oral report of general

observations about the school in

a conference before students,

faculty, and administrators. That

report will later be "reduced to

writing in a report to which the

College must respond."

In estimating the student and

faculty role in they visit, D;

Merdinger commented that thev

"can certainly help the team by

giving them frank opinions,

would certainly hope that wc

would want to show them the

really good points of the

College. We don''t want them to

miss something that's really an

outstanding feature of the

College."

When asked if the College was

ready for the evaluation, the

President replied thai

"everybody has had

opportunity to be heard.

Theoretically an institution

that's good should always be

ready. But if it's good it's always

in transition...On the one hand,

you should always be ready and

on the other hand, you're nevei

quite."
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jVeii? life styles in co-ed dorm?
Cecil House residents unsure

by Lin Brettschneider

Cecil House has now opened as the first full co-ed

ffsidence on the Washington College campus. A handful

u[
students housed in the new building were asked this

^ee\i for their initial impressions and although opinions

varied in intensity, feelings were generally favorable.

Since the students are not yet completely settled, the

numerous, curious observers wandering through have not

really been an asset to the surroundings as Debbie

Snedeker strongly stated: "I'm sick and tired of

everybody looking at us like a freak show."
Jim Blucher described his new quarters "like living in

notel", however most students in Cecil House seem
atisfred primarily with the desired privacy which their

distinctive dorm affords them. Lisa Turner added that

Ihe extras like "carpeting and air conditioning are nice"

and the kitchenette and refrigerator outside her door

were important factors in her decision to occupy her

present residence.

Conditions do not seem consistent throughout

though. Two students, Billy Hall and Robert Johnson,

complained that although everyone is paying the same
price, not all units have the same facilities. They are

without a kitchenette and possess relatively little closet

space. Also the rooms are smaller than expected and

both felt this factor could have been improved upon.

Additional faults were pointed out by various students

and it seems that alterations in both design and

construction would have produced for them a more
practical living arrangement. The new dormitory has'

appeal for some students in that it resembles a

community and is more "like living off campus". As Jim
George expressed: "It's great, a different type of living.

Your living and sleeping quarters are separate and you
live with a group, you can live with friends," Reflecting

A Cecil House smgle

both pro and con views, Hunter Leigh summarijed the

suitability of the new mode as "fine for some, but the

majority would have to make a lot of adaptions."

Clean bill of health ^— <Rt

Students study I

Chester River !

for pollution :
to
-J

by Mary Maisel

It seems as if everyone has been splashed by the '70's
wave of ecological awareness, and Washington College is

no exception. For the past three years tKfe freshman
chemistry classes have been conducting an experimental
water analysis of the Chester River,

The students, who are grouped in pairs, are expected
to obtain river samples from the headwaters at

Millington to an area further down the river in the
vicinity of Cliff City. Dr. Conkling, professor of
Chemistry, feels that they see a reason for the
experiment.

According to Dr. Conkling. no official plans are
intended for the data accumulated, "Our goal is not to

publish data. This is basically just a freshman experiment
to demonstrate that basic chemical principles are behind
water analysis."

Last year though a student's senior research project
entailed working on a new method of water analysis for
the determination of organic pollution which produced
what Dr. Conklin termed "very interesting results." The
Chemistry department is planning to incorporate the
senior research project into the freshmen
experimentation. Dr, Conkling informed the Elm that

one possible goal to be reached is the development of a

series of procedures that could be referred to quickly in

determining if a particular body of water merited further

study.

To allay any fears about the Chestertown eco-system,
the Chester River, although it may not look it, is

ecologically gound. It is a bit muddy, but quite free of

organic pollution, Dr. Conkling says .

'anWClearn from experimental schools?
(Continued from page 1)

was a slightly skeptical approach, "aspects of it became
very interesting."

Secondly, this past summer Dr. Smith was offered the

post of Associate Dean at Empire Stat" College in New
York, an experimental school which rejects the notion

of a college campus and draws upon the resources of

already established universities and academic institutions

-- an institution that Dr. Smith describes as "the polar

opposite of what we do."

"I wasn't keen on becoming an administrator," Smith
admitted, but added that in the process of investigating

Empire College's programs "a lot of angles about it

seemed interesting."

With a small college and little available money, Smith
realizes "we can't recast everything. We'll have to see

what other colleges have done, using their expe.ience."

One central idea he outlined was bringmg faculty

members committed to a central philosophy (rather than

hiring individuals randomly) and attracting students with

the same philosophy. "It might be something reasonable

for us to aspire towards" since it is not a matter of

money, but "rather of dedication."

Another idea on wtiich Dr. Smith speculated was the

possibility of providing students greater opportunities to

put their learning in practice. "It becomes arid to tell

someone fo' four years to liang on and wait, it will

become practical." The problem, he said, is further

complicated by graduate school. Even in history, Smith

explained, students could put their study to use. The
LJbrary of Congress Reference Service might accept

interns to write "very practical papers" for

Congressman, using research techniques that they

currently use.

Smith would also like to visit experimental colleges -

in his estimation, two might be sufficient to get "the feel

of It all" from students, faculty, and administrators at

the colleges. "Every new development isn't a gimn:;ick,"

he asserted. "I'd like to check them out. We can get the

essentials of what they (the colleges) think is working."

After the trip, the study group will have to "sit and
ponder" what they will have seen; reports on
educational reforms will have to be "read and digested."

The Academic Council has given its approval of the

study and until the end of the semester. Dr. Gerald

Belcher will organize the ground work. Additionally, the

SGA has voted its approval of the project by supplying a

fund for the committee's investigations.

Dr. Smith summarized that for a successful study "we
have to have a central approach...a good permanent
Dean could serve here." When a new Dean comes, Smith
added "he's going to tiave to see the obviousness of

making this one of his big fields." The department
chairman recognized that the interest in the study was,

in part, generated by former Dean Robert Seager's

criticism of the academic structure. But instead of

simply rearranging distributional requirements, Smith
concluded, the whole academic structure should be

'

re-evaluat^d.
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Talk about getting the shaft
Registrar's bill merits boycott, not payment

Registrar Ermon Foster's decision to slap a $5

charge against students wishing to mal<e course

changes reaches the heights of bureaucratic fatuity.

The regulation which delineates the Registrar's

right has been in existence for years and indeed,

notice of it has been printed annually in the College

catalogue. The important point of the matter though

is that it has never been enforced in recent memory

and to summarily reactivate it may be legal, but it

unquestionably speaks of a bankrupt code of ethics.

Viewpoint

There are many laws in the books of different states

which are totally out of context with our

contemporary society and any rational law

enforcement official would certainly have the policy

reviewed before taking action on it. Apparently, the

Registrar's office sees things differently

As a further outrage, the administration has decided

that charges for ccursechangeswill retroactively apply

to ones made in September. Mr. Foster claims that stu

dents are responsible to know what is in his sacred and

voluminous catalogue. We might ask why the

Registrar's office did not inform students verbally in

September that the policy was being reactivated.

Obviously, the decision to enforce the regulation was

either not yet made or Foster revels in perpetrating

misanthropy upon unsuspecting students. We suggest

that the fomier is the case, and yet the Registrar has

the audacity to follow this course of action.

Such an egregious violation of student trust is

something we refuse to accept quiescently. Foster

reports that over a thousand changes were made in

September; that means that a sizeable portion of the

student body will soon be receiving bills for those

charges. The Elm encourages all students to refuse to

pay the bills. Only in this way can we demonstrate

to the administration that students are the raison

d'etre of this institution and as such, must be

consulted before decisions which directly affect them

are created, or in this case, reactivated. We invite the

Student Government Association and the Faculty to

join us in demanding a rescindment of the Registrar's

action.

One final note: Mr. Foster's gratutious remark

(see story on page one) do a discredit to both th

student body and the community we call Washington

College. He charges that students have made a

mockery of the advising system; he does not see that

he has made a mockery of what little trust and

rapport remains between the student body and the

administration. Further polarization we certainly can

do without. Additionally, Mr. Foster denies any

responsibility for the decision, explaining that he did

not create the regulation, he is only administering it.

When we reach the point where individuals can so

easily deny responsibility for actions directly

attributable to them, then Washington College's

administration is, indeed, in a sad state.

keep rising or we'll price

ourselves into rich

dummies rather than

middle-class bright

kids."

Dean Joseph McLain in

Elm interview, Sept. 14, 1972

Campaign '72: headlong rush to finale

With the presidential elections only ten days off, the

Elm here questions the campus leaders of the two

candidates to And out how things are |oin| in the home

stretch.

by K^-1n OKeefe

Despite the polls

Moag is optimistic

'i'm skeptical of polls in the first place. They've

deceived us before. They deceived us in the primary."

That is the explanation one receives when he

confronts Candidate McGovem's campus organizer, John

Moag, with the national polls prophesying an

overwhelming, impending victory for the Nixon

campaign. "I honestly believe we can win," John

explained. "But it will be one of the closest elections in

history. An amazing number of people aren't decided."

Only eleven days of the campaign remain and John

expresses the same confidence he had in September.
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Perhaps that confidence is buoyed by what he considers his friendship with George Wallace, and the local

a favorable position locally. On McGovern's prospects McGovem office. "We've been arguing whether we'll

for a campus victory, John replies: "It's hard to say -we support Hargreaves," Moag explained. "There is no

haven't taken a poll. But if a mock election were held Hargreaves office here and he has a following in Kent

today McGovem would win. Nixon holds a sizeable County." John added that Hargreaves has expressed his

portion of the votes because students haven't support of activities of the Democratic convention and

investigated the issues and are going into the election platform, so he feels that, in no way, has he sacrificed

blind." his political idealism for practical politics.

The campus organizer, who also serves as office

manager for the County Campaign, is equally saguine

about chances for victory in Kent County. "Without our

presence," John explained, "we would have been

doomed to an overwhelming victory by Richard Nixon.

But we're still talking about winning in Kent County

because we've been talking to their people."

Indeed, in the tew remaining days before the elecfion,

local voters are in store for even more "talking" from

the McGovemites. State comptroller Louis Goldstein,

who opened the local headquarters in September, will

retain for a speech Monday night. Phone and

door-to-door canvassing, supermarket canvassing,

speeches for farmers, information tables in the business

districts of Chestertown, Betterton, and Rock Hall, and

advertisements in the local papers are all part of the final

blitz campaign.
Supporting that activity is the 60 volunteers - 30 as

active, "day to day" participants - who, despite their

amateur political status "have done an excellent job. The

tendency of a small school in a place like this is usually

to take it easy."

The volunteers have been truly excited by McGovem.
John explained. "They worked for what they believe

Could any event in the next week change the

election's outcome? "1 doa't expect any big event to

happen before election day," John emphasizes. "If

puact in Vietnam comes I really believe it's going to hurt

Nixon more, in that Americans are not too blind to see

that he could have ended it 3'/j years ago. The rush for

peace is an awful political move. It could have been done

the first week of his office."

When questioned what his reaction to a loss in Kent

County would be. Moag optimistically qualified his

reply; "First it won't go to Nixon." But if it did, "I'd

still believe our work has been worth the effort. I would
take it hard .-but in the same step we know we have a

following in Kent County to follow up on. McGovem's
organization doesn't stop with this election."

One apparent paradox which has appeared in the

election is the relationship between the Democratic

Congressional Candidate Hargreaves, whose ads boast of

Taciturn Nixonite

:

quiet assuredness
The distinction between the approaches of Nixon

campas leader Brian Sheely and Democratic leader John

Moag are about as lucid as you could ever expect. Where

John is eager to elaborate on his comments. Brian is

terse. Where John is willing to put himself out on a limb.

Brian reserves comrnent.

Queslion: "How, in your estimation, is the campaign

going?" Response: "In Nixon's favor." Question: "Will

it be a landslide victory?" Response: "I'm not sure."

What Brian admits to being sure about, after some

hesitation, though, is that the Washington College vote

will go to McGovem. "There are an awful lot of people

who are undecided. But McGovem has the edge," he

explains. The reasons: "emotionalism as regards the

Vietnam issue, some social pressure, and personal dislike

of Nixon to a moderate degree."

Sheely expects different results in Kent County

though, which he says Nixon will carry e^ily.

"McGovem has very little influence in Kent County."

Although he is not sure if a peace settlement in

Vietnam will come before election day, Brian

commented that if it did happen, he "wouldn't really

know whose favor it would go to."

Brian termed student willingness to participate in the

campaign for Nixon's re-election as "encouraging."

Excitement about the election, he says, is building for

some people. So far, 13 college students have been

working in the Nixon office downtown on High Street

and another 20 have been canvassing the town.

The campus workers for Nixon "aren't at this point

planning my blitz campaigning in the remaining days

before the election, Sheely explained, although

canvassing and volunteer work in the downtown office

will continue.

The campus Nixon workers, unlike (he McGovem

group, have not entered into the Congressional race.

Additionally, Brian says he does not forsee "the

continuation of the committee after the

elecHon...although it is a possibility."



Euripides drama a first on College stage
'The Trojan Women': Not a dose of aesthetic bitters

by Mary Ruth Yoe

The Trojan Women, Euripides' 5th centniy B.C.

jrama is the first Greek play Tlmothey Maloney has

|i[oductd at Washington College. The Tawes Theatre
jroduction, is scheduled for October 26, 27 and 28, has
pvolved more than fifty students in a variety of aspects.

The play itself covers a lot of ground. The suffering

ijid
destruction associated with war is perhaps the most

ntegral theme of The Trojan Women (Euripides wrote

^e work only a year after the Athenian army decimated
the neutral isle of Meles), but other themes and mythical

Dements add to the texture.

i

Because most Washington College students don't have
[xtensive backgrounds in Greek drama, Professor

ilaloney has written explanatory program notes to

[cquaint the audience with the mythical allusions,

jontemporary theatrical situation, and historical events

jlevant to a better understanding of Euripides' work.

Women, however, shouldn't be viewed as a dose of

sthetic bitters, to be swallowed as part of the liberal

ts experience. The set, designed by Professor William

(gal, doesn't belong to the Greek period any more than
belongs to any other age: it is simply a wasted,
)mbed-out place. In contrast, adding to the theatre of

iradox sense which is characteristic of Euripides, are

e costumes worn by the soldiers. Brightly colored,

^tzed military uniforms, they bring to mind a

ndeman's army, one that under normal conditions

auid be highly attractive.

An important aspect of the play is the music. Junior

jn Garrett composed the score. Some of the music is

lyed underneath the actors' lines, and Sue Hegeman
II sing three choral passages from the small orchestra's

atCorm, squarely centered In the audience-seating.

These musical interiudes share the job of the classic

eek chorus with the six women who will have a

instant on-stage presence. The women's costumes are

:ecian-jnspired gowns which again could belong to any
iriod. Yet no attempts have been made to consciously

ipdate" The Trojan Women, "except for the fact that

e play is in translation. Symbols and imagery have not

len modernized.

Women's cast includes:

Pdseidon -Justin White

Athena - Sue Dunning

On stage in Novembe r

Players in Euripides Trojan Woi

Hecuba - Sara Packard
Talthybius - T. G. Flnkbinder
Cassandra - Judi Katz
Andromache - Trish TOtherlngton
Meneiaus - Charles Matheny
Helen - Wendy Wooley
The Women are Diane D'Aquino, Bo Blanchard, Betsy

Blake, Cathey Vincent, Christie Robmson, and Marybeth

Romberg initiates concert series
David Bromberg, accompanist turned headliner, will

appear in concert at Washington College on Sunday,

November 5th, His Tawes Theatre show is planned as the

first of a Uiree-part, Student Government
Association-sponsored series. A sizeable crowd turn-out

for the $1.50 folk concert will insure similar programs

featuring jazz and rock performers.

Bromberg has played back-up guitar for groups as

diverse as Chubby Checker, Tom Paxton, Jay and the

Americans, and Jerry Jeff Walker. A veteran of the

Greenwich Village basket house circuit, he was

"discovered" by Bob Dylan at the Bitter End, eventually

playing on the sessions for "Self-Portrait" and "New
Morning."

Like many folk guitarist, Brombetg writes most of his

material. Booked as an accompanist at the 1970 Isle of

Wight Festival, he did a chance performance of "Bullfrog

Blues" which developed into a one-hour set with four

encores - which was impressive enough to convince

Columbia Records to sign him up. Brombeig's first

album was released in January, 1972.

Since then, David Bromberg has played in

Philadelphia (The Main Point), in Washington (The

Cellar Door) and in Baltimore. All of these engagemetits

received more than ^vorable comment, and the 8:00

p.m. concert in Tawes should be more of the same.
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Wiidemann. Soldiers are Dave Knepter, Dave Leidy, Jay
Elliott, Joel Hins, and Larry Israelite.

The play, free for Washington College students
begins at 8:00 each evening. Reservations can be made
by calling 778-2800, ext. 268. Finally The Trojan
Women is a chance to see Euripides performed as
bunpides.

Campus scope

Zornig, Clarke
in concert
Tuesday night
Fl'om September 25 till November 17, fourteen W.C.

students will be absent from campus during the day.
They and two college graduates are student teaching In

local high schools, middle schools, and a private school.
Subjects taught are math, English, history, Spanish,
French, and biology.

Students teaching this year are: Pat Counselor, Jim
Wentzel, Jennifer Lucke, Cecilia Gordinier,

Michel KJika Gall McPherson, Barry Drew, Elizabeth
Barrow, Sue Krewonika, Michael Geoige, Susan Fowler,
Tom Hartenstine, Sue Hodgman, Unda Gillian, Meredith
Horan, and Polly Quigley.

In the past five yeais 120 Washington students have
been involved In student teaching. Even though the

teaching field is glutted, 90% of those applying for

teaching jjositions were accepted. Mr. McHugh
commented that schools favor applicants from private

colleges over those from state teachers' colleges. He also

pointed out that students are returning to college after

graduation to student teach.

A Halloween dance, featuring a costumed group familiar

to many students from their earlier free performance here
this year in Hynson Lounge, is set for Saturday night at

9:00 p.m. in the Dining Hall.

Albion's Travellin' Circus will supply the music and the

SGA will dole out the free beer. Admission to the dance is

$.50 per person.

Washington's newly formed Bridge Club will hold a

meeting Sunday night, October 31, at 8:30 p.m. in the

Coffee House.

The annual Chestertown Arts League exhibition will

open this Sunday and continue until November 3 in Minta
Martin Hall.

The Washington College Concert Series will present

Joy Zomig, mezzo-soprano, in a recital October 31 at

8:30 p.m. in the Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Mjss Zomig is a frequent soloist with Yale University

musical organizations, the New Haven Opera Company
and the New Haven Symphony Orchestra.

Garry E. Clarke, chairman of the music department at

Washington College, will be Miss Zomig's accompanist.

They have given many recitals together, and are

scheduled to perform at The Phillips Collection in

Washington, D.C. October 29.

The Washington College program will feature works

hy W.A. Mozart, Hugo Wolf, Francis Poulenc, and

William Walton.

THE
VILLAGE
TOGGERY
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and Greenhouses
Chestertown, Md.
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MatiMoi Boik

Chestertown

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with

educational stops in Africa, Aus-

tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000

id students from 450 campuses have
already experienced Ihls interna-

tional program. A wide range of

financial aid is available. Write

now/ (or tree catalog:

, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

want to know the facts about

Birth Control

a discussion will be held by

Dr. Hawkinson
Wed., Nov, 1st in Hynson Lounge



Corner Kicks

Poor officiating isn't always imagined...
After three weeks of covering soccer for the ELM,

I'm trying to think of something original to write.

Unfortunately, after three games in one week, there is

not much to say except we lost against a good team,

crushed a mediocre side into the ground and bareiy

defeated a poor squad.

Against Towson, the Sho'men suffered their first

defeat of the season, but not without fighting. The game

was marred by flying fists as well as soccer balls. Even

the fans got Into the action. Towson grabbed a

quick 2-0 lead and coasted in, 4-1. Coach Athey cited

superior personnel, passing and key injuries to the Shore

side, as well as the old familiar complaint of "poor

officiating," as reasons for the Shore's first loss.

With Towson past and Dickinson coming the W.C.

hopes loomed thin, but the Shore hooters came through

and returned home the victors, 3-0. Excellent passing

and spirited play were cited as the reasons for victory.

Now comes Wagner, a team not noted for flashy

players, passing or anything else for that matter. The

game should have been an easy one for W.C, but the

home field jinx struck again. W.C. finally pulled the

game out bv scoring a goal in the final three minutes of

action.

The game was poorly played by The Shoremen.

Wagner tried a multiple position set-up, as is used in

international soccer play, but did not have the personnel

to make it recognizable. In this situation, a

center forward becomes a piaymaker behind the

attacking line and feeds the ball to the other forwards to

score. However, it appeared that Wagner's "centcrman"
actually ended up as a defensive player and left a

midfield weakness. W.C, on the other hand, played poor
position and the result was a kickbail match at midfield

because neither team dominated the other's halfbacks. It

also seems that W.C. is still forcing the ball forward with
point-blank passes rather than hitting the open man to

the side.

The only goal was scored off a Rob Marquette comer
kick by Paul Brown who headed it just over the reach of

Wagner's goalkeeper. It was a classic comerkick play.

The Wagner goalie commented after the play that "A
head shot is more difficult to judge than a foot shot
because you don't know where it's going until after the

shot. That's just what happened; and by the time I

reacted, it was over my head."

Through it ail, the defense had an excellent day. Bob
Hickman looked especially good at right-fullback. The
only other comment worth making is that the officiating

again was poor.

Let's face it, soccer is on the upswing in the country.

It's a worthwhile sport when played properly. The game
has taken many years to evolve to what it is today and
the huge crowds which attend the games overseas testify

to the fact that the rules of the game have evolved

properly. But for some reason, this country wants to

change the rules and interpretations. In Europe and
Latin America there is one referee instead of two. He has

absolute powers during the game wliich means that there

can be no conflict in calls made in the contest. There are

also two Utie men who run the sidelines and advise the

referee if he has missed a foul or an offsides, but they

cannot call a foul. Another problem is that many
officials know the game by the books but not on the

field. They can be two different games. One classic

example S the offsides rule, which states that at the time

the ball Is passed the receiver must have two men
between himself and the goal. There can be no offsides

on a backweirds pass, a throw-in, or a defensive pass.

Many officials will call off-sides after the pass is received

or worse, after no pass at all. The rule says there must be

a pass.

So much for the officials "'., simply a matter of

playing the game as it il.ouid be played, which hasn't

been occurring here lately.

THROW-INS - Bruce Jaeger is the W.C. All-time single

season goal scorer; 17 goals in 12 games. Bill Williams

now has 15 in 11 games. ..W.C. is still unscored upon in

M.A.C. competition. As Eric Ciganek puts it, "The
defense is the backbone of this team." . . . Wagner was
so worried about stopping Williams that "we forgot

about Paul Brown." - Anderson, Wagner's goalie. . . .

Bob Shriver has been playing superbly :n place of injured

FYed BuckeL.Jooking ahead to the Morgan game, note
that the Bears lost to Towson 9-0.

by gali sanchez

Shore loses to Hopkins
despite Schlitz' win

hv rhris A haltby Chris Ahalt

The INLET WITCH sustained this damage when the George Washington heavy -

weight crew hit an underwater piling following Saturday's race on the Chest er

River.

Boat wrecked as

crew loses two
by Gary Wodlinger

The Washington College Crew Team looked

impressive before a lat^e crowd last Saturday althoueh

they lost two out of liiree races to George Washington
University. The heavyweight boat posted a 6:29 time

over the 2000 meter course but was beaten by 4.8

seconds by the visiting squad. To appreciate the strength

of that showing it must tte noted that the old record for

the course was 6:30; thus WC set a new team record and
George Washington set the new course standard. The
lightweight boat started off poorly and never settled and
finished with a 6:51 time, losing by 21 seconds to

George Washington. The third boat made up of mostly

new people was timed at 6:52 and posted the only win
of the day beating GW's third boat by 41 seconds. The
squad, even in a losing effort, showed strength in the

heavyweight boat, room for improvement in the

lightweight boat and promise in the boat with the most
inexperienced crew.

The biggest loss of the day came when the George
Washington squad demolished the INLET WITCH, a

boat which the Shoremen let them use for the race.

They rowed over a bulkhead that had been covered over

by tidewater during the race. The estimated loss of the 8
man boat Is about $1,300. It was covered by insurance

so hopefully It will be replaced in short order.

Washington College lost a heartbreaker
to Johns Hopkins in cross country
Wednesday, 26-29. Paul Schlitz ran one
of his best races of the season as he
captured individual honors with a time of
24:42 over the 4.7 mile course. It wasn't
an easy victory, however, as he was
running third during the second mile, and
had to push hard all the way to take the

lead. Hopkins runners took the next three

places. Chris Wetherhold came in fifth for

the Shoremen, followed by Dan Scharf
sixth and Rick Horstmann seventh. Tom
Clement, running despite bronchitis,

finished tenth, while Bob Greenberg was
14th and Bill Janney came in 17th. The
Shoremen had expected a close meet that

could go either way, and they were in it

all the way, but in the end Hopkins "just

had more horses." It was a game effort by
Clement, who hadn't practiced in a week
and a half and wasn't in condition to be
running at all. His illness probably made
the difference in the meet, as the

yShoremen just didn't have the depth to

compensate. The loss brings the squad's
record to 6-4, with two dual meets
remaining before the season-ending
conference championships. They should

win both meets.

The first of these two meets is on
Wednesday, November 1, as the

Shoremen finally return home to face

Loyola. From all reports, Loyola is

apparently much weaker than last year,

and the Shoremen should rate a definite

edge, e"en if they are not at full strength.

The other remaining dual meet is also at

sceni: Kibler Field, on November 14
against UMBC. UMBC was handled easily

by Salisbury, whom Washington defeated
convincingly without Tom Clement. They
do, however, have a top runner who
should give Paul Schlitz a difficult race.

In the meantime, the Middle Atlantic

Conference championship will be run on
November 6 and the Mount St. Mary's
invitational on November 11. The season
concludes on November 18 with the

Mason-Du(on Conference championship.
Although the Shoremen will probably be
outclassed by some of the biggies in both
conferences, they expect to put forth a

much better showing in the team
standings than in previous years. Barring

any unforeseen disasters, the season
should conclude as a very good year for

Washington College cross country.

An hiWm

Phil Repucci of the Eggles scrambles to avoid onnishing Dary Carrington and Marty Anderson of the Ride
during the Tide's 19-0 intramural victory Monday.



Administrators reverse Registrar's feeleeiSion

Claim advising system realfyIt fault
le to for nve dollars." ' ^^iUulB CfflllfiE
in accordanrp with nno n^i«i.,r.»._t i ^ w*i*WJfc

by Kevin O'Keefe

Explaining that he was concerned with the reaction
to his move to assess a $5 fee for each course change slip
and that he "needed advice about what direction to
take," Registrar Ermon Foster took his course change
problems to the weekly Monday morning administrator's
staff meeSng. Mr. Foster apparenUy got the direction he
wanted: the group decided that the proposed fee will
not be charged next semester, nor will it apply
retroactively to this one.

Bills for first semester charges, which were being
prepared in the Business Office, will not go out.

Mr. Foster said to the Elm this week that "I wasn't
satisfied with placing fines on students to begin with.
The problem we're faced with. ..has, perhaps, greater
roots that what we may see on the surface." Mr. Foster
and the other administrators concluded that the problem
of an excessive number of course changes after
registration may, in part, be a result of inadequacies in
the present advising system. Foster admitted that "there
is much room for improvement on the advising level."
He discussed with the administrators methods used at
other colleges, pointing out one which allows students to
attend any course for the first three days of classes
before formal registration takes place.

Acting Jean Joseph McLain agreed with Foster's
opinion, commenting that punishing students for course
changes by fining them was "treating fhe symptom,
rather than the disease." A large number of students, he'

explained, change courses because they are 1) "shopping
around" and 2) because they signed up for a course
which they later found to be too hard. "My big
concern," McLain said, "was that money won't correct
it. If a kid really needs to change, why does he have to
spend five dollars. And if he doesn't have to change, why

should he be able to for five dollars.
'The Dean, in accordance with the administrators-

decision, intends to initiate a study of the advisine
q-stem "We're a small college." he said, "We brag about
it^ And we ought to be able to do the best damni job of
advising possible." The College has, however, made some
changes recently In Uie advising structure. McLain
explamed that "we tried this year to match freshmen
with advisers in their intended major." The Dean's
Office has also held meetings to discuss Uie advisini.
system. Both McLain and Foster agreed though, that the
faculty competence and interest in advising varied.

Registrar Foster is uncertain whether the regulation
in the College catalogue providing for couise change fee
will be removed. "NoUiing was said about taking it out
of the catalogue," he explained. "Presumably, it would
have to be studied by Uie Board committee involved
with the fee structure for the College."

Foster concluded Uiat he was satisfied with the
administralois' decision. "If this is the answer I'm
happy to see that the charge isn't levied." Responding to
last week s Elm editorial, Foster denied any intention of
creatmg a "further drift" between the tudents and the
administration. "I'm glad to cooperate and bring about
better understanding with studenb," he said.

The reaction from Student Government Association
rresidentJohnDlmsdaletothe decision was favorable "I
was very glad to hear that the five dollar fee will not be
enforced tills year. The administration seemed to feel
that the answer to all their problems is money. But the
problem here goes much deeper. It is the advising system
thats responsible for tiie large amount of course
Changes,

Ermon Foittr

John added that, in his estimation, "it would be
advantageous to look at systems In other schools to find
out whether Uielrs is one that is more appropriate to
Washington College."
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Among students

McG wins, but it's close
With less than one third of the student body

participating, George McGovern won the student
presidential balloting contest by a relatively slim
margin.

Of the 249 students who participated. 201
expressed a preference for the presidentifcf slot.

McGovem totaled up 110 votes compared to
President Richard Nixon's 90. One vote was cast
for the American Party candidate and eight voters
were unsure. Six voters indicated that they will
not vote for any of the candidates. Sixteen of the
249 students were not registered, some explaining
that they were underage or foreign citizens.

The Democratic party represents nearly half of
the students, 109. Republicans in the survey
totaled 65. Two students belonged to the New
York Liberal Party. A large number of students,
45. considered themselves independent.

Party affiliation

Democrats

Republicans

Independenis
Other

Students Faculty
49.3% 69.2%
29.4 10.3%
20.4% 17.9%
0.9% 2.6%

IVesidential praferrence

For McGovern
For Nixon
Undecided
Other

m0m0tmm0m09m

Students Faculty
52.6% 74.3%
43.1% 12.8%
3.8% 7.7%
0.5% 5.2%

The students' allegiance to their party's
candidate was fairly strict, although the Democrats
showed a stronger tendency than the Republicans
to cross party lines in their choice. Eighty-three
Democrats voted for the McGovem ticket, 20 left
for the Nixon candidacy, and one voter remained
undecided. Among the Republicans. 51 student
voters expressed a preference for the Nixon-Agnew
team, six went for McGovem, and 2 were still

undecided.

In the independent column, Nixon picked up
20 votes to McGovem's 19. Four others remained
Unsure.

One Liberal party vote went to Nixon.
An overwhelming number of students chose to

vote by absentee ballot. 155 students did so

compared to 59 who say they will return home to
vote next Tuesday.

The balloting time, which was extended over
three days, apparently did allow some time for
illegal tampering with the ballot box. Thirteen
ballots were found folded together all bearing the
same preferences, and the same ink. The ballots,
which were discounted, were marked all in favor
of Nixon; if the ballots are valid, however,
candidate McGovem's mai^in of victory would be
reduced to only seven.

The Washington students' vote in favor of
McGovem squares with a national poll conducted
by New York analyst David Yankelovich wWch
also gave the McGovem ticket a victory, though
the margin of nctory in the poll was much greater
than the Democratic candidate's victory here.

Professors approve McGovern

by six to one victory margin
Results of the Elm's straw poll of the faculty reveal an

overwhelming sentiment for the ticket of McGovem-Shriver in next
Tuesday's Presidential election.

Thirty-nine of the approximately 60 faculty members surveyed
responded. Ofthatnumber,29cast their votes for the Democratic
Party Candidate while only five 0ve their support to the
Nlxon-Agnew ticket. One vote was cast for Dr. Benjamin Spock and
one for the, as yet, unannounced team of Merdinger-Hughes. Three
other professors were undecided.

ApparenUy most Washington College faculty are concentrated in
the Democratic Party with a relatively minute number giving
allegiance to the RepubDcans. Among the 39 respondents 27 arc
Democrats, and 4 are Republicans. Seven members are registered as
independents; one reply claimed allegiance to the Whig Party.

Regarding party allegiances, most faculty members vote will be
cast withm their own party. Out of 27 DemocraU, 22 are for the
McGovern-Shriver ticket, two are for the Republican candidate and
three remam undecided. In the RepubDcan column three of 'four
professors .express support for Nixon; the remaining vote goes to
McGovem. Among the seven independents, six ballots will be cast
for McGovem.

The sentiment of the College faculty is in contradiction to
national polls in the last month which reveal a souring among
academics for the McGovem candidacy. One poll conducted by
Seymour Lipset of Harvard University and Everett Ladd of the
University of Connecticut and reported in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, pegs the faulty sentiment nationwide at 51% for

McGovern and 48% for President Nixon. The surveyors concluded
that "many-middle-of-the-road academicians, who formed a majority
of the professoriate, are unhappy with Senator McGovem's views on
many national issues and are concemed about his ability to govern"
and that there is little difference between candidates on the issues

which involve higher education.



A final comment

Why such a lead?

-Films in Hodson?-

by Brian Sheely

Two college film series merge,

problem now: sound barrier

^ In this election year national and state

§• polls indicate a decisive victory for

'^ President Nixon over Senator McGovern.

Why does the President hold such a

commanding lead?

Mr. McGovern has become a principal

issue in this campaign. People 'lum off a

man who says one thing and acts in the

opposite manner. If McGovern is hard to

accept by voters due to his campaign

tactics of shrill rhetoric and resulting

credibilityfactors.certainly his economic

policies encompassing drastic income

distribution under highly questionable

methods does not inspire confidence.

McGovern's foreign policies and

defense cuts supply further reasons for

his lack of support. The Senator says

peace and secure boundaries could be

accomplished via good will of all. A nice

vision, but it ignores reality. Democratic

outrage over McGovern 's foreign policies

is a major reason why 33% of all

Democrats will refuse to vote for him.

The preceedinp points all can be cited

for reasons tlie American public has

repudiated the Candidate for the

Presidency of the United Slates, George

McGovern, and will support the

re-election of President Nixon. Our local

Committee to Re-elect the President wOl

continue to work hard to insure our

victory on November 7.

t)y Mary Ruth Yoe

Morality is the issue
by John Moag

It's difficult to discuss in full the issues

of a presidential candidate. And it's

ridiculous to assume all those issues are

agreed upon by all. But what is important

is tlie general philosophy of tlie

candidate. What is important • is what the

candidate stands for, who he represents. 1

am working for George McGovern
because 1 believe it's he that will allow for

the fresh breath of government we need.

Richard Nixon's administration stinks

of sabotage. It smells of deals and special

interest. There is no reason for that.

Nixon and Co. can argue the "radical"

crap again and again. Maybe being moral

and involved with people is radical. If so

we need Senator McGovern all the more.

BrianSheeleyhas argued that the

McGovern camp is one of emotionalsim: I

thankMr.Sheeleyfor that compliment.
George McGovern and workers have

successfully combined human compassion
and pragmatic policies towards shaping

the United States to its original position

of peace and freedom.

I argue that what this campaign comes
down to is the moralistic future of this

country. We now have a candidate who
can combine pragmatic and idealistic

philosophies. We have a candidate who
can control our economy, handle our
defense budget, distribute social security
and welfare, and we have a great

candidate, who as presiden t, can be
looked up to and trusted.

Forum: letters to the editor-

In the past, the Washington College

Film Socie^ presented the only free film

series on campus. Last year, the Student
Government Association alloted $500 for

a SGA Film Series. The money was left

untouched until this September when
John ENmsdale mentioned it to Betsy

Murray who mentioned it to Nancy
Walsh.

Nancy Walsh is now a member of both
nim series and as such seemed the logical

person to query regarding upcoming
campus dnema. First: the older and
better endowed Film Society is composed
of those who appeared at an open
meeting called by Mr. Martin Kabat last

Spring (Nancy, Dave Beaudouin, and Dr.

Norman James). Working with roughly a

thousand dollars, the Society is bowing to

Mr. Rabat's judgement in selections -

with the result that most of its fUms will

be shown in conjunction with next
semester's course on The Film.

La Dolce Vita and Viridiana, a return

engagement, are two of the films planned
for Spring of '73; in the meantime, the

Society will present a double feature, two
John Ford - John Wayne Westerns. Fort

Apache and She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
are to be shown Tuesday, November 28.

Hopefully, Nancy explained, the films

will be run in Tawes. The recent showings

of Ulysses and Long Day's Journey Into

Night made her point all too relevant as

the Bill Smith sound system turns any
sound track into a foreign film festival,

sans subtitles. Nancy added that attempts
to correct the prolem met with
maintenance objections that renovation

would be too costly, especially since a

complete overhaul of Bill Smith is

planned In several years.

Due to the tight production schedule

in Tawes Theatre, Jt is very difficult to

find nights free for film showings.

Luckily, a new alternative has appeared
on the scene, and Hodson Hall may
become the home of both film series.

The SGA Film Series is, of necessity,

staying away from recent films. Any film

made after 1968 usually costs $200 for a

single showing, and the committee has

opted for a quanity of quality flicks from
the past.

The committee has opted

for a quantity of quality

flicks from the past

Their next offering, Destry Rides

Again, stars ^mmy Stewart and will be
shown Sunday, November 12. Spring

semester cinematic experiences will begin

with a January 28 evening of shorts,

including ChapUn in Tillies Punctured

Romance and some Keystone Cops
capers.

Also planned for Febru2iry is Citizen

Kane, the 1941 classic whichiias recently

been the topic of much critical comment.
Is Orson Welles the genius behind the film

- or did he merely write, act, and direct

it? Another movie which the SGA hopes
to procure is Stanley Kubrick's work of

questionable genius, 2001: Space

Odyssey.

So, if the sound barrier can be broken,

Washington College cinema seems on its

way.

Jaclcson demands a say in gym program
Each year students at Washington

College are granted more say in college

activity- and rightfully so. The college

e^dsts, ideally, to provide students with

the opportunity to increase their

knowledge and experience, both

academically and socially, and it seems

obvious to me that they therefore should

play a major part in any decision.ma king

regarding academic or social poGcies. The
school is run for their benefit, they

contribute to Its financial existence, and

thus they should have a large say in how
the school functions. Although we have a

long way to go, the members of the

Washington College community have a

pretty good reason to be proud of their
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demonstrated trust in the ability of the

students to determine their own
educational and living policies ... with the

exception of onearea in which a nrtua!

dictatorship of one faculty member
exists.

That area is the prls' intramural
program. Ridiculous as it may seem, it is

true. The ^Is are not trusted by Miss Fall

to make decisions coneming their

recreational activity. Miss Fail feels that
the rest of the school is not run on
democratic principles, and therefore
neither should "her" program be. She
feels that, as the hired administrator of
the giris' program and because of the

Ic^istics of the organization, she should
have final say on any policies in

theintramurai program. However, she
does grant them the opportunity to

express their opinion to her before she
passes judgement. (I was going to insert

here a sarcastic comment like "Thank
you, your majesty!" but I was adwsed
against it.)

Don't get me wrong, folks. I admire
much of the organizational structure of
the program in that so many girls

participate. But I do disagree vnlh many
of her policies, and I am not alone.
However, this is notthe point. The point
is, I (and anyone else) should be able to

take my (their) case to the students and
ask them to decide on whether they agree
with me or not, for the students are the

participants and petsonr for whom the-

program Is being run. They should be the

ones to decide (or their representatives on
the WAA board) in what way they want

their recreational activities organized and
how they want their money spent. Miss

Fall should not hold the position she now
does of judge, jury, and executioner (as

she has had a chance to do by prohibiting

certain people from participating in the

program uriless they do what she feels

they should).

The whole situation is ridiculous (do I

repeat myself?) and would be funny if it

weren't so sad. Students are "allowed" to

make decisions on an equal basis with

faculty and administration on matters

ranging from academic policies

(Academic Council) to living

arrangements (24 hour open house) but

in the field of physical recreation

(excluding dances, of course. We are

trusted to organize our dances), the girls

are made to accept Miss Fall's

interpretations of the way the program is

supposed to operate as the word.

Miss Fali, we are big girls. We really

can be trusted to understand your points

ofview and make judgments and decisions

on whether or not we agree. Give up your
dictatorship. Miss Feill. The free world

awaits your decision!

Your humble subject.

Peg Jackson

SGA judge clarifies

her view of frats
To the Editor:

For the past few weeks numerous

people have been stoputog me and asking

mewhy I hate fraternities. I don't hate

fraternities and that is not the Idea I

wanted to portray "m the Elm interview.

The Hill Dorms are in the peculiar

(and difficult) position of being living

unite and fraternities. They have, if you

will, dual personalities. Should they be

dealt with as fraternities or amply as

dorms? Frankly I don't know. The idea

behind finding the fraternities was that

each fraternity wouIffTfien^find which of

its members were responsible for damage.

We thought that the fraternities would

prefer to handle theirown affairs. Also. I

thought that action by the fraternities

against some of the members would carry

far more influence than any action I

could initiate.

Things seem to have calmed down in

the Hill Dorms, I think due primarily to

the fact that each fraternity has put

pressure on its members to curb any

destructive tendencies. Ultimately I think

that this was the major problem with

which the Senate was concerned.

Than you,

Betsy Murray



PresidentiaS candidate's surrogates

ace in Hynscn debate tonight

A potentially stormy debate

;in store for tonight, Thursday,

jovember 2, at 9:00 pm in

jynson Lounge. It pits the

flckere of the Democratic

iipsidential candidate nominee,

jeorge McGovem against the

(ipporters of President Nixon.

The debate, which is open to

he entire student body, is being

noderated by Nixon enthusiast

lohn Pederson.

Backroom wheeling-and-

lealing is present even on the

Washington College level. As of

his date, itisstillnotknown'

low many debators there will be

)n each side. The McGovemites

je urging for 2, while the

Republicans want 3. Also, there

las been (he outspoken

;USpicion of possible

jirlisanship on Mr. Pederson's

lart Mr. Pederson has

continually declared he will be a

neutral force in the debate, and
his main purpose will be to ward
off personal attacks the debators
may choose to resort to.

The form of the debate will

be this; 3 minute introduction

speeches by both sides; an
informal discussion period that

includes questions from the

audience; and three minute
concluding speeches.

In the words of Mr. Pederson,

"The purpose of the debate is to

persuade, to entertain, and to

inform."

To measure the success of the

debate, a survey will be taken

Friday by the Nixon forces, and
the results of this will be

compared to the results of the

Elm survey taken earlier.

The debators for McGovem
will be Chris Luhn and John
Moag. The three names being

mentioned as those of the Nixon
debators are Griff Davis, Brian

Sheeley, and Jim Smith.

Study to start

Student Affairs looks at security
Due to a recent rash of over a girl crossing the street

Churchill
Theatre

Oh, Calcutta

Shows 7 and 9:30

Admission $2.00

Adults Only

,
Original Broadway Cast

Thursday-Wednesday

Chester
Theatre

Thur9d3y-Friday-Satarday

Napoleon and Samantha

Due to a recent rash of

vandalism and thievery on

campus, the Student Affairs

committee has initiated an

investigation of the problem to

seek some possible solutions.

Dean of Men Barry McArdle,

who serves on the committee,

outlined the recent outbreak:

cars on the parking lots have

been vandalized, the mailroom

has been broken into, things

have been stolen from the gym,

intruders have entered the

Dining Hall, Fine Arts Center,

and the gym at night, and

furniture has been removed from

Hynson Lounge. "There is

obviously a problem involving

building security," he said.

The committee decided to

ask the individual responsible for

each building (for example: the

Athletic Director for the gym)

to recommend where security

can be tightened.

The committee has also

expressed concern about

personal security on campus.

Two recent incidents - a car

deliberately attempted to run

Bennett's Mobil Service

Motor Tuning - Towing Service

Comptete Car Care

College Heights - Phone 778-1296

over a gu-I crossing the street

from the gym and a night

watchman had two shots fired at

him from, as yet, unidentifed

persons - prompted the group's

concern.

The committee is still looking

for ways to explore more fully

the security problem. McArdle
added, though, that with the

personal security question "we
don't have a real grasp of the

problem, so it is difficult to find

solutions."

Can
religion be
scientific?

Come to this

Christian Science Lecture

"We Thy People"

by Joseph G. Heard

A Christian Science

practitioner

and teacher

11 a.m.

Saturday, November 1

1

First Church of Christ,

Scientist

501 S.Washington St.

Easton, Md.

Glean Floors

Courtesy of

Al

a man to

remember

Drink Coke

SKINNY-RIB TURTLES

Great Body Shaptrs

100% Polyester

$
10.50

V<J^

The

Village

Toggery ^

301 High Street

David Bromberg and his 6 man back-up band w3I be featured in

this Sunday's concert in Tawes Theatre. The performance is set for

8:00 p.m. Admission b S 1 .50 per person.

College Heights Sub Shop

Special

Munich Beer

99" a six pack
Open: Weeksdays- 10 a.m. • 10 p.m.

Fri. - Sat. - 10 a.m. - 1 1 p,m.

Sun. - 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Now serving pizzas and subs

7 days a week.

New Store Hours

Mon. thru Wed. 9:30 - 5:30

Thurs. thru Sat. 9:30 - 9:00

HEAD-HUGGER

AM RADIO

'19.96

Operates on tiny 9 volt bat-

tery. Twin 2V*" dynamic

speakers tu^cked right in-

side the comfortable

padded earphones. Vol-

ume «nd tuning knobs at

finger's touch. What teen

would tlip for this private

listening 5-transistor

music-maker!

Kent Plaza

Chestertown, Md.
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A good season so far
Matmen rebuild

In the past week, the only game which was
scheduled was rained out. So with no games to

report on and three games left it is perhaps, a good
time to evaluate this team.

No matter how the season ends, this team must
be considered a success. With practically all new

faces, thel972edltlon of WC soccer is assured a

winning season. In my opinion, we should end up
in a championship playoff of some sort. This team
is not without faults, but then again neither is the

world champion Brazilian team. Perhaps we can
breal( this team down and understand the reasons

Tor Its success.

The strongest area of this team Is offense. Our
forwards rate with those on any other team. The
proof is that Washington College has yet to be
shut-out. Bill Williams is a threat whenever he

receives the ball In the penalty area; but if the

opponent's defense concentrates on stopping
Williams, Paul Brown is just as dangerous.

At the other end of the field there Is a lot to

say. I'm not sure how much credit for good
defense we can give the defense. When teams try

to defend against us, they double team Williams

and Brown. This means that their halfbacks must
drop back and their offense is short of men. In

other words, our offense takes the pressure off our

defense. It's very difficult to judge under these

circumstances but the records say we are unscored

on In the M.A.C., so that must mean something.

The real key has been Eric Oganek, who
coordinates the defense, and Fred Buckel in the

goal. Both of th^e players are seasoned veterans

who know the game and use their experience.

What Bob Hickman and Pete Takashh have is a lot

of hustle and aggressive attitude, ail of which

makes for a good defense.

Mid-field is difficult to evaluate. At this point
in all honesty I would have to say we play
mediocre ball. I say mediocre because the key
injury of the season was Ctaig Attix, who plays
center-half. A center-half is the "quarterback" of a
team. It is the most difficult position on the team
because not only does it require the physical skills

of other positions on the teamy
but also a lot of running and a complete strategic

knowledge of the game. Attix had this unique
quality of skills and did his job well without being

flashy. Without him the team has been playing

Billy Ament in his place and Ament admittedly is

still trying to learn a new position. While he can
dribble with the best, he gets caught out of
position so that the team loses control at midfield.

This weakness means that the open man will not
always receive the ball as he should but again, the

records say that we win with Attix or Anient.

When a team can still win whilfe playing men in

unfamiliar positions, it is sign of both excellent

ballplayers and good team play.

Loyola was tough and Hopkins will be to. I

believe that the tjho-men should split those games
as well as beat Morgan. But as I said before, it is a

credit to Coach Athey, Bziry Drew and all the

team members to do the job they've done. It's

been a good season so far; now let's finish it up.

by Gall Sanchez

In Wednesday's race

Shoremen harriers trounce Loyola

by Chris Ahalt

Washington College runners
had one of their finest days of

the season Wednesday as they

handled Loyola easily, 19-38.

Paul Schlitz led all the way to

score an easy victory over the 5
miJe Chestertown course. His

winning time of 27:05 was only
nine seconds off his best time
ever on the home course, and
was turned in despite the cold,
wet weatlier. Coyle of Loyola
was second in 27:52, holding off

a hard charge by RJck
Horstmann over the last quarter

mile. Horstmann ran perhaps his

finest race of the season, and his

time of 27:55 was almost a
minute better than his previous
best time here. Dan Scharf
finished fourth for the

Shoremen with a time of 28:38,
and Chris Wetherhold was fifth

in 28:54. Craig Jackson, running
his first race in over a month,
came in sixth to give the
Shoremen an impressive win.
Jackson returned from a tour of
duty in crew to run a

surprisingly good time of 29:52
and make the meet much easier
for the Shoremen than Coach
Don Chatellier had expected.
Washington was again running
without Tom Clement, who is

apparently out for the season
with bronchitis, but Loyola was
also hampered by injuries %
their top runner was sidelined

with a sprained ankle. Following
Jackson across the finish line

came two Loyola runners, then
Bob Greenberg, ninth at 32:15.
Bill Janney was 12th for

Washington, and Bob Atkinson,
also back from crew and running
his first race of the season, was
13th.

The Shoremen had expected

to win against Loyola, but the

victory was especially sweet as

they finally returned home and

ran their best times of the

season. The victory boosted the

squad's record to 74, ensuring a

winning season. It was also the

first win over Loyola since 1967,
and only the fourth in Coach
Chatellier's 17 year tenure here.

Next on the schedule for the

Shoremen comes the Middle
Atlantic Con f erence
championship on Monday,
November 6, in Philadelphia.

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opei

Rt. 213
Chestertown. Md.

OK" USED CARS
Strvic Od AU Maid

Complunents

of

The Maryloid

Notinal Baik

Chestertown 778-1600

Elburns Florist

and Greenhouses
Chestertown, Md

Flowers tor all occasions .
P^^one /78-2200

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR

Rock and Roll

every Fri., Sat. and Sun. featuring

TRIOSE

U, Dale, Tom

The Driftwood
Ho cover, no minimum

by Bill Gant

Of all the sports offered at

Washington College, wrestling Is

perhaps the most physically

strenuous and the least

rewarding, if reward is measured
by acclaim from people outside

the sport. This is even more
evident when the squad fails to

produce a winning team. With
the loss of Roger Stenerson, the

only consistent nctor on last

year's team, it might appear that

the upcoming season could be

another long winter for coach
Bob Pritzlaff's grapplers.

There Is some hope for a

promising year for the

Shoremen, If the freshmen who
have indicated an interest prove
themselves, wrestling could

enjoy a fruitful future. There are

three freshmen presently playing

soccer whom Pritzlaff hopes will

help beef up the squad and

replace some of last y^^
seniors.

Pete Takich is anticipated b
show great talent at 150, ff<

Hamill is counted on to fjll
t^,

126 lb. slot, and Dave Cerhdi,

will be weighing in at 142. Wiy

experienced veterans Ma^
Winder, Rick Burke. K.C. Din,

Matt Snyder, and Jon sp^i

leading the squad, the freshms-

could find inspiration and tu|~

this into a good season after ^
The one big thorn in ti

grapplers sides Is the lack
n

anyone who can wrestle at t^

190 pound slot. Should
{t,

Shoremen be forced to forlfj

that weight class a close conlts

would be greatly affected.

With the firs three matches a

home, the schedule at least
j

working in the Shoremen'i

favor. The lighter part of tb

season comes before Christmai

making it imperative that tht

wrestlers start out strongly
i;

insure at least modestsuccessft!

the season.

Anyone with any interest

all in wrestling is urged
t;

contact a member of the squj

or Bob Pritzlaff at the Alumt

House.

Kent Plaza Barber Shop

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Coley Razor Cuts Charlie

Bill Hair Styling Ronnji

"We Cut Hair To Suit Yo:

Phone 778-4771

Bob Pritzlaff needs help at 190

With the
money you
save on our

clothes you
could buy
the new
Stones album.
Wrangler JeansP
Mr. Wrangler Sportswear

Wremember ihe Wis Silent

Get your moneys worth at

Silco Stores

Chestertown
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Evaluators impressed
Middle State team praises excellence of students,

faculty but ignores administrative problems
by Kevin O'Keefe

Department of Education, inspected both the graduate
program and the Athletic department

In the area of graduate studies, Allison said, he was
"impressed by the effort of the College to provide a
service to the community." He commended Washington
for limiting its offerings to areas where it had existing
strengths in undergraduate programs. Faculty and
student satisfaction with the program was also favorable,
he commented.

Allison warned, however, that Washington must
involve the faculty In more consultation on the
program's future development and sdnce admissions are
"very open, close attention must be given to quality
control" The state official concluded that the CollegeThe iniUal report of the Middle States team's ^^^''^B^ P'annlng. Faculty class loads and class sizes were m„,;» Marif« »h« cf.f^ «f fi.

". ': ""'

evaluation of the College's application for
acceptable, he concluded, reflecting "the College's S^mnS. ohipS v« 1™

'^™^'^'" '^^^
reaccreditation was aired Wednesday in an hour lone a"empt to individualize education."

^ Washmgtons objectives are.

session before representatives of the College community Dr. Frances Eldredge of Pittsburgh's Chatham College intir^tPri n!rf' JT<f r .1" "^ h " '
'^°!?'

J' "'"
.. .

j^ ^ f^^^
y examined the area of Humanities and found "a very fine naSMnn jLl f iT ^^ fl^ '}« ^^'g^

series of departments." The addition since the last PY^'^^'P?/"'", ^'"°"8 students in intramurals and

accreditation^eport in 1961, of dep^tments in S •"^'-^°"^'^*^
^"^^^f

«"d «"» the attitude of the

drama, and muL. the new ^ibra.;,TndrWritmg oSba'tl '"' ''"°""' °'
House all provide a "healthy condition" for the h3h Piiio™- n / o*, .. ^ . ^- .narold Gillespie, Dean of Students at Dtclcinson

The group's report,

favorable one,

Over and over again, the team members used the word
'impressed' to describe their reaction after the three day
evaluation. Each member of the panel was assigned to
Investigate and report the College's position

„ - -- "healthy condition" for the „„
_ . 1 areas of humanities. Dr. Eldredge reflected the Humanities area's rnlTwfi. u,hn i„„«*i«-*™i *^ * .o

their own specialization. This oral report is to be concern for greater scholarship funds, especially she rpmSn fh ^ w ^h^. .
°"^"^ '*™'*'

followed later in the year by a more extensive written said, in the Music Department.
remarked that Washington undergraduates were

evaluation. Addressing herself to the Issue of distributional """^"f'/^f^d extremely attractive, articulate, and

The Visitation team's statements, however, made little requiremenU, Eldredge questioned "iHt is right"w .^Tw h f students he conferred with, he said,

comment and no judgment on the controversy over the students to talce courses in science and languages if they On Lt-m n h- > ^ .f r 1
/Je'' ^''Pectations."

administration of President Charles Merdinger. don't want to." She admitted unsuredne^ on how to Smat^ thJ^ fhlr
^^^ ^' * %°''''Tk

°'""

According to speculation, some decision on the solve the problem accompanying the elimination of such Ilnn.^^ h
'h^e was an unusual sophistication

President's status is to be determined in the next two distributional requirements '--the withering oth' L'Z nd th^t l^^Tnt"^
he quality of the

weeks and the team, on the request of certain members departments involved - but suggested that the College [hev werp lli «
relationships

of the Board of Visitors and Governors, chose to gloss investigate how other small colleges have approached the rm -^ .i. . ...
over the issue rather than initiate another round of same problem.

^^
.

<?""««? ^ said that an apparent inconsistency existed

controversy. Dr. Laurence Learner of SUNY at Binghampton, who ["/ ! '!.-"'.° _^.^^'^!?'"^- Sf"dents come to Washington

In the Wednesday briefing session, President John "nvestigater the social science area, excitedly told the
Stauffer of Juniata College, the team chairman, opened audience assembled that one fact struck him in
the remarks by thanking the College for its "notable particular: "You have here potentially the most unique
hospitality." Stauffer termed Washington a college of laboratory for the study of social sciences of any small
tradition, grace, and oxhilarauion and e-ongratulated it on ^o"^ge '" the nation." With its proximity to major urban
its dedication to the liberal arts and sciences. "The '^^"'^^'^s, and yet its smallness and non-urban location, he
potential for significant achievement." he added, "may ^^'^ he would be disappointed if Washington failed in ;(s

now exceed the opportunity at any other time of the
strive towards "making the social sciences truly vit?l

long and sometimes turbulent history of Washington
College." He continued with references to Washington as
an institution offering "a total living-learning program. ..a

humanistic imprint upon education programs.. .a sound
emphasis on teaching, scholarship, and
research. ..students who are delightful, earnest, and eager
to respond to opportunities."

The Juniata College President alluded obliquely to the
College's administrative problems, adding that "some are
In the process of solution." He concluded his remarks
with the assurance that "concern or anxiety (over the
school's reaccreditation) can be rather easily allayed."

Reports by panel members on individual areas of the
academic community were then presented. Following
will be a brief synopsis of each report;

Dr. Armand Burke of SUNY at Brockport examined
the College's academic programs and immediately
expressed a concern that the Board of Visitors and
Governors has failed to approve a 1970 document which
defines in clear terms the ambitions of the College as an
academic community. He described the report as a
"dead center" and warned that "you can't move forward
till this paper is approved. It should be done as quickly
as possible." He urged continued study of the advising
program and the relation of the four course plan to the
College's general education objectives,

"We are impressed with College facilities," he said,
terming them "excellent for the programs you are
attempting."

On faculty proficiency he expressed admiration for
their academic qualifications. "Washington College has
attracted and is retaining teacher oriented professionals
with a strong commitment to the liberal arts and
sciences concept." He admonished the school, however,
for not publicizing the faculty's scholarly production.
"One is increasingly impressed with the faculty about
their accomplishments in talking with them," he said.

Turning to faculty morale, Burke commented that the
academic community has undergone a period of crisis -
'at the moment It is treading water." He expressed the
hope though that &om "chaos and dlssldence...the
College can emerge as a much stronger Institution." He
complimented the faculty's "esplrtt d'corp about what
Washbigton College stands for as an academic
community." Burke also challenged the College to bring

broad education yet they resist the College's
distributional requirements. Explanations from students
to substantiate their stand, he said, was that
introductory, required courses were often inferior to
advanced courses, division of subjects according to
distributional areas were irrational, and compulsorary
diversity is self-defeating.

Gillespie termed morale among students as excellent
but cautioned that in the College administrative decision

Representatives

of tlie evaluation team

meeting wilti

administrators over lunch

Dr. Louis DeLanney from Ithaca College explored the
departments of Math and sciences and warned that

although space and equipment is fully adequate now, It

is "going to need attention in the future." He described
the Math faculty as one v/ith "admirable credentials"
and "motivation." He remarked that students "majoring
In science were most enthusiastic about their

inter-relation ships with the faculty." DeLanney
suggested that in future appointments, the College seek
an Individual who could relate to both fields of science

and non-science, to "bring expertise between the life and
physical sciences."

Robert Deily of SUNY at Albany examined the

library and because of time limitations, saw no great

urgency to give an extensive oral report. He remarked
however, that the students using the library need a

greater availability of professional librarian services.

Deily also cautioned that "book and periodical budgets
must be continually Increased."

_ „ „ ^ Mr. Howard Allison, Assistant Superintendent in

the facul^ into fuller play in formulating long range CertiricatioQ and AccreditatioD of the Maryland State

making processes, students "are most anxious that their

voice be expressed... to the administration and board."
The College should consider rethinking its counseling
and placement programs, though the fonner was termed
very adequate for now. In terms of student recreation

programs, he commented that "activities go on a great

deal" though he admitted hearing reports that "the
College closes down every weekend." He suggested as a

solution that activities be more centrally organized.

President Stauffer of Juniata referred to the role

and structure of the administration and board.

Washington's trustees are "a very remarkable
aggregation," he said, and suggested that they play a

greater role in fund raising for the College. He cautioned,

too, of the "possible danger of involvement (of the

Board) that is too direct in College affairs. Perhaps, it

has been needed and helpful in time of trouble. But 1 am
heartened by the idea that there wfll be a return to a

more regular role."

Stauffer descrit>ed the administrative structure as

(Continued on Page 5i



Problems crop up in College's new dorm

by Kevin O'Keefe

Since their inception last year the new apartment

domitortes have been hailed by College officials as a

new style in campus living. Now, less than one month

after the first students moved into Cecil House, it is

becoming apparent that the College's conception of the

new living style Is not necessarily satisfying the

building's residents.

Omelan Berezowsky, a resident of Cecil House,

brought the residents' complaints to the fore, charginc

that service from the Maintenance Department isseverely

lacking. Despite the extra money the students will pay

beginning next semester, Omelan said. Maintenance

"tells us these are private suites and they are only

cleaning the main lobby and the common room."

Students are left to clean the bathrooms and the

hallways.

Omelan also pointed out that when the 96 student

complex is finished, it will still have only one maid.

Caroline House •- with approximately 75 students - has

two. He also charged that Maintenance has refused to

clean the Cecil House kitchen because of a note on the

refrigerator which, in strong language, told people to

stop stealing food. Omelan said that some College

Maintenance officials saw the notice, took offense at it,

and hence have refused to clean the kitchen. "Here's Mr.

Crooks (Maintenance Director) judging our morals," he

exclaimed.

Omelan says that he plans to petition Mr. Raymond

Crooks and other College officials concerned with the

new facility to reconsider their present stand on

maintaining the buildings.

Maintenance Director Crooks views the situation

differently though, explaining thatitwas decided last

year that Maintenance would only clean the public areas

of the building, not bathrooms and hallways since they

were considered private. One maid in three buildings will

be sufficient for that task, he said.

Crooks admitted that he had ordered that janitorial

service be suspended in the Cecil House kitchen because

of the sign. "The feeling was that we have a lot of

visitors going in those buildings," he explained,.. ."and I

just do not think the sign was appropriate." Mr. Crooks

Informed the three students who wrote the sign that he

wanted to UlV to them about the situation and until

they come to his office there would be no custodial

servic? In the kitchen.

Still another problem the Cecil House residents

encounter is the College's indecision about whether Cecil

is really a new living concept of just a glorified

dormitory. "In mEuntenance they say we're on a dorm."

Omelan said. "But here they say we have to vote on

everything like a regular dorm instead of voting by

private suites. They turned around and called it a dorm,"

The vote Omelan referred to was whether to allow pets

in the building. Three people in one out of the six suites

objected to animals so. according to the dormitory rules,

no pets will be allowed.

^^??'«'':'^«^fmmmm^mmm Campus scope

Student court fyces
, j , rk t- A

prosecutionproblem Bangladesh Day luesday
The student judiciary, reactivated in response to vandalism in

Somerset House in September, is apparently Houndenng m its own

bureaucratic regulations. j j„„ „f ,(,o

Betsy Murray. Vice-president of the SGA and judge of the

student court, explained that because of her position she is unable to

prosecute students. "I'm waiting for the names of the accused

students from Larry Israelite, who is prosecuting the case, she said.

Larry himself, has encountered problems in getting the names oi

students' from an eye^vitness to the vandalism. "I'm still going to

prosecute the case," Larry added though. "I hope to get it done this

'^^etsy Murray wondered, however, whether the court has any

right now to continue the case, 'it happened so long ago, she said.

The studenl judiciary U also expected to hear cases on the

vandalism last month ouUide Middle Hall. Betsy said that in this case

•I vva= civen some name^ and (old to wait for more. Instead of

waiting anv longer Ihouph. she explained ihat she might just notify

the accused students of ihe diarse and see how the\ plead. ,, ___ .^^^

Tuesday night Washington

students will sit down " to a

double buffet dinner: traditional

Thanksgiving turkey alongside

an authentic Bangladesh meal.

Boarding students are not

required to pay extra, however

they are urged to contribute to

the benefit. Peg Jackson, who is

coordinating Washington
College's participation in this

nationwide event, states that the

price of the meal for

non-studeiiis will be S2-00. 31;?

Hopes to raise at lease $400,

which will go to the Food

Service Training Center, a

Bangladesh relief fund.

Washington College
Community Concerts will

present Les Menestriers. a

French quintet making its first

American tour, in a program of

Medieval and Renaissance music

November 14 at 8-.30 p.m. in the

Gibson Fine Arts Center.

The five young virtuosi on

ancient instruments liave

adopted their name from the

Elburns Florist

and Greenhouses
Chestertown, Md,

Flowers tor all occasions .

^^°"^ /78-2200

GRUBB'S
CASUAL

WEAR

"Menestriers," professional

French minstrels who wandered

the continent during the Middle

Ages playing and anging folk

music.

They have become popular in

Europe for their authentic

interpretations of songs of love,

drinking songs, and dance airs.

They have made three

recordings, the first of which

won the Grand Prix de

L'Ac^dcmie dn Disque Francais

'Ihe members are devoi!

tlie:r elforis to making ancienl

music better known to ihe

public. Bernard Pierrot, founder

of the group, says, "We feel thai

early musir has becomr more

pertinent in our time beca:"» of

the new directions taken by

contemporary music. In the old,

there is a like search for a varied

sound structure, a utilization ol

modes and complex rhythmic

structure, all of which three

centuries of classicism have

ignored."

Their program here wDI

include instrumental dances

from the 13th and 14lh

centuries, music of the Court of

Burgundy, Elizabethan music,

and 16th century dance airs.

The dish crew says

We never refuse

your refuse

at the Dining ftall

Drink

t%^^



Sigs drop national affiliation, go local
B
z

by Cecile Corddrey

A hole was cut in the flag and a liberty

celebration was held. A variety of people
crowded into the narrow chapter room to

consume seven kegs of beer, parade
Halloween costumes, and hang from the

pipesL Left with $27, a wrecked chapter
room, and a new name-Phi Sigma
instead of Phi Sigma Kappa, the Sigs two
weeks ago became the first fraternity on
campus to turn local.

For four years such a move had been
debated. The question was whether the

beneflts of being a national fraternity

were sufficient to justify each person
paying $160 per year to the national

organization. The national alumni
program meant nothing to the Sigs, since

they have only 178 alumni. They just

weren't getting enough for their money.
Probably more important was that, aS

Sig President Joe Getty explained, the

national administration and the W.C. Sigs

are in a "different type of reality." This
fall a representative of national visited the

Sigs, then presented them with an
ultimatum to adhere to National's
policies. That would have involved

actively recruiting more members, just foi
the initiation fees.

Mr. Getty and the Sigs have a different
attitude toward theh brotherhood. They

like their fraternity's size-twelve
members. It means less Miction but, more
important, closer friendships. The Sigs,
Joe says, want their fraternity to be a real

brotherhood, not another club.
At a small college, local fraternities are

more practical, Mr. Getty pointed out.
Here a national adminbtration is not
needed. Losing a national name shouldn't
hurt the Sigs' membership, since
prospective members aren't recruited, but
fall in with the group due to common
interests. A more realistic initiation fee of
$50 is possible, which will not be
consumed by a national organtzation.

Early this year the question of going
local was faced and decided. Explanatory
letters wffe written to alumni-mcst
responded favorably. The national
organization tried to get Dean of Men

Barry McArdle to straighten the Sigs out,
but McArdle took the Sigs' side, Joe
explained. So it appears that the Sigs'
status on campus Is unchanged,

Getty tried to explain to the Elm the
Sigs' definition of a fraternity, since it is

at the heart of their dropping their
national affiliation. First, he said, a
fraternity means a real brotherhood,
where each wDI help out the others. That
includes help in academic subjects.
Second, the fraternity is to serve the
college community, especially by
enUvenlng the social life. That means
giving as many open houses as 12 guys
can afford.

"We bucked the establishment," Joe
said. They are trying to attain the ideal of
a fraternity, unfettered by irrelevant
demands of a national administration.

Joe Getty

G>llege to restrict

off-campus boarding

Organizer satisfied

despite financial loss
by Lin Brettschneider

Last Sunday's SGA sponsored David
Bromberg concert, while generally
acclaimed as an "artistically great
success", was financially a loss.

Although over half the student body
attended the concert — the audience
numbered approximately 380-the SGA
had to make up a deficit of $900 for the
$1550 performance.

But Larry Israelite, instrumental in

organizing the concert, commented: "I
was happy with the turnout It was about

what I expected.' He added that since

Washington College cannot afford big

names, "students who are not familiar

with a performer owe it to themselves to

go". The point was further stressed that if

the student body does not support SGA
sponsored events, new plans for

additional activities will be more difficull;

to formulate.

One or two more jazz and rock
concerts within the same price range as

the Bromberg show are under
consideration and a moderately
high-priced band from $4000 to $5000 is

'oein^ sought for Spring Weekend.

With the construction of new residence

homes featuring extensive kitchen
facilities, the pressure has been on the
College Student Affairs office to allow a

greater number of students to drop their

boarding status in the dining hail. The
result of that pressure showed this week
with the announcement that no further
students will be allowed to drop board
for this year.

Dean of Women Maureen Kelly
explained that up until this month

,

practically any student with a reason was
allowed to drop their board. But a poll of
the future residents of Cecil, Talbot and
Dorchester Houses revealed that 75 to 80
of the 96 students would choose that

option. In such a situation, Kelly said,

"Mr. Linviile just couldn't continue to

operate the Dining Hail."

Kelly explained that the decision

wasn't made summarily. "Linviile tried to

work out a budget that would let

anybody go." The Student Affairs Office

and the Advisory Committee also were

approached for solution, though none
was found. "Everyone's consensus was
that until we can work out a plan," she

said, "we can't let any more students off

board."

The crux of the problem apparently

lies in the fact that the cafeteria food

budget supports the operation of all

facilities in Hodson Hall, including their

maintenance, except for the snack bar.

"Actually." Kelly explained, "boarding

students are picking up part of the tab of

un-boarding students who are using the

common facilities. The only way we
could allow kids to drop board would be

to use the money of the board fee for

food only."
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Viewpoint

Work begins now
The Middle States initial evaluation reflects what most

of us already know: Washington College is an academic
community to be justifiably proud of its strengths and
achievements; it is also a community which must recognize
and forthrightly deal with the problems that face it.

Reports and recommendations from various members of

the team must in the next year be considered seriously by
all segments of the College community. Certainly, few of
the recommendations will be new; most will have already

been heard before in some context within the academic
community. Now we must try to look at them with a new
perspective, appreciating that objective, professional

evaluators have considered them in the College's best

interests.

One missing element of the visitation team's oral

evaluation is signally noticeable: its failure to fully address
itself to the administrative problems of the College. If the
speculation is true that some conclusion is approaching on
this issue and that the team desired to safeguard chances
for it, then their lack of acknowledgement is

understandable. If the speculation is unfounded, then the
team unfortunately has neglected the most central of all of
Washington's problems.

Drama preview

^Endgame': an opportunity
to accept the challenge

Commend a loser
The results of Tuesday's presidential election met with

mixed reaction on campus - student sentiment for the two
candidates was closely divided as two polls demonstrated.

But ignoring the politics of partisanship. It is

appropriate to acknowledge the tireless effort of one
campus personality who, through his dedication, made the
campaign a very real and exciting thing for students on
campus. John Moag, organizer for the McGovern
campaign, was responsible for innumerable opportunities,
both innovative and fun, to participate in the political

process. The College, both those supporters of Nixon and
McGovern, owe him a word of thanks.

by Jean Carter

"/ once knew a madman who thought the end
of the world had come. He was a painter - and
engraver. I had a great fondness for him. I used to
go and see him, in the asylum, I'd take him by the
hand and drag him to the window. Look! There!
All that rising corn! And there! Look! The sails of
the herring fleet! All that loveliness!

He'd snatch away his hand and go back into his
corner. Appailed. He alone had been spared.

"

Endgame by Samuel Beckett

For Sara Packard, student director of the
Studio Theater's production of Samuel Beckett's
Endgame, this expresses how each character, and
ultimately, modern man lives. This is his view of
life - he looks out af a greening tree in spring and
sees a dead thing. This is what man has chosen to
do with his powers; he can either create or
destroy, and he has chosen destruction.

The attempt to adequately expres this
alienation of modern man from himself and others
was begun by Beckett in his play Endgame: it is

being continued by Sara with the help of her cast
and crew.

Sara chose to direct Endgame, which will be
produced in the Studio Theater on November 11
and 12 at 8 p.m., because she felt that the Studio
Theater was created so that students could
experiment and expand their abilities in drama.
She felt that Endgame would bechallengingnot only
for herself as director, but also for the actors. And
the members of the drama department rose to the
challenge ~ most of the cast and crew specifically
asked to be involved. The cast includes T.G.
Finkbinder as Hamm, Charley Mathenv as Ciov,
Billy Denison as Nag, and Judi Katz as Nell. Sara's
crew includes Joel Eljns doing- Make-up Design;
Larry Israelite - Lighting Design; Stephanie Strong
- Costume Design; Tom Middleton - Set Design;

A scene from student produced 'Endgame'

and Betsy Blake Stage Manager.
Endgame can also be a challenge to the

audience. Beckett brings the play to a point where
one must decide for himself whether or not to
stop playmg the destructive emotional games.
Accept the challenge.

Endgame, November 11 and 12, 8 p.m.. Studio
Theater, 25c.

A review of the Trojan Women'

Athena! What happened to your Aegis?
by Martin Kabat

If Athena though she was shamed b ecause the
Greeks outraged her temple, how, 1 wonder, should she
have reacted when Justin White's Poseidon ran his daring
fingers over her hitherto vli^n breast? Of course, I am a
purist about such things and, after all, the scene was well
acted. Still, it was customary for the satyr play to come
after the tragedy rather than to appear as part of its

prologue.

Now there is Hecuba's piercing first appearance. Even
though she comes before us wailing and moaning, the
very loud power of her lament gives her the presence of
a tragic heroine of some proportion. Here it is only the
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beginning and one has the feeling a climax has been
reached. In this respect Miss Packard faced the same
problem which must be solved by those who attempt to
act the role of King Lear-it isaquestionof restraint, of
modulating the pitch of your voice, of not giving in to
the first chance to expose one's full range. This all too
immediateexplosionof grief usually discharges the
tension before it has begun to build.

For The Trojan Women to succeed on stage, each new
character must carry the audience closer and closer to
the collective suffering represented by these last

survivors of Troy. Instead each scene seemed to have had
its own rhythm and to have been played for its own
sake. The effect was to split apart the play as a whole
and thereby to distort the fundamental tragic rhythm.
Throughout there must be a steadily growing fear thai

more is yet to come, that Hecuba is as unaware of the
full extent of her suffering as the Greeks are unaware of
the impending destruction of their fleet.

Cassandra is done with some insight, but her joy and
her dance seem too childish and they lack the ironic

dimension and ominous notes which her foreknowledge
demands. Her words, after all. form a counterpoint to
Hecuba's blind suffering. And if the prologue had not
been so flippant we might notice that she offers us a new
perspective: the collective suffering of the Trojans is

objective testimony for the evil and guilt of the Greeks.
We must remember, that the Greeks too are doomed.
Now is Hecuba's moment. The audience can perhaps

even appreciate the rather Sophoclean sentiments; "Of
all who walk in bliss call not one happy yet, until the
man is dead" (1. 510). But the very power of Miss
Packard's performance here again discharges the tension.
That discharge made the chorus appear somewhat as a
musical interlude. Here the Washington College
production missed its best chance. Miss Hegeman's solos
are effective In themselves {as were most of the major
roles), but they were not properly integrated Into the

on-stage drama. The chorus Is itself now spUt apart
(should the audience look forward or back?), and thus
the solo (?) does not reflect the still accumulating
collective suffering.

Similarly Andromache succeeds in individualizing her
own plight, but her ver>- success makes the tempo of the
play again uncertain. After all, the death of Astyanax
should draw us back to Hecuba (who has lost many
sons), and through Hecuba to the chorus who now
comes once again to sing of Troy. Indeed we must
always return to Troy-to its accumulated sorrow and
the ever Increasingly justifiable doom of the Greeks. The
chorus, however, remains a solo.

By the time we get to see Helen and Menalaus the
play IS already too long, or it seemed so. Hecuba's easy
victory in the debate is terribly ironic for it wins very
little from Menalaus and changes nothing. And once
again the emphasis seemed to be more on the characters
than on their symbolic value. As the play concludes
Hecuba holds herself like some great hero(ine) of
tragedy when in fact she is only a victim.

Now in spite of my concern for the purity of the
original, I was quite impressed by this ambitious
production, by some of the acting, by the singing, and
by the music of Ron Garrett. The innovations were
suggestive and might have been more successful if carried
through more consistently (for example, a more
thorough integration of the music into the drama,
perhaps after the style of Kabuki theatre). If the
production failed in any major sense It was because it
did not. I think, adequately comprehend the rhythm of
the original --the relenUess movement toward the
unendurable. Hecuba must wallow in it rather than try
herocially to rise above It; she must continually seek to
endure when the Idea of endurance is mocked both by
men and by the gods.



Keeping the farmers on their toes

Powers :' Washington College on the Air
by Mary Ruth Yoe

W-C-T-R Chest«rtown is a sunrise to sunset station,

1530 on your radio dial. For most of its daylight

broadcasting hours, it is also the voice of the

International Good Music Company. These
computerized, easy listening tapes of yesterday and last

year continually whirr away, interrupted only by news,
weather and commercial reports - and John Powers.
John Powers is the voice, visionary, producer and

prankster behind "Washington College on the Air" -

ninety minutes weekly of free air time given Washington
College students by WCTR's manager George Thoma.
Last year, John shared the disc-jockey duties with

several other students, but at the start of this semester

tjieir enthusiasm had apparently lessened.

Approaching Thoma, John discovered parallel

mis^vings. Nevertheless the station's manager agreed to
Powers' plan for continuing the shows (Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Sundays at 3:30 p.m.) - on several

conditions. The flrst of these is the only outside
boundary on John's process of aesthetic selection of
musical programming: the Rolling Stones are banned,
presumably because sticky fingers make for a messy
radio station.

The second stricture is an effort to keep the program
more neariy to what WCTR wants from their gift of
air-time. As John explains, "From the station's point of
riew, the show's purpose is informing the community of
Washington College events." John fulfills this

requirement by reading a calendar of events and also by

interviewing campus figures such as President Merdinger.
From John's point of view, the best part about his

non-paying job is imagining some contented fanner
starting up when "The Lemon Tree" is replaced by the
more contemporary strains of "Your Flag Decal Won't
Get You Into Heaven Anymore".

Usually John saves his more daring experients In the
media for Sunday afternoons, playing ten or twelve
minute cuts, songs with less innocuous lyrics, and
skimping on the calendar of events. The reason behind
his madness is "enjoying radio". During a broadcast, his

swivel chair races madly over the worn tile floor of the
WCTR control room which is also the depository for the
now obsolete album librarj', including half a case of
Dean Martin, masses of revival hymns, and smatterings
of albums by groups like the Peanut Butter Conspiracy.

It follows from the above that John not only selects

his music, he provides it. He admits to one preference, "I

play a lot of Neil Young. I think Kent County needs Neil

Young." He also tries to play a set of songs that really

have a reason for being together.

Like all performers who operate without the benefit
of Nielsens or Gallup Polls, John isn't certain that his

voice is being heard, "I haven't had even a lousy letter

complaining about my show - although five thousand
people supposedly listen to WCTR." But Martin Storey,
of Martin Storey and the 5 p.m. News ~ except when
sunset's before 5 p.m. - says the station received several

calls - about a panel discussion between John, a

McGovem supporter and Dr. Susan Huck (speaking for

John Powers

the American Party candidates). One listener wanted to
know why a Nixonman wasn't invited, accepted the
station's explanation that the invited Republicans hadn't
chosen to appear and ended, "It was real good."
WMAL. WKTK. and WLPL have var>1ng merits but

WCTR provides Washington College with a kind of home
town boy doing a home town show. It's real

Chestertown.

Art on campus
• Chestertown Arts League: maybe it wasn^t

the Salon, the Armory, or the Corcoran

^You art connoisseurs get a second chance

by Mary Ruth Yoe

What the Salon was to Paris i

Much -About -Art But- 1 -Know -What- 1-

Like-And-I-Like-Pictures-With-Titles" school of criticism
would classify Margaret Newlin's '•Painting in Red

the final half of the
^'"'""p" in the unfitled category. Such people would be
reassured by the straightforward sound of "East Shore
Westport Maine Gil with Conc'\ -Red Barn

nineteenth century, what the Armory Show was to New
York m 1913, and what the Biennial Exhibition is to
Washington's Corcoran every other year Is what the 25th
Annual Art and Craft Show of the Chestertown Arts
League, Inc. was to Minta Martin Hall last week.
The show, which ran from Sunday thru Friday,

featured a total of 110 works in an exhibition which
could best be described as inconsistent -- or more
euphemistically, all-encompassing. Macrame wall
hangings reminiscent of Woman's Day craft kit, a aft kit,

a needlepoint sampler of state fiowers that was a

Woman's Day craft kit, almost thirty water scenes,
abstract acrylics, leather goods, steel and wood
sculptures, and felt appliqued buriap plaques were all on
display, ranging in price from $6.50 for an enamel
'-Mushroom Tray" to $350 for a metal 3-D work
entitled "The Pope's Crown" (of which more will be
said) or $300 for a wood sculpture, "Brown Pelican ".

Another wood sculpture by "PehcanV artist was
judged "Best in Show". Judges Otto C. Dekom.
identified in the exhibition's catalog as "critic-atlarge"
for the News-Journal Newspapers of Wilmington, and
Beth Clarke Dunlap, whose credentials were
"Alexandria. Va.," probably selected the painted
life-size statue, Sf. Francis of Assisi," on the grounds
that painstaking labours shouldn't take a loss. Somehow,
in spite of the artist's careful, if primifive, attention to
detail {the striping of the yellow finches perched on the
bowl of grain in the saint's hand and the real rope
knotted around his imaginary waist), the statue,
figurafively and literally true to its medium, remained
wooden.

Another sculpture, also religiously inspired, had much
more joie de vivre. "The Pope's Crown" offered a
striking expression for anyone who could afford a
higli-priced indulgence of irreverent whims.

As interesting as the works were the titles. Only eight

tZ' '"^ "'"hsl"r"'f''1 " """"nontS Cheslerlown Art League's show stopper

* 'Jama Hoffa " It helps to knovj whdL tlit- artisl v. 'rymg
to paint.

Those paintings which didn't come off were generally
deficient (n the use of perspective: landscapes obviously
meant to be realistic by the patient dotting-in of each
leaf or blade of grass failed when the observer noticed
that a straight line wasn't always the shortest distance
between two points. For example, in one waterfront
scene, the crow-flying route from front piling to back
dory across water was several times the distance around
the edge of the painted lake to that same point. Also,
most paintings were small canvases, and the felling was
that the artists were still hesitant about "Doing
Something Big."

The only way, of course, is to plunge right in. Indeed,
although relatively naive in the field of aesthefic
comment (credentials include only an A-/B-t- on an Arts
in America term Paper) this critic refused to let lack of
experience hamper her style. Instead she relied on the
one critical adage: If you can say something nice, trj' not
to. She tried.

RudasilVs one-man show
opens in lobby gallery
Washington College art aficionados will get another

chance to see an on-campus exhibit when LeRoy
Rudasill's one-man show of intaglio prints opens Friday,

November 10 in the lobby gallery, Gibson Fine Arts

Center.

Sixteen prints make up "Opposltes in Juxaposition,"

including ten works illustrating themes drawn from
Ecclesiastes. The collection has been exhibited at the

University of Delaware, and will be shown at Washington

and Lee University this January.

The artist, formeriy a Chestertown minister, will be

present at the 7 p.m. reception which opens the show
and will also conclude the exhibition's run on November
27th with a 4 p.m. informed talk. The show, reception

and closing lecture are all free to students and public,

and regular gallery hours are 2 to 5 p.m. on week-days

and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

Evaluation report

Continued from Page 1

appropriately lean with one or two exceptions." The
administration's leadership role should be enlarged and
IJiade more effective and at the same time, he said,
there is a need for improved articulation between the

;'administrative decision making process and the faculty
l<lecision making process."

The Juniata College President also observed that the
'evelopment Office "could be more aggressive - one

r The Juni

pevelopmer

needs to spend money to get money." Warning that the
endowment should be increased, he advised that fund
raising must be closely tied to long range planning.

The final report of the visiting team came in the area
of College finances; it was delivered by Allen Edwards,
Business Manager of Aljeehenv Colleee. "The College has
some financial problems to face," Edwards related.

Describing a 750 member student body as

uneconomical, he warned the College that it must be
prepared to pay for its choice to remain small. The ratios

of administration to students and campus space to

students are both unusually high, he said.

Edwards was strongest in his criticism of the student
financial aid program which he called "inadequate" and
"neglected." He suggested that the work study program

be trebled and that the College make an effort to enroll

many more students from lower economic groups. The
Allegheny College Business Manager warned that if the

latter suggestion is not carried out, Washington may find

itself in difficult straights in obtaining aid from both
state and federal coffers.

D & D Honda's on-campus representative is

Jan Biro

Reid Hall Room 316 778-9742
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A tough way to lose....

It was a disappointing week
for ttie Shore booters who have

now lost all hopes ot a

championship opportunity this

season.

It started on a rainy

Wednesday against Loyoia of

Baltimore. Loyola came with

Impressive credentials and
expected a game. It wasn't that

the Sho'men couldn't have won,
but the way they played left

Httie choice but to lose. The
most glaring wealcness of the

game was at the defensive end of

the field. In short the game
seemed to be a show of ail the

team's weaknesses. I iiate to say

I toid you so but it was,again,

poor lateral play and the

defense's iaclt of aggressive

attitude. Against a good team
like Loyola, a team must play

tough, physical defense with

every player picldng a man and

staying on him. When a piayer

gets the ball, even if the fullback

^ can't get it away, he should

break through and let the

h forward know who's there.

I
Instead we layed off and gave

Loyoia time to set up their game
and score on our mistakes. With

^ aggressive play and lateral

^ passing we could have even

^ beaten Loyola. Instead, 5-1

Greyhounds.

After the game, I talked with

Dennis Wit and translated Italian

from Giovanni De Carlo, who
scored two goals. Both players

were pleased with the result and

cited the fact that their personnel

were superior to ours and had all

the time in the world to play

with the ball. I wish I could

blame it on superior players but
no such luck. We psyched
ourselves down so far that when
Loyola scored first we liit rock

bottom.

We still haven't come up.

Against Hopldns, the Shoreside

should have won easily. We
played them into the ground but
just couldn't put the ball in the

nets. After two early garbage

goals both teams decided not to

score. WC had chance after

chance to make the best of it.

The game went into overtime

and our defense got caught flat

footed on a comerkick which
resulted in the go ahead score.

The officiating was again

terrible and it wasn't until after

the regulation time ended that

the refs decided to cut us a

break. But by then the damage
was done; 2-1 overtime victory

for the Jays.

I believe at the end of the

season that Coach Athey s words
are of value This was an

Kibler project to be

completed by spring
unknown team to begin with

and they've come through in

what was supposed to be a

rebuilding year. I'm real proud

that they've come through."

I think we all feel the same
way.

Bill Williams now has 17

goals, enough to tie him for the

single season scoring record at

WC.Bob Shriver deserves a la^e

pat on the back for his excellent g
goal keeping against Loyola. Had r
it not been for him, who knows p
what the score might have

been?,..As is customary at the

end of a season I would like to -^

put forth my votes as to several

outstanding players in different

categories...

M.-V.-P. - Bill Williams; that

shouldn't fool anybody.

Unsung hero Craig Attl^

nobody talks about him In the

stands but just ask a team

member about his work.

Rookie of year - Pete Takash
- was more than solid at left

fullback.

It was a good season.

by Gali SanchesM

by B3I Dunphy

Kibler Field, the College's

soccer and lacrosse field. Is in

the process of undergoing a

facelift that will Improve playing

conditions in time for the spring

season.

The project was originally

planned last year by the Board

Committee on Buildings and

Grounds. The Committee

inspected the athletic facilities

and decided that the soccer

field, which has not been

regraded since the mid -six ties

and suffers from drainage

problems, should undergo

rehabilitation. Financing for the

project was arranged by Mrs.

James Hynson, a longtime friend

of the College and a member of

its Board of Visitors and
Governors.

The project Itself entails

stripping off the existing layers

of sod and topsoil; after their

removal, a subbase of sand,

containing several drainage

pipes, will be laid. This will be

covered by four inches of topsoil

and sod to complete the job.

When finished, the field will

h a ve an eighteen -inch

"turtleback" which will slope

gently in all directions to

facilitate water runoff,
i,,

addition, the sand base will servj

two functions. Sand will absorb

rainfall and disperse the watei

better than the clay wtiicii

presently serves as the

foundation for the ti^
Secondly, grass will root better

In sand; it will not be necessary

to reseed the field as often.

Another project in the

planning stage is an entrance

way to the athletic fields, mucli

like the entrance to Clothie{

Fields at Swarthmore Collegf

The entrance would be desi

a least partially as a tribute lo

th late J. Thomas Kibler, fot

whim the playing fields

nan ed. Tom Kibler served

Wasiilngton College as a coach,

Atliletic Director
administrator from 1910 uniii

his leath last October. However,

these plans are still in their

formative stage; it will be several

years before any actual work

begins.

The present project

expected to be completed by

early March, before the home

opener in lacrosse against NorJti

Carolina.

A day of horror

Shoremen 15th in MAC
W ashington College

participated in the Middle

Atlantic Conference cross

country championship for the

first time in ax years on

Monday, and apparently things

haven't changed much.
According to Coach Don
Chatellier, the MAC
championship meet "has always

been a day of honor," and this

one
_
was no exception. Injury

and nines continued to frustrate

the most determined efforts of

what had been - before plague

struck - the best Shoremen
squad in years. The results of all

this were fifteenth place out of

eighteen schools in the teamn
competition, the failure to

achieve the modest goals which

the Shoremen certainly merited,

and the decimation of the squad

to such an extent as to make
further championship
competition as a team highly

doubtful.

The weakness of the

Shoremen all season has been a

lack of depth, and this problem

^ , _ r-- J .. 1 . .. . reached a climax in Monday's
Coach Tom Fmnegan joins m dunng basketball practice Ust ^eet. Tom Clement was the

week. The home opener for Finnegan's cagers is November 30 onlv runner not able
nnilnrt t^„tUr,U^ 11,.:.,^ :•.. _ _ _against Catholic University,
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Compliments
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The
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compete, but Bob Greenbei^

injured his knee and was forced

to drop out of the race, and
both Rick Horstmann and Bill

Janney were too sick to run, but

ran anyway. Janney was later

confirmed to have

by Chris Ahalt

mononucleosis, and Horstmann
was fearing the same and highly

doubtful for further action.

These casualties left the

Shoremen with only three

healthy runners, and there

wasn't much they could do to

save the day, Paul Schlitz was
the top Shore finisher, coming in

thirty-fourth out of 123
participants. He was also not up
to par physically, running

without sufficient rest, and was
disappointed with his

performance. Dan Scharf.

finished 64th for the Shoremen,
placing just about where Coach
Chatellier had expected him to,

and Chris Wetherhold came in

68th, just a ^ade higher liian

hoped for. Horstmann and
Janney went through the

motions, running on sheer

determination, and came in

102nd and 104th respectively,

while Greenbei^ was forced to

drop out with his injury. The
dismal placing in the team
standings was no indication of

the quality of the team when
healthy, and was just another in

a long series of the season's

frustrations.

The Shoremen had hoped to

gain revenge in this meet on
Lebanon Valley and Johns
Hopkins, the two teams which
had barely nipped them in dual

meets when the local harriers

were not at full strength. They
had also hoped to finish

somewhere in the middle of tht

pack in the team standings, bul

once again the breaks

against them. Coach Chatellia

figured that if Clement aai

Horstmann had been able to m
up to par and finish near Schii'

and Wetherhold, as they had al

season, the Shoremen could han

finished 7th or 8th and beala

both Hopkins and Lebanoi

Valley. Instead, in the coach'i

words, "nobody knows we csi

run." Furthermore, with onl;

three runners healthy, t

competition in the Mt.

Mary's Invitational on Saturiaj

and the Mason-Dlxof
Conference Championships

week later seems very doubtful

If the team does not run. Pan

Schlitz will probably competi

for individual honors in thos

meets. Even the last dual ni«

against what was thought to be

weak UMBC squad may be;

struggle - even if the struggle!

only to field the necessary fif

runners. That meet will be hel

at Washington College

Tuesday.
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presidentMerdingerstepsdown

After 2V^ years in oMfta J^^^^^^^^^

After serving in the post for only l^A years, President

Charles Merdinger announced to the Board in their

November meeting his decision to step down as College

president

In a tense, formally worded statement Merdinger
informed the Board he would not stand for re-election in

June. Early this week, apparently because of another job
opportunity, he revised his decision - he will now leave

the College February 1. Merdinger has accepted die

position of Vice-President of the Aspen Institute, which
he described as a "world-wide network of contacts, most
in the intellectual world..,which sponsors seminars on
matters of great portent"

An acting president will replace Dr. Merdinger. Last

Tuesday afternoon the faculty voted to recommend Dr.

Joseph McLain, presently serving as Acting-Dean, to fill

Ihe position. The faculty also recommended that Dr.

Nate Smith fill the Acting Dean role. The Student
Government Association also voted approval of the two
choices. Final approval of the two nominations must still

come from the Board.

Dr. Merdinger, last Monday, addressed the Board
members in a letter outlining his formal reasons for

resigning. The letter, in its entirety, follows:

Shortly after the last meeting of our Board of Visitors

and Governors I was offered a most attractive position -
one which demands my presence in theVery near future.

Accordingly, I request that my resignation as President
of Washington College be accepted effective February I

.

1972. My original hope was to give notice several

months before departing, but events of the past few days
have moved more swiftly than anyone might have
anticipated. Perhaps it is just as well.

The timing appears propitious. From the
complimentary remarks delivered by members of the
Middle States visitation team in its departure
conference earlier this month it is reasonable to assume
that Washington College is sound academically and that

reaccreditation of the College during the next ten-year
period is assured. Our new dormitory complex is

scheduled for full occupancy within the month, and this

will complete our current building program. Financially,
the College is in reasonable shape. Personnel turn-over is

low and our student population is the highest since the
founding of the College in 1782. The campus is quiet.

By this 1 do not mean to imply that all of die

problems of this institution have been solved Far from
It! Many difficulties rooted in the past or currently
generated wfll vex the Board and other elements of the
College for some time to come. Yet, this seems to be the
point at which a change in administration can be
effected smoothly without serious loss of momentum
My time in office has hardly bjen dull. These have

been fractious times, not only at Washington College
but throughout the entire field of higher education In
spite of all the turmoil, our institution has continued to
grow m strength. 1 leave with the satisfaction that some
modest goals have been achieved during my incumbency
but also with the realization that much remains to be
done. Of course, I have had to weigh my responsibilities
to the College, in relation to my responsibilities to my
amdy. Having seen the College through a critical period

I now feel that family considerations loom dominant
My new position will represent advancement and a
distinct improvement over our present situation Under
the circumstances, I trust that the Board wfll fully
understand and concur with this decision.

Sincerely,

____^ Charles J. Merdinger. President

The Washington Elm
For 43 years, providing the Washington perspective

I wasn 't

ioing to run

9way from

anything'
by Kevin O'Keefe

,....,

When Dean Robert Seager resigned from the College

last Spring, he ensured that his departure would be

marked by the same controversy which accompanied his

administration Seager made public caustic remarks

about his relationship with the faculty. Dr. Charles

Merdinger, in his exit, is intent upon avoding that

same situation; whatever caustic remarks he may be

thinking, he is keeping them private.

Merdinger, in an Elm interview Tuesday, outlined his

reasons for leaving Wasiiington: "!n general, I've

reflected on where the College is now and what further

use I can be to it. As I look down the long range 1 don't

feel I have much more to offer it. I've completed my
mission. The College had problems. ..so I tackled as many
as I could."

Upon questioning, the President admitted that the

campus unrest in the past year had affected his decision.

"I didn't find things in the happiest of situations," he

remarked, "but I wasn't going to run away from

anything." He added laughingly "No one ran me out on

a rail. ..they just offered me encouragement to improve

my position."

Where aid his administration go wrong? 'There were
obvious difficulties in the wind before I came,"
Merdinger said. "The College has been having difficulties

for years. It is a difficult question to answer -- it's

compounded of so many things. The administration was

new with no foot on campus and it made it difficult.

There was the problem of getting organized and finding

peoplefor positions. It was a desperate period for higher

education in general. Action had to be taken

Dr. Merdinger

'I've completed my mission'
immediately which might have been gradual." An
example, he said, was the freezing of faculty salaries.

Dr. Merdinger refused to elaborate on his relationship
with the faculty, explaining that any comments "could
start things again. I should try to make as smooth a
turnover as possible." On student relations he remarked
ihatsomestudents were hostile, but "others were a
deliglii."

Explaining what influenced him to resign this month,
over a year after students and faculty first requested his

departure, the President commented "I knew I wasn't
going to spend the rest of my working days here. When
the College reached a stable ^te,' I would leave." Has
Washington reached that stability? "This period,"
Merdinger said, "should be viewed fiom the perspective
of history. There were positive things. They may have
happened because of me or in spite of me. This a

stronger school than it'was in June 1970. The question
to ask is. is-it in better shape? I think it is-lt'snogreat.

IcirtfinUeJdil P4^e* 2)'
*
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E Acting posts await approval of Board

Make-up of presidential search committee in doubt,
Although the faculty and the Student Government

Association have already pronounced their support for

the candidacies of Dr. Joseph McLain for Acting;

President and Dr. Nathan Smith for Acting Dean, final

approval of the two — which will be determined by the

Board of Visitors and Governors — remains at least one

week off.

Sunday, December 9, is the date currently set for an

emergency meeting of the trustees, at which time the

two nominations will be voted on. Early this week,
speculation on campus suggested that the Executive

Committee of the Bo2rd — which is empowered to act

between official meetings of the Board and which met
Wednesday afternoon -• would provide the approbation

to make Drs. Smith and McLain "s positions official. Mr.

Elias Nuttle, Board Chairman, explaining the

Committee's deferring of a decision, commented that "a

matter of this importance should be decided by the

whole Board."

The original nomination of Smith and McLain came in

the Dean Search Committee, chaired by Dr. Nancy
Tatum, on Monday afternoon. Because the situation was
unprecedented — both Dean and President spots would

be vacant - Board Chairman Nuttle opted to approach

the standing committee for nominations. Tuesday

afternoon the faculty considered the proposed names
and gave their assent by a vote of 41 to 14, with one

abstention. Throughout the day Tuesday, an effort was
led by some faculty members to defeat the nominations;

Dr. Smith then stipulated that he would accept the

^McLain, Smith: Possible interim administrators

From student to president
by Mary

Dr. Joseph McLain never imagined when he

graduated from Washington College (Class of '37) that

he would one day assume its presidency. As he puts it,

"When I graduated, 1 wanted to invent another nylon -

or a cancer cure. Tliose were the things I was interested

in. Those and marriage."

The possibility of becoming acting President is viewed

with trepidation; "There's so much to be done. 1 don't

Dr. Joseph McLoin

Ruth Yoe

know whether 1 can do it." Balancing the acting Dean's

hesitancy, however, is his enthusiasm for Washington
College. Dr. McLain envisions the coming period as one
of transition, "a chance for a new spirit to be generated.

Hopefully, the College will now surge."

Work must be continued on studies concerning the

growing rate of student attrition, advisory facilities,

alternatives of curriculums, and long-range planning.

Dean McLain stresses the importance of a new full-scale

fund-raising program. Hopefully, the continuation of
these investigations will give the College a better idea ot

the type of President it needs. He is convinced that the

school must try "to find a person we think would be
right for Washington College and then go get him, woo
him, instead of advertising for applicants.

The wooing process will probably take a year; Dr.

McLain admits, "Unless we're real lucky.. .and that's

what worries me. I want to get back to being a teacher

and a chemist again." He's adamant on this point, his

sincerity evident as he declares, "1 have no desire to be
the President - or to be the Dean - but we can't just

drift. I think that the whole College must get together

and drive ahead."

One fact which McLain views as most encouraging is

that Chairman of the Board Ehas Nuttle is making every
effort to include the whole College - students, faculty,

and alumni - in all processes of fiUing the now empty
presidency. In the meantime Dr. McLain says, "All 1 can
do is try ...and work really hard."

Deanship disinterests him
"To me. it's an absolute nuisance compared to the

nice office I've got here." So Dr. Nathan Smith,

presendy chairman of the History department and the

social sciences division and perhaps acting-Dean of the

College for the Spring '72 semester, evaluates the office

that the faculty and student body recommend he

assume.

What Dr. Smith finds most pleasing about the events

of this week (Chairman Nutlle's requesting the Dean
Search committee to provide a slate of interim officers

and the faculty and student votes on that slate) is that

"the machinery for decent consultation has been

revived." Hopefully this method of procedure will now
be confirmed and extended by the Board for the rest of

the presidential search.

While Dr. Smith is in favor of a transitition period -

which he sees as eliminating the proverbial problem of

the new man walking into a vacuum by providing instead

a working situation - he is not really interested in being

Dean. Enough of a poUtical observer to know that his

stated lack of interest might be considered a subtle

manuever for power, he explains his willingness to accept

the position, although conditional, as the natural

outcome of responsible criticism: anyone criticizing a

method of operation has an obligation, given the

opportunity, to attempt a remedy.

The conditions Dr. Smith set for his acceptance of

the Deanship arc wpport of the faculty, approval of the

Board to use people "formerly considered partisan,"

adequate teaching replacement, and finally, that the

appointment end by June of - at the latest - SeptrirrJb'ef.'

Dr. Smith is convinced that the machinery ot the
Dean search is functioning to the point where a Dean -
whom he ideally defines as "an independent person
working for Washington College and the Board," not an
extension of either die President or the faculty-can be
hired by that date.

As for the interim? "This is not a pompous school -
or at least it won't be for one semester."

position only if 75% of the voting faculty approi,

final vote, with the abstention counting on the;

side, just inched over that percentage.

Also facing the Board in the next month is
(t

for a determination on how to estabUsh a pje^

search committee. Proposals for its structure

,

presented to the Board at theirnext regularniK:

the second week of January. Mr. Nuttle explain

at the present time there is no indication on n

size and make-up of the committee will be, ih,

commented: "You can be assured that everyone

involved." Apparently, he was allaying any fea^r

Board would repeat its method of selecting p

Merdinger. In that case, students and faculi,

assured by the Board of participation in the ^

process, yet the Board went ahead and hu^

Merdinger without any student or faculty conju-

Nuttle emphasized that the committee wilir

to find a suitable replacement for Dr. Merdingei
not do it hastily. We will find the man we wani

after him till we gel him."

Cont'd

Peaceful words

from President

on resignation
(Continued from page 1)

tragedy that a president has stayed less than ilni

1 want to leave on a happy note." The Presidcn

was not embittered by the situation he laced.

has not been warped." He added though thai i

been a strain on his family, a strain he is
'1

over."

Merdinger answered "no comment" when aski

administrators will leave with him.

When questioned if he felt he was still the n

for the Job of President of Washington Cell

soon-to-be Ex-President replied tersely, "no cor

He added thougli that he was enough of an opii:.

do it again" even knowing the difficulties he wo:

From his experience, Merdinger proferred a sb

for what the ideal Washington College Presiden

be: he immediately cracked that it should be>

from Quantico, then added that "seriously"

someone with a scholariy credentials.

administrative experience, a broad viewpoint, ani

and health to withstand tlie buffeting he is sure

President Merdinger admitted that some pi;

proposals of his remain undone. "We have noit.

achieved a long range plan. It's vital." He is paii

disappointed with the College's study of the imp'

of various sized student bodies. "We don't f-

thisday what each of these sizes would mean w

have a start on this. But it hasn't been looU

thoroughly as it should."

The College must also face more "acaderr

searching" on the four course plan, he warned 1

raising, an area which in the last two years h:

heavily criticized, the College needs more to s

that "this is just a nice little College," he said. ".^^

have the beginnings. It's stiilinthe embryonic si<

association with other colleges Merdinger emf

that Washington has not gone far enough. The*

ofconsortions must be investigated, he said.

tended to be too self-contained."

For the future. Dr. Merdinger explain*'

Washington continues to have the potential fo'

development of excellence; it was that potential,'

which drew him here. "Whether we realize that p

depends on a number of factors in the next )'^-

still possible but independent colleges are still up

the barricades."

What will Dr. Merdinger's future relationship'''

College be? "I will do what I can to push theO

don't want to see this place go down the drain. 1

'

see it prosper, I've enjoyed ^t^here very much-''

ofmy life rmnotfoinfto er^sg." ^

,

,';"('.>';- -i .-I '. . -idf -
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Viewpoint

Palliatives can
Forum: letters

become solutions Unity for the times ahead
Three weeks ago, a member of the Middle

Status Reaccreditation team, remarking on the

campus unrest over the administration of Dr.

Charles Merdinger, offered a palliative to the

College community. From chaos can come
strength, he assured us. We no longer need
palliatives; the cause of the major amount of
friction has resigned as President. Dr. Merdinger
is leaving us.

The Elm, of course, is happy with the
turn-of-events. It is always unfortunate when
personalities are involved in such a bitter

struggle but Dr. Merdinger appears elated at

his future opportunities and we should be even
more so at the prospect of healing our wounds,
getting back on our feet.

Our attention must immediately turn to

finding two individuals with the capabilities of
leading this College out of its times of
turbulence, on to the 'pursuit of excellence'

about which we seem to be constantly talking.

Washington College must find men with a true

and unbending dedication to the concept of a

liberal arts and sciences education in a small,

private college.

Strength from chaos. Whether we make that

palliative a living reality depends on our actions

in the next few months. One cannot be so naive

to believe that all our troubles are over —
bitterness over the affairs of the last 2% years is

sure to remain for years to come. Our task now,
though, is to look ahead.

To the editor:

It was a little over a year ago when Washington
College had an all-campus meeting in Hynson Lounge to
discuss the low campus morale. The crisis seemed to be
one of leaderehip. A cry came from both students and
faculty alike for a change to more trustworthy
leadership. We needed a leader who could guide
Washington College on its pursuit of excellence, one who
would consciously recognize and defend the academic
and social rights of students, faculty, administrators,
alumni, and board members and who could command
the respect of everyone.

Well, now is our chance to find the man or woman
who can fulfill our leadership vacuum. Unfortunately,
we have come by our chance the hard way, and the next

few months will prove to be the most cnicial period of
the last three years of strife. The dissenters can now
demonstrate that they can improve WC's future
Washington College has the opportunity to unite as one
and show where its greatest strength lies - in its
dedication to education in the spirit of community.

1 hope the College can now unite to face the tasks
ahead. 1 have full conndcnce in the leadership displayed
by Board Chairman Ellas NutUe. The best leadership
evolves from a unified constituency, unified in spirit and
purpose.

Sincerely.

John Dimsdale,

president SGA

Talk about

rotten postal

service

WASHINGTON COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Charles Merdinjer
...look how
long it took FROM: College community

Merdinger
to get our
message

SUBJECT: Departure

We invite the pleasure of your resignation.
RSVP.
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Despite resignation

Dean search unaffected
After the sudden shift in the adminstration this week,

everything continues much the same in the continuing
search for a new Dean. Mr. Elias Nuttle. Chairman of the
Board, requested that the Dean Search Committee and
its chairman. Dr. Nancy latum, still meet and review the
resumes of potential candidates. The pace will not be
altered; the goal will not be changed.

The list of candidates is in the process of reduction
and by second semester, there should be a carefully

screened, small selection to choose ^om. Dr. Tatum
explained that she could not produce any names for
publication now. She did say, however, that the

Chronology

candidates lor the Deanship will be invited to the

campus in the Spring. This will enable both the school.
its faculty and administration, and the candidate to

assess each other. Or, Tatum explained that there will be
no repeal of Dr. Merdinger's selection of Dean Seager.

The President had actually selected Seager before
anyone else could offer comment.
When asked if there existed any possibility for the

Acting Dean, either Dr. Joseph McLain or Dr. Nate
Smith

, to become a permanent fixture in die

administration. Dr. Tatum replied that neither person

had asked that their names be placed in consideration

for the position.

Merdinger faced 2V2 years of pitfalls
From his stormy selection by the Board of Visitors

and Governors as the President of Washington College to

his announcement of resignation last week, the

administration of C. Merdinger has been pockmarked by
controversy and dissent on campus. Here, we provide a

brief chronology of the events leading to the President's

eventual resignation using story synopses from the past

ELMS.

Friday, February 6, 1970: In an editorial the ELM
charged at the Board's selection of Dr. Merdinger, done
without consulting students and faculty, "Severely

demoralized the college community as a whole.. ..the

President-elect has come into office unaware of the

campus atmosphere and aware both of our sense of
priorities and of our problems."
The SGA charged that it had been lead to believe that

students would be asked for their participation in

selecting the president.

Friday, February 13, 1970: Dr. Merdinger visited the
campus and students reacted ; one wrote of his

inipressions in the ELM: "The student body of
Washington College had numerous opportunity to meet
with the President-elect last week but the meetings did
uttle to convince students he will be an acceptable

"resident. Dr. Charles Merdinger disappointed, confused,
annoyed and disriiayed respective members of the
student body as they discovered him unwilling to reved
•"s opmions on 'the college and how it should 'be run.

The students and faculty are worried about what kind oi
man Dr. Merdinger is. So far the only answer is - the
Board's man."

Friday. March 6, 1970: The SGA asked for

resignation of Dr. Philip Wingate, then Chairman of the
Board of Visitors and Governors and a leader in the
move to hire Merdinger. The week previously the SGA
rejected a motion asking for resignation of Dr.
Merdinger.

February 12, 1971: Students met with the President
to discuss the $250 tuition increase enacted by the

Board.

October 8, 1971; Students met to discuss tactics for

reinstating College psychologist Dr. Martin Blatt who
was fired by the administration.

October 22. 1971: Reacting to the dismissal of Public

Relations Director, Charles Cockey for unclear and
contradictory reasons, over 400 students, faculty and
alumni met in Hynson Lounge to air their grievances.

Referring to the dismissal, one participant commented.
"If you rock the boat, you may be thrown out." In the

next week, over 500 signatures were placed on a petition

requesting the Board to investigate the campus confiict.

November 5, 1971: College faculty members learned

that President Merdinger's daughter was using an
exchange credit progran] (prgra^luate school, despite the

fact that the WasMilgton' contribution to the prograrn

was lacKing'^tT partitiffa/tion'riy Merdinger's daiighte'r

further assured that no faculty member would be able to

make use of the exchange credits. Confusion and
contradictory statements emenated from administrative

offices in explanation of the situation. The ELM
commented that the action "has only bred confusion and
mistrust among administrators, faculty, and students

resulting in a further parting of the ways between

administrators and faculty."

November 19, 1971: After hearing a student written

report highly critical of die administration the SGA
requested the resignation of the President Earlier in the

week, department chairmen made the same request. The
report questioned Merdinger's move to enlarge the

student body, his attitude of governance, his practices of
hiring and firing administrators, and his refusal and

inabQity to cope with criticism.

February 4, 1972: Finding both the administration

and the faculty at fault, the ad hoc committee of the

Board investigating the campus turmoil established aji

advisory, committee to counsel the President in decision

making.

April 28, 1972: A year-end assessment of the campus
attitude towards Dr. Merdinger revealed that both

faculty and students still refused to accept the

administration. In. an editorial, the ELM again requested

the President's resignation, "for the s^ke of" Washington

3
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Parking violators

face $10.00 fine
Effective as of Monday, December 4th, wheel-locks will be placed

on automobiles parlted anywhere on grass plots, in the fire lane

parallel to the Hill Dorms, behind Caroline House, and in the

driveway which leads into the Reid Hall parking lot.

The wheel-locks can be removed only by a key which must be

obtained at the Student Affairs Office and students charged with

this offense will have to pay $10 fine. Traffic cops Larry Fishel and

Gordon Lattu will also possess keys and can be reached to remove

the locks.

Between now and the end of the semester proctors will administer

a $50.00 fine to anyone who drives across the grass unnecessarily.

There is also the possiblity that violators will have their licenses

suspended by the Maryland State Police.

In Tawes lobby

Photos on exhibit

Affairs committee

backs student rep
The Student Affairs

Committee met Tuesday to

discuss whether or not the group
would support SGA President

John Dimsdale in his request for

a voting student representative

to actively participate in

the affairs of the Board of
Visitors and Governors.

Dean Kelly, speaking for

Dimsdale, suggested that

"students are more than a quiet

group you can ignore".

Considering the act passed by
Congress last year which states

that a college should have a

student representative as an

active voting member on its

Board with the backing of the

Student Affairs Committee,

John Dimsdale may be more
successful than last year when he

presents his proposal at the

Board executive meeting Friday

night.

Washington College will

mount an exhibit of

photographs by Jacob Riis and

Lewis Hine, pioneer
turn-of-the-century
photo-journalists, December 6 in

the Fine Arts Center.

The show will run until

December 20. Gallery hours will

be 2 to 5 p.m. on weekdays, and
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturdays.

The public is invited at no
charge to see the documentation
of life in New York City around

1890 to 1920 by the men who
perfected the technique of the

"photostory".

This exhibition of forty prints

was organized by The Baltimore
Museum of Art and is being
circulated in cooperation with
the Maryland Arts Council. The
campus showing was arranged by
the College committee on art

exhibits.

Jacob Riis was a Danish
immigrant who, beginning as a

College Heights Sub Shop

Open; Weeksdays - 10 a

Fri. -Sat. - lOajn.- 1!

Sun. -3 p.m. -9 p.m.

.m. - 10 p.m.

p.m.

Now serving pizz^

7 days a week.

and subs

Compliments

of

The Marylaid

Natioiol Baik

Chestertown 778-1600

Bennett's Mobil Service

Motor Tuning - Towing Service

Complete Car Care

College Heights - Phone 778-1296

The Coffeehouse

appearing Fri. Night

TROISE
featuring Al and Dale
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Free Beer from 8-1

pizzas, hot sandwiches, coke,

good company, and good music

Kent Plaza Barber Shop

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Coley Razor Cuts Charlie

Bill Hair Styling Ronnie

"We Cut Hair To Suit You"
Phone 778-4771

Christian Science

Margaret Walker,
experienced Christian
Scientist, will be available

to meet wrtii interested

students from 1-4 p.m. in

Queen Anne's Lounge.
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New York police reporter,

turned to photography to

describe the inhuman conditions

in which a large sector of the

population lived. His

photographs showing those

people and their living

conditions was publicized in

1890 in a book entitled How the

Other Half Lives.

Lewis Hine was a sociologist

who photographed the living and

working conditions of the

exploited working class, ranging

from Ellis Island to factories

using child labor, to the New
York tenements. Hia work was

instrumental in the achievement
of significant improvements

in

laws governing the working
conditions for women and
children.

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR
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WEAR

KENT PLAZA
Jeans by Tail Feathers for him
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inch cuffs.
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College faces huge deficit next year
Tuition, board to rise •200 to help cover it

by Kevin O'Keefe

Washington College faces a huge budge! deficit next
year and College financial officials have determined that

an increase in tuition and board and a sharp cutbaclt in

operating expenses will be necessary to keep the College
solvent.

According to Mr. Gene Hessey, College Business
Manager, tuition will be raised by SI 50 and Board by
S50, bringing the cost of tuition, room, and board to

S3300.

But even with that increase "we'll still have great

troubles." Mr. Hessey explains. The magnitude of the

problem is such that budget planners expect possibly

overaS300,000 deficit for next year. In the past few

years, threats of a serious debt have always been a

problem, but officials have managed to contain ihem.

Fears of what operating expenses would be reduced
caused a fiurry of speculation on campus Tuesday and
Wednesday. According to one rumor, an administiative

official had suggested increasing the student-faculty ratio

from I3;l to 14:1, a euphemistic term to eliminating

seven faculty positions. Other speculation suggested

reductions would come in the non-academic personnel

departments where vacancies caused by attrition would
not be refilled. The possibility of continuing the

College's highly successful summ - theatre program was
also placed in doubt.

The largest area of potential cutbacks though, is at the
academic department level. The Collt^ - budgej
committee has been reviewing the departments' requests
for next year and will probably ask all the departments
10 further reduce their projected budgets by at least

!0%.

A student on the Board?—

Mr. Hessey, explaining why the College suddenly faces
such a large operating deficit, pointed to the source of
College revenue as the troubling factor. 86% of
Washington's yearly revenues are derived directly from
student fees. "Fluctations in enrollment and off-campus
housing and boarding creates major problems," Mr.
Hessey says.

Trustees meet
to approve

interim post
Washington's Board of Visitors and Governors will

meet tomorrow in an emergency session to act on
recommendations for the positions of Acting President

and Acting Dean.

Last week, the faculty and the Student Government
Association gave their approval of the nominations of
Dr. Joseph McLain for the presidential post and Dr. Nate
Smith for the deanship.

According (o informed sources, the Board's decision
on filling the two posts tomorrow may not be just a
perfunctory set. Dr. Philip Wingate, former Chairman of
the Board, is supposedly challenging the nominations of
McLain and Smith and will supply two of his own to the
trustees. Mentioned as Dr. Wingate's choice for the
Acting President post is Dr. MUton Eisenhower, former
President of Johns Hopkins University and a member of
the Washington College Board.

Dimsdale labels discussion
with Board members a start

"It was a beginning." With those words SGA President

John Dimsdale summed up, in his estimation, the

Student Affairs Committee's meeting with the Student

Relations Committee for the Board over the issue of

adding student representation to the governing body.

"I'm more hopeful than I was before the meeting

because they were more responsive than I expected,"

John explained- "But well have to get a concrete

proposal covering all the bases, 1 have my doubts for it

happening this year, but I'm hoping it will come about."

The problem -- as John sees it -• is the Board's attitude

toward student participation. John says he stresses "the

right and piinciple" of having a student on the Board
not because it wUI sway the final votes on any issues, but

because "it's a psychological boost having the vote

behind everything you say. I realize," John adds

pragmatically, "that it's not going to make the Board
vote all of the sudden to abolish distributional

requirements, for example."

The Board, he says, still questions student's capability

to handle responsibility and right to have it. "For
instance, one Board member talked about the need for

an apprenticeship to be a Board member -- you have four

years as a student but your whole life as an alumnus. As
I see it, a student would contribute in a totally different

manner than an alumnus or a governor appointee would.

He would give a different viewpoint. A student should

be giving a different perspective than any of the others."

Apparently, the Board is also anxious about student's
sense of propriety on the delicate matters the trustees

must sometimes handle. To that charge, John responds
that students are already serving on committees - the

Admissions and Academic Standing Committee -where
such secrecy is necessary.

Dimsdale concludes that the "Board doesn't want

students to know", and explains that such an attitude

denies any equality between elements of the College

community.

. I .1 i j.. .
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The addition of 96 new housing units on campus also
accentuates the problem. According to regulations of
federal financing, with which the new domis are built,
the College must achieve 90% occupancy in all its domis
or be forced to pay more on its loan. With the increased
capacity "we just can't anticipate reaching 90%
occupancy in the dorms." explains Mr. Hessey. That
lack, along with increased operating expenses becasue of
the new structures, and debt service - partially
attributable to the new norms, fomis a large part of
Washington's fiscal woes.

The obvious altemative-niling the dorms' capacity
through increased enrollment — is apparently not viable.
Washington, like most other small, higli priced liberal
arts colleges, is having difficulty in attracting qualified
new students. Budget planners are currently working on
the assumption that 750 students will be enrolled next
year, approximately the same as this year. Mr. Hessey
voices the concern, though, that a paucity of freshmen
applications, which are currently behind by 50 from last
ye^r at this lime, may bring down the enrollment to

Mr. Gene Hessey
only 700, a development which would wreak further
havoc with the College budget.

Two other setbacks have also sent the College's fiscal

stability tumbling.

A S25,000 grant, which the College in the past has

been using to support faculty salaries, is depicted and
the College must come up with its own funds to replace

it.

Secondly, and more importantly, Maryland's state aid

to private higher education has been temporarily
suspended — annually Washington has received

approxunately $60,000 from that source. The state

funding was held-up pending a court ruling on the

constitutionality of public aidtoprivatecolieges.- If the

program, which is being contest by the American Civil

Liberties Union, is declared unlawful. Washington and
other private colleges in Maryland will have lost what
was potentially a rich source of funding.

Meetings, with the intent of paring the budget down
further, will continue this week and the Board of
Visitors and Governors is expected to give its appraisal

of the budget, tuition and board increases, and cutbacks
in College spending within the next month. The Board
faces a serious dilemma since it, last year, slated that it

would never again approve a deficit budget.
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An apology? Yes,

but a criticism too
g^ In this space, a full fledged

(« apology for last week's fake

Merdinger memorandum was

originally planned. Time and events

of this week, however, make that

incident seem less important. There

are other matters to consider. But

as editor of the Elm and the

Individual responsible for

authorizing the memorandum's
printing, I would seek to apologize

to the campus community as a

whole and to Dr. Merdinger for

what was obviously an affrontery. I

realize I did not engender

controversy; I evoked universal

condemnation. My sense of

propriety and timing were, from

retrospect, obviously off.

Now that apologies have been

made—and made in honest

sincerity— it unfortunately becomes
necessary to criticize again, this

time more justifiably, an action of

the Merdinger administration.

In an interview published last

week. Dr. Merdinger stated he was

leaving Washington College because,

among other things, it had "reached

a stable state." He certainly gave no

indications of dark days ahead. This

week, we learn that the College

faces a mammoth deficit for next

year which could have serious

repercussions for years to come. Dr.

Merdinger, as President, must have

known the seriousness of the

situation. Why did he describe

Washington College as a patient in

the prime of health? Unfortunately,

it all goes back to his refusal to deal

with students honestly and openly,

a fault which has been the hallmark

of his administration.

The intent of this comment is

not to "kick a man when he is

down" or to "rub salt in an open

wound." It's to let you know that

things aren't all rosy on campus,

that there are problems eminating

from Dr. Merdinger's
administration which simply cannot

be solved with a coating of pity for

Dr. Merdinger's sad affair with

Washington College.

The weeks ahead will require

delicate and ardous work from

everyone in this community.

Feckless emotionalism simply has

no place.

Edilor-in ChM Kwin O'Kml*
lanailni Editor Mary Ruth Vm
PuMtcatlom Mary Jan* Eavanun
Sporti Editor Bill Dunphy
Adv«rtlilng Bill Monk
BuilMH Manafar Jaan Cartat

Pbstofliaphcr -Al Lsmbart
Andy Youns. John OInudala

Cartoanbta Suaan Stilaa

Robin Qaynor
Staff Mary Malaal. CacHa Coddry.

OaeifaSlnr, Bewio Jehnien
Draw Larlilii. Dava Kiwntar

— Yearbook photo time ^

What's a senior to do?
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Sandy Casler has sold out. Just before

Thanksgiving recess, all seniors received a

dittoed sheet from PEGASUS concerning

senior pictures. Members of the class of
'73 desiring the traditional yearbook

portrait were asked to provide telephone

number, residence hall, major or activity,

and -- worst of all -- suggestions.

A rumor or a mystique had persisted

among some members of this year's

senior class. We had cherished the ideal

that somehow Sandy was going to play a

campus versin of candid camera, catching

all seniors in the act and relieving them of

the dread responsibility "suggestions"

implies.

The very word strikes terror in my
heart. I am, like many seniors, about to

make my very first appearance in Pegasus

pages. Having to conceive my own
entrance, the way I will periodically be

semi-remembered by classmates in the

next forty years, is a heavy responsibility.

Admittedly, it's harder for me than

some. To begin with, every girl strives for

innocent sexiness. But photographing me
in flowery little girl dress, holding a

kitten, or standing on a carousel just isn't

going to achieve that.

The old stand-by, girl with wind-blown

hair in field of wheat, can't even be

considered - without hearing Daddy
declaring, "$3000 a year to sit in a field

of wheat when you've got tobacco fields

at your front door." While I try to

explain the difference between wheat's

symbolic promise of harvest and

tobacco's incipitnt nicotine, he'll be

ruthlessly calculating, arriving at

"$12,000 so you can sit in some field."

And there goes my graduation gift, unless

it's a straw hat.

Furthermore, I'm not athletic/ daring

enough to pose atop the watertower, on
the Dunning ledge, or other forbidden

places. I can't think of any creative

sarcastic comment involving George'

statue: peering around his legs, finger

meaningfully extended, probably dates

from the Revolution.

When Sandy asks for "your major or

something that you do," my heart sinks

lower in my unphotogenic chest. Let's

face it. American Studies is not your

most picturesque major. There are no

live-action lab scenes, there are very few

live-action class scenes. That leaves

"something you do." Unfortunately, i

don't spend ail my time posing against

Chestertown's scenic backdrops. I spend a

large part of my time in the librar>', the

dinner lines, and the snackbar - none of

which are the way I'd like to be

remembered, going back for a second

helping of roast beef or reading my

horoscope from the communal morning

Sun.

And then the thought of "Suggestions'

returns. Originality? The Crucifixion has

already been done, the Resurrection

would require a lot of props and a
j

sunrise, and the Second Coming is kind of

hard to envision. The only religiously

inspired semi-appropriate portrait 1 can

imagine would probably be modeled on

some Renaissance "Anunciation of the

Virgin," and besides being obscure, the

idea would require an angel.

What's a senior to do? Pull out

the pearls, crucifix , or heart-shaped locket

fruTn high school days? Submit a fifth

grade snapshot on the Capitol steps? The

fake photos you were going to send to

True? It's easier to cling to the hope thai

Sandy will play Allen Funt. Smile.

Forum: letters

Reactions to Merdinger ^memorandum
To the Editor:

Last week the Elm printed an unfortunate fake

memorandum, allegedly written from the college

community. It was even more unfortunate that this

"memorandum" appeared under my letter to the editor.

The memorandum was not pari of my letter, nor do I

have any connection whatsoever with it.

I thought the memorandum was in extremely poor

taste, and not at all indicative of the overall reaction of

the campus to the recent administrative developments.

Sincerely.

John Dimsdale,

President, SGA

To the editor:

The last issue of the Elm which covered

President Merdinger's departure, has been duly

criticized on campus for tactlessness and

irrelevancy. Dr. Merdinger's resignation should have

provided him respite from the political

maneuverings of the Washington College

community. At this time a continuation of such

vengeful criticism contained in the Elm is simple

beyond any useful purposes.

The acerbic attack on Merdinger served those

people who wish to insulate Washington College

from meaningful change- By assaulting a specific

personality, they avoided a confrontation with

those omniscient men who appointed

Merdinger~the Board of Visitors and Governors.

There was a nominal reference made concerning

the manner of Merdinger's appointment, but this

criticism was restricted to the processes of

selection and did not impute the principles which

guided the selection. We must look beyond the

specific processes and people to understand the

causes of our discontent.

The campus situation during the past two years

seems to imply a conflict of educational

philosophies embodied in broader conflict of

social attitudes between board members, faculty

and students. In order to resolve this conflict we

must not be appeased by liaison committees or

student representatives. Any equality which we are

granted in final decisions can be futile exercises In

citizenship if we do not accept the responsibility of

evaluating the purposes and principles of the

board. The resignation of Dr. Merdinger cannot be

taken as a signal to close the discussion of the aims

of Washington College, but is the point at which

we can begin a thorough discussion of our future,

unfettered by personality politics.

I would hope that the future of the Washington

College community can be controlled by that

community; either by causing the policies to

change in accordance with our principles or at very

least being honest about the nature of Washington

College.

Sincerely,

Susan F. Burt

Can WC take

four more years

With Richard Nixon's stunning landslide victory over

George McGovem behind him and four more years in

front, it is always interesting to try and predict what.will

happen in the future. Although it may be interesting to

try and evaluate the future of our country and school, it

is by no means enjoyable when your finds turn optimism

into pessism. Many people seem to believe that Nixon

has done a good job the past four years and hope that

the same policies will prevail, but those at Washington

College concerned with our schools' future financial

condition do not also hold that optimistic view. In an

informal interview with Gener Hessey. financial director

of Washington College, I was not so surprised to find the

past four years of the Nixon administration devastating

to Washington College and many other schools across

the country, with the outlook lor the future as dim as

the past.

Smce Richard Nixon took office in 1968, much

needed federal funding to Washington College has been

evaporating. Mr. Hessey informed me that federal

assistance in construction of class rooms, laboratory and

general facilities have disappeared. Out-right governmenl

grants, which had been providing a good percentage of

construction is almost non-existent now. Monies

provided by the government for instructional equipment

have dried up. The federal library resources program,

which aided our meager library to an extent, has

progressed like this: when Nixon took office in I'""

Washington College received S5,000 per year for library

materials, but the second year of his administration the

funding was cut to$2,500 and now WC receives zero

dollars for library materials.

Mr. Hessey made it clear to me that its not only

Washington College that will suffer from four more yeaft

of Nixon but every other college and university large and

small. It is not the fact that positive legislation hasn't

been passed, when in fact it this that causes WC'sfinanciil

condition to slump lo all new lows, but the fact that no

positive reaction from the President has taken place. Mi

Hessey forsees no appreciable change in Nixon's views

within the next four years and if Mr. Nixon as Presideni

of the United States, does not carry out his step in the

legislative process in a positive manner, there appears i^

be no more financial suppoTt for WC on the horizon

Unfortunately this way may mean a decline in lii^

quality of education throughout the country.

Sincerely.

Urry f^^



SGAsays 'bleah!'

to moonshot party
Washington's Student Senate, in its regular Monday night meeting,

wrestled with and finally rejected a proposal to honor the nation's
last moonshot of the century with the celebration of a party in the
Coffeehouse. The rejected festivities would have been held in

conjunction with the launch-off last Wednesday.

Though no records are kept on the subject, the Senate's rejection,
according to Vice-President Betsy Murray, is probably the first time
the idea of a free party with free beer has been rejected by the
Washington SGA. Asked what caused the senators' change of heart,
Betsy commented: "Maybe we have a dry contingent here. ..I really
think that everybody is worried about exams and they don't want
the temptation." Anyway, the Senate did fmd it if its heart to
appropriate over $200 for two free Christmas parties in the next
week.

Celebrating yule season

Concerts, parties on tap
Campus Christmas activities

begin off-campus this Friday as

the Washington Collegechorus and
chorale presents a gala Christmas
concert under the direction of
John M. Klaus December 8 at

8:30, in the First Methodist
Church in downtown
Chestcrtown.

An orchestra composed of
music students from the College
and the University of Delaware,
College faculty members and
community residents will

accompany the chorus in the

second half of the program. The
organist will be Mrs. Kathleen
Klaus.

College to regulate storage

Following the concert, the
first of the campus open-house
parties will be held in the newly
revitalized Somerset basement.
Rumor has it that the party will

feature a new pool and ping
pong tables and a color TV - as

well as more seasonal means of
cheer.

Saturday night, 9 to 1 a.m. is

the annual Zeta Tau Alpha
Dance. A benefit for Angel's

haven, the affair held a Worton
Roller Rink is $4.00 per couple.

The 40 members of the

Chorus will take part in another
semi-traditional activity,
Monday evening's 5 p.m. lighting

of the campus Christmas tree

with sing-along carolling on the

Miller Librar,' plaza.

The next night is the

traditional Reid Hall party. The
open-house begins at 9 p.m.

Thursday of the same week is

the Writer's Union's Foreign
Language Poetry Reading.
Faculty and student members
will read verse while the Hynson
Lounge audience apprecJatviely

sips egg-nog.

Another egg-nog party will

as in the past - be sponsored by
Kent Hall. The date of that

open-house is undecided, but
soon.

Don Kellv
Chevrolet-Buick-Opei

Rt. 213

Chastertown, M"d.

"OK" USED CARS
Service Od AU Maka

The Student Affairs Office is

initiating a new policy on
storage of student possessions in

College dormitories. According

to Dean of Men Barry McArdle,
problems of security have arisen

out of the present situation

where uninsured student-owned

articles are left sitting in

dormitory basements.

Students will now be required

to tag any possessions they place

in storage and will assessed a

small fee to defray the cost of
providing insurance protection.

Storage areas will be kept

secure.

In order to implement the

new plan, materials presently

placed in dorm storage areas

must be tagged by the owner
prior to the Christmas vacation.

Tags are available from proctors

and residence assistants. All

unmarked materials will be
disposed of during vacation.

Mens and Womens Shoes
Converse Top - Sider

Boston/ans

Paul's Shoe Store

Bonntlt't Mobil Sirvio*

Motor Tuning - Towing Service

Complete Car Care

College Heights - Phone 778-1296

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open; Weeksdays - 10 a.m.- 10 p.m.

FrL-Sat. - 10 a.m.- 11 p.m.

Sun. - 3 p.m. -9 pjn.

Now serving pizzas and subs

7 days a week.
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14 Shopping

Days Leff

to Chrlsfmas

Fill Santa's Bag With Gifts

From Leggett Whether

For Morn Or Dad, Brother

Or Sister, Boyfriend Or

Girlfriend, Leggett Has The

Item To Please Anyone.

We Are Santas Helpers And We Will Be On

The Job Every Day Until 9:00 PM Until

Christmas. No Excuse For Not

Being Able To Shop Santa's Helpers Are 4
"Wishing You Cool Yufe

And'^ Frantic First."

Kenf Plaza Shopping Center-Chestertown, Maryland



On sports

Facts of life
by Bill Dunphy Sports Editor

There has been some criticism leveled at this page

recently concerning the lack of coverage of certain areas of

sports interest on campus. In addition, some individuals

have asked why I run so many advertisements on my page

most of the time instead of covering, say, intramurals more
thoroughly. This is an attempt to answer some of those

critics.

Sports information director Hurtt Deringer has an

interesting theory about the relative importance of sports

to the modem college student. He contends that the day is

past when college athletics were absolutely vital to the

college community. The new, "aware" student is more
interested In enviromental pollution and national and

campus politics; this relegates sports (and. by extension, the

sports page) to a position of relative unimportance in the

campus hierarchy of events. The sports editor must
recognize this fact of life when approaching sports

coverage, unless his editor-in-chief is Geoff Anderson. But
everyone working for the current regime knowns that that

name and responsible college journalism are not to be

mentioned in the same breath; MEA CULPA.
Having established the relative importance of the sports

page in the Age of Aquarius, the sports editor must face up
to another fact of journalistic life. Money is needed to run a

newspaper and adverliseis pay money to have their ads

placed in the publication. The ads have to be in the paper

somewhere; you can't put them on the front page and
heaven forbid if they must appear on the editorial page. In

the standard issue, this leaves the features page and the

sports page to carry the freight. Now the feature page is a

vital, aware page. In the past, it has contained articles on
such topics as the ecological state of the Chester River and
lists of creative arts contest winners. By process of

elimination, we are left with the sports page to carry ads.

The sports editor must realize that his page merits no
special consideration just because the logo says "SPORTS".
In fact, the regime has done away with the logo because it

made the page too distinctive. No other page has such a

distinction, just as no other page has its own editor. That's

the way things should be in a democracy. The lone

exception to this rule is the editorial page; but the reasons

for the exception are self-evident and the democracy
metaphor remains valid.

These are the facts of life: ads must be run and the

sports page, being the least socially significant of pages, is

the place to put them. That is the implied opinion of those

who know and it is far from my amateur newspaperman
station in life to dispute tiiat opinion. If there are others

who stilt adamantly oppose this point of view, I ask them
to compate the sports pages of the New York TIMES and
the DAILY NEWS and then compare the editorial quality

of those papers. The dicotomy is the UOD EAIT
DEMONSTRADUM of the argument.

It is fortunate perhaps that Harry Russell died when he
did. Although there were those who didn't like him, none
could deny his love of athletics, spanning as it did fifty

years as a player, coach and head of the Athletic Council at

Washington College. He believed that sports were
important. He was one, of the last of the O ld Guard. ^___
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Harry Russell, at left above,

was active as a player, coach and
head of the Athletic Council at

Washington College for fifty

yeai>. H^ ,s piciurea sitting next Russell's coach and long-time
to Ron Sisk, a fomer head frfend, at a basketball game b.
basketball coach at the College, 1959 '

and the late J. Thomas Kibler,

Russell: character and legend
by Christ Ahalt

Harry Russell, chairman of

the Athletic Council at

Washington College, died last

Friday at age 70. His death

marks the passing of one of

Washington College's strongest

supporters, particulariy of the

athletic program with which he

was associated for over 50 years.

In 1948, Mr. RusseL was named
to head the newly formed
Athletic Council, and served in

that capacity as the first and
only chairman until his death

last week. He was also a strong

and outspoken member of the

College Board of Visitors and
Governors from 1946 until his

death. He was a contemporary,
life-long friend and close

associate of the late Coach Tom
Kibler, and in his own right was
an important part of the long

tradition at Washington College.

Harry Russell was bom in

Chestertown in 1902. He came
to Washington College in 1921,
and graduated in 1926. During
his stay here, he was a substitute

on the great basketball teams of
the early -mid twenties known as

"The Flying PenUgon." The
feats of those teams have
become legendary as they
competed on a level with the
college powers of the time, and
had at least one undefeated
season. He also played football

and baseball, and although he
apparently wasn't the greatest

athlete in the worid, he was a
keen competitor and certainly
loved sports.

Following his graduation in

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold
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I
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and Greenhouses
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1926, he went to work for his

father's local newspaper, the

ENTERPRISE, as editor and

sports editor, the beginning of a

life-long career in journalism. He
was reputedly a very fine sports

writer. He was active in the

Washington College Athletic

Association, at that time the

governing body of the college

athletic program, and in the

1930's returned as an assistant

football coach under his former
coach, Tom Kibler. The
highlight of these coaching yeare

was the undefeated team of

1934. which featured the

fuUbacking of Bill "Swish"
Nicholson, later a major league

baseball star with the Chicago
Cubs in the 1940's.

During World War H, Russell

was editor of the AIR FORCE
MAGAZINE' In 1946, he was
elected to Che Board of Visitors

and Governors of Washington
College, and in the late '40's

became editor of the KENT
COUNTY NEWS, a position he
held until his death. In response
to a severe financial crisis. The
Athletic Council was formed in

1948, replacing the WCAA, and
jMr. Rasseil became its chairman.
His leadership was instrumental

in leading the athletic program
out of crisis into the period of

stability it enjoys today, and he
remained a strong supporter of

the program. Today the Council
is an advisory body with final

say over appointments,
schedules, budget and awards.

To those deeply involved

with Washington College, Harry
Russell was a character and a

legend here. There are many
stories told about him, and he
was a great storyteller in his own
right. He was a gruff, outspoken
man who called things as he saw
thetn. He wasn't always right,

but people always knew where
they stood with him. He was a

tireless worker and outside of bis

family devoted all of his time to

his three loves: Washington
College, the newspapers he
worked on, and the country club
and golf course which he
managed. It was the strain of all

this activity coupled with a heart

condition and asthma which
probably brought about his

death. One of his last and most
favored projects was the

renovation of Kibler Field with
its planned memorial to Coach
Kibler. As part of the same long

and rich tradition of Washington
College athletics, Harry Russell

perhaps deserves a place in that

-memoria^.i1e'wtl^ be missed.

EyroMed

may oiler RX via

overseas traliiiny

Far the session starting Fall, 1 973.

the European Medical Students

Placement Service, Inc. will assist

qualified American students in

gaining admission to recognized

overseas medical schools.

And that's just the beginning.

Since the language barrie' conslitul«s

the preponderate dilliculty in succeed-

ing a( a foreign school, the Eu'omed

program also includes an intensive

S-I2 Meek medical and conversational

language course, mandatory for ah

students. Five hours daily, the coufSE

IS given in the country where the stu-

dent will attend medical school.

In addition, the European Medical

Students Placement Service provides

students with an 8-12 week intensive

cultural orientation course, with Amer-

ican students now studying medicine

in tttal particular country serving as

counselors.

Senior or graduate studer)ls currently

enrolled in an American university are

eligible to participate rn the Euromed

program.

Group interviews

& seminars

For application andfurther
information, phone toll free,

(800) 645-1234

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Tues., Dec. 12

Holiday Inn at 7 P.M.

8120 Wisconsin Avenue

Bethesda, Maryland

See Mr. Ronald Ellman
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EUROPEAN MEDICAL
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3 McKlnley Avenue,

Albertson, N.V. IISO?,
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Board names McLain Interim- President
Decision on Deanship, however^ to come in January

by Kevin O'Keefe

Washington's Board of Visitors and Governors, after

deliberating for nearly two and a half hours last

Saturday, reached an agreement on the candidate to fill

the interim-presidency and announced that Acting-Dean

Joseph McLain. the recommended choice of the faculty

and the SGA, would take up the position February 1st.

the day Dr. Charles Merdinger leaves office.

The board reached the decision in an executive session

from which non-voting members and observers including

reporters, were banned. Before the executive session,

however, Mr. Ellas Nuttie, Board chairman, revealed

that Dr. Milton Eisenhower, former President of Johns

Hopkins University and a member of the Washington

Board of Visitors and Governors, was also considered by

some Board members for the post. Dr. Eisenhower,

citing his activities in a national investigating

commission, his work on writing a book, and continuing

interests at Hopkins, asked to be withdrawn from

consideration.

Mr. Nuttie termed the Board's choice of Dr. McLain

"a vote of confidence" in his abilities. Dr. McLain,

responding to his selection,lhanked the Board and told

them "I want to be the first to scratch any rumors about

me seeking the presidency permanently." He said his

interests were in chemistry and asked for assurances

that, when his role as an administrator is ended, he will

be able to return to the Chemistry department as

chairman.

Dr. McLain, before the vote, had informed the Board

of other conditions he considered a prerequisite before

he would accept the post. They included: the

enthusiastic support of the Board, additional personnel

help in the Chemistry department to make up for his

absence, and assurances of the post's temporary status.

Mr. Nuttie stressed the fact that McLain's position is

simply one between presidents, insisting that Dr.

McLain's title will be Interim-President. McLain,
however, will, in the words of one Board member, "be

President in every sense of the word."

The appointment of an Acting-Dean to fill Dr.

McLain's present role, originally anticipated to be

determined last Saturday, will now be considered by the

trustees at their January 13 meeting. Dr. Nathan Smith,

History Department Chairman, has received the backing

of both the faculty and the SGA. Chairman Nuttie

explained why the appointment of a Dean was not

considered at the meeting: "The normal way to fill the

position is for the President to seek a dean and then

come to the Board with his recommendation."

Accordingly, Dr. McLain will probably come to the

Board with his recommendation for the Acting-deanship.

which may be Dr. Smith, at the Board's meeting in early

January. If a decision is made by the trustees at that

time, there would be no administrative vacancies

February 1 when Dr. McLain shifts from Dean to

President. The Board's selection of a Dean, however,

may take as long as it did to get an interim-president.

According to authoritative reports, some Board members

are opposed to Dr. Smith for the deanship.

M ^
.

McLain asks College

*^get together

as a family'
"I think what we have got to do is get together as a

family, one voice speaking." That is the refiection of a

former Chemistry department chairman, turned

Acting-Dean, turned Interim-President on what the

College must accomplish in the next few months while

searching for some one to fill the presidential post.

Dr. Joseph McLain continues bluntly, yel still seeking

conciliation: "I would like to issue a call to students,

faculty, alumni, and Board members - stop belly aching

and let's get back on the track."

For Dr. McLain personally, that seems to mean

finding financial resources to boost the College's

troubled fiscal picture. "A President has got to work to

get money," he explains. McLain expressed those same

sentiments to the Board when they appointed him last

Saturday. "I think Washington College can not only

survive, we can Hourish," he said, explaining that as

Interim-President he will "search down every valley, turn

over every stone" to find support for the College.

Dr. McLain adds that it is necessary to sell what

Washington College has lo offer. "The Washington

Colleges of this country play a vital and necessary role in

the scheme of higher education." McLain refiecled that

at a commencement exercise one time al the University

of Maryland, instead of seeing individuals receiving their

diplomas, he saw a repugnant vision of "hoi dogs coming

out of a machine with a cap and a gown and a roll of

paper in Ihcir hands."

"in my heart," McLain says. "I'm convinced there are

people who feel like I do. If we can find those people,

then we can get that support and move ahead." Fund

raising.he says, has "got to be revitalized."

(Continued on Page 4)



I Assumptions add up to a balanced budget
Board budget committee to review situation Monday

2j Washington's Budget Advisory Committee, which last

a> week announced the prospects for a severe deficit for

|5 the College next year, will present a balanced budget-

ed full of contingencies and assumptions, but still balanced

g, ~ to its corresponding Board of Visitors and Governor's

£ committee Monday.

The budget plan to be presented to the Board Budget

Advisory Committee requires four main conditions for it

to balance: Washington College must enroll at least 750

students next year (about the same as this year) and 690

of those students must room and board on campus, a

figure higher than at present. Tuition and board must be

increased by S200. The Maryland state program of aid to

private higlier education must be cleared by the courts;

Washington is eligible for approximately S60,000 from

that source. And finally, faculty salaries cannot be

increased.

Appparently, not all the assumptions the fiscal

planner are making may come true. The College is still

running behind last year's total of applicants for

September admission. Mr. Bud Andrews, Admissions

Director, told the Elm this week that he preferred not to

make any prediction about the seriousness of the

problem or the size of next year's freshmen class until

after the Christmas vacation, a time, he says, when many

high school seniors fill out their College applications.

Also the figure of 690 students rooming and boarding

on campus means the dorms would be operating at 90%
capacity, a figure the College is not achieveing now, A
number of dorms, especially Minta Martin and Somerset

House, are being utilized well below their capacity. If it

becomes necessary to reach the 90% occupancy mark,

the College would be forced to prohibit any further

number of students from dropping their room and board

plans.

Dean Maureen Kelley explained that with the addition

of the three new dormitories, which she says exacerbates

the problem of a glut of housing at this time, there are

nearly 750 beds available on campus. Adding that the

College cannot afford to start losing money on its

housing, Kelley commented "We're going to have to

make some kind of policy and let students know how we

stand." if that means prohibiting off-campus living for

any additional students, Kelley offered that "faculty and

administrators were asked to tighten the belt, students

will have to do the same thing if we have to make

changes in our off-campus housing for a year. It's for the

good of the College."

in an effort to further trim the budget beyond the

stage already mentioned, academic department chairmen

met this week with the Budget committee and were

asked, as one participant ; said, "to cut anywhere that

thfiv thoueht possible." The chairmen have been meeting

Academic dissatisfaction labeled

as cause of attrition problems
The Student Affairs committee's study on why

students leave the College, though still unfinished, has

pKJgressed to the point where academic dissatisfaction

has been pinpointed as the probable cause for a large

amount of attrition. Administration officials first took a

look at the situation, at the insistence of Dr. Joseph

McLain, this year, although the rate of attrition has

annually hovered between 15 and 20%.

Dean Maureen Kelly explained that of the response of

students who left after last semester, the reasons given

for leaving, some contradictory, included the

inav ailability of a desired major, dissatisfaction with

distributional requirements, a faultyadvisingsystem, and

a too diversified program lacking suHicient

requirements. "They didn't find here academically what

they wanted," Kelley said. The determination, so far, is

based on 34 responses out of 75 questionnaires sent out.

The committee intends to wait until the end of the

semester for more replies -and then will conclude

that portion of the study.

Along with the student surveys, the investigating

group intends to collect statistics on the students who

withdrew. Facts on their Scholastic Aptitude Test

scores, rank in high school, grade point averages at

Washington, and probable majors will all be compiled

and investigated for possible trends. The committee's

final research project will be to contact roommates and

friends of the students to obtain any further insights

into the problem.

Kelley remarked that the investigation is now tied up

with the proposed study of the College's advising

system. Explaining that attrition and advising are

overlapping problems, she said that the Student Affairs

Committee will probably draw up a Whi te Paper

oudining "philosophical changes in regard to the

academic program."
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with Hessey this week to give their recommendations.

The final budget that is worked out wUl have to face

the whole Board for approval. Normally, that action

takes place in January, but with the shift in Presidential

administrators, the budget, with its recommendations,

may be presented to the Board in its March meeting by
Interim-President Joseph McLain. The Board, which has

gone on record that it will not approve any deficit

budgets, has the option to accept the Budget

committee's recommendations t^or cuts in the budget or

it may initiate some action of its own. The S200 increase

in tuition and board must be approved by the trustees.

But as John Dimsdale, SGA President and a member of

the Budget Advisory Committee warned, the Board
could, if they decided, raise tuition even more, raising

the percentage of student contribution to annual College

resources from the projected 86.8% to wellover 90%.

Board starts search

group's development

With tlie selection of a new President looming as the

major College activity of second semester, guidelines are

currendy being drawn up for the committee which will

select the new President.

At its meeting last Saturday, the Board appointed a

committee, composed of four Board members and Board

representatives John Dimsdale and Dr. Nicholas Newlin,

to create a search committee to find an individual for

the presidential post. Recommendations for the

structure of the selection group will be approved by the

Board in its January 13 meeting.

Currently being considered (and the plan rated as

having the best chances of passage) is the Princeton Plan,

used at that university in their last effort at finding a

presidential replacement. The structure Involves a

mmiber of independent committees -- one each for

students, faculty, alumni, and Board members and

administrators -- which will independently nominate a

consider candidates. Nominations which pass each group

will be passed on to the others for consideration until a

select number of individuals is obtained. The Board

committee; will retain the power to make the final

decision however, and nominations within its group may

not necessarily be passed on to student, faculty, and

alumni.

Although the structuring committee will meet again

January 7, John Dimsdale reflected that the concept had

met with general acceptance among the six participants.

[f the Princeton Plan is adopted for Washington

College, each constituency will probably be allowed to

choose its representatives. Faculty, possibly, would elect

members according to academic divisions, as was done at

Princeton. Dimsdale suggested that students'

representatives might be chosen by the Student

Government Association through an open nominations

process.
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Counselor vacancy

•eplacement found
* by Lin Brettschneider

Following the resignation ot Dr. Inman, rormer

ounseling psychologist at Washington College, no

,
mediate replacement was found to fill the position.

Recently though, the Student Affairs Committee and an

advisory group to the President recommended the hiring

af another counselor, preferably male, to supplement

[he present staff.

The man selected is Mr. Bruce Hutchinson. Mr.

Hutchinson holds a B.S. in Television Communication

from American University, an M.S. in Psychology from

Sianford University, a Ph.D. in Counselling from the

University of Maryland, and is experienced in both

educational and chUd psychology. Having worked as a

:linica] psychologist at Rosewood Hospital and as an

idividual and family therapist and counselor for five

years at the Eastern Shore State Hospital, as well as the

Kent County Health Center, he is also presently acting as

drug therapist for Talbot County.

Mr. Hutchinson came highly recommended by the

chief psychologist and chief psychiatrist at the Eastern

Sliore State Hospital and by the Maryland Eastern Shore

Mental Health Director.

Dean McArdle evaluates our new psychologist as "a

:apable person, good for Washington College, an exciting

person to have on campus," and adds that Mr.

Hutchinson views counselling as "not just something

that is conducted in the quiet, basement rooms of Smith

Hall", but hopes to make his services available in areas

ihroughout the school.

Mr. Hutchinson will be working at the WC counselling

center one day a week.

Bills must be paid

Spring registration Jan. 21 1

For second semester classes a student "will not be A student will not be put on the class lists until all his
officially registered for his courses unless all of his accounts are balanced, although, technically, the final
unpaid fees have been resolved by January 21." That is date of payment is the 21st.
the word from Mr. Gene Hessey, Business Manager.

In a letter sent home to parents, Mr. Hessey has made
it clear that in addition to the payment of the normal

tuition and board fees, a student will not be on the class

lists unless he has taken care of such non-Business accounts

as library fines and bookstore bills.

Registration for the Spring semester will take place on
January 21 , in the Business Office and Registrar's Office

from 1:00 P.M. until 5:00 P.M. Mr. Hessey
recommended that each student make every effort to

return from his vacation by that time-however, there

will be a late registration on Monday morning. The
registration will occur at two levels. Each student will

first have his accounts record checked by Mr. Hessey,

and should everything be in order, be issued a permit to

"register clearance for presentation to the Re^strar's

Office." Then with this permit, the student will be

allowed to have his ID card validated for the second

semester.

D & D Honda's on-campus representative is

Jan Biro

Reid Hall Room 316 778-9742

Santa Claus Anonymous

Contribute to a

child's Christmas
by CecJIe Cordrev

Tear off the "No Soliciting" signs from your
doorways. Monday through Friday of this week your
SGA representatives wUI be knocking on doors,

extending the collection cup.

They represent Santa Claus Anonymous, an
on-campus group headed by Tony Lily. The group plans

to buy presents for third grade and under Chestertown
children, indiscriminate of need. The purpose is to add a

little brightness to the Christmas of each child-

Tony hopes to collect at least $1.00 from each WC
student, raising S750-$1000. To fatten the kitty, the

SGA threw in S200.

Inquires were directed to Drug Fair's national

headquarters concerning discounts on toys. The
President informed the local outlet that a 20% discount

will be granted on toys for the drive.
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Viewpoint

Interim- President deserves our support
Washington College has a new President - an

interim president anyway. That adjective before

the noun seems to mean a lot to a lot of people.

The Board of Visitors and Governors was

insistent on the title; temporary or acting

president would not do. Others, including some
faculty members, view tfie title suspiciously --

'just how long will the interim last? - they ask.

Obviously some suspect that Dr. McLain is

interested in the Presidential post of Washington

College as a permanent position, and others (the

Board) are anxious to stop that rumor. Dr.

McLain, in accepting the post, insisted that his

term be short-lived. The Board accepted and

believed his statement. The best way to dispell

all the rumors, of course, will be for the Board

to initiate the Presidential search as quickly as is

possible.

From this perspective, it seems that

Washington College's search for a man of

Presidential caliber must really extend beyond

the confines of this campus. The past two years

have been fractious times -- it is doubtful that

anyone from within the community, no matter

how noble, lacks an enemy or enemies. It is

doubtful that anyone from within could totally

heal the wounds from which we suffer.

This does not mean, however, that because
Dr. McLaln's post is only an interim one, he
should have no power. Washington College faces
a c>"isis situation in finances. Dr. McLain must be
allowed authority and given support to deal with
the problem. Dr. McLain is a more than capable
man; he has our encouragement, our trust.

The Elm echoes his call for Washington
College to come together, to speak in one voice,

to be a family of students, faculty,

administrators, and alumni again.

The 'Kingpin Proerasttnator Award' to the

prosecutors of the SGA student court who were
going to punish the Somerset basement vandals.

It's been three months; your Honor, look out for

the vigilantes.

Our own dubious
achievment awards

The 'SGA Vice-
Presidential Quotable Quote

Award' to Betsy Murray for

such memorable zingers as:

"My God, all you ever do is

talk. Act!" or "Maybe we
have a dry contingent here"

or our favorite, "I may very

well wind up to be the most

hated person on campus."

The 'I Came to College
For An Education Award' to
the dumb klutz who tried

to stuff the Elm ballot box
in the presidential election

and folded all 20 ballots

into one giant wad. (P.S. -

He voted for the winner at

least.)

The 'You're Ahead Of Your Time Award' to

everyone involved in building three spanking
new dorms which we really don't need, really

don't have enough students for, and really can't

afford. We love 'em, but get rid of Somerset.

The 'Bureaucracy In Action Award' to the
Registrar's Office for announcing one week that
a five dollar fine would be charged for course
changes and turning around the next week and

_ saying 'only kidding.'

What was that again? A new

President, a new Dean, and $300,000

to cover a deficit?

The 'How Did That Get In There? Award' to

the Washington Elm for printing the Merdinger

Memorandum.

The 'With Friends Like

You, Who Needs Enemies?
Award' to Professor Minor
Crager, whose letter of

support for an
administration that wanted
quiet, very nearly brought

on a din of dissension.

Clarke, James ' opera may debut in March
by Maty Ruth Yoe

The sound of ofiginal music by Gary Clarke, with
brics by Norman James, may be heard a! Washington
College this March. Last Spring the Music and English
professors set out to try a comic opera. Inspired by the
lack of inspiration present in Virgil Thomson's LORD
BYRON and by the fact that "1 wanted to write an
opera," Mr. Clarke tracked down a one-act play he
remembered from high school days, and Dr. James
transformed it into a libretto.
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"Westchester Limited" is a chamber opera, with only

four characteis and a chamber orchestra. The small cast

and orchestra are special assets when considering a trial

production. Mr. Clarke calculates that producing the

semi-social commentary on the 1920"s wiJl cost S3000.
So far, three pledges of $500 has been made. If enough
money is raised from such groups as the Wye Institute

and the Maryland Art Council, the opera will go on and
all proceeds from performances wUl go to the school's

scholarship fund.

If the Washington College production falls through,

"Westchester Limited" will still have a chance. The New
Haven (Connecticut) Opera Society has expressed an

interest in the story of a thief who breaks into a home in

a wealthy suburb, only lo be appalled by the vulgarity

and phoniness of its nouveau riche occupants'

McLain 's call for College

possessions. Mr. Clarke also sees the cast size of the work
as very practical for production by opera workshops and
such.

Although "I had written an opera back when I was

twelve," Gary Clarke confesses, "This is only my second

one." Still he was able to compose the score in fourteen

days (some of them spent in the West indies) this

summer. Orchestration, a much longer process, "has

taken most of the fall."

At the moment, three of the four roles will be played

by professionals junior Karl Starks is presently slated

for the remaining part. Now that the enjoyment of

composition is over, the process of production remains.

There's still Mr. Clarke emphasizes, "an immense

amount of work" required.

'get back on the track
(Continued from page 1)

The soon-to-be Interim-President sees three immediate

concerns for the College to consider: the student

attrition problem, curriculum reform, and faculty

evaluations. On the first concern, McLain emphasized

"that we must 'find out what the problems are some

come to Washington College and love it, find it

rewarding. Others are unhappy - is it something we are

doing or not doing? On curriculum reform, some
answers, he says, will come from the attrition study.

The final area to be investigated, faculty evaluations, will

probably show "we're not doing a good enough job of

advising."

Dean McLain alludes to ihe Middle States Association

evaluation of Washington lo justify his hopes for the

College's "pursuit of excellence." The evaluators

constantly used the words 'impressed' and 'impressive' in

reference to the College, but they also delivered some

terms - "treading water, not realizing potential" -- thai

Washington College "cannot afford to ignore. ..no malic

how euphemistically couched." The question for now,

McLain concludes is "Why aren't we realizing thai

potential and how can we?" "i



Riisj, Miners photography exhibit

projects 19th century America,

city life in 'poignant^ show
by Kim Stierstorfer

A slum hangs from the face of a child. His old man
eyes carry the squalor and peeling walls of his

environment with him. He does not wait for hope, for

Changs. This spiritual and physical deprivation assaults

us, in the seventy year old photographs of Jacob Riis

and Lewis Hine.

Both photographers depicted the inhuman living and
working conditions of the New York tenement dweller

and immigrant at the turn of the century. They etched
the faces of the shoemaker, the blind beggar, and the

Italian mother onto the unrelenting walls and streets of
New York. Haunting worn faces question America, the

concrete vulture. Both Riis and Hine achieve almost too
effective statements in displaying the film horrors of
constant poverty, hopelessness and savage exploitation.
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Boy Drinking Milk

Even though both artists approached their subject

with the common ambition of presenting personal

portraits of unyielding poverty, their photographic

techniques and styles are very different. Riis'

photographs are brown and white; his message and
subjects are transparently morose. The trials, tribulations

and malaises of slum living are presented; Potter's Held,

with its coffin seeds in common graves, the sweatshops

where men loom above a bruised boy as he works, and a

narrow cramped room where an old woman hooks a rug,

under a cracked mirror.

Even the fUthy, harsh realities of opium and alcohol

escapes are thrown in our faces. Riis' portraits are too

solemn; they are humorless, without relief from their

intensity. This fault is also the greatest strength of his

photographs. When immigrant school children, with

blurred faces and ragged clothes are pledging the

American flag (after a vote by the students to

demonstrate the workings of democracy), Riis is at his

ironic best. Riis is sympathetic; he has compassion, but,

he is too direct. He very effectively rams these slum

truths down our throats. However, there is none of the

delicious subtiities that appear in Bine's work.

In shifting to die Lewis Hine photographs, the

contrast in photographic techniques strikes the viewer.

His photographs are black and white and his focus

appear too lucid, too detailed and explicatory. Hine,

too, documents the life of the tenement dweller, his city

etched on his face. However, subtle and delightful

differences become apparent. Hine's children smile; they

have remained innocent and wistful. Their environment

does not crush them, but, makes them shine, as

contrasting beacons of light. The people are warm,
integral, parts of Hine's New York. Their faces are as

much a part of the city as the cobblestones, while Riis'

subjects are alienated, blurred, destroyed by the

uncomprehendable city.

This difference is most obvious in the comparison of

family portraits. (Hine No. 9, Family in New York; Riis

No. 12, Midnight in Ludlow Street tenement). Riis'

family members are part of their walls-its squalor and

decrepitation are worn in their faces and fold of their

clothes. Hine's family, though poor, has managed to

maintain a dignity, a tradition of lace doilies and family

pride. Hine's faces have personality, individuality, while

Modem Times

Riis' subjects tend to blend together and become a

smudged, wasted person.

Both photographers were concemed with child labor.

Riis' presents a direct statement of its crueltv and

inhumanity. Hine's pictures induce an eerie feeling. He
presents a child dwarfed by a cotton mill, and boy coal

workers, with small, sooty, unsmiling, almost grotesque

face. Visions of humanity devoured by machinery loom
in the background. Alien monsters frame the muscle and
music of men. Beside inducing this awareness, Hine's

compositions, his juxtaposition of man and machinery is

aesthetically rewarding. The symmetry, the ballet

performed in the photograph, "Modem Times" is

breathtaking.

Louis Hine and Jacob Riis are both extremely

effective in documenting the social conditions which

existed in New York for 1870 to 1920. Both painted the

trees with poverty and slum life, but Riis' characters

melt, become crushed into their milieu, They are worn
and defeated while Hine's subjects have retained the

ability to smile and a certain dignity. They slave, they

suffer but they also shine with a very human courage,

strength, and humor.

This poignant and highly recommended exhibit will

be shown in the lobby gallery of Gibson Fine Arts

Center through December 20 on weekdays 2-5 p.m.;

Saturday 104 p.m.

Kent egg-nog party Friday
The annual Kent House Egg

Nog party will be held Friday,

December 15. starting at 7 p.m.

in Queen Anne's Lounge and

running, as coordinator John

Moag says, till the drinks run

out.

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR

At the regular faculty

meeting, held in early December,

final examinations became a

topic of conversation as Dr. Nate

Smith discussed a perennial

problem) The moving up of

"final" exam dates to the last

week of classes. Reasons for

such moves have traditionally

been justified on the grounds of

more equitable work loads for

students - or permitting

students to go home for the

holidays a few days earlier.

Dr. Smith contended that

such actions on the part of the

faculty were disruptive (students

cut regular classes to study for

the obviously more important

exam) to routine and planned

courses of study and that these

moves also exerted undue

pressure on faculty by students.

After an involved discussion,

the faculty agreed that all finals

should be given on the scheduled

dates, that professors should try

to avoid exams of any nature

during the last week of classes

and that the Academic Council

should develop a clearer policy

on the issue.

"Pre-Mardi Gras Rock FesH
the Top Twcnly Groupi i

fleam. Send now for tickets ai

Only $28.00 each - S3B.00 p

Sidney Manlx Enterprliei
)02G Contl Street
New Orloani, Loulilana 701 12
"Huri-y! Ticketi LImitBd"

Kent Plaza Barber Shop

•Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Coley Razor Cuts Charlie

Bill Hair Styling Ronnie

"We Cut Hair To Suit You"
Phone 778-4771

Bennell't Mobil Service

Motor Tuning - Towing Service

Complete Car Care

College Heights - Phone 778-1296

CHURCH HILLTHEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Thurs., Dec. 14 - Wed., Dec. 20

"The Godfather"

One Show Only
7:30 P.M.

Merry Christmas

Centre Furaiture

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1575 Shows 7-9

Thuu., Dec. 14 - Sat., Dec. 16
Robert Gulp and Bill Cosby

In

"Mickey and Boggs"

Sun., Dec. 17 - Tues., Dec 19
BiaBock-Sluuii

"Rock. Rock. Rock"

"Go, Johnny, Go"



R Cagers Log At 1-4

Mental errors cause losses

The Washinglon College

basketball team has begun the

new season with a clunk.

They've met defeat in four of

their five games. A 63-60 loss to

Hampden-Sidney was followed

by an 86-72 trouncing by

Upsals. A close 91 -87 game with

Salisbury was overshadowed by

Saturday's 87-63 disasterous

meet with Dickenson. The

team's lone victory, 79-59 came

against Moravian.

In the past, one could shrug

off this kind of showing with the

less than comforting knowledge

that WC hardly ever has a decent

learn. But that won't work this

year. In talent and inexperience

the present team far outclasses

cagers of previous seasons.

According to Coach Finnegan,

we should have a 5-0 record. He

blames the teams poor

performance on a lack of desire

to win games and the result of

our team's lack of desire is

reflected in the record.

The team statistics show that

something is wrong with the

team as a whole. The free throw

percentage is 46% which

Finnegan says "is below average

Sophomore guard Bob Johnson leads the Shoremen attack thus
far this season with a 19.5 pointe per game average through five

With a bigger team this year

we are getting fewer rebounds

for an average high school team even though senior Lou Young is

and disgraceful for a college still strong on the boards

team" even tliough the players averaging IS rebounds a game
shoot 50 every practice session, along with 15 points. Team
In addition, our poor foul turnovers are twice what they

shooting single handedly cost us were last season. Finnegan

theSalisbury and accounts the absence

Hampden-Sidney games. of Corky Livelsberger for this

statistic. Fortunately he will be

back next semester.

The two other major

problems as Finnegan sees it are

the lack of a floor leader and an

atrocious defense. Once again

Finnegan emphasized that all

these negative aspects of team

performance are due to a lack of

mental preparedness and a

luke-warm display of desire to

win on tlie part of the players.

Finnegan did sight two

excellent performances in Bobby
Johnson, who is averaging 19.5

points per game with a 55%
shooting percentage, and Lou
Young the senior center. No
other player is averaging more
than 7 points per game.

In looking towards the

remainder of the season,

Finnegan feels that we have the

talent to have a winning team if

the players themselves decide to

win. If not, the whole season

should be written off as a loss.

As coach, his goals are to have a

winning season and to make it to

the Middle Atlantic Conference

playoffs. To do that he

emphasizes, the players must get

together.

bill dunphy

on sports

A Winter's tale

The W^hington College sports fan always seems to be in a

peculiar situation. He usually enjoys a moderately to very successful

soccer season and always enjoys lacrosse in the spring simply because

it is lacrosse. But before spring can come, the fan must endure what

has become in recent years the vast athletic wasteland of winter.

People do come to basketball games and wrestling matches, but it

always seems to be an endurance test rather than a sporting event as

they await the spring.
*****

During halftime at last Saturday's basketball game, someone camp

up to me and encouraged me to blast the team in print for such a

shoddy performance against Dickinson; after building a comfortable

thirteen point lead, the Shoremen scored three to the Devil's 21 jn

the last eight minutes of the first half. They went on to lose 63-87.

Nor was this the fiist time that they had not taken advantage of an

opportunity to win. At Hampden-Sydney, the Tigers were held

scoreless for the first six minutes of the second half; they also won;

63-60. Against Upsala, the Shore rallied from a fourteen point

deficit to trail 73-77 with 3:24 to play. Awarded a technical foul,

they missed the foul shot, lost the ball after the inbounds pass, and

lost 73-87. What's wrong?
"We haven't won because at crucial points in the game, we have

done something stupid." That is Tom Finnegan's assessment of the

team's situation. He certainly

has what anyone would call a

veteran ball club; the problem

with the team is "30 per cent

physical. 70 per cent mental."

Although the fletd goal

percentage is a respectable 42%,
carelessness and mental mistakes

account for a rise in turnovers over the comparable period last year.

Unfortunately, there is very little that a coach can do to prepare

someone mentally for a game; he can enforce a physical conditionitig

regimen on his squad, but the players themselves must mentally

prepare for the situations that he will face under game conditions.

Thus far! this has been sorely lacking.

So what can we expect from now on? Corky Livelsberger's return

next semester should add stability and better ball control to the

team. That's the good news. The bad is that Jim Elliott, the starting

center, has decided for personal reasons not to return to Washington

next semester. This will place the rebounding burden on the

shoulders of Lou Young and freshman Dan Jankelunas. But I'll stick

to my preseason prediction of a .500 or better season.
*****

Coach Bob Pritzlaff has problems of a completely different sort

with his wrestling squad. The key concepts here are inexperience and

a lack of bodies. The upper weight classes are notoriously weak

because of inexperience and the constant struggle to find someone

to wrestle at 190. The one bright spot is 167, where Pete Takach has

won all three of his varsity bouts.

The middleweight picture is at best muddled. The questionable

physical status of Matt Snyder has caused a shift in weight classes all

the way down to 134. Rich Burke, Dave Gehrdes and K.C. Dine now

are forced to wrestle at one notch above their usual weight divisions

Burke responded by pinning his Johns Hopkins opponent; Gehrdes

might be alright at 150; but Dine had trouble at 158 against the

Jays. K.C. is an excellent wrestler, but whatever qualities he possesses

are overshadowed when his opponent can use a five or six inch

height advantage.

The 118-pound class is solid with veteran Marty Winder more

than holding his own. Pete Hamill is still looking for his first win at

126 and the situation at 134 is desperate after the loss of Snyder.

It is doubtful that the addition of two relatively inexperienced

men will drastically change the course of events this season, but Paul

Gianquinto and Paul Hoppe will certainly provide much-needed

intra-squad competition- And if the fates aren't totally set against

the wrestling team, the newcomers might just surprise some people.

Matt Snyder was exceptional as a "walk-on" three years ago; maybe

lightning will strike twice

Grapplers crushed by Jay^s

No. 24 Murphy goes in for a shot.

When last heard from the

Shore grapplers had not yet

begun their season but now with

three matches behind them their

record stands at 1-2. The opener

against Haverford showed some
promise; the match was very

close through the low and
middle weigh classes but
Washington, weak in the upper
weights, could not keep up the

pace and dropped the contest

30-15. Standouts in that match
were Marty Winder, who led off

with a third period pin; Rich

Burke, wining a 5-4 decision;

and Pete Takach, whose

opponent suffered a broken
ankle.

Gallaudet, a match predicted

as the first Shore victory, was an
easy win as Washington
upended its opponent

, 36-18.

That match would have been
quite close had Gallaudet been
able to fill in the four weight

classes they forfeited; in actual

wrestling the opposition won
18-12. In that win standouts

were Dave Gehrdes, Marty
Winder, Pete Takach, and K.C.
Dine, who joined the rank? of
WC grapplers who have pinned
their opponent in less than two
minutes. All things went well for

the Shoremen until Matt Snyder,

wrestling in an exhibition match,

collapsed on the mat from loss

of blood sugar.

On Saturday the shoremen

once again fell below the .500

mark as they were beaten W
Johns Hopkins 42-9. Marty

Winder wrestled well in tiis

match but with a 5-2 lead ar"l

fifteen seconds to go his ma"

reversed him and gained a near

pin to win a 7-5 decision. The

only other winners were Rif''

Burke, who pinned

opponent; and Pete Takach who

easily won a 6-0 decision and

maintained his undefeated

record.
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Quietly^ a new administration steps in
There was no inaguiation, no investiture

ceremonies today as the adminstration of Washington

College offipially changed hands. Dr. Charles

Merdinger, after serving only 2M years as the College's

2lst president, relinquished the reins of presidential

authority to Interim-President Dr. Joseph McLain.

The vacancy left in the deanship by Dr. McLain's

assumption of office was filled by Dr. Nathan Smith,

who received the Board appointment to the post in

early January. ^

The position of College Long Range Planner,

previously held by Dr. William Sawyer, also became
ofricially vacant. Dr. Sawyer announced his intention

to resign last month, along with Mr. Louis Hughes,

Director of Development and PubUc Relations. Mr.

Hughes, however, will remain in his post until his

contract expires on June 30 of this year. Both men
came to Washington in the initial . days of the

Merdinger administration; both were his

appointments. The operation of the two offices of

which Hughes and Sawyer were in charge had come
under heavy criticism in the last year.

Dr. McLain, in swapping the temporary

appellations - Acting dean for Interim president,

expressed an open optimism in the task that lies

ahead. He admitted everyone has misgivings about

taking on such a position, but added that his intimacy

with the college, and his sincere committment to it,

would aid him in his work. Echoing his remarks of

early December, he again said the college should

concentrate in the student attrition problem and

Admissions'

'73 picture

looks bleak
by Kevin OKeefe

Terming the situation "grim", admissions

committee members released projections this week

which suggest that total College enrollment for next

year may dip below the 700 mark.

Mr. Bud Andrews, Admission Director, said his

estimate of 680 students is based on the decreased

number of applicants the College has received for

freshmen admission so far this year.Applicationsare

down 24% over last year at this time. Both Mr.

Andrews and Dr. John Conkling, a member of the

admission committee, were quick to point out th c

"it's not what Washington College is that is causing

;

the problem," The low number of applicants is a

problem facing private schools throughout the nation,

Ihey said. Studies by various education agencies

substantiate that contention: a report issued recently

by the National Association of College Admissions

Counselors said over 175,000 freshmen positions

were unfilled nationwide this year and a Middle

States Survey revealed that 87% of all American

colleges had openings in their Fall classes.

Mr. Andrews cited three factors as the chief cause

of private schools' troubles - their comparatively high

cost, the abolishment of the military service draft,-

and general disenchantment with higher education.

Dr. 'Conklinghastenedto dispell any fears that

because of the" situation the College would allow

virtual open admission. "We will not lower our

admission standards to fill dorms and classrooms," he

stated.

Mr. Andrews admitted though that Scholastic

Aptitude Test scores of applicants continue to decline

in the verbal area. He sees the development as a

national trend and blames it on the lack of emphasis

on English in American high schools. Math scores of

applicants, however, are rising.

The $250 tuition and board increase set for next

year, which will raise costs to over $3500,

accentuates the admission problem, though Andrews

Mid Washington will still remain in a competitive

range with other comparable colleges.

(Continued on Page 5)

undertake an evaluation of faculty teaching. On the

latter point. Dr. McLain sounded the fear that "in a

period of stress ... which the college has just gone
through ... a faculty will not tell on each other. You
lose your self-criticism." He termed that development
the first sign of decay.

The Interim President emphasized that the

"number one goal" of his tenure in office will be to

find a wayofkeepingstudent tuition down. Both an
effort to raise greater financial support for the

College and insistence in the development of realistic

budgets were offered as means of realizing the goal.

Replacements for the two administrative assistants'

posts in planningand development have not yet been
founa, nor even sought. A replacement for Dr.

Sawyer, who served as Chairman of the College Long
Range Planning Committee (LRPC). may come from
one of the members who are presendy serving on the

committee. Dr. Sawyer, before leaving, told that

group by letter that "my conviction of the urgent

need of a long range plan for the college is, after my
stimulating experience of working with you, even

stronger than at the outset ..." Dr. McLain, remarking

on the LRPC, said that it "has to come out with our

goals" but added that from his estimation, the

committee had in the past two years been a failure

"due to the fact that it was set up with the idea that

we should grow" in terms of student body size. The
College must dispose of that notion, he said and
attempt "growth, not in number, but in quality."

The situation in seeking a replacement for Mr.

Hughes is in McLain's words "unsettled." McLain
says he does not anticipate initiating a search during

his time in office. "It's important for the incoming

president," ho reasoned, "to have somebody he

knows and has confidence in."
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Stepping up

Stepping out

Dr. Nate Smith, left, and Dr. Joseph

McLain, center, have stepped up into top

administrative posts. Dr. William Sawyer,

right, has left his position as chairman of

the Long Range Planning Committee. Mr.

Louis Hughes, Development Director, will

be leaving in June.

Gifts reach million mark
December an enrichening month

The past Christmas season was a financially

enriching one for the College — in the space of one

month Washington received nearly one million

dollars in gifts.

Grants from two foundations, the state of

Maryland, and two individual trusts account for the

total. The Hodson Trust, traditionally a generous

benefactor of the College, donated $265,000; the

Andrew Mellon Foundation contributed another

$150,000. The state of Maryland released a $65,000

grant due Washington from the state private higher

education aid program and a gift of nearly $85,000

came to the College from the estate of Mrs. Madeline

Williams. The final grant, though as yetofficially

undetermined, is sure to be die largest of all the

recent gifts; estimates of its value range from

$400,000 to $700,000. That bequest, of Mrs. MUdred

Nutlle, honoring her husband Everett Nuttle,

included both slocks and property.

Use of the $265,000 Hodson Trust grant, which

was unrestricted, has already been determined.

$75,000 will be used to pay for construction costs of

the new dormitories; $50,000 will cover the costs of

placing Reid and Minta Martin Halts within the

College's central heating system, discontinuing use of

their present independent boiler systems and reducing

College operating expenses; and $50,000 vrtll bolster

the College scholarship aid program.

Additional undertakings resultirig from the grarit

include the purchase of an 1130 1MB computer,

acquisition of automotive equipment, renovation of

the tennis courts, and the purchase of the National

Union Catalog of the Library of Congress, 1968-72

for the library.

For the Mellon Foundation grant, 87 colleges

nationwide competed and 14 schools, including

Washington, were selected "to be recipients of the

$150,000 awards. The grant is to be used over a

period of no less than three years and directed

primarily to support faculty and/or curricular

development.

The $65,000 state of Maryland grant, to be used

for operating expenses, had in past months been held

up in court over a case challenging Maryland's

funding of five religiously affUiated colleges which

also participate in the aid program.

The $85,000 gift from the Williams estate will be

used to establish the Jacob Williams Scholarship

Fund.

Although it is not definitely decided yel, the

Nuttle bequest may provide approximately $400,000

to establish a faculty chair in the History department

with the remainder of the grant directed to

scholarship endowment.

The acquisition of the five grants, some to be used

for endowment, others for operating expenses, raised

the amount of the College's total endowment by

20%, to approximately $5,000,000.
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Chairman organizes

Presidential search

The Presidential Search Commitiee, which will

screen and select a candidate to replace Dr. Charles

Mcrdinger, was appointed last month by Ellas Nuttle,

Chairman of the Board of Visitiors and Governors.

The 17 persons on the committee will eventually

produce a recommendation for the Board to consider.

Representatives from three areas of the College

community were selected: students, faculty, and

Board members. Representatives from the student

body include John Dimsdale, Betsy Murray, George
Churchill, Kevin O'Keefe, and Bruce Kornberg,

Faculty on the committee are Dr. Nicholas Newlin,

Dr. Margaret Horsely, Dr. Guy GoodfeUow, Dr. Frank

Crecgan, Mr. Thomas McHu^, and Mr. Gene Hessey.

Board representation consists of Dr. Robert Roy
(chairman of the entire committee), Mr. Elwood
Quesada, Mr. Roger Kelly, Mr. Alexander Jones, Mr.

Jerome Framptom, andMrs. Orsen Nielsen.

The committee, which will operate inthreeunitsof

student, faculty, and Board representatives, will meet
together two weeks from now to initiate the search

for a presidential replacement.

Enrollment figures

take dip downward
This semester shows significant changes in

enrollment according to Mr. Ermon Foster, Registrar.

There are twelve new students including seven

women, four freshmen, one foreigner from Colombia,

South America and one post-grad. Also returning are

twelve former students, five special students and four

auditors.

Although Mr. Foster reports that Washington

usually loses from 35^0 students during the first

semester for all reasons, this year die number was
fairly excessive, totalling 64 students (only 14 of

whom withdrew for academic reasons and ten who
graduated). The fact remains however that 40 or so

students withdrew frompersonaJor financial reasons.

There is also a group of students who are believed to

be on campus but have neglected to register yet,

perhaps due to unpaid bills.

Regardless of these factors tlie Dean's and

Honorable Mention Lists contained approximately

275 names. The figures were as follows: Dean's List -

32 seniors, 32 juniors, 26 sophomores, 26 freshmen;

Honorable Mention - 27 seniors, 38 juniors, 60
spohomores, 32 freshmen.

by Lin Brettschneider

Tuition rise okayed
but deficit forseen

Next year's financial outlook for Washington
reminds one of the old good news-bad news line. The
good news-the Christmas season came through with
several substantial endowments for the College. The
bad news-there may be an operating deficit of
S i 1 0,000-S \ 20,000 next year.

First, the bad news. Since the mid year student
attrition rate increased substantially this year, the

750 enrollment projected in the budget was not

achieved. The actual enrollment of 725-730 means a

decrease of 540,000 in Uie students' contribution to

the budget.

Adding more gloom to the picture is the goal set

and counted on for the Annual Fund. A $90,000
increase in gifts is the goal for this year; however,

attainment of that looks bleak.

Also, it wUl not be known until late spring whether
federal funds will be cut. A panel, however, has

favorably reviewed Washington's application for aid

next year.

For those reasons, Mr. Gene Hessey, business

manager, admits that there will be an operating

deficit next year, perhaps as high as $120,000. To
hold down the deficit, expenses will be kept at a

minimum. Major equipment purchases and purchases

anticipating future needs will be deferred, if possible.

No staff additions wOI be permitted, in the event of

staff attrition, attempts would be made to avoid

replacement for at least a year.

To strengthen the College's financial situation, the

Board of Visitors and Governors on January 13,

approved a tuition increase of $200 and a board

increase of $50. Traditionally, tuition has been raised

every other year. Mr. Hessey hopes that increases will

not be necessary more often than that. The climbing

price of food makes it imperative to increase the

board, which hasn't been raised for six years.

by Cecile Corddry

the Governor's Youth Advisory Council. Accordini;

to the group's president. Mr. David Tant ^1

Baltimore, "we are going to be prepared for the fight,

and I believe that we have a good chance for a

victory." The Council has met with legislators to

promulgate the bills and has requested student

government associations at colleges throughout the

state to lend their support.

To WCSanta Claus,

kids say thank you
During the Christmas season Washington College

students and the SGA contributed to the Santa Claus

Anonymous fund to provide toys for school children

in Kent County. The following is a letter to Santa
from one kindergarten class.

Dear Santa,

We love you! We like all the nice presents you
left tor us. Now we can color prettier oictures

becauseyou gave uslotsofcrayons. We only had six before

Our teacher says you have helpers and we love them
too. Did you find our cookies, carrots, oatmeal, milk,

and kool-aid when you came to our houses? We are

having fun with all the toys you gave us. We have a

new doll house for the little furniture. We like lo play

with it. Our zoo animals are fun too. We will go lo

Assembly considers

lowering adult age
Thougl) efforts by its supporters have met defeat

year after year in the Maryland General Assembly.
the movement to lower the age of majority from 2!
to 18 apparently has an excellent chance of passage
this year.

The two bills which would accomplish the change
~ one lowering the age for alcoholic beverage
consumption and one, over lOOpageslong, lowering
the age for all other sections of the State Code - have
received the blessing of both Governor Marvin Mandel
and the Maryland Legislative Council , the
out-of-session branch of the Assembly which has
studied the bills over the past year. From the track
record of past legislative sessions, any bill carrying
those two approvals has a better than even chance of

According to the legislators, the alcoholic beverage
drinking age provision was filed as a separate bill in

recognition of its potentially controversial nature.
The other bill, which will probably find much easier
passage, would affect contract, banking, and
insurance transactions, jury duty, and various
licensing provisions.

One group which is strongly lobbying for the bill is

the zoo soon. Santa, we are making pictures of our

toys for you. We hope you like them. Is it snowing at

your house? We wish it would snow here. Santa, how
did you get all our presents in your bag; it must be a

big one! This is (he longest letter we ever wrote

because we like you best of all. We're glad you
remembered us.

Love,

The Worton Kindergarten

Junior Class holds

chess tournament

A chess tournament for players of all ages will be
sponsored by the junior class Saturday afternoon,
February 3.

The match will be held in the Hynson Lounge
where registration will beheld from J2lo 12:30 p.m.
Registrants wUI be charged a small fee. The match is

open to the public.

Play will begin promptly at 1;00 p.m. Participants

are asked to bring their own boards if possible. Prizes

will be awarded.

The referee will be Mr. Martin Kabat, manager of
the College bookstore. Arrangements are in charge of
Jim Smyth, president of the junior class.

TOPSHOE STYLES.

BARETT SHOES
KENT P1_AZA 77I.4392 CHESTERTOWN

SPECIAL *' '"''''''

ATTRACTION
The Coffeehouse

Wilkinson Strong and Roden
also: a comedian

Sat night - 8P.1VI. • 1 A.M.

Sutton 's Towne Stationers'

203 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

HaUmaik Cards

Easton Papers

Office Supplies



Requests $300,000

McLain approaches
Pear Commission
in search for aid

by Kevin O'Keefe

Recognizing the financial plight of private higher

education in the state, Maryland lastyear established a

commission to study the problems faced by private

colleges and universities and to provide

recommendations for ensuring their viability. Last

month, Dr. Joseph McLain, in proposing his own
solulion to the commission, suggested that direct

state aid, to be used for student scholarships, might

best mitigate the threat.

In addressing the Committee to Study private

Higher Education, headed by Dr. Philip Pear, Dr.

McLain stressed what he considered to be the

College's qualities: heritage and tradition, excellent

faculty and facilities, a varied curriculum and strong

departments, and a talent "for being human in all its

irregularities, spontaneities, contradictions, and

diversities."

What the College fears, he said, is the prospect of

raising tuition. "We cannot afford to miss the bright

middle class kid for the richer and less talented,"

McLain told the commission. He suggested that more
state scholarship aid would relieve the threat of losing

those students.

Since 1967 the state scholarship program's activity

in Washington's financial aid program has dropped off

sharply. Until that time, Washington received over

$150,000 from state coffers. With the current

program, where students are awarded the scholarship

and may use them wherever they wish, state

scholarship aid to the College has fallen off sharply;

last year only $58,000 were turned over to the

College. Dr. McLain commented that for many
qualified students who would like to attend Maryland

private schools, the state financial aid is insufficient

— a maximum of $1500 is available to each student

and that "pays less than half of the annual expense at

Washington College." Students, McLain explained,

are forced to attend low tuition schools in their home
towns. His proposal to the study group was to once

again aUot scholarship money directly tothecolleges,

which would then distribute it to the students

according to their actual needs with no artificial

barriers set on the amount to be distributed to one

student.

In contrast to the decline in state aid stands the

increase in scholarship monies provided by the

College itself--- a nearly 100% increase in five years.

In 1967-68 the College handed out $95,000 of its

own funds for student aid; this year the total has

risen to $183,000.

Dr. McLain emphasized to the commission,

however, that despite this doubling of efforts by the

College, available scholarship resources still fell

$327,000 short of the actual demonstrated need of

student aid applicants. He asked the study group to

devise a plan to provide that difference.

Dr. McLain told the commission members, "I think

that 1 have justified the need," then went on to

discuss why private colleges should be entitled to aid,

citing as reasons their economy, diversity, and service

to the state.

"More than half the students we serve are

Marylanders," Dr. McLain stated. "Average cost of

education at state institutions are actually higher than

at Washington College. Money invested by the state in

the form of scholarship aid can honestly be

considered an integral part of the state's general

program to make quality higher education available in

the context most conducive to achievement of the

individual student to all qualified Maryland
residents."

"If we consider the indirect support provided by
the present Maryland State Scholarship program and
the grants allocated by the new Aid to Private College

bQl, Washington College enjoys at present, state

support for educating Maryland students in the

amount of about $100,000. Tripling this amount, as

well as modifying the form to ensure equity in

distribution and conformity with all constitutional

requirements, would not only do a great deal to ease

the burden of the inflation-based cost spiral, but

would be underwriting the higher education of some
400 Maryland residents in a manner economical

(approximately $750.00 per Maryland student

support as compared to the much higher costs of

direct education in the state system)..."

On the diversity which private education produces,

Dr. McLain remarked: "...It is in the public interest

'

for this country and this 'Free State' in particular to

maintain the cherished tradition of educational

diversity among its institutions of higher learning. So
long as this distinctive quality, characteristic of and
vital to education in a pluraUstic and democratic

society could be maintained with only occasional or

indirect government aid, there was never a need to

make explicit the many ways in which private

education performed vital services for the community
at large. However, under present circumstances, it is

now necessary to do just that."

McLain concluded his speech outlining the areas of

service private colleges, particularly Washington

College, deliver to the state and community: concert,

drama, and art productions, speakers, community

study and research, educational opportunities,

community fund raising and services.

Last week, Dr. McLain, talking about his speech,

reflected thathis proposal of directly aiding private

colleges with scholarship money has a good chance

for success in the state legislature. To help see that

realization he says he intends to be in on the writing

of the piece of legislation that Maryland lawmakers

will consider. That will probably come next year after

the Pear study commission releases its fmal report.
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Viewpoint^=
^ 'Yes' to

i state aidy
9

^ innovation

Like a soul, sinful and twisted,

ripe for a revival service catharsis,

Washington College labored under

the waning days of the past

administration. Officiallv as of

today, the evil has been expunged;

the 'era of good feelings' is fully

conning to fore.

Such a simplified view of the

campus situation contains certainly as many misconceptions as it does

truths. But at its core, the veracity ofthestatementis undeniable. After

2'/2 years of internicine battle, after service as a prey to our own
self-destruction in one of the most serious periods for higher education

in recent years, Washington College is ready to make a fresh start. The
possibilities for such a beginning appear favorable; controversial figures

within the administration have all departed or will in the near future;

students are quiet, if not contented - the total lack of reaction of a

$250 fee increase was very noticeable; the faculty, despite the usual and

understandable concern over salaries, appears unified in both a high

morale and a determination to see the College prosper.

The financial side of the 'era of good feeling' is a mixed one. Fees go

up; deficits are anticipated. But considering the amazing number and

amount of bequests to the College from both individuals and
foundations in recent weeks, one would be hard pressed to find greater

affirmation ofthe College's potential.

A $150,000 grant from the Mellon Foundation is not given

gratuitously. It is earned, just as through the years the College has

demonstrated to the Hodson Trust that same deserving nature, as it

demonstrated it to the Nuttle and Williams' families.

Though many of the serious problems are far from being solved,

Washington can realistically aspire to the achievement of true

excellence. The College has probably had that chance before, however,

and was not as wise or lucky as it could have been. Perhaps, and

hopefully, this will be our moment.

'The era

of good
feelings

*

Private higher education in

America is facing a continuing and

continuous crisis: the price tag on a"

four year liberal arts and sciences

education continues to spiral

upward, scholarship sources never

keep pace, and students migrate to

cheaper state colleges, universities,

and junior colleges.

Conspicuously, Washington College faces that same dilemma: fees

rise, applicants drop off. To over dramatize the problem in admissions

would be wrong, but to deny what it portends for both the near and

the not-so-immediate future would be disastrous.

Certainly, Dr. Joseph McLain's search for greater funding from state

sources for scholarship aid is acceptable, if we are ready to be amenable

to whatever strictures accompany it. $300,000 for scholarships would
go far to bolster College finances and academics. Dr. McLain's

contention that the private college system is economical, creates

diversity, and lends service to the community is certainly valid.

But colleges like Washington should not solely look outwardly for

the panacea to all their problems. Students, like good consumers, pay

for what they get. If they can find it cheaper somewhere else, they'll

take it. Progressive education and academic innovation should the the

hallmark of a small college. It should be one of its advantages over

larger schools. Currently, Washington can't claim that advantage.

Perhaps, part of the problem lies there.

^Foruni
Dr. McLain

^Courageous leader'

To the editor:

Three times in recent years the College has

entered a period of crisis. On each occasion a member
of the Faculty has emerged to accept the challenge of

temporary leadership. Shortly after the first great

World War, the College was defunct and about to

close. J. S. William Jones, then Dean, emerged from
the Faculty and almost single-handed raised the

necessary funds and effected the re-organization

necessary to maintain continuity. From this effort

the services of Dr. Paul Titsworth were obtained. His

record was long and impressive.

During the second great War, President Gilbert

Mead died in office lo be followed shortly by the

death of the Board Chairman, Mr. Hiram S. Brown.
Again from the Faculty arose a loyal, capable

administrator. Dr. Frederick Livingood, who
courageously and effectively maintained the stability

of the College until the selection of Dr. Daniel Z.

Gibson, whose steriing records needs no comment-
Again in crisis, a professor, an alumnus, a devoted

teacher, scientist and investigator, has left his

classroom to assume the exacting office of President

during the interim until a permanent successor can be
named. There is no implied or direct reward for Dr.

Joseph H. McLain. Not only must he devote himself
to shaping the newly conceived program of academic
excellence but must face the task of re-unifying the

living College and to rectify the difficulties of the

immedialL' pasi. His task will be difficult.
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It is fortunate that Dr. McLain has had a vote of

confidence from a large segment of the College

community. It is fortunate that as an alumnus he has

the deep familiarity with Washington College

tradition as well as its immediate needs.

In the year aliead it is imperative that the entire

College Community Join in a common resolve to help

this courageous leader in the difficult task which he
has so unselfishly assumed.

Sincerely.

John A. Wagner, M.D.

Class of 1934

Junior dilemna

The flies, maggots

To the editor:

With the hope of finally sponsoring a social event

more conducive to active campus particiaption than

a chess tournament, the Junior Class requested S200
fromtliestudent government at its Monday night

meetingtofinanceataped St.Valentine's Day Grateful

Dead Concert-Party to be held in Hynson Lounge

from 8;00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. These expenses appeared

necessary in light of die fact that Mr. Linviile now

charges $100 to clean up after such an event, and free

beer was to come from tlie spoUs. Avid endiusiasm

was expressed by the few dozen students with whom
the idea was discussed, permission to use an expensive

reel-to-reel tape player and appropriate speakers was

obtained, and while the Dead could not be counted

on to attend in person, six hour^ of quality concert

rock in dieir name seemed to promise a Uvely

Wednesday night party and a satisfying experience for

t W.C.'s Dead freaks, not to mention other rock

enthusiasts.

Unfortunately, and with no discussion from

anyone save a few asides concerning the exorbitant

$100 clean-up fee, the motion to allot this money
was defeated by approximately five votes. It strikes

me that a number of reasons may have played a role

in this outcome: all of which are alarming to me as a

member of the student body. Looking at the

situation objectively, perhaps my presentation was

inadequate.Due to the fact that this is an entirely new

concept in open-campus parties, I might have been

more emotional about the positive results of

attempting something new at Washington for a

change. Instead. I took the attitude that our SGA
could understand a different idea when diey heard

about it, was instilled with the desire to add to the

life of the college community, and would actively

supporteftortsinthat direction. Hence, the projected

arrangements were presented to our representatives

rather blandly, without an appeal for comprehension

on their part. No cmeaskedfor further explanation,

no one expressed any opinions, and the motion was

voted down as quickly as it came up.

Immediately afterwards, the thought was
expressed that all-campus parties were dying at this

school, that they were disgusting because so many
people got wiped out, and that maybe SGA-financed
parties need no longer necessarily be open to the

entire student community. Rather, the group holding

the party could invite whoever it wished; period.

Happily, most of our representatives dis^reed for the

time being.

But the notion that diis suggestion was even

tabled, coupled with the rejection of a concert-party

without any discussion whatsoever and the prolonged

lack of any substantial rock music provided by the

SGA at Washington in years raises serious questions as

to exactly what our student government is doing for

us and where its imagination and creativity have

disappeared to when it comes to uniting so small a

student body at a social event. A case in point is the

decision by our representatives to also reject the idea

of employing an expensive but exceptional and

affordable group for Spring Weekend in favor of the

lowoliber brand. Ironically, while it is true that

many SGA-sponsored events are enjoyable and most
of us have had good times attending them in one
instance or another, the very best occasions, the

really enjoyable, mind-wrecking great blowouts seem
to have been experienced, strangely enough, at events

whose seeds were sown in other areas of the student

population-a prime example being that freak show
which arrived from New York spontaneously one
weekend to produce some unbelievable sounds in

Hynson Lounge.

A student government is designed to refiect the

attitudes and moods of those it represents; our small

student body makes this principal particularly

feasible. ReminiscinegpreviousWashington exploits

which have attractedthe police on numerous
occasions.it becomes obvious that residents here are a

fun-loving, experience-carving group who find

themselves drawn to diverse opportunities for

enjoyment. As a piece of dead meat which has

already drawn Hies and is rapidly becoming infested

with maggots, the SGA has been found sadly lacking

in its responsibilities to provide nourishment in this

area. When its time toTelax, we should and do react

wholeheartedly. With an increasingly heavy academic
workload now being felt by almost all, now, more
than ever before, this college needs a dynamic,
progressive, inventive organization to represent and

provide for its student body-before everyone has

transferred out. If the present student association

can't or won't assume this role, its authority and
financial resources should be delegated elsewhere in

order to fdl this tremendous void. Nobody worries

about slopped people, and neither should the SGA.
Jim Smvth



Katherine Anne Porter "^^Datvn to dusk

The lady has
Covering the snackbar beat

amazing grace
by Mary Ruth Yoe

"You never get old. First you're young, then
you're mature, then you're remarkable." At
eighty-two. Katherine Anne Porter is remarkable. To
the audience in a crowded Hynson Lounge, the
white-haired Pulitzer prize winning novelist's

enthusiasm carried farther than her softly energetic
voice, but those lucky enough to engage Miss Porter
in conversation discovered that she is as vivid a
ranconteur in person as in print.

At the end of her Sunday reading, Miss Porter —
who after attending the Boatwright Writer's
Conference in Richmond this week, will travel to
New York's Lehman College for a semester as
writer-in- residence — announced that "if you write,
you can have no secrets. I'm a very open person."

Her openness is delightful. She sparkles as much as
the emerald rings which "I bought with my first

payment for the movie ri^ts to Ship of Fools...A
friend asked me if, at seventy-two, there wasn't
something 1 needed more than emeralds.. .1 told her
I'd needed these emeralds since I was born. Holes in

my shoes don't matter if 1 have emeralds."
Although Miss Porter is well-heeled at present, she

confided that her writing had never supported her
until the sale of her novel. Instead, she spent
twenty-five years on the lecture circuit. "I shook my
first speech out of my sleeve." Since then she has
lectured at 260 colleges in Europe, Mexico, and the
United States.

It was obvious that Miss Porter loved to talk- and
loved people. Both Ford Madox Ford and Mary, an
Irish maid of a Paris friend (who later appeared in a
short story "The Cracked Looking Glass) were
"darlings." A reformed bullfight aficionado after her
years in Mexico, she was appalled when Hemingivay
began to celebrate (he sport in his stories."! wantedto
write and tell him to stop before he ruined his life...

1

didn't. ..and he did."

'I'd love to wear jeans

and a sweater

and have long hair

Often called the dean of American women writers.

Miss Porter is beyond women's lib "1 can't

understand bra-burning; just keep quiet and do what
you want...men aren't free, either, they're less free

than women." She paused, "Let me give you some
advice: live as long as you can. You won't be really

free until you're seventy."

Nevertheless, in her younger days, Katherine Anne
Porter managed to combine writing with life as the

wife of a foreign service official in Paris, collecting

Louis XIV furniture from Paris street sales and
studying cooking at the Cordon Bleu. During those

six years in Paris, she kept notes for stories.

Returning to the stales, she found a smallinn "which
knew how to treat writers," and started to write.

"Old Mortality" was finished seven days later. That
same day she began a second short novel; and a week
later, "Noon Wine" was completed. A little bit later,

this time in an old house in New Orleans, Miss Porter

wrote "Pale HoVse, Pale Rider" in nine days.

Althougli Miss Porter delights in the luxury of a fur

coat, she spoke wistfully of "being trapped by my
generation. ..I'd love to wear jeans and a sweater and

have long hair.' The age of her generation and a series

of accidents several years ago have slowed her walk,

but Miss Porter's mental pace is phenomenal. She has

almost completed another short story and is putting

together an anthology of her favorite short stories.

Katherine Anne Porter has glory. She has a bronze

plaque with her name over the entrance to her library

at the University of Maryland's College Park campus.
She is famous, a celebrity. Meeting celebrities can be

disillusioning; meeting Miss Porter was an honor. As a

writer and as a person, she has amazing grace.

Last fall the Washington Review presented a

fantasy version of one non-typical day in \he life of
the College snackbar. While the column was witty and
sparkling - as satisfying as BLT on toast, a giant

pretzel stick, and a vanilla coke - a truthful

recounting of one typical day in Miss D's basement
establishment should be at least as stimulating as a

small Tab with lemon.

Originally the Elm planned to station an intreniH

InquiringReporter at a comfortable observation post
soon after Monday morning's sevenish opening-hour;
there to eat drink, and talk his way through the

9:30-10:30 late breakfast rush, past the 12:00-1:30
lunch hour with professors forming protective wagon
train circles against their daily encounter with the

non-classroom world, and into the dull afternoon
hours when a cup of coffee is prolonged until it is

time to trek upstairs for the free delights of Linville.

At tills point, the sagging reporter's spirits would
briefly revive as those people who aren't cafeteria

patrons come in Ip substitute a West Hall for grilled

ham steak and stewed tomatoes. The setting sun
casting a rosy glow on a Jukebox which always seems
to be playing "Maggie May", the columnist shifts his

legs, re-reads the morning's communal and now
coffee-stained copy of the Baltimore Sun, and settles

down for the deadly hush which ensues between 6:30
and 7:30 p.m.

7:35 and the people who promised tliemselves a

study break at 8:00 p.m. begin to filter in. From tlien

until 10:55 and the abrupt flicker of lights, the size

of the crowd is static: one group of tea-sippers and
ice cream-slurpers gradually giving way to the next.

Groups make up every society and the Washington
College snackbar community is no exception. People

tend to have special tables and their regulars enter the

dull brown room secure in the knowledge that by the

time they read one more chapter of Peregrine Pickle,

the rest of their habitual companions will have

arrived \s in the dining hall mixing is not the rule.

Occasionally scraps of m6re vivai.ious conversations

dre overheard enjoved and stored for future

Cont'd

reference by surrounding tables, but just as often
dialogues are carefully muted and center on the
vivacious conversationalists themselves.

In this community of place, status is conferred by
Mis_s D. Although all students receive her holiday gifts
of candy and cookies, the occasional bestowal of a
treat (fried doughnuts to a table of students
obviously cramming for ari 8:30 exam) is an honor
comparable to being knighted by Queen Elizabeth. In
a school which boasts intimacy as a drawing factor.
Miss D's I remembrance of your preference for tea
with lemon serves to sooth the wound left when your
advisor can't pronounce your last name - and forgets
your first.

In light of such service to the psyche, most
students are unable to objectively judge the quality of
the food. Toast, orange juice, fiied-egg satidwichea,
and ice cream are life staples, receiving the same
culinary attention as a glass of tap water. Unless it's

salty, rusty or lukewarm, it keeps you alive, and no
further comment is necessary.

If an actual seven-eleven study had been
conducted, it would end with statistics proving that

1,101 people walked through the snackbar doors
(often the same person appeared more than twice).
Of these 1101 door-openers, 475were merely passing
through, neither making a purchase or sitting down.
Of the 576 that did sink into the well worn chairs,

the average sitter sat 30 minutes; a fair percentage sat

in more than one chair - although never more than
one to a chair as Miss D runs a respectable house.
Readers desiring a figure on cups-of-coffee-served or

change-for-cigarettes-made should conduct individual

surveys in their fields of interest.

Matriculation at Washington College can be
accomplished with a minimal amount of hours spent
in the classroom and with a minimum of snackbar
attendance as well. But in so doing, the student loses

both education and visceral experiences. In laymen's
terms: food for the mind and body - in varying

quality and quantity - are always available at Miss
D's

by Mary Ruth Yoe

Enrollment may drop off
(Continued from page 1)

A serious dip in student enrollment would wreak
havoc with the school's budget. Since approximately

85% of all College funds come from student paid fees,

a drop in the amount of those fees would jeopardize

the budget and force a cutback in expenditures,

conceivably including personnel positions such as

faculty and staff.

The admissions committee, in trying to thwart that

possibility, is using a two-pronged attack: the

continued and intense efforts al enrolling qualified

freshmen and the search for an abatement of the

annual problem of already-enrolled students dropping

out.

Dr. Conkling explained that the College is "actively

recruiting students who have applied had been
accepted," adding however, that they have no intent

of "buying" students. Alumni throughout the

country are personally calling applicants and faculty

members are contacting prospective freshmen and
telling them of course offerings available in their idea

of interest. Mr. Andrews added that his office is

trying to keep in touch with applicants monthly.

Washington is also attempting to drum up a greater

amount of scholarship aid to offer freshmen next

year. Recent gifts by the "Hodson Trust for

scholarship aid, Mr. Andrews said, will only enable

the College to maintain its level of funding for

current scholarship students since tuition and board

are going up next year.

"If we could come up with more aid, " the

Admissions Director said, "we could get more
students. ..Every year there is a poo! of very qualified

students we'd love to give aid to but can't because

we've depleted our aid funds." Those students, who
with the shortage of available aid would usually be

unable to attend Washington, would, with greater

amounts of scholarship money, bolster the size of the

class as well as add to it academically.

On the attrition problem. Dr. Conkling commented
that the dropout rate, which hovers between IS and

Mr. Bud Andrews
20% anually, must be reduced. Many leaving students
have legitimate reasons, he explained, such as

financial problems, marriage, and academic dismissal,

but some students consider leaving without "the
awareness of opportunities that are available to them
here." The College wants to know their reasons for

leaving, he said. "If there is one thinj; a small college

should have over a larger school, it is that students
should be able to discuss their problems."

Mr. Andrews - who explained that his predictions

were, because of the nature of his position,

pessimistic - spoke on a slightly hopeful note. The
number of students who have already placed deposits
for places in next year's freshmen class is holding
steady with last year's total t this time. "And it

might be a late year for applicants," he said.

"Students know it is a buyer's market." He
concluded: "It's bleak at the present but I think we
have a good enough college that we're going to

survive it."



ft on sports

Platform tennis : a gift to the college
The April 19, 1971 issue of Sports Illustrated has an

article that may be of interest to Washington College

students. The subject is platform tennis, a game invented

in 1928 by Fessenden Blanchard and James Cogswell of

Scaisdale. New York. "Paddle" is played during the

winter months on a 30' by 60' platfonn surrounded by a

12' high wire screen; the playing area is 20' by 45',

painted on the platform, lesembhng a small tennis court.

The rules arc similar to tennis', with two exceptions: a

server only gets one chance to put the ball in play and

shots that carom off thescreenmaybe returned provided

they first strike the legal playing area and do not strike

the surface a second time. The only other differences

from tennis are the orange, hard foam rubber ball and a

wooden racket that resembles an oveisized ping-pong

paddle.

Platform tennis is basicauy a doubles game; playing
singles would apparently wear a player out because of
the carom rule. The American Platform Tennis
Association, the governing body of Uie sport, sponsors
national championships every year in men's doubles,
women's doubles, mixed doubles and four other
categories. The sport attracts about 50.000 participants.

By this time, a lot of people are wondering why I'm
talking about a sport that few people outside of New
York have heard of. The truth is, a lot more of us will be
hearing about the game in the very near furture.
Washington College has been given a substantial sum of
money to purchase two lighted platform tennis courts

for the use of the student body as an alternative to

playing basketball during the winter months.
The donor is a member of the College's Board of

Visitors and Govemois who felt that the students should
be provided with additional recreational facilities for the

winter months. After contacting Richard J. Reilly, Jr.,

Inc., one of the leading buildeis of platform t«nnis

courts in the country, and obtaining an estimate, the

donor contacted Elias Nuttle, chairman of the College

Board, with the plan.

If the plan is approved and a ate found for the

courts, the facilities should be available for play
sometime in the spring. The playing surfaces will be
aluminum imbedded with crushed walnut shells. That
may sound a little silly to some (Jeople, but there is a
method to the Reilly madness. Platforms were originlally

made of wood, but no one can build a wooden court
that will last more th^n ten years because of wood's
tendency to warp. Aluminum, on the other hand, can
last pretty much forever. The crushed walnUt shells are

hiixed with paint and applied to the aluminum to

provide traction for the playere and a firm bond for the

paint. Finally, aluminum is a great conductor of heat. A
small heater can be placed under the playing surface to
melt snow and ice in the winter.-{Don't forget, this is

basically a winter sport, although it can be played year
round.)

Although Chestertown is a far cry from suburban
Westchester, there are some people in town who have
expressed interest in paddle. A group of townspeople

tried to persuade the Chester River Yacht and Country
Club to purchase some courts, but the club was
financially unable to do so. Now that the College has an
opportunity to obtain courts, the same people have
offered to set up a m^ntenance fund to take care of
them. Thus the facilities won't cost the school anything

to obtain or maintain. And while townspeople will be
afforded an opportunity to play, students will naturally

be given preference.

And there you have it: two lighted, all-weather

platform tennis courts completely GRATIS; a sport that

is extremely popular wherever it is played; and an
opportunity for the town and the college community to

meet on common ground, something that happens all

too infrequently.

I like the idea, not only for the reasons outlined

above, but also because the donor was interested enough
in the recreational needs of the students to obtain the

courts for their use. A gift like this gives the students an

opportunity to try their band at something they may
never have tried before and wouldn't ordinarily have the

chance to try. A new experience is always something to

look forward to. That is what makes this gift

worthwhile.

bill dunphy

Jerry Moye hit a game high 20 points while leading the

shoremen to a 79-72 victory over Western Maryland

Saturday nigjit.

Women's crew
begins program
The goal of the Washington

College Women's Crew is to have
a fl£ and knowledgeable team by
the end of the semester. The
conditioning program has started

with close to twenty giris

participating.

The newly formed chapter of
the Women's Crew will work
closely with the men's team,
employing them as coaches and
advisors. The ladies will have
access to the boathousc and
sufficient equipment to outfit at

least ()ne, if not two, eight-man
shells.y

Crew, especially for women, is

an exceptionally strenuous sport

w that it is doubtful if an

adequately conditioned racing
team could be turned out this

year. The racing league for

women is growing steadily and
the future opportunities for
structuring a good race schedule
for the giris are excellent.

funding is another problem
re garding equipment and
transportation. Dues are being
collected, and a hopeful
appropriation from SGA will

start a sizeable treasury, but
additional soliciting will have to

continue.

The officers of the club are
Mary Jane Eavenson, President
and Sally Howe, Vice President.

For additional information
contact either of these giris.

Livelsberger lifts Shore
to near upset of Loyola

by Gali Sanchez

The event that is most
symbolic of the efforts of the

WC cagers this season occured

against Loyola, wheni Corky
Livelsberger crashed into the

Russell Gymnasium wail and lay

motionless, cut and bleeding.

Because of foul problems with

Bill WilliamsandBob Johnson,

the starting guard tandem.

Corky summoned up all he had
and he returned on the court. He
nearly inspired the Sho'men to

an upset victory over the

Greyhounds. This is the story of

the 1973 version of WC
basketball: Courageous heroes

but losers just the same.
Nobody on this team is on the

athletic scholarship. Nobody is

over ^-foot five. But nobody
seems to work harder for the

little glory they receive than this

basketball team. They have yet

to be blown off the court and
even pulled an upset vrin over

Western Maryland. So in essence,

this team is continually running
into walls, getting up to keep
going, and losing squeakers.

What is the solution to sucn
an obvious problem? According

to Coach Tom Finnegan,

"C ONSI STENTL Y".
Unfortunately there is a
competitive market for this type
of player which brings up the

deeper question of athletic

scholarships if WC ever hopes of

establishing a winning basketball

tradition and winning any kind
of championship. I'll leave that

point for you readers to ponder.
On the surface, another

complaint would be the

officiating. Not so, according to

the coaches and players alike,

Livelsberger, who somehow
ended out cold on the court

(nobody saw what happened)
actually felt that the officiating

was good.

In the overall view, it's simply
a case of a relatively short (as

centers go) Lou Young doing an
unbelievable job off the boards,

gutty defense of Williams and
Mike Slagle, offensive punch by
Johnson and Jerry Moye, not to
mention a scrappy and useful

bench of Bill Hall, John Cross,

Livelsberger, etc. all playing to

their limit if not above. Wake up
WC and stop running into walls.

FREE THROWS: It seems as

though all the Mt. St. Mary'.s
coaches who play games here are

obnoxious. This time the coach
instnicteo iiis player to jump
illegally and then fake an injury

after the jump. This allowed him
to replace his man with a much
taller one thus preserving the

point lead and victory. After the

game he refused interviews

saying only, "He was really hurt.

He had a bad back." This

reporter saw the same player

bouncing up and down
celebrating the victory just as

much as the others...Opposing
coaches are not the only

obnoxious people in Cain

Athletic Center. According to

Loyola's Coach: "With about

200 more catcallers than you
already have packed up there

you might have won." The WC
locker room agreed
wholeheartedly...WC's record is

now 4 -8...Lou Young's 24

rebounds in the Delaware Valley

game was the key to the 78-76

victory according' to

Finnegan.-.Next home game is

Saturday, February 3rd against

Haverford. How about it you
200 missing "catcallers"?

NCAA ponders new alignment
by Gali Sanchez

The 67th Annual NCAA
Convention was held during

semester break in Chicago and
produced some changes which
will affect athletics at

Washington, probably for the

better. The convention was
attended by Mr. Edward Athey,
Director of Athletics at WC as

the representative of College

Division district.

At present the NCAA is

divided into two divisions:

University and College. This has

been a center of controversy for

a long time because of the

difficulty distinguishing the two.
A proposal was made to set up

three divisions which would
encompass that gray area in

which a school will play major

colleges in one sport and small

colleges in others. Although the

proposal was defeated, Athey
expects the motion to be passed

in a meeting this August. This

would mean that WC would be

restricted to compete with

schools its own size. It also

means that these "gray area"

schools would not be losers in

the big time and powers against

smaller schools.

Financial aid policies were
made to limit the number of
scholarships and base them on

need. Although the ruhng does

not affect WC directly it will

none the less mean more quality

athletes will be available in the

recruiting market.

The 1.6 rule was eliminated

and substituted with a 2.0

overall average. This simply

means that now a general point

average of 2.0 woUld allow a

student to participate in

intercollegiate athletics.

Although the bylaws passed

will not affect Washington

College directly it will allow for

more even competition both in

recruiting and on the field.
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SGA faces major revision
Dimsdale calls Senate frustrating

Describing its present structure as ineffective and
non-productive. Student Government Association
President John Dimsdale this week announced his

intention to drastically restructure both the form and
representation of the present Student Senate.

Dimsdale made his remarks Tuesday, one day after

another one of his resolutions - this one calling for

monthly, rather than weekly Senate meetings - was
introduced to the Senate.

Dimsdale explained that both his proposals were
born out of "frustration" resulting from the lack of
participation by student senators. Tlie intent of his
motion to reduce meetings, he said, was that "a lesser

number of meetings would create more efficiency."

The SGA President later had second thoughts about
(he proposal however, realizing that "meeting a lesser

number of times isn't going lo solve the problem of
an apathetic Senate. It's running away from the
problem." Dimsdale now says he will withdraw his

backing for Ihe first proposal and seek acceptance of
his new approach.

However, Dimsdale's motion to reduce Senate
meetings to a monthly affair did not even reach the
Senate table intact. The SGA executive board (minus
Dimsdale, who was attending a faculty meeting)
moved to allow the meetings to be reduced only to a

bi-vveekly conclave rather than monthly and the

Senate, Ihougli not officially voting, appeared to be
in agreemenl. Since the motion involved a change in

the constitution, it was tabled for a week and will

formally be voted on at the next meeting, now set for

the middle of next week. Even though the moving
force behind its introduction has dropped his support
in favor of a more widespread revision, the motion
could still carry in the Senate.

Dimsdale describes his new concept as an

"experiment and a new type of Senate." "ft seems to
me," John said, "that we should turn to the academic
make-up of the campus for our representation in the
Senate." Under his plan for a smaller body than the
present one of more than 35 members, three students
from each of the College's three academic divisions -•

the Humanities, the Social Sciences, and the Natural
Sciences - would be elected by student majors within
the divisions to represent them. As an advantage of
this, Dimsdale sees that "divisions could get together
more often and talk about more than just strict

Senate business." Three senators will also be elected
from the sophomore and freshmen classes since those
students have not yet elected a major.

John proposes to ask the Senate, which will meet
Wednesday afternoon to allow one of the Dean
Search candidates to watch the body in action, for

the rejection of his original, tabled motion and for

the speedy acceptance of his new one.

Dimsdale's plan, if accepted, would take effect

immediately. The current Senate would elect two
members from its body to serve as observers for the
new student legislature, and then would, in effect,

dissolve itself until the end of the year when it would

reconvene and pass judgement on the effectiveness of

Dimsdale's experiment. Elections for the new
senatorial posts, to be held immediately after

approval of the motion, would take place at mass
meetings of each division.

"This experiment could possibly be the answer to

our problems," Dimsdale concluded. "The Senate

must be a body which responds to the desires and

needs of the student body
"

-Diplomat heads program-

Convocation next Saturday
Washington College's annual celebration honoring

its namesake wUl take place next Saturday, February

17, with a full day of events scheduled.

The Washington Birthday Convocation will begin

at 11:00 a.m. in the Gibson Fine Arts Center,

featuring Mr. Thomas Lowe Hughes, president and

trustee of the Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace, as the principal speaker.

Mr. Hughes, who will receive an honorary degree

of Doctor of Laws from the College, will address his

speech to "The Abandonment of Foreign Policy."

The Rhodes Scholar and Yale Law School

graduate has served in the State Department as

Deputy Director of IntetllRence and Research and,

under the appointment ofPresident Richard Nixon, as

the Minister and Deputy Chief of the Mission at the

United Slates Embassy in London.

The morning Convocation will also feature the

transfer of the ceremonial symbol of presidential

power, The Presidential Chain, to Dr. Joseph McLain,

Interim-President. Upon the Presidential Chain is

engraved the names of the past 21 presidents of the

College, beginning with William Smith, the founder

and first president.

Dr. Nate Smith, Acting-Dean, wQl also present

academic awards at the morning assembly to students

for their performances in the 1971-72 academic year.

Traditionally, such awards are distributed in a Fall

Honors Convocation; however, none was scheduled

this year.

The Visitors and Governors Scholarship Awards
will go to the junior and senior with the highest

academic standing, and the Fox Freshmen Award will

be presented to the current sophomore with the

highest average from the last academic year.

Other medals and honors will be awarded to the

sophomore and junior students with the best one year

performance, an outstanding History student, and the

fraternity and sorority with the highest cumulative

academic standing.

Following the convocation will be a buffet

luncheon with raw bar, free to students, in Hodson

Hall from 12:00 to 1 :30 p.m.

From 9:00 lo 1:00 a.m. that evening, the formal

Washington's Birthday Ball, highlighted by a Midnight

buffet, will take place. Students may attend the Ball

free of charge and although the dance is considered a

black-tie affair, students are not required to wear

tuxedos. Buzz Walters and his orchestra, featuring a

female vocalist, will provide the music.

For the first time in recent years, a Miss

Washington College contest, usually sponsored in

conjunction with the Ball, will not be held. Until last

year, the Student Government Association annually

sponsored the competition. The Senate last year,

however, voted to discontinue the contest, along with

that for the Homecoming Queen. The Washington

Elm took over sponsorship of the contest last year,

up-dating the title to Ms. Washington College. The

Elm this year, however, declined to continue its

backing of the program.

Field narrows

on search

for new Dean
by Kim Stierstorfer

The first of the potential candidates for the

deanship of the College will arrive on campus Monday
night. Dr. Maynard Smith, political ;scientist at

Hobart and William Smith College in New York, will

visit Washington on February U-and 14.

Dr. Smith will be interviewed by the Dean Search

Committee, which has been expanded to include the

Appointments and Tenure Committee, and the

important officers in the administration. He will be
questioned by small groups as to his educational

philosophies and his idea of the dean's role in

juxtaposition to the expectations of the college.

Dr. Nancy Tatum and the Dean Search Committee
have worked up a schedule for Dr. Smith which will

include the interviews, some socializing, and time to

"wander around" the campus. John Dimsdale and
George Churchill are organizing a luncheon for

Professor Smith. An informal afternoon session in the

coffeehouse, where the students and the potential

dean can be exposed to the ideas and attitudes of
each other, is also on the agenda.

Dr. Nancy Tatum

'The arrival of interesting people'

Under the McLain administration, the task of the

Search Committee has been altered. The original

duty, assigned by Dr. Merdinger, was simply to read

through the resume of folders, select three names-,

and submit them to him for final decision. Now,
however, the Search Committee is directed by

different terms; cooperation being the guide word.

Dr. Tatum explained that now the administration,

committee and students are "mutually interested"

and involved in making the ultimate decision.

The Dean Search Committee has not limited

themselves to' a certain number of candidates. They
would like to have a man chosen by the spring or

summer, enabling him to assume responsibility next

-

fall. Other educators being considered for the

deanship will visit during the spring. "The order of

visits is not significant," explicated Dr. Tatum.

Noting the similarity to the admissions process she

explained: "Until we see and talk to Ihe man, we
don't know anything about him, except what has

been placed on paper."

"TTiese visits are not to fri^ten; they are not

social occasions. They are simply an effective method

of determining how successfully we could work

together, the college and the man. These men have all

achieved, simply view this series of visits as.the^arrival

of interesting people on campus," Dr. Tatum advised.



s Viewpoints

A revision

is called for
John Dimsdale's proposal for sweeping

change in the structure of the Student

Government Association merits serious

attention considering the ineffective state of

the current Senate. The suggested method of

reforming the SGA recognizes that

geographical distribution does not necessarily

insure the purest form of democracy. A
Senate structure along academic lines could

certainly be no worse than the present body
and might, in fact, lead to a greater SGA
emphasis on the curricular affairs of the

College, rather than on the social and

extra-curricular concerns which currently

occupy the student government.

The smaller size prescribed for the Senate

would also work in its favor. The present 35
member Senate contains far too many
representatives disinterested and unqualified

for the position. The Senate's discussion on

important issues are brief and limited

participation but discussion on trivial subjects

are lengthy affairs usually. Most current

senators appreciate lack of knowledge on
important matters but appparently feel the

need to speak, to participate. Their outlet

then, is the mundane issues on which anyone
could offer comment. And everyone does. A
Smaller body of 15 people, would hopefully

include only the most vitally aware, the most
vitally interested students.

A dying Senate has a chance for life. Next
Wednesday, when the vote comes up, they

ought to take that chance.

Private library steeped in tradition
by Mary Ruth Yoe

At the corner of High and Queen Streets, a

two-stoned, grcen-shuttered brick house has books,

not potted plants or ceramic figures, displayed in its

windows, A smaJl, genteely discreet hand-lettered sign

announces ihat the buUding is the home of the

Chestertown Library, Inc.

Following a listing of the hours of operation

(Monday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 12:30

p.m., with additional hours of Tuesday from 3 p.m.

to 5 p.m. and Friday evenings from 7 p.m. to 8:30

p.m.) are the names of the two seemingly eternal

librarians. Cornelia Davisand Dorothy Paca. Actually,

the sign is not quite current because Ms. Davis

recently retired and Ms. Paca is vacationing so that

presently, Roxanne Scholashco is the lady behind the

desk.

Chestertown Public Library, created in 1904. was

the outgrowth of the Women's Literary Club and

even today the collection relfects the bias of its

basis, with ladies' novelists such as Georgette Heyer

and Victoria Holt liberally represented; The users of

the library have traditional tastes. One white-haired

lady, while admitting that "Heyer doesn't really

impress me," still prefers the English writers of

imitation Gothic romance, concluding sadly, "Our

American writers today are just taking off--so to

speak."

The same lady conl'essed that she hadn't read THE
EM^IFTERS, explaining, "Michener-1 guest he's just a

little too big for me." Another woman when asked by

the librarian if she had enjoyed the mystery she was

returning, replied. "You know 1 don't read. My
husband likes mysteries and I have to pick them."

Her process of selection (checking the borrower's

card to see if her name appeared) complete, she

cheerfully rushed on lo her next errand, smiling, "1

bet I'm the fastest book-picker you see."

The library sees as many as forty and as few as five

book-pickers a day, with Friday evening and Saturday

morning the busiest hours. Ostensibly open lo all who

can afford the twenty-five cent charge lor each thirty

books borrowed, the ten cent per week charge for

borrowing new books (a book is considered new the

first three months it is on the shelves), and the two
cent daily overdue fine (the Kent County Public

Library, farther up High Street, has no fine for

overdue books) the library traditionally attracts the

same clientele, members and families of the Women's

Literary Club. Blacks "would be welcome," but don't

appear, probably out of habit and also because the

library has rather limited offerings.

With a circulation last year of 22,410 volumes, the

library has three rooms: the Adult Fiction Room, the

Children's Room, and the upstairs Reference Library.

Besides the fiction already mentioned the Adult

Room houses a collection of cane-bottomed,

comfortable-looking chairs and a card table laden

with discarded books for sale at ten or twenty-five

cents a volume.

Chestertown's pay-as-you-go library

Most of the books in the Children's Collection are

old. Dr. Seuss, not Maurice Sendak, is the

kindergarten fare. One tier of shelves, labelled

"Recommended School Reading" is marked for high

school consumption (a lady was heard extolling the

virtues of children "reading books but not beine

affected by it" and includes Mitchell's GoneWiththe

Wind, Mann's Joseph in Egypt and Sabatini's Captain

Blood. The most recent selection was a paperback

copy of Updike's Pigeon Feathers.

Yet the Children's Room is rewarding and even

exciting. Ten of the original Reilly and Lee Wizard of

Oz series, with John R. NeUl illustration, are shelved

only a few feet away from equally old and fascinating

copies of Thonton Burgess' Mother West Wind nature

series. Anyone interested in children's books of

earlier eras will find the Chestertown Library, Inc. a

valuable reference.

The Reference Library itself, just recently

indexed, is unique. A quiet room with a graceful old

desk and a garish new lamp, it houses a selection of

titles which can be described only by example. Joy in

MudvJIle (a history of the winning N.Y. Mets); The

Duck Hunters Bible; Volumes 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 of

the Smithsonian Scientific Series; Life with Mother;

Mink, Mary, and me and The Memoirs of William

Jennings Bryan have all been subdued by ihe

reconciliatory proximity of the Dewey Decimal

System. Again, exploring the shelves permits unusual

finds. While The Modem RaUroad would fall far sliorl

of a student's expectation (it was written in 191 8l.ii

is interesting because a book plate announces ii was

part of the War Serice Effort, and therefore a kind of

Worid War 1 USSO Library book.

The library is financed through donaiians,

endowments, the library card system, and

organizational benefits. With the arrival of the public

library system, it lost a great deal of its value as a

town service. If critics' term it insular. Chestertown

Library, Inc. is still a happy place perhaps because

librarians are all happy in the same way: they have

books.

Smith views innovations in education
For two and a half years, Washington College has

been immersed in itself. Absorbed in administrative

politics, bogged down in self-evaluation, the school

has ignored the innovations in liberal arts education.

Other colleges have kept abreast of the changes,

evaluating, and then applying the new concepts and
non -traditional methods.

Dr. Nathan Smith, Acting Dean, attributes

Washington's failure in effecting renewal in

curriculum and attitudes of teaching and learning to

the ephemerality of previous Deans. They have been
merely, in his words, "serving time." Smith hopes to

catch-up, to "do the leg work" for the permanent
Dean. "When a choice is made, we hope to give him
something tangible, already worked up."

In Ihe area ofcurriculumDr. Smith plans to achieve
three goals before the arrival of a permanent Dean.
The first is a merging of things

non^cademic— practical applications and field

experiences—into the curriculum. Dr. Smith gave two
examples of this experiment in work-study. He cited

Ihe example of a student interested in the election

campaign. His involvement integrates pragmatic,
immediate experience with academic credit. Allowing
the student one semester, he and the political science

department would work up a preparation and a

foUow-up; the studentwould be checked andtested on
his acquired knowledge. For the psychology
department. Dr. Smith is attempting to contact

Eastern Shore mental hospitals, and persuade them to

allow several students to work for one semester aiding

staff psychologists. Follow-up papers would be
required.

Another aid to the new Dean, beside establishing

contacts, is simply reading. "The amount of books
published on changes in educational methods is

overwhelming." Smith revealed. He would like to

save the Dean time by reading those voluminous

amounts and selecting which of those concepts and
experiments could be applicable here. Qualifying his

choices. Smith explained "I'll know. I've been here

forever." The third thing he is in the process of

accomplishing is Held trips, visits to experimental

colleges.'/fo cut throu^ the verbiage." Smith is

considering taking a mixed team of both faculty and
students to do some "on-the-spot investigating" at

three colleges: (1) Hampshire College, in

Massachusetts, which is the satellite of four other

colleges, (2) Enpire State College, which is a state

special school almost entirely non-campus, and (3)
Antioch College, in Columbia, Maryland, which is an
old work study institution.

Besides reviewing the curriculum, Smith also feels

that the academic departments should rethink "the
ffreshman year." The student should be introduced to

a number of disciplines in an interesting way.

Students need to feel that they are not bidding their

time, "waiting for better, upper class courses." Also a

sensitive advising of students should exist, according

to Professor Smith, and, in some cases, students and

the most experienced advisors should mutually work

and rework a plan of study, free of distribution and

personally effective. Distribution would be

"cautiously" considered.

A clarification, to dispell llie present confusion oF

what the administration wishes to "reward" in Ihe

faculty is also being offered by Dean Smith. What

Smith feels his administration wishes lo reward is

action which is directly beneficial to the student, in

comparison with the last administration's emphasis

and reward of publication. What this administration

considers virtue is faculty advising aid, seen through

the actions and decisions of their students.

. One other goal that Dr. Smith has set and for himsell

is discovering the impetus of student attrition. He feels

that students leave the Washington campus for

"unnecessary" reasons. He believes that if the real

reasons for student attrition can be identified, it can

be controlled.

Dean Smith has assigned himself hard tasks and

high goals in his attempt to atone for Washington's

two and a half years of simply "not payin'?

attention." In his effort to build momentum. Dr. Smith

revealed urmecessary self-dissatisfaction. "l

probably won't gel one-fifleenth of what .leeds being

done, done." ,|jy Kim Stierstorfer



Board representation

bid draws support
The Student Affairs Committee, in

pushing further its examination of the

prcnosa! to add a student representative

on the Board of Visitors and Governors,

this week issued a statement backing the

concept.

Additionally, the committee called for

a meeting next week with administrative

officials, including Dr. Joseph McLain,
Dr. Nate Smith, and Mr. Pritzlaff, Alumni
Director, and Dr. Nicholas Newlin,
faculty representative to the Board, to air

their argument before approaching the

Board for its consideration.

The statement-though not officially

voted on by the Student Affairs

Committee-met no opposition. In its

three part development it outlines

advantages of student membership;
possible disadvantages of it. along with a

rebuttal; and suggested mode of
implementing the proposal. The
statement was authored by a

sub-committee consisting of Mr. Tom
McHugh, Jay Elliott, and John Dimsdale.

The seven listed advantages of student

representation on the governing body.
some sounding more like substantiations

than definable advantages, included: the

opportunity for full participation of all

college community members in

government, the "special expertise and
abilities" students can bring to Board
Committees, the favorable experience at

other institutions which have students

among the trustees, the experience
Washington students have in serving on
major college committees, and the United
States Congress' approval of the concept,

as outlined in a bill last year.

In approaching three main pob

objections to membership-of
question confidentiality, students lacK of
expertise, and the propriety of their

membership— the committee's unofficial

statement provides answers.

"There might be some concern about

confidentiality." the statement reads.

"On the contrary, students have

demonstrated an ability to handle

confidential matters as participants in

special College committees," .such as

Financial Aid, Admission, Academic

Standing, and the committee to select the

Lindback Award for Distinguished

Teaching.

As regards expertise, the authors

concluded that "students can often bring

to the Board insights that are not

available in any other group. These areas

would include student affairs, athletics,

buildings and grounds, and curriculum as

it relates to students."

Finally, the statement asserted: "Some
might view the move for student

membership as an attempt by students to

control College activity. This is not a

realistic complaint since a student

representative would have one vote, just

as any other Board member."

The recommended method for

selecting the student to serve as a trustee

is to allow the SGA to initially elect both

a senior as a voting member and a junior

as a non-voting observer. The junior, after

one year, would then become the voting

representative for the student body.

-Still facing the committee is the

potential problem of legal conflict, posed

with student representation, with the

College charter. The College lawyer has

been asked to investigate what changes

have to be made to allow implementation

of the plan.

And after that hurdle is overcome, the

student representation plan must still face

consideration by the Board of Visitors

and Governors.

Scope

UM Madrigals tonight

The University of Maryland Madrigal

Singers will perform tonight at 8:30 p.m.
in (he Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Under the direction of Dr. Rose Marie

Grentzer, the vocal and instrumental

ensemble of 20 students will be making
iis third appearance on the College

Concert Scries.

Program selections will include music
o| the Renaissance period, choral music
ot the Classical period, American folk

music, and South American folk songs.

Instrumental music in the first part of the

program will be performed on traditional

Renaissance instruments. Other
instrumental accompaniment and solos
will include guitar, harpsichord, piano
and percussion.

The first dramatic production of
iecond semester. The Balcony, by Jean
Genet, will premiere upon the College
itage February 22, 23, and 24. The
'reduction, directed by Mr. Timothy
baloney, will be held at 8:00 p.m. each
light.

Plans for the Spring's two biggest
social activities. Parent's Weekend and
Homecoming are currently being
formalized.

Parent's Weekend, set for the weekend
of March 23 and 24, will feature two days
of events starting Friday night with the

premiere of 'Westchester Limited", an
opera written by Professor James and
Garry Clarke. Following that, a reception

for parents will be held in Hynson
Lounge. Saturday will get underway with
a presentation of 'Washington College
1973'. Bill Monk, coordinator of the

program, explained that the intent of the

program is lo clarify the current situation

on campus for parents. The afternoon

activities will include a lacrosse game, a

track meet, and a crew race, followed by
a cocktail party in the Hynson-Ringgold
House. The evening will feature a banquet
with student award presentation in the

Dining Hall and, later, an informal party

in the Coffeehouse. Rurming in

conjunction with the program will be the

2nd annual Creative Arts Festival

sponsored by the SGA. The festival will

include categories forpainting,sculpture,
poetry, short story, and photography.

Plans for Homecoming Weekend were

also defined. A night cruise on the

Chester River aboard the 'Port Welcome'
will start the spring activity. Tickets for

the cruise are currently set at S5.00 per

person. Organizers of the boatride

explained that the high ticket price is the

result of the high cost of renting the boat

and its limited capacity. Saturday's

program will include an earlynightconcert

with Jackson Browne followed by a

dance in Hodson Halt. Tickets for

admission to programs will cost S3.00 per

oerson.

(\
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Coffeehouse

cariactures

poke fun
Most of you have noticed a new addition to the

Coffee House by now. Hardly as fiashy as the
plywood encased light show, the enshrinement of
certain illustrious members of our community is

nevertheless aesthetically amusing,

The caricatures were drawn on commission by WC
graduate Mary Ann Leekley, a political science major
with obvious artistic talents and an ironic sense of
humor.

All subjects are rendered in humorously
appropriate situations with fitting props. On the wall
directly opposite the bar one may view ex-president
Merdinger splashing about in his bathtub while sailing

a toy boat (could it be the Nevada. Mary Ann?)
Also immortalized by the artist's

character-capturing pen is President Joe McLain, who
would probably rather be laboring over the chemical
concoction given him than coping with the chaos of
college administration.

Only a samll degree of concentrated study enables
the observer to literally hear the booming,
jelly-shaking tones of English professor, Norman
James.

Living up to the definition of caricature, as the art
of making the implicit explicit, Mary Ann bares all in
a telling portrait of Dr. Peter Tapke, whose knees
even exhibit a decided philosophical bent.

"What do you mean what do 1 think of it?" was
Dean Kelley's first response when asked to comment
on her caricature. Perplexed, she added, "I can't
understand why she showed me with a drink in my
hand," then she moved quickly on.

Compared lo the red. blue and green flashing
lights, the pen and ink drawings are relatively static,

but they add a humorous and decorative touch at

least as lively as the spirits of those represented.
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nn sports

How not to win a wrestling match
For those who decided not to come over to Cain

Gym to watch the wrestling match last Saturday, 1

have some news. You missed the College grapplers

turning in an outstanding _ job of overpowering

Widener College. But almost as important, you missed

a premier performance by one of the Middle Atlantic

Conference's most unbearable coaches, Widener's

Harry Durney.

Harry was in truly rare form Saturday afternoon.

The first thing he did was point out to the

thoughtless clod keeping score for Washington that

his team was not representing PMC Colleges as in

years past, but W-l-D-E-N-E-R. When asked what his

season's record was, he first wondered aloud whether

the questioner was some kind of wise guy before

replying "0 and 7." These amenities behind him,

Coach Durney turned to the business of the

afternoon, coaxing his squad to perform to the

utmost of their capabilities and trying to give the

referee lessons in the rules of the game.

The final score of the match was 42-8 in

Washington's favor. If you were to add up the

individual bouts, it would be 42-9; but. wouldn't you

know it, Durney's never-ending battle for truth,

justice and referee-baitingcosthis squad one match

point for unsportsmanlike conduct. This is what

happened; during the 177-pound bout, Washington's

Paul Gianquinto was warned by the referee for an

illegal hold. When he did it a second time, the referee

awarded Widener's Bob Carter a bout point.

Meanwhile, Durney had been screaming about some

other infractions he claimed had occurred. Having put

up with this abuse all afternoon and not possessing

the patience of Job, the ref awarded Carter the bout

point, docked Widener the match point and told ^'"

Durney to shut up or leave, pointing out that he

knew the rules well enough to officiate without

sideline help.

Durney kept a civil tongue in his head tot the

remainder of the match. Unfortunately, after the

match his choice of words tq the ref almost resulted

in an exhibition bout as tlie fans were filing in to

Russell Gym for the Haverford basketball game. And
I am given to understand that the discussion didn't

end until the Widener team was safely on its way

back to Chester.

If this were an isolated incident, it might be

excused as just one of those things. Unfortunately, it

just isn't so. Last year's Washington-PMC match took

place at Schwartz Center in Chester. The Shoremen

held a 24-21 lead going into the heavyweight bout,

which meant that the PMC heavyweight could win

the match for the Pioneers by pinning his opponent

(six points) or by decisioning his man by ten or more

points (four points). Instead, he had an eight-point

lead and about three minutes of riding time at the

end of the bout. Under the old rules, that kind of

riding lime was worth two points, which would have

meant a ten-point decision and a match score of

25-24 for PMC. Under curre. rules, only one

additional bout point, a nine-point decision and a

24-24 match. PMC decided that the old rules were

better after all; Durney, PMC's scorekeeper and

everyone in the house started yelling "Ten point

decision" and declaring victory. Washington's scorer

practically had to shove Durney away from the

referee to prevent the perfect crime.

After Saturday's match, a member of the College's

coaching staff said. "If it were anyone but Harry, I'd

worry." 1 don't entirely agree with that. Granted, if a

coach sees something in the officiating that is

adversely affecting his players' legal chances of

performing, he should say something to the referees.

If the coach is co'rect. it might be worth the

technical foul to make the refs think twice before

making the mistake again. But constantly

intimidating the official and then drawing a penalty

after a decision in your own player's favor isn't good

from either a tactical or strategic viewpoint. The
coach only succeeds in making a fool of himself,

which was another opinion expressed after Saturday's

fiasco. And it's just plain embarrassing.

A similar argument holds true for the fans at a

sporting event. Now, spectator events are an ideal

way to let out all the frustrations that you have

about your teachers, roommate, family and so on.

You can be obnoxious and get away with it. And
with some of the turkeys that we've had officiating

the games at home, the conference seems to agree and

is most willing to provide outlets for fan aggression.

But as one sophomore found out at the Haverford

wrestling match, there is a fine line between what the

refs will and will not put up with. You simply can't

call the official an unprintable within his earshot and

expect to stay for the rest of the contest.

As long as there are games, players, coaches and

fans will complain about the quality of the

officiating. And that is to be expected, and in some
ways encouraged. But an exhibition like the one

witnessed on Saturday, especially coming from a

coach, deserves only censure.

bill dunphy

Bin Williams scored two of his 16 points
on this uncontested lay-up as Washington
defeated Haverford 76-60 last Saturday.

Sho' key on O'Neill,

easily defeat Fords
In the Shore's only home contest,

Washington College looked impressive

while defeating Haverford 76-60. All of

the ingredients were there: poise, spirit,

and above all, team play.

The basic threat to a WC victory was
the offensive fireworks of Haverford's Bill

O'Neill. The Shore side showed
opportunism and ability in the way they

handled the offensive threat. In fact the

turning point of the game was when
O'Neill fouled out. As Coach Finnegan

said after the game, "Basically our plan

was to put him (O'Neill) in a lot of

one-on-one situations so he would foul

out. We knew he'd be tough in the last

few minutes of the game. We succeeded

and after that we controlled the game."

Control wasn't the word. Washington
led 38 to 33 at halftime on a

controversial last second shot which may
or may not have left Corky Livelsberger's

hand by the time the buzzer sounded.

O'Neill fouled out with 17:19 remaining

in the second half with WC leading 43-37.

The score finally soared to 76-60.

Actually the score should have been
higher for the Sho'men, but in the "hot
streak" they alsowentcold and missed

easy shots and layups.

The keys to victory included- the team
effort (individualscoresbeingalmosteven

),

CNeiU's fouling out, and the fact that

Haverford was neither big nor
over-powering, which more or less evened
out the odds.

Free throws: Although the game was
enjoyable from the WC standpoint, the

officiating once again brought out the

bigmouths. Three technical fouls were
called and al! for dubious reasons.. .After

the game the Haverford coach had some
interesting words as did O'Neili. "WC has

a fine bunch of boys as 1 feel our team
does; they are gentlemen as well as

atheletes; as for the officiating, nothing I

could say can take it back. I simply feel it

cheats the boys and that basicalh^is what
it's all about." ....It sort of makes you
wonder what sports are really about..Jn
Monday night's game, Washington lost to

UMBC, 78-70. by Gali Sanchez

Shore humbles Widener
by BiU Gant

Washington College wrestlers

lost a disappointing 29-23 match

to powerful Western Maryland

before overpowering Widener

College -42-8 in mat action last

week. The grapplers, whose

seasonmark now stands at 2-5,

will take the weekend off before

hosting Wagner in Cain

Gymnasium on Wednesday.

The start of the second

semester brought new problems

to coach Bob Pritzlaff^s squad;

two members of the team

decided to forego the remainder

of the season to concentrate on

academics, further depleting an

already meager supply of varsity

candidates. Despite
these problems and the

lack-luster team record thus far,

five of PritzlafPs charges sport

winning individual season logs,

with co-captain Marty Winder

(118), Rich Burke (134) and

Pete Takach (167) leading the

way with 5-2 marks. Close

behind are freshman Dave
Gerhdes (142) at 4-3 and

co-captain Malt Snyder (158) at

3-2-1 after recovering from an

attack of hypo^ycemia which

sidelined him eariier in the year.

Another hope for the future

is the continued improvement of

newcomer Paul Gianquinto in

the 177-pound class. Despite

being hampered by a lack of

technical knowledge of the

sport, Gianquinto turned in an

excellent performance against

Bob Carter of Widener.

Although losing a 14-6 decision,

he clearly demonstrated that

with additional coaching, he will

develop into an asset to the

Washington program.

Despite Gianquinto's promise

and the two pins registered

against Widener in the

190-pound and unlimited

classes, the upper weights still

constitute the weakest section of

the Shore line-up. The hope is

that Gianquinto and freshman

Frank Thomas at unlimited will

obtain enough experience this

year to strengthen those

positions for the future. And if

they and Jon Spear (190) can

pull off a few more surprises like

Saturday's performance, the

quality of Washington wrestling,

if not the season log, will take a

turn for the better.

Following the Wagner match,

the squad will travel to

Lexington, Virginia, for the

Washington and Lee invitational

over the weekend. The

Shoremen will * face host

Washington and Lee and

Gallaudet in the three-way

tourney.
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Washington

Birthday

Celebration

to by Al LamDert

Satuday, February 17, 1972 11:00 a.m.

Washington Birthday Convocation in Gibson Fine

Arts Center featuring Mr. Thomas Hughes,

president and trustee of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. 12:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Buffet luncheon in Hodson. 9:00 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m.

Washington's Birthday Ball in Hodson Hall.

SGA votes to study
conflict between
Dimsdalcy Senate

Nixon's fiscal budget

reduces student aid
by Kim Stierstorfer

Washington College, and educational

institutions generally dependent on

federal financing, will find itself in

financial competition with welfare,

housing and other top-priority projects as

a result of President Richard Nixon's

recently announced Federal budget.

Student aid has been jeopardized with

the deletion of the National Defense

Student Loan. Previously 75% of the

total federal dollars spent on student aid

was channelled through this loan.

Emphasis has now been placed on the

Guarantee Loan, which assimilates the

private bank as an integral factor in

financing student education. Students

will no longer, deal directly with the

institution. As Mr. Gene Hessey, Business

Manager of the College, explained, "there

has been a shift to individual student

responsibility to banks." The Federal

Government wouldprovide only a portion

pf funding and private banks would

provide the excess. Each bank

participating in the Guarantee Loan

Program, will be expected to fill a certain

quota of student loans. The results

ultimately are, however, less

governmental funding and more student

responsibility.

Mr. Hessey warned that many banks

do not participate in this program

because student loan interest rates are

simply not as high as consumer or

appUcance loans. Banks, basicaUy, will

not profit. Because of this low profit

yield, Mr. Hessey predicted that banking

response will not be as favorable as the

government hopes.

Other loans and operating programs

explored and employed by WC have also

been affected by the budget:

1 ) Basic Opportunity Grant: This grant

of Sl,400 (maximum) could be

(Continued on Page 3i

by Kevin O'Keefe
A Student Senate meeting, fraught

with tlie potential of erupting into a

major confiict between two opposing
camps, passed reasonably peacefully

Wednesday afternoon.

The confiict -- over the conduct of the

administration of SGA President John
Dimsdale and his executive committee -

was apparently subdued as a result of a

meeting the day before between Dimsdale
and one of the main leaders of the

opposition group, sophomore Larry Falk.

In that meeting Falk showed tlic SGA
President the text of a petition, which he
authored, that charged Dimsdale and his

Vice-President Betsy Murray with
unsurping tlie SGA constitution. The
statement, according to Larry Falk, was
signed by 18 senators, including two
members of the executive committee -

Treasurer Bruce Kornberg and Secretary

Leslie Tice.

In the statement's opening line, Falk
stated "After what has been done in \'A

years in the Student Senate by John
Dimsdale, you can hardly expect the

organization to be anything but inept and
incompetent. People including the

President himself have recognized thai

the Senate is an organization with Ltlle

cooperation and has a lack of freshness to

it. But it is not because of the type of

people that exist on the Senate; they are

there because in the beginning mostly all

of them had some basic interest in Senate

business. We believe diat the Senate's

ineptitude is not because of the Senators
but because the Student Senate was never

organized in the proper manner specified

in the Constitution in the first place."

The reference to the Senate's

ineffectiveness was apparently made as a

result of John Dimsdale 's move, outlined

in the Elm last week, to revise the

Senate's constitutency along academic
major Unes rather than according to the

present geographical divisions. Larry also

criticized an earlier proposal by Dimsdale
to reduce Senate meetings to monthly
affairs. His statements termed both
proposals "bad," adding that they were
"totally absurd."

The petition's signers had originally

intended to submit their statement as a

motion and call for the resignation of the

five members of the executive cabinet.

But two days of hard political

manuevering and bargaining by
representatives on all sides of the issue

resulted finally in the call for an

investigation of the entire problem within

and between the Senate and the executive

board.

The Senate, after a confusing series of

proposals concerning the ideal

construction and make-up of the

committee, voted overwhelmingly to

accept the idea. The investigating

committee, composed of two executive

committee members, three Senators, and

two non-Senators, was charged with the

responsibility ofexamining dl complaints

made against both the Senate and its

executives and delivering a

recommendation for action to correct the

problem by next Monday night's Senate

session. The study group tentatively has

scheduled its first meeting for tonight,

Thufsdav.

Representatives on the panel include

SGA President John Dimsdale and Senate
ParUamentarian Michael Kennedy;
Senators Larry Falk, Barbara Parris, and
Chaddie Campbell; and non-Senators
John Moag and Mr. Thomas McHugh. The
two executive members were elected by
the five officers tliemselves; the Senate
elected the remaining representatives. The
nomination of faculty member Thomas
McHugh was offered with no explanation

and drew no comment.^

A number of Senators balked at die

notion of having John Dimsdale. who
they accuse of ignoring the constitution,

represented on the examining group. Barb

Parris, one of the proponents of die study

committee idea, retorted ttiat denying the

executive members participation on the

committee "would be making a big

mistake." Only through inclusion of them,

she said, could all sides be evaluated and
all motives for previous actions

uncovered.

The Falk petition called for

consideration by" the committee of a

number of alleged constitutional

violations committed during the term of

Dimsdale's administration.

"The most severe violation, the

petition stated, "is that of almost

complete disregard of Article V (of the

SGA constitution) which calls for the

creation of seven standing committees in

the Senate: the Executive Committee, the

Organization Committee, the Social

Committee, the Rules Committee, the

Elections Committee, the Judiciary

Appointments Committee, and the

Budgetary Committee." Falk accused the

executives of both neglect in failing to

estabhsh committees, atid of illegal

methods of appointing those committees

that were established. "John Dimsdale,"

the statement continued, "has never

followed the constitution and he has no
intention of doing so." "The constitution

is a good document and a good structural

system to work through and that is what

we should be using, like we are supposed

to. John Dimsdale must figure that the

Senate is so ineffective that he might as

well get rid of it. Why not, he built it

wrong, he ran it wrong, now he's trying

to throw it away and put the blame on

the Senators when it truly belongs on

hun."

Larry Falk added, to the mixed

reaction of the students attending the

Wednesday meeting, thai "we are

pariiculariy emotional about this

situation because we feel that our loosely

constructed Dimsdale government has

aided the school in its low morale and

may be one reason, in many, that may
add to the cause of an extremely high

attrition rate. By not running the Student

Government Association as it should have

been, John Dimsdale has alienated

himself from his constituents, whom he

really doesn't think too much of

anyway."
Apparendy recognizing dial a call for

resignation would be considered improper

and that the estabhshment of an

investigating committee was assured, no

one, including the executive committee,

offered any comments on the veracity of

4he F^itk-authored statement



Coffeehouse celebrates its first birthday
The Coffeehouse celebrated its first birthday

Sunday night with a party, and the atmosphere of the

celebration was one of joyful relief-the fledgling

student operated business had made it through its

first year without, a debt and in the words of its

student organizers, had established its role as the

center of the College's social life.

"We're not making a tremendous profit,"

explained Bill Monk, the Coffeehouse's business

manager, "but we're keeping out of the -ed." In the

last year the center took in over $15,000, of which

only a tiny part was profit, he said. Profits are low

because "we keep our prices as low as possible."

The Coffeehouse, along with most businesses

nationwide however, has faced the problem of

inflation. Since the opening last year, some

sanriwicheE have increased in price by 40 - 60%. Bill

attributes the rise in cost to the supplier, Stewart Hot

Sandwiches and also claims that some original prices

were artificially low "since we were not experienced

in pricing and had to feel our way throu^i."

The sh^t margm of profit that the Coffeehouse

has made is an important one. Bill explained. The

center, although a student-run business, get no

operational funds from the school and cannot seek

such a subsidy. "People don't understand the

Coffeehouse." the business manager complained.

"We're a business organization trying to fill a social

need and still keep our heads above water."

In addition to its regular weekly hours the shop has

also provided room at a minimal rental charge for

other groups to sponsor activities. Among those held

in the center in the preceding year were seminars.

Writer's Union functions, and class, office, and club

parties. Bill explained the Coffeehouse's appeal: "We
have the capital, ability, and resources to provide

entertainment."

The Coffeehouse still faces major problems in the

near future, however, according to its staff "People

try to take advantage of the Coffeehouse," Bill said.

"People will come in and try to drink the beer kegs

dry, for example." Because of the situation the

management has issued new, stricter house rules to

hopefully eliminate the problem.

Finding adequate stafTmg for the center has also

proved difficult. The current managers of the shop

are all seniors graduating in June. "Ensuring the

perpetuation of it," said Diane Clover, the Personnel

Manager, "means getting students interested who
really want to work in the Coffeehouse and who have

the time." And although enougli qualified managers

have been obtained for next year, the Coffeehouse,

she said, is always looking for interested students.

Expansion is also on the minds of the

Coffeehouse's staff, according to Monk, who
complained of cramped kitchen quarters. "We would

like to expand the kitchen to provide different

things," he said, "such as ice cream and cold

sandwiches. And expanding the kitchen will make it

more efficient." The extension of the kitchen would

necessitate the transfer of the mail room, which was

moved only last year to create room for the

Coffeehouse. Second on the planners' minds is the

expansion of the seating area itself to include a larger

part of lower Hodson Hall. "We would like to take

over the whole area eventually . . . whenever the

opportunity comes," Monk explained. A new
ventilation system for the center is also needed, he

concluded. All three prospects will have to wait,

however, until adequate financing is obtained.

Still yet to come for the Coffeehouse is the

conclusion of its year-long "Name-the-Coffeehouse

Contest." According to Monk, none of the suggested

names were approved and the name, Coffeehouse,

appears to have stuck to the center. The five dollar

cash prize, however, is still waiting unclaimed.

Hie Coffeehouse, one year old last week.

Scope

Library displays Washington exhibit
A special display marking George

Washington's connection with Washington

College will be on exhibit in the Miller

Library through February 22. Included are

facsimilies of correspondence between
Washington and Dr. William Smith, from the

College archives, concerning the founding

days of the College, and unusual books about
Washington. Also on view is an iron dipper

with a chain attached, which early records

indicate once hung at the College well and
which General Washington used to refresh

himself on one of his visits to the College.

maintenance for some of the furniture in storage,

he said.

Impetus for the room inspection came when
Dean McArdle began to show a prospective

student Queen Anne's lounge and found it bereft

of furniture. At one time all the furniture in the

Green Room of the Fine Arts building was
missing. Half of the furniture in the commons
rooms of the new dorms was missing a week after

they were occupied. Also, Hynson lounge's

furniture, furniture from lounges in all the dorms,

and even library tables and chairs have slowly

disappeared.
by Cecile Corddrey

It is mid year, a time of petty irritations. One
such irritation is the pressure to return lounge

furniture.

Monday throu^ Wednesday of this week Dean
Barry McArdle and Dean Maureen Kelly toured

students' rooms. If the student was in and had
some school furniture, he was asked to return it. If

he was out, the door was unlocked and if school

furniture was found, he was later advised to return

it.

Proctors and R.A.'s had informed students of
the 8 a.m. Monday deadline for returning the

furniture. Students refusing to return lounge

furniture will be fined S5 per piece of furniture.

Fines will be turned over to the MRS and WRA.
Dean McArdle judges the fines to be

unimportant. The main thing is to gel the

furniture back and prevent students from taking it

home over summer vacation. Contributing to the

tuition increase next year is the need to replace

lounge furniture. What particularly concerns Dean
McAidle, however, is students' automatically

appropriating school property for their private use.

If students want additional furniture, they can ask

The statement in last week's Elm article "Smith

Views Innovation in Education" that said previous

deans have only been "serving time" in office drew

the following response and correction from Acting

Dean Nate Smith:

"My point, with regard to delay in taking up the

question of curriculum reform, was that in the last

handful of years the College had been MARKING
TIME. I did not say. nor do I believe, that previous

Deans have been "'serving time.!"!! Be assured

that there have been no felons in this office. Nor

do I believe that any previous Dean of my
acquaintance has been a mere time-server. That

our leadership has sometimes marked time in some

respects, including curriculum innovation, is

another matter and the one I was really talking

about."

Many thanks.

Sincerely yours,

Nathan Smith
* '~ "

Acting Dean

Dorm may be closed
The closing of one as yet undetermined

dormitory is being considered for the Fall

semesie; by the College administration.

The decline in enrollment, and
therefore campus occupancy, instigated

the proposal. The rationale for the

dormitory closing, according to Mr. Gene
Hessey,. College Business Manager, is

financial. Both custodial and operation
costs -- (heating lighting, and water) for

the College could be reduced with the

closing. Obviously, Mr. Hessey explained,

the older buildings on campus would be
the most logical ones to close because

they are the most expensive and difficult

to operate. The Hill c

on campus, but according to Mr. Hessey

they serve a specific, specialized purpose

and will not be closed.

The Washington campus is equipped to

house 750 students. The estimated

student population for the Fall term is

from 680 to 730; about 125 students

commute or live off-campus. Therefore,

the approximately 560 students who live

on campus could be comfortably housed
in one less dorm.

The closure of a dormitory, Mr. Hessey

concluded, is simply one more attempt to

lessen pressure on student tuition.
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Placement service increases activity
Graduating seniors interested in entering the job

market, rather than graduate school, will find that

Washington's placement service offers a marked
contrast to what is available in larger universities.

Dean Maureen Kelley, whose job in the Student
Affairs Office also includes responsibilities for the
Placement Service, explained that the services

Washington College is able to offer are admittedly
"limited." One reason for the situation, she said, was
that students had in the past not requested any great

amount of aid from the office. That situation is

gradually changing, however, she said and the office is

responding to meet those requests.

Other major problems will still hinder the

immediate development of any major increase in the
amount of services offered, however. "So many
things are possible," Kelley remarked. "If we had
more time and personnel."

The employment situation nationwide combined
with the nature of Washington College itself may

provide the main reason for the problem, thougli.
"It's a combination of two factors," the Dean of
Women explained. "Companies aren't looking for as

many people and because they arc not looking for as

many, they figure it is not worth their while to visit a
campus with only 150 graduating seniors." The
number of campus recruitment visits, according to

Kelley, is up over last year. "There is more interest on
the part of the federal and state government." she
explained, adding that the federal government
consented to offer the federal service entrance exam
pn campus, a departure from the government's
regular procedure.

Most company visits to campus come from the
state government, Board of Educations, banks,
insurance agencies, and according to Kelley, a half
dozen or so major firms. Seniors are informed by mail
each month of which recruiters will be conducting
on-campus interviews.

The Placement Office also offers an extensive

library of employment opportunities; it is kept in the
Student Affairs Office.

Two other programs are also being expanded by
the service this year. A bank of student placement
credentials, such as personal data slieets. is being
compiled by the Student Affairs Office. The
permanent references will be kept for student use
indefinitely. Kelley said this service was "a really big
help" to graduates and that "many, many more kids
have taken advantage of it this year than ever
before."

The Placement Office is also contacting
Washington alumni who are in the position to hire
people, encouraging them to consider WC graduates
for employment first. Kelley also said tUal since
"companies aren't going to come to us, we're going to
go to the companies to sell the College's product."

Despite the present efforts, Kelley forsees rhe day
when Washington College "will have to eventually
hire a professional placement director, however.
Placement has become a science."

%
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Presidential plan drops NDSL program
(Continued from page 1)

poienlially harmful to Washington
College. Students could apply the money
to a state school where more of their

expenses could be met.

2. Work-Study: Washington College

has not been part of this program long

enough to reap extensive benefits. The
SI 0.000- 11,000 contributed by the

government each year does not

accomplish much since Washington allots

S600 on the average to each student

participating in the program. Currently,

the. Si 1,000 grant covers only a small

portion of the work study program's cost

to the college.

3. The Academic Facilities and College
Housing Project: This cutback will not
affect Washington immediately, but in

the future, when replacement of older

buildings becomes necessary, the College
could be desperate for building aid.

4. Title Six Equipment Grants:

Previously, this program allowed

equipment for the language lab and
science departments to be bouglit at half

price. However, this program is no longer

available. Mr. Hessey went on to explain

that this grant had been attractive to

donors to the college because their gift

had twice the purchasing power. Now the

asset has been negated.

5. Library Resource Grant: Washington
College lost eligibility for this grant two
years ago because of its small minority
student percentage.

Ihese closed or altered methods of

obtaining financial aid necessitates an
increased dependence on other sources:

donations and grants form foundations,

businesses and individuals.

Mr. Hessey predicts the greatest impact
of Nixon's cutbacks to be the emphasis

on returning educational fiscal

responsibility back to the State. The
amount of state revenue, obtained from
Federal fund-sharing, which will be

distributed to the state's institutions, is

not yet determined.

In an attempt to inform state officials

of both general educational and specific

institutional requirements. Dr. McLain,

Interim President visited Governor Marvin

Mandel last week.
With the deletion of the National

Defense Student Loan, a large number of
Washington College students will find

themselves in serious financial straits. Mr.
Hessey assures, however, that the

administration and business office are

both actively concerned with the

College's and the student's financial

plight.
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Dr. Maynard Smith, potential dean, visited tile Washington

ampus Tuesday and Wednesday of this weelt. Other prospective

'cans will be visiting the campus in the future.
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Despite charges

against Dimsdale,

Senate still

needs reforming

"^Forum'

John Dimsdale decided last week that the

effectiveness of the Student Senate had reached

a nadir; he sought to revamp the legislative body
with an exF>eriment.

Members of the Student Senate decided, this

week, that the administration of John Dimsdale
had reached the zenith of constitutional

illegality ; they sought to replace their

executives.

When it came to a showdown in the Senate

yesterday, of course, neither party brought forth

their Initial proposal. The Student Government
Association was fortunate that they didn't. A
clash, the type of which could have occurred in

such a situation, would have marred the face of

the student government for years to come. Larry

Falk, the leader of the group criticizing the

present administration, and John Dimsdale were
cool-headed enough to approach each other
before the meeting and preclude the possibility

of such a fight.

Hopefully, the committee which will

investigate tfie charges leveled against both
parties will approach the issue with the same
calm; with a thorough, extensive study of the
problems and their potential solutions.

The Senate undeniably requires an extensive
overhaul. It Is still too targe and cumbersome.
Geographical representation still remains a

dubious tool for ensuring a functional student
legislatu re. The arguments offered in Fa! k's

statement to the Senate, while valid in some
respects, fails noticeably to address itself to the

real problems of the SGA. A Senate with over
35 student representatives will invariably

harbour a strong potential for inefficiency; its

size, for the type of business corxiucted, is

unmanageable; the vitality of all the
representetives' Interest will always be in

question. No matter what other conclusions the
investigating committee arrives at, we hope they
at least recognize this reality.

The study group could, of course, also
recommend that the constitutional provisions
outlined by Falk be more strictly adhered to.

However, the constitution Falk refers to is an
aged one and has probably never been fully

implemented by any SGA leader. That fact will
not excuse DImsdale's neglect in following the
constitution but it should make the SGA
hesitant to immediately adopt the by-laws,
naively expecting them to function smoothly.

One more alternative - the most drastic one -
must also face the committee's scrutiny: the
request for the resignation of the present
executive board. Such a decision would be both
an unwarranted one and an unwise one. The
Dimsdale administration's "crimes" have not
been so excessive as to merit such treatment.
(Indeed, despite an unworkable Senate, it has
made some accomplishments). And the effect of
such an action on the stability of the student
government, on the SGA's power-position in

relation to the Board and faculty, would surely
be disastrous.

Poor teaching

Teachers at fault
To the editor:

Last semester the school began investigating the

reasons for the great number of students leaving

school. Although 1 have not seen the results of the

investigation, 1 am certain that academic frustration

has a great deal to do with the students leaving. One
of the main roots of this frustration is the poor

leaching performance of the faculty here.

During the pasi three semester 1 had ten teachers.

With only three do I feel that the classroom time was

worthwhile. Other students may not be as unlucky as

I have been, but 1 think there are enough students

here who have had similar results to make it a major

problem.

We should not pay over S2000 and put up with

much of what goes on in the classrooms here, yet we
do. Some of the professors may not know they are

doing a poor job. Some may know, but just do not

care because the way they are doing things is easiest

for them, and possibly for the students too. No
matter what the case, something must be done,

i propose that each student tell each professor his

or her ideas about the professor's class. Students

should not just say if the class Is good or bad, but

why it is good or bad. It is only through honest and
open communication that the problem will be solved.

It is going to take a lot of courage for students to

be honest with the professors and for the professors to

objectively listen to any criticism.

If the problem cannot be solved this way or in a

similar way, there are two solutions. First, no
students should show up for a bad class. Second,
think how embarrassed a professor would be if no
one signed up for his or her classes next Fall.

Sincerely,

George Elser

Pentagon Paper trial

Preventitive Medicine
As most of us know, Daniel EUsberg and Anthony

Russo are on trial in Los Angeles, charged

with espionage, theft, and conspiracy. Aside from the

obvious impUcations regarding the government's

tendency to conceal information, and the people's

right to have access to it, this trial is also notable for

its incredible financial needs. According to the New
York Times, the defense requires between fifty and
sixty thousand doUars PER MONTH in order to

function properly. Already $100,000 in debt, the

Ellsberg lawyers and assistants are greatly reduced

pay scales, and some of them have received more
moral support than monetary for the past few

months. The cost of obtaining one official trial record

alone is S6000 a month, and an estimated $650 will

be needed to bring each defense witness to California

to appear before the court. There are no figures as (o

how much the Government is spending to keep its

end afloat.

I should think that some people at this college

would realize the import of this trial, and might be

willing to contribute a dollar or so. Try to look at it

as preventive medicine.

Donations may be sent to: The Pentagon Papers

Fund, Inc., Post Office Box 1630, Grand Central

Station, New York, New York 10017

"Peter deSelding
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by Mary Ruth Yoe
Director Timothy Maloney says of his Drama

Department's upcoming production, Jean Genet's

The Balcony, "ll is supposed to be shocking --

violent." The playwright's choice of setting

contributes to these effects for Balcony takes place in

Madame Irma's House of IDusions. Outside in the

street a revolution is taking place and revolution and
brothel continually overlap.

Genet also attempts to shock his audience through

theatrical excitement. When Balcony was written in

1957, the play was to be staged on a treadmill, the

action progressing across the stage. Mr. Maloney and
set designer William Segal have disregarded this

device, but not Genet's concept of shock. Professor

Maloney explains "In the late '50's and early '60's the

treadmill device provided theatrical excitment. Other
techniques are newer. We're holding on to what he

wanted. ..in terms suitable now."
Terms suitable now include a series of slide

projections executed by Washington College graduate

Brian Hanrihan and video-tape scenes. These scenes

augment the written script, sometimes being shown
simultaneously with their live-action counterparts,

sometimes playing in counterpoint to other scenes.

The confusion of images relate to Balcony's central

theme of a mirro image. "The play builds on
numerous levels with that theme, throwing reflections

in all directions." Mirrors reflect mirror reflections as

Genet's people exist as characters who are actors

acUng other characters. In these sessions of
psycho-drama at Madame Irmas, Genet tries to

balance and establish these webs of mirrors.

Balcony's structure is theatrical rather than more
realistically dramatic. The psycho-drama sessions, the

overiapping of revolution and brothel. Genet's

abstraction of action belong not only to the theater

of the absurd, but also to the school of cruelty more

usually associated with Weiss' Marat Sade.

The men who come to be magnified in Irma's

mirrors are:

Bishop—-T.G. Finkbindei

Judge—Jim Thomas
General—-Charles Matheny

Authur—-Tom Washington

Chief—Justin White

Roger—John Corcoran

Envoy—Joel Elins

Beggar/Slave—-Angelo

Also, Larry Israelite, Dave Knepler, and Bob

Shriver play the photographers and the three rebels

who appear in BALCONY.
In BALCONY, everything is done in the presence

of a woman.
The play's inner audience consists of:

Irma—Sara Packard

Carmen—-Trish Witherington

Chantel—-Wendy Wooley

TTie Pentinent is played by Lynn Alspaw, a Thief

by Judi Katz, and Stephanie Strong is the Giri.

Costumes for Balcony were designed by Paul

Eldridge and Pam Locker is supervising their

construction.

Genet (who was released from a t-rench prison-life

sentence for incorrigibility in 1948 on the strength of

a petition composed by Gide, Sartre, and Cocteau)

deliberately aims for obscurity. His -equal

concentration on audience excitment should make
The Balcony a challenging piece of theater.



by Laurence Poston III

• It is a familiar conversation. The trouble

with the universities, says the man across the

table, is that they are too big. Students no

longer know their teachers; they are instructed by
graduate students, never professors; they are lost in a

huge, impersonal atmosphere. He doesn't like hippies,

he doesn't like campus revolts, but sometimes he

understands why the kids feel the way they do about

their institutions. His wife chimes in: the salvation of

American higher education, as well as its future

leadership, is its small colleges, where students are

treated as people.

The memory coalesces with another one: a

State U
vs. the

private

college

The September 1972 issue of the American

Association of University Professors Bulletin

carried the following, personal opinion story,

authored by Laurence Poston 111 of the

University of Nebraska, titled the "Myth of

Smallness". We reprint that article here, with

permission, and include a rebuttal by Dr.

Joseph McLain, Interim President. The article

has also appeared in the Chronicle of Higher

Education.

beginning-of-the-year faculty dinner at a small

denominational college. Attendance is virtually

compulsory; at least, if the new faculty member
doesn't make it he may weU be made to feel it the
next day in the faculty mail room or the coffee shop.
Over the apple pie and the pale coffee, the president
discusses finances candidly: increasing debts, a
lessened amount of annual giving, a second
consecutive year of frozen salaries, a declining
enrollment marked by half-empty dormitories. Then
comes the uplift. Despite these problems, he asserts,

the justification for the continued existence of the
college is to provide the student with comfortable,
small-scale surroundings and an individualized pace
for educational growth. In the light of these criteria,

the college's advantages over State, a few miles up the
road, are manifest. As the president continues, the
faculty and staff at the dinner listen with vaguely
disguised lethargy. Enrollment is down, after all; and
the observer, looking around the room at the
apathetic faces, may be permitted to wonder if high
tuition is the only reason.

The speakers on these two occasions hold an image
in common: the shady campus retreat, where a saving

remnant of devoted teachers and students pursue

knowledge under the elms, their discussions

punctuated by an occasional shout from the

touch-football players in front of the dorm, the

scent of spring languid and heavy in the air. The image
of the small college, like the image of the small town,
persist; Intimacy, openness, a kind of informal

consensual democracy, a neighborly concern for

others. The counterpart image, given new life by the

student activists of the 1960's, is that of the big

campus where (as in the big city) you don't know the

person next door, where you never meet a tenured

professor (the touching persistence of this complaint
seems ill-matched with the attacks of tenure which
tend to come from the same mouths); in short, where

you're lost in a vast and impersonal crowd.

To the extent that the widespread image of the

small college has some basis in fact, it is not to be

despised. But the uncritical perpetuation of the image

ignores the something-Iess-than-harmonious reality

McLain calls attack 'sterile'
by Dr. Joseph McLain

To the editor:

Re: The article in the Chronicle of Higher

Education entitled "The Myth of Smallness"

It is a familiar method although somewhat sterile,

cynical and pejorative. No one wants to hear that

their idol has feet of clay much less that their

candidate for Miss America has variocse veins and

fallen arches.This is especially true if the disparager

gives little sign that he has ever been in the temple or

at the contest.

Notice some of the opening gambits he used to

describe small colleges.

"instructed by graduate students NEVER by

professors."

(the disastrous connubial NEVER)
"attendance virtually COMPULSORY."
"PALE coffee"

"FROZEN salaries"

"apathetic faces"

"frightened faculty

"defensive administration

"demoralized student body"
If I were insensitive or unintelligent enough not to

recognize these transparent attempts to set a tone as

the oldest form of unfair argument, 1 would find

myself attempting to defend apathy, fright,

demoralization which are obviously indefensible.

i am going to try to elevate the argument by
pulling out what semifactual statements exist. The

author makes the claim that a sizable hunk of the

academically most promising students leave the

college after their sophomore year. Notice that the

president learned this from the "figures." Any
president of a small college worth his salt would

know of this and know the students by name and

abOity.

The great appeal of "State" even "amidst the

notable instances of bureaucratic callousness" is that

there are so many that the students chances of getting

hurt by the system are smaller. A game of Russian

roulette is which o"^ revolver has ninety nine versus

five empty chambers. This appeal to anonymity is

difficult to coalesce with the claim tha the brighter

students leave after their sophomore year. Unless I

am dreadfully wrong, all students desire recognition

especially the brighter and more capable ones.

All in all, I really cannot find very mucn in this

article that I can joust with. It is in my opinion an

intangible quixotic windmill.

It is almost embarrassing to refute the blatantly

unsupported bubble of self service purported by the

author to be a well taken position, and when he

concludes that the large universities should try to

divide into smaller units, an innovation which they

want but can't afford, 1 must also conclude

"Plus dicere est audacis"

Joseph H. McLain

Interim President

beneath the surface. Small institutions are financially
strapped; at many the numbers of faculty have been
fiozen or reduced; salary lines are being abolished at
the upper levels upon retirement and at the lower
levels upon nonreappointment of the nontenured,
and indeed in some instances before either of these
occurrences. The result is a frightened faculty, a
defensive administration, a demoralized student
body. But even if economic pressures were not
operative, our guess is that these institutions, or many
of them, would be in serious trouble. In a small and
intimate atmosphere the rhetoric of administrative
concern, especially where supported by a lingering
but still potent denominational influence, is all too
suscepUble of translation into paternalistic meddling;
a naive student body, taking assurances of
community democracy seriously, in turn discovers
that the assurances apply only in situations which
raise no issues of substantive importance. And
veterans of faculty wars will testify that for many
years dissensions on small campuses would have made
the most hardened legislator's blanch in dismay, and
that, whatever the economic circumstances, more
damage can be done more quickly at a small college
than at a university.

The president's dinner speech conceals some of
what he knows. The figures tell him that a sizable

hunk of the academically most promising students
leave the college after their sophomore year and
transfer up the road. The fact is that not only is State
cheaper, but its faculty by and large more
stimulating, the range of cultural activities broader,
the surveillance of one's private life perforce (if not
by design) at a minimum. Some students, to be sure,

require the assurances of a small-scale environment,
especially during their first two years. But is this

attitude as widespread as we like to think?

What the students who have left the small college

discover, even amidst the notable instances of
bureaucratic callousness generated in a large

institution, is that an impersonal atmosphere offers

its own kind of opportunity for liberation, for

privacy, for self-fulfillment. They may well find their

own version of Han/ey Cox's secular city, where one
develops personal relationships not through simple
geographical proximity so much as through the

pursuit of a widened number of cultural options. And
so, just as the aura of small-town peace does not seem
to lure a sizable proportion of young people back to

the small town, the small college- even when
parents or donors are footing the bill-does not seem
to be luring an increasing proportion of high school

graduates to its student body.

The wave of the future may well be the creation of
smaller units within the large university, and no one
questions the desirability of such an innovation; but
even this subsfitute for an eariier bucolic retreat,

given current constraints in state budgeUng, is not

likely to proceed as rapidly as the 1960's appeared to

promise. In the meantime students keep coming to

the state schools and especially to the swelling two
year colleges.

In the face of such evidence, the myth of smallness

has to be articulated with increasing vigor. Although
the din of the press has mercifully abated somewhat
in the face of signs that the multiversity is not as

powerful as we once thou^t, special study
commissions continue to warn darkly of the penalties

of leaving students alone, while state governments
debate aid to private colleges—a proposition which,

whatever its merit, is suggestive in terms of its

motives.

The myth to which these groups in one way or

another lend support is not, ultimately, a purely

educational myth of the desirability of small,

intimate colleges as such. Rather it is the

characteristically American social myth of smallness

and intimacy as self-explanatory, all-encompassing

virtues in themselves. Whether the persistence of this

way of thinking will help us adequately to cope with

the educational, not to mention urban, complexities

of the oncoming years seems, at best, very much in

doubt.
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— In Drew game —

WC drops leady but comes through to win
bv Jodv Haddow and Brett Smith

The first reaction that Coach The team managed to get better

Ton; Finnegan felt after w.nmng shots, mostly on fas. breaks and

Saturday n.ghfs basketball game broken plays, and went ahead by

aEa'nsl Drew University was over 10 po.nls. At that potnt it

"felie" After leading by as seemed the game would become

much as 20 points during the a farce with the substitutes

firs half and by 14 points a. playing the whole second h^l

intermission, the team cooly For once there seemed to be

squandered the lead. The mighty team more mept on the fioor

Shoremen fell behind by than ours. They were smaler

the middle of the second half, wh.ch .s unusual in itself, and

However, after a strategic time seemed content with taking long

out the team found itself and shots and playing loose defense^

pulled away to win 83-73. However, Drew had a 6-7 record

The first half seemed like an going into the game and were

intramural game on Sunday minus three starters for the team

night Both teams seemed a little after the Christmas break,

unorganized and the referees including their leading scorer

seemed to be letting practically and rebounder. Also the starting

everything go by from murder to five was made up of three

leaving the scene of the accident, freshmen and two sophomores.

They planned to run against us

because they didn't believe they

could compete with us on the

boards. Still they tallied only

four less rebounds than we did.

One explanation for this is the

fact that at Drew their coach

tests all his players for their

vertical jumping ability and the

three forwards averaged over 30

inches from a standing position.

Also Drew seemed to, as most

teams do, gel good position

under the boards on our team.

In the second half. Drew came

out in a press and due to what

Coach Finnegan called "a loss of

poise and failure to get to the

right spot on the floor." Drew

went ahead at one point by a

basket. After a lineout though,

WC came out and proceeded to

break the press for many easy

layups and broke the game open.

Jerry Moye was the leading

scorer with 26 points followed

by Bob Johnson and Billy

Williams with IQ and 20 points,

respectively. Lou Young had a

good game with 14 rebounds

and 10 points, finally asserting

himself in the middle.

As usual the referees came

under fire from both the stands

and the respective coaches.

From the spectator's viewpoint

it looks like the refs were either

ignorant or blind or both. Both

coaches credited the refs for the

game appearing like a football

game. There are two principal

reasons for this. First, the

coaches believed that basketball

at the college level is too fast

and thus, miss many calls.

Secondly, the refs appear not to

care about the game. As the

Drew coach said "They don't

give a shit."

When asked, one ref told us

that he became a ref because he

had seen so many badly

officiated games and he thought

he could do better. He also said

that the refs are well prepared

for these games. They must take

classes both in theory and

practice and must attend clinics

and go to their first games with

three experienced officials as

tutors. Finally they must pass

written and practical tests and

are placed on probation for their

first two years. However, their

desire to do-a good job cannot

be rated, and whether they do a

good job or not isn't considered

according to the Drew coach. He

pointed out that each coach is

supposed to rate the refs

performance for each game on a

card and mail to the official's

home office for examination.

The Drew Coach believes that

these cards are ignored and

officials are never reprimanded

for poor periormances.

All of this adds up to a poor

game where a player camiever

tell where a foul or a walk will

be called. Poor officiating leads

to inconsistency and often

sloppy play by both teams.

When the rules are interpreted

by the officials differently

througliout the game the players

begin to change their style of

play and that always makes for a

poorly played game. This is true

for teams of WC's caliber and

teams like Maryland and UCLA.

Wliether it is ignorance or lack

of desire, poor officiating turns

most basketball games into

farces. Maybe that is one of the

factors that keep WC from

winning close games with strong

teams and running away from

weaker teams. But this isn't the

only reason by far. Poor shot

selection, slopping passes, lack

of rebounding strength and

positions and inexperience are

factors as well. However, the

team did show enough class to

regain its poise against Drew and

win. For Drew's a team that

wasn't as bad as they seemd in

the first half.

The team is 6-11 now and

with good health and some luck

tliey could win at least three of

the last five games, if not all of

them, to improve their won-lost

records from last year, which

would be nice.

Galloping WC ladies

take over action on track

Rosemary Bocchesse shoots for two points in Tuesday night's

girk intramural basketball play.

Buutt'* iekll Striio*

Motor Tuning - Towing Service

Complete Car Care

College Heights - Phone 77ft-1296

WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accrediled study with

educational stops in Africa. Aus-

tralasia and the Orient. Over 7500

students (rom 450 campuses have

already experienced this interna-

tional program. A wide range ol

linancial aid is available. W/rlte

^^^^^^^^^^^^ now for free catalog;

WCA, Chapman College, Boi CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

by Bob Maskrey

What used to be the habitat of assorted

glory-seekers, sadomasochists, neurotics, and plain

crazymen has of late become the habitat of the

ladies in the pastel sweatsuits. In previous years,

the track and cross-country courses were usually

inhabited by gangly, exhausted Chattymen. In

those days one had pride in experiencing "the

loneliness of the long distance runner." (One of

the best movies Tom Courtney ever made, by the

way.)

Now it seems as if the track is lending its

facilities more to the females of the campus than

to their male counterparts, including, sad to say,

the track team. By last count, the ratio is at least 5

to 1 and the numbers are increasing daily.

Admittedly, much of this is due to Penny Fall and

the girls' crew team, but there are still a lot of

them out there.

From my observation, 1 have categorized the

various types of female joggers at ole WC. The first

type is the "Duck." This species of runner seems

to be moving in every direction but forward; and

when this does occur, it seems to be more of a

falling action than anything else. Distinctively, her

elbows seem to be attached to her sides, allowing

the wrist to move but from side to side. This

movement is accentuated by the derriere, which

seems to wobble for no apparent purpose. The leg

action is confined to various flailings at the sides.

In terms of endurance, I will not even talk of

speed. The species usually lasts about 200-400 yds.

befojg the old wind gives out.

The next type of jogger is the intermediate

class. They are made up of those surviving the

attrition rate of the earlier novice "duck" stage. 1

call them the "Wolves" because they always seem

to run in packs. Out of necessity their basic form

has improved to the point where they have

reached some level of efficiency. Of the joggers

making the rounds, so to speak, these are the most

numerous. Unlike most trackmen, who are dizzy,

sick, and exhausted most of the time, these girls

actually seem to enjoy what they are doing, always

ready to give an appreciated smile. Speed-wise

they are not much, but that's not their purpose in

being there. The best advice one can give them is

just to relax and keep moving. In this freezing

weather, keeping the neck warm (with a towel)

and running from the moment you leave the dorm

or gym till you again re-enter its warm confines are

extremely important. When running on the track,

try to think in terms of running for a certain

length of tune, rather than a distance. One other

hint, if pain comes, usually in the side, either move

faster or just sublimate it. If you have to slow

down, slow down, but don't stop.

The final type, and there are very few who

qualify, is the "gazelle," called this because the

know-how of moving and speed seems to be her

game. We might be able to use you o.t the track

team. This variety seems to have never learned the

typically feminine "duck" style of running.

Perhaps she had a tomboy background, and is not

afraid to be a different type of cookie, but a

cookie all the same.

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES

Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2 mi. So. of Chastartown on RL 213

Mens and Womens Shoes

Converse Top Sider

Bostonians

Paul's Shoe Store
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Study faults constitution
SGA investigators propose Senate overhaul

February 22, 1973

by Kevin O'Keefe
The SGA committee created last v.. . ^

investigate the problems between the Senate and its

President, John Dimsdale, focused its attention this

week on the problems within the student

government's constitution itself.

"The problems (between the executives and the

Senate) were based on an out-of-date constitution"

said one committee member, explaining the

committee's decision.

The investigating group has met tour times in the

past week and at next Monday night's Senate session

will propose a revision of the constitution >vhich will

affect both the committee structure and the

distribution oi Senate representation.

The multitude of standing committees which the

present constitution calls for would be reduced

considerably. Five committees, combining many of

the staled function of the old committees, would be

established: an Organization Committee, a Student

Activity Committee, a Judiciary Appointments
Committee, an Elections Committee, and the

Executive Committee.

The creation of the Organization Committee
would merge the activities of three presently called

for committees — Budget, Rules, and Organization —
into one. According to the proposal, the SGA
Treasurer, along whh an appointed Senator, would

chair the group. The SGA Parliamentarian would also

serve on the committee.

A Committee on Student Activities would replace

the Social Committee, expanding its area of

responsibilites into the academic arena. Three student

representatives to the Academic Council, one from

each academic division of the College, would

participate on the committee.

The Judiciary Appointments Committee would be

left intact, though members oftheinvestigatinggroup

openly admit the probableobsolescenceof the notion

of a student court.

The Elections Committee and the Executive

Committee, constituting the five SGA officers, would

remain unchanged.

Barb Parris, serving as the unclected secretary of
the investigating committee, concluded that the
group found the present constitution to be "wordy"
and in need of an examination for relevancy.

The study group has also examined the SGA
by-laws and has extracted from it many points which,
they feel, belong in the constitution instead.

According to the proposal, the Senate would also

be reduced in size from its present number of over 35
senators to 26. The present system of geographical

distribution according to halls would also be
abandoned. Two Senators would be elected at-large

from each dorm and two senators would represent

off-campus students. However, the three Hill dorms
and the Dorchester, Talbot, and Cecil dormitory
complex would each have only two Senate

representatives. The four class presidents and the

executive committee of die SGA would also have a

vote. The MRA and WRA presidents would, however,

serve only as observers, rather than in their present

status as senators.

The constitutional proposal still must obtain bodi

the backing of the current Senate and, through a

special referendum, that of the student body. The
initial step in that process will come Monday niglit

when the proposal is introduced and voted on by the

Senate.

The investigating committee members are in

agreement on the desirability of the proposed

reforms; each proposal, in fact, received approval

from all participants before it was accepted.

Commenting on the investigation by the

committee, SGA President John Dimsdale, who had

come under attack in the past few weeks for his

handling of the Senate, said that "the wounds are

healed."

Looking to the future. Barb Parris warned that it

"is up to the new officers to be elected in April to be

aware of the changes and try to implement them.

They will have to adhere to the constitution."

Genet's 'Balcony*

The dramatic production The Balcony
,

by Jean Genet, will premiere tonight,

Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p.m. in Tawes

Theater.

Police bust
two fordrugs
Two College freshmen face drug

charges following a police discovery in

Cecil House last Friday of marijuana and
other, as yet, undetermined drugs.

The arrests came accidentally when a

Chestertown police officer, investigating

the theft of a stereo from the dorm,
observed Olin Fisher, a - Chestertown
resident, with several bags of suspected

marijuana. Fisher tossed the bags to one
of the charged students, who then went
into his room. According to reports, he
and his roommate decided to allow the

officers entry into the room. The door,

however, jammed and officers eventually

had to break the door down. One of the

students sustained facial injuries when the

door was knocked down. Police later

returned with a search warrant to the

dorm and found more marijuana and
drugs.

Both students were charged with

possession of marijuana in a quantity

sufficient for distribution and were freed

on bail supplied by the Student
Government Association. District Court
Commissioner Katherine Ozman had set

^
baU at S2500

Admissions seeks student aid

in drawing potential freshmen
by Kim Stierstorfer

Miss Marie Warner,

admissions officer

An experiment in freshmen

recruitment, using the assistance of

V/ashington College students, will be

implemented by the admissions office

within the next few weeks. As an attempt

to raise the enrollment percentage of

accepted potential freshmen, which is

now only 45%. the admissions office and

program coordinator John Dimsdale.

wouldlikeWashmgton student volunteers

to contact accepted high school seniors in

their neighborhoods over the spring

vacation. 'The purpose is primarily to

answer questions from the student's point

of view," explained Marie Warner,

admissions otTicer. This experiment is one

of several new "personal contact"

methods being applied to prospective

students. The President now writes

congratulatory letters, the Chairman of

each Department has been asked to write

to each student naming their tenative

major, and the alumni have been

answering probings about the College,

Dimsdale hopes to hold an all campus

meeting during the first week of March.

The program will be explained and

volunteers will be requested. Those

volunteering will be given the names of

pre-freshman in their home local. They
would then be expected to contact the

student either personally or on the

telephone, and respond to their

questions.

There are large numbers of current and

prospective Washington students from the

Baltimore area. Therefore, the

prefreshmen will not only meet WC
students from their neighborhoods, but

also from their majors. Miss Warner feels

"ll will be more effective and interesting

to have a Chemistry major address

another Chemistry major; a lacrosse

player answer the questions of another

lacrosseplayer." M?rie Warner requested

that the students be "as honest as

possible. Don't invent an engineering

'Continued on Page 3)
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The controversy

in the Student

Starting

uhere

we began Government
" Association has

come full circle. Three weeks ago. President
John Dimsdale suggested that the SGA
needed reforming; admittedly his unilateral

move appeared as offensive to some, but
Dimsdale apparently had no real intent to ram
the measure down the Senate's throat. In the
week following the publication of Dimsdale's
suggestion, an uproar with the potential of
devastating the SGA developed. And finally,

last week an investigating committee was
established to find solutions to the
controversy and promptly proceeded to find
the constitution at fault. The proposals they
suggest are similar to Dimsdale's initial ones,
though certain points, notably the
representation along academic lines, are
missing.

TheElmhas editorialized sufficiently in the
past three weeks on the need for Senate
reform. We wish the investigating committee
luck in pushing their proposals to fruition.

Some reluctance is bound to appear, however,
on the suggested means of apportioning
representation. Certain dorms - particularly
the Hill dorms and the Cecil, Talbot,
Dorchester complex - may resent their drastic
loss of representation. Hopefully, those
objections will not obstruct the passage of the
whole constitutional reform package.

And a runaway Long awaited

sled killed ™^''^
i'"^''^

_ assaulted the
them all... campus last night. A
steady stream of students boltedfromthe
dorms, the snack bar, the library. Mittened
palms moulded snow bullets. Dripping
mustaches, white capped heads, woolen
scarves littered the snack bar. Miss Dee, eyes
widened in terror, could not fathom the
sudden, belligerent demands for hot
chocolate.

The Frat boys traded their beer bottles and
lacrosse sticks for icy ammunition; everyone
fell victim to their attack.

The snow was a welcome divertisement
fromthemud,the books, and the beer. Let it

snow, let it snow, let itsnow.

Dumschott to head planning
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Frederick W. Dumschott, '27, was recently named
by President Joseph McLain to replace Dr. Wilham
Sawyer as head of the Washington College Long Range
Planning Committee. Already actively immersed in

College affairs as Assistant Secretary and
Vice-President for finance of the Board of Visitors

and Governors. Mr. Dumschott views his new job
with cautious optimism.

Blue eyes intent behind hom-rimmed glasses, the
white-haired alumnus, who is also busy collecting

material for a history of the College, paid tribute to

his predecessor, "Everyone is beginning lo realize the
importance of planning and of thought in planning. In

making people aware of this, Dr. Sawyer has done
quite a job."

Mr. Frederick Dumschott

Mr. Dumschott sees his own role of chairman as

being "to try and keep the committees busy." The
committee, known in campus memos as LRPC.
presently consistes of three faculty members (Dr.
John Conkling, Robert Day, and Dr. Daniel Premo).
three students (Betsy Murray, Kevin O'Keefe, and

Sue Prett) and Board members Ferdinand LaMolle
III, Donald Darby, and Howard Medholt. who is also

a member of the Visitors and Governors College
Development Committee. Representing the

administration are Dean Maureen Kelley, Business
Manager Gene Hessey and Vice-President for

Development Louis Hughes.

Because of its nature, most people tend to forget

the Long Range Planning Committee. Early last

semester, the LRPC announced memorable plans for

an endowment drive (similar to the Heritage Program
of the '60's) scheduled to culminate with
Washington's bicentennial celebration in in 1982,
with SI5 million in endowment and plant
improvement, ranging from endowments for faculty

chairs, the library and cuhural affairs (films, lectures,

artists) to the building of a swimming pool.

To help the Development Office with this

program, flie College planned to hire an outside

agency to assist in the program. With the end of the

Merdinger presidency and the continuing of college

financial difficulties, the hiring of a consultant has
been postponed.

The committee itself has undergone a period of
hiatus. Dr. Sawyer chaired his last meeting in

November, and Mr. Dumschott will make his debut as

prciiding officer on February 28th. Asked about his

program, he replied. "I've got to wait and learn as we
get into it, ratlier than try and predict what I'm going
to do." Mr, Dumschott has been busy since his

appointment, "educating myself on the programs of
other colleges."

He also "fell into" the chairmansliip of an annual
project, a college fund-raising drive sponsored by a

Chester town-Washington College community
committee. Materials have already been sent to

prospective donors and soliciting is underway.

Commenlmg on the remark of a member of the
Middle States Accreditation teamihatchallenged the
college to give the faculty a larger role in long range
planning. Mr. Dumschott said, "1 don't see how any
planning at the College can take place until the
academic program has been planned and this has got
to be done by the faculty." He continued, "it means
self evaluation."

Most of all the new chairman wants to inspire this

same aggressive spirit of self examination not only in
his committee members, but in tlio College as well.
Planning must be the result of "analysis and syntliesis
of in-depth studies of the College as it is now and of
its aims and goats."

The Washington College graduate has a sense of
what the school has been. His knowledge of the
institution's past, filled with interesting anecdotes of
carriage houses behind Kent and a campus-wide
shower located in the school's first gym. the white
frame building at the entrance of Kibler Field, has
left him with "tremendous respect for the men who
kept the college alive under tliose most adverse
conditions.

As chairman of the Long Range Planning
Committee Mr Dumschott has a chance to emulate
these men Certainly he has the desire
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A linen guide for the modern bride
The Linen Crest Company has been serving the

domestic-minded element of the female college
population smce 1888, but a recent program on the
Washmgton College campus proved to participants
that the proud tradition has not made their

merchandise (or prices) archaic.

Twenty-six blushing brides-to-be and one dog
(possibly a friend of the groom) eyed the display of
domeslic accessories while itu- salesman advised them
to "hold onto their seats" while he explained it "in
biack and white" and several other lovely colors
tanging Irom avocado to shocking pink.

A gasp of ecstasy greeted the introduction of the
Ilfsl item, the baih ensemble, which included towels,
cloths. J hath mai. u bathroom rug guaranteed for a
hfefime not to peel, and a luxurious shower curtain
made of water-proof rayon acetate. "You can ahnost
m^e a gown of it." the representaUve assured his
audience, impressing those who enjoy the more
fonnal look on campus.

He next brought modest blushes to the cheeks of
the future housewives by diq>laying a 6-color
assortment of Percale sheets, and informed them that
there was 188 threads per square inch of the quality
fabric. Adding a risque touch to the cveiiing. he

exposed a "little wedding gift" for those ladies who
wanted to start the Linen Crest plan right away. "On
your wedding night, when your new hubby's in the
shower and he's singing and splashing on that Jade
East, we want you to go over to that motel bed and
put on these satin sheets," giggled conspiratorily.

"And when tha new hubby comes out and jumps into
bed with you, you better grab him cuz he's gonna
slide right out." Even the bolder ladies were forced to
avert their eyes when he whipped out these Sexy Red
items.

The show continued on a less devastating note with
the display of a thermal blanket costing merely $50
that would keep you as warm or warmer than 2 or 3
regular blankets, and the introduction of 2
bedspreads by Bates, allegedly the "unchallenged
leader of bedspreads in the Country." According to
the salesman, the "bedspread can either make or
break the whole room," and he assured them these
were lovely additions to their bridal collection.

Linen Crest offers fine linen from Ireland and
Belgium of rugged but elegant designthatis
guaranteed to impress in-laws ("or out-laws," he
interjected). "It's expensive giris, it really is." He
flashed an honest smile at the less observant who

might not have caught on to that fact. "But

everything today is expensive."

The college giri with wedding bells on the brain can
complete her trousseau with the entire ensemble,

including bath accessories, sheets, bedspread, a Lane
Cedar Chest, and a wedding gift-trip to fun-filled

Miami or Las Vegas by paying Linen Crest a nominal
$429.95 or her first male born child. .According lo

the Linen Crest representative, his company makes
"very littleonthe, whole ensemble," Tlie 35,OUO to

45,000 girls who are members of the Linen Cresl

Club ("very much like a Christmas Club") pay for

their merchandise in monthly installments, and hence

afford the company adequate captia! to invest in

corporation, mutual funds, and iiocks.

The Linen Crest Company makes all of its sales

through yeariy visits to colleges and universities.

They do no advertising and have no stores. So
Washington College ladies who desire "a steal" to

complete their domestic dream will simply have to

hang on until next year.

by Kim Webb
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Torum' features British philosopher
I
u
31

A man considered by many to be England's

foremost philosopher of rehgion-Professor Ninian
Smart of the University of Manchester-will discuss

the general problem of trying to "prove" the

existence of God in tonight's William James Forum
presentation. The meeting is set for 7:30 p.m. in

Hynson Lounge.

Professor Smart is the author of REASONS AND
FAITHS and PHILOSOPHERS AND RELIGIOUS
TRUTH. He has taugiit at King's College (London),
the University of Wales, and Yale. An aulhorrfy on
both Christianity and non-Wcslcrn religions, he has

studied Chinese, Sanskrit, and Pali.

^Oz' next weekend

The Studio Theatre's production of Frank
Bauni's classic story. THE WIZARD OF OZ, will be
presented next weekend, March 2,3 and 4.

The student director of Uie program is T.G
Finkbinder and Margo Taylor is cast in the lead role

of Dorothy.

Performances open to Washington College students
dre Friday and Saturday night's, starting at 7:30 pjn.
Matinee performances, open only to children and
accompanying adults, are set for 2:00 pjn. on
Saturday and Sunday, March 3 and 4.

Admission for all shows is 25c per person. The
theatre is located in the basement of the Gibson Fine
Arts Center.

Academic awards presented

Academic honor awards for performances in the
last academic year were distributed at last Saturday's
Wjshington Birthday Convocation.

Winners of the Visitors and Governors Scholarship
awards for the highest cumulative academic average
were senior Richard Blackburn and junior Sandy
Richter. Edward Bngham and Jim Smith won medals
for the highest one year academic performances in

last year's junior and sophomore classes, respectively.

Senior Jennifer Lucke was cited by die Colonial
Dames of America. Eastern Shore Region, for her
work on the history of the early American period. A
number uf students were also initiated into Phi Alpha
Theta, tlie national honorary society for history

students.

The Fraternity and Sorority Loving Cups, awarded
for the highest academic performance in a one year
period by a Greek organization, went to the KA's and
the AOPI's.

Piano program Tuesday

Two grand pianos (one especially prepared for
unusual effect) and an array of electronic equipment
will occupy the Tawes Theater stage when pianist
Doris Hays performs a program of contemporary
music here February 27 at 8:30 pan. in a college
concert series presentation.

First-prize winner in the 1971 International

Competition for Interpreters of Contemporary Music
in Rotterdam, Holland, Doris Hays has given
premieres of American piano works at international
festivals in Como, Italy, and Hilversum, Holland. In
May, 1972 she was featured soloist in the Cage
Prepared Piano Concerto during the Cage Country
Festival of the Residence Orchestra at The Hauue
Holland. ''

'

Doris Hays studied in Munich for three years on a
Bavarian Ministry of Music grant, earned a master's
degree at the Univeisity of Wisconsin, and has been
on the music faculty at Wisconsin and at Cornell
College.

Currently guest composer at IheQueensCollege
Electronic Music Studio, she has electronic
compositions on recordings of the Southern Library
of Recorded Sound, and she has published several

pieces for piano and piano-and-tape.

Doris Hays' program here will include "Prepared
Piano Sonatas" by John Cage, which the composer
has described as "...an attempt to express in music
the 'permanent emotions' of Indian tradition; the
heroic, the erotic, tlie wondrous, the mirthful,
sorrow, fear, anger, the odious and their common
tendency toward tranquility."

She also will play her composition, "Wildflowers"
for piano and Buchia Electric Music Box, which
incorporates electronically originated sounds wilh
piano sound used lo Iriggcr Buchia actions.

Freshman
recruitment
{Continued from page 1)

program where one does not exist. This is

not a propaganda program."
John Dimsdale defined the program as

"beneficial" lo tlie whole college
Confident of its success and hopeful of
student interest and involvement
Dimsdale assures "Uiere is no way we can
lose with this experiment. Even if only
ten people a enroll because of Uiis
penional contact, because we are thinking
of them, we've achieved something. The
additional students won't only mean
30,000 dollars, they also fill up dorms
and create jobs for the faculty In
actuality, it's Washington College
students working for Washington
College."

Don Kelly
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On sports

Lou Young: four years of dedication
by Gali Sanchez

Lou Young arrived in Chesterlcwn in September

1969. He came from Forest Park High school, as a

Class B honorable mention all-star. He played center

at 6'4"-l85 lbs. In his freshmen year he scored 64

points in 1 7 games. Lou's father died, his mother had

passed away some years earlier, and times were

rough.

The next year, Lou returned and put it together

scoring 397 points, led the MAC and Mason-Dixon

Conference in rebounding and took over as Coach

Tom Finnegan puts it "ihe nucleus of our team."

Last year Lou led the MAC for the second straight

season in rebounds and will win the same honor this

year. As I write these words on a Wednesday night

Lou is scoring his one thousandth point. He is the

ninth man to accomplish this in a Washington College

uniform. He is the first black man to do so.

Lou is now 6'5"-205 lbs. He is Mr. Basketball at

Washington College and received little recognition

because of it. WC is not UCLA or Maryland. Lou
knew that when he came here. "Lou came here for

two reasons," says Coach Finnegan, " to get an

education and play basketball. He wants to go to law

school. He's been an above average student and a

super basketball player. 1 know he'll succeed in law

school because he's dedicated." In short, Lou has

Two unidentified wrestlers go at it in Monday night's match against Loyola.

Sho'men lose two games, win one
in typical week of WC basketball

played with injury, pain, both mental and physical;

he has never missed a game and most important,

never let the team down.

Some lime close to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, February

24, a buzzer will sound and the 1972-73 basketball

season will find itswayinto so many filing cabinets.

Basketball at WC has never been more than a boring

story in the Elm,a tiny comer in the Baltimore Sun

and a dusty folder in WC Sports Information.

Everything will return to normal next season

except for one thing. Because he will be gone, WC
will be weaker on the boards, the team wUl lose

maybe a few more games than they did this year.

There will be SO fewer people from Chestertown

cheering on their hero. Washington College will not

only lose a basketball player but also a student, and a

leader in both.

"No matter how bad or how tou^ it got on the

team, Lou never quit. He has given 100% effort every

minute on the floor,'" Finnegan continues. "I as

coach am very grateful for every minute he has given

me of basketball."

The bu/zer will sound Saturday night and Lou's

records will be filed away forever in Bunting. They will

read:

Rebounds, most career, Lou Young '69-73. 1115

. Rebounds, most single game, Lou Young vs.

Gallaudet 73. 32
Lou Young will play Ihe last game of his varsity

career against Johns Hopkins and, win or lose, a few

seconds before that final buzzer, Coach Finnegan will

call Lou Young to the bench and let the audience say

thank you.

Wrestlers end
losing season

on sour note

by Bret Smith and Jody Haddow
It was a typical week of WC basketball as the

Shoreman lost to Ursinus, 83 to 70, and Franklin and

Marshall, 73 to 67, and beat Gallaudet. 7 1 to 57.

Let's start with the worst and work up. The

Ursinus team seems to have been underrated this

year. Besides beating us by 13 points, they beat the

league leading Lebanon Valley team the Monday
following our contest. Against WC they combined the

rebounding effectiveness of their forward Une

(averaging 6'6") with the scoring ability of their two

starting guards, who combined for 45 points.

Washington played everyone on the team; reserve

guard Peter Murphy responded with ten points, eight

in the last two minutes.

The F and M game was another one of those

contests in which WC invariably comes close to

winning, but never does. As usual F and M opened up

a good lead in the first half and WC spent the better

part of the second half catching up. Having pulled to

within two points of their opponents, WC proceeded

to bring the ball down the fioor three times and come
away with no points.

Once again WC rallied to within five points of their

opponent only to let them regain control, and go on

to win. Two important reasons for thisoccurrenceare

the refs and the opposing teams. At Salisbury, the

refs fouled^ up in the closing seconds to hurt our

chances for victory. In the Loyola game, one of their

guards had a hot hand and put victory out of reach.

However, it is usually our own team's sloppy passes

or bad shots or just a lack a "killer instinct" that

accounts for losses. Many times Washington will cut a

ten point opposition lead with good passes and team

play. However, as soon as the score comes close, the

passes suddenly fall in the other team's hands and we
start to take 30 foot diots. Also, after such a

comeback, the team suffers a mental lapse and loses

the physical edge that brought them back.

This lack of "killer instinct" is evident even against

weaker teams. Against Gallaudet, WC repeatedly went

in to the lead but couldn't put the game out of reach.

Our failure to work the ball inside and taking shots

from far out greatly helped Gallaudet in staying in

the game. Into the second half, Washington started to

pass the ball, hitting the open man inside, and forging

ahead to win. We even survived a Gallaudet press

without panicking.

Rallies falling short and runaways turned into

close games are the trademarks of this basketball

season. But at least WC is no longer run off the floor

by 20 or 30 points anymore and that is a sure sign of

improvement.

CHESTER THEATRE CHURCH HULTHEATRE
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by Bill Gant

The 1972-73 wrestling season came to an end for

the Washington College grapplers on Monday night

after a 35-14 loss to visiting Loyola College. This

match cappedabusy weekend schedule which began
with Hampden-Sydney, a match WC lost 24-1 8.

That match was begun, as usual, on a good note as

Marty Winder out-classed his man 4-2. The tables

were turned quickly, however, as Rick Burke was the

only winner for WC in the next six weight classes.

The Shoreman, down at that point, 21-6, retaliated

with consecutive pins by Jon Spear and Peter Takach.

The score momentum was halted however, as

newcomer, Paul Gianquinto, was defeated in the

unlimited class to give the opponents a 24-18 victory.

The next stop was Washington and Lee where the

Shoremen competed in a tri-meet with Gallaudet and
the host school. The Shoremen had no trouble with

Gallaudet, a school we had beaten earlier in the

season, handing them a 31-18 loss. Washington and

Lee proved the. most powerful of die three squads

however as they proceeded to blank the Sho'men
39-0. The highlights of the Gallaudet match were

Dave Gehrdes' impressive 18-6 win and Pete Takach's

pin in the first period. Coming after only 57 seconds

had expired, the faU earned Pete a place in the two
minute club for WC wrestlers who have dispatched

their opponents in under two minutes.

Loyola, the final match of the year, was by no
means a good note to end a season on, but there were

a few high points for the grapplers. Marty Winder was
awarded a forfeit, and Pete Takach and K.C. Dine

both won their matches. Dave Gehrdes wrestled his

man to a tie and that was all she wrote for the Shore
effort.

Looking ahead to the Mason/Dixon Tournament
at Towson this weekend, we are not expected to do
great things. We do have a few possibilities for good
individual performances but, beyond that there is not

much hope for the Shoremen. The only true hopefuls

to watch in tlie weekend contest are Peter Takach
and Marty Winder, both solid performances

throughout the season.
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Social action group bids for approval
College may join PIRG, Nader offshoot

by Kevin O'Keefe

MARYLAND
PUBLIC P-
INTEREST
RESEARCH
GROUP
Your Tough Prohssional Advonlts for

Cowminvntal RMporttlbllity

Envtfonmtntol Prastrvotlon

Iquat tights

Con«um»r Prot»ctkm

Corperaw RespondbiBtr

The Maryland Public Interest

Research Group is initiating its

drive on the Washington Campus
tonight with a petition drive.

Taking its inspiration from the activism of the

Ralph Nader consumerists, a movement is growing
both locally and nationwide for the development of
college sponsored, student funded, public oriented

lobbying groups.

The Public Interest Research Group movement,
using the anacronym PIRG, has spread to nearly

twenty stales. Until recently, in Maryland PIRG was
limited to Baltimore area colleges and universities; it

is now spreading to other schools in the state.

Toniglit PIRG organizers for Washington College

will initiate their campagin (o establish a local chapter
with a petition drive in the dinner line. Student
petitioners will voluntarily ask the College's Board of
Visitors and Governors to raise the student activity

fee by five dollars per year to fund the PlRG's
lobbying efforts. To get the organization started, over

half of the student body must give their assent to the

fee increase. The Board must then approve the plan.

Built into the PlRG's organization charter is a

clause which allows any student to demand a refund

of the five dollars, if he chases. However, if over half

the student body were to do so, the organization

would automatically be dissolved and all fees

returned.

The stimulus behind the PIRG group activity on
campus is freshman .lohn Moag. who first approached
students, faculty, and administrators with the idea in

January.Johnviews the emergence of PIRG as a

response to the criticism levied against student

demonstrations in the late I960's. "It's an answer to

the question about doing something realistic. PIRG
works," he said.

The list of problems PIRG aspires to tackle reads

like a social activists's nightmare: inadequacies in

The first step in

determining the degree to

which curriculum
reforms are desired by the

student body will be taken

tonight when Acting Dean

Nate Smith meets with a

large number of invited

students to hear their

viewpoints on the issue.

The participants in the

meeting, scheduled for

8:00 p.m. in Reid Hall

Lounge, represent what

Dr. Smith describes as "a

good cross-section of our

student body, a group

small enougli for me to

talk with and yet large

enough to be really

representative."

The movement for

education reform on

campus has been growing

since last semester, but discussion of it has been

limited to the Academic Council, a committee which

contains only six students. Dr. Smith explained that

the diversification of those who will attend tonight's

meeting is necessary. Of the students in the Academic

Council, he says "there are too few to be really

representative." "I have the feeling that we have not

heard from all corners of the campus. I have been led

to believe that there are opinions and desires out

there ready to be lapped. This meeting is an attempt

to re-establish some communications."

The Acting Dean explained that the same students

are often involved in decision making — which is not

Students'

viewpoint

sought on

curriculum

innovation

necessarily bad, he

cautioned. "It speaks of

their dedication." The
College, however, has an

obligation "to serve every

person we can." With a

serious attrition problem,

one third of it due to

variouskindsofacademic
dissatisfaction. Smith sees

the meeting as an

opportunity to establish

what students dislike

about the curriculum and

to search for possible

means to correct (hem.

In his invitation to the

students, Smith outlined

what his expectation of

the meeting is:

As you may have heard,

the Academic Council is

studying our curriculum to

see whether it can be

improved. Lots of books

nave been written about curriculum reform; a number

of colleges are experimenting with non-traditional

approaches to education. We are going to read some

of those books and visit some of those colleges in

order to prepare the way for possible changes in the

way we teach and learn at Washington College.

But schemes that are brilliant on paper are

sometimes duds in practice. A novel approach that

works is one locale, or with a certain set of students,

may be inappropriate, even laughable, on different

terrain or with other students. For this reason, I want

to make sure that Washington College itself, and its

• Continued on Page 2)

envirorunental preservation, consumer protection,

government and corporate responsibility, sex

equality, health care delivery, public housing, and
nursing homes are all slated for examination by PIRG
study groups.

PIRG groups in other states have already

demonstrated the effectiveness of their study and
lobbying activity, John explained. In Oregon, PIRG
uncovered widespread pollution of rivers by paper

mills and, in a court settlement, forced the mills to

stop their dumping. The Oregon lobbyists also

uncovered unsanitary meat packing practices and
fraud in automobile repair. In Minnesota, PIRG
fought for the establishment of community health

clinics, in New Jersey the group uncovered and

publicized wide variances in drug prescription prices,

in Connecticut PIRG found out that Colt Firearms

was cheating the government on the sale of the M-16
rifle. Already, the young PIRG effort in Maryland has

carried out an inspection of stores still carrying toys

banned as dangerous by the Food and Drug
Administration.

If the College accepts PIRG, Washington will

become part of a larger state-wide group, while also

maintaining a local PIRG effort. The Maryland

organization, termed MaryPIRG, includes or is

establishing chapters in Johns Hopkins University,

Loyola College, Notre Dame College, Goucher
College, University of Maryland Law School, Villa

Julie College. UMBC, University of Baltimore,

University of Maryland College Park, Western

'Continued on Page 2)

Constitution

reforms face
student vote
The proposed revision of the student government

constitution was presented to the SGA last Monday
night. The investigation committee renovated the

document, making "considerable changes" according

to the secretary, Barb Parris.

Geographic distribution has been altered, reducing

the Senate's size from its present number of 35 to 25

members. Election procedures has been changed; the

current two thirds vote would be replaced with

majority vote. The major revisions occurred in the

overhauling of the committee structures. An
Organization Committee has been proposed that

would merge the activities of three present

committees: Budget, Rules, and Organization. A
committee on Student Activities has been designated

to replace the Social Committee.

Two members of the constitutional committee,

Larry Falk and John Moag, felt that the SGA should

not be reduced in size if the necessary changes are

made in the committee structure. Attributing the

current hassels of the SGA to committee

ineffectuality, Falk explained that with the

remedying of that problem, the size of the Senate

would be inconsequential.

The investigating committee added a provision to

the constitution, requiring the revisionment and

revitalization of the constitution each Spring, after

election of new officers.

The motion for revisionment was tabled for two

weeks, pending student body ratification. It must also

obtain a two-thirds consent from the present Senate,

two weeks from now.
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MaryPIRG seeks College entrance
s
E

(Continued from page 1)

Maryland College, and a number of community

colleges.

Of the five dollar student fee increase Washington

students will pay. three dollars will be directed to

MaryPIRC. MaryPIRG's budget, which Moag predicts

may reach $250,000 yearly, would be used for

lobbying efforts - in the Maryland General Assembly

for example - and in the examination of particular

problems, such as housing laws, discrimination, etc.

The budget would also allow for a staff of lawyers,

scientists, and other professionals required by PIRG

study efforts.

Individual representation of schools in MaryPIRG

comes on the Board of Directors, an overseeing body,

with representative slots apportioned according to

student body size. Washington would have one

member on the Board, elected by the student body.

The PIRG Board would determine what projects to

undertake and fund. The studies themselves, however,

would be undertaken by individual students and

colleges, with each school's particular expertise being

utilized. For example. Moag explained, if a study on

the Chesapeake Bay's pollution was commissioned,

Washington College would be more likely to

participate in the effort thatn would a college in the

mountains of Western Maryland.

Besides the Maryland wide effort, PIRG would also

operate locally. Two dollars of the student fee

increase 'wouldbeused by the local office. "We want

to be active right here," Moag explained, "either

working with a MaryPIRG effort at the local level or

commissioning an individual study by Washington

students." In the latter case, the facilities and

professional expertise of MaryPIRG would be

available for local work. Moag reasoned that "if a

student is going to live for four years in Chestertown,

perhaps he owes something to Chestertown. By this

activity, he is going to add something to the

community."

Washington College students would be needed at

both levels for work as researchers and investigators.

At Bethany House

WC aids Tutoring project

Bethany House, a state-supported institution, has

approached Washington College, in quest of student

aid for their tutorial program. Approximately fifteen

Washington students have volunteered to participate.

Each student chose a child to work with, either once

or twice a week. Dean Barry McArdle, campus

coordinator for th'e program, explained that the main

problem, the impetus of other academic difficiencies,

is the general lack of reading ability among the

Bethany House residents.

The purpose of the House in Cordova, Maryland, is

to keep children, ranging from twelve years to

eighteen years, from "developing into criminals" and

to rehabilitate them back into their responsive

families. The State of Maryland hopes to achieve this

by detaching the kids from the normal rehabUitation

of jails and reform schools. The Bethany complex is

composed of three houses, each house run by a set of

parents." Presently there are nineteen children

involved in the program: two houses of seven boys

apiece and oneJiouse for five girls. The average stay

of a resident^is %ix months. The House attempts to

send each child to their own family for weekends-the

majority of children are fiom Talbot and Caroline

counties. Dean McArdle revealed, however, that "it is

more difficult to work with the child's parents than

with the child."

One major problem of the Bethany Complex is the

quick turnover of House parents. Although the

program director recommends a maximum stay of

two years, the majority of parents have left after

several months. One couple departed teo days after

their arrival. These shifts in authority and

responsibility does not accomphsh the sense of

security and continuity that the children require. One

House parent. Richard Ebling, who presented the

progam and its plea to interested students, reassured

the prospective tutors that the ideals and goals of

Dean Barry McArdle, Campus Coordinator

for Bethany House Tutorial Project.

Bethany House are still very much attainable.

Patience, dedication, andsincere interest are the

criteria for the tutors listed by the Bethany

institution-

Barry McArdle is pessimistic about the success of

the student tutorial program. Although he feels the

program can work, he warns against interpreting

Bethany House and its residents as "tokens to

exercise a condescending charity with." To

counterpoint his cynacism. McArdle did say that the

actual presence of concerned students could

accomplish more than math or reading tutoring. Both

McArdle and Richard Ebling expressed their gratitude

for the concern and interests of the students who will

begin tutoring nextTuesday. . i^- o^ ^ 'by Kim Stierstorfer
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lobbyists, public relations personnel, and volunteer

coordinators.

MaryPIRC hopes to establish two offices in the

state—one in Annapolis and one in Baltimore.

Still facing the local PIRG group is the task of

obtaining a majority of the student body's support

for increasing the activity fee for PIRG and

convincing the Board of Visitors and Governors to

follow suit.

The effort so far has drawn support from a cross

section of the student body. Workers on the PIRG

organizational structure included: Moag, Susan Burt,

John Dimsdale. Larry Falk, Jim Mayhcw, Joe Gelty,

and Gerald Harrington. Additional advice came from

the Office of the Deans of Men and Women. Asserting

that the student effort was "a combination of

idealistic values and concrete issues" Moag spoke with

an air of assurance that the petition drive would be

successful. "We're aiming for 80% participation," he

concluded. According to Moag's timetable Ihat

should be accomplished within a week.

Afier that hurdle is overcome, however, the Board

must pass judgment on the PIRG organization. Moag

reasoned tliat "if the students really ask for it. the

Board should give their approval. The Iroubles of the

60's required positive action, not just

demonstrations. That's what PIRG is - positive

action."

Smith asks

student views

on curriculum
Continued from Page 1

students in particular, are not overlooked in the study

we are now making. Judging by comments from the

student representatives to the Academic Council,

letters to the ELM, and remarks made in the Dean's

office, there is criticism on campus of some aspects of

our program and. no less important, there are

constructive suggestions out there about desirable

directions for change. I want to hear the gripes and I

want to profit by the suggestions.

Looking forward to what forms curriculum-

innovations may take, Dean Smith poses the question

"Are we providing the right mix of experiences lo

make the liberal arts education continually relcvanl."

One idea presently being bantered around is the

concept of off-campus intern programs for students.

Examples of possibilities in various areas include

work on political campaigns for political science

students, in hospitals for psychology students, abroad

for foreign language students. A tentative proposalis

being drawn up at the encouragement

Interim-President Joseph McLain for each departnienl

to outline what intern possibilities would be

beneficial for them to attempt. The implementation

of such a project would be expensive, since students

on a program away from College would not pay room

and board. Dr. Smith explained that if only fifty

students were to participate in such a program lor a

year, itwouldmeanaloss of approximately $200,000

to the College treasury, a difference he decribes as

between "life and death" for the College.

Dr. Smith's plans for visiting experimental college;

over Spring break are being formalized. Already.

appointments have been set up at two schools. The

Dean expects to take two students, himseli, and

another faculty member on the explorations. "^'

have to get out there with a fine net and grab in in'

stuff that is likely to be workable here," he said.

By April, Smith expects the groundwork to ^

completed and the "faculty and the students vm

have to pick up the ball. My whole effort," ^

explained, "is to stop passing the buck from dean 15

dean." Once the "unpopular legwork" is done and-

practical agenda is drawn up, the "next guy (the ne«

dean) will have no excuse," the Dean concluded. " '

can't wait forever.' by Kevin O'Keef
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Studio Theater reinterprets 'Wizard of Oz'
by Mary Maisel

This weekend, Washington College drama students

will present T. Frank Baum's The Wizard of Oz. The
production will, begin Friday at 7:30 p.m. Two
performances will be given on Saturday: a 2;00

matinee followed by a 7;30 curtain and there will be

another 2:00 show on Sunday.

Director T.G. Finkbinder :s attempting to present a

new interpretation of The Wizard and lo leave long

lived stereotyped images created by the M.G.M.

movie behind. In an effort to accomplish this, T.G.

has combined parts of the Baum novels, various play

versions, the movie, and his own writing. Special

emphasis has been placed upon make-up and Joel

Eljns has done a remarkable job here. Pam Locker's

costumes, though not elaborate, are quite

appropriate.

The approach may be different, but the theme

remains the same. As T.G. explained it, Dorothy

wants to return to Kansas and all it represents lo her,

but to do so she must first miss home enough to

understand its worth. The same theme is reiterated in

the Scarecrow, the Lion, and the Tin woodsman.

Once they realize the value of brains, courage, and a

heart, these characters realize they possessed these

traits throughout the Journey to the Emerald City.

The main concentration is on ususual effects for

special appeal to the children who are expected to

attend the matinee performances. There will be many
musical numbers including some from the movies

("Somewhere over the Rainbow," "Off to see the

Wizard") plus original music composed by Mickey

Dulin.

This studio theater production should be quite

entertaining and especially unusual. As T.G. said,

"there will be lots of surprises." As one fortunate

enou^ to attend a dress rehersal. I am strongly

inclined to agree.

The cast and production staff are as follows:

Munchkins Wayne Baker

Bobbi Gathright

Larry Israelite

Stephanie Strong

Melinda Zucker

Drama review

Dorothy Margo Taylor

Toto Judi Katz
Glinda Betsy Blake

Wicked Witch of the West Mary Lou Lauricella

Scarecrow Wendy Woolley

Tin Woodman John Corcoran

Cowardly Lion Sue Dunning
Glindeltes Betsy Blake

Bobbi Gathright

Stephanie Strong

Guardian/Wizard of Oz Billy Denison

Cat Bobbi Gathright

Bat Wayne Baker

Toad Larry Israelite

Original Material by T.G. Finkbinder
Original Music by Mickey Dulin

Production Staff

Director T.G. Finkbinder
Stage Manager Beth Kahn
Musical Director Mickey Dulm
Choreographer Judi Katz
Master Electiician Paul Eldridge
Running Crew Tom Middleton
Set Design Paul Eldridge
Costumes Pa^ Locker
Make-Up Joel Elins
Sound Michael Lange

"VOtCE" by Buster

WizarcJ Billy Denison helps Scarecrow, Lion,
brains, courage and a heart.

and Tin Woodsman realize the value of

^The Balcony'-pretense vs reality
The recent production of Jean Genet's The

Balcony opened on a startling note as the lights

brightened upon the prodigious figure of a Bishop,

about seven feet tall, wearing glittering ceremonial

garb equipped with 3-foot shoulders and grotesque

platformed footwear. The conclusion was likewise

effective, but the 3'/i hours in between were so long

ihai sighs of relief almost drowned out the parting

lines. Once again, the Washington College drama

department has attempted a theatrical that is

indubitably beneficial to the cast and to the more

tesponsive element of the audience, but of duration

and complexity that provokes the backs and minds of

Itie viewers.

Balcony is set in Madame Irma's House of Illusion,

an extraordinarybrothel whose 38 rooms house

facilities to fullfill the fantasies of the men who
patronize it. The patrons introduced are common
workers who are attempting to relieve the tedium of

their lives and find sexual delight in illusions of power
and importance. The Bishop {T.G. Finkbinder), the

Judge. (Jim Thomas), and the General (Charles

Maiheny) project themselves in separate scenes as

loud domineering figures who slip effectively from

confident belief in their illusions to momentary
quavering rememberance of their own insignificance.

One moment they tower menacingly over their sleezy

victims and the next stand shivering in shoddy

Underwear or crawl upon the floor obeying shrill

commands to lick the foot of the whore who holds

control of the illusion in her clutch. They are

desperate to believe the illusion; their ambitions don't

extend far enough for them to desire to be the

characters they portray, but allows them to derive

Mlfillment in the differentiation they make between

pretense tfrid realitVftheif-ple&sure cqrnes from being "^

[

aware of the illusory nature of their actions.

These characters, employees and clients, know that

the brothel is a place for games, and it is the

swaggering entrance of George (Justin White) the

Chief of Police, that disturbs this. He takes his

surroundings seriously, seeking more than therapy or

release from Irma (Sarah Packard) and her institution,

and it is Genet's initial move to create a bridge

between the brothel and our world. George is plagued

by his sexual impotence and by the fact that no one

has come to the bordello to impersonate a police

chief, which leaves the importance of his function in

society debatable in his mind. In an attempt to assure

himself, he makes himself the victorious leader of a

devolution that has been raging outside of Madame
Irma's door throughout the story (effectively

threatening the "reality" of the world inside and

worrying the inhabitants). He appoints the clients to

play once again their respective roles of bishop, judge,

and general, and declares Irma, queen, this time in a

"real" society that is just as illusory as that of the

brothel. When the three attempt to usurp his

authority, he asserts his role as policeman by

destroying the self-image that had planted, in a

shocking violent scene in which he hurls them to the

ground from their platfored heights. The final

fullfillment for him comes about when a young man
comes to the brothel requesting to play the role of

Chief of Police. But the jubilancy George feels is

temporary. Disillusioned over the failures of the

rebellion, the young visitor castrates himself,

becoming an impotent replica of the Chief of Police,

and George retires in defeat to the masoleum
chamber.

Irma is the queen throughout the play. Her

sti^t'd^peid ismile is for'jhirs^ aHi^eU as her clieif'ts^'

and viewers. She is all too aware of the reality of the

various illusions as well as the illusory quality of
reality. She makes the audience aware of their

positions as voyeurs, guilty of having complied with
her illusions, as well as their own. In her final

soliloquy, turning to the audience with a cold,

knowing smile, she states, "You must now go home,
where everything-you can be quite sure-will be even
falser than here. ..You must go now. You'll leave by
the right, through the alley. ..It's morning already."

Members of the audience who had not read the

play or had grown bored in 3i4 hours with what was
often continuous dynamics of the actors, may have
believed that the entire night had passed while they

slept through the production. The selection was not
really appropriate for the Washington College

audience, although the Drama Department added

some interesting innovations on the set. Three

television screens off to one side pictured the action

on the stage as the inside of one of the studios, and
with the introduction of the Bishop, Judge, and
General, vivid representations flashed from a slide

projector unto the wall. However, for the

unfortunates who attended the premier performance,

the film that broke in the middle of a crucial scene

served assloppyinterruption that further confused a

beaten audience. Aside from some such cases of

unprofessional technical handling (which were

probably inevitable due to the leflgih and difficulty

of the choice), and occasional periods when the large

amount of acting going on was unconvincing, the

production was beneficial to any attentive viewer,
/

and incomprehensible lo some who came expecting

an evening of light entertainment. .
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fScope—
Creative Arts fest

A drive is on to make the 2nci Annual Wasliinglon

College Creative Arts Festival of March 19-26 one of

the major cultural events on campus. Besides more

student involvement in it, wider community

parlicipalion is also being sought by placing posters

announcing it in high schools and stores.

There are seven categories for entries-poetry, prose

{short story, essay, one act plays, etc.), music,

drawing (charcoal, crayon, pen/ink, etc.) painting (all

mediums), sculpture (all mediums), and photography.

By March 14 entries in the first three categories must

be submitted, by March 19 entries in the other

categories. Drawings and paintings must be Framed

and include the implements for hanging. Photographs

may be mounted on a heavy board but not on regular

paper, unless they arc framed. An entry may not

consist of a collection of works; each work must be

submitted to the Student Affairs Office. The fee is $ 1

per entry. Dr. Nancy Tatum will head the judging of

the literary entries*. Mr. Garry Clarke, that of the

music entries; Dr. Norman James, that of the art

entries; and Mr. Hert Derringer, that of the

photography entries. Prizes in each category will be

$10, $15, and S25. Winners will be announced on

March 24 at Washington College's annual banquet for

Parents' Weekend. Those winner not attending will be

notified by mail. Though all entries might not be

displayed because of limited space, most will be

displayed March 19-26 in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center and Miller Library.

Last year the tradition of an annual creative arts

festival was introduced by the S.G.A. to stimulate

interest in creative arts on campus and in the

community, to sponsor something of a nonsocial

nature on campus, and to involve town and college in

a joint activity*. Its success last year-one hundred

entries from as far away as Delaware and the

University of Maryland encouraged the S.G.A. to

make a tradition of this town-campus event.

by Cecile Corddrey

Parents' Weekend
March 23rd and 24th will mark the observance of

the annual Parent's Weekend at Washington College

organized by seniors Diane Glover and Bill Monk.

Friday night will feature the world premiere of

"Westchester Limited" an opera composed and

produced by Mr. Gairy Clarke and Dr. Norman
James. Following the production will be an informal

party in Hynson Lounge beginning at 10:00 and

possibly a dance in Hodson Hall.

Saturday morning begins with a presentation and

panel discussion by SGA concerned with the topic

"Washington College 1973" in Tawes Theater. The

afternoon will be highlighted by sports activities and

at 4:30 cocktails will be served in either the Hynson
Ringold House or Reid Hall basement. A banquet will

take place at 6:30 preceding an awards presentation

for recognition regarding such organizations as

"Who's Who in American Colleges" and the Senior

Women's Honor Society. An informal party in the

Coffee House will be held later in the evening with

entertainment provided by folk singers.

Parent's Weekend is hoped to act as a stimulus in

forming a Parent's Association to encourage parents

of WC students to become more involved in campus
activities.

. «.
by Lin Brettschneider

Presidential search

The Presidential Search Committee will begin its

search for a new permanent President this Saturday

morning, March 3.

The Search Committee will meet at 10:00 p.m. in

the Sophie Kerr Room of the Clifton Miller Library.

Of the twenty-one members sending on the group, five

are students, including Betsy Murray, John Dimsdale,

George Churchill. Kevin O'Keefe, and Bruce

Kornberg. Heading the Search Committee is Dr.

. Roberl .Roy.. Dean, £rayttys of the _Jphns Hopkins

School of Engineering-

Paddle tennis courts under construction.

Maintenance building's foundation.

Campus construction

The two latest construction projects on campus are

located at the southwest end of the college. The new

paddle tennis courts, a recent gift of the College, are

rising in the area between the tennis courts and

gymnasium.

Additional facUities for the Maintenance

Department are being constructed west of the present

building.

WWII expert lecture

Oron J. Hale, emeritus professor of History at the

University of Virginia and an administrator in

occupied Germany after World War 11, will be

featured in next week's presentation of the College

Lecture Series.

Mr. Hale's lecture is titled "The Administration of

Occupied Territories after World War II - Our

Experience in Germany, Japan, and Korea." The

program will be held at 8:00 p.m. in the Hynson

Lounge

Student on the Board

McLain voices
reservations

The May meeting of Washington College's Visitors

and Governors will consider a proposal by the

Student Affairs Committee that a student

representative be admitted to the thirty-six member

Board, receiving full rights and privileges. Including

the right to attend executive sessions.

Dr. Joseph McLain, who will present the

Committee's proposal, admits "I have mixed feehngb"

about student membership on the Board. Presideiu

McLain's feelings about student imput m collegiaic

affairs are decidely unmixed ("We need the studem

outlook and voice.. .the College is not worth anythini;

without the students.")

With this in mind. Dr. McLain has promised lo ask

the Board to provide a regular place on its agenda tor

the presentation of student opinions. "If we make

sure that the administration. Board members, and

students have clear communications," students

should benefit without official status.

President McLain cannot completely agree with the

student argument that providing 80% of the school's

operating expenses entitled the student body to

Board representation. "Just because you use gas and

electricity, you're not on the governing board of

Baltimore Gas and. Electric." On the other hand, "as

consumers, students have a right to question the

shoddiness or the beauty of the goods and services

rendered." Again, Dr. McLain feels the students can

do this by coming to the administration, an attitude

firmly posited in his belief that an administration will

warrant the necessary student respect.

If a simply student demand for status may not

impress the Visitors and Governors, President McLain

feels they would respect the request if it is

accompanied by a widespread demonstration ol

student interest. The students are a potentially vii,il

resource "in fighting for the salvation and future of

the College." One means of judging their strength will

be the freshmen recruitment campaign which the

Admissions Office and the SGA plan for Spring

vacation. In the words of President McLain, such an

effort to aid the College "cannot easily be dismissed,"

Jazz in the works

The Washington College Jazz Band, organized by

Phil Vogler, is scheduled to meet in Tawes each

Tuesday and Thursday night at 10:00. Although

twenty-two people expressed an interest in the group,

only small numbers have been attending rehearsals.

The music selected for the Band is boogie and blues.

If any student is interested in participating in the Jaiz

Band please attend a rehearsal. Instruments can be

provided if students do not have their own.

Library collection

The library is looking for contributors from the

College community in an attempt to fill the open

space in the library's smoking room. Ligiit reading, o)

the Drug Fair paperback variety, would be

appreciated. The books will be marked for circulation

on an honor code system. Any contributions can be

left at the library desk.

THE SGA-SPONSORED SPRING
BREAK CONTACT WITH POTENTIAL
FRESHMEN STILL NEEDS
STUDENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING
AREAS:
CONTACT THE STUDENT

AFFAIRS OFFICE.

New York: Potsdam, Pelham

New Jersey: Cape May Court House,

Skillman, Woodbury, Bridgewater, Rutherford,

Denville, Dover

Virginia: Dyke, Ponhatan. Richmond,

Woodberry Forest

Massachusetts: Wilbraham, Needham, North

Andover

Connecticut: Danielson, Salisbury

Pennsylvania: Ardmore, Rydal, Harrisburg

Maryland:,Parsonsburg, Piltsville



Psych class ^deviates ' from the norm
Assigned the "violation of another person's

expectations concerning norms of behavior," students

of Dr. Howard Grumpelt's abnormal psychology class

taxed not only their ingenuity, but also their courage

in the achievement of a feigned deviation in the last

month. Told to choose a person that has "a clear

expectation of how the customer ought to behave in

a particular situation," many waitresses, store clerks,

and barbers were assaulted with a seemingly

contagious outbreak of abnormal, frightening

behavior. After the confrontation had occurred, the

psychology students were expected to write a paper

noting the "salient expectations defining usual

behavior in the situation," and depicting both the

overt and emotional reactions of, what was

ominously appellated, the "target person." Dr.

Grumpelt warned his students before they attempted

their "deviations" from the norm against breaking the

law.

An amazing number of clever, capricious, and

effective variations resulted. In Chestertown, one

female student modeled a pantsuit in the window of

McCrory's. Posing and moving when the salesgirl

climbed in the window lo put up a decoration, this

WC student pointed out "how nice it was to have live

models move out of the way." The salesgirl

conscientiously ignored her.

A male student ventured into a barber shop and

requested that the hair on his toes be shaven. The
barber reacted unexpectedly by not only shaving

them and applying aftershave, but also, allegedly,

setting up another appointment for the future.

Two female psychology students, one doctor and

one observer, assaulted Hollies. Ordering an

"appetizing" combination of spaghetti and pickled

beets, this student mixed them on her plate with her

hands and began to sliove fistfuls in her mouth. She

noticed the waitress repeatedly washing and

rewashing the same table, shaking her head from side

to side disparagingly.

Another student in a department store addressed

an invisible mother standing by her side. This female

student broke into tears, explaining to the bewildered

saleslady that her mother had deserted her. When the

saleslady attempted to explain that her mother had

never been present, the student wailed louder.

At Montgomery Mall in Rockville, Maryland, a

Washington College student, vacuum cleaner hose in

'Clockwork Orange' author

in Hynson reading tomorrow

hand, tested orher customers tor radiation. Two
security guards, "dragged" her away; the police were

called. Facing three charges, Disturbing the Peace,

Disorderly Condbct, and Assault and Battery, the

student rapidly explained her assignment to the angry

store personnel. One store clerk queried her--"Why

couldn't you have gone to Sears?"

The majority of students questioned concerning

their projects admitted nervousness before the

confrontations, but as one girl explained it. she "fell

into the role." When the target people were explained

the assignment, various and diverse reactions

occurred. Many were angry, calling the project a

"little game." Others were shaken or fearful. Some
found the situation and their own subsequent

reaction humorous.

This educational project nol only exposed the

students to human reaction to unexpected behavior,

but also taught them something about their own
brashness and imaginations. One student admitted

that she felt "badly for taking advantage of the

salesgirl"; she experienced "...the aftertaste of a bad

practical joke." But she admitted the experience was

invaluable, involving, and instructive.

by Kim Stierstorfer
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Anthony Burgess, author A
Clockwork Orange and fifteen

other novels, will visit campus

Friday, teaching English classes

and delivering an afternoon talk

at 4:00 p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

Mr. Burgess' visit is sponsored by

the Sophie Kerr Committee.

Burgess' press agent describes

his accomplishments with

largesse: "an extremely versatile

man...a teacher, an education

officer in the British Colonial

Service, a composer, pianist,

translator, a reviewer of books,

music, television, and records for

British magazines and
newspapers, and an active

participant in the theatre world.

Mr. Burgess' latest published

work in the United States is One
Hand Clapping, but among his

other well known books are

Urgent Copy, Re Joyce,

Enderby, The Novel Now, The

Lo ng Day Wanes, and

Shakespeare.

Burgess is presently a

"Distinguished Professor" at the

City College of New York, a

position similar to those he held

at Columbia and Princeton

Universities.

In 1968 Burgess and his

family left England to make

their home in Rome. Italy. In

articles and interviews at the

time of their departure from

England, Mr. Burgess explained

that his reasons for leaving

England to make his home

elsewhere were based on the

high taxes in Britain and the

general attitude toward writing

as a profession. When

interviewed by the British press

when his decision to move irom

England was announced, Mr.

Burgess said: "Britain does not

like her writers very much. It

humiliates them in its Honors

list. A man who sails around the

world gets a knighthood and all

poor Evelyn Waugh ever wanted

was the O.B.E. (the Order of the

British Empire), which is what

Mary Quant got for inventing

the miniskirt."

Sutton's Towne Stationers'

203 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

Hallmark Caids

Easton Papers

Office Supplies

Don Kelly

CheVTolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes

THE
VILLAGE TOGGERY

301 High Street

Chestertown, Md.
Junior Sizes 5-13

OPEN A STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNT

Kent Pbza Barber Shop

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Coley Razor Cuts Charlie

Bill Hair Styling Ronnie

"We Cut Hair To Suit You"
Phone 778.4771

College Heights

Sub Shop

Open: Weeksdays - 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Fri!-Sat. - 10a.m. -11 p.m.

Sun. - 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern

Tht Marylaid

NitiMol lank

Cheftertown

7784600

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES

Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2 mi. So. of Chestertown oh Rt. 213

TOP SHOE STYLES..

BARETT SHOES

KENT PLAZA llt^tW CHESTERTOWN

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandviches

Mondar - Sal. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sanday 11^0 a.m. - 12 B,m.
TF
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On sports

The British Way

An interesting conversation

with Roger the other day,

revealed much about th_e

problem of WC sports. You see,

Roger, is a graduate of the

Warwick University in England.

and more or less cohabitated as a

W.C. student. England, if you

will recall, was the World

Champion Soccer Country in

1966 and quarterfmalist in

1 970- England was also the

name of a college all-star team

which destroyed our lacrosse

team in 1971. Both sports are

salient at W.C, so perhaps Roger

could have some constructive

criticism about our proud teams.

"1 juslcan'tbelieve sports are

so serious in this country."

Roger would repeat. He is

probably right. We are the W. C.

SHO'MEN for starters. Not quite

as fierce as Lions and Tigers and

bears, but potent never-the-less.

The Warv/ick Wankers was the

name of Roger's rugby club. I

will leave you to imagine what a

good wank is, but it's not played

on a field. The basic idea is to

enjoy yourself in sports. While

W.C. athletes exercise and psych

themselves before a game, our

counterparts across the sea are

partving- After the game, win or

lose, teammates and foes alike,

close in on the nearest pub and

tie a good one on. The Pub room

is quickly filled with smoke (any

American coach would forbid

such a thing) suds, lewd songs,

naked bodies (Zumbas) and

general. merriment. Some

upperclassmen may recall that

the English Lacrosse team

roamed this campus, looking for

the "party", of which no one

was aware.

All things considered, it may

not be the direction W.C. is

headed, but there is some truth

to this serious aspect of sports.

Roger will never play

professional rugby, but his

playing days will always be

happy memories. We seem, on

the other hand, to be so geared

to winning, we can not have an

intramural basketball game

without being overly concerned

with winning and team

standings. Perhaps, what 1 am

trying to say is that Washington

College should not worry about

poor basketball records, Top

Ten lacrosse ratings or All

American honors. After all, look

at all the happy Wankers back in

England. Tlianks Roger.

Potential in WC lacrosse

W. C. Sports will go bigtime

next week, as in every spring,

with the opening of Lacrosse

season. Coach Don Kelly is all

smiles and properly so, because

he lost only three midfielders

from last year's second place

small college team. Even so.

Coach Kelly has at least three

freshmen, any of whom could

reach star status with their

incredible potential.

"The season will be tough,"

offers Kelly. "Every game is

going to be imporant, and this

year's schedule is tougher than

last year's." Kelly continues

with a twinkle in his eyes, "This

Notes from a

B league loser
"Well, lemme teU ya," he said deeply. Someone called him an

and leaned back, way back on asshole. He then rose, very

his back to the utter shocks of indignantly, and began to leave

amazement from those

assembled. And to the brakes

and carburetors of another

half-dozen seated outside in the

hammock. He squinted and

scratched his eyes out. They

rolled off the rug. "It was a

game to end all games," he

bellowed. "It was poetry in

motion. Basketball! What a

game, what a game." He sighed

the lights on. He also walked out

of the room. The building. And

out of my life forever. As he

rounded a bend, 1 desperately

cried out, "but, what was the

score?"

1 heard gales of shriekish

laughter. And the echoes replied,

"Herbie's Hackers' 45, "4F's

40 "Herbie's Hackers' 45,

"4F's40."

year's club is a veteran club

they have a year of experienct

and should be better.. ..We lost

Peter Hoggs, who was a rea]

hitter, but this year's club haj

better stick work anyway and

we should be more of

"finesse" team. ..We have a lot of

quality freshmen, but I'd rathei

not hand out any free

information to opposing teams.

Let them be surprised. "Wlien

questioned about the W.C.

clearance, which was a weakness^

Kelly replies, "1 feel that should

be solved. We have better stic);

work and speed this year."

Indeed Washington Coilegs

may be fielding a national

powerhouse, but only if the

clearing problem is really solved,

and the players keep a healthy

mental attitude. The talentis

there.

This reporter will be coverijiE

Lacrosse for the season.

request of Coach Kelly, 1 did nol

name any players by positions,

stars, class so as not to key any

opponents. The Elm is circulated

to other schools and coaches,

and as such, offer

semi-scouting report. When the

season opens, I hopefully will

use the player's names many

times over.

by Gali Sanche

Senior Lou Young receives game ball for his fast

college career game.

Flowers For

\AU Octasiuns

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chettntown, Md.

Phone 77B-Z52S

The thrill of victory,

the agony of defeat....
Well, now that I've caught your attention, the

following article is about chess. Please continue.

Chess is the game which has lately gotten a lot of

publicity and a lot of converts. (No, this is not a

religious article.)

It used to be that people that played chess, if I

remember back to my late-1960's hi^ school days,

were usually the "swatish" bookworm types,

seemingly unable to do anything else in the field of

athletics. 1 am proud to say that 1 was one of them.

Although the local Neanderthals held us up to

ridicule, we had our own elitist identity and the

distinction of being considered "intellectuals" (then

meaning ostracized odd-balls). Gladly today, it

appears that those days are gone.

Today, chess is enjoyed by all kinds of people, be

they 'swats', 'freaks', or 'athletes'. Around the

college, chess boards abound, exhibiting various kinds

of playing pieces. Besides the typical wooden variety,

there are more fancy Renaissance, Napoleonic,

Chinese, and Indian types. Recently at the Junior

Class chess tournament some originality was shown in

a handsome nut and bolt set.

The game's actual origins are rather cloudy, but it

is generally accepted that India is its birthplace. Its

history may go as far back as before the Alexandrian

invasion of thatcountrytn 326 B.C. As not to offend

anyone, the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Chinese,

Japanese, Hebrews, Arabs, Irish, and Welsh also claim

the game's invention. In all this time, the game has

remained basically unchanged. One interesting

sidelight in the game's history was that the Roman-
Catholic Church banned it until 1400. It was not too

well enforced.

At Washington College, there is present all degrees

of chess talent. They go from those who just know
how the pieces move, to what one might consider

semi-professionals, like Chuck Kellogg.

One of the best players at the College in this

male-dominated past time is, suprisingly, a female,

one Robin Gaynor. She is nationally ranked (1048)
and has played in a few recognized tournaments.

Robin noted that chess is one of the most taxing

sports, often causing mental and physical exhaustion.

When asked about female chess players Robin
replied that initially they tend to be passive and
defensive, but by the middle of the game they are

aggressive as anymale — probably more so.

The one danger in really getting into chess is that it

can be addicting. I know that if five years back chess

had a counterpart to Alcoholics Anonymous, I would
have joined. Instead I had to go cold turkey.

by Bob Maskrey

Engagement Ring

HEADQUARTERS, U.S.A.

^»-a^̂Jteenehaum^ of Baltimore!

. whose DISCOUNT Prices attract customers
from over a six state area!

You can save up to 50% off Retail from one of the

Nation's largest IMPORTERS of diamonds. Your

choice from over 1,000 different styles of engage-

ment rings, discount priced from $54 to $6200.
GrMnebaum's tias a Ctiarge Plan, and afso accepts major credit cardi'

Free Parking

£si. J909r\ est 1909
104 N. Howard SL
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PIRG proposal goes to Board Saturday
Approval by the Board of Visitors and Governors

of the proposed Washington College chapter of the
Maryland Public Interest Research Group may come
as soon as this Saturday.

MaryPIRG organizers John Dimsdale and John
Moag will supply the Board members with the
petitioned signatures of well over 500 students and an
undetermined number of faculty members in support
of their quest for approval. The PIRG group, an
off-shoot of the noted Ralph Nader's Raiders, has
been campaigning for acceptance here since February
Signers to the PIRG petition requested the Board to
raise the student activity fee by five dollars to provide
MaryPIRG with funds to undertake their social
action, consumer oriented program. Of the five dollar
student fee increase, three dollars would be directed
to the statewide chapter lor research and lobbying

efforts and the remaining two dollars would support
local activities of the group.

Moag termed the 70% participation figure by
students as "adequate", adding however that the

petition drive will continue until this Friday.

Students can add their name to the lists in Thursday
night's dinner Une.

The PIRG organizers met with Interim-Er&sident

Joseph McLain this week as a preparatory step before
approaching the Board. McLain referred the students

to Mr. George Holbrook, chairman of the Board's

Student Affairs committee. That committee will meet
Friday night to determine the manner of the PIRG
organizers presentation to the Board. In order for

Moag and Dimsdale to actually make a presentation
at the Saturday morning trustees' meeting, the

Student Affairs committee must first give its assent.

"I hope the committee will realize Friday night,"
Moag commented, "that it will be to MaryPIRG's
advantage and to the Board's advantage to have the
students present their case at the Board's meeting so
that the trustees can ask any questions they have
about MaryPIRG and we can answer them." The
PIRG initiator admitted that "I'm very confident
they will allow us."

If the Board should reject the PIRG proposal this
Saturday, Moag vows he will not abandon the
movement. "If the Board turns us down, we will
reapply later. But I foresee no reason why the Board
would do that." John says he hopes to sell to the
Board the notion that a PubUc Interest Research
Group at Washington wUI be both "a social benefit
for the state and an educational opportunity for the
student body."

Student health services

may relocate off campus
According to a proposal already passed

by the Student Affairs Committee,
Washington's Student Health Service

offices may soon be relocated in a

building currently under construction on
the grounds of the Kent-Queen Annes
County Hosptial.

The Student Affairs committee, in

approving the transfer of the infirmary to

an off-campus location, reasoned that the
new office v/culd provide a higher quality
of medical services in the new building.

The College's suite would be adjacent to
the private offices of the Director of the
Student Health Services, Dr. Robert
Damm. In an emergency, the Student
Affairs committee concluded, students
could be better served at a site adjacent
to the hospital. The arrangement would
also make it more convenient for students
to use the hospital's auxiliary services,

such as X-rays.

The re-location of the offices would
remove from campus both the medical

and psychological counseling staffs.

College Business Manager Gene Hessey
predicted that the move would not signal

an expansion in student health services. It

might however require a five dollar

increase in the student health fee, which
is presently forty dollars, to cover the

rental cost of the offices. Such an
increase is one option which will be open
to the Budget Committee of the Board of
Visitors and Governors when they vote
on the proposal. Their vote will probably
come at their April meeting.

Mr. Hessey explained that the Board is

seriously evaluating the advantages of the

move versus the cost, especially

considering the precarious state of the

present and projected College budgets.

If the transfer is approved, the College

would be in its new facilities by next

September. Completion date for the

project is now set for July. The building,

directly east of Minta Martin Hall, will

include at its opening the offices of five

or six doctors, with more physicans

(Continued on page 16) ^ , ,

Although temperatures belie the fact, budding trees evidence the arrival

s<^->«^vitif«.'^:^rs-;s?^v»*v*i^?4»>¥>i.A«'wi of spfing this week.

College faculty approves teaching evaluation
A faculty evaluation, to be conducted

this semester under the auspices of the

Academic Council, gained the approval of
the iaculty at their last meeting. Not only
will the professors be subject to student

evaluation, but also to the appraisal of
(heir colleagues. Dr. Larry Logue,

organizer of the evaluation, defined its

dual purpose: I . the study will serve the

individual faculty member as an
instrument in measuring the rapport he
has actually achieved with the students

and also provide an awareness that will

hopefully culminate in improvement in

teaching performance, and 2. eventually,

these questionnairesmightbe considered

an intregal part in the tenure process.

Students and faculty will complete

different forms; eight separate

questionnaireshavebeen created by the

evaluation committee. The diverse and

comprehensive questionnaires are:

1

.

the instructor's evaluation of

himself

2. students on the professor's

classroom performance

3. student evaluation of academic

advising

4. students on counseling

(psychologist, etc.)

5. classroom visit by a non-member of

the college

6. appraisal of teaching procedure and

material by a colleague

7. blank appraisal of special

incidenl-this questionnairemaybegiven,

by the professor, to anyone
8. appraisal of non-teaching duties, in

coordination with the college and his

colleagues.

Most classes will participate in the

evaluation, but Dr. Logue presented an

objection to the inclusion of smaller

classes. He argued that the students in a

small class situation "would not be quite

open...and might not want to be

identified, whereas the student might be

more honest in a larger" class."

Each facutly member wiU evaluate the

other members of his department.

Criteria for evaluation will be personal

discussions, awareness of materials

implemented, and classroom visitations, if

permitted by the faculty member in

question. The faculty has been reminded
to allow an open mind in observing the

individual teaching approaches and
methods employed in another's

classroom. Dr. Logue admitted he was
pleased by the absence ^"political
manuevering of what could be an
effective but damaging tool.

The results of the evaluation will

remain secret this year; this experiment is

being implemented to test theefficacy of

the "instrument", the questionnaire. Dr.

Logue and the Academic Council aspire

to make the evaluation "at least an

annual affair." No date has. as yet, been

fixed for the actual initiation of the

survey.



'Picture of frustration'

Murray blasts attitude toward court i

by Kevin O'Keefe

SGA's Student Judiciary. long doimant despite

occasional feeble efforts to revive it, finally took its

initial steps this week - and promptly fell flat on its

face.

Betsy Murray, SGA Vice-President. Judiciary

judge, and often acerbic commentator on the apathy

of the WC student (recent comments: "My God, all

you ever do is talk. Act! and 'There is no more

righteous indignation.") vehemently expresses her

dissatisfaction with the court's operation and the

student body's support of it. "That's me. I'm the

picture of frustration," she admitted.

Betsy's disillusionment was generated by failings in

the judicial process last Monday night when she

unsuccessfully brought to court an incident of

student vandalism. That most recent failure of the

student judiciary system was similar to an earUer

experience this year,

In September, student vandals demohshed the

lounge in Somerset House. A witness on the scene,

however, took note of the participants and turned
their names in. The court stood poised to handle the

cases and the judiciary appeared well on its way to a

strong revitalization. When it came time for tlie trial

to begin, however, the witness, apparently fearing

revenge, refused to testify against the guilty students.

Then ensued a protracted and fruitless effort to

resolve the case.

Betsy's attempts this week to have a student

prosecuted for smashing a glass bottle against Middle

Hall also came to no avail. The Judiciary judge

witnessed the incident, decided to prosecute the case

herself, and appoin ted Senate President John

Dimsdale to try the case. However, at trial time only
four of the seven appointed jurors were present

and Dimsdale was forced to instead hold only a

hearing.

The defendant, who was charged with smashing the

bottle against the building, claimed and proved with
witnesses that he only threw the bottle on the

sidewalk next to the building, notactuallyat Middle

Student Judiciary head Betsy Murray
laments "the lack of cooperation" students

have given the student court.

Arts festival , photo exhibit

in campus showings this week
The 2nd Annual. Wasiviugton Collegt Creative Arts

Festival is c,un;en4ly ..^Jspiaying-, entries in the

categories of drawing, painting, sculpture and
phoioeraphy jp the Miller Library. These entries, as

Tricia Stewart's entry in the Creative
Arts Festival is currently on display in the
Miller Library.

well as additional works ol poetry, prose, and music,
have been submitted by students and community,
who arecompetingfor SiQ, $15, and $25 awards in

each category. The display will continue until March
26, and winnere are to be announced on Saturday,
March 24 at an evening awards banquet. Literary
entries are to be judged by Dr. Nancy Tatum and Mr.
Martin Clearfield; music by Dr. Garry Clarke; Mr.

George Founds^snil D[, Norman James will judge the
drawing, painurvg andsculpture; and Hufn Den-mger
the photography.

The Creative Arts Festival, initiated last year by
the SGA, is being held lo provide a nonsocial
opportunity for interested students and community
to come in contact with the creative arts, either

through direct participation or appreciation of the

entries of others. According to Sue Burt, Chainnan of
the Festival, it has been successful in quantity as well

as quality. "I'm surprised that it worked out so well
because we had short notice to plan it, and amazingly
enough there were a rush of entries over the vacation.
We had two a week ago, and now there are over
eighty."

Cooperating with the aesthetic tone of the week,
the College arts exhibit committee will sponsor an
exhibit of color photographs by John Mackay. Operi
from March 22-ApriI 9, the display, titled "Nature
and the Lens", includes a variety of traditional,

contemporary and nature photographs.
The display in the Fine Arts Center lobby will be

open from 2-5 p.m. on weekdays and from I0a.m.-4
p.m. on Saturday. There is no admission charge.

Mr. Mackay, who has won acclaim in exhibits held
it the United Nations, The Sierra Club, and the
United Stales Department of the Interior, and who
currently has one of his photographs on permanent
display in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, will speak to the public on "Creative
Photography as a Fine Art" at 8:00' on Thursday,
March 22. A noted artist, lecturer, and

I

onservationalist, Mr. Mackay feels that tiie purpose
>f this coUection is "to show here some of the
i^auiy, the tranquiUty, the magic that is often close
at hand if we can but develop the eye to see it."

Both the exhibit of the Creative Arts Festival and
Mr. Mackay's coUection should be interesting

fulfillments of his hopes to "stimulate and promote
interest in both seeing and wanting to preserve some
of the happy things around us."

by Kim Webb

Hall itself. Acknowledging that the charge was false,

Dimsdale dismissed the case.

Betsy refused to dismiss lightiy the nature of the

incident. "I admit it wasn't the strangest case it could
have been. But I get it from both sides. On the one
hand, I'm accused of smothering the judiciary. And if

I do something I have incidents like last Thursday

when a glass (bottle) was thrown in my general

direction" by an unidentified resident of Middle Hall.

Betsy did not see who tossed the bottle but suspects

that it was thrown in retaliation for her prcsectuion

of the bottle smashing case.

"Some people here," Betsy comments angrily, "are

still going through puberty. They're still rebelling

against their parents. They're rebelling against people

who say 'no', even when the 'no's' are valid."

The Judiciary head also laments the attitude of

students which allows acts of vandalism to pass

unchallenged. "Nobody is willing to do anything.

Only if 1 see it with my own eyes will somettting get

done. The whole problem is the idea that they

(vandals) are my friends and I can't say anything

about it. But there has got to be a limit. You just

have to rfispeCt other people and people here jusi

don't." - '

"Kids here are immature and so concerned purely

with themselves. They don't give a damn unless it

directly affects them."

Betsy sees the problem not as one of a small

college in general but as a problem inherent in tlie

nature of certain elements in the Washington student

body. "It's not just happening everywhere." She

pointed to Hampshire College, which a WC
committee just visited, as a college similar in size to ;

Washington where there are no apparent "sins of I

commission or amission" in dealing with studeni

vandalism. "They have two student security guards

there," she explained. "Here, they woiild probably
I

end up getting conked on the head."

Is there any hope for the student judiciary? Betsy.
'

v/ho says she has' been maligned for her role - even
I

considered an ogre by some, views the future

pessimistically. "You'd almost need a God to look

down from on high to catchkidsinthe act," she said.

"There is just no answer to it. I can't have hope --

there is no cooperation."
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Students face

discrimination

in Chestertown

rental housing ?

by Kim Stierstorfer

Several students have been rebuffed by some
Chestertown realtors in their efforts to obtain
off-campus housing. In order to lucify these instances

of apparent discrimination the EUn initialed an
investigation of the rental policies of local realtors

and the legal rights and redresses of the student.

Although there is both a state and federal lav/

condemning discriminatory housing practices

(Federal- Fair Housing Chapter 45, Title 42 Public

Health and Welfare, Subchapter I, section 3604;
State- Discrimination in Housing, Declaration of
policy, 49B. Section 21), it is only applicable in

transactions concerning a denial because of "race,

i;olor, religion or national origin." Therefore,

currently, students have no legal redress. However, a

motion is now before the Maryland State legislature

for the inclusion of "age, marital status, and sex." to

be defined as illegal determinants in housing and
employment decisions. Miss Edwina Black, of the

Human Relations Commission, Baltimore, is

pessimistic about the bill'spassage, despite effective

lobbying by the Tenants-Landlords Association: "The
same motion was presented last year to the legislature

and was lost ifi committee. It's the §ex stipulation

that will kill it. There seems to be a strong

anti-feminist mood in the legislature this year and

unfortunately the rest of the motion will ride with

it."

The Human Relations Committee is an

investigatory organization specifically created to deal

with reported instances of discrimination. Miss Black

admitted dial the denial of rental property to

students was a commonplace occurrence, especially in

the Baltimore urban area. Many students from Johns
Hopkins, Towson Stale and Morgan have filed

complaints with the agency. "Unfortunately,"

explained Miss Black, "we only have jurisdiction in

discrimination cases rnnceming hiack and white, or

rebgion." Landlords are not breaking the law when
they refuse to rent because of age. Their common
rebuttal, she revealed, is "We are in business to make
a profit. We are a part of the free enterprise system
and should not be restricted." Miss Black reflected

that one of the agency's major problems is simply
pinpointing the criteria for a stable definition of
"discrimination"-"^ can be so subtle, so slight., and
frustrating when there is no legal means of
combatting it."

The Maryland Association of Realtors, Annapolis,
defined the position of realtor as that of middleman.
"The owner of the property defines the criteria for a

"desirable tenant," and therefore, the realtor is not
responsible for property denial."

When Chestertown realtors were asked about the

causation for denial or hesitancy in renting to college

students, the main objection was the residency length

of students. While most owners, according to Hogan's
Agency, Kent Plaza, Chestertown, prefer to lease for

a year's length of time, students reside in town for

only several months each year. Another factor is

simply the scarcity of rental property in Chestertown
and the surrounding area. Housing is extremely

The Colonial Manor Apartments, located

across the road from Drug Fair, flatly

refuses to rent to College students.

limited and in the majority of property transactions,

both the owner and the realtor would prefer to sell,

rather than rent. According to Vincent Raymond, of
King's Grant Real Estate, many brokers won't
"bother with rentals.. .there isn't enough profit and
there's too much decision making involved."

Raymond also emphasized the fact that there are not

'Westchester Limited' premiers
will benefit scholarship fund
by Mary Maisel

"Westchester Limited" an opera by Garry E.

Clarke and Norman James will be presented by the

Kent and Queen Anne's Counties Chapter of the

Washington College Alumni Association and the W. C.

departments of Music and Drama. The world

premiere performances will b£ performed on March
23 and 24 at Tawes Theater in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center at 8:30 p.m. The admission cost is $4.00 per

person with a special rate of $2.00 per student. The
proceeds will benefit the Harry S. Russell Scholarship

Fund,

The cost of production is being met by the

Maryand Arts Council, the Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties Chapter of the Alumni Association, the Wye
Foundation, the SGA of Washington College, the

Concert Series and individual contributors. Most of
these sources would not ordinarily make this sort of
contribution, but are donors in this instance in order

to support what they consider a cultural event that is

beneficial to the area. The contributions make it

possible forlheproceeds to go directly into the

scholarship fund.

The opera itself is based on. a one-act play entitled

Sham by Frank Tompkins and involves the struggles

of a social climbing couple who move to Westchester

County, New York in the 1920's. Clara the wife is

quite concerned because her neighbors do not seem

to accept her as a social equal despite her extensive

efforts.

The main action of the plot begins when Clara and

her husband retum from a movie to discover a thief

in their Westchester abode. They attempt to convince

him to leave, but he points out to the couple that it

would disgrace them should he leave without taking

"anything. The thief is presented with a problem when
he realizes that nothing of Clara's is worth stealing

due to her vulgar taste. The plot works out to its

conclusion from this point

Garry Clarke, who wrote the music, asked Norman
James to write a libretto some time last spring. Dr.

James said that the opera includes some "in" jokes

for opera buffs but in order to follow the plot, it is

not necessary to understand the jokes. He added that

the opera should not be considered a period piece

although it is set in the 1920's, but "a satire on

suburban life and social pretentions."

The cast and orchestra are comprised of both

professionals and amateurs. Joy Zornig, Ralph

Williams, Bruce Gilkes and Karl Starks will sing

accompanied by an orchestra conducted by John

Klaus, music professor at the College with Robert L
Forney as concert master. Timothy Maloney,

Chairman of the WC drama department, will direct

the stage action and William Segal, also of the drama

department, in charge of set design.

enough accommodations, even for families desirous -v
of Kving quarters in Chestertown. One more noted S
objection against renting to coQege students is tiiat „
tiiey occasionally abuse their position and h
responsibility as tenants. Often, too many people arfe J
found living together in a limited space. m
. Mr. Raymond remarked on the marked change in 3
the type of student over the last several years. "Five J
yeare ago, when the colleged acted in "loco parentis", 2
we rented to students who were in achiality, juvenile. 3-
But, now, college students are losing that image of J^
"irresponsibility." King's Grant Real Estate rents to -

botii faculty and students. Their tenants, revealed »
Vincent Raymond, have been responsible and 2o
dependable. He considers the students that rent his
apartments to be adults, "The students are treated a
hell of a lot better by tins town than tiiey were...
they're treated like adulti;." Raymond explained that
many times stiidents are expecting a type of property

'tiiat he cannot possibly deliver. "Farms for rent are
rarities." He asserted that his company did not

believe in the unjustifiable denial of property to
anyone.

Hogan's Agency again underscored the fact tiiat

rentals are scarce. A spokesman explained frankly
that apartments "go to the first person who gets there
with the money." He saw the main deterrent to tiie

achievement of student rental as the length of lease.

Rent from their student tenants has always arrived on
time and no complaint has ever been lodged against
them.

Mrs. ADspach, another realtor, rents her own
property, or "principle", and presently has five

Washington students as tenants. Asked if they were
irresponsible or troublesome, she confessed that she

has had more problems with her other tenants than

with the college students. "My own children are

away, looking for a place to live, a chance to prove
themselves, why should I deny anyone else that

chance?"

The spokesman for the Colonial Manor
Apartments, managed by Robert L Davis, attempted
to explain tiieir "no college students" policy.

Colonial Manor has unfaihngly denied apartments to

the Washington student body. "Mr. Davis is only

acting in accordance with the owner's (Clayton
Emory) ruling." The requirement for rental are: a

year's lease^ the tenant must be at least 21 years old

and responsible, and must have a reliable income.

When confronted with the fad that many students

are 21, responsible, have a dependable income and are

witling to rent for a year, the speaker replied, "the

owner has other reasons..."

Students continually are confronted with instances

of discrimination. Not only is the student halted in

his attempts to find living quarters during the school

year.butheis also, and much more obviously rebuffed

in locating a summer apartment Many Ocean City

landlords overtly refuse to rent to youths. However a

large percent of the refusals are justifiable. Great

amounts of destruction and abuse occur each
— summer. The students' reputation for irresponsibility

I and undependability is stiil very much evident in the

k considerations of realtors and landlords. Although
wanton destruction has not occurred in Chestertwon,

one realtor explicated "You know how college kids •

are..."

The majority of realtors and townspeople accept
'

the student tenant, admithissenseofresponsibuiiy,and

will readily rent to him. However, because of the

College's new ruling concerning mandatory room and
board, even for new students who are moving off

campus, this minimal discrimination problem might

disappear entirely.

Corns to the newly

R^UOy^J^^

COFFEE HOUSE

which will continue to dazzle

you in the coming weeks

with their new innovations.

I
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Gift campaign starts strong

by Dave

Some early results have trickled in -om the

\nnual Fund Raising Drive, and, if these advance

coninbutions are any indication, it should be a good

year in terms of financial relief for the College.

Mr. M. Douglass Gates, Director of Annual Giving,

is co-ordinator of two aspects of the Fund Drive - the

alumni and the parents. The complete Fund Drive

also encompasses coninbutions from Chestertown

businessses, private institutions, organizations,

foundations, and the Board of Visitors and

Governors,

The alumni solicitation is handled as follows: of

the 5,000 Washington College Alumni. 1 ,000 of these

graduates have been selected lo participate in the

Leadership Gift Division. They began receiving

mailings in November and so far, from 264 returns,

S22.000 has been contributed to the Drive.

Compared to last year's pace, when during ^e whole

campaign, S33.394 was contributed by 507 members

of the Leadership Division, this year's solicitations are

njnning $3,000 ahead. Two years ago, before the idea

of the Leadership Division was struck upon, those

same 507 people had contributed only $23,000 • a

difference of $10,000.

The 1.000 alumni designated for the Leadership

Gift Division were chosen because of their past giving

history, interest in the school, and the possibilities of

perhaps being reached for additional funds (becasue

of their school interest or economy capacities). They

are sent three mailings between November I and June

30. So far two such mailings have been sent out, with

the above results. In order that they may take the

advantage of deducting their contributions from their

income tax, these graduates are given the "benefit" of

being solicited first.

The remaining 4,000 alumni are solicited by class

agents (one class agent per ten class members). The

Classes of 1908 on up are soUcited (there are no

Knepler

known living graduates from before this time), ana

450 alumni alone participate in simply the actual

volunteering of time to solicit. 28% of WC's alumni

contribute, compared to the nationwide average of

17%. but the average WC alumnus' yearly

contribution is $39, below the nationwide average,

which is in the $50's. In an effort to bolster the

amount of each contribution, Mr. Gates has instituted

recognition for "Levels of Giving." and under this

pain, tlie amount of $100 contributions doubled last

year. This phase of the alumni drive is just presently

getting underway. Mr. Gat^s is hopingfor $60,000

from the alumni (including the Leadership Division),

as compared to $52,700 from 1345 contributors last

year.

Also currently getting underway is the parent's

drive. The level of parent contribution climbed

substantially lastyear,and the goal this year is a

$1500 rise to 510,000. Two years ago, 75 Parents

contributed for $3831, while last year $8445 was

raised from 133 contributors. Mr. Gates cited the lack

of a parents organization (which fizzled out several

years ago but will be renewed next year) as a

stumbling block. Without the parents actually being

involved in some aspect of the school, whether it be

helping in increasing admissions or more interaction

with the alumni, they cannot be motivated to donate

more, as Mr. Gates sees it.

$188,000 is needed to bridge the "difference left

from endowments and tuitions." $ 1 1 8,000 is

expected from foundations and b u s i n e s se s

($10,000 of that is hoped for from Chestertown),

while the remaining $70,000 is hoped for from the

alumni and the parents. The unrestricted use of this

money is needed for such things as paint,

maintenance, faculty salaries - wherever the needs

exist. It is Mr. Gates' job to get it; as he says, "I'm

sort of the shotgun man."

Infirmary

transfer

considered
Continued from page I

expected in the future. The Kent-Queen
Annes County Hospital, owner of the '

structure, has offered the College what
Mr. Hessey terms "a choice location" in

the building.

Lease agreements. which if

unsatisfactory could kill the whole
project, still must be worked out. Mr.

Hessey explained that questions

remaming to be answered include the

length of the lease, option agreements,
fiancial responsibility for additional

medical tools and facilties which the

College might require, and the

responsibility for maintenance costs.

Washington nr>ay move its health facilities to the new office

building rising in front of the Kent-Queen Annes County

Hospital.

College expects

« 150,000 deficit

in '72-73 budget
As a result of incorrect budget predictions

madelastyear, Washington College will finish this

current academic year with a deficit exceedmg

$150,000.

The announcement of the operating deficit was

made by Interim President Joseph McLain two weeks

ago at the faculty's regular monthly meeting.

Admonishing the Board of Visitors and Governors for

approval of a budget which was overly optimistic in

its calculation of College income. Dr. McLain pointed

to two areas of budget prediction which account for

the deficit.

Income from student fees and annual gift giving are

sharply off the estimated mark. Mr. Gene Hessey,

College Business Manager, said this week that the

"key to any budget forecast is enrollment - any

variance is significant." The mid-year attrition, which

this year caused the enrollment to drop from the

projected 750 to 711, was "fatal" fortheCollege's

finances. With nearly 85% of Washington's income

derived from various student fees, that drop meant a

loss of approximately $64,000 to the College. Mr.

Hessey excused that miscalculation, explaining that in

January 1972, when the budget was approved, there

was "no real reason to believe we could not meet a

750 student average for this year. We were well above

that figure at that time." The actual average student

enrollment for both semesters this year is only 730.

The second area responsible for the deficit is the

projected amount of gift income from the Annual

Giving Campaign. The administration calculated on

obtaining $188,000 in gifts, a figure which was

doubted by many al the time. Mr. Hessey revealed

that the projected figure represented a 100% increase

over last year's unrestricted gift income. Dr. McLain

told the faculty that $100,000 was a more accurate

figure on which to rely and Mr. Hessey agreed. The

Giving Campaign, he said, "is certainly not moving at

a pace to lead us to believe we could expect a

doubling of the amount."

Facing a $152,000 operating deficit, Mr. Hessey

explained that the College must find some way of

absorbing the loss. Three alternatives are open to the

CoIIi;ge he said. ''What we have done in the past is

boriow money for current operation. "That, he

explained, actually costs the College more money

when interest is added and places the succeeding

year's budget in a "precarious situation." Often when

facing a deficit, Washington has sought gift money to

cover the budget. Finally, and the least desirable

method Mr. Hessey explained, endowment money
may be transferred to Jbail the school out of its

difficulties. That method has been employed only

indirectly, according to the Business Manager. In

1970. the College faced a $300,000 deficit and used

the unrestricted money of a just-received gift from a

member of the DuPont family to make up the

difference.
, ., , _rix„««„
by Kevin * Keefe
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Student contact

with pre-frosh a success

Washington's SGA-sponsored Spring vacation
contact with accepted pre-freshmen was termed an
'effective program and a definite success" by SCA
President John Dimsdale. Approximately 230
accepted pre-freshmen were contacted by over 80
Washington students.

"The feedback on our efforts has just been
tremendous," John explained. "It was a job well done
by the students of Washington College." Plans are

currently in the work to parlay the program inlo a

year-round effort by students to contact potential

freshmen.

Pre-Freshmen day

next Saturday

On March 3 1st Washington College will conduct its

annual Pre-Frcshman Day. The program will

commence at 9:30 with Registration, coffee and
doughnuts in Hynson Lounge during which lime
parents and prospective freshnjen will be welcomed
and introduced to Washington College. Luncheon will

be served from 11:30-1:00 in Hodson HaJl and
visitors are free to browse throughout the college
facilities including dormitories, bookstore, lounges
and snack bar. Group loure of the campus will also be
available.

Future freshmen wilt meet with department
chairmen to discuss prospective majors and parents
will be able to meet with representatives of the
Business Office to discuss financial plans. The
afternoon will also feature a lacrosse game against
Denison University and a tennis match with Catholic
U. This will be followed by a post-game reception in

the Coffee House form 4:00-5:30 to allow interested
visitors to meet informally with students at

Washington College. After dinner the evening will be
concluded with a concert performed by the Julliard
String Quartet beginning 8:30, the last in the series

of Washington College Community Cbricelrb:' '" ' "
'

The Admissions Office has received a favorable
response to Pre-Freshman Day and expects
approximately 100 students combined with parents
and friends totalling about 300-350 persons. Miss
Marie Wamer of Admissions has stated that efforts
have been made to "make tlie campus nice as

possible" and hopes that students will strive to "make
the dorms attractive". It has also been requested that
students, if possible, move their automobiles
temporarily to another location to allow for more
and easier parking space for visitors.

by Lin Brettschneider

Council creates

speaker bureau

In conjunction with the celebration of Earth

Month, the Upper Shore Tuberculosis and
Respiratory Disease Council is seeking to establish a

speaker's bureau employing the services of

Waslilnglon students.

Mr. Barry Smith of the Council suggested that the

Earth Month celebration, March 20 to April 24,

would be a good lime for speakers to address youth
groups in the Kent county area on air conservation,

water pollution, and local recycling efforts.

"Kids who want to improve their public speaking

might be interested in this," Mr. Smith explained,

adding thatlhevolunteers will be briefed thoroughly

on the topics within a week. Speakers will supply

their audiences with literature and information.

The program is being handled on campus by Dean
of Men, Barry McArdle of the Student Affairs Office.

Smith suggested that students contact McArdle "as
soon as possible" to get the program going. If this

year's efforts are successful. Smith concluded,
students next year may be asked to undertake an
anti-smoking campaign.

New lounge opens
in Hodson
The idea for Hodson Hail's new student lounge,

located near the Coffee House, developed shortly

after the new early-hour closing policy of Hynson
Lounge was implemented. The College allotted

approximately S2000 for the lounge and Dr. Nate

Smith, Acting Dean, asked the Coffee House staff to

make the lounge their project. In return for their

effons, the Coffee House and its kitchen space are

being enlarged, expanding into the former mailroom.

Many members of the staff gave up their Spring

vacation to coniplele the project. The next effort.

Coffee House Business Manager Bill Monk hopes, will

be to obtain new furniture for the lounge.

Dean Candidate Robert Stanfield of the
University of Vermont was on campus
early this week.

Nixon presidency subject

of lecture next Thursday

Dr. Francis E. Rourke. professor of political

science at Johns Hopkins University, will speak on
"The Nixon Presidency and the American Political

System" at Washington College March 29.

His talk is being sponsored by the College Lecture

Series. It will be held at 8 p.m. in the Hynson Lounge
and the pubhc is invited to attend.

Dr. Rourke has served on several educational and

governmental study groups in Maryland, including

service as vice chairman of the Commission for

Modernization of the Executive Branch of Maryland
Government.

Viets release

former studert
Alan Stafford, a former Washington student and

ELM editor, was released bsl week by the North
Vietnamese. Stafford, who attended Washington in

the early '60' s, had been a war prisoner since 1967.

Warwick exchange

students sought
History majors who will be either juniors or seniors

next year, are invited to apply for participation in the
College's student exchange with the Warwick
University in Britain,

The study abroad will last for one semester. Dr.
Nate Smith, Acting Dean and director of tlie

program, outlined tlie criteria by which students are
selected: an excellent academic record, an aptitude
for quasi-independent study, andthematuriiyand
self-discipline to Iravel-study abroad. In cases ot equal
qualification, preference will be given first to senion;,
though Dr. Smith explained that participants in the
program are more often than not juniors. Interested
students should contact the Dean's office in Buntine
Hall.

^

The first draft of a proposed academic calendar for
the 1973-74 school year was aired at the recent
faculty meeting.

The proposal, which still must obtain faculty
approval at their April 30 meeting, calls for school lo
open August 30. with classes beginning Tuesday,
September 4. As in this year's calendar, a week is set

aside for Thanksgiving vacation and the first semester
ends December 2 1 . Second semester starts January 2

1

and runs to May 17, the end of classes. Spring
vacation is set lor March 9 lo the 1 7th and graduation
activities arc scheduled for May 25, and 26.

Hodson Trust

delivers gift

The Hodson Trust, a constant benefactor of the
College, pnjsented another grant to .Washington
recently. S85,000 was delivered to the College with
the recommendation that the money be used lor

scholarships and the new paddle tennis courts. The
scholarship portion of the gift totals SS3,000; the
remainder, 532,000 will cover the costs of erecting
the courts.

Md. billprovides

for greater aid

The Maryland state government's funding of
private colleges and universities may soon expand in

scope if a bill currently pending in the Maryland
General Assembly receives approval.

Currently Maryland givesprivate higher 'education
institutions in the state S500 fof each Bachelor of
Arts or Sciences degree awarded each year. The new
proposal would expand that program to allot S500 to

each school for every Masters and Doctorate degrees
awarded each year.

With the new Masters Program at Washington
College awarding its first degrees this year,

Washington will be eligible for a small sum.

Approximately twenty students will receive the

graduate degrees which would provide 510,000 in

additional revenue for the College.

Dr. Joseph McLain, presently serving on the Pear

Committee (to suggest methods for assuring the

continued strength of Maryland's private colleges) is

somewhat wary of the proposal The Interim

President observed thai passage of the proposal would
constitute a "blood transfusion" for Johns Hopkins
University, the only private inslilution in the slate

awarding a substantial number of graduate degrees.

McLain expressed the fear thai Hopkins, which would
receive over half of a million dollars under the

program, would "siphon off funds for undergraduate

schools." He added, however, that if additional

legislation "is just a one diot deal" and does not

financially effect the proposals of the Pear

Committee study, his fears will bemitigaled.

The best to you each morning from the

Drink Coke
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Baseball squad

laden with talent
by Bill Dunphy

Tom Finnegan is a man who

should have very few worries as

the baseball season approaches.

He has all but one player back

from the 1972 baseball squad

that was co-champion of the

Middle Atlantic Conference.

Included in that group are the

league's most valuable player

and its batting champion. Add
to this experienced ball players

at eight of the nine positions and

Finnegan has the makings of a

repeat performance in 1973.

But it may not be that easy.

Graduation claimed Frank

Ogens, leaving Finnegan with the

not-so-easy task of finding a

replacement for the co-captain

who handed most of the

catching chores for the past

three season. Right now,

freshmen Bobby Marquette is

the front-runner for the job; if

he falters, Finnegan expects Bill

Williams (.349, 4 rbi) to move

from shortstop to backstop for

the 1973 season.

Elsewhere in the infield, the

Shoreman have Dary Carrington

(.350, 5 rbi) at third, Paul

Brown (.227, 7 rbi) at second

and Cork Livelsberger (.267, 8

rbi) or MVP Steve Raynor (.387,

6 rbi) at first. In the event that

Williams changes jobs, the

shortstop duties will be handlec^

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR

Sutton 's Towne Stationers

'

203 High Street

Chestertown. Maryland

Hallmark Cards

Eas^on Papers

Office Supplies

by fresliman Kerry Crocken

from John Carroll High School

in Bel Air.

The outfield is just as

impressive with Jim Wentzel

(.349, 8 rbi) in left. MAC baiting

titlist Novy Viamonte (.448

overall, .480 in MAC, 5 rbi) in

center and Phil Repucci (.250. 3

rbi) Dave Novak (.100, 1 rbi) or

Raynor in right.

The variation in right field

and at first base depend on who
draws the pitching assignment.

Steve Raynor remains the ace of

the Washington mound staff

after a 4-1 season and will share

the pitching duties with

Livelsberger, Novak, Repucci,

and John Powers.

The success of this year's

edition will depend on how well

Finnegan solves his batting

problems. The catching will

probably work itself out; the

pitching rotation after Raynor

could cause a lot of problems.

Although the talent has been

there. Shore teams for the past

few years have been virtually

incapable of winning behind

anyone but Raynor. Finnegan

claims that a lot of it is

psychological and that there

isn't a quantum jump in quality

from pitcher to pitcher. But the

rpcqrcjs shqw that the only

consistent winner on the Shore

staff for the past few years has

been Steve. If Livelsberger can

turn in consistent performances

and Novak can find the control

thaj he has lacked the past two

seasons, there is no telling how
far this squad could go.

Otherwise, the season could turn

into a nightmare after a few of

those "three games in five days"

situations that this year's

schedule calls for.

Blood fSweat, and tears

Tom George bangs home one of his three goals in Washington's season opener against
North Carolina. (Ball is over goalies right shoulder.)

Navy stickers down Shore
by Gali Sanchez

In spite of a 1-1 season

record, Washington College has

given much indication as to what

can be expected tor the rest of

the season. With only two games

under their belts, the Sho'men
have displayed both the strength

and weakness of the team.

The W.C. strong points are: a

potent attack, a solid first

midfield, and two good goaUes.

The unstable factors are midfield

defense and switching off. As
compared to last year's team, we
now have better stickhandling,

we seem adequate on clears,

weaker on overall speed and

fac'eoffs.

Against a team like North

Carolina we could get away with

poor speed, checking off, etc..

but not so with Navy. The
Academy had us scouted, and

predicted our every move. Coach
Dick Szlasa said "We felt we had

to shut off (Greg) Lane, (Tom)
George, and (Bob) Shriver. That,

and isolate some of your

defensive players who we felt

didn't have our (Navy's) speed."

Not to paint an unhappy
picture - our team is a title

contender and has the potential

to surpass last year's 12-4

record. We are playing more
away games and tougher teams

this season.

Against Navy (14-5), we
simply went against belter

athletes, not better lacrosse

players. If we continue to hustle

as we did in the final three

quarters against Navy, we will

beat Hobari in the U.S.I.LA.
finals this year.

FACE-OFFS - W.C. has had

nicknames which have captured

the fancy of Shore crowds such

as "Cactus Jack." "Birdman,"

and "Fuzzy." Now we have two

more names lo remember.

"Cadillac" otherwise known as

Drew Larkin, and last, but not

least, "Winnebago" belongs to

Norman Ernest. What
next?.. ..North Carolina had

nothing but praise for

Washington's goalie, Brian

Matthews. "He's the best I've

ever seen," was heard more than

once... Navy coach Szlaza said

after the game, "I expeci

Washington to do as well as last

year. They were in this game..

Our goalie was the different..."

WC plays RPI here Saturday at

2:00 p.m. ;
<

Records may fall in Spring track

»• Miryloid

HitiMol lank

OiestCTtown

77fM600

This Saturday at 10:30 a.m.

the Spring track season will be

initiated at Kibler Field when
the Chattymen go against the

cindermen of Gallaudet. Weather

permitting there should be some
good performances and a lot of

competition.

After an eventful "unofficial"

winter track schedule, when
members of the team traveled to

Widener (PMC) and Swarthmore

colleges to cor pete, it became
evident tha' most of the

schools's records have a chance

of falling this Spring, most

notably the mile relay record

which has remained standing

since 1950. Ifijijuriesandhot

dogism do not incapacitate

anyone, in Chatty's terms, the

"team will be there."

Track demands dedication,

sacrifice, and for those who run,

pain. In terms of training,

Sophomore Tom Clement has

been working quite hard to be
ready for an assault at the 880
record as well as the mile relay.

High jump record holder, Pete
Murphy, should extend his mark

in that event. At the MAC
indoor championships he look

firstplacehonorswith a leap of

6'2l/4". Many hopes depend on

"modest" freshman Dan Scharf,

who during a reputation making

indoor season, recovered from

an injury to run and finish in the

Long Island Earth Day Marathon

(26 miles, 385 yards).

Unfortunately "Dummy Dan",

as he is lovingly known, hurt his

foot in the run and probably will

not be able to run in the next

meet. Hopefully, he will soon be

back.

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open; Weeksdays - 10 a.m.- lOp.r

Fri. - Sat. - 1 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

Sun.- 3 p.m. -9 p.m.

The one negative point this

Spring concerns the team's

depth, but the , individual

performances will be there.

Hopefully, warm weather will

arrive soon, and then

performances should really

improve.

If one decides to come to the

meet(andpleasedo " - we need

all the support we can get), look

for performances from Jackie

Johnson and Norris
Commodore, in the 440 and the

shot, respectively.

by Bob Maskrey
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Voting
Trustees delay
PIRG decision
Washington's proposed participation in u,e

MaryPIRC program will have to wait at least until
May after the Student Relations Committee of the
trustees decided last weekend to delay a vote on the
issue.

The committee, meeting the Friday night before
the Board meeting, allowed the student backers of
the proposal, however, to explain their program to
the Board. PIRG organizer Johm Moag outlined the
proposal to the Board and assured them that further
mformation would be sent them. Ellas Nuttle
Chairman of the Board, decided to postpone
quesUoning until the next meeting.

The Board will vote on the decision at their May
meeting, the morning of graduation. Moag and John
Dimsdalc, SGA President, will address the trustees
again before their vote on the issue.

The PIRG organizer expressed his satisfaction with
the Board's treatment this week. "At this time I'm
pleased with the reception the Board has given us,"
he said, "and I feel confident that any further action
will be received with the same interest."

Until some decision is made, Moag explained,
"there is little we can do" in furthering the proposal.'
"We can begin to solicit volunteers for staffing
MaryPIRC in the Fall, but that's as far as we can go."

Even if the proposition passes, PIRG at Washington
would not be completely set up until September, at
the earliest. An interim-member of the state-wide
board of directors may be appointed by the SGA
president to sit in on the summer meetings of that
group.

Another motion which the Board must consider on
the same day would provide for the appointment of a
student member to the Board. Moag sees die two
motions on the same agenda as an advantage.
"Students are asking for a wider voice in the school
and the community and they are both good
proposals. The Board, I hope, will recognize this."

Reform,officers
face election

Two major elections involving the Student
Government Association are scheduled in the next
three weeks.

The first election is scheduled for April 9 when the
proposed revisions of the Student Government
Association constitution will be put up for approval.
The revisions to be voted on require at least

two-thirds vote of approval with over three-quarters
of the student body participating.

Elections for SGA and class offices are currently

scheduled for April 23. Petitions for candidacy will

be available beginning April 9.

The Washington Elm
For 43 years, providing the Wasbiogton pttspwtm
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Administration

increases aid

for freshmen
Uperclass grants

somewhat tenuous

In a year when private colleges across the country
are struggUng to attract sufficient numbers of
entering freshmen, Washington College officials hope
that they have, in part, offset the problem by
substantially enlargening the scope of their freshmen
scholarship program.

When announcements of financial awards went out
to the class of 1977 over Spring vacation, twice as

many students received awards and three times as
much scholarship money had beendoledout compared
to last year. $123,120 in scholarships were awarded
to 73 students. Last year's corresponding figures were
$36,590 to only 30 students. This year, die College
also came much closer to meedng the financial need
of all its accepted pre-freshmen than ever in the past.
Only a $10,000 difference remained between
projected need and alloted funds. In past years, that
margin has risen as high as $150,000 at times.

Mrs Susan Wright, Director of Financial Aid,
admitted that Washington's ability to provide the

. funds was based solely on two recent grants of the
Hodson Trust, totalling $103,000, which were
directed for use as scholarship money. The majority
of those grants were used for freshmen scholarships,

except for a portion which will cover the difference

between current upperclass scholanhip funds and the
new rise in tuition and board.

Mrs. Wright added that although the average
scholarship package (e.g. scholarship, loan,
work-study) to freshmen did not increase

substantially in value, a number of offers were, unhke
usual, given as total grants, requiring neither
on-campus work nor repayment

Mrs. Wnght also revealed that, although scholarship
money increased markedly, die amounts of offers to
muiorily students was minimal. She explained diat in
the beginning of die year, the admissions office was
working on die assumption that available scholarship
money would be Umiled for this year and discouraged
many applicants who had an extremely large financial
need. Only when application deadlines had passed did
the College receive die grants and realize its greater
potential for distributing aid.

The Financial Aid Director also sounded the
caution tfiat die College, which considers itself
obligated to support the financial needs of iu
students for four years once an award has been given,
must in the next tiiree years seek out gra^t money to
support the entering freshmen class. "We usually
space a grant out over four yeare," Mis. Wright
explained, "but that wouldn't have helped our
situation." Dr. Joseph McLain, Interim President,
appraised the faculty of that situation last month
when he told them "we've spent every nickel we got"
fiom grants on this Fall's entering class.

The awarding of freshmen scholarships Uiis year,
despite die brighter financial picture, was still

compUcaled by new proposals of the Nixon

Financial requests

Numbar of appllcantt 123 "^^157 '*"
.-i*

Numbflrtllglblaforila so lOB 09Numbar of aid offari 73 ^n ^i
Total Fraihmen naatf $151,620

Scholarship offers

Scholarihip $123,120 S 36,9S0 $ 50.450
othar $ ta -i«n . ..* '•»50 S 43,500 S 27,900
tloans, work itudy, ate)

Total Ala Offarln.. $141,4,0 , bo,900 S 70,350

$214,610 $230,470

administration to alter the current stnjcture of
federal scholatsliip funding. Mrs. Wright explained
that "we don't know yet what it is going to mean.
Congress has not acted on any of the proposals."

What Mrs. Wright is sure of however is Uiat any
changes in the current structure will affect upperclass
students, notincomingfreshmeii. When the financial

aid committee made its freshmen awards, she said,

they did not count on federal funds from the

National Defense Student Loan or the Economic
Opportunity Grant programs, both of which would

(continued on page 4)

Impetus for academic reform, growing
• Motion circum vents 'F' • Panel to air proposals next Wenesday

Failing grades may soon become a relic of the past
if the Academic Council-approved proposal to allow
withdrawal from courses anytime prior to

examination week gains the approval of the faculty in

their meeting next Monday night.

The proposal, as officiaUy relayed to the faculty by
Dr. Nate Smith, Acting Dean, allows that "any
student may drop any courses at any time on or

before the last day of classes" and "withdrawal after

the drop-add period will be recorded on the student

transcript"

Dr. Smith explained that credit, of couree, would
not be given for the course through no academic
penalty will be meted out
The Acting Dean related that the proposal

development came out of the Academic Council's

examination of grading regulations. If Washington's
faculty approved the grading plan at their meeting,
7:30 p.m. Monday night the administration would be
next in line to give its consideration: Dr. Smith
added, however, that in a matter gf curricular

concern, he doubted that the administi'ation would
contravene a faculty decision.

Students and faculty will be given the opportuntiy
to generate propulsion behind the movement for

educational reform next Wednesday when a

student-faculty panel airs its proposals for change in

the College's academic structure.

The panel members — Dr. Nate Smith, Dr. Colin

Dickson, and John Dimsdale—ail participated in a

visitation over Spring break to Empire College in New
York and Hampshire College in Massachusetts to

study their experimental programs.

Claiming that "the time is now to make an

all-campus decision," Acting Dean Nate Smith this

week described the meeting's function as an attempt

to "set something upsothat people can react" The
proposals which Smith intends to air are based, he

said, on his "bare minimum of reading" in theoretical

books and essays, his attention to interests of
students and faculty on the Washuigton campus, and
his obtaining of "a practical feeling" for how
proposed reforms might work through his visits to

Empire' State and Hampshire. On the final point.

Smith emphasized that next Wednesday the panel

hopes to impart "what we did find there that may be
applicable to Washington College. We don't need a

slide show of what we did on our vacation."

"This is all we can do in isolation," Smith, said,

adding Uiat the movement for academic reform
"must break out of the Academic Council" into other
elements of the College.

The Dean cautioned, however, that his proposals

should not be construed as the "Dean's Program".
Rather, he is "trying to exemplify how these things

ought to be done and how they were done."
Suggesting that his ideas contain "possibilities of big

supplements to the curriculum" Smith encouraged
faculty, in collaboration with students, "to get into
the act to help."

The Acting Dean also warned that the Board,
which maintains the "guardianship of the aims and
means" of the College must be considered in any
move for reform. "All we can do is attempt to

persuade and defend these ideas in hopes of
convincing the Board that this is a sound plan. This
stage shouldn't be forgotten either."
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Plea for diversity

The limited number of courses to be

offered in the upcoming fall semester tangibly

evidences the necessity for academic reform

at Washington College. An unfavorable

balance exists in the overabundance of

introductory courses; upper level courses are

disparagingly uninteresting, and intellectually

dissatisfying. The development between

introductory and upper level courses has, in

some departments, been broken; prerequisites

were taken previously for courses, now,

unavailable. The paucity of offerings in each

department, especially in the area of English

and Political Science, is academically

frustrating and instigates a howl of righteous

indignation.

The Faculty, although decreasing in size, is

becoming increasingly pressured,

overburdened with their work loads.

Washington College is disregarding one of its

greatest resources-a richly talented, highly

capable instructional staff. If the faculty

remains overworked and intellectually

unchallenged, this college could and should

lose one of its finest attributes. Students are

justifiably more disgruntled with the sparcity

of course offerings. Tempted by juicy course

descriptions in the college catalogue,., student

academic aspirations cannot possibly be met

as they should be. A rise in the attrition rate

because of this deficit' in educational

opportunity would be comprehendible.

Money must be found to retain and enlarge

both the faculty and student body.

Curriculum expansion and additions,

obviously required, must appear soon.

Opportunities in independent study, tutorials

and specialized seminars must be extended

and made more readily accessible.

A question of future directions confronts

Washington College. Either to renovate,

modernize and enlarge the curriculum or wave

good-bye to many intellectually frustrated,

academically stymied students. This college

must end the waste of its resources and begin

to realize its potential, in the implementation

of academic reform.

Forum : letters
To the editor:

This letter is intended to notify students, faculty,

administrators, alumni, and friends of Washington

College all who hold the College in esteem and

affection - that a committee has been appointed to

seek a new president Dr. Joseph H. McLain has

staled that he will not accept a permanent

appointment as President but he is serving devotedly

Understanding
Springes cult

of lacrosse
"You know what I don't like about lacrosse? By

the time you understand it, you're ready to

graduate." So one student commented during

Saturday's game with RPI. Oviously a number of

other students arrive at Washington College with

eitlier a working or playing knowledge of the game.

The rest make the adjustment from football quite

easily.

For one thing, lacrosse is played at a much nicer

time of year. With football, for every stereotype of

the autumn Saturday afternoon at the stadium that

does occur, there are also sticky exhibition games in

August and frigid bowls through January. Lacrosse

schedules on the other hand are tighdy crammed into

Spring months, providing an excellent excuse or

remedy for Spring fever and procrastination.

Besides, lacrosse is more exciting, a fact evidenced

by the absence of cheerleaders and half-time shows

(although the Hopkins pep band comes desperately

close to providing a '50's kind of spirit — any time a

stadium band bursts into "Hello Dolly", you just

start looking for a Paducah High Marching Band and

Chorus, doing a bit of choreography inspired by the

Great White Way's golden play.) Cheerleaders arr

completely superfluous because people yell with the

same enthusiasm, vigor, and crudity which the more

Ail-American and crowd-manipulative sports inspire.

Spectator psychology is a science which merits

considerable study. I have conducted personal

investigations of the off-field at a variety of events.

(My affinity for on-field sports is best exemplified by

my response when told that Washington Redskin

Chris Hanburger was 54. Blithely ignoring the number

of his back, I replied, wide-eyed. "That old and still

playing football) Now 1 sink into my seat and watch

normally demure gjrls yelling "Stick him!"—or less

Freudian, but still anti-social - "Kill him!"

A home-team crowd is more aware of its identity

when they are the visiting school Playing RPI behind

the gym isn't the same as playing Hopkins in Blue Jay

Stadium, looking into the sun and reflecting that the

visiting team always gets the bleachers facing West. It

isn't the same as becoming unreasonably infuriated

by the Hopkins count-off after each goal, a fury

which is increased by the lack of an adequate

rejoiner—until our team begins to score again.

Afterwards there is the camaraderie of pulling up

at a stoplight and discovering that the three cars

surrounding you all have WC parking stickers, too.*

The light changes and a ritual drag is performed, with

everyone ending at the true finish-line, the

McDonalds by the Bridge, at roughly the same time,

turning the place into a mammoth Freez run.

Football is a national past-time; lacrosse is a cult.

For the dedicated Washington College student, it's a

Spring-time way of life. By the time you understand

it. you don't want to graduate.
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Yoe

and capably as Interim President and will continue to

do so until a new chief executive has been found and

approved by die Visitors and Governors of the

College.

The search committee is composed of members of

the Board, and representatives of the faculty,

students, alumni, and administration. As reported in

the Elm for March I, the committee held its first

meeting on March 3. Among other matters discussed,

two are reported here:

1. We desire assistance from all segments of the

College community in searching for and screening

suitable candidates.

2. We intend to proceed carefully and thoroughly

before making final recommendations to the Visitors

and Govjgmors, and will take particular pains to

acquaint the College community and selected

candidates each with the other.

In the conduct of such a sea ch, it will be essential

to preserve confidential rehtionships. We invite

submission of the names cf candidates deemed

suitable and give assurance th;ii such suggestions will

be pursued with propriety. Mr. Dumschott has agreed

to serve as Secretary to the Search Committee and J

suggestions should be submitted to him at the

College.

With thanks for your interest and assistance,

Sincerely yours,

Robert H. Roy

Chairman, Search Committee

To the editor:

The following was a report presented to Student

Affairs by some irate occupants of Talbot Hall.

We have prepared this report to bring out the

ineptitude and utter lack of resourcefulness and

craftsmanship with which the new dormitories

were constructed. The administration should be

ashamed for passing off these buildings (CecQ,

Talbot and Dorchester) as residence hall to

unsuspecting students.

The following list exemplifies the major

drawbacks to living in the new dormitories:

1. The door to our suite was not cut properly,

thus in its six weeks of normal use it has worn

away the carpel, by simply opening and closing.

'Westchester Limited

2. Fiberglass bathtubs and shower-stalls were

bought, instead of the regular porcelain type, to

save money. Unfortunately, not only were they

more expensive but also harder to clean. We have

used steel wool and detergents and have not been

able to get rid of the ring around the tub.

3. Maids are not allowed to clean the bath-room

areas. We do not pay $3500 a year to clean toilets.

4. The door-stop to the entrance of our suite

was placed on a wall of unbacked 1^-inch

plasterboard. The object of a door-stop is obvious

(probably even to you) but its usefulness is

diminished if the wall collapses when the door is

opened.

5. The carpeting in the suites is cheap, thin, and

hard to clean.

6. The walls of the suites were painted hospital

white. Not only does it give a sterile look to the

dorm, but at night - in "total darkness" - you can

count every book on every shelf.

7. The grounds around the new dorms remind

one of a swamp. The lack of grass contributes to

the abundance of mud which seems to prevail al

Washington College. We should not be responsible

for any mud tracked onto the cheap, thin and hard

to clean carpeting.

The object of this letter is to bring out, from

our observation, that die new dorms will need

major renovations within 3-5 years. We would like

to point out that it is extremely insulting to be

forced to pay $50 extra, per semester, under the

guise of getting something that the other dorms do

not contain - when it is obvious that our living

quarters have much less to offer. The only thing

we get more of is flack from Student Affairs and

"Dean C-R-0-O-K-S".

We would also like to add tiiat we have no

intention of paying for damage incurred under

normal use. We are offended - nay - angered

beyond belief that we should be asked to pay for

damages that are obviously due to the cheapness

and ineptitude of the contractors and
^

administration.

We would like to close with an ancient proverb:

"If you are going to do a job - do it right."

Sincerely,

f Robert Ginsberg

Howard Kracke

'Impressive... eclectic approach'
Westchester Limited premiered last Friday night at

Tawes Theater. The opera was Garry Clarke's first

serious attempt in that media. Mr. Clarke's use of

atonal music (atonal- having no key) was very

impressive in the sense that he used an eclectic

approach in writing the score. He fashioned an atonal

layer around C major and constructed each part in

accordance with the personality of the character.

Clara, for instance, was superficial and had a less

atonal part than the thief, who being more

sophisticated, rated the most atonal part

Norman James' adaptation of Tompkin's SHAM
was very well done. It was obvious he enjoyed writing

the libretto; and it expressed his fine sense of humor
and wit. Unfortunately, the libretto contained many
references, such as the remark about seeing a Shaw
play which, only contributed to the facetiousness of

the opera if one knew a great deal about Shaw. Also

the opera was spiced with subtleties only recognizable

by opera buffs. Most ofthefibretto did comment on

the artificiality of suburban living and the illusion of

wealth. The encUng was less humorous because it

forced the audience to reflect upon their own
lives-the four charactere in chorus remark, "Where do

you go from here."

William Segal's stage setting was unusual and

contributed to the stereotypical conception that the

"noveau riche" have no taste. The fumiture was a

conglomeration of many colors and shapes which

reflected Clara's lack of elegance; coupled with the

rest of the staging it was very gauche.

Joy Zoming overshadowed Ralph Williams and

Bruce Gilkes with her fine voice and professionalism.

Miss Zoming's acting was very good; she seemed to

enjoy her part as much as die audience enjoyed her

performance. Ralph WUUams' voice was very clear

but. unfortunately, the acoustics of Tawes Theater

dampened his power. Bruce Gilkes' voice had a nasal

quality which projected very well and contributed to

his convincing portrayal of Clara's husband, Grover.

Karl Starks' performance was comparable to Williams

and Gilkes. Mr. Starks was very good and his singing

showed a lot of professionalism. This reviewer hopes

that Mr. Starks will continue singing and achieve his

musical aspirations.

WestchesterLimitedwas well done in all aspects

and was indicative of the work put into, it- very

professional. This reviewer hopes that Mr. Garry

Clarke will continue writing music in the atonal vein

and congratulates him and Norman James on their

first opera.

WilHam Maxwell



Campus photo exhibit

Mackay: all the 'charm' of a travelogue

"Memories"

Scope

by Kim Stierstorfer

A blue sky, unearthly in it inlensity, slaps tlic face

of the viewer. The John Mackay Pholography exhibit,

now at the Tawes Theatre, quakes with the vibrancy

of color, clarity. The collection, constructed and

presented "to serve as a partial antidote to the ugly

and negative, pessimistic photogrpahs which are so

prevalent today" is noticably lacking and eminently

disappointing, however.

In his attempt to widen, to "develop" our eyes to

see the facile, backyard beauty about us, Mackay
numbs us with an infuriatingly loo-perfect travelogue.

His colors assault but his subjects are overworked; the

creative energy and imagination, hallmark of any
artist, are too apparently missing. Although Mackay's
subjects stand without the intrusion or influence of
the photographer, he should be known, his touch felt,

his mark somehow distinctive, becoming an integral

factor in the photographs—fulfilling the definition of

photography as an "art." "Shell Symmetry", a

close-up of a nautalis, in its intricate compartments
and spiral perfection is simply a pleasing, pretty

picture that compromises the subject's potential.

This practice of understatement is, however, in

some portraits, highly effective. One photography,
entitled "End of the Day", depicts a pair of
mud-encrusted shoes, frayed yellow shoe-laces,

leaning, waiting, and almost sighing with their blessed

emptiness. All too few of Mackay's pictures work
with this unspoken eloquency. "Discotheque in

Wood" is also successful; it conjures images of some
callous-handed washer woman wringing the tree trunk

JuUiard Quartet Saturday
The Juilliard String Quartet will perform works by

Beethoven, Ives and Brahms Saturday night, March

31 at 8:30 p.m. in the Gibson Fine Arts Cenler.

Admission will be by series season tickets.

One of the world's great string quartets, The
Julliard was formed in 1946. It is quartet-in-residence

a! The Julliard School ofMusic in New York, and

since 1962 has been quartet-in-residence at the

Library of Congress in Washington. The latter gives

the members the privilege of using the invaluable

Stradivarius instumenls willed to the people of

the United States in 1936 by Mrs. Gertrude Clarke

Whittall.

Members of the ensemble are Robert Mann, first

violin; Earl Carlyss, second violin; Samuel Rhodes,

viola; and Klaus Adam, cello.

During the current concert season the quartet is

performing the entire cycle of Beethoven quartets in

a Series at Hunter College in New York, in addition to

other New York engagements. Its North American

concert tour includes performances in 46 major U.S.

and Canadian cities in additon to 20 concerts at the

Library of Congress. Last fall the ensemble

represented the United States in the International

Record Festival in Berlin. In March, the quartet will

perform four concerts in Hawaii and, beginning May
3!st, will fill a three-week tour of Japan.

The program will begin with Quartet in D major,

Opus 18, No. 3 by Ludwigvan Beethoven. This is one

of Beethoven's earliest quartet compositions and is

the most traditional in form, with the first violin

dominant througliout

Quartet No. 2 by Charles Ives appears second on

the program- Ives, who died in 1954, produced a vast

quantity of music and came to belated fame as one of

America's leading musical figures. This quartet offers

some of the most provocative and stimulating

listening to be found in the music of this century.

Completing the program is Quartet inB flat major.

Opus 67 by Brahms. His third and last string quartet,

Brahms wrote this work in 1876. He later declared it

his favorite quartet, especially for the third

fnoyement's unusual sonorities when the viola leads

while the three others play on ntuted strings.

At a banquet held on the night of Saturday, March

24, during Parents' Weekend, many major student

awards and designations were handed out. These

honors ranged from various means of outstanding

grade-point average to the distinction of being named

in Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and CoUeges.

The Emil J. C. Hildenbrand Memorial Medal, the

first of the six major individual prizes, went to Danny
Williams for attaining the highest average in English

duringhisfour years of study. WQliam Kier, Jr.

achieved the highest academic record in the field of
German and for this was presented with The Julius

Hoffman Award.

James Alexander Guthrie, the outstanding senior

majoring in economics, and Karl Starks, the

outstanding senior majoring in music, were given The

Wall Street Journal Award and The Alpha Chi Omega
Award, respectively. Patricia Mauser received The

Mary Lu Chamberlain Memorial Award for

outstanding service to the Writers' Union; while The

National Society of the Colonial Dames of America in

the Stale of Maryland, Eastem Shore Region,

honored Randy Cornell for his outstanding work in

the general course on the history of the United

States.

The following students were elected to the Senior
Women's Honor Society in recognition of outstanding

qualities of scholarship, service, and leadership;

Kathleen Acito, Mary Bendt, Wendy Bartlett, Ruth
Brown, Heidi Farrell, Janice Finley, Lucille Ceiser,

Deborah Grumbine, Lynn Kiselik, Elise Lawrence,
Rosemary Orthmann, Betty Overby, Patircia Owings,
Ruth Parry, Sandra Richter, Mary Stroh and Lisa

Turner.

Omicron Delta Kappa,, the National Leadership

Honor Society for Men, recognizes students for

"achievemejit ofexemplary character and superior

scholarship, and leadership. The juniors and seniors

selected for membership were: Randolph Cornell,

Thomas Hopkins, Michael Kennedy, Bruce Kornberg,

Michael Mann, David Novak, Kevin O'Keefe, Andrew

Williams and Daniel Williams.

Nme Washington Cohcge students were included in

Who's Who Among Students in American Universitieb

and Colleges. They were: Thomas Bortmes, Georgi-

Churchill, Robert Danner. John Dimsdale, Diane

Glover, Karen Gossard. WUliam Monk, ElizabeUi

Murray, and Mary Ruth Yoe.

out to dry. Another photograph, "Crane, Shovel and
Sand, in Winter" assaults the viewer with its

incredible symmetry.

When photographer Mackay deviates from his

idyllic subjects and concentrates on what he defines

"contemporary art" - the depiction of architectural

forms and subtleties— he is most visible and effective.

His perspective of the rainbow archs of the "Air
Force Academy Chapel" creates an intricate illusion

of soaring planes. In "Century Plaza Hotel", Mackay

3
3

"Apples in Sun and Shade"

reveals the steel beauty in the repetition of countless

balconies.

Too often, tiiough, Mackay is tautological m his

subjects. Three portrayals of ice-encrusted grasses or

branches are present; two mushrooms in all their

brown splendor and several birds bless tliis exhibit

Perhaps if perspective, lighting, even location on the

page were altered, the photographs could produce
arresting effects. But Mackay has allowed himself to

become too dependent on the unnatural brilUancy of
his colorations, and on the university of nature's

appeal.

There are rare moments when Mackay, in his

consistentiy frontal approach, manages to catch and
share a small portion of the enchantment he

desperately attempts to achieve; but "Gold Fish in a

Pond", "Reflections in an Autumn Stream" and

"Tidewater Country" (shot in Maryland) are all

pleasant shots best utilized in Chamber of Commerce
portfolios.

The majority of photographs are tainted with a

travelogue nostalgia: "Come to Rhode Island, the

heart of the Apple Orchard Country." Mackay's

too-perfect "Apples in Sun and Shade" gOsten with

vitamins and goodness.

John Mackay defeats his own purpose: "I have

tried to show here some of the beauty, the

tranquiUly, the magic that is often close at hand if we
can but develop the eye to see it..." Hisportraitsof

nature, of color, are depicted unnaturally. A certain

integrity seems violated; 24 pieces of perfection

create a digestion problem for the viewer. Even a

continual barrage of unfiawed, vivid nature can

become monotonous.
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^Good news' : stickers lose to Hopkins
J by Gali Sanchez

E 1 have some good news, and I have some bad news.

lu First, the bad nev/s. WC beat RPI Saturday on the

5 temporary field 12 to 10. Now, the good news. WC
f- lost to Johns Hopkins 31 to 9 on Tuesday.

^ As strange as that may sound, it's true. Washington

S> College looked plain terrible. RPI was ranked 50th in

1^ the nation last year. There were no freshmen

standouts. WC was simply caught looking over RPI

and panicked after two early Engineer goals. The

Shore side seemed much more worried about national

rankings than winning the game. Had it not been for

the Shore fastbreak and Tom George, we would have

replaced RPI at number 50 in the poll.

"Tommy George is just superhuman on that

fastbreak," claimed RPI's coach. "There just is no

way to defend against him; we tried but failed."

Washington came from behind three times finally

to win it, 12 to 10.

Since Saturday the USILA ratings came out JHU,

our next opponent, was the number one team in the

country. In 2 1 minutes of play, they demobshed Yale

1 1 to before unloading the bench. Things looked

bad all over for WC.

This time, however, it was the players who came

through. On the bus to Baltimore conversation was

light and eventually got to Hopkins lacrosse. "How

big is Wittlesbutger anyway?" "I want to see if Jack

Thomas is as good as they say." But it was all in

stride. WC did not seem awed by the number one

team. The game started and everyone waited to see

how long it would take for the Blue Jays bench to

empty.

This was not to happen anytime in the afternoon.

Washington College played lacrosse the way it was

meant to be played. To the disbelief of the press,

Hopkins and even some WC players, the Sho'men

were winning 5 to 3, until the clock showed seven

seconds left.

WC goalie Brian Matthews had the ball ready to

clear. On coaches otdere, he lobbed the ball as far as

he could, in order to waste time. After Matthews

released the ball, Hopkins Jack Thomas came as close

to his All-American credentials as he would all day.

With the ball in mid-field in Hopkins possession.

Thomas lowered his head into Matthews fids,

knocking the WC goalie flat on the ground and sitting

on Brian's head to prevent him from returning to

mind the refs. Hopkins shot at the open goal and

scored easily. Matthews complained vigorously to the

officials but to no avail. This was the turning point.

Matthews lost his head. A frustrated goalie is no

goabe at all; the proof is m the third quarter. Hopkins

took the first six shots and scored six goals, tarnishing

what had been a sterling performance by Brian.

WC setUed down and went about me Dusmess oi

closing the gap. Time ran out at 1 3 to 9, Hopkins the

victor. But even in losing WC made deep impressions.

"They are much better than last year, they took the

game to us," said Hopkins head coach Bob Scott. "I

honestly feel lucky to win this one. 1 just couldn't

believe they were this good."

Ford Schumann blocks a Hopkins shot while Sho'men star Jay Elliot (28 in back]

shows how he controlled Ail-American Jack Thomas. Also pictured are Bob Shriver, on

left, and Rich Norris, on the right.

Cameron Snyder of the Baltimore Morning Sun

said in the fourth quarter. "I didn't reabze that

Washington was this good. Last year, I thought

Shriver was a real good nuddie and so was Boggs. The

(WC) have excellent talent and today's game won't

hurt them."

If any one player excelled for WC it was Jay Elliot.

"Birdman" held Hopkins' Thomas out all game and

was only beat twice by the "super" Ail-American.

Elliot drew raves from the press as well the Hopkins'

dressing room. Thomas said afterwards: "He's the

best I've played so far; he is just something else. He is

big, fast, and best of all. he's a lefty."

So all in ail, the week was a moral defeat ended by

a moral victory.

Face-offs; Cameron Snyder on Sho'men talent

"George, Lane, Shriver all deserve Ail-American

honors..." Jack Thomas was held to two goals all day.

Call! Call!... Ford Schumann turned in an excelleni

performance in the goal with Matthews out-.-Nexi

WC pame here versus Denison, who is ranked 16th

inthenation..WC is number 12...The top ten are JHU,

UVa, Maryland, Navy, W and L, Army, Hofsira,

Towson State, Cornell, and Rutgers.

Track team falls in opener

"The Washington College

Dancers" will be featured in Tawes
Theatre Wednesday, April 4, 8:00

p.m.

Last Saturday the track team was involved in a

closely fought contest with Gallaudet. Unfortunately,

the effort was a losing one. As the point totals built

up it became evident that it would come down to the

last event, the mile relay.

To make this situation possible, various creditable

efforts were made, most notably by Norris

Commodore in the shot. Tommy Clement in the mile

and the 880, Steve Bartalsky in the 440 Intermediate

hurldes, Rob Warner in the 100, Pete Murphy in the

highjump, and Dave Leroy in the javelin.

One must recognize that these first place finishes

are important, but it is those performances which

bring second and third place honors which are critical

to winning any meet. In this respect the "true grit"

award for die best effort goes to Rick Horstmann,

who, while coming in third in the 880. did a job that

Financial aid
(continued from page 1)

bescrappedor heavily modified under the Nixon

legislation. "We used our own money," she explained.

For upperclassmen, passage of the proposal could

mean trouble, though Mrs. Wright advises that there is

no immediate need for alarm. If die NSDL and the

EOG, two programs which Washington depends on

heavily, are scrapped, Washington "would have a large

level to pick up," Mrs. Wright stated. "About

$65,000."

The Nixon le^slation would remove from the

College's jurisdiction the distribution of federal grants

(EOG) and allow the individual students the right in

detemiining its usage. Terming it the Basic

Opportunity Grant (BOG) program, Nixon would

provide every student up to $1400 for a year's college

expenses. The amount of the grant would be

determined by family income and the costs of a

particular college, with the grant covering no more

than one-half of the yeariy costs.

For example, a student whose family could

contribute $500 would be ebgible for a $900 federal

grant, providing his college's costs were at least

$1800. If the educalionaJ expenses were less, the

^ant would cover only one-half of the expenses.

The second portion of tfie Nixon program, the

can only be called heroic- in that race he blocked his

faster opponent so that Gallaudet man could not run

his race. Another notable performance was by Bob

Greenberg in his premiere appearance in die javelin.

Washington had a chance of winning when it came

down to the wire relay, but due to injury and

exhaustion thecontestwas over before it began. Lasi

year the same thing happened, but the tables were

turned in the result. The final tally was Gallaudet 76,

WC68.
This coming Saturday, the Chatty-men will travel

to Lebanon Valley to combat the Flying Dutchman.

This meet should be cram-packed with excitemeni

and the thrill of competition. An attendance of

30,000 is expected. Don't be left out, it is only three

and a half hours away. See you there.

By Bob Maskrey

scrapping of the present National Defense Sluden

Loan program, wouldplaceloan money emphasis on

presently existing, non-federal program. Tli

President foisees the Guaranteed Student Los

program, which operates directlythrough banks, as

area for expansion. Unlike the present NDSL plai

where colleges award the loans themselves, %\udeni

would have to approach the banks for money. M'

Wright explained that for the individual student it«

programs are notvery dissimilar—terms of the loanjn

practically the same. For the College, howc
would result in a reduction of financial ^d whii-

they can directly control. Washington's Financial Ai-

Director views the proposed GSLP emphasis "i

overiy optimistic," predicting that the project"

increase in bank loans that Nixon calls for will ni"*

materialize.

Upperclass students concerned about thfi

financial aid status should not be overly anxious. M^

Wright said however. The National Defense Siudff'

Loan package, she concluded',, will be funded for ne>

year simply because the Nixon administration "won

have BOG in operation by next September."
'^

proposal must still obtain Congressional approval i"

then would have to be placed into operatic

immediately, a prospect Mis. Wright cannot lot^^

She is resigned, however, to the realization that

NDSL "has no life span beyond next year."

by Kevin O'Kf
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Faculty approm{^thdrawl revisions
Failure may become anachronism inWC curriculum

Washington's faculty Monday night lent its

approval to an Academic Council-backed proposal to

restructure the current course withdrawal policy of the

college. Implementation of the new withdrawl policy,
scheduled for next semester, may evenhJally lead to

the atrophying of the failing letter grade.

The faulty undertook a protracted debate on the
issue before voting heavily in favor of it.

According to the two joint proposals the faculty
consrdered, students will be allowed to withdraw
from any course for any reason on or up to the last
day of class and dropped courses will simply be
marked with a W (for withdrawal) on the student's
record.

Dr, Richard Brown, who originally introduced the
proposal in the Academic Council, argued that
students are "intelligent individuals who can make
their own decisions". If a student should lose interest
in a course, he said, he should be allowed to
determine whether he wishes to finish it or not. Dr.
Brown pointed to a case in his own personal
experience where, because of a change in major and
subsequent loss of interest in a course, he would have
received an 'F' grade if he had not been allowed to
drop the course. Dr, Brown also suggested that some
faculty members find the awarding of a failing grade a
satisfying act.

Other proponents of the measure charged that the
current structure for allowing course withdrawal-
through the junsdicdon of the Committee on
Academic Standings - was unjust, and as one faculty
member termed it, "playing God", Students currenUv
can appeal for a withdrawal with good expectations of
success if they can prove psychological or emotional
need. If a student is unlucky enough to be healthy,
one professor pointed out, he will probably be turned
down.

Other backers added that students would still be
required to pass 32 courses to graduate, and would
actually be losing money in dropping the courses,
since they would eventually have to be made up.

Some professors raised quesdons about the
rnotion, however, Dr, Nate Smith, Acting Dean, asked
the faculty to consider whether the College had an
•obligation to record fuUy what happened here" for
the use of employers and graduate schools. The
Acting Dean also pointed out that the 'F' is a
declining grade already and wondered whether there
will be a tendency for 'D's' to disappear from the
record also" with the new set-up. Another faculty
member commented that the 'W grade wUl
eventually carry the stigma of an 'F' since, he said
most W' grades will really be concealing faUures "It's
going from an absolute on one side to an absolute on
the other side."

The Washington Elm
For 43 years, providing the Washington perspective
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William James Forum:
celebrating a decade
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by Mary Ruth Yoe

Everyone who witnessed Acting FBI
Director L. Patrick Gray's Hodson Hall

talk last Fall was aware of the television

news crew also present. What most people
didn't realiEe, however, was that by
attending the lecture, they were
considered members of the William James
Forum.

Although Dr. Peter Tapke, head of the
Philosophy Department and mentor of
the Forum, describes the organization as
"just kind of a self-perpetuating group of
students," he is the only real element of
continuity able to remember that first

group of students, "interested in

discussing liberal religions. They kind of

outgrew that and decided tliey were
interested in all sorts of value questions."

Asked if the Forum had any national

affiliations. Dr. Tapke replied

emphatically, "no, no, no." The group
could have become the Albert Schweitzer
Forum, but settled on WUliam James as

exemplifying more fully the type of
broad-ranging individual it wished to

emulate.

What sets the Forum apart from other
campus organizations is its apparent lack
of typical structure. Anyone with a yen
to become its president has no
yellow-brick procedural path to follow.
Although Dr. Tapke says, "! suppose
there have been, elections," usually

"someone just seems to emerge. Then the
president ropes in some other people to

be vice-president and secretary -

sometimes it's his girl-friend."

The Forum meets "very rarely" and
the lectures it sponsors are termed the

true meetings, although executive sessions

to organize lectures are sometimes held.

In its early history, the Forum met for

discussion much more frequently; now it

Continued on Page 5

Dr. Peter Tapke...Mentor of the
William James Forum

Open meeting airs proposed reform in curriculum
Students and faculty had iheir first opportunity to

hear proposed reforms of the College's curriculum
yesterday afternoon in an open forum led by Dean
Nathan Smith.

The Acting Dean, chairing the meeting with John
Dimsdale and Dr. Colin Dickson, aired to the fifty

people in attendance ten proposals for change which
grew out of the three-man committee's "legwork"in
investigating educational reform. Smith admonished
the College for delaying a consideration of the need
for academic change, asserting that "the College
needs action. We cannot use the convenient excuse
that we're not settled down yet (after the recent

administrative problems)." Dr. Smith also cautioned
that the suggestions presented Wednesday afternoon
should "not be considered a Dean's program to be
sold. ..or handed down." The proposals onJy represent
the results of investigation and preliminary work, he
said.

The first of the ten outlined changes would allow
for a greater number and range of field internship

options for a student in his major field. The currently
operating Drama apprentice program with established

theatre companies is an example of die proposed
intern program.

The second proposition would allow for an

individual, under guidance of a faculty advisor, to
create his own major, cutting across the traditional

listed major options. Three structured programsof this

type-International Studies, Humanities, and
American Studies-are already offered. The new
proposal would not require a formalized structure to

be established, but rather would be fiexible enough to

allow for any number of cross-major studies to be
designed for each individual.

Under the third listing, concerning distributional

requirements, were three stated alternatives lo the

current system: 1 ) the complete abolition of
distributional requirements 2) requirements in the

three major divisions (Humanities. Social Science, and
Science) with the dropping of the language
requirement 3) requirements in the three divisions

and in a new fourth one composed of courses in

math, computer sciences, and pre-lilerature level

courses in foreign language, and 4) requirements
would be eliminated for language and physical

education, with substitue recreation activities

provided. Introductory language courses would
constitute one division and upper level literature

courses would be placed in the Humanities division.

A fourth alternative for reform would involve the

creation of residence facilities which contribute to a

student's education. Smith suggested that students be

grouped in dorms according to interests-such as the

current Spanish language house. Students would be
allowed to arrange courses in their dorms based on
their interest and the agreement of resource faculty.

The fifth proposal would re-orient the current
arrangement of freshman-sophomore courses to allow
for study of a more limited topic than (he usual

broad scope methodological approach. Freshmen
seminars in areas not usually available in the

curriculum might also be offered.

The sixth proposed change would allow
independent study for small groups together as well

as for the individual student.

Restructuring of the annual College catalogue is

the committee's seventh suggestion. Basic, standard

information about the College would be in one
booklet; up-to-date course descriptions for each
academic year would be in another. Smith explained
that such an arrangement would serve as a "fuller

vehicle" for course description, with the capacity of
explaining in greater detail each course.

In the eighth proposal, dealing with (he four course

plan, equal credits would no longer be necessarily

distributed for each course. New courses requiring

either more or less work than the standard offerings

would carry adjusted credit value.

Continued on Page 2



Too many
beds—but
all dorms
stay open
bv Kevin b'Keefe

Despite the excessive amount of

student housing on campus. Student

Affairs officials this week announced

their intention to keep all of the College's

dormitories open next year. In February.

College Business Manager, Mr. Gene

Hessey had suggested that one dorm

might be closed down next September.

Speculation centered on Kent House as

the dorm to be shut down.

The officials made their decision

despite the fact that there are currently

over 140 beds empty in campus housing

facilities. The over-abundance of rooms

resulted with the opening of the 96

student capacity Cecil-Talbot-Dorchester

complex first semester. Washington has

room in its dorms for 758 students; only

615 are living on campus this semester.

The Student Affairs Office also

announced that no new students will be

allowed to change their boarding status in

the cafeteria next year, unless they can

present "documented medical excuses".

Nor will any new students be allowed to

room off-campus unless they will be

living in a faculty member's home or

some "major circumstances" prohibit

their living on campus.

Miss Maureen Kelly, Dean of Women,

explained that a student living in a

faculty member's home is "an

educational experience." She also

suggested that students who feel they

have legitimate reasons for moving

off-campus should contact the student

Affairs Office by April 1 8. Housing draws

for next year will be held near the end of

AprU.

The motives behind the housing

office's prohibition of more off-campus

rooming and boarding is financial. The

college. Kelly explained, simply cannot

afford to lose money or its auxiliary

student services program.

Housing officials also announced

changes in the set-up of individual dorms.

Kent House next year will be converted

into an all singles room facility. It will

still be for men only. Kelly said

assignment to the dorm will be

determined by the lottery system used in

the housing draw last year, with juniors

having first choice. No additional room

fees will be charged to residents of the

building, despite all the rooms being

converted into singles.

Kelly explained that the change was

made "in order to make on-campus living

more attractive for students." She

explained that the college is not really

creating any new single rooms. Rather,

double rooms throughout college dorms

which are currently serving as singles will

be returned to their former use.

Students desiring single rooms will be

mainly concentrated in Kent House.

Single rooms in Somerset designed for

only one resident wUI be used next year

as they are currently. The advantage of

the new program Kelly said, is th^t

students will be sure of getting a single

when they sign up for, instead of the

preseht method where the Student

Affairs Office retains the option of

adding a roommate over the summer.

The Language Department has also

been offered the use of a floor-probably

third floor Caroline- as a language floor

for French and German students. The

floor would be divided in half for the two

languages. The Student Affairs Office is

also investigating the possibility of

tranferring the Spanish House from its

present facilities to Micou House which

currently is partially used by a local

Headstart program.

Student affairs is also investigating the

possibility of converting some student

housinginto facilities for married students.

The Dean of Women suggested that some

of the small frame buildings on campus
may be changed in the near future in

response to requests from married

students for facilities.

Admissions scene brighter Administrative

shifts affect

Development
Earlier predictions by the Admission Office that

Washington's student enrollment for next year would

drop below the 700 mark have apparently been

abandoned.

Mr. Bud Andrews, Admissions Director, said this

week that the freshmen enroUment picture had

brightened substantially since February when he

suggested that Fall enrollment might total only 680

students. According to his most recent prediction, the

incoming class will contain approximately 2 1 5 to 230

freshmen and transfers, placing the College's total

enrollment figure at approximately 730. That number

of students could assure the College a more stable

budget situation next year since the 1973-74 budget

is predicated on an enrollment of 732 students.

The Admissions Director admitted that, much of

his optimism is based on the fact that deposits from

accepted students have substantially increased over

this time last year. As of early this week, 88 students

had placed the $100 deposits, compared with only 48

at this time last year. Apparently, much of that

increase is attributable to the increase in scholarship

offers made to high school seniors by the College this

year. "Financial aid decisions may have affected it,"

Mr. Andrews said.

The total number of applicants for admission is

still off last year's pace, when 801 studenU applied,

and about 530 were accepted. Mr. Andrews said,

however, that he expects the percentage of accepted

students who actually enroll to increase over last

year's figure of approximately 45%. Credit for the

development, to a large part, he concluded, must go

to the students who personally contacted

pre-freshmen over the Spring vacation. "The

Ten years of service to the Din-

ing Hall.

Drink Coke.

enrollment rate is going up because of the

extra-ordinary job that the kids did over the

holiday-"

The Admissions Office also fared well in its

sponsorship of last Saturday's Pre-Freshmen Day,

when 126 out of 146 expected students spent a day

in activities on campus. A total number of 370

students and their families participated in the event,

20% more than the number who came last year. A

number of students obviously made their college

decision that day since the College received additional

deposits from Parents.

Mr. Andrews also moved this week to eliminate a

rumor that the College, because of the tight

admissions situation, was relaxing its standards. "I'd

like to stress that we are certainly not in an open

admissions situation, as a lot of people seem to think

we are."

Washington officials should have a very definite

idea about the admissions picture for Fall by early

May. By that lime, the three peaks for applicants to

make their final decision about college choice will

have passed. Mr. Andrews explained that many

decisions are made with the immediate

announcement of financial aid, others after the Ivy

League schools announce their acceptance decisions

in mid-April, and others as the financial aid deadline

for acceptance approaches.

In any case. Admissions officers have already

initiated their efforts for attracting members of the

Class of '78 to Washington College. Three of the

staffers hit the road last Tuesday.

Meeting airs

reform ideas
Continued from Page 1

The ninth proposal calls for redirection in the

advising system. Smith commented that the

ColIege"has fallen behind. ..we're often monitoring,

not always successfully, a student's progress toward

graduation requirements." Advisors, he said, should

be closer to student thinking. The Dean suggested

that students should establish in writing before each

semester what his goals were and use the statement as

a basis of discussion with his advisor. Faculty would

also develop close contacts with students in their

dormitory as advisors to the living unit.

The final listed suggestion would provide for a

more meaningful evaluation than the current

Pass/Fail grade in some courses by attaching a

narrative evaluation of the student's work by the

professor.

After an hour-long discussion on the proposals and

the desirability of academic reform at Washington.

Dean Smith concluded the meeting, explaining that

the entire faculty, in their next monthly meeting, will

be presented the proposals.

Modifications in the structure of the

administration of Dr. Joseph McLain—changes

particularly affecting the operation of the

Development Office—have developed in recent weeks.

Primary among the changes is the departure of Mr.

Louis T. Hughes. Vice-President for Development and

Public Relations, three months prior to his previously

announced resignation date of June 30. Hughes left

April 1, according to Dr. McLain, at the mutual

consent of both parties. "Nobody drove him out,"

the Interim-President commented. Hughes' tenure as

head of the College's Development program had been

severly criticized since last year. A disclosure at last

month's faculty meeting further revealed that no

national foundations had been contacted by the

Development Office since 1969, a time-span which

covers Hughes' time in office.

The future of the Development head position

appears unclear currently. Dr. McLain admitted that

no funds are included in next year's budget for the

position, in part a result of the College's current

financial squeeze. He strongly spoke of the need for a

competent financial development official, however.

"God knows there is a job there to be done. The

College badly needs somebody, as capable a person as

we can find."

The need, as the Interim-President sees it, is further

compounded by an expected delay in obtaining any

money fiom the Pear Committee's legislative effort.

Dr. McLain expects the committee's proposal to

reach the Maryland legislature in the 1974 session, at

the earliest. But with 1974 being an election year,

McLain doubts Governor Marvin Mandel will push for

any proposal which will require an increase in the

state tax rate. McLain is hoping for at least 5300,000

annually from state coffers through the Pear efforts.

McLain says he is "hesitant on appointing a

Development director" and does not expect that he

will during his time in office. With Hughes" departure,

the former chain of command in the Development

Office has been shifted. Previously, all staffers

reported to Hughes; they now will report directly to

the President.

Dr. McLain also removed Mr. Bedford Groves,

former Director of Public Events, out of the

jurisdiction of the Development Office and

established an independent function for him. Groves

is now serving as an Assistant to the President and

Corrdinator of Campus Activities. Groves will now be

in charge of the total College calendar, including the

calendars for athletics, student affairs, cultural affairs,

special celebrations (i. e. Washington's Birthday),

Board meetings, and summer activities on campus.

The Interim-President also effected the transfer of

responsibility for the Maintenence responsibility had

formerly come under the jurisdiction of Dr. William

Sawyer, Director of Long Range Planning. However,

when Sawyer left, that ofiice was phased out.
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An expression of sympathy
The Washington Elm wishes to express deep sorrow at

the death of sophomore Bo Blanchard, who was l<illed in

an automobile accident near Charlottesville, Virginia last

Sunday. Five of her close friends attended her funeral

services Tuesday morning, in iWemphis, Tennessee. Bo's

involvement and contribution to this College community
will be sorely missed. The college is lessened with her

passing.

A beginning for reform
Dean Nate Smith introduced ten tangible proposals for

curriculum reform, to students and faculty assembled
yesterday in Dunning Hall. In the impressively presented,
well formulated program. Smith stressed the importance of
faculty approvai.enthusiasm, and self-sacrifice, and student
cooperation, participation, and patience in the realization

of academic reform. While approximately half of the
faculty attended the forum, an embarrassingly small
number of students appeared. Students in attendance were
asked by one faculty member to explicate their exact
grievances against this College's academic program. The
remainder of the student body missed their opportunity to
express complaints about course offerings, distributional

requirements, and academic frustration.

Smith has intitated a positive step, a forward thrust, in

reforming the traditional curriculum of this college; this

step halts the dolor, appellated by the Dean, as the
"marking of time." The ten proposals serve as fulfillment

of Smith's promise of last week "to set something up so
that people can react." The responsibility to do that now
rests with student and faculty.

We forgot the Wizard
In my March 22, 1973, review of the Studio Theatre's

production of The Wizard of Oz, I failed to mention, by an

unconscious oversight, one of the major actors in the cast.

Billy Denison, as the Wizard (and the Gatekeeper)

presented a wonderfully and humanly comic portrait of the

nervous balloonist from Kansas. His 'speech', in which he

presented gifts to the Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, and Lion,

was infused with a remarkable sense of irony, and thus

received the biggest appreciative laugh from the audience in

the entire show. I hope Mr. Denison will excuse and forgive

me for this lapse of consideration. I did not wish to raise

the faux pas to an art form at his expense.

David Beaudouin

WEO!

How the food

prices have

gone up for

cafeteria
by Dave Knepler

There is a good chance that, as your read this

article, you are sitting in the cafeteria. You may be

about to eat, be in the middle of eating, have just

finished eating, or merely be ripping off the salt

and pepper shakers, but whatever the case,

tonight's dinner has affected you in one way or

another.

This is the year Mr. John Linville's cafetaria

loses money. Half of the reason that his budget is

in the red is the drop of boarding students, now
down in the vicinity of 500. According to Mr.

Linville, "750 boarding students are needed to

make this pay." The other reason is the

astronomical increases in the price of food.

On January 1 of this year, ground beef cost Mr.

Linville 72c a pound - now. three months later, it

costs him 95c. Roast beef is up from $1.19 to

$1.34; chicken is 49c a pound, compared to the

41c it was at the beginning of the year (although,

several weeks ago, it was up as high as 55c a

pound.) In the fall, we were eating large-size eggs

that were 53c a dozen we are now eating

medium-size eggs that sell for 63c.

So what is the result of the price escalation?

More hamburgers and hot dogs? Hardly - they too,

have been hit by the inflation. And, asMr. Linville

said, "What really hurts is when things like

hamburgers and hot dogs go up." Hamburgers are

now 94c a pound compared to January's 72c.

while hot dogs have risen in the same time period

from 75c to 93c.

Everything, or almost everything, has gone up.

A loaf of bread has increased by 3c, and another

3c rise is expected next week. Milk is up 4c a

gallon, and comparable price jumps can be found

in cereals, fruit drinks, and most supplies. In the

matter of steaks, tiiere is a scarcity of any one

type of meat, so as a result, the Saturday dinners

consist of steaks of several different varieties.

Despite these problems, Mr. Linville has decided
to stick with the same menu he utilized earlier in

the college year. Although the cafeteria has served

14,000 meals less this year, a scarcity of food
exists. However, all is not dismal - butler has gone
down a nickel a pound since the start of 1973, and
pork prices should soon begin to go down.

Because of these fmancial difficulties, Mr.
Linville hasfounditnecessary to raise the price of
meals for guests. Starting Monday, lunch will cost

$1.25, dinner will be $1.75, and Saturday night

dinners will require S2.25. The current prices of
these meals arc, respectively, $1.00, $1.50, and
$2.00. Breakfast will remain at 75c, and the $4.50
meal ticket, for which $5.00 worth of food can be

bought, will still sell for $4.50.

Although Mr. Linville contends that the $5.00

increase in room and board won't alleviate matters

much, there is one thing that the students can do -

take only as much food as they think they can eat.

Said the Director of the Washington College food

service, "The amount of food that gets sent back Is

pretty atrocious. Just ask the meal crew."

Initiation to OpryLand
Nashville Sound comes to Baltimore

by Kim Stierstorfer

Country and Western star, Pee Wee King,

sequin-suited evangelist, introduced Baltimore to the

Grand Ole Opry last Saturday. The

"poe-lease"-sponsored performance occurred in the

Fifth Regiment Armory bedecked with red, white,

and blue banners. The thigh-slapping, hand-clapping

Baltimore natives, many conspicuously

uncomfortable in blue jean overalls, sat on bleachers

guzzling the beer provided and enjoyed by the

"poe-lease", Seven-fifty per ticket allowed each

family four hours of nasal twang, finger picking, and

pure corn.

Probable one-time carnival barker King, played

accordian with the white-jacketed, "fast-movin'

musicians", the Mountaui Boys. Claiming friendship

with that "all-time sho'man, Lawrence Welk," Pee

Wee continued to dazzle and amaze with several

renditions of his Tennessee Waltz—"Ah vvuz dancin'

with ma darlin'..." "Gawd loves y'awl" he pitched to

thunderous applause.

King then presented the Collins Sisters—Darlene

and Joyce. They bubbled over, littering the stage In

costume concoctions of blue sequins and chiffon. Not

only did they sing and laugh, gesture in

harmony—they tap danced their way into the hearts

of the Baltimore audience. The Collins Sisters exuded

(exhumed) a nauseating cuteness (i.e. Joyce—"Ah
love y'awl from the bottom of ma heart." Darlene,

with impish glint-~"Ah love y'awl from ma bottom,

too.")

By some planning shortsight (or foresight) the sole

restroom was located behind the platform stage.

Consequently, a constant stream (no pun intended)

of small girls, clutching their crotches, filed by the

stage. Awaiting entrance tcjthe lavatory, they stared,

mouths agape, at the rainbow, crushed velvet jacket

and neon white hair of big-name performer...George

Morgan. This reporter wished that the embroidered

kerchief Morgan wore would suddenly tighten about
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Center of the world...all roads lead to
Nashville

his neck, ceasing both his inward and outward How of

air.

The next sugar treat offered by Pee Wee. was Ole

Joe Clark, a banjo-totin' comedian. His string picking

was really incredible; his jokes, frighteningly,

convulsed the house. "A hippie, well, that's a Jack

that looks like a Jill and smells like a John."
Pee Wee King announced an agonizingly countless

number of times "We'll sign auto-graphs at

intermission." That bright respite descended; the

stage was packed with ruby-lipped matrons, -slick

short-haired gentlemen, and a wild pack of banshee

children. King pushed gospel records and his own
movie soundtrack album. "Y'awl can only gjt them

here, three dollars, yep. juss three dollars folks..,"

Promises of better things to come ushered in the

Kitty Wells and Johnny Wright Family Show. Bobby

Wri^t, who played "Willie" on the "McHale's Navy"

series, was truly enjoyable. His lanky body theatrics

in the song "Long Tall Texan" were hilarious. Johnny

Wright, his brother, is best described in the "one

dollah" program that was rammed down the throats

of the audience; "Any collector with a full set of

Johnny Wri^t records has a musical treasure and a

vivid history of how and why country music has

gradually become America's best and dominant type

of music." At the beginning of each Wright song, the

woman next to this reporter (who earlier admitted

she'd had her hair done for this concert—one black

curl lingered languidly over her left shoulder) jabbed

my ribcage. "Remember this one?..." Deathly afraid

to admit my ignorance, 1 nodded, agreeing frantically.

Kitty Wells, the "Queen of Country Music" and

main attraction, finally appeared. Her voice cracked

on the third note. My father tugged at my elbow,

tears m his eyes, and begged escape from the

Nashville sounds of this hiilbilly heaven.
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Pianist on stage

David Kreider, pianist, will perform music from the

Baroque era to the present in a recital in Tawes^.

Theatre, April 6 at 8:30 pjn.

The concert is sponsored by the CoUege music

department and the Phi Sigma fraternity.

Mr. Kreider is known in the Baltimore-Washington

area for his distinguished solo recitals, chamber music

concerts, and lecture recitals at college campuses, and

for numerous television appearances. He is instructor

of piano at the Peabody Conservatory Preparatory

Department, at Hannah More Academy, and at the

Essex Community College Preparatory Department.

Last spring he performed debut recitals in Wigmore

Hail, London, and in the Bralunssaal at the

Musikverein in Vienna. In 1966 he presented the

premiere performance of "Sonata 1964" by Sergio

Cervetti al the Phillips Gallery, Washington, D.C., and

in 1967 he was the only American finalist in the

international competition "Schubert and the

Twentieth Century" at Vienna.

Kreider received the bachelor and master of music

degrees from the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore.

In 1967 he was awarded a Fulbrighl-Hayes

scholarship for the study of piano and chamber music

at tlie Academic fur Musik, Vienna. He took

additional private studies with Hans Kann in Vienna,

as well as attending a contemporary music seminary

in Darmstadt, Germany. He has studied with Konrad
Wolff 31 the Peabody Conservatory and with Marie

Curia Diamand m London.

Traditional book

Students who are waiting with furrowed brows and

baled breaths to see their smiling faces regarding

them from the pages of the Peagasiis next fall can

expect a "fairly tradilional" yearbook. According to

Sandy Casler, editor-in-chief, the Pegasus is intended

to be a "photo-journalistic eassay of Washington

College," with emphasis placed, hopefully, on events

as they happen. It will not be overly poUtical or

extreme, but will try to depict people as they are

participating in various segments of the Washington

College community.

The volume should be distributed on schedule in

late September or early October of 1973. Although

yearbooks have previously been late due to hold-ups

in the lay-out process, Mr. Casler anticipates no such

setback, and adds that financially the situation is also

stable.

The Pegasus will pictorially show the

important parts of life on campus, including sports,

sororities and fraternities, and senior pictures.

Although students who wished to have themselves

photographed for the yearbook were supposed to

indicate so earlier in the first semester, other seniors

will also be included in candid and posed shots. There

will also be excerpts from the newspaper and short

essays by faculty members to help create a realistic

image of the student body. The yearbook may divide

the school in terms of activities in busy buildings,

with concentration at Tawes, Dunning, William Smith
and Hodson Halls.

Homecoming fun
Bom under a bad sign, the S.G.A.'s

Homecoming-Spring Weekend will take hfe on
Friday. April 13. to continue through Sunday.

The J.V. lacrosse team will kick off the weekend
when they meet Salisbury State at 2 :00, Friday. Then
at 8:00 that night, the Port Welcome will debark at

the foot of High Street. Those boarding will be'

charged $3 each. Till 12:00 participants will be
provided with food, wine, song, and a moonlit
Chester River.

From Bill Smith parking lot al 10:00. Saturday
morning, a flotilla of floats will weaifiJfetflUghJiigh
Street, Washington Avenue,c:^9Qie1ire lane__io>
Gibson Fine Arts Center. A lacrosse game at 2:00
with Duke University will fill the afternoon.

Prospective Dean Dr. Montonya enjoys ;

nip with the faculty.

Jonathan Edwards will pertorm in Tawes Theatre
at 7:30 that evening. Advance tickets for students
will sell for $3; at the door for everyone they will sell

for $4. Jeannie Beal, chairman of the

Homecoming-Spring Weekend Committee, warns that

no smoking or drinking will be possible in the

t heratre. Those ignoring tha t rule will he asked to
leave.

Following the concert a dance with a live band will

be held until around 1:00. To dose the weekend.
Little Big Man will be shown on Sunday,
Homecoming Weekend is joined with Spring

Weekend this year because the soccer game in the fall

was away on the weekend tentatively selected for

Homecoming. The Alumni Office is sending letters to
alumni, inviting them to attend. A barbecue is

planned on Saturday afternoon for them.
According to S.G.A. estimates, the total cost of the

weekend will be $6500, with S3500 going towards
the concert and $2400 towards the Port Welcome.

by Cecile Corddrey

Media freedom

"The News Media: Half Slave or Half Free?" will

be the topic of a lecture by Taylor Grant,
Philadelphia commentator, here Tuesday night, April

Mr. Grant will speak at 8 p.m. in the Hynson
Lounge, under the auspices of the College's lecture
series.

During the last three and a half decades Taylor
Grant has been active in radio and TV as editor,
reporter. commentator, analyst, producer,
sportscaster, moderator and anchorman.

He began his radio career in 1934 as an announcer,
and turned to specialization in news, sports and
special events. From 1936 to 1943 he wrote and
voiced a daily news program on WCAU and also took
part in major sports broadcasts of the time, covering
games played by the Philadelphia Athletics, Phillies.

Eagles, and University of Pennsylvania football, and
others.

From 1943 to 1954 he was with the American
Broadcasting Company's news team which included
Elmer Davis, Chet Huntley, Walter Winchell, Drew
Pearson, Raymond Graham Swing and others. 'The
Sunday Evening News with Taylor Grant" was
frequently rated among the top ten nationally.

The /-.W p.m. ABC Network "news showcase"
called "Headhne Edition" was administered, edited
and produced by Taylor Grant for nme years. He did
ABC's first reqularly scheduled evening news when
the network began transmitting television broadcasts
in the eariy fifties.

Since his return to Philadelphia m 1954, his

dedication to humanitarian causes, his tofal

repudiation of the U.S. role in Indo-China, and his

persistent pleadings for racial justice have brought
him many journalistic and citizenship awards.

Knotples resigns
Dr. William Knowles, Chairman of the Department

of Economics announced last week his intention to
resign from the college faculty to take a position with
the International Labor Organization as director of
the Southeast Asia Program.

The department chairman, who has engendered
controversy in his three year stay over his methods of
strengthening the economics program, is kavuig the
college before the end of this semester, by April 15.

Dr. Knowle's resignation, which has yet to be
formally submitted, leaves the College in the unusual
position of finding a teaching replacement in the
middle of a semester. Dr. Nate Smith, Acting Dean,
caurioning that nothing is definite until an official

resignation is tendered-remarked that "remarkably
there are qualified people available." He has inspected
three candidates and already made a choice: in his

words, "a very highly recommended" instructor from
Johns Hopkins University who is completing his

dissertation.

Dr. Knowles has offered to continue and complete
the evaluation function of the course. Knowles will

prepare examinations, and read and grade term
papers, a senior thesis, and examhiations. He will also
determine the final grade. The month long
replacement. Dr. Smith explained, will handle only
the teaching position of the course. The substitute is

"eager to get into the act" and Smith commented
that "there's every expectation the course will not
just founder."

Spanish drama
Spain's great 1 7th century dramatist Calderon and

the late-19th century poet-dramatist Garcia Lorca
will be the subjects of a talk by Edwin Honig, a
Brown University professor, next Monday April 9.

Mr. Honig will speak at 2:30 p.m. in the Sophie
Kerr room of Miller Library under the sponsorship of
the Department of Modem Languages and the Sophie
Kerr Committee.

Now Professor of English and Comparative
Literature at Brown University, Mr. Honig is known
as a poet, critic, translator and playwright.

He has published five volumes of poetry and has a
new book in preparation. He has written three major
critical works and has published three plays in verse.

A bookofhisselectedessays will appear in 1974,and
he is collecting a book of his plays.

He is known for his translations of Lorca and
Calderon, "Four Plays" and "Life Is a Dieam";
"Interludes" by Cervantes; and "Selected Poems" by
Fernando Pessoa,

With Oscar Villiams he edited "The Mentor Book
of Major American Poets" and "The Major
Metaphysical Poets". He also has edited an ediUon of
Edmund Spencer.

Professor Honig has held a Guggenheim Fellowship
twice; has had a grant from the National Institute of
Arts and Letters; and won the Golden Rose award of
the New England Poetry Oub and the Governor's
Award in the Arts, Rhode Island.

Hunt for editors
Applicants for the editorships of die Elm and the

Pegasus are invited to submit statements of
quaUtication to the Board of Pubhcations by April

15. Applications can be turned in to the following
people: Danny Williams, Sandy Casler, Kevin
O'Keefe, Dave Beauduoin, Mr. Lamond, Mr, E>ay, Mr.
Rabat, or Mr. Newell.

Dine a la francais
The Department of Modern Languages cordially

invites all students with some knowlege of French to
dine at the French table, which will function every
Wednesday in the Private Dinir.g Room of Hodson
Hall between 12 noon and I p.m. Vou need not be
enrolled presently in a French course in order lo
participate.
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The Julliard String Quartet
John Klaus

jsi Saturday evening the Julliard String Quartet

irned to the Washington College campus to

form li concert of Beethoven, Ives and Brahms for

near-capacity audience in Tawes Theater. The
cert, tlie last in this year's Concert Series,

ifirmcd a number of suspicions about the Julliard

arlet jnd about the W. C. audience, ft has become
te and more apparent this year that excellence in

sical performance will attract large audiences on
campus, and that, indeed, the Washington College

ience can be very discriminating. When, for

mple. the conductor of one group which appeared

campus this year insisted on explaining to us what

English madrigal is, or that the music of Dufay

J Washington College Chorus sings Dufay) might

nd strange because it is "old," we were justifiably

illed. But when another artist played avant-garde

literature with great expertise and no
ilanation save the music itself, we were equally

lifiably enthusiastic. When the audience greeted

iposilions written on our own campus with salvo

It salvo of "Bravo! ." it is to be hoped that this was
much a commendation of the musical worth of

compositions as a reflection of the pride that it all

ipened here. When Tawes can be filled almost to

acity on three occasions within the space of eight

s for musical events, it is the Washington College

ience which deserves commendation. (This may
' iression. If so, it will, we hope, serve in some

Jt way to thank the audience which has supported
sical activities on this campus so loyally this year.)

lui to the Julliard Quartet. It is always a treat to

etve excellence in action. Saturday evening's

cert gave us another opportunity to see and hear

I the Julliard Quartet is one of the finest quartets

lur day. So uniformly good was the concert that

hardly knows where to begin; perhaps the

programming should serve as a starting place, since

the audience's first hint ofwhat is to come is usually

the perusal of the printed program. In this instance the

programming was not so much imaginative' as

interesting: the Beethoven Op. 18, No. 3 in D Major

was followed by the Ives Second Quartet, and the

program concluded, after intermission, with the

Brahms Third Quartet in B-flat Major, Op. 67. The

interest, of course, is in the juxtaposition of early

Beethoven, middle Ives and middle Brahms, and it is

the Ives quartet which raises the program above most

run-of-the-season string quartet programs.

The single term which springs to mind to describe

the performances of these three works is

"professional" in the finest sense of the term. The

members of the Julliard obviously enjoy the music

they perform: they want to play string quartets, and

want to play them as well as humanly possible. To do

this they must be outstanding performers

individually. But the joy of chamber music lies not so

much in the direction of brilliance of individual

performances as in the direction of perfection of

ensemble, and it is in this area where the Julliard

shines. The subordination of individual effort to

group sound is used by these four brilliant players

almost to perfection, and the result is exhilirating. No

individual ever overbalances the other three except in

soloistic passages (the first violin in much of the

Beethoven; the viola in the third movement of the

Brahms), yet the total effect is of one will expressed

by four men. The very few places where the ensemble

was not absolutely flawless were remedied

immediately: the Quartet plays with hands, heads and

hearts, but also very much with ears. At no point

were we subjected to a perfunctory readingof ascore;

the watchword of the evening seemed to be

communication between composer. Quartet and

audience-something toward which every musician

should aspire.

The Brahms and Beethoven quartets are pretty

standard fare for string quartet audiences, and one

would expect the Julliard Quartet to perform them

brilliantly. We were not disappointed. The classic

lines and form of the Beethoven Op. 18, No. 3 were

clarity personified-even in the last movement which

was taken at a breakneck tempo. The three Brahms

quartets have always seemed to us less successful than

some of the composer's other chamber music, but

given a performance such as was heard Saturday

evening, one begins to question the validity of this

conclusion. The metrical intricacies of the work,

particularly the first movement, and the shy and

breathless limpidness of the third movement were

particularly striking. It was a beautiful performance.

But it is the Ives Second Quartet which really tests

the mettle of even the finest quartets, and Ives, the

Julliard Quartet and the audience were all winners in

this performance. Ives tells us exactly what the

quartet is about: "four men who converse, discuss,

argue (politics), fight, shake hands, shut up, then walk

up the mountainside to view the firmament." And
the Julliard take Ives at his word! There was no extra

(un) muscial attempt to "interpret" the music.

Accepting Ives' description, the Quartet assume their

roles in a manner which Stanislavsky would find

exciting and play what's there to play. In the second

movement ("Arguments") particularly there was no
question as to the characters of the participants in the

argument. The viola felt constrained to quote his

patriotism {"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean") and

it was only quoting Schiller's An die Freude from

Beethoven's 9th Symphony that could induce the

meek second violin to rejoin the fray. Such humor
abounds in Ives, but it often takes really outstanding

musicians to make it work; the Julliard Quartet made
it appear almost effortless. This is a score of almost

ridiculous difficulty, but as played on this concert it

seemed so easy, so naturally apparent, that there was

never the sweaty anxiety of wondering whether they

were going to get through the piece. It was Ives-and

Ives performance~at its best. The Second Quartet is

scarcely a new work (it was written about 1913) and

given the number of good quartets now playing, it

deserves many performances: audiences deserve to

know it. But when played by the Julliard Quartet it is

revealed for what is; one of the masterworks by one

of America's master composers. We can simply not
agree with one of the members of the audience who
felt it to be "a farm hand in the drawing room!"
The Quartet provided us with one encore. First

violinist Robert Mann told us that, since they had
begun with Beethoven, they felt it appropriate to end
with Beethoven, and they played the first Scherzo
from that composer's Op. 1 30. As with the rest of the

program the performance was superb.

Washington College is lucky to be located between
New York and Washington, the two places where the
Quartet performs regularly. Thanks. Bob Forney and
the Concert Committee, for a wonderful series this

year. And thanks particularly for bringing the Julliard

String Quartet here again. You're ri^t. Excellence in

performance creates its own audience.
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Stressing diversity, Forum enters second decade
Although the professor estimated the

average yearly allotment at S600.00,

President George Churchill disclosed that

this year the Forum subsisted on half that

sum. He continued: "With such a limited

budget, we're forced to concentrate on

two fields: government (employees are

unable to accept lecture fees, although

contributions are made in their name to

charities, etc.) and philosophy (through

Dr. Tapke's connections in the field)".

Speakers from other arenas of life do

appear, however, as a look at the Forum's

ten year track record will prove.

Dr. Gerta Blumenthal, former

chairman of Washington College's

Language Department, was the first

speaker. Her return appearance of AprQ

12th will feature an introductory speech

by former President of the College,

Daniel Z.Gibson.

Dr. Blumenthal. also the first

Washington College Faculty member to

be awarded for distinguished leaching,

was followed in the sixties by a series of

speakers concerned with social problems.

Among the "liberal apologists and

spokesmen" whom Dr. Tapke
mentioned in this connection were

James Reed, the Unitarian minister from

Roxbury, Massachusetts, who was

murdered in Selma, Alabama in 1964;

and George Willoughby, a Quaker

protester who piloted a sailboat

christened, "The Golden Rule" into a

marine atomic testing area, to be routed

by a Navy destroyer.

The Forum rias also utilized

Chcstertown's relative proximity to

Washington, inviting speakers from

several embassies. A Russian attache

cleared by both the President and the

Board in the fading Red-Scare of the

1960's, spoke on Marx while a diplomat

from the Embassy of South Africa

defended apartheid. "Another

conservative" brought on campus by the

Forum was former astronaut Michael

Collins. "Thought to be charming enough

to defend American foreign policy," the

then Assistant Secretary of State had

trouble defending the Nixon position to a

Tawes Theatre audience in the week

following Kent State.

Black leaders Channing Phillips and

Sterling Tucker, as well as two members

of the Catonsville Nine, Tom and

Margaret Melville (whom Professor Tapke

hopes lo get for a return engagement)

have addressed the Forum. The two

biggest crowd-drawers. Dr. Tapke notes in

amused interest have been of widely

divergent bents: F.B.I, head Patrick Gray

shares the honor with Gay Liberators

Barbara Giddings and George Bodamer.

Because of its limited funds, the

Forum has often co-sponsored lectures

with other organizations. Although

ChurchQI feels the lecture series as a

whole mi^t benefit from the formal

institution of "a central committee for

lecture arrangements," he thinks the

blue-and-v/hite Forum banner will

continue to wave for at least part of

another decade.
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Lacrosse Squad 'stellar* against Deniso

It seems thai everytime something good happens to

Washington College Lacrosse somebody upstairs shuts

us off. Washington College was supposed to have its

hands full with Denison last Saturday. Denison was

the midwest powerhouse, ranked very close to

Washington.

What was to be a hotly contested game was cooled

off by a few inches of rain. The game itself was

boring as Washington methodically controlled every
phase, except those elusive face-offs. Jack Copeland
and Ty Cook found themselves open on the crease

for feeds from Greg Lane. The middies were al] over
the field, scooping, dodging and checking.

But the real story was on the other end of the
field. The shore defense, which looked so good for
three quarters against Hopkins was stellar against

Jive

Versatile Viamonte

by GaJi Sanchez

The baseball world is full of Aparicios, Clementes,

Cepedas, and Cuellars, gracing tlie diamond with

stellar play. Not to be outdone, Washington College

has its Viamonte, as in Norberto Viamonte. "Novy"

plays centerfield for the Sho'men nine and although

he's not quite in the class with the aforementioned,

he may soon be if his heroics continue.

Novy started his baseball career at age seven for

Boys Club leagues. At age eleven, the Cuban-bom

player joined the "Giants" of the Bridgeport Little

League and won Uie Metropolitan championship,

and was the second highest hitter in the league. In his

college career, Novy has continued his slugging ways

the MAC in batting with a .480 average in his Junior

year.

Last week, at Swarthmore, Novy proved his

defensive talents as well, making acrobatic saves on

two bne drives, deep into centerfield. He literally,

saved the game.

When asked about his future, Novy shru^ his

shoulders and doubts that baseball is in it. "I'll go to

grad school. I have a boring life." That may be true,

until the talented Latin steps on the Kibler pitch.

Freshman Flash Pat Yahner shows winning
form in Serve. Sho'men netters split their two
matches last week.

Crew Strokes tonew course record

Last Saturday the Varsity Heavyweights set a new
course record as they defeated LaSalle.

W.C. had a good start at a 38 and took a small lead.

But as LaSalle started to close the gap, coxwain John
Wagner called a power ten which gave them a half a

boat lenght lead. They maintained this lead
throughout the body of the race which they rowed at

a 34. With 250 meters to go the coxwain called

another power 10 which put the "icing on the cake".
They gained a half a deck-length of open water,
which was the margin of victory, as they sprinted at a
38. They are now 2-0 on the season. The W.C.
Heavies rowed the 2,280 meter course in 6:24.0 to
LaSalle's 6:30.0. This breaks the old record of 6:24.2
set by George Washington last September. The
heavyweight boat is stroked by Eric StoU, with Tom
Washington at 7, Parky Cann at 6, Mike Kennedy at

5, Jim Thomas at 4, Rick Rogers at 3, Paul
Gianquinto at 2, and John Hill at bow.

In odier action, the Junior Varsity Heavyweights
stroked by Tom Hopkins, with Bob Atkinson at 7,
Neil Ward at 6. Bob Venable at 5, Jay Raskin at 4.
Pat Scatuorchio at 3, Paul Eldridge at 2, and Gerald
Harrington at bow, lost to the LaSalle J.V.'s. LaSalle
rowed the course in 7:01 while W.C. rowed it in 7:11.
This evens their record at 1-1. Coxwain for the J.V.'s
is Ginny Valentino.

In the third and final race the W.C. Lightweights

matched blades with the LaSalle Freshmen. Stroking

the boat was Craig Jackson, with John Hecke at 7,

Rob Stiles at 6, Andy Young at 5, Mike Love at 4,

Gene Johnson at 3, Paul Becker at 2 and Rick Kaste

at bow. The coxwain is Lisa Crooks. Inexperience

hurt the "skinnies" as they rowed the course in 7:20

to LaSalle's 7:05. Although this loss evened their

record at 1-1. they showed improvement by knocking

1 sees off of the previous week's time.

All the boats are improving as the weeks of
practice go on. The crew is out on the Chester River

from 4 to 6 or later Monday through Friday, come
rain, wind, or occasional sunshine. Saturday all three

boats will match blades with Williams College on
Chester River. Everyone is invited to attend. The start

is the Chester River Yacht and Country Club, with
finish at the town dock at the foot of High Street.

Race time will be announced.

ED. NOTE-the Elm regrets the absence of crew
coverage in our last issue and apologizes to the
members of W.C. Crew and their many vocal fans.
With bmited numbers of reporters our mobility is

limited, Andy Young will cover crew exclusively for
the remainder of the season.

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES
Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2 mi. So. of Chestertown on Rt, 213

Denison. The potent Denison attack

non-existent confronted with the shore def-

Bryan Matthews, Jay Elliott, RayTrucksessand

Norris were outstanding, not only as individual]

as a team. Each won a game ball as Washington,

on to win easily 7-3.

Now, what about the people upstairs? The naij

rankings came out Monday and to the dismjy

Sho'men followers, Washington dropped in ih?

Papers poll (from 8th to 9th) and onlv moved up

notch (from I2Ui to 1 Ith) in the USILA. It's,

simple case of prejudice among the voters.

The Sunpapers poll lists Baltimore teams
j

they're blue in the face. The USILA worries

much about teams like Air Force and Yale. Noba

influential on the eastern shore. At least enou;

change some lacrosse minds. When a respecied m

lacrosse like Tommy Thomsen. coach of Der.

says, "Washington has no weaknesses." It nuisii;

something. The Sho'men will just have lo hji

playoffs again to prove we do play lacrosse for

Face-offs, ..Birdman is on his way to super stan

Denison coach Thomsen had nothing but praiK

number 28. ..caw! caw!...Washington is well b

500 on iace-offs with sophomore Ty Cool;

leading individual. ..Greg Lane is the fifth hii

scorer in the country with 5 goals 16 assists,.

Shore's toughest week is this one. We face Toi

State, Hofstra and Duke. ..Kent and Queen Ai

County Alumni Chapter is sponsoring a beet-bu!

to Hofstra this Wednesday. Cost is $8.00 round

Track team
dukes with

Dutchmen
History repeated Itself last Saturday, as

Chatty-men were again defeated in a close met

Labanon Valley. Washington dominated the n

events, but WC had sustained costly injuries prior

and during the meet. The Sho'men efforts were

enough to counter the Flying Dutchm

predominance in the field. The Shore firsl
f'

finishers were: Paul Schlitz in the mile and iwon

Tom Clemente in a "true grit" performance ir

880, Steven Bartalsky in the 440 iniermeJ

hurdles, Rob Warner with a tie in the 100 and

long jump, Peter Murphy in the high jump, and No

Commodore in the shot. One of the outstar

efforts was by the 440 relay team which, afier\

of arduous baton passing practice, won their

with machine-like efficiency. The reLiy

members are: Rob Warner, Al Reynolds, Bill W

and Jackie Johnson. Unfortunately a weekend f

relay team was unable to carry the day. and

Chatty-men were defeated, Lebanon Valley 75,^

68.

The meet had a lighter side to it, however. The(

incident occurred after Pirk Hfir^tr^

"Insulted" by a vanquished foe^-Fists beganjo,

With Tom Clement, Bob Greenber^rBttTWansj

Norris Commodore duking it out with the DuIlIip

At least we won the fight! The meet was

opinion of all the W.C. Cindermen and their leii

Mc. C, the worst officiated match to be witnesM^

years. Rob Warner was robbed of a first place fin

certain times were incorrect, and the starter did

know what a false start was. Chatty Ici
'^'

"turkeys" know his opinion of their decisions, bi^'

little avail.

This weekend the track team will travel

Washington, D.C. for a double duel nice' '

Galluadet and Western Maryland. Hopes for a K

victory are not high, but some iniJi^"-

performances will brighten the day. Prospects n«

be better on Wednesday against Wagner in N.Y.
* * *

A Warning to all joggers—beware of a mad gf*

hog which has been terrorizing runners on

cemetery loop of the cross-country course. The"'

speedsters so far, have been able to out-kick thisf"'

flash—you may not!!



Assembly leaves

drinking age
at twenty-one

For Maryland youth, the script is becoming
overworked: each January, astute political analysts

pronounce their conclusions that this year, unlike

others past, ihe movement to lower the age of
majority from 21 to 1 8, the push to give teenagers all

the benefits and responsibilities of adulthood
(including the right to consume alcoholic beverages)

will finally obtain the blessings of the Maryland
General Assembly. This year, the analysts' prophecies
were fulfdled-partially. ^
Monday night, in the ^^^^^^^^^^^SS
closing hours of the TVT _. _,

1973 legislative session, i iCfVS
the Maryland Senate _
vouchsafed its approval JITIfl I'VClItt
of legislation which will

****«" / OiO
make all of Maryland's , „ , „,., ,

18 to 21 year olders
by Kevin O Keefe

legally adults-endowed SSSS^^^^^^S^^
with all the rights and

subject to all duties-except in two key areas. Early in

the session, the Maryland legislators, revealing a

thinly veiled concern for their own political hide,

judged that youth facing those three critical years
between 18 and 21, were incompetent to hold office

in the Maryland General Assembly. Age restrictions

for candidacy to an elected state government position
remained firmly intact.

And late Monday, the Senate Judicial Proceeding
Committee determined that 18 to 21 year olds were,
despite all other appearances of adulthood, still too
young to allow for their purchase and consumption
of alcoholic beverages. The committee killed the
lower drinking age bill, written as a companion to the

broader age of majority legislation, before it could
reach the assembled Senate body.

According to local option laws, which allow
individual counties to determine their own stance on
the drinking age issue, three Maryland counties did,

however, manage to extract from the General
Assembly approval of a lower drinking age in their

jurisdictions. The three counties—Montgomery,
Prince Georges, and Saint Mary's--are all close to the

District of Columbia, where the drinking age for a

number of years has been set at 18. Through many
legislative sessions, the suburban Washington
lawmakers have been prodding the Assembly to

liberalize the law. Prodding them were the liquor

lobbies in the three counties who were disgusted with
their constant financial loss, a result of teenage

natives purchasing and consuming beer in the nation's

capital, a land where the rites of passage are legislated

lower.

The legislative tables on the drinking age Issue were
turned this year in terms of^approval; at the final

moments of the '72 session the House of Delegates
rejected the Senate-approved bill. This year, the

Senate, through its Judicial Proceeding Committee,
teciprocated. According to published reports, a
number of Baltimore city legislators initiated the

opposition to the Governor Marvin Mandel-blessed
legislation on the grounds that the plaque of
alcohol-induced crimes in the city would be further

agitated by a lowering of the age requirement.

The effect of the Assembly's action will also be felt

locally. Washington's coffeehouse has been anxiously
waiting for the lowering of the drinking age before it

applies for a liquor license from Kent County. One
coffeehouse employee lamented this week, "We'll just

have to wait another year."

The Maryland legislative session, however, did
result in one plus for the College-a little more money
ffom the State Treasury. Washington currently
receives over $60,000 annually, determined by a

formula granting each private college $500 for every

Undergraduate degree awarded. Under a new
additional $700,000 program. tl\e state will now
award $500 for every graduate degree; Washington,
next year, can expect about $12,000 from the

program. The real winner, however, is Johns Hopkins
University, which will come into a windfall of over
SSOO.OOO from the state. Interim- P resident
Joseph McLain, nominated by many in Maryland

as champion of the push to get greater amounts of
^ate aid for private colleges, recently gave his

Approbation to the new legislation. He added the

'^veat, though, that his support was based solely on
'he hope that new aid to graduate education would
"ot mitigate the prospects of a larger role for the

State Treasury is financing undergraduate training.
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Homecoming-Spring Weekend
It all starts with a boat cruise

Washington's multi-activity Homecoming-Spring
Weekend gets under way tomorrow night with a

Chester River cruise aboard the Baltimore-harbor

based Port Welcome.

Cruise tickets for the Port Welcome, which will

leave from the public dock at the base of High Street

at 8:00 p.m., are available in the dinner line and will

be sold at the dock. Tickets are three dollars per

person. Homecoming-Spring Weekend organizers

reminded students this week to bring aboard with
them all the mixers and food they will need for the

night since no concession will be available aboard the

cruise boat this year. Tiix.a bandfrom Baltimore, will

provide the dance music. The Port Welcome —for
which the SGA has paid $2400 in rental fees—will
return to the dock at 12:00 midnight

The next activity on the weekend's schedule is the
annual Homecoming Parade at 10:00 a.m. Saturday
morning. From all current prospects, however, this

year's parade will be much smaller than those of
previous yean. Last year, ten floats—representing
Greek letter organizations, clubs and dorms—and five

high school bands participated in the parade. So far,

only five floats and two high school bands are
expected to participate in Saturday morning's
festivity, Betsy ^Murray, SGA Vice-President,

attributed the reduced number of bands to a large

high school band competition scheduled for the same
day. The parade; which will also include firetrucks, a
bicycle decorating contest, and boy scout marches;
will organize at the foot of High Street and wind its

way over to Washington Avenue (Route 213) and up
to the College campus.

Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. the Shore lacrosse

squad will face Duke University's Blue Devils on the

temporary field behind Tawes Fine Arts Center.

A concert in the Tawes Theatre highlights the

activities for that night Last week, it appeared as if

the scheduled performer, Jonathan Edwards, mieht
not show up for the concert due to conflicts arising over

his new management. Edwards' agent finally

consented Monday to his appearance. Advance tickets

for the 7:30 pjn. performance are available in the

dinner line or the Student Affairs Office for three

dollars; tic"kets at the door will sell for four dollars.

Rules against smoking and drinking in the Theatre

will be strictiy enforced, warns the chairman of the

weekend activities, Jeannie Beall. The entire price of

the concert is tagged at S3500.

Following the concert in the cafeteria will be a free

dance, again featuring Trix vtith mixed drinks on sale

for 25 c.

Closing the weekend Sunday, Little Big Man,
starring Dustin Hoffman, will be shown in Hynson
Lounge three times under the censorship of the

MRA.Ticket prices are set at 75c per person.

Alumni activities will officiaUy get underway

Saturday morning with the registration in the Alumni

House. The Alumni Office is also sponsoring a tailgate

picnic adjacent to the lacrosse field and a post-game

cocktail party for adults and a children's party

featuring cartoons and Laurel and Hardy movies in

William Smith auditorium.

Grad program awards first MA's
by Kim Stierstorfer

Although official announcement of accreditation

has not yet arrived, the Washington College Graduate
Program has been told by the Maryland State

Department of Education and the Middle States

Evaluation Team to prepare for the graduation of
their first Masters of Arts candidates this June. The
graduate school underwent a two-year assessment
interim, that now enables it to present Master's

degrees to its nineteen Psychology and two history

majors.

The graduate program, initiated by Thomas
McHugh, its director, and Dwighl Kirkpatrick,

Chairman of the Psychology Department, was
propagated as an academic service for both college

personnel and the Eastern Shor? community at large.

Purposely "low key", Mr. McAugh elucidated the

"careful monitoring" of the Program: "In no way will

we permit the graduate program to have an effect on
the undergraduate college." Courses are only offered

if students indicate enough interest to justify their

existence. In a conscious effort not to overtax the

faculty, only a limited number of courses are offered.

In an attempt to keep the Washington Graduate
Program flexible and sensitive to the needs of its

candidates, only three majors are listed; Psychology,

History and English. The handling of the unexpected
rush of students experienced in the Psychology
Department evidences the rigid monitoring of the

program. New enrollment in psychology courses will

be denied until the graduation of its majors in June.

McHugh deflned the graduate project as

"self-feeding""it monetarily "breaks even".

Explaining that no graduate school makes money,
McHugh revealed that the Washington school "loses

less than most graduate program. The program is

conspicuously guarded against financially

over-burdening the facilities and faculty

exploitation."

Mr. Thomas McHugh has directed the

Graduate Program since its inception at the

college in 1971.

Lamenting the misconception concerning the

quality of academics and instruction in the Masters

Program, McHugh emphasized that althou^ material

is repeated and carried over in any graduate course,

educational exposure is infinitely more exact,

profound, and comprehensive. "Where possible

faculty members of the graduate school hold their

doctorates." Hard data, the opinions, verifications

and criticisms of the first graduating class, will be

implemented in the constant self-evaluation and

improvement the program undergoes. Registrar

Ermon Foster delineated the graduate school as "...an

excellent program. We receive very good reports trorn

(Continued on page 3)



5 Viewpoint

Hiss on fans
fan reaction on the part of Washington

College supporters at last Saturday's lacrosse

game against Towson State unfortunately

exists as a caricature of the normal actions of

a portion of this school's lacrosse cultists.

A regular lacrosse game, either home or

away, admittedly does not carry the mutual

grudge impact that a game with Towson State

appears to carry. The scope of the deplorable

incidents in that afternoon's fracas was

unusual in its breadth and intensity, in part,

attributable to the atrocious officiating. What

'is undeniably true, however, is that a number

of Washington fans, usually inspirited by 3a

tidy consumption of alcohol, consistently

display those same traits that Saturday's game

so intensified. Fans are often rude and

revolting in their imprecations against

everything from the referee's mother to the

Pope (whenever we play Loyola College).

The problem is essentially one with

lacrosse, a result, no doubt, of the game's

intensity and the College's stature as a

national power. But neither of these

conditions could begin to justify such action.

Perhaps, as one student suggested, there are

"too many rich, spoiled kids loose on this

campus." Whatever the explanation, the

situation cannot continue. The Athletic

Department has wisely decided to enforce

already existing, restrictive regulations on fan

conduct. Such marshalling of behaviour can

be annoying, but until all of Washington's

fans are willihgtoactwithpropriety, the

regulations must be firmly enforced.

Nix on nips
Maryland lawmakers proved Monday night

that the capacity for poor legislating is still

firmly within their grasp. The Senate Judicial

Proceedings Committee decided that,

although 18 to 21 year-olders surely must be

considered responsible enough to sign for

contracts and loans, they should never be

allowed the destructive privilege and

responsibility of purchasing and consuming

alcoholic beverages. Practically all of the

rightt of adulthood are extended to youth
gratuitously, one right—candidly, the one

most sought after--was denied with no
substantive justification. The action simply

constitutes a flagrant inconsistency, surely

one which would not have occurred if the

legislators could have availed themselves of a

minimal period of deep thought.

Unfortunately, in the hectic closing moments
of the General Assembly session, the

opportunity was missing.

Perhaps with a year's time to consider the

fatuity of their decision, the state lawmakers
will eliminate this particularly obnoxious

oversight.

Prospects for the granting to youth of one

other right denied by ttie legislators—the

ability to run for state legislative office—are

not so promising however. Maryland

legislators, in an overt display, made clear

their anxiety over potential, youthful

politicians and with undemocratic dispatch,

retired the bill to an early grave. It appears

doubtful that the same politicians, intent on

guarding their political futures, will act any

different next January when the legislative

session opens again.

Battling beauracracy

:

Registrar's form
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Last week the Office ot ilie Regislrar commiiled a

minor tactical error. Hardly of the same magnitude as

last autumn's short-lived decision to demand a five

dollar stipend for couree changes, the latest blunder

will neverllieless result in some small confusion of

records as outraged seniors figlit back on the only

open field: bureaucratic fonns.

If one cares to make an analogy to the Myth of the

Womb (its academic, not purely Freudian,

connotation), the Registrar's Office seemed to be

performing a Caesarian, tt'hen one permutates die

combinations of ways in which an 8 x 10'-^"

mimeographed sheet, folded into tliirds, can be

stuffed into a Washington College official envelope,

its follows that only (at best) an unthinkingly

insensitive or (at worst) a diabolically subde and

sadistic mind would chose die possibility by which

the first words confronting the unwary

f>eruser-smack in the face as he wends his way from

mailbox to lunch or class-are:

(Is suspense sufficiently built? Is the time for climax

ripe? Or past and rotting? Okay; denoument, please:)

•'YOUR PLANS AFTER GRADUATION."

Besides being an error in etiquette (after all, both

Ms. Vanderbilt and Ms. Post would emphatically

agree that one does not ask one's mere acquaintances

lo divulge details of either their personal or business

lives, let along both), the folding and wording of [he

questionnaire ahnost resulted in its complete failure

as an information-yielding form. More than one

heastily-concluding senior decided that a blank fomi

was the only necessary response, then learned from

more methodical classmates that tlie other side of the

sheet contained more categories, and therefore more

opportunities for revenge.

Wliy revenge? Perhaps the red-penned note at the

end of the form seemed to demand response, as a

glove slap at an enemy's face, while executed with the

trappings of civility, is nevertheless insulting and

demands a response. How does one react lo the

unplication that the speedy completion of his

permanent record file is all tlie Registrar is really

interested in?

One vindictive (and extracurricularly active)

senior sat down, racking memory and imagination, io

list every committee or sub-committee on which he

served or slept; every intramural sport in which W
played; every honor ever conferred; every thing. This

had the advantage of being subtle-"l'm giving the

what diey wani'-and it also fought fire wiih

fire-"Picture the poor secretary cramming that on

the file card!"

While this parody of a sincere admissions from (lisi

activities; grades nine through twelve) was no doubi

effective, other students opted to search for ilie

cleaner approach, the simple application of the "mm
Juste". One student finally settled the affair of honor

with a two word response lo the final inquisition, "If

you have a fulltime position, give a brief descripliun

as to the type of job and location." The described

position? "Hand outstretched."

The Office of tlie Registrar will quite natuully

view this article as irresponsible diatribe, a tempcsi m
the teapot, and unreasonable assault on Acadeinm's

bureaucracy. It will be wrong-they should simply

imagine the Elm as one more form which musi be

filed.

Forum: letters

Protecting upperclass scholarships
To the editor:

The Elm recently disclosed that more scholarships

would be made available to entering freshmen while

the amount of financial aid given to upperclassmen

would remain constant. Although the enrollment of

students at Washington College has decreased within

the last two years, 1 do not believe that more

scholarships should be made available to entering

freshmen in order to encourage them to enroU at

Washington College.

A number of upperclassmen have had to leave

Washington College within the last few years because

of the increasing costs for tuition, room and board.

Many of these students did not want to leave

Washington College and were assets to the academic,

intellectual, and social circles of the College. It is

unfortunate to note that the number of students who
have left Washington College would have been less if

more financial aid had been available for

upperclassmen.

A prospective freshmen may decide to come to

Washington College because he was able to receive

financial aid. An incoming freshman may have the

potential to contribute to the academic, intellectual

and social life of the College, but unlike a needy

upperclassman, an entering frediman has yet to prove

that he will make use of his potential. It is important

to consider that maybe many of next year's freshman

may have lo transfer from Washington College

because theii scholarships were awarded to

prospective fiedunen in order to encoutage the

number of freshmen enrolled at Washington for the

following year.
Phebe Tinker

To the editor:

You know that? That's what, and also this paper
makes me so mad I could spit. Like everthing else in

your Washington Tree, the article on the cafeteria

food problem was an example of the pusillanimous,

peripheral, superficial candy-ass journalism that has

plagued this campus for centuries. All you did was
jaw about meat expenses when the real problem goes

way beyond that. I'm gonna set you straight. Call a

spade a suit. Tell it like if is (as the kids say).

T-he food here stinks. That's right, stinks out loud.

It's time we admitted it. Somebody's gotta have the

gusts. Andl bet 'hat somebody is Mr. Linville cause he

puts it in our meatloaf every week. But that's nuthin'

compared to the other stuff that happens in that

kitchen.

Why just the other day I counted four marbles in

my soup. That's right! And almost two of them were
cat's eyes. A couple of weeks ago there was an ant's

nest in my mashed potatoes. That food is getting ^o

bad it's be^nning to hurt my grades. With all the

shitlin', fartin', belchin', and pukin' 1 do 1 don't have

time to study or be a drama star. I mean to tell you
that eatin' that junk is just plain dangerous! 1 happen
to know for a fact that over 60% of the kitchen help

have smallpox and I can name names if the price is

ri^t.

And speakin' of prices, if those jokers in charge of

that cafeteria would use a little common sense they

wouldn't be so fmancially uptight, la, your article you
state T^nd -I quit Oic)]',-"In the fait, -we were- eating-

large-size eggs that were S3c a dozen-wc are now
eating medium-size eggs that sell for 63c." Wliat kind
of logic is that? Start buying the less expensive larger

eggs again and you'll not only save 10c a dozen, bul

you II get more egg for your money!
Now some ofyou may want to blame Mr. Linville

for all tliis, some undoubtedly will blame Dr.

Merdinger, and some will want to blame it on the

Bosa Nova, but all I can say is if you don't like a

situation, you gotta tr>' and change it! And thai's

what 1 did. After getting tlie run around from the

administration, and after getting the clap from a

saucy wench who shall remain nameless, I went to the

only organization where 1 knew I could get results:

the SGA Senate!

Upon my presentation of the problem, an intense

debate ensued on whether issues concerning the

College could be brought up at an SGA meeting.

President Dimsdale eventually tabled the topic and

appointed a committee which was able to solve the

cafeteria controversy, by, creating the now famous

"Two Point Plan," which is as follows:

1

.

Increase the quality of the food, and
2. Lower the prices.

By following these simple guidelines we will not

only make everybody happy, but we can also bring

peace with Honor Blackman as Pussy Galore and

create and create a more prosperous ecology. What

could be easier? What indeed.

Charles Matheny

The Elm (s published wecKly through the academic yw
except Ourtng official racesses and exam periods, by '"'

siuc^ents of Washington CoUege. The opinions presented "

the Elm do not rtccessBrlly represent those of tfie Coiie9«-
Subscription price: $5.00 per year for alumnl:C6.00per yw^
for Qll others. Putillstied by Washington College, Chostertown,
Maryland 21620. Second class postage paid at CenlreK"'"
Maryland.



Psychology offers intern practicum
Two senior psychology majors will each be

involved in a semester-long practicum at the Eastern

Shore State Hospital in Cambridge, next year. TTie

students will he exposed to all aspects of
psychopathology in both hospital and clinical

settings: court appearances, inpatient "rounds",

foster care visits, head start supervision, psychiatric

team meetings, family and individual psychotherapy,

drug administration, alcoholic clinic and neurology

consultation.

Arrangements have been made, with Dr. Randy
Grumpelt as impetus behind the project, by the

Psychology department for the accommodations and
supervision of the Washington students. Psychiatrist

Dr. Sam Wise and Mrs. Cathy Wise, a psychiatric

social worker, will head the training program and
evaluate the students assimilation and achievement as

Scope
Forum Anniversary
On the celebration of its tenth anniversary lecture,

the William James Forum will present Dr. Gerda
Blumenthal, former Chairman of Washington's
Department of Modern Languages, tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

"

Dr. Blumenthal will deliver a lecture on
"Consciousness and Etiiica'r Awareness in Art". Dr.

IDaniel Z. Gibson, President Emeritus of the College.
will deliver the introductory remarks.

Gerda Blumenthal was the first speaker ever to

address a stated meeting of the William James
Forum-back in the spring of 1963. Among many
other "firsts" in her career at Washington College was
JK'f winning of the Lindback Award for Distinguished

Teaching in the first year the prize was given on this

campus.

Born in Berlin, Germany. Dr. Blumenthal holds a

B.A. degree (with Phi Beta Kappa honors) from
Hunier College and M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
Columbia University. She joined the Department of
Modern Languages of Washington College in 1955
arid became chairman of the Department in 1964. In

1968 Dr. Blumenthal left Washington College to

assume her present post as Professor of French and
Comparative Literature at Catholic University in

Washington. D.C.

New RA's chosen
The Student Affairs Office has announced the

' appointment of new resident advisors for next year.

Pat Michals, Senate Goldstein, Casey Major. Carol

Baker, and Cindy Morton were chosen from forty

applicants to fill five vacancies. The criteria determing

these decisions, as defined by Betsy Murray, Sen'r
R.A, in Reid Hall were: personal interviews of

servations of their present R.A.. a level headedness,

and the ability to accept responsibility and respond

to people. The girls now will be initiated into a spring

training program.

Petitions open
Petitions for class and SGA offices are available in

the Regstrar's Office. The signed statements must be

relumed to the Registrar by 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday,

April 17.

Elections will be held Monday, April 23.

Sophs choose major
The Sophomore class recently declared their

majors, revealing an increased interest in the

humanities, Math and Natural Sciences, as compared
to last year's sophomore class statistics.

The Humanities division now possesses 77 majors
in comparison with last year's 58. 30 students chose

niajors in the- Math-Natural Sciences division; last

year's total was 19. 93 students elected the Social

Science division; the year previous, 91 made the same

choice.

Statistics, broken down by majors and compared
'o the previous year's figures, follow;

1973 1972

Humanities
American Studlet 9 10
Art 5 3
Duma 7 8
|"9U«h 27 14
"encti 4 4
Hununiiias 7 4
Mittlc 7 4

SMntrt 6 5

a member of a psychiatric team. Mrs. Wise has already
supervised a similar program for five Wheaton College
(Illinois) students. Dr. Dwi^t ICirkpatrick, Chairman
of the Psychology department, noted that the

hospital personnel involved in this project are

extremely qualified, enjoy teaching, "seeing people
grow and learn" and refrain from "role-playing". He
explained that the team vitalized the philosophy:
"Whoever can reach the patient best, should."

Applicants for the internship will be screened by
the psychology department. Criteria for acceptance as

listed in a faculty memorandum explaining the

experiment, will be:

1. Senior level student

2. Previous course work in personality theory and
abnormal psychology

Natural Sciences
Biology
Chemistry
Math

Social Science
Economics
Hittory
International Studiei
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

Definite, but inexplicable shifts in choices have

occurred. The most popular majors in 1972 were

Sociology, History, and Psychology; in 1973, they are

Political Science, English and History. Pollrical

Science and English doubled their numbers of majors

while Sociology paradoxically was halved. New
courses and even a part time Instructor were added to

the department, and yet. it temporarily lost appeal.

Languages. Ermon Foster. Registrar, explained "are

always small and we never have more than one

physics major." The new majors additions-art,

drama, and music--drew small numbers. Foster

admitted he was "glad to see Chemistry skyrocketing

after almost dying as a major," some years before.

'Marigolds 'on stage
Washington's Drama Department will present The

Effects of Gamma Rays on iilan-in-the-Moon
Marigolds April 20, 21. and 22 in the Studio Theatre.

The play, directed by Sara Packard, will be presented
at 8:00 p.m. each night with tickets priced at 25
cents. No reservations will be accepted for the 72 seat

theatre.

The five member cast, with Pam Locker cast in the

lead role of Beatrice, consists of ail females.

A Drama Department spokesman outlined the

direction of the Paul Zindel-authored production:
Marigolds is an "expression of a need to communicate
the beginnings and the outcomes of the origins of the

characters' individual lives. Results of these attempts

are shown through both despair and hope in their

relationships between characters."

Books on ecology
A library committee with $2500 to spend is

seeking suggested titles from students for library

materials related to the study of ecology.

Mr. Robert Bailey, head of the Miller Library,

explained last week that under the terms of the

$6000 grant from the Kellog Foundation given in

Spring 1971, Washington's library must spend the

remaining $2,500 of its funds by the end of this year.

The purpose of the grant, Mr. Bailey explained, is

to assist small colleges develop their holdings of

materials on environmental studies covering all the

study area's technological and sociolo^cal facets.

Suggested book titles can be submitted to the

selection committee — Dr. Katy Yaw, Dr. Robert

Fallaw, and Mr. Lincoln Grahlfs—or to anyone of the

Miller library staff.

Hunt for editors
Applicants for the editorships of the Elm and the

Pegasus are invited to submit statements of
qualification to the Board of Publications by April

15. Applications can be turned in to the following

people: Danny Williams, Sandy Casler, Kevin
O'Keefe, Dave Beauduoin, Mr, Lamond, Mr. Day, Mr.

Kabat, or Mr. Newell. - - -
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3. Capability ot responsible independant action
and "caring" attitude towards others.

The practicum is eqivalent to four semester
courses, and several papers will be required. The final

two weeks will be spent "on campus" writing a term
paper that will define, clarify and evaluate the
field-study option.

Mrs. Wise will receive a major portion,
approximately 2/3, of the student's tuition for her
part in supervising the student. The Eastern Shore
State Hospital will make its lodging and eating
facilifies available on a "no fee" basis. The project
can only handle four students effectively. The
students will work, live, learn with the team;
consequently the personnel invest a great deal of both
personal and professional time to the student
participants.

Dr. Kirkpatrick advised that the clinic practicum
be 'Viewed as a positive experience" even if it is not
successfully applicable for each student involved.

"Students should come out of this program with a

better understanding of themselves and the ability to

determine whether they want to continue in

psychology or not."

Kirkpatrick revealed that each department is

currently creating proposals for field study options
within their own subjects. The main drawback, he

explicated, is the cost of the projects. "Washington
College cannot presently afford to have its tuition

diverted to other institutions." Underwriters and
funding programs are being sougiil to enable the

expansion of the field experience semesters. "If ihe

money was found." Kirkpatrick prophesized "no
boundaries could be set on available opportunities."

He optimistically projected that these experiments
would attract students to the College and ultimately

pay for itself by filling up the dorms. "Our main
concern in this field experiment and any proposed
project is thai that the student will benefit

educationally and not, as commonly happens, simply
be used, exploited."

Foster praises

grad program
continued from page 1

the students involved who have compared our p r o -

gram with the offerings of other

colleges." In a letter addressed to Mr. Foster, one

member of the graduate school complimented the

project as one of the best programs he has seen and

commended the quality of instructors and the courses

they present.

Asked if the presidential shift from Dr. Merdinger

to Dr. McLain affected any change in the program, its

director. Mr. McHugh. admitted that "the current

administration has a more realistic view-Merdinger

over-emphasized and misconstrued the financial

aspect of the graduate school." Expecting high

monetary returns, and promising a constant

expansion of facilities and offerings, the ex-prcsident

miscomprehended the raison d'etre of the program as

defined by its innovators. The only planned

expansion of the graduate school is in the extension

of its library holdings, achievement of additional

financial aid and an increase in communication

between the college and graduate students. McHugh
confessed that a valid criticism of the program is the

non-inclusion of graduate students as members of the

Washington College student body.

The summer semester, which offers ten courses,

meeting five days a week, is the time period

emphasized for the most intensive graduate work.

Fall and Spring courses are not as numerous and are

held only at night. One hundred and forty students

have enrolled for the up-coming summer semester.

Four psychology, two english, two history and two

education courses will be offered at S 120.00 per

course.

The Washington College Graduate Program has

undoubtedly been a success: neither the faculty nor

the college facilities have been overburdened,

twenty-one students will receive Master of Art;

degrees from an accredited college and the originator*

have not deviated from their ultimate goals-the

extension of the ideals of a small compassionate

approachable and accessible undergraduate college tc

a hi^er academic plane.

'
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Ignominy for

WC crowd

Towson game
officiating

stirs anger
by Gali Sanchez

Washington College is facing some of the most

bizzare and possibly damaging charges imaginable. It

started last Saturday in a lacrosse game at Towson

State. The two school have bitterly fought out games

in the past and Saturday's game continued where the

othere left off

Coach Carl Runk and his Towson State Tigers were

upset at losing in the USILA semi-final game last year

to WC and bitterly looked upon the game as a grudge

match.

From the opening face-off the style of play was

set. Vicious hitting, fouhng and name calling from

both sides climaxed into a bench emptying

free-for-all. Blame can be placed on many areas but

the two most outstanding were the officiating of Mr.

TuUai and more important, the WC fans.

It was Mr. TuIIai who let the game get out of hand

and allowed cheap shooting and physical injury to

Baseball squad

both teams. It is not otten that officiating can be

sighted as the cause of defeat but the following facts

speak for Uiemselves.

Tom George was hit from behind (an illegal check)
on the restraining line. The force of the blow
knocked George across the strainmg line, on his face,

knocked cold. A few minutes later George was helped

to the bench. The foul was called offsides on WC,
possession for Towson, one minute to Tom George.

Towson scored on the ensuing penalty.

The scoreboard clock was the official clock for the

game. Towards the end of the third quarter, the

Towson Tigerelte went on Uie field to count down
the final seconds for the officials. Towson State had
the ball and was ready to score. The Tigerette

watched the score and forgot the clock. The clock

showed 0:00, end of quarter. The official still

maintained the goal and to prove it, said there was
still one second left in the period. The clock still

showed 0:00.

The Washington CoUege fans could take no more.
The stands spewed forth ugly insults to the referees.

When dial didn't work, the fans insulted the tefs

mother. With still no reaction, the fans erupted,

throwing objects at the refs and the Towson bench,
shooting the refs with the game cannon.

The impressions left were deep and painful. WC
students in everyway possible let themselves, their

team, and the school down by their actions last

Saturday. They played right into the hands of Runk
and gave him all the fuel he needed to insult and
degrade Washington and its lacrosse team. Tullai had
every reason to prejudice his calls against Washington.
Worst of all, the press got an impression that did not
and will not fade for some time.

Rick Kucner, writer for the Baltimore News
American is a persoanl friend of Runks and saw the
"WC crowd" in action. Kucner had little choice but
to believe his good friend "Carl" and Runk let loose.

Championship prospects fade
Whatever magic that enabled the Shore baseball

club to capture the Middle Atlantic Conference
Southern crown last season has apparently escaped
this year's squad. Despite high hopes two weeks ago.

the Shoremen have virtually eliminated themselves

Shore outrows

Williams crew
Last Saturday the Varsity Heavvweiehts

wrapped-up the home season out-pulling the Williams

College (Williamstown. Mass.) heavyweights in an
eight-oar test over the 2,280-meter course.

The Sho'men heavies breezed voer the finish line

1 1 Va lengths ahead of the Williams crew.

Washington covered the course in 7:19 to

Williams' 8:05, upping their record to 3-0.

Due to the "flexibility" of the Washington crew,
the "old" JV heavy and the lightweight boats were
disbanded and redistributed to form a "new" JV
heavy and a Fresh heavy.

With only two days of pracUce under their belts

these two boats left the dock to match blades with
the Williams JV heavy.

Washington's JV heavy went into the lead at the

start, followed by Williams one-quarter of a length

behind and the Frosh 1 V4 lengths behmd WQIiams.
After the first 500 meters, the Washington Frosh

started "walking" on the Williams JVs. By the 1500
meter mark the Frosh had pulled to a half-length

lead.

The Sho'men JVs fiew down the course in 7:11
followed by the Frosh at 7:42 and the Williams JVs
at 7:52.

This marked the second "clean sweep" by the

Washington College crew in three races. The first

coming March 24th against North Carolina.

Saturday also marked another historic

occasion. ..the first Women's Crew Race in the State
of Maryland.

The Sho'men Women turned in a good showing
against what appeared to be "Amazons" from
Williams. These giris looked like the East German
Olympic Crew (all about 6'2, 1 50 lbs).

In their 1000-meter race Williams turned in a time
of 4:17 followed by Washington's women at 5:05.

This Saturday both the men and women travel to

Philadelphia. The men will meet NTiilanova on the*

Schuylkill while the women will be participating in a
clinic at the Vesper Boat Club.

from any Mason-Dixon playoti ambitions and
seriously damaged their chances at repeating in the

MAC.
Bad weather has been a significant factor. After the

home opener with Fairmount was cancelled, the

Washington nine squeezed past Swathmore 2-1 on an
overcast day in Philadelphia. Steve Raynor struggled

with his control despite yielding only two hits, and it

took two circus catches by Novy Viamonte in the

bottom oftheninth to save the victory. The following

week saw inclement weather postpone three home
games, leaving the Shoremen less sharp for a

doubleheader at Western Maryland, which they lost

5-2, 8-2. Dave Novak and Raynor absorbed thp losses,

which count against Washington in both leagues.

The worst weather came on Tuesday at Thurmont
where the Shoremen played Mount Saint Mary's.

Thirty-five degrees and snow are not conducive to

playing ball, but the umpire refused to call the game,
and the Shore squad took its third defeat in four
games, 5-1.

Perhaps the lay-offs between games are responsible,

but the Shoremen are simply not playing the kind of
game they did last year. No one is hitting with any
authority, there have been countless mental lapses in

the filed and the pitching is slowly becoming a

question mark. Tom Finnegan has made a couple of
changes in the roster and lineup changes since the
Western Maryland disaster in an effort to eliminate
morale problems, but it remains to be seen whether
anything can turn this team around. And it will

require a complete about face for the Shoremen to

make a run at any sort of post-season honors.

Track drops two
Last Saturday the Chattymen were again involved

in a losing effort This time it was a double duel meet
against Gallaudet and Western Maryland, with the
respective scores of 76-59 and 91-44.

The coming track schedule this week will be busy.

The team traveled to Wagner on Wednesday where
chances for victory were fair. This Friday, Loyola will

come to WC and chances for victory are good.
Saturday it is away again to the Mason-Dbton relays.

Now that a couple of mnners injuries seem to be
healing the prospects for the team seem a little bit

brighter.

Carl Runk insists on expulsion of Jay
Elliott with official as Tom George (32)
listens in. Runk and Elliott traded punches
earlier.

Kucner interviewed Kunk in his article and in the

presence of a WC reporter who has the same quotes

written down. Those which appear in the News
American are not only false, but damaging to the

school. Kucner quotes Runk, "If any of my players

ever cursed an official or another coach like those

kids were doing today, I'd get them off the team. But

it's common stutT at Washington. That's the way they

do things."

What was said in fact was, 'if any of my players

ever cursed at an official or another coach Oke those

kids were doing today, I'd kick'em in their goddam

ass and get them off the team, quick as I can (sic)."

"Christ! You should have heard what their captain

said to me in front of his own coach, in front of my
boys. Christ, it was embarrassing as hell."

The true quote speaks for itself and he who spoke

it.

Because of the antics of the crowd and die nature

of the News American article, there has been concern

on all levels in regards to possible repercu sions.

Although vague on what action might be take.i, Dr,

Joseph McLain asserts he "won't back down." Coach

Don Kelley adds, 'The article could have seriouf

effects on people about this school." In regards to th(:

game. Kelley feels it is over, but adds "I'd hke to play

them again with a little tighter officiating."

Athletic Director Edward Athey has taken more

concrete action, sending out the following notice:

The Athletic Department respectfully requests thai

all Washington College students attending home oi

away games treat the opposing players with respect

and as guests of the college when the games are held

on campus.

The rule of the college athletic department

preventing anyone from bringing beer, wine or any

other alcoholic beverages to home athletic contests

will be enforced and all students are asked to

cooperate by abiding by this request.

It has become increasingly difficult to schedule

schools with good lacrosse programs and have them

return when they and their coaches are verbally

abused by our spectators. The University of North

Caroline, Virginia, Hofstra, and Yale and others have

complained in the past and only through constant

effort are we able to persuade them to return.

In addition, may I also point out that the same

applies to officials. Your efforts in complying with

this request will be deeply appreciated and will

cert^nly go a long way in enhancing our relations

with other institutions."

iAthey cites that the law has been in existence for

some time but not enforced in keeping with liberal

poUcy in recent years. Athey hints at possible police

enforcement of the old ruling.

Washington was not the only one to blame as the

facts clearly state. The Towson State fans were also

active. But this does not diminish the fact that WC
was wrong in its actions Saturday — not on the

lacrosse field though, where the Shoreman showed

not only terrific desire against a physically rough

and dirty team, but discipline in an almost

superhuman comeback against almost impossible

odds. The team can hold its head high in defeat.

Perhaps after a bitter lesson, so can its fans.
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Falk vs. Lang in SGA race

The candidates

Petitions for Student Government Association

offices closed Tuesday afternoon, delineating the

political battle lines for what may prove to be the

first hard-fought election contest since John Dunsdale
vanquished his opponent in a rough contest for the

SGA Presidency in 1971.

Ten students are competing for the four SGA
executive positions with real contests looming in the

battle between sophomore Larry Falk and junior

Michael 'ChieP Lang for the presidency of the SGA,
and in the multi-candidate race for the second

position, SGA
Vice-President. Voting for

both the SGA and class

offices will be held next

Wednesday and Thursday,

April 25 and 26. An extra

day of balloting was added

to accomadate students

attending Wednesday's

away-lacrosse against Uie

University of Delaware.

Petitions for candidates to

class offices are open until

tomorrow; they were

extended from Tuesday

because of an insufficent

number of candidates. All

candidates for govenunent

offices are invited, though

not required, to deliver

address to the student

body next Tuesday night

at 8:00 p.m. in the Dining

Hall.

The Elm this week questioned each of the

candidates for the two top SGA executive positions,

eliciting the following responses:

Larry Falk, SGA President

"Whereas some people can attain their ideal goals

on an athletic field, the stage, the water, etc.," Falk

comments, 'i feel I can attain more in government. I

feel I am capable and competent to help create an

effective and hard working Senate. 1 would

SGA President

Larry Falk

Michael Lang

Treasurer

Max Koeningsberg

Maynard Kirpilani

constantly work in the best interests of the student
and College, trying always to be objective,

constructive, and productive. 'Where there's a will,

there's a way,'"

"There are many issues in this campaign," the

candidate explains, "but the major one I feel is

'Revitalization of the Student Government'. I truly

believe the Senate cmi be a full-time operating

organization with the College, something 1 don't

think it is now. I would like to see the Senate move
' on issues such as:

1. Students on the

Board -attained through

student Senate lobbying

diplomatically of the

Board of Visitors and

Governors.

2. Phy s Ed
requirements--replaced by

Phys Ed major and

program, but don't require

it for graduation. You
spend S 16,000 on college

and don't graduate

because of your phys ed

requirements. (How
absurd!)" Falk also

suggested that
distributional lequiifr-

ments must also be

considered.

"To get back to

student government
revitalization, some

students feel the Senate is way too big and apathy

proves it. Unfortunately, I am an optimist and as

President I would like to try and operate the Senate

under the new constitution with the Senate's present

size, I do believe it can be successful, but only with a

President and executive committee that will be true

leaders and initiators of hard work instead of being

succumbed by the myth of student apathy."

Falk considers his main qualification for office "a
sincere desire to do the job," additionally noting his

two year term as a Senator, his membership on the

Honorary Degrees Committee, and his position as

Vice-President

Michael Kennedy
Bruce Kornberg

John Moag
Barb Parris

Secretary

Chaddie Campbell

Cindl Morton

Face-off...Larry Falk and Michael Lang
face each other in the contest for Presidency

of the Student Government Association.

campus representative

Association,

for the National Student

Anticipating "an interesting
campaign-concentrating on informing the students
on \^ilat I believe should be the role of the President
and Senate through information (issue) Papers and
posters," Falk has initiated a bathroom stall campaipi
to clarify his positions. Earlier this week, bathroom
stalls across campus were plastered uith position

continued on page 5

SGA suffers •4700

Homecoming loss

The Washington Student Government Association tooK a financial

beating on Homecoming-Spring Weekend, losing $4700.

The opening event, the cruise on the Pon Welcome was attended by

289 people who paid $3.00 each for the 4-hour party. $867 was taken in,

but a $ 1625 loss was incurred. Although money is traditionally lost on the

cruise it was continued this year because many people look forward to the

annual event. "Everyone has come up to me and said they had a good

time," says Bruce Kornberg, SGA treasurer. Because of the cold weather,

the crowd was forced to stay on the second deck which made conditions

crowded, but according to Bruce, "If I have anything to say on the matter,

the Port Welcome traditon will be continued."

Complications have developed with the Port Authority however, witi!

the ship's officials plarming on charging the SGA for the cigarette bums

left in the carpet and. ultimately, for what they thought was disgraceful,

row(fy behavior on the part of the students. The Coast Guard also plans to

fine the school $ 1 SOD for the infringement of safety precautions. Two life

jackets and a 4-man life preserver were stolen from the Port Welcome but

have been subsequently returned. Kornberg asserts, however, that the SGA
is not plarming to pay on any of these claims-damages should be covered

HellfiTe...The KA float in last Saturday's Homecoming Parade was more realistic than by insurance. Besides, Romberg said, the SGA simply cannot afford it.

i^ conceivers had planned. The float depicting Hell for tfie Duke Blue Devils actually The bulk of the financial beating was a result of a $2700 loss on the

•^ught on fire. continued on Page 5
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Votes lacking, constitution unratified

<
B The revised Student Government Association

constitution remains unpassed after a week and a half

of voting, due to an insufficient number of votes cast

on the proposa].

For the new document to obtain passage,

twothirds of the entire student body must cast a

ballot, with three-quarters of the votes registering

approval.

As of Tuesday evening oay 406 students had
voted. SGA Elections Committee Chairmen Max
Koeningsberg extended elections past the original

deadline to tomorrow, Friday April 20. Votes can be

cast in the dinner line for on-campus students and in
the Student Affaire Office for off-campus students.

Koeningsberg views the problem as that of
Senators' inefficiency. Senators, he complained, have
not informed their constituents of the changes in the
constitution. "Senators have not been going back to
their constituents. They think that their job is to
come to Senate meetings and that's all."

"A good many students," he continued, "fee! that
whatever the SGA does is a waste of time anyway, so
they refuse to vote. It's just a shame that when the
SGA tries to do something constructive, apathetic

Mayl set for room draw
On May 1 drawings will be held in the Student

Affairs Office for next year's room and roommate
assigmnents.

There will be six separate drawings by sex and

class. For example, a female freshman will draw from

the female freshman envelope a number. If that

number is low, her chances for getting the room she

wants are good. On a slip of paper she will write her

number and her four choices for room and

roommate. If she wants a single, she will mention that

and if she wants a room in the new dorms, she will

select three roommates. By her roommate's getting a

room assignment, she would automatically be given

the same one. In a few days Student Affairs will

notify her of the results.

With 675 beds on campus and 145 presently
vacant, many doubles will be used as singles next year
and no non-rooms will have to be drafted as rooms.
Thus, instead of closing Kent House, Dean McArdle
has decided to make it an all-singles dorm with 42
singles for men. This is being done, he explains,

because of the "overwhelming requests by students to
have single rooms." At the beginning of next school
year, Kent House's proctor, its residents, and
McArdle will determine the life style for the doim,
possibly a quiet one. Those not agreeing vidth that

decision will either leave or be asked to leave.

In Somerset there are ten singles for men. No
doubles will be used as singles there nor triples as

doubles. Dean McArdle projects mainly freshmen and
transfers living there, because students will probably
prefer the Kent House singles. In the new dorms
rooms are also designeated as singles for men.

The only roogis designated as singles in the

women's dorms are six rooms on second floor. Queen
Anne's, and some rooms in the new dorms. Many
doubles will probably be used as singles due to a

surplus of beds. Student Affairs does reserve the right

to use those rooms as doubles if extra beds are
needed. Except for the singles hall in Queen Aime's,
there will be no definite singlesarealikethatin Kent
House in the women's domis.

There will be several co-ed areas on campus. Each
of the new dorms has 16 rooms desienated for
women and 16 for men. The drawing for those

roomswillbe conducted on that basis. Rooms on
third floor, Caroline, will not be included in the
drawing. Instead, French and German students of
either sex can apply to Dr. Yon for permission to live

on this new. foreign languages hall. Also, any Spanish
student can apply to liveintheSpanish House and
any creative writing student may ask to live in

Richmond House. I

students stand in their way."

The new constitution would accommodate
changes in three main areas: committee structure,

procedure, and elections.

The revised document provides for five standing

SGA committees; seven are called for now, though
many are not operative. Functioning as part of the

SGA would be the Executive, Organizations

(combining present Organizations, Rules and
Budgetary committees), Elections and Student
Activities Committees and a judiciary board headed
by the Vice-President,

Procedural changes call for Senate meetings on a

bi-weekly basis, with committees meeting in the

weeks between regular sessions. Amendments and
ratifications to the constitution would pass on a

majority vote, instead of the present system requiring

three-quarters approving vote with two-thirds of the

student body voting.

Changes in the area of elections will allow

freshmen to run for any office;atpresentSGA offices

are open only to upperclassmen. Class officers would
be elected in the Spring rather than in the first

semester of each year.

Reflecting that "the name of the game is

admissions", Interim President Joseph McLain
announced this week that the College will in the near

future adopt a new, electronic tool in its quest for

qualified prospective students.

The new admissions tool - the 'Flexivision' - was
devloped by the Adam Associates, a Pennsylvania

fimi specializing in college public relations work, and
employs a dual vocal and visual approach in capturing

the "feel" of an institution. Photographs of campus
scenes will be mixed with a narrative about the

College, written the Adam Associates writer. The

entire machinery will be housed in a small case.

The decision to try an additional approach in the
admissions scramble, explained Dr. McLain, was an
outgrowth of the sharp drop in applications the
College received this year. Faced with the problem,
Washington officials reacted with efforts by the
students and faculty to encourage applicants to enroll
and a notable increase in the amount of financial aid
offered to incoming freshmen. McLain warns thathe-
"does not want to get into that bind' again." His
normative goal for the College is one thousand

applicants of whom 60% would be accepted,

providing the opportunity "to mold" the student

body according to the school's acknowledged needs
in areas of major study.

The 'Flexivision' is expected to build the number
of applicants by allowing increased contacts with
individuals College officials migjit not normally meet.
Because the tool can be air-frei^ted easily, the
College anticipates sending it to areas of the countiy
which admission officials cannot afford to visit

because of limited funds.

Dr. McLain explained that an estimated increase
of 500 contacts could result from the new program, if

properly utilized. He was quick to caution, however,
that the tool was merely a supplement to the personal
contact admissions program, not a replacement. The
new program will afford a cheaper cost-per-contact

price than the current person-to-person contact does.
The author who is writing the statement on the

College was originally scheduled to. visit the campus
for a two to three day stay early this week. His
emergency hospitalization delayed the visit, however.
McLain hopes to have the visit accomplished before
the end of the semester.

14 Senators
technically
due ouster

Administration adds 'Flexivision'

in search for qualified frosh

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown. Md.

'•OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes

If the Student Govenunent Association's

laws were adhered to stricdy, fourteen of the

present 3S-pIus members Senate body would be

impeached for non-attendance of tfie weekly

Senate sessions.

The fact was uncovered at Monday night's

legislative meeting by sophomore Chaddie

Campbell, who revealed that some Senators

have missed up to seven and eight meetings this

semester. According to SGA rules, a senator is

subject to impeachment for failure to attend

three meetings unexcused in one semester.

The fourteen senators and their number of

unexcused absences include:

Jay Elliot, eight

Micky Dulin, seven

Dan Jankelunas, seven

Greg Pessfllo, seven

Steve Bartalsky, seven

Chris Mfller, five

Paul Eldridge, Ave

Rene Tabb, four

Michelle Runyon, four

Charles Mattheny, three

Jim Mayhew, three

Jim Smyth, three

Mary Gatt Caperton, three

Mary Jane Eavenson, three

Chaddie Campbell, in revealing the statistics,

argued that the Senate, in its present size of

over 35 members, is too large to function

efficiently; some senators, she elaborated, were

actually asked to fill the position and many of

those people are now guilty of non-attendance.

Others in the Senate, however, responded

that the Senate was not oversized, instead the

Senators were disillusioned with the present

operation of the Student Govenmient
Association and stopped attending meetings.

The Senate, in dealing with the issue,

declined to impeach the guilty senators, in

consideration ofthe approaching end of the

school year. They opted instead to post notices

on the halls of the non-attending Senators' hall

informing his constituency of their lack of

representation in the Senate.

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR

Bennett's Mobil Service

Motor Tuning - Towing Service

Complete Car Care

College Heights - Phone 778-1296

RitioMl Ink

Cheitertown

7784600
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iLarrimore honored
\

, \ Diane Larrimore, who has been secretary to the

itudent Affair? Office for six years, was honored by

itudents last Friday, April 13, with the First Annual

Jiane Larrimore Day. According to sophomore Craig

I
lackson-impetus of the Larrimore appreciation

' Tete-Diane works harder and receives the least

recognition than anyone on campus. Jackson with the

aid of Greg Gabell, plastered signs all over campus

I
informing the student body of their intentions to

I

, reward the secretary. The astonished Mrs. Larrimore

' was presented with daisies, a long-stemmed rose, a

bag of bubble gum, assorted edible sundries, and a sbc

, pack of beer. She was serenaded, embraced, praised

i and embarrassed.

* Dean of Women, Maureen Kelly, laureated:

' "Diane does a hell of a job. She is the first person to

greet every student that comes bopping in--w4iether

' he's disgruntled or happy. Three hundred people

; must pass through her office daily; and, the telephone

never stops ringing. "Diane,"' Kelley continued, "is

always willing to do anything for the students at

Washington College...When she is gone, this office is

in chaos."

Praising Diane Larrimore for her patience, her

,
ever-present humor and her efficiency, one student

imarked, "With the amount of kidding, hassle and

,eneral nonsense she combats daily, she's a miracle
'"-- ^r-'iniplishing the huge sum that she does..."

^ ^ckson admonishes the entire student body:

"'^fi'-
is Dianne Larrimore Day."

\rench night
„,ich Night" featuring a dinner of French

lowed by a concert by pianist Peter Orth

*«.<d April 28 at Washington College by the

partments of Music and of Modem Languages.

The student rate is $3 each for the dinner, and

'ree admission to the recital. Dinner will be at 7 p.m.

In Hodson Hall, and the recital willbeglhat8:30p.m.

' ' Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Ivance dinner reservations are necessary and can

I
" ade by calUng Dr. Andre Yon, professor of

,} h. at the CoUege (778-2800, ext. 22) or at his

I

(778-4152). Piano recital tickets may be

?. it in advance and they also will be sold at the

"^ iha evening of the recital.

local ,'octors selected
.ApriJ 16 Dean of Men Barry McArdle and this

„ jX proctors selected the students to fill the six

vacant proctorships for next year.

The new proctors are Craig Brown, junior; Peter

Fitzgerald, sophomore; Robert Stiles, freshman;

Robert Greenberg, junior; Tom Hopkins, junior; and

Brian Matthews, sophomore. In all there are eleven

proctors. In compensation for his services, a proctor

is paid $550-5600 per year.

Thirty-three students applied for the six vacancies.

Dean McArdle says they were judged on the basis of

"leadership potential, ability to work with and relate

with all kinds of people," and various "intangibles."

First a small group session of two proctors and six

or seven applicants was held to determine how the

applicants relate with other people. Each applicant

was then interviewed by two proctors. After the

proctors and Dean M::Ardle selected fifteen

applicants for further consideration, McArdle
interviewed each of them. Last Monday the final

selections were made.

If those applicants not accepted would like to find

out the cause of that decision, Dean McArdle invites

them to come and discuss the matter with him.

Sometimes it is helpful, he explains, to learn how you
impress others, so that you may gain more insight

into yourself.

Starks ' recital

The Washington College Music Department will

present a recital by tenor Karl Starks, a senior music

major. April 24 at 8:30 pjn. in Gibson Fine Arts

Center. Admission is free.

Starks, a nativp of Baltimore, is a frequent

recitalist at the CoUege and he sang in the recent

Aging fast...Sheila Woznuk, with the aid of Joel Elins. assumes a new appearance for this

weekend's perfonnance of "The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon Marigolds".
Performances are set for April 20, 21, and 22 in Tawes. Curtain time is 8:00 p.m. with
admission at 25 cents.

Paperback drive

Have you been wondering how to get rid of all of

your unneeded p^erback books that you have

accumulated over the semesters at Washington

College? Do the college community a favor and

donate your books to Miller Library. A campaign is

going on at the present time to urge all students and

faculty to contribute.

The books will be shelved in the smoking room,

where students will be free to browse through them.

Currently there are about 130 paperbacks waiting to

be adopted by reading-hungry students. Response to

the request has been slow, but Mrs. Spetden, librarian,

hopes that more books will start coming in this week.

Although the books will be stamped with the

library's name, they will not have to be checked out

at the front desk. The system will be one that

involves no obligation. It will be up to the person

who takes the book to decide whether to return it to

the smoking room, keep it for his own collection, or

pass it on to a friend.

The paperbacks should be of the li^t reading

type, suggests Mrs. Speiden. Titles collected already

range from The Fly Girls to Seven Days in May.

Obviously, the librarians won't be particular about

the books that are brought in. It's a good idea and a

good way to get your dusty paperback books off of

your hands.

campus opera production, "Westchester Limited".

Mrs, Kathleen M. Klaus, departmental Lecturer in

Music, will be the accompanist.

Other coming programs announced by the Music
Department, open free to the public, include a
Student Recital featuring voice and piano students,
April 26, and the CoUege Band inconcert, April 27.

The Department also is coUaborating with the
Department of Modern Languages in presenting

pianist Peter Orth in a recital, April 28. AU programs
wUlbeheldin the Gibson Fine Arts Center at 8:30
pjn.

Mime at coffeehouse
F. J. Bogner, German clown and mime, wiU -Tieai

AprU 23 in a program sponsored by the c mpus
Sophie Kerr committee.

Bogner wiU perform "Sisyphus - Scenes With and
Without Words" in the Coffee House at 8:30 p.m.

Admission is free,

A native of Limburg, West Germany, Bogner

studied mime under Falckenberg-Titt in Essen and

Jacques Lecoq in Paris. He has performed in

Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Demark, England and
the United States. He has been acclaimed by press

and pulbic as a master of a new style of cabaret.

He has created several radio plays and theater

pieces ndiich have been published and are performed

in Germany and Switzerland.

Resigning art instructor assesses department

'or, George Founds announced

Official rational for the

as monetary concern."

art is simply a more

wever, the fiscal factor is

o.^ a disgruntled Founds

Ms withdrawal from
' community.

-';tructors can

itructing,

in in

applications for the majors offered here. "Having

only one instructor to teach aU studio art courses,

drawing, painting, and printmaking, necessitates

students who are "motivated" in Founds' opinion. He

explicated: "There is a lack of professioiialism and

self motivation-aspiring beyond requirement-in the

majority of Washington CoUege students I've dealt

with." Comparing the functioning of this coUege with

a community coUege, Artist Founds noted that

"Washington only prepares its students for more

specialized education and not practical appUcation."

Founds, in addition stated that "it is an impossibUity

to grade the creative process-it is unfair to both the

student and the instructor." Deploring the status of

present art facilities, he admitted that "equipment is

"'•i'r-'. S '1 "n » 1''»
^^'^'-^^.c iUustrating for

.er commercial art

ventures. "My left hand wUl do lucrative, financially

rewarding work that wUl enable my right hand the

time and monetary stability to experiment and
progress creatively." Founds confessed that one of

the main achievements of an artist was in the

opportunity and ability to "apply his trade

professionaUy."

In parting, George Founds offers two

recommendations to Washington College: First, he

advised the retention of Dr. Joseph McLain as the

coUege's president and Dr. Nate Smith as Dean-'The

present administration is taking the school in the

ri^t direction." Secondly, Founds stressed that a

major reassessment of the present direction of the art

department is definitely necessary for the benefit of

current and future students and its legitimacy as a

""J°r- by Kim Stierstorfer



Viewpoint

Curriculum innovation is primary
The race for the presidency of the Student

Government Association remains in the

relatively early stage of development. Issues

and candidates' stands are not fully

delineated, though statements printed in this

week's Elm certainly provide an insight Into

the direction, the tenor of each candidates

race for office.

Normally, the Elm refused to bestow its

Edwards' talent

redeems concert
by Bill Maxwell

Have you ever sat anxiously biting your nails,

scratching yourself, shuffling in your seat while

waiting for that big name star to appear, only to

have the agony prolonged by a filler group? The

master of ceremonies states. "I hear they're pretty

good." Your heart drops down to your stomach -

reminders of your first blind date assault you —
"She has a nice personality..." The second rate

group was "Orphan," the event was the Jonathan

Edwards Concert, Saturday ni^t of Homecoming

Weekend. The problem was electric, then

performance. Their first song was drowned (the

vocal portion that is) in their amplifiers. To

compensate for the inaudible song, they increased

the volume and blew everyone out of the

chairs—just too loud. Finally, the Orphans pulled

their act together. Unfortunately, their

performance fell llat. The Orphans couldn't handle

the audience. All three guitarists stood on stage

iQQKing disinterested. They "performed" like a third

rate imitation of the BeaUes. The lead singer

(whatever his name was) attempted a poor

head-shaking imitation of Paul McCarthy, but his

hair was too heavy. The Orphan's only redeeming

quality was their hannony; their voices blended

well. The second song after ampUfication was

increased was "Don't Blame Me." Their last song

was appropriately entitled "When All Help Has

Failed."

The Washington College audience responded

politely but seemed distraught over the Orphan's

performance. Then Jonathan Edwards came on

like sunshine after a drizzle. He was terrific-he

revived the night. Earnest performer and

dry-witted showman, Edwards successfully wooed

and won the audience. He came out playing his

harmonica and strumming his "gheetar." The

audience responded with lively applause. Edwards

then sang "Honky Tonk Stardust Cowboy" in a

Hank Williams' style. He exhibited fine voice

control and as always, it was great to hear an artist

who legitimately sounds like his recordings.

Jonathan Edwards quickly and firmly established a

rapport with his aduience, stating, "You know
you're only thirty-seven miles from Elkton." He
then sang the Ballad of "Upsy Daisy" after an

amusing and warm preamble, "Don't Cry Blue"

and "Laying around the Shanty." He broke into

the old-standard, "You are my Sunshine" and then

went into his hit, "Sunshine Go Away Today",

Edwards controlled the audience very well. He
reminded one of Keith Sykes, because he uttered

short dry phrases that induced audience laughter

and participation. As a guitarist, Edwards is good,

but he cannot equal the virtuousity of David

Bromberg (but then Bromberg cannot sing)

Edwards is also a master of the harmonica.

Jonathan Edwards was brought back twice by
the receptive W.C. audience. He then did an

imitation of the Chilites—"Have You Seen Her"

and brought down the house withhisaccurate

mimicry. He finished with "Emma" and "Paper

Doll."

Amazing StuartSchulman was the one man band
who backed Edwards; he played bass guitar and

then electric piano. The awed audience was

justifiably overwhelmed when Schulman appeared

with a fiddle. The comfortable, teasing

I
relationship between Edwards and Schulman was

I generously and warmly extended to the audience.

editorial support upon any candidate; the

rationale was, that in a college this small

denial of support to a winning candidate

could lead to fractious relations between the

press and the student government.

Additionally, as the sole campus paper issuing

a regular editorial viewpoint, the element of a

pluralistic perspective was obviously deficient;

the question of fairness was usually raised.

But each candidate has clearly defined the

direction his candidacy will pursue and in

consideration of the critical problems facing

the College in this transitional period, the Elm
has determined to make endorsements for the

top office. The Elm refrains from giving

backing to any of the other SGA executive

office candidates—the candidates' stands,

their approach to governing require a clearer

definition.

Both Presidential candidates have Issued

statements involving essentially the same

concerns. It is the degree of emphasis placed

on each issue, however, which suggests the

real intent of any candidate. Between Larry

Falk and Michael Lang there does seem to

exist a distinguishable point of emphasis.

Larry Falk, despite his statements on the

need for academic reform has, both in

position papers and in actions in past months,

concerned himself with the question of

student rights and student governance. His

leadership of a campaign to restructure what
he considered a poorly operating Senate has
been sufficiently noted. One is led to
conclude that his term as President of the
SGA would fotlow-up on that interest.

Michael Lang, in his public statement and
work on the Academic Council, has
demonstrated that curriculum reform
constitutes the essence of his direction and^
would continue to do so if he is elected^

President,

The two candidates' concerns are

obviously different This is not to suggest,

however, that efforts for Senate reform and
greater student rights would necessarily cease

under a Lang administration or that zeal for

curriculum innovationwould be stifled by a

Falk administration.

Student voters in this campaign must
weigh in their minds what area of concern is

of greatest merit. For the Elm, curriculum
reform stands as a greater immediate
issue—the rationale for that choice ha:

outlined in our editorials in recent \

Therefore, Michael Lang receives this p
endorsement for SGA President.

Churgin on Consortium

Shore politics ander stud.
by Mary Ruth Yoe

If all goes as planned, Dr. Jonah Churgin,

assistant professor of poUtical science, will spend

his non-teaching hours next term as a researcher

for a new project of the Chesapeake Research

Consortium. The Consortium, a non-profit

commission under the aegis of such institutions as

Johns Hopkins Univeisity and the Smithsonian

Institute, conducts "inter-Jnstitutional

Dr. Jonah Churgin, of the Political

Science Department, will participate in the

Chesapeake Research Consortium next

semester.

envirorunentalresearch;"in other words, it is a

multi-faceted approach to looking at the

Chesapeake Bay area.

More specifically. Dr. Churgin will be involved

in a project aimed at increasing knov^edge of the

southern Eastern Shore. The fast encroachment of
technology and industrialism upon this

traditionally isolated region demands fuller

govenmiental knowledge of present conditions if

the future shock of rapid change is to be avoided.

The research team for this project will include

economists, political scienfists, demographers
(experts in population statistics), and other
behavioral scientists. Although the team has beep
selected, the project still awaits official notice

funding (traditionally, Consortorium Droerai*'

funded by ag-

of Engineers and the National Scienc

Foundation).

Speaking of the area to be covered ~ the twt

Virginia counties and four Maryland coui^ es:

Dorchester, Wicomico, Somerset, and Worceste

Dr. Churgin emphasized, "The fascination is t

the area is so underpopulated - and its potenti;

so great." His own role will be to examine the U
and goverrunental structure of the counties. 1

examination will include studying the effects

fragmentation of powers by federal, state, and
government.

Some questions he hopes to answer will en

an inspection of laws such as the federal Cc'

Zone Management Act. A consideration of fed*. ,.

and state rights to the resources of the bay bottom
and the continental shelf and a study of the

amount of home rule ceded to the local

goverrunents will also occupy Dr. Churgin's

attention.

His last foray into research resulted in the

publication of a book dealing with the significance

of the New Hampshire presidental primary

elections. The Consortium, however, will be a

different, team-oriented experience. People from a

wide variety of institutions are serving in an

equally wide variety of capacities. The principal

investigator will be Dr. Kevin Sullivan of the.

Smithsonian Institute. Members of the Advisory

Conunittee whose names are well known on the

Easter Shore include John Kimberly, head of the

Citizens' Program for the Chesapeake Bay; Archie

L. Buttkins, chancellor of the U, of Md. - Eastern

Shore campus; and Abraham D. Spinak of NASA -

WaUops.

The project is scheduled to last f

years, depending to some <""

approved. Realistically, ^

more money we get,

project will be." Havin

Principle of Funded R<.

reiterated the possib''^

volunteer projc

expenses,

satisfacti

unol"
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papers of Falk, and candidates for other offices with
whom he is working."

Michael 'Chief Lang, SGA President

Michael 'Chief Lang views the job of the SGA
President next year as one of providing "a better

academic atmosphere" for the College.

"There are the usual nearsighted, trivial issues that
could and probably will be commented on in this

campaign as they have in past campaigns. They are
mostly the same, they have remained a constant
factor," Lang intones. "Examples of these are the
gym and language requirements and the judicial

system, I am concerned about these problems, but I

am concerned more about Washington College and its

future. The main issue of this campaign is: what can
the students and myself, in particular, do to make WC
a better place to learn and live in? Washington must
change in order to m^ntain a diverse student body
and we must maintain a diverse student body to
receive input for change."

"The President of the SGA is the liaison between
the students and the faculty and administration', tie is

the Voice' of the student body. He must have
experience communicating his ideas to faculty and
administration and he must be trusted and respected
by them. I have worked very hard for three years
gaining that experience and trust. 1 am the only
student with two years of experience on the
Academic Council and I have proposed and fostered
major changes through this body. The most notable
and recent innovation was my proposal for the
change of the withdrawal policy. My original proposal
was not identical with the one passed, but it

xemplifies how an idea can be worked up and
ubmitled to the faculty."

'We must progress in academic areas more than
any others next year," Lang continues. "A college
stands or falls on the quality of its academic program.

Innovative changes in the area of academics will be
Tiore beneficial for WC than changes in any other
ea. This is where WC students should get involved."
"T\w factors of student life are academic and

Jcia]. I feel there are many people qualified to work
owards a better social life here, but I am the best

qualified to work tor a better academic atmosphere
and that is the 'CHIEF' function of next year's
President."

The junior candidate outlines his qualifications:
two years in the Academic Council, membership on
the Presidential Advisory Board, participant on the
committee to study the Four Course Plan, proctor,
and "your favorite announcer at meal times." Those
experiences, Lang adds, "have brought me in close
contact with students, faculty and administrators. I

have gained an understanding of how they can work
with each other."

Barb Parris, SGA Vice-President

Sophomore Barb Parris considers that "the
greatest problem facing the student government is the
lack of enthusiasm which is projected by our
members and by the ideas that are proposed. One
definite advantage in having a small student body is

the ability for excellent communications between the
students, the student leaders, the administration and
the faculty. In order for WC to display an atmosphere
of enthusiasm we must utilize this asset. A major
objective of next year's student Senate is to

reorganize our priorities. We need to work with an
effective structure which will- in turn, give incentive

and responsibility to the newly elected Senate.
However, the student goverrunent is not just for the
benefit of its senators and executive officers, it is for

the benefit of Washington College. Washington
College has a tremendous potential and this is why it

is imperative to make full of our facilities to provide
the best atmosphere in which to work."

Parris lists as qualifications for the office her two
year term in the Senate, membership of the

Presidential Ad Hoc Committee, her organizational

role in both 1972 and 1973 Parent's Weekend, her
contribution as a writer of the newly revised SGA
constitution, membership on several SGA
committees, her position as WRA secretary, and
activity in class government.

Bruce Kornberg, SGA Vice-President

Junior Bruce Kornberg anticipates a campaign of
"everyday" issues, but one with a -concern for

curriculum and administrative reform, too.

For his own campaign, Kornberg expresses the

question "How are students of Washington College

going to take the steps necessary in remolding this

College? Will the students really be heard from for

the first time when it really counts. When we have the

chance in having a say about curriculum and
administrators will we sit back and say I'm not
qualified to say or discuss these issues or are we going
to take the chance and really be heard as a strong

influence on (he future of Washington College, I

beleive if the students will step forward now wiien

the opportunity is presenting itself, the respect which
tlie Senate has lost by the Administration and
students could be regained. The student body would
once again actively participate in plaiming and
coming to the SGA-sponsored events. We would have
a campus wide SGA, not a student government run

by a few."

Kornberg cites experience as a senator for one
year. Treasurer of the SGA, and membership on the

Presidential Search Committee and the Shident
Affairs Committee.

John Moag, SGA Vice-President

Asserting that "the position of Vice-President has
been a quiet one," John Moag vows that "one of my
mam objectives as Vice-President will be to change
that stigma. The Vice-Presidency should be a busy
position."

Moag suggested expanding the Judiciary into a
student grievance board which will investigate student
problems. "Instead of be'ing a mainly prosecuting
agency we will be the students' defender. For
instance, if the food in the cafeteria becomes a
significant problem, the greivance board ttill hold
hearings into the problem." He also suggests staging
an introduction to the incoming freshmen class over
the summer, outlining available campus activities and
publishing a booklet "that describes WC from a
student standpoint."

"The Vice-Presidency should not stop vnth the
obvious jobs," he continues. Moag would like to
spearhead efforts at establishing: 1) a legal aid service
for students, 2) greater contacts with public relations
and admissions personnel, 3) an annual Student
Senate workshop, 4) a bigger budget for the SGA,
and 5) a greater involvement in academic affairs bv
the SGA.

Moag concludes "through my efforts as manager
of the McGovem campaign, co-ordinator for the
MaiyPIRG effort, member of the committee to
re-write the Constitution, I believe I have acquired an
excellent insight into the operation of the school. ."

Mike Kennedy, SGA Vice-President

Junior Mike Kennedy, in assessing the campaign's
development comments "there are four candidates
for Vice-President and any one of them could win.
High pressure Madison Avenue tactics are being used
by some of the candidates, which is unfortunate on a
campus this size. The hard seU campaign only
alienates students at a coUege which by its very
nature should discourage such tactics. In other words,
I'm expecting a noisy campaign with students'
becoming even more put off."

Kennedy, who lists experience as a proctor. SGA
Senator, and SGA Parliamentarian, considers that the
issues in the campaign "involve reform of the
curriculum—distribution requirements, work study
programs, etc. Another key issue is increased student
participation in the running of this school both in the
SGA and on various committees, including the Board
of Visitors and Governors. Some of my "planks" in
the campaign would be 1) make the students more
aware of happenings in the SGA, 2) determine the
campus climate for curriculum reform and then
hopefuUy expand and speed up the process of reform,
3) a very concerted effort should be made to put at
least one student on the Board of Visitors and
Governors. This would not only be beneficial to
students but to the College as a whole, and 4) as head
of the judiciary people have to act more responsibly
on campus. This makes me sound like a law and order
hard ass, but broken bottles are not pleasant to walk

SGA suffers H700
Homecoming loss
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—Sports notes

A Bo Blanchard memorial

Some days ago, we all were shocked and

saddended to hear the news of a painful weekend. Bo

iBlanchard was loved by many, no, all who knew her.

There was a time ofwonder and' remembrance which

followed. It is because we will always remember Bo

for what she was to all of us, that her memory will be

a lasting tradition at Washington College.

Bo excelled in many aspects at WC, includmg

Womens Atheletic Association. Bo was an all-star

basketball and volleybaU player. More important than

skills was her deep sense of sportsmanship.

Tuesday, May 1, Bo will be remembered as the

first Elizabeth . "Bo" Blanchard Memorial

Sportsmanship Award will be presented by Dr.

Joseph McLain and Miss Penny Fall. It will go to the

WAA Intramural team which has demonstrated the

tme sportsmanship qualities that we remember so

well in Bo. In the words of Miss Fall it is, "something

permanent to indicate how we felt about Bo. Because

of Bo, sportsmanship was the thing lo have it for."

Between now and May 1 , Bo's collegues on the

WAA board and officers will vote for the first

recipients of the award. In following years it will be

decided by all the members of the WAA and the

board and officers selecting the recipients from the

nominations.

Bo's name will be honored on the Cain Gym lobby

wall for years to come, remembered, as she will be to

those of us who knew her.

by Gali Sanchez

Harriers doten Loyola

This week the WC Thinclads beat Loyola, , lost to

Salisbury State by one point, and broke two school

records. The mile relay team of Jackie Johnson, Tom
Clement, Bob Maskrey, and Dan Scharf. broke a 23

year record with a 3:23.9 clocking. Steve Bartalsky

lowered his own 440-Int. Hurdle Record running

56 .9.

Near record performances by the 440 relay team

of Rob Warner, Al Reynolds, Bill Walls, and Jackie

Johnson, beat Salisbury with a 44.1 mark. Tommy
Clement came within .3 seconds of the college record

in the 880 with a winning 1:58.5. Other personal

bests were achieved by Rich Horstman in the mile

(4:42), Bob Maskrey in the 880(2:01.2), Jim Collins

in the pole vault (9'6"), and Jackie Johnson in the

220 (23.2). Norris Commodore won the shot

(42'2^.i"), Pete Murphy won the high jump (6'0"),

Dan Scharf won the 440 (50. 1 ), and Paul Schlitz won

the mile (4:33.8) and the two mile (10:07.5).

The efforts were due to the break in the weather,

but unfortunately, Salisbury had too much strength.

Jeff Polk of Salisbuiy won three events; the 100 (9.5

a field record), the 220 (22.0). and the long jump
(20' 10^"). In any case, the meet was a moral

victory. In all, eleven meet records were broken by

both teams.

Look Out I'm coming through! Tommy
(17) tries to score to keep his streak alive.

Mangles had scored in every game he's played

since joining the first midfield until

Wednesday's loss to the University of

Baltimore, 10 to 9.

Baseball squad

faces busy wee
With a home game scheduled for Friday against

perennial Middle Atlantic Conference power Upsala

Washington's baseball squad is beginning to sho^s

signs of recovering from its early season slump.The

Shoremen were 2-1 last week with victories ovej

Gallaudet and Haverford and a loss to Catholic U to

bring the season total to 34.
Much of the improvement can be traced to the

resurgence of Steve Raynor on the mound. After

struggling with his first two assignments. Raynor was

back in form last week. He stopped Gallaudet 7-1 on

two hits while striking out seventeen batters and

walking only one. The strikeout total matched
Raynor's previous collegiate single game total, set in

1 970 against Swarthmore. Steve came back on

Tuesday to shut out Haverford 3-0 on six scattereti

hits while walking none and striking out twelve. This

gives Steve 39 strikeouts in four games.

The shore offense has also begun to come alive.

WC batters have collected 29 hits in the past three

games-compared with thirteen in the previous four. In

the same period, they have scored eleven and seven

runs respectively.

After Upsala on Friday, the Shoreman travel lo

Carlisle, Pa. on Saturday to face Dickinson and return

home Monday for a contest with Drew. They play

Widner College away next Tuesday to finish the

weeks schedule. by Bill Dunphy

Varsity crew falls to Villanova

Last Saturday the Washington College Oarsman
traveled up North to match blades with Villanova on
the Scuylkill River.

It was a bri^t sunshiny day for all, except the

Varsity Heavyweights as they saw their undefeated

record slip away by two seconds.

In the first race of the day the Varsity Heavies lost

to ViUanova (5:36-5:38).

The Sho' men beat VUlanova off the line at the

start, but they had pulled even as the two crews

approached a bridge. As they came out from under

the bridge Villanova had taken a half-length lead. The
Sho' men managed to regain this distance by the

1500-meter mark, but Villanova outpuUed them in

the final 500 meter? to edge the Heavies by 1/3 of a

length. The Varsity's record now stands at 3-1.

The second race saw Washington's JV Heavy and

Fresh meet Villanova's JV Heavy.

It was a clean start with all three boats getting off

the line well and together.

As the boats rounded the small curve in the

course, Washington's JVs pulled away from the other

two boats and powered down the course. Villanova

and the Frosh were locked in a very close battle.

By the 1000-meter mark the JVs held a

commanding lead and Villanova had pulled away
from the Frosh by a length.

All of a sudden Villanova "caught a crab" (which
means that an oarsman lost control of his oar and
caused his entire side of the boat to seriously check
the boat) and the JVs were home free.

The Frosh, on the other hand, took this

opportunity to move up nearly even with VUlanova,
but Villanova's experience and quick recovery saved a

defeat by one second.

The boats finidied with Washington's JVs in at

6:05, followedby Villanova at 6: 15, and the Frosh at

6:16.

The JVs improved their record to 3-1 while the

Frosh evened theirs at 1-1. The Washington College

Crew is 8-3 overall.

The Oarsmen's next contest will be in Washington,
D.C. as they go up against George Washington and
Temple on the Potomac River. The women will also

race against G.W. women in their second race of the

season.

Girl crew gains experience in weekend clinic
For seventeen individuals, Philadelphia will not be

soon forgotten. Last Friday and Saturday, Women's
Crew traveled to the Schuykill River to attend a

rowing clinic personally sponsored by Gus and Karin

Constant. To say that the trip was worthwhile would

be an oversimplification. For the girls, it was a chance

to see rowing as a national club-affiliated sport

outside the realm of college.

The group went on an open invitation extended to

both of the college's crews by the Constants,

members of the Vesper Boat Club. All but six of us

I

' Friday ni^it to spend the ni^t at the

P s' house, where we were to stay. The

P , ,irrTved the next morning. After a rousing

Jnn-
suchbringalongsasgranola, donuts,

.1. ^^'Jit, we ran down to the boathouse.
the rec . .l ..l >. j ^
. ..

,j
^s_^Dut m the box and our form

and brought e^^.*** ^^ ^"^^^ ^^ Constants. It

mimicry. He finishesion as a learning session,

rv^ji » 'est what the common

Amazing StuartSchulmanOid.

who backed Edwards; he playt first boat was

then electric piano. The awed -cond boat

justifiably overwhelmed when SchulntNE, the

vnth a fiddle. The comfortable.Club,

relationship between Edwards and Schuln.

generously and warmly extended to the audiv

n^ch we use in practices at home. In order to build

endurance, we rowed up the river sU miles, then did

several exercises for form, balance, and power. We
rowed back and were on our own until 5:00 p.m... It

was about 2:00 p.m.. Running back to the house we
suffered a casualty: Becky Williams sprained an ankle

and was escorted from the sidewalk to a waiting

police van, ttiiere upon she was promptly taken to

the hospital. She was returned to us shortly however,

and was soon limping heartily to and from

every \*^iere.

The second session really put us to the test. With

the first boat in the eight and the second boat in the

two fours, we rowed the six miles up and raced four

consecutive 1,000 meter pieces against each other. It

was the most quelling practice but most effective in

builcUng power and endurance. After a few more
balance exercises, that was it for th& day. We went

back to the house and half of us went out for a

hearty dinner at a nearby restaurant with the

Constants. Sunday morning's practice was devoted to

three SCO meter pieces and some exercises and starts,

as well as a few pointers on what to check in a boat

before a race.

John Hill, our coach, said we improved in both

form and performance, and for the first time really

felt the difference rowing well could make in a boat.

We really gained confidence, and it showed.

All in all, it was a good experience. The Constants

were extremely kind to let all of us camp out in theii

lounge living room, and it was a zoo the entire
^

'

hours of our stay; but they must have been

impressed, for somehow, we were all invited back to

stay the summer free of charge at Mrs. Constant's

mother's house and row at Vesper! Rumor has it thai

Mrs. Constant even has her eye on a certain member

of the first boat as a hopeful for the Nationals. Who

knows? It was quite exciting, from somebt'dy who

won the National Women's Rowing Association

Championship for single heavyweight at only 130

pounds last year and who is training now for the first

Olympic women's single rowing event in '76. Mr

Constant himself was one of the coaches of the team

that won the Gold Medal in Japan. Needless to say.

their house is full of trophies. And dn the wall, in the

room we stayed in, was their wedding picture-bride

and groom standing at the door of the church, with

the ushers holding eight oars above them to form an

arch.

by Ellen Harisson



profs' grievance

on wage scale

gets attention ,,,

by Kim Stierstorfer

Washington's faculty, over the past years, h:is been

vocal in lodging complaints concerning the j,

inequalities of salary distribution; consequently the

current administration has recently been engaged in

attempts to nullify those inequities.

Dr. Nate Smith, Interim Dean, revealed that

Washington College was operating on a minimal salary

pool; only hmited amounts are available for faculty

wage increase. The budget for next year is "based on

confidence," according to Smith. Much is dependent

on what students could attract, over spring vacation,

in freshmen -- whether an increase in the number of

sludents accepted, that accept us is experienced.

Determining this dependence to be a "gamble,"

Smith admitted "there is no place for much judging."

He also conceded that "All monies allocated for

increase, beyond expenditure for this year, are

smaller than we would like them to be."

The faculty developed a list of recommendations

proposing allocations for the smaQ amount of money
remaining over the total budget. Dean Smith claims

to "have followed the spirit of it." One-fifth of the

package went for improved medical benefits that

were advantageous to everyone. On the evidence of

national and AAUP (American Association of

University Professors) figures, iSmith then applied a

percentage of the funds to salaries most in need of

support - Washington is weakest in the averages at

the assistant professor level. The associate professor

salary averages were "a little stronger but still needing

support." The Dean described the salary of a full

professor in contrast with the national averages as

"not bad." Emphasis was placed on the weakest

averages; many full professors' salaries were frozen.

The past administration froze, or partially froze, a

few salaries, but the present Dean felt the necessity to

3(111 the pay increases of additional faculty

members..." It hurt:....many excellent people who
have chairman responsibilities and have long

established their competency were involved. It wasn't

easy to deal with them, in a way in which could be

interpreted as lack of appreciation for their efforts."

Dean Smith asserted that a conscientious attempt

to correct the two sets of known inequities is being

Continued on page 5
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Tonight decides

fate of candidates

mother purmhst^,^,fz
endorses our

candidate!
VOTE

mCmU "CHIEF'*i^^^
FOR. S. a. A. FliESiDCNT

Balloting for the executive offices of the Student
Government' Association ends tonight at 6:30 p.m.
Yesterday, a heavy turnout of students saw over 400 votes

cast in the highly-charged contests which features the race

between Larry Falk and Michael Lang for President.

John Dimsdale, who is currently overseeing the operation

of the election, estimates that vote counts will be completed
tonight. Announcement of the election results

posted on the Coffeehouse door at that time.

At the speeches Tuesday evening, approximately 200
students heard the ten candidates outline their program and
request their support.

Candidate Larry Falk, pushing his four member ticket,

heralded a "new student outlook" as the major component
of his campaign pledges. He suggested studentsshouldexpect
more from academic courses as well as from the Senate,

itself.

Michael Lang challenged students to question "what is

most important to a College life? A social life or academics?"

^ The College does not need "a

club or social atmosphere," he

asserted, "but a broader

academic atmosphere. Lang
concluded that the Senate

should ideally be structured

more closely to the Academic
Council, a committee he has

sen/ed on and considers

extremely effective.

^

Dimsdale's Presidency leaves mark on college

m / ^^^^k

1 ^vl

^^^^^^^^^1

/,_^ii^^^^^^H

by Kevin O'Keefe

Two years ago, John Dimsdale undertook a flashy

but hard fought camp^gn in his quest for the

presidency of the Student Government Association.

"Hie then Senate treasurer was pitted against a

conservative fraternity member in a contest that

centered mainly on the candidates' affinity with the

College's administration—Dimsdale identifying with

the staunch anti-Merdinger forces.

After an unprecedented two terms in office, in an

often stormy transition period, Dimsdale will soon

relinquish his position. The College he will soon

graduate from is substantially different, in part a

result of Dimsdale's own efforts.

The administration the SGA leader rallied against

has long ago departed: Seager abandoned the

deanship last May, President Merdinger headed for

the Colorado mountains in January, and Merdinger's

most notable minion, Louis T. Hu^es, Vice-President

for Development and Public Relations, quietly

slipped out of the Buntagon last month. With that

last departure, the appellation Buntagon, coined in

the halycon days of the Rhodes Scholar President,

somehow became inappropriate. Dimsdale is not

expansive in discussing his role in ousting the

controversial leaders. He admits he playd a substantial

part, "but only because I was the elected

representative of the student body."

The 21 year-old International Studies major

excused his inarticulation on the controversy. "It was

a long process," he suggests. "I can't comment on

anything specifically." Dimsdale feels the

confrontation proved, however, that students at

Washington are not apathetic about institutions

which are not directly immediate to them, such as a

College presidency. Lessons for the future of the

College are contained in the episode: Washington, in -Jicn

seeking future administrators, should hire only,*'

with competence afld understanding of f.uversity since

faculty, and administrative problems in {i-ce president for

arts and sciences college. Concretely, V~*^ president and

"we should stay away from milii.^rved as academic

reference to Dr. Merdinger, a forr"

with a long period of servic^. in .8, will be on campus until

The President's estim^n and will meet any interested

the current interindculty from 9:30 a.m. to 1 1:30 a.m. in

Joseph McLain./Kerr Room of the Miller Library.

College need prospective candidate will also meet with Mr.

dedication Nuttle, chairman of the Board of Visitors and

jovemors; Dr. Joseph McLain. president; and Mr.

Gene Hessey, business manager.



Viewpoint

A bird in the hand

The decision of the Dean Search Committee,

culminating after an arduous and discriminating

screening process, has been accomplished,

unfortunately with none of the candidates obtaining

a definitive mandate. Candidates viewed represented a

myriad of educational and administrative experiences,

but admittedly, not all of the potential deans that

made appearances on campus were qualified for the

position here.

An exceptional man, however, who is in actuality,

the quintessence of Washington College was not

formally considered in the consideration process. The

obvious choice, the only reassuringly knowledgeable

and accomplished person tailored to the position is

the current Acting Dean. Dr. Nate Smith.

Smith, associated intimately with the College for

years, has observed, induced, and diplomatically

eased continual growing pains, assuaged faculty

relations with both the administration and the

student body. The Dean is currently initiating and

guidmgthequestforacademic reform, defined as an

absolute necessity in nis vision of Washington's

future. The retention of Smith, whose sensitivity to

the drawbacks and potential of tlie College has been

more than sufficiently demonstrated, is a requisite if

Washington is to successfully transcend this

transitional stage into one of stability and growth.

German mime, Bogner

Struggling with Sisyphus
by Mary Ruth Yoe

Should George Wallace review Dick Gregory, an

element of prejudice would be acknowledged. The

same prejudice is apparent in the following critique.

It's not that I didn't like Franz Josef Bogner; it's not

even that I don't like mime, but rather that my
incomplete comprehension of the form necessarily

results in a lack of appropriate appreciation. So for

Mime artist, Joesf Franz Bogner, presented

his program, entitled "Sisyphus," an

intriguing and amusing action essay, to

Washington last Monday night

Forum: letters

'Other side of the fence'

To the editor;

In view of the recent controversy over the

alleged lack of efficiency by the present-sized

S.G.A., I want to make a few comments from the

other side of the fence.

1 have been a lousy senator and make no bones

about it. I offer my opinions and feelings, not

condoning the lack of enthusiasm of myself and

others, but rather as a possible explanation as to why

this has occurred.

When 1 went to S.G.A. meetings this year, I

suffered from a dread sense of inferiority which has

lasted to the present. It seemed to me that there were

some who did the talking and doing, and others like

myself who contributed little, and in my case, felt

this to be my legitimate "place." Whether this

atmosphere was generated by those who contributed

the most, or whether it is a case of paranoia on my
part, I am not able to judge; but several incidents

seem to indicate the former: Jim Smyth, the Junior

Class President, had to fight hordes of what seemed

to me to be bureaucratic gibberish in order to

produce several taped concerts for Hynson Lounge.

He had such a hassle that after money was fmally

appropriated to him by a majority vote, he sighed and

murmured "Thanks" to those who had voted for the

appropriation. It seemed to me that people went out

of their way to harass him. Charles Matheny severely

questioned the idea of accepting at face value the

judgement of a single advisor on the affairs of the

Dean Search Committee, and raised a legitimate

question in my mind. However, many senators were

almost in a rage over the question. To even consider

the question he posed was intolerable some. It

"•f^med as thou^ some blueprint plan had been

'"fiaring that students were going to visit

mdents over vacation, I suggested that

aid for their services. Well, it was just

,urious one, not even thought out. But

-^'ed from it was incredible-"That's

nrtf "When I heard that (my
-' chair!" "...I thought it

" comments were

•nts to work
'M vastly

for a

group of people who seem to consider you of little

value?

And when the point is raised to lower the size of

the S.G.A. because many of the senators are not

doing their job, I cannot help becoming very

resentful. The people who ran the S.G.A. will be in

that smaller S.G.A. next year, and for what purpose?

It seems to me that the S.G.A. cannot afford to lose

contact with the student body any more than it has,

and further diluting the representation just makes

matters worse. If students want to have a better

fucntioning S.G.A., the answer is not to lower the

size that only the more "capable" members can

attend. This philosophy has been prevalent

througjiout the S.G.A. ever since the idea of revising

the S.G.A. has come up. And isn't printing the names

of frequently truant senators in the Elm an example

of this? Not only do we inform their constituents of

the bad job they have done, but we embarrass them

as well. I was not among the senators who were

punished in this manner, and was the only dissenting

vote against informing ill-represented constituents of

their senators' failure.

My point is that when you treat people with

dignity, they perform better, and lack of this has

causeo the current problem of inefficiency by S.G.A.

senators. My recommendation is to change this

attitude and next year treat new senators (and even

old ones re-elected) as if they are important, as if

they are intelligent and, above all, helpingoneanother

out instead of trying to put people on the hatchet

block. This is the whole idea behind industrial

psychology-to make someone want to do a good job.

A concentrated effort in this direction (possibly a

workshop early in the Fall Semester), I feel cannot

fail in promoting the efficiency of S.G.A. senators.

Paul Schlitz, Jr.

P.S. I want to emphasize that not every person

that plays an active role in the S.G.A. has perpetrated

the attitude that I am objecting to. Some have

impressed me as intelligent people without exhibiting

an atmosphere of superiority.

Consideration

me, Monday rught's performance in Bill Smith

Auditorium (as might be expected, acoustics were less

a problem than usual) was an exercise in trying to

understand not merely the German mine, but also

pantomime as a variety of artistic expression.

Certainly Bogner is different from Red Skelton's

"Sdent Spot" of the CBS Sixties. He is also quite

different from Marcel Marceau (who probably

captured his largest American audiences after being

introduced by Skelton with a toothy sincerity usually

reserved for reciting the Pledge of Allegiance). Yet

despite different *s in subtlety and tone of the

humorous imagination, in spite of the varying degrees

of props and costuming, all miming remains involved

with concepts which center on the simulation of solid

space. This fantastic filling in of visually negative area

creates unseen objects with much more power than

their everyday counterparts.

Humor arising from this situation is commonly

physical action or slapstick. Un-American and

unhuman as it may be. there are people with a low

tolerance for slapstick whether it be Lucille Ball or

Vladimir Nabokov. If they do laugh, it is not so often

at the actual physical absurdity as at the aspect of the

human condition which Bogner quite successfully

explores, linking slapstick with the theme of

Sisyphus.

Slapstick transcends low comedy when the actual

antics of physical action suggest more than a man

supping on a banana peel, when the resulting

contortions intimate the hostility of inanimate

objects - and the world. Bogner's "News of the Day"

sketch was a modern mundanity's version of the

myth of Sisyphus, with the unwieldy newsapaper's

elusiveness as continual and as wearisome as rolling

the heavy stone to the top of the hill.

To Bogner mime is an intellectualization, not an

imitation of the world. Descriptions on the clown's

programme reinforce this impression; "GRAIN,

Ballad of Manual Labor," "The Thinker,"

"DIALOGUE," and "Robinson Crusoe: Thursday"

obviously operate on levels where knowledge of the

cultural tradition can augment audience response,

Incidentally, Bogner seems to prefer the word

'clown,' playing with its several meanings: an uncouth

figure, a court jester, a performer of pantomime. The

verbal explanation of scenes finely controlled to

emphasize the same clownish awkwardness his

physical movements produce. Yet control isn't

stylization. The performance emerges as spontaneous

reaction, not rehearsed role-playing.

For those more comfortable in other mediums,

Bogner's scenes with and without words, complete

with blackout punctuation, were at least provocative,

forcing re-examination of a previously pigeon-holed

form. For the majority of the audience, children as

well as people with sophisticated knowledge of the

form, the program notes seem apt: they couldn't

imagine a better clown.

To the editor:

I wish everybody was/were "considerate" in the

use of music, tubes, doors and sticks.

Sincerely,

Richard Kaste

Bogner, a German, had no problem in

communicating his artistic ethic of intimacy

between performer and audience, to ths

college community.



-Review

'Marigolds':

sensation of

a psychic

cliffhanger
^Dave Beaudouin

There may not be such a flower as the

man-in-the-moon marigold. Its strain cannot be found

listed in the major botany texts. However, as author

Paul Zindel suggests in his play, The Effects of

Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds, these

unseen effects of our green world may well exert its

greatest controls. In this way, science approaches

Magic, '^phallic and ambrosial." This apprehension

causes the myth of the Adept to be reborn, and

lesser, familiar rituals must be shrugged off in its

wake. Just so, a modern bio physicist's chUdren do

not understand his work, and fear that side of him.

Men may well be burning their scientists before this

[ound is run.

But in a play such as Zindel's, skirting the

metaphysical implications, ignoring the begged

metaphor, is as much at stake. Beyond those atoms

reforming the cosmos, we are simply given a nuclear

family falling apart. Its fauna is feminine, human, so

alive they skirt death. To plot the collision courses of

these characters would take pages, so briefly, only

this

The tra^c element of this play rests not in the fact

that the mother, Beatrice (whom it's All About)
comes closest the sterilizing gamma source, a:, "the

original half-life." Nor has it to do with her actively

psychotic daughter, Ruth, who strives, between
seizures, to imitate her mother's bravado. Finally, it is

hardly tragic that Tillie, the younger, maligned

bloom, will probably cause the terminal

disintegration of her family, in leaving the household

for the laboratory. The essential tragedy of Marigolds

can be found not in any one of these women, but in

their total interrelationship. All three are torn oy

notions of independence from the very people they

depend upon. It is well nigh impossible to escape

one's self. But is this tragedy? The gut broil in

Zindel's stage fits a fleeting pattern, feels somehow
unsubstantiated, so that atoms, the basic units of

change, close the play on a promise, the absolute

denial of stasis. As pain passes, we recall it fondly.

Zindel has read his Shelley.

The WC student production of Marigolds,

presented this past weekend in Tawes Theatre,

conveyed satisfactorily that eerie sensation of a

psychic cliffhanger. Still, at certain points, the acting

refused to give way to the sound of time passing, and

instead, "heavied out" on the harangue at hand. It is

difficult to pinpoint a flaw in the moving

performance that 1 viewed, but perhaps an answer lies

in how 1 prefer Hamlet's histronics over those of

Bunuels' bourgeoisie. I may have misunderstood the

character of Beatrice, but I sensed that there were

more levels to her personality than a sing-song of

ridicule, punctuated by blind moments of betrayal by

love. 1 should say, however, that this criticism comes

only in retrospect: Pam Locker's portrayal of

Beatrice shook me close to tears on more than one

occasion. She was uncomfortably real as a middleaged

woman who has lipsticked herself into a corner. One

of Ms. Locker's scenes, in which Beatrice recounts her

nightmare, was plainly the most poignant theatre I've

encountered. I wanted to cheer it, but 1 couldn't

move.

Wendy Woolley as Ruth, put me off at first with

the jaggedness of her outbursts. But as I came to

more fully understand her character, I actually feared

the next display of temper. Ms. Woolet has mastered
the uncanny ability to extract pathos from the most
vicious bitch. The effect of which pains and delights.

Go cougars.

Speaking of metamorphoses, Judi Katz stepped on
stage and astonished me. In her role as Tillie, she

reduced herself to a child, and yet managed to

maintain an aspect of innocence in her experience.

One could not help soaring with her when she soared.

Ms. Katz did deliver her lines a bit too sweetly at

times, but remarkably, not one of her three

soliloquies melted in my hand.

A word should be mentioned about the two

supporting actresses who transformed their iconic

parts to vital ones. I watched Sheila Woznuk's Graimy

intently, whenever she was on stage. I am amazed to

announce here that Ms. Woznuk did not make a

motion that was under eighty years of age. Betsy

Blake, in her brief appearance as Janice Vickery,

broke the audience down into convulsive laughter,

with her high-paced self parody of style.

It seems to me that the man behind the women in

this production was one Joel EUns. Not only did his

make-up for Ms. Woznuk draw gasps of wonder, but

the fragile piano music, which he composed especially

for Marigolds, aptly framed the play and lifted Ms.

Katz's Qnes. Along with others responsible for set

production, Mr. Elins deserves our applause.

1 imagine Director Sara Packard would not want

me to waste adjectives on her efforts. Let it go she

knows how to pick her actors and her plays. Though

her previous achievement with Endgame has not been

realized in Marigolds, Ms. Packard must be praised for

the conviction to present jarring drama before this

community. Could be she remembers that saying of

Hegel's, "What is behind the curtain is that which is

in front of it." Could be flowers are freaks.

i
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Dimsdale, two years in office , affects College

Continued from page 1

jieatly admire." Dimsdale, who is serving on the new

Presidential Search Committee, confidently adds,

however, that he would not support Dr. McLain for

Ihe Presidency on a permanent basis. (McLain has

lepeatedly denied any peiinanent interest in

Ihepasition.) "He is just too conservative," John

laments, pointing to the former Chemistry

Chairman's opposition tothe movement for a student

lepresentative on the Board of Visitors and Governors

and the MaryPIRG program.

The two term executive responds differently on

questions about the future role of Acting Dean Nate

Smith. "Smith" he surmises, "is an extremely good

acting Dean.. .and he should be permanent."

Although problems with the Merdinger

administration absorbed the energy of his early

period in office, other concerns have become

predominant in Dimsdale's latter term.

Primary among them, and still freshest in the

minds of most dilettantes of student government, was

liie controversy spawned early this semester by a

group of rebelling Senators, complaining of a

unsatisfactory development of the Student Senate's

powers, usurption of the constitution by a

heavily.power laden executive committee. The

accusatory fingers were directed at Dimsdaleandhis

Vice-President, Betsy Murray, accusations leveled, in

pan, by individuals now attempting to obtain the

power position Dimsdale and Murray will soon

vacate.

John is reticent to express any emotion over the

i^harges, many of which were considered valid by

general student attitudes, others which were branded

^ outright stabs-in-the-backs and political power

ploys.

His estimation of the controversy is cautious,

'hough self-righteous. "It was a tempest in a tea-pot,"

he begins. 'There was too much emphasis on it. It

*as too small a thing to worry about so much."

Arguing that the effectiveness of the Student

Government Association work should be considered

primary, Dimsdale relegates the issue to an "internal

organizational furor," adding, however, that the

constitutional reforms which were spawned by it are

justified. "Some things had to be changed. We had to

make dejure what had become de facto." The Senate

leader concludes comment on the affair, "I still feel

I'm right."

Issues of a broader nature and scope continue to

dominate Dimsdale's attention, particularly academic

reform and student participation on the Board of

Visitors and Governors.

'if we started on academic reform much earlierby

now we would have reformed some of the greater

deficiencies on this campus, long existing inequities in

the academic realm." Dimsale, along with Dr. Nate

Smith, last November took the initiating steps in

seriously exposing the campus to reform possibilities.

He accompanied an examinig team to two

experimentEd colleges over Spring vacation,

concluding that "we must come to grips with our

situation and begin to update our traditional

curriculum."

The student President elaborates freely on the

importance of gaining student admission to the

trustees circle. 'The future SGA administration must

continue to work hard in that direction," he warns.

The problem now is one of respect: Dimsdale

considers the Board "condescending" in its dealing

with students, a problem generated by a lack of

respect. He qualifies his criticism, however, with the

remark that "the Chairman (Mr. EliasNuttle) has

been really good and equitable."

Asked for a final assessment of his administration,

succintly in 25 words or less, Dimsdale overshot

the mark. "We've been successful in areas of relation

with the faculty and administration; in providing

student services- (bailing out people from j^ as well

as social activities); in getting students more than just

a say in things going on, having faculty and

administration respect what you say."

Where is the Student Government Association at

now, at the end of a two year term under Dimsdale?

"We're at the threshold of a charge. The SGA must

soon decide whether it is going to commit itself to

functioning as a catalyst for insuring student input

and interest in campus adminstrative and academic

activities as well as national or international issues, or

whether it will narrow its interests to just a student

service organization for social activities."

The summation verbalizes indirectly John's

leanings in the current race to pick his successor. He

has made no efforts to conceal his support for

Michael Lang in the contest.

Dimsdale's future after graduation in May is still

an open question—he dos plan to visit the Caribbean

and possibly find a temporary job there. Later he

intends "to travel around the world in my bus," a VW
he has spent considerable time and interest in

maintaining. The nebulous future includes aspirations

in the field of international broadcasting. "I'd love to

be a roving correspondent," he confides.

John's political ambitions will apparently extend

no further than the Washington College Student

Government Association Presidency. "I have no

aspiration for a political job." He, in fact, objects to

any suggestion that his current post is political. "The

job wasn't political. I can be made a political job but

1 like to think I kept politics to a minimum." True to

the style and times of his administration, he

concludes thougli. "I'm sure there are people who

would disii|!rei' with me on that."
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Band, voice concerts upcoming

The Washington College music department will

present a concert by the College Band. Friday

night, April 27 at 8:30 pjn. and a recital by voice

and piano students Wednesday, May 2 at 8 p.m.

Both programs will be heI4 in the Gibson Fine

Arts Center.

Under the direction of John M. Klaus, assistant

professor of music, the band will perform the

march "Johnstown Tribune" by Clarence E.

Hurrell; "National Emblem" by E.E. Bagley;

"Mini-Suite" by Morton Gould; and "His Honor,"
a march by Henry Fillmore. Also, 'Three Ayres

from Gloster" by Hugh M. Stuart; "Variations on
'America. " by Charles Ives; "First Suite in E flat

Major for Military Band" by Gustav Hoist; and
"March for the Sultan Abdul Medgid" by Rossini.

The student recital will include Deborah Martin,

pianist, performing "Sonata in D Major" by
Haydn; and Linda Rounsavall, mezzo soprano,

singing "Vittoria, Vittoria" by Carissuni; "O Del

Mio Dolce Ardor" by Gluck; and recitative "Thy
Hand, Belinda" and the aria "When I Am Laid In

Earth" by Henry Purcell.

Also. Mickey Dulin, pianist, performing two
pieces from "The Children's Corner" by Debussy,

(1) "The Little Shepherd" and (2) "Jimbo's
Lullaby"; and Louann Sargent, soprano, singing

selections by Ravel, Mozart, Debussy, Donizetti,

and Rorem.

According to a music department spokesman,
the recital on May 2 was re-scheduled from the
earUer announced date of April 26.

Square Dance

In a joint effort, the freshmen and sophomore
classes are sponsoring a square dance tomorrow
night, Friday, April 27, in the Dining Hall.

Admission is 50 cents per person and beer will go
on sale for ten cents a glass-

Saturday afternoon will feature a car rally.

Constitution finally passes vote
After nomial "procedures for voting failed to Elections Committee, announced Monday night

obtain a sufficient number of votes on the new that 449 votes were cast approving the

SGA constitution, extended voting opportunities constitution, only 41 ballots were cast in

last week resulted in the passage of the new opposition. The new document required a

document. two-thirds approving vote with three-quarters of
Max Koeningsberg, Chairman of the SGA the student body casting their ballots.

Theaverage Navy Pilot isn't.

No man who has mastered the flying skills

it takes to fly and land on a ship at sea can be

called an average pilot. And the sense of

accomplishment and satisfaction that he enjoys

. are also above average. Which is only right. For
the man who would go places as a Naval Aviator

must pass through the most challenging and
demanding training program to be found

anywhere.

From Aviation Officer Candidate School

through Flight Training to the day his golden

Navy Wings are awarded, he is tested; driven;

-Mshed and tested again. And for good reason.

'^vy has learned that without the will to

"J man can be successful.

nef its aren't average either. A Naval

rn up to $10,000 upon comple-

jchool. The pay after three years

"^here is also a program for
"'

" It no cost. The

Navy gives its Aviators the best.

Which brings us to you. Do you have what

it takes to fly Navy? Send in this coupon and

find out. Or talk with your local Navy recruiter.

Gentlemen:

I like it. Please send more i

takes to be a Naval Aviatoi
iformalion on vvhst it

Current College Year.

r)on to U.S. Navy Recruiting District,
Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. , Washington
^ctly with a Navy pilot at

Federal scholarships

win Congress ' okay

Major uncertain [ties over the availability of federal scholarship aid

to Washington students for next year were apparently allayed last

week when Congress voted to continue the present federal aid

program for at least another year.

,

Under the terms of a proposal aired by President Nixon a few

months ago, the National Defense Student Loan (NDSL) and the

Economic Opportunity Grant (EOG) programs would both have

been eliminated and in their place a new program, Basic Opportunity

Grants, broader in scope and breadth than the existing program,

would have superceded the present structure.

Congress decided instead that too much time has lapsed for the

Nixon proposal to be unplemented by next September and

appropriated funds for another year's operation of the NDSL, the

EOG and other existing federal aid programs. Lawmakers provided

for $872 miUion in their emergency supplemental appropriations

bill. Congress, in partially bowing to the wishes of the President,

aUotted $122 million for the Basic Opportunity Grant program,

though the funding will allow for only partial implementation of the

proposal. Congress strictly towed the line on following Nixon's

budget directives, however, approving only the amount the President

considered sufficient.

Of the $872 million approved, $269 million will be directed to

student loans, $270 milUon for college work-study, $210 million for

opportunity grants, and $122 million for Nixon's Basic Opportunity.

Grant.

According to the Chronicle of Higher Education, the collegiate

trade journal, the national lawmakers rejected fully implementing
Nixon's proposal "to remove the uncertainty facing studies and

administrators over the amount of aid available next fall, and they

felt they could do best by putting the money into well-estabhshed

programs."

Nixon's Basic Opportunity Grant appears on an inexorable track

for eventual passage, as evidenced by Congress' passage of partial

funding for the program, despite a lack of time for full

implementation.

With only a Uttle over $100 million available for the BOG
program, grants to students next year will be necessarily- small, a

minimum of $80 to a maximum of $200 by United States Office of

Education estimates. When the BOG program becomes fully

functional, students will be ehgible for up to $1400 annually. When
that implementation is accomplished, however, the current National

Defense Student Loan and the Economic Opportunity Grant
programs will cease operation, leaving only work-study and BOG
programs on which the College can rely.
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Faculty concerned with wapfes

Dean laments shortage of salary funds
Continued from page 1

exercised. "A number of widely known and

unjustified reductions in salary occurred, over what

pean Seager had recommended...It took some money

to clear them up." In the eagerness to hire qualified

instructors. Smith stipulated that another set of

inequities is created. Starting present salaries equal, or

even overtake, the wages of experienced faculty

members. Smith also stresses that decisions upon

promotions and raises are both difficult and

unavoidably subjective. The third instance demanding

a raise in pay is promoUon and ensuing added

lesponsibilities. And lastly, "a certain, rather small,

amount is awarded for recognition of merit." In

deciding the salary questions, consuUations were held

with every department chairman. Dean Nate Smith

underscored his dissatisfaction with "the college's

present ability to award merit, nor, he added, "am I

with the present salary averages at the

assistant and associate professors' levels."

Smith, in proposing a funding development

program, defined the primary element in its

implementation as the enlargement of the college

endowment. "A fund of millions to yield an annual

amount able to keep salaries up with the cost of Uving

and insure career progress is essential. It would have

been much easier to have produced an acceptable set

of increases if our pool resources were doubled,"

Smith labelled the problem as "bigger than us;"

Salary freezes or small increases are actually a

reduction in purchasing power - many view it as a

regression, "sliding back." "The only real answer is

three-pronged," Smith suggested. "Tuition cannot

march with inflation. We have three resouces: 1. The
total number of quaUfied students our faculty and

resources can facilitate must be achieved. 2. State aid.

Belcher leaves faculty in May
i was beginning to think my fate was hopelessly

intertwined with Washington College," laughed Dr.

Gerald L. Belcher. Dr. Belcher, Assistant Professor of

History, was hired in 1970 as a one-year replacement

for Dr. Charles Halstead, who was then on sabbatical.

Dr. Halstead extended his sojourn for another year

and consequently Belcher remained, guaranteed his

position for another year. With the resignation of

Dean Robert Seger, Dr. Belcher assumed the

responsibility for, organized, and wrote the

Reaccreditation Report for the Middle Atlantic States

Association. The departure of President Charles

Merdinger and the ensuing shift in the administration

lequired Dr. Belcher to replace Dr. Nate Smith, who

liad been appointed interim dean. "Everytime it was

time to leave, something came up.. ..now there's

simply no one left to replace," Belcher wryly noted.

The history professor, whose forte is Seventeenth

Century England-"! stop when man ceases to be

civilized""-will be teaching at Beaver College next

semester. As an assistant professor. Dr. Belcher will

instruct courses and perform duties similar to his at

Washington College; he will teach Enghsh, Medieval,

and Renaissance histories, in conjuncrion with Early

Modern Europe. Explaining his enthusiasm for the

seventeenth century, Belcher suggested that the basic

ideas of Westem civilization were being formed: "The

creation of an idea or institution is always more

interesting to observe than its polishing, refining, and

functioning."

Belcher, who received his Ph.D. in English history

from the University of North Carolina in 1 97 1 ,
began

applying for other positions in October 1970, on the

supposition that his appointment was for a one-year

duration. Accepted at Beaver, a small, recently co-ed

school just north of Philadelphia, Belcher expressed

his deUght—"I was asked to teach exactly what I

wanted to." Explaining that the position at Beaver

was one of his top choices, he spoke highly of the

college's extensive program abroad. "At any one

lime, one quarter of the student body is overseas, and

the faculty takes turns in spending a year in London,

Vienna, or Hong Kong."

Dr. Belcher revealed the things in Chestertown and

at Washington College that he will not miss. "I will

not miss Tastee Freez hamburgers (he groaned

slightly), I will not miss bats in my house, or the

concentration of every sickness that hovers over

Chestertown ("my wife and 1 have been sick more in

the last three years than at any other time in our

lives.") I will not miss the Buntagon." Admitting he

will miss the college and Chestertown, Dr. Belcher

declared he wanted to avoid the typical cliche-ish

sentimentalities that accompany farewells. "I will

miss a five-cent cup of coffee in the faculty

lounge. ..the faculty, an exceptional group of people."

The tolerance, the comfortable security of a first-name

basis community, and the land and beauty of

Chestertown itself will be noticeably lacking in his

life: "At Beaver, there are building where the river is

supposed to be, roads where trees are supposed to be,

and people where animals are supposed to be..."

Defining one of the strengths of a small college to

be the ability to make exceptions, Dr. Gerald Belcher

issued a complaint condemning the inflexibility of

(Washington. He added, however, that "with the

Assistant Professor of History, Dr. Gerald

Belcher will "finally" depart from Washington

College. He has accepted a position, equatable

with his present duties, at Beaver College

addition ot several new programs, the problem could

be concluded within a year." Dr. Belcher, who

was assistant to the Dean in 1972 worked on

curriculum reform, presented one recommendation to

the school: independent studies. 'The problem with

independent projects is the time burden on the

teaching staff The simplest way to offer independent

studies is to take advantage of the dedication of the

faculty, in connection with the inititative of the

students." Where academic pressures are moderate, as

at Washington, the number of students who have tlie

iniUarive to take independent courses is relatively

small. Belcher explained. "One of the beauties of the

program, though, would therefore be the manageable

number of students involved. It is still the college's

responsibility to reach out to them. Efficiency should

not be a criteria." Belcher also happily_admitted that

he would be able to "create a course or two over the

next year or so."

Asked the one tangible thirig he would like to take

from Washington College, Belcher, with a glint in his

eye, replied "Bob Day's Ford Hays swealshirt-wom

for 1 00 basketball games without washing."

Dr. Belcher received a grant from the American

Philosophical Society, that will be used this summer
for research in England and Spain. Belcher is, and

has been for five years, preparing a manuscript,

affectionately termed *The historical resurrection of

Charies II." He is also preparing two articles for

publication-one for an Englisii historical joumaJ and

one for a series of undergraduate history

supplements. Kim Stierstorfer _^

in some torm ot tuition or scholarship support is E
essential. 3. We must join the many other private 3
insritutions that are aggressively seeking to enlarge ^
the basic endowment of the college." 2.

Other fee raises s
u

keep WC in race

In December, Washington College officials

announced their intention to raise tuition, fees, room,
and board to figure slightly creeping over the $3500
mark. But ance diat time many of the other

3,000-plus colleges throughout the nation have

initiated similar cost increases.

Mr. Bud Andrew, Admissions Director,

commenting this week on what the increase at

Washington will mean in the race with other colleges

to attract students, judged that, in spite of the $250
increase for next year. "We stand favorably with the

other colleges we're in competition with."

The Admissions Director pointed to 10 other

schools which Washington competes closely with in

attracting the same pool of students. Of the ten

schools, four next year will be able to claim a lower

price tag on their educational olTerings. The four

colleges with whom Washington shares common
applicants and the costs they charge_ include : Westem
Maryland, S3200; Washington and Lee. S3450;

Susquehanna University, $3290; and Gettysburg

College, $3380. The colleges with the higher prices

include FrankUn and Marshall College, S3770;

Dickinson College, $4250; Johns Hopkins University,

$4600; the University of Denver, S3750; and

Hamilton College, $4100. Information on out-of-state

costs at the two other competing universities, Virginia

and the College of WilUam and Mary, were

unavailable.

Mr. Andrew had no dire predictions to make on

what Washington's cost will mean to filling future

freshman classes. "We face no more difficulty in

selling Washington than any other private college."

He cautioned, though, that "every increase probably

turns someone away." The biggest problem was not

the competiUon with the other high cost colleges but

with the comparatively cheaper state colleges and

universities.

The cost increases Washington has made continue

to maintain the school's position as one of the most

expensive in the state of Maryland. Only Hopkins,

which charges $1,000 more annually, and Goucher,

charging $4170 per student, stand higher in the price

range.

Compared to many other colleges in the area,

Washington will charge substantially lower room and

board amounts next year, $1050. Goucher's fee is

$1650, Hood $1300, Hopkins $1500, Loyola $1200,

and Dickinson $1400.

Additional figures on the average costs of

education in private, four year institutions reveal that

Washington College in the 1972-1973 academic year,

charges approximately the same amount for a year's

education as the national average, $3280.

Editors appointed
Appointments to the editorships of two campus

pubUcations, the Pegasus and the Elm, were

armounced Wednesday by the Board of Publications.

Filling the position of Pegasus editor for 1973-74 is

sophomore Debbie Anderson. Kevin O'Keefe, current

editor of the Elm, was reappointed to a second year's

term.

Debbie gained her experience in the yearbook fie'''

from editorships of- her high school yearh'

Edgewood High School, Maryland, and of

yearbook supplement for a YMCA c

emphasized that she is "lookin

members.„the most important thir

photographers." The new edit'"

expectations of the '73'

"traditional" nature.

O'Keefe, in rep-

explained th?'

frequency

over la?'

cont""



WC lacrosse

:

the 'Titanic'
by Gali Sanchez

As the mighty Sho'men set sail into the 1973

lacrosse season the boasts of unsinkable and luxury

were plenty. But like the mighty Titanic, WC hit its

iceberg and is now sinking into the depths of the

USILA ratings.

Actually, there were two icebergs. BU's victory

(10-9) came in the fog of the night, surprising all on

board as well as BU coach Edell who nearly passed

out after the game. "You can see Kelly is a veteran.

Look at him, so calm and all. I'm ready to have a

heart attack."

The damage done, WC couldn't change its course

and collided head on with W&L, 14-8.

The Generals simplyhadtoomuch firepower and

Coach Jack Emmer, the former Cortland coach,

continued what Dick Slaza left.

Returning to the drawing board our plans show

that our once mighty vessel is again piloted by

Captain Don Kelly, who led us so weU into 1972. and

first mate Barry Drew. Our boat seems to be well

manned as we return three AU-Americans, three

brilliant frosh. not to mention multiple Shore

standouts who deserve but will never receive

AU-American honors.

While parties are crying mutiny let us look into the

design of our ship. WC is a small college with a proud

heritage in lacrosse, but this heritage is ahnost

accidental. Chestertown just happens to be close

enough to Baltimore - the lacrosse capitol of the

nation, so it would seem logical to compete with

neighboring schools. Because of a reputation

established early, good lacrosse players continue to

come to WC, but the program remains the same. We
cannot afford a full time coach, so Kelly does the

best he can as a car salesman; Drew as a school

teacher; Bud Andrews as a part time recruiter; not to

mention students. Alumni, townfolk and the

countless roles they play in a Umited program.

Lacrosse is being played more and more

throughout the country. Eventually it will be a PAC-8

dominated sport like every other college competition

seems to be. Remember Carlisle College in football?

It's better than remembering the Titanic. Don't cry

mutiny when the ship starts to sink. The Captain

didn't build the ship. He only goes down with her

when she sinks.

Senior Tri-captain Jack Copeland is upset

after W&L loss. Although one of the most

talented sho'men on attack, Jack was held to

one goal and one assist.

Sports notes

BASEBALL-W.C. has lost four games over the

week, bringing their losing streak to five and the

season record to 3-8. WC lost to Upsala 8-0.

Dickinson 11-1. Drew 7-6, and Widner 7-12. Steve

Raynor and Dave Novak split the losses.

TENNIS-Shore netters beat Stevens (5-4) and

Widner (8-1) while losing to Geople Mason (4-5).

Drew University results are awaiting a decision due to

rain. Freshman Pat Yahner is 8-1 on the season.

LACROSSE-Greg Lane is fourth leading scorer in

the country. There will be a Beer Bus trip Saturday to

Bucknell. Late bloomers for the Shore are Bert Cook,

Jan Rosenthal, Tom Mangles and Mike Slagle, all

middies. WC is ranked 16th by the USILA.

JV LACROSSE-JV stickers are undefeated scoring

wins over Sanford Prep, Salisbury State varsity and

Swathmore "B". With a 3-0 record the Atheymen are

ted by Mike Mann (12 goals), Marty Anderson and

goalkeeper Fred Buckel.

TRACK-The thinclads took a week off from their

schedule and are preparing for the Penn Relays where

the Shore side may end up victors. The mile relay

team recently set a school record; the team is

made-up of Jackie Johnson, Tom Clement. Bob
Maskrey, and Dan Scharf.

Men 's crew dunked on Potomac

i»-^

Swinging Steve Sandebeck connects for a

hit in the fourtfi inning against Drew. WC lost

the decision 7-6.

by Andy Young

Washington's men crew traveled to the nation's

capital last Saturday to compete in three races on the

Potomac River.

In the first of the men's races, Washington's frosh

heavy lost to Georgetown and the University of

Virginia. Georgetown greatly outdistanced the Frosh

while the big Southern power, Virginia, only managed

a four seconds win. The frosh now stand at 1-3 on the

season with one contest remaining.

The JV heavy was outdistanced by Temple in their

2000-meter test. The JV's record now stands at 3-2

for the season.

In the final race of the afternoon, the Washington

Girls down
GW strokers
On Saturday, Woman's Crew traveled to the

Potomac for their first victory against George

Washington University. It was an exciting victory for

the entire crew as the first boat glided past 0. W.'s

newly christened shell in the last three strokes of the

race. W. C. had been just behind for almost the entire

1,000 meters, and it was with what seemed to be

miraculous agility that what seemed to be W.C.

suddenly sprinted with an explosive burst of power
and overtook the G. W. shell to cross the finish by
half a deck length. The race was so close that the girls

in the boat thought G.W. had won until they were

informedof the official results. Times were not taken.

It was a happy John Hill that awaited the shell as it

turned around to return to the dock. A loyal patron

presented Casey Major, cox for the boat, with a

bottle of pink champagne for the victorious eight

who had worked so hard. Each received a glass from
G. W. as a token of their win. For now, the Women's
Crew season is over. But, watch out next fall! At least

four members of the team are going to Vesper this

summer for the Vesper Boat Club CUnic. This year is

only the beginning!

College varsity heavy saw its second and third defeat

of the year. Temple won the event, followed by

George Washington University five seconds behind

and Washington three seconds behind them.

Washington's crew was simply out-classed by the

larger schools (i.e., larger student bodies and more

school support for the rowing programs.)

The Washington College crew will take this

weekend off and begin preparing for the Dad Vail to

be held in Philadelphia May'l I and 12. The Dad Vail

is the 'Small College Worid Series of Crew'. Before

the Dad Vail, the oarsmen will travel to New York on

May 5 to match blades with Fordham on the East

Hariem "body-found-a-day" River.
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^cLain extends|

Dean Smith's
temporary post

Washington's Dean Search Committee ceiebratea

iis first anniversary recently: it was over twelve

months ago that Dean Robert Seager resigned and Dr.

Joseph McLain was appointed to head the committee

to find his successor.

Progress in leafing through the over-300 applicants

^vho submitted vita for the position consumed

months of time. The campus only saw results of that

effort in recent weeks when the top five candidates

for the position made appearances on campus. But

Ihose five candidates, representing, in the

committee's estimation, the most qualified of all the

applicants, were apparently not qualified enough to

satisfy every committee member's criteria for the

post—none of the candidates received a majority in

(he balloting for final selection. Two candidates, Dr.

Trask of Macalester College and Dr. Montonya of

Mount Union College, split the committee's vote

fairly everJy, leaving the option of further action to

President Joseph McLain.

McLain reconvened the Search Committee last

week to consider whatpath to take and the group

concurred on recommending a continued

examination of Deanship candidates and the

I
continuance of Dr. Nate Smith, Acting Dean, in his

present post for another year.

The announcement of the committee's decision

came Monday in a brief public statement released by

the Office of the President.

Dr. Joseph McLain commented on the Search

Committee's work Tuesday, asserting that despite a

lack of any tangible results after a year's effort, "the

Committee hasn't failed." The College executive

commented that the present search is "probably the

first time a comprehensive search for a candidate has

been undertaken." McLain alluded to the fact that

Ihe tumultuous and difficult events on campus which

the Search Committee had to work around were in

large part, culpable for the Committee's paucity of

success so far. Many qualified candidates dipped out

of the Committee's grasp, were picked up by other

colleges, because of the protracted seach, McLain

explained. Delays in the process were attributable to

the late time of the year the committee began its

operation, the extension of the Committee's search to

the Fall, the transferal of chairmanship from McLain

to Dr. Nancy Tatum, and the resignation of President

Charles Merdinger.

McLain complained that the Search Committee's

initial recommendation—a split vote between Trask

and Montonya—was a Hobson's Choice, no choice at

all. "In such a case," he explained, "we shouldn't

commit Washington College."

The continued search for a Dean will take a

diffetent avenue of approach than the past year's

effort has. The 300 applications Washington received

were mostly the result of advertising in education

trade journals, such as the Chronicle of Higher

Education. « *- j *»
Continued on page 3
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'Shocked 'Lang sweeps raffW^^
by Kevin O'Keefe

At 8:15 Monday night, the 1972-73 officers of the

Student Government Association vacated their

position at the executive committee table of the

Senate. In their place stepped Michael Lang, landslide

victor in last Thursday's Presidential balloting, along,

with his three executives: Michael Kennedy,

Vice-President; Chaddie Campbell, Secretary; and

Maynard Kirpilani, Treasurer._

Minutes before, the four candidates-turned-officers

had affirmed to the Senate their intention "to uphold

The victor...Michael Lang

and administer the Constitution, By-laws and

regulations of the Senate Government Association.

All four of the officers won their posts in the

student balloting by substantial numbers, though the

four-candidate split of votes in the Vice-Presidential

race did necessitate a run-off ballot. Michael Lang

attracted over 63% of the vote in eliminating his

opponent for President, Larry Falk. 350 to 197. In

the second spot, SGA Vice-President, Michael

Kennedy and John Moag survived Thursday's

fractious contest, capturing 181 and 142 votes

respectively in that initial ballot. Kennedy prevailed

in the end, in a substantially smaller turnout Monday

night. 167 to 135 votes. Chaddie Campbell swept into

the Secretary's office on a large victory margin,

overcoming a challenge from Cindi Morton 330 votes

to 197. For the Treasurer's post, Maynard Kirpilani

downed Max Koeningsberg by 55 votes, 280 to 225.

Lang, assuming the Presidential responsibilities at

Monday's Senate meeting, freely took time after the

Committee to move on reform,

A special sub-committee, under the aegis of the

Academic Council, and chaired by Dean Nate- Smith is

beingcreated to prepare "specific and well-elaborated

proposals for curricular reform."

A small operating group of students and faculty

composed of: Sue Burt, Michael Lang, Kevin

O'Keefe, Professors John Miller, Thomas McHugh,

Lawrence Logue, Margaret Horsley, and Colin

Dickson, will be scheduled to meet once or twice

before the end of the semester.

Smith will call an organizational meeting to

acquaint the members vnth theoretical material on

curricular modernization. Some additional probing

and reading will be requested over the summer break,

to ensure a philosophical background, to "buttress"

the already extended reform proposals with concrete

examples and information. The literature will include

texts such as Prospect for Renewal and Explorations

in Non-Traditional Study. Any exploration into, or

communications with non-traditional campuses can

be assimilated into the "fattening" of a base for the

useful modification of the reform program already

summarized in the Elm.

The committee is expected to "package up"

reform points for presentation as motions to the

Academic Council. Smith explained that academic

reforms might not be introduced to the Council in

one step, an all-encompassing plan, but rather in a

series of motions.

Projecting a timetable for the committee, the Dean

hoped that "between the midpoint and two-thirds of

the first semester, something in concrete form will be

ready to present for the consideration of the

Academic Council, then the faculty, and finally the

Board of Visitors and Governors."

Remarking that the curriculum reforms could not

be wrought overnight. Smith acknowledged his

"pledge to do things through the proper procedures

— curriculum is the faculty's responsibiUty and

business. I am administering to make it possible for

them to make some intelligent decision." Asked when

academic reform would be instituted, the Dean

guessed that "if realized at all. reforms could be

implemented in the Pal! of 1974."

session, to reflect on the path and events which led to

his victory.

He initiates his assessment with the freely-given

admission "1 wasn't at all sure I was going to win

before the election." Prior to the balloting, Lang

elaborates, he and a campaign worker poured throufUt

a listing of every student on campus, determiningby

estimates, which of the two presidential candidates

they would chose. "I lost by SO votes," Lang smiles.

Hindsight allows him to speculate that his large vote

total was a manifestation of student trust in his

capabilities, a trust emenating from his close working

relationship with a large segment of the student body

in the three campus jobs which occupy his time. "I

know a lot of people," Lang explains, from

experience as dishroom coordinator, proctor, and

chemistry lab assistant. "And people thai know me
really went out and talked about me to other

people." Still, the new SGA leader asserverates, he

was "shocked" by the margin of victory.

What was the base of his support? Lang digests the

question, ponders it momentarily, then methodically

responds, utilizing caesuras to emphasize his

particular point. *The key to the victory was the

people on campus who, more or less, care about

Washington College—the institution, their social

life. ..They like the school and want to see it run the

best way it can be run."

Lang considers that his opponent's campaign was

impressive to many students, a factor which led to his

initial concern over his own success. In assessing the

final outcome, the conclusion evolves, "Falk voters

were more interested in social concerns."

From the perspective of the victor, relations

between the two candidates, despite the intense

campaign, are not strained. "Falk came to me two

days after the campaign and said he'd really like to

work with me in the coming year. It is better to work

together than against each other. At the same time he

said if he thought I was doing a bad job, he would let

everyone know about it." "But not in a nasty way,"

Lang insists.

Falk has approached Lang with a request for

nominaring him to the newly organized Student

Activities Committee of the Student Senate. Lang

explains that his response was indefinite. "1 have to

think very carefully about it," he judges. "One of my
most important jobs is appointments to committees."

The new President expands the particular issue to one

of a concern for appointments to all the College's

standing committees. "I have to direct a lot of energy

on that concern. With proper appointments to the

committees on campus...the committee structure can

really begin to produce needed Weas for change at

Washington College. This College is based on the

committee system. If the committees work right, the

College will work better."

An even more immediate concern—one whose

problem confronted him after only one meeting as

the guiding force beliind the Senate— is the size of the

student le^slative body. "The Senate is too large,"

Lang comments rapidly. "It's not manageable at all at

its present size and I feel that it is the size of the

Senate that bogs it down, not the people. You could

have 40 excellent people and still have an

unmanagable Senate." The question of the size of

next year's Senate will be decided at next M-^"

meeting; it is clear that the President intenf"

the current Senate for a reduction in
'

this year's figure of approximately 40

no inflection in his voice suggesting t*'

Lang flatly states his "hcop t^-'

to its senses...and

Senators." After a

concludes discus

"For this Se'

voice or

order'
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Viewpoint

Assurance
of reform

Tvio personnel appointments effected this

weel<, assure that curriculum reform is

undeniably beginning to capture the interests

of the College community, that substantial

efforts will be initiated in the very near future

to manifest as reality what still remains only

as a goal.

Michael Lang a candidate who directed the

intention and spirit of his campaign to

academic reform, easily captured the Student

Government Association presidency,

demonstrating, in part, that the student

balloters "sentiments were aligned with his

stand".

Dr. Nate Smith the true spirit behind

reform on campus was reappointed to

another year as Acting Dean. As editorialized

here last week. Dr. Smith would make an

excellent selection for the permanent

deanship. But the re-appointment is at least

partially satisfying, Smith's presence in the

office provides continued impetus for reform,

indeed his creation last week of a committee

to blueprint plans is an important step.

The combined force of a capable student

leader and a qualified Academic Dean

portends a bright future for well-thought-out,

desired change at Washington.

Forum: letters

On Nixon and Watergate
To the editor:

After witnessing the performance of a group of

students reacting to the President's April 30'

Watergate message on television, 1 can only say the

cynicism and laughter with which the speech was met

was blatantly unjust.

Probably not one-tenth of the approximately 30

students who were present that night in the Student

Lounge could have presented a comprehensible

chronology of the entire Watergate case; probably no

more than a handful of people in the room even knew
who Elliot Richardson, new Attorney General, was;

nevertheless, the very mention of his name and

Nixon's praise of him drew hearty laughter.

But, of course, the self-ri^teous and courageously

libertarian citizens of Washington, College—open to

any view as long as it is their own—know what's

really going on. Glutted with Newsweek scoops and

armed with "facts" gleaned from the hallowed pages

of the Washington Post, they obviously know where

the truth lies. Or do they?

Itisnot my intention to take a moralistic position

in this letter. I am just tired of beine spoon-fed "the

truth" from many faculty members, and hearing th,e

unrestrained, holier-than-thou, cynical attitude of

many students who dislike the system, be it

represented by Merdinger or Nbton.

The same type of behaviour that the Elm has

deplored at lacrosse games existed in the Student

Lounge the night of the speech: we are right, you are

wrong (hilariously so); don't try to fool us, we know

The lusty month of May'
by Kim Stierstorfer

A quasi- traditional celebration of the Rites of

Spring ravaged the Washington Campus Tuesday

night, the first of May. Initiating the observance of

the pagan festivities, Professor Bennett Lamond

presided over his fourth annual May Day morning

fete. After the erection, and dance around the

Maypole, wine, fresh strawberries, and cookies

enhanced the revelry. Lamond stipulated that

virginity was the only qualification for participation

in the May dance,, but suffixed that stipulation with

the revelation that "virginity was only a state of

mind. "The tribute toMaia, goddess of fertility, and

the rejoicing of the demise of the "cruetest month"

permeated the campus with an aura of euphoria and

precipitated a nocturnal Bacchanalian celebration.

A rash of rosy cheeks ushered in the month of

May-the events of the day culminated in the second

annual "Nude Run." Approximately twenty males, a

three hundred percent increase over last year's seven

bared souls, exposed Route 213 to a barrage of Hesh.

This year's mn did not only include fraternity

members, many independents were also sifted at the

event. Several boys scampered across 213 with the

crepe-stream ered maypole, penetrating the skirt of

the Minta Martin lawn. One naked Sig, on a bicycle,

"pedalled his ass" up and down the street. The climax

of the festivities were stimulated by the arrival of
Police who issued warnings of arrest. Subsequently,
Maureen Kelley, Dean ofWomen, Barry McArdle, the

Men's Dean and the President, in his pajama lop, put
in appearances. President McLain was propositioned

to strip, for three bears-chuckling "Doc" chided the

boys for being "rascals" and promised participation,

according to mmor, perhaps next year.

With Spring enthusiastically, and organ-ically

welcomed, and fertility guaranteed for another year,

many students are already anticipating next year's

ritual. Come, come boys-we know you won't fail-us.

the truth; in short, if you know the answers we know
things would be a lot better.

Watergate is not condoned on my part, nor do I

intend to reject or support President Nixon. I would
only say that political corruption has occurred and
been exposed before in this country; that it is neither

a pleasant or simple matter to go before the country
and assume the responsibility for the alleged

wrongdoings of some of your most trusted

confidantes; and lastly that I'm sure it would prove
ironic to compile a list of misdemeanors and felonies

(yes!) that some of the occupants of the Student
Lounge that night had committed in the past week
alone, if you know what I mean.

In closing. I hope I have not demeaned, in any
way, the students in this school or condemned the

entire institution by the behaviour of a few.

Bob Greenberg

To the editor:

TO THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA

From: Whom It May Concern

Subject: President Nixon
Psalm of Nixon

Nixon is my shepherd, I shaU not waiit.

He leadeth me beside the still facidries.

He restoreth my doubt in the Republican Party.

He guideth me to the path of unemployment for

the party's sake.

I do not fear evil for thou art against me.
Thou aiuiointest my wages with freezes so that my

expenses

Runneth over ray income.

Surely poverty and hard living shall follow the

Republican Party

And I shall live in a rented house forever.

5.000 years ago Moses said, "Park your camel,

pick up your shovel.

Mount your ass, and I diall lead you to the

promised land.

5,000 years later, F, D. Roosevelt said, "Lay down
your shovel.

Sit on your ass, light up your Camel, this is the

promised land."

TODAY, Nixon will tax your shovel, sell your
camel, kick your ass

And tell you there is no promised land.

PS. I am glad that I am an American.
1 am glad that I am free.

But I wish I was a little puppy
And Nixon was a tree.

Submitted by an

anonymous reader

*^/ have this idea for a really good story,,^
Although 1 have very little in common with

Mencken—proximity to the Chesapeake Bay is the

first thing that comes to mind—I'm sure someone was

always saying to him, "Well. H.L., I don't write

myself, but I have tliis idea for a really good

column..."

Mencken being Mencken, the poor non-writing

boob probably didn't get any further. But as I'm not

Mencken, 1 often need to recall the inspirational

advise offered by Writers' Digest. As a point of

information for non-writers, W's D is a kind of

amateur trade journal which is Middle American

feeelancers Bible and which runs my all-time t'avorite

^''-ement:

^ AGAIN? Don't be defeated. Many
jblished their own first books, why
TO PRINT A BOOK IN YOUR OWN

-'wen techniques...

-ession that DeSade

vantity press.

»f advice. Writers'

"barking on a

"' favorite

alley,"

>ld.

true." - Following the spirit of those immortal
syllables, 1 hav* repeatedly brushed asi'de maternal
requests to do family histories, tributes to retiring girl

scout leaders, and my little brother's Christmas cards.

With practice it also becomes much easier saying
no to Girl Scout leader's requests for Motlier's Day
tributes, and ii is even possible to politely tell a

minister thai you're just not up to rewriting the

Church Christmas Pageant thisyear, even if it doesn't
involve a change in plot. The real trouble comes, as

any sociologist can predict, with requests from your
peer group. It's hard to turn down a friend (if you
consider a friend someone who presumes your vital

interest regarding the possible corruption of the
faculty lounge 5c coffee enterprise), but die best

approach is one of casual non-committance (I'll check
it out next time I'm in Bill Smith).

Don't ever make ihe mistake of enthusiastic

response, even if the emotion is genuine. Doing the
story may sound great at 11:45 Saturday night, but
trying to fit it into a rigorous weekday schedule
(made more complicated by your efforts to avoid the

people promised a story) eventually leaves the idea as

appealing as soggy paper-mache. Which, incidentally,

is usually the most permanence a newspaper story
receives - unless the journalist's mother is a scrapbook
freak.

Anticipating the arguments of logical readers, lei

me conclude by saying that when editors say, "I have
this idea for a really good story," unless you're a

Mencken, it's best to try. Otherv/ise, you may as well

shore you're bed into a corner. Then send only $3.95
postpaid to Etizabetli Blunt, Box 69, Altus,

Oklahoma. The zip code is 73521. Happy printing.

fay Mary Ruth Yoe
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'Pursuit of Excellence'

Bicentennial plan to boost endowment
Sequestered for a year in the confines of the

campus committee structure, the proposal for a

major, long-range fund raising campaign, thematically

linked with the College's upcoming bicentennial,

should get extensive public exposure in coming
months.

The endowment-increasing program which would
probably conclude in 1982, 200 years after the

College's founding, would raise twenty million dollars

for Washington according to the tentative blueprint.

The Long Range Planning Committee, under the

direction of Mr. Frederick Dumschott, hasexpanded
the major part of its committee work in the past year

on developing the proposal for submission to the

Board of Visitors and Governor's consideration.

When the "Pursuit of Excellence" Campaign—as
President Joseph McLain refers to it—developed a

year ago, the aspirations for endowment raising stood

at only fifteen million dollars. Five million dollars

were added as the program matured in the

development stage. The program, as it presently

stands, also outlines a physical plant

improvement, though both the faculty and the

Development Committee of the Board have expressed

a judgment that the initiative to raise endowment
must be considered the first priority.

Under the proposed endowment program, money
would be allocated in seven areas: student financial

aid, $4,000,000; library, $2,000,000; computing
center, $I,OQO,00d;, faculty chairs and salary

$4,000,000; cuftural affairs, $1,000,000; curriculum,

$3,000,000; and unrestricted endovmient,

$5,000,000.

The Board, at their May 26 meeting, will hear a

report, compiled by Mr. Robert . Day, on the

program's development. In the Day authored

introduction, the preliminary draft established the

rationale behind the undertaking of the campaign:

"The reasons Washington College should begin a

fund raising campaign as soon as possible are both

obvious and subtle. It is obvious tnat in oraer to
maintain our Liberal Arts Tradition it will be
necessary to increase revenue, if for no other reason
(and there are others) than to keep pace •with
inflation. It is clear that we cannot pass these
climbing costs along to the students in the fonn of
tuition increases. In the first place, we suspect they
will not be willing to pay much higher fees and in the
second, such a policy would tie our financial life even
more closely to tuition, a dangerous policy at a time
vAien the pool of students interested in small liberal

arts colleges is, we are told, decreasing. In short, just

to survive as we now exist, to maintain the status

quo, we would need some kind of fund raising

program."

"But few of us on the faculty are satisfied with the

status quo. We want to be a part of a college that is

becoming better because of the students we attract

and because the professors we hire to teach are

better. Also, we want to experiment. We want to

stock our library with more and more books. We
want to improve our curriculum. And, finally, when
the academic aspects of the College are well endowed,
we want to make some modest improvements in our
physical plant."

"Frankly, it does not seem as if we have achoice:

we must become a better college in order to survive.

And in order to achieve the kind of excellence we are

hoping to achieve we must begin a fund raising

program as soon as possible. The logical target date

would be our two hundredth birthday, 1982. That
leaves us nine years to secure our future."

Dr. Joseph McLain is optimistic about the

potential success of such a large-scale money raising

effort. "The money is there," he commented this

week, citing the fact that private gifts to colleges

reached an all-time high this year. Colleges

'

throughout the country obtained over two billion

dollars through that source. "Washington College and
colleges like it have a vital role to play in the liberal

arts and sciences," McLain emphasized. "It's the most

Deanship search continues
Continued from page 1

Now the committee's personnel-seeking efforts

will concentrate on contacting individuals and other

institutions for recommendations of candidates. The
process is the same as the one currently in use for the

Presidential Search. "It's tough to strain 300
applicants," the President articulated. "It's easier to

find someone you want and sell him on the job."

Dr. McLain substantiated the re-appointment of

Dr. Smith to the Acting Deanship post with a praise

of his work. Does McLain think Smith was really

interested in handling the temporary job another

year? "In my announcement 1 said he graciously

accepted—and he did. It's a token of his

committment to Washington College. ..and that's the

name of the game."

Smith admitted however, that he "would be

happier if a new man were coming in""but, "as a

faculty man, under the supervision of whatever dean is

picked 1 know we need a good man not just

anybody." "1 would rather till in for another year,"

enabling the Dean Search committee the time and

comfort "to put a high talent man in this office. It

makes sense that I continue..." Nate Smith defined

oneofthe drawbacks of filling the dean's post is the

inability to devote as much time as he considers

necessary to his teaching duties. Conceding that

he has found it difficult to satisfy both the positions

of instructor and dean. Smith confessed that he "felt

his course has suffered." Explainmg that he currently

has a Russian History class of forty that siiouidhave

been divided into two classes. Smith's time was

consumed by the duties of the deanship.

Consequently, Smith will not be teaching next

year—" 1 only hope 1 do as well in filling the vacancy

as we did in replacing Dr. Halsteiid when he was on
sabaticai (with Dr. G. Belcher)."

Queried about goals for the upcoming academic

year. Smith determined the "selection of a good
dean" as one of the prime needs of the college.

Secondly, he would like to see the ideas in curriculum

reform, that withstand the scrutiny of the faculty,

placed into practice "expedilously." Another goal

defined by Smitli is the "maximumization of the kind

of atmosphere at Washington College that we regard

as ideal." Two elements were especially emphasized
by the Dean; "1. Academic purpose must sustain its

primary place as our justification for being and 2.

Washington must realize, as fully as possible, all the

benefits of our smallness."

To further elucidate the ideals of Washington

College and reenforce the need for enjoyment,

appreciation of its virtues. Dean Smith provided a

statement, used elsewhere, but applicable as a

definition: "We should make explicit our aim to

provide a unique learning and maturing environment,

comprising a blend of historic rusticity; geography

that allows us to control the mix of detachment and

involvement in relation to everyday life; informal

civility; personal attention; immediacy rather than

inlermediacy of relationships (reduction of the

minimum of barriers among students, administrators,

instructors created by unwieldy size, bureaucracy,

distrust, snobbery or. false economies); a campus
spirit promoting by its own nature both tolerance

toward alien viewpoints and lifestyles and

responsibility in the choice of one's own; a student

body as diverse as possible in background, interests.

talents, and as unified as possible in qualification and
committment lo a liberal education."

Dean Nate Smith has defined for himself a

rigorous and demanding course for the upcoming

year, that will hopefully, in his own eyes, be his last

year as dean. . „ . _,,, ,
by Kevin O Keefe antJ

Kim Stierstorfer

MARTI'S SWEET SHOP
Specializing in

penny candy, peanuts

chocolates.

High St. Next to Chester Theatre

tested curricular set-up anybody has developed.
Before the actual campaign can get underway, the

President explained, both a feasibility study for the
campaign must be undertaken and a development
film must be obtained. The Board's response to the
report in May should provide an indication of when
the actual campaign will start.

Scope

Choir concert
next weekend
The Atlanta Boy Choir, known throughout the

world as the "Singing Angels", will give a concert at

Washington College May 12 at 8:30 p.m. in Gibson
Fine Arts Center. The program is being sponsored by
the College department of music and the public is-

invited to attend free of charge.

Since itsfoundingfifteen years ago, with Fletcher

Wolfe as Its director, the Choir has performed several

times at the White House andinmost of the worid's

major concert halls, It has sung in great cathedrals

such as London's St. Paul's, Coventry, St. Francis of
Assisi, and the Salzburg Cathedral.

On many of its trips abroad, the Choir has been
sponosred by the U. S. Department of State. Its most
recent tour was to Austria last October where it

performed to standing room only audiences in Vienna
and Salzburg as well as recording for Austrain radio

and TV.

The music performed by the Atlanta Boy- Choir
ranges from the early liturgical composers such as

Palestrina and Monteverdi to Benjamin Britten,

Penderecki and other contemporary ones. The Choir
has commissioned many original works and sings in

four languages.

In Georgia the Choir appears frequently with the

Atlanta Symphony and is invited to appear at many
local and state functions.

First J and L's Westchester Limited

NOW
Gilbert and Sullivan's

Yeoman and the Guard
From the Sublime to the Ridiculous?

Come See

Juecn Anne's County HS. May 5, 1973
8:30

Production Baltimore Comic Opera Comp.
presented by Midshore Symphony

Society
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Sports notes

'The nameless star'

Dr. McLain presents the first annual Alpha Chi Omega. Representing the

Elizabeth "Bo" Blanchard Memorial Blanchard family on the right are Lt.

Sportsmanship Award to Barbara Gleason Comdr. and Mrs. Wev and their daughter,

(left) and Bowie Johnson representing Anne.

AXO earns memorial award
"Without spirit there is not

taste" sighted Dr. Joseph

McLain in reference to the

presentation of the first annual

Elizabeth "Bo" Blanchard

Memorial Sportsmanship Award.

Indeed, it was spirit which

greeted and impressed this writer

during the 1972-73 W.A.A.

Awards Banquet.

"Women's intramurals

encompasses 80% of the female

population at W.C." states

Penny Fall, Women's Athletic

Director. W.A.A. indeed is very

active and gets tittle recognition

outside of Miss Fall's office. But

despite that fact, the evening

was as active and spirited as any

event at W.C.

It is almost impossible to

describe the depth and range of

emotions from the expressions

of total happiness upon receiving

awards to the solemn

remembrance of Bo Blanchard.

This was a symbol of the

W.A.A. at its best. Hard work,

tou^ competition, tedious

planning - all for the women's
,

participation- That range of

emotion.

Winners of awards

numerous. The Alpha

were

Chi's

seemed to haul in the most

combined awards while Polly

Quigley was named Senior

Woman Athlete.

The hi^ point of the evening

was the presentation of the

Elizabeth "Bo" Blanchard

Memorial Sportsmanship Award

by Dr. McLain, Miss Fall, and

representing Bo's family, Lt.

Comm. and Mrs. B. N. Wev Jr.

The award deservedly went to

the Alpha Chi Omega sorority.

Lt. Comm. Wev, representing

Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard,

commenting afterwards on the

meaning of the award, referred

to the spirit at W.C. and that

Bo's parents couldn't be more
"pleased and proud of the

memorial."

All in all, the evening was a

success with only one point

overlooked. Miss Fall and Miss

Karen Smith both deserve

recognition for their dedication

and success. Both put in

countless hours planning,

participating, counseling, and

cleaning up. They are

responsible for activities of over

405 of the college population.

They put up with criticism

\s4iich at times is painful. But

through it all they keep the

program going. They give it

spirit. by Gali Sanchez

With the money
you save on our
clothes you can
exert your male
prerogative and
payforherJethro
Tull tickets for
a change.

'rangier Sportswear,

ember the"W"is Silent.

•es

It's interesting to hear the

fans at a lacrosse game.

Everyone reciting starting

lineups, pointing out

All-Americans, and predicting

scores and scorers. But, if you

travel the sideline regularly, you

find one name missing. If I go on

talking about number 41 on the

lacrosse team, perhaps someone

will ask "who is he?" Even if

you find out his name, you

probably won't know what he

looks like.

Jack Copeland plays crease

attack for the Shore and

deserves much more credit than

he gets. While other members of

the club are bestowed with

All-Americans, Jack sits back

with a big grin and says "It

doesn't matter," He simply goes

about his job, quietly, making

sure he gets it done right.

It's when others don't do as

well that Jack shows up. On

astroturf, mud or rain, it's Jack

who is the nameless star. It's

because Jack is a hustler that his

play never lets down. "If the

whole team hustled like Jack,

we'd be close to National

Champs," says Don Kelly, the

Sho'men mentor.

On the mud soaked Bucknell

field. Jack had 6 goals and

looked super on the crease. Jack

hits hard, picks well and leads by

example. Next time you watch a

game, take your eyes off the

ball, and watch the battle in

front of the crease. There is

nothing more beautiful to see

the W.C. fast break reach

number 41, as he is hit by the

goalie and watch him wait until

the last possible second to send

the ball home into an empty net.

The only thing that ruins it is

when somebody taps you on the

shoulder and asks, "Who scored

that goal."

Be a special kind of Navy Flyer.

Bea Naval Flight Officer.

Whenever a Navy plane is under electronic

control, that plane is in the hands of a Naval

Flight Officer. Naturally, as a candidate for

Naval Flight Officer training you'll need some
very special qualifications. First, you must

really want to fly, even if you've never flown

before. You'll also need a college degree and

the kind of mind that works well with math
and physics.

Waiting at the end of your training

program is a Navy Commission and the Golden
Wings of a Naval Flight Officer. By then you'll

be an expert in areas like Jet Navigation and

Airborne Control . . . equipped to do your job

wherever you go.

But whatever your specialty, travel will

be part of your life. And so will challenge,

responsibility, achievement and reward.

The benefits aren't average either. A Naval

Flight Officer can earn up to S10,000 upon
completion of flight school. The pay after three

years is up to $14,500. There is also a program

for obtaining a masters degree at no cost. The
Navy gives its Naval Flight Officers the best.

If that's the kind of career you're looking

for, and if you think you've got what it takes to

be a Naval Flight Officer, send in the coupon.

Gentlemen:

1 like it. Please send more inlormation

lakes to be a Navel Flight Otiicer.

3n what it

—Send the above coupon to U.S. Navy Recruiting District,
Officer Programs, 1101 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. , Washington
D.C. 20004, or talk directly with a Navy pilot at
''0?-fi91-l 111 .
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Admissions

A full class, some potential scholars

by Kevin O'Keefe

Kathy, tall and blonde, a New Yorker by

birth and accent, enrolled in Washington's

freshmen class last week. Her admission's

portfolio was impressive: an 'A' average in high

school work, board scores in the 1400's,

admission to a number of prestigious colleges.

She represents the cream of the Class of

77, a heterogeneous group representing 17

states and seven foreign nations, one of the

largest classes ever to enter Washington

College.

In contrast to Kathy's (not her real name)

achievements on the Scholastic Aptitude Test,

nearly 40% of her classmates scored less than

500 on the standardized test's verbal section.

Twenty per cent, however, scored above 600,

five per cent above 700.

The diversity of Kathy's class is further

confirmed by examination of their class

rankings in high school, their secondary

school backgrounds, and their geographical

distribution:

"Sixty-five per cent of the freshmen who
reported class rankings stood in the top

two-fifths of their high school classes, 39% in

the top quintile. Thirty-five per cent

represented the bottom three-fifths.

*Sixty-three per cent graduated from

public schools, 30% from private schools and

seven per cent from parochial schools.

'Maryland residents account for 57% of

the class with the remainder coming from

locations as near and distant as New Jersey,

California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Libya,

Venezuela and West Malaysia.

By traditional criteria the contrasts in the

class are marked. The question of its academic

quality is harder to gauge - traditional criteria

are susceptible to controversy.

Many educators and administrators, among
them Washington's Director of Admissions

Bud Andrew, discounts the reliability of

standardized tests, such as the SAT, as an

effective indicator of academic potential.

The average board scores earned by a

Washington freshmen this fall totaled only

1065, a slight drop from last year's average of

1070 and a continued drop from the high of

1144 which the freshmen class of 1967

brought with them.

The stress in admissions, Andrew argues,

must fall upon grades earned in secondary

school, upon evidenced motivation, not

simply upon SAT's. Washington, in its

admissions process, adheres to that

philosophy. Andrew considers that "SAT's

simply can't measure motivation and

motivation accounts for nine-tenths of the

successes here." In terms of grade

achievement, Indicated by students' class

standings, the Class of '77 compares favorably

with recent classes.

The question of overall freshmen quality

remains intractably open to debate. SAT
scores continue to drop yet grade averages

reveal a consistency.

Washington's problems and preoccupations

with maintaining a quality student body are

not isolated concerns. The issue is a national

one.

Due to various factors - a dwindling birth

rate, the elmination of the draft, the

continued burgeoning of local, two-year

colleges - liberal arts institutions nationwide

face in the years ahead a shrinking pool of

qualified high school seniors. The competition

for those students is correspondingly

intensifying. Inevitably, there are colleges

which will lose in the struggle, a fact which is

not wasted on Washington's four member
admissions staff.

A national magazine, demonstrating the

severity of the problem, last month quoted "a

seasoned admissions officer's estimate ' that

any student with a 'C average and a /erbal

score of 400 on the SAT test couh gain

admittance to 90% of the 1450 four year

colleges In the United States.

Clearly, Mr. Andrew says, Washington
College is not a member of that over-sized

majority - at least not anybody and
everybody with those qualifications could

gain admittance here.

But in recognition of the bleak national

scene, Washington's admissions director

suggests "we as a college are going to have to

consider what our admissions goal is going to

be." Earlier, he pointed to a study by the

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education

which addresses the same question on a

national scale.

The Carnegie report, arguing against

overstated emphasis on attracting »

freshmen class, suggests that

an institution should be dete.

It does for the students it er

characteristics of its ent*--'

The repo-"

institution

reality "'
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Administration

Searchfor administrators warming up
OJ "I sure would give ii a good deal of

^ considcralion," Dr. Joseph McLain replied candidly.

(2 "I'd be less than human not lo."

Beginning his second semester as Washington's

interim president. Dr. McLain responded to a

reporter's question last week that he, indeed, would

consider the presidential post if il were offered to

him. The number of unsolicted letters he has received

requesting he assume the post permanently, he said,

obligates him to evaluate that possibility.

Across the oak paneled foyer from Dr. McLain's

office, the college's acting dean, with one hectic

semester of deanship experience behind him, reflects

a different view on making his temporary post

permanent.

"My suspiscion" said Dr. Nate Smith, 'is that I'd

prefer the readings and the contacts with students

dial I get as a history teacher to the things you do as

a dean."

Washington College is beginning its second year

with a transitional administration, with two

committees enpaneled to find replacements for the

college's top administrative posts, with the continued

c a mpus speculation that both temporary

administrators are being eyed as permanent

replacements.

When Drs. McLain and Smith accepted their

current positions they together expressed a strongly

worded interest in returning to the classroom. Today,

Dr. Smith still refers to that statement of last

November.

That search is approaching the final stages.

The committee, after six major working sessions

and examination of over 60 potential candidates, has

so far extended formal invitations to five candidates

to visit campus in upcoming weeks.

AlUiough the committee for the present

has suspended new applications for the presidency, it

Dr. Mclain: interested in the presidency. Dr. Smith: wante to get back to the classroom.

has not ruled out the possibility that more candidates

will be examined.

The on-campus confrontation and examination of

the candidates will involve the general student body

and faculty, as well as the search committee. Students

are expected to have an opportunity at morning

sessions and at lunch to meet and question the

candidates, ^acuity will meet the five candidates in

morning and afternoon sessions.

The invited candidates, their ages, present

positions and dates ol visit are:

D(. Mark Barlow. 48, Vice-Chancellor of Cornell

University. Sept. 20 and 21

.

Dr. Edwin Wilde. 42, Assistant to the President

and Vice-President for Planning at Beloit College,

Sept. 27 and 28.

Dr. Hugh Moomaw, 47, President of Stratford

College (Danville, Va.), Oct. 16and 17.

Dr. John Wheeler. 45, Dean of Hollins College,

date not set.

Dr. Stephen Kurtz, 47. Dean of Hamilton College,

date not set.

After examining all .potential candidates for the

office, the search committee will make its

recommendations for the presidential post to the

Board of Visitors and Governors, who retain the final

decision on selection. A decision from the search

committee and the Board is expected before second

semester.

Although Dr. McLain is not now an announced

candidate for the presidential post, campus

speculation is widespread that he will figure

ultimately as a candidate in the search coinniittee's

deliberation.

Meanwhile, the search for a new dean remains in a

state of limbo, and according lo President McLain

will remain so until the presidential search is

concluded.

Acting Dean Smith offered the administration's

rationale for the decision. "We cannot sustain four or

five presidental candidates and four or five dean

candidates visiting the campus this fall." he said.

"The minute they get a president would be tlie time

to shift gears to the dean search." The newly

designated president, he added, would then have the

opportunity of participating in his chief assistant's

selection.

by Kim Stierstorfer

"Amazingly enough, we've had no complaints as

of yet"-Martin Rabat manager of the Bookstore

expressed pleasure with both the appearance and

efficiency of the newly rearranged bookstore. Kabal

revealed though that unfortunately the price of books
has kept abreast with the general price rise within the

economy.

Attributing the price hike to an increase in paper

costs, Kabat also indicted excessive returns of unsold

books and their consequent increase in value the next

marketing year.

Kabat explained that textbooks are no longer

marketable item, with the exception of science texts.

"Publishing houses have had to incurr more risks,

pubhsh a wider selection of paperbacks" to appease

the reading audience and return a profit. "The small

publishing houses are rapidly being bought up by the

larger houses, such as Random House..." which
economically are more capable and stable. "For
example," continued Kabat. "one series that has gone
"D heavily is the original monographs by the

^'sity Press-paperbacks are $6.50; clolhbound

^ere obstacles in obtaining the

aiore manager confessed that he was
•lidst of a delivery dilemma. "The

-'-m slower this year, but the

W truck freight.

'ut a full load.

"^oks is (and

'^orm in

ting

Economy
estimating course enrollments as "impossible". Mr.

Kabat explained that in ordering extra copies of one
text, Washington's small order was in competition

with a demand from New York University for

perhaps. 600 books-"Which order is the publislier

going to fill first?"

Mr. Kabat admits that he is "delighted" with the

performance of his employees and the behavior of

students and faculty during the rusli. which lasted

only two days in comparsion with last semester's five

day crush. Shoplifting precautions, which Kabat

defines as "embarassing" for both the student and the

management, require that jackets, purses, and books
must be left outside the bookstore proper.

"The bookstore more often than not breaks even;

pilferage simply prohibits us from enlar^ng the stock

and introducing new items...."

by Teague Maisel

We all laughed when B.D's mother answered her

son's request for dinnw by saying, "Your father's

decided that's a luxury we can't afford." But John

Linville finds the Gary Trudeau comic strip situation

a little too close for comedy.

High food prices present a very real problem for

the cafeteria. More students are boarding on campus
this year than last year - at a cost which is $50.00

more per semester - yet, Mr. Linville emphatically

staUd that the dining hall is in worse condition now
than this time last year and a deficit is inescapable.

Mr. Linville purchases 600 lbs. of hamburger
^ per week at $1.17 per lb. It takes neither a

mathematician nor an epicunan lo reaiize that

$702.00 per week is a lot of money for hamburger.

The dining hall staff is currently experimenting with a

possible solution to the problem. If the thought of

eating Boniral. the no-meat meat worries you, worry

no more. You had it last week cleverly disguised as

ground round (and in other- more devious

masquerades). Bontral is the brand name of a

vegetable protein product' which claims to have the

taste, the texture, the look but not the price of meat.

A partial nutritional analysis of the product looks like

this:

BONTRAL GROUND BEEF
PROTEIN 19.6 gm. 24.2 gm.

FAT 3.2 gm 20.3 gm.

CARBOHYDRATES 9.6 gm.
CALORIES 150.0 286.0

Financially Bontral is approximately one half the

price of ground beef. If this worries the more

epicunan among you (or those who believe that

pre-fab food causes stomach cancer) there is a small

degree of consolation. Mr. Linville ofTers this

reassurance, "We are experimenting. We will use it

only if we can do it without sacrificmg quality. I

won't sacrifice quality to save money."

The cost of meat is not the only problem. Milk

prices have increased ten cents since school began.

Bread costs doubled during the month of August and

prices of any oil-based products such as mayonnaise

and salad dressing are still rising.

In summary, Mr. Linville- said, "I am trying my
best not to cut." He also said that students could help

with the problem by eUminating the vast amounts of

tray waste. He advised smaller first servings since

seconds are always available. ^^



New Faces

Michael Malone

Ten new full-lime faculty and
adminislralors joined Washington
College (his fall. Pictured here are Dr.
Michael Malone, a»uciate professor of
economics; Dr. Allan Berg, ssistant
profes.sor of psychology; Dr. Robert
Drake, assistant professor of
chemistry; Dr. Richard Gillin, .issistanl

profesor of English; Dr. Genevieve
Haddad, assistant professor of
psychology; Dr. David Sumler,
asislant professor of history; Susan
Tessem, assistant professor of art, and
Bonm'e Lee Michaelson, counseling
psychologist. Not pictured here are
Peter Boggs, admissions officer and
Mary Ruth Yoe, assistant to the
president for publications.

Bonnie Lee Michaelson

Campus Scope Dorm life

Elections for senate positions in the Student
Government Associatjon will be held in the dinner
line Monday for boarding students and in the Student
Affairs Office for off-campus students.

Nominations for candidacy, which require twenty
sludent signatures, are available In Ihe Registrar's

Office and must be returned by 4 p.m. tomorrow. ,

Twenty-five senate positions are open, 23 in the
durniilories and two for off<ampus.

An exhibition of decorative ar(s made by North
American Indians will go on display tomorrow in the
Tawes Theatre Lobby Gallery. Organized by the
BaJlimore Museum of Art and made possible by a

grant from the Maryland Arts Council, the exhibition
consists of a selection of beaded and woven
decorative objects, emphasizing a mixture of natural

and European trade materials, as well as a
combination of geometric and naturalistic

ornamentation.

The show, which is on view from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays, will run until October. 1 1.

Hours available for consultation with Washington's
psychological counseling staff were announced by the

Student Affairs Office last week. Dr. Bruce
Hutchinson will be available from 7 to 1 1 p.m. on
Thursday nights and Bonnie Lee Michaelson will be
available from 12 noon to I p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays and from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 pjn. on
Thursdays.

The psychological counseling office is located in

Ihe basement of William Smith Hall, next to the

college infirmary. Appomtments can be made directly

through the counselors or with the college nurse.

Tuesday before the freshman class was scheduled
10 arrive at Washington College for the fall semester
32 new male students were without housing so the
most obvious and only answer to the problem
according (o Dean Barry McArdle was to place these
people m Kent House to room with upperclassmen

The simple solution has raised some controversy
among the upperclass residents of Kent House Last
semester it was announced and generally accepted
that Kent would indude only s ingle rooms for
upperclassmen. Dean McArdle commented that
singles were never promised to anyone but would be
given only if the rooms were available.

McArdle offered his opinion that the wrath
incurred by him is "downright stupid" and that
although "most kids were decent, somcwere really
silly about the situation. Added die dean "you
always have some people who complain. It's awful
Ihe way some seniors have treated these kids -

absolutely terrible. If we owe an apology to anybody
It's these freshmen. All they wanted to do was come
to Waihinplon ColIcEe."

Admissions, confd
situation, the supply of students is limited."
Though the Carnegie study predicts a

constricting pool of new students - it is

estimated that 500,000 openings will exist in

American colleges this fall as a result -•

Washington was able to increase the number
of freshmen this year by 13% over last year's
figure.

The success becomes more notable with
'he recognition that applications here
(fecreased by 17% last year; from 1972's 726
applicants to only 605 last year.

Understandably, the college conceded
compromises and initiated unusual efforts to
realize a successful enrollment
The percentage of applicants accepted rose

by ten per cent; three-quarters of all applying
Were granted admission. Mr. Andrew admits
'flat "this year we gave some students whom
We ordinarily would have rejected a second
look."

Financial aid resources were vastly

expanded, mostly through the generosity of
the Hodson Trust. One hundred thirty

thousand additional dollars were pumped into
the program, allowing the college to meet the
financial needs of nearly all freshmen and
transfer students.

Through continuous personal contacts
with applying students -- letters from the
president, dean and department chairmen,
telephone calls from Washington students --

the number and percentage of accepted
students who actually enrolled Increased
markedly.

Washington's admissions director freely
admits that the success in filling the class is

attributable "to the extraordinary efforts by
everyone to attract students,"

Whether a full class this year was merely an
exception to a general rule, whether the
success can be repeated next year remains a
major uncertainty.

Mr. Andrew concedes that much depends
on the amount of financial aid the college can
offer its applicants. Whether the Hodson
I rust and other foundations like it can
continue their benevolence is an unknown
factor.

But for the present, for a few weeks at
least, the college can acknowledge its luck, its

hard work and the success they resulted in

full class, within its ranks some po'
scholars.

The question of immp^'
lasting concern, hov
predictions offere.

a Washington C*^'

and events,

back upo^



The year

ofacademics

Campus politics consumed the interests

and energies of Washington College's students,

faculty and administration during the

two-and-a half year tenure of Charles

Merdinger's presidency. But even when he left

last January, when it appeared the political

tension of the campus would abate, the tenor

remained high.

True, the objects of derision were shifted

-- faculty sometimes turned against faculty,

especially in the selection of an interim

administration; students, as is semmingly their

nature, maintained a tense level of combat

and opposition. Even now, petty K;oncerns

still find an opportunity for magnification •

Viewpoint

faculty members squabbling over who has

rights to what classrooms.

Political infighting is in the nature of a

college community. The diversity of its

constituency dictates that it be so.

And yet, the sense pervades that

Washington has somehow lost perspective of

politics' proper role, has ventured astray in

assessmg priorities.

Other concerns demand to come first. As

Mary Ruth Yoe observes elsewhere in today's

paper, the success and admiration Dean Nate

Smith has encountered in his post results

from his determination to assure

"academics.. .a fighting chance" in the realm

of Washington's concerns.

Clearly, Dr. Smith's attentions are in

response to a too-long neglected need for

academic reform of the' curriculum. Such a

re-examination was obviously impossible

during the last three years of troubles. It

should not be impossible now.
In the coming months Washington College

will be offered a series of recommendations
for rejuvenation, a rededication of purpose.

Whether the college avails itself of those

opportunities is a factor dependent upon the

community's intent to minimize dissensions

and to ignore those disputes which are

indignities to labor over.
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Expression

Cain, the able writer
by Mary Ruth Yoe

To most people, James M. Cain is remembered for

his novels, racey best sellers like Double Indemnity,

The Postman Always Rings Twice, and Mildred

Pierce. Bui to longtime Chestertown residents, James

M. Cain is James W. Cain's son, a young man who
studied and taught at Washington College, where his

father served as president from 1903 to 1918.

Now eight-one years old and living in a tree-shaded

white house not far from the University of Maryland,

James Cain hasn't forgotten either Washington

College or Chestertown. His infrequent visits to

campus and town have been purposely quiet,

"Because I have a real talent for stirring up problems,

and I like the place too much to do that."

Since leaving Chestertown, Mr. Cain has written

sixteen novels, many in the tough writer, Mickey

Spillane vein. He notes philosophically that his father,

"a distinguished man who used to dress up like the

Queen Mary for his annual Easter parade to

Emmanuel Church," never accepted the works, "He

houghi that he should appear more scholarly, but
' -ng sells worse than a novel filled with

s."

'h Cain does have a scholarly^ fund of

which would delight his father (his

'^'ns equally strong, despite a

memory not Cicero,

hind him in L^tin

•^•ically-oriented

1-edited his

and

battalion's newspaper, and framed pages from and

advertisements for that journal still hang on his living

room walls.

After the War. and before joining the staff of the

New York World, Cain worked on the Baltimore

News American and the Baltimore Sun, meeting

journalists like H. L. Mencken. Like all acquaintances

of the acerbic columnist, he has a Mencken story to

tell. Doing a series of articles on Pennsylvania coal

mines, Cain assumed that some information about

another area was also applicable to his subject. It

wasn't arid Felix Morley (later a member of the

Washington College board) wrote a rebuttal that

made the error glaringly apparent.

Mencken provided common-sense comfort by

reminding Cain that "nothing is deader than

yesterday's newspaper," adding "but don't make a

blooper like that in a book or you'll be hearing about

it for twenty years."

Cain took Mencken's advice to heart and strove for

verisimilitude in his novels' facts, fitting in bits of his

own experiences. In Serenade, the recipe of iguana

stew is based on the famous Maryland concoction for

diamondback terrapin. Cain once contemplated

working Bobby Cavenaugh's spectacular 59 foot drop

kick, which led Washington College to a 3-0 victory

over St. John's College in 1927, into the background

or a play. vUthough he abaniioned the idea, his

enthusiasm for the actual event still remains.

Indeed his enthusiasm for all aspects of

Chestertown life is charming. Jim Cain lived for

fifteen years in Hollywood, writing a variety of

screenplays, including adaptations of his novels

(banned in Canada, THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
RINGS TWICE was finally made into a movie in 1944,

years after MGM's first adaptation attempts were

blocked by the old Hays Office). In retrospect,

however, the writer finds Chestertown every bit as

fascinating.

Memories of the Water Street Gang, "the perfect

manners of the town's professional fortune hunters,"

tomato and peach boats carrying their cargoes to

Baltimore, and Chester River sunsets are woven

among stories of the College. People who remember

Spriggy Jones, at one lime Dean of the College and

professor of mathematics from 1893 to 1944, may

not recall how l}t. J. S. W. Jones came by his

nickname, but Jim Cain does: a classmate became

mesmerized by a sprig-like cowlick that graced the

professiorial head, and sobriquet was born.

Besides supplying Washington College historian,

former student, professor, business manager and
|

coach "Dutch Dumschott '27, with such atmospheric

details, Mr. Cain has presented President Joseph

McLain and the Clifton Miller Library with fifty

copies of his novels - all foreign editions.

Busily cataloguing his papers for the Library of

Congress ("They have a computer down there that

knows when I'm going to die and that keeps me on a

stopwatch schedule."), Cain hopes the books will

provide useful entertainment for foreign language

students. Anyone should be fascinated by even the

covers, for different counties find widely varied

designs appropriate to the same story.

Actively involved in the Maryland Council of Arts

higli school writing program, James Cain still holds

definite opinions of writers, women, and politics.

When asked to name the Cain novel he likes best, he

is more evasive, finally citing the book he worked

hardest at writing, MIGNON. And area readers will

realize that, like Cain, the 1962 novel contains a little

bit of Chestertown.



by KimStierstorfer -

"Theassistanllothe President for Publications,"

she mumbled between bites of her hard boiled egg.

Mary Ruth Yoe, last year's winner of both

Washington medat and the Sophie Kerr prize,

altempted to explain her new position in the McLain

administration. Her job is varied: she has rewrillen

form letters for the admissions office, written for the

Reporter, the alumni magazine, and reviewed the

College Summer Theater for the Kent County News.

Currently. Mary Ruth is involved in a preliminary

study of all publicity and promotional publications

including the Reporter and the College catalogue. By

comparing Ihe writing quality, lay-out. and graphic

quality of the Washington publications with other

award-winning collegiate catalogues and alumni

papers. Miss Yoe can then offer both criticism and

advice. She explained, "In the past, more people were

in public relations., ..but now I'm having to supply

liiem with more time to look, to assess what they're

doing..." _
Mary Ruth, who "likes any job where you're

supposed to write all day," will be employed at the

college only until May. The Sophie Kerr Prize

(514,000) will enable her to pursue her graduate

studies abroad. "I plan to do as much living and

travelling as studying." She is presently in the process

of applying to schools in Canada: Halifax and

Vancouver, Edinborough. and Trinity College in

Ireland.

To win the Sophie Kerr Prize, Mary Ruth broke

precedent by not submitting creative prose or poetry.

Only the second girl to win the prize, she entered a

scries of essays on Melville, papers on Chaucer,

Shakespeare, and the American artist. Edward

Hopper. Also submitted was a statement of aims:

why she chose an American Studies major over an

English major; why she wrote for the Elm. Asked

about the marked changes and adjustments

Washington has weathered during her four years as a

student, Mary Ruth now finds Washington "less

apathetic" than when she first arrived. She has also

been impressed with the development of the Writers'

Union and tlie quality of lecturers broight to

campus.

Personalities: Mary Ruth Yoe
^

Being a student

is like doing

apuzzle

all the time

Mary Ruth also expressed relief that the

administration has shifted emphasis from campus

politics to academics. "At least Dean Smith has given

academics a figliting chance." She cautioned the

Board against repetition of the Merdinger mistakes;

choosing a new president unknown to the students.

Commenting on the physical improvements, Mary

Ruth lauded the construction of both the Miller

Library and the coffeehouse.

Asked the advantages of being employed by the

Curriculum

For new chairman,

visions of growth

Dr. Norman James, sporting both a new beard and

title as Chairman of the English department, projects

for the upcoming year a series of curriculum revisions

and reassessments within the confines of his

department.

James, who inherited the chair upon the

retirement of Dr. Nicholas Newlin last semester, also

hopes to "dispell certain myths" concerning

departmental issues.

Dr. James introduced and explicated the need to

"rethink the curriculum," especially the introductory

course. Forms of Literature. An experimental Forms

of Lit course that offers creative writing for freshmen

has already been included in die list of course

offerings for this semester.

Offering one possible solution to assaugethe

problems of overcrowding and lack of variety in the

introductory course, James presented a suggestion to

divide Forms of Lit into separate courses by genres.

However, James also noted that Iliese specialized

courses might add to an "already unpredictable

freshmen registration with more enrollment emphasis

in one section than another."

Another disadvantage for freshmen cited by Dr.

James is that many of the more interesting and varied

courses are filled by upperclassmen, even before new

students are offered an opportunity to enroll. "The

two sections of American Literature courses had to

turn away freshmen."

The new chairman hopes that under his auspices

the English department can develop an advanced

freshmen course and add a few "exotic courses"

solely for underclassmen.

Inevitably, the subject of faculty overload was

interjected as one of the delerrants to curriculum

expansion. Dr. James bewailed the drain on faculty

resources by the ten introductory courses offered in

the English department. Describing the situation as

"heart rending", James remarked that the sacrifice of

certain courses would be necessary for expansion.

James also cautioned that the priorities of need

and then interest must be kept in consideration

before making demands on an already heavily

overloaded faculty. He alluded to an Elm editorial

last year lamenting a "paucity of courses in the

English department."

James revealed that the amount of paperwork

involved in English courses, greatly encumbers its

professors. Before accepting tutorials or seminars,

each English professor must reassess the number of

courses, students and preparations he is currently

responsible for.

college in contrast to being a student, Mary Ruth

admitted, with a laugh, that she "gets to keep library

books longer, courses are free, and, of course, I get

paid." She is envious, however, of the student's

constant exposure to new information. "Being a

student is like doing a puzzle all the time; I miss

having to grapple with it." The Assistant to the

President then wiped her hands on her shorts,

deposited her eggshells in tlie trash and bounded back

to her second-floor office in the "Buntagon".

James has one more course he would like seen

added to the curriculum - "an advanced writing

course, not for freshmen, maybe in rhetoric..."

Among his other duties as chairman (advisor to

majors, approving tutorials, supplying lecturers for

the Sophie Kerr lecture series) Dr. James and his

faculty were also obliged to fill a vacancy in their

department this semester. James, who corresponded

with the 250 applicants, admitted he was pleased

with tlie choice of Dr. Richard GUlin from Bowling

Green State University.

Gillin, whose presentation impressed the English

chairman with analysalion of the Keat's poem "La

Belle Dame Sans Merci," specializes in Romanticism.

Dr. James appraised the strength of his department

as being the "variety of specialization." James also

defined his department as one of the most democratic

on campus - "we consult each other." In an attempt

to dispell the myth of the "James paper, the Tatum

paper, the Neill paper..." Chairman James confessed

that the members of his department were not "as

different as some supposed."

The Sophie Kerr lecture series, which presented

Anthony Burgess and Katherine Anne Porter to

Washington last year, has not formalized a schedule

for speakers yet. In addition to the lectures. Dr.

James hopes to present a series of film

including the works of Shaw and Joyce.

novels

Three nutritional meals

daily-the dining hall

Enjoy Coca-Co^



I Sports
a.

i That almost

I championship

season
by H. HurtI Deringer

Washington College played iwo lacrosse seasons in

J973; one during the second semester and the other

during a two-week period after the end of classes and

around graduation weekend. For those that stayed

behind, the second season was the one to remember.

Off a so-so 7-6 regular season the Shoremen were

picked on May 9 as one of 16 teams to compete in

the I6-lerm United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association tournament, drawing Morgan State as

their llrst round opponent.

The game, played here on Sunday, May 13, turned

out to a battle between two rusty. exam-tired teams.

The Shoremen, however, stayed on top of the visitors

all the way, gaining a key goal from Ty Cook when
the Bears rallied briefly in the third period. In

winning I 1-7, "Cactus" Jack Copeland took scoring

honors with three goals and Brian Matthews stopped

a season high of 25 shots in the nets.

Baltimore U., with a win over Roanoke, and

Washington were matched in a quarter-final game
May 21 in C'town. For three periods it looked like

Dick Edell's eager Bees were going to duplicate a

mid-season 10-9 upset win here. But the fourth

quarter of this game proved to be one of the best in

Shore lacrosse history. Trailing 7-9. Washington
College scored ten unanswered goals to bury the

University of Baltimore, 17-9, with a brilliant

exhibition of stickhandling and passing finesse. Greg
Lane finished the afternoon with four goals and the

same number assists, while Copeland, Mike Cordrey

and Bob Shriver netted three each.

The B. U. victory shot Washington into a

semi-final match with Carl Runk's Towson State

Tigers, tourney victors over Drexcl and Bowling

Green. The game had the makings of a

Hatfield-McCoy feud. Runk, having endeared himself

to all Shore supporters with his actions and .

comments, afterwards, in a 14-to-13 overtime win at

Towson during the season, gave Baltimore

sportswriters plenty of good copy before the

tournament contest, saying, "If I lose to Washington
College it will be the sorriest day of my life, I'll be
sick all over." He was to rue his words.

On a miserable rainy day (Thursday, May 24) in a

downpour and in a quagmire Washington College

slogged and out-hustled Towson State for a 10-8

triumph. It was 1973's Hnest hour. "Cactus Jack"
Copeland, one of the best to ever play the stick game
at Washington College when conditions were at their

worst, sparked the Shoremen to a 7-5 halflime lead

with four goals. After Towson deadlocked 7-7 in the

third period, Greg Lane came throu^ with two
clutch goals to seal a 10-8 verdict. Matthews in the

goal was fantastic with 26 saves. On close defense

"Birdman" Elliott, Ray Trucksess and "Fuzzy"
Norris kept Tim Havens and Company in check for

most of the afternoon.

As the Tmal seconds ticked otT the Towson clock,

a chant roared off the lips of three hundred Shore
rooters. "Carl Runk get sick," and ankle deep in mud
across the way. barret-chested Carl Runk got the

message.

The finals at Cortland, New York-on Sunday, May
27 - the day after graduation had none of (he joy of
the year before's fabulous 10-10 rally after a 6-0 first

period deficit in a holly-contested 15-12 loss to

Hobart in the first USILA College Division

Tournament. Despite a 26-save effort from Matthews
and two-goal efforts from Shriver, Lane and Cordrey,
Washington never got m the game against the
run-and-gun Red Dragons and bowed 1.^-8.

Maybe after making Carl Runk eat his words and
beatingTowson State, the Cortland State game was
anti-climactic. Also a debate over the date of the

championship game, Cortland demanding to play on
Washington's graduation day and the Shoremen
holding out for a Monday game, resulie.l in a Sunday
daje following Cortland's graduation and
complications too great for the Shoremen to

overcome.

Final season plaudits rolled in. The final USILA
poll ranked Washington College 1 Ith in the nation,
ahead of Penn, Towson, Hobart. Massachusetts,
North Carolina, Denison and Adelphi, and just behind
Cortland. Bob Shriver brought home first team
College Ail-American honors. Lane was named to the
second team and Tom George to the third. Shriver
and George went on to play in the North-South
Lacrosse Game with the artful dodger, Shriver,
scoring once and assisting twice. Shriver was also

named first team all-division and Lane and Elliott

made the second team.

The Shoremen finisheid with 10 wins and seven
defeats. Greg Lane swept Maryland scoring honors
with 30 goals and 51 assists for 81 points. The
underated Copeland paced the, team in goals with 37.
George closed with 27 goals for third place on the

all-time scoring list with I 12 goals. Shriver ended a

brilliant career with 28 goals and 1 3 assists.

While Shriver and George pulled down most of the

post-season honors and Lane and Elliott gained less

than Ihey were worthy of, Copeland. Cordrey (21
goals) and Matthews were completely overlooked by
national stick pundits. Among Shore lans, however,
their contributions, along with those of Trucksess]
Norris, Regan, Cook. Mangels. Rosenthal, Haddow!
Slagle and... Smith were not missed. Better yet, lei

I974's foes find out for themselves -- if they don't
already know.

Anyway you look at it, everyone agrees - ihc

1974 season can't get here quick enough.

he year ahead

Jive

sports. It seems that today's college sports are lost in
-^ on the head, this is a world of verbal condemnation, altered transcript,

j-adition with WC free cars and cheerleaders, not to mention that great
''-tters. but what NCAA god. Winning.

' besides the jhis column wDI be about people, from national

power lacrosse to Girls Athletic Association. From a
"^ the struggling basketball team to intramural football. I

'ho will welcome your letters, ideas and critiques and will

publish Ihem as soon as I receive them. After ail, this

vQur column.

Ten returnees

and star frosh

for soccer team
Trying lo improve on an 1 1-3.0 record could be

lough for any soccer team but die 1>)73 Sjio'men
have more than it takes. Blessed with ten returning
starters and a wealth of freshmen talent. Coach Ed
Athey is very optimistic.

This year, the hallmark of WC soccer will be
footwork. The shore side should be able to control
and handle the ball better than any team in WC
history. This should amount lo a potent offense that

-

could run up scores on the opposition.

Athey feels that the only spot on the team which
needs work is 'the defense. His two major problems
are in the goal and at center fullback. Gone is "All
MAC" Goalie Fred Bucket. Replacing him are three
unproven candidates. Pete Murphy up from the JV
currently holds the position with Gali Sanchez and
Paul Hoppe right behind.

Eric Ciganek, a veteran at center fullback is only
eligible for MAC competition. Filling the post in

Ciganek's absence could be Peter Fitzgerald.
Rounding out the defense will be talented Peter
Takash and Bob Hickman who brilliantly made the
switch from halfback to fullback last year.

Last year's entire midfield returns with Craig
Atlix, Billy Ammant and Dave Beach. Battling them
should be Jay Hall, Tom Hayes and Carlos Salvatierra.

On offense remain the talented Bill WiUiams and
Paul Brown at inside with Tom Stewart to back them
up. The wing position is a battle royal with Zun
Wyugen, John Fitzgerald, Joe Bayles, Rob Stribling
and Mike Cordery all possible starters.

With this talent, the entire shore side is playoff
minded. The first scheduled varsity game is Saturday,
September 22 against the Alumni.
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Administration

Despite efforts^ problem

with attrition continues
Despite concentrated efforts by the administration

last year to minimize the rate of attrition, 140
students enrolled in the college last year chose not to
return to Washington this fall.

That figure, which accounts for over 20% oflast
year's student body, represents a severe financial loss

to the college since more than 85% of Washington's
operating expenses are derived ffom student fees.

Dr. Joseph McLain, who last year as acting dean
initialed efforts to reduce the attrition level,

considers the attrition rate "a puzzling, vexing
problem."

Referring to his efforts to reduce the number of
drop-outs McLain told the faculty earlier this month
that "the results are not as good as we hoped for but
not as bad as we expected." The attrition rate for this

year actually increased from I972*s figure of 19%.
Twenty-four members of last year's junior class,

Dorm life

A foreign

experience

in Caroline
by Kim Stierstorfer

An amazingly diversified group of students have

transfomied the third floor .of the Caroline

Dormitory into an experimental "language floor".

Both male and female students are participating in

the pragmatic exercise of employing the French and

German languages in a residential situation. Spanish

students have had usage of the "Spanish House" as an

outlet for daily usage and improvement of the

longue, but this is the first opportunity for pupils of

German and French.

The language floor is divided into a German half

and a French half. The bathroom is neutral territory.

Each section has its own lounge, complete with a

library and magazines in the respective languages. A
shortwave radio was donated to the German students,

enabling them to tune in programs broadcast in

German. Because the French students are more

numerous, they received the larger lounge.

Asked if the language really was being spoken in

personal conversation, in confrontations in the

bathroom and the majority of the students admitted

ihal it was still "too early" and occasionally there

was a tendency to lapse into English. The Resident

Assistant, Sandy Richler, reported however, that

(here was a determination among many of the

students to speak "only in their foreign tongue."

"When I address certain people in English, I'm simply

ignored. It's very good for us."

"Surprisingly there are only a few language majors

living on the floor. The remainder are just interested

in enhancing their fluency and vocabulary of the

language and improving their grammar. All the

language professors have visited the floor, a few have

come several times, expressing inters! in the

progression and practice of the students. "Sometimes

Ihey just come up to play Scrabble with us in

French". Activities have been planned separately by

both the French and German departments in

conjunction with their language floor. All the

66 members of the sophomore class and 50 members
of the fresmen class have left Washington.The senior

class now contains only 149 students while the

juniors and sophomores total 197 and 174 students,

respectively.

Attempts at pinpointing the cause of an
accelerating attrition rate. Dr. McLain says, involves a

certain degree of "musings." The causes are often

unclear and intangible.

Last semester the Student Affairs Committee
released the results of a year-long study of

Washington's drop-out problem, concluding that

many reasons account for the attrition, major among
them a dissatisfaction with the college's academic

offerings.

McLain admits that academic alienation plays a

role in the annual exodus but considers that "it is not

a major factor."

Last year the interim president attempted to
contact departing students to gauge their reasons for
leaving. Even now. he can recount from memory
cases of individual students.

He sees the problem now as one of diverse factors.
The draft has eliminated the sole rationale of many
male students for attending college, while a

beleagured admissions scene at the nation's private
universities has made transferring from college to
college an easier task.

The causes are also internal though, McLain
suggests.

He criticizes an advising system where "advisers
sometimes don't listen, don't actually get the kid to
talk." He also argues that Washington must be more
explicit in outlining its curriculum requirements,
particularly distributionals. to entering students."

"Some students come here not knowing what the
curriculum demands of Uiem," he explained.

Dr. McLain has requested the Student Affairs
committee to continue examining the drop-out
problem and offer suggestions for minimizing
attrition.

"A college like Washington," he concludes,
"should give an attrition rate below the national

average. Ours, is, but it should still be much lower."

Search

Three residents of the French floor, from left to right, Burrell Robertson, John Holland and

Lois Nardi, discuss co-ed living in their lounge.

students questioned were exceedingly optimistic

about the future of the floor and its educational

potential.

Currently a French native Chantel Braun is living

on the floor and her recounting of her education

experience and social development juxtaposed with

observations of the American system and students

was revealing. She liked the idea of the language

floor, but explained that the study of the English

language in France was compulsory all throughout

school and therefore a proficiency is obtained, to

some degree, by everyone, negating the necessity for

such an experiment at her university. She. in

collaboration with Professor Colin Dickson, are

planning games in French that employ colloquialisms

that she will be able lo explain to the students.

Because the language floor is experiencing the only

official co-ed living at the college, a great deal of

curiosity and anxiety has been expressed about its

success. One male French major confessed that it

"was just nice to have girls around to talk to. "Sandy

Richter revealed that she had expected perhaps a

small amount of conflict. "But, so far, no

complaints." *

"I think it's great having the guys around.

Whenever anything goes wrong in the bathroom, they

Continued on page 4

Candidate Barlow
on campus today
The first of the formal campus visits by candidates

for Washington's presidency will begin tonight when

Dr. Mark Bariow, vice-chancellor of Cornell

University, meets with the Presidential Search

Committee.

Dr. Barlow has served at Cornell University since

1965, working in the positions of vice president for

student affairs, special assistant to the president and

his current position. Formeriy, he served as academic

dean at Wesleyan University.

Dr. Bariow, who is 48, will be on campus until

tomorrow afternoon and will meet any interested

shjdents and faculty from 9:30 a.m. to 1 1 :30 a.m. in

the Sophie Kerr Room of the Miller Library.

The prospective candidate will also meet with Mr.

Elias Nuttle, chairman of the Board of Visitors and

Governors; Dr. Joseph McLain. president; and Mr.

Gene Hessey. business manager.



Viewpoint

Board participation

Dr. Joseph McLain, Interim President,

argued to the SGA in a worl<shop this weel<

that a student position on the Board of
Visitors and Governors would be
"unnecessary." Defining the role of the Board
as a money-rasing agent, McLain reasoned that

students would be impotent in accomplishing

this financial necessity. It seems, however,
that the President is underplaying the
theoretical role and function of the Board.
The Board must either approve or veto every
major decision of the College; any innovation
or activity involving expenditure must be held
in concurrence by the Board. As an ultimate
power, the Board also retains the authority to
close the school. Therefore, both the students
and faculty, who only recently obtained the
right to have a non-voting representative
present at meetings, are still crucially
uninvolved in the decision-making process

;

which governs the school.

-^^ McLain also neglected the fact that the
alumni are franchised members of the Board,
while they are often incapable of soliciting for
the funds required, participating primarily in
the committee and research work for the
board. Studerit* are certainly adequately
qualified to function and perform within
these committees. Former SGA President
John Dimsdale attempted futilely for two
years to seat a student on the board. Still this
question remains unresolved; unfortunately,
the board remains consereative in the fact of a
nationally changing scene, where colleges are
adding student representatives to the trustees.

Admissions

Enticing the high school senior
by Kevin O'Keefe

Dr. Joseph McLain points his PingeT and directs his

eye upon some unseen high school senior. "I'm

Joseph McLain, president of Washington College," he

says by way of introduction. "This is a small,

independent, coeducational college within the liberal

arts and sciences tradition. At Washington we ofTer a

completely personal experience that isn't easy to get

at a larger college or university."

The slide projector mechanically clicks and

McLain shifts his position upon the screen.

"Our faculty," he boasts, "are masters of their

disciplines...They have written numerous books and

articles, and are frequently invited to lecture or do
research at universities in this country and

Europe.'"

The audio visual instruction, by means of tape

recorder and slide presentation, is just beginning. Dr.

McLain continues extolling the virtue of a

Chestertown education, his graveled voice mocking
the incipient piping of the background music, his

ruddy complexion accentuated by the color film.

The show, fancifully titled "Flexivision", is a ten

minute, ten-thousand dollar professional production,

the college's latest gambit in the admissions struggle.

Wiien he proposed that the college make the

investment in "Flexivision" last year, McLain argued

il'_. such a tool could stem the tide of a deteriorating

admissions scene, could serve as a mechanical feeler

to reach locations too distant for coUege admissions

personnel to travel, could briefly and effortlessly tell

part of the Washington College story to prospective

students.

With the final product now in hand, the Interim

President complains "unfortunately, it's not all that

good." "We thought we had a real pro," he laments,

referring lo Adams Associates, a Pennsylvania firm

specializing in helping colleges market themselves.

The production, as McLain suggests, is certainly

uneven.

After Dr. McLain's brief introduction, a fast

paced, happy-news broadcaster turned narrator

commences his tale of Washington College.

"There are several ways to measure the strength of
an educational institution," he ennunciates precisely.

"One is to look at its history." The visual history of
Washington is verdant visus, a blue-tinted Chester
River, sun-splashed colonial residences and a Peale

portrait of its founder.

The program points lo historical highlights: the

1780 meeting of Anglican clergy at the Emmanuel
Episcopal Church where the American Protestant

Epbcopal Church was established. The camera view,
however, provides a lofty shot of the First Methodist
Church, ils ove^rown steeple rising sharply above the
trees.

As an educational enterprise, we are told

"Washington's effectiveness...can be traced to its

young and liberally-oriented faculty, intensely aware
of the ideas and things that are of concern and of
interest to the generation it is teaching."

Correspondingly, we see: Gairv Clarke banping out a

number on the keyboards, surrounded by a host of
attentive students; teachers directing their classes in

patio settings, faculty home , beneath a tree, upon a
lawn, practically anywhere but in the brick and
mortar classroom; and Tom McHugh. standing over
two slavishly cowering Thetas. directing work on his
boat, "readying it for a season on the water."

As for the curriculum. "Flexivision" leads one to
the conclusion that as much learning takes place off
the campus as withjn its coi^fines.A night 'view of the

United States Capitol

building assures us that

political science students

are measuring the

heartbeat of the nation. A
nighlview of Soviet

Moscow suggests
somewhat erroneously

that our students are

regularly _ seeking an

educational experience

there. Viewers are told of

study opportunities at

Oxford and Warwick
Universities in England.

Indeed, we are provided

with apparent
photographic glimpses of

those schools, none of

which, however, happen to

be of either institution.

The intellectual
atmosphere on campus is

incisively critiqued~in 34

words. Washington
accomodates "a stream of

visiting poets, politicians,

musicians, scholars, actors

and other figures who
present points of view that

run the gamut.*' A
besotted James Dickey,

beaming beneath a

macho-gaucho headpiece,

and a scoffing
quinie&sentially profiled

Paul Newman fiash across

ilie screen, asserverating

the rambling text.

It is easy, of course, for

a four year veteran of the Washington community to

lau^ at "Flexivision", to speculate on its veracity, to

question why it was ever made.
But "Flexivision", as Dr. McLain suggests, was not

made for four year veterans' consumption. It was
produced for hi^ school seniors, potential students

who may be impressed by well-turned phrases and
pretty full-color pictures. It is meant only to serve as

a marketing tool, as an idealized representation of a

small college on Maryland's Eastern Shore.

"Flexivision" was not intended to show a

photo-facsimile of Washington or to serve as an
analytical tool for the consideration of its weakpoints
and failures.

For those already enrolled, for faculty and
administrators, the criterion "Flexivision" must be
rated on, and ultimately pass or fail upon, is whether
this new tool of the audio-visual age captures the
basic spirit of the community. Somehow, somewhere
in diose ten minutes of slides and seven pages of text,

"Flexivision" fails on that ultimate lest.

But perhaps the polymers of tape and screen could
never capture the concern and warmth which typifies

this community, the spirit which pervades it.

In the presentation's closing seconds, as a mute
George Washington gazes stoically aOross campus. Dr.

McLain grasps to make immediate those ideals of the

college. . ,
,

Pretty pictures, catchy phrases as a lure for prospective freshmen.

"There is a special atmosphere at Washington," he
concludes, "tliat reflects the small college ideal. We
have 750 students from all regions of the United
States, as well as from many foreign countries. Here,
in a unique location, there is a residential
environment where the individual has identity and
where there is a close relationship between students
and professors. Our graduates gain a lasting awareness
of the value of a cultivated mind and the intellectual
satisfaction that comes willi solid accomplishment."

The words, however, in their Madison Avenue
context, ring a little hollow.
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Art

culture of craftmanship

Kim Stierstorfer

i baby bonnet (iionically emblemtned with an
•rican flag), buckskin moccasins, woman's
ingS'-effects of the Indian quotidian life. Yet,

I

ihe simplest pragmatic object, a horse harness, is

cately beaded, ornately designed. Instruments,

ling, utensils, and commonplace object is

derfully transformed into a work of pure artistry

craftsmanship by this culture. Washington
.ge students now have an opportunity to view
phenomena of "American IndianArt" on display

[e lobby of the Gibson Fine Arts Center. The
|ling exhibition is presented by the Baltimore

turn of Art and provided by a grant from the
Hand Fine Arts Council.

lihough the size of the exhibition is

ipointingly small, the display is attractive and the

ic(s are fascinating in their seemingly facile

j\s and patterns, the rainbow vibrancy of their

beading, and in the fact Lhat they only date

the (urn of the century.

le precision and^pride involved in the creation

idomment of these baskets, vests, pipe bags,

des the room. The sense of dignity, the

)roachabIe symmetry of form and pattern and
hear ingenuity (use was made of buskskin, dried

!s, vegetable fibers, reeds, tin, anything
able) involved are somehow representational of
idian himself Eminendy functional tools made

Indian urn, part of current exhibition
i

Lobby Gallery.

remarkably beautiful and dehcate, festooned with
talent, living, faith, are now horrifyingly unused,
untouched,. Inanimate, once essential, objects remain
as evidence of a culture, mystical, basic, proud,
artistic and innovative^ -

The white culture appears to succumb to its guilt,

and perfonr.s an autopsy on its victims. Morbit
curiosity compells dissection and preservation of
artifacts in glass cases, as if in some formaldahyde

solution. Interest bom of attempts to assaugecrimes"
committted in inexcusable ignorance seem to be the
impetus of the current Indian rage. Scars, still fester,

an admirable attempt is being made to understanda
culture so full of enchantment, so completely
non-white that it is perhaps beyond our
comprehension. Although aesthetic judgment may be
fomiulated; adherence or deviation from rules of

spatial arrangement, form and order maybe noted;

understanding of a culture that created so patiendy,

so tediously, so devoutly, demands a sensitivity and
research into the Indian's history, but also into his

nature, his lore, the very cheekbones of his face.

Fifteen years ago. the widow of CapUin George
Albee-veteran of Indian wars, donated a large

number of Indian effects and regalia to Washington
College. This valuable collection includes axes,
arrowheads, tools and clothing and also certain
articles attributed to several well-known Indian
ChiefS"the complete war bonnet of Chiefton Red
Cloud, and a shirt and leggings, trimmed in human
scalp and supposedly worn by Crazy Horse.

Head librarian Robert Bailey explained that the
collection was packed away in boxes and placed into
storage when the transition was made to the new
Ubrary. Agreeing diat it should be on display, Bailey
lamented that "it just had to be stored... there is

sfanply no place to display it."

It seems that the Indian Arts exhibition currently

in the Gibson lobby presents the perfect opportunity
for the library to display the Albee collection.

Students can at least appreciate the historical and
artistic import of that culture's remnanU even if the
essence, the strength, the faith and the nobility of
that nation seems to escape our definition and squirm
beneath our scalpels.

in Sherman Politics
April 25, 1973 the Kent County News-'*"

d that Congressman William O. Mills (R., lst.„,

) mailed out an 18 point questionnaire to

ine the opinions of his constituents on a wide

I major issues, issues ranging from amnesty for

II draft dodgers to the bankruptcy of the Penn
Railroad Rep. Mills, however, was never able

mine the results of his survey. One month
; General Accounting Office filed a report on
jsident's 1972 finance committee. That report

S:5,000 loan in 1971 to Representative

Mills. Three days later. Mills shot himself

Ihe heart with a 1 2-gauge shotgun.

national political scandals, with Watergate as

cal point, had claimed (heir first fatality. The
) loan to Mills was taken from the same fund

tmjnced the Watergate -burglary. The
^cious Mills claimed that "there was no other
," in a note found next to his body. Although
IS a distant association between Watergate and

IK, the speculation persists that Mills chose

iver facing the public eye in the national

I scandals.

Ecial general election was organized to fill the

vacant by Mills. In July, State Senators Fred
(D) and Robert E. Baumaii (R) won the

election with only a 12.3% turnoul at the

One month later Bauman won the

iional election by a close 1339 voles. The
special election, with no major issues

drew only a scant percentage of the

i voters.

^5, a Democralf^ lost the election in a district

0.315 registered Democrats and only 65,430
;ans. His record in the Maryland Stale Senate
ave been sufficient evidence to predict his

Ikus, during his terms in the Maryland Senate,

1 often non-committal, taking a side on any
ni issue lhat offered him news exposure. He
'traded attention by making jokes about
f a colleague on the floor of the Maryland

Bauman documented during a debate this

in Salisbury that Malkus missed 40% of Ihe
fiills in Annapolis last session.

"^ attacked Bauman lor collecting the

' uf his campaign contributions from outside

yland. Bauman did collect a substantial

or money from non-Mary landers, but the

•Contribution was ten dollars. Bauman claimed

dollars was hardly enough to bribe anyone.

Shore politics the first fatality

of political scandals
Bauman, in pushing his candidacy, cited fifteen

years experience in Congress. Since 1953 he has

climbed the steps from Congressional page to Chief of

the Legislative Staff for the House of Representatives.

He was president of the Young Repubhcans at

Georgetown University and was later President ol the

Young Americans of Freedom. Both the YR and
YAF are staunch conservative groups supported by
William F.Buckley, Jr.

Washington College's students, as a body
comparatively liberal by Eastern Shore standards,

now have an ultra-conservative philospher

representing them in the House of Representatives.
Bauman claims that he "has served as a spokesman

for the people (he) represents instead of being a palsy
for the Governor. Governor Mandel is not going lo be
able lo pick up the phone and leil me how to vole on
some piece of legislation he wants passed." However.
Washington students can pick up the phone or write
to Congressman Bauman at:

1 605 Longworlh Building, Loyola Federal
Building, Easion, Maryland, concerning legislation in

the eye of students' interests.

Entertainment

Coffeehouse expands musical offerings

After -I'/d years of primary service as a food

distributor, the Coffeehouse this year is expanding

into an entertainment center.

Tentatively scheduled for this Friday night is

Bluegrass with Gary Ford and his Appalachian Spring

Band. Admission will be 25 cents.

On Saturday night Bill Haymes will appear in

concert. Haymes plays mostly Kris

Kristofferson-John Sebastian type music, in addition

to old-time rock and roll numbers on the piano. His

appearances stretch from Connecticut to Missouri,

but he will perform at the Coffeehouse on the 22nd

for 50 cents per person.

October will be a busy month, probably starting

off with a 5-man folk-rock group from the University

of Delaware. Also scheduled is ex-Washington College

educator, George Founds, with his bluegrass band.

Soul music will fill up one Coffeehouse evening,

although it isn't definite if an October date can be

obtained.

A possible innovation by Cille Geiser, one of the

managers of the coffeehouse, will he mid-week

presentations during October. Phil Peterson, who was

here last weekend will perform again, as will Brad
Blake, who jammed .in the Coffeehouse a couple of

weekends ago. His forte is the Moody Blues style

music.

Cille says she will try to hold onto the 25 cents

admission fee for all Coffeehouse performances. She
also suggested thai those WC students who wish to

perform in the Coffeehouse should contact her. She is

interested in estabhshing Wednesday night as an open
session in the Coffeehouse.

Cille 'has also announced that the Coffeehouse is

looking for a name. "We really want a name.„irs no
longer a coffeehouse, it's become more of a student

union." All those with ideas for a name can forward

their suggestions to Cille by either the campus mail or

by informing her.

Surprised at the crowds filling the Coffeehouse

this year, Cille has discovered "we're becoming the

center of entertainment on campus." However, the

Coffeehouse will not be the scene of those en masse

dances of last year. 'The thing is, we don't have the

facilities for a dance." She cited raucousness and
general lack of space as reasons.

. by DaVeKnepler



Campus Scop

^ Restriction of parking

j2
All motor vehicles on campus must be registered

g with the Student Affairs Office. Residents of

£ Somerset and the new dorni complex must park in

^ the new dorm lot. Off-campus students and residents

9 of the hili dorms and Kent House must park in the

2 Foxwell. Fine Arts and Kiblcr Field parking areas. All

residents of the women's dorms must park in the

Minta Martin lot.

The Reid Hall parking area is reserved for female

resident assistants and the Spanish House lot is

reserved for male resident assistants and residents of

Micou House.

No students can park their vehicles in the Smith

Hall parking area, the dining hall and Caroline lots, on

any grassy areas or behind Kent House.

Seminars for pre-meds

Pre-med students and all others interested in

medical topics are invited to attend a series of

professional meetings sponsored by the Continuing

Education committee of the Kent and Queen Anne's

Hospital in affiliation with the University of

Maryland School of Medicine.

The first seminar will be held on the campus in

Smith auditorium on Wednesday. September 26

starting with case presentations and discussion at

4:30 pjn. At 5:30 Dr. Edward Kowalewski will speak

on degenerative joint disease.

The remainder of the eight-program series will be ,

held in the new medical arts buildingof the hospital.

Each will be held on the last Wednesday of the month

Sports

Monday nights

for football

by Gali Sanchez

Monday night is a footballer's paradise as Howard

Cosell blasts his ABC "mike" with factual rhetoric

and "Dandy" Don Meredith still tries to win the big

one. But only one night into the young Monday night

season. Chestertown. Maryland has caught the

gridiron fans' fancy with the start of intramural

football.

On weeknights the stadiums begin to fill as

countless Cosells line the sidelines ready to verbally

destroy referees and players alike. Teams go through

warmups to prepare for the featured event. Mighty

grid powers such as the Crimson Tide. Lambda, and

Mugwumpers meet continually through the fall in

search of trophies and "All-Elm" glory.

After kickoffs that would send Garo Ypremian

back to tie-making, PhD Repucci fires touchdown

strikes to Rich Burke while Greg Lane, Ty Cook and

Pete Takach crash though blockers for game-saving

tackles.

This reporter obtained his proper field pass and

gallantly went off to steal the light from Don

Meredith and analyze zone defenses and fly patterns.

I obtained my first tidbit of coaching strategy as a

Lambda player shouted, "It's a goddamn down and

out.That's —ing down and —ing out! Jesus Christ!

Ah! Vince Lombardi would have been proud.

Traveling from field to field: brought light to the,

college sport drug scene. It should be noted that a

dropped pass draws 30 wind sprijits, while a TD
reception merits a rewardingbhong. However athletes

and fans alike can relax. At last work Commissioner

Chatty has not demanded urine tests.

The official, always with whistle in mouth, hand

on flag, and eyes on that gorgeous coed on the

sidelines, kept the game under control at all times,

even if they threw their flags for offsides after the

play was whistled dead.

After observing the mightly Lambdas crush

whatever their name was, this reporter sought out

coach Ty Cook, who.in keeping with his professional

compatriots offered "No comment."

Ah yes Howard, if you only knew where it's at!

and each will feature a ranking ph^ician Irom the

University of Maryland School of Medicine.

Further details about the series can be obtained at

the seminar on September 26, or bv calling Dr. John
Green at the hospila! (778-3300. ext. 308).

Danforth competition open
The Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Mo., has

announced the beginning of its annual competition

for graduate fellowship.

Competition is limited to students who seek tiie

Ph.D. (or equivalent advanced terminal degree such as

the M.F.A.) and who plan on careers in college

teaching and/or administration.

Criteria for selection are (1) intellectural ability

and academic achievement, (2) potential for effective

teaching, and (3) concern for ethical or religious

values.

Winners receive full tuition and fees at the

graduate school of their choice, plus an annual living

stipend in excess of $2,000, for four years of study-

Competition is keen and standards are high: only

about 100 fellowships are awarded each year.

Applicants must be nominated by their college;

Washington College may make two nominations.

Interested students should sec Prof. Taylor, 6 G.I.

Hall, as soon as possible.

Debate Club orf^anizes

Students interested in joining the newly-formed

Debate Club are encouraged to attend an

organizational meeting Sunday night at 7:00 p.m. in

the library. Plans for attending a free debating

workshop, Saturday, September 29 at Catonsville

Community College in Baltimore will be arranged.

Workshops this week
Last year the Student Government passei

motion to organize a senator workshop with the

of making new senators cognizant of the work
and aims of the Student Senate. The sem

program, organized by Phoebe Tinker, John Mr

and Larry Falk, has been ginning this week and
continue tonight and Sunday. Two workshops wj
conducted each night from 10 p.m. to 12 midni^
with the exception of Sunday's session which wi|

held during the day. Attendance will be mandai
for senators.

Topics planned for discussion and debate inch

college government, supervised by President Mel
ihe college budget, led by Business Manager C
Hessey; and curriculum refonm lo be examined
Dean Smith. Also lo be presented are such issuo

faculty and student unionization and the varj;

aspects of organizing a rapport between the senai

and their constituents.

After the sessions have concluded, Larrv F

expresses the desire that "liopefuliy everyone
have a general idea of the consti lution

parliamentary procedure."

Hours for counseling

The Student Affairs Office announced this v,

revised hours for psychological couselor Bonnie
Michaeison.

Miss Michaeison will be available for couse

from 1 2 noon to 4 p.m. on Monday
Wednesdays, and from 9:30 a.ni. to 5:30 p.

Thursdays.

Jive

The campus crew team looks forward to a

successful season with over 70 students
participating.

Full turnout
Tom Hopkins is a member of tlic largest spoil

team on campus. He doesn't catch or kick a ball- H(

runs plenty in practice but not in compeUtion. Ton

rows for Washington College Crew.

"We have 45 men and 32 women out. That mako

us the largest team on campus, bigger than lacrosse,"

says Hopkins.

It is this compeliveness which has brought crew

from a fiedgling club to a compclilivc varsity Icam

With Ihe growing numbers and the women's addiiio;

from last year. Coach McArdle has enlisted help

the likes ofCoach Washburn from St. Andrew'

School.

Most students enter W.C. without any rowini

experience, which is surprising in light of the numbc

of turnouts. What is Ihe attraction?

"It's a competitive sport where you don't havcic

hit or be hit ," cites Hopkins. "I also enjoy the waier.

It's really nice out there. It's a team sport, if one guj

fouls up it fouls up the whole boat. It's eight guy

one," Whatever it is that attracts Tom, or anybud)

else, 15 percent of the campus is out on the Cheslei

River rowing towards a hopeful 1973 fall season, li'

this spirit and attitude, not lo mention the number^

that should make for a successful slate.

M^'^'^'WNA^t^k^t^t^t^N^^^^^f^f^M^k^t^N^^V^M^

Dorm life

Continued from page 1

fix it; whenever anything falls down in the rooms,

they fix it. And they're all very nice."

Sinks and wash basins are free all the time. The

showers are available on a schedule posted in the hall:

Gir!s-the first half of each hour. Boys -the second half

of each hour. One male student stated that "the

rooms are nk;er here and the bathrooms are kept a

heck of a lot cleaner..."

Despite differences in sex and major, and even

level of competency in the language, the members of

the language floor all seem content with the

experiment and are anxious for it to succeed. One

French student laughed.,."! might even pick up a few

words of German."

' The best to you

each morning

from the dining hal

^
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The Hill Dorms, center for Washington's four fraternities.

)y Kevin O'Keefe

"Fraternities by their very nature divide a campus
and establish a second-class citizenry (the

Independents), who are burdened with the onus of
being unwanted. The student who joins a fraternity

acquires a reputation for social prestige, a prestige not

necessarily based on personal qualities or abilities.

The division of a campus into "Haves", and "have

nots" determined by superficial popularity is

perpetuated by tradition. " A report by the Social

Life Committee recommending the banishment of
fraternities and sororities from Washington College.

The words are not excerpted from a current

committee report examining the Greek system on

campus. Rather, they are nine years old, the outcome
of a controversial 1964 study which recommended

drastic changes in the College's social atmosphere,

among them, the elimination ot the Greek system.

Fraternities, of course, were not abolished as a

result of that study. The Social Life committee's

recommendation failed by one vote to gain the

approval of the Board of Visitors and Oovemor's
And today the problems which prompted the

Social Life committee's recommendation nine years

ago now are anachronisms. Gone are the days when
Washington's sizeable Greek population was the

fulcmm of campus social life, when SGA presidential

contests were intra- fraternity races, when columns of

the "Elm" were filled weekly with "Greek Talk".

The College last year acknowledged the marked
change in its decennial self-study for the Middle State

Association re-acreditation team. "The past ten years

have witnessed considerable changes in the nature of

student Ufe on campus. A considerable portion of the

I%2 accreditation report of the College was spent on
Greek organizations. Most of the problems which

Seemed so important then have died natural deaths.

The political influence of these organizations has

noticeably declined although they continue to play a

f^ajor role in campus social activities."

But while Washington's seven fraternities and

sororities were able to weather the threat of internal

genocide, a more subtle and gradual threat to their

survival appeared in the late sixties, the period of

student acUvism. The Greek social structure was

Fraternities^ sororities

Is the omega in sight for the

Greeks, or is it just a new alpha?

viewed by many as the remaining vestage of a former,

self-indulgent era for students and nationwide, the

number of fraternity and sorority members decreased

sharply.

The three year period from 1967 to 1971 was the

nadir for college fraternities. National Greek

organization officials estimated that their social

chapters experienced, in most cases, a ten percent

drop in membership. Many fraternity chapters folded

and large numbers abandoned their national

affiliations as economic measures.

A ten year perspective of Washington's Greek

population is indicative of the national decline.

Washington's fraternity and sorority members today

account for only 25% of a campus population of

nearly 750, a notieable decline from the early Sixties

\nAien 167 of the 323 eligible students held

membership in Greek social organizations. In 1963,

there were 17 Theta Chi's, 19 Phi Sig's, 24 Lambda
Chi's and 32 KA's. Today, the population figures are

nearly -parallel to 1963's, despite a nearly 50%
increase in the College's enrollment.

The sorority statistics, however, reveal a

substantial decline in numbers. Ten years ago, 85 girls

held membership in the College's three sororities.

Now, only 63 girls belong to the Greek organizations.

The Alpha Chi's decreased in membership from 30 to

21, the ZTA's from 27 to 16, the AOP's frojn 28 to

26.

Greek leaders on campus challenge the veracity of

comparative statistics, claiming that fraternity and

sorority memberhips adhere to a regular cycle. But

they generally admit that less students today are

interested in joining their ranks than ten years ago.

Dean of Student Affairs Maureen Kelley. who
acknowledges that "I believe in Greek organizations,

but not for everyone, of course," has witnessed the

decUne in interest during the five years she has served

in her post. "Formerly," she explains, "in a freshman

class of 100 girls, 60 to 65 signed up for rush. Now,
out of 130 girls, 40 to 50 sign for rush and a fewer

number decide to pledge."

In response to the deteriorating situation, many
national Greek organizations have encouraged their

chapters to reevaluate their roles on campus, to

consider the criticisms leveled against-them.

Mr. H. David Hillard, president of Fraternity

Publications Service, a Btoomington, Indiana,

organization specializing in fraternity alumni

relations, considers that many Greek chapters have

reinterpreted their former roles and objectives. "On
many college campuses," he says, "you can't just

look at a guy and know he belongs to a fraternity.

There is a diversity in frats that was lacking five year^

ago. Many kids express their individuality now by

joining a fraternity."

Some of Washington Greek leaders acJoiowledge

that their groups have adapted to the demands of a

different student population.

Most noticeably, all have dropped restrictive

clauses which exclude blacks. Indeed, the ZTA's, in

defiance of their national organization's reluctance to

integrate, two years ago refused to accept any new

pledges, an indication to their National leadership that

the tenor of student altitudes has changed drastically

since the early Sixties. TIte transformation was not

Continued on page 5
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Campus offers limited gynecology services

by Kim Stira-storfer

This week the Hm is initiating an in-depth probe

into the availability of contraceptives, abortion

referral, and gynecological services on and off the

Washington campus. The following article defines the

role and offerings of the campus Health Service

(located in the basement of William Smith) in direct

aid and as a referral service.

"Because the doctor is here only one hour a day -

he can't properly examine students requesting

contraceptives." Betty Schauber, R.N.. nurse at the

campus Health Service continued in explanation:

"There's no way to accommodate both examinations

and emergencies." Mrs. Schauber explained that

students demanding birth control services are sent to

either private doctors, the Family Plannuig

Department ("that's the least expensive") of the Kent

County Health Service or to the two gynecologists in

town: Dr. John Morani or Dr. O.S. Gulbrandser, both

of whom are located in the new Medical Building

adjoining the Kent County-Queen Anne's Hospital.

The health service does refer and advise abortion

cases. The nurse exphcated that Dr. Robert Bauman,

one of the physicians in affiliation with the college,

has traveled to New York and Washington to

personally check abortion clinics. "Some girls have

even had abortions at the local hospital."

Search

Two candidates

visit this week
Dr. Edwin F. Wilde, the second of the presidential

candidates to visit Washington, will be on campus

tonight and tomorrow.

Dr. Wilde, who is 42, is currently serving as vice

president for planning at Beloit College, Wisconsin.

He formerly served as assistant to the president and

acting dean of the faculty at Beloit.

Dr. WUde was responsible for developing Betoit's

Graduated Tuition Program, a concept vAich has

been adopted by a number of colleges nationwide.

Students and faculty will have an opportunity to

meet the candidate tomorrow from 9:30 a.m. to 12

noon in the Sophie Kerr Room of the Miller library.

The third campus visit of a presidential candidate

will take place Monday and Tuesday, October 1 and

2, when Dr. John Wheeler, Dean of Hollins College in

Virginia, visits the Washington campus.

Dr. Wheeler, who is 45, has served at Hollins

College, an all girls' school, since 1955 as a professor

of political science, dean of the faculty and dean of

the college. He has held his present position since

1967.

Dr. Mark Barlow, Vice-Provost of Cornell

University was the first of the presidential

candidates to make a formal visit. Dr. Barlow
was on campus last Thursday and Friday.

Dr. Wheeler also served as a consultant to the

Maryland State Constitutional Convention Project

from 1965 to 1967.

Students and faculty are invited to meet with Dr.

Wheeler Tuesday morning from 9:30 A.M. to 12

noon in the Sophie Kerr Room of the Miller Library.

Dates for campus visits of the two other

candidates for president have been set. Dr. Hugh
Moomaw, president of Stratford College in Virginia,

wUI meet with the Search Committee Tuesday and

Wednesday, October 16 and 17. Dr. Stephen Kurtz,

dean of Hamilton College in New York, will visit

campus Monday and Tuesday, October 22 and 23.

Pregnancy testing, which is a simple examinati

of a urine sample, is offered at the school for a p

of $6.00. The sample is procured at the Hea

Service and is then examined at the laboratory ofi

Kent County Hospital. Nurse Schauber explained t|

because the Health Service is affiUated with
i

college, many students are hesitant to approach
i

service for testing and counseling. "Our records

quite confidential - no one looks over our files."

PAP testing for cervical cancer detection,

Nurse explained, requires a 20-30 mini

examination wliich would absorb a large perceni

the doctor's hour on campus. Therefore, the Hea

Service recommends that students obtain the senj

at the hospital.

Examination, lab work and treatment for vene

disease can be handled at the Health Service

conjunction with the Kent County Hospital free

charge. Dr. Robert Damm, the chief colle

physician, explained that V.D. cases must

reported by law, to the Kent County Health ServK

which runs an epidemic monitoring service for
i

county.

When asked if the health service refil

prescriptions for the birth control pills. Dr. Dan

stated that "each case was judged individualh

dependent on the date of the last check-up."

doctor added that prescriptions for dwp.
prolonged usage by a student have lo be proci

from that person's own doctor, dicoretically "on

emergency drugs may be issued by the Heal

Service."

The Campus Health Service also issues advice a

free informative hterature. Pamphlets: "A Guide

the Methods of Postponing or Preventing Pregnant

is issued by the Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporalj

and discusses the advantages and disadvantages

each method of both natural and artificial means

contraception. Also offered is a "VD Handboo
pubhshed by the Handbook Collective-Medicine fo

the People. It offers information on sympton

treatment, transmission and complications of ea

disease - complete with pictures and diagrams. "Sei

Never an Emergency - a Candid Guide for CoUa
Students" deals with all aspects of contraceptio

disease, abortion and lists as one of its objectives ll

desire "to help students be more comfortable \

their level of sexuality whatever it may be." All ilic

pamphlets are readily available in the Health Scrvi>

which is open daily until 3:30 p.m.

Next week; an examination of die Kent Coun
Health Service and the Kent-Queen Anne's Coun
Hospital's services available to Washington Collei

students.

Medii

An alternate publication emerges

by Dave Knepler

Within one week, Washington College should see

the surfacing of a new publication, created by junior

Larry Falk and associates. The newspaper will be

entided The Wa^ington Crab.

When asked the purpose of his endeavor, \v1iich

will most likely be two mimeographed sheets of paper

with print on both sides, Falk answered, "The

purpose is freedom of the press.. .in general terms."

Althou^ freedom of the press is "not being violated

by the Elm," he maintained that this freedom means

that whoever wants to publish can, Falk's best

interests he says, can be served if he does his own
pubUshing.

What Falk is striving for, he asserted, is a "better

Elm", "Our newspaper will cause the Elm to do more
investigative reporting". He also believes that the

unhappiness with the Elm is not his alone, and is in

fact shared by Elm editor Kevin O'Keefe. Falk cited,

as a basis for this belief, the comment O'Keefe made
after a Senate workshop. When the last person to be

quizzed about the Elm replied that he was

"satisfied", O'Keefe snapped, "Well I'm not!" Falk

stated that, in his opinion, if the Elm improves from

its current level significantly, he will withdraw the

Crab.

Exactiy what type of issues the Crab wall deal with

is unclear. For now it will concern itself with campus

questions, but politics and other world events may be

taken up in the future. Falk expressed a great interest

in publishing satires, along wath anything else that

any student mi^t wish to submit. The Crab will

impose no censorship, and anyone wishing to

contribute articles is "more tlian welcome to".

Will the Crab be used as a means of attacking the

Elm? "No comment", said Falk. Will the paper be

used for a launching of another Falk political run?

"Absolutely not. 1 wouldn't use the paper for that. 1

would find some other means."

Although he declined to name his staff—"You

have to wait until the paper comes out"--Falk made

perfectly clear that everything will be signed. "We

not chickens." he stated.

The paper will be "very amateurish." There will

no photographs, but possibly cartoons. As far

funding goes, the staff—"the people who are

interested in it"~will be paying for it. Believing i!

it will have more impact on the students than i

Elm, Falk may ask the SGA for funds. 'There's

reason," he ventured, "that there can't be t]

newspapers supported by the student's funds."

substantiate that, he added, "any kind of fon

that's available is important."

"People forget that they're entitled to pn

anything they damn well please," he said. "1 want

write arricles."

The eim is publlihed weehiy through the acader

xcept during official recc»ei and exam periods.

{
students or Washington Coilcge. The opinions prcienf

Elm do not necessaiily leprcsenl those of the

} Subscription price: $5.00 per year for alumni; SG.OO perl

all others. Publlihed by Washington Col .ac, Chesterio

I
Maryland 21 G20. Second da-: postage i- i at Cenir«f

{ Maryland.



Recreation

The spreading cycle craze
by Lin Brettschneider

Biking appears to be big at WC this semester as evidenced by the
growing number of two-wheeled, three, Hve, and ten-speed, English
and American vehicles on campus. Found in every dormitory inside
and out; bikes can be seen around the grounds, chained to posts and
raUings and safely (?) secured in laundry rooms and lounges.

What accounts for this upsurge of interest in biking around the
streets and subdued surroundings of Chestertown? Colin Dickson,
assistant professor of Modem Languages comments simply that
biking is "a helluva lotta fiin and saves money". Dr. Dickson ftrst
began pedal-pushing in '66 while commuting to the University of
Pennsylvania. He cautions though not to be "caught behind those
big, green buses," instead rather earnestly make the effort to "stay
ahead or be gassed." Citing cycling as "an awfully handy way to get
around" he concludes that the only real drawback is "having to keep
an eye out for cars. You just never know when one is going to pull
into a parking space."

In spite of having been hit twice, Dr. Dickson claims that his
"rugged" 3-speed is still holding its own. He suggests that perhaps he
should try out a 10-speed, but fancy bikes remind him of Swiss
watches. Prefering a vehicle which is "practically indestructible". Dr.

Dickson has pulled such "heavy" items as 20U lbs. of lumber, an oak
desk and a 12 ft rug with his two-wheeled wonder. Suggestions for
better biking from the French prof include smoothing out several
spots around campus and creating ramps similar to the one adjacent
to the library.

After talking with others ("I rode all summer," boasts Dean
Kelly), ecology, exercise, enjoyment and perhaps most particularly a
need to economize emerge as the reasons for the enthusiasm of
collegiate pedal-pushers.

One indication of increased interest in cycling is evident in the
fact that more bikes have been stolen (approximately 13) this year
than last, from the college campus.

Andy Rengarts, after a mdd confrontation with Offrcer Waters of
the local police, reports that biking is prohibited on the sidewalks in
the Chestertown business district and High Street area. Anyone
violating this law may be given a written warning, a fme of $25 to
$ 100 or five days in jail, depending on the seriousness of the offense.
If students and/or citizens of Chestertown are concerned with this
situtation, it is possible to petition the Mayor and his Council which
meets the first Monday of every month, for registration and
protection of bicycles in the area.

Dorm life

by Teague Maisel

Once again Washington
students wdl be able to show
their skills at pool and pin ball

wizards can come to the fore.

Dean Barry McArdle is going to

give it one more try. The pool
table and pin ball machines will

make a return engagement to
Somerset Basement before the
end of the month.

According to McArdle, these
items were installed last year,

only to be abused rather than
appreciated. So he is going to

attempt another approach. A
student will be hired to care for
the machines on a profit sharing

basis. The Dean's theory is that

someone working on such a basis

will want to keep the machines
in tip-top condition, assuring an
increase in his own profits.

If the idea is successful, it

may be expanded. If the pin ball

machines and pool table are

cared for and enjoyed, more
could be installed and other
items could be considered. If the
plan fails and the items bring
more trouble, they will be
removed.

Dean McArdle feels that the
space now available in the

basement of Somerset is being
wasted and should be better
utilized. He wants to start off
slowly and build upon a
successful foundation. "Well
just see how it works," he said.

"What could be more fair than
that?"

3"

Go in flares

Go in knits

Go in denims

Go in style;

Go in layers

Go in cuffs

Go your way

ButgoLeggett!

eoci«<*^
Kent Plozo Shopping Center Chestertown, Maryland



Viewpoint
When the Board of Visitors and

Governors last undertooi< their

responsibility of selecting a

president for Washington, the

College community was not

consulted in their decision making

processess. Not that it would have

mattered substantially, for as one

Board member explains it, there

was one and only one candidate

ever under consideration.

Obviously, the Boarei's choice

vuas a less than successful one.

Perhaps their singed fingers served

as a vivid reminder that the

community in its entirety must be

consulted on matters affecting the

future of Washington College.

The current selection process for

a new president, employing a more

democratic process in the form of a

Search Committee constituted of

all sectors of the College, is now

nearing its final and most crucial

stages. At least five candidates are

under serious consideration,

candidates whose credentials on the

whole are extremely impressive.

The Search Committee has

interpreted its mission to consist

not only of recommending

candidates for the Board's approval,

but also of exposing those

individuals to the broadest

examination possible. Students,

faculty and adminstrator^ have all

been provided time to meet the

candidates, to talk with them

freely, to gauge them as individuals

and as potential presidents of this

institution.

It is incumbent then for the

College community to live up to

the Search Committee's

expectations, to go out of their way

to confront the candidates, to

provide the Search Committee

members with feedback.

One candidate will be on campus
tonight and tomorrow, another

Monday and Tuesday. Hours for

meeting them have been provided

to allow for greatest convenience.

It now behooves the entire

community to accept the trust

which is implicit in the current

Search structure.

The New York Brass Quintet

Preview: the upcoming concert season

by John Klaus

Last spring the Julliard String Quartet

came to campus to close the Washington

College Concert Series and gave an

absolutely exhilarating performance. This

faJl~on October 3. to be exact-the Series

begins as auspiciously with a concert by

the New York Brass Quintet. The parallel

is not an idle one. Members of both

groups are. taken individually, among the

best performers on tlieir instruments in

die world. All are conservatory-trained

musicians with extensive experience in

major orchestras. And all felt the need to

forego die relatively safe, comfortable life

of a symphony musician to enter the

more rewarding if more mercuric field of

chamber music. What the Julliard String'

Quartet is to other string quartets the i

New York Brass Quintet is to other brass

quintets: the rinest--la creme de la creme.

The Quintet has compUed an

impressive track record since its

:

formation more than fifteen years ago. As

recently as 1955 there was almost no

,

literature for this sort of ensemble other

than transcriptions of music for wind
,

instruments of die Renaissance and early '

Baroque eras. To be sure, there were die

occasional gems from obscure Russian

composers and works such as the Sonata

for Trumpet, Horn and Trombone,

written in 1922 by die irrepressible

Francis Poulenc (members of the Quintet

will play diis work Wednesday night), but

the potential of this ensemble remained
'

unexplored by composers and unheard by

audiences. The New York Brass Quintet

changed all diat, and their program for

Washington College is ample evidence of

diat fact.

They begin the program wiUi an

anonymous late seventeendi-century

German work, die SONATA FROM "DIE

BANKELSANGERLIEDER," a group of

pieces written by itinerant musicians and

town bandsmen. Frort the anonymity of

diis work they move to J. S. Bach, whose

ART OF THE FUGUE is a treasure-trove

for instrumentalists (even occasionally The concert by the New York Brass

vocalists) since Bach, intending tiie work Quintet-to be performed at 8:30 p.m. on

as a treatise on contrapuntal wriring, did Wednesday, October 3 ni lawes

not specify instruments for die parts. Theater-wUI be a field day for brass

They will perform two of the freaks and chamber mus.c bulls, to say

CONTRAPUNCTl from this work, Bach's nodiing of those few among us who are

swan song genuinely interested in music ol the

But from there on out the program is twentiedi century. But it will also be a

all music written in this century. The goldenopportunity foralltohear oneof the

impressive thing is, of course, diat much most distinguished chamber ensetribles in

of this twentiedKcntury literature was the world. In fact, tt is the first of a tru y

either written specificaUy for die New remarkable series of concerts to be held

York Brass Quintet, or was written with in Chestertown diis year. The Concert

Uiem m mind. The earliest of these Ser.es, beginning its twenty-second season

twentteth-century works is the Poulenc wtd, this concert, began as a joint e or

trio menUoned above, a delightful, witty among people from Washington College

work, filled with slapstick and black and others from the area to provide

humor. (This writer once performed the excellent musical programs for the

Poulenc and, after the performance, College and community. This year s series

asked a distinguished aesdietician how he wUI present some of die most

had liked the performance. The appalling distinguished musicians in the

replywas, "Well, you played it very well, country-Raymond Lewendial, the

but does that piece really belong in a discoverer of much virtually-unplayable

serious concert?" The answer, naturally, nineteenth-century piano literature;

is Uiat none of die canons of music Simon Estes, the brilhant young black

exclude eitfier humor or popular bass-baritone who sang Ned in die first

elements Without a gross German performance of Scott Joplin's opera

folksong about vegetables we wouldn't TREEMONISHA; The Cambridge

have one of Bach's GOLDBERG Consort, an early music performance

VARIATIONS ) The rest of die works on group from Boston headed by Friedrich

die program date from 1957 and since, von Huene; the Paula Hatcher-Richard

widi die possible excepuon of Michel Phillips flute and guitar duo; and the

Leclerc's PAR MONTS ET PAR VAUX, PhUadelphia Trio.

about which one can find no further Let me drop all pretense of editorial

information. But die Quintet will play pronouns. I think that it is a great credit

Malcolm Arnold's magnificent BRASS to die College and to die community diat

QUINTET OPUS 73, now a standard in a concert series of this quality is available

die brass quintet repertoire, which was here. Surely there is none better on the

written for diem m 1961 . Colher Jones, a Eastern Shore. And the price ts certamly

graduate of die Yale School of Music and right: it's free for students and faculty

a lobsterman- cum<;omposer, is
tue-nbers pay less dian $2.00 per concert

represented by his FOUR MOVEMENTS to hear performers one wou d pay $4.50

FOR FIVE BRASS (1957), and die and up to hear anywhere else. Yet last

distinguished American composer, Alvin year there were all ttio few "people from

Eder who, until his recent deadi, was a the College" in evidence at the Series

longtime Professor of Composition at concerts. It seems to me that concerts

SmiUi, is represented by his QUINTET like this are a part of a liberal

FOR BRASS INSTRUMENTS (1963), a cducation-or of a liberally-educated

work commissioned by and dedicated to person. And they're a mighty pleasant

die New York Brass Quintet. part, too!

Record review

Painful beauty and celestial energy

A review of "Sweetnighter" by

Weather Report

by Reed Hessler

The talents of five experienced jazz

musicians and assorted musical

companions makes Weather Report one of

the most exciting progressive jazz bands

currently on record. Josef Zawinal,

Miles Davis' pianist on IN A SILENT

WAY and BITCHES' BREW, establishes a

tense, biting, and often dissonant

keyboard, changing from electric and

acoustic pianos to synthsizer with fluid

inventiveness. Often his unique style

resembles moans of an electric guitar.

Equaling Zawinal's substantial artistry is

Wayne Shorster's alternately lyrical and

fierce soprano and tenor saxophones.

Omnipresent beneath these men's

masterful exchanges, the rocking and

volatile bass of Miroslav Vitous binds the

group togeIher,.The three in conjunction

form the core of Weather Report's

intriguing sound : an atonal, flowing,

rocking, evocative orchestration. Eric

Gravatt on drums and Dom Um Romao
behind various percussion instruments

join Vitous to supply the group's driving

polyrhythmic foundation.

In Weather Report's two albums, last

year's I SING THE BODY ELECTRIC
and the recent SWEETNIGHTER,

simplicity blends with complexity and

imagination to synthesize a music

cohesive and original as any available. If

you stand in their musical line of fire,

you will be offered painful beauty and

celestial energy. Reassuring percussive

thrusts slice the harsh jubilation of piano

and sax, building towards musical

explosions which seem to convey these

musicians' highest musical clarity and

most terrifying emotional chaos

simultaneously. Try imagining what

might have happened if the Rolling

Stones, Arnold Schoenberg.and the Dave

Brubeck Quartet had fomied a jazz

group, and you will have some idea of

what Weather Report is all about.

The new SWEETNIGHTER adds a

funky dimension to Weather Report's

style, perhaps giving it more initial

accessibility than ELECTRIC. Despite

this progression, the older album seems

more boldly innovative because of less

repetitive patterns. Such a differentiation

does not alter the high quality of both

discs, which rank among the best new

music of recent years, right beside the

Mahavishnu Orchestra and Miles Davis,

two major inlluences on Weather

Report's musical fabricalions..Only close

and responsive listening can derive from

this music wliat its creators have

sensitively captured for us.



Aphorisms

from the

tea-god

by Kim Stierstorfer

Groans exuding from the cafeteria do not always

result from the daily culinary delists and
concoctions flowing from the imagination of John
Unville (and our stomachs). Each meal is enhanced
with insipid witticisms and irritating epigrams from
the Salada Tea Comoany. Accompanying every

teabag is a tag-line: some unfathomable insight

which is so incoherent, so totally beyond
comprehension or logic that many are found

mutilated beyond recognition in the dishroom. One
typical offering: "Footprints on the sands of time

fade away unless you keep moving" -Wordsworth can

be heard grumbling in his coffin-but, remember
WUliam to "Consider your temper as being too

valuable to lose."

Rumblings, warnings are issued from the pervasive

tea-god (eyes lifted upward) from above, Salada say:

"Disagree if you must, but never be disagreeable in

doing so." "Nobody is perfect. (Overwhelming

perception evidenced here). Discover your faults,

admit them, then correct them." The blitliefuHy

optimistic fortunes truly lodge themselves somewhere
in the digestive tract (probably in the anal area).

"When your luck is down, keep your courage up. The
tide always turns." And, of course the Salada Foods
Company has a social conscience which is the impetus

for such topical treats as: Money can't buy good

health or what it bou^t a year ago; "Cut your
contribution to air pollution if you want to breathe
clean air;" "If you are truly charitable you won't care
whetlier it's tax deductible or not."

As an advocate of the aphorism-"God bless the

literal mind-" it is somewhat embarrassing to admit
that "tag-lines" most abrasive, most conducive to

nauseum are the semantic distortions and attempted
puns. "When a girl finds the right buoy, a girl usually

wants to embark upon the sea of matrimony;" "A
habit is strong but. brittle; you can break it by
dropping it." and remember to "Work while you wait

for your ship to come in-or hardship could arrive."

Attempted to assign these Salada Tag-lines to

pragmatic purposes, one friend appropriately used

them to decorate a bathroom wastecan. Perhaps other

implementations could be: 1. spouting them, as a

guarantee of social alienation, 2. as a meat substitute

in hamburger, 3. as earrings, 4. as concluding

statements in termpapers. these examples of homey
(homely) advice evoke reactions tliat venture a step

beyond hands-thrown-upward-in-exasperation, or fists

clenched in anger-perhaps foaming at the mouth
could be the only accurate description. Salada say:

"Frustrations cause some men to break; others to

break records." Perhaps the author could be strangled

(with tea bag strings) in effigy.

Fraternities cont^d: alpha or omega

lachieved without demanding costs, however. ZTA
president Kathy McDougal ascribes the current

snijJlness of her sorority to .the decision not to accept

new pledges until the restrictive clauses were stricken.

From a sizeable organization of over 30 members
three years ago, the ZTA sorority now numbers only

Id girls.

Other Greeks are intent upon deemphasizing iheir

social images, pointing instead, to the philanibrnoic

and t community work their organizations accomplish.

Still other fraternity groups are reevaluating dieir

freshman recruiting policies. "We don't try to attract

people." explains Joe Getty, president of the Sigs.

"We don't go out to recruit people anymore. We're

(ogether here because we have the same interests."

The sororities, under the direction of the

Pan-Hellenic Council, are taking a greater interest in

getting to know freshmen girls before they start their

fomial rushing second semester. Elise Lawrence,

iPan-Hellenic president, explains: "We're trying to get

acquainted wiht the kids. Before, when we'd start

nishing, they would tell us 'We haven't seen you all

semester. Why are you coming and rushing us now?"

But the Greeks' efforts are not met without

resistance. Dean Kelley points to "the bad publicity

Greeks have gotten nationwide" as an element which

works against their acceptance. She also considers

that "freshmen coming in are less interested in

organized groups of any sort." and that the Greek

societies' image as strictly social organizations "just

doesn't appeal lo kids generally."

It was only a year ago that antagonism between

Independents and fraternity members rose to the

surface in a heated Student Senate meeting. The

complaints, of course, were directed against only one

men's fraternity for its blind acceptance of vandalism

by some of its members. But the antipathy of some

independents to the campus Greeks is apparendy still

Intense.

The concern is evident as the Pan-Hellenic

president asks a reporter whether he views the

antagonism as significant. For her own part, she

offers the view that, "1 don't think there is any great

sntagonism on campus towards us."

I

The 1963 Shident Life Committee report

criticized fraternities and sororities for their

exceedingly powerful role in student life on campus.

In Iheir present, enervated form, what should the role

of the Greeks consist of?

For the Sigs, it is an opportunity for an

interchange of ideas. "We are all really different," Joe

Getty says. "You get really interesting viewpoints

from everybody. When 1 read something tlial interests

l"ie, 1 can come in and there is always somebody

'billing to discuss it."

I

For Elise Lawrence, sororities offer security, a

Introducing The Greeks
ZETA TAU ALPHA

s„.ri.ies issue ALPHA OMICRON PI

Annual Bids

Annual Plans Announced
For Gay Greek Festival

"Gone are the days...when columns of the Elm were filled weekly with "Greek Talk."

chance to meet more people, an opportunity to

engage in more activities. "If you are in college,

you're going to belong to a sub-group anyway," she

explains.

For the Dean of Men, Barry McArdle, "fraternities

can play a really important role. Their obHgation first

of all is to their members -r their commitment to he

brotherhood. Fraternities are able to give a student

something to belong to, an identity... friendship,

someone to be concerned about him."

But the Student Affairs Office sees that

Wasliington's Greeks could accomplish more. 'The

contribution of fraternities to this campus," McArdle

says, "is strictiy social." Dean Kelley comments that

"so much time is spent on perpetuating membership,

sororities don't have time left to do a whole lot. They

would be willing lo admit thai they could do more."
What Washington's fraternities and sororities could

accomplish is uncertain, perhaps as uncertain as the

Greek organizations' futures.

In the last year two fraternities have discarded

tlieir national affiliations and have chosen status as

local fraternities. The reason the Sigs and the

Lambda'a made their decisions was financial. Dean
McArdle explains: "Such a large amount of money
annually went to tlieir national and tliey felt they
were getting little or nothing out of it. And they

were."

The Dean of Student Affairs sees the problem as

one endemic to a college with a limited enrollment

"On a small campus like this," Dean Kelley explains,

"you don't get much return from a national, ..other

than prestige, if there is any anymore."

The Greeks themselves admit that a change is

being considered. Leslie Tice, president of the AOP's,

comments that the localization of sororities has been

discussed-but only unofTicially. "I don't expect to

see it in the near future." she offers.

The remaining two national fraternities are

definitely not considering a change in their status.

Dave Novak, president of the KA's, regards his

national positively. "The KA national fraternity," he

explains, "offers its chapter members a job placement

service and close contacts." The Theta Chi's are

presently indebted to their national organization and

would have to eliminate their debt before

contemplating a break.

The future success of the Greeks in attractingnew

members is also speculative. Dean Kelley considers

that the decline in Creek memberships has reached a

plateau, "Without much effort, they could operate

indefinitely. They won't disappear from campus, lf-1

can make a prediction. 1 think you'll see an upsurge

of interest in them in the next five years."

A concluding student viewpoint is mure cautious.

"Yes. I think sororities will stay here." Elise

Lawrence projects. "They'll probably be smaller in

number and I wouldn't be surprised if they went

.

local."
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-, Perspective on

cross country

Five miles is a long way to run and al this point of

the cro^s country team's season it is also very

difficult. Completing a five mile race with all the

attendant pressures, however, make the distance seem

a minor factor.

A runner can never be sure how the race is going

for his team; the terrain often makes it difficult to see

the other competitors. Therefore a runner finds

himself challenged to go another step further. BlM

despite these deterrant factors the team has fielded

nine adventurous members. Either because of

stupidity which most non-participants call it or

because they desire a physical challenge unmatched

by anything else, they come out and train for the

ordeal.

Never really knowing how hard his competitors are

working, tlie runner trains by running mile after mile

to meet his challenge. Quilting is symbolic of the

runner's challenge slapping liim in the face. If he

submits he is admitting that tlie challenge is

insurmountable. This is the reason why all the

Washington College Cross Country members have

always finished tlieir races, they are tougli both

mentally and definitely physically.

The Chattymen have spirit and a pride in

themselves tliat does not need the cheers and

clamoring of fans. This team is motivated not in

terms of points but by improvement, self pride, and

self respect. Men, like Tom Clement, who does not

only accept his challenge but attacks it; Jackie

Johnson, a sprinter proving he is a true runner in all

aspects of the word; Danny Scharf, who runs because

he enjoys the scenery; Bob Greenberg, team captain,

who is proving that being a natural is no excuse for

apathy; and Peter de Selding another developing

threat for the Sho'men, form this spirited nucleus.

Other members that are definitely not far behind are

Bob Atkinson, Mark Sherman and Bob Farwell.

Though the team recently lost to Galludet College

23-34 excellent times were run by all members. The

distance of the course was six miles and Tom
aiement's time of 38 minutes, flat is outstanding. As

a matter of fact every team member ran his personal

best time for six miles.

Jive

Congratulations

Bobby Riggs
by Gali Sanchez

1 hope it's not too late but with a week gone by
I'm beginning to see the "Battle of the Sexes" with a

bit more light. Most of the coUege community
witnessed the spectacle and most took sides. In my
sheer stupidity I chose Billie Jean King, Stupidity not

because I've suddenly seen the Male Chauvanist Light

but simply because I now know who the real Bobby
Riggs is. The worst part is it was obvious all along.

Bobby Riggs is a 55 year old FORMER tennis

player with no legs and a nimble mind not to mention
a big mouth. "So what?" you might say as if you
already knew. Well even though B.J. won 3 sets to

nothmg I am convinced that Bobby Riggs was the real

winner. Who knew anything about Riggs four weeks
ago? He was able to convince everybody that he
could, if not would, beat the best female tennis

player in the world. He played male chauvanist, made
guest appearances and shot his mouth off to everyone
in listening distance.

It was true genius. All he had to do was to show
up at the Astrodomewith a racket and he was assured
of at least 2,5 million dollars if not more. And to

think that the present Rem hb standard bearer was
just a stepping stone.

Who would have believed it? Who would have
thought that this was a serious Battle of the Sexes?
Who would have dreamed 30,000 plus watching a

tennis match in the Astrodome? Who would have
gone to see B.J. play Rod Laaver?

Bobby Riggs, the winner and still champion!

Paul Brown leaps over opponent in moving the ball downfield during last
weekend's Alumni game.

Sports

Soccer team

holds 3-0 record

Washington College is carrying a 3-0-0 record in

Varsity Soccer including last Wednesday's victory

over Upsala, 6-0. Offense is the key word - the

Shoremen have scored 1 7 goals to the opposition's 2.

However, as of yet. die defense has yet to be

tested by a good club. Bill Williams continues his

magic touch with the sphere, scoring four goals

against Upsala. Paul Brown and John Ozcock

completed the scoring. The Sho'men will entertain

Swarlhmore this Saturday at 2:00 p.m. on the

Kibler Field.

Campus Scope

Fall weekend tomorrow

.
Friday night marks the commencement of Fall

Weekends festivities. The SIC fraternity isofferinga

Thirties Dance, complete with the Big Band sounds in

East Hall; admission is one doUar. A faculty and
student Variety Show will be presented in the Coffee
House. Shows will be given at 8:00 and 10:00 and
admittance is a quarter. After Saturday's soccer game,
which begins at 3:00, students can indulge their

prancing, whims at the Concert Party in Hynson
Lounge at 8:00. Accompanying the party will be a

Smorgasbord served from 9:00 until 10:30. "Play it

Again Sam" a Woody Allen original will be
shown in Tawes Theater on Sunday afternoon at 3:00
for 50c. completine the weekend entertainment.

Vocational counseling added

Washington's Student Health Service is embarking
upon a program of vocational counseling for students.

Miss Bonnie Michaelson, staff psychological

counselor, is establishing the program to help

interested students analyze their career interests and

to provide them resource information in the form of

an occupational library.

Students will be asked to take a brief, free test

w*ich wUl be analyzed by computers. Results and
analysis will be forwarded to students.

Miss Michaelson is avaUable Mondays and
Wednesdays from 12 noon to 4 p.m,, and Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Fulbright^ Rhodes available

Seniors interested in applying for Fulbright grants

for study abroad are reminded that the College

deadline date is October 15. Dr. Georgia Duffee, Dr.

Dan Premo. and Dr. Peter Tapke have information

brochures and application forms for graduate study in

1974-75.

"We are hoping that a number of strong senior

candidates will apply and we shall be glad to offer

w^iatever assistance we can in the somewhat arduous

process," explained Dr. Tapke. Germany again leads

the field this year, with 171 grants projected for

1974-75. Full grants—providing travel tuition, and

maintenance—are available for 33 countries. A
number of new grants have recently been announced,

including arts grant to the U.S.S.R.

Information and application forms for candidates

for Rhodes Scholarships are also available in Dr.

Tapke's office. Rhodes Scholarships provide two

years of study at Oxford University. The qualities and

distinctions sought by the Rhodes selection

committees are described in notices posted on College

bullerin boards. The College deadline for Rhodes
applications is October 15. Faculty nominations for

Rhodes candidates would be helpful, Dr. Tapke said.

Marti's Sweete Shoppe

hand-packed fine chocolates

all kinds of penny candy

208 High Street - Lower Level

778-9744

Paul's Shoe store

Durfhams - Converse Bass - Topsiders

High Street in Downtown Chestertown

College Heights Barber Shop
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Admissions

Increasing minority

enrollment 'not

major concern^

for college now

bv Kevin O'Keefe

The story still circulates in various campus circles;

I was the late I950's and Washington was
onsidering a move to integrate its student body. An
nfluential Board member, reflecting tlie attitude of

ome conservative segments of the College, conceded
hai integrating the school would be an acceptable

iiove. but a move which would entail prohibitive

;osts for tlie College. "We'd have to build a new dorm
Of Negro students," he reasoned.

Washington integrated in 1957 and black students

laliirally found their place In the College's existing

lomiitories. But integration of the student body has

lood in the last sixteen years as more of an

inassailable principle than as an actual fact.

Black enrollment in Washington has traditionally

;onstituted one to two per cent of the student body.

t is hard to gauge, since the administration refuses to

ieep official statistics, but probably no more than 25

)lack students have graduated from Washington.

The Admissions Department has maintained

unofficial' statistics on the number of blacks in each

nlering class since 1961. Until 1968, no more than

Wo blacks enrolled each year. Since then each class

las included three to four black students. The Class

if '77 includes five blacks.

In its admission literature the College makes no
nention of any special emphasis on enrolling

ninority students. "We're color blind in admissions,"

xplains Mr. Bud Andrew, director of Washington's

admission Department. He says his department,

owever, does have a sensitivity to the problem of

icreasing black and other minority enrollment

igures. "When we find a black student who might

lualify, we work very hard to get him."
Of the approximately 750 secondary schools

^'ashington visits annually, 5.4% are primarily black

» have significant minority student enrollments. The
(imissions staff has concentrated its efforts in inner

'ty high schools of Baltimore, Washington,

hiladelphia. New York and Newark.

Andrew explains that his department is also

/mpathelic to the fact that standardized tests, such

s the SAT's, may be culturally biased and often he

spends instead upon high school grades and

^commendations to estimate potential.

But in its quest to recmit mmority students the

oUege is confronted with a number of problems,

hief among them Washington's location.

In meeting black students "the first question asked

s." the Admissions Director says, "is where is it?

he next thing then to overcome is 'Oh yeah, the

astern Shore. I've heard about that place.' You have

^ persuade them that Washington College and

hestertown are not in that stereotype at all."

But location alone is not the only hinderance to a

ifger minority enrollment. Andrew hints to "my
''elings" that most black students are interested in

'fger schools. The College's cost, too, is an

ipediment. "Our financial aid policy is blind to

t^lor too," Andrew explains and the administration

has stressed its reluctance to establish specific

scholarships for blacks.

Competition for highly qualified minority

students, of course, is keen. Many large private

universities, often located in urban centers, operate

extensive programs for recruiting blacks. State

colleges and universities, particularly in Maryland,

have funding to hire black recruiters. "There you've

got the identification advantage," Andrew says.

Despite the problem Washington faces in recruiting

minorities, the day may soon come when the College
can no longer financially afford to enroll only five

blacks in a freshman class of 214. The federal

government has become particularly obstinate in its

insistence that the fiow of federal monies to private
colleges be tied to minority enrollments.

Mr. Gene Hessey, College Business Manager, notes
that "in terms of grants — from the Nationa Science
Foundation, the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare — the emphasis is heavily leaning toward

schools with a significant increase or substantial level

of minority enrollment."

The government is continuously collecting data on

minority enrollments in private institutions and often

doing it in oblique ways.

The College last year submitted to an Internal

Revenue Service audit. During the process, federal

officials requested data on Washington's minority

student enrollment. "It had nothing to do with the

financial statistics," Hessey says. "It was just another

check by federal officials in relation to this area."

The Business Office has recognized the gloomy
picture for continued federal aid — most of which
comes in the form of student scholarships. In the last

three years the aid has decreased sharply and if a 'pet

plan' of President Nixon is enacted fully, the source

may dry up to no more than a trickle. The Basic

Opportunity Grant program would put federal funds

in the hands of individual students, most of it in the

hands of lower economic groups, the group

Washington College has the hardest time recruiting.

Hessey seems fairly confident that possibility will

soon become reality. "I think that probably the

direct financial aid to the institution will be doomed
in the next few years."

Another channel of money — this one from the

state of Maryland ~ may also become dependent

upon the efforts of private colleges to enroll minority

students. Hessey suspects that Maryland's Black

legislative caucus may emerge as an opposition group
to any further moves for increasea state aid.

"Obviously, the money won't benefit their

constituency as much as if it went to the state system

of education," he explains.

Whether Washington could even accommodate a

steady stream of minority students is an unanswered

question.

Many minority students wishing to pursue a

college education have deficient education

backgrounds and would require remedial work before

entering a curriculum such as Washington's. The
College's faculty and administration traditionally

have opposed the institution of a remedial program.

"We're just not equipped to do remedial work," the

Admissions Director says. "We can't go back and do
what high schools should have done."

Andrew also predicts that many students from

ghetto backgrounds would face a difficult time in

coping with the Washington College environment. "It

takes a special kind of minority student to come here,

someone who can prosper in a school where most

kids are upper middle class whites. It's just going to

take a special kind of student."

The hard times private colleges are facing in

recruiting any students — black or white — is limiting

the College's ability to expand its efforts and

programs in recruituig minority students.

"The overriding thing for us now is this business of

survival," Andrew concludes. "It sounds like a corny

work and the situation is not as serious as it implies.

But this is the worst time for private education since

World War II or the Depression."

"Ideally it would be great if we could have a really

big minority program. But to concede to reality, it's

not really our major concern. It's regrettable."
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Viewpoint

Minority
enrollments

Washington College is compelled in its promise to

provide a liberal arts education to create a milieu

diversiOed in both student body and educational and

economic backgrounds. A liberal arts education

presents an ideal chance to expose students to not

only advancements in academia but also, according to

the most recent college catalogue, to "encourage the

student to overcome cultural provincialism. ..it should

be a liberating experience for the mind, helping to

free it from ignorance, superstition and prejudice."

Hov^ever, Washington admittedly does not fulfdl

its prosaic and impractical expectations. Washington

students comprise a fairly homogeneous group.

Criticism has been levied at the College for its low

past and current percentage of minority students.

Undeniably, there are few minority students on

campus. The College, however, cannot lower its

admission standards, compromise its expectations of

student achievement in attempting to increase

minority enrollment. Acceptance of many ^etto

blacks would simply be an injustice - otlier colleges'

experiences have proven that in many cases, remedial

courses and the development of a second track course

system are often necessary, an expense Washington's

budget could not sustain.

A limited budged, however, does not excuse

Washington College. The College must be cognizant

of the fact that it fails to adhere to its creed of a

diversified education. The College is honor-bound to

expand its now limited recruiting activities at

minority-dominated schools, steadfastly attempting

to enroll those minority students who are capable of

prospering from the Washington curriculum.

Personalities: Leon Anderson

Forum

An alternate proposal

for Spring weekend
To the editor:

This semester the Student Government
Association will decide whether to abandon having a

• concert for Homecoming Weekend next Spring. As a

member of the SGA 1 am in favor of such a proposal.

The Livingston Taylor and the Jonathan Edwards
concerts were financial liabilities.

During the year the Senate has to limit

expenditures in order to finance Homecoming.
Approximately S7,000 is spent on Homecoming, of

which S4.000 is used to pay for a concert. The SGA
loses thousands of dollars annually because of this

one hour concert.

In the first place no one is satisfied with the

selection of a performer. Unfortunately, we can not

afford to have a concert which costs over $6,000 and
obviously, famous artists such as Cat Stevens and
Edgar Winters are eliminated from the list of

possibilities for the concert.

Then we have to charge admission and a number
of students will not attend a concert if they have to

pay an admission fee of $4.00. Another problem is

that some performers and ticket agents are not always
reliable and there has always been the possibility that

the performer might not show up for the concert.

although the College has been fortunate in our Spring
concerts.

The elimination of the Homecoming Concert
would benefit the student body of Washington
College. More money could be appropriated toward
financing more weekends similar to Fall Weekend.

Other organizations would be able to receive

money for other functions on campus. The Senate
would not have to worry this semester about
reserving an adequate amount of money in its

treasurj' in order to make ends meet after

Homecoming next spring.

Finally, students do go to Baltimore. Philadelphia

and Washington to attend concerts. It is not worth
the financial worry to spend S4,000 on a concert
witich satisfies few people.

Sincerely

Phebe Tinker

The Nbtonian plan to 'phase-out' the Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO) could possibly
undermine almost a decade of achievement effected

by Leon Anderson, a member of the fieshmen class.

Leon Anderson, 32, is the ex-Director of the Kent,
Talbot and Queen Annes Counties Community
Action Agency (CAA), which is under the auspices of
the OEO. "Actually, the administration 'phase-out'

had nothing lo do with the continuation of my
education...

I
*ve always wanted to continue on to

college. I worked with programs gearing the student
to higher education and also became close to the

College and some members of the faculty with the

origination of the Head Start program on campus."
Leon, who quit his directorship the day school

began, was also accepted at the University of
Maryland. Anderson - who lives in Grasonville —
explained that Washington was much more
geographically accessible and economically feasible.

He is the recipient of a faculty scholarsliip which
covers die full cost of tuition and books.

In 1964. when OEO was created by the Johnson
administration, Anderson was working on the Civic
Interest Group, in conjunction with Morgan State
College and Goucher College and headed by Clarence
Mitchell. The group was attempting to improve slum
housing, inadequate recreation * facilities and
integration in Queen Annes county.

By localizing tlie group and creating tlie 'Civic

Interest Group of Grasonville' the committee became
eligible for grants from the federal government,
specifically the OEO. Another group -- the Queen
Annes County Community Action Agency ~ was also

submitting proposals for grant money. The OEO
suggested that the two agencies merge; Anderson was
made a member of the board of directors.

'in 1967, Kent and Talbot counties, along with
Queen Annes, all submitted proposals for grants. The
OEO responded that we were all too small to fund
individually and suggested the creation of a tri-county

organization." Anderson listed the original goals of
his agency; 1. helping youth, high school drop-outs;

2. improvement of housing and education: 3. the

expansion of Head Start; and 4. an attempt to

alleviate the serious problem of unemployment in

Kent County — Anderson explained that the county
has a Title Four rating (which is earned when a

county has an unemployment rate of over 6%
through a four year period.)

Anderson stressed the point tliat the Community
Action Agency was not 'tied' solely to OEO; other
agencies were also approachable for financial aid.

Donors and grants were received from the Office of
Education, the Office of Childhood Development
(which aids the Headstart Program), the Smithsonian
Institute, tlie Wye Institute, the Department of
Labor, (providing finances for Manpower and the

Neighborhood YouthCorps),the Ford Foundation
and local community commissions.

Anderson admitted that it was essential to become
a "master of the art of grantsmanship."

Obviously, Leon Anderson has mastered the arts

because his 88 man staff and $780,000 annual
combined grants have created the following agencies

and extensions:

*ten Headstart centers— three in Kent county,
three in Queen Annes and four in Talbot,

*a mobile dental unit—w^iich services children

from pre-school age to the sixth grade. It was
originated from an idea of a local dentist; the OEO,
after years of appeals, finally provided the necessary

$50,000.

*the Emergency Food and Medical Services

program which deals with people who do not have
die resources to buy food stamps — those not on
public assistance; provides nutrition^ supplement to

expectant mothers ; aids severe anemia patients.

They also expected to start a school breakfast
program, but could not overcome insufficient

faciliues. Under this program, dental care was
achieved for adults. "Tiiere are three qualifications
that qualify a person for this ptugranr malnutrition;
starvation; hunger." Anderson leans torward, shuffies
in his seat, and toys with his pipe. He continues to list

the programs: "The Economic Development Program
attempts lo set up small businesses such as service
stations, seafood delivery service to the Western
Shore, cleaning and maintenance services, to be
owned and oper?l-d oy the poor " "Over 150 young
men have oeen irametj oy the Youtli Developmon:
I'rogram in the building and trade field and offered

access to high school equivalency courses." Anderson
adds with pride that "87% have been employed." The
final organization created by the CAA was a system
of seven neighborhood centers bom to decentralize

local county service enabling the local stations lo

outreach the county seats. They provide the facilities

for the summer culture enrichment program and the

Right-to-Read program.

"It was always a struggle for survival" laments
Leon Anderson. The programs from the Federal

Government were all "urban oriented". The CAA was
continually forced to compete with bids from large

urban centers. Anderson also has some criticism to

level at the local governments: "Ruraj governments

As ex-director

of a Community

Action Agency,

he is not your

ordinary

freshman

by^*!Cim Stierstorfer

respondtonly during crises; they are apathetic to the

needs of many people." Explaining the lack of

success in raising the housing conditions of the poor,

Leon revealed that none of the tliree counties has a

housing code. Consequently a large number of homes
are built and inhabitated without indoor plumbing.
The move to create a Public Housing Authority and
Code "turned the locals off". "An authority three

years ago has yet to be acted on." Anderson quietly

fumed. All of the achievements of tlie tri-county

agency will be negated, "lost unless revenue sharing

and the Special Revenue Sharing in Rural
Development Act" is enacted.

The Freshman who is enrolled iii psycholog;

biology. Spanish and philosophy courses, hopes i

eventually enter law school. Anderson was advised

that a "degree from Washington would fall heavily i

his favor" when he applied to law school. Admitting
that being Black was an advantage he interjected that

the one main criteria enabling achievement was
simply "the undying desire to succeed." Leon
Anderson also confessed that "going to school was
much harder than running the Community Action
Agency - if Tm not able lo succeed here, I'm

personally more affected; the mental strain to

succeed is much greater." Although Leon states that

he does not miss the CAA, he is still amazingly active

in the community. The interview complete. Anderson
stretches his large frame, glances at his watch, and
rushes off into the entrails of tlie library, late for

another meeting.
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Student health t

Contraceptives available at county center
o

This article is the second in a series concerning the

availability and reliability of contraceptive

distribution, abortion referral and gynecological

services in the immediate area.

"Monday is clinic day, the only day the doctor is

at the cenler." Mrs. Rose Sparks, RN, Family

Planning Director at the Kent County Health Center

tugged at her starched, blue and white uniform.

The Public Health Center, located on College

Avenue, directly opposite from the Somerset

Dormitory, provides free testing and medicine for the

entire county. PAP testing and VD tests (which are

routine procedures in each physical) are available at

tlie center. Some tests for pregnancy are given but

most cases are sent to the Kent-Queen Annes County

Hospital. Men requesting vasectomies are also referred

to the hospital.

Contraceptives, including the pill, lUD,

{Interuterine Device), Diaphrams, foam and even

counseling on the rhythm method, are available, free

upon examination "with no discrimination."

Abortions are referred locally. "But only if the

pregnancy has not developed beyond twelve weeks,"

Mrs. Sparks stipulated. "If the pregnancy has

developed further, the women are advised to visit

abortion centers in Baltimore, Easton, or an

especially reliable clinic in Washington , known as

'Pretenn"' The Director of Nursing, Mrs. Gwen
Rodney, RN, underlined the fact that abortion

counseling is available — "We don't impose our

opinions: it is strictly the girl's decision, we maintain

an unbiased position."

Nurse Sparks explained that reguefits for

Notebook

The Kent County Health Center offers free service to Maryland residents.

Might we all graduate

as Hopies?
Johns Hopkins University and Goucher College,

two Baltimore based institutions, are considering a

merger between their two schools.

However, Goucher's girls for various reasons are

reluctant to enter the union and elements at the.

Hopkins are complaining about the inferior board

scores of Goucher's girls and the financial insecurity

of the school.

Alt of uiiich makes particularly interesting a short

editorial opinion offered in the Johns Hopkins

Newsletter, the student newspaper, dated Sept, 28,

1973.

Newsletter editor B.H. Cohen wrote: "A recent

early-morning visit to quaint Washington College, an

800 student coeducational institution in even

quainter Chestertown, across the Bay, persuaded me
that this University's imperialistic policies are

seriously misdirected at present. Ratlier than waiting

for Towson-based Goucher to go broke, and hoping

to lake the 330-acre campus for a song, Hopkins

administrators should make an immediate 'cash plus

players to be named later' offer to the 191-year-old

Eastern Shore franchise."

"In addition to several new dormitory facilities

built in the modern mausoleum style, Washington

College boasts a new library, plenty of grass, and a

swinging wooden sign, white with black Colonial

lettering:

Washington College

founded J 782

Liberal Arts

& Sciences

Relations belween Washington College and JHU,

of course, have always been close.

Many of Washington's graduates pursue their

graduate work at the Hopkins. Administrators of the

two schools are on a close basis, indeed, Milton

Eisenhower, president of JHU formanyyears, and

Robert Roy, dean emeritus of tlie School of

Engineering, are members of Washington's Board.

But chances of a JHU-WC merger apparendy are

slim. Dr. Joseph McLain comments facetiously,

"We'll lei tiicm make the first offer."

gynecological services "were directed to one of the

doctors at the hospital." Mrs. Sparks also revealed

that one of her main problems in the Family Planning

department was "getting the patients back for

rechecks." She stressed the importance of foUow-up

physicals, "even after getting settled on a type of

treatment."

Mrs. Rodney noted, in order to dispell any

reluctance- in approaching the center, that parental

consent was not required for contraceptives, VD
treatments or abortions, according to Maryland state

law.

The nursing director explained, however, that

requests for sterilization are submitted for parental

approval.

"Veneral Diseases must be reported by name — to

insure other parties who must be contacted." Aware

that many Washingon College students are from

Endowment

Another million
The College's endowment fund increased in size by

20% last month when Mr. Ernest Howard, a long-time

benefactor of the College and former Board member,

left Washington more than a million dollars from his

estate.

Mr. Howard, an alumnus and resident of Cecil

County, Md., died in early September.

In his will he identified Washington as both a

specific and residual benefactor of his estate,

enrichening tlie College by at least $1,010,000.

mostly in DuPont corporation stock.

Washington's total endowment now amounts to

nearly $6,000,000.

Mr. Howard specified that lire endowment income

from his fund be used for student scholarships.

Dr. Joseph McLain, president, anticipates that the

endowment bequest will provide the College with

S60.000 additional dollars annually for financial aid.

With this latest gift, Washington's ability to offer

sizeable financial aid packages to students next year is

further assured. In the last year over Si.400,000 in

endowment money has been given the College for

student aid.

A chair to An

Dr. Tai Sung An, chainiian of the Political Science

and International Studies departments, last week was

named the first recipient of the Everett E. Nuitle

Chair in History and Political Science. The

announcement came at Saturday's Board meeting.

out-of-state, Nurse Rodney interjected that "if the

patient is not a Maryland resident his case will be

evaluated individually." She explained that funding

for the Public Health Center is provided by the State

Health Department. '"Citizens of Maryland would be

paying for out-of-state cases."

The Kent County Health Center is open daily from

9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The doctor is present on Monday,

clinic day. There is no charge for either testing or

treatment. Literature, mostly leaflets such as "What

you should know about the pQl." published by the

AMA and the Food and Drug Administration.

"Family planning for you"; information concerning

the "Summit Medical Center" in Washington, 'The

modern lUD." are all available.

Next week: services at the Kent-Queen Anne

County Hospital

Dr. Tai Sung An, recepient of the Everett

IMuttle Chair in History and Political Science.

The chair originates from a bequest last spring by

Mr. Nul tie's widow in llie amount of nearly

S700,000, S400.000 ol the gift went to fund Dr. An's

new chair; the remainder will be used as scholarship

endowment.

Dividend returns on the $400,000 will be used to

pay part of Dr. An's salary.

Dr. An has published two books - Mao T*-Tung's

Cultural Revolution and the Sino-Soviet Territorial

Dispute - and is completing work on a third book.

North Vietnam After Ho Chi Minh. He has also

published over thirty articles in scholarly magazines.

In 1 97
1

, he won the College's Lindback Award for

distinguished teaching.



Campus scope

lu Pegasus being readied

The 1972-73 Pegasus will be available "within the

next six weeks/' says editor Sandy Cassler.

There is no major reason for the long delay in

publication, but Cassler cites complications such as

the staff failing to fulfill assignments and the

breakdown of the yearbook's darkroom enlarger.

He can not point to an exact date for the

yearbook debut, commenting that "you never know
what could crop up," including a possible paper

shortage at the yearbook's publishing company.

"Everybody always wonders when it's going to

come out. It'll come out when it comes out."

Williams here today

John Williams, winner of the National Book
Award in Fiction in 1972 and director of the creative

writing program ai the University of Denver, will visit

Washington College this afternoon.

At 3:30 p.m. he will read from some of his

selected works in the Hynson Lounge. At 10:30 a.m.,

Friday, he will speak on "Contemporary American

Fiction Writers" in a seminar in the Sophie Kerr room

of Miller Library. His visit has been arranged by the

Sophie Kerr Committee.

A member of the faculty at University of Denver

since 1954, and full professor since 1964, Mr.

Williams this year is Fannie Hurst VisitingProfessor at

Brandeis University.

He has been writer-in-residence at several colleges

and participates regularly on the faculties of writers'

conferences and workshops, including the well known

Bread Loaf Writers Conference in Vermont

(1966-1972). In addition to the National Book

Award he has received several major grants and

fellowships.

He has published four novels, the most recent one

being "Augustus" in 1972. He also has published two

books of poetry, and dozens of his poems and essays

have appeared in numerous journals and anthologies.

Coffeehouse seeks mural

Ideas, sketches and designs for a mural lo adorn
the back wall of the Coffeehouse are now being

accepted by the Student Affairs Office and the

managers of the Coffeehouse. Any decorating ideas

are welcome.

American Musicale

Note from John Klaus, director of Washington's

Chorus.

Fridayit at 8:30 in Tawes Theater the Washington

College Music Department will present a behemothian
AMERICAN MUSICALE, designed to dazzle the

most blase apprehensions and befuddle the most

critical minds. There has probably been no similar

event at the College or in Chestertown since the early

days of this century! How many of Hans Gram's
works have you heard lately? Or George K, Jackson's,

or Ernest R. Ball's, or Henry RussePs? "Obscure!

Obscure!" you cry and you are right. But do not,

gentle friend, judge a composition by the lowliness of

its author. Do not behave in a fashion befitting the

common mob, judging something inadequate because

it is unfamiliar. Come to this concert! Judge for

yourself what you see and hear! Hear Garry Clark

play Louis Moreau Gottschalk! Hear Robert Forney
play Raynor Taylor! Hear John Klaus sing "The Old
Arm Chair!" Hear Louanne Sargent and Linda

Rounsavall sing "A Real Slow Drag," from Scott

Joplin's operatic masterpiece TREEMONISHA.
Behold the Washington College Chorus in its first

performance of the year! Discover for yourself the

music of this country in itsexuberant youth! All of
these are but a glimpse of the glories which will be

revealed! All other activities pale into insignificance

in the face of this incredible production. Come one,

come all!

Soccer

Washington
trounces
Swarthmore
Washington College beat a good Swarthmore team

6 to 1 last Saturday. In fact, Swarthmore was a better

team than 6 to 1 . With a few good breaks and some
good goalkeeping, the Pennsylvanians might have

easily won.

Throughout the first half, Swarthmore controlled

the ball, continuously hitting the open man. But they

.didn't have the player to put the ball in the nets.

Defensively, they focused on Bill Williams and Paul

Brown, hoping to eliminate the Shore's scoring

tiireat. This gave birth to the biggest improvement in

WC soccer this year, the wings.

Wing play accounted for four of the home side

goals and figured in the other two. Ben Fitzgerald, an
upcoming star for Washington, continually created

disturbances in front of the visitors' goal, bringing

him two goals and two assists for his efforts.

On the other side, Joe Bayles and Zun Nugyen
picked up where Fitzgerald left off. This is an
important factor because opposing teams will key on
Williams and Brown all year. They now will have to

think twice if we have equal talent on the wings.

In spite of excellent scoring and offensive play, a

definite sore spot showed in the Shore attack.

Washington could not control the ball at midfield,

which made it difficult for the offense to get the ball

under comfortable control. This was evidenced as

Swarthmore held the ball for long periods of time
without shooting.

In all. it was a good effort. The offense performed
well. In fairness to the midfield, Craig Attix, who is

the sparkplug of the team, was out for the game due
to injury. It is hard to say what the midfield would
have looked like at full strength. The defense played
well without much pressure. Goalie Peter Murphy
turned in a good performance and only a mistake by
one of his own teammates cost him his shutout

Maybe Swarthmore was not a 6 to 1 ball club, but
nobody here wUl complain.

Sports
^

An attack

that failed

Tom Clement led an attack on the cross country

course Saturday afternoon, but unfortunately he was

the only person to follow the thing through.

Somewhere during those five miles the attack was

broken apart by heat, injuries, competition, pressure,

hills and a blistering fast pace. The team lost to both

Lebanon Valley and Western Maryland colleges.

The loss has not affected the enthusiasm of this

spirited team. This is the type of team that can brush

off a defeat, coming back next week to blow a

top-notch team right off the course.

The next home meet is October 13 against

Widener and Drew and the times and attitudes may
be improved vastly.

Clement's time of 28:33 seconds ranks as one of

the fastest times run on the course by a Washington

College runner. Congratulations also go to Jake Hollo

way, who placed fourth among the Shoreman. Jake was

running five miles for his first time and finished with

a very respectable time of 32:55. Jake has promised

to start training with the team for the following

meets. As the saying goes, "it is not the distance

lA^ich is great, it is the first step."

Tom Clement leads shore attack.

f^ Our Doctors and Counselors ^
care about you . .

,

rhe
new

,womans
clinic

helps women in need of abortion.

For help and answers call collect;

(202) 872-8070
Washington. DC.

Representative needed! Earn $200.00+ each seipester
with only a few hours work at the beginning of the
semester.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING SERVICE, 519 Glenrock Ave.,
Suite 203, Los Angeles, California 90024

CH«C«Ll, BUSKIN, ROUAUIT.

DAUMIER. MUTISSE. PICASSO

AND MANY OTHERS.

F^ I FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES
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Politics

Chestertown's City Hall will soon house a new Mayor, perhaps Dr. Jonah Churgin of the

Political Science department

The final issue lo suriace Irom this early stage of

Churgin's candidacy is a concern for the physical

Chestertown, its streets and lighting, its land

assessments.

"It seems to me that in the past certain areas of

Chestertown have received greater attention. But

Chestertown is College Heights, Chestertown Is

Byford Court and Chestertown is Cannon and Calvert

Streets too. Sewerage roads and lighting must be good

all over town. We can't be concerned with only one

part."

Churgin judges that property tax assessments in

town are often inequitable. "Some areas of town," he

explains, "pay very little, others are over-assessed."

He elaborates that Chestertown's Mayor has no direct

authority on the taxation; it is the function of the

county. Churgin values the effectsi ot exposure

and publicity, however, tools he leeis would be in

his grasp as Mayor.

His credentials may seem to some incongruous for

an Eastern Shore. conservatively-oriented

municipality but Churgin sharply disagrees. "If

people are going to vote for me," he argues, "they're

going to have to transccnd...any of their local

feelings. They're going to have to vote on the issues.

This isn't a personality contest."

What seems to bother Churgin, however, is the

attitude of some that Chestertown's mayor should be

a native, an individual of prolonged residence. He
established a residency in town in 1970, the year he

began teaching at Washington.

The political science professor exhibits an

assurance that voters would not allow such

considerations, would not react to him as "a less than

equal citizen" because of his four year residency. *i

have been trained in urban politics and ! don't think

Chestertown will judge me "on the length of my
residence," he concludes.

Dr. Churgin's previous political experience, in

Out ofclassroom politics^ into the world

by Kevin O'Keefe

The office is filled with chattering, joking

campaign workers. The candidate, thin and dark,

dressed in maroon slacks and blue blazer, sits

attentively in a hard backed chair. Aroujid him the

mechanics of his campaign take form; orders are

placed with printers for buttons and bumper stickers;

volunteers are corralled, cojaled into accepting duties.

The candidate, unsuccessfully attempting to ignore

the constant interjections of his supporters, addresses

a reporter. "Why am I running? 1 think that there

haven't been enough candidates who are seriously

concerned with the needs of Chestertown. It's been

an office of status quo. Things need to be done. So

I'm going to try."

Dr. Jonah R. Churgin. assistant professor of

political science; a Manhattan-bred, Ivy League

educated, Jewish ethnic Chestertonian of four years,

announced his candidacy this week for the town's

highest office, the Mayor.

The issues behind his candidacy are still somewhat
amorphous, some discreetly hidden, 'in the Kennedy
fashion," he relates, "we're going to pace the

campaign."

Strategy allows the immediate disclosure of some

issues, however, major among them concem for

restrictive voting regulations, the town's police force,

the availability of youth activities and inequitable

land assessment. He elaborates freely upon those

issues, requesting that others for now "remain off the

record."

On the first point, Churgin argues that "we have to

make certain that everyone is entitled to run for

office." Currently, only land owners in town are

enfianchised to run for elected office, a stipulation

which the 28-year-old candidate considers

unconstitutional.

The police force he considers unprofessional- Of
the town's tiny squad he says: "Our police earn very

little money which means we don't get the elite,

people who are really interested in a career. It's a

highly responsible position. Training must be

in creased...We must have justice along with law

enforcement."

The need for a youth center and a greater concem

for the problems of Chestertown's young residents is

critical. "In Chestertown today there is really very

little entertainment. They need more diversions.

Facilities should be overwhelmingly expanded—like a

facility to provide free movies."

The migration of the town's youth is also a

problem. "Another thing we should be able to do is

to create more jobs to keep youths in Chestertown

instead of forcing them to live elsewhere. We should

make sure Cheslertonians have a maximum potential

in Chestertown."

addition to his academic interest, has been strictly

advisory in nature. He worked for the McCarthy

campaign in New Hampshire in 1968—and wrote his

doctoral dissertation at Brown University on the

topic—and worked as a political organizer for William

Fitztyan's congressional campaigns in New York.

Prospects on a successful candidacy are cautiously

^ven. "1 think of course it's going to be a rugged

campaign. Clearly I'm unknown. I'm not a household

word yet. I can't predict victory but 1 don't despair

that I wilt get defeated."

Churgin is evasive on the question of his

competition. "I know of no competition," he claims,

yet he anticipates three or four candidates in the race.

He rejects the notion that his appeal wUI be most

strongly centered in the town's small liberal fringes,

in its sizeable Black population. "I think the Black

vote" is very important. I think its magnitude is

considerable. But no candidate who goes for any

particular constituency can win. You have to appeal

to all constituencies lo win."

The College professor's candidacy is just

beginning. The elections for die $ 1 ,000-a-year,

part-time post is two months off, December 10. in

that time Churgin hopes lo mount a grass roots

campaign, a campaign independent of the county's

political bosses, a campaign which may result, as the

candidate's soon-to-be-printed bumper stickers

interpret the situation, in a "working Chestertown

government."
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Committee work

Brown moves

to reduce

student

representation

on Academic

Council

Dr. Richurd Brown, ch;iirmun of the muth

department, Monday nighl introduced a resolution tc

the faculty to reduce the number of student

participants on the Academic Council, an influential

comrr.illec which considers and formulates much of

the college's academic policy.

Charging that the participation of six students on

the committee has "not acted to die benefit of the

Council," Df. Brown himself a member of the

Council, complained, "We have wasted some lime

thai might not have been wasted if those studcnls

were not there."

The department chairman suggested that the

number o( student participants on the council be cul

in half. "Three students could do as much as six." he

offered.

The composition of the Academic Council

currently is equally divided between students and

tacully.six from each of the two constituencies with

all of the college's three divisions (Humanities, Social

Sciences, Natural Science and Math) represented.

Dr. Brown based his resolution on action taken by

the faculty three ycar^ ago. In November I96'J, the

group voted to increase the number of student

representatives to the academic Council from three to

six as an experiment, with the results later to be

investigated. No examination has yet taken place and

Brown argues that he has "not seen the benefits of six

over three."

Dr. Dwight Kirkpatrick. a current member of tiie

academic committee was also a member of the

Council before the number of students was increased.

He offered his comparative view to the faculty: "I

haven't noticed students dragging out the meetings,"

he said, and added that such a move as Dr. Brown
requested, would be "politically unwise" at a time

when students are demanding a greater voice in

academic affairs. He opposed Dr. Brown's proposal

since "we're in a fairly settled atmosphere and since I

can see no negative effects on the Council."

Michel Lang, president ol llic Student Government

Association, critically commented on Dr. Brown's

proposal in a statement Tuesday night. Lang's

statement argued that "Washington College is a

community comprised of faculty, students, and

administration, including the board, hi a community,

any segment interested in an issue affecting it, is

granted an equal voice with any other interested

segment in determining the outcome of the issue. If

this is a fair statement to make, then the issue before

us is not whether there sliould be three or six

students on the Academic Council, but whether or

not the student body should have a voice equal to

tiiat of the faculty in determining the content on the

curriculum and the shape of faculty."

'The question of the number of students on

committees of the faculty should be of no great

concern to the faculty unless Ihcy hamper the

efficiency of the committees," he continued. "After

all, in a close analysis, student membership on these

committees is merely tokenism for any decisions

concerning policy arc subject to final approval by the

faculty. Any matter to be discussed by the faculty

need not come from a committee, any faculty

member can bring up any matter at all. So, in the

"final" analysis, the students have "NO" Voice

concerning college policy of tlie curriculum. This is

an unfortunate situation, for if the students feci they

arc left out or not given a strong enough voice in the

decision making process, they will no longer be

motivated to work for the community. If a person

has no voice concerning the governing of a

community, eventually he will lose his desire to

contribute to the improvement uf the community,"

Instead oi' voting on Dr. Brown's proposal, the

faculty passed a resolution requesting the Student

Affairs Committee to examine the entire issue of

student participation on all college committees.

by Dave McGraw

For those few who have never had the pleasure.

Ms. Kathy Walton is the casually blond lady, officed

in Richmond House, secretaried by Carol Geary and
titled "Executive Secretary" of the Associated

Writing Programs. Recently, Ms. Walton escaped a

harried schedule to describe the purposes of the

organization in question.

"A.W.P," she said. lighting a cigarette, "is an
organization of college programs in creative writing."

The association now iias about forty official member
institutions, one of which is Washington College. Ms.
Walton explained that Chestertown is the national

headquarters for the program, which was founded by
R. V. Cassill of Brown University, 1965. "Bob Day,"
she disclosed, "is virtually responsible for establishing

the headquarters at Washington. ..and the college's

facilities are a very important contribution to our
procram." It was for such that Ms, Walton left the

M.F. A. Program in Fiction at the University of
Arkansas two years ago tliis February. Formerly a

teacher at that school and before that a "sometimes
editor and occasional ghost writer" for several small

publications and companies. Ms. Walton is now
involved with her own novel, when not inunddied
with A.W.P. work.

Ms. Walton carefully explained that membership in

the Associated Writing Programs is certainly not
limited to institutions, but caters to the individual as

well. "Approximately two hundred additional,

individual members." she revealed in billowing wisps
of Marlboro, "composed of students and writers.

receive special attention in our placement program."
'That is," she said, "A.W.P., as a coordinating and
information clearance house for ail aspects of writing,

aids in school placement for graduate and
undergraduate students of literature. A.W.P. also

plays a pari in securing lecture and reading stints for

established and novice writers."

Enumerating the other services rendered by the

program. Ms. Walton explained such novelties as

INTRO, a widely acclaimed, >eariy collection of the

best wnting to be offered from students across tiie

nation. Walton willingly points out that the advisory
board for the most recently published INTRO
featured such names as George P. Garrett, William
Harrison, Anthony Burgess and Brian Moore. Another

literary accomplishment of the Progiam's is WO R K-
SHEET, a periodical digest of student wntmgs from
campuses throughout the United Slates. Ms. Walton
emphasized the advantage of these anthologies
(currently printed by the Universities ofViigmiaand

Creative writing

Kathy Walton, director of AWP
elementary to high schools in an attempt to "turn the

study of literature back. to the viable, pleasurable

experience that it should be."

Remembering a new workshop project, Ms. Walton

was excited about the current negotiations for a

conference in literature and translation in Pueblo,

Mexico. The conference is scheduled for the summer
of '74. "Five different courses of study on the

graduate and undergraduate level will be offered in

poetry, fiction, nonfiction, translation and cinema at

the University of The America's." she said in one

breath. The conference will include renowned Laliii

American and Mexican Writers. Ms. Walton will, nt

course, help coordinate the workshop.

Generally speaking, "Our purpose is to help llic

young writer- We provide a general clearing house of

informalitni having to do with writing and writing

programs." Ms. Walton and ihc A.W.P. are guided by

a conviction that, "a general change in literal

y

education is needed at Ibis point, particularly at this

point, and we are attempting to help bring about thai

change,"

As coordination for the avant-garde. Kathy Walton
is responsible for public relations, copy writing and

organizational duties for the Associated Writing

Programs. "Almost all our projects," she eventually

confesses, "arc completed through the Washinjilon

College office." When Ms. Walton made her debul ji

Washington thcA.W.P. had about $2,000 in the bank.

Now operating with a grant from the National

Endowment for the Arts, a governmcnl funded

organization, A.W.P. matches grant funds nii a 50-50

basis, "by revenues, work contributed by board

members, memberships dues and private gifts." hi

two years Ms. Walton has helped to raise tl

program's anni al grant to S23,8*JO,

After completing a consultalion with Kathy
Walton, one is confronted with the realization th;it

she is largely responsible for the success of the

program. Asked to confirm this, Ms. Walton sm:!.>hes

a cigarette and smiles.

Kathy Walton, executive secretary of tiie

AWP, "an organization of college programs in

creative writing."

South Carolina respectively) for particularly talented

students. "Because of tliesc publications," she

related, "many students have come to the attention

of New York editors for the first time." ,

Miss Walton also staled that A.W.P. head-lines a

consulting service, "which allows us to visit various

schools and get new programs off the ground."

In the past A.W.P. has not only placed authors in

classes at ihe college level, "but has promoted tlic

concept of visiting writers and arlists-in-residcnce for

public school systems." A.W.P. lias played a smalt

role in the National Endowment foi the Arts "Poetry

In The Schools" program as well. A.W.P. poets helped

this urganizalion lo reach over 600,000 students from



Ni^ht life

Nursing Washington

through the wee hours
by Teague Maisel

If you have ever crammed for a test or written a

pjper during tiiat inescapable eleventh hour, you have

probably encountered someone wlio nurses

Wasliinglon College through the wee hours. Perhaps

you've never seen him past tlie witching hour, but

you've probably exchanged words with him in the

snackbar. He can usually be found there around 7:30

p.m. downing a quick sandwich and coffee before the

long night begins.

Mr. Robert W. Hunt, one of the College's

nighiwatchmen, is a familiar face to many and a

friend to some. He will have been employed by

Raymond Crooks, the maintenance superintendent,

for two years as of November 18. He reports on duty

ji 6:30 p.m. and patrols the campus until 5:30 a.m.

He works a total of forty hours per week, alternating

with another watchman on duty.

As the nightwatchman Mr. Hunt's duties include

an hourly surveillance c of mechanical rooms and

healing plants. At midnight he locks all exit doors

and secures the seventeen buildings for which he is

responsible. He also maintains a periodic external

check on Miller Library and Bunting Hall. Mr. Hunt's

watchman's clock records the time of his check and

Ilic key number "so they know exactly where 1 was

and when."

Mr. Hunt's position at the College, however, is not

Ilial of security officer although he has much (raining

and experience in that area. He carries no fire arms

and is not authorized to take action on his own in the

event of any disorder. If, for example, he observes

any mechanical malfunctions his responsibility

merely involves the notification of a rer~-rman. When
any unauthorized entry occurs, Mr. Hui.i will ask the

intruders to leave and must notify Mr. Crooks. Any
unusual occurrence musi be reported to and corrected

by Mr. Crooks,

Fortunately, most nights pass uneventfully for the

nightwatchman and he seldom encounters serious

iFouble. However, on one occasion Mr. Hunt was the

largel for one intruder's ill-intentioned bullets. When

Finances

questioned further on the matter Mr. Hunt was not

eager to discuss details, but only grinned and offered

"it couldn't have been too bad, I'm still around aren't

I?"

Mr. Hunt's responsibilities do not include any

jurisdiction over students. As he said, "I have no

authority over students and will accept no authority

over students." As nightwatchman though he

considers his relations with students very important

and second only to relations with his employer.

Pleasantly Mr. Hunt said, "Relations between

student and watchman have been enjoyable and

practically free of animosity." This condition is

partially because of Mr. Hunt's attitudes towards

those students he encounters on his nocturnal rounds.

The watchman said he "feels sympathy and respect

for students willing to keep late hours to further their

education."

Mr. Hunt did mention one difHcuIty. In spite of

the fact that all women residents are issued dorm
keys, some continue to prop doors open for their

own convenience. This habit poses a distinct threat to

those women still in the dormitory.

Auditors report ?

$100,000 deficit 5

A recently released auditor's report of the college's

budget for last year shows that Washington spent

$108,328 more than it received in income. The
1972-1973 deficit, which was added to a previously

existing deficit of $173,000, forces the college to deal

with a total accumulated deficit amassed over the

past three years, of over a quarter of a million dollars.

Mr. Gene Hcssey, College Business Manager, told

the faculty at their meeting Monday night that the

deficit was "something of great concern now."
He blamed the unrealistic fiscal planning of former

President Charles Merdinger for the $108,000 deficit.

Claiming that Merdinger developed what was in effect

a budgeted deficit in expectation that gifts to the

College would make up the difference, Hessey urged

that the College must consistently develop a realistic

budget to avoid deficit problems.

The auditor's report shows that $2,340,000 of the

college revenue came from student fees, $200,000
from investment income, $434,000 from gifts and
grants, $142,000 from bookstore sales; and $88,000
from other sources.

The College expended $1,302,000 for instruction,

library . and athletics; $804,000 for physical plant

and the dining hall; $599,000 for general

administration expenses; $248,000 for student

financial aid; $148,000 for Bookstore expenses;

$103,000 for principal and interest payments on
loans; and $20,000 for other costs.

Student fees continue to account for 85% of the

College's revenues.

Mr. Hessey told the faculty he expects this year's

budget to balance—"It is realistically based," he said.
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Viewpoint

Get some culture

Washington College is. geographically, in an

extremely advantageous position. Philadelphia,

Baltimore, and Washington, D. C. are all easily

accessable by automobile. Yet. it appears that many

students, instead of exploiting their locale, would

rather vocalize their discontent and boredome with

campus life. Although an admirable and much

improved entertainment schedule has been

implemented this semester on campus, no one would

refute that Cheslertown itself suffers from a paucity

of formal divcrlisements.

The Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the

Arena, The Morris Mechanic Theatre are all within

reach. Small theatres such as the Spotligliters and

Center Stage in Baltimore arc all more economically

feasible and offer worthwhile performances.

Restaurants, movies, arl galleries arc all readibly

available and in many cases, less expensive than a

weekend drunk. Perhaps, but doubtfully, these

sojourns can only be beneficial for the retention of

sanity-which at times is all too obviously and

generally lacking on this campus. These avenues are

too near and too rewarding to remain unexplored.

by Xim Stierstorfer

A short man, his face deeply lined, his goatee

streaked with grey, John Williams, author of

AUGUSTUS-winner of the National Book Award,

offered his observations on contemporary novels to

Washington students last Friday in the Sophie Kerr

room.

Williams deplores what he terms "the trend to the

non-human novel." He lamented the fact that authors

such as Thomas Pynchon, John Barth. and Donald

Barthelme "move their characters about like objects

of fumiture." He projected that this trend could only

culminate in a "dead end," explaining that what was

once revolutionary in Eliot, Pound, and Wallace

Stevens is now firmly entrenched in contemporary

literature. The "tendency to dehumanization" which

resulted from "a search for novelty" is now jaded.

Williams alluded to Barthleme's argument that

because the writer is in contrast with other medias

and people no longer have the desire or energy to

spend time with a book, a fast elliptical style becomes

a necessity. In opposition, Williams argued that their

"chaotic, disorganized, disordered" novels seem to

derive from the life that Ihey deplore. He defined one

of the generalized functions of art ("for at least three

thousand years") as being a combatant of chaos. "It

should provide order or a vision of order."

It bothers Williams that chaos itself has become an

organizing factor. He feels that popular literature

born of chaos, and "knowing none of the restrictions

of form" does not qualify as art.

"Many writers are wooed by fashion, as defined by

critics such as John Leonard of the New York Times.

One of the jobs of an academician is to "defend the

principle of excellence" locked into fashionable

literature.

John Williams offered criticism of contemporary
novelists' novels; Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test by Tom
Wolfe, "a commercialization of a once avan! garde

movement."

Expression

Notes on the

literary scene f

compliments

of Williams
Our Gang by Phillip Roth, "one case where a satire

is more vulgar than its matter — besides Nixon is his

own best satirist."

Kurt Vonncgut, "he is capable of writing only one

book again and again."

Authors that he did recommend were Janet Louis.

Edith Wharton and Willa Gather.

Although Williams's observations were valid and

accurate, one could not help but feel that he was only

substantiating his own works.

Augustus, his novel of order, form and "impressive

technical performance" was well-defended by ils

author. He condemns Vonnegut, Pynchon and

Barthelme for rewriting the same book, yet makes no

mention of Hemingway or Faulkner who are also

guilty of rewriting and rewording only one theme

work after work.

He also contended that "chaotic" novels have no

form, no limitations. However, simply because a work

of art is in book form, with beginning and conclusion,

contemporary authors also suffer the boundaries of

form. Lastly, authors of this decade must, ii

rendering themselves coherent and pertinent, write ir

that comfortable "chaos" to be intelligible and

recognizable to their readers.

Forum: letters

Minority response
To the Editor:

In regards to your article dated Oct 4, 1973 titled

"Increasing Minority Enrollment 'not major concern'

for college now" we would like to put forth the

following:

The admittance of perhaps 10 more minority

students would minimally "affect academics" at W.

C. while the benefits not measurable in grades and

class rankings would be great.

We do not feel that the admittance of minority

students should be constmed as a drop in "quality".

It is an insult to think that because we are born what

we are lowers or raises quality. It is hard to think that

our brothers and sisters are viewed as inferior because

they haven't had a break.

Insofar as taking "a special kind of minority

student ... who can prosper in a school where most

kids are upper middle class whites," perhaps the other

side can bend some too. We are not a bunch of Uncle
Toms, Tio Tacos or anything else than what we are.

We have survived fine without sacrificing the real

pcofJe we are. Others can easily do the same.

Finally, the school can realize that besides Blacks,

the school has Orientals. Spanish sumamed students

and no American Indians who could add

immeasurably to different areas of college life.

We all hope to see a change in attitudes towards

minorities at W. C. Not only will students, faculty

and the Business Office benefit, but so will we.

Sincerely,

Call Sanchez, Carlos Salvationa, Jackie Johnson,

Zung Ngyven, Myriam Gonzalez, Byron Little,

Veronica Robinson, Craig Browne, Robert Johnson,

Daryl Brown, Paul Samson, Neta Robinson, Donna
Banks, Can Ozcock, Tony Balderrama, Judy Banks.

A growing population
To the Editor:

In his front page article in this year's first issue of

The Elm. Kevin O'Keefe made reference to "a

dwindling birth rate." This was very disconcerting to

meand is indicative of a certain ignorance that seems

to be widespread. Recently news sources have been

informing us that the U. S. birth rate is approaching

"replacement level" (2.11 births per woman). It is

true that during 1972 it actually fell slightly below

that, to 2.08 births/woman. What most people

apparently do not realize is that a declining birth rate

does not mean less people. All that a birth rate at

replacement level means is that it would be possible

to ultimately stabilize our population. Following are

some facts, as published in the "Final Report of the

President's Commission on Population Growth and

the American Future." Incidentally. the

Commission's findings and recommendations were

characteristically ignored by our President.

An average of two children per family would slow

population growth, but not stop it. This is because

the number of people of childbearing age is

increasing. So, even if family size drops to a two-child

average, the resulting births will continue to exceed

deaths for the rest of this century-the population

would still be growing in the year 2000. If the present

birth rate were to continue, the population of the U.

S. would triple in the next 100 years.

According to the Census Bureau's "Current

Population Reports," by the year 2000, with only a

two-child average the population of the U. S. would

increase from 205 million in 1 970 (it is

approximately 208 million now) to 271 million. With

a three-child average, to 322 million.

Immigration cannot be discounted as a factor

either. 400,000 aliens are admitted legally each year

into this country. The number of illegal immigrants

has been reliably estimated as high as 3 or 4 million.

Of course our main concern should be for this

country, but our problems could be considered small

next to other areas of the world. India, if the current

trend continues, will have over 1 billion people by the

year 2000. There are over 'A billion starving people on

this planet, and another billion are undernourished.

The human race is exhausting its planet's resources.

Indeed, many prominent scientists have already

decided that we are past the "point of no return" and

that it is just a matter of time before disaster of

enormous proportions strikes. They base their

predictions not irritationaIfearsorcynicism,but on

scientific evidence. Some of the predictions sound

like science fiction, and are truly frightening.

Overpopulation does not only mean long waits in

lines. The President's Commission has shown that it

leads to greater economic troubles (inflation, higher

taxes, lower incomes, fewer jobs), increased

pollution, more crime, social problems- Virtually

every problem facing us is aggravated and intensified

as a result of a growing population. It eats away al

the quality of our lives. Think about it the next time

you're stuck in traffic.

For more information write:

Zero Population Growth

4080 Fabian Way

Palo Alto, California 94303

Sincerely,

John Day

Queue integrity

To the Editor:

It is distressing to stand in a meal line for ten

minutes and watch dozens of people nonchalantly

position themselves near the front of the line as

those behind them do not exist. Realizing that

would be expecting loo much for those who

habitually cut into the lines to alter their behavior

after reading a tetter to the editor of THE ELM.
'

seek only to remind them (hat they are the lowesi

common denominator to which those who respeci

the rights of others must sink, not the considerate

friends they believe themselves to be.

Sincerely.

T. Sphinctei
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Personalities: Dee Durkee

3
O

Girl Friday in Africa

by Kim Stierstorfer

Dec Durkee has not unpacked her

suitcase for almost three years. "I'm

restless, my mother thinks I'm crazy,"

she laughed, explaining her three

semesters of studies abroad and her

summer job in Africa. Dec. who worked

as a "secretary. Girl Friday, and

interpreter" in Africa last summer was a

volunteer employee for the Sixth World

Conference of the World Peace Through

Law Center.

The conference, which congregates

every Iwo years, met in Abidjan, the

capital city of the Republic of the Ivory

Coast, from August 26-31. However,

ilirec months of preparation were

required to ensure a successful encounter

for the two thousand participants. Dec

explained thai the organiy^alion has been

in existence for only ten years, with a

base office in Washington, D. C, and

branches all over the world. "It's an

idealistic international law organization."

This was the first law conference held in

Africa, and Dec revealed thai there had

been competition between the smalt

African nations to sponsor the event.

"French is the national language," Dec

said in explaining her work."no one elscin

Ihc office spoke it... there were letters to

translate and a great deal of

French-English interpreting to be done."

Dec, working in her father's law office,

"just saw his invitation" to tlie

conference and became enthused. When
she arrived at the University of Grenoble,

where she was taking a "year abroad, she

wrote to Mr. Charles Rhyne, President of

the law center, requesting a job. "When I

.

cameback to the Stales inFebniary.I

had an interview and was accepted tor the

job."

Describing the Ivory Coast as a "bit

more developed" than the other cities she

encountered in West African travels. Miss

Durkee defined the African people as

"great," "especially the village

people—they're the nicest. They would

Lumc out and kiss you on both checks,

and one little girl danced for mc," she

remembered with a smile.

Evaluating the job as an invaluable

experience, which included the

opportunities to meet internationally

respected lawyers such as Thurgood

Marshall and Chief Justice Earl Warren,

both of whom are "closely connected

with the law center." and working with

the Ivory Coast Supreme Court, Dee

admitted that in her capacity as a

volunteer "it got to be a bit expensive."

Hut fortunately "my father also

considered the experience invaluable anti

advised mc lo stay. The job teaches you a

lot—how to deal with people most

imporlanliy. I'd love lo do it when they

meet again, the summer after next."

Referring to her studies in Europe,

Dee spoke with enthusiasm. "Everyday

you're abroad you learn something—the

language, experiencing new food, new

people." One semester of her sophomore

year was spent at the University i)l

Valencia in Spain, and her junior year was

Dee Durkee served as a volunteer for an international law conference

last summer.

spent as a student in France, at the directors of each of the institutions and

University of Grenoble. Her semesters applied for acceptance to their special

away from Washington were arranged on schools for foreign students. To insure

her own, with benefit of none of the transference of credits, Dee affiliated

college's programs. She contacted the herself with two different programs. In

Spain, where Dee found program w
coKirdination essential, ^c was aided by z!

the University of San Francisco. "But I
*

made a big mistake when I went to

France. The American Institute of

Foreign Studies program was both

unnecessary and expensive."

"It sounds corny, but you really do

develop a feel for Europe and the

people." Dee has a preference for living in

France, but found the Spanish "much
warmer people—the French were hard to

gel to know," Living in France was

"expensive," But in Spain Dee managed
to afford an apartment, food, travel, and
tuition for less than a semester here.

"Anyone who can afford Washington

College can afford to study abroad,"

"There is no campus or campus life"

m European universities. Dee explained.

The city offered divertisemenl and

recreation. In the classrooms, "it was

strictly lectures, with perhaps 300
students in a class. There was no personal

contact with professors—and students did

not speak in class. Some people might not

like that." In revealing her motive for

leaving Washington College. Dee

introduced her belief that "there's

something lacking here. People are fairly

stagnant. They get messed up every

weekend—I'm just as guilty," she

confessed. "But it seems that no one

realizes that there is an outside world."

Besides, "I just really like travelling."

Dee Durkee, a senior political science

major ("I change my major every year"),

hopes to go to law school in Washington,

but isn't getting her hopes up, "What I'd

really like to do is go to interpreting

school in Geneva, and work for tJie law

center again." She pushes a blonde strand

from her face, "I'll tell you, I'm ready to

go now," And her suitcase is probably

already packed.

Theatre

Bill Segal's recent contribution to

Tawes Theatre suggests three rings in

search of a circus. A week from

Thursday, the circus drives down its

stakes as'thc Washington College Drama

Department, under Timothy Maloney's

direction. opens its flamboyant

production of William Shakespeare's THE
COMEDY OF ERRORS.

One of Shakespeare's earliest efforts.

ERRORS was apparently written around

15^0. when the twenty-six year old Bard

had minimal experience in London

theatres. The confusion of " mistaken

identity among the two sets of twins and

their associates provides the basis for this

unpretentious comedy. Characters are

forced into the extremes of bewilderment

as undeniable knowledge of their friends

or themselves seems consistently

disprovcn.

Applying this confusion lo the general

human condition is probably not

justified, yet Shakespeare developed this

very theme through his entire career. The
females in male disguises of AS YOU
LIKE IT, TWELFTH NIGHT and THE
MERCHANT OF VENICE, the

self-deluded monarch in KING LEAR,
Prince Hal's shrouded sense of royal

responsibility in HENRY IV PART I. and

the artificial virtue manifested by lago

and Richard 111 find their earliest

adumbration in THE COMEDY OF
ERRORS.

For this reason alone, the play is of

interest. Although it contains no

profound characterization, superlative

poetry or thematic subtleties, ERRORS
displays an admirable perfection of

plotting, occasional eloquence, hilarity of

dialogue and action, and an implied sense

of life's absurdity comparable to the

Marx Brothers. For the student dramatist

and pleasure-seeking audience. ERRORS
remains a model of successful comic

simplicity.

When asked why he chose ERRORS
over Shakespeare's other plays, Mr.

Maloney answered that the uproariously

funny and farcical elements of

Shakespearean comedy are most evident

in it. Explaining his approach to the

production, he commented that the

twentieth century theatregoers have

difficulty responding as Shakespeare

intended, lo riotous comedy from four

centuries ago. Only a Shakespearean

scholar can appreciate the puns and other

gags vital lo ERRORS, performed in a

conventional style. Compensating for the

cultural gap, Maloney has given the play a

boisterous circus style. In addition to

making ERRORS more entertaining, the

circus motif is intended to emphasis the

drama's theatricality. According to the

director, theatrical naturalism in the past

century has attempted to bring drama

closer lo reality, leaving the circus as one

of the few theatrical experiences,from

which we never demand realism.

ERRORS must be viewed as an

cmmulation of reality, and a circus

atmosphere makes this illusion possible.

Preparing for their nightly acrobatics.

the cast members participate in a series of

exercises before rehearsal. A few aciors

commented on the bodily soreness they

experience after each practice. After

watching their tumbles, somersaults,

punches, and dances 1 can readily

understand.

John Hildehrand and Jim Thomas are

tealured as the two Antipholuses twins.

'Comedy of

Errors^:

a carnival

atmosphere

by Reed Hessler

while Justin White and Lee Parks portray

the Dromio twins. Appearing as Adriana

is Jcanna Gallo. Other performers include

John Corcoran, Sue Dunning, Joel Elins.

John Holland, Judi Kat/. Nancy Knuth,

Andy Koscicza, Christie Robinson. Paige

Streit. Andy McCown, Stephanie Strong,

and Thrish Witherington. A veteran actor

of Washington College productions, T. G.

Finkbinder is serving as stage manager.

ERRORS will be presented Thursday,

Friday and Saturday evenings. October

18. 19. 20. at 8:00 p.m. in Tawes

Theatre. Admission is free to all

students. .-



Campus scop^

o
1 Writers^ union publishes

£
^ Two more publications wiJ) be reappearing shortly

on the Washington College horizon, both sponsored

by the writers' union under the guidance of Mr.

Robert Day. These hterary ventures will be

BROADSIDES and the WASHINGTON COLLEGE
REVIEW.

BROADSIDES, with Sue Pippin as editor, will

appear as 20 one-sheet editions. Poems will be

featured. All those interested in submitting their

works should forward them to either Miss Pippin

through the student mail, or to Mr. Day. All items

submitted will be considered, and the poets should

expect to confer with the editors about possible

revisions and reworkmg.

Sara Gcarhart and George Reed are co-editors of

the REVIEW which will incorporate last year's

REVIEW and MISCELLANY, the literary magazine.

The new REVIEW will come out four times a year,

and consist of student photography, poetry, prose,

and reviews (literary, cultural, and professors').

Anyone who wishes to have his works considered for

the first publication should forward materials through

the campus mail to either of the co-editors, or to Mr.

Day by Friday, Oct. 19th.

Where the total funds will come from for these

endeavors is yet unknown. Costs are expected to be

between $20 and $25 for each of the BROADSIDES
scries, and $500.00 for each REVIEW issue. In

addition, the Writers' Union will sponsor two student

poetry readings (the first on November 28th), plus

one contemporary and one foreign poetry reading.

The Union is working with a $2,000 Sophie Kerr

grant and is hoping to receive some sizable aid from

the student Government Association.

MRA,WRA merge

The purpose of an organization is to meet the

needs of its members, and such is the purpose of the

SRA (student's resident association). Newly fonncd,

the SRA is a conglomeration of the former Men's and

Women's Resident Association. The coordinator for

the first semester is Barbie Parris, who originated the

idea. For the first semester, all meetings are open and

are held on Tuesdays at 7:30 in Hynson Lounge.

Currently the SRA is concentrating on three goals

which they have incorporated into their constitution.

These goals include both immediate and long-range

plans. As found in their constitution, the goals are as

follows:

I) to improve dorm maintenance. Barbie Parris

sends dorm improvement slieets to all the RA's on

Mondays. After consulting with Dean Kelly and De

McArdle, she will personally meet with Mr. Croo)

"The main purpose of the dorm improveniE

sheets," as Barbie explains, "la to expedite do,

improvements."

2) to study innovative ideas in dorm living. T

purpose of this committee is long range;all aspects

dorm life will be studied. Co-cd living, furniture,
j

design of the rooms arc included in this attenipi

improve the social and physical aspects of resjcl{

living.

3) to improve dorm social life. The Studen

Resident Association. Parris says, wants to serve
ai

catalyst for dorm activities and as a source of idi

for projects and activities. A movie night is plann

for November by the SRA.

Symphony tickets on sale

Season tickets for the Mid-Shore Symphui

Society's three concerts, featuring the Baltimu

Symphony Orchestra, are available from i(

Mid-Shore Symphony Society's headquarters,
I

417, Centreville, Maryland, 21617. Season tickets fi

students for the three concerts, which will all bei

Friday nights, cost S6.00.

Cross country

Runners finally

find victory
The appearance- of many members on the cross

country team has had a pleasing effect on the teams

record. Experience seems to be all the team needed.

Presently the team has competed against four teams

of relatively equal strength. Each time the Sho'men

have come closer to a victory.

At Loyola College this past Saturday the deserving

Chattymen finally found victory and with this team's

dedication it was inevitable. Tom Clement, now
feeling very relaxed running with the leaders, decided

to cash one in at Loyola. Tom upset three class

runners with a Sho'men finish as he outsprinted two

of them a few yards from the tape. Hopefully Tom
wfl! become spoiled and will repeat his gutsy

performance this Saturday at home. A very inspiring

sight was to see, following Loyola's top three, Jackie

Johnson, Peter deSeiding, Bob Greenberg, Jake

Halloway and John Marinaccio. They finished all in a

row which was exactly what Chatty had been

dreaming for because this clinched a 27-28 one point

win.

This weekend the Chattymen will face both

Widener and Drew for the toughest competition the

team will find. During the afternoon the course.

l5c|iooI, and many personal records will be at stake.

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Sports

Soccer teams falls to Loyola

Washington College, facing the most important

game on its soccer schedule, came up on the short

side last Saturday, losing to Loyola of Baltimore 2 to

0.

In making a commentary I would first like to state

that every player on the field gave his all and neillwr

singularly nor collectively were responsible in any

way for the loss. The same is true for the coaching

staff. The players met a superior team and lost by

only a 2 to score. However, there were some glaring

deficiencies in the offensive tactics which allowed

Loyola to dominate the game.

Loyola played a popular style of soccer which is

employed by most foreign countries. This consists of

four fullbacks, three linkmen and three strikers

(4-3-3).

Through offensive triangle deployment, WC was

outnumbered in front of the Shore goal. When this

happens, a team should concentrate on opening up

the field, by playing sideline passes forcing I

opposing defense to come and meet these passes aw

from the goal. Washington persisted in attacking

the middle and fast breaks but found the middle ji

too crowded.

The play, which allowed Loyola to control I

midfield offensively, was a double loop, drop bai

This play, simply explained, is where the left side li

goes all the way to the right side for a pass give ai

go with the right side fink. After this, the left si

link drops the ball back to the center link who is ni

open on the left. This was continually the sight oft

Greyhound offensive thrust, WC just couldn't defe

the play at mid-field and this was the key to I

game.

The Shore did show bright spots in the play

Bob Hickman, Pete Takach and the continual bus

of Paul Brown. Again, no Shore player slacked. Tl

was the most important point. There is no honor k

in loang to a better team.

Conas Sandwichas

Moiiay - Sat. 10 a.n. - 12 pjn.

initj UM« u tjm.

Paul's shoe Store

High Street in

Downtown Chestertown

Dunhams - Converse

Bass - Topsiders I 206 Hinh Stwt. CheWeHown. MarylMiil

Three nutritional meals
daily-the dining hall

Enjoy Coca-Cola
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Education

Consortiums: links to broaden

the college experience

by Kevin O'Keefe

Earlham College in Indiana is a small liberal arts

institution with a limited student enrollment (1,100

students) and moderate financial resources. Yet it

offers its students a breadth of educational

experiences many larger, wealthier colleges cannot

offer: an Arts R-ogram in New York; an Urban

Semester in Philadelphia: a science semester at

Oakridge National Laboratory in Oakridge. Tenn.;

experimental education programs; and foreign study

opportunities in Japan, Columbia. Lebanon, India,

Ghana and Nigeria.

Dickinson College is a comparatively affluent

institution, firmly in the forefront of the prestigious

Middle Atlantic colleges. It too offers unusual

education experiences, including an Urban Semester

in Harrlsburg, P&., and foreign study opportunities in

India and-Colombia. -

Asintiividual institutions, Earlham and Dickinson

would probably be ujiable to offer their students such

opportunities—costs would be prohibitive.

But both colleges belong to consortiums, groups of

colleges which have banded together to provide

economies of scale, to provide opportunities

collectively which none could afford individually.

Earlham College is a member of the Great Lakes

Oalleges Association, a consortium of twelve liberal

arts colleges in Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio.

Dickinson subscribes to the~ Central Pennsylvania

Consortium, an organization involving Wilson,

Franklin and Marshall, Gettysburg and Dickinson

colleges.

The notion of consortiums is not a new one to

American education. Bryn Mawr, Ifeverford and

Swarthmore colleges in suburban Philadelphia have

allowed cross-registration of courses for years. Four

prestigious colleges in Massachusetts- Mount Holyoke,

Smith, Amherst and the. Lhiversity of

Massachusetts-have pursued the concept even farther,

offering joint degrees and joint planning of

curriculum additions.

But consortiums and the idea of inter-institutional

relations are concepts which have largely bypassed

the Washington College Cbmmunity, are possibilities

which have seen only the most limited applications

here.

Washington now operates on exchange with

Warwick College in Britain; opportunities for junior

year study at Manchester College, Oxford Lhiversity;

a semester study in American government at

American University; and other, less visible programs

such as inter-library loans.

But the major programs, establishment of foreign

study centers, cross-registration for courses, and

shared fiscal planning, all remain unrealized here.

Dr. Nate Smith, college dean, admits the idea of

consortium "has never been a big Hem on the agenda

for the college. "Washington's geographical position is

offered as the reason. "We are kindofisolatedand we

haven't been very much sou^t after in this-regards."

Most consortiums, though certainly not all nor

even the most innovative of them, involve colleges

located in close proximity to each other. The four

cooperating Massach^tts institutions are all within a

small, western section of the state. Eight cooperating

colleges in Mrginia and and North Qrolina are within

relatively short distance. The colleges of the Cfentral

ftnnsylvania Consortium are within a small radius.

Too, colleges that seek relations establish them
with institutions similar in nature and objectives.

Most of the nation's consortiums have involved the

small liberal arts college.

.

Some college organizations, however, spread across

wide distances. The Associated Colleges of the

Midwest (ACM) stretches from Colorado College in

Colorado Springs, Col., to Monmouth College in

Monmouth, Illinois. It includes twelve schools, most

of them high quality, well-known
institutions-Grinnell, Coe and Cornell in Iowa;

(irieton, St. Olaf and Macalester in Minnesota; Knox
and Monmouth in Illinois; Beloit, Lawrence and

Ripon in Wisconsin; and Colorado College.

What individual college cooperatives allow

institutions to undertake varies widely

.

The Associated Colleges of the Midwest offers its

member institutions an urban studies semester in

Chicago; foreign study in the Middle East, Central

America, Japan and India; science internships at the

Argonne National Laboratory; summer programs for

geology studies in the Rocky Mountains, for

wilderness studies in Minnesota; a semester of

Four member institutions of the Great Lakes Colleges Association: (clockwise from top

left) Earlham College, Kenyon College, Wabash College and Hope College.

Only four colleges in Maryland would match

Washington in nature and objectives: the

undergraduate school of Johns Hopkins Lhiversity,

Goucher, Western Maryland and Hood colleges.

But Dean Smith still sees distance and perhaps

disinterest as a problem: "Goucher naturally is

turning to Hopkins, Western Nbryland is more remote

and Hood, I couldn't even tell you where it is!" Most

other small, private liberal arts colleges in the area,

in Pennsylvania, in Virginia, are already involved in

consortiums focusing on their state regions.

independent study ai the Newbery Library; a New
York Arts apprenticeship; a semester study of the

Arts of London and Florence; and a single application

procedure for up to three of the Association "s twelve

member schools.

Other programs are less ambitious, A formally

unnamed relationship between seven Virginia colleges

and Davidsojr in North Carolina allow juniors to

undertake a year of study at one of the participating

Continued on page two



by Kim Stterstorfer

The Kent School, a discriminatory institution, has

rented Washington College facilities. The Masons and

Elks (who have recently altered their admissions

requirements to include blacks), two fraternal orders

who practised discrimination, have also congregated

at the college. Chuck Kellogg. Assistant, Director of

Food Services, vows that, 'We would not rent to

discriminatory groups when school's in session." As it

presently stands, Iiowever. the college has no official

pohcy or screening procedure to define the policies of

the rentors as acceptable.

'There is a danger of having a group on

campus-we miglit be seen as endorsing whatever

they're about," admits the College's business

Manager. Gene Hessey. In explanation, Hess^y stated

that renting the campus facilities was profitable for

the College. "It's strictly business-it lakes pressure

off student fees. ..utilizing the facilities generates

revenue for other College programs."

The College has rented its buildings to a myriad of

organizations: the Maryland Department of Health

and Hygiene, the Kent County Chamber of

Commerce, to wrestling students from the entire

state. Hessey claims, "we're still looking.for people,

we haven't turned down' anyone, unless the facilities

were already occupied...We've never addressed

ourselves to the membership of these organizations,

and oj course they don't present themselves as

discriminatory."

Bedford Groves, Assistant to the President, also

termed this income producing activity as "strictly

business." "In the usual procedure, it turns to me to

make sure dates are clear, the buildings are available. I

tend to the physical arrangement for housing and

food." Groves stated that 'lie doesn't know of any

restrictions" and indicated that the money
^

is

welcome as an "excellent help for food service," in

that it provides additional income to cover the

service's cost for the school year. .

Hessey elaborated on the blessing of the rental

income, income he defines as 'Very critical" to the

College's budget: "Summer activities (the College's

facilities were rented by an alcoholic workshop and a

Mormon group over the summer) yielded almost

SI4,000 to the College. This money is added to the

general operating overhead— it takes pressure off

other costs."

Maureen Kelley, Dean of Student Affairs,

remembered a recommendation presented to the

Student Government Association two years ago that

recommended prohibiting the renting of campus

facilities to discriminatory groups. "! don't think it

really matters, as long as it is rented equally," she

asserted.

Paradoxically, Gene Ffessey strassed "If we found

out that the group practiced bigotry, we wouldn't

want anything like that on campus...so far we haven't

had any instance like that."

Yet the College's facilities have been rented to

groups which are discriminatory in their membership

policies.

Administration

College still

rents facilities

to

organizations

Education

American educators
adopt consortiums
Continued from page one

institutions. The parlicipants are still officially

enrolled in their home school and pay the tuition and

fees there. There full time program at, the host

institution is immediately accepted, even if creditsor

courses are different from the home school's normal

load.

The twelve College Exchange Program in New

England, involving ivy League. Seven Sister, and

other presti^ous colleges, allows students to take up

to a year's study at a member institution, ideally to

study course offerings unavailable at the students'

home college.

Although Washington Cbllege will probably never

join an organization like the Associated Colleges of

the Midwest or initiate large scale student exchanges,

Washington's Dean finds the idea of interihstitutional

cooperation most exciting and vital in its apphcation

to foreign study. "The most interesting thing 1 can

see doing in this area," Dr. Smith said, "is to arrange

a foreign center for study. It would be marvelous."

"Kids would save a lot of time running around and

could plan study abroad without some of the hassles

and uncertainties that some students now face."

Another idea he would like to pursue is the

establishment of an exchange with a university that

represents "a real novelty Of experience," an urban

affairs semester for example. "At the same time,"he

reasoned, "we'd need something to offer their

students. We would have to really search to see what

we could offer."

The Dean is doubtful about the value of a student

exchange with a college like Goucher, similar in

nature to Washington. He added that establishing a

program where students would pay only the fee of

their home institution "would be murder to arrange,"

owing to the variations in the costs of Maryland's

private colleges.

But before Washington makes any move for

greater cooperation with other colleges, the school

must first be able to foot the bill-a burden the Dean

thinks Washington cannot now afford.

Smith suggested that if money came to support

curriculum reform-money which the college is

presently attempting to raise-foreign study options

might be expanded (conceiveably a foreign study

center could be established in conjunction vnth other

colleges) and opportunities opened up for exchanges

with other colleges which offer opportunities for

liberal arts studies not found in the Washington

curriculum.

If those hopes are realized Smith said

enthusiasticaUyj "I'm going to volunteer myself as the

first residential director abroad."

Bill Smith Auditorium to be remodeled.

Physical plant

Facelift for Smith Auditouium
Following a recommendation by a faculty

committee headed by John Klaus to make better use

of Bill Smith Hall, steps have been taken to begin

renovation of the building's lecture hall. Actually the

entire building is in need of repairs, but as Dean

Smith says, due to the fact that 'Sve don't have the

pioney now," efforts for improvement are being

concentrated in the lecture hall-

It is estimated the operation will range in expense

between $8,000 and $10,000. Usiiig reserve funds as

directed by President Joseph McLain and Mr. Gene

Hessey certain aspects will be attended to until the

entire project of renovation can be undertaken and

completed. The rest will be, in Dean Smith's words,

"put on the shopping list for one of our

foundations."

Suggestions and plans for the lecture hall include

the construction of a projection booth in the

balcony, complete with a movie projector

permanently mounted, as well as a sound system,

making it possible to hear motion pictures while

viewing, as has seldom been the case in the past. The

new sound system should be especially good fo

foreign language films producing a more precis

preception. Equipment for darkening the room n«

also be purchased in addition to microphones for l^

stage; the stage itself will be repaired and painted.

Dean Smith was quite firm in saying that ih

improved auditorium is to be "an all campus facilil!

We will not let any organization or department lo;

in on its availabiUty or Ue up the area blocking it i>

others."

Plans for painting the classrooms in Bill Smith ai

also being formalized, Chaddie Campbell, wli

originated an idea to gather a group of volunteers

paint the classrooms during the last week of ili

semester break. Student Affairs has agreed to sporiso

the enterprise as soon as Mr. Hessey can find ili

funds to finance the undertaking, which as Chadd>

comments, will "psychologically brighten up tii

place by kids who care enough to spend the time H

help out the school,"

' bV Lin Brettschneldi



by Teague Maisel

Students majoring in a field of study which is not
mathematically oriented may find it difficult to

believe that the IBM 1 130 computer could be useful

10 them or relevant to their academic endeavors. The
view that the computer is a tool for the
mathematician and that its pertinence to a liberal arts

community is limited to that area, is common but
inaccurate.

William Schmoldt, director of computing at

Washington College, is extending an effort to make
students realize that computing is challenging,

interesting and, most importantly, applicable to any
field of study.

When he arrived in the fall of 1972. Mr. Schmoldt
found it difficult at first to teach courses which had
already been planned by Theodore Slabey, the

College's former instructor in computing. This year,

however, he has been able to develop and put into

practice his ideas of what computing should be.

Mr Schmoldt, who may be considered more tutor

than teacher, instructs four courses in computer

science, Hs 101 course is a primer course in

programming in which the students learn Fortran — a

formal, symbolic language used to program a

computer, it is essentially a "how to" course

intended to instruct students in the use of

Washington's computer.

The 102 course, entitled Survey of Computer

Applications, is designed to familiarize the student

Mth applications of computing in areas such as

management and process control.

The only other course taught regularly by Mr.

Schmoldt is CS 302, Computer Organization and

Programming, in which the student is expected to

master systems and structures, how a computer really

works and even how to design one.

A 400 level special topics course is also offered.

This varies according to student interest.

Mr. Schmoldt also conducts a non-credit evening

course designed for students enrolled in math courses.

It requires the use of the computer, but offers limited

instruction in the area. Also, if a student wishes, he

may take CS 101 as an independent study'-with

details to be worked out between student and
instructor. .<>--, . .

**'

Mr. Schmoldt's approach to computing as;

exemplified by these courses seems to be a successful

one. Enrollment in the three regularly scheduled

courses has increased from nine to 43 since he
replaced Mr. Slabey.

Computer science

establishes its

place in the

liberal arts

Mr. William Schmoldt directs Washington's

computing center.

Because of this increased interest in computing,

the mathematics department of Washington has been

reorganized. As Mr. Schmoldt explained, there are

' two tracks available for the major's consideration.

One traditionally emphasizes theoretical and abstract

mathematics while the other emphasizes applied

mathematics and computing.

Mr. Schrnoldt insists that his courses m computing

are neither clerical nor strictly mathematical.

Computing, he argues, may be appUed in any field.

When studying psychology or sociology one finds it

essentia] to deal with quantitative data. This material,

' Mr. Schmoldt says, is best analyzed on a computer

when considering accuracy and the amount of dme
involved.

Students interested in art are probably unaware of

an area of study involving computer generated art

which is highly creative and imaginative. The

computer may even share a degree of compatibility

with literature, although they may never be

beafellbws. Cbnsider a computer anatysis of poetic

style. For example, as Mr. Schmoldt suggested, an
analysis of the frequency of a poet's use of a

particular word in his works would be possible. Even
history books have been rewritten thanks to a

computer's analysis of age-old data. And don't forget,

Mr. Schmoldt reminds, that Fortran, although very

symbolic in nature, is a language in its own right.

There are also certain administrative uses of the

computer which have simplified life for many at

Washington. It is used in figuring class hsts, midterm
and final grades, mailing lists and perhaps by nfcxt

semester, the College payroll.

The computer seems to have forged its way into
the midst of the liberal arts tradition and established

its place, Mr. Schmoldt is firmly convinced that it is

not out of place. "Computing belongs in liberal arts

not only as a supporting factor, but as fine training

for the mind." It focuses logical thinking and fosters

an ability to "express thoughts in a precise and
succint manner which will always be beneficial."

Schmoldt feels that the discovery and use of
computing by people involved in disciplines other

than mathematics "humanizes" the computer.
When one becomes acquainted with its sleek

console and flashing lights it is easier to understand
that computers don't make mistakes, people do.

For those of you who are skeptical and certain

that computing holds no mysteries, Mr. Schmoldt
suggests giving the 1130a chance. He swears that it is

addictive. "Once you catch the bug, you're hooked."

Studentgovernment

Althou^ all the gale warnings had been posted for

last Monday night's Student Government Assoication

meeting, tlie anticipated storm never developed.

There were enough other events, however, to

precipitate a marathon 2)6. hour meeting. ;.

Senator Larry Falk's proposal for an SGA
resolution to endorse impeachment moves against

President Richard Nixon never matured into its

promised debate due to the weariness of the Senate,

which had been subjected to a Jong list of budget

requests, and the lack of constituent consultation on
the matter. It was tabled until the next SGA meeting,

October 29.

But there were other fireworks. The Student

Activities Committee, headed by Larry Falk, moved
that Washington College join the National Student

Lobby, a Washington based organization which

lobbies for student interests.

Despite the examples Falk cited as the type of

work the group does, such as lobbying against Nixon

vetoes of education bills and lobbying for reduced air

fares for students, the Senate was unreceptive.

The main objection was the cost — $300 for

membership — and the motion was defeated.

However, membership was renewed in the Uiited

Slates National Student Association which acts

mainly as a service organization and information

outlet.

Budget appropriations monopolized much of the

Senate's time. Only three organizations received what

'hey requested: the Writer's Union ($600 for the

year), the National History Society ($100 for a

semester), and the Senior Women's Honor Society

(S80 for the year).

Those failing in their quest were the Crew Qub
wliich wanted $500 a semester, but received only

S500 for the year; the Sailing Qub, which asked for

5800 for the year, but received $500; the debate

President Nixon

g6ts a two week

reprieve from

Washington 's SGA
by Dave Knepler

club, which requested $500 for the year and received

$300; the bowling club which requested $150 a

semester but received only $75; and the Student
Resident AssociaUon, which asked for $300 a
semester and received $150.

Another organization sent representatives to the
meeting and although its allocation was not scheduled
to be discussed, received the $250 per annum it

requested. The Minority Student Association, a
recently formed group comprised of most of the
campus' minority students (Black, Oriental and
Spanish-surnamed) was represented by Gwanita
Robinson. Robinson spoke of how she and other
students were dismayed by certain "intonations" in a
recent Elm article discussing minority students at

Washington College. Out of that resentment grew the
MSA. The immediate concern of the association, she
said, is to recruit more minority students while the
organization's constitution stated that the eventual
purpose of the organization is "to enrich the social

maturity of the Washington College student body..."
In other action, the Senate decided that the recent

poll to determine the desirability of a major Spring
Weekend Concert was inconclusive, due to the
paucity of the counted votes, plus the fact that the
poll box was stolen on the last day of the poll. The
SGA will decide about the Spring Weekend issue next
meeting provided the senators determine their

constituencies' opinions.

The Senate also passed a resolution supporting the
~ boycott of non- Uiited Farm Workers Union lettuce,

in recognition of the struggles of the UFW and the

migrant workers. At the present time, the lettuce

served in Washington's cafeteria is purchased on the

basis of cost, whether it is harvested by the LFW or

not. Two years ago the Senate passed the same
resolution.

The Senate also voted to write letters to

Representative Robert Bauman and Senator Charles

Mac. Mathias, urging them to override an ejqiected

Nixon veto of educational funds.

In other action, a food committee was established,

the sophomore class received a $275 grant and a $200
loan for Sophomore Oass Weekend.

in moves that affect the Washington social

calendar, $200 was doled out for a Caroline-Queen
Anne's open campus wine and beer party to be held

October 24; $155 was issued for the rental of the

movie "Milhouse." a biography and parody of
Resident Nixon from early childhood to the 1968
election (the film will. be shown November 7 to

coincide with the anniversary of last year's election);

and $1,300 was okayed to finance a December 14
concert featuring Bryan Bowers on the autoharp.

All in all. it was an expensive SGA session. A
bankbook which boasted of $6,217.13 at the start of
the meeting had only $1,514.13 in it by 10:35 pjn.
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But can she type?

Media

Subdued 'Ms'-

an impressive

vechiele
by Kim Stierstorfer

Driving in the van Jon (age three)

climbs into Joyce 's lap.

Jon: Let's play a game.

Joyce: What do you want to be?

Jon: Baby.

Joyce: I never would have guessed.

What do you want me to be ~ a giraffe?

Jon: Mommy.
Joyce: 1 know the part well.

Jon: I want to be a person baby.

Joyce: Can I be a person mommy?
Jon: Yes.

Joyce; That's nice.

The above excerpt from an article

entitled "Lesbian \bthers" found in the

October issue of Ms effectively depicts

the change in purport of the Woman's

Liberation magazine. The advocacy

joumal has altered its techniques, its

appeal and yet has retained its position as

an informative, investigative, illuminating

vehicle for the movement.

Ms, created by Gloria Steinem and

co-founded by Elizabeth Forsling Harris,

just appeared in July of 1972; created to

present the inequities suffered by women
in a "man's world" and educate their

readers to their legal rights and redresses

as women, >fc also presented a

philosophy encouraging woman and
consequently their children to break from
serfdom and stereotypes.

The magazine, written, edited,

layed-out almost entirely by women
(three of the 46 member staff are male)

currently appears a bit more subdued, less

destructive less antagonistic than when it

originally surfaced. It emphasizes simply

that Svomen are people,' human beings

due the same respect, consideration and

opportunity as the male of the species.

Lhder a column headed "How to Make
Trouble" a hardfought issue is observed

to be in jeopardy.- "Abortion: Can we
lose our right to choose." The author,

Bea Blair, who works for the Women's
Lobby Inc. and as an consultant to the

Planned Parenthood Federation of

America, traces the history of 'the

abortion bill through legal labyrinths to

the precarious position it now holds.

Boxed supplements include; "Know
your rights," "Know the Opposition,"

and "Action-What You Cki Do.'

'

Informed readers, judiciously exposed to

the opposing opinions are now capable of
tangible, progressive action and result.

An essay "Jane Eyre: The

Temptations of a Motherless Woman,"
written by poet Adrienne Rich, stipulates

thai the critics of Chariotte Bronte's chef
d' oevre misunderstood and misconstrued
the protagonist's character, actions and
strengths. She concludes that the tale is

"above all a vale of soul-making" and that

Jane Eyre is impressive in her conti luous

creation of herself - her loyalty, her

adherence to her inviolable essences, her

"Jane Eyre-ity." Rich admires the erotic

and intellectual sympathy of her marriage

"because it has been prepared by the

woman's refusal to accept it under

circumstances which were myhtic.

romantic or sexually oppressive."

A lighter article, "The Cbnfessions of

an Ex-cheerleader" exposes the

techniques of a '50's "jock groupie," a

Cheerleader. "The trick is to be up in the

air with a big Ipanana smile on your face,

touching the heels of your saddle shoes to

the back of your head, bending your
elbows as close as you can get them
behind you. This makes your short red

dress rise, revealing a quick glimpse of

thigh and underpants. It also makes your
16-year-old tits, aided and abetted by
stuffings of cotton or the professional

padding of Maidenform, stick far out."

The October issue of Ms, also delves into

the lives and achievements of

accomplished and emulative women"
Helen tiahagan Douglas ~ the "Pink
lady" who opposed Nixon for a

California Senate seat in 1950; Yoko Ono
- poet, musician, film star artd wife of
John linnon; and Alice Neel — a woman

u^o may be the foremost portrait painter

of the last 40 years and her never "played

,
the women's game in a man 's world.

"

Ms is a magazine that has effectively

and eloquently amalgamated both quality

writing, photography and graphics with a

philosophy. Headings: Found Women and
Stories for Free Children succintlyrefiect

their guiding ideals. Book reviews for

both adults and children, whose criteria

for acceptance and approval from Ms are

freedom from sex stereotypes and a

responsiveness to "new styles of life and
role-free expectations" for both women
and children.

Advertisements such as: "Save a child.

You're liberated. Now free someone from

poverty," and a Tang advertisement

depicting Sylvia Mead who has two jobs,

"one as an aquanaut and a Ph.D. in

marine biology, the other as a wife and

mother..." and even classified ads listing

opportunities for attorneys, engineers and

carpenters all mirror the tenor of this

movement and this magazine.

One section entitled "No Comment" is

a collage of obviously sexist ads used in

national publications ~ one example, an

alluring secretary, her hair ribboned at

the nape of her neck proclaims "hey—

1

just got a promotion... I bet you it was my
coffee."

Ms, beneficially subdued, has become
an articulate and impressive vehicle for its

founders, staff and their philosophy. The
quality and concern evident in their

publication definitely woos, sways and

wins the reader more effectively than a

clenched fist of flailing generalities.

Ms. Steinem, the highly publicized and

over published founder of Ms

and Woman's Liberation remains a

shadow, a fingerprint on the magazine.

By subtracting a large quantity of herself

from the joumal, Steinem has pushed her

fledgling from the nest watched it hesitate

awkwardly, and then its slow mastery of

the technique as^ it preened its coat and

toolc flight.

The Hynson-Ringgold House, the official residence

of the College President, described as "one of the

g;reat Georgian town houses of the revolutionary era

in America," is currently in a sad state of disrepair.

The brick hom&, which possesses a unique example
of a Greek Revival Portico, faces the Chester River

and is situated on the corner of Water and Cannon
streets.

The College has qualified a request for $125,000
from the federally sponsored "Bicentennial

Grants- in-Aid" by the virtue of its participation in

public lours and entertainment. Fifty thousand
dollars is being sought for the acquisition of two
unused business faciUties adjacent to the almost
200-year-old edifice. Once the properties are

acquired, thev will be razeri tn nreserve the integrity

of the Hynson-Ringgold House - they were built on
the Ringgold family cemetery and part of the garden.
The remaining S7S,000 will be addressed to the

actual restoration of the house.

Dr. Joseph McLain, President of the College
lamented the curtailing of functions that could
normally be stationed at the house because of its

structural weaknesses. The foundation is termite
ridden and suffers from the weight of the heavy slate

roof. Jury-ri^ed props have helped to arrest the
sagging of the floors. A concrete basement and sumps
have been cited as necessary additions to combat
dampness.

The Hynson-Ringgold was completed in 1775. The
'

house is primarily associated with Dr. William
Murray, the father of Captain Alexander Murray of
the Continental and United States Navies. The
Ringgolds, a powerful mercantile family and figures
in the military during the American Revolution,
introduced the elaborations to the house that made it

a nationally known example of high Georgian
architecture.

The house remained a private residence well into
the" nineteenth century, but eventually evolved into a
boarding house. Dr. McLain revealed that in 1941,
The Frank M. Jarman group of the American Lepoii
wanted to buy the house and convert it into a
waterftonl bar. "They already had plans to knock out
the drawing room walls and make it into a dance
floor." McLain recalled. Fortunately a Rroup of

Campus

Hynson-Ringgold in disrepair

Hynson-Ringgold House, the home of Washington's presidents, is in need of repair.

interested citizens rescued the house and presented it

to the Board of Visitors and Governors as the
residence of the College's president.

• When the recommendation to renovate the
Hynson-Ringgold House was presented at a Building
& Grounds committee meeting of the Board, member
Louis Goldstein advised that a request for funds be
directed to the Federal Government. Correspondence
has been held with Rodgers Morton, Secretary of the
Interior and a member ol Washington College's Board
of Visitors and Governors.

Some of the features which distinguish the

Hynson-Ringgold House as one of the most

architecturally significant homes in Chestertown are:

the aforementioned Greek revival portico; the

"all-headerbond" peculiar to the Annapolis and

Chestertown regions; and hipped dormers which .are

unusual for this region. Dr. McLain, in summation

stated: "We have it - either we have to keep it up or it

will requir; a major operation..."



Campus scope

Aid for Israel

During lunch and dinner on Monday, October 22,

a drive to collect money for Magan David Adorn, the

Israeli Red Cross, will take place in Hy"son Lounge.

Magan David Adorn has appealed for funds to buy
desperately needed blood plasma kits. The kits as

used for all those wounded in the field. The cost of

the kit is $1.50. All donors, no matter large or small,

are needed.

Wanted: Campus Cop

A Campus Cbp is needed to present tickets to

illegaJly paAed cars. Wages are Five (count 'em) five

dollars a week. Apply to tire Student Affairs Offrce.

Tessem Exhibit

An exhibit of recent paintings and drawings by
Susan Tessem, an art teacher on Washington's facuhy,

opened last night in the Gibson Fine Arts Cfenter. The
one-woman showing will be displayed in the lobby

gallery through October 31. Weekday gallery hours

are 2 to 4 p.m.

Miss Tessem joined the College faculty this fall as

Assistant Professor of Art. Educated at the Uiiversity

of South Florida and the University of Maryland, she

has taught at the University of Mchigan, Uiiversity

of South Florida, Cfiiversity of Maryland, and

University of Delaware.

She has had works shovm in numerous exhibits,

and she has had one-woman exhibitions at the

Uiiversity of Maryland, 1968; Henri _Gallery,

Washington, D. C, 1971; and the University of

Delaware, 1970 and 1973.

Her exhibit is being sponsored by the College Art

Exhibits Committee.

Loans Available

The newly formed Student Resident Association

(SRA) has allotted funds for a Student Loan Fund.

The maximum amount that can be borrowed is

twenty dollars; students are allowed up to three

weeks to return the money.

Historian to Speak

"Youth -Cultures in the Renaissance" will be the

topic of a talk by Dr. Werner L Gundersheimer next

Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. inthe Hynson Lounge.

A specialist in Renaissance and Reformaton

history. Dr. Gundersheimer is associate professor of

history at the Uniwrsity of Pennsylvania.

ffe received his M. A.and Ph. D. degrees at Harvard

University where he was'a Woodrow Wilson Fellow

and also held other fellowships. He has served as

Visiting Professor of Kstory at the University of

Wisconsin and at Johns Hopkins University.

Hs books include 'The Ufe and Works of Louis

LiRoy," published in Geneva in 1966; "French

Humanism, 1470-1600," 1969; and he was editor of

'The Italian Renaissance," published in 1966.

French briefs

Every Thursday, from 12:00 - 1:15, a French

Table is held in the private dining room. Anyone with

any knowledge of French is invited to attend.

L'AVARE, a comedy by Moliere will be presented

at Goucher College on Thursday, November 8 at

8:00. Anyone wishing to attend the play, which will

be performed in French, should contact Mr. Mark
Weinberg for further details.

Chamber Music Concert

Miss Bryden has performed with the Ckntata

Singers, the Cambridge Society for Early Music, and
The Boston Gmerata, and has toured in Spain and
the Soviet Uiion for the Uiited States Department of

State. She was recently named soloist for the Waverly

Cbnsort in New York.

Frank Hoffmeister, cunently on the faculty of the

Uiiversity of Maine, is soloist with the Hindel and

Ifeyden- Society, the Gimbridge Society for Early

Music, and The Boston Camerata. !n 1971 he was

selected to perform at the Bath Festival in England.

Joel Cohen has taught and lectured at several

eastern colleges and universities. He has performed

numerous recitals, radio and television appearances in

the Uiited States and Europe.

Miss Lyman is on the faculty of the Longy School

of Music and the Museum of Fine Arts. She performs

with the Incredible Viol Oansort, The Nonesuch

Consort, and Boston Omerata.

Friedrich von Huene is one of America's finest

recorder players and is a historical woodwind maker

of international repute

.

The program is presented by the College Concert

Series.

Ph. D^s Increase

American graduate schools in the past decade

trained an unprecedented number of students and the

rise is demonstrated in the increased percentage of

college faculty members holding their doctorates and

other terminal degrees.

Currently, 78% of Washington's classroom teachers

(a measurement which excludes physical education

teachers and staff librarians) have earned the terminal

degrees in their field, in the vast majority of cases, the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Of the 54 full-time faculty members, 42 have

completed all acaden'iic preparation, 36 of them with

doctorates, three with terminal Master of Arts degrees

, , and.tluec wiUx terminal, Master. of Fine Arts degrees.

Eleven professors holding MA's and one holding an

MFA have yet to complete their formal studies.

A comparative look at the 1 960-6 1 figure

demonstrates that only about 60% of the 36 full-time

faculty then held terminal degrees. Accurate

comparisons are difficult, however, since those earlier

figures include librarian and physical education staff.

Twelve years ago, however, the faculty included three

members who had earned only their Bachelor's

degree; now there are none.

Though comparisons may be difficult. Dean Nate

Smith observes that the current high percentage of

doctorates on the faculty "refiects a hard fact of Ufe

— academic over production. Washington College is

shopping for the best and getting what the market

makes possible. Every quality school will show the

same improved percentage soon."

Dr. Smith is reluctant to make any definite

calculations on the effect of a greater number of

doctorates on the faculty, particularly in relation to

its effect on the educational quality of the school.

Smith explained though that "if we have done a

good job in picking people, it does mean that some

quality faculty member with a terminal degree can

throw himself wholeheartedly into campus hfe. He

doesn 't have sometliing hanging over hun.

"

Of the nine new members who joined

Washington's faculty this year, eight hold their

doctorates, "which immediately gives the College the

benefit of their professional development.."

The Cambridge Gansort will present a program of

French music of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance

next Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in Gibson Fine Arts

Ctenter.

This ensemble of "two singers and three

instrumentalists from the Omerata of the Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston, is the Naumburg Foundation

Award Winner in Chamber Music for 1973. The group

is dedicated to recreating the intimate and informal

social music of old Europe's courts and villages,

ftrforming on both historic instruments and faithful

reproductions of recorders, flutes, krumm-homs, viols

and lute, the Consort brings early music to hfe in a

wide variety of textures and contexts.

Members of the ensemble are Jane Bryden,

soprano; Frank Hoffmeister, tenojr; Joel Oahen

(director), lute; Gian Lyman, viola da gamba; and

Friedrich vonHuene, recorder, flute and krummhom.

Catalogues available

There are both undergradiiate and graduate

catalogues available in the Registrar's office and in

the smoking room of the library for general use, a

service provided by the Senior Women's Honor

Society.

Journalism lecture

Journalism and the Uberal arts will be tlie topic of

discussion next Wednesday- at a Sophie

Kerr-sponsored lecture in the Ken Roomof the Miller

Library. The program, which be^gins at 10:30 a.m.

will feature the executive editor of the Richmond

Times Dispatch.
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A world seasoned soccer talent

Zung Nguyen, a

positions.

^
soccer player for

Chesterlown is an awfully long way from Saigon

.

Its even longer by way of Indonesia, Britain,

Portugal, F^ama, Cblombia, Ecuador and ftru. But

Oiestertown is now home for Ziing Nguyen and

through his travels he brings a wealth of soccer talent

to Washington.

^ng now has two goals under his belt and will

score more before the season is through. As far as

Cbach Edward Athey is concerned, he is more than

happy to have a player of Zung's caliber.

Athey's only problem is where to play the foreign

Hash. You see, Nguyen can play all eleven positions

equally well. IVesently, Zung is playing left wing and

vnng fullback. 'Ill play any position that will help

the team win," says Nguyen. And halfway through

the season he has done just that.

Haw did 2ijjig come to the Eastern Shore? "i

received offers from Randolph-Macon, American

Lhiversity, George Washington University and the

Naval Academy. But Athey was nice to me. ^fc

showed an interest in me and the people are warm

and friendly here. It also met my academic needs."

Zung hopes to repay Athey and those "People"

with his speed and ball control. So far, he has not let

anybody down.

Cross country

Team 0-4
but progressing

There were more records set this past Saturday on

the cross country course than there were blisters on

the runners' feet.

Widener College ran its top four runners all under

the course record. The new record now stands at

25:33; the old record was 26:09.

Tom Qement was clocked in 27:14, making him

number two on the all-time Washington College team.

Tom also won a personal dual battle with his half

mile rival from Widener. This should give him a

psychological edge for competition during the spring.

Continuing with the progress that the team has

shovm since the first meet, all the Sho'men ran their

seasonal best times Saturday. Even with these efforts

the competition proved too much and the Shoremen

added on to two previous defeats.

Bob Greenberg, serious and determined, proved to

the rest of the team what guts can do for you. Bob

has been improving his time very modestly since his

freshman year. This season, when the Shoremen need

him most, he has come through with outstanding.

Saturday Bob finished fourth among the

Chattymer. with his personal best of 30:40. By his

performances anyone can see that he is not an easily

satisfied competitor. This is the type of individual

that Coach Chatellier finds most valuable to his team,

ftter de Selding was rewarded by his hard work

this year by finally being able to break the golden

thirty-minute barrier. His official tune was 29:46 and

finished second among the Shoremen, John

Marinaccio, running his second meet, also ran his

personal best of 31:44. a "very respectable time.

The next meet is this Saturday against Dickinson,

a team of relative strength.

hi

o

WC drops

Towson
4-0

Towson goalie futilely attempts block of goal in yesterday's game.

For once the breaks fell on our side. Hustle, depth,

a week lay off and poor officiating all counted m
Washington's victory over Towson State, 4-0. The
basic strategy of WC was to mn, beat the opponent to

the ball. When a player was tired of running, he was
replaced by another- The bench came through and
the Shoreside left the Tigers gasping for breath.

As usual with Towson, there was controversy. The
centers were Bill Williams' third goal and Pete

Takach's excellent goal keeping.

Williams dribbled to the opposing penalty box and
catching the goalie out of position, looped the ball

over the netminder's head into the goal mouth. A
Towson defender caught up with the slow ball and
kicked it out of the goal. The official who was in a

bad position to judge, hesitated, and signaled goal.

Whetlier it was or not, nobody knows lor sure.

Towards the end of the game a Towson player

headed a corner kick towards the upper comer of the

WC goal. Pete Murphy, the WC "Keeper" was caught
out of position and Takach with no choice, slapped

the ball out with his hand- The same official missed
the penalty and called a corner kick. Towson went
wild. As if that wasn't enougli, three Towson players

received official warnings for misconduct and a

fourth was sent off the field.

But this doesn't mean that WC played poorly. The
Towson coach said afterwards, "We didn't play well

enough to win!" He was also impressed by the line

play of Washington. It was a good effort, and with a

few breaks, it was a better ending.

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas
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Meiriaf - Sit. 10 ud. - 12 p.M.

I
SwJiy liai i.w. • »»
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Midtown Mall 1 Chestertown, Md.

Sperry Topsiders

Converse 'All Stars'

Dexter

Clark of England

Thom McAn
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Rawlings Ajay

Adidas Head
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MacGregor Bike
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Education

Faculty evaluation hindered by disinterest
In an attempt to improve the effectiveness of

mstructors and their teachings at Washington College
a questionnaire requesting the assessment of the
abilities and faults of a professor and their adherence

stuiS'ntl^olly tt'sprint''"'""
"" ''""''' '" '''

The results of the faculty evaluation are now
compiled on an immense computer data sheet which

,

IS in tlie care of Dr. Latry Logue, director 'of the
faculty evaluation project.

Dr. Logue will eventually prepare the responses of
each class for presentation to the Academic Council.
The individual professors who remembered the secret
number assigned to them at the commencement of
the evaluation are now aware of the tenor of the
responses. However, a large number of Washington's
faculty have forgotten their numbers, Dr. Logue said,
leaving them ignorant of their student's reactions.

One of the purposes of the evaluation was to serve
as an implement for individual faculty evaluation.
The questionnaire itself, however, was also being
tested. It was a composite work molded by several
sources: EVALUATING FACULTY
PERFORMANCE, a text by Richard Miller, published
in 1972 contributed to the form as did an ad hoc
committee, chaired by Doctors Richard Brown and
Thomas McHugh. The committee added the questions
to the assessment sheet which particularly referred to
the aims and objectives of the College. It was these
questions Dr. Logue regrets that more often than not
"didn't get responses,"

Questions such as: "26. To what extent have you
learned about the processes involved in making
decisions and choices? 27. To what extent have you
become aware of your own values and value
commitments in connection with this course? and 29.
To what extent has this course helped you to
construct a defensible grounds of morality?" were
among the most challenging and reaped the least

responses.

The eventual goal of the questionnaire. Dr. Logue
said, is improved teaching and improvement of the
individual instructor. It wUl help determine which
members of the faculty are efficient and competent

by Dave McGraw

The Washington College Film Committee has

merged with the Student Government Association

Film Committee to form what is, according to Mr.
Martin Kabat. director of the series, "simply a group
which tries to create a calendar of interesting and
artistically viable films."

The newly assembled society consists of SGA
members Jody Haddow. Bret Smith and Mary Gat

Caperton {Chaimian of the SGA film committee), not

withstanding Mr. -Kabat, most widely known as

bookstore manager.

Mr. Kabat, who will be teaching Introduction to

the Film next semester, describes the coalition as an
attempt at more efficient film presentation for the

benefit of the student body.

Traditionally, the SGA film committee has

provided the campus with 'fun' films, while Mr.

Kabat's Cinema Society has attempted to bring film,

as an art form, into focus. Yet a desire to achieve a

common, long range goal, that of increased student

appreciation, has welded the once opposing forces

together.

Explaining the situation's economic philosophy,

Maiy Gat Caperton points out that such a union

"provides more cash for the more expensive

productions," and expresses the belief that such a

compromise will allow for "a larger number of films

to be purchased in the long run." These societies, as

and those who are unsuccessful in their positions. Dr.
Logue stressed that "the evaluation itself is not
substantial enough, but it is just one of several things
which can be used" to define the capabilities of the
individual members of the Washington faculty.

He revealed that there are some objections to the
evaluation among the faculty: "The one most often
heard is inefficiency -- return for the effort is not
high." Also, apparently too little time was allowed
for the questionnaire to be wholly successful. The
students themselves displayed little interest or
concern - many of the questionnaires distributed to
the students were simply not returned. Another, less

frequently cited objection, was that students are

simply not qualified to judge the intention or content

of an instructor's performance.

Although the results of this assessment will partly

determine its continuation, there is a chance that it

might never be completed. Dr. Logue attributes this

to basic "disinterest." "It has the potential to be

beneficial it depends on the enthusiasm of both

sides, (both faculty and students). So far only

isolated pockets of enthusiasm exist." As a result of

the disinterest an impressive amount of man hours,

paper and programming could possibly have been
wasted.

Presidential search

Nearly a year ago Washington College learned that

its president of 21^ years was leaving. In that time, the

College has geared up the process of finding a

replacement, examining nearly 100 candidates and
eventually reducing that number to only a handful of
prospective candidates. With the end of Dr. Steven

Kurtz's visit this week.-the presidential search process

is about to shift gears.

Gears are shifting

Next Saturday, November 3, the Presidential
Search Committee will meet to decide on the final
three or four candidates to invite back to the College,
to scrutinize closely, before making rec6mmendations
to the Board of Visitors and Governors.

The six candidates who may be invited to return
and whose names may be submitted to the Board of
Visitors and Governors include:

Dr. Mark Barlow, 48, Vice-Chancellor of Cornell
University.

Dr. Edwin Wiide, 42, Assistant to the President
and Vice-President for Planning at Beloit College.

Dr. Hugh Moomaw, 47, President of Stratford

College (Danville, Va.).

Dr. John Wheeler, 45, Dean of Hollins College.

Dr. Stephen Kurtz. 47, Dean of Hamilton College.

Each has visited the campus for two days,
receiving exposure to most elements of the
community.

Additionally, another name may be submitted to

the Board for their selection. Dr. Joseph McLain,
Interim President, is considered a strong candidate for

the post.

At last month's Board meeting, Mr. Ellas Nuttle,

chairman of the Board, responded to questioning on
Dr. McLain's chances for receiving the post with the

strong intimation that the president wDl be
considered.

A final decision on filling the vacancy is expected
at the Board's meeting in December.

in the past, will continue to be subsidized by the
Student Government Association.

The films, purchased from Audio/Brandon and

Janus Film Companies "...are works," explains Miss
Caperton qualitatively, "which are, as far, as we're
concerned, from the two most important
international film distributing companies."

Some of the highlights of the film calendar include
such variety as Battle of Algiers, The Informer and
the New York Erotic Film Festival -- the latter being
a collection of twelve 'shorts;' nine in color and three
in black and white, all of which are award winning
presentations. The New Cinema Animation Festival

concerns cartoon experimentations, as does The
Point, both are celebrated as innovative masterpieces.
And then, of course, there will be those crowd
pleasers as Divorce Italian Style, Molly Maquires and
Henry V, all films of proven acceptance and
qualitative significance.

Monday, October 29, marks the next film

presentation at the College, that being Loves of a
Blond, directed by Milos Foreman. Mr. Foreman has
been lauded as "a master of understatement" in

isplaying the tragic-comic events of everyday life and
Mr. Kabat praises the film extensively. He grins and
says, "...Jooks like a good year for film." Miss
Caperton, refiecting on her selections committed thus
far, promises that, "this is only the beginning."

Activities

Film series

merge, expand

cinema offerings



Yes to impeachment
Viewpoint Forumdetters
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Washington's Student Government Association next IVIonday night will consider a

recommendation to support a national student move urging the' impeachment of President

Richard Nixon.

The importance of considering the issue seriously has grovi/n more imperative with each

succeeding incompetent act and revelation of guilt.

Nixon's latest moves, including the arrogant, incredible elimination of the special Watergate

prosecutor's office, have possibly influenced Washington College's senators to support an

impeachment action. The action is deserved.

The American republic is floundering in the hands of Nixon, its people become distrusting,

their goals seemingly pen/erted. The impeachment action, of course, is merely an indictment, a

charge of guilt. Whether the succeeding steps, steps which lead to the President's removal,

should be taken is a point which requires further consideration. Is any individual capable of

assuming the presidency? What scar would it leave on the American republic, on the nation's

ability to function.

Neither consideration can ignore the question of the President's guilt, however. If he is

found culpable the American system of justice must be applied equally, regardless of office.

But such action demands careful consideration, requires a bitter American people to resist

the sometimes irresistible temptation to call for the removal of the President from office, to

approach the question with a calm and rational deliberation.

Essential evaluation
Student disinterest and faculty irresponsibility could possibly transform a potentially

powerful force for change and improvement into a weak-kneed and impotent exercise in

computer programming. The faculty evaluations completed last semester by students to

determine the effectiveness and competency of their Instructors could possibly be ignored, left

in Its raw data state and buried away in some obscure file cabinet.

Too much time, manpower and energy has been involved to discard this assessment of the

faculty. More importantly, many questions directly quizzed the importance and application of

the objectives of the college as a liberal arts institution.

It is inexcusable that an institution that aspires to impart a sense of responsibility and

temper a "defensible morality" within its student population, should have students

disinterested in responding and faculty members unreliable enough to forget the numbers
assigned to their classes' evaluations.

This evaluation, although still imperfect in form, is essential as a self-purging, se If-improving

system. It is the responsibility of both the faculty and the students to insure the presentation

of the data and the implementations of its valid recommendations.

Red cross drive

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Magen David Adorn, the Israeli

Red Cross, we would like to express extreme

appreciation to those people who were both sensitive

and generous enou^ to make donations. During the

drive on Monday, October 22, $100 was raised and

will be used towards purchasing blood plasma kits

for the wounded in the field.

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Mark Sherman

Hillary Hyman

Plaudits for ^Errors'

To the Editor:

Just a brief note to say that Mr. Maloney and the

drama department should be congratulated for their

excellent performance of "Comedy of Errors." My
dau^iter and I attended Friday's performance and

she enjoyed it so much that she came back to see it

again o.n Saturday and brought 3 of her friends.

My sincere thanks to tlio Drama department for

such an enjoyable evening. Only many hours of hard

work could have brought about such a fine

performance and tlie cast has my sincere

congratulations.

Joan Forbes

Registrar's Office

Student health : "Eugenics" strives to arrest degeneracy

by Kim Stierstorfer

"Nature's Secrets Revealed - Scientific Knowledge

of the Sex Laws and Heredity." Eugenics, a text of

vita) information published in 1920, was recently

purchased at the Book Sale for the new Kent County

Library. "Physical, mental and moral degenerates are

increasing all out of proportion to the increase of

normal classes," the publisher laments, defining the

need for the important hints on "social purity,

heredity, physical manhood and womanhood"
incorporated within this book.

Eugenics, written by "Noted Specialists"

(suspiciously ambiguous) traces the development of a

child from birth until he or she is of an age to fall

victim to the vices and temptations of society. This

missive defmes ethics for the unmarried, the married,

includes lessons on etiquette, hygiene and chastity,

and also delineates the social sins of drink, sex,

prostitution "The Social Evil" and the "Secret

Diseases" (V.D.). ("A masked pestilence is stealing

upon the health of the nation, poisoning its blood

and shortening its life...").

Home is revered above all; criminals, lunatics,

derelicts and alcoholics are only the results of

unhealthy homes. Home, according to the text is:

'The jeweloskel, containing the most precious of all

jewds - domestic happiness." Mothers, the creators

are logically closer to the Divinity than men. "The
hand that rocks the cradle rules the world." The
aphorism that mothers constitute the only universals

of civilization is restated. "Nature has placed in her

hands both infancy and youth. "

" The vital interests of America hang largely upon
the influence of mothers." Eugenics, which demands
that woman fulfill themselves and their destinies in

motherhood and wifely duties and of course the

eternal cultivarion of beauty condemns the

college-bred woman;

"We must love our mothers more then Greek
dialects. If the instinct of the female dies out of a

college bred woman, even in the course of a most
brilliant career otherwise, the world will forget to

love her and justly. If die does not make her

surroundings homelike, wherever she is and if she

herself is not cheery and loving as every true woman
ought to be, the worid will feel that the one thing

needful is lacking - vivid tender womanliness... It is

belter for a woman to fill a simple human part

"Results of conception when father vuas

intoxicated" claims Eugenics, a 1920 pub-
lication.

lovingly, Letter for hei ..o be sympatheiic in trouble
and to whisper a comforting message into but one
grieving ear than that she should make a path to
Egypt and lecture to thousands on ancient Thebes."

The chapter entitled 'The Ethics of the
Unmarried" is pregnant with advice. The readers
mouth must have fallen agape in horror when he read
the response to the question "Should the Unmarried
Spoon (kiss)": "In the human family spooning
belongs only in the married life. If indulged in even
by married people beyondreasonable limits, it leads to

sensuality (previously defined as unnatural, sinful)

physical, mental and moral injury." Fear and twinges
of guilt most assuredly gnawled the believer when he
discovered the condemnation of the round dance,
waltz and tango on the same pounds as spooning.
Reassuring words follow however: "Twenty fall

through spooning where one falls through dancing."
Further elucidating the effects of spooning and

consequent sexual excitement Eugenics explicates
that arousal creates a surplus of energy within the
male which can only be dissapated through
"involuntary losses, the secret vice (masturbation), or

prostitution." Continued spooning will invaribiy

produce varicosed veins and either temporary or

permanent impotency. For women, personal

familiarities with men lead lo ovarian troubles,

leucorrhea, nervous prostration, invalidism or

consumption.

This sex manual for the twentieth ceniury adult

also contains a list of criteria to be considered in

selecting a life's companion which includes: "Don't,

fail to consider the effects of heredity on your

children. Don't marry downward, and don't fail to

consider the grade of the one you are to marry ."The

publication is also blessed with idyllic pliotographs of

mother and child, enamored couples, prancing

children. Amazingly inaccurate illustrations and

diagrams of the human anatomy are projected as the

most contemporary and accurate of the day.

Prescriptions, home cures for epilepsy, diabetes, rash,

aches, urinary infections and bleeding gums are also

thoughtfully included.

Over fifty years old, the moralizing of Eugenics, its

medical and psychological inaccuracies certainly are a

source of merriment for the comparatively jaded

audience of today. The book, in its seventh printing

and therefore seemingly accepted by the public, is

invaluable in understanding the mores, restrictions,

and demands made of other generations. It is also an

eerie sensation knowing that truths now proven

erroneous, were once embraced, believed and lived.

One wonders how they ever surmounted the terrors

associated with sex long enough to procreate.stalwarl

souls.
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Drama review f.

Shakespeare gone awry
by Reed Hessler

Energy often justifies a work of art, yet

nontaneous talent can lack self-sufliciency. The
motive thrust of Synge's PLAYBOY OF THE
ivESTERN WORLD makes it for me a finer play than

Ibsen's A DOLL'S HOUSE, yet this energy would be

iisjoint if not conveyed through fecund poetiy,

dy-plotting, insightful characterization, and the

^bEle lacerations of theme. For a talented artist,

nisplaced merit may be the most tragic failing,

^emian Melville's MARDI crackles with imaginative

rigor as it proceeds to bore us. To solve the problem,

iriists discover appropriate vehicles to strengthen

their raw abilities.

The Washington College Drama Department's

production of William Shakespeare's THE COMEDY
OF ERRORS bubbled over with commendable and

:Dfiiagious humor provided by the enthusiastic talent

of a painstaking cast. Imagination remained active

Ihroughout the production, as elements from

Tiarijuana through the Keystone cops to Aunt

leinima were interjected. One of the wacky comedy's

loblest ends, to keep its audience laughing, always

ttajned the cast's respect.

Unfortunately ERRORS contained enormous

ounts of illegitimate entertainment. The comedy

hakespeare penned received sparce interpretation

net even was hidden by the highjinks. Perhaps the

incyclopedia Britannica would have been more
ppropriate. At least a play devoid of subtle dramatic

possibilities might have been selected. Shakespeare's

omic lines frequently drowned in garbled and

lyperbolic-speech or the frenetic thumping of feet,

;hile mockery of a line's words in opposition to its

nse often solicited laughter. 1 am grateful the blank

erse sounded like dialogue, for rliyming lines often

eceive merciless mutilation through a singsong

lelivery.Rliymed words occasionally emerged with

he accent irritatingly emphasized. Being among
ihakespeare's earliest dramas, ERRORS contains

iule exciting poetry, yet the several isolated poetic

laslies flow logically and eloquently from tlie

haracter, situations and implications. About half of

hem were incomprehensable last Saturday night in

awes Theatre, and the audience was deprived of a

heairical experience 1 think Shakespeare intended.

In various important confrontations, occasionally

musing but dramatically extraneous.clowning battled

riih the movements of -the plot. Wacky inventions by

he performers consistently won out in the struggle,

esling around the stage, antic acrobats managed to

un in front of speaking characters at limes, totally

ibscuring their lines. The plot must have been

onfusing for those unfamiliar with the play.

Attendance of mocking clowns over serious

erformers is brilliantly employed in later

hakespearean plays, but Washington College's

lowns usually had no relevance to the concurrent

;tions of the script. When John Hildebrand's

ntipholus of Syracuse met his twin's wife Adriana,

layed by Jeanna Gallo, for. the first time, a group of

'ohcers hornily attempt to attack Sue Dunning.

Innecessary foolery surrounded and entered into

hakespeare's portrayal of deluded and confused

lortals. Some moments were funny and valid, such

uslin White's transformation to an ape during the

hroes of his dilemna. Most of the pranks, however.

«med irritating, and some appeared dull and asinine.

3
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The parade of spastics grew monotonous, while the

consistent farting motif eventually just annoyed.
Conceivably, clowns could be added with skill to

ERRORS, "but Director Tim Maloney's circus

weakened the play.

Performances, with a few exceptions, lacked depth
and insight. ERRORS offers no profound roles,'

because the character interplay was created for an
ensemble effect. Nonetheless, Shakespeare wanted
human beings to appear on the stage, and some
internalization of roles was possible. Maloney's cast
collectively gave the impression of mere gamesters.
Despite these flaws, no performance was truly
terrible, and a few were handled very well. 1

personally enjoyed John Corcoran's Angelo and

Justin White's Dromio of Syracuse. Jeanna Gallo in

the role of Adrianna, presented ERRORS most
thoughtfully conceived performance, although the

bitchiness seemed excessive at times. Most of the

players had highly amusing moments, and everyone
deserves credit for their rousing display of physically

taxing acrobatics.

Bill Segal's set blended well into the production,
making clown faces and circus costumes even more
effective.

Doubtlessly energetic, ERRORS lost its

Shakespearean punch because the interpretation went
awiy. While often hillarious games played over its

surface, the true COMEDY OF ERRORS struggled for
recognition underneath.

Faculty-

McDonnell returns from study
by Teague Maisel

The National Endowment for the Humanities is an

organization which offers fellowships to young

humanists. The fellowship is awarded to those

students who have recently completed doctoral

studies and is intended to provide an opportunity for

such people to spend a free year persuing studies in a

field of special interest shortly after receiving their

Ph.D.'s. Only 200 fellowships were awarded last year.

One recipient of the NEH fellowships was Dr.

Kevin McDonnell, a professor of philosophy at

Washington College. Dr. McDonnell spent the

1972-73 academic year at the Medieval Institue of

Philosophy at the University of Toronto in Canada.

Professor McDonnell chose to attend the

University of Toronto because of its excellent

offerings in medieval studies.his particular academic

interest.

According to Dr. McDonnell, "the Medieval

Iristitute at Toronto is the best known such institute

anywhere." The research institute, which also confers

graduate degrees, boasts a tremendous library with an

entire floor devoted to medieval studies.

During the 1972-73 academic year, the institute

employed thirty faculty members. In addition there

were four research assistants, one of which was Dr.

McDonnell. There were approximately 60 graduate

smdents.

While studying medieval philosophy at the

Institute, Dr. McDonnell delved into the field of

paeleography which entails a detailed study of the

history of handwriring. According to Professor

McDonnell, "much information is tucked away in

handwritten medieval manuscripts." These

manuscripts, which he referred to as "the raw stuff of

medieval studies" aid in tracing the development of

our current-alphabet and "help get at the roots of our

cultural history."

Dr. McDoimell's interest in the specialized field of

medieval philosophy is far from limited. He is

currently working on a book dealing with a medieval

philosopher named William of Ockham. Dr.

McDonnell explained that Ockham was an

outstanding logician who published a commentary
which has influenced the thoughts of many, including

Martin l.uther, Ockham is also considered the

founder of a school of philosophy called nominalism.

Dr. Kevin McDonnell recently returned
from a year's study at the Medieval Institute
of the u niversity of Toronto.

Concerning the book. Dr. McDonnell said, "I am
trying to show that he (Ockham) developed a new
kind of ethical theory based on obligations and duties
rather than Aristotlelan theory where people look for

good and happiness."

Professor McDonnell's living experience in

Toronto was considerably different from that of
Chestertown. This is partially because he and his

family resided in a small high-rise apartment in

downtown Toronto which bore little similarity to the

Chestertown mode of life. Professor McDonnell also

observed that "Canadian nationalism is very strong

now and consists to some extent of
anti-Americanism." He commented however, that it

was refreshing to observe United Slates events from a

different point of view.

Asked if he was glad to return to Chestertown and

more particularly to Washington College, Dr.

McDonneU replied that it was good to go, but good to

come back. Toronto offered many advantages which
Chestertown could never afford, but Professor

McDonnell admitted that he is happy to return to his

"captive audiences" at Washington.

John Dornberg, a U. S. foreign correspondent and

dUtlior who specializes in Communist and West

European affairs, will speak on "The New Triangular

Worid: Soviet-Chinese-American Relations in the

Years to Come" next Tuesday, October 30 in Hynson

Lounge at 8:30 p.m.

Mr. Dornberg is currently based in Munich where

he is the Soviet-East European analyst for Newsweek,

The Atlantic, World Magazine, and The Toronto Star.

From March 1968 until his expulsion in November

1970 he was Newsweek's bureau chief in Moscow.

Previously he served as the magazine's chief

East-European correspondent in Vienna and in Bonn.

During his journalistic career his by-line has

appeared in many leading U. S. daily newspapers and

major magazines. He is the author of several hooks

including 'The New Tsars - Russia Under Stalin's

Heirs", an assessment of the post-Khrushchev period

in the U. S. S. R. based on his experiences and

observation as a correspondent there.

He is now writing a biography of Leonid Brezhnev,

the Soviet Communist party leader; a dramatized

history of Hitler's 1923 beer hall putsch; and a book

on dissent in the U. A. A. R. for young adults.

He has interviewed and observed at close range

numerous West European and Communist leaders. He

is also a close friend of many of the dissident Soviet

writers, artists and intellectuals whose struggle he

wrote about in The New Tsars.



Jive react

Poor timing on article

To the Editor:

This letter is being written in reaction to a recent

article which appeared in (he Elm. The article which I

refer to appeared under the column entitled "Jive". It

concerned the saga of how Zung Nguyen came to

enroll at Washington College and of his importance lo

WC's current soccer team as "a player for all

positions".

My criticism of the article does not stem from

either the subject or the article per se, but I am
dismayed at the liming of tlie printing of the story.

Zung is currently a candidate for the office of

President of the Class of 1977. Seeing that elections

are only a week away, the appearance of the article

gave Mr. Nguyen extensive exposure to the freshmen

class at the neglect and expense of the other

candidates. I feel that the Elm, either intentionally or

unintentionally, has given support to a particular

candidate without consideration of his opponents.

In my opinion, a major school institution such as

the Elm, which exercises great potential influence

over the student body, sliould not give support or

aid to a particular candidate, either intentionally or

unintentionally. 1 think that the newspaper should

have printed similar articles on aU the freshman

candidates, or at least, should have withheld printing

of the article until after conclusion of the elections.

The appearance of the story, at such a strategic time,

has given Mr. Nguyen an unfair advantage over his

opponents.

I grant the fact that the article did not even hint

that Zung was a political candidate. But I also noted

that the start of Mr. Nguyen's campaign coincided

nicely with the release of the Elm. Putting one and

one together has given this candidate a strong

campaign, seemingly with the support of the school

newspaper. Anyone that knew Zung also knew that

he was a potential candidate, and I believe that many
people connected the appearance of this article with

the start of his campaign.

In' conclusion, 1 wish to say that this letter is not

being written in favor of one of the otlier candidates

(since 1 am not a freshman) or in criticism of Mr.

Nguyen's candidacy. It is, in fact, provoked by a

genuine concern for fair play and equal riglits. 1 feel

that the responsibility for this blunder Ues solely with

the Elm, in being either extremely shortsighted or

unfairly prejudicial in use of its influence.

I beUeve that the fair thing to do is to simply list

in the paper a chart of who is running for what office

in each class, being extremely objective in writing of

the list. Such a hst would be of great help to the

student body, if only to inform them of whom is

running for what. If it is not possible for the Elm to

wield its influence responsibly, equally, and fairly,

without consideration of special interests, then 1 do
not think that the EUn should speak at all.

Sincerely,

William A. Westura

I

Sports editor replies

It has come to my attention through the week that

any people were upset with last week's feature on
Zung Nguyen. It seems that free publicity was given

to a candidate for freshman class president.

I would like to explain my feelings now tliat

others have voiced theirs. 1 live and board off-campus,

knew very few freshmen andam totally uninvolved in

class politics. I don't care who is running for what

office in the freshman class; it doesn't involve my
support, vole or acknowledgement. I was surprised to

see Nguyen's banner proclaiming him as a candidate

in the upcoming elections, wliich I was equally

unaware of.

Furthermore, there was no political mention of

Nguyen. I felt and still feet that talent in sports

deserves recognition on a sports page, any sports

page, at any time. If Nguyen is running for President,

I don't see why I can't write a story pertaining to him

as a soccer player and only a soccer player. If people

are so pathetically immature politically that they vote

for -a candidate on the number of goals he scores

rather tlian the issues of a campaign, then they

deserve whatever incompetence they vote for.

In conclusion I would like to cite that any

candidate is free to voice his poHlical views via the

Elm. If you really feel that becaust Nguyen will make
a good president because he is an excellent soccer

player, i suggest that you leave your politics alone for

awhile.

Gati Sanchez

Viewpoint on coverage

To the editor:

This letter is to let you and the Student Body of

Washington College know what 1 think of your sports

coverage. 1 think that it SUCKS!
Your Sports Editor would rather spend time and

space apologizing for the Washington College teams

that lose an event than cover one that wins. This, in

my opinion, is real bush-league and candy-ass sports

reporting.

In past issues the sports pages have included: l)a

half-page apologetic story on the cross-country team,

2) an asinine article about Bobby Riggs (which served

only to show the stupidty of its author).

However, not one article in any of this year's Elm

even mentioned Crew.

This is evidence of the half-ass sports coverage this

paper relays to its readers.

First of all. Crew is a Varsity sport at Washington

College just like Lacrosse or Cross-Country

.

Second, the number of participants in die Fall

Crew program is the largest turnout for any fall sport

in 1973.

Third, Crew is the only Varsity sport with enough

guts to recognize and encourage that women can

compete (very successfully I might add) in a

demanding sport.

Finally, the worst insult of all comes when some

60 people work and practice under all kinds of

adverse conditions and emerge victorious in

competition with other schools; only to read in their

own school newspaper how Bobby Riggs is still the

Tennis champion-and no mention of their efforts!

The members of the Crew pay their $71 Activities

Fee like everyone else and should get the same results

ui sports coverage as a Lacrosse player would.

What does the Crew have to do to get sports

coverage in the Elm? Loose all our races?

Disgusted

Andrew S Young

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open: Weeksdays - 10 a.m. - tO p.in.

FrLSat-lOajn. - 11 p.ni.

Sun. 12 pjn. - 9 pjn.

Now sarving pi2za> and uibt

7 day< a imek.

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern

The Attic
The nvxt anytling store

thafs downtcwn.
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Shoreman score despite efforts of Wagner

goalie.

Soccer

Championship season

definite possibility

Washington College kept its MAC record intact last

Tuesday by shutting out Wagner College, 4-0. The
game was close until a Bill Williams penalty

conversion gave the shoreside a 3-0 lead and room to

breathe.

Williams continued to shine as he scored twice.

Ben Fitzgerald, a candidate for league honors also

tallied with Doug Hayes rounding out the scoring.

The mosi important item however is a chance for

the MAC title. If WC wins against Western Maryland

and Johns Hopkins, the Shoreside w-ill clinch the MAC
Soudiern Division title and have a chance for the

overall championship. Both games should be ti^tly

contested with Western Maryland looming as the

toughest foe.

Tuesday's shutout was a good sign however. The .

defense of Bob Hickman and Pete Takach is superb.

Craig Attixx is regaining liis old form and WC
continues to score from the wings as well as the

middle.

Barring key injuries and bad breaks, Washington's

soccer title gamo looms as a definite possibility. 1

J

Economy VW Repair

VW Owners-are you tired

of getting ripped off

by you know who?

Fall Special- Students Only:

Tune Up New Parts Labor

$13 $13 $13

405 Cannon Street 778-1 096

The Point to Ponder Is in the Name
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Academics

Grades are up, but are we smarter ?

by Kevin O'Keefe

Washington's student body may not have gotten

any brighter over the last eight years, but the average

grades that they are receiving in their courses have

increased markedly.

The rise in student peffomiance in the past years is

a national phenomena, a phenomena the pessimists

claim validates a concern that standards have

gradually been compromised, a phenomena that

optimists contend demonstrates a growing, serious

student interest in academics.

in the 1964-65 academic year, the average grade

for a course earned by a Washington student was

2.153. Eight years later the average grade evaluation

stood at 2.661, Tully half a grade point hlRher.

The local figures parallel an increase nationwide as

indicated by the College's self-evaluation last year.

The report observed, "The all-College grade point

average has been steadily creeping upwards. Part of

ihis phenomena reflects trends nationally."

The increase in the all-College grade average here

has been steady, gradual, as indicated by the chart

below:

1964 2.153

1965 ^ 2.320

1966 2.363

1967 2.430

1968 2.474

1969 2.604

1970 2.664

1971 2.677

1972 2.661

Registrar Ermon Foster, who maintains the

statistics on grade averages, suggests that "it is hard to

measure why the average has increased."

"1 don't feel the fac'uUy is letting down at all," he

said. "We like to think that we're getting better
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Average grades are steadily rising, but the 4.0 is not universal yet.

prepared freshman classes and we know on the record

they look better."

The College self-study report offered additional

explanations for the statistically improved

performance. 'The introduction of the pass-fail

option, especially for foreign languages, has eased

grade pressures on many students and contributed to

increased grade point averages. The easing of

distributional requirements is also a factor, as is the

personalized system of handling students with

academic deficiencies."

The use of the pass/fail in languages, a factor the

administration claims has raised the average GPA.has
increased substantially since its introduction in the

late I960's.

In 1968 only two sophomores used the device.

Two years later 24 sophomores and 42 freshmen

made use of the alternative. Currently, 4

1

sophomores and 66 freshmen are studying their

required languages pass/fail.

Foster explained the increase with the judgment
that "as soon as they learned about it they began to

pickup on it."

For a number of years, juniors and seniors have

been allowed the option of taking one course per

semester on a pass/fail basis. The number of

upperclassmen employing that alternative has varied

greatly, from a hi^ of 126 in 1970 to a low this year

° Continued on page 3

Energy

by Dave Knepler

As far as Mr. W. Raymond Crooks, Superintendent

of Buildings and Grounds knows, Washington College

will not be affected by the national energy crisis.

"At this point we haven't had any word about our

contracts not being met," Crooks said. However, a

survey will be performed on campus to "see the use

Or negligence of utilities." The survey would be a

kickoff point of a conservation move on campus.

Why a conservation move at Washington if we will

not be hit by the fuel energy shortage? Crooks

explained, "If we use less utilities, we're going to help

the whole situation."

The form of the survey will be simply "a closer

look at our utilities," reported Crooks. He went on:

"A lot of the classrooms are left lit. and the windows,

are left open." Whomever it is that is responsible for

this sort of negligence will be revealed by the survey

and it Is expected that the oversi^ts will be

corrected.

The conservation move is the brainchild of the

DC-Maryland Association of Physical Plant

Administrators of Universities and Colleges (APPA),

of which Crooks is one of the sw directors. The

DC-Maryland branch of the APPA, which is a sub-unit

of an international organization, recently held its fall

meeting on campus and decided, as Crooks explained,

that "through the Association, the colleges are going

to try to start a conservation drive," so that unified

action can be taken toward the alleviation of the

national, and possibly world-wide, problem.

Crooks insists that he has only '*read" of a

national emergency, and that, in actuality, there is

"nothing concrete" to support that condition. He

summed up the reason for his own work and that of

the APPA by saying, "They say we're going to have

an emergency, but who knows?"

Crooks predicts

no fuel shortage

for College
The Buildings and Grounds department

expects no fuel shortage this winter.
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Studentgovernment

Senate refuses to vote on Nixon's impeachment
President Nixon escaped the full wrath of

Washington's Student Senate again Monday night - in

a manner of sorts.

Two weeks ago, the Senate of the College

postponed action on a resolution calling for the

Presidcnl's impeachment.

Last Monday night, the Senate, in reviving the

issue, refused to request impeachment action against

Nixon and. instead, choose a less bold approach, an

approach which provides the College's students the

opportunity to express personally their opinions on

the issue, an approach which simply provides a

petition which condemns the President's action and

which calls for his impeachment.

The Senate, as a body, refused to vote the

President's impeachment. During the course of the 40

minute debate, senator after senator voiced the view

that the Senate had no right to attempt to express the

opinion of the entire student body on the issue.

SGA Secretary Chaddic Campbell summarized the

majority. Senate sentiment, arguing, "We represent

kids here as students and not as citizens."

The authorized petition, which states that "the

members of Uie Student Government Association of

Washington College, specifically in petition of

individual signatures, voices its no confidence in the

Nbcon administration and supports the national

movement for impeachment of the President," wQl be

circulated in the next week.

The debate on the issue started quietly,

non-vociferously and maintained that tenor to its

end.

In other action, the Senate rejected the idea of
sponsoring an expensive Homecoming concert.
Concerts in (he past have featured the Iron Butterfly,

Livingston Taylor, and Jonathan Edwards, and have
cost approximately S5000 to $6000. The SGA in
every case has suffered a major cash loss at boxoffice;
ticket sales were simply insufficient.

The Senate also allocated $600 each semester to
the William James Forum to subsidize the
organization's speakers program on campus. The
legislative body also reversed its action of two weeks
ago authorizing a $1300 concert by Brion Bowers on
his autoharp. Many senators complained the concert
was loo expensive and would appeal to only a limited
number of students.

From left to right. Chuck Kellogg, Beth Downey, and Cille Geiser celebrated Halloween in traditional cost-.ime last night at the Halloween dinner.

Calendar

Curriculum

Reform proposals soon to be aired
by Dave McCraw

The Academic Council is a bodv composed of two

representatives from each divisional department, six

students, the librarian and the Dean of the College,

who presides as Chairman. As the "chief academic

committee of the college," states Dean Nate Smith

most proposals concerning academia are reviewed by

this council before being exposed to faculty

analyzation. The council's more recent study, that of

general academic reform of the College curriculum,

has generated such attention that a sub-committee

has been set up to continue extensive research on the

topic. It has hopefully, "worked up an initial set of

proposals for -the Council to work with." This;

committee, with members selected by Dean Smith, is

made up of four students, five professors and the

Dean himself.

Dean Smith explains that the initial discussion of

academic reform started about January of '73 and the

curriculum reform committee came into existence
'

during the late part of that year's spring semester,

"following," states the Dean, "much preliminary

work by myself ;andthecouncil."During thistime,

much research was completed by the committee on

the mode of progressive education across the United

States. Having educated themselves in this field, the

committee members have applied such knowledge to

Washington's educational problems during the course

of numerous meetings throughout the interim.

The Dean is careful to emphasize that the

philosophy behind a liberal arts education is certainly

not in jeopardy. "It remains," he says, "as stated in the

college catalog, that "the college hopes to encourage

in its students those inner capacities that will be most
rewarding to them in private and public life."

Revealing the rationale behind such a movement.
Dean Smith argues that "although the opportunity

for individual development is still desired, the means
in which such an education is to be achieved is always

subject to investigation." Elaborating on this point,

Dean Smith reminds one that the present four-course

plan, instituted in 1958, was, after all, selected as an

experimental policy, subject to close evaluation and

possible modification. Since the program now
"exhibits signs of ill-health," asevidencedinthelow
matriculation rate, student apathy, generally poor'
class attendance, and student resentment toward the

distribution requirements, such an evaluation,

according to the Dean, seems manditory. Highlighting

only a few of the elements in proposal. Dean Smith
spoke of possible distributional reform; a personal,

extensive advisory scheme: a junior year internship;

and a more broad variation of course offerings, all of
which seem to necessitate a larger faculty, not to

mention economic endowments.
At any rate the Board of Governors reserves the

final say in suggestions to be eventually rendered by
the Academic Council and faculty. Commenting on
this fact, Dean Smith discloses that he is

"head-over-heets in the middle of the program" and
"pleased with the move forward." He tries not to>

entertain any thoughts of possible faculty or Board
rejection.

OISI CAMPUS
Thursday Nov.-I

Reading by Gaorge Elliott-Hynton Loungs 8:30 p.m.
Friday Nov. 2
Registration for second semastar classes

Georgo Elliott 10:30 Sophia Kerr Room
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra iMtd-shora Symphony) in

Cantreville at Quaen Anna County H.S. Artdraw Schank
cartducting, Julian Martin^olo pianist at 8:30 p.m.

Saturday Nov. 3
Home soccar game vs. Johrts Hopkins Uniuaisity at 2:00
on Kibler Fiatd

Monday Nov. 5
Chestertown Arts league exhibit opens in lounge of Minta

Martin Hall. Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. f=reo

Tuesday Nov. 6
Music Dept. Student recital in Tawes Theatre at 4:00 p.m.

BALTIMORE
Thurs.-Sunday Nov. 1-4

Jan VanDyke, a modern dance concert. The Free Theatre

ProieGt-45 W. Preston St. FREE
Friday Nov. 2

Ethet Ennis at Johns Hopkins University. Jazz, pop, rock

and gospel. 8 p.m.

Fri.-Wad. Nov.2-7
Country Music at Timonium State Fair Grounds
Until Friday Nov. 4
National Lami>oon's Lemmings at Morris Mechanic

Theatre

Starting Saturday Nov. 5
Godspell at Morris Mechank: Theatre.
Saturday Nov. 5
Open sing, bring instruments and lungs, 8:30 p.m. at Free

Theatre Project, 45 WW. Preston St. FREE
Tues.-Sunday Nov. 6-11

Disney on Parade at Baltimore Civic Center

Thurs. Nov. 8
London Bach Society at Towson State College

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Friday Now. 2

Roy Buchanan and Loudon WWainright III at Georgetown

University, McDonaugh Arena
INHERIT THE WVIND Is now being performed ai the

Arena Stage

Sunday Nov. 4
Gordon Lightfoot at D.A.R. Convention Hall

Tuesday Nov. 6
David Crosby and Grahm Nash at O.A.R. Convention Hall

by Barbara Oswald
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Chantal Braun, a French native

living on Washington's language floor,

explains "there is a human value in

learning a language."

Curriculum

The rationale for language study

by Chantal Braun

— During my brief career as a French teacher in

America and an English teacher in France, I often had

to cope with such remarks of my students as, "Why
shall J learn another language? If I go to a foreign

country I will take an interpreter." Here in

Washington College, ! heard some students say. "I'm

a chemistry major, why should I learn French (or

Spanish or German)? Besides, if 1 were to travel in he

world, no matter where I go there will always be

somebody around to understand English." But they

are wrong! This attitude deeply disappoints me. Not

only because, to give you my personal example,

without the knowledge of English I would never have

been able to enjoy the writings of Shakespeare, but

because without this knowledge, 1 would never have

gotten to know you, get close to you and understand

you. I would have just considered you as the guys

from the other border, emitting weitd sounds with

their mouths, like people from another planet and

having strange and not understandable reactions. But

to illustrate this, let me talk to you about a personal

experience of mine.

It goes back to 1956. f was then living in a hostile

country, Morocco, which was then at war with

France, fighting for its independence. At this time, I

was ten years old and didn't speak more than the ten

or fifteen words necessary to make myself

understood by a reluctant grocer or butcher

pretending to ignore my own language. I had been

conditioned to ignore his, too!

In 1956, we (the French) lost the war. The Sultan,

then exiled in Madagascar, returned to reign over the

country and the process of "Arabization" of the

superstructure of the country began. To begin with,

the teaching of the Arabic language was compulsory

in all French schools. Reluctantly (you know; tliis

assumption that "our culture is better" that all school

students of any country have been conditioned to 2*

have) we accepted. Indeed, I didn't then know what I "S

vras gaining. 01

buropeau countries have always looked at the H
Arabic civilizations with a sort of suspicion because «
they are more turned toward contemplation than E
action. But this tendancy comes from the poetic 3
sense of the Arabic spirit. After I had been learning Z
the language for three years, I could discover tliat <

the butcher, the grocer and the street sweeper in the ^
street just didn't talk like me. They used some sort of '_»

farfetched metaphors and similes, as if they had been 53

actors performing in a Shakespeare play. 1 found it *^

very strange at the beginning, then I started imitating

them and for the first time in my life felt a sort of

complicity between them and me, 1 was visiting an

Arab girlfriend and wanting to inquire about her

husband, I avoided the word "rajel" ("husband" in

Arabic) and used, instead, a sort of elaborate image as

"Where is the man to whom your look is forever

enchained?" It was pretty unusual on my part, so she

lauglied and said, "Now you are really my sister. You
speak like we do." Can you imagine how you would

feel when the same people you had considered as

your enemies three years before talk to you like that?

From this moment too, I started understanding

and enjoying the songs of Oum Khaltoum (the idol,

the goddess of the Arabic world). They lasted for two

hours during which she would repeat the same

-sentence for ten minutes. But it was such a beautiful

sentence. You just had to lie down, let yourself be

lulled by the music like by a wave and penetrated by

the haunting atmosphere it conveyed. ..very often

they were excerpts from the writings of Omar

Khayam, the greatest poet of the Arabic world,

whose inspiration I found very close to Ronsard, a

French poet of the sixteenth century. Songs about

love, women, time passing and never coming

back...beyond linguistic, historical, educational and

geograpliical differences, the deepest regions of man
are timeless and universal. I really got close to this

people, lived with them, had fun with them, learned

how to understand their mentaUty and even now,

after years of separation, I still receive letters from

Latfa, my arable girlfriend, who agns her letters,

"your sister forever."

I won't give you more examples. I think you have"

seen my point. There is a human value in learning a

foreign language. We are not trying to turn you into

knowledgeable persons so that you can become show

offs, but we would like to teach you this human value

without which man can only be a narrow-minded

robot, expert in his technique (whether it is

Chemistry, Biology or whatever) but unable to

understand his role as a man in his society and in the

world. And if the aim of cuUure is really - as a

French writer wrote - to make us better men, this is

the culture we would like to teach you, which begins

first with understanding.

Personalityprofile

David Berard: his

art surprises him
by Kim Stierstorfer

In sweatshirt, striped cap and

"Churgin for Mayor" button, David

Berard, freshman, discusses the exhibition

of his paintings in Georgetown, DC.

"They're in the Biograph Theatre, a small

movie house on "M" Street. There's eight

paintings - all done in acrylics; all but

one are abstract."

He drums his fingers on the arm of the

chair and explains his preference for

abstracUons. Berard likes the modernsitic

movement - "all lines and contrasting

colors." Abstracts, he reasons, are easier

and more quickly completed. "I want

them to stand out, to-^-be noticed."

Admiring the blatancy of abstracts,

Berard is attracted by and designs flags.

The freshman, who intends to major in

art, was drawn to Washington because of

its proximity to his home n Cheverly.

Maryland and by impressions garnered

from his brother, who has visited here.

"It doesn't matter, artistically, where I

go; it doesn't make that much difference

because it (persorul artistry) improves

with the development of the self." Berard

admits, however, that "my arfisticmind

has really matured in the last two

months. I know that sounds really corny

but because of Mrs. Tessem, "I've learned

a sense of discipline."

Berard expresses no definable

philosophy through or about his art. His

first attempt to employ art as a

message-medium was thwarted: "My

first painting was extremely idealistic. In

it was an India Hindu Wheel of Life with

the India Tri-color draped over the wheel.

The background was a lush green field,,

ugly purple clouds are leaving, the sun is

setting to rise again ona better day. The

idea was that India hopes to be a strong,

flourishing, nurished nation. Two weeks

after I finished the picture. India attacked

Pakistan and ruined the painting for me."

The freshman artist hopes to go into

"some kind of design work." Berard has

already invented his own logo. It includes

a circle divided into six sections by three

Unes - "The three sticks represent artists'

utensils; the circle with ax sections

represents the color wheel with both

primary and secondary colors," Berard,

who only started painfing in hisjunior

year of high school, expects to exhibit his

paintings in other galleries throughout

Georgetown and perhaps in the lobby of

the Fine Arts Center. He is currently

designing a mural for the Coffeehouse.

David Berard offers a criticism of the

art department: "It seems they stress

nothing but realism. Design is really the

only modernistic class. Not everybody

can do realism - it is also too restricting."

He describes himself as the epitome of

Pisces- "a wanderer, extremely sensitive,

guided by the mysterious and attracted

by the unusual." Berard confessed that he

. surprises himself with his art."

David Berard at work in art studio.
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Soccer championship in two leagues a possibility

by Gali Sanchez

The showdown is set and Washington College has

definite chances at both the MAC Championship and

the Mason Dixon League playoffs. It is all very

complex but useless if Washington College doesn't

win in its final outing against Johns Hopkins,

Saturday at 2:00 p.m. on the Kibler field. Last year

the Sho'men were in a similar position and lost 3-2 in

overtime to Hopkins on a goal by Mike Aguero.

The key of the game however will be the midfield.

Craig Atlix has been off and on all year. If he is "on"

the game should be no contest. If not, however,

Hickman. Pete Takach, and Zung Nyugen should have

a busy afternoon. Dave Beach is an excellent outside

link and often is the man who controls the game. Bill

Amment is steady on the right side. If all three are up

for the game as a unit, the ball should remain in the

Hopkins side of the field, if not in the Bluejay nets.

I pick Washington 3-1.

Now to explain tlie playoffs.. If Washington beats

Hopkins, the Sho'men will clinch first place in the

MAC Southern section. This would set up the MAC

Aguero returns as the most dangerous threat to

goalkeeper Pete Murphy's nets. Allhou^ not blessed

with speed, the Argentine Import has a shot that

ranks with anybody in the league. But WC has a few
stars who will not be outshown. Bob Hickman, the

center fullback for the shore side has been nothing
short of brilliant all season long. He will draw the task

of covering Aguero, and if Bob plays as he has,

Aguero mi^t as well return to his homeland.

'^^^^X^

Another goal for the Shoreman.

Championstiip, to be played at the North section

winners' home field. The current first place runner up
north is Drew University, with Elizabethtown hot on
their heels.

In the Mason-Dixon, with a victory over Hopkins,

the Sho'men need Loyola to knock Mt. St. Mary's

out, plus a victory by either Loyola or Baltimore U.

when the two teams meet, but not a lie. This wouia

give the Sho'men fourth place in the final standings.

If this were the case, WC would most likely draw

nationally ranked University of Baltimore as its

opponent.

Again, it all hinges on this Saturday's game.

Crosscountry

Runners beat
Dickinson
by Danny Scharf

The cross-county team's last two meets were the
highlight of the team's seasons. The distancemen
trounced Dickinson on October 20 and last Thursday,
against Johns Hopkins. Tom Clement set a new
Washington College record for our course.

In his last two attempts Tom missed the record by
20 seconds and 1 1 seconds but this time Tom broke
the record by 24 seconds, running a brilliant time of
26 minutes and 32 seconds.

Against Dickinson, Washington sealed the victory
within the first mile and a half and the rest of the
race became a joy ride. Despite losing Peter deSelding
during the race because of a pulled muscle, the team
beat Dickinson and their boisterous coach, Joe
Ducharm 25-30.

Against Johns Hopkins, Washington managed to
lose despite the school record performance of Tom
Clement and another personal best from team captain
Bob Greenberg. The final result was 44-19.

Monday the team will travel to Philadelphia for
the Middle Atlantic Conference Championships. The
team's record now stands at 2-6 with Salisbury and
UMBC still to be faced.

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open: Weeksdays - 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Fri. -Sal. • lOajn. • 11 pjn.

Sun, 12 p.m. -9 pjn.

Now serving piizM and tub
7 dayi a wMk.

Marti's Sweete Shoppe

hand-packed fine chocolates

all kinds of penny candy

208 High Street - Lower Level

77B-d744

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Downtovm - Around the comer from the park

The Attic
Tlie most anything store

thafs downtowa

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR

Mens and Womens Shoes

Converse Top - Sider

Boston!ans

Paul's Shoe Store

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandniehes

Noida; - Sat. 10 ajih - 12 p.ai.

Saa<ay 11at a.ai. - 12 ».a.
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Search

Presidential candidates now number three

The Presidential Search Committee last Saturday
narrowed the field of candidates for Washington's
presidency to three.

Two of the candidates have already been formally
exposed to the College community. Dr. Mark Barlow,
Vice-Provost of Cornell University and Dr. John
Wheeler, Dean of HoUins College, have been selected

from the broad field of original candidates. The final

candidate, as expected, comes from within the

College community—Dr. Joseph McLain, currently

Interim President.

Dr. McLain's candidacy had not been announced

tluough the eight-month search, but it was readily

conceded by most of the College community that

McLain would be considered for the post.

When he was offered status as an ofTicial candidate

this week, McLain reponded, "Yes, I'd be a candidate

and I'd certainly consider it if they choose to offer

me the post. I'd certainly give it my deepest and

sincerest considertaion."

Two candidates being considered for the post: Dr.

Hugh Moomaw, President of Stratford College, and

Dr. Slephen^Kurtz, Dean of Hamilton College; have

withdrawn from the competition.

The campus community and the Board of Visitors

will be offered further opportunity to meet with the

three candidates, Drs. Barlow and Wheeler will soon

visit the campus for open conferences. Dr. McLain

will have similar opportunity for exposure.

A decision on the presidency is expected to be

rendered by the Board in december.

Student life

16% SGA budget

spent on booze
"As a freshman." Paul Sullivan wrote to the Elm

three weeks ago, "I noticed that the social interaction

on the campus was primarily stimulated by a keg of

beer, mixed drinks, or a potent bowl of punch, in my
sophomore year as an R.A.. I could see clearly that

the dominant medicine offered by Washington

College to relieve the student's tensions was either

alcohol or some illegal narcotic substance."

Sullivan continued, suggesting that "for a student

to survive a weekend on campus without getting

drunk or high..would be pretty damn rough."

To examine the substance of Sullivan's remarks, the

Elm this week reviewed the alcohol expenditure of

the major campus distributors.

One of those suppUers doling out most of its suds

free, is the Student Government Association. A check

of the organization's books this week revealed that

16% of the SGA budget ofapproxiniatelyS15,000

for last year was expended on beer and liquor. Most

of that brew was consumed at open dorm parties and

SGA and Student Union Board open houses.

Two and one half monliis info tliis semester, the

Student Government Association' has provided

enough free boose to amass a liquor bill of over

$1100. Of that total, nearly 5300 was spent plying

the freshman class with alcohol during Orientation

Week. Another $330 libated tlirists at the recent Fall

Weekend.

Though the SGA is the main supplier of free liquor

on campus, it is not ihe only dislrubitor of alcohol.

The Coffeehouse regularly supplies students with 25c

beers and so far this year has run up a bill with their

Continued on page 3

MARK BARLOW
Position: Vice-Provost, Cornell University

Degrees: BA 1947 Wesleyan, MA 1952 Colgate,

EdD 1962 Cornell.

Discipline: Education.

Age: 48
Experience: 194346 U. S. Navy, 1947-49, High

School Teacher; 1949-51, Instructor Math -Colgate;

1951-57, Asst. Dean of Men — Cornell; 1957-61.

Dean of Students - Wesleyan; 1961-65, Dean of the

College - Wesleyan; 1965-71 , VP Student Affairs -
Cornell; 1971-72, Sabbatical - Oxford; 1968-72,

Trustee — Wesleyan.

PubUcations: Nov Available.

JOSEPH H. MCLAIN
Position: Interim President, Washington College

Degrees: BS 1937 Washington College, PhD 1946

Johns Hopkins.

Discipline: Chemistry

Age: 57

Experience: 1941-46, U. S. Army; 1946-54, Asst.

Prof. Chemistry-Washington College; 1955-72,

Professor and Chairman of Chemistry — Washington

College; Extensive Consulting.

Publications: Numerous publications, patents, and

honors.

JOHN P. WHEELER, JR.

Position: Dean of the College, HoUins.

Degrees: BS ' 1950~Florida State, MS
1951—Florida State, PhD 1957~Syracuse.

Discipline: Political Science.

Age: 45
Experience: 1952-55, Instructor Political

Science—Middlebuiy;! 955-59, Assistant Professor

Political Science—HoUins; 1959-64. Dean of Faculty

and Associate Professor—Hollins; 1964, Professor of

Political Science—Hollins; 1967-75. Dean of the

College—HoUins; 1958-59, Director. State

Constitutional Studies Project—National Municipal

League; 1964-65, Visiting Professor—University of

West Indies; 1965-67. Consultant, Maryland State

Constitutional Commission.

PubUcations: Ten or more articles and books.

Academics
Although Washington College is not a member of

the scholastic honor society. Phi Beta Kappa, many
colleges comparable or below Washington in size and

selectivity, based on SAT scores have been

longstanding members of the organization. Colleges

such as Washington and Jefferson, Randolph Macon.

Sweet Briar, WUson and Wabash all list student

populations below 1,000 and similar SAT scores. All

have had chapters of Phi Beta Kappa for over twenty

years.

Phi Beta Kappa, which was founded December 5.

1776, at the CoUege of William and Mary, has exerted

direct and substantial effect upon American coUeges

1961, was refused in February of 1962 because k,.

"insufficient endowment." Immediately after the

required three-year period between applications

lapsed, another request was submitted. Notice of

rejection was received in 1965; no reasons for refusal

were cited.

Dean Nate Smith, however, is "sure we're eligible

rlow." The endowment in 1963 was $767,000; in

1965 it was $1,415,000. At present it is approaching

$6,000,000. Libraiy size, which the Dean conjectures

could be another unmet criteria for admittance to Ptii

Beta Kappa, was risen from 78,000 volumes in 1963.

to 1 1 0,000 volumes. Smith acknowledged that

perhaps honor societies have suffered a decline in

Phi Beta Kappa-

Washington awaits the key

by Kinn Stierstorfer

in raising standards of scholarship and encouraging

support of the liberal arts and colleges. It has been

universally commended for placing emphasis not

upon quantititative measures, "but upon the spirit of

the college, the quality of its work, the achievements

of its graduates." Baird's Manual of American

Fraternities also notes tlial cleclioii to Phi Beta

Kappa is recognition of iniellectual capacities well

employed - especially in acquiring a liberal arts and

sciences education. Earning the Phi Beta Kappa key is

also often held as an indicator of polentiaUtes of

future distinction.

Washington has submitted applications for

membership to the honor society twice and has been

rejected both times. The bids for membership wete

sponsored by Dr. Nicholas Newlin. who as acting

dean at the time. A request for adriiitlance is^ue'd in'

importance, but maintains the belief that recognized

national societies can benefit both the individual

student and enhance the appearance of the coUege. A
Phi Beta Kappa key "immediately offers a

preferential salary in some civil service positions."

Smith explained and recognition of inieUectual

capabilities.

A Phi Beta Kappa chapter on campuses was in the

mid-sixlies "real concern." Smith reasoned that

because of "more direct knowledge of quality of

student training - tests such as the GREs -

membership in national honor societies are less

important. People lely more on direct, personal

impressions." Dean Smith, who brought Phi Alpha

Thela, a historical honor society, to the campus

expressed the intention to reapply for a Phi Beta

Kappa membership. "I'm interested on the students'

behalf in every legitimate recognition of their work."
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Viewpoint

A classical

consideration

The Taculty is currently discussing the staff

addition of a Classics professor, qualified to teach

both Greek and Latin. The idea, in theory, is sound

and legitimate. Many fee] that a classics program is an

intrisic and essential factor in the libera! arts

education and that the knowledge of classical

languages is imperative to the understanding and

appreciation ^f the original oratore, poets and

scientists. Those in favorof the classics professor also

argue that knowledge of Greek and Latin is applicable

to all flelds and disciplines; not only literature, but

also science, philosophy and history can become

more easily comprehended with those linguistic

attairunents.

However, one must question the amount of study

necessary to become proficient in these ancient

languages - can one or two years of intensive learning

actually make the Dliad totally understandable in the

ori^nal Greek? The Elm must agree thou^, that a

basic introduction to these languages should be

accessable to Washington students.

The main objection to the attainment of a classics

professor, a proposal introduced by members of the

humanities division, is that it implies an inadequacy, a

deficiency in the teachhing of Martin Rabat.

Fingerprints of faculty maneuverings and feuds taint

and detract from this suggestion. Kabat, who teaches

Epic, Westerrn, Comic and Russian Literatures and

introduction to the Films, is an effective and popular

teacher. It is ironic that a man who believes that a

instructor must provide a moral context for his

teachings should suffer trom the immoral and

unprofessional action of his colleagues.

College history

The sot who buUt the College
October 15 passed quietly, aday like any .other.

Once upon a time, it was Founder's Day, devoted to

William Smith.

Much is known about the Reverend William Smith.

He was a native of Aberdeen, Scotland and provost of

Benjamin Frankhn's College of Philadelphia before

coming to the Kent County Parish. Some other facts

aren't the stuff commemorative pamphlets are made

of.

Dr. Smith arrived in Chestertown inl780, afterthe

charter of his Philadelphia school was revoked by the

Pennsylvania Assembly, Apparently Smith's enemies

there pushed the college out of existence by declaring

the provost and his staff Tories, hardly a popular

stance in Independence Hall.

The burning question remains; was Smith a Tory?

The College catalogue's claims that Smitli was a good

friend of George Washington -• andpresumably of the

colonial cause - is supported by tlie President's gift ol

fifty guineas to the school's subscription fund and by

his permission for the College at Chester to be given

his name. Yet some historians claim that Dr. Smith

was the author of a 1776 pamphlet in rebuttal of

Tom Paine 's Common Sense. In Plain Truth,

"Candidus" wrote, "American independence is as

illusory, ruinous and impractiable, 'as a liberal

reconciliation with Great Britain is safe, honorable

and expedient."

If the good Reverend did write those words, he was

mindful enough of expediency to be back on the

winning side at the war's end, able to enlist the

Commander of the Continental Army in his

college development program.
Although Washington College historians would be

happy to write of a man who spent his nine year stay

in the Eastern Shore river town, singlemindedly

dedicated to the academic ideal he described thirty

years eariier in "A General Idea of the College of

Mirania," WilUam Smith also had consuming interest

in two other projects, both near to his heart and his

temporal status.

Throughout his Chestertown sojourn. Smith kept

up a constant campaign to regain a charter for the

College of Philadelphia and thus to regam

hi position as provost. Also, while in England during

the 1750's and 1760's, trips prompted by his political

disagreements with the Pennsylvania legislators, he

was awarded the degree of Doctor of Divinity by the

Universities of Oxford, Aberdeen and Dublin.

With such credentials^ William Smith felt himself a

natural choice for American's first Anglican bishop. A
prominent figure in church politics, he called together

the conference of church dignitaries in Chestertown

at which the Protestant Episcopal Church of

American received its name. Some rather secular

foibles, however, kept the clergyman out of the

colonial cathedral.

Indeed, one contemporary. Ezra Stiles of Yale,

described Smith's moral character as "very

exceptionble and unbecoming of minister of God."
Still worse, "when angry he swore in the most
extravagant manner." Even Smitli 's deathbed manner
llouted contemi>orary religious etiquette. His

physician reported "On his deatlibed he never spoke
upon any subject connected with religion,nor was

there a Bible or Prayer Book to be seen in his room."
Religious character aside. Smith liad his critics.

Various people described him as "hauglity,"
"slovenly ..often oltensivc in company," ^nd "toward

,

the end of his tile, an habitual drunkard," <- tc

Althougli he "seldom paid a debt without being

sued or without a quarrel" and "was extremely

avaricious," William Smith presumabley charmed or

hypnotized and his management of Washington

College was a model of enterprise and progress,

winning the respect of the Maryland legislature and of

the more than 360 subscribers to the College from

Eastern Shore counties in Maryland and Virginia.

Dr. Smith pledged those 360 citizens to 5992

pounds 14 shilHngs 6 pence in the course of a five

month, horseback campaign up and down the shore.

Greatly helped by the efforts ol' Maryland Governor

William Paca in Queen Annes county and by the fact

that many of the prominent men whom he called had

been his students at the College of Philadelphia (some

Washington's foundei; put^eyor of rum.
even receiving instruction from the jail cell where

Smith continued to hold classes after his

incarceraUon for a 1768 libel charge), the energetic

educator more than met the state legislature's

demand that the College raise 5000 pounds in five

years before a charter could be granted.

Leaving the road and retuming to Chestertown,

Smith directed his attention to the physical plant. In

the two years since his arrival the ^mmar school had

acquired more than 140 pupils, is subscription and

charter.

Accordingly, in 1783, Governor Paca laid the

cornerstone for the first building. The four story

structure, considered the rival of Princeton's Nassau

Hall, was to cost $28,000, hardly a small sum in

post-Revolution days. Even though 1000 ten penny
nails could be had for 1 2 shillings 6 pence, the cost of

labor and the cost of Dr. Smith's prescription for

smooth labor relations were not inconsiderable.

Wethered Barroll's 1911 treatise on Washington

College for the Maryland Historical Magazine distills

the essence of the transplanted Scotchman's labor

incentive plan:

The Rev. William Smith was the moving spirit of
these early days. He brought the workmen for the

college building by boat from Philadelphia to

Appoquinnmmk Hundred, then lo Chestertown in

huge wagons. The difficuliyof keeping these laborers

content far from their homes and families must have

been great; but Dr. Smith was a profound student of

human nature, besides being ainost eminent divine

and successful educator and . his method nf

overcmiiiitg'this'cliftkulty i5 (oseaie'a'nd-c-neciual.

"

In other words, he used rum. Barroll quotes from

the college ledger seven entries totaling 165V5 gallons

and one barrel of rum, along with a lone bottle of

wine (perhaps for the foreman), at a cost of 43

pounds, 4 shillibgs, 2 pence. Barroll drily conludes,

"From this it will be seen that the erection of the

building required three years," adding that:

'The incontrovertible wisdom of this ai^ument ii

shown by the perfect harmony always existing

between employers and employees; the total absence

of striker and labor troubles from all the records of

the period show that the social contract was too well

lubricated to be strained."

If harmony existed between empployer and

employees, the same halcyon calm did not extend to

relations between the College and thcstate legislature.

To meet the building costs, the College instituted a

sale of its landlioldings. SociaUy successful (naturally,

rum was ordered for tiie occasion), it did not raise

the required funds and Smith, truly a far-seeing

administrator, souglit and received permission from

tlie legislature to prepare a lottery, in August 1974.

The top prize was $4000, with 3186 lesser prizes;

however, records to indicate the project's success or

failure are unavailable.

Meanwliile, the College's board requested

permanent legislative appropriation to meet tlie

expense of faculty salaries. It was granted in

perpetuity in 1784, but from 1785 on, the House and

Senate continually see-sawed between rejecting and

continuing the grant, making the school's finances

somewhat precarious.

Academically, things proceeded with pomp
circumstances. By 1789. the building was sufficiently

completed to accommodate College activities. To

commemorate the occasion, President Washington

was invited lo visit the campus, at which time he was

to be awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws. His recent election as President made
impossible for him to leave New York and^the Rev,

Smith headed a delegation which called upon
President Washington in New York, presenting him

with a "WREATH OF LITERARY HONOR, which

we trust you will not reject, although from an

institution of inferior standing yet not of inferior

gratitude and affection.."

Also in 1799, the Pennsylvania legislature rescinded

the act by which the charter of the College of

Philadelphia had been revoked. Dr. Smith \

recalled to Philadelphia to resume his position as

provost, and an era ended in Chestertown.

Founder's Day celebrations have been replaced by

birthday parties for George. But Bill Smith shouldbe

remembered. Toast him with a rum and coke. Buy a

lottery ticket. Come February, boycott the Birthday

Ball.

The Elm li putidihed weakly ttiraugh the acadamlc ye
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Drama

Shaw fantasy

a temptation
by TeagueMaisel.

A student production of G. B. Shaw's play Back to
Methuselah will be presented this weekend,
November 9 and 10. The play will be offered a third

night if it is indicated by popular demand.
The box office will open at 7:30 p.m. but an early

arrival is suggested because of limited seating

capacity. Admission is 25c.

Senior drama major Justin White is directing and he
will also play the part of Adam. The remainder of the
cast is as follows: Eve-Wendy Wooley, Serpent-Mary

Lou Lauricella, Cain-Craig Butcher, the Fawn-Lolly
Latimer. The part of a Minstrel, which was added by
the director in order to include music, belongs to

John Star.

All technical aspects of the production are also

student run: set design-Tom Middleton, stage

manager-Bobbie Gathright, costumes and
properties—Jane Torre, master electrician-BilJ

Barksdale.

Justin White chose to present Back to Methuselah

for several reasons. Because this is his first attempt at

directing, he wanted a playSvith a small cast. He also

wanted to direct a play which was not overly

intellectual but maintained a high intellectual demand
on the audience. Methuselah meets both of these

criteria.

The play, which has been in rehearsal five weeks,

will not be presented in its entirety. Shaw wrote

Methuselah in five parts, the complete play being-250

pages in length. The students will present only part

one wliich runs approximately lii hours with one
intermission. ^
The audience wDl not feel they are viewing an

incomplete play however, as Justin insists, "the first

part is a compact play within itself.

The play will be presented sunealistically. Set,

costunie and makeup will bo-in accordance with this

general tone. The dance performed by Lolly Latimer

as the Fawn will also conform to the surrealistic tone

of the production.

The director feels it is of importance tliat Shaw is

being performed at Washington College perhaps for

the first time. According to Justin, "Shaw has a fine

intellectual sense of humor. His characters are never

stale." He referred to Methuselah as "a chamiing little

fantasy" and "a must for all those who know and

love G.B.S."

Education

The new doctor

pursues an

unusual

sabbatical

by Reed Hessler

An educational adventure begins this January for

Dr. Tom McHugh, chairman of Washington College's

education department.

In what he considers a traditionally intensive Ph.D.

program, McHugh recendy completed his doctoral

work at tlie University of Pennsylvania on the history

of education. Although his interests span the

spectrum of teacher education, educational history

remains his primary concern. If the area seems

obscure, he notes, that is merely because it is.

McHugh hopes associates will not rename him Dr.

McHugh, a title he regards as stuffy and

dehumanizing.

Because of his new status, McHugli has been

granted a sabbatical leave he requested last spring. He
hopes to gain experience vital for his dual functions

3t Washington College. Every fall, he directs the

professional training program for teachers, following

up in the spring semester with method and history

courses. Hopefully, his sabbatical projects will tie in

both areas.

From January through April, McHugh intends to

teach secondary school social sciences in either

subuiban Philadelphia or rural New Jersey. To avoid

special treatment and become an average secondary

school teacher, he will reveal his background and

purpose only to the superintendents of schools.

McHugh considers practical experience

indispensable in his field of teacher education.

Althougli he tauglit public school classes a few years

ago, he believes his knowledge needs updating to keep

it consistent with new trends and maintain its

credibility for his student teachers.

He evaluates his public school teacliing as successful

yet wonders whether it would suit a new generation.

When he taught, for example, drug usage among
students was almost non-existent. McHugli expects to

encounter the same problems and limitations his

students face. Approached by education students

with teaching problems, McHugh has discovered they

want specific information about specific situations

more frequently than abstract philosophies of

learning.

Returning to public school teaching excites

McHugh, although he admits the idea horrifies many
of his colleagues. Several student teachers comment
they would enjoy observing him and McHugh insists

he would not be bothered.

In April, he plans a voyage to England for research

on the British Informal School relative to his public

school observations. Pioneering educational

techniques for the last fifteen years, this unique

institution emphasizes a humanistic approach to

teaching with stress on each student's natural ability

and worth. All students are assumed to possess an

Tom McHugh, the student's friend.

inate drive to learn, and a stimulafing environment

exists to cultivate it.

Remaining Itirough June, McHugli" will discuss

application of these new techniques in English and

American schools with head teaclicrs (the English

equivalent of our principals) and professors of

education at the Informal School and the Oxford

Institute of Education.

McHugh eagerly awaits an experience he views as

regenerative both for himself and Washington College.

Nonetheless, he has every intention of returning to

Chestertown in time for July's Rock Hall Regatta.

Campus scope

Paintjob

Tired of the classroom color-scheme of Bill Smith?

Certain to be bored stiff by the time the fourth week

of Christmas vacation rolls around? Want to do

something for you and your fellow classmates? Well,

Chaddie Campbell, S.G.A. Secretary, has the remedy.

Campbell is organizing an ambitious project to

repaint the ten Bill Smith classrooms that are in dire

need of new coats. Armed with brushes, roLers and

40 gallons of paint, an anticipated minimum of 25

studenU will set about during the week of Jan. 14-19

to re-do parts of the main academic dwelling.

Sign-up for the undertaking began this week, 'i

expect a really good response," said Campbell. She is

hopeful that the painters will get one fiee meal a day,

but she is not yet sure how this will be arranged. She

is contemplating asking Mr. John LinvUle, Director of

the Food Service, to prepare one meal a day and open

the dining hall a week early: buymgunprepared food

from Mr. Linville; or doling ut $2.00 to each painter

per day as meal money.

To help facilitate this decision, as well as otliers

such as choice of colors and what to do with any

money left over (she is working with S400 from the

Student Affairs Cominitlee). Campbell intends to

institute a system of ten classroom cu-ordinators. The

co-ordinators wUl also have Uie responsibility to

insun: that "nothing wOd is done" in the classroom

t^qlor-scliemc, , ,

The only areas that will escape the colossal brush
of Campbell's crew are the 1st fioor rooms and the
halls, which were done two years ago. If someone is

found possessing artistic talent, however, the
possibility of murals on the walls will be considered.

Expecting help from maintenance in the form of
ladders and drop cloths, Campbell foresees only one
difficulty. 'The only really bad part is painUng the
ceiling," she said.

Invite to McLain
Dr. Joseph McLain, head of Washington's

chemistry department for nearly 20 years and the

current Interim President of the. College, has been

invited to keynote the Royal Combustion Institute of

Sweden's conclave this month in Stockholm.

Dr. McLain, who is considered an international

specialist in pyrotechnic reactions, is the first

Amerjcan invited as phnary speaker by the Swedish

scientific organization.

The Interim President will visit Sweden from Nov.

17-24, touring a number of chemical operations.

His address to the Combustion Institute will deal

with the theories of solid state chemistry and tlieir

relation lo pyrotechnic reactions.

Dr. McLain explained Uiat the two branches o\'

chemical study are too infrequently related. Solid

stale chemists, Jie said, are
,
not concerned with

pyrotechnics and IcWvptyrotechniciaiiiare'cdMc^tcfl^t} |y

,

the principles of solid state chemistry.

The offer to address the Swedish chemists, with all

travel and lodging expenses paid, arose from a

relationship McLain developed at the annual teaching

institute he conducts during the summer at the

Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. Dr. McLain
instructed a number of Swedish chemists during the

sessions and they extended an invitation for him to

visit the Swedish group.

Student life
Continued from page 1

supplier, the VillageTavem,of nearly $1500.
The concern for an alcohol problem has not gone

unrecognized by the Student Government
Association. At the group's meeting last week an
investigating committee was established, headed by
senior Jim Smyth. Smyth said last night diat his

committee will "try to take an honest look at what
the alcohol consumption is." Their function, he
emphasized, is to undertake a fact-finding study, not

to make moral judgments on the issue.

He admitted that he does not "know if there is an
alcohol problem," but added lliat if one exists, it

could be [ho function of a number of variables,

including Chesicrtown's location.

The invesligalive work is not yet underway and the

committee chaiinian is unsure of'whetvthc'study will

|)ecotn[>ieicd. : : ? '
'



Soccer

Pursuing the championship

"In the years I've been coaching here I've never

had a team tliat could move the ball this well from

line to line." Coach Ed Athcy was pouring praise out

to his soccer team wliich recently captured the

Middle Atlantic Conference soutliern title and a berth

in the Mason-Dixon playoffs with a 1-0 victory over

Johns Hopkins.

it has been perhaps tlie most successful season ever

for the Shoreman. WhiJe playing to a 9-2-0 season the

Shore hooters broke individual records right and left.

Bill Williams has become a "soccer legend in his

time" according to H. Hurtt Derringer, Sports

Inforamtion Director at Washington. Williams

shattered Bruce Jaeger's career goals record by

pumping 53 shots into opposing goals.

Williams also bettered his own season record by

scoring 20 goals, along with seven assists.

Ben Fitzgerald, who is also a candidate for league

honors, tied Mark Sinkinson's record of 1 1 assists and

could possibly better that record in the coming

playoff contest against George Mason College.

But it was a total team effort. Paul Brown, in his

last year at WC, proved to be the best natural soccer

player ever to play on Kibler pitch. Although it was

not a high scoring year for Brown, his talents will be

hard, if not impossible, to replace.

^ Back-up Doug Hayes was back-up only because he

had a Williams and a Brown ahead of him.

On leftwing, Rob Stribling's best years of soccer

are ahead of him. Stribo filled in well when regular

Joe Bayles was injured.

At midfield, Craig Attix was never physically up

to par but turned in a good performance despite

setbacks. Bill Amment played well on poor wheels.

Dave Beach, however, was the key to midfield

success. Beach improved with every game and had the

ability to direct the game play, which shows not only

excellent skill, but a deep understanding of the game.

On defense, both Peter Takach and Bob Hickman

were aggressive and often outstanding. Their effort

against Loyola was heroic. Zung Nguyen was

outstanding wherever he played and Eric Ciganek in

brief stints played equally well.

In the goal it ws predicted that Washington would

be weak. Pete Murphy showed otherwise, allowing 13

goals. Murphy has excellent natural ability and

worked harder than any other team member to make

up for his lack of experience. The work paid pff.

With players the caliber of Hayes, Jay Hall, Can

Ozkcock, Carlos Salvatietra and Bill Yerkes,

Washington can look forward to success in the future.

by Gali Sanchez

Cross country

Clement high
in MAC race

Last Thursday, Tom Clement took another first

place, this one against Salisbury Stale, Monday, at the

Middle Atlantic Conference Championships in

Philadelphia. Tom placed 22nd out of a field of 140

selected competitors.

Tom's time of 28 minutes and 42 seconds was the

best ever sent to the M.A.C. The previous best was

run last year by Paul Schlitz -at 29:27. Clement was

also commended by the Baltimore Sun for having one

of the top performances by a Maryland rurmer.

Coach Chatellier was very pleased with Tom's

performance and explained that Tom had placed

ahead of all the runners he had previously raced

a^inst with the exception of members of the

Widenet team. Included in this act of retribution Tom
ran down Jeff Greve of Hopkins who beat him when
he set the school record, two weeks ago. Chatty

believes that Tom has a chance of winning a medal in

the Mason-Dixon Conference on November 17th.

WAA

Pomare on dance
On Monday, November 12, the Eleo Pomare

Dance Company will hold a workshop from 7 to 9

pjn. in the Cain Athletic Center. The Company is

predominantly black and features modern dance to

the exotic sounds of Afro drumming. Tlie workshop

will deal with modern dance, free form and Afro

ethnic dance. Admission is free and open to the

public.

In intramural volleyball, Caroline 2nd floor has

clinched the Division 'B' title with a perfect 12-0

record.

Rosters for three man volleyball are out

:The Attic rrrir^"":
**************************

Calendar

ON CAMPUS
UNTIL NOV. 9 - Chestertown arts league exhibit in

lounge of Mjnta Martin.

Fri. and Sat. Nov. 9 and 10 - Drama Studio Theatre

production of Back to Methuselah in Tawes Theatre at 7:30.

Sat. Nov. 10 - Bahai Society noon luncheon in private

dining Toom. Ed Carpenter from Harlem Prep School will

speak on "Education and Human Potential."

Sat. Nov. 10 - Sock Hop in Cafeteria from 9-1. Come

dressed in the style of the 50's. SI per person $150 per
couple.

Mon, Nov. 12 - Eleo Pomare Dance.Co. 7-9 p.m. at Cain

Athletic Center. Master Class and Movement Workshop. Ask
Miss Smith for details.

Tues. Nov. 13 Film at Tawes Theatre at 7:30. The
Informer 91 minutes long.

Wed. Nov. 14 - Concert at Tawes Theatre with
Hatcher-Phillips duo (Flute and gurtar).

Thurs. Nov. 15 - Audubon Film 'Twentietfi Century
Wilderness," 7:30 p.m., Tawes Theatre.

Thurs. Nov. 15 - Film Hiroshima Mon Amour Dunning
Lecture Hall at 7:30.

WASHINGTON
Sat. Nov. 10 - Judy Collins at DAR convention hall.

Sun. Nov. 11 - Focus at DAR convention hall at 8:30.
Sat. Nov. 17 -John Prine at DAR convention hall.
Sun. Nov. 18 - Doobie Bros at DAR convention hall.
Buster Keaton Film festival at Outer Circle daily until
Nov. 12.

Sat. - every Saturday Blue Grass music at Tyson's Inn in

McLean, Va.

BALTIMORE
Starting Nov. 6 Godspell at Morris A. Mechanic Theatre,

Tues., Wed. and Thurs. show begins at 8 p.m on Fri and Sal
begins at 8:30.

Nov. 6-1 1 - Disney on Parade at Baltimore Civic Center.

Thuis. Nov. 8 - London Bach Society at Towson State
College.

Fri. Nov. 9 - Baltimofe Sym^ony Orchestra with Andrew
ScherN:k conducting. Dvorak New World Symphony. At 8:15

Sat. Nov. 10 • Donald Byrd at Morgan State College; he
plays the jazz horn.

Sat. Nov. 10 - Billy Preston at U.ftfl.B.C. at 8 p.m in gym
No. 2.

Sun, Nov. 1 1 - Eleo Pomare Dance Co. at Lyric Theatre at

8 p.m.

Sun. Nov, 18 - Gladys Knight and the Pips at Baltimore

Civic Center.

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandwiches

Mondar - Sat. 10 a.ni. - 12 p.m.

Swnday 11;30 i.m. - 12 p.m.

Join us for our
grind R-Ojoemj ls.i Anmirtrsir^

Toad
. fllutt (.. fyil^li'/ tUtMl titms

v 'V
206 High Street,

Chestertown, Maryland



Administration

Twenty-second

President to
, 1^1 •*0V 30 19T3

be selected

Saturday

When the Board of Visitors and Governors

adjourn their meeting this Saturday afternoon

Washington College will have a nevu president,

the twenty-second one in its near 200 year

history.

"The trustees wilt culminate the more than

nine month long search process by selecting a

president from the three final candidates: Dr.

Mark Barlow, Vice-Provost of Cornell

University, Dr. Joseph McLain, current

Interim President, and Dr. John Wheeler,

Dean of Hollins College.

Each of the three potential top

administrators has had or will have an

opportunity to meet with the Board before

the selection on Saturday. Dr. Barlow and his

wife were on campus Nov. lb and 17. Dr. and
Mrs. Wheeler arrived here this afternoon and
will meet with trustees tomorrow night. Dr.

McLain will have an interview with the Board
Saturday morning.

The Presidential Search Committee,
composed of students, faculty,
administrators, alumni and trustees, will

convene Saturday morning, after Dr. McLain's
interview with the Board, to decide on what
final recommendations it will offer the

Visitors and Governors. The Board will make
the actual choice of the President during their

afternoon session, scheduled to begin at 1

p.np. in the Sophie Kerr Room of the Miller

Library.
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Academics

Reform committee proposes

revamping College curriculum
Seven months after initiating a Teview of the

College curriculum, the academic reform committee

is Hearing completion of its assignment and the

projected changes which the ten member body hopes

to implement, if accepted, would markedly

restructure Washington's academic program.

Proposals which the reform committee have

already agreed in principle upon would result in a:

1) restructuring of the distributional requirements.

2) strengthening of the College's present advisor

system.

3) re-examination of the content of introductory

level courses.

4) introduction of broader opportunities for credit

field experiences and internships.

Other considerations which the reform committee

has dealt with, agreed upon, and will make proposals

on are the course-credit system, intellectual life in

residence hails, junior-senior major programs, grade

evaluations and senior graduation requirements.

The committee is expected to air its full list of

proposals to the Academic Council, of which it is a

subcommittee, by the beginning of second semester.

In the interim, the reform body is constructing a

statement for the Academic Council and the College

community which will formaUy elaborate on the

proposals and justify their addition to the curriculum.

The struggle the academic reform committee faces

in gaining acceptance for their new curriculum is a

potentially arduous ordeal. The proposals must

ascend a ladder of scrutinizing committees, beginning

with the academic council, moving on to the three

divisions of the College faculty, continuing with the

faculty as a body, moving again to the College

administration and finally resting with the Board of

Visitors and Governors.

No specific date has been targeted for completion

of the process, though the committee hopes to

implement most of the proposals by next year.

In designing a new academic package, the

committee was forced to accept certain restrictions,

paramount among them the limitation that the size of

the faculty cannot be expanded, a result of tight

financial resources.

Distribuiional requirements

In action to date, the committee has approved a

distributional system which maintains most of the

present system's structure but more broadly

interprets the language requirement. Under the plan,

four distributional . ,Gategcyiep .wopld operate:

humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and

formal language study. That final category would
provide students the option of studying the

traditional foreign languages but also would include

other language systems such as music theory,

computer science, mathematics and logic.

Twelve semester courses covering at least three of

the four categories would be required. No more than

four semester courses in any one category would be

sufficient for fulfilling the distributional

requirements. Students and their academic advisors

would be allowed to determine which courses to

study in each of the four general categories, a reform

on the present system which stipulates that no more

than two courses in any one department can be

employe^ to satisfy a distributional category.

The committee is also proposing a system allowing

students the freedom to design their own set of

distributional requirements, subject to the approval

of a panel of academic advisors v/ho would assure

that any freely designed system, would provide a

breadth of the liberal arts experience.

The curriculum study committee suggests too, the

elimination of the physical education requirement

and recommends instead that recreation and physical

skills training simply be available.

Advising system

An invigorated system of academic advisors for

students would be established, using a body of

approximately twenty pre-major advisors skilled in

the techniques. Freshmen and sophomore students

would be required each semester to write or revise a

statement of their educational goals and meet for

approximately an hour with their advisors to discuss

their ambitions and register for courses. Advisors

would be appointed on a voluntary basis, would
receive a $500 stipend, and would be required to

attend advisor workshops before the start of each

semester.

Course content

Complaints directed at the content of

introductory level courses have also been scrutinized

by the committee, which, as an outcome, is

recommending tliat "modes of inquiry" courses be

introduced at beginning course levels, rather than the

current broad survey structure. The "mode of

inquiry" courses are expected to facilitate an

understanding of the method of inquiry, a -partioular

A proposed new curriculum may result in

changes in the classroom.

discipline uses. The committee also urges that

consideration be directed towards the nature of an

audience in a class, that certain class sections be
established solely for underclassmen. Departments

would be required to produce prior to each

registration, a complete description of each course,

rather than relying on the two to three sentence

statement provided in the College catalogue.

Finally, the reform body encourages that

"effective interdisciplinary courses.' be offered and

that members other than Washington's regular faculty

be employed occasionally to provide experiences and

talents currently lacking.

Field experiences

The only proposal for reform which requires a

substantial .increase in financial resources would

establish increased opportunities for off-campus

study with credit. Internships, field experiences

Continued on page 3



Politics

I
' Reform and changes ' in Chestertown

"Churgin miglil not have a tight

handshake, but he is genuinely interested.

He's not a politician, he certainJy can't

depend on charisma, but he's qualified,

he knows government." Manager of

Professor Jonah Churgin's campaign for

mayor of Chestertown, John Moag,

stressed this week Churgin's concern for

the town and the inequities and inactivity

in the present administration of Mayor P.

M. Brooks. Candidate Churgin, m an

interview with the Elm, defined his

platform as one of "reform and change."

if Churgin is defeated, Moag asserted, it

will be indicative of Chestertown's fear of

both change and outsiders: "Is the mayor

supposed to be a friend, or do a good

job?"

The Churgin campain ran into a snag,

however, with the detention of freshman

John Sherman, on November 12, the date

of the first voter registration. Moag

explained that Sherman was passing out

impartial information on registration at

the A & P. when a policeman approached,

demanding to see the literature he was

distributing.

The policeman walked over to the town

hall and askedMrs.F.Legg, town clerk, a •

bout the legality of the leaflets. Marueen

Kelley and Interim-Presfdent Joseph

McLain. who were registering to vote,

overheard Mrs. Legg define the

registration leaflets as illegal, and

immediately defended their legitimacy

and the student's right to distribut them.

Searching for an "unbiased view," Mrs.

Legg then called Churgin's opponent.

Mayor Brooks, who also declared the

literature illegal. John Sherman was

brou^t over to the Mayor's office,

confronted willi a charge of littering, and

threatened with a $50-S250 fine and or

three months in jaul.

John Moag contacted Phillip Skipp, a

lawyer in town, who stated that Brooks

was denying Sherman's constitutional

rights. Attorney Skipp then called

Dr. Jonah Churgin,

election December 10.

candidate for Chestertown mayor, faces

Brooks, who in defending his actions

pointed out that "It's on the books, it's

on the books..." Skipp advised the

students to continue distribution.

Churgin believed "It was sadder for

Chestertown than for me that an

authority would prevent someone from

informing the public." An indignant Moag
inquired, "What kind of government is

this-when students are arrested by the

police just for informing people; When
the Mayor doesn't attempt to inform the

town's populus, when he doesn't even

know the laws.. .He's messing around with

fundamental, constitutional rights. And
when the police break the law it's about
time to do something with the police

department."

Churgin assessed the action as

"upsetting. Is this their view of

democracy-preventing a good element of

people from obtaining information on tlie

need for and opportunities to register to

vote." Explaining that the registration

incident made his own campaigning more
difficult Churgin expressed concern over

any possible future attempts to prohibit

his door-to-door canvassing or the

distribution of campaign literature.

Despite the harassments, Churgin said,

"We were happy with the turnout at

registration, a good percent of previously

unregistered people registered, more than

we originally thought." Churgin added
that the major dissapointment on
registration day was the refusal of the

elections board to register 18-year-olds.

They were allowed to register on the

second day citizens were allowed to place

there names on the voting lists, on

November 19. However, candidate

Churgin feels that the "rights of the

eighteen-year-old have been clearly violated

and perhaps they should be given another

day to register."

Churgin cited as his primary platform

plank the abolishment of the property

qualification necessary to run for public

office or sign a petition endorsing a

candidate for office in Chestertown. He

believes that the property clause

eliminates concerned people from

becoming involved in the town

government. Another Churgin proposal is

to elect councilmen at large, to abolish

the four wards of Chestertown. "It is

inconsistent that only the mayor is

elected at large while he officially carries

only one vote, just as the councilmen do.

It's just a thought, an attempt to widen

the electorate."

"We also have to create authorities to

work with Annapolis. A recreation

authority, an industry authority, of
distinquished and knowledgeable men to

researcii and present reforms to the

Council for approval. Chestertown has to

be unified to exert pressure on Annapolis
for money."

Campaigning will be mtensilied in the

next two weeks before the December 10

election. Moag says the remaining weeks

of die campaign will be aimed at a

frequently expressed attitude of town

voters: "1 might vote for him, but who is

he?" Churgin will personally be

canvassing at the home of every registered

voter in Chestertown, offering

information about his platform,

answering and asking questions. Moag
explained that "Churgin wdl be appearing

around town to be seen and known. The

next two weeks will give people a really

good chance to get to know the

candidate."

Both Churgin and Moag lamented the

fact that tlieir opponent. Mayor Brooks,

ahs been silent. Brooks has offered no

policy statements or reform stand. The

Mayor was not available for comment this

week and did not acknowledge the Elm's

requests for an interview. Moag compared

him to a folk hero in Chestertown, "he's

a native: he's been mayor for years. But

what kind of a mayor is he? What does he

stand for?"

Campus scope

Band concert
"The Washington College Band Strikes Again"

tomorrow night in Tawes Theatre at 8:30; expect a

star-studded show: Bach, Rossini, Warlock, the march

King himself, John Phillip Sousa, and others. Rumor
has it that John Klaus, in epaulets and brass buttons,

will dazzle the audience with a phenomenal display of

his baton twirling prowess. Do yourself a favor, catch

the show. It's a guaranteed foot-stamping,

thigh-slapping rib-tickling time.

Poet in seminar
The poet John Hollander will present a seminar on

contemporary American literature tomorrow, Friday,

Nov. 30 at 10:30 a.m. in the Sophie Kerr Room of

the Miller Library.

Mr. Hollander has published four volumes of

poetry: A Crackling of Thorns (a volume in Yale

Series of Younger Poets), Movie-Going and Other

Poems, Types of Shape, and The Night Mirror,

James Dickey, commenting on Hollander's poetry,

called it the "the best that the American urban

consciousness can say, and it is a very .good best

indeed."

Urban Fellowships
Juniors and seniors interested in applying for a

New York City Urban Fellowship, a year-long

program involvmg college students in the New York
City goverrmient, are encouraged to contact Acting
Dean Nate Smith.

The program, established in 1969, offers academic
and field instruction in over 200 different jobs.

The program is open to undergraduates who
have completed their junior year of college by
September 1974, and to graduate students.
Applicants must be registered in an academic
institution for the 1974-75 academic year. Students
graduating in June 1974 are eligible only if they have
been admitted to a graduate or professional school
which agrees to grant academic credit for
participation in the New York City Urban
Fellowship.

Applications for the twenty available positions are

due by January 31, 1974, and are available in the

Dean's office.

Students awarded internships will receive a stipend

of $4500, $4000 provided by New York City, the

remainder contributed by the student's school.

Participants in the program wQI not be required to

pay their college's regular tuition and fees.

Sailors rejuvenated
This year the sailing club has been reborn. The

membership has grown from a half-dozen to over

forty. It was decided last year to attempt to sell the

club's various craft that had fallen into disrepair.

Through the work of Dean Barry McArdle over this

past summer, the club was able to order four new
lasers, a fast one design racing boat with a hull design
similar to a sunfish.

This fall the club organized courses of instruction

for those members who had enthusiasm but no
experience. To insure tlie ability of those who
claimed to be experienced, the club set up a system

of qualifications. If all goes well, club organizers say,

the club hopes to expand its fleet and offer instruction

to the children of faculty members and eventually to

the community at large.

To make itie club known in racing circles, the

sailors have participated in a few racing events: Cliff

City Regatta, the Chester River Regatta, and the Tred
Avon Laser Regatta (which is known nation-wide).

The Club is applying for membership in the

Mid-Altantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association.

At the present time the club's fleet includes only

four lasers. However, plans are being developed for a

fund raising campaign to obtain more boats. This

spring the club plans to run a racing cUnic, continue

instruction and enter a number of regattas. Students

may contact Jon Burton or Laura Bochenski fdV

more information.



Although Director of Admissions Bud Andrew
declines to offer actual statistics, Washington College i^

again facing a potential crisis in admissions. The
number of applicants for the Class of '78 is currently

running well behind last year's total at this time.

If the current trend remains consistent, the College

could suffer its worst year in admissions-in terms of

total applicints-since the 1950's. The Admissions

Office reported this week that only 200 high school

students have requested information about the

College.

Washington's admission efforts in the last few years

have suffered along with a number of other small

liberal arts colleges from the increasing interest of

high school students in slate four- and two-year

institutions and from the escalating costs of a private

education.

In 1961, with a student body of 500, Washington

received 75 1 applications, accepting 37%. Last year

only 605 students submitted applications to the

College '.student body in excess of 700) and

approximately 75% were accepted.

The immediate problem Wadiington faces,

however, is being felt nationwide. Student

newspapers from small, liberal arts colleges across the

country are almost universally reporting drops in the

number of applicants. Mr. Andrew adds that high

schools and college nights are "swamped" with

admissions people and that even Ivy League schools

are hustling for students. "My guess is that we're not

alone in facing this problem," the Admissions

Director said.

The problems clouding the Admissions

Department's future are varied — even the fuel

shortage may have an impact.

A severe Mortage of gasoline would severely

reduce the mobility of Washington's four admission

officers who normally travel the length of the East

Coast, from Virginia to New England, in search of

Drama
^HeddaGabler'
next week
by Dave Knepler

"Joel Elins' first full-length studio Theatre

production, HEDDA GABLER, by Henrik Ibsen, will

make its Washington College appearance on Friday,

December 7, and Saturday, December 8. at 8 p.m.

"It's really a non-play of the consequences of

misdirected energy," said Elins, who has previously

directed CUBA SI and a Pirandello work, both of

one-act size. "For Washington College it's an

appropriate study of wasted energy."

"It's definitely not one of Ibsen's social comment

plays," he said of tlie Norwegian's 1890 play. "I

chose it because I love it - because of it's density, it's

a profit-learning experience."

Although the 2^ hour drama, with intermission,

may be a discouragement to some of the WC
community, this doesn't bother Elins. "I don't put up

shows to entertain the audience," he declared. If the

audience will "lend themselves to the play, they'll get

something out of it...! don't want to waste their time,

and 1 don't want them to come here to waste their

time." "I don't mean that maliciously," he idded.

Under EUns' supervision, T. G. Finkbinder will

play George Tessman: Trish Witherington will be

Hedda Gabler; Stephanie Strong will be Aunt Juliana;

Judi Katz will appear as Mrs. Elvsted; Jim Thomas

will play Judge Brack; John Hekking will be Eilert

Loevberg; and Paige Streit will be Bertha. Jeanna

Gallo will be the Stage Manager, Kevin Madden will

handle the costuming, and Bill Barksdale is in charge

of lighting and props.

Said Elins: "The point I want to stress-what we

stressed among ourselves - is that Dec. 7 and 8 is not

the finished product. If I could, I'd sub-title HEDDA
GABLER with 'A Working Progress.' WeVe changed

so many times as we've gone along. So far it'sbten a

highly enjoyable thing."

Elins calls HEDDA GABLER "a classic of the

modern theatre. I use that term loosely because there

is, in reality, no modem theatre." He has interpreted

no singular meaning of the play. "The text is so rich

that to discover one meaning would be false to our

intentions/ideals."

Thinking back on all he has said, Elins remarked.

"I don't mean any of that."

Admission is 2Sc. ,

Admissions

Despite efforts,

applications

still dropping

by Kevin O'Keefe

prospective students. Additionally, the fuel crisis

might affect prospective students' ability to visit

campus. In fact, the admissions office is

contemplating chartering buses to transport students

to campus. Also being considered is a procedure to

conduct interviews with students in their home
towns, rather than forcing them to travel to campus.

If the shortage has any prolonged effect on the

American economy, Andrew contemplates that it

might eventually affect the geographical distribution

of the student body, reducing the College to a more

regional status. In such a case, the College's rural

setting could act as a hindrance, with the benefits

accruing to colleges located in urban areas, such as

Johns Hopkins and Goucher.

But there are problems endemic to Washington

which also are creating headaches for Admissions.

The Admissions Director points to the language

requirement: "It's the number one problem. It turns

kids off all over the place. More and more every year

kids are complaining." The problem will be

accentuated in the future, he maintains, since high

schools are now de-emphasizing the importance of

foreign language study.

There are, however, some tangible and long range

bright spots for the Admissions Office. Despite a

decline in applications, over 150 high school seniors

have visited campus for interviews this year, a

considerable increase over last year. Traditionally.

Washington has been very successful in enrolling

students who have made campus visits.

Mr. Andrew also expects the number of

applications to spurt soon. Last Monday 13

applications were received, an unusually high figure,

and more are expected during the Christmas vacation,

a time when many students write their college

applications.

Financial aid resources for inconung freshmen

have been increased substantially. "We're now telling

kids we're in really excellent shape for financial aid."

Mr. Andrew said.

Innovations in the curriculum are also having an

infiuence. "The psychology practicum and the

Oxford exchange have really made a hit," Andrew

said. "The more programs we have like that the better

off we're going to be." He acknowledge that the

innovations which the academic reform committee is

currently proposing would be a boon to the

admissions struggle.

The College also is continuing its personal contact

approach with prospective students and pursuing

them with more follow-ups. Acting Dean Nate Smith

is personally writing to every student who inquires

about the College and Interim President Joseph

McLain is following with a letter to every accepted

student. Mr. Andrew assures, "we're trying to do

more with less."

But despite those advantages and efforts the

Admissions Director is reluctant to make any

predictions about the outcome of the year's

recruitment. "It's just too tenuous a situation."

2m
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(similar to the currently offered psychology

practicum and drarna apprenticeships and study

abroad would be encouraged. The financial burden of

such a program would be extensive since students in

their semester off-campus would not pay the regular

college fees, a reduction in income the College cannot

now sustain. The hiring of personnel to direct the

off-campus study program would also entail increased

expenditures. Washington's Development Office,

however, is already searching for potential funding

for the program. The reform committee also

recommends that students wishing to undertake

non-credit study off-campus be allowed to 'stop-out'

with assurance that they will be allowed to return to

College.

Evaluation

A restructuring of the present pass/fail option,

including a change in name to "satisfactory/no

credit" would stipluate that only grades of C and

above would be accepted tor credit. The curriculum

study panel also encouraged expenmentation with

evaluations as an accompaniment to the cunent letter

grade.

Majors

The desirability of individually tailored majors for

interested students was also affirmed by the

committee. Students could petition the Dean for the

option and their program would be scrutinized by a

specially appointed committee who would assigt) an

advisor and design a senior's requirements.

Senior requirements

The reform panel recommends that department

chairmen as a group attempt to equalize the burden

of senior requirements. Students, the group said,

should be provided more informationa and guidance m
fulfilling their department's requirements. Transcripts

should also indicate the title of a senior thesis or

project or the nature of his comprehensive

examination.

Credit

A reaffumation of the basic principles of the four

course plan was expressed by the committee, though

the advice was offered tliat the faculty necessitates a

mote efficient oiientation to the nature and

Academics cont^d

objectives of the program. The committee

recommends, however, that three to five courses be

recognized as a normal load, with students and their

advisors determining the number of each semester's

courses. The current requirement of thirty-two

courses for graduation would remain.

Residence halls

The reform group advocates a college policy of

encouraging students to create special-interest halls in

dormitories, similar in nature to the exising language

floors and house. Students should also feel the

freedom of requesting professors to offer special

interest, non-credit courses, such as the one offered

by the computer science program.

The panel concludes its proposals with the

recommendation that an on-going curriculum study

group be established as a regular standing committee

of the College to provide procedures for the study

and testing of the curriculum operation and for

investigation of new curriculum proposals.

^^^
leather . plants . ceramics . candles . weaving .

macFame . crocheted hats . bags . scarves .

shawls . woodwork . toys . puppets . painting

. sculpture . graphics . photography

Open 10-5 Monday-Saturday

206 High StfMt,

- = . : , -.. J It

Ch««twf^ nrobablv intended.

ers music for aesthetic

^Kicking out the jams.
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Viewpoint

Danger
in the

Admissions

problem

The perrenial crisis in admissions has
surfaced already this year; applications for the
Class of '78 are down substantially ojer last

year, a year which saw applications drop 17%
from the previous year.

Understandably, the problem is one not
faced by Washington alone, but by all private

liberal arts and sciences institutions. The
exorbitant cost of an education here drives

potential students away, to the cheaper

education available at state schools.

Washington has not idly accepted

the situation. The Admissions Office in

recent years has enlarged its staff.

"Flexivision" was added this year to increase

contact with students. Scholarship aid has

been substantially increased and College

officials are fighting for greater state aid to

diminish the financial burden on students.

But those efforts apparently are insufficient,

at least the results to this date have not been
promising.

Perhaps more dramatic means should be
considered. The possibility of eliminating

application fees to increase the pool of
applicants should be considered, a step taken

by a number of colleges suffering the same
dilemna as Washington. Other innovations in

the admissions effort must be considered and
undertal<en for obviously a College without
students or with a student body size smaller

than Washington's present one faces

extinction.

Forum:letters

Sullivan levels criticism at Student Affairs

To the editor:

The Student Affairs Office on the Washington
College campus is supposedly the center where any
student can walk in, get a problem off his chest, and
walk out knowing someone is trying to help. It is also

suppose to be the guiding light for the RAs who are

to be responsible for the welfare of the on-campus
students. In this article, I wish to question the
effectiveness of the SAO and its resident assistant

staff.

I am aware that both Deans McArdle and Kelley.
and Diane Larrimore help find solutions to many
problems every day. Some problems are little while
others take a great deal of time to solve. However, it

seems as if the SAO could do more than what it is

presently doing.

Last week in a dorm meeting of Cecil House
residents, the role of the RA ard the SAO was
questioned. Many of the residents did not know what
function the RA was to serve in the dorm or on the
campus. Others asked what the specific duties were of
the RA and what powers the RA held at his disposal.
Finally, many remarks were made about the SAO
alienating the student.

As an RA, I can tell you what duties I am asked to
perform by Dean McArdle. This year, the male RAs
were requested to go on duty call aboutevery twelve
days. This system was proposed and effectuated to
assure that at least one RA could be found on campus
every night just in case an emergency erupted
somewhere on campus. This is the only real duty of
the male RA; however, there is a difference between
duty and what is expected of a RA. So that a RA
keeps in touch with the people in his dorm or on his
floor, he or she should be accessible to the residents.

Unfortunately, a few RAs are known to be
weekend-phantoms, while some of the other RAs
make themselves completely inaccessible by not
establishing any rapport with some residents for
which he or she is responsible. Secondly, the RA
should make sure that every resident in his assigned
living area is satisfied in his or her living situation.
This includes matters concerning roommates and the
physical condition of the room, hallway, and
bathrooms.

Most students go to the RA to report a burnt out
lightbulb or a clogged toilet, but many times the RA
does not make a note of the complaint and soon
forgets die resident's need.

Finally, the RA should keep the SAO informed of
ty problems in the living area; however, some RAs
e so misinformed about their own homelands that
ey would not know of emerging problems until the
Jemma gusled through the walls of their own room.

rhe SAO expects other functions from every RA, but
these would never be fulfilled unless the RAs felt
that they were responsible to perform the above three
expectations in a conscientious manner.

As an RA, I may be doing my job completely
:ong; 1 may also be making false conclusions about
me particular fellow RAs. 1 may be missing
-mething that seems obvious to everyone else, but I

doubt it. One reason for doubting that I am making a

talse generalization is because 1 have heard many
suggestions put forth to Deans McArdle and Kelley,
and then not seen any results once the Deans agreed
with the suggestions. Occasionally, both Deans make

Juniors and seniors ihie!i?fiore their own
New York City Urban Feilov.

Let me clarify these points with a few examples.
First, last year at one of the final male RA meetings,

it was suggested that the RAs be made more
responsible as students entrusted with the security of
the dorms and the students within the dorms. Instead
of Barry asking every male RA in the meetings:
"Well, how're things on your floor?", it was suggested
that Barry ask questions to the effect of: "Well, Big
Boy. tell me what kind of person "Henry" is? or

"How's "Henry" doing?". In effect, questions that

demand specific information about how so and so on
a floor is doing academically, socially, etc. require the
RAs to know every student under their care. Second,
it was either Dean McArdle or Kelley who suggested
at the end of last year that the male and female RAs
should have some meetings together to learn about
and compare different situations which arise in dorm
living. This suggestion seems to have sunk in the
Chester River; something which would never happen
to a crew shell or a sail boat.

Finally, since RAs have such a hard time getting
things like janitor closet keys from Maintenance and
even things which are considered absolutely
necessary, it was suggested by some RAs that the SAO
do something about Maintenance's responsiveness to
RA requests for repairs, etc. The Maintenance
Department still acts as if it is simply doing favors for

us. when they should be responsive to our demands.
One might ask Mr. Crooks which is more important:
Maintenance at WC or his newly opened Ram Shop
downtown.

In the Cecil House dorm meeting, residents were
asked how they felt about the SAO generally. One
response seemed to typify the general student
reaction; "It seems to me that there's a Student
Affairs clique....". I would have to agree with this.

Always, there seems to be one group of people in the
SAO. These people may have common interests, may
be friends, and may work toward common goals, but
a clique, such as that referred to, is often

close-minaed to the needs ol the students.

This group frequently gathers at Dean Kelley's or
Dr. McHugh's for a bash to further separate
themselves from campus life. Another problem is that
the tenured members (students and profs) of this

group are falsely recognized by the student body as

campus leaders (leaders used in the true sense of the

word). Such a clique is not healthy for an office

which has the duty of drawing the entire student
body into one happy community. Generally, the
residents of Cecil House do not feel the SAO is the

place to go to have a student affair cleared up.

Now I'm not saying that ALL RAs aren't doing
what they should be doing; however, I feel that the
resident assistant staff would function much better if

suggestions given to the SAO were carried out,

especially when the Deans agree with them. Instead

of the SAO having the attitude: "Well, we know
we're not paying you much, so we can't expect too
much from you", the SAO sliould try to get as much
as they can for their money (our money) by putting
specific demands on tlie RAs and if they don't or
can't fulfill the demands, fire 'em and get new ones
who can. Also, the SAO might consider what effect

this "clique" has on their role.

Other suggestions:

(1) Allow the students to have some role in the
selection of RAs so that RAs are not selected solely

by the RAs and the Deans (and sometimes solely by
the Deans) who just may be out of touch with
student concerns.

(2) Effectuate an obviously fair and honest system
of room assignment since some students felt they got
a raw deal with last years lottery system.

(3) Sign up Diane Larrimore for a life contract.

Sincerely,

Paul C. Sullivan

P.S. The purpose of this letter like the last is to
effectuate a response. 1 hope to point things that may
be wrong, and hope to stimulate a little thought on
the part of the students. If there is no problem, we
have nothing to fear, but if there is, there's no sense
in leaving it sit growing like cancer.
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Rummaging \

Sifting through Chestertown's dusty antiquity

by Kim Stierstorfer

The ticking of the clock echoes from wall lo wall.
The floor groans beneath each footstep. Dust assaults
the nostrils. "Hell, half of the challenge is getting the
dirt off," admits Robert Carey, owner of the Attic,
an antique store on High Street.

The Attic bills itself as having "a litde something
that would appeal to everybody." Every available
area, almost everj^inch of floor and wall is cluttered
with used furniture, an amazing collection of picture
frames Isans pictures) glass, china, iron and wooden
bric-a-brac. Even beds, complete with elaborate
headboards, bless the bare floor. Carey grins. "We
carry a line line of junk-wc're not a high class store
by any stretch of die imagination." This phenomenal
amount of "cast-off junk" has been donated, or
bought at auctions and garage sales.

Brushing dirt from a footstool ("Hepplewood
incognito"), Carey seats himself and confesses both
his satisfaction with his three month old location
downtown and with the amount of merchandise he
has sold. "Downtown is a good marketing area, far

superior to the shopping center. We spent three years

on Lynchburg street virtually undiscovered.

Although students are not the majority

of his clientej, they frequent his antique shop often.

Occasionally, students, after they have shuffled

through dresser drawers, fondled several archaic

trophies, leafed through sheet music circa 1896 - the

present, and fingered every mirror in the store, even

make purchases.

"This generation has a strong interest in antiques,"

says Carey approvingly. The manager of the Attic also

expressed hopes for "lots of business this Christmas,"

Leaving, the bell on the door shrills a good-bye.

Down towards the river, there is another antique

store on High Street. A woman is dusting through the

plate glass window which reads tersely "Antiques."

David Ferguson, owner of the shop, complains tliat

Chestertown is decidedly not the ideal location for

his shop. Ferguson's is Immaculate; each period piece

is honed to a fine polish. Customers whisper and slide

cautiously between the elegant couches and armoires.

Ferguson shrugs "sometimes we go days, even

weeks without a sale. The clientel of the shop is

extremely wealthy. Most people go into the antique

business because they lUce it-it's a marginal business

at best." The motive for opening the store was not

profit; the owner jokes, and calls it a storage room for

the additions to his own collection of antiques that

furnish his home. Ferguson also owns the Hotel

Rigby and seems to view the antique shop as a

self-indulgence.

To illustrate his point on the competition for and

the value of genuine antiques Ferguson, who travels

extensively through Virginia, Pennsylvania and the

New England states in search of antiques, tells of his

transactions with "a museum piece" he discovered: "I

found this set of engraved, very rare andirons, 1 sold

them to a dealer in Connecticut for two thousand

dollars. Later, 1 found out that he sold them in

Georgetown for ten thousand dollars." He shakes his

head; the woman continues dusting. "The antique

business is a waiting game."

The Busy Bee, an antique shop across the Chester

river, was recently purchased by Doug and Ethel

Gates. Gates was Director of Annual Giving at the

College, until he acquired the antique shop. "We

wanted to open an antique store for years - the place

was available, the time was right." Gates described his

store as a cross between the Attic and Ferguson's.

"We have nice things at affordable prices."

Gates believes that items that antique stores carry

refiect the owner's taste and personality. The store

sells used furniture, small pieces of old furniture.. "I

have this incredible old dutch rocking chair,

beautiful, beautiful." The Gates attend auctions and

private sales, buying what interests them for their

store. "We came across this cobler's bench, ohhh."

Chestertown can boast of three successful and

entirely distinct Antique stores. Enthusiasts, dusting

year's of grime away from their Christmas purchases,

should be satisfactorily appeased.

'The Attic,'
downtown, is one of

three area antique'

stores.

Music

' Quadrophenia ',

the Who's latest,

quality

throughout

by Reed Hessler

The Who reached their widest commercial success

in 1969 with the first "rock opera" Tommy. From
their earliest albums, however, they have remained

one of the few rock bands to successfully combine

serious invention and a sense of primal rock 'n roll

excitement.

Organized in 1964, when the Beatles and Rolling

Stones initiated an English rock revolution which

provided direction for much popular music in the late

sixties, the Who quickly developed their unique style.

The Who Sings My Generation, released in 1966 but

composed a year earlier, contained Liverpool rock

both innocent and sophisticated. The popular title

song, for example, used a simple rock progression and

street - punk lyrics as the basis for fascinating

freneticism in the bass and drums and effectively

understated rhythm guitar; Roger Daltrey's stutter

ironically undercut without refuting the song's bold

assertions. Viewed as the sum of its parts, "My
Generation" was a primal stomp with an artistic

appeal equaled by few rock bands of the day. The

album's other songs exhibited a similar virtue:

Simplicity of structure, adolescent fantasies, and a

lightness of surface, fused with structural

shenanigans, intriguing character revelations, and

musicianship so lively it wanted to jump off the

turntable. Although their music passed through many
exciting transformations in following years, this basic

philosophy continued to dominate it. Happy Jack

and The Who Seil Out, both released in 1967, were

concurrently ethereal and seething, rock music at its

best. Even before Tommy, the Who produced some
of rock's finest moments. Once a Who song got into
my blood, it stayed.

Quadrophenia, Their current release, comes two
years after Who's Next, my personal choice for the
best rock album of 1971. Revealing the Who's
inherent urge to unite profundity and driving rock
simplicity, this double album displays a unifying
story in addition to exciting individual songs.

Some people call Quadrophenia "the Who's new
opera," although the word "opera" never appears in

the album. Perhaps Pete Townshend, the group's

leader, thinks the term too pretentious, since he
seems more interested in writing songs that belong
together than conveying moral messages. Sparsely

plotted, Quadrophenia attempts only to present a

character through his random thoughts.

The character is Jimmy, a young English 'mod'
who believes himself to be 'Quadrophenic," i,e.

divided into four personalities. "A tough guy, a

helpless dancer. A romantic, is it me for a moment? A
bloody lunatic, I'll even carry your bags. A beggar, a

hypocrite, love Yeign over me." Fortunately,

Townshend resists the temptation to indulge in

amateur freudianism. As Jimmy moves through the

simple realities of his daily life, we discover that he is

no lunatic. Like most human beings, he merely has a

variegated personality, and his traumas seem
common.

The music builds on this simple portrayal and
makes it moving, the way popular music frequendy

deals with naturahstic human awareness. To a large

degree, Quadrophenia succeeds in holding our

attention. Hard rock dominates from the beginning to

end, yet tender moments appear at appropriate

intervals. John Entwistle's bass stands out more than

ever before, often acting as a lead instrument.

Townshend keeps his guitar in the background with

unadorned insight. At times, his synthesizer seems

excessive, but I may be mistaken. Its lushness

contributes many fine moments to the album.

On the first listening, Quadrophenia may seem

repetitious because of its cyclical themes, but each

song has an independent identity. "The Punk Meets

the Godfather" is as fine a rock song as ! have heard

all year, and every song features imaginative touches.

Only future listenings will tell if this is one of the

Who's best albums, but quality definitely infuses it

throuheoui. As the Who orobablv intended.

Quadrophenia offers music for aesthetic

contemplation and kicking out the jams.



Sports

Soccer squad

falls to BU
Washington College's soccer squad, in

a gutty performance, lost 3 to 1 in

overtime to the University of Baltimore

in the first NCAA regional elimination

two weeks ago in Baltimore.

BU, nationally ranked number two in

the South, had just beaten the Sho'men 5

to 1 for the Mason Dixon championship

the week before and loomed heavy

favorites to repeat. But Coach Ed Athey

came up with a plan for BU.

Deciding to use the "libero" system of

defense, Athey hoped to contain BU's

AU-American forward Danny Hresko. The

"libero" system, simply explained, was

started in Italy and is now the most

popular soccer defense in the world.

Three fullbacks play as they would

normally and a fourth man works as a

cover-all, similar to a free safety in

football.

The system worked and WC went

ahead 1 to in the second half. BU

fmally caught fire, tied the game and

because of tlie championship at stake, the

game went into overtime. BU scored

twice to finish off the Shoreman.

But the "libero" system was a success.

WC had played Loyola earlier and lost 2

to 0. Loyola played BU and the

Greyhounds lost to BU 6 to 1 . WC only

lost 3 to 1 in overtime. Athey was so

pleased witli the new system that it may

become the new Shore standard.

Outstanding in the goal was Pete

Murphy. "Murph" had a mistake-free

game and brilliantly saved "sure goals"

despite constant cheap shots by

"All-American" Hresko.

Everyone played well, producing in

the championship confrontation the most

thrilling game of the season.

Grappling team
opens season

In less than a week, the grappling

Shoreman of Washington College will

open their wrestling season.

The team, working out since October

23, has looked fairly good and has been

working hard. One of the plusses on this

year's team is the absence of seniors to

which Coach Bob Pritzlaff stated: "No

matter how good we are or how bad we

are, we have to get better next year."

However, what is on Coach Pritzlaffs

mind right now is improving on a 3-9

record from last season. As it looks now,

Coach Pritzlaff has every reason to be

optimistic.

This year's team consists of four

juniors: K. C. Dine, Rich Burke, George

Kalaroumakis and Joe Teti; three

sophomores: Peter Takach, Frank

Thomas and Dave Gehrdes and three

freshman: Bill May, Dave Newby and

Mickey Ferraro.

Coach Pritzlaff notes: "We have only

one beginner in Calley (Kalaroumakis)

and the rest of the team has at least some

experience."

Each weight class thus far (barring

injuries) is filled. The only question mark

as to a possible forfeit would be the 158

pound weight class.

The Shoreman open flieir season

away on December 1 against Haverford

and will compete in five matches between

that date and December 8.

Jive: a look

both ways
After the Thanksgiving break, a new

season of sports begin. But first, a look

back to the fall season. Washington

College recently competed successfully in

two varsity sports (cross country and

soccer) as well as an unofficial season in

crew.

The total record combined is 31-14-0.

Crew, with three scrimmages against

George Washington posted the best

Campus calendar

ON CAMPUS
Fri. Nov. 30 - Seminar by Dr. Hollander in Sophie Kerr

Room at 10:30 a.m.

Fri. Now, 30 - Music Dept. Band concert at 8:30 in Tawes

Theatre.

Sat. Dec. 1 - Alpha Chi casino niflht in Minya Martin

Lounge from 9-12 pjn.

Sun. Dec. 2 - Film. "Things to Come" in Dunning at 7:30.

Tubs. Dec. 4 - Wm. James Forum in Hynson Lounge at

7:00. Lecture by Wm. A. Banner on "The 2,400 anniversary

of Plato's birth."

Thurs. Dec. 6 - Basketball game vs. Sali^ury. Home at

6:00 p.m.

WASHINGTON

Fri. No«. 30 - Sun, Dec. 2 - National Ballet at Kennedy

Centre Opera House Fri. 8:00; Sat. 2:00 and 8:00; Sun 2:00

and 8:00. Arena Stage "Inherit the Wind" Tubs. - Sat. at 8'.00

pjn.;Sun, at 7:30.

Fri. Nov. 30 - Cleveland String Quartet at Coolidge

Auditorium at 8:30

Until Dec. 1 - Caril Sloane at the Blues Alley. Call

337-4141.

Sat. Dec. 1 - Loggins and Messina at D.A.R. at 6:00 and

9:30.

Sun. Dec. 2 - Mahavishnu Orchestra at D.A.R. at 6:00 and

9:30.

Mon. Dec. 3 - Sat. Dec. 8 Muddy Waters at the Cellar

Door in Georgetown.

Tues. Dec. 4 - Thurs. Dec. 6 - National Symphony
Orchestra directed by Antak Dorati at Kennedy Centre at

8:30. Handel's "Messiah" will be performed.

record (19-1-0) and turn-out (over 70

students) for the fall. Cross country (2-8)

had bright spots with newcomers and

record performances by Tom Clements.

In soccer WC was crowned champions of

the MAC Southern Division and accepted

a bid to the NCAA small college soccer

championship. This is a most impressive

record for a school of 700 students.

Next on the calendar comes basketball

and wrestling. Perhaps it is during the

Winter sports that Washington College

shows its size. Our past records in winter

sports has not been outstanding, but

perhaps this is where the College can use

its size to its benefit.

If a team loses this winter, (and

chances are they wUl) we owe it to our

fellow students to give these teams our

fullest support.

Wrestling has the makings of a good

team, but lacks depth. Perhaps you might

find it silly, but a few extra bodies won't

hurt. Even if you're a lover and not a

fighter, you can help by running clocks,

managing, etc. But even if this is too

much, at least show up and screamyour

butts off. And the same goes for

basketball.

We don't have financial resources like

Ohio Stale, USC or even Maryland. But

this is some school: two NCAA bids in

successive seasons, four Ail-Americans

and winning seasons to boot.

by Gali Sanchez

Mens and Womens Shoes

Converse Top Sider

Bostonians

Paul's Shoe Store

College Heights Barber Shop

Sutton 's Towne Stationers'

203 HighSlreet

Chestertown, Maryland

Hallnli^;^^ Cards

Easton Papers

Office Supplies

Marti's Sweete Shoppe

handpacked fine Hargar chocolates

all kinds of penny candy

208 High Street - Lower Level

778-9744

BALTIMORE

- Maryland Dance Theatre

ind 10 p.m. at the Theatre

m. at Theatre

e at 2 pjT

Fri. Nov. 30 Sat. Dec. 1

performing Mother Goose at 8 e

Project on Preston St. free.

Sat. Dec. 1 • Playwright Woricshop a

Project.

Sun. Dec. 2 -

1. Acting/pottery at noon at Theatre Project.

2. "End of the Boad". Country Folk r

Theatre Project,

3. Maryland Dance Theatre performing Mother Goose at

8:30 at Theatre Project.

4. Pointer Sisters at Lyric Theatre at 7:30 p.m.

Thur Sun. Dec. 2 - Towson State College Opera Theatre

performing "Old Maid and The Thief" by Menotti at

Stephens Auditorium at 8:15. Free.

Mon. Dec. 3 - Open sing at 8:30 at Theatre Project, Free.

Thru Dec. 23 - Godspell at Morris Mechanic Theatre.

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown. Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On AU Makes

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Fornev-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown - Around the comer from the park

The Attic
The mxt anytting store

that*s doMitowa

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open: Weeksdays - 10 a.in. • 10 pjn.

Fri. - S«t. - lOajD. - 1 1 pjn.

Sun. 12pjn. -9pjii.

Now serving pizzas and sitt»

7d(yt«wMk.
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The office has been occupied for

almost a year. Volumes of chemistry
and literature lay heaped upon
bookshelves and tables; a map of
Scandanavia hangs above the deslc,

evidence of the administrator's recent visit to tne

Royal Combustion Institute of Sweden.

Dr. Joseph McLain, a graduate of the class of37,
former chemistry department chairman and most
recently Interim President, gazes out the window of
his Bunting Hall office to the College quadrangle, its

fading late fall greenery temporarily revived by the

bright early morning sun.

It is Monday morning, the first hours of his first

day on the job as the twenty-second president of
Washington College. After directing a troubled

institution for eleven nionUis as its temporary top

administrator, McLain received a permanancy to his

post Saturday afternoon by a unanimous vote of the

Board of Visitors and Governors.

The 57-year-oid administrator, attired in a dark

blue suit, speaks to a reporter of the mission he
envisions for himself, of the growth he desires the

College to attain. "1 just want us to grow in

excellence. And when 1 end my stay I'd like to see a

brighter future and more promise than we have right

now. We have about two hundred years of history, i

would hope, my God. that we'll have two hundred
years more. 1 hope when I'm finished that the

endowment will be tripled and the tuition wiil.be the

same and that we can continue to furnish the mation

and the state with educated, sound alumni. That's

what our role is and that's what we produce."

On tangibles, on particular concern for his aegis,

McLain alludes to the efforts and the contacts he has

pursued to increase the College's endowment, of the

admissions situation he recognizes as critical, of the

pressing need he acknowledges for improvements in

the faculty salary scale.

Already the newly authorized president has made
overtures to a prospective Director of Development, a

personnel position the College has done without since

Louis T. Hughes departed last year. His philosophy

on development is simple: "Something I've always

said is that if you believe in something as 1 do, you
can convince others of it. The role of private liveral

arts colleges is absolutely vital and I believe there are

people who believe as 1 do. We can find those people

and they will contribute."

McLain soon hopes to initiate the currently

dormant plan for a major endowment-raising

campaign, an effort tied to the coming

two-hundredth anniversary celebration of the College

in 1 982. He alludes to the contacts he has made in his

effort to raise millions of dollars for the institution's

current and future needs.

But McLain can see no need for a major capital

program, a type of program like the Heritage

Campaign of the 1960's. The need, as he says the

Board has recognized, is for marked increases in the

College's endowment, of an annual source of

dependable income. The president sees no rationale in

any campaign designed "just to build."

The problem of a declining admissions situation

draws a sigh from McLain. "Damned if I know," he

responds. "AH we can do is keep trying to do the best

damned job we can." Still there is optimism. "1 think

we'll be competitive. We've got to be honest in our

selling. We can't promise the moon. We are what we
are. We're proud of what we are." The burden of

increasing applicants to the College is one for the

community to handle. Faculty must do more

("though some are already doing it") and students

must once again lend their aid in contacting

prospective freshmen.

College salaries, to remain competitive with other

institutions, must be bolstered, McLain explains.

"Our salaries aren't high enough. There is no question

about it. We're finding that out."

McLain already seems certain of the style of his

presidency, of the manner he will bear the authority

invested in his office. "One thing youll never find me

doing as President of Washington College is passing

the buck down. The role of the Board is to elect the
President, to delegate him authority and hold him
responsible." Past administrators, he says, sometimes
failed in that assignment, directing blame when it

arose to other quarters. "As Harry Tniman said, The
buck stops here' and it does." -

During the long months of searching for a new
President, McLain emerges as an object of
controversy among som^e elements of the College, a

controversy borne in part from the reputation he has
inevitably developed during his more ^an thirty-year

affiliation with the College. "Some people say I'm
too traditional," McLain reasons. "How can you be
too traditional? Tradition is judged by how it served

in the past. Some people think that anybody foreign

is better than somebody else."

He answers critics of his allegedly conservative
education philosophy with the fact that his is "the
first administration making some serious studies and
proposals" of curriculum reform since the Four
Course Plan was introduced by President Emeritus
Daniel Gibson.

Critics have attacked his style of operaUon,
pointing to his temper. Dr. McLain responds, "Sure 1

lose my temper. But 1 don't lose it to the point where
I'm not trying to make an effect."

Rumors of a forthcoming purge of Bunting Hall
administrators are also discounted by the executive,

who offers the observation that "people who are

running around protecting their jobs.. .aren't really

working for Washington College. They're working for
themselves." The sole criterion for any decision,

McLain insists, "is if this is going to be good for the
College. I'm not interested in whether this wfll be
self-aggradizing for one person or will give them
power."

But the newly instated President wants any
controversy surrounding his appointment
downplayed. "1 don't think anyone could possibly

question my commitment, my integrity, my love, my
desire to have this College prosper. But (the

controversy) should be all over with. 1 sure hope it

doesn't affect the College's future. If it does, the
Board will have made a helluva bad choice."

The interview with the press is ended, and McLain
continues with the appointments of his first day in

office, leaving Chestertown for a meeting in

Annapolis with Governor Marvin MandeL McLain has

taken the initiative among Maryland college

presidents in working for increased state aid to

private colleges. In the afternoon conclave he receives

assurances from the Governor that a proposal for the

expansion of the current level of state funding will be

presented to the Maryland General Assemby this

session as part of his legislative package, a concession

from the Governor which is expected to bolster

substantially the chances of the funding gaining

approval.

The new President later returns to Chestertown for

a Faculty meeting at night. He presides at the front

table of the Dunning Lecture Hall, puffing on a

cigarette, the early morning crispness of his suit now
absent."

"I'd like to ask Professor Horsley for a report on

the Presidential Search Committee," he deadpans.

The faculty laughs. Dr. Horsley stands and commends
the search group for their efforts: "It was one of the

hardest working committees I've been on."

"I'd like to offer to Dr. McLain my
congratulations and sincerest hopes for the future,"

she says. The faculty applauds.

Dr. McLain launches into a short address, the tone

ofwhich is both healing and affirmative. "I know that

there were people on the faculty who both supported

and did not support me. I know there were

compelling and objective reasons for it. But there is

no reason to look back.. .the College can only survive

if everybody works toward the same end. We just

have to get together to that one goal."

The President turned the direction of his discourse

to linancial matters, enthusiastically informing the

assembled professors of a $300,000 grant from the

Hodson Trust, a traditional benefactor of the College.

Since his appointment as an interim administrator,

the College has received over $2,000,000 in bequests,

money used for endowment, scholarship, curriculum

modernization, and building funds. The latest gift is

restricted in its use, donated for items on a "shopping

list" McLain recently developed at the Hodson

Trust's request. Included are funds for purchase of

property, for renovation of a campus home into an

art studio, for partial liquidation of a serious

accumulated deficit, for partial renovation of Bill

Smith Hall, for audio-visual equipment and library

materials.
.

.

Continued on page three



Politics

Q
E Voters decide mayoralty race Monday

Churgin canvassing

townfor support

The candidate's knock on the door is

answered by a little boy, tow-headed,

dressed in jeans and a tee-shirl. "Is your

mommy or daddy home'.'," tlie man asks.

The boy turns around, calls out to his

parents and returns his view to the visitor.

"What's your name?," the visitor asks.

"Jonathan. Jonathan Stephens is my
full name. I'm seven years old."

The mother arrives at the door but the

candidate conlmues his conversation with

the diminutive, voter-lo-be in 1984.

"Pm Dr. Churgin and I'm running for

Mayor. If I'm elected you can have all the

candy you can eat." A pat on the head

follows and the little boy moves from the

door.

The scene and others like it have been

repeated in the last fewweeksas Dr.Jonal\

R. Churgin's campaign for Mayor of

Chcsterlown nears the election day, next

Monday, December 10.

Churgin has taken to the streets of

Cheslertown in a way few other

candidates in recent elections have

duplicated.

Up Mount Vernon Avenue, through

Byford Heights, down Water Street,

candidate Churgin has rung door bells,

introducing himself as the man who will

bring "a working government for

Cheslertown."

Voters who cross his path react to

Churgin's approach; few have seen

mayoralty candidates marching from

door-to-door before.

"Do you have any problems in

Cheslertown you can tell me about?," he

inquires of an elderly gentleman, The
answer is delayed, but it finally emerges.

"No indeed, we get along fine, just fine."

Churgin thanks him, encourages him to

vote and says goodnight.

In his campaign to unseal incumbent

Mayor P. M. Brooks, Churgin has set a

goal of personally contacting each of the

town's 945 registered voters. Even if his

one man personal effort falls short of that

mark, the Churgin campaign committee
plans to contact by telephone all of

Cheslertown's eligible voters.

Chestertown's current mayor, P. M. Brooks faces
Jonah Churgin in Monday's contest.

"We've been getting all kinds of good
response to our canvassing," John Moag,

Churgin campaign manager said, "except

when we walk down Water street and

Queen street because they are Brooks'^

long-lime neighbors."

The voter contact process does not

end with house-to-house canvassing -

leafletiing of town shopping areas is

planned for this culminating weekend and

on election day voters needing rides to

the polls will be accommodated by

Churgin's staff, surely to be greeted when
they arrive at their destination with a

regiment of politicking pro-Churgin

workers.

Moag predicts and hopes for a large

turn-out Monday at the polls, located in

the Fire Department headquarters

downtown. The size of the turn-out, he

reasons, may be the key to Churgin's

success, the more ballots cast, the greater

chances of victory.

The campaign workers are optimistic.

"This is one we definitely should win,"
said Moag. "I'd say our chances are really

good. Vjxi looking forward to a really

good victory party Monday night." Moag
even talks of plans for the future, as if the

election is already over. "Between now
and January we'll be readying lo get

ourselves moved in," he explained.

Churgin has visited stale offices in

Annapolis to determine what programs
Chestertown is eligible for and his chief

aide talks of creating citizen committees
10 investigate problems."

Perhaps their tjouyancy is deserved. As

one voter, resting comfortably in his

living room arm chair, observed lo

Churgin, "I think this whole county

could use some progress...When I saw the

article in the paper about you I decided

there and then that you had my vote."

2M High SifMt Cheatwiown

Deringer files

for council post
Mr.- H. Hurt! Deringer, 3d, Washington's Public

Relations director, announced his candidacy this

week for Chestertown's First Ward councilmatic seat.

"I believe all of us owe a commitment to

Chestertown, a town with a clear view of its past that

also must have a view of its future," Deringer said in

announcing his candidacy. "I have made a

commitment to this area, this county and to this

town many years ago. Too often I have said I am too

busy to get involved. Well, we are alltoobusy and I

have reached a time in my life when I feel 1 should

make a stronger contribution to the town."

Deringer will face Councilman John ferryman in

Monday's race.

For Nic« Things >n Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown - Around Iha comM' from the park

College Heights Barber Shop

Incumbent wages
a non-campaign

The civic boosterism of the I

mold seemingly expired in the Ameriti

'60's with the awakening
environmental concerns and recogniti

of human needs.

But the impression that ii is vital an

present in Chestertown is inescapabi

after a meeting with Mayor P, M. Brooli

the incumbent facing Dr. Jonah Churg[

in Monday's mayoralty election.

Brooks laces his conversation , his

of a progressing Chestertown, wii|

references lo new housing devetopmem
and industrial parks. "The future

Chestertown is great," he boasts.

The Mayor has worked for inslallaii,i

of sewer lines in north Cheslerlown in

effort lo attract a light industrial paii

and new housing units.

A meeting with him is punclujie

repeatedly wilh concerns ti'

developmeni and the means by which h

hopes lo realize it. Primary on the li-

the requirement for proper sewerage

effort which consumed much of his His

term. He is undeniably proud of what h

been accomplished, a treatment plant U

llie town. "'We've got a lagoon system

operation," he explains. "For years,

(sewerage) was going into the river. Noi

it's so clean you could drink it."

The addition of an industrial pai!

"ought to give jobs for boys getting

of high school" and at the same linie.h

predicts, will add no burden on iti

education, police and welfare system

"We need development to lake care d

the people who have lived here all the!

lives," he continues. "We can't have iher

move away."

Brooks is a vivacious man, short ari.

stocky. He dresses in an olive green spu'

coat and a brown tie adorned witli

chorus line of dancing, golden babj

chicks. His style is as earthy as thi

environment he works in, a feed ini:

plant on Route 20.

Brooks is no politician — he admiii n

His campaign for mayor, in compariscr

to his opponent's, has been practical!)

non-existent. "I don't campaign cause I

haven't got the time to ri'n my business

the town and run a campaign." he sayi

The eloquence of the media imag

politician is also absent. Will you win hi

is asked. "I don't know," he ans^ven

simply. What is your platform he is ask&l

in return. "I don't have one," lif

responds. "I think the people of the lowf

know what we're going about."

On Monday's election the candidate

equally evasive. He declines comment oS

his opponent: "It would be foolish ftf

anyone to say anything about In

opponent in a campaign." He hopes for:

large turnout though he reasons "ii "

awfully hard to get people to take ao

interest. There are so many other thing'

going on."

alloc



Energy-

Washington feels pinch of fuel shortage

Building and Grounds Supervisor Ray Crooks
predicted last month that Washington would escape
the fuel crisis. The situation has changed.

Last Friday, College Business Manager Gene
Hessey received a wire from Hess Oil Company, the

College's fuel supplier, informing him that allocations

for the College have been cut by lO'X, from a regular

42,000 gallons of fuel to only 37,000 gallons.

"The ramifications will be more drastic than they
appear to be," Hessey commented. Asteamline, laid

10 Minta Martin, Reid, Caroline and Queen Annes
dormitory, is complicating the problem. The addition

of the buildings, which formerly used their own
heating unit, forces the College to heat four

additional facilities with only 90% of the fuel it had
last year. The four halls previously used a number
two bulk oil. different from the College's number six

bulk fuel. The supply of number two fuel has been

eliminated while the number six oil allocation has

dropped.

The campus has been able to save 14,000 gallons

of fuel from September to November because of mild

weather conditions and thermostat control but the

savings have now fallen into a general petroleum pool

arid are unavailable to the College.

Hessey warns that the Hess company will review

its inventory every two weeks and, based on this

assessment of their holdings, "there is no assurance

that on December 15. we will not be working with

only 80% of our original allotment
"

The situation, according to Hessey, is changing

hour by hour. The oil companies are powerless; 10%

of their inventory is under federal control. The

government shows no preferential treatment to

customers of the specific oil company over

non-customers. "They want to keep the factories and

plants open," explains Hessey.

The Business Office is also encouraging a reduction

in electric usage. Five buildings on campus use 10%
of the electricity — the library, the new dorms (which

ure totally dependent on electric-heat). Hodson Hall.

Cain gym and the Fine Arts Center. The library has

already cut back 50% on lighting. Hessey has

requested that the Athletic Department schedule

iiilercollegiale games earlier and thai the men and

women's inlramuralsbe played concurrently.

Finances

r"

During the daylight hours, the thermostats will be .

set at 65 degrees At night, the temperature will be

lowered to 60 degrees. At the semester break, the

temperature will be reduced to 50 degrees, enabling

the College to reserve fuel. Storage containers on

campus hold a maximum capacity of 20.000 gallons

of oil.

Hessey predicts that "we may have to ban hot

plates and reduce both corridor and outside lighting."

Some action has already been undertaken at other

colleges to lengthen semester breaks and eliminate

spring vacations. This solution, while under

consideration, appears remote-

Student cooperation is essential. "We're looking

for alternatives in any corner; if students have any

ideas please report them to me." Hessey requested.

The Business Office has issued a series of

recommendations for students to follow to reduce

the fuel pinch:

1

.

Do not reduce any thermostats in any building

2. Do not open windows - heating the outside

requires more expenditure of fuel

3. Students must not alter individual radiators.

Maintenance is trying to regulate buildings. You
might be uncomfortably warm or cold but please try

to be patient

4. Turn out li^ts when your room is not

occupied.

Tuition increase uncertain

by Dave Knepler

"We haven't made any decisions on next year's

tuition level," Gene Hessey, Business Manager, said

this -week. "But we are susceptible to many
pressures."

Washington College has had an operating deficit of

V280.000, but a Hodson Trust gift of S182,000 has

ullieviatcd much of thai. However, food costs have

risen between 8% and 1 1%, while oil costs have

!>pirallcd 33'/ upwards, and are continuing to infiaie.

"Over the past several years we've expended more

ihan we've taken in," Hessey said, explaining the

deficit. To cover the- expenses, the College has been

borrowing money at 10% interest, and thai has

created a larger deficit.

There is another prospect to "soften the

tuition-raising pressure," as Hessey puts it. This is in

the form of a bill soon to be presented to the

Maryland legislature that would change the stale

compensation to privale colleges from S500 per

graduate to S243 per student. This would mean an

increase of perhaps from $1 1,000-S26,000 over the

S89,000-plus the College received in slate aid last

year. Dr. McLain spoke with Governor Mandel

Monday, and it is understood that the Governor is

sup'porling the bill.

Citing Ihe tuition raise this year, Hessey said. "It's

our hope—almost a tradition—to adjust tuition levels

every other year. My hope is that we will not have lo

adjust cosis to students next year."

If indeed this rise shall occur more financial aid

will be made available to preseni WC students. Hessey

stated. "We have always maintained that it is our

obligation to meet the needs of ihose who arc

enrolled."

Presidential appointment

Facing day one

Continued from page one

McLain apologized to his faculty that the money
is not yet forthcoming for improvements in salary. He
reassures them that he is aware of the need, confides

in them that he is looking for it.

His report finished, the ingenue president sits

down. Acting Dean Nate Smith continues next. An
hour later the faculty meeting breaks up. As McLain

is leaving someone asks him. "How do you like it

after one day?" McLain shurgs his shoulders, smiles

and ignores the direct intent of the question. Instead

he talks of his work that day to increase the College's

financial resources, "it was a good day," he

""''"''«
by Kevin O'Keefe

McLain's selection

draws reactions

The selection of a college president, with its

clashes of varying personalities, inevitably produces

opportunities for controversy and Washington's

recent search procedure was no exception. The

appointment of Dr. Joseph McLain has met with both

praise and dissention.

Three members of the faculty on the Presidential

Search Committee responded with similarly

optimistic opinions. They each revealed a confidence

in McLain's qualifications and anticipate his success

in money-raising endeavors. Dr. Frank Creegan: "I'm

happy forhim arid Ihink ihal he obviously can do a

very good job working with Ihe slate legislature and

Ihe Governor. He is the President and everybody has

to work together-now that he has been chosen, Ihe

original choice is immaterial." Chairman of the

Sociology Department, Dr. Margaret Horsley echoed

Creegan's approval of the decision: "I'm pleased. It

was a wise choice. I think the great bulk of Ihe

faculty is behind him. He's doing a fine and

important job."

"He was throughout, in my eyes, one of the

leading candidates," Dr. Tom McHugh said ihisweek.

"1 was frankly relived when it was officially declared.

If WC go back and look at the procedure used lor the

hiring of Merdinger and compare it to the procedure

just used— this one is clearly superior. The faculty had

a great deal of imput and finally, the Board had a

choice of good candidates. McLain has bolh the

academic experience and the ability to raise money,

so necessary at this lime.

The counterpoint was voiced by several students

also involved in the selection process. Student

Government President, Michael Lang offered this

comment: "I thought we had interviewed persons

better qualified for the position of President and that

the College would have perhaps been better off with

an outside person assuming the position. But in the

final stage of selection, none of these people were

available for appointment. I think the results are that

Washington College will remain a localized

institution. At this point the College should become
more attractive to a larger pool of students. An
outside person could perhaps accomplish this better

than a longtime resident of Chestertown. I may be

wrong; I hope so. I Just think it's time the college had

a new direction.

Michael Kennedy, another member of the Search
Committee, held a similar view: "Personally, I felt

Ihal the committee could have done more for the

College. I hoped that the committee would have had
a better perception of what the College needed for

Ihe office of the Presidency. The reaction of the

students will probably reflect the overall attitude of
the students during the selection process—one of
complete apathy, tven if I personally believe McLain
wasn't the best choice. I wish him the best ofluck."

The Chairman of Ihe Physics Department, Dr.

Larry Logue, exuded a certain hesitancy concerning
the McLain appointment. "I would have lo say that I

was disappoinled. We did have better candidates. I

hope he can do the job."

Some more positive and complimentary views

were heard from several students. Bruce Kornberg, a

member of the Search Committee, staled, "My
personal opinion is that Dr. McLain was chosen

through a very thorough process. The campus will

hopefully group behind McLain and move forward.

I'm satisfied that he was chosen." Craig Jackson

succinctly revealed, "I'm glad he was chosen—he

knows what the community wants."

Procter Paul Sullivan offered a different

perspective on Ihe situation: "One problem in picking

a member of Ihe College community is if he doesn't

function well, it'll be hard as hell to gel rid of him.

Anything I've heard about Joe McLain is only rumor.

After I gel Ihrougli checking them out, I'll vocalise

my opinion."

When one student in the Student Affairs. Office

was quizzed on her reaction to the McLain

appointment, her answer was perhaps indicative of

the opinions held by many students: "If I let the fate

of the school bother me. I would have no peace of

mind."
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Move ahead
"McLain has been selected; it's immaterial

now who individual preferences were during
the presidential race. "This pragmatic advice,
offered by a faculty member, succinctly
embodies the best philosophy for the future
of the College under the administration of
President Joseph McLain.

The anti-McLain faction on campus has
occasionally been overt in offering their

criticism and complaints, but more often than
not have manifested their discontent in

furtive maneuverings and embarrassingly
anonymous accusations and njmors. The
political factioning infesting the college must
now dissolve. The bickering and hostility
must cease.

Washington College has assigned itself a
quest-to achieve excellence within the next
ten years. The potential most certainly exists
in the administration, the faculty, and the
student body. However, a unified spirit,

enthusiastic and well directed is noticeably
lacking in the Washington community.
Washington College, now more than ever,
must recognize and adhere to its goals or
become defunct.

Dr. McLain, without any reservation, is

qualified to heal both the financial and
academic wounds of the College. Guided by
an uncompromised love for the College, a
realistic vision of what the school is and can

Drama

Studio Theatre:

opportunity for

students to

produce
by Reed Hessler

Two years ago this spring, Washington College's
drama department opened a studio theatre in the
Gibson Fine Arts Center basement. Located
alternately in the basement and on the Tawes Theatre
stage since then, the studio provides a small
performing area closely surrounded by a minimal
audience semicircle. Its benefits include the
opportunity for students to produce their own shows,
an increased number of productions, and theatrical

intimacy.

Discussing his impressions of studio plays,
Timothy Maloney, head of the drama department,
commented iliat the number of production dates
should be greater. He admitted the basement theatre
created inci^veniences and predicted that the
upstairs and downstairs studios would remain in use.

According to Mr. Maloney, a closeness of actors to
their audience is valuable. Such intimacy places
higher demands on both performers and observers.
Since audiences tend to be lazier than actors, they
often benefit from the prodding a studio theatre
provides.

Dr. Norman James, chairman of Washington
College's En^ish faculty, likes the change of
perspective offered by the studio. Dramatic
productions require no more than a room and actors,
and Dr. James believes the big stage can inhibit
performer and audience involvement in a play. He
particularly enjoyed the studio productions of
Endgame and the Wizard of Oz, noting a spontaneity
and avoidance of stereotype he occasionally found
lacking in major College productions.

A resident of downtown Chestertown, Dr. James
noted that advance ticket sales might give people like
himself a better chance to see studio shows. At
present, tickets are held at the box office. On the
other hand, he insisted student convenience deserves '

evolve into, and an unshakeable personal
integrity, Joe McLain will successfully defeat
the threat of extinction that looms over
Washington, as well as many other private

institutions. The Elm offers President McLain
congratulations on his appointment and offers
him our confidence in his abilities and vision.

A vote for Churgin
Chestertown's voters head to the polls

Monday to elect a new mayor and in the
voting booths they will be offered a choice
between two decidedly different candidates.

Incumbent Mayor P. M. Brooks has
directed a low-key campaign, avoiding
traditional political practices, expounding on
no issues. He excuses his low profile, claiming
his work burden is too heavy. Unfortunately,
his absence of political verbiage leaves
Chestertown's voter ignorant of the issues of
his campaign. They can rely only on his
record of the past four years, a static term in

view of its limited accomplishment. Sewerage
lines are important, but the task of a town's
elected leader should be broader. What
Brooks lacks is a humane approach - he is

reportedly a gregarious individual, but his
concern for the needs of his constituents, for
all the town's voters, is apparently lacking.

Candidate Jonah Churgin and his extensive
campaign staff have waged an interesting,
aggressive effort in working to oust Brooks.

Viewpoint

They have apressed an interest in the town's needs
which current and previous candidates have
ignored. Their canvassing of large areas of the
town is commendable; their proposed reforms
of the workings and intent of Chestertown
government are impressive. Churgin would
bring a humane touch to the town's
government, a concern for its sizeable black
minority as well as its white citizenry. For too
long, this Eastern Shore town has been
polarized between races, a polarization not
evident in the level of racial tension, but in

the subtle shades of government neglect.

Churgin hopes to vitalize town
government, to make it accessable to people,
amenable to progress. Whether voters are
ready for such a drastic change is doubtful. As
one correspondent wrote to the Kent County
News this week, "the mayor and council are
elected by us to run the town the way we, the
citizens, want which probably isn't the way
the political science textbooks and college

"experts" say it should." Such
anti-intellectualism is distressing; it is

destructive in its application. We hope the
voters will rise above such subjective
considerations and cast their ballots for
Churgin.

Trish Witherington stars as Hedda in this weekend's studio production of Ibsen's
'Hedda Gabler.'

first consideration.

The students interviewed who produced and
perfomied in the studio had few comments to make
Joel Klins said a studio play is a production like any
other. If it turns out well, he is satisfied. He added
the Studio Theatre budgets are about one-tenth of
those allowed for major productions in Tawes
Theatre. When asked if he noticed any significam
dilference between acting on a big stage and
performing in the studio, Craig Butcher replied,
No. T. G. Finkbinder succintiy observed, "1 like

working in the basement. It's dark."
My own experience withthesludiohas been once

as an actor and several tin.es as an observer The
production in which 1 perfomied demanded close
audience contact, since the observers were addressed
directly and became characters in the play This
would have been impossible on the big stage
Obviously, some plays fit the studio fomial better
than others. While Wailing for Godot suggests
intimate rapport between its few characters and the
audience. The Beggars Opera benefits from a
panorama effect. Sealing limitations seem to be the
studio's biggest problem. Audience members should

not be turned away at the door. With the tiglit play
and production, however, the studio's advantages
justify this unfortunate situation.

If you have never seen a studio production, come
and make your own evaluation. You may be missing
an exciting theatrical experience.
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by Kim Stierstorfer

"You learn every day. in every class, in every
period." Student Teacher Ginny Valentine jumps in

her seal, her hands in constant motion. "You learn

ordinary things like lesson plans and timing. You
learn to be relaxed, and most importantly, to give of
yourself."

Miss Valentino waxes enthusiastic about the

Teacher Education Program she is involved with at

Washington, under the auspices of Professors Tom
McHugh and Peter Idstein.

John "Rat" Robins a graduate of the College who
returned to take the teaching block, revealed that

"being a pioneer in progressive education" imbues a

sense of pride. "It worked so well at my school

(Queen Anne's High School) that some ten to fifteen

teachers from the school came for a seminar offered

by the education department."

Dr. McHugh presented a scheme of the program.

"It starts informally in the freshman and sophomore
years with meetings of interested people. In the

junior year, those interested are formally identified."

The potential teachers are required to take

Educational Psychology which presents theoretical

information about children. A tutoring project in the

Kent County and Queen Annes Public School System
offers the student practical field experience, "The
Department of Education, the Academic Department,

and the candidates themselves meet to see if the

student can afford a semester away from the college;

to either approve them fo, the program or counsel

lliem out of it,"

In the spring of the junior year, the student

teachingblock becomes a "self-contained program."

No formal courses are available, but work in

individual methodology in the separate disciplines

and the teaching of reading begins. Describing this

section of the program as "low key" McHugh
explained that the student teachers mighl meet three

fimcs in the late spring to develop methodology. At

the end of the semester, a spot is secured in

neighboring schools for the student. "The student

makes the choice himself."

Then, in the fall semester of the senior year, the

student teachers suffer an intensive six-week program,

live days-a-week. With Idstein and McHugh, they

learn lesson planning, classroom management, the use

of visual equipment and perhaps develop a

philosophy of teaching. Eight weeks of student

leaching follow; tlie program's participants move

from observers to a full teaching load. With two

weeks remaining after the actual teaching has been

completed,, the students finish their work in

methodology and the principles of education. If all

the criteria is met satisfactorily, the student receives

certification to teach in thirty-six states.

"I've never worked so hard in my life," admits

Ginny Valentino, Robins believes that the student

teachers live, sleep, breathe teaching. "Occasionally

you to something, like go to the Tavern, to relieve the

pressure, but you pay for il the next day."

The attraction to so deinandir.;; and draining a

job? Ginny explains "I've always liked kids. I

worked for four summers in a camp for ghetto kids,

and loved il. I just love sitting down, laughting and

goofing with my kids. I'm so proud of them." Robins

also uses the possessive when referring to this pupils:

"One of my greatest unexpected pleasures was just

getting to know my kids-being well received."

These seasoned veterans of the teaching program

have not been bypassed by disappointment and

perhaps a tint of disillusionment. "It's frustrating

when you know a student is smart, but has no

motivation," reveals John Robins, shaking his head.

"Grades don't move them. I hate handing out 'E's"-it

makes me feel like I failed as a teacher." Ginny. in a

separate interview, echoed Robins' statement:

"You're just jolted-you can't conceive of kids being

that slow. They don't pick up the fundamental skills

of reading and writing. My eighth graders read on a

fourth grade level. Grades aren't motivating. Teaching

makes you aware how inadequate you are in certain

areas."

McHugh compared the teacher education program

at Washington and the benefits a small school can

offer as opposed to a program at a large university

such as Maryland. "Students are given a great deal of

individual attention. The emphasis is placed on the

development of the particular talents of the

individual rather than forcing them to squeeze in tea

mold of what the institution feels a teacher should

be. Emphasis is placed on consolation and problem

solving rather than evaluation and criticism. We don't

want them to view us as threats. A simple difference

here from a larger school is that very often those

professors running the program don't teach the

Education

Washington's student teachers

say they have 'never worked so hard'

Ginny Valentino student teaches at Chestetlown Middle School.

subject matter. We are held responsible for what we

say will work in the classroom." Stressing the fact

that teacher education is constantly changing. Dr.

McHugh believes that good changes can be

implemented within the program rapidly because of

the minimal amount of bureacracy at Washington.

"We have terrific working relationship with the

local schools. We know the teachers and

administrators both socially and professionally -it's a

very, very positive relationship. A few of the teachers

need more training as cooperating teachers. Most

cooperating teachers are helpful and open to

experimentation by tlie student teachers."

McHugli cites a recent example, John Robins, who
teaches a twelfth grade course in Twentieth Century

Issues, was trying to prove that a Judgment on the

Watergate Affair was not simply achieved. Asking for

his students' opinion about their rival school, Kent

County High, he sent a few students into a room with

three hidden microphones and told them to

formulate an opinion for presentation to the class.

The students, unaware that the room was bugged,

revealed that they would like to plant dope in the

rival school and then call the police. They talked

about what they would like to do with a certain

female teacher and resolved to spray paint the walls

of Kent High School. The next day they offered a

reasonable solution, not mentioning anything that

was on the tape. To their amazement, Robins played

the tape of their conversation. The principal, who had

been previously clued in, walked in and requested the

tape, explaining that it would be detrimental to the

relationship between the two schools. The students

protested, knowing the incriminating evidence on the

tape. The student teacher then explained the intent

and aim of the excercise. The class was made to

realize that a decision on Watergate was not as facile

as It appeared to be.

Although the student teachers interviewed believe

that the program and instructors were "great," some

criticism was offered, 'T would have liked to do a bit

more observing. McHugh and Idstein have been

consoling and helpful," offers Ginny Valentino.

Kathy Acito. another student teacher, while glad she

has had the experience, feels that "the education

department could have given more preparation for

working in the Kent County school system-they're a

lot more backward than 1 imagined."

Ginny summed up her experience: "It's a

maturing, sobering experience. You're not a student

anymore-you can't put it off. 1 feel like I've changed

so much. It's such a totally giving experience; if

you're not giving academically, you're giving in

another way. In talking, getting to know your

students emotionally, socially, and praising them. It's

so easy to give and so necessary." Robins feels that he

has learned self-discipline, compsure and "how to

think quickly on your feet. It's such a great feeUng

when the kids are receptive. It's a good experience

even if you're not planning on being a teacher."

Over the past six years, seventy-two percent of the

students involved in the teacher education program

have entered the profession. John Robins has been

asked to be a permanent substitute, with work

guaranteed every day, at the Queen Annes High

School. Ginny Valentino, who intends to start

teaching this summer feels " a kind of dread" about

coming back on campus next semester. "You've

played the role, you've been on the other side. You
start being a teacher here and have to stop there. I'd

like to start teaching all over again with the

knowledge I have now."
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Jive

With all the talk about Ihe curreni

energy crisis, il seems only 111 to apply il

to sporls here at Washington.

Atiiictic Director bd Athey will meet

next week lo discuss possible problems

with other athletic directors in the Middle

Atlantic Conference. There exists a

possibility that other schools as well as

Washington may have to cut schedules.

Extended winter vacations and

shortages of gas for buseswouldcause

these cancellations. In the mean time,

teams will practice in the 50 degree

temperature which will be maintained in

the Cain Athletic Center during vacation.

The thermostat will be turned up lo 60

degrees with Ihe return of s'.udenls.

On Ihe intramural scene, thanks to

Penny Fall and Bob Chaltelier, the

program will continue in full force. The

only differences are that men and

women's events will be scheduled

simultaneously and moved two hours

earlier, to 6:30 p.m.

. Continuing intramural news. Alpha

Chi Omega won the overall championship

in women's volleyball by defeating

Caroline, second floor.

About seven students have bounded

together to form the unofficial indoor

track team to represent WC this winter.

The indoor Ihinclads will journey to

Widener and Swarthmore eight limes to

compete for the unofficial Middle

A llanlic Conference championship.

Chatty keeps records of the meets lo

determine record holders. Pcle Murphy

is presently .the unofficial MAC indoor

high jump champion. Bob Johnsonrnakes an easy layup.

Sports

Basketball squad,

0-2, faces

Salisbury tonight

by Gali Sanchez

Coach Tom Finnegan hopes to improve on last

year's 7 wins, IS losses record in basketball. Already

this season he is 0-2. Basketball this year is off lo its

usual start.

It's not Finnegan's fault and it's not really the

players' fault. But that's a different story.

The Shore, cagers hope to turn a losing streak

around tonight at 8 p.m. in Cain Athletic Center,

against Salisbury State. Last year Salisbury State

played the Shoreman 91-87 and if you expect any

difference this year look on the visiting bench.

Salisbury recruited heavily last season and this year

should show the results.

The Shore side should start Mike Slagle (6'\") and

Jerry Moye (a'."*") at forward, John Cross (6 '4") at

center and Bill Williams (6') and Bob Johnson (6M")
at (lie guards. Freshman Geot'l Kurtzman (6'4")

figures to see action at center and forward.

Coach Finnegan is cautious in his assessment and

hopes to "improve game by game." On the brighter

side. Finnegan will be assisted by Bob Koepke, who
will also coach the JV. Koepke played for WC and

graduated in '64.

Campus calendar
ON CAMPUS

Thurt. Dec. 6
J.V. Batketball vl Salisbury at 6 P.M.
easkelball vs. Salisbury at B P.M.

Frl. Dec. 7
College chomi Chrislmat concert at Firit United

Methodlit Church at 8:30 P.M.
Concert by "End o' Ihe Road" at coffee house at 10 P.M.

Sat. Dec. 8
Drama Workshop at Tawes at a P.M. "Hedda Gabler'- by

Henrik Ibsen. 25 cents admission.
Zeta Christmas dance at Worton Roller Rink from 9-1

P.M.
Sun. Dec. 9

Drama Workshop at Tawes at 8 P.M. Hedda Gabler by
Henrik Ibsen. 25 cents admission.
Tuet. Dec. 1

1

Foreign Language Poetry Reading at Hynson Lounge at B
P.M.
Wed. Dec. 12

Basketball vs. Muhlenberg at 8 P.M.
Reld Hall Christmas Party 10 P.M.

Tliuri. Dec. 13
Christmas tree Mghling with caroling at Hynson lounge at

4:30 P.M. followed by egg nog in lounge and student
Chrlilmas Dinner.

WASHINGTON
Fri. & Sal. Dec. 7 & 8

Coasters and Drifters at "The Stardust". Call 843-6233

Holiday season

r in GeorgetoiMuddy Waters with Blue at Cel

Sal. Dec. a
Richard Harris at D.A.R. at B:30 P.M.

Tues.—Sun. Dec. 1 1-16
Dliney on Parade at Capital Centre

Wed. Dec. 12
Beach Boys at 8:30 In D.A.R.

Thurs. Dec. 16
"River Niger" at National Theatre. Call 626-3393

Thurs. Dec. 22
Eugene O'Nelirs "A Moon for I

Elsenhower Theatre of Kennedy Ceotrt
BALTIMORE

Sat. A Sun. Dec. a & 9
Maryland Ballet Co. Christmas Program at S

Johns Hopkins Unrversily. "Peter t, the Wolf ",
and "Nutcracker Suite." will be performed.
Sun. Dec. 9 Eagles, McKendree Springs and t,

at U.M.e.C. at gymnasium No. 2. at B:00 P M
Thurs. Dec. IS

Towson State College presents the American Premiere of
Gyubal Wahazar or Along Ihe Cilfft of the Absurd"

Tuejday thru Saturday at 8:30 at the Fine Arts Center.

Misbegotten."

iriaMuidar

The Attic
The most anytNng store

thafs downtcma

Plenty offestivities

It is difficult to foster Christmas spirit when final

exams are imminent and papers due, butif students

have time to muster some festive feelings, Washington

College will provide ample outlet for them during

these holiday weeks.

The Zeta's will herald Christmas with their annual

formal on December 8. Cost is $4 per couple, and

proceeds will benefit Angel's Haven.

The very traditional and always festive Reid Hall

Christmas party will be Wednesday, December 12.

Merrymaking will commence at 10 p.m. in the Reid

Hall Lounge where abundant mistletoe is assured.

The campus Christmas tree lighting will lake on an

old-fashioned air this year. Instead of the usual

outdoor, electric extravaganza, the tree lighting will

be held in Hynson Lounge at 4:30 p.m. courtesy of

candlelight. This illuminating commemoration of

Christmas will be accompanied by caroling led by the

College Chorale. An egg-nog reception, sponsored by

the SRA, will follow in Hynson Lounge. The gala

evening will conclude with John Linville's buffet

Christmas dinner for students in the dining hall.

Last on the Christmas agenda is the Kent House

£gg-nog Party. This annual affair has been scheduled

tentatively for Friday, December 14. Details are still

in the working stages.

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open; Weeksdays- lOajn. - tOpjn.

Fri.-S»t- lOajn.- II pjn.

SuiL 12pjD. -9pjii.

Now tarving pfzzM «m1 suI»

7dayttwMk.

Everyone has much to accomplish during the next
few weeks, but Christmas is still coming and
Washington College, in usual fashion, will not let the

by Teague Maisel

A performance of Fran:; Schubert's MASS IN G
MAJOR will highlight the Washington College Chorus

and Chorale Christmas Concert on Friday, December

7, 1973, at 8:30 p.m. in the First United Methodist

Church, Mill and High Streets, Chestertown. The
Chorus and Chorale are directed by John M. Klaus,

Assistant Professor of Music.

Other numbers on Ihe program range from a

14th-century English annunciation carol sung with an

accompaniment of medieval labor and finger cymbals

to a jazzy 20th-century German motet featuring Dean
of the College Nathan Smith playing pizzacato string

bass. The Chorus will also perform a seldom-heard

work by the Renaissance Mexican composer Padilla.

Soloists for the program include sopranos April

Lindevald. Ellen Frith, Louanne Sargent, Rosanne
Johnson and Paula Pheiffer, tenor Drew Gruenburg

and basses Reed Hessler, John Starr and John
Holland.

The concert, a perennial highlight of the pre-finals

crunch, is free and open to the public.

AAarti's Sweete Shoppe

handpacked fine Hargar chocolates

all kinds of penny candy

208 High Street - Lower Level

778-9744
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Energy

Crises abates though conservation continues

Fuel tanks full

TUe outspoken

fear voiced in

December that ihe

fuel crunch would
liil Washington
severely has
mellowed in recent

weeks into d warning

that tlie shortage on

campus continues,

though il represents

no impending peril

to the College's

normal operations.

College Business

M'anager Gene
Hessey, who is

coordinating the

campus' fuel saving

efforts, said this

week tlie situation

now "looks very

much like it will be

alright."

According to guidelines established by the Federal

Energy Office this week. Washington will be eligible

to receive 100% of the allotment i! used last

February. Formerly, the College was guaranteed only

90% of its former fuel allocations. Additionally, extra

fuel allotments totalling 12,000 gallons have J^een
'

granted [o the College to offset any forthcoming
shi^rtaces.

Administration

Deanship undetermined
The Dean Search Commit tee, whose review ofover

400 applicants proved fruitless, has disappeared

entirely from the Washington College scene. However,
President Joseph McLain is not worried.

"We've got an Acting Dean," said McLain,
referring to Dr. Nathan Smith. But Smith has

expressed hesitancy about a possible erasing ol the

prefix "Acting."

McLain has asked Smith "to consider the Deanship
as an applicant." Smith, in turn, has "asked for some
time to consider it." He has indicated that- he will

stay on in his current roie until Ihe Deanship question

is settled.

Of those over 400 original applicants, Smith was
not one of them. Whether or not there is another

Committee will be infiuenced by Smith's application

J^*-'S'0"- by Dave Knepler

Fee increase possible

Whether Washington College will raise its fees next

year is still an open question according to College

Business Manager. Gene Hessey.

The Board of Visitors and Governors, which meets

in the Sophie Kerr Room of the Miller Library

Saturday, will receive a report from the College

finance committee on a proptjsed budget for next

year. The Boar^i will decide on hiking costs after

receiving the budget report. Potentially, a decision

could be rendered at the meeting.

Hessey expects that any fee increase which is

authorized will affect room and board costs, not

tuition. Last year tuition was increased by SI 50 to

$2,250 and room and board was raised from S 1.000

to Sl,050. "Naturally we want to hold costs down,"

the business manager explained, "but on the oilier

hand \ don't know what we are going to do about

cost increases. There is going to have lo be an

adjustment somewhere."

Although the College is allowed an increased

allocation, die shortage is still real. During the

summer, four buildings, girls' dormitories on the east

side of Route 213, were added to the College's

central healing system. Caroline, Queen A'nne, Rcid

and Minta Martin dorms had operated on their own
system, using a different type of fuel than the main
heating plant. Because of the change, total fuel

requirements for February of this year are greater

than what was consumed last year.

The Business Manager reports that his office has

enjoyed some success in conserving fuel. Savings? in

January amounted to 400 to 500 gallons daily, a 35%
to 40% drop in fuel expenditure from the average

January. >

The mild weather which Maryland has enjoyed this

week is also realizing savings in energy reserves. The
College cut its regular consumption Monday by 700
gallons. Temperatures in dorms are lowered to 66-67

degrees. In other buildings, they are theoretically

maintained at 62 degrees.

Problems have arisen in adjusting older buildings

on campus and their actual temperatures, due lo

mechanically aged systems, vary from the expected

norm. Temperatures in the Bill Smith faculty lounge

for example, registered 59 degrees Tuesday night,

though temperatures varied throughout the structure.

Though the crisis has abated somewhat, Hessey

fears thai the problem will be too soon forgotten.

"The major problem riglil now is to get people to not

give up on conserving fuel," he explained, adding that

from his viewpoint, the worse may be yet to come.
Washington uses No. 6 fuel oil and the Business

Manager has been told by Hess Oil Company, the

college's supplier, that that particular fuel may
bpcome tTie most scarce in supply.

Electrical consumption on campus also has

decreased recently. During the vacation period, usage,

was down 14 percent over the regularly expected

figure. But problems is electric supply loom in the

future. The Delmarva Power Company, the local

supplier, was near totally dependent on Libyian fuel

to power its generators. With its supply eliminated,

Delmarva has been forced to buy oil on the open

market and price increases in electricity are

anticipated to range from 70-80 percent this Spring.

The rising cost of fuel is playing havoc with

Washington's budget. Fuel is 35 percent more
expensive today than it was in January and Hessey

predicts that unplanned cost increases may add

$40,000 in uncovered expenditures this year.

But the energy crisis is resulting in ramifications

broader than what was expected last year. The

Rostrum, the faculty newsletter, reported tliis month
that "decreased corporate giving and substantial

losses on dividend appreciation," all the result of the
shortage, may, "(upset) academic grants and
endowments." Direct affects are also being felt by
parents of Washington students. Hessey said that a

number of parents this semester have been unable to

afford tlie College's fees. Uie result of losses in

income from their energy-drained business

/-

Clocks above in Bill Smith (top), the
library (center), and the Snack Bar (bottom),
reveal the discrepancy responsible perhaps for
student tardiness.

Counseling

A future for liberal arts grads
Uo you enjoy the company of Male Hairdressers?

Girls who enter beauiy contests? Long-haul truck

drivers? The strong Vocation Interest Blank:(SVIB)a

standardized test to determine occupational interests,

currently being implemented by college psychologist,

Bonnie Michaelsoii. contends that "People tend to

choose jobs where they can work with individuals

they enjoy." The test then requests that "students

indicate their feelings about having day-to-day

contact with several different types of people. Mrs.

Michaeison, who defines the test as the single most

standard vocational test, explained the assumption of

the test is based on the comparison between Ihe

answer pattern of the student laking Ihe SVIB to the

pattern of a person employed in a given field, "if

your pattem of likes and dislikes is similar to (hat of

say, an elementary school teacher, the lest assumes

thai you'll be happy as an elementary school

teacher."

Approximately forty students at Washington have

taken the SVIB; the lest is available to everyone and

can be obtained at the nurses office. "1 am
disappointed in Ihe small numbers of freshmen and

sophomores that have taken Ihe lest.'" She explained

that, altliougli the SVIB may be helpful lo seniors in

narrowing and channeling dieir interests, the lest is

most effective for underclassmen, who can still

pursue a curriculum that will accommodaie their

interests. Mrs. Michaeison revealed that the results of

the lesi ai Washington College have been diversified,

revealing widespread interest in many fields. A large

continued on page 3
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& Viewpoint

^ A vote for Smith
E
ui

V President Joseph McLain has extended an
y~ invitation to Dr. Nate Smith, Acting Dean, to
f^ submit his application for the permanent

deanship, a welcome move considering the
talents of Dr. Smith and the dismal track
record Washington's imported deans have
accumulated.

Dr. Smith has proven his competency in

the office, particularly during a time when the
College faced its most difficult problems and
greatest needs in recent memory. His

guidance of curriculum reform studies has
Deen productive and direct. His rightfully

gained popularity has remained solid despite
difficult decisions his position has placed him
in.'

Personal and professional considerations
are surely being weighed in Dr. Smith's
deliberations. Hopefully, however, his

decision will favor the future of Washington
College,
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.^w* jA -^ .^ that today's college students are too young lo have

A *K O^ ^ taken a crucial pari in tlie style of the Fifties. Today's

\J V JY 0' 20 year old would have been born in 1954. He would

O J\ not remember much until the end of the decade when

J'v ^ fc''^ K K '^^ ^^^ admiring and imitating an older brother or

^^ V^ ^^ ^1 sister watching bobbysoxers and hot rodders

Q?

.^^

t^J
c^^

>^^,^^

^ir .^^

^^jitlerbugging on Dick Clark's American Bandstand. It

\ seems then that it is not a return to an old life style

behind the nostalgia trend

^ One student offers the conjecture that the Fifties

represent an oasis between the war and the

,0," ^^
^9/

by Teague Maisel

Current Broadway hits, movies, television, music

and fashion indicate thai the Seventies are merely a

contemporarj' rendition of the fifties. "Grease" has

enjoyed one of the longest runs on Broadway of the

last few years. "American Grafitti" is packing Ihem in

all over the country and Americans are flocking to

their television sets to watch an inane fifties revival

show called "Those Happy Days." Belle Midler's

Fifties style is popular enough to make her first album
"The Divine Miss M" a million seller. Platform shoes,

argylc socks, bobbed hair and red nails are among
recent fashions.

These superficial sighs of American nostalgia are

not the only ways in which tiie fifties are making a

comback. Students are far less socially and politically

aware now than in the Si.\ties when demonstrations

were staged for many deeply felt causes. Terms sucli

as apathy and isolation are heard frequently: quite a

change from the involvement and concern of the

Sixties.

Does this mean that man is basicallyregressive.' Or
is he searching for a new life style rather than

returning to an old one? Simple aritlimetic tells us

turbulance of the sixties. We picture the decade as the

fat and happy fifties, a time of complacency and

self-involved isolation. After experiencing the unrest

and violence of the Sixties, we seek the soothing

effects of apathy and isolation. Students are not

camping on the Whitehouse lawn to contest the

actions of acorrupt political system. Rather, students

are more aware of individual relationships and their

own lives and circles, preferring to move lo the

mountains of Colorado than face Washington

Generally people of all ages are growing more aware

of domestic problems and less concerned with foreign

ones.

The fifties were not only a time of apathy and
complacency, but also one of stifled and limited

creativity. The art and literature produced during the

Fifties was largely dull and uninspiring. The Sixties

may have been turbulent but they were exciting and

provocative. The Seventies have turned from the

social issues which promoted Sixties best-sellers like

the Confession of Nat Turner toward novel and

novelist.

Whatever the reason, many aspects of the fifties

are a vital part of the seventies. Even this campus
usually years behind the going trend -- shows twinges

of nostalgia. Students who frequent the coffee house

usually prefer a tape of the Filties music lu one u

the Rolling Stones. When "Heartbreak Hotel

out rates Let It Bleed someones judgment i

muddled: no one looked good in bobby socks and
penny loafers either.

Perhaps the last chapter in the encyclopedia

As an artistic statement, Pegasus 73, released lo

students this week, is a hazy, underexposed montage,

its direction unfocused, its intent undefined, its

sienificancc nebulous. But even worse, as a chronicle

of a year at Washington College, the over-priced,

horrendously packaged production is a morass of

non-integrated photographs, some . distinctively

attractive, yet all irretrievably lost in the yearbook's

non-temporal framework.

Pegasus has had more than its share of problems in

the past: financial difficulties, personal conflicts,

insufficient staffing. But the problem which faces it

now - and which this sloppy production aggravates -

is one of final significance. It is a question of whether

Pegasus will survive. In colleges and universities

nationwide yearbooks are an endangeredl species. At
many institutions without mandatory subscription

fee (Washington has one — you pay $9 annually) the

books have expired, the victim of evolution in

student activities and attitudes during the tumultous

sixties.

A student at the sprawling University of

Washington campus articulated the changing

approach in a recent Newsweek article. "What do I

want to remember about college?" he asked. "Kent
State?" The faculty adviser to the defunct

publication analyzed the problem more fully. "A lack

of social continuity caused the collapse. Students no
longer center their lives in the fraternity, the

dormitory and the football stadium." he remarked.
Pegasus editors in recent years have rightfully

recognized the transition. The former staples of the

annual have almost vanished. Fraternity shots ate

gone, clubs are no longer photographed. All that

remain are some small traditional sections: sports,

faculty and seniors.

With the departure of "social continuity tioni the

campus the yearbook has seemingly lost its locus.

Transition in style was inevitable; unfortunately, the

interim period, as measured by the output of recent

Pegasus 1973
Washington College

Chestertown, Maryland

Pegasus staffs, has yet to find that momentum and

progress, that confidence of its raison d'etre, to

guarantee tliat a new continuity, a fresh focus, will be

discovered.

The emphasis now. one supposes, must be on the

individual, on the singular identity which the

collectivism of fraternities, clubs and the

identification with a particular school has supposedly
stifled. Pegasus assumes such a role, yet it fails a full

consumption.

Individuals are nol even graced with their names,
an irritating, perhaps seemingly minor point. But a

yearbook is not just a product for immediate
consumption. It too must be a remembrance, a

humanized expression of a year and its people,

activities and traits. Without identification, without
extensive prose and photographic poetry, it is no
more than a magazine of evanescent importance.

It is disturbing dial so few of the campus'
personalities are represented in the 1^8 page
production, annoying that some are pictured too
often when others and dieir contributions are
ignored. Students, particularly seniors, anticipate the
yearbook with the expectation thai their

countenance will be included. When they are

excluded, that expectation, Pegasus' base of support,
is eroded and its future icopardized.

An assessment of the particulars of Pegasus 73
demands such voluminous criticism that it eventually

degenerates into nitpicking. There are consistent

failmgs, however, which defy overlooking.

From its enigmatic front cover and through its

themeless pages, the book is a compendium of
mistakes and disappointments. Layout is

unimaginative, often wasteful. Prose is sparse.

Emphasis is misdirected (one-eighth of the
production is devoted to tlieatre productions).
Relevancy drips from the section title "WC Tune In -
Tune Out." The senior section is misleading with only
27 students pictured in a class exceeding 160. The
capsule summary of the year, literally lifted from the
pages of the Elm, is pooHy conceived and poorly
lifted at that.

What excellence is present is lost in the litter, its

puissance negated by the lack of structure and proper
placement, Martin Kabat's assessment of education, a

statement which should have been employed to
create a locus for the publication, is wasted,
incongruent in the context of the total book.

Unfortunate it is that once again, as in the few
preceding years, Washington's students have been
obligated to shell out for a return of so little value.
Pegasus 73 may be one of the last chapters in the
College's . encyclopedia of memory. As the
yearbook-folding syndrome grows, how long will it be
until Washington's students reject the entire notion of
an annua! when all they are accustomed to is a yearly
disappointment.

by Kevin O'Keefe
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Counseling, cont^d ?

Insuring a future for the liberal arts graduate
continued from page 1

number of students' patterns did indicate a desire for

ouldour employment, though. Two-tiiirds of the

students beUeved tlie test to be helpful, while tlie

remaining one-third felt thai the vocational lesl was
of little or no help.

The SVIB was implemented at Washington because

the only vocational planning existing at present is a

career guidance service for seniors. Mrs. Michaelson

admitted that "there is very little organised

vocational planning here. Although, there are some
members of the faculty who are concerned and do a

good job in career planning."

Asked if the distinction between the male and

female forms of the test was equitable, psychologist

Michaelson confessed that she was dissatisfied with

the woman's form. There is a continuing debate on

the validity of the female test in a psychology journal

"Personal and Guidance". The test lists the typical

stereotyped occupations "1^ women ; nurses, typists,

librarians. The range oi currently employed women as

a meaiicomparable to the interests of female students

is limited. The test, copyrighted In 19.^3, and revised

innumerable times, has revealed a widening of

women's interests over recent years.

"Student Affairs has been great. They have

offered a lot of support. Not only do they pay to

have the tests processed (77c a test) but they have

gone to the expense of getting a vocational library

together." Mrs. Michaelson- continued, "The

vocational library is a collection of literature on jobs

available. There are jobs available to the liberal arts

Mrs. Bonnie Michaelson, college

psychologist, offers vocational guidance and
testing,

^raduate--you have to know the job market."

"The answer'l "according to Maureen Keltey, Head
of Student Altairs, "Is to convince employers that

Washington College students are superior. . .A liberal

Arts education is valuable. It provides the ability to

think, to reason, to adapt to any sort of training

Transportation

Buses stop running.

by Peter DeSetding

Though never a major artery m the modern sense,

Clicslertown now seems all the more isolated as the

Trajlways bus strike nears the end of its second

month.

Since November 28th the Carolina Coach Co.,

which serves the Eastern Shore, has been faced with a

strike by its more than 175 drivers, and so has closed

its doors.

As the only public transportation facility In the

area, its absence has had predictable effects on travel

plans. On campus, especially, students have had to

rearrange their schedules or face the possibility of

being stranded in ChcsiertowUi while others have

found it difficult to get back in once they've left.

Whether or not February will see renewal of bus

services is still in doubt, and one station owner,

noting that the two sides haven't even begun
negotiations yet, suggested that "it looks like a long

siege." Those able to get to Wilmington, however, will

find both the Continental and the Greyhound lines in

full operation.

...but when they did
by Kim Stterstorfer

Luggage awkwaruij m hand, you climb aboard the

Trailways bus. The pungent smell of a restroom only

partially disguised by Lysol unsettles your stomach.

Kichocheting Irom seal to seat your fellow passengers

greet your attempt to find a place with one cigarette

burn, three sneers, one kick and two refusals to

remove newspapers from vaccant seats. Settled

opposite the restroom. your suitcase balanced

precariously between your knees (the rack above you

is bullet ridden, scarred and standing with no visible

means of support) you attempt to situate yourself

between the knife slashes in your chair. The restroom

door willfully swings open regaling alt in its rancid

splendor; the catcii is broken.

The driver in grey unifomi and unshaven face

addresses the passengers. - "I'll tell you folks, we're

taking you out of the driver's seat and letting you

enjoy yourselves in the back scat." He snickers. "For

you people, I'll ride over all tlie humps." No one

laughs: he shrugs and settles into his seat with a sigh.

The driver tries to start the bus in second gear. You

Jjccomc immediately suspicious.

The man on the seat beside you ignores the brown
bag he has been sipping and breathes in your face. "A
bus is only a targe phallic symbol-you do know what
a phatlic symbol is, don't cha' sweets?" Fearing that

he might feel compelled to expose a tangible

explanation, you nod violently. He continues: "Well,

I guess that makes the rest of the world a ..." You
blanche visibly and are grateful that the bus lurches

forward suddenly.

In the seat in front of you resides a ten month old

baby with thirty year old lungs. His mother explains

that she allows the baby "do its own thing." You
remark that the child should have a great future as a

fishmonger. The mother offers you a gumdrop.
Accepting, the mother reveals that she pemiitted the

baby to suck only the sugar off each piece. "She
doesn't have teeth yet," You quickly retract your
acceptance of the candy.

As the bus eats up the miles, the restroom door
swings open at every turn. The man beside you offers

some advice, "I've had 41 Jobs in five years. Now I

run a pornographic bookstore. Still not tired of the

chickces ihuugli, love every square inch of them." He
* thrust a bottle of Ripple in your shaking tiands; "You
should go into the business. Great opportunities to

travel, to spread yourself around." Flinching, you
explain that you're a college student. "Why, that's

perfect, colleges are great training grounds."

The bus driver reports that a rest and transfer stop

is approaching. It is a whitewashed stucco cafe, a

reconverted army barrack. The waitress snaps her

gum in your face and blithefully ignores your request

for a coke. A black man plays piano in the back
room; several of his friends are dancing. The bus

driver joins them. The owner of the diner pressures

you lo buy souvenirs of "Beautiful Betterton", "or

perhaps a mounted fish from Still Pond?" You are

almost relieved lo reboard the bus.

The rest of the journey includes two marital spats,

only one resulting in injuries: one victim of motion
sickness who-sharcs his spaghetti dinner with the bus
floor: one dropped bag of malted balls set suddenly in

perpetual motion rolling fiom end lo end of the bus
and an Indian wrestling match in the center aisle.

Approaching BaUimore, you can almost kiss tlie

neon sign advertising Novera services at St, Jude's.

Scrambling from the bus, your two hour proxy womb
and microcosm, you seize your friend awaiting

reassurance of your safe arrival and sanity. He smiles

"Don't you just love buses?" ,

program." Dean Kellcy has been attempting, with ^
mbted results, to persuade more big-name comp.mies ^
to actively recruit on campus. State and Toderal
employment scouts, Banks, Insurance Companies are
already well represented in the recruiting procaiurc.
A selected group of businesses, known to n-uuit
employees on other Maryland campuses, were

requested to visit Washington to field for prusp.-otive

workers at the college. A few affirmative replic- vcre

received, while the majority of responses fell inin two
categories:

1

)

The College had presented its invitation ton late

in the year. Promises were made for next year.

2) Tlie bulk of openings for the liberal arts ^rad

were limited. The few openings that did exist JiJn't

justify a trip to the Eastern Shore. Many "jusiii'.sses

sent applications and literature accompanying dieir

replies.

Two or three of Jhe 60-65 industries com. ..ted

simply had no openings for graduates with a liberal

arts degree. Either technical or business trainiiU' was

required or the business simply preferred to fill .iiiy

vacant executive positions from within. Aii'iher

deterrent to the seduction of well-known busincs ^ s lo

Washington College admitted Dean Kelley i. ihe

geographical isolation of Cheslcrlown. .\few.u 'ue

correspondents rationalized that the size u; ihe

college itself did not warrant full-scale atlcuion.

Kelley explained that perhaps because the sch.il is

not vocationally oriented and offers nospeciiii/.ed

procrams in nursinc or elementary education etc.,

that it appears unattractive to certain employer^

Anhough many of the businesses agreed ihat

Washington's graduates were well educated nid

certainly qualified for positions in the business wurld,

Kelley believes that "just as we must coiiMiice

prospective students ol the value of a liberal arts

education, so must we educate business as to

that Value." An advantage of the small college as -.ited

by Dean Kelley is that "we don't have that iiuny

seniors that we can't gel on the phone for c;].li of

them." She concluded thai the solution is "goiiing
the individual to big business, not big business in ihe

individual."

Scope

Gifts total $25,000

Washington College received $25,000 in gifts and

grants during the semester break.

The Charles E. Culpepper Foundation, Inc.. g:ive a

SIO.OOO grant for the renovation of William Smith

Hall auditorium. The late Mrs. Joseph A. Molloy of

Chestertown, left Washington College $4,500 in her

will.

Mrs. Harry Clark Bodeii, IV, of Fairthnrne,

Newark, Delaware, made two grants totalling S4,SO0

to continue support of the Spencer-Benson

Scholarships in History and the Louttil George Prize

in History. The College also gained a $5,000

unrestricted grant from The Florence and John

Schumann Foundation for "general support of

educational activities."

Paul's Shoe Store

Dunhams • Converse Bass • Topsiders

High Street in Downtown Chestertown

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open: Weelwliys - 10 un. 10 pjn.

FiL-SU.- lOuD.-ll pjn.

Sun. 12 pjn. - 9 pjn.

Now MTvins pinat Hid ute
7diyss wMK.



Sports

i Time to reconsider winter sports atWC
: by Galj Sanchez

Some weeks ago, lliis column was devoted ic the

winter sports season at Washington. At that time, the

ouliook for both basketball and wrestling was

guardedly optimistic. During semester break,

however, a scries of events transpired which radically

changed whatever optimism existed into abject

despair.

The basketball squad, wliich lacked the big man to

control llic boards, was counting on a talented and

veteran backcouri to realize a nioderalejy successful

season. That trio is now gone, leaving the Sho'men

little, if any, liope of success.

Bobby Johnson, the team's "leading scorer and

best all-around player" in the words of Coach Tom
Finnegan, fell to academic pressure. The same fate

met Kevin "Corky" L ive I sberger, ranked fourth in the

nation in free throw percentage.

And as if Finnegan did not have enough problems,

he decided to ask Bill Williams, the third guard, to

leave the team for a poor attitude in both practice

and games. Williams was dissatisfied sitting on the

bcncli and called his dismissal "an agreement between

Finnegan and me." Both parlies claim there ace no ill

feehngson either side and Finnegan defended his

move "as for the good of the team."

In the future. Finnegan intends to start John

Cross. Mike Siagle, Geoff Kurlzman, Keith Creamer

and Peter Murphy, with Jerry Moye as the sixth

player. Finnegan says that reported problems with

other players on the team have been worked out and

that be now is concerned with finishing the season.

The wrestling team is in a similar manpower
predicament. Of the ten weight classes in wrestling,

Washington currently has only six positions filled.

The empty spots will result in forfeits every match il

thev remain vacant.

Micky Ferraro, a freshman with considerable

talent, transferred for academic reasons and Dave

Cerhdes fell to the same fate as basketball's Johnson

and Livelsberger, flunk-out.

All considered, Athletic Director Edward Athey

cannot remember a winter sports season fraught with

as many problems as this year's.

A series of problems underlies Washington's

current difficulties. Washington does not have the size

or appeal for winter athletics and once athletes enroll,

they do not stay.

According to Director Athey WC spends as much
as its competition on its athletic program.

Additionally, wliile the College has no labeled athletic

scholarships, need is often decided in favor of the

prospective athlete. Still, the school annually

produces losing winter seasons.

][ seems unfair for all concerned with Washington

athletics to field anything less than a competitive

team, a team with a concrete chance of winning.

Anything less is bad for the identity of the

institution, the people involved.

Three years ago, a similar situation stirred

Baltimore sportscasler Charlie Eckman to ask how
Wasliingion could send consistently poor teams to

compete as representatives of the College.

Never in the history of inter-collegiate athletics has

recruiting been so important and intense. Basketball

stands as king in the recruiting wars. To recruit good
athletes, a school needs money and a strong program.

Money, which resides in the stale university, appears

non-existent in small liberal arts colleges.

The program here is paltry compared to Maryland

or UMES. Washington offers no physical education or

recreation tnajor. While All-Americans at the

University of Southern California may pursue basket

weaving, gourmet cooking and arts and crafts, WC
athletes are channeled into sociology, political science

and history.

We are not in the competitive range for basketball

or wrestling; we should not continue to delude

ourselves: we do not have the funds or the program

for major sports. Washington can compete in soccer

and lacrosse, sports yet to make the big-time.

A solution to be considered : drop winter sports as

they currently exist and substitute them with an even

stronger intramural program. Such a statement

implies no condemnation of the school or any

members of (he institution. Players are producing 100

percent as in the glorious past of the "Flying

Pentagon," a Washington team with a consistent

record of success in the early part of the century. But

the time has arrived to place the issue in proper

•perspective, to appreciate Washington's present day

limitations.

Academics

Academic reform proposals progress
approval of a panel of academic advisers who would

assure that any freely designed system would provide

a breadth of the liberal arts experience.

Proposed revitalization of the College curriculum

came one step closer to reality Tuesday as the

Curriculum Reform Sub-Committee presented its 48
page report to the Academic Council, the major

academic policy formulating body of the College,

after an mtcnsive ten month study.

The report outlines ten areas of reform in the

curriculum contending that ""we have arrived at one
of iluisc moments when the instruments used to

furthei liberal arts ideals should be returned to induce
greater resonance in the student body. We must
continue to promote individual self-de.velopment...,

but we must do it in a way that reaches the generation

being ijuglit,"

Recommended modifications include a

restructuring of the controversial distribution

requirements in a plan that would establish four

categories of study from which general education

courses would be required.

Students would chose from four areas: Social

Science, Physical Science, Humanities and Formal

Studies, a branch involving formal and abstract

language study. The latter category is the creation of

the committee and offers choices in mathematics,

computer science, foreign languages, music theory

and logic. The substitution is intended to remedy
complaints about the foreign language requirement.

Physical education would lose its current
required status and instead become optional.

The Sub-Committee's proposals also call for a

system dituwing students the freedom to design their
own ^Li of distribution requirements, subject to the

An invigorated system ol academic advisors, using

a body of approximately twenty pre-major advisers

skilled in the techniques", is also recommended.
Other proposals in the plan, which has already'

been aired to students in Student Government
Association meetings and in the Elm, call for a

revision of introductory course content, the

establishment of intern field experiences, an'option

for a freely designed major, a minor reconsideration

of the evaluation system, a call for e(.|ualizalion uf

senior reguirement burdens, and a re-examination of

the role of residence halls in the academic program.

The Academic Council is expected to review the

proposals at their meeting next Tuesday afternoon.

Once it passes the Council, which may revise the

report, the College's three divisions must review the

proposals. Next, it is directed to the entire faculty for

consideration and then finally arrives at the Board of

Visitors and Governors who will render a final

decision.

To be implemented by first semester nex.t year,

the Board must reach a decision by its March meeting

in order to allow time for iiiiplementation.

Copies of the entire report, outlining both

proposals and philosophies underlying tliem, arc

available for reading in the Student Affairs Office and

the faculty lounge.

All those interested in signing up for a class in
karate as demonstrated here by Zung Nguyen (left)
and Paul Sullivan (right), are invited to pick up a
release form from Paul Sullivan or in the Student
Aflairs office. Classes will be held Monday,
Wednesday and Friday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m!
starling February 4. Classes are free and arc open to
both men and women. Credit is available for physical
education.
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Inflation, fuel crisis combine to force fee hike
The cost of an education at

Washington College, which has doubled in

the last ten years, will suffer another
increase. Room and board will be
increased by fifty dollars per semester. A
number ofother colleges, fallen victim to

the current energy crisis, have also raised

their fees, some by larger degrees than
Washington.

. Busmc&s Manager Gene Hessey
confessed that he is "afraid this increase

won't be enpugh." The eighteen month
budget projection was based on price

increase of food and fuel over Uie last

twelve months. Fuel costs alone for the

college have had a hundred percent

increase over the last year. "We had
benefited from a contract of fixed price

per gallon from July 1972 to 1973. But
in tile last six months, because fuel

suppliers cannot accept bids, we have
been at the mercy of whatever price oil is

offered. No one can predict when ilie

price of fuel will peak - the hundred
dollar increase might not be sufficient",

revealed Hessey.

The college has also incurred similar

increases in the cost of electricity. The
cost per month has been raised seven

hundred dollars over last year; fuel

constitutes fourteen percent of electrical

costs. "I could reasonably predict another

$700 a month for the fiscal year '74-'75."'

believes Hessey.

Hessey built iR another fifteen percent

increase for fuel costs into the budget. At

present gas at public pumps cost fifty

cents per gallon, while Washington

College pays twenty-three cents a gallon

for fuel oil. Hessey feared that

predictions of a dollar a gallon for public

gas and a consequent raise in

Washington's heating fuel to fifty cents

might invalidate his estimations. "If

heating fuel is raised to fifty cents per

gallon, that would mean a $75 ,000

increase in cost for the college. The
hundred a year increase will only produce

$64,000 - that will leave me in the hole

for$l 1,000-foronly one item."

Hikes in the prices of meat, milk, and

the increase in paper costs could also

jeopardize the projected budget. Hessey

cited one small example: "Xerox paper

alone has risen twenty three percent in

the last year-from $1.36 a ream to Sl.65

a ream." Hessey confessed, "We're so far

under, even with the increase, it's

frightening."

Students, he asserted, are not being

asked to shoufder the entire forseeable

financial burden. The administratiorj an^

Board of Visitors andGovernorshasbeen
asked to try to increase gifts and

donations by fifty percent. More money
wilt be taken out of the endowment,

foregoing a part of its natural growth.

Hessey did compliment the students

on tlieir successful cooperation in the

conservation of fuel on campus. Over

51,000 gallons of fuel, 12,000 dollars

worth, was saved in the three month

period from October to December. , h ,iri ^ n^ u
AlthouglH. has been, historically, a mild l'"^,L,l,„^ ,'T"l ,""1
winter, student conservation has been an over t^e l„^ r ' f '"^ '"' '"="'

effective factor m the accming of fuel for
"'" "" ""^""""S ""^"^'^l V"'-

Education

The doctor - lawyer race
by Kevin O'Keefe

Bruce Romberg, a senior chemistry

major, is intent upon pursuing a career in

professional health, so much so, in fact,

that he has applied for admittance to 34

professional schools, ranging from college

of medicine to pharmacology to dentistry

to osteopathy.

Kornberg's case is not wholly atypical.

In recent years, American college

,
graduates have been beating upon the

doors of professional schools for

Finances

McLain
lobbying
for more
state aid
Employing the considerable political

infiuence of Washington's alumni and

contacts. President Joseph McLain is

waging a legislative battle to substantially

increase slate aid lo Maryland's 16 private

colleges.

Dr. McLain, consorting with other

private institution presidents, has been

lobbying in recent months for Governor

Marvin Mandel's backing of the

recommendation of the Pear Committee.

a body which in llie past year has

examined the role and needs of

Maryland's private colleges.

* The Pear Committee's
recommendation asks the General

Assembly to revise the formula for state

aid, which currently is determined by the

number of seniors and graduate students

graduating at each school. According to

the proposed guidelines, state

contributions would be doubled in the

ncxi two years.

Governor Mandel has offered his

support of the proposal bul jnlends to

fund the new formula in fiscal year 1975.

It is an election year in Maryland and the

Governor is reluctant to back any

program which will require a substantial

increase in expenditures.

If the bill passes the legislature's

scrutiny, Washington will receive $138

for each enrolled student this coming

fiscal year, to be increased to $243 per

student in fiscal year 1975.

The bill establishes a fomiula which

funds private colleges at a rate of 15

percent of what the state is currently

spending per student in the public higher

education system.

According to figures published in the

Baltimore Sun last Sunday. Washington

would receive $89,930 next year and

$119,370 in fiscal year 1975. Dr. McLain

disputes the figures, however, claiming

thit enrollment figures used by The Sun

are not totally accurate.

A number of other private schools in

Maryland would receive substantial

boosts to their budgets in 1975 if the bill

passes. According to the Baltimore

newspaper, Goucher College will be

eligible for $157,.S00; Johns Hopkins

University $890,000; Loyola College,

$346,600; ihe University of Baltimore,

$489,400; and Western Maryland College,

$195,400.

Asked about the chances of the

legislation passing, Dr. McLain

commented "it depends on how much

support comes out of the Governor's

office. If he sponsors it, it will go

lickety-split. But if he doesn't exert the

typical Mandelian effort, then it might

not be successful."

admittance in numbers heretofore

unknown and individual students, like

Kornberg, have been pursuing every

opportunity to assure themselves a place

in the highly contested classes.

Professional schools of medicine and

law have sharply increased the size of

their enrollments, partly in response to

the increased interest, yet the demands of

qualified students for admissions still far

exceed the available seating space.

Dr. Edward Gwynn. pre-medical

adviser to Washington students, observes

that professional school training "seems

to be the fad right now." His colleague in

prelaw advising, Dr. Guyfair Goodfellow,

agrees: "In the last three to four years

there has been an amazing increase in

interest in pre-taw training. A dramatic

change."

The phenomena is active in the

student body, demonstrated by the swift

increase in the number of science majors

and the large pool of students who
indicate to their academic advisors an

interest in law.

National medical school admission

statistics over the growing interest. In the

six year period 1966-1972, applicants to

medical schools neatly doubled from

18,250 to 35,500. The total number of

applications submitted to schools soared

from 87,627 lo over 208,000 and

applications per individual increased from

4.8 lo 7.2. Enrollment increases of

approximately 33% have not kept pace

with applications, with the ratio of

applications to studenis accepted rising

fiom 2.0 lo 2.6.

Dr. Gwynn. who serves as chairman of

Ihc biology department, theorii-es that "a

motivation to do something for your

fellow man," the security of a medical

career, and ihe excellent pay it olTershas

generated the increased interest.

Bui, in a time when students arc

clamoring for admission, medical schools

arc assuming an obligation to accept more

non -traditional applicants, women and

minonty students, fuilher cxaccrbatinc

the difficulty of placement for many.

From 1969 lo 1972, minority students

continued on page 3



Student life

Washington's

male psyche

and

violence

Ceiling tiles me ripped down and lie

torn and fragmented in the hall; a

telephone booth is scarred by a shotgun

shot; vending machines are inoperable

hulks of broken glass and twisted metal.

These, and countless other examples arc

indicators of senseless and wanton
destruction evidenced in the

dormitories, classrooms, and recreational

areas at Washington College.

Dean of Men Barry McArdle believes

that "this plentiful vandalism and

destruction is hardly peculiar to

Washington College men or to the

twentietli century". Aware that the

ovcr\vhelmrng amount of damage done to

college property is caused by men,
McArdle tlieorized that violence

performed is a manifestation of tlie male
psyche and the male environment.

"Men," he explained, "in the ordinary

course of their lives are more accustomed

to violence than women—in sports, work
and recreational activities. ..Also Males are

more likely to have weapons in their

possession; weapons are more readily

available to a man than a woman."
Anotlier indication of Ihe violence

enmeshed in the daily life of the male,

according to McArdle, are the

implications of the language they emoloy.
The Dean vocalized a common" threat;

"I'm going to kick ihe shit out of you."

A scene of violence; the walls of Somerset basement. Dean oi Men Barry McArdle suggests
psychological implications of the vandalism.

Asserting that the majority ot'damage

OCCUR in the freshmen halls, the Dean of
Men believes this violence to be a

carry-over from high school to college.

"At college these destructive acts should

be stopping, diminishing off." McArdle
termed it "unfortunate that by and large

the man who is revered and talked about
is not the man who outwits somebody,
but tlie man who beats Ihe snot out of
somebody. Men emphasize the physical

things more than woman. Men respect

strength; it is the fear of strength that

provokes action."

Several hundreds of dollars of damage
has been done to College property this

year, ranging from letting the air out of
the basketballs in the gym to exploding

and shallenng toilet bowls with

firecrackers. Offenders caught invariably

are required to pay for the property

destroyed. The prevailing attitude among
male students, admits McArdle, is one of
"If it's not mine, I don't have to take care

of it. If it belongs to the college, they'll

fix it."

McArdle stressed that whether the

damage is accidental, breaking a window
with a lacrosse ball or intentional, the

offender . will be penalized for his

carelessness.

Drunkenness is often give as an excuse;

in retrospect many students state "I

wouldn't have done tliis in a sober

moment." McArdle feels that there is

some legitimacy to this excuse: "either

the person feels more brave or he doesn't

know what he's doing."

Ironically, McArdle confessed that the

most vandalized area last year was not In

either the independent male dormgor the

fraternity houses, but in an eight woman
suite. "The bookcase was scarred, the

doors and bathroom abused, the rug was
lorn and stained, the oven buml out,

fixtures in the bathroom were broken and

a mirror was broken." The Dean
remarked on the damage done by females

and its distinction from male acts of

violence. "Girls invariably wreck ihcir

own things, while men destroy the

properly of someone else."

It seems that the violent acts of these

vandals has inconvenienced other

members of their dorm and college

community. The vending machines in

Kent House had to be removed as did the

washer and dryer in the basement of
Somerset. McArdle also mentioned
stealing as one of the nagging problems
on campus. All of the fraternity chapter
rooms have been looted ; man
independents and even employees of the

college have been victirnized. The studcnl
affairs office has "no idea who steals."

'

The cure, hypolhcsized Dean McArdle,
would be thecommillmeni of students lo

protect and respect both the properly of
others and of the school's. "Someone has
to take the responsibility to step up lo

someone in the act of destruction and say

"cool it." Another cure, suggested by
College psycologist Bonnie Michaelson,
was an action thai has been implemented
at Ihe University of Delaware. Aflcr co-ed
dorms had been introduced, maintenance
costs were cut in half, destruction

reduced lo a minimum.

Academics

Reforms leave phys ed worried , language cautious
After bearing the brunt of student dissatisfaction

with distributional requirements in recent years, the
physical education and languages departments are

viewing the proposed reforms of the academic
curriculum with varied attitudes, the former
department with trepidation, the latter with guarded
optimism.

According to the proposal delivered by the

Curriculum Reform sub-commiltee to the Academic
Council, physical education would be eliminated as a

requirement. Currently, students are required to

attend gym classes for two full years.

Athletic Director Edward Athey commented that

his department "feels thai under the present

proposal, physical education would cease to exist as a

regular program."

"if it's at all possible," he added, "we would like

to retain the requirement, but if the requirement
goes, we are at the present time discussing a proposal
to offer a physical education course for academic
credit as part of the 32 courses."

The proposal, so far, has only been reviewed by
the faculty of the department. Athy intends to

submit it to the Social Sciences division, of which his

department is a member, when final details are
worked out. He revealed, however, that current
thinking among his staff calls for a "subslanative and
qualitative course with outside reading and testing."

Students would be required to take four course
blocks, each meeting two days a week for eight
weeks. The study would involve at least one block
dealing wiiU the science or theory behind physical

activity, while the remaining blocks could be directed

toward activities such as those currently offered.

Students would be allowed to take the pass/fail

course for credit only once.

The Athletic Director pointed out that Trinity

College in Hartford, Connecticut, currently uses such

a system. Results there, he said, have been successful.

Doubling that Ihe 'reform committee's

recommendation to offer non-credit courses will be
effective, Athey charged (hat "this would not be
teaching. It's like a recreation leader. We want to

teach, expound and relate in a student-teacher role."

He added that the proposal has affected the

morale of his staff. "It lias bothered all of us

somewhat." He admitted honestly that "there is a

concern on the part of the staff that if we eliminate

physical education, what is going to happen to the

staff?"

Atliey finally offered a caution that under the
revised system, students "who really need (physical
education) aren't going to get it,"

Dr. Andre Yon, chairman of the foreign languages
department, expressed a more accepting view of the

sub-commiilee's proposal, though he said he has not
yet heard the viewpoint of the members of his staff.

The language requirement has been under attack
for a number of years, with many sectors proposing
abolishment of it. Now. with the "concrete
proposal." Yon explained that he looks "at it with a

greater view of optimism that in previous years when
it was a live or die situation. We have some grounds t<i

study now."

The department chairman refuses to announce an

offical position for his department until he meets this

week with his staff. He did- slate, a personal

preference, however, that any changes enacted not be

made retroactive. "Students were accepted under

those conditions and all should finish their suffering,"

he laughed.
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Education, cont^d ^

Students knocking on professional school doors

continued from page 1

increased their representation in medical schools from

4.2 percent to 10. 3 percent; female enrollment was
boosted by 4.5 percent, from 1969's 9.0 percent to

13.5 percent three years later.

Dr. Gwynn attributes I part of tlie surgent interest

to "over optimism on the part of the students,"

students, he says, who would always have trouble

gaining admission. "Unless you have a high 'B'

average," he explains, "there is not much use in

thinking about going to mad school." The medical

school admissions test, acronymed MCAT'S, further

accomplishes the winnowing process. "If you score in

the 500's," the biology chairman explains, "you're in

fairly goad shape."

Washington students are increasingly interested in

medical training. On a typical pre-frcshman day,

about 30 students--attend pre-medical seminars and

Dr. Frank Crecgan. recently appointed chairman of

the chemistry department, estimates that there are

"eight 10 ten" junior and senior science majors

contemplating medical training, "a big jump."

The viability of Washington graduates in the

admissions struggle is good. Dr. Gwynn notes that

"good students liavc had pretty good success in

getting in and have done very well." Recent graduates

have demonstrated a proclivity for the medical school

of the University of Maryland and the Temple

University and Thomas Jefferson medical schools in

Philadelphia.

On their success, Dr. Crcegan alludes to the

reputation Washington has established with the

University of Maryland: "My understanding is that

ihe University of Maryland has been more than

satisfied with the quality of the students thay have

accepted from Washington College."

The interest in legal training on campus has also

kept pace with the national statistics, which last year

saw law school applicants rise lo 100,000.

In a given senior class, Dr. Goodfellow says, 15 to

25 students are interested in studying law, though

this year's total figure currently stands at

approximately 12.

The history professor acknowledges that "I think I

know in part what it is" that is galvinizing increased

desire for joining the legal profession.

He comments on two reasons: "Students find

more alternatives in law. With a law degree students

can practice law, go into government service or join a

corporation." Secondly, "there has been a really

dramatic change in student attitudes in the past six or

seven years with the development of a very sincere

social consciousness on ilie pari of the college

generation."

"People coming out of law schools now," he

continues, "are not really materialistic. They have an

honest desire to help under-privileged people and a

sense of ethics to the law
"

The accelerating desire for legal education has

more than doubled enrollments in a ten year period.

In 1961 law schools accommodated 41,500 students.

By 1971, 94,500 students weriocing instructed and

tlie enrollment figure continues lo jump annually.

The pressure. Dr. Goodfellow comments, "is

creating tremendous problems in getting students into

schools." Some law admissions committees have

adopted a slide rule approach, using cumulative grade

point averages and scores on the Law Sdiool

Admissions Test (LSAT) to determine acceptances.

Washington's pre-law adviser worries about the

implementation of such a formula. "Integrity,

Dr. Edward Gywnn advises Washington's pre-

med students in a period when gaining admission

to medical school is the roughest ever.

leadership quality and discipline are extremely

important in legal training" and cannot be measured

by such criteria alone, he argues. "I think it is very

bad for the profession and Ihe law school. I'm hoping

law schools will sec their mistakes."

Despite the difficulties of gaining admission,

interest continues to rise. Washington's freshmen and

sophomore classes and accepted high school seniors

continue to voice a strong preference for a legal

career, with no dampening in sight. Dr. Goodfellow

predicts that applications "will drop off when the

profession realizes it is overloaded with lawyers. But,

we haven't hit that time yet."

A number of Washington students have

experienced difficulties in gaining admission to law

school, not because of the training ihey received here

(actually,^ they're a little better prepared,"

Goodfellow maintains) but because of their

performance on tlie standardized LSAT and the

nature of the schools to which they apply.

On the nationalized test, the adviser reports, the

majority of Wasliington's students score in the low
500's on a test with a maximum score of 800, though
students here "score all across the range."

Goodfellow sees a correlation between Scholastic

Aptitude Test results and the LSAT's, though the

Educational Testing Service denies such a link.

Washington's verbal SAT mean this year fell below
550.

Washington students also choose higli quality,

prestige law schools in making their applications, a

choice which aggravates the problem.

But, recent graduates have amassed "a track record

in various law schools that is very good," Goodfellow
adds. Last year's seniors were admitted to a number
of well-regarded schools, including Washington
University, the University of lllinios. Northwestern
University. Washington and Lee University, Marshall

Law School and the University of Maryland.

Bui, as competition continues to increase, tne race

for admission will increase in severity. Even

non-prestigious, local law schools, once an assured

haven for Washington graduates, are able now to

increase their selectivity. The University of Baltimore,

for example, a school where graduates have regularly

gained admission, has been able to raise its mean

LSAT score above 600, a harbinger of stiffer

competition still to come.

Finance

Enrollment exceeds
budget planners

expectation for '73 - 74

College business planners learned last week that

Washington's budget this year will be balanced,

thanks in large part to a stable enrollment figure lor

second semester.

In developing the budget last year, the College

finance committee projected that average enrollment

for 1973-74 would total 732' students. With

registration figures in for this semester, the Registrar's

office has determined that tlie actual average

enrollment is 740.

The number of students enrolled is critical to

Washington's budget since more than 80 percent of

the College's income is derived from student fees.

Student attrition declined this semester, aiding the

realization of the budget expectation. 75 students left

the College, a figure including December graduates,

transferring students and dropouts. The College

admitted 35 transfer and returning students, however.

Calendar

Friday, Feb. 1

Sunday, Feb. 3

Tubs. Feb. 5

Wed. Feb. 6
Thura. Feb. 7

WASHIMGTON

Friday. Feb. 1

thur Feb.

S

Saiur. Feb. 2

Sunday, Feb. 3

Tues. Feb. 5

thru Feb. 7

BALTIMORE

Friday, Feb. 1
Exhibit Opens in Tawes. "Mario Toral of Chile" paintinjp.

Thru Fab. 15. „ .,

Film in Dunning at 7:30. "Capiams Couraaaous-

Oa»id G. Ness will speak on "The Energy Cr.s.s" m Hodson Hall at 8.30.

Simon Estes, bass baritone, in Tawes at 8:30.

Audubon Film. "Malheur: Itflarsh, tVlaadow and Mountain in

Tawesat7:30.

, Saiur. Feb. 2

(1) Kennedy Center at 8:30 "Ambakaila" by Trinidad

Carniwal Ballet and Steel Band.

(2) Ice Capades at Capital Centre , -« n in.-in

(3) Cheech and Chong at Cellar Door in ^M^B^town 7^30 8- 10-30

(4) Da«B Brubeck at Gaston Hall in GeorBBtown 7:30 & 10-30

ill Concert Hall of Kennedy Center at 8:30 "Chamber Society of Lincoln

(2) Miles Davis at Kennedy Center at midnight

,1) Kennedy Center. Leo Kottke 8. Steve Goodman at 8.30
,, ^ ^^ ^

21 Kennedy Center at 3:00, Soprano Leontyne Price Monday, Feb. 4

Concert Hall Kennedy Center at 8:30, "National Symphony

Orchestra", Aaron i Copland. Conducting.

Sunday, Feb. 3

Thurs. Feb. 7

(1) Baltimore Symphony Orchestra at Lyric Thaatra.

"Light Classic: An Evening in France" at 8:15.

12) Bill Vanover 8i Livia Drapkin at Fro© Theatre Project.

45 VU. Preston Street at 8:00 8< 10:00.

(3) "A View from the Bridoe" at (he Center Stage.

Playing thru Feb. 3. Phone 685-5020 for details.

(4) 20th Century Painting and Sculpture at the Baltimore Museum of Art.

On exhibit thru Feb. 24.

(1) Bill Vanover & Livia Drapkin at Free Theatre Project

(2) Chesapeake Bay Boat Show at Sth Regiment Armory. Thru Feb. 10.

131 Ice Hockey al Civic Center. Clippers vs. Providence.

(4) Theatre Chamber Concert at Peatiody Conservatory of Music at 8:30.

(1 1 Gladys Knight 8. The Pips al Civic Canter nt 8:00.

12) Bill Vanover & Livia Drapkin at Theatre Project

931 Mary Stanton, pianist at 5200 N. Charies St. at 5:30 p.m.

14) Jaan-Pierre Rempal, Robert Vexron-Lacroix.

Frute and Keyboard duo at Jotins-Hopkins liniv.

"Blaclt God. White Devil," film at Enoch Pratt

Free Libary at 6:30.

'Theatre Project"Da nee Ensemble at 8:30.



Violence
and

immaturity

Violence, or more precisely, wanton
destruction of personal and college prop-
erty runs rampart on this campus. The
culprits are unnamed and unpunished, per-

haps because we are all guilty of abusing
equipment, the buildings and the grounds.
Weak-kneed rotionolizations, heard all too
often, of boredom, drunkenness, and ram-

Reader^s comment

Truth about the Sixties generation

u

"We Arc tlie People Our Parents Warned us

About."

Jerry Ruben DO IT

By Larry Israelite

As slated in the last issue of the Elm the apathy
that characterized the Fifties quickly and sometimes
violently, gave way to the political activism that

became the modus vivendi of the college campus in

the Sixties, Goldfish eating gave way to draft card

burning, Volkswagen and phone booth stuffing was
replaced by building occupation and bobbysox and
saddle shoes turned to dirly jeans and work boots-

Causes were plentiful: Civil Rights, nuclear lest bans
treaties, and of course, the Viet Nam conflict. The
students of these years were well versed in political

issues. Most could speak easily on any number of
issues and were prepared to support any views
expressed. One veiy sensitive issue was, in fact, the
apathy of the previous generation and much energy
was expended in criticism of it. The students of the
60's were proud of their activism and made sure
everyone knew it.

Perhaps the greatest mobilization of student power
was fell in the Viet Nam protest. Hundreds and
thousands of men and women marched and protested.
Some lent vocal support and still others thought the

only way to win the war against the war was to

destroy that which created it. Buildings were bombed
in the name of peace, people were killed in the name
of pacifism. Draft resistance became a subsidiary of
the Viet Nam protest movement and there were
thousands of America's children that decided either
going to jail or leaving the country was the best form
of personal protest. Young men who faced the draft
were encouraged to choose one of these alternatives.

Many organizations were designed to counsel those

who decided to resist in these manners. All this is

history now because on January 23, 1973 U.S.

participation in the Viet Nam conflict ceased. P.O.W.s
returned and the American people began to live

without war for the first lime in many years. Protest
had died with the coming of the Seventies when
jtudents turned to pot, beer and studying.

To one who faced the draft, and all that comes
with it, the beauty of the Woodstock generation is

now as ugly as the people who created the war that

made it happen. Those who belong to it have taken

the step that goes beyond apathy, to hypocrisy.

Students of the Fifties admitted that they didn't care.

Students of the Sixties just lied about it. It seems that

the promises of help in the fight for amnesty were as

hollow as the promises for a quick end to the war. Or
has there merely been a long-term lapse of memory?
Three weeks ago, the first war resister to go AWOL
returned to face trial. It took two days to sentence
him to 15 months at hard labor. But where are the
protests? Where are the peace marches? Where are the
loud voices of the Sixties that helped this solider, and
so many others like him decide to become a resister?

Take a drive through suburbia. You will see them
there, those protestors of the Sixties, with their two
children, two cars and pot-bellies. The hand that was
once raised in the clenched fist of resistance now
holds the attache case of the IBM junior executive.
The mouUi that once screamed "Hell No - we won't
go" now sips martinis before dinner. There are still

POWs. but they are not in Hanoi. They wait in

Sweden and Canada. For them, the war has not
ended, and there is no one in this country to help
them end it. No one gives a damn. We really did sell

out. We really are the hypocritical, apathetic people
our parents warned us about. We have seen the
enemy, and he is, indeed, us.

Viewpoints

bunctiousness cannot possibly justify the
damage done. There is no legitimate
excuse for the cjestruction of the ceiling tiles

on second floor Kent, the obliterated wall
boards in the basement of Somerset, ond
countless other incidents.

Guns should not be allowed on cam-
pus. However, cognizant of the fact that
the Eastern Shore maintains a reputation
for gaming and hunting that is attractive

to some people, guns should at least be
registered with the Student AfFairs office.

One gunshot incident, the absurd shoot-
ing of a telephone booth, has already
occurred. But on unavoidable, frightening
potential for an accidentlal shooting exists

and should be dispelled.

Coeducational dorms, already proven
potent in reducing damage to the build-

ings and maintenance costs ot the Univer-
sity of Delaware, should be considered as
a reolistic solution to the destruction
problem.

Lastly, simply being aware and
cautious of our own and our friends be-
havior could lessen the opportunity for

senseless damaging actions.

Perhaps it is not wanton destruction
that runs rampart on this campus, but
immaturity.

Another increase
There is little editorial comment one

con offer on the announced tuition in-
crease; perhaps to note its occurrence, to
reiterate the prosaic caveat, often stated,
about continual fee increases, is the most
one con summon.

Dr. Joseph McLoin, then acting dean,
commented last year that successive tui-
tion, room and board increases could
eventually price Washington out of its

market, could force it to serve a richer, but
less intelligent, constituency than its cur-
rent one. The caution is still valid.

Inexorable forces of inflation obvious-
ly conspired to force prices up. The admin-
istration regrets the action, the faculty re-
grets it, students and their parents regret
It. Condolences are fine but preventative
action, which Dr. McLoin seems to be
working on, is better.

Lou Reed tries 'concept record' and succeeds
Review

Counllcss rock groups over the pasl eight years
have atlempled lo collect songs together on an
individual album to relate a story or theme. Although
the program album helped decrease the artistic
limitations of popular music, it presented many line
musicians with insoluble problems. The Who's
Tommy, despite its brilliance, never completely
resolved the disunity between independent songs and
a preconceived plot. Most successful concept records
have kept their plots simple, allowing the songs
primary importance.

Lou Reed's Berlin is such a concept album, telling
the story of a man's bmtal love affair with a cruel and
promiscuous woman in a decadent environment
Although there arc tliematic subllties, the plot
remains simple and never overwhelms die songs
conveying it. The narrator's fascination for the
irresponsible Caroline draws him into joining Iter
widly hedonistic existence, he even has children by
her. "Candleliglil and Dubonnet on Ice" in the
company of Caroline enchant him, but the plethora
of dmgs and indiflereni sex eventually arouses his
hostility. As the antagonism grows, it becomes
manifested through physical attacks on Caroline lo
whom the narrator was fonnerly subservient. The

losses of her children to some social welfare
organization causes Caroline to cut her wrists and die.
While freeing him from the society he has come to
hale, her death also ends an xciting era in the
protagonist's life. The intense emotion he feels at ihe
story's conclusion is subsequently both ecstatic and
sorrowful.

Reed resists Ihe temptation to sensationalize his
depressing story. The album's few shocking lyrics
seem realistic and necessary. In addition to the
undetailed reference lo Caroline's suicide and a few
drug allusions, Berlm's most sensational lyrics are the
listings of Caroline's various lovers in "The Kids."
Compared to The Fugs, however. Reed appears
conservative even here. Instead of exploiting
perversity. Reed's songs generally depict his
character's various attitudes. The lyrics arc rarely
eloquent but consistently appropriate.

Talented musicians like Jack Bruce, Aynsley
Dunbar, and Slevie Winwood competently interpret
Reed's compositions througli a variety of
instruments, including woodwinds and strings.

Imagination and taste always infuse the arrangements.
Even a grating moment like ihc children's screams in

"The Kids" becomes musically satisfying through its

effective integration with other instruments. Ihe
dissonant choir at die conclusion of "The Bed"
sounds deliciously frightening; the horns in "Oh.
Jim" and "How Do You Think II Feels?" are crisp
and sassy, like the songs themselves: "Caroline Says
No. 1

" has an arrangement which catches fire.

Every song on Berlin satisfies in both composition
and production, and a few arc masterful, like "Lady
Day," "The Kids," and "The Bed." In fact, some
critics call this fine album "the Sergeant Pepper of
the Seventies." To mc this praise seems grossly
linallcd, yet Berlin is still one of last year's most
rewarding rock albums in my mind. Us occasional
flaws, a bad pun or an arrangement that seems to miss
ils fullest polenlial-, appear insignificant.

Despite its excellence, Berlin will probably not be
universally loved. Lou Reed's voice may irritate some
cars, although I think he uses it effectively; the kish
instrumentation might bother rock purists; the story
may depress and offend many iisleners. As liie

Rolling Stones do in their salanic songs, Lou Reed
depicts a dark recess of every human spirit without
losing sensitivity, honesty, and tenderness. Also like
the Stones, he generates violent disgust in certain
listeners. Berlin deserves a serious listening, but hear a
friend's copy before you buy it

by Reed Hessler



The art major
spreads its wings

by Peter DeSelding

The Washington campus will soon bo about an acre
larger as the Business Office awaits the signing over of
the Coleman properly to the College.

"All the paperwork is completed," said Business
Manager Hessey. "The sales agreement has been
made, and the deed is prepared." All that's needed is

the signature ol the four Coleman heirs, who do not
live in Cheslertown and have had some trouble in

jointly appearing here to fmaliiie tlie transfer.

Situated next to Dorchester domiiiory, the property
includes a two-story house. Noting that the
transaction has been pending since early November,
Hessey hopes it can be closed within the next two
weeks. The purchase price of $50,000 was supplied
by the Hodson Trust Fund.

Thougli perhaps a small step for the College, the
acquisition of the Coleman home is a giant leap for

the art department, which will have it transformed
into its central facility.

Since becoming a full-llcdged major here three
years ago. the department has been consigned to near
oblivion in the basement of the Fine Arts Center,
whose wiiidowless rooms and flourescent lighting
offer an atmosphere better suited to a fallout shelter.

Originally. Fine Arts was to include a separate art

wing, the projected cost of which was estimated at a
quarter of a million dollars in 1969. Luck of available
funds prevented its getting beyond the planning stage.

Though the specific renovations of the Coleman
residence await the suggestions of an architectural
engineer and must follow certain classroom code
requirements, art department chairman Robert
Janson-LaPalme foresees the house as containing two
studios and a gallery area, as well as printmaking and
seminar rooms. To be ruled on by the Building and
Grounds department is the possibility of student
living quarters being included. An exact date has not
been fixed, but it is hoped that the building will be
operational sometime n^vi r "

Visitors and Governors
by Kim Stierstorfer

"We have no complaints with the liberal arts and

sciences, but, Washington College offers no vocational

orientation." Dr. John Wagner, head of Nuclear

Medicine at Johns Hopkins University Hospital and a

member of Washington College's Board of Visitors

and Governors, explained the project he and his

Board Student Relations Committee hope to initiate

on campus. "We hope to introduce the students to

various professions, based on personal contact and

experience."

The Committee's proposals centers around one

main [rrogram, the threefold, 'Occupational

Orientation Program.' The first option offered to

students is the internship "one month or so of

actively associating with professionals," Dr. Wagner

revealed.

The Committee aspires to initiate a shorter

internship of five to ten days integrating students into

the milieu of lawyers, accountants, public servants,

etc.

The third section of Occupational Orientation

entails enlisting the help of successful alumni. They

would be invited, at the expression of student

interest, to visit the campus and present a series of

infomial talks. Dr. Wagner -requested that students

advertise their aspirations to definite professions and

write a short resume of their experiences in the field;

he will then endeavor to locate an alumnus in the

field and induce him to speak on campus.

Describing the Board of Visitors and Governors as

an invaluable source of contacts, Dr. Wagner listed

several of the names of members, and the impressive

positions they hold: "Mr. Baldwin - President of
Maryland National Bank; Rogers Morton, Secretary

of the- Interior; Louis Goldstein, Comptroller of

Maryland; Mr. Kimbcrly of Kimberly and Clark; Dr.

Phillip Windgate, one of the vice-presidents of
DuPont Company; Mr. W. Johnson. President of

Illinois Centra! Railroad; Dr. W. Baker, President of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, etc." These men,
according to Dr. Wagner, can present channels for

temporary, but enriching internships. Dr. Wagner
declared "we hope to sink our teeth into this program
as soon as possible. Our first priority is to get

students actively involved."

The second phase of the recommendations the

Student Relations Committee will present to the

Board on February 22nd endorses an effort from the

Committee "to min^e with the students." Dr.

Wagner believes that "there is no better system of

contact Uian persbn-(o-person. The key to this

operation is informality." At written invitation. Dr.

Wagner and his committee members will attend

organization meetings, eat lunch with students. "We

The Elm It punliihed weekly Ihrough the acaflemlc yc

eiicept during otil'clal recosiei and eKam perlodi, by tl

Miidentt of Washington College. The opinions preiented li.

the Elm do n^t lecawarily i-epreient those of the College.

Sub'criptlon c»l< d: SS.00 pef year for alumni; $6.00 per year

far all olheri. Pubiitlied by Washington College, Chestertown.

Maryland 21GZ0 Second class pottage paid at Centrevllle,

Maryland.
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Under Wagner's hand, student

relations committee reaches out

Dr. John Wagner: seeking a closer relation^

are available and although we serve no administrative

official activity, we want to make contact with the

students."

Dr. Wagner confessed the remote contact between

the Board of Visitors and Governors and students

should be remedied. The purpose of llie Board, as Dr.

Wagner outlined it, is' to pay bills, decide policy,

govern: "Wc are the legal owner of the College,

responsible for running the school. Therefore

frequently we have only tangential, ephemeral

contact with the students th" '^i the faculty. It's

only been in recent years that students have been able

to attend Board meetings."

The Student Relations Committee, appointed two
years ago, has been, until now, almost inoperative.

Dr. Wagner admitted that the "committee debated

with itself whether it was actually needed or not. At
one time the committee voted to disband itself. Elias

Nuttle, Chairman of the Board, changed chairman

and reappointed the committee. After a great deal of

soul searching, we decided upon this new approach."

Dr. Wagner stressed that this committee docs not

represent the Board. "We are not presenting Board

policy. We are attaching ourselves to problems wc can

serve in a personal way - where we can meet the

greatest need." Wagner's committee plans to assist the

student, in his words, "to break the ice between the

ivory tower and the wide wodd." He feels that the

Board has an advantage over the faculty in fulfilling

this capacity: "Academicians are of great value, but

they're not very much interested in the outside

world. They love their pcdagoguery. They contribute

a great deal to you, but they are not very aware of

the mundane things."

The last effort the Student Relations Committee

will offer to the Board is a reception for student

leaders, including organizations large and small. It will

be a joint effort of the Faculty and Student Affairs

committees. "It is important for students at a very

early time to became aware of the whole college."

Dr. Wagner defines the 'whole college' as "not the

buildings, but the people. Over the years, thousands

have lived on the hill - it's the same hill-l'msure

people have wondered what's happened to them." A
forty-year graduate of Washington. Dr. Wagner

admitted that "it feels like 1 graduated four weeks

ago. You spent four short years at the College, and

then forty years of caring." Work for the College

doesn't end with graduation; Dr. Wagner believes that

Washington College is composed of a "peculiar and

particular group of people. It offers an opportunity

to meet more people closely, working and living with

those 750 people, than any other time in life. The

sooner the student realizes what he's received from

Washington, the sooner he joins the club."

Paul's Shoe Store
j
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High Street in Downtown Chestertown
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Sports

Lacrosse

approaches with

a strong squad

and a tough season

by Gali Sanchez

Spring semester has arrived. With its arrival came

vacation news, new students, old friends and last but

not least, the perennial mania, lacrosse.

Coach Don Kelly's twinkle has relumed to his

Chevy blue eyes as he welcomes back a wealth of

stick talent from last years USILA runner-up team.

Although the twelfth ranked Sho'men lost three

starters, Kelly greets one of the most talented

freshman classes in recent WC history.

Kelly, former superstar at Johns Hopkins,

three-time All American and Olympic medal winner,

is looking forward to u tough season. The slate starts

against Syracuse, followed closely by the popular

Hero's Tournament in Baltimore with an opening

match against Brown University. Following the

toumey the Lax-men dig in for the toughest week of

the season, a week which includes Maryland and

Hopkins. Rounding out the slate arc Denison, UMBC,
U of Baltimore, Salisbury State, Loyola, North

Carolina, Duke, and Washington and Lee.

Kelly's defense returns intact. Bryan Matthews

could be the best goalie in the country. Rich (Fuzzy)

Morris and Ray (Herbie) Truckess will combine with

Jay (Birdman) Elliott to form a formidable defense.

Freshman Ricky Blair and Junior Bret Smith can fill

in for defense without a drop in quality while frosli

Joe Kusiuk will back up Matthews in the nets.

The attack might be a headache to Kelly but the

car salesman feels otherwise. Back is All-American

Greg Lane who won the Maryland State scormg tifie

last year. Gone are "Cactus" Jack Copeland, a

standout crease atlackman, and Atl-American Tom
George. To fill the gap however, is two-time high

school All-American John Cheek who seems to score

at will. For the third position Sophomore Tom Regyn

will have to hold off competition from Freshmen
Chris Hupfeldt and Andy Cooper, ail ofwhom have

star potential. Jay Hall. Drew Larkin, and Kevin

Murphy all add valuable depth.

At midfield Mike Cordrey and Ty Cook will lead a

solid core consisting of Jody Haddow,Jan Rosenthal,

Tom (Wally) Mangels, Bert Cook, Doug Pfieffer,

Marty Anderson, and newcomers Dawson Robertson,

Merle (Ricky) Ricketts, Doug (Mouse) Mayer and if

necessary, Cooper, Hupfeldt and Regan.

On hand to help the stickmen this year is Peter

Boggs, a former WC All-American who doubles as an

Assistant to Bud Andrews in Admissions. Boggs will

not only insure excellence on the field, but continue

to. bring Lacrosse talent to the Eastern Shore.

Soon the weather will grow warmer and the

familiar sights will return to campus. Kelly will pace

the sidelines grasping his hands, students will drive

cars packed with Budweiser and Rolling Rock beer to

the sidelines, Joe McLain will flinch and then smiie,

and Greg Lane will feed John Cheek for the winning

goal.

Scope

Cerehal Palsy

The annual "Celebrity Parade for Cerebral Palsy"

commences Saturday, February 2 at 11:30 p.m. and

continues through Sunday. February 3rd at 6:00 p.m.

. One of the local telethon centers for the Eastern

Shore is located at the Fleetwood, Kirby, MacBeth,

and McCown Insurance Co. on route 29 1 in

Chestertown. The telethon will be broadcast "from

channel 2 in Baltimore during the entire period.

Various celebrities will entertain in an attempt to gain

support and money for cerebral palsy research.

Washington College will operate the Chestertown

location for pledges. Volunteers are needed for

answering telephones for 3-hour segments on

Saturday and Sunday. Refreshments and

transportation will be provided for interested

students. More information can be gained by

contacting either Michael Lang or Diane Larrimore in

the Student Affairs Office.

Chilean artist

An exhibition of paintings by Chilean artist

Marion Toral will be displayed in the Gibson Fine

Arts Center February 1 through 15. Gallery hour^

will be 2 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The showing has been arranged by the College art

exhibits committee through the copperation of the

Organization of American Stales.

Toral's work is represented in the collections of

the Museums of Modem Art of New York, Sao Paulo

and Rio dc Janeiro, and the Brooklyn Museum of

Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the

Museum of Contemporary Art , Santiago.

The artist has had more than fifteen one-man

shows in Chile. Argentina, Brazil, the United States

and France, and he has participated in numerous

national and international cxiiibitions, winning eight

major prizes. Currently he is artist-in-residence at

Fordham University in New York.

His work is representative of a new trend that is

taking form in contemporary Latin American

expression which might best be described as a new
reality that goes beyond the oniric and literary

implications of surrealism to become a more absolute

reality.

Diplomat in Hynson
David G. Nes. retired U. S. diplomat, will speak on

"The Energy Crisis in the Middle East" in Hynson
Lounge February 5 at 8:30 p.m. His talk is sponsored
by the College lecture series and the public is invited

to attend.

Mr. Nes served in' Cairo, Egypt for the U. S.

Department ot State from 1965 to 1967 as Deputy

Chief of Mission with the rank of Minister. He retired

from the Foreign Service in 1968.

He joined the State Department in 1942 but had

his government career interrupted by U. S. Army
service from 1943 to 1946. He commaned a pack

artillery battery in the Mars Task Force of the Burma
campaign, an;held the rank of majorat the end of the

war.

Early foreign service assignments took him to

Glasgow, Scotland (1946-1949) as Vice Consul, and

to Paris (1949-1952) where he was assistant political

advisor, USRO, and special assistant to Ambassador

David K. E. Bruce.

Guitarist here Friday

Neil Pennington, Baltimore guitarist, will give a

recital at Gibson Fine Arts Center on Friday,

February 8 at 8:30 p.m.

His performance is being sponsored by the

Department of Music at the College.

Mr. Pennington is a member of the instrumental
faculties of the University of Maryland - Baltimore
Campus and Goucher College. He has performed in

numerous solo and chamber music recitals in the
United States and Europe.

He has studied in Spain and in the United States
under the well-known guitarists Hector Garcia. Emilio
Pujol and Aaron Shearer and he graduated from the
Peabody Conservatory of Music with a major in

Classical Guitar.

Viila-Lobos, Castlenuovo-Tedesco, Bach. Sor and
Praetorius are among the nine composers whose
works will be on his program.

Chestertown youth

Students interested in working with Chestertown
youths are invited to attend a meeting 7:00 p.m.
Monday in the second floor listening in the Miller
Library.

Sutton's Towne Stationers'

203 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

hallni A Cards

EaslQn Papers
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Estes performs

Simon Estes. internationally-known bass-baritone,

will give a recital for the Washington College concert

series Wednesday, February 6 at 8:30 p.m. in the

Gibson Fine Arts Center.

In 1966 Mr. Estes won the silver medal in the

Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow, the first

contest for vocalists under the same auspices as that

in the instrumental field previously won by Van
Cliburn.

The booming bass-baritone has appeared with

numerous prominent orchestras and he is regularly

engaged by leading conductors as soloist in the great

oratorio masterpieces. He Is equally at home on the

recital stage and manages to schedule' a few college

concerts each year.

His many memorable performances have included

an invitational solo role under Ania! Dorali with the

National Symphony Orchestra in the gala opening

night program inaugurating the new Concert Hall of

Washington's John F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts.

Snack Bar

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandviches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 t.m.



Admissions

Applications

to College

increase by

11.5 percent

Reversing a trend whicli in recent

years has seen applications to liberal arts

colleges drop nationwide, Washington's

admissions office reports that applicants

for September admission have increased

by 1 1 .5 percent over last year's figure.

The admissions office is 60 applicants

ahead of last year as of Feb. 1, an

increase which did not seem possible in

December when applications were sharply

behind. Admission Director Bud Andrew

a (tributes the recent surge of

ap plications-'They have been piling in

here everyday," he says--to a variety of

factors, prime among them the attitude

of high school seniors "that there just

wasn't a big crunch to get into college."

Students, he claims, shopped harder and

longer before they applied this year and

they submitted their applications later.

Andrew also credits his staff for the

upturn. "They've been working

superhard."

Although the department has not

collected data on the quality and

geographical distribution of the

applicants, Andrew suggests that

applicants hold about the same scholastic

record as this year's freshman class. "Just

from reading the applications," the

director said, "the quality seems

consistent." He also noted "an increase in

New England applicants, an encouraging

increae," and a sharp Jump in transfer

applications, which have doubled.

The College is anticipating a freshman

and transfer class of about 250 next

September and the admissions office is

instituting a number of plans to realize

the goal.

The annual pre-frediman day will be

held March 30 and the student contact

with accepted freshman, started last year,

will again be pursued over spring break.

The admissions office also intends to

establish regional college days where

students from certain geographical areas

will be invited to inspect the College. The

first program, aimed at Delmarva area

students, will be held April 20. The

;
program primarily will emphasize

contact with junior students.

continued on 4
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Student life

Fraternity rush: A strong showing on the Hill

Fraternities, just as Dean Maureen

Kelley predicted last September in an

Elm article exploring the future of the

Greek organizations, have experienced an

upsurge of interest. As evidenced by the

number of bids accepted during this rush

week, fraternities are thriving. The four

fraternities on the Washington Campus

appear to have successfully weathered

past disinterest in their institution; with

new presidents and new pledges their

continued existence is guaranteed.

The Sigs are the sole fraternity

experiencing a decrease in the number of

accepted bids. Eleven bidswereissuedlast

spring and eleven were accepted. This

year however, four bids for membership

were accepted, four never picked up, four

declined, and four bids were returned as

unacceptable by Registrar Ermon Foster.

The Sigs extended invitations to join

their organization lo one girl, onu Jog,

and two Lambda; their efforts were

frustrated by Foster. Chad Pfeiffer, the

newly elected president of the Sigs

defined his organization as more of "a

social club than a fraternity. We're good

friends, not exceptionally close. We keep

an eye on each other and every once and

a wliile we'll pull together and get

something going." The relaxed

philosophy behind the Sigs is exampled in

their attitude towards initiation. Pfeiffer

explains "We haven't held an initiation in

two and a half years. We might try to

think up something thougli - maybe an

initiation parly."

An antipodal position is taken by the

Lambda fraternity, lodged in West Hall.

Bryan Matthews, recently voted Lambda

president believes: "There really isn't that

much difference between fraternities on

this campus, consequently, the small

ritualistic part in the rushing become

important ot us. It'snol that its anything

sacred, it's just somewhat serious to us."

The Umbdas issued thirteen bids and

received eleven positive responses and

two undccidcds. Last year they received

only nine acceptances from the thirteen

invited to join.

Rush for the Lambdas starts the first

day of classes. Matthews explains that

"we try to make rush as least artificial as

possible, but then just the name 'rush' is

artificial." Meetings between the frat and

its prospective members are informal

until the first weeks of the second

semester. "Every year rush is different,

the freshman coming in are very

different," Matthews asserted. Matthews

also believes that initiation, at present, is

very different from initiations five to ten

years ago: "Everything in initiation has a

purpose. ..We do nothing detrimental to

anyone."

Asked about the future of fraternities

on the Washington campus. Lambda

President Matthews expressed his belief

that "as long as the frats have something

to offer to the campus, theyl! be in

existence. I'm sure they're not right for

everybody." He also hopes to dispell t"he

"mystic, secret cult myth" that haunts

fraternities. "Our meetings ar?

democratic, we're a mature

organization."

Fourteen bids were ottered by the KA
fraternity; nine were accepted, one

rejected, and four were undecided. Last

year six invitations to join the KAs were

met with positive responses. Paul

LaCorte, the new KA president described

rush activities: "We hold open parties at

the beginning of the year-just to get to

know the guy. Then we have formal,

closed parties to narrow down the

prospective members. We pick a guy to be

in the frat the way you pick a friend-it

goes a bit deeper than that though."

The Theta Chi, under new direction

from Bill Willimas, circulated fourteen

bids, of w.hich seven were accepted, three

undecided and four were rejected.

Although Williams did not have the exact

figures of the number of bids issued last

year, he was certain that more bids were

accepted this. year than last. The Thetas

hold only a formal rush-"We are simply

looking for the individual, emphasize

individual, who will contribute something

to the fraternity." Williams, speaking for.

in his estimation, ninety percent of his

fraternity, stressed that "fraternities

should change some of their ways,

initiation for example, to gain new

strength. If we don't change it will cause

problems."

Perhaps the pendulum has begun to

swing in the opposite direction; perhaps

the philosophy and roles of fraternities

have been reevaluated. But whatever the

cause, fraternities on the Washington

College campus no longer appear to be

facing extinction and are, in fact,

experiencing a resurgence of active

interest among freshman males.

Berrigan, social activist

,

in Forum Wednesday

Lecture

Rev. Philip Berrigan, well-known

social activist leader and former Roman
Catholic priest, will speak to the William

James Forum at 7 P.M. Wednesday,

February 13th, in the William Smith

auditorium.

Father Berrigan is a former member of

the Josephite Order, an order of priests

mainly devoted lo work in poverty areas.

He was, together with his brotiier,

Daniel, a member of the "Calonsville

Nine," a group of antiwar protesters who
burned draft records in Calonsville. Two
other members of the Calonsville Nine,

Thomas and Marjorie Melville, were

speakers at the William James Forum here

several years ago.

As a result of his antiwar activities

Father Berrigan was given a six-year

prison sentence, from wliich he is now on

parole. He is curfcntly devoted to a

number of "resistance" causes, including

freeing political prisoners in South

Vietnam, assisting the Indian movement

at Wounded Knee, and providing legal

and other forms of aid to prisoners in

American jails, including the Attica, N.Y.

prison.

Father Berrigan has asked that his

honorarium be given to the Committee to

Free Soutli Vietnam Political Prisoners.

Father Berrigan is married to a former

nun. Sisler Elizabeth McAlister. His

brother, Father Daniel Berrigan, best

known as a poet, has also served lime in

jail for participation in protest activities.

Of the two brother-s. Philip is known as

the more politically militaiil of the iwo-

Phillip Berrigan, who will spea

to the William James Forum th

week in a 1966 photo.



Viewpoint

Chestertown is geographically isolated.

Baltimore and Washington with their cultural

and retail centers, are two hours away. In the

midst of the energy crisis, with gas pumps

sometimes dry, the fact is punctuated

unmercifully. We sometimes forget how far

away those seventy miles really are.

The situation could become worse.

Chestertown's bus sen/ice, supplied by

Continental Trailways, may become

permanently inoperative. Rumors persist that

the bus company is intent upon drawing out

the cun-ent strike. When it is over, the rumors

say, the company will claim heavy financial

losses due to the strike and will attempt to

eliminate small, unprofitable line, lines such

as the one serving Chestertown.

The federal government has already

recommended eliminating rail service to the

Shore. The trains currently carry only freight

and truck sen/ice has een impeded by he

driver's strike.

It is frightening to think we may be

captives here in this picturesque river town.

But hopefully, the full impact of the crunch

will never be felt.

Forum
To the editor:

At the beginning of first semester two seemingly

non-functioning organizations, the MRA and the

WRA, combined forces to create the Student

Residence Association. The organization, which is

open to any student, has worked closely with

students Deans Kelley and McArdle. Temporary

president is Barbie Parris. with Bill Walls serving as

treasurer.

The SRA has provided Lance concession machines

in the girl's dorm and the new dorm complex.

Vacuum cleaners were provided for all residence haUs.

An interest free loan fund was also established to

allow students to borrow up to S20 for three weeks.

The SRA has also concerned itself with parking

problems and campus parties.

Interested students are encouraged to attend the

SRA's 7 p.m. Tuesday night meeting in Hynson
Lounge. In conjunction with the Student Affairs

office, the SRA is also sponsoring a dorm gripe

session next Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

Sincerely,

Barbie Parris
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Toral exhibit

builds to

incisive

gestalt

An untitled Toral canvas currently on
display in the Fine Arts Center.

More than an impressive manipulator of canvas,

Mario Toral of Chile is a hauntingly precise

interpreter of dreams. His paintings, now on exhibit

in the Fine Arts Center, seem to vocalize the

immutable undercurrent of fear that shadows the life

of everyman. The subjects, as in some reoccurring

niglitmare, remain constant. White fractions of

hollow-eyed visages seem to peer through rents in an

overwhelmingly black canvas. And, although theii

gaze is unwavering, they seem to perceive nothing.

The painter has condemned these reoccurring

incomplete faces to a limbo of grey; they remain

trapped between darkness and light, the black and the

deeper black.

Toral has mastered darkness; he employs every

possible nuance of black shades. Color in his works

are dormant stars, shedding neither light nor heat.

Cold blue and red are instruments accompanying his

funeral dirge of organ black; they serve only to

emphasis the unyielding solitude and finality of his

images. There are no brush strokes or heavy textures

to divert the observer; the impotency of his subjects

is apparent even in the flatness of his paint on canvas.

Geometric figures-squares, rectangles, triangles

dominate the paintings. They appear as tangible

limitations to sight, to growth. In one painting, Toral

has lodged a set of pupilless eyes into an open-ended

box, but a black screen blocks any possible visionu

Although the eyes are not aware of it, in. an eerie

stroke of black humor, Toral has placed another

black box beyond the screen. Even if it were possible

to overcome the obstacle presented by the screen, the

eyescouldsee nothing more than an image of the very

prison from which they have just escaped.

Toral has left his works untitled, and
understandably. Each painting isadifferentvariation

of the same theme; each is a section of an

orchestrated gestalt. The succession of his paintings

underscore and verify the horror of his vision.

Another painting portrays an inverted triangle; it is

bone white and resembles, with its subtle network of

gray, the human cranium. Small, unctious sperm-like

objects balance the triange at its point. Below the

triangle-skull is a vertical series of four squares.

Within the squares is a blue sphere, a green sphere,

that reoccurring, gliostly lace, and a red sphere

respectively. The picture is wonderfully symmetrical;

the visage relegated to an inconsequential, yet,

unavoidable position on the canvas. Toral enjoys total

command of the viewers' eye. First attracted to the

triangle, then drawn to the sperm-like props, the eye

cannot help but linger lastly on the white

expressionless face. The impact is powerful and

frightening.

Continually resurfacing throughout the exhibition

is the theme of isolation, of human distance from

other humans and from the vibrancy of life itself.

Toral has, in one painting depicted the lack of human

contact and warmth by placing those same sketchy

haunted faces at extreme ends on the equator of the

canvas. He restates this theme in another picture, by

positioning the faces at the four corners of a

immenese, black rectangle outlined in a dark, cool

blue. Perhaps the most striking and possessing

example of this theme, tlie hollowness and sterile

solitude of human life, is his portrayal of a zipper-like

organism in which' the faces are juxtaposed against at

least three black squares. Other human faces, with

their empty-eyed stares are tauntingly near and yet

inaccessable.

This puissant and highly articulate exhibition will

be shown through February IS. Toral, with his

uncanny recognition and insight has incoiporated bits

and pieces of all our dreams and fears into his work;

it's almost as though our own vacant eyes were

starine back at us. by Kim Stierstorfer

Review: Mitchell blooms anew
Few contemporary folk musicians offer the

consistent satisfaction available in Joni Mitchell.

Of her five previous albums, any one might

justifiably be considered the best (personally, I favor

For the Roses and Ladies of the Canyon), since each

discovers exciting musical territories explored with

integrity and sensitivity.

As composer, poet, singer and instrumentalist,

Joni Mitchell brings to her recordings a talent and
warmth possessed in equal quantity by few popular

musicians. Her brilliant, fluid melodies, the union of

naturalism, romance, word, music, and profound
insist in her lyrics, and her voice's crystal line

toughness provide elements for a compound even
greater than the sum of its fme parts.

Court and Spark, Mitchell's sixth and latest album,
does not violate these precedents of excellence and
growth. Having heard it yesterday for the first time, 1

cannot rank it either best or worst of her releases.

This matter little, since it is obviously superb,

Mitchell abandonssomesuccessful old devices, and
fans may complain. Unlike earlier albums. Court and

Spark contains no directly appealing melodies or

simple arrangements. Not satisfied with reworking

proven formulas, Mitchell risks reducing her power by
leaving behind a style she developed to perfection.

For the Roses began this transformation but still

retained lyricism and simplicity in many songs. In

contrast, Court and Spark is Mitchell's most lushly

arranged album, with melodies that pass through

suprising modulations and harmonies. For certain

songs, like 'Trouble Child', this causes the emphasis

to shift from melody to rythmn and instrumentation,

but the shift works.

Mitchell often displays an affinity for rock 'n roll

in her older songs. Despite their folk arrangements.

'This Flight Tonight,' and 'You Turn Me On, I'm A
Radio' arc rock in disguise. On Court and Spark the

rock band no longer remains imaginary. The
frantically foxy 'Raised on Robbery' and the

delightful 'Car on a Hill' boogie respectably.

Haunting the album, perhaps with Bctie Middler

and the Pointer Sisters as mediums, is the spirit of the

Forties. The muted trumpets in Trouble Child." the

Andrews Sisters opening of 'Raised on Robbery,' and

'Twisted,' through its vocals, bass and melody, all

evoke this decade's music without annoying

campiness.

Lyrically, Mitchell keeps the pop music

laurealeship. As in the past, she momentarily observes

strangers ('People's Parties' and 'Just Like This

Train'), examines her person ('The Same Situation,'

'Down to You,' and 'Trouble Child'), reveals herself

unintentionally through streams of consciousness

('Car on a Hill'), and desires a love she seems to

believe unattainable.

Unlike the previous albums. Court and Spark also

discusses insanity in several songs. In addition, a

dissatisfied cynicism dominates the entire album,

appearing to one degree or another in every cut.

Mitchell's old hopefulness seems stifled, but

momentum and continuity remain.

Artistic control remains as well, for each song on
Court and Spark sparkles with drama.5nd imagination

patterned into coherence. Despite the thorniness of

melody and meaning, Mitchell still deserves her roses.



Academicsl

President Joseph McLain, at a meeting

lol" the Board of Visitors and Governors

last year, measured Washington's

'academic growtli in the recent era,

classifying the College with the caliber of

schools such as Bates and Colby in New
England.

How far Washington has progressed

toward the goal is difficult to gauge, but

iiii
one area, library academic holdings,

Washington still lags behind some of its

competitors.

Sheltered in the brick rectangle of the

iClifion Miller Library, are approximately

jlOO.OOO volumes, a figure combining

iboth books and bound periodicals. The

library's holdings have grown slowly over

the years. Last year 6.638 volumes were

added to the library's holdings (a number

'higher than in previous years), bringing

the total collection to 98,217 volumes.

Some schools with which Washington

ompetes in academic circles have

ccomplished far more in building a

trong academic center. Bowdoin College

n Maine enrolls 1250 students; its library

[icludes 450,000 volumes, collected over

70 years. Each year it adds 14,000

oiumes to the library, a figure far higher

han what Washington can presently

iTord. St. John's College in Annapolis

nrolls about 300 students;ils collection

lands at 150,000 volumes. Washington

ud Lee University's library includes

00,000 volumes; the school numbers

30ut 1400 students.

Washington's head librarian. Mr.

[obert Bailey, argues that such

ornparisons are unfair. Schools such as

Bates and Colby, lie explains, "have

Iways been richer than Washington and

wve had the means to fill up theit

ibraries."

Bailey added that Washington's

brary has suffered two "disastrous" fires

1 its near 200 year history. The two

res, one in 1827 and another in 1916,

esiroyed the library's holdings. "What

/e have now is a library reconstituted

ince that 1916 fire," he said.

I
Washington's collection, however, does

ixceed standards determined by the

issocialion of College and Research

.ibraries, an accrediting organization. But

lailey easily admitted that improvement

uuld be made. Discipline areas, such as

business, anthropology, art and

lusic. need strengthening, he said.

The library's share of the College

dget has remained stagnant in recent

('ears. In the past three years the college

lad allocated $20,000 annually for

Library holdings at

100,000, but there is

room for improvement
by Kevin O'Keefe
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There are still empty shelves in the Miller Library. Current holdings

include 100,000 volumes.

purchase of books and periodicals. That

income has been supplemented by various

grants, two from the Hodson Trust for

510,000 each: a $5,000 grant from the

federal government under the Higher

Education Act; $5,000 from a Kellogg

Foundation grant; and approximately

$4,000 annually from the Sophie Kerr

Fund.

The grants originating from the Kerr

fund have been a particularly welcome

source of growth for the library.

Administered by the English department,

theincome,said Bailey, "is developing a

very fine reference library in English and

American literature." The money

expended by the Kerr committee aids

other departments in the College, he

added, since no college appropriated

funds are employed to purchase English

department books.

The Miller librarians are optimistic

that their needs will be seriously

considered by the McLain administration,

a consideration they claim tt'as not

forthcoming from the previous one which

froze their budget for three consecutive

years. Virginia Speiden, an assistant

librarian' in charge of cataloguing new

orders remarked "the present

administration is going to keep the library

in mind. In the past three years we didn't

feel we were being taken care of the way V.

we should have been."

In the recently approved college

budget for next year, the Miller Library is t

allocated $29,000 for books and

periodicals, an increase of $9,000. In

addition, the library received recently

another $10,000 grant from the Hodson

Trust.

Though the financial picture has

improved somewhat, long-range problems

loom ahead, problems commented on last

year by the College Committee on Long

Range Planning.

The organizations's report observed:

"The purchasing power of the Miller

Library must be endowed because

inflation is drastically curtailing our

ability to buy library materials. Once

again, we cannot maintain even the status

quo ir the face of costs that in this case

are i. "'h faster than the general

rate of iniiQ..on. In addition, the Middle

States Accreditation Team has informed

us that we are not doing enough in the

area of materials processing and direct

student services."

"There are other areas for

improvement: our holdings need to be

strengthened to allow more students to

have the experience of supervised

independent research. And, our newer

disciplines must be supplied with their

basic texts as well as assurance of

continuous growth in library materials."

To meet those expected needs the study

committee recommended that a $2

mLlion endowment be established for the

library as part ofan overall plan to raise

$20 million for the college in the next ten

years. A $2 million endowment would

provide approximately $100,000 income

annually. The report also suggests that

the College's present level of funding

from the budget remain, bringing the

total income available for library

expenditure near the $ 1 50,000 mark.

The library staff's reaction to the

proposal borders on ecstasy. "It would be

so much more than what we had before,"

Speiden exclaimed, "that we couldn't

think of spending that much. It's in the

class of a dream."

But until that level of funding is

realized, the Miller librarians will have to

make do with what is currently available.

Mr. Bailey thinks the College community

patiently will wait. He receives few

complaints about the library's services, he

said. 'The faculty are a little less

satisfied," he added, however, "because

many have come from a place with a little

larger library. But the faculty would

probably acknowledge that the library

has really improved in the last few years."

Calendar
ON CAMPUS

Thurt,, Feb. 7
Audubon FItm "Malh«ur, Manti, Meadow and Mountain" inTawesat 7:30 P.M.

Frl„ Feb. S
Guitar Recital by Nell Pennington In Tawei at 8:30 P.M.

Sal., Feb. 9
Wreitiing vi. George Maion at 2 P.M.

Mon.. Feb. 11
Fellint Film "nw at 7;30 in Tawet.

Tues., Feb. 12
Batketball game vc. Franklin and Marstiall at S P.M.

Wed.. Feb. 13
Piano recital by Nancy Lindley In Tawes at 8:30 P.M.
Phillip Berrlgan In Stnltti auditorium at 7 P.M. iponsored by Wm. James Forum

Thure. Feb. 14
Lecture on Meditation at 7:30 In Hynson.

WASHINGTON
Hnble Mann at Etoetera 1825 M St., N.W. Call 466-8822 (or ran. Feb. S-T

Tfiuri,. Feb. 7-Sat. Feb. 9
Krit Kriitofferson at the Stardust. 843-6233
Thru Sat., Feb. 9 Nitty Gritty Olrl Band at the Cellar Ooor In Georgetown. 337-3389
roi. Feb. 7
National Symphony Orchestra at Kennedy Center Concert Hall with Aaron Copland. Cond.

FrI.. Feb. a
Black Oak Arkansas at Kennedy Center at 8:30 P.M.

It., Feb. 9
Vasso Oevetzl. Pianist at 3:00 In Kennedy Center Concert Hall.

Adrc's Segovia, Guitarist, at B:30 In Kennedy Center Concert Hall.
Sun, Feb. 10'

Duke Ellington and His Orchestra at 7:30 and 10 at Gaston Hall in Georgetown.
Kris Kristofferson at 8:30 P.M. at Kennedy Center.
Billy Preiton Weather Report at 8:30 P.M. at D.A.R. Convention Hall.

Vladimir Aihkenaiy, Pianist at Concert Hall of Kennedy Center at 3:00 P.M.

ueL, 12, Wed., 13,Thun., 14
National Symphony Orchestra at Bi30 P.M. at Concert Hall of Kennedy Center. De Prelit - Cond,

I of Art
Thru Feb. 24

20lh Century Painting and Sculptu
Thru Mar. 7

American Indian Art at Esmk Com
Thru Fet>. 10

Chesapeake Bay Boat Show at Fifth Regiment Armory. 728-33I8
Fri., Feb. 8

tee Hockey - Clippers vs. Jackionvllle at the Civic Center.

BALTIMORE

e at Baltimore Muieui

nunity Collage.

Peabody String Em mble at Johns-Hopkins, Homewood Campus ,

Ballmore Symphony I

^'Theatre Project Dance Ensemble at 8 «. 10 P.M. at Theatre Project. 45 W. Preston St. Fr.

^"ThrE'psteln Duo at S200 N. Charles Street al 5:30 P.M."Cathedral Concert Series".

Film "The Phantom Ship" at Enoch Pratt Library 396-5430.

Film "Billy Jack" at Loyola College at 8 P.M.

in., Fel II

Film "Antonio das Mortes" al Enoch Pratt Library at 6:30 P.M.

MaHtlrne Lecture by Maryland Historical Society at 8:15 P.M. 6B5-3750.

Ethel Ennis and her Trio at 8 P.M. at SI. Timothys Scl

Film "Tumbleweeds" al Enoch Pratt Library at 2 P.M.

Peabody Conservatory of Music "Orchestra Concert" a

Ice Hockey. Clippers vs. Virginia at Civic Center at B P.

Wed. Feb. 13

"Yes" at Civic Center at 8 P.M.

ool. Call 486-7400.

8 P.M. 837-0600.



i Inflation still outpaces salary increases

Faculty

{Z Although an increase from 3% to 5%

^ in the faculty and administrative salary

pool has been authorized by the Board of

Visitors and Governors for next year, the

increment might not be sufficient,

according to Dr. Dwight Kirkpatrick, who

talked as spokesman for the faculty at

their monthly meeting this week.

"Washington College has lagged far

behind industry and the rest of the

academic world in salaries to combat

inflation," explained Kirkpatrick. The

problem is shared by other small colleges

because of low income and dependence

on student tuition. "What really is needed

is more endowment money, either for

I
chairs or in unrestricted contributions -

just to take care of operating expenses,"

offered Kirkpatrick.

Dean Nate Smith outlined the

situation: 'The President tries to offer a

balanced budget, including a pool of

resource money for college salaries.

McLain felt that he dare not offer any

more than 3%; he expected no new

revenue." Smith recommended to the

Board that the pool should be increased

to 5%. The Board authorized the 5%

increase with the hope that contributions

and gifts would be increased. "They were

willing to take the risk. ...the only thing

they didn't give us was a miraculous new

source of money."

Salary decisions for the faculty are

decided upon by the Dean, in

Admissions

Applications

increase
continued from 1

"If this is successful." Andrew

comments, "we'd like to try other areas,

Philadelphia and Washington for example.

The Delmarva region was selected first to

demonstrate that "we're interested in our

own backyard." During the Sixties "when

the college was rightly concentrating on

out-of-state recruitment", it appeared,

Andrew says, that Washington was not

interested in students from the Eastern

Shore. "Now we can afford to recruit

here and 1 think we're obligated to pay

attention to our friends."

In conjunction with the Business

Office, the admissions department is

reorganizing the administration of

financial aid to freshman and transfer

students. Previously, all students we
notified of aid awards on March 15;

students offered awards had fifteen days

to accept the assistance. This year's class

will be offered two options: 1) they can

await the traditional announcements in

March on aid, or 2) they can be notified

of their aid decision immediately after

notification of their acceptance to the

school. In both cases, students would

have 15 days to decide in accepting the

award and placing their SI 00 deposit.

The option, Andrew said, will allow

students whose first choice is Washington

to know earlier in the year what their

college plans will be. Additionally, the

option of knowing immediately what aid

a studeiit can expect or waiting until

March to find out, places Washington in a

more competitive position than other

schools, which often do not offer a

choice.

The admissions director added that the

College will now know sooner how many
students it can expect to enroll.

consultation with the department

chairmen. Promotion are accompanied by

salary increments. Recommendations are

addressed to the president, who retains

the power to alter either salary raises or

promotions. The Bpard makes the final

decision, usually in concurrence with the

president's recommendations.

Historically, Washington has been
"way behind" in the words of Dr.

Kirkpatrick in remaining abreast of the

inflationary rise in the cost of living.

Ex-president Merdinger's first balanced

budget in I971-I972 brought about a

faculty pay freeze. In 1972-1973. a 5%
increase was alloted for the salary pool,

and this year. 1973-1974, the budgets

allowed a 3% increase. Washington

College is still below the national average

in payment of its faculty. Dean Smith

alluded to an article in The Chronicle of
Higher Education that cited the national

average of pay increases of college

professors ance 1970 to be

approximately 18% compared to

Washington's 13%.

Dr. KirkpafiiSk .noted tliat "today

esp&ially, there are a lot of people really

struggling."

Washington to participate in bi-centennial

1776

Bicentennial celebrations will occur
throughout tiie country in 1976 and
Washington College hopes to take part in

the festivities. A committee to plan

precisely how the College will participate

in the birthday activities has already been
organized. This committee, which is

chaired by Professor Nancy Tatum, must
coordinate plans and encourage academic
departments most hkely lo receive

government funding and other financial

help from such organizations as the

Maryland Bicentennial Agency and the

National Endowment for the Humanities
and Arts. Dr. Tatum said that the

IThe Artie
The mcEt anytting store

that's douvntowa

Sutton's Towne Stationers'

203 High^treet

Chestertown, Maryland

rtalliiL.'A Cuds

Easlon Papers

Office SuppUn

Paul's Shoe Store

High Street in

Downtown Chestertown

Dunhams - Converse

Bass Topsiders

activities of the committee must be joint

efforts, cooperation being an essential

factor for sufficiently funded projects.

She also added that the committee is

open to any suggestions concerning the

College's involvement in the bicentennial

celebrations.

Meanwhile, Dr. Tatum's committee,
like most bicentennial committees around
the countiy, is waiting to see how much
money wOl be available. It is necessary to

know this in order to plan activities

accordingly. Without sufficient funds the

College's celebration will be minimal.

One Dossible consideration to make

funds more available to the College is for

Washingtonto join the bicentennial plans

of Chestenown. Concerning this

possibility, Nathan Smith. Academic

Dean, said there may be a role for us in a

joint cooperation with the town which

may be able to get money more readily

than the College alone.

If the bicentennial committee comes

up with imaginative projects for the

celebration, they 'will be funded more

easily so several projects are being

planned. One project dealing with the

role of the Chesapeake Bay in the

Revolution is the furthest along in

planning. This particular endeavor was

begun by the Chesapeake Bay Maritime

Museum in Hasten. It was later agreed

that Washington could take over

sponsorship of the project. The College

does have some seed money for

preliminary work.

It is hoped that further programs will

be undertaken by the History, Music, and

Art departments here. For example, there

may be an exhibit of Maryland Eastern

Shore architecture. Dr. Smith feels that

such programs would be beneficial

because, "they are appropriate to us as a

College."

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open: Wetlndayi • 10 ajn. - 10 pjn.

Fri. - SU. - lOun. - 1 1 p-m.

Sun. Upjn.-9pjn.

Now amhifl pizoi aid wfat

7diy>>«iiMk.

»

AAnrti's Sweete Shoppe

handpacked fine Hargar chocolates

, i" kinds of p3nny candy

208 High Street Lower Level

778-9744

Snack Bar

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandwiches

Monda} - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday IliSO a.m. - 12 p.m.
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Administration

Board to consider Smith for permanent deanship

by Kevin O'Keefe

Pending the approval of the Board of

Visitors and Governors, Dr. Nathan
Smith, who has served as the College's

acting dean for the past year, soon will

assume his current position on a

permanent basis.

The nomination of Dr. Smith for the

deanship came Monday as the ad hoc

D e an's Search Commit tee voted

unanimously to recommend the acting

WC installs

president
The observance of George

Washington's Birthday next weekend will

be highlighted by the installation of Dr.

Joseph McLain as the twenty-third

president of the College. McLain, who
will be installed at 2 p.m. in a Fine Arts

Centre convocation, is the first alumnus

of the College to become Washington's

president.

Three thousand invitations to

students, faculty, staff, parents, alumni

and friends have been issued for the

weekend.

Activities start with an alumni open

house at 9 a.m. Saturday. A buffet

luncheon will follow in Hodson Hall and

the afternoon convocation will begin at 2

p.m. The traditional Birthday Ball will ht

held from 9 pjn. to 1 a.m. Saturday nighi

in Hodson Hall. Admission for students i:

free.

dean for the post. President Joseph
McLain accepted the committee's
decision and will present Dr. Smith's
candidacy to the Board at their March 23
meeting.

Dr. Smith, in recent months, had

hesitated in submitting his candidacy for

(he post. His decision to be nominated

was made February 4, he said, "after a

sleepless night."

Dr. Smith's hesitancy about accepting

the post stemmed from his commitment

to his academic discipline, history. In a

letter to president McLain, the acting

dean outlined his concern about

accepting the post permanently. He
wrote:

"It is possible that those who find my
past work satisfactory do not realize that

I could not, in fairness to my own
interests and those of the College,

continue to forgo reading in my field,

teaching, and research in order to be fully

available for administrative chores. While

I would teach much less, read in fewer

fields, and expect research to be delayed

and interrupted by pressing College tasks,

there should be no ambiguity about the

main point: as permanent dean I would

expect to teach Russian history.. -to have

timefbr class preparation and new reading

in my field, and to read microfilms and

travel to libraries, at least in the

summer."

In the same letter. Smith added that

administrative ability, successful teaching

and scholarly experience are prerequisites

for a. succe^fui deanship. He cautioned

that it is necessarv "to continue in these

Acting Dean Nate Smith, soon to be made a permanent fixture.

capacities if there is to be any possibility

of maintaining sound rapport with and a

leadership role among students and

colleagues."

In an Elm interview this week, the

dean nominee outlined his reasons for

pursuing the position. Prime on his list of

Lecture

Berrigan on resistance:

Americans are incapable

Phillip Berrigan, in a pensive moment during last night's lecture,

reflects on the resistance movement today.

The crowd shifts, in its seats, the

William Smith auditorium is filled, part of

the audience is standing, anticipating; the

lecture is late in beginning. Father Phillip

Berrigan, his worn face and sad eyes more
eloquent than his consequent verbiage,

walks on stage casually attired in

turtleneck and brown trousers.

He begins his sales pitch after an

introduction by Dr. Kevin McDonnell.

The philosphy professor gives a brief

synopsis of Berrigan's Hfe as a Joesphite

priest, his involvement in the Civil Rights

Movement; his political awakening,

caused by the Cuban Missile Crises-"It

changed the life of Berrigan. He realized

that there is something vnong when

political leaders play dice with the future

of the world"; and his resulting resistance

activities.

Berrigan's topic, "What Resistance

means Today," is further defined by

McDonnell: "What does the movement

born in the Sixities mean now that there

are no direct confrontations? Now that

we're back sucking our pacifiers and not

talking. Where is the zeal of the sixties

now?"
Berrigan begins his lecture by

addressing the audience as "sisters and

brothers," and makes no pretense al

providing answers. His purpose in

speaking, by his own dcfinilion. is simply

lo "inspire s; ne reflcclion." His

continued on page 4^

motivations was "a mutura. respect for

Dr. McLain - it's certainly a big thing."

Strolling across his office, occasionally

stopping to punctuate a point. Dr. Smith

explained, "I agree with him on general

direction, certainly on bolstering what we

have already and growing in quality. 1

have had a year's experience and 1 found

him a good man to \york for and with."

Smith also claimed himself the "victim

of kind widies and urges of people I

respect. I speni a lot of time buffering

myself from thinking that this would be

the consequence of stepping into the

acting deanship. It's a matter of having

assimilated the assurances of many people

that they liked the job that has been done

and that I could continue doing."

In Smith's view, a few ace cards are in

his possession. He knows the school — he

has been on the faculty for 18 years. He

has job security since he holds tenure on

the faculty, and his commitment to the

College is complete: "no matter what my
position is, if the place goes down, I

lose."

Facing Smith now is the obligation to

complete initiatives he started as acting

dean, most importantly the curriculum

reform effort. "It's easier to start things

than to see them through," he laughed.

The dean candidate also hopes to do

"something more for general campus

self-confidence in the quality of the

institution and the general situation of

the College."

Currently, Dr. Smith still retains die

department chairmanship in history;

whether he will continue to hold it is now
uncertain. "My own inclination," he said,

"is not to do that. But I will continue at

the very least as a leaching member of the

department."



Administration

\
Hayward

'' to direct

College's

development

activities

by Kevin O'Keefe

After operating foi' a year witKoul a

director of development, Washington's

administrative skefeton will soon be

fleshed out when Mr. George E. Haywatd,

associate director of development at

Johns Hopkins University, joins the

Bunting Hall staff as coordinator of

financial support.

The appointment of Mr. Hayward, 35,

to the post of vice-president for

development and pubhc relations was

announced this week by President Joseph

McLain.

The position Mr. Hayward will occupy

starting 'March 18 was vacated last

January by Mr. Louis T. Hughes. No

replacement was actively sought for tlie

position until selection of a new president

was finalized.

President McLain and a number ol

faculty, administrators, students and

board members interviewed the six

candidates who filed for the position.

McLain explained: "We sought the sixth.

It was uniformly felt by the interviewing

group that this particular person was

somebody we wanted."

Mr. Hayward has been involved in

college administration since 1962 when

he served as an assistant director of

admission at Bard College. He later joined

the admissions staff at Johns Hopkins

University, assuming the director's post in

1970. Since 1972 he has been involved

with die Hopkins development office,

which is currently campaigning the Johns

Hopkins Fund, an effort to raise one

hundred million dollars for the university.

In his new position. Hayward, who
holds a BA from Drew University and an

MA from Washington University, will be

responsible for initiating Washington's

bi-centennial birtliday campaign to raise

twenty million dollars.

"Basically, I had some very nice

treatment when I met with Dr. McLain

and others on the staff," Mr. Hayward

said, in explaining his acceptance of the

job offer. "By and large, I'd say it looked

like a good opportunity in view of my
experience."

Hayward was hcsistant to make any

judgements of Washington's currerit and

past devlopment program. "It would be

very difficult for me to comment

specifically," he explained. He added,

however, that he suspected untapped

potential for financial support existed.

On the success potential of the

endowment campaign which Washington

is committed to, Hayward remarked, "1

think it's possible but 1 don't think it will

be easy. 1 wouldn't slick my neck out

thougli if 1 didn't think it was possible."

Transportation

Route 213: C-town's gasoline alley ghostown
by Peter deSelding

Reflecting a problem that pervades

much of the country's Eastern region,

Chesterlown's gasoline situation mns the

gamut of possible descriptions, from

mildly discomforting to downright

ludicrous, as the stations juggle tlieir

contingencies in varying and peculiar

ways.

Since few, if any generalizations, are

valid for even two of the town's stations,

much less aU of them, the following is a

list of what to expect at each of the

dealers on what must be the Eastern

Shore's Gasoline Alley, Route 213:

Texaco's pumps remain open throu^
tlie afternoon, but fuel is aviailable by
appointment only. As of Feb. 13th, the

earliest reservation possible was,

incredibly, March 8th. Open at 7:30 a.m.,

the price per gallon is 46.9c for regular,

50c for supreme.

The Getty station, which qpens at 7

a.m., usually runs out of gas by 10 ajn.

While willing to fill up regular customers,

a two-to-three-dollar limit is imposed on

anyone slse. At 52.9c per gallon, prices

here are the most economical of the

group for those needing high-test fuel.

Sunoco also closes its pumps by

mid-morning, though until that time

anyone can get a full tank, starting at 8

a,m. Price per gallon ranges from 51 .9 to

58.9c, depending upon the level of

octane.

Gulf, too, will serve anyone without

limit, and at prices of 43.9c, 5 1.9c and

55.9c for its three types of gas, runs out

its quota by 9:30 a.m. or so.

Exxon grants all its customers three

dollars of gas only, and keeps the pumps

running from 7:30 a-m, until about I

pjn. in the afternoon. The cost here is

48c and 53.9c.

Mobil will fill anyone's tank, requiring

a minimum purchase of three dollars.

Also open at 7:30 ajn. gas costs 52.9c

md 57.9c.

The BP station by Drug Fair, formerly

the only pfece open on Saturday

evenkigs, was recently caugjit

price-go^iging by the Internal Revenue

Service, (it was selling fuel for 60c per

gallon, and has thus been closed, at least

temporarily.)

Each of these stations allots itself a

certain amount of gas, which for most is

900-1000 gallons daily. After that has

been sold, the now-familiar "SORRY, NO
GAS" signs are placed between the

Because of the unavailability of gas, area gasoline stations close in the early afternoon, leaving
pumps and population immobile.

pumps, and the operators sit idle, waiting

for the infrequent request for their other

services.

Due to go into effect the 13th of this

month in Maryland is the so-called

"Oregon Plan', which provides for

even-numbered license plates to be sold

gas on even-numbered days, odd plates on
odd-numbered days. Will this have any
positive effect on present conditions?

Most sutionowners are skeptical. Said

one attendant, "It's just another thing for

the State to screw around with."

Two other developments are also

worth noting: First, in an effort to

correct unequal distribution of gas, the

Federal Government has issued orders for

a re-allocation of fuel. Among the states

to benefit from this, Maryland sta'nds to

receive one mUlion extra gallons per

month, thou^ mral areas such as

Chestertown will probably not feel any
significant relief.

Secondly, Federal Energy chief Wiiiam

Simon has asked for a law prohibiting

preferential treatment of regular

customers by gas stations. If such a law
goes into effect, it would impose a fine of
as much as $2500 on violators.

The CoQege itself is feeUng the pinch
on its own gas supply, having recently

been told that this month's allotment
would be 13 per cent less than our

consumption of two years ago. Since that

time, however, the College has purchased

three additional vehicles, in response to a

rising need for such transportation. Wtien
last year's gas demand is used as a guide,

therefore, our cutback for this month is

actually forty per cent, from 1500 to 850
gallons.

"We'll probably run out by the middle
of the month," said Business Manager
Gene Hessey, at which time, those who
are using College cars will have to buy
privately, to be reimbursed by the

Business Office. Admitting that "it's a

Jay to day situation", Hessey saw no
mprovement in the coming months,
ihough he contemplates only minor
nconveniences for travelling athletic

eams which use the cars. Other demands
"or transportation will be put on a

)riority basis, he said.
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Pegasus

Combining tradition, art

by league Maisel

The art of constructing a successful

yearbook seems to be a dead one at

Washington. Books of the past few years

have been a failure to some and a

disappointment to most. It is evident that

the difficulty lies in combining .artistry

with what a yearbook is traditionally

supposed to be. Yet, Debbie Anderson,
editor of the 1974 Pegasus hopes to
acconipHsh the combination.

Because it was her job to distribute the

1973 Pegasus, edited by Sandy Cassler,

Debbie was close to the criticism directed

at that yearbook and feels she has
benefited from it. "It was good because
now I'm aware of whatpeople want."
However, criticism aimed at the '73 book
did not alter Debbie's basic conception of
her own book. After the experience of
editing three yearbooks in the past, she

already had a fair idea of what she

wanted.

Debbie's efforts are directed toward
maintaing the traditional sense of a

yearbook in an artistic framework. As she

said. "I want it to be creative, but more
important dian that, it needs to be

complete."

As Debbie perceives it now, the 1974
Pegasus will be a tightly organized,

thorough reporting of campus life. In

relation to last year's book, there will be

a more extensive but equally shared

covereage of sports, drama, clubs and

organizations.

The section will be devoted to senior

pictures which will include the names of

all those pictured. (The lack of this was
die most criticized feature of the '73

book). There will also be more faculty

pictures. Some prose will be part of the

yearbook in the form of an introduction

and sports wrap-ups. No poetry of
creative writing will be included.

Generally, Debbie Anderson's concept

of the Pegasus demands complete
coverage of everything normally

considered worth noting in a yearbook.

Debbie also intends to meet all

deadlines so that publication of the

yearbook will not be excessivley delayed,

as it has in the past. The publishing

company with which she is working

requires sectional deadlines. 40% of the

book is due in March, 40% in April, and

20% in May. If she is able to meet those

deadlines as planned, the Pegasus should

be distributed by October, 1974.

Debbie and herstaff have encountered

several problems in composing the

yearbook. Some campus organizations

have made it difficult for yearbook

photographers lo lake enough pictures

for sufficient coverage.

Consequently, it has been necessary

for Debbie to work through channels in

some instances which makes her job more
difficult and time consuming.

Also, the Pegasus staff is operating

under a deficit. Because of publishing

difficulties over the past few years,

Pegasus has accumulated a rather large

debt. To alleviate some of the financial

pressures. Debbie and Mary Silcowski. a

staff member, sent letters to parents of
W.C. students requesting donations. This

effort brought in approximately $500
which wOI help to alleviate the pressure.

Another problem of a financial nature

stems from Pegasus three-year contract

with their publishing company. Although
the company allows a 5% increase per

year in their base price for inflation, the

contract does not allow for the increase

in student enrollment at Washington. To
solve this problem, Debbie plans to

decrease the number of pages in the book
in order to increase the number of books
printed.

If Debbie Anderson's concepts are

realized in the technical output, the 1974
Pegasus should be as creative as the

confines of the traditional yearbook will

permit. Complete and equal accounting

of Washington College and the class of
'74, she says, wUi take precedence over

artistic flavour, but ideally an effective

combination of both will be achieved.

As sledders whizz by, George shivers through the season.

Scope

Sorority success
by Dave Knepler

The sororities' tormal rush season is

over for another year, with
approximately double the amount of
formal bids accepted this year than last.

Only the Alpha Chi's face the prospect of
returning next September with less

members than they have at the present.

Pat Jordan, the Alpha Clii's President,

cannot pinpoint the reason why only
three women became Alpha Chi pledges

out of 27 extended bids.

"I don't know," she said. "We've been
trying to figure it out. One of the main
things is that they (rushees) are

undecided as to whether they should join

a sorority, or as to which sorority they
should join, so they remain undecided."

This, then, does not explain why the

other two sororities did so well. The
ZTA's, who, according to President

Carole Strausburg, "look for friendship ...

we don't look for a particular type of
girl," received eight affirmative replies to
the thirteen extended bids. Last year they
received only one pledge through formal
bidding.

The AOP's did (he best.. The ten

formal pledges they received matched the

total of sisters graduating. Pamela Gracey,
who will be installed as AOP president

March 4, sees the response as partial

indication that "sentiment is becoming
more and more not anti-Greek."

Prints on view
An exhibition of 35 silkscreen prints

will be on view at Gibson Fine Arts

Center gallery from February 18 through

March 18.

Titled "Silkscreens from Workshop,
Inc.", the collection was organized and is

being circulated by The Baltimore

Museum of An with the cooperation of

the Maryland Arts Council.

The local showing was arranged by the

College art exhibits committee. Exhibit

hours will be from 2 to 4 p-m., Monday
through Friday.

The prints being shown were selected

from thousands of works created by
Workshop, Inc., a Washington-based

organization devoted to extending the

silkscreen method as a fine art medium.

Warwick study
Sophomore and junior history majors

interested in studying abroad next

semester at the Warwick University in

Coventry, England are invited to contact

Dr. Nate Smith, acting dean, in his

Bunting Hall office. Two Washington

students will be selected for the exchange

program.

Calendar
ON CAMPUS

Thun., Feb. 14 - 1. Lecture on Transcendental Meditation in Hynson al 7;30 p.m.

2. German Film -Paarvngen" In Dunning Hall at 7:30 p.m. (Sound Track In English).

Fri., Feb. 15 - t. Music Department Student Recital al 8:30 in Tawes. Vocal and instrumental.

2. Films . "The Reivers" and Marx Bros. Short In Tawes at 9:30 p.m. SOc admission.

Sal., Feb. 16 • 1. Wrejtling vs. Salisbury and Hampden-Sydney al 1 p.m.
2. Basketball vs. Urslnus at B:00 p.m.
3. Dance In Hodson Hall - 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission SOc.

Mon., Feb. 18-1. Silkscreen exhibit opens in Lobby Gallery ol Fine Arts Centre, thru March IB.

Mogday thm Friday - 2-4 p.m. Thun
Tues., Feb. 19-1. Film "Shop on Main Street" in Dunning at 7:30 p.m. p.m
Wed., Feb. 20 - 1 . Basketball vs. Widener at a p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 21-1. Film "Nolorious" in Dunning at 7:30.

WASHINGTON
t. National Theatre of ttie Deat presents "Optimism" al Arena Stage.:. Call G3B-G700.
2.TheD.C. Black Repertory Dance Co. at Last Colony Theatre. Call 291-2877.

3. Smithsonian Puppet Theatre presents "PInocchio" thru March 10. Call 361-5395.
4. Martin Mull at Cellar Door thru Feb. 16. Call 337-33B9.
FrI., Feb. IS - 1. Cleveland Orchestra - Lorin Maazel, conducting at 8:30 in Kennedy Center

Concert Hall.
Sat., Feb. 16 - I. John Hartford, Earl Scruggs Revue and the Dlllards at D.A.R. at 8:30 p.n:

2. Cleveland Orcheilra at B:30 in Kennedy Center.
Sun., Feb. 17 • 1. Dave Mason at S:30 p.m. In Kennedy Center.

2. Lionel Hampton Jazi Quartet at 8:00 p.m. at Museum or Natural History.

3. Rensliunce, Baroque and Contemporary Music by Choral ArtiSociety al 3:00 p.m. In Kennedy

Triis., Feb. 19-1. Black Sabbath al Capital Centre at 7:0li ^.m.

2, New York City Ballet al Opera House al B:00 p.m. Call 202-254-3770.
Wed., Feb. 20-1. Ramsey Lewis at El Cetera. Call 466-8822.
2. New York City Ballet of Opera House at 8:00 p.m.
3. National Symphony Orchestra, oeprelst-conducllng at 8:30 p.m. in Kennedy Center Concert

Hall.
Thun., Feb. 21-1. Ramsey Lewis at Et Cetera.
2. National Symphony Orchestra in Kennedy Center al 8:30 p.m.

Feb. 14 - 1. Balllm e" at the Lyric Theatre al 8:15

Fri., Feb. IS - 1. Ice Hockey at Civic Center at 8:00 p.m. Clippers vs. Rochejter.

Sat., Feb. 16 - 1. Jose Simon Dance at Towson State College at 8:30 p.m.

2. Baltimore Opera Company al the Lyric Theatre at 8:15 p.m. performing "L'Elhlr d'Amore."
3. Film "From Here lo Eternity" at 1 1 a.m. at Calonivilie Community College.

Sun.. Fob. 17-1. "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolff" - Film. At Loyola College at S p.m.

2. Igor KIpnii at Gaucher College al 8:00 p.m.
3. "A Cfioral Festival" by the Cathedral Concert Series at 5:30 p.m. Call 433-8800, 5200 N.

n., Fab. 18 - 1. Baltimore Opera Company at the Lyric Theatre at 8:15 p.m. presents "L eiiiir

d'Amore."
2. Arthur Tollefson, pianist at U.M.B.C. at B:00 p.m.
3. Baltimore International Photographic Exhibition by Baltimore Camera Club thru March 4 at

Enoch Pratt Library.

Tuei., Feb. 19 - 1. Fllmi "The Fixer Upperi." "Oliver the Eighth" at Pratt Library at 2 p.m.

2. Contemporary Music Ensemble Concert at Peabody Conwrvatory of Muilc at • p.m.

3. Ice Hockey, Clipper* vi. Springfield at CIvIg Center at pjn.



i Berrigan

E
Revolutionary

•J
continued from page 1

jf showmanship is evident: he removes a set

« ol silverware from his backpocket,

explaining that it is a habit acquired in

prison. "Now I suppose I could be shaken

down for carrying lethal weapons."

It is easy to picture Berrigan in a

pulpit, complete with clerical collar. Like

some lost prophet, in search of a

doctrinal alley in which to channel his

rhetoric and devote his life, Berrigan

speaks in parables, allusions and quotes

from the Bible, and offeis the epiphany

of inner conviction and strength.

Also a revolutionary, Berrigan speaks

in generalizations, fatalistic visions, and

simplistic definitions of the "enemy", the

"system", and the "cauSe" as any

propagandist does in direct appeal to

emotion. He pays lip service to the

martyred spokesman of the

revolt lon-Ghandi and KinE.

Berrigan insists that Americans are

crippled by a culture that does not

provide its victims with the capacity to

say "no" at the proper moment.

According to the ex-priest, many

Americans arc under the "baleful

watching of big brother." The great

majority of American, he contends, are

"incapable of dissent", of "recognizing

the government as our enemy", of

refusing the "goodies" offered to us by

oar culture and economy.

Quoting Simone Whyle, a Nazi

resistance leader, Berrigan defines the

"war myth" that Americans accept "lock,

stock and barrel": "The acceptance of

war as an unavoidable fatality is the root

of power poUtics... "Berrigan reasons that

by our believing that war is not

unavoidable, we fall victims to

"unscruplous, demented, over

mythological people, like Richard Nixon,

who use our names and God's to justify

war."

Historically, Berrigan argued,

Americans have remained passive,

incapable of questioning the immoral,

genocidal policies of their government.

"When the atomic bombs were dropped

on Japanese flesh, did we say Truman was

right? That through his neat and

antiseptic explanation, our boys lives

were justly saved?" The . armament bills

in Congress are passed with little

discussion because, conjectures Berrigan,

we do not question war as an

"unavoidable fatality," "In the streets of

Chestertown, it is unlawful to break the

fifth commandment, murder, yet the

government continues to kill in

Indo<;hina. Pope John XXllI said:

"Governments are held to the same

morality as individuals." ...What gave us

the ri^t to shirk responsibility in that

area?"

Berrigan condemns Americans for

their inability "to stake our lives on the

pursuit of truth and non-violence... The
consequences are tolerable. Americans are

fractured by an inabflity to suffer for a

conviction." He concludes: "We are all

sucked into the machinery, but there are

alternatives. Your responsibility is similar

to mine..."

A half hour question and answer

period is spotted with few inquires and

uncomfortable silences. The "dear

Friends" of Father Phillip Berrigan. as he
repeatedly addressed the audience, either

could not rise inteUectually or spiritually

to the occasion, or were "inspired to

reflection" beyond words. Berrigan

verbally shook us by the shoulders, and

our response to his occasionally muddled
reason and obvious emotional appeal, was

to let him walk away from our crowded
auditorium unchallenged and

by Kim Stierstorfer

by Dr. Nate Smith,

acting dean

In talking to students during the past year

about ways in which we could improve our

academic "program, every now and then someone

would express anxiety about the quality of their

education, the College's solvency or the possibilities

for career success of our graduates. While this was but

a very minor theme in the curriculum refomi

discussions, 1 think that it would be a mistake to let it

pass without comment. It is certainly understandable

that students mi^t be uneasy about such matters,

perhaps many more than the few who actually voiced

concern. There has been so much publicity in the past

couple of years about crisis in private higher

education that it would be surprising if there were

not some need for reassurance.

Ironically enough, student uncertainty about the

College's situation has been nourished by our own

efforts to make sure that we master each crisis we

face. Frank reports from administration and faculty

members about budget problems, enrollment levels,

student attrition, heating oil, curriculum reform.-etc-

have led, in a few cases, to wildly exaggerated

conclusions about the imminent demise either of

Washington College or of its stature and reputation.

What these reports really reflect, fortunately, is the

College's determination to confront and solve its

problems, andaboveall to do. so in a way that does

not sacrifice those qualities that have raised us above

the rank and file of liberal arts insfitutions.

Not wishing either to tempt fate or to encourage

complacency, I will say only that we have wrestled

relatively successfully so far with financial problems

that have forced a few institutions to shut their

doors, others to surrender their independence and

join a State system (the University of Baltimore, for

example), and still others to institute drastic austerity

measures which clearly reduce programs and services

(Antioch College, for example, has slashed its faculty

by about 25% and greatly increased the work load of

the remaining instructors). Our belt- tightening has

been modest by comparison. Thanks to generous gifts

(for example, those from the Hodson Trust, the

Mellon Foundation, the Ernest A. Howard Bequest),

we have even been able to improve our facilities and

resources in at least some areas. German and French

language floors, embellished by charming resident

native speakers, have certainly contributed

significantly to our modern language program. The
resurrection of William Smith Auditorium as a

comfortable, well-equipped and versatile lecture

hall-theater is well underway. Next year, art students

will have die benefit of natural lighting and a pleasant

ambiance when the Coleman House is converted to its

new purpose as an Art Center. The College's resources

for meeting the financial aid requirements of our

students have been greatly strengthened by the

Howard and Nuttle scholarship bequests, among
others. The Psychology Practicum at the Eastern

Shore State Hospital and the pre-med mini-mester

have opened the door a bit wider for the addition to

our program of field-study opportunities.

To meet the challenge of inflation and to support

continued growth in such vital matters' as library

resources, faculty development, campus cultural life,

scholanhips, laboratory equipment, off-campus

educational options and (he like, an ambitious

development program has been adopted in principle

by the Governing Board of the College. The priorities

of the plan, worked out by an all-College committee,

properiy emphasize qualitative growth, not physical

eypan-iinn Equally important is the fact that the
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Board, and many alumni and friends of the College

are "bullish" about its future. They are entliusiastic

about helping President McLain and our development

office secure the financial support that will

underwrite our continued existence and growth as a

quality liberal arts college. Support from these

quarters has already been very effective in moving the

possibility of increased State aid to private higher

education in Maryland as close as it now is to

realization.

All colleges in this country, public or private, are

hostage to the fortunes of the national economy. In

this sense it would be foolish to make predictions. It

is possible to say with confidence, however, tliat

Washington College has been reasonably successful

thus far in weathering the financial storm and that it

has good prospects for continuing to do so.

Closely tied to the fiscal problem, but even more
important as factors in campus morale, are the twin

perils of insufficient enrollment and excessive

attrition. Our Student Affairs Office made a study of

the causes of attrition last year and concluded that

the reasons for early departure fell into three general

categories, with roughly 1/3 of the students in each.

One group left for a variety of personal or career

reasons that were cleariy beyond the College's ability

to influence. This must be considered the normal

attrition group. Another group of students left

because they or their parents could no longer afford

to resist the appeal of lower tuitions at the public

institutions. The third category included students

who were dissatisfied with our academic or social life

and those who were on leave temporarily for an

exchange program, junior year abroad, psychology

practicum, pre -veterinary semester, etc. Increased

student mobility is a fact of academic life today.

Some of it is even very desirable. Despite tlie budget

impact, the College offers all the help it can to those

students who wish to work info tlieir total program
here a year of study abroad or a semester at another

institution. The reduction of regrettable departures,

on the other hand, is an important College goal. We
would like to be able to meet the certified financial

need of every student here and beyond that provide

merit scholarship recognition for our very best

students. We have already made considerable progress

in this direction and plan to make more.
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Dearths report

ington's

stability

ge funds earmarked lor student aid are now
l-time hi^. A comparison of grants made to

rent freshman class with those awarded at

)ur-year colleges (the comparison is with

norms based on a study of 243 schools)

lat Washington College is more than holding

. While a larger number of our freshmen

liltle or no aid compared to the norm
i2.6%), an adjustment of this figure for the

in parental income levels (51.3% at

Ion College $20,000 or over/29 .8%

e) puts us considerably ahead of the average

support to students. The number of our

1 who are awarded sizeable grants, moreover,

,000) is almost twice that of the average

;por[ed in the norm (30.5%/17.1%). Despite

liable record, we are still losing for financial

tudents whom we would prefer to keep. For

3n, improvement of our aid program remains

lie list of College priorities.

uch has already been reported in the ELM
w progress of curriculum study lliat it is

ary here to say any more about it than that

spired by a desire to make our program as

lul and effective as possible for all those

who came to Washington College seriously

n above-average education in the liberal arts

- It is reasonable to think that well

uut modifications in program will reduce the

of students who leave because of

ction with campus life.

dmissions problem is an even stickier one

iiioii, although it is not as great a challenge

pride as a College. Thanks to recent TV
;ven the general public is now well apprised

admissions crunch." Washington College will

best, in terms of budget and morale both,

durms and classrooms are filled to present

(about 750-800) with qualified,

ivalcd students who are here for the right

Given the near-stagnation of the size of the

college-student pool, the impact of

and the flight to vocational training by

licied with job-panic, the search for good

has become extremely competitive and

^n:^ The worri "..-risi':" '" not cnlirclv '^'i'

of place here. Some colleges are resorting to

commercial agencies and the techniques of Madison

Avenue. All are working much harder, and

Washington College is no exception. Last year, under

President McLain's leadership, the admissions staff

redoubled its efforts, students sacrificed part of their

spring vacation to talk with applicants in an amazing

display of selfless school spirit, faculty members
attended college nights at high schools and wrote

individual letters to prospective freshmen. The energy

was well-directed and no doubt made all the

difference in meeting our enrollment goal.

Unforiunately, the crunch is with us for the

foreseeable future, extraordii^ary effort will have to

become our routine level of work and I have no

doubt that it will.

As has also been true in the case of budgetary

difficulties and the attrition problem, excessive alarm

about our situation has been an unwanted by-product

of the dust kicked up by our efforts to alert ourselves

to matters that need attention. Some students reason

thus: desperate for warm bodies to fill dorms and

classrooms, the College will admit hordes of

unqualified students, lower its standards to

accommodate the new breed, and destroy its

reputation and the value of its degree in the process.

This could conceivably happen to an institution. But

it has not happened to Washington College and is not

at all likely to happen ~ unless students and faculty

alike were to -enter upon an irrational course of

self-doubt and cynicism which could convert this

ill-founded judgment into a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Let us examine this year's freshman class. It was

indeed recruited in an atmosphere of grave concern

about our ability to attract students in the quantity

needed to make our budget and programs work. We
have some sound comparative data to test the notion

that the College filled its class by sacrificing all

standards. Just last Sunday the results of an extensive

study of entering freshmen was released to the press

by the American Council of Education and the

University of California, Los Angeles. Called the

Cooperative Institutional Research Program, the

study compared Washington College's freshmen with

those of a norm group consisting of 243 four-year

colleges. 71% of freshmen in the norm group had high

school averages in he B to A+ range. The comparable

figure for Washington College is 76.2%. Many more of

our students were accepted for admission by

one-to-three other colleges than was true of the

schools in the norm group (70.5%/58.9%). 68.3% of

our freshmen gave "good academic reputation" as a

"very important" reason for selecting Washington

College (compared to 57% in the national norm). Our

freshmen, finally, came with agnificantly higher

academic ambitions (45.8%/36%-expecl to make at

least a B average; 83.5%/74.9% ~ expect to get a

bachelor's degree) and with a highef expectation of

finding college life satisfying tlian was true of the

national norm group (69.2%/58.5%). Ii is interesting

to note that our students were less sure of their major

interest or career choice and more uncertain about

their chances to find the job they preferred than was

true of the norm. This, combined with very high

concentration of interest in precisely the most

competitive careers today (3 1 .4% interested in law or

medicine as compared to 11.7% inthenormgroup),

may help explain the mood of exaggerated anxiety

that occasionally infects our campus. To the above

data might be added the fact dial average College

Board scores for this year's freshmanclassarealmost

iHfnH.-^i w'i'h ihose f<»' Mip studen's who pniced in

1972. Washington College has experienced a decline

in average board scores since the mid-1960s, when
our expansion got underway in earnest, and it does
exceed the national decline over this period.

Even so, our average combined S.A.T. scores are

still considerably above tlie national average

(1070/930). Board scores are notoriously unreliable

as sole predictors of academic success and 1 cite them
because the figures are available. To make a more
impressionistic, though probably more meaningful,

judgnient (based on my examination of grade lists

and the like), 1 would not hesitate to say that this

year's freshmen arc doing at least as well as the classes

that preceded them in recent years. There is no valid

reason for any Washington College student to suppose
that his associates in the lower classes constitute

anything but a pool of better-ihan-average academic
talent.

Suppose, an imaginary skeptic mi^t say, one
concedes that we have really done far better in coping

with our share of the problems facing most colleges

today than some have thought -Hhere still remains the

fear that our graduates may not be properly equipped

by their education here to do well in the scramble for

jobs or for admission to graduate and professional

schools. This too seems an ill-grounded fear. With the

cooperation of many administrators and faculty

members, I was able to learn how most of our June,

1973 graduates (about 140 of 160) have fared in

these respects. Only three or four still seem to be at

loose ends. 37 of our former students are enrolled

full-time in advanced programs representing 20

different academic and professional fields. Ten are in

law schools, another 3 or 4 in medical technology and

dental schools. Sixteen others, working this year to

prepare the way financially, expect to start thier

advanced training next fall. The ret of the class is

gainfully employed The largest number are active in

commercial enterprises, sales and services (34).

Twelve are teachers, ten - work in financial

institutions, a dozen are employed by governmental

agencies, eigl\t have found occupations in the arts,

four are offering social services to their fellow man,
four work in chemical or medical laboratories. The
rest are scattered among an interesting variety of

employments (construction, military, sports,

secretarial, manual labor, law enforcement ~ we even

seem to have one representative making a career on

llie dark side of the law). While I could wax eloquent

about individual casesoffellowship recognition for

our students at prestigious universities or of exciting

and lucrative job placements, this would be to go

beyond my modest purpose here. Educational

opportunities and Jobs are clearly available to our

graduates. There is no need for panic on this score. I

hope thai I will be able to repeat this statement with

equal justice year after year.

Cause for concern? In my opinion, no. Our

students are entitled to reassurance about the

essential stability of Washington College, the worth

and even the practicality of their education here. I

hope I have provided some perspective of this kind

and helped some students at least avoid unproductive

wrestling with spectres. Wise and diligent use by our

students of the many opportunities provided by the

college for intellectual, cultural and personal growth

will certainly yield proportionate benefits. There is

every reason to pursue these benefits in an

atmosphere of reasonable optimism about the

Colleee's abilitv to slav afloat in slormv waters.



Viewpoint
Washington College has advanced far in

one year.

Last February, with a wholly interim

administration, with the bitter tastes of the

Merdinger affair still in our mouths, it was

questionable what course the College's future

might chart. Certainly collapse was not

imminent, but a by-pass of difficult times still

was not assured.

In the twelve months since then, progress

and maturation have been the distinguishing

features of the administration and the

institution which they direct. A capable

president was appointed and an equally

capable dean hopefully will soon be

empowered. The critical position of

development director has been filled,

reportedly with a highly talented

administrator. The College's finances are still

tenuous, but they always have been and

probably always will be. The admissions

picture looks promising.

The Washington community, then, will

have just cause for celebrating its fortunes

next weeKeno during the annual George

Washington Birthday celebrations. We invite

you to partake of the festivities, to share in

the spirit of a College which fortunately has

been made vital once again.

Saini Valentine's Day is thrusting itself upon us

^ again. Perhaps it is the only holiday in this frozen,

cailous-earthened season to offer us a snatch of

warmth and romanticism. Originally, the Feast of

I Saint Valentine's was celebrated in commemoration

of the martyrdom of a Roman Pfiest. The "members"

of the Roman Empire also observed the Festival of

the Luperalia in mid February.

Today, though, the coming of Valentine's Day is

marked by the exchange of lover's tokens and cards.

Small, furry beavers, rabbits, and kangaroos adorn

contemporary cards oozing suggestive remarks and

promises of blatant bestiality. One green inch-worm

J
smiles through silver glitter "I'll worm my way into

? your. ...heart." Small rosy-cheeked children are also

I
exploited by the Valentine greeting card companies -

jOne small red-headed boy winks "I'm every inch your

I valentine."

Many believe that the annual observance of

J
Valentine's Day was Instigated by beliefs embraced

I during the Dark Ages in England and France. It was

I held that in the second fortnight of the second month
I birds began to male. Chaucer in his "PARLEMENT

I
OF FOULS" commented "For this was on seynt

' Valentynes day when every foul cometh ther to chese

his make."

Cards of the past - overripe hearts of red, nestled

in lace-fringed, ti^t fitting envelopes, are no longer

potent. Make your own Valentine.
_ by Kim Stierstorfer
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Forum
To the editor;

Congratulations should probably go out to

students who have closed windows, turned off lights

and shut doors in order to conserve energy. Business

Manager Gene Hessey lells us that we have done the

school a great service in saving fuel and dollars.

But it might also be noted that Maintenance

Director Raymond Crooks set back this student

effort when he forget to turn off the heat for a

couple weeks over Christmas in the empty dorms.

While our people-less rooms were being heated

generously, we waited in long lines at gas stations

over Christmas. Well, mistakes happen ~ but the fact

remains that the Hill dorm residents are still sleeping

with windows wide open to cool off sweltering rooms.

Perhaps we should advise Mr. Crooks to tie strings

on his fingers so he mi^I not forget to turn off

lights, turn on the heat, close doors behind him...

Sincerely,

John Moag

To the Editor:

With regard to the article in last week's Elm
concerning the establishment, at Washington College,

of a committee thai hopes to direct W.C.'s

involvement in the national bi-centennial celebration

in 1976, it might be helpful to both the committee

members and to the entire college community if the

names of the members had been included. Since a

primary function of the committee is to intercept and

build upon student interest in the planning of any

activities, the ready availability of the members is of

great importance. The members of the conmiittee

are: Dean Nate Smith; Dr. Nancy Talum,
Chairperson; Dr. Robert Janson-LaPalme; Dr. Robert

Fallaw; Dr. Peter Tapke;Mr. Timothy Maloney; Mr.
Garry Clarke; Mr. John Klaus; Mrs. Kathy Klaus, and
Hugh Silcox.

Any of these members of the committee would
greatly appreciate any suggestions from the students

of Washington College that would help us in our
work.

Thank You,

Hugh Silcox

Drama
A Washington College drama alumnus,

H. Jones Baker, 3d, has been visiting the

Fine Arts Center recently to advise

rehearsals of his new play Equinox,

directed by Timothy Maloney, his former

teacher.

The three-act drama opens on the

Tawes Theatre stage February 27 for four

consecutive evenings.

Accordmg to Baker, the school demands
little, allowing him to challenge himself.

Baker hopes to graduate in May. His

first goal after school will be securing an
agent, since he doubts he can become a

professional playwright without one.

Until establishing himself a§ a writer,

Baker desires to teach in the East. From
an artistic perspective, continuous

A willful dramatist

comes to Tawes stage

„. Members of the College community
1 ^(who were here in the spring of 1972

probably remember Baker, whose plays

ij 'T and performances appeared in the Fine

L_.-L ArtsCenter several times during his
'~

^_ undergraduate years.

i —P"
I

^*"" ^^" °^ '^^2' ^^ ^^^ studied

„l -" playwrighting at Catholic University in

_— Washington. Theatrical opportunities in

I __^lthe District of Columbia excite him,

.^-^ *- although he finds Catholic University

*
j_^_ .

*^ dissatisfying.

I * Conservative and dependent on an old

reputation, the University seems
^-i inflexible to Jones. On the positive side,

^ fine performers like Anne Bancroft~^
frequently consult with students. Like

H.Jones Baker, in 1971 photograph. Washington College, Catholic University

forces students to set their own pace.

by Reed Messier

development is his most valuable aim. 1

asked whether he was optimistic or not,

and Jones answered, "Yes, if only

because of my hard head." In other

words, his optimism results from will.

in September of 1973, Baker and

som e friends organized Parados

Productions, a small theatre company.

They accumulated sufficient funds and

personnel but discovered no theatres for

rent. When a building becomes available,

the company will begin its productions.

Discussing the creation of Equinox,

Baker recalled writing the first draft

during two weeks last August. Following

this initial version. Equinox developed)

through numerous revisions. Baker was

still involved in rewriting it at the time of

our conversation. The characters

originally resembled a real family, but

Baker doubts his prototypes would

recognize themselves now after the

charges.

Starting the play was his independent

project, but now he expects to receive

academic credit for finishing it. Equinox
might be his thesis for Catholic

University.

Currently, Baker considers this drama
his best, because the dialogue and

structure please him. Admitting the

difficulty of maintaining objectiviiy

toward his plays. Baker still contends he

would like Equinox if it were another

writer's work.

Baker plans to watch as many
rehearsals as possible, but he emphasizes

director Maloney rnust "determine all

production decisions. Baker's status will

be advisory only. According to ilie

playwright, Maloney seems hi^ily

perceptive about Equinox, and he trusts

the director to give it an appropriate

production.

Baker also admires Maloney s

typewriter, an Underwood 5 which will

print the drama's final draft.

Equinox will be presented by ilie

Washington college Drama DepartnuiH
February 27 through March 2 at 8 P.M.
William Segal has designed the set.

Featured in the cast are Kevin Madden,
Dave Knepler, Nancy Knuth and April

Lindevald; the role of the mute will be

assigned later. Admission is free to all

Washington College students.



Although it may not be obvious, Washington
College does provide other means of escape

trom the campus situation besides alcohol, drugs and
a full suitcase. And, in some instances, the "escape" is

granted credit.

Internships,., apprenticeships, and exchange
semesters are a growing section of the Washington
curriculum. They provide application of the

classroom learned skills' situation experiences diat are

unattainable in any other pre-job Lraining and, in

certain cases, an alternative to dropping out or

transferring.

There are a dwindling number of academic
departments that do not have or do not give

substantial thought lo creating internship programs.

The Washington Semester (Political Science major),

Drama Apprertficeship (Drama major), University of
Warwick exchange (History major), student teaching,

Held sociakwork (Psychology or Sociology majors)

and the Junior Year Abroad programs have been in

existence for at least one year, and are experiencing a

wide range of success.

This year saw the institution of learning

experiences in the forms of Junior Year at

Manchester College, Oxford (English, music or

philosophy), a Psychology Practium and, according (o

Dr. Nate Smith, "the latest example of wliat we
added, and the most interesting," a mini-semester

hospital internship (pre-med).

During tlie four weeks that elapsed between
semesters. WC students Carol Baker, Doug Boehm,
Scott Friedman, and Sandy Richter divided their time

into four, 4-day periods in an effort to take advantage

of the mini-semester. The students spent each 4-day

period working in a separate hospital; one period each

in Anne Arundel, Johns Hopkins, Kent and Queen.

Anne's and St. Joseph's (Towson) hospitals.

Dr. Henry Wagner, Director of Nuclear Medicine

andRadialion Health at Johns Hopkins University,

was the impetus behind the program. Working with

two interested majors in both the Biology and

Chemistry Departments, and with money from a

Mellon grant. Dr. Wagner molded, according to Sandy
Richter, "a short, intensive study in various health

careers."

'This is an experience you cannot get anywhere
else," continued Richter. "(We were given)...exposure

to careers ^at we didn't know existed." "We
observed. .but we observed everything."

Richter, who saw her three fellow participants

only at weekly seminars with Dr. Wagner, expressed

great admiration of both Dr. Wagner and the

program. "I have so much respect for Dr. Wagner. He
gave so much of his time..(The program was)

incredible. It was so great."

Scott Friedman was more philosphical about the

exposure. "We looked at the rewards and the

frustrations of people in the medical profession. It

takes a certain person to make a job go well."

Friedman, like the others, both observed and

interviewed the different members of the hospitals'

staffs. He cited the opportunity of "being able to get

in the position where 1 could ask these men the

questions 1 wanted to," as the most significant

advantage of the program. "The one-to-one situation

helped immensely," he added.

Both Richter and Friedman noted certain

deficiencies in the intern^ip, the most ludicrous was
having to stay "too long in Chestertown" (Kent and

Queen Anne's Hospital). "We will probably look at

the program and make some suggestions for changes,"

said Friedman. The suggestions will probably be

contained in a paper the four must write in summary
of their experience.

Neither expressed disappointment at not receiving

academic credit for the four week program. "I don't

think we deserve credit for it," admitted Richter.

Friedman concurred, saying, "The credits don't

bother me." Dr. Smithhopesthat some notation "of

these experiences can be put on the transcript."

Registrar Ermon Foster needs authorization for this,

however, and as of yet, "nothing has been indicated

(to him) about this."

There were two cautious aspects of the internsiiips

that Dr. Smith and Friedman voiced. Dr. Smith

steadfastly maintained thai "we're not trying to get a

January program in the back door," while Friedman

Warned against loo many internships, "it would make
this a tech school insteat} of a liberal arts school," he

ventured.

Like Richter and Friedman, students in the other

WC off-campus opportunities have been pleased.

Rosemary Orlhman. who participalcd in the

University of Warwick Exchange last year, and Tom
Church, one of this years' participants, cited partial

Academics

Off-campus study;

liberal arts

with a window

on the world
by Dave Knepler

unhappiness at WC as one of tlie major reasons they

applied for the program.

"I was going to transfer.. .thinking of it," said

Orthmann. "Here on the Eastern Shore we're very

isolated." Church felt that "it'd be nice to get away

for a little bit," but was confident that he'd be able

to survive four Chestertown years if he had not been

accepted for the exchange.

The course structure at Warwick was markedly

different fromwhat the WC students had been used to.

Allowed to take only three courses, Orthmann and

Church were responsible for attending one lecture

course per week and one seminar per course every

two weeks.

Both Exchange students paid the total tuition,

room and board fee to Washington College. In the

words of Church, this arrangement turned out to be

"sort of a raw deal." All meals were on a

pay-as-you-go basis at Warwick, meaning that they

paid their board fees twice. To add insult to injury.

Church contended that the food was "worse than

ours."

A year at the University of Manchester, at Oxford,

anotlier WC program, is in its first year of operation.

However, the student pays all his fees to the English

college, so that the only price the student pays for

not getting a "raw deal" is that he is technically not

enrolled at WC. Marty Williams and Billy Denison are

at Oxford this semester and Dave McCraw is one of

possibly several who will be going nexl year.

McCraw, a sophomore living in Richmond House,

cited his interest in literature as the main reason for

his Manchester participation. "I want to study British

literature." he said, "and I want to study it

seriously." He contended that he would make it

through four years at WC but "without (living in)

Richmond House, il would have been difficult."

Bobbe Gathfight is also going to England but she is

taking advantage of the Junior Year Abroad option.

Planning lo study drama and economics at Richmond

College in London, Bobbe sees this as a fulfillment of

an educational wish. "I've always thought of spending

mviunior year abroad." she revealed.
Gathrignt's excursion is being handled by the

American Institute for Foreign Study. Dee Durkee, in

an earlier Ebn article, did not speak very highly of the

AIFS. which had arranged her studies in France. 'The
AlFS program was both unnecessary and expensive,"

she complained.

Althougli Gathright would prefer to look for

rooming arrangements herself, something which die

AIFS takes care of, slie is going tluough the AIFS
primarily to "appease my parents."

When sked why she is leaving WC for a year,

Galhright said, "I'm going because 1 don't think

spending four years (at WC) would be as satisfying as

spending three years here and a year in England."

"I think it's a good idea to change." is one of the

rcasonsgivenbyJanc Torre for going to the University

of Madrid next year. (She had considered transferring

to accomplish tlial goal). However, Torre, a

sophomore, is thinking more towards how the year in

Spain will help her get more out of her major,

Spanish.

She wants to "learn the culture of tlie country.

They have a totally different way of life and a totally

different way of looking at life." Dr. Smith's

"enthusiasm was really encouraging" in helping Torre

decide what program she should follow. They decided

to go through the program established by New York
University.

There are off-campus opportunities available on
this continent, too. Pat Christensen and Larry Falk

are spending this semester at American University in

Washington. D.C. This program, referred to as the

Washington Semester, is available to juniors and first

semester seniors with at least a 3.25 grade-point

average.

The Washington Semester offers four different

areas of study. The course plan entitled "Washington

Semester" involves the study of tlie American

political system. The "Foreign Policy Semester", in

which Christensen is taking part , examines

international relations and U.S. foreign policy. Falk is

active in the "Urban Semester", which, as its title

suggests, looks at governmental urban programs. The
"International Development" program considers the

relationship between developed and underdeveloped

nations.

The least used WC internship is that structured

through the Drama department. The Drama
Apprenticeship provides for a Drama major lo collect

a semester's credit through work at either Center

Stage in Baltimore or the Hartford Stage in

Connecticut.

The program, established five years ago, had its

fifth and last participant during the '71 -'72 academic

year. H. Jones Baker, who has since graduated, had to

undergo an interview with Center Stage in order to

become part of the company. A person interested in

acting must audition successfully in order to be

accepted.

Mr, Timothy M^oney, Chairman of the dramt

department, called the program "mutually beneficial'

lo both the student and the company. He expresseo

puzzlement as to the drop. of apprenticeship

applicants, but speculated ithatitwaspartially due to

majors being afraid of missing WC drama courses that

"they really ought to lake". Concerned that the

contacts with the stage companies will be lost if the

apprenticeship goes unused for another several years,

Maloney hopes that the program *Svould pick up

again very soon,"

Even the Eastern Shore offers internship

possibilities. Sociology and psychology majors

interested in social work are given an opportunity for

field experience, while several psychology majors

spend a semester at Cambridge State Hospital.

Students majoring in political science do related work

in Chestertown.

Chairman of the sociology department Margaret

Horsley cited "good co-operation from the local

social work program" that enabled the construclior

of a social work program at WC. First semester thi;

year, nine students accepted the field work challenge.

"It can't be a very large number," said Horsley,

"because the attention diey get is immense."

The students began their preparation for the fall

semester work by taking a spring semester course

entitled "Community Welfare," taught by Barry

Barren. During their field work term, the students are

also required to take a class instructed by Tony
Bandyck, of Salisbury Slate.

Under "supervision and assistance", the students

put two days work a week in at a social work agency.

Students have been placed in offices as distant as

continued on page 8



I Minorities

5 MSC moves at

E tortoise pace
UJ

*
o by Melissa Merson

H The Minority Student Committee,

* organized last fall to bring Black and

Spanish sumamed students together, has

not used Iheir $250 SGA allocation as of

yet and they arc still not sure what they

are going to use it for.

All of the committee's activities are

still in the planning stages. Cwanita

Robinson, a member of the MSC said,

"We haven't done much yet." The

committee *as formed to recruit

minority students for the College.

Robinson said, "We're starting a

minority student scholarship which w31

be funded by money from a MSC dance."

She added, "We haven't set a date yet. We
have a committee looking into it."

"We only got $250 from SGA and

that's not enough to hold a dance."

Robinson is trying to locate a Black-Rock

group that will perform free.

In reference to the recruitment

program, Robinson said, "We're going to

send people in our group in conjunction

with the adminstration to schools in

Black and Puerto Rican neighborhoods."

"We got off to a late start last semester

and the only person who went was Leon

Anderson." Anderson, a 33 year old

freshman, attended College Day at a high

school in the District of Columbia.

Robinson said. "We tell prospective

students that it's {Washington College) a

predominantly white school, a pretty

good school academicaUy. It's small and

there are really good student-faculty

relationships." The Minority Student

Committee is organizing a tour group to

show minority future-Shoremen the

campus. "The people in our group are

going to give tours to prospective

students," Robinson said, "and any

interested student should contact the

Admissions office."

The MSC does not have any plans for

interacting with the minority population

of Chestertown, Robinson said. "I think

there's an NAACP chapter in. Kent

County. So far we haven't done anything

with the town people. They have

community organization but what they

really are, are cliques. It's "who can dress

better." It's really superficial. The people

(Blacks) in town are really afraid to do

anything. Party, party, party; that's the

attitude that alot of people take."

Robinson acknowledges the stark

reaUty that the Minority Student

Committee has done next to nothing so

far and for the most part attributes it to

the fact that "the administration hasn't

contacted us yet about other programs."

Sports

Shore hoop-ringers and a 16 lb. bird

Here's the scoop for hoop fans: Last

Tuesday night, against a strong and

aggressive Franklin and Marshall team,

the Sho'men played inspired ball before

bowing by a score of 75-50 in overtime.

In case you were wondering who's on

the team at this time, here is the cast of

characters in Tuesday's game: starting at

forwards were Captain Mike Slagle and

John Cross; the guards, Bob Moore and

Jerry Moye. and at center Geoff

Kurtzman. Filling up the bench were

Byron Little, Dan Jankelunes, Daryl

Brown and John Marrinacio. Both Keith

Creamer and Jay Yurow were out with

injuries or sickness or both. The coaching

staff remained the same with Tom
Finnegan directing and Bob Koepke

producing.

Fundamentals, or the lack of them,

were the telling difference in the game.

Both teams played with a glaring lack of

finesse. However, in the the end, it was

Washington's inefficient and careless

passing and its almost total failure to box

out F & M from the defensive boards that

all but gave the game to F. & M. Also the

referees came under fire from both sides

for the prodigious amount of sloppy calls

throughout the contest.

Still, a few played well. Slagle and

Cross played consistently well before'

they fouled out. Brown played well on

both offense and defense and Moye led

the team with 22 points. The highlight of

the evening was the entrance of Little

into the game.

The surprise crowd reacted

exuberantly and the team closed the half

by cutting a twelve point lead to four.

Who knows why?

An anonymous observer was asked if

this season wasdisappoin'ting.Hereplied'

"Is a sixteen pound robin fat?'^® *^^"^

that started practice in the fall certainly

shouldn't have been 2-15 at this point in

the season. The mid-year shake-up hurt,

but that is not the sole reason for the

team's failure. As usual, there is the lack

of height, depth, and most' of all,

experience.

This year, howevei. one thing has

remained constant throughout most of

Washington's games—a lack of

•ganization. On offense, the team never

Daryl Brown attempts a goaf against Franlclin and Marshall in

Tuesday night's game.

seems to run any set plays and often in

attempting to break an opponent's press,

it is four on five rather than the accepted

amount. On defense, whether it be zone

or' man-to-man, WC players often lose

their men for some easy shots and seldom

close off the defensive boards which is

essential, due to the lack of hei^t, in

keeping opponents from getting offensive

rebounds.

Coaching, attitude, officiating and the

players all are a part nf a team's success.

This baskebtall team has had, at best, an

uneasy combination of the above. The

season isn't over, but the remaining garses

belong to the iresnmaii to gaii

experience, and to senior Mike Slagle tc

playout the end of a distinguished career

Some people believe that basketball i

an unnecessary sport at Washingtoi

College. Though basketball will never

come near lacrosse or soccer

popularity, for those people, players ant

fans who were at the game Tuesday nignt,

it was at least a good time. As long as

there are players and coaches who believe

they can compete and win, as long as

there are a few people willing to watch,

why drop hoop just because we don'l

beat everytime and fill the gym for every

game.

Off-campus study

continued from page 7

Easton. Horsley calls this placement "a training

program-to give them actual experience."

Horsley believes that the field work is a

"marvelous training and experience that they

couldn't otherwise get"' Cille Geiser, who worked in

the Department of Juvenile Services in Centrevilie in

the fall of 1972, agreed about the advantages of the

Social Work program. "It did make me want to go

into it," she said.

Dr. Jonah Churgin, of the political science

department, ran his recent mayoral campaign from a

headquarters "staffed and organized by students." A
total of 15-20 students worked in this political

science experiment and one involving the Kent

County News in which students are "working with

the local government officials," in addition to

"poUing the Chestertown community" regarding

political topics, according to Churgin. Despite these

efforts, Churgin bemoans tliat "there's limited

possibilities" to integrate the political science student

into Chestertown government.

Recognizing certain deficiencies in the current

off-campus ' programs, and seeking areas for

expansion, the Sub-Committee on Curriculum

Reform has made several insights and suggestions.

Created by the Sub-Committee, "A Proposal for the

Improvement of the Curriculum at Washington

College," found in the Student Affairs Office,

expresses these thoughts:

1) There is room for "expanding greatly the

number of field-study opportunities."

2) WC should be able lo "offer opportunities for

off-campus study for perhaps 50 juniors each year."

3) A system in which parilal credit can achieved

and a college-exchange program within the United

Slates, be established would be desirable.

4) 'The ideal internship would be one where tiiere

is academic level diversity and challenge of

experience, where there is competent and interested

supervision, where there is scholariy buttressing of

the field work by prior preparation and follow-up

papers, and where there is the possibility of

effectively evaluating the experience."

The fields where the Sub-Committee made
speculative guidelines were internships in history,

political science, chemistry, natural science and math,

social sciences, English literature, creative writing,

and art.

Intemships are a part ut V/^s|jinglorr~9ollege that

beget experiences that cannot be realized on campus,
allow for an individual's growth, and provide
specialization in a liberal arts structure. If considering

applying for an off-campus opportunity, remember
the words of one internship veteran, Tom Church:
"You can't go wrong."
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GWs birthday

Founder's day

celebration

this weekend

President Joseph McLain will be officially installed

as Washington's twenty-second president Saturday
afternoon amid a weekend's festivities celebrating the

founding of the College 182 years ago.

The afternoon convocation in Tawes Theatre will

feature the traditional academic procession of faculty
and an inaugural speech by Dr. McLain on
Washingmn College and the Liberal Arts: a

Continuing Tradition." The installment, which begins

ai ; ivm., will include an introduction by M r. Robert
Ro\ dean emeritus of the Johns Hopkins School of
Lniii.-.'rmg and a member of Washington's Board,

benediction by Rev..George t. Sinkinson, Jr.,and

choral and instrumental music by the music
department.

The second focus of the George Washington
Birthday weekend will be the annual Birthday Ball.

Students arc not required to dress formally for the

black lie affair, which begins at 9 p.m. in Hodson
Hall. Students are admitted free. The Buzz Walters

The Washington Elm
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Band will entertain from 9 p.ni. to I a.m.

The College's public events office is attempting to

give the dance affair more class this year. A large

rellecting ball will be strung from the high pitched

ceiling of the cafeteria, "a piece of equipment," says

Bedford Groves, public events director, "that will go

a long way to change that place's appearance."

The gasoline shortage will apparently have little

effect on attendance at the day's activities.

by Kim Stierstorfer

Reservations from the 3,000 invited quests are
running in advance of last year.

Dr. McLain will be the first president in recent
years to merge his inauguration with a previously
scheduled annual event. The last installment of a

Washington president involved Dr. Charles Merdinger
in I97I and cost the College approximately $10,000.
Mr. Groves claims that Saturday's inauguration will

add no extra cost to the annual event.

Personality

"England's greatest contribution to

the world is the works of Shakespeare;

America's is the character of

Washington."

America it seems has always had a

penchant for inylliologizing her heroes.

George Washington, who will be honored

by a Birthday celebration on the campus
this weekend, is perhaps the most blatani

example of this urge to create demigods
of historical personages.

Emerson once said that "Every hero

•jecome-s. a bore at last.." And indeed

Washington has become a victim of

voluminous adulation bordering on'
dullness.

It became almost treasonable to

criticize the godlike Washington. Babies

were christened after him as early as

1775; his countrymen paid to sec him in

wax effigy even while he was still

President. "Washington." bellowed Ezra

Stiles in a sermon of 1783. "How 1 do
love thy name! How ofien I have adored

and blessed thy God, for creating and

forming thee the great ornament of

human kind!" Slalues of him are found

all over the world; his profile adorns

coins, banknotes, stamps; his birthday has

I oiig been a nat ional holiday.

Consequently, irreverence becomes a

Icmplalion; criticism, an effort to weigli

liis myth down to ihe world of human
beings.

Parson Wcems was the first to

labricate ihe Washington anecdotes that

Washington, the man and myth,

is the character of America

were to create the patterned image of the

Father of the Country: Washington
chopping down Ihe cherry tree {"I can't

tell a lie. Pa; you know I can't tell a lie. 1

did cut it with my hatchet. - Run to my
arms, you dearest boy, cried his

father..."); young Washington throwing a

stone across the Rappahannock ("It

would be no easy matter lo find a man,
now-a-days, who could do it .") and
countless other incidents. Weems seems
to have had no qualms about
manufacturing falsities to add color and
mysticism lo Washington's life. Wcems"
purpose for the book, as explained to his

publisher, was lo bring oui: 1. His
veneration for the Deity 2. His Patriotism

3. His Magnanimity 4. His Industry..." He
continues with a seemingly unending list

of virtues portrayed by the meritorious

Washington.

Yet behind these anecdoies and
panegyrics exist the ligaments of a real

man a man who was an expert

equestrian; who enjoyed the hunt. He had
a passion for tragic acting and often
quoted from Addison's CATO and from
Shakespeare's HAMLET in his daily

correspondence.

Washington often played billiards and
cards. He was also a ladies man. The first

President attended balls and social events

gladly and enjoyed dancing and music.

George Washington has been
traditionally described as a robust tall

man. Professor Guy Goodfellow
discovered facts to ihe contrary when he
was working at Ihe Smithsonian Institute

in Washington. Looking over

Washington's cffecls, Dr. Goodfellow
couldn't resisi the lemplation to don the

blue coal Washinglon wore at his

inaugaraiioii. "I couldn't gel it on. ..the

shoulders were impossibly narrows." Dr.

Goodfelloiv became "infatuated" with
the discrepcncy between Ihe myth and
Ihe man. "He was actually siring

beanish...he had all kinds of medical

problems: he had contracted malaria,

probably had tuberculosis, intestinal

problems perhaps a peptic ulcer, he'd

spit blood." Dr. Goodfellow conjectured

that Washinglon probably had only two
or three teeth in his mouth when he was
appointed Commander of the Continental

Army. "Despite these health problems."

asserted Dr. Goodfellow, "he was able to

uphold the responsibility of an army and
the country. His strength, despite his

health, shows his tremendous character."

Certainly Washington is not
undeserving of our praise; his merits and
strength were genuine. He was Ihe prime
native hero, a necessary creation for the

infant nation. Perhaps there is some
veracity to Lord Brougham's aphorism:
'The test of ihe progress of mankind will

be their appreciation of the character of
Washington." Perhaps we should alj be
proud lo say thai Washington slept here.

and here, and here...



Chestertown

by Melissa Merson

UJ This is the firsi in a series of arlicles

a) iibout tlie proposed commercial

l~ waterfront redevelopment program being

cy considered by the Clieslerlown Town
Council. In subsequent issues of the Elm

the issues of economic benefits to the

town and tlic program's sociological

implications will be examined, along with

a close look at the second and third

pliases of the program.
*****

Chestertown may soon lose the quiet

calm that has marked its unique

atmosphere throughout history.

A study of Chestertown's waterfront

commercial development potential

recommends the implementation of a

three phase ' "action program" to

encourage the inllux of tourists and

industrial enterprise in the area.

The closing of the Vita Food Products

Plant, along with cutbacks at the

Campbell's Soup plant, sent the

Chestertown and Kent County

employment rates to a national low.

The waterfront redevelopment

program is aimed at increasing

employment opportunities, providing

increased services for local residents and

magnifying the historical significance of

the town to encourage a potential tourist

industry-

The famous face lift

Part One: the plan
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being considered for redevelopment.

The redevelopment report cites that

althou^i Chestertown is on the Eastern

Shore, which is known for its tourist

Chestertown residents take

a peek at the proposal

The Morion HofTman company of

Baltimore, a group of economic and urban

consultants, presented their study of

Chestertown's waterfront commercial

development potential to a groupoffity

interested people, last night, in the Fire

Hall.

The study was subsidized by the

Economic Development Administration

and was presented to the town by Mrs.

Rosaline Doggetl, the project directo

have a crystal ball that doesn't have a

crack in it. let's hope we can look at it

objectively."

Hoffman noted that the citizens of

Chestertown must decide if they are

interested in attracting a large tourist

trade and said, "tourism is not a panacea,
"

it has its problems."

Ralph Usilton. editor of the Kent

County News raised the question of the

impact of the energy crisis on tourism. In

d Mr. Morton Hoffman, president of response. Mr. John J. Nelson, Director of

the consulting firm.
Tourist Development for the state of

Introducing the report, Mr. Hoffman Maryland said. "Dammit, if the feds don't

said. "We're talking about an unusual know, how the hell do I know! There are

kind of commercial development certain areas in the state that are going to

(referring to entertainment and tourism), benefit from this for the simple reason

We have to study transportation linkages "i^i Americans are going to lake

and unique features. We also analyze vacations. During World War 11 you were

market potential, family incomes and beg. borrowing and stealing coupons. You

trends in purchasing." were taking vacations."

Hoffman explained the possible margin Hoffman concluded the meeting

of error. "Allhougli we can't say that we pointing out that "people are still going

^mt^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^mm^m to travel, incomes are going to rise, if

there's no serious recession in the near

future. If Chestertown wUI try lu

capitalize on its opportunities, people are

still as ingenious as ever. If there are

interesting things to look M. people will

be attracted. It is conceivable that a price

Chestertown will have to pay is to expand

the police force or maintain security

guards. Just what Chestertown does is in

the hands of its government and its

citizens."

Copies of the Morton HolTman report

are available in the Cliestcriown Town
Offices,

Last week's issue of the ELM
incorrectly reported that the BP station,

located at Rt. 213 and Morgnec Road

(across from Drug Fair), was charged hy

the Internal Revenue Service for price

gouging. The station, operated by Mr.

George Muck, was not charged for any

violation of the price gouging law by the

IRS or any other agency. The ELM
sincerely regrets its mistake and extends

its apologies to all involved.

Sincerely,

theedilore.THEELM

Bi-Centennial program for 1976. It

recommends frequent and scheduled

openings of historic homes in

Chestertown and the establishment of a

small new restaurant with a unique

atmosphere. Also, the study suggests the

institution of fairs and/or bazaars to

attract outsiders and local residents.

The potential for new marina slips

responds to the demand of local residents

who register their boats in the area and

does not relate to the tourist trade.

The potential for a new restaurant

already exists. It is this suggestion that is

probably the least likely to create havoc

amongst the residents of Chestertown

who, for the most part, will work to

protest any large-scale developnicni

program. A newly opened rcstaurani

should offer outstanding food and

atmosphere because "Chestertown

currently lacks a superior eating

establishment," according to the report.

Phase I also calls for the creation of a

waterfront park at the end of High Street

where the county landing is located. The

area is currently used as a turnabout for

trucks and automobiles.

The Customs House, located next to

the High Street landing, could be restored

and serve as a museum for local items of

historic relevance.

Local residents harbor mixed emotions

about the proposed redevelopment

program. The unemployment problem is

reality which must be dealt with and

industry {hunting grounds and beach

resorts), it is a relatively i^nlaied area.

The study investigated four

commercial uses for the town: 1. marina,

2. restaurant, 3. lodging, and 4. associated

retail facilities.

The first phase of the recommended according to Jim Henderson, the Town
program covers the time slot from the Administrator, "people with money don't

present up through mid-1975. It is seem to be making any attempt to help

directed towards effecting a moderate
^^^^^ p^ ^^1 fighting for the poor people,

and immediate increase in the tourist
I can just see alot of inequalities that no

trade. The study reports that this could opg around here with money wants to do
be done by promotional work done in -anything about."
conjunction with the slate of Maryland's

Calendar
Week of Feb. 21 -28

ON CAMPUS
Sill<screen Exhibit at Tawes thru March 18.

Thurs. - Feb. 21 Film "Notorious" at 7;30 in Dunning Hall.

Sat. - Feb. 23 - Annual Convocation and Installation of Dr. McLain as President. Gibson Fine

Arts Center at 2:00 p.m.

Birthday Ball in Hodson Hall at 9:00 to 1:00 a.m.

Sun. - Feb. 24 • Film "The Seagull ' in Dunning Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Tues. - Feb. 26 Basketball game ws. Albright at 8 p.m.

Wed. - Feb. 27 Drama production of "Equinox" by H. Jones Baker in Tawes at 8 p.m.

Thurs. - "Equinox" in Tawes at 8:00 p.m.

WASHIWGTOty
Smithsonian Puppet Theatre presents Plnucchio thru March 10

The D. C. Blacl< Repertory Dance Co. at Last Colony Theatre thru March 3. Call 291-2877.

8:30. Richard

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown - Around the comer from the park



Art

Presidents, prize fighters join campus collection
Washington College possesses a myraidof
porlrails and landscape paintings^ until

recently indiscriminately scattered about
ilie campus. Full-face portraits of
unknown or unremembered faces from
ihe College's past bedeck the walls of
almost every dormitory and office in the

institution.

Dean of students, Maureen Kelley.

jdmitted thai the majority of paintings

ilial hang in ilie dorms were gifts to the

Ciillege. "They're in the dorms simply to

make them more home-like, more
habitable." While Reid Hall lounge

displays a portrait over their mantle of

some obscure woman whose deeds have

long since been forgotten, the Queen
Anne's-Caroline complex boasts of several

abstract, colorful oils hung in their

lounge. The men's dorm are noticaly

sterile; their walls barren of any picture.

The commons of the New Dorms are

hcniselves canvases for graphic art. Done
m bright oranges and purple, stripes and

riangles, the commons wisely contain no
pamtings.

Two female members of the Board of

Visitors and Governors attended a Board

meeting recently in Bunting and noticed

thai the building, which houses the

offices of the dean and president, seemed
barren. Mrs. Betty Duvall, an alumnus of

liie College who resides in Cheslertown,

and Mrs. Orsen Neilen, a resident of

Cenireville, collected all the portraits of

the past presidents ol' the College and

hairmens of the board from their various

scattered locations around campus.

The presidential and board porlrails all

mniissioned in the early Fifties by a

member of the Board, hung originally in

Ihe olTice of President Daniel Gibson. His

office was located in Bill Smith, in Ihe

current location of the faculty lounge.

When the administration moved their

office to Bunting, President Charles

Vlerdinger decided not to hang the

portraits in his office. The paintings,

according to H. Hurtt Deringer, Director

of Public Relations, were literally alt over

ilic place. They were rescued by Deans

Kelley and McArdle and other interested

persons on campus.

The George Bellows'

print "Preliminaries to

the Big Boot" recently

donated to the school,

hangs outside the Sophie
Kerr Room on the

second floor o'f the

library.

Mrs. NeiJsen and Mrs. Duvall collected

Ihe portraits of the Presidents and Board
Chairmen, which range from William

Smith in 1782 to Daniel Gibson in 1970;

the decided to display the presidents in

the hallway leading to the conference

room in Bunting. The Board Chairmen

have also been relocated and can now be

found on the second floor of Miller

Library.

The College owns several portraits that

still remain homeless. One portrait of

Dwight Eisenhower, who received an

honorary, degree from Washington, has

yet to be designated to a permanent place

on a campus wall. This reporter also

discovered accidentally, several

historically valuable signed photographs

of President Roosevelt and President

Truman secluded in a closet in Bunting.

Clifton Miller Library recently

received a gift of two lithographs by

George Bellows, from the collection of

writer Sophie Kerr. The lithographs.

donated by Mrs. Davidson Taylor, a

friend of the late novelist Sophie Kerr,

have been defined as valuable by
chairman of the art department, Mr.

Robert Janson-LePalme.

"They're valuable. .because ..they are

important works by a recognized master

in his field." The Bellows prints,

"Preliminaries to the Big Bout" and

"Introducing the Champion" are

examples of the "Ash Can" school, which
flourished in this county early in this

century. These prints convey the

atmosphere of the prize fight, a common

subject of Bellows. The lithographs are

hung outside the Sophie Kerr room, on
the second floor of the library.

A funeraal needlepoint reading "Sacred

to Gen. Geo. Washmgton ratner of His

Country," was recently donatedto the

college by Mrs. D. N. Kelly, wife of the

Lacrosse coach. The embroidered eulogy,

in the possession of Mrs. Kelly's family

for generations, was appraised for S 1 .500.

It now hangs in President McLain's office;

he explained that these commemoratives

were "commonly done for national heroes

after their deaths-this one was done in

1802 or 1803."

The picture is composed of thousands

of small, intricate stitches that form the

symbols of Washington's life - a lamp of

learning, the masonic symbol, the eagle

and the Liberty Bell. A reverse of the

famous Stuart portrait of Washington is

also included in the needlepoint.

Washington College certainly owns a

multiferious collection of artwork-some
of financial value, some of sentimental
value. An effort is finally being made to

assign some rhyme and reason to the

placement and congruency of the
paintings.

The Attic
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that's dawntoum.
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Chestertown, Maryland

haUmf'\Cuils

Exion Papera

Offkx Sapplkt

Paul's Shoe Store

High Street in

Downtown Chestertown

Dunhams - Converse

Bass - Topsiders
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I

I
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College Heights

Sub Shop
Open; Weclodays - 1 ajn. - 10 pJn.

Fri.-Sat-10ajn.-ll pjn.

Sun. 12pjn.-9pjn.

Now nniiig pittB aid wl»
7dvisi«Mk.

Marti's Sweete Shoppe

handpacked fine Hargar chocolates

all kinds of penny candy

208 High Street Lower Level

778-9744

Snack Bar

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandiriehes

lloi4>y - Sal. 10 mm, - 12 pji.



Letters

To the cdilor:

It is not enough lo iiave dirly politics in our national government. No. we must also

have such lllth promoted by our leading administrators. Il began with strategies to

gush Dr. McLain into the W.C. presidency. Now. it lakes the form of strategies

intended lo force the Board of Visitors and Governors into believing that Dr. Nate

Smith is Ilie only man for the job of Dean.

The Presidential Search Committee was established over a year ago. Its purpose was

to bring to ihe campus and consider candidates for the job of president at Washington

College. When tJie committee was eslablislied, Dr. McLain said [hat he would not

become a candidate. He held strong lo this until the appropriate lime. A week before

the board convened to select the president of Washington College, McLain announced

his candidacy for the job. The committee recommended him, and he was selected.

Essentially what happened was thai the sludents had Ihe wool pulled over Iheir eyes

by McLain's political tactic of liming.

W.C. needs a Dean. The ELM headlines the phrase. "Board to consider Smitii for

permanent deanship." And then the ELM mumbles the caption
, as if Smith was a

shoe-in. "Acting Dean Naie Smith, soon to be made a permanent fixlure." It seems

that the ELM has become a political tool for our administrators.

W.C. needs a Dean. Let us look at Dr. Smith's reasons for wanting the position as

reported by the ELM. Firsi, he respects and agrees with Dr. McLain. There is nothing

like adminislrators" total agreement on the issues in averling possible blunders of

decision-making. Second, his friends ihink he is the best choice. There is nothing like

having a Dean's social clique guiding his lethal hands of decision-making.

W.C. needs a Dean. Smith, implies ihc ELM, feels that a Dean must maintain

"sound rapport with and a leadership role among students...". Every time I have

spoken with Dr. Smith. I have Ihe lucid impression that he is talking down to me. If

that is "sound rapport", then Webster's dictionary is a glossary for lunatics.

W.C. needs a Dean. How great it is thai our beloved ELM allows a Dean nominee to

have his resume printed. 1 am referring lo the "Dean's Reporl" published in the last

issue of the ELM. In the report. Smith juggles statistics, leaving the reader with the

impression thai the combo of McLain and Smith is unhe3table. This is a pure farce.

Every statistic can be analyzed according to the desired interpretation.

Every statistic Smith used could be taken lo support an argument diametrically

opposed to his argument. For example, Smith states that the 1973 graduates fared well

in attaining gainful employment and in admission lo graduate and professional schools.

He says, "Only three or four still seem to be at loose ends."

This claim by Smith is pure verbage. Smith does not slate how many graduates are

employed in their special field or with the company of their choice. Nor does he state

how many graduates are working just to have another shot at getting accepted in a

graduate or professional school. Also, Smith does not stale how many graduates

attending the graduate and professional schools were accepted by their first choices.

Many WC graduates have been forced to take jobs with "bo-dink" corporations

because to the outside world, WC is an unknown institution and if known, a school

which produces individuals of low motivation and demented character. Many
graduates have been forced to enter graduate or professionals of low educational status

because the W.C. reputation among all graduate or professional schools is as low as the

muffler on an MG. I would certainly like lo see someone from W.C. get into Stetson

University's School of Law when three out of three W.C. graduates have flunked out

of that institution. Ask the qualified seniors of W.C. who are trying to get into medical

or taw schools how easy it is lo get into the school of their choice. Sure, they may
eventually be accepted at some institution, but who wants to go lo schools tike

Gonzaga University or Eckhart Tech.

W.C. needs a Dean. The W.C. students must decide if they want Smith as their

Dean. The Dean Search Committee cloes, but who in the hell do they represent? We
have not received a report on the other candidates for the job which they claim to

have evaluated. Due to this fact, the student body is incapable of expressing their

opinion with regards to the selection of a permanent Dean.

I talked with students on the day McLain was accepted by the Board as president of

our school. Here is one response: "1 wish 1 had stood in front of ihe library oicketir

against McLain. 1 didn't think they would ever pick him." Well kids, those things do

happen. If you are disgusted to see this form ol politics continue on our campus, you
have to voice some opinion on this subject. Otherwise, W.C. will end up with people

like Merdinger running our school. He thought our school was his own Navy destroyer,

Paul Sullivan

Viewpoint
c^iiuiiu lu iL-[ieii lu iiii: luuui, lu Uu j

by the nature of our format, we have ihe

\_
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frequently discourages reader participation

lasi word. '

Bui the correspondence of Paul Sullivan rcprescnis a special case. A particularly

brula! ailack on ihc integrity and dedication of Washington's adminislrators, timed as

it is to coincide with Dr. McLain's inauguralion, merits commenl. if only lo provcni

Sullivan's Iclicr, by ils solitary presence, from assuming more poicncy tlian il deserves.

Regardless of the political tenets of Dis. McLain and Smith.. they are men ijj

dedication and iniegriiy. Sullivan brazenly assaulls Ihosc virtues and offers nolhino

more than subjcclivo considerations to aver his ctniicntion.

Sonic particular examples;

McLain's liming pulled ihc wool over the sludents' eyes. Sullivan says. McLain's
presidential candidacy was known far more than a week previous lo his scleclion.

From the Elm's first issue in September. Ihc candidacy o\' Dr. McLain was openly
discussed, openly known — except to Sullivan. Admiliedly, McLain did noi

immediately declare his candidacy, but any intended secrecy was destroyed early m
the selection process.

Sludents have received no reporl on Ihc dean's search, argues Sullivan. Five

prospective dean candidates visiied campus second semester last year, meeting with ihc

entire community. Il was well publicized that the commitiec found none of the

individuals suitable. The nomination of Dr. Smith was not underlaken in a vacuum, li

was the culmination of a search involving 300 candidates.

Sullivan scoffs at Dr. Smith's rational for accepting the deanship. "There .is nothing
like administrators' total agrccmcni on the issues in averling possible blunders." The
remark is made in lolal ignorance. Close observers will readily agree Ihal the two men
are ideologically dislinci: their agreements are the result of close work and muiual
respect.

Finally, Ihe prodigious letter writer criticizes Ihe Elm as a mouthpiece for Ihc

adminislraiion. Perhaps this charge points to the real problem which pionipis the

verbiage and rhetoric. Authority figures arc somehow inherently malicious in Sullivan's

writing. He siill subscribes lo the alienation principle: all those over 30 are to be

suspect, treated with distrust.

The Elm refuses to accept such a position, a position which assumes inferiority. We.
apparently unlike Sullivan, wish to deal with Washington's administrators as equals.

McLain and Smith have accomplished a re-direction of this College. They have
pointed us forward. In general then, the Elm finds agreement with the administration,

supports them in ihcir efforts. Bui we arc not minions. We assess issues and events

critically, complaining when il is deserved.

Sullivan's eye, unfortunately, is jaundiced; lis nihilistic scope can view no good.

Music

Jazz- substantial music that awaits discovery
by Brian Fallon

Who is the best guitarist alive? Who is the finest

musician on keyboards? I would not be so

presumptous as to say that I knew (if in fact that

"the best" existed at all). But for those of you
thinking in terms of Garcia, Clapton, or Segovia on
guitar, Emerson or Hollander on keyboards, it may
surprise you to learn that there are some very

talented musicians making some very beautiful music

who go unnoticed by the majority of college

students.

Each year people in the field of music vote for

those artists who display the most originality in their

work, the greatest proficiency on their respective

instruments, and the strength of any recordings they

may have made during the year.

Ever heard of George Benson? He's been voted the

top guitarist for the past six years. He also has one of

the smoothest and most mellow voices in the business

today along with a tremendous range and the ability

to belt a number out when the sonR calls for it.

Does the name Freddie Hubbard ring a bell? If

not, it may interest you to know that for the past
twelve years Fred Hubbard has been considered as
good or better than Miles Davis and has the added
quality of being able lo play the sweeter more
soothing kinds of music. Fred Hubbard has received
this distinction from his peers wtdch seems to place
him in a very select group. 1 hese two examples are in

no way intended to downplay rock, folk, or classical

musicians nor should the examples be interpreted as

my way ot trying to say that jazz is a superior musical

medium. The point is, in jazz there are some very

gifted people and you owe it to yourself to hear

them.

In the college bookstore there are a few light jazz

pieces that make for pleasant hstening. These are by

no means the gems of the jazz worid but merely,

(apologies to Graham Nash) songs for beginners.

Deodato 2 by Eumir Deodato is an improvement over

his previous album, Prelude, which won him acclaim

in more commercially minded circles for his

arrangement ol Strauss Alpro Spoch, better known as

thethemetoi2001: A Space Odyssey. Prelude was a

fine album but Deodato 2 is consistently good alt the

way through.

The strength of the recording is that a happy

medium is reached between the more advanced and

intricate big band sounds of a Don Sebesky (ex: John

Mcglaughlin's "Birds of Fire" combined with Igor

Stravinsky's "Firebird" in one piece) and the purely

rhythmic and gospel oriented sounds of an Isaac

Hayes. There are well known pieces such as "Knights

in White Satin" wilh a fairly respectable guitar

segment by John Tropea complementing Deodato on
keyboards, Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue", or the

lesser known but equally exciting sound of Deodato's

own composition, "Super Strut." Don't expect any

genius from this album, but rather an alternative to

what you may be used to.

Similarily, Les McCann and Eddie Harris'

follow-up to their successful Swiss Movement
recording, Second Movement makes fine listening

with a touch of soul. Second Movement is an

extremely dynamic album with most of the songs
done in the vein of "Compared to What?", which was
the piece that captured the hearts of the Swiss at the

Montreux Jazz Festival in 1971.

Second Movement is more of an instrumental

album than anything else, with the one notable
exception being McCann's hit, "Carry on Brother'
Eddie Harris, the man who first made popular the

sounds of electroplex and vibratone instruments, is

featured at some length, and his live performance
contains the same quality of excellence as his studio

versions. This is a good party album and shouldn't
offend the ears of someone accustomed to rock or
folk music.

For those of you desiring more substance in your
music, stay tuned...

Next week - the jazz guilansis
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Alsace - Lorraine? - A skirmish on the coed, French and
German floor in Caroline House.

Student life

Co-ed housing, limited on

campus, soon to expand
Like wildfire fanning across a plain,

co-ed campus housing has sp^read in the

last five years Ihrouglioiit the nation's

colleges, leaving in its path very few

institutions retaining only single sex

housing.

Washington's director of student

affairs. Maureen Kelley, estimates that

the co-ed sweep has been so intense thai

90% of the nation's co-educational,

non-sectarian colleges offer a mixed living

situation.

From it's origins at progressive

universities and liberal arts colleges such

as Michigan, Stanford and Oberlin, the

movement is represented currently in

schools through all regions of the nation.

The structures which the living

situation assumes are almost as varied as

the schools which offer them. At

Washington, male and female students

habitate in three buildings, the 'co' in

co-habitation securely removed by the

design of the structures - seperate,

)ne-sex apartment suites. But a more

daring effort on a limited basis was
attempted for the first time this year on
Caroline House's language floor - male

and female living on the same floor,

sharing bathroom facilities in a controlled

situation.

Some schools adopt the more modest

measures of Washington - seperate,

self-contained units -- while others divide

wings or alternate floors to reach the

desired mix.

Bolder ventures, efforts which have

particularly raised the eyebrows of

administrators and parents recalcitrant to

the notion of co-ed residences, involve

widespread integration of males and
females on an individual floor. Bui the

ultimate experiment, officially and
arbitrarily mixing males and females in a
room, has yet to be attempted.

Washington's efforts in the co-ed living

realm involve little more than 100

students among a campus population of

continued on 6

Comment
Recently some members of the

Washington College community have

voiced concern over the amount of

violent and destructive behavior occurring

on campus.

The questions concerning the problem

seem to declare themselves more readily

than do suitable answers. Do members of

the institution really care about the

violence or is the concern generated only

by those charged with the maintenance of

the institution? Do students know what is

expected of them? Does a closed

community have at its disposal either

viable educative or disciplinary means to

deter violence? One approach to the

problem of student violence can be made
through two distinctly different voices.

One voice assumes that in matters of

discipline the college wishes to remain

involved, and, in accordance with that

desire, has set out guidelines for both

student conduct and judicial proceedings

in the belief ihat their proper application

will address the problem and deal with it,

in part at least, satisfactorily. The second

voice, or section, assumes thai

Washington College might wish to divest

itself on the disciplinary or "in loco

parentis" role.

The "Student Bill of Rights and

Freedoms." which Ihc students, faculty

and administration of Washington College

considered and approved in l'>68-t)9.

stales that an "insiituiion has an

obligation to chirify those standards oi

behavior which ii considers essential to ii.s

educational mission and community life."

It further states that "regular disciplinary

procedures, i^icluding ^i student's right lo

appeal a deciMOii. should be -clearly

formuiaied and cumnninicaicd m
advance." In two out of three aiiempis to

create and deliver those "regular

disciplinary procedures" Washington

College's efforts have taken on the air of

turgid fiction. The Washington College

Judiciary Board, chaired by the S.G.A.

vice president witli a jury pool of-seven

Candomly selected students, have

achieved such a low profile as to have

become invisible. The All Campus

.ludiciary, chaired by iheDcan of students

with the S.G.A. vice president as vice

chairman, has failed to meet for several

Violence in the dorms :

two roads to a solution

years and the (acuity appointed to that

committee see it as a fat and easy resting

place. Consequently, as the Student

Handbook states, the responsibility for

disciplinary action has fallen to the

Deans.

The "Student Bill of Rights and

Freedoms" also states that an "institution

not become arbitrary in its actions." At
present , with the final decision

concerning disciplinary matters

ultimately resting in the hands of one
person the system has the potential to

become arbitrary.

A Dean may sense Ihat he has been
too soft a touch in the past and feel the

need to establish a firm precedent.

Pressure may come down from higlier up
that now is the time for action. Perhaps

in such cases a student will receive a more
strict, precedent seitnig punishment than

those who have gone before him.

If a new Dean were to arrive at

Wasliington College with a wholly
dilfereni concept of acceptable behu'ior

and punishmeni which studeni would
serve the function of illustrating the new
philosophy? A system in which one man
is responsible for decision, regardless of
the man. inevitably lays itself open lo

becommg arbitrary. It would seem that

the students aiuld insure a greater degree

ol uiiiforniiiy in judicial proceedings

from an on-going committee of their

peers. This then raises the old question:

are studenis willing- or able to judge
themselves?

It would appear Irom the demise of
the Judiciaiy Board and Ail Campus
Judiciary Ihat ihcy are unable or

unwilling or both.

Whether the power for decision

remains exclusively with the Deans or

returns to the students it mi^t we well

to re-define acceptable behavior. Does the

discharging of a fire arm subject a student

to immediate dissmissal? It the mixing of

a drink for somebody usinR water laced

with the resin of grass simply perverse or

something which the community might

wish to define as unacceptable. If the

college chooses to retain a disciplinary

posture as a way of dealing with student

violence then the Student Government

and the administration have an obligation

to set out clear guidelines of what is

expected from the student and what

range of actions follow a failure to adhere

to them. The students must decide

whether or not they are willing to

shoulder the committee responsibilities

inherent in ajudicial system.

The precedding paragraphs have

operated under the assumption that the

College, in fact, wishes in designated areas

to play the "in loco parentis" role. Some
colleges have chosen to abandon that

position. Beloil College is one of those.

An artilce in The Christian Science

Monitor (.Nov. \2. I<'73) reported the

structure of the Beloit system.

"Instead of paying their room and

board charges like tutition at the

treasurer's office, students living on

campus enter into lenant agreements.

They sign leases, pay a security deposit

(S50), and assume the responsibilities

slated in the lease." At Beloit. after the

first term of the freshman year, students

are free lo live off campus, therefore, the

college's Housing Director (Mr, Joseph

Catton) must make the dorms "stand up

in competition against the private housing

in town." In keeping with this halls and

rooms are reworked througli their

furnishings and color to avoid an

institutional tone. Halls are divided into

living units, each provided with a kitchen

and lounge.

"The plan works, too, he (Mr. Joseph

Catton) adds, because students are held

responsible for any damages they might

cause. The $50 security deposit acts as a

deterrent."

"Before the leasing plan 'dorm

damages and thefts were beyond control'

Mr. Catton says. There was no effective

way to make students responsible for the

room they lived in. Since students were

required to occupy campus dormitories,

their attitude toward buildings and

furnishings was one of who cares if I rip

off the school.'"

Having attended Beloit briefiy 1 find

Mr. Cation's use of the phrase "dorm

damages" a modest understatement. In

contrast to Washington College's

problems of damage, Beloit had one dorm
severely damaged by a methodical

fire-bombing, the infirmary went the

same route, college files were torched and

large picture windows were used to test

the astro-projection of rocks and people.

However, at the present time it would

appear that the Beloit plan is working

well. The dorms are full and have turned

a $37,000 profit for the college, where in

the past a S42.000 deficit was incurred.

And most important in the context of the

article, the plan has "moved housing out

of the disciplinary realm of the Dean of

Students and into a seperate, autonomous

business office,"

The Beloit plan points up the fact that

alternative ways of dealing with campus

violence do exist. Obviously no plan will

be 100% successful but Washington

College miglit do well instead ol pointing

a self-elevating finger at the fate of

Antioch College (an experimental college

against wiiich Dr. Smith so casually

measured W. C. in the last Elm). If

examined some of the successful

innovative steps in community living

which many of the "experimental"

colleges have explored. But then

Washington College seems to have But

then Washington College seems lo have a

propersity for taking extended naps

between the words "stalled" and

"retrograde." by Chappie Bowie



Student life, cont'd

I continued from 5

639. Some schools have employed the

co-ed living concept more fully.

Al the Universitv of Michigan's Ann

Arbor campus, more than 909^- of

undergraduate housing for single students

is co-ed. At Stanford University nearly

iOO% of the men and 75% of the women

reside in co-ed structures.

Dean Kelley explained why

Washington's percei\tage of co-cd halls is

limited, arguing that when the issue was

prominent, her office backed away from

the innovation for a number of reasons.

Prime was "a political consideration."

"So much was going on oji campus," she

said- 'it was the end of the liberalizing

phase: alcohol rules were relaxed, 24

hour open house was established and

more and more of the governance of the

dorms had been turned over to the

students."

To push lor extensive co-ed housing,

she said, "would have taken things one

step beyond what would have been

tolerated."

Equally important, she added, was the

lack of any noticeable interest for such

housing on the part of students. The

introduction of mixed dormitories

"doesn't hold the particular attraction lor

us as it would at a bigger school."

Though the Student Affairs Office has

hedged on widespread implementation ol

co-ed facilities in the past five years, an

apparent change in the Office's attitudes

is imminent. The student deans are

interested in extending the successful

language floor set-up In other areas.

creating floors with a particular focus.

Examples of such a set-up would be a

floor for students interested in art,

history or any other discipline area.

"It would be ridiculous to have an

interest floor for just girls," Kelley

reasoned.

The Office's interest in revitalizing the

residential tradition is prompted by

recommendations of the proposed

curriculum reform report, which called

for residential living with a more

academic slant.

"If the suggestion is poative and it

offers a different living situation, we'll

probably go for it," Kelley explained.

"Ultimately, we want to provide the most

variety of living situations that we can."

But the dean still doubts that co-ed

lii-ing can take the form of mixed sexes

on a floor throughout the College's

dormitories. "You have to have a certain

degree of consideration among members

on a Hoor to develop it." she explains, a

consideration Kelley doubts could be

present throughout all the college

dormitory floors.

Scope

' Free university ' under consideration
Next semester, or even sooner, may

bring the advent of the free university

idea to Washington College. The impetus

is in the hands of the Student

Government Association.

John Moag. who heads a yet unfilled

SGA committee to organize the matter,

will conduct a meeting on Monday,

February 25, at 9:15 p.m. in the Miller

Library Seminar Room for all those

interested in a free university set-up.

In the words of Moag, the innovative

concept should be appealing to "students

who are interested in anything from

filmmaking to ceramics." "The list," he

continued, "is endless" as to the courses

that could be offered.

Students, faculty members, and

townspeople would instruct non-credit

classes at whatever time could be

arranged. No tuition, except for where

special fees were needed, would be

charged.

The free university would be an

outgrowth of the four-course plan.

Special topics unavailable in the regular

College curriculum could be offered.

Although successful courses could be

introduced at a future date as part of the

curriculum, Moag warned, "First we have

to see if the program will work."

Despite feeling that "lots of kids will

be interested," Moag is awaiting

Monday's meeting, "to see if it's even

worth it."

Sports

76 leave college for various pursuits

Many familiar faces are noticably

absent on campus this semester.

Seventy-six students either graduated

or made the decision not to return to

Washington College. The majority of

students, twenty-two, have transferred to

other schools to take advantage of other

programs, other environments. A myriad

of colleges have attracted students from

this campus- some because of

departmental strengths, some because of

the size of prestige of a name school:

University of Miami. Emory. Ithaca,

University of Hawaii, Franklin and

Marshall, University of North Carolina.

One French exchange student returned

to her home , while two Washington

undergraduates enrolled in exchange

programs-one went to South America,

the other to Germany.

Three men were victims of poor

grades, and suffered academic drop.

The final attrition group decided to

desert the "ivory lower" and enlist in the

working corps of the world. Two girls are

working in California. One freshman left

to be married- The majority seem to be

working in their hometowns at odd

jobs-as secretaries, fiorists and

construction workers. Several of these

students left because they were

financially incapble of returning, others

because they were dissatified either

academically or socially-

One female student has taken

advantage of an opportunity to live and

work in France. Working through a world

organization, she will be a governess and
take classes in the french language.

Another student returned to her

hometown to enjoy the amature dramatic

programs produced there and to accrue a

savings account.

Still another class of students who
have left Washington seems to have fallen

off the end of the earth, without uttering

a word of their plans or purposes.

Thirty-six of the vacant seats left in

the classroomsof Bill Smith though have

been filled by transfers to the College this

semester.

a^.Bonnett's town W & country Shop
Midtown Mall | Chestertown, Md.

Sperrv Topsiders Clark of England

Convene 'All Stare' Thorn McAn
Dexter Flofesheim

Your every need in dress-casual wear and shoes.

WC hoopsters

fall again

The Washington hoop team dropped

two one-sided contests in the last week.

losing by a score of 94-77 to Ursiniuson

Saturday and 77-61 to Widener last night.

The Ursinius game was really never

close. Ursinius' quickness, outside

shooting and offensive board strength

were the keys to their victory. Jerry

Moye and Geoff Kurtzman led the WC
team in scoring with 20 and 18 points

respectively. As it typical of WC hoop,

three players fouled out.

The Widener game was a different

story Both teams employed patterned

offenses most of the first half, rarely

using the fast break. The half ended with

WC down by seven points.

In the second half the Widener squad

shot 64% from the field while WC was

making 34% of their shots. It was the

difference, as Widener ran up their lead to

as many as 21 points before a late WC

Hurry made it closer.

The team. 3 and 17 on the year, has

two games remaining. They play

Hopkins this Saturday night and finish

the season with Albright at home

Tuesday night.

Crew team
takes to river

Bundled in layers of sweatcloihes and

windbreakers. the men of the crew braved

harsh weather to begin their season on

the water last Wednesday. This unusually

early start was necessary for several

reasons. First, the crew faces a long,

difficult racing schedule that begins on

March 23. Secondly. Coach McArdle has

institued a new rowing style, adapted

from the East German Rhatzeburh

Ruderclub, in which all oarsmen must be

proficient by the first race. This is

possible only by on-the-water workouts

which perfect form and timing.

This year the Varsity Heavyweight

boat has to deal with an unprecedented

problem. Due to conflicting Lab

schedules, one of the members of Ihal

boat cannot attend regular practice, so

they must workout on Wednesday

,

Friday, Saturday and Sunday. After

Spring break, they will practice weekdays

at 6:00 p.m. The Freshmen and

Lightweight boats practice weekdays as

usual.

towne Sporting goods Center

H5 HIGH STREET • CHESTERTOWN. MD 3I6J0
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Wilson Converse
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STX Brine
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Administration

Defense of liberal arts marks inauguration
by Kevin O'Keefe

After donning a bulky gold chain,

symbol of the power of Washington's

presidency. Dr. Joseph McLain last

Saturday told his inauguration audience

that the liberal arts, the core of the

College's two century history, must
(cmain the focus of the institution for the

future.

In his speech, "Washington College

diid the Liberal Arts, A Conlinuing

Tradition," the new President addressed

an audience of approximately 500 on the

need to maintain "tradition and
traditional values (which) have, by
definition, withstood the test of time and
are. ..valuable because of their virtual

immutability."

The Tawes Theater audience.

responsive to the President's remarks, was
composed largely of townspeople,

alumni, and other friends of the College!

Relatively few students attended.

McLain's speech was the centerpiece

ol an hour long program which also

included brief remarks by Mr. Ellas

Nut tie, chairman of the Board of

Visitors & Governors and Mr. Robert H. ^^
Rpy. dean emeritus of the Johns Hopkins dent of the CoMe'qe'
School of Engineering, and Invocation .,.i(__i..__. ,. .,

ind benediction by Reverend George E.

Sinkinson. Jr. A small instrumental

:nscmblc and the College chorale

provided music for the occasion.

Trustees chairman Ehas Nuttle

nitiated the afternoon's remarks,

ipeaking of his relationships with the

leven previous Washington presidents he

Board member, Robert Roy and Acting Dean Nate Smith assist in the installment of Dr. Joseph McLain as presi-

las known. Counting them off - Cain
jould, Titsworth, Jones, Mead, Gibson
ind Merdinger -- Mr. Nuttle offered

Jbservations on what each accomplished
OF the College. He kindly skipped,

lowever. remarks on Ihe latter president,

naking no comment on the tumult which
iccompanied Merdingcr's duration in

ifnce.

The selection of Dr. McLain 'o

ucceed Merdinger, he said, was a natural

me to make. "We needed a president. We
lad to search long and hard to do It, ..We

icgan to think about the man we had as

ilerim president," a man, Nuttle said,

'ilii a year of presldental experience, a

iian who knew alumni and prominent
idividuals In Maryland's government and
idustry, an experienced teacher, a noted
cientisl, a business man. "It is perfectly

igical that after looking at all those fine

tuple that we should look to our own,"
Imtle concluded.

Mr. Robert Roy, chairman of the

ifesidental Search Committee,
nmediately preceded McLain in his

ddress, Roy, in introducing McLain,
necicd on the nature of the College

I^I-ain, an acquaintance of his youth.
[t'uld charter; "a place peopled by
piing men and women," students

Ppeiuous, critical and "sometimes
iilitant." They "keep the College

pfperlually young." "In the short time 1

*vc come lo know this institution, I

^''e come to love it."

McLain next approached the rostrum,

P eleven page speech in hand.

Arts. A Conlinuing Tradition" presenteda

series of the president's observations on
the role of education and quoted liberally

from educators and history to asseverate

his points.

Washington is on the move, he said, its

strength greater now than ever before.

Pointing to a 1920 Baltimore Sun story

which heralded the imminent closing of

the College, McLain congratulated

themomentumof the institution; "justa

dozen years later," in 1 932 , the

enrollment had quadrupled "and

Washington College was on the move."
"Where are we now?," the president

asked. "You can look about you and see

the great improvement of the campus. A pregnancies, or drug addiction among
student body of 750, a faculty of 65 and Brownies, the solution offered, whether

many new programs." But the real

measure of Washington's progress, he
argued, is determined by the caliber of
faculty and student, the function in

which they are involved.

But, McLain warned, education can no
longer be regarded as the panacea for

America's problem, for in the process of

educational expansion lies the inevitable

dissipation of education integrity.

Quoting Malcom Muggeridge, author

and journalist, McLain spoke: "Be it

juvenile delinquency, Iiigh school

Chestertown

Redevelopment 2: Tourists

by Melissa Merson

This is the second in a series of articles

about the proposed commerical

waterfront redevelopment program being

considered by the Chestertown Town

Council.

In as much as the first phase of the

redevelopment program aims to effect

immediate changes in local tourist

attractions, the second and third phase

are directed toward long lasting and
constructive change in the actual

townscape.

Phase two covers Ihe eighteen month
period from mid-1975 to 1976 and
maintains a continued emphasis on
tourist promotion efforts.

It suggests environmental
improvements lo ihc downtown area and
the waterfront landscape. In the

downtown area this would entail such

improvements as painting the storefronts

in colors that would be complementary

to the colonial architecture of the town.

Phase two would see the opening of

the Customs House, restored as a

museum, a task undertaken as part of

phase one. Also, there would be

continued regularly scheduled openings

of historic homes.

Phase two calls for a second

re-enactment of the Chestertown

Tea-party. The .origi«al Chestertown

Tea-Parly was held after the famed

oneinBostonandbeforetheoneinAnnapolii
In Mtfyof 1 774. Chestertown residents

boarded the GEDDEG, owned by the

town's port collector and dumped its

cargo of tea into Chester Harbor. In

1967, a three day festival

continued on page 3 j

by derelict politicians, high-minded life

peeresses, or humble radio panelists, is

always the same - more education."

Returning to his own prose, McLain
added, "the school room is not the place

nor is the math teacher or the science

teacher or any other teacher the person

(no matter how well trained and
dedicated to his discipline) to teach social

democracy, good citizenship, how to get

along with people, how to adjust to one's

social milieu, sex psychology, or when to

date ~ all of which has been sold to State

Boards under the guise of 'Progressive

Education.'

"

Directing his defense to the liberal

arts, equating them with tradition (that

Is. that which has been sustained through

time), the newly installed administrator

asked why tradition was so often

discredited in our society.

"To deny the importance of
tradition," he said, "Is to deny the entire

discipline of history, the principles of
science and the beauties of Shakespeare,

Burns, and Poe. I suppose the reverse of
too traditional is loo innovative. I think

that it is a commentary on our modern
practice of tagging that just about
anything and everything is being sold

with a label. Reform, progressive, viable,

innovative are some of these labels and in

good conscience I must add liberal, yet

liberal arts and sciences are now
considered to be too traditional or too
liberal."

The instruction of the liberal arts, he
concluded, "is an attempt by every means
possible to show the students how to

wonder why, how to set up an hypothesis

and how to lest the validity of his own
conjectures. ..If this be ihe liberal arts

tradition at Washington College Ihen we
will make the most of it."



Viewpoint
There are very tew times in the course of a

college career here that students are directly

called upon to [end a hand, sacrifice their

time, for the Institution's benefit.

The admission's office student contact

with accepted freshmen is one of those

occasions.

The reasons students should exert such an
effort are both obvious and, in the long run,

self-beneficial. A full freshman class next year

assures financial stability for a College which
is dependent on student fees for more than

80% of its income. A college which can
attract high quality freshmen, will find it

progressively more easy to find more students

of the same caliber, in the process increasing

the value of the institution's degree.

Washington's admission situation has

improved this year over the difficult times it

faced in 1972. But there are no real nostrums,
no sure-fire solution to the problem of

attracting qualified students. Rather, effort

must be exerted by each member of the
community, an effort generated constantly.

Washington's students can take the^first

step by volunteering to contact prospective

?'.jdents In tfielr hometowns over spring

D'eak.

Jazz guitar: sedate electricity
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by Brian Fallon

One of the benefits of buying albums by most of
the better guitarists is that other good musicians play
and are featured on the album.

Jazz is not a guitar-oriented medium and
consequently when a guitarist releases a record some
of the biggest names in music will be playing with
him. Also the guitar in jazz is used in a very subtle

manner, usually toned down and in sync with the

brass, and it is necessary at limes ic make use of an
instrument such as the trumpet to offset the sedate

atmosphere generated by the guitar. This does not
detract in any way from the quality of the music
since the good guitarists push themselves to great

lengths to play incredibly difficult arrangements.
However it is done quietly and one must really listen

to what's being played to fully appreciate the scope
of the artists' talents.

During the past year five albums have been
released that are beginning to change the course of
jazz. All five releases have been incorporated into

jazz, music that was previously considered unsuitable

and incongruent to jazz expression. It is also worth
noting that the same company, CTI. is responsible for

all five.

Fingers by the Argentine percussionist Airto is not
a guitar album. I'm including it in this review because
of one song on the album, a piece called "Tombo" in

which die organ, bass and drums are all playing
standing 4/4 time. The guitar, played by David
Amaro, and the fluglehorn both are played in 7/4
time and the effect is magnificent. This is the first

time in jazz that the guitar has been used so
successfully as counterpoint and the overall sound is

further enhanced when all five instruments play lead
sections at different times. "Tombo" has a driving
Latin beat but the ingeniususe of the guitar gives the
piece a very rich symphonic sound.

CTI recently sent me releases of two guitarists
whom cney used primarily as studio musician^ "^ric

To the editor:

I would like to start by noting that if Paul

Sullivan's letter to the editor (Feb. 21, 1974) was
meant to be constructive criticism "then Webster's

dictionary is a glossary for lunatics."

My next point pertains to Dr. Smith's supposed

paternalistic attitude towards students. I had the

pleasure of taking five semesters with him, and in all

my time at W.C. I never once had the feeling that Dr.

Smith was looking down at me. On the contrary, I

found him to be open to questions and ready to

advise when asked. However, seeing Mr. Sullivan's

chaotic pattern of thought, I would not be surprised

if Dr. Smith did look down at him.

As for Washington students not being accepted

into highly regarded graduate and professional

schools, I can list off the top of my head several from

my class who have not had to settle for Gonzaga U.

or Eckhart Tech. Mike Mann and Lew Young both
are at the University of Maryland Law School -

which is not an embarrassment Jjy any means. Bill

Dunphy is at Georgia Tech, a hi^iy regarded

university, and certainly above Eckhart. Jim Smith,
last year's history award winner, went to his first

choice law school, University of Illinois at

Champaign. Bob Danner, a Who's who Among
College Students, is at Emory University, a very good
philosophy school. Dave Blackburn is at the

University of Wisconsin for sociology. Wisconsin

happens to be one of the leading state universities in

the nation, and it's sociology department is one of
the most highly regarded. And last - but not least.

since I have a streak of conceit in me - Me. I went to

my first choice last semester, the University of Texas
at Austin, where I was in the Institute of Latin

American Studies. UTA is now considered one of ibe

leading state universities in the country, and tlie

Institute is regarded by many to be (he leading center

for Latin American Studies in the U.S. - certainly

among the lop few.

The seven graduates mentioned above (from only
one class) are very clear exceptions to Mr. Sullivan's
absurd contention that "the Washington College

reputation among all graduate and professional

schools is as low as the muffler on an MG."
Novy Viamonte '73

To the editor;

In a short while the Faculty will begin

consideration of the report by the Subcommittee on
Curriculum Reform, and as might have been

expected, the student debate on the provisions

contained in the Report has been something less than

widespread.

As it behooves especially those not graduating in

May to examine critically any proposed renovations

in curriculum, and as present ignorance by many of
the recommendations could well lead to ipso facto

indignation next year, the following suggestions are

made to diose who will review the Subcommittee's

proposals:

1) Any reforms to be implemented should be
made tetroactive. It is to be hoped that those

presently enrolled will not be obliged to carry the

burden of what the Subcommntee calls an often

'unhealthy' curriculum packiige even after its

anachronisms are officially rooted out by the College,

simply because of the timing of their enrollment-

There are, perhaps, those who will argue that many
students have been wailing in the wings for curricular

overhaul, and that to make any accepted reforms
effective relroaclively would be a vindication of their

laziness, which cannot be allowed. This argument is

reminiscent of the fraternity pledge who. while
intellectually and ethically opposed to initiation

before he undergoes it, stands fast in upholding it

afterwards - "I had to go through it, sowhy shouldn't
others?" Our present system has been obsolete for
years, and remains so, laziness and opportunism
notwithstanding.

2) The "indKidualized approach (to course
selection)... for the exceptional case" shoukl not be
construed too narrowly. The Subcommiltee would
reserve Uie option lo devise one's own course

Gale, Forecast and Gabor Szabo, Mizrab, are
a;

who display a lot of style and character in their

»

Their albums are unique in holding a very de(

appeal to the over forty crowd. The muj
challenging to the guitarist but will not bite

listener's ear. The string and horn arrangemcnii
excellent "with the excepfion of "Summer Breeze
Szabo's album, which sounds more like "Twiji^
February." These albums could open up a whole
market in the jazz industry,

During the past year George Benson has rele

two albums. I menlioned last week thai
contemporaries believe Benson to be the wo
premier guitarist, and both of his recent re|(

would bear this out. White Rabbit, which came ou
January is a tremendous step forward in jazz beq
it incorporates easily recognizable pieces such
"Theme to Summer of '42," "California Dreami
and the title cut "White Rabbit" yet ihe music m
goes plastic or AM. Benson is such a fine musii
that I can'l understand why Ihe dislributorx of W
Rabbit didn't offer this album with a money b

guarantee. I could describe what Benson does bu
it would add up to is my telling you the albur
great, and it is!

For added pinache however, George Ben

just released a new album, Body Talk, and I

managed to surpass White Rabbit. Benson wrin

but one of the pieces ("Where Love has Growi
Donny Hathaway) and it is undoubtedly be
Body Talk is George Benson that this album ex

just about anything I've ever heard. In the lit!

and "Top of the WoMd" Benson lets himself gi

isn't confined by an overly elaborate arrangei

The only drawback to both White Rabbit and
Talk is that Benson doesn't sing, but for pure ,

that represents art at its besl. 1 strongly urge yi

give these two albums a serious listening.

Next time ten years HUB-TONES

Forum detti

distribution ot courses to the student who
prevent a convincing case' in support of so doir

his advisor, subject to the approval of a panel g
of advisors as well. The puteniiai problem here lit

the individual and differing interpretations w
different advisors may place on just what constii

such a convincing and extraordinary case. As hap|

now when two professors offer the same coi

criteria used for deciding requirements may bee

as random as the personality of an advisor, or
|

of advisors. A student should not have to

performed academic gymnastics in high scho
order lo be respectedin his right to know at

what he is not inclined towards.

. 3) All available and proper pressures shoul

applied to ensure the restructuring of inlroduc

courses. The Subcommittee riglitly observe:

these courses "need revitali/.ation," but U

implementation of any change to the group pci

most hesitant lo do so-" It is a task thai

departments and individual instructors can

properly. We can do no more than call attentii

the problem..." This is passing the torch to very i

wood, and one can easily envision litlle or nolhi

substancfi actually " happening unless

Administration uses all the powers of persuasion

disposal. Students, too, musi get behind his Idcj

more than their usual passive sentiment, and. pc

through the Dean, if not directly, niakeknown
complaints.

Assuming ils acceptance, much of what the

system will look like will develop over lime,

cannot be foreseen at present. Also, integral i

mechanics will be the revised Advisors Handb
depending on its specificacity. Regardless uf wh
decided upon, however, it should have includeil

participation of more tlian just ihe handlu

students who arc normally active in ihcsc area

Peter deSell



Chestertown,conVd
continued from page 1

commemorating this occasion was
organized by the Kent County Chamber
of Commerce. There were concerts, boat
races, displays, organized tours, etc. The
Chamber of Commerce is planning

another Tea Party re-enactment for May
of 1974.

Washington College would be called

into the show by being requested to

present a special drama series during the

Bi-Centennial celebrations.

The major construction effort in Phase

2 would be the development of a small,

first stage marina, including about fifty

slips. This would be constructed on the

riverfront point at the southern edge of

town. This property is known as the

Basket Factory property and according to

the mayor, is part of an estate being

disputed in a divorce settlement.

Phase three covers the years 1977 to

the end of the decade. The main emphasis

here is on heavy construction and

industrial development.

A restaurant with approximately

150-200 seats would be opened along the

waterfront near a SO - 85 room lodge.

Also, there would be a 50 slip addition to

the marina constructed in phase two.

The newly-constructed restaurant

would either be expanded or another one

constructed on the waterfront site to be

vacated by Chestertown Electric

Company, later in the decade.

The entire block of delapidated

housing delineated by Cannon, Water and

Queen Streets would be torn down

and redeveloped for housing, parking and

recreational -use. This would entail

locating new housing for most of the

present residents of the area.

Phase three includes the addition of up

to 2,500 sq. ft. of new retail space in the

downtown area and the remodeling of

current stores to increase volume. Much
of this new space could possibly be

absorbed in already existing stores.

Next week: the economic benefits of

the re-development program and a peek

at Chestertown, ten years from now.
Waterfront property that is part of the area being considered

for renewal.

Travel

A primer roadmap to the international highway
"She said settle on down traveling

man. ..But I couldn't hold out too long

Cause. .1 heard that highway song..." It

seems that more and more students are

falling victim to that traveling itch.

Unprecedented numbers arc jourrieying

to Europe, Israel, Canada: Even America
itself .nolds a mystic charm for its

youthful natives.

Wliether you decide to backpack
through Ireland, work in Italy, or drive

through Spain and France there, are

certain requirements to be met and
certain shortcuts to be noted before

taking off. Although the following

information and addresses might detract

from the romantic haze associated with

travelling, they are pragmatic and
economic channels that add a degree of

feasibility to your sojourn.

The most reliable source of pertinent

and realistic information is the Council

on International. Educational Exchange
(CIEE) based at 777 United Nations

Plaza, New York, New York, I00I7.

They not only supply information on
travel through individual nations—thai

includes everything from consulates,

all-night pharmacies, and laundramats to

rates of monetary exchange,
transportation, lodgings and sights to

see—but also receives applications for

International Student Identity Cards and

American Youth Hostel Passes. The CIEE
also handles tours, offers advice on the

cheapest means ot transportation, and

disperses Eurailpasses, Brit Rail Passes,

and Ameripasscs.

The International Student Identity

Card is the most widely accented oroof of

student status available. The card entitles

its holder to special privileges and

discounts, including reduced or free

admission lo museums, theatres, cinemas,

and historical and cilltural sites. The
Identity Card also is the key to other

travel services offered by several member
organizations of the Internalional

Student Travel Conference—low-co si

student tours, inexpensive holds and

rcslauranis and student charier Higlils.

The 1974 Identity card costs iwo dollars

and is valid from October, 1973 until

December 31, 1974.

The American Youih Hostel Pass

enables the AYH members lo slay in any

of tiie youih hoslcis located in 48

countries throughout the world—for

approximately one dollar a night. Hostels,

which can be anything from a remodeled'

villa to a log cabin, are recommended for

hikers or cyclists traveling in a rural area.

The hostelers are usually required to

bring their own bedrolls and share In

cleanups, to stay no more than three days

and observe a 10 p.m. curfew. The Senior

Pass, for travelers 18 years of age and

older, is ten dollars and is accompanied by

a free list of hostels in the U.S. For an

additional S2.98, a handbook listing

hostel locations througlioui Europe and

the Mediterranenan can be purchased.

Passports can be obtained from post

offices in every major city throughout the

country. The traveler is expected to show

two identity cards, a birth certificate that

has been notarized, two small

photographs and approximately twelve

dollars. The allegiance oath is no longer

required and the whole process usualfy

encompasses a two week period. The first

passport must be applied for in person

and is valid for eight years; consequent

renewals may be obtained through the

mail.

Trains have become an increasingly

popular and economic form of
transportation. The Student Railpass

offers unlimited two rnonths second class
travel in thirteen European countries for

$165. The Eurailpass provides a first class

seat in the same thirteen countries and is

available for the following time periods

and prices; 21 days-SI50; 1 month-SI90;
2 months-$260 and 3 months-$300. The
BritRail Pass assures unlimited second
class travel in England, Scotland, and
Wales for 8 days for a cost of $32, for 15

days at a cost of S45, or for one month at

a cost of S85. The only thing comparable
in America is the Ameripass issued by the

Greyhound Bus Company; SI49 for one
month and $199 for two months of
unlimited travel in the continental United
States and Canada.

There are also innumerable small, but

important details to consider before

beginning your travels: insurance,

traveler's Checks, mailing addresses...The

time to arrange your trip is now. Contact

the CIEE, ask for their Student Travel

Catalogue, SI.50; it is an invaluable

jumping off point. Other potential

handbooks that can be ordered from the

CIEE are: Whole World Handbook-$3,50;

The Student Guide to Europe: Let's

Go-S3.95 or Student Guides to Paris

London, Amsterdam, Copenhagen,
Austria, and lsrael-50c each or all six for

$1.75.

Because student air fare discounts no
longer exist on any of the Americans
airlines perhaps it would be advisable to

contact some of the foreign airlines

servicing major airports, such as Air

France or Aerfingus. Another recourse is

becoming more common-the traveler

takes a train to Montreal where student

fares are still in existence and catches a

plane from there.

Whatever your itinerary or your
method of travelUng, it is important to be
aware of the fluctuations in air fares and
schedules. Make plans now to assure

yourself of some constant within your
trip and then fiy the friendly skies.

-
Food

Nature's pantry in Chestertown

The smell of newly shaven wood fills

the entrance to the Whole Food Store;

the shelves are disheveled, the floor

cluttered. Phil Peterson who with his

wife, Marilyn, owns Ihe newest

commercial addition to Downtown

Chestertown attributes the shop's

disarray to the Health Department.

After outlining his plans for the shop,

including barrels and scoops and a

hanging scale. Peterson was given

approval by a member of the Departmeni

of Health lo open. Afier the organic food

store had been open for several weeks,

the health official reappeared, inspected

and closed the store. The Peiersons had

failed lo obtain a permit lo open: "The

Heallii inspector didn't mention il - we

didn't know you had lo have ii." The

shop owner was also suddenly infomicd

that a hand basin and a double sink lo

insure Ihe cleanliness of the barrcK and

scoops was necessary. "We can't

understand it - produce stands aren't

required lo have sinks. All our food is

either boiled or cooked before it's sold."

Peterson scratched his head.

The only other failing cited from the

health code was the need for new

shelving. Previously weathered boards

were supported by tree trunks; the health

inspector noted that these jmproptu

shelves were difficult to clean.

Above a collection of organic peanut
butter, teas and grains are the words

"Peace and Joy, Strength and Heallli."

Peterson explained the" philosophy behind

his decision to deal in organic foods: "If

we eai food the way Mother Nature gives

il to you, you can't go wrong. Anything

man adds to food cannot be lo his

advantage." Peterson, who eats health

food himself, wants lo make it available

lo ulhcis in town. "We're not here lo

make a profit. Any small ptofil thai we

make goes right back into the store."

Peterson warned against prepared

foods in rebuttal to the conclusion of

scientific research disclosed this week

which argued that health food was not

necessarily beneficial and was more

expensive than prepared food. Peterson

used an example, white flour: "The|||liJ<e

ten minerals out of Ihe Hour and replace

only two. Trace minerals, essential to the

body, are not replaced."

The Whole Food Store, located on

High Street, is supplied by several shops

in New York, one in Baltimore and

Walnut Acres in Pennsylvania. Peterson

explained ihat he and his wife had to

borrow the money lo start Ihe shop. "We

were really swealing when we were closed

that oYic day by the Health Dcparlmeni.

Bui we've done surprisingly well." The

Petersons seem to have found a hungiy

market lor organic foods.



Sports

SA 3-19 record

The basketball season endea on

Tuesday night in the same way that it

started .with W.C. on the Uil end of a

decision this one to Albright by a 81-67

score.

Albright, second in the north section

of the MAC. opened up a quick four

point lead, scoring well from outside and

pressing WC all over the court on defense.

Washington playing without center

John Cross, came back to tie the score

with six minutes left. However, as has

liappened all season long, WC failed to

score for over three minutes and the half

ended with Albright ahead by seven

points.

The second half opened with Albright

extending tlieir lead sicadily. holding a 16

point lead at the Icn minute mark. At this

point WC attempted a comeback. cutting

Albriglil's lead to seven at one point

before Albright opened up its final

margin.

Albright's two starting guards

accounted for nearly half their points.

while Jerry Moye with 20 points and a

104 degree temperature and Geoff

Kurizman with 17 points lead the W.C.

scormg. Once again Albriglit's rebounding

strength turned the game their way.

Another plus for Albright wasjhe fact

that they started four seniors. Their

experience is awesome in comparison lo

WC's. We started one sernior. one junior.

one sophomore and two freshmen and ai

one point had four freshmen on the floor-

It is a curious habit at WC that each year

a new group of players arrives in the

freslunan class and four years later only

one remains on the team. In four years

I've seen four seniors play basketbaU.

Next year it may be different with two

juniors returning in Moye and Cross.

However this year the team started the

season with six juniors only to have one

of them play in the final game.

So next year the team will be basically

the same, minus co-captain Mike Slagle

and plus a new group of freshmen and

transfers. Slagle has played well and

consistently for what must have been

four frustrating years. He has started

since his freshmen year and rarely gave

the home crowd a disappointing

performance. Slagle above all deserves

praise for remaining on the sqaud for four

years and surviving.

Coach Tom Finnegan termed the

season as "terrible" which seems natural

enough. The final record was 3-19 and

Finnigan's final remark summed up the

season perfectly. "Everything that could

go wrong, did."

Bowlers Strike

After two early season losses to

Maryland and Catonsville, the Washington

College male bowling team bounced back

and cmshed Capital InsUtute of

Technology, 21-6, at C.l.T. on Wed. Feb.

6. •
Lee Parks had a fine 579 and along

with Marc Muser make up W.C.'s No. 1

doubles. John Pederson had a 216 game

and along with Bruce Katz make up

W.C.'s No. 2 doubles. Phi! Reppucci and

John Eigenbrot won both their doubles

and singles in the match and they are

W.C.'s No. 3 doubles.

Recapping the early losses, W.C. lost

to Catonsville by the score of 16-11. W.C.

was mi&sing its number two and three

bowlers and were never in the match.

Against the University of Maryland, it

was a different story. We had to forfeit

six games at the beginning of the match

and those six games wert the margin of

defeat. I6Ji-10W. Coming this close to

the mighty Terps shows you the kind of

quality the male bowling team is made of.

Washington College also has a fine

female bowling team led by Debbie

Francis. The girls have a 1-1 record.

having won over Catonsville before

bowing to Maryland.

The male and female leains nave two

home matches in March. The first one is

against D.C. TeacJiers on Sat. March 2 at

2:00 p.m. and the second match is against

Gallaudet College
' on^unday. March 2'4

at 3:30 p.m. Both ol these matches will

be held at Queen Anne's Bowling

Lane^on route No. 213.

MAC test

For the past five weeks scvei

members of the track team have been

competing in preparation for the indoor

Middle Atlantic Conference Track

Championships scheduled for March 1st

In past years, indoor competition was

all but impossible for W.C. harriers whose

training was limited to the outdoors and

often restricted by inclement weather

This year has proved different, for the

trackmen although numerically a small

group, have done well in the meets.

Jackie Johnson seems to be the

highlight of all the meets. Although small

in stature, he leaves a big impression on

rival coaches. Jackie is a relay man. In

individual competition he seems to be

lost, but give him a baton and he will

"smoke em." Throughout the entire

indoor season he has remained

unsurpassed by any other relay man Irom

competing schools. Johnson always has

the crowds standing in amazement. The

176 yard track is fine for Jackie and the

sharper the turns, the better. Many

cgaches, like Widener's, have described

hin as "a flyer". For the past five weeks

Johnson has been "catching them,

whizzing by them, and Just fiying right

along."

Tom Clement, the outstanding

cross-country runner, has decreased his

distance from five miles to one and two

miles runs. On two occasions he has taken

command of the race against Fran Klick

of Widener who went to the nationals

two years ago. Both times Tom 'put it to

Fran' and he has run 4.33 and 4.27 for

the mile. Tom is considering the spring

M.A-C. Championships rather than the

indoor meet because he feels it is more

prestigious.

Other Shoremen who will represent

the College at the M.A.C. Track

Championship on March Isl include John

Murphy, Bob Greenberg, Jim Collins, and

hopefully, a few more.

Calendar
WMk of Fak.XI -March?

ON CAMPUS

THUR5., Fab. 2*
I. "Eaulnes" in T>wat at t p.m.

FRIDAY, Mar. I

1. Equlnex" in Tawn al p.m.
2. Opan parly in Mlnta Martin Lounga tollBwIitf Play.

3. 6altlmora Symphony Orchattra in Cantravllla tor MId-Stiera Symphony.
SATURDAV.Msr. 2

1 . "Equlnoa" in Tatvat at I p.m.
2. Laeroisa tcrlmmaia vl Savarna Park Lacroua Club at 1:30 p.m.

3. Stava Aiklni al CoffaaheuM from 10 p,m.-l a.m.

SUNDAY, Mar. 3
t. Alumni VI. Vanity LacrotM game at 1:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, Mar. S
I. Raymond Lawanlhal • planlil In Tawai at 1:30.

WEDNESDAY, Mar. fi

I. Lecture - Demonitratlon by Japanese Woodcut Artlft Akira Kuroiakl in Hynio
8:30 p.m.
THURSDAY. Mar. 7

1. Film "Bait ol New Clnama" InTawet at 7:30 p.m.

WASHINGTON

I Into.1. Papa John Creach at Cellar Door Itiru Mar. 2. Call 337-33B9 foi

2. Billy ButteHleld at Bluej Alley. Call 337-4141.
3. Mtlet Davit at Et Cetera. Call 466-8822.
4. The D.C. Black Repertory Dance Co. al the Last Colony Theati

THURS., Feb. 28
1. National Symphony Orchestra (N.S.O.) In Kennedy Center Concert Hall :

Dohnanyl Cond.
2. New York City Ballet at B:00 p.m. in Opera House.

FRI.. Mar. 1

1 . Andre Watts, pianist at 8:30 In Concert Hall.

2. New York City Ballet at 8:00 p.m. in Opera House.
SAT. Mar. 2

1. Sha Na Na at OAR at 8:30 p.m.
2. Murray Perahla, pianist at 3:00 p.m. in Concert Hatl.

3. Cincinnati Orch.. Shippers, Cond. at 8:30 P.m. in Concert Hall.

4. New York City Ballett at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. in Ooefi House.

1 Bruce Springsteen plus Orleans at 7:30 and 10:30 at Gaston Hall, Cai

2. Royal Tahailian Dance Company at 8:30 p.m. in Concert Hall.

3, New York City Ballet at 2:00 and 8:00 in Opera House.
MONDAY. Mar. 4

1. Marcel Marceau in Opera House at 8:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, Mar. 5

1 Jackson Browne and Linda Ronstadt at 7:30 and 10:30 at G.W. Lisner Aud
96S-9SS0.

2. Marcel Marceau in Opera House al 8:00 p.m.
3 Nal.Sym.Orch. in Concert Hall al 8:30 p.m. Moshe Alzmon, Cond.

WEDNESDAY, Mar. 6
1. Marcel Marceau in Opera House al 8:00 p.m.
2. Nat. Sym. Orch. in Concert Hall al 8:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, Mar. 7

1. Johnny Winter at 7:00 p.m. al Capital Centre.
2. Nat. Sym. Orch. in Concert Hall at 8:30 p.m.

BALTIMORE

1. Murray Spalding and Emily Wadhams - dancers at Theatre Project it 8:30 p.r

"Solo for Glass Harmonica" and "Bathroom Games." FREE.

e Project at 8:00 p.n
FRI., Mar. 1

1 . Murray Spalding and Emily Wadhams at The.
2. Windy Mountain al Theatre Project al 10 p.m.
3. Chamber Music "Music al Mldnite" at Theatre Project at Midnile. Free,

SAT., Mar. 2
1

.

Murray Spalding and Emily Wadhams al Theatre Project al 8:00 p.m.
2. Windy Mountain at Theatre Pro)ecl at 10:00 P.m.
3. Balto. Sym. Orch., al Lyric Theatre al 8:15 p.m. performs "Pops " P«

pianist.
World Pet Ekpo at 5th Regiment Ar Tiory.

Film Nlghltlme" at Calonivllle Cor ty Coll eg

SUM .Mar. 3
Work Pet Ekpo at 5th Regiment Ar lory.

Film What's Up Doc!" at t-ovola C at B n m
Lloyt Bowers, ciavicinist at 5:30 p.rn. Cathedral Cc
Batti more Choral Arts Society: 'Flos CampI"

B2S-3300.
Cllpp rs vs. Boston (Ice Hockey) at 2 p.m

r College. Call

Scope

The Attic
The mcBt anythng store

ttsfs doMitowa

Paul's Shoe Store

High Street in

Downtown Chesteilown

Dunhams - Converse

Bass - Topstders

The Admissions Department will

sponsor student contacts with admitted

high school seniors.similar to the program

undertaken last year, over the upcoming

spring break.

The effort is being made lo ensure that

Washington's freshmen class next year

will meet the anticipated
freshman-transfer enrollment of 250.

Personal contact by current Washington

students with the pre-freshmen is

expected to increase the number of

students who decide to accept their offer

of admission to the College, admissions

officials say.

Last year 80 students contacted

approximately 230 pre-freshmen and

scored a major success in convincing them

to enroll. The personal contact which

Washington offers, as exhibited by the

contact, is important lo students making
decisions on which college to attend.

Admissions Director Bud Andrews says.

Students will contact the seniors living

|in their hometown, usually reaching them

by phone. All students are invited to

attend a meeting Monday, March 4, at

7:30 p.m. in Hodson Hall. Student

assignments will be distributed.

Poetry sought

All students wishing to have their

poetry published in the Broadsides series

should either submit their work to the

Richmont House or address it to Susan

Pippin through the campus mail.

Ballroom dancing

Strains of Tango tljuce music, the

rhythm of the samba and the even

melodic beat of the waltz are soon to

echo from the walls of the Gymnasium.

Miss Karen Smith in response to a

growing demand for and interest in social

dance, will instruct a dance course that

will include the jitterbug, the rumba, the

foxtrot, die Charleston and even the

polka.

The popular revival of social dance

appears to be part of the resurgence of

nostalgia that is sweeping through die

country. This mystification with the

Twenties, Thirties and especially Forties

has already manisfested itself in dress,

slang and song.

A social dance course was offered

during semester break at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Instead of the

20-30 students expected to enroll in the

course, 109 students arrived ready to

step. The instructor believes that: "These

dances serve as a contact point between

generations. Kids are now interested in

what their parents experience..."

Miss Smith will teach the course only

if both male and females enroll.

Enrollment lists can be found outside of

Miss Smith's office in Cain Gymnasium.
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The proposal for a new College
curriculum, nearly a year in the making,
soon will face its most crucial test to date

when Washington's faculty begins its

considerations of the revisions.

The finished reform package, created

Academics

by a special curriculum sub-committee
and ixamined and polished by the

Acade.-nic Council, will be subjected to

the prr fessor's final scrutiny and approval

Monda/, March 18 at 7:30 p.m. in a

special.y called meeting.

On^;e the reforms gain the faculty's

approv.U, they will progress to the

curriculum committee of the board,

hopefully reaching the entire board by
their March 23 meeting. Acting dean Nate
Smith hopes to win the trustees' approval

of the reforms at that meeting, allowing

him time to implement the new
curriculum by next September.

The Academic Council, the College's

prime curriculum study committee,

approved the entire package Tuesday
afternoon and added a recommendation -

to the fatuity that the changes be made

As reform proposal goes to faculty,

some request more time, more talk

retroactive for all students. This year'5,

graduating seniors would not be included,

however, since the new curriculum could

not be implemented officially until next

year.

Major changes which the new
curriculum would usher in include a

major restructuring of the distributional

system, the institution of a theoretically

more intensive advising system, the

introduction and encouragement of
extensive field study opportunities and a

reconsideration of a host of other

curriculum characteristics and

requirements.

Four distributional categories will be
established covering the three traditional

categories of study -- the social sciences,

humanities and physical sciences, and a

hybrid fourth category -- formal studies.

The latter classification would entail

studies in mathematics, computer science

and languages, music theory, logic and
foreign languages at the pre-literature

level (courses numbered 100-200).

Students will be required to select

twelve courses from at least three of the

categories. No more than four courses

As hints of spring mark the campus, student Mark Sherman finds shelter beneath the gnarled boughs of
the Washington Elm.

Student life

Xenophobia not spoken here
After dividing his educational

experience between the United States and
Denmark, Mik Hansen, a tow-headed

citizen of Denmark, decided to enroll at

Washington College. His father is a

member of the Danish Foreign Service;

his sister is a registered nurse in Denmark,
his twin brother is enrolled at Franklin

and Marshall. "I looked through Barron's

College Guide and noticed Washington. I

came down from New York, that's where
my family lives now, saw the campus and
liked it...Why didn't [ go to college in

Denmark? The American educational

system is a lot better," Mik answers

candidly.

Mik Hansen's discovery of Washington

College appears to be a common pattern

of exposure to and attraction towards the

College by students of varying

nationalities. Twelve foreign students

representing a myraid of nations and

languages are enrolled at present as full

time students. Their homes are spread

from Malaysia to India; from Nigeria to

Venezuela. The majority have spent some

previous time in the States; often a parent

is employed by the Diplomatic Corps of

his native country. Their stories become
more distinct with their initial

introduction to Washington. One male

from Mexico admitted "I was just looking

for a college on the eastern coast of the

State." Ermon Foster, Registrar, believes

that many foreign students apply to an

abundance of schools, awaiting their

commitment upon notification of

acceptance and decisions on financial aid.

continued on page 2

could be taken from a single category.

Four courses may be taken in the same
department of a category only "if the

adviser finds that there is enough
difference in contrast and methodolo©'
to make tliis justifiable..."

The major difference between the new
proposal and the current system involves

the elimination of a specific foreign

language requirement. Other options

offered in the new format include a

provision allowing students to create their

own distribytional system and their own
major.

The advisory system will be
strengtliened by increased student-adviser

contact throughout the college years.

The study proposes a re-examination

of "the content and teaching methods in

the introductory courses." a continuous

examination of the College curriculum,

and a more fiexible course plan, allowing

students up to five parents to complete

their graduation requirements.

Otiier points in the package call for

dorm groupings according to special

interests (similar to Elichmond House for

writers), and for the faculty to create a

stronger intellectual attitude on campus.

The faculty yesterday afternoon

received an opportunity to discuss the

motions in a meeting of the three

academic divisions, the humanities, social

sciences and natural science and math.

The Social Science division, chaired by

,
Dr. Dwigtit Kirkpatrick. voted to

recommend academic credit for a

specified number of gym semesters,

regardless whether the gym requirement

is abolished or not. Kirkpatrick defined

the raison d'etre of the presentation to

the separate divisions as an attempt at

"ciarincalion...it wQI help cut down on

the confusion and discussion at the

faculty meeting."

He termed the discussion as "lively"

and revealed that the proposition which

.drew most comment and argument was

the new advising system as offered by the

curriculum reform committee.
"Distribution changes didn't generate as

much interest as I thought they would,"

admitted Kirkpatrick. "the advising

system could be the big fight."

The Humanities division approached

the proposals with quite different results

according to its head. Dr. Thomas Pabon.

"The basic sentiment expressed at tlie

meeting," explained Pabon, "was that

there is not sufficient time to weigh and

.

evalute the sub-committee's report. We
need much more discussion that until the

March 23rd deadline when the Board

convenes." Expressing the need for

"much more dialogue encompassing all

the faculty and administration," Pabon

warned that "if the humanities division is

continued on page 3
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Tony Baladerama, Zung Nguyen, and

continued from page 1

It seems odd that Washington College,

often unknown to the population of

cities in close proximity, should exude an

appeal to citizens of other nations.

Altliough the percentage of foreign

students within the total population is

still and has been historically small, their

numbers have been consistent.

Foster questioned the attractiveness of

Wasliington to a foreign student, "We

have no special foreign programs..." Dean

of Women, Maureen KcUey. countered,

citing exactly that reason: "Perhaps

because we have no special foreign block,

the foreign students here look forward to

simply being another student."

Zung Nyuyen exemplifies a different

point in case. "I was sought after for

soccer. I was recruited by Athey." Zung,

whose father works for the Vietnamese

Mik Hansen—freshmen from foreign lands.

embassy, was also accepted by American

University. George Washington

University, and Randolph-Macon. "I

wanted to be known as Zung, not as

number 356. ..I like the location and the

size, the school has a good academic

reputation and a very good athletic

program."

Anthony Baladerama is from Mexico.

He liked Washington in the college

handbooks. He also found the college's

size attractive: "I didn't want to go to a

big college. Never having studied in the

Slates, I didn't want to get lost in a big

school." Baladerama's only complaint

concerning Washington was "sometimes it

just seems so far from home..."

Hendrik Kupper and his sister Renske

were born in Holland. Their father works

with die World Bank of the United

Nations. He was transferred to the States

six years ago. Hendrik returned to

Holland two years ago and enrolled in the

International School there. He was home

in McLean, Virginia over Christmas when

his sister drove down to the Waslungton

campus; they both liked and

consequently applied to the school. "It's

a lot easier here than in Holland,'^

Hendrik confessed, "and a lot more

relaxed. It's a lot less stricter."

Washington College has no intensive

recruiting program for foreign students.

"We don't do a whole lot," admitted Bud
Andrew, Director of Admissions. Certain

foreign schools, however, embassies and

coniulates are on the college's maUing

list. Andrew commented: "We really have

a lot of State department kids."

Student life

College

increases

foreign

enrollment
Approximately twenty students

possessing foreign citizenships have

already applied to the college for

enrollment in the fall. Ten Americans

presently attending schools in other

nations have ^so applied. An
unprecedented number of students are

seeking admittance from Africa for next

September. Six prospective freshman

have applied from Nigeria alone; three

have written from Ghana, while two

students are attempting to enroll at

Washington from Gambia. Bud Andrew
suggested that the Africans were

informed about Washington by some

alumni who are members of tlie Peace

Corps at present. "They've told a few

students, who in turn, have told others.

It's been passed on by word of mouth,"

'speculated Andrew.

Washington has also succeeded in

attracting two students from Korea, one

from Peru, one from Bermuda, and one

student each from Taiwan, Thailand,

Czechoslovakia, Panama and East Indies

tliat could potentially become members

of next year's freshman class.

by Kim Streretorfer

Health

The creeping crawler attacksWC
A debilitating illness, commonly

diagnosed by students as the flu , has been

wending its way througli the Washington

College community in the last month and

tlie situation is not improving.

The term epidemic has been used to

describe the ilhiess, although it is being

used somewhat loosely. Students are still

seeking relief at the College healtli suite

at an average rate of 30 to 40 per day. a

level of activity that has been sustained

during the past weeks.

Many students who initially

contracted the sickness in early March

have suffered a relapse in the past two

weeks. According to Mrs. Maryland

Massey, current health service nurse who
is substituting for the regular nurse, Mrs.

Betty Schauber, tlie relapses could be the

effect of a completely new flu virus, or

simply a second upset from the same

virus.

The illness starts like a cold, but it is

fat more incapacitating. Sufferers have

complained to the nurse of back ache,

severe headache, sinus problems, a

lingering cough, weakness and dizziness. In

some cases, the virus has developed into

secondary eye and ear infections and

bronchitis.

Mrs. Massey has checked the

infirmary's 1973 fdes and discovered that

in February there were 314 student visits

to the health suite. This year's February

totaJ was 525,224 of which were seen by

the doctor in the regular morning hours.

Three cases have been refened to the

Kent-Queen Arme's hospital.

Mrs. Massey feels that several factors

have contributed to the impact of the

illness. Communal living on campus
encourages the rapid transmission of

germs. Sharing cokes, etc. may pass the

virus from one to another more easily.

Also, student eating and sleeping habits

are not the moil healthful, which tends

to lower body resistance to flu germs.

The health service's treatment

prescription for the ailment consists

mainly of antihistamines for head cold

symptoms and antibiotics for secondary

infections. A stronger analgesic than

aspirin, such as Tylenol, is recommended

because it is a more elTective pain reliever

and is less likely to upset the stomach.

Mrs. Massey. who contracted the virus

earlier and claims to be extremely

sympathetic to those who are ill, advises

students to rest as much as possible in the

face of midterm exams and papers.

Drinking extra fluids helps and increased

doses of vitamic C are probably

beneficial.

During the onslaught of the "plague'

the health service has dispensed

unusually high amounts of medicine

Four extra gallons of cough syrup were

ordered recently by the health service.

The increased handouts present a

secondary problem. With a larger volume

of medicine dispensed, mote bottles are

used, creating a shortage. If students

would return glass bottles so they can be

recycled, it would relieve, the problem

-

considerably.

Meanwhile, the health service offers a

slightly cherry thuu^t: Mrs. Massey feels

the situation rnight improve with the

oncome of spring. People will return from

vacation more rested. Also, the weather

should be better, i.e. less conducive to the

rapid growth of virus and flu germs.

by Teague Maisel

Barb Green is depressed about

the rash of sickness on campus.

Chestertown

Part 3: what re-development means
by Melissa Merson

The Chestertown commercial

waterfowl redevelopment plan will have

many wide-ranging effects; on the

townscape, on public morale and on the

economy.

The Morton Hoffman
recommendations estimated development

associated with moderate to'accelerated

growth in the tourist trade to result in

approximately 100 to 180 new jobs
which would represent an increase of 3.3
to 4.8% over_ Qfesent Kent County
employment levels.

This would represent a growth in real

and property tax revenues of $5,460 to

$7,140 an increase in Chestertown's fiscal

year 1973 tax receipts of 3.7 to 4.8%.
The economic analysis of the potential

for the specified waterfront related uses
has two prime objectives. These are to

identify the likely market demand for

these uses between now and 1980 with
and without elTorts to increase tourism
and to formulate a phased program of

action to generate waterfront

development that can bring new jobs.

Perhaps the most relevant statements

in tl)e entire proposal are found in the

closing"comments. "The action program

clearly ' implies some costs for

Chestertown: development costs, service

costs for sanitation and police staff to

handle greater visitor volumes and the

loss, to some extent of the calm that has

characterized Chestertown because of its

isolation." This final remark is one

well worth examining before any

decisions are made to mstigate the

recommendations of the Morton
Hoffman survey.

In an informal Elm telephone survey,

94% of the Chestertown residents

interviewed spoke out emphatically

against any plan that would upset the

harmony and peaceful equilibrium of the

town. Several residents brought up the

point that one could not control the

types of persons attracted to die town
and that the town would not be able to

control the influx of "bad elements" to

the town.

Other residents mentioned that

although the town is not economically

booming, at present, the acceleration of

commercialism associated with the tourist

trade could cause a "blood for buck"

battle atmosphere among local

shopkeepers.

Most residents questioned expressed
;

great fear that crime and vandalism would

increase and that the streets of

Chestertown might become unsafe.

At this time, these things might be

very difficult to conceptualize but that

does not negate the possibUity of

occurrence.

B efore the local Chestertown

government attempts to institute such

sweeping reforms, these sociological

Implications and the emotional heart of

the citizenry must be understood.



Music

Blowing the

horn about
Freddie

Hubbard
by Brian Fallon
In tJ>= fall of 1968 thej32z world was

slapped in the face by cherubit looking
twenty nve year old trumpet player who
was trymg to be lotm Coltrane, Wayne
Shorter, Charlie Parker, and Cliff Brown
all roUed into one. Immediately after the
release of Body and Soul an unknown
Freddie Hubbard was being compared with
Mde? Davis. Said Dan Morgenster editor of
"Jazz" magazine, in his treatment of the
standards, Hubbard reHects a concern
with and respect !o, the melody which is
today rtJlresliingly unconventional '

Morgansterns appraisal hits the naU on
the head because Hubbard's style is not
to blast out a lot of notes in quick
succession. Hubba.,, is too good a
musician to be just fast and loud. He's
also too good a musician to find just one
style and slick to it. All of his subsequent
albums have revealed different angles and
aspects of his overall ability.

During the past ten years among
Hubbard's releases have been seven
albums that display clearly Hubbard's
penchant for innovation. Following Body
and Soul which was primarily an album
3fjazz "favorites" such as the title cut
Aires, "Skylark," and "Chocolate
>hake Hubbard released HubTones
Whereas Body and Soul was an audition
lor Hubbard, HubTones was a branching
out and may have been the embodiment
of Hubbaid's realization of liis own
ability. There are no simple or confining
arrangements and no wastelands for the

listener to wade through. It's clear

succinct jazz with no tricks.

In 1968 Hubbard went into another
form of jazz. He kept the same melodic

qualities but expanded his repertoire from
jazz favorites to his own compositions
and had more activity in the arra

rangements. Guitars and saxophones became
integral parts of his music and when First

Light was released few people could

believe that it was Hubbard they were
hearing. Hubbard sougin to alter his

breathing patterns so he wouldn't even

sound like the same musician.

in 1969 Hubbard put together an

"all-star" album and called it Straight

Life. On guitar was George Benson, on
bass was Ron Carter, Herbie Hancock
played keyboards, Joe Henderson and
Hubbard shared the brass leads. All of the

pieces on Straight Life are extended Jazz

compositions and allowed the musicians a

great deal of freedom. Also for the first

time Hubbard belted a number out and
sections of his piece "Mr> Clear" are

extreme deviations from his usually

melodic sound.
, i

Hubbard's latest releases. Sky Dive,

Red Clay and Keep Your SoulJTogether
have been nothing short of sensational.

These albums are so good that describing

them would orily give you a geneUl idea

is to what they are all abouti Tl\e only
Way for one to fully appreciate these

recordings is to hc.nr them. If any member
of the Washington College community is

interested in hearing the works of Fred

Hubbard, leave a note in campus mail

specifying whether you want a record or

cassette and I'll loan you a copy. I think
it best to let Fred Hubbard blow his own
horn.

After break - new releases.

by Reed Messier

H. Jones Baker Ill's Equinox is a drama of
self-discovery. Controlled by their domineering,
widowed mother, the Rue siblings reach middle age
without forming an identity and dose human
contacts beyond their immediate family. Twenty
years away from home fail to release Hildy Rue from
her psychological slavery, while Thelma, Ivy, and
mute, docile Raymond Rue cannot even leave their
mother on the family farm. None of them adriiit the
loathing they feel toward this existence, preferring to
maintain a contented illusion. As Mother Rue
approaches death, however, their illusion loses its
axis. Hildy's rebellion has no object, and duty toward
a lonely mother no longer justifies Thelma's and Ivy's
stagnation, forcing the sisters to acknowledge their
emotional unpotence. Returning home, HUdy seeks
reconciliation with her family, only to learn their
relationship never had any emotional foundation
beyond the now fading maternal control. Raymond
Rue alone gives her a love she values, since, like his
mother before him, he needs Hildy. Somberly
considering the future, Thelma and Ivy find merely
an untried sense of freedom and vague hopes for a
more satisfying relationship with HUdy and each
other to sweeten their expectations.

Experienced on its own terms. Baker's play reveals
various virtues. The three central characters, Hildy,
Thelma, and Ivy, are distinct althougli not
profoundly explored human beings. Many details and
situations in Equinox adeptly develop the theme of
stagnation and futility. Formmg throughout die
drama, a pattern of revealed meaninglessnessprovides
interest. When Hildy visits her dying mother, she
expects meaning but finds a barren rellectio'n of
herself. Several lines buUd toward anticipated
revelations and culminate appropriately with
pointless cliches like Ivy's "Time will tell," or
irrelevant comments Uke Hildy's "It's so damn
quiet!" Impressively, each scene's position in the
drama's structure seems justifiable. Despite occasional
awkwardnesses, the dialogue functions efficiently,
whUe the plot rarely succumbs to its melodramatic
inclinations.

Unfortunately, technical competence does not
save Equinox from its annoying tedium. The drama
contains several features, some not necessarUy bad on
their own, which conspire to wither our attention.
Most obviously, similar dramatic situations and styles
have been overused in twentieth century drama.
Equinbx particularly suggests the works of Tennessee
Williams. Of course, even great dramatists copy other
playwrights, but Equinox would benefit significantly
from a more innovative handling of diese familiar
devices. Enlarging the difficulties. Baker's play oflers
a static theme developed througli static conversations.
By the first ad's conclusion, few surprises await us.
Great dramas like The Trojan Women, The Iceman
Cometh. Waiting for Godot, and The Caretaker thrive
on fixed propositions, but they give non-momentum
a momentum of its own. Baker never overcomes this
enormous dramatic challenge. Failure to clearly
develop the self-revelations of Hildy. Thelma, and Ivy
also lessens Equinox's hold on its audience. For
example, how should we relate Hildy's visit with
Thelma's and Ivy's changing awarenesses? Mother
Rue's imminent death certainly motivates them all,

but the play suggests Hildy's criticisms and mere
presence provide a vital catalyst for her sisters'
internal investigations. In light of Thelma's
stubbornness and Ivy's helplessness about destroying
their fantasy world, 1 cannot believe Hildy affects
Lhem so radically. Consequently, much of tlie drama
feels aimless.

Drama review

Despite aimlessness,

the talent behind

"Equinox" still

shines through

These fiaws are regrettable.sincethey obscure
bqumox s commendable qualities.

Timothy Maloney helped redeem Baker's efforts
with a sensitive and insightful production. Admirably
refusing to play for lauglis or sobs, Maloney chose a
subtle interpretation. Many Unes which appeared
weak on paper became effective througl, their
deliveries.

Equinox faUs or succeeds m performance through
the portrayals of Hildy. Thelma, and Ivy, and the
women who assumed these roles displayed
commendable control lliat highlighted the
production. They internalized their characters with
understanding and verisimilitude, rarely allowing us
to glimpse any technical acting processes inside their
heads. Body movements in addition to voice captured
the Rue sisters' personalities. As Hildy, Kevin Madden
conveyed a reserved, critical nature with intense
emotions flickering and naming underneath. Her
scenes with Raymond were among my favorite in the
play. Sufficiently overcoming her New York accent
April Lindevald carefuUy combined mounting
weariness and dynamic stubbornness in her
presentation of Thelma. In anger, slie became, the
play s most powerful figure, balancing our sympathy
toward Hildy's criticisms. Nancy Knuth gave Ivy an
attractive fragility and restrained giddiness diat
seemed likeable instead of laugliable. Her "hysterical"
scenes, like the announcement of her mother's death
provided some of the production's most exciting
moments. The trio's most ineffective scene came in
the last act when the important fusion of shock and
resolve felt lacking, but even here character
consistency was apparent.

Joel Elins' Raymond seemed perfect, uniting
numbness and comprehension. Inappropriate comedy
and sentimentality were diligently avoided. I

especiaUy enjoyed his incomplete nods which
justified the concluding complete nod as the
emergence of his ability to affirm.

Despite his appropriate folksy enthusiasm, David
Knepler handled Ralph Carpenter too
self-consciously. FrequenUy. his exuberence appeared
strained, eUminating Ralph's necessary smoothness.

Equinox proved a worthwile theatrical evening
despite its tedium. Congratulations are due to
Tunothy Maloneyfor castmg"talented unkowns."

continued from page 1
a microcosm ot the taculty. the report is

in for a thorough scrutinizing."

The division took a straw vote on the

abolishment of the language requirement;
it was barely approved 8 to 7. Pabon
explained that the division had enough
questions on the proposals that they
"could not. in good conscience, give it

our approval." Apparently, according to

Pabon, some members of the division

resent being included in the rcvisionment

Academics cont'd
nrocess only at the end of the probing
instead of at its inception. "Some even
felt that the four course plan itself had
not been studied thorougWy enough -
the alternatives have notbeen fuUy
explored; that the plan was not as
effective as it could be at Washington."

The Natural Sciences and Mathematics
division achieved a distinctly quiet tenor
i n comparison to the foundation
examination of the Humanities division.

Chairman Dr. Larry Logue described the

meeting as having "a very mild discussion
no reforms introduced, no points of
controversy." The division did vote to

amend a provision in the reform
proposals concerning advising. They
voted to recommend the deletion of

required essays before meetings with
advisors. Declaring that his division

"centered on the clarification" of the

curriculum changes, Logue predicted that
the reform package would "probably be
looked on favorabiv" by his division.



Viewpoint

Reform in the right direction

Washington's faculty soon will receive

an opportunity to decide the fate of the

College's curriculum, to compare the

refonn proposal with the curreiit

academic structure.

The Elm encourages the faculty to

approve the reform package for reasons

which have been stated and restated in

recent years. The College's curriculum is

riddled with philosophical and pragmatic

inconsistencies and, measured by

student's evaluation of Uie academic

program, the curriculum is in serious need

of repair.

A joint consideration of these reasons

should lead the faculty to Uie admission

tlial the present must give way to

renewal. Whether the ideal reforms are

those offered by the Academic Council is

a different matter of course, a matter

requiring a substantial amount of thought

and consideration.

No planning body could ever conceive

of an absolute curriculum, a program

guaranteed to provide "the" liberal arts

education. No such absolute exists.

Any plan which arises, then, is merely

a subjective evaluation of tlie College's

needs based on an objective examination

of the College's resources. Such is the

nature of the package offered to the

faculty by the Academic Council. It

deserves approval. The plan is sensible,

perhaps for some, even too conservative.

For students who expected a more

sweeping revitaHzation of the academic

program, the Academic Council's offer

may be disappointing. But it is imperative

to realize tliat the proposed reforms are a

starting point, an initial step which can be

expanded. To work against it is to work

against progress, no matter how hmited.

The Elm encourages the SGA and other

student organizations to express support

for the reforms before the faculty casts

its vote.

Forum

Reporter's notebook

Damn the deadline
by Melissa Merson

This space was intended to be used for

a relevant story on Maryland's and

Washington College's March fuel

allocation.

Mr. Gene Hessey told this reporter

that our (WC's) oU share will be 13% of

that of March. 1972 which means 430

gallons. He told me that well have a 50%

reduction in availability of gas and that

tlie priorities for campus distribution will

be 1- admissions recruiting requirements

ie. reserves for Pre-freshman Day on

March 30th, 2. varsity athletic

commitments and, 3. administrative

supply requirements ie. transportation for

guest lecturers and the like. That's all I'm

going to say on the subject.

You might be interested that a

reporter has his priorities also. At four in

the morning, after three cups of coffee,

an early morning visit from a plastered

friend and an hour long, long-distance

telephone call, there are more important

things for me to do than slam cut a story

about Number 6 fuel oil.

One of those things could be to get

some sleep. Every Thursday morning, this

newspaper gets laid out. Several of us get

up before seven and ride down to Easton

to past up these pearls of literary and

journalistic prose. 1 drive the bus and the

others sleep. At four in the morning,

when I'll be up at 6:30, i could care less

about fuel allocations.

And anyhow, riiy notes on the subject

are in shreds, strewn about my living

room floor. I tore each page out of my
notebook and scrunched them up in little

balls which I threw at President Nixon's

face when he appeared on my television

screen earlier this evening. As the little

balls fell to the floor, my two dogs

gnawed them to bits.

Forgive me Mr. Gene Hessey, for

letting your words fall victim to such

sacrilidge but I had used all the pages of

tlie Baltimore Sun and the Kent County

News to try and light the Number 2 fuel

oil in my home oil burners. And all mv
magazines were upstairs in the bathroom,

where they belong. 1 just had to use my
notes.

It is pertinent to mention here, the

influence of particular musical selections

on an attempted writing endeavor. It is

here that 1 would like to thank (and you

should too) WKTK in Catonsville, Md. In

the last hour, it is now 5 A.M., my ears

have been graced with the music of Pink

Floyd, Traffic, Quicksilver, Humble Pie

and the like. Had it benn otherwise, you

all might have been treated to a treatise

on the woman's role in a rural society or

the metaphysical ambiguities in Martha

Mitchell's astrological chart. Yes, you

ought to thank WKTK.
At the University of Maryland, I once

had a journalism professor with a

fantastic eight inch handle-bar mustache.

This professor would stroke his mustache

and expound about the reporter's love for

his typewriter. One of three hours every

Tuesday ni^t was dedicated to

typewriter worship. My mustachioed

professor used to go out once a week and

buy a bottle of cheap port and set it

down by his Smith Corona. While

composing news articles, he would stop

and take long, leisurely sips from the

bottle; to him, an expression of love.

And now, in a grandoise expression

of love and admiration for MY
typewriting machine, I shall wrap my
arms around its beat-up, hard-worked and

abused body, rest my arms upon its

adam's apple keys, close my eyes and

wait for the music and my mind to carry

me away from this insane rehetoric.
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Free University:

a step outside

tradition

EdHor-ln-Chlel Kevin O'KeelB

Manglng Editor Xlm stlerstorter

Photographer Doug Richards. Mike Lang

Staff Melliia Merson, Tcague Malsel,
Dave r^nepler, Handy Mower III,

Barbara Oswald. Rfied Hesiler

Amy SchulU'. Pat Mauser

Dear Sirs:

On Monday night, February 2Sth,

there was a meeting for those students

interested in the Washington College Free

University. There were simply a handful

of people who expressed interest in the

idea. There are several possible reasons

for this: apathy, ignorance, or genuine

previous commitments. Some of tlie

people who attended the meeting had

other commitments for studying or work,

which they postponed or cancelled

because of their genuine interest in the

Free University. Those students who

know of the Free University and still

expressed apathy towards it will not

change their views because of an

explanation in The Elm, so we will save

further comment on the apathy at

Washington College. For those students

who had no idea of what a Free

University is. or had no idea of the

meeting held Tuesday night, here is a

brief, but subjective explanation.

The idea of a free university is open to

individual interpretation. Our personal

view of the funcUon of the free university

is that of learning for the satisfaction of

curiosity. We feel that there are many

courses or subjects not offered by

WashinstonCollege because they are

non-academic, and therefore are not

taken seriously by the students or the

college. There is knowledge held by

individuals, including students, at

Washington College, whichhasa potential

to be shared. There are certain questions

in the minds of many students which

could be shared and answered through a

non-credit, free, and non-commiial course

offered by students, for students. The

idea of a free university is to learn,

period. The courses are chosen by

students, and fifty percent of the time

should be Uught by students. There

should be no fee, save materials, and

there should be no organization, save that

necessary to inform interested students in

the courses offered and the time that

they meet. The courses ideally will

contain subject matter selected by

students and teacher, and by the end of

the course there should be no question

unanswered, and no disappointed

participants. The University of Maryland

has had a Free University for a few years

now, and their attitude is one of "if you

have the students, we'll find the teacher,

if you have the teacher, we'll find

interested individuals to become students,

if you have a subject, we'll dig up some

students and a teacher."

Think of the non-academic aspects of

education. Think of the practical

knowledge you may have desired from

four years of education, think of what

you have learned from life and what you

may be able to pass on to others. Think

of ideas and submit them to the Free

University Committee in care of John

Moag. If you have an idea, we'll advertise

it. If you have students and a teacher

already, then you have a class, and you

really don't need the help of the

committee after all.

The best thing that the Free University

could do for Washington College is to

convince people that there is more to

learning than books, credits, money and

grades. The best thing that could happen

is that students al Washington College

would gain the spirit of involvement and

excited curiosity. The worst thing that

could happen all around is that the

apatliy so often attributed to the students

at Washington College could be proved,

and in that case we would lose nothing

but our reputation as students, and

curious seekers of knowledge about life.

Melody Echard

Susan Dietz

Cafeteria great

in comparison

To the editor,

The food committee, which is a special

committee of the SGA, and Mr. Linville

made trips on February 28th to Western

Maryland and the University oi

Maryland's dining halls.

Western Maryland was our first stop.

After being given a complete tour of theii

kitchen facilities we subjected our

sensitive digestive system to their limited

lunch. If you think our hamburgers are

bad you should taste their combination

of all bun and no meat. After we gruvelcd

for something to eat we proceeded lu

interview various students. We ran into

two transfers from Washington Col

who also agreed that "our food was hi

better." One transfer from Washington

College pointed out that he was

responsible for getting soda machines

instaUed last year, but NO TAB YET!

Their sad salad bar consisting of tossei'

salad, sour yogurt, ana peanut butter,

needless to say made us smirk with pride.

Much can be said about their organized

kitchen, modern facilities, and gracious

hospitaUty, unfortunately thou^ tlicse

advantages are degraded by their pool

food selection and unpleasant dining

atmosphere.

Being apprehensive of our fate, llii

committee and our escort travele

through central Maryland and winded u:

at the city of College Park. After anothf

tour of kitchen facilities whic

unfortunately could not be complei

because of locked doors and no keys \*

prepared ourself for "leisurely dinner?

We realized before we ate that they had

new food director and system, howevi

we found through the course of tti

dinner hour that there were many thini

needing to be improved. Feeding time i

Grand Central Station presented us wil

jumbled lines, pushy people, cold foo

and indigestion. The food itself was n(

of poor quality and their selection w

comparable to our own. We found thi

our salad bar provided the best varieo

freshness, and attractiveness. Dinner \v

quickly eaten and we were happy to e

breakfast at Washington College the ne

morning.

The food committee felt the day w

nfost worthwhile. Our objective

making the trip was to compare our foo

services and to pick up any useful ideas i

better our cuUnary art since peop

consider eating one of their priorities.^

seriously would like to commend o

food service and ask that each student

understanding, because in our opinit

Mr. Linville has attained maximi

quality witli minimum resources.

Thank you kindl

Barbara Pa'

Michelle Runy'
^ John Eigenbi
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Its leadership lost,

student trustee movement

now faces extinguishment

by Kevin O'Keefe

Lost in a void, in that netherland

where ideas and controversies fare an

'

untimely extinguishment, the movement

to place a student on Washington's board

of trustees is faltering toward mortality.

The issue which last year consumed

columns of Elm newsprint cannot now

sustain a brief conversation; arguments

have calcified, are molded in rhetoric. For

like other issues with which Wasiiington

students have flirted, potency was

expended in the courtship, not in the

consummation. And today the

movement, an aging maid of withered

bloom, nearly forgotten and totally

untested, is characterized by sterility and

senility.

There are few convivial champions

left. Mostly there are mourners lamenting

half-heartedly the rusting of another link

in the Great Student Movement chain.

Those who spoke for a student trustee

are less vocal now, their pleas quieted by

graduation and apparent disinterest. The

arguments of John Dimsdale, last year's

SGA president and vanguard leader of the

trustee movement, were silenced by

the former. With his departure went the

momentum of the effort.

Visiting Chestertown this week, the

former executive allowed that "Yes, the

trustee movement has passed from the

scene, I must admit." But Dimsdale sees

his efforts as a response to a situation

which no longer exists. "We were

interested," he explains, "because we had

a bad administration and we felt the

effects of it." The object of Dimsdale's

derision was the administrative staff of

Dr. Charles Merdinger, past president.

Students had an obligation to insure the

health of the institution against the

fumbling of Merdinger and power on the

committee which holds the ultimate

power was the most effective means of

assuring stability, he argued.

Dimsdale's successor to power,

Michael Lang, largely has disassociated

SGA identification with attempts to gain

"Board power for students. Succintly he

remarks, "We have re-evaluated our

priorities. There are more important

issues. I'm not planning to do anything

about and I doubt that anyone else on

the SGA is interested."

So the movement, in a short year, has

lost even the modest status an elected,

interested student leader could give it.

There are few visible elements on campus

sustaining the idea's existence.

The Washington Crab continues

publication of Larry Falk's sometimes

acerbic criticism of board composition.

Ironic it is that the individual who most

criticized Dimsdale's effort as a student

leader last year, should, upon his

departure, assume the mantle of the

cause, emerging as its only prophet.

proposal has largely been regressive. The
committee, placing other concerns first,

has continually postponed full

examination of the student proposal

Perhaps, committee members say. it will

be acted on before the academic year's

termination.

But when the Student Affairs

committee turns its attention to the

trustee issue, the unanswered questions

which so far have hindered the proposal's

progress must be addressed. Specifically,

what would be representation of one

student (among a group of 35 elders)

accomplish?

Falk, in his Crab statement, suggests

there is an answer. "The argument for not

The self-proclaimed logic has been
offered previously. It probably will be
coughed up again and again, weakening in

each spasm. A presidential candidate

from Cornell University, visiting the

campus early this year, revealed the fatal

flaw which enervate the argument.

Students in constant contact with

administrators gradually are co-opted,

their perspectives no longer match a

student's. They are privy to more
information, obligated with greater

burdens than their fellojv students. Their

former responsibility ' to a single

constituency expands to encompass the

entire community; the obligation to the

alumni is as binding as to a roommate.

There is nothing inherently wrong
with a student assuming such a viewpoint;

will it realize initial objectives of the

student trustee movement? Certainly the

orginators conceived a role greater than

an onlooker's; they thouglit of power, the

ability to shape—even if only

minimally—the board's deliberations by a

student hand. If a student's hand is no

longer his own, in what image will he

mold and sculpt?

One professor encountered on the

faculty cocktail circuit analyzed the

entire affair between sips of his bourbon.

The board, he argued, would be foolish

not to grant the student's request. There

is so much more students could demand,

so little power they would be giving

awav.

Three pnnciples m tne bout to get a student on the Board of Visitors and Governors: John Dimsdale,

Michael Lang, and Larry Falk

having a student. ..on the board of visitors

and governors is defensive, and a little

shaky at best." It goes something like

this: What would it accomplish? What
Board?

But even Falk's exhortations appear

ineffectual. In a Crab issued dated

February 21, the writer extended the

invitation to the student body "to

express your opinions on this subject in ^ould a student do on the

the Elm or right here in Uie dirty old Nothing, so why have one at all?'

Crab." The invitation has gone

unrewarded.

One last opportunity to place a

student among the ranks of noted

politicans and prosperous . business

executives, the constitution of

Washington's 36 member board

The web of reasoning spins further,

but not necessarily finer: "Since these

arguments assume that nothing will come

of student representation, the argument

goes no farther. I also believe that at first

apparently remains vested in the power of nothing will come of student

the Student Affairs Committee. Since last representation. But when students start

year, the College-wide enclav? has been realizing what's going on behind those objective may not be realized, but the

charged with handling the consideration, closed door Board meetings, then perhaps chances of getting a student on the

moving it through the channels toward Board representation will serve its Board-one student, powerless as he

Perhaps students failed in their efforts

by asking too little too accommodatingly.

A bolder initiative, a more militant stance

might have consumed the trustees'

attention more completely.

Why not consider a thorough

restructuring of the power center of

Washington, why not scrap the board and

replace it with community governance, a

legislature of final authority which

represents all elements of the community.

The spectre is radical, guaranteed to

shock.

A shrewd student politican would

proceed with that argument. The stated

ratification. But movement on the purpose.' might be-would be infinitely enhanced.



Tom Mangels ( 17} controls the ball at midf ield on a clear, while Jay Elliot (28) and crease attackman John

Cheek (23) look on. in Saturday's lacrosse game against Severna Park Lacrosse Club.

Sports

WC lacrosse sticks start to fly
Itie Washington College lacrosse team

experienced its first competition last

weekend against Severna Park lacrosse

club and the alumni team.

Although this first actions of the

season were only scrimmages, the WC
team was looking better than it had in

some of its regular season games last year.

In four quarters of a regular play the

Washington stickmen scored an

impressive 13 goals to Severna Park's

nine. On Sunday, WC beat its alumni 19

to 12. In both contests Coach Don Kelly

showed ofT the strongest bench WC has

had in four years.

Next Thursday, March 14, Washington

will scrimmage Franklin and Marshall at

tiie Lancanter campus. The following

Monday, WC plays its first regular season

game against Syracuse and Friday, March
22 WC takes on Brown university in the

first game of the Hero's Invitational

Lacrosse Tournament.

Ten-pin action down our alley
Wasliington College male bowling team

continued its winning way by rolling over

D.C. Teachers College, 21-6, on Sat.

March 2 at Queen Anne's Lanes. Lee

Parks boosted his team average to 183

with games of 219 and 227. Parks and

Bruce Katz were W.C.'s first doubles and

they won two of their three games.

Charlie Irish and John Pederson

represented W.C.'s second doubles and

they won all three games. John Eigenbrot

and Phil Reppucci, W.C.'s very successful

third doubles, won the first two games

but lost the third game by ten pins. In the

singles division, Parks led his team to a

144 record. Parks had a fine 586
including the above mentioned game of
227. Eigenbrot and Reppucci also won all

their singles games.

Seeing action for the first time in over

a month, the W.C. female bowling team
bowed to a powerful D.C. Teachers

College female team by a score of

12'^I4W. D.C. Teachers College took an
early lead in the doubles division but

Washington College rallied back and
almost caught them. Pam Davis and Marie

Annechino were the number one doubles,

Terri Smith and Bambi Gracey were the

number two doubles and Leslie Tice and

Linda Brettschneider were W.C.'s third

doubles. For a team that was missing two
of its regulars, the W.C. female team

bowled very well.

The next match for the male bowling

team is against Navy in a couple of weeks.

If the boys win that match, they should

be in the playoffs. The last home match

of the season for both bowling teams is

on Sunday March 24 at 3 :30 p.m. against

Gallaudet College. Both teams should win

their matches and end up with

respectable records for the season.

Sutton's Towne Stationen'

203 H^ Street

Chestertown, Maryland

hftUm. \ Cuds

EattonPipen

Office SappUes

Scope

Mens and Womens Shoes
Converse Top Si'der

Bostonians

Paul's Shoe Store

Creative arts fest

Entry forms for the 3rd Annual
Washington College Creative Arts Festival

will be available next week in the Student

Affairs office. Catagories for judging

include poetry, prose, music, drawing,

painting, sculpture and photography.

Monetary prizes will be awarded in each

category. Applications and the dollar

entry fee must be submitted by April 5 to

the Student Affairs office.

Trust grant

The Hodson Trust, the College's

traditional benefactor, recently granted
the College an $80,000 gift.

The money will be divided in three

areas. Student aid will derive the largest

portion of the grant, an amount of

$50,000- Money for renovation and
repainting of some campus buildings will

consume $17,000 of the grant. The final

$13,000 will be used for faculty salary
benefits.

Dig-in for credit

This summer Washington College may
offer a field course in archeological

diggings in the Kent County area. The
final decision on whether or not this

credited course will be offered hinges on
the degree of student interest.

Those students who would like to
spend their summer working with an
experienced archeologist and earn a
semester's credit are urged to contact
Dean Smith.

Calendar

HOMt GAMES IN BOlO
WMhdlyi 3 p.iii.

Silurdiyi 2 p.m. - Ucrou* 1:30 p.m.

lACBOSSE

Men., Mif. 18 Sy..»»
Ihu'5.. Mar. 2U74

Tuei., Mtr. 36 Jahni Hopkini

Sil.. hUr. 30 Maryfand 3 p.n>-

Wed., Ap.. 3 [>eniwn

S»l„ Apr. 6
tu..,. Apr. 9 Uyol.

Sal. Ap> 13 UMBC
Wed . Apr. 1 7 Ballrmore U
Ssi , Apr 30 Ouhe

Moo., Apr. 33 Norih Carolina

Wed., Apr. 34 Oelawari

Sil.. Apr. 27 Butfcnelt

Sar , May A W& L

Coach: Don K«lly - Aitiilanh P«tir Bogg

J. V. LACROSSE

Sun.. Mir. 31 Bowie LC. "B"

Fri., Apr. 13 Eatlern Shore LC
rhu's.. Apr. 35 Sainbiidge Prep

Sun,. Apr, 38 EdMern Shore IC
W»d,. M>y 1 Bainbridge Prep

Coacbn, Edward M. Alhay 1 P*t*r Bom

Mar. 30

, Apr. 3 0'e«

1 , Apr. 4 Cfliholic U.

Apr. 6

. Apr. 9 Ml. Si. Maryt

Wed,, Mar 37

Sal
, Mar 30

Wagner

Lebanon Valley

Tuei., Apr. 3 Uyo)a

Sal.. Apr. 6 WeWetn Md. I

Mon
,
Apr. 8 Gallaudel

Sal, Apr 13 Hupkiii & Dick

Sal
,
Apr 20 Maion.Oi>Qn Re

f'l , Apr. 36 Penn Relayi

Wed . May 1 Salisbury

Fi, .Sal , May 3-4 Middle Ailanlic

CREW

Sal . Mar 33 LaSelle

Sal.. Mar. 30

Sal.. Apr. 6 C. W. U. and Wllliaini

Sal.. Apr. 30 Orexal

Sfll , Apr 37 Ma r«1 Regalia

Sal,, May 4 D. C Regalia

Thu.5 , Friday
,

May 9-10
Dad Vail PegatiB

WOMEN'S CfttW

Wed., Apr. 3

SH.. Apr. 6 Williamt Collige

Sal., Apr. 13 Radcliff. College

Sal., Apr. 30 Barnard Collaga

Sal
, May 4 G W. U. & U. of Virginia

Coach: Barry McArdl*

nNNIS

Wed.. Mai. 37 Oitkimon

Sal
. Mar. 30 Calhollc U.

Wed,, Apr, 3 Drew

S*l., Apr. A

Tuai., Apr. 9 Ml, S). Maryi

Thu's.. Apr, II Gallaudel

Wed,, Apr. 17 George Mgton

Sit., Apr. 30 Sievani

Tuei., Apr. 33 Widener

Sal
,
Ap. 37 John I Hopkini

Wed , May 1 Sal.ibury

F„
, May 3 UMSC

Sir, May 4 Loyola

Coach: Tem Rnrwi
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Academics

Faculty plunges into curriculum consideration

Washington's faculty Monday night

received their first opportunity to pass

judgment on the proposed curriculum

reforms which the Academic Council has

recommended.

And, if Monday night's two and a half

hour faculty session is any indication, the

reform proposals may encounter a

relatively smooth road toward adoption.

Of the alterations the faculty did make,

most were of a technical nature and few

modified the original intent of the

proposals.

The future of the cuniculum

innovation was clouded, however, by the

faculty's reluctance to move quickly on

the reforms. The approximate forty

members in attendance were able to deal

with only three points in the ten point

proposal. In the meeting's opening

minutes Dr. Norman James, chairman of

the English department and the

Humanities program, justified a cautious

pace on approving reforms, arguing that

the committee which designed the new
academic structure had presented a "rich

offering", an offering requiring time for

consideration.

Dr. Nate Smith, acting dean, originally

hoped to present the Board of Visitors

and Governors with the reform

recommendations at their meeting this

Saturday morning. Now, because the

faculty has not yet approved the entire

package, presentation of the proposal to

the trustees will be postponed to their

May meeting.

Though Dr. Smith assured the

professors that they could consume as

much time as they need to achieve

satisfaction which the proposal, the

acting dean is facing time pressure of his

own. If the major changes or the

curriculum proposal are to be implernated

by next September, the college

administrator argues, he must begin work

on erecting the structure prior to the end

of this semester.

Crucial to the whole reform package is

a revamped advising system. Smith argues

that unless he establishes the panel before

the faculty departs, it will be difficult to

have it operational by the first semester's

opening. Advisers must be selected and an

advisers handbook must be written, a

chore the acting dean is "not too happy

to have to do in the summer when there

are no faculty" to lend advice.

A delay in the creation of a new

advising structure would also inhibit the

implementation of the other reforms.

Smith said, since they are

inter-dependent. "Certainly the individual

options and, at least in spirit, the

distribution system" rely on an

Student life

Fleshing out

the College

experience

Streaking, a d-rect descendent of

goldfish swallowing and panty raids, is

the newest phenomena fleshing out

college curriculums throughout the

country. Wearing only headgarb and

shoes, students have shocked and amused

spectators as they dashed through

campuses and cafeterias, highways and

hillsides.

Washington College was, perhaps, the

forerunner of the streakers' exhibition.

As part of an almost traditional May Day

observance, a portion of the male student

population in the past two years has

participated in a nude run down Route

213. Plans for an all-student mn this year,

including females, are already informally

being formulated by certain members of

the community.

Four students succumbed to the

national craze Monday niglu however,

appearing at the Caroline-Queen Anne

dorm party. After a brief dash about the

lounge, the boys made a timely retreat,

only to have one streaicer collide Uead-oji

with a sophomore girl, Trish Stewart. She

now carries a cut above her left eyebrow,

and a beautiful purple-yellow eye in

memory of that ni^t.

Elsewhere, the University of Maryland,

one of many schools claiming to be

originators of the new nude movement,

mustered 553 streakers at one time. At

the University of Alaska, sixteen students

bolted across a below zero campus.

invigorated advising panel. It'smoreor

less a package."

President Joseph McLain also raised

another time consideration at the

faculty's meeting. "We need to know no

later then April 1 5 perhaps," said

McLain, what changes wQI be made on

the curriculum in order to amend the

college viewbook and catalogue.

I n c nsidering the revamped

curriculum Monday night, the faculty

often exhibited apparent disinterest in

their undertaking. Most professors were

laconic. When discussion and momentum
did emerge, often it drowned in a bog of

parliamentary procedure. After meeting

for one and a half hours, a vote was taken

to adjourn and was narrowly defeated

21-20. The faculty continued for another

hour.

The faculty directed its attention and

action to the distribution system, to

options for creating individual

distribution schemes and majors, and to

the advising system.

The Academic Council's
recommendation for a four division

distribution system was accepted without

questioning of its rationale. Faculty

members, however, did raise some

technical points about its operation. Most

importantly, the faculty accepted the

request of the physical education

department to leave the present physical

education requirement intact.

The report had recommeneded that

the gym requirement be dropped.

Athletic Director, Edward Athey told the

faculty of his department's plan to offer

physical education courses for credit, a

plan which must first gain the Academic

Council's approval. If the Council refuses

his request, he said, his department will

want to maintain the present system.

Hence any mention of the requirement

was struck from the report.

Other minor changes the faculty

enacted left the reforms practically

unaltered.

The faculty will gathei again next

Tuesday evening to continue their

consideration of the proposals.

Streaker Struck -- Sophomore
TrJsli Stewart now 'bares' the

bruises of a collfsion with a

dashing male nude last Monday
night.

evidencing the highly charged

competition between colleges to establish

records for duration, number of

participators and ingenuity.

Washington's own brand of ingenuity

was exhibited over vacation. Reliable

sources, who desire to remain unnamed,

report that a recent faculty party

culminated in a midniglit campus run for

a few of its members-

Streaking has been explained as a

release, defined as a form of sublimation;

whatever the phenomena is, it wQl most

assuredly be the salvation of goldfish.

Administration

Board votes on Smith candidacy

Washington's Board of Visitors and

Governors will decide this weekend

whether Dr. Nate Smith, acting dean

since last January, will assume the role of

the College's permanent dean.

The nomination of Dr. Smith, history

department chairman, was approved by

the dean's search committee and

president Joseph McLain. Ratification by

the Board is required by the College's

charter, though its vote is considered

somewhat perfunctory.

The trustees will also consider a

request by Student Government president

Michale Lang for an increase in the

student acli'vities fee. Lang is asking for

four dollars more each year for the SGA.

"We ran out of money last semester,"

he explained. "We wanted to' present a

program every weekend of the semester

and we figure we needed another S 1 500 a

semester to guarantee diat." There is a

need for a full social calendar, Lang said.

Washington must keep "socially

competitive with other colleges" and

combat the image of a "suitcase" campus.

The SGA has not been granted an

increase in its activity fee since 1966

when a ten dollar annual increase was

authorized, bringing the contribution per

student to its current $19.50 per year

level. ^
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With new development

head, Washington

moves back into

philanthropy

race
George E. Hayward, Development Director -the new face

I Bunting.

by Kevin O'Keefe

Last week Mr. George E. Hayward was

involved in a campaign to raise $100

mflUon for a major eastern university, an

institution with an endowment already

exceeding $150 iniliion. This week

Hayward became development director

for Washington College.

The former associate director of

development at Johns Hopkins

University, selected last month by

President Joseph McLain to round out his

administrative staff, began his career with

Washington College on Monday. Two
days later the soft-spoken, 35 year old

administrator, officially titled vice

president for development and public

relations, was still unpacking cases in his

bare-walled Bunting Hall office.

His new employer was an institution

starkly different from the Hopkins, with

an endowment 18 times smaller, with a

considerably smaller enrollment, with a

reputation of lower profile. But Hayward

was settling in, admitting "I feel pretty

much at home," and cautiously answering

questions about development in general

and at Washington College in particular.

Development, he analyzed, "is a lot of

talk. When you get down to it,

philanthropy is people giving money to

people for people." Succint as his

summation may sound, Hayward offered

a lengthy examination of what

development will entail for his office.

Work in annual ^ving, special alumni

gifts, foundation support, gifts from

individual contributors, deferred giving

tlirough wills and trusts and the

community fund, all are part of the

workload his office will assume when it

shifts into working gear.

But Hayward now is studying a

College that he apparently knows little

about. Learning that its endowment
stands at approximately $6 million,

learning the staff and organizational

requirments of his office, learning that his

new responsibilities are "a challenge - it

isn't a job where you come in and say I'm

taking over a nice operation."

Hayward's newly assumed operation

has been leaderless, except for the

direction of Dr. McLain, since Mr. Loius

T. Hughes vacated the office last January.

In many respects, Hayward will be

creating an office and function,

particularly with major private

foundations where Washington's contacts

have atrophied in recent years.

Washington has been critically

dependcn' ;ipon the Hodson Trust foi

philanthropic kindness, a dependency

sometimes criticized as dangerous. "If

you didn't have that source of income

thougli," Hayward argued, "we'd be in

trouble." He admitted though that "the

College certainly has the potential to

pursue more sources" and should not be

content to rely upon one only.

To realize that end, Hayward plans a

scouting campaign to reach national

foundations and to enter the competition

for the philanthropists' limited support.

"Just saying that you are Washington
College and making a personal visit isn't

going to do the trick," Hayward warns.

"Obviously we're not the only private

college seeking those funds." It is an
effort requiring patience and persistence.

Success will come, he explained, when a

foundation is convinced of your
educational quality and sound resource

management.

Washington will soon have to dangle

those qualifications before the donors'

view for a major endowment raising

campaign, tied in the College's

bicentennial celebration in 1982, is in the

beginning stages. Although Hayward
admitted that his familiarity with the

campaign "only just scratches the

surface," he acknowledged that

bicentennial identification was. attractive

and the outlined financial goals probably

feasible.

The program, as outlined by a report

prepared by the Long Range Planning

Committee and approved by the faculty

Board, calls for increased support for the

library, the computing center, faculty

salaries, student aid and other areas.

Hayward suggested that the initiation

of a major campaign would be beneficial

for the development of his office. "A
good thing about a major campaign is

that you learn more about yourself, your
- history and where you are going. You
have to know these things or you can't

sell it to a philanthropic organization."

"And once you raise the level of
giving," he added as an additional

advantage, "seldom does it drop back."

At the end of his third working day,

Hayward reclined in his chair and

confided, "My experience in development

is not as greast as I personally wish it

might be... As I grow in this job and learn

more about Washington College hopefully

we'll be able to establish a consistent

operation," an organization based on his

acquired experience which will assure

for his successor a strong, consistent organ

tor financial development.

Finances

Next year's aid prospects encouraging
by Dave Knepler

Things look ^^ood for all thoM

qualified by need who are interested in

receiving academic aid next year, whether

they are incoming freshment or present

Washington College students. That's the

synopsis of Mrs. Susan Wright, Director

of Financial Aid.

Thanks to two sizeable grants from the

estates of Mr. Ernest A. Howard and Mr.

Everett Nuitle, plus funds totalling

S50,000 from the Hodson Trust. WC
finds itself able to issue 79 offers of aid

to incoming freshmen.

"We were able to offer Gni-ncial

assistance to all applicants we considered

eligible," said Mrs. Wright. Althougli the

accompanying chart deems 127 eligible,

Mrs. Wri^t ruled out 21 of those for

insufilcient need, and another 27 for

academic reasons.

Students presently on academic aid at

WC can be reassured by Mrs. Wright's

statement that "we will meet their

needs.. .as long as the student is eligible

for renewal." To be eligible for renewal, a

student must still have financial aid need

and have a grade-point average in the area

of2.5 (2.25 for freshmen).

Those students who are not currently

on the aid program, but are considering

it, have reason to be confident about

receiving aid. Mrs. Wright foresees a

continuance of last year's policy, when
"every student who applied for aid and
was eligible financially and academically

received aid."

The total scholarship aid offer statistic

is misleading for two reasons. The first is

that the College does not have that sum
available for grants - it is sure that some
pre-freshmen will reject the aid offers

(indeed, three have already declined). The
second is that the current awards were
made, in Mrs. Wright's words, "on the

estimate of what we think we have."

Financial requests Scholarship offers

1974

1974 Scholarship $113,750
Number of applicants 242 NDSL S 30,000
Numbers Eligible for aid 127 BPG S 5,800
Number of aid offers 79 Work-study S 8.000

Total Aid Offerings $157,550

When asked about aid extended to

minority students, Mrs. Wright said. "We
haven't the foggiest notion. ..we treated

all applicants equally." No notice was

made by the Financial Aid Department as

to whether minority status was claimed

by the applicant.

Mrs. Wright is pessimistic, however,

about the future of the National Defense

Student Loan program. "We're not going

to get as much NDSL money as in the

past," she said.

An option was given to this year's

pre-freshmen applicants as to when they

desired notification of their success in

receiving aid. A student who may receive

aid from a scliool that lus a rolljiij

admissions policy would choose an early

notification date - whenever the decision

was made by WC - so that he can make
his own choice without suffering undue
anxiety. (A student wishing lo receiving

financial aid has 15 .days to accept or

reject it). Otherwise, the student is

notified on March 15.

ContemptaUng the statistic that 253 of

the present 744 Washington College

students are receiving some fomi of

financial aid - one out of every three

and that the year 1974-7S aid program i:

somewhat strong, Mrs. Wright said

summarily, "We feel good about aid."

Sophomore Class

presents

BnllXlANT!—judithcr<ii,Nwn

OF IVAN DENISOVICH@^

mz

Friday, March 22

Smith Auditorium

Admission: 50c

8 and 10pm



Drama

Studio

presents

'Caretaker'
by Teague Maise>

The second studio theatre production

directed by drama major Justin White will

be presented b>i the College drama

department March 22, 23 and 24. The
price of admission is 2Sc and the curtain

will rise at 8 p.m.

The Caretaker, Harold Pinter's

strikingly original work, marked by

intense drama and interspersed with

comedy, will be the subject of the

studio's presentation.

The play concerns a tramp who
receives shelter in a cluttered room of an

old house. Three characters are involved:

Aston is a man in his mid-thirties who has

recently been released from a mental

institution. He now lives quietly in a

room on the second floor of an otherwise

abandoned house owned by his brother

Mick. Mick, a man in his late twenties, is

concerned for the well-being of-his older

brother who has brought a wheedling, old

bum named Davies to the flat. Davies

alienates the two brotliers who each

separately offer him the job of caretaker.

The action incurred by their developing

relationships is often hilarious, often

terrifying.

The Caretaker was selected by its

director for several reasons. Justin feels

that "it is one of the classics of the

modern Uieater, standing along with

Becket's Waiting for Godot." Also, Justin

is confident that Pinter's play has a great

deal of dramatic feasibility for an

audience. As he said, "This play can be

enjoyed on a level of entertainment, but

moreover, for those who wish to search

for it, the play is full of comment on the

forces guiding our moment to moment

existence."

Scope

T.G. Finkbinder vitalizes the caretaker Davie in Harold Pinter's

"classic of the modern theater."

A meticulous concern for this realism

in the play was a major consideration in

designing the set. The set creates a feeling

of unity between the audience and the

actors. As tlie director responded, "those

in the audience are not merely spectators.

They are as much involved in this play as

the characters, who are reflections of our

own lives."

The cast and production staff of tJie

Caretaker are:

Davies

Aston

Mick

Director

Set and Light Design

Stage Manager

Costumes

Properties

Master Electrician

Sound

Major declaralien |

When Washington sophomores

declared their majors last month the

departments of chemistry, English,

history and psychology showed up on

nearly . half of the selection cards

submitted to the Registar.

Among 140 students choosing among

20 majors offered by the College, 63

students, fully 45% of the class, opted to

concentrate in one of those four areas.

Chemistry enrolled 15 majors, English 13.

histoiy 15 and psychology 20.

On the opposite end of the popularity

scale, four departments accounted for

only five percen t of tlie sophomore

majors: Humanities, with less than

one percent of the class represented, and

international studies, physics and

German, each enrolling a litUe more than

one percent.

Broken down by divisions, 42% of the

sophomores are located in the social

sciences, 38% in the humanities and 20%
in the natural sciences and mathematics.

Compared to the two upperclasses

which have already stated their major

study, the sophomores choice was fairly

traditional. The chemistry, English,

history and psychology departments

enroll 39.5% of the junior class and

37.6% of the seniors.

The four largest departments a decade

ago — when the sophomore class made

their decision in 1964 — were English,

economics, mathematics and psychology.

At that time, the College offered only 16

majors.

T.G. Finkbinder

Craig Butcher

Andy McCown
Justin White

Bill Barksdale

Wendy Wooley

Judi Katz

Randy Mower

Nancy Knuth

Jim Thompson

Cafeteria

Staff defends

as effect

remodeling

ive measure

Students now approach the cafeteria

witli caution, not knowing quite what to

expect. Over the past several weeks the

cafeteria has been rearranged, reshuffled

and rechanneled.

Assistant manager Chuck Kellogg

explained the rational behind the

cafeteria's face-lift: "U was rearranged for

purposes of control. We can now see who

comes into and wao leaves the cafeteria.

We can also see what is taken out of the

place." In addition, Kellogg reported that

the meal lines have been noticably faster

and service has become more efficient.

No plans liave been "brewing" for the

vacancies left by the beverage machines

on the line. "What we'd like to do is to

move the steam tables (where the main

course is healed and served) down into

the center. But right now we just don't

have the money." Kellogg confessed.

The student reaction according to

Kellogg has been "more negative than

positive." He believes that discontent

exists concerning the new arrangement

because "the results are not observable."

Kellogg noted that the changes have been

made for "the benefit of the Dining Hall

and not for the socializing of students."

The cafeteria management hopes that

by beginning to arrest the exportation of

glasses, silverware and china, that

servjceware supplies will be sufficient for

the student body by May. Kellogg added

that "students won't have to drink their

soda in coffee cups any longer."

Homecoming
Anyone interested in building a lioat

for the Homecoming parade, scheduled

for April 6, should contact Lynne Alspaw

for the $20 allotment which the SGA
supplies for each float by March 25.

Elections for Rex, the king to preside

over the Mardi Gras theme festival, wil'

begin April 1 and 2. with nominations.

Final elections will be held April 4. Males

from any class arc eligible.

Lecture on Kafka
The German department will Iiost a

lecture on "The Plight of Modern Man in

Franz Kalka's Metamorphisis, Trial and

Castle", by Dr. James C. Davidheiser ol'

the University of Delaware on

Wednesday, March 27 at 8:00 p.m. in

Hynson lounge. Dr. Davidheiser,

currently an assistant professor in the

department of language and literature at

Delaware, has studied and tougltt in

Europe.

Free University

As the initial phase of tlie newly

formed free university on the Washington

College campus, a course in basicauto

mechanics is being offered. A

organizational meeting took place before

spring break which was attended by

approximately 10 students. Since that

lime an additional 10 students have

indicated an interest in the course,

bringing enrollment up to 20. Taught by

student Al Gzech, the course will consist

of both academic information concerning

the operation of the automobile and

"how to" information leaving the student

with the ability to trouble-shoot and

perform routine maintainence and minor

repairs.
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The energy of the American College campus, once

expended on political dissension, has now been

rechannelled into Streaking. Agreed, Streaking is a

conservative form of rebellion, but loo. it is an absurd

regression into the ineffcctuaiity of the Fifties. The

activists of the Sixties would have condemned the

frivilousness of the nude movement, the misguided

energy and the time wasted as negations of the

knowledge and experience garnered from the decade's

continuous conflicts.

But even for its most vehement critics, tlie

streaking surge has thankfully proven that some

inhibitions which plagued other generations and

sectors of our society have apparently been

overcome.

Unfortunately, the media all too wfllingly.

embraced the streakers as a counterpoint to the

winter's bleak political and economic news. They are

responsible from the propigalion of [he movement,

the revelry of the students and. through a surfeit of

publicity, the destruction of the original spontaneity.

Political frustration has understandably evolved

into this new form of sublimation. Streaking, in all its

absurdity, is perhaps minimally beneficial. But there

are other, more important causes, like Pirandello's

play, in search of characters.
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LesMcCannand Eddie Harris,whoused to pertrom

and record together, have botli recently released

albums. The fad tliat McCann's Layers is an

absolutely brilliant recording sliouid surprise no one

because everything Les McCann does is brilliant.

Where Invitation to Openess left off Layers takes

over. This album was recorded with all the lights in

the studio turned off after the background musicians

had recorded the rhythm sections and left. Only

recording engineer Bob Liften, a genius in his own

art, stayed behind with McCann and during the night

they put the album together.

Said McCann of Layers, "i became the whole

orchestra. 1 jumped from the trumpet section to the

trombones, to the various flutes, oboes, and the

bassoons and I even had my chance at the drums and

bass thanks to the ARP syntliesizer.

The album revolves around two themes. From

McCann's childhood come "The Harlem Buck Dance

Strut," "Let's Play Till Mom calls," and "It Never

Stopped in My Home Town." The second theme is

McCann's favorite ^ city, Boston. Songs from

Boston include, "Soaring at dawn," "Sometimes I

try," and the highlight of the album. "The Dunbar

High Scliool Marching Band." Layers is one of the

finest pieces of keyboard music to come out of jazz

in the last ten years.

Eddie Harris has not been nearly as successful in

putting across his music. In fact, Harris' last three

releases have been nothing short of disasters. Perhaps

this is \vhat makes Harris' new album, The Eddie

Harris London Sessions (or E.H. in the U.K.) seem

doubly good.

The concept of this record was to do it with

British rock musicians without losing any of the jazz

flavor. In that regard London Sessions triumphs

magnificently Recording with Harris were Winwood

and Crech of Traffic, Lofty Amao of Osibisa, Chris

Squire of Yes, Jeff Beck, blues guitarist Albert Lee

^and drummer Ian Paice.

Music

McCann, Harris

shine,even

apart by Brian Fallon

London Sessions kicks ofT with a song reminiscent
of 1920 blues yet definitely contemporary at the
same time. This number, called "Baby," is the first
time I've heard a bridging of the years done so well
and Hanis gives his vibratone sax a full workout.

Other songs that are especially good on London
Sessions are "Wait a little longer," "I waited for You"
and "I've Tried Everydiing" (which may be die best
thing Harris has ever done). It's been a long while
since Eddie Harris has put it all togedier but the wait
was worth it. This album is beautiful.

I'd hate to give the impression that all jazz is good
All jazz is not good and the Donnie Osmond ofjazz
Herbie Mann, seems only too willing to give examples
of trashy jazz again, and again, and again...ln all
fairness to Mann, it has been an off decade for hijii
but I think he should have gotten the message by now
that there are only so many versions of "Sugar
Sugar" and "Salt Dog" (which will lift its leg all over
your ear) people might want to hear.

1 won't even give the title of Mann's latest lemon
because it isn't worth the extra ink that album titles
consume. Unless you are about nine years old, enjoy
"In Concert," and chew a lot of gum, you can't
possibly listen to Herbie Mann's latest.

Forumdetters
To the editor:

This letter is written with reference to my letter to

the ELM of February 21, 1974. To refresh the

reader's memory, the letter questioned the viability

of statements made by Dr. Smith in 'the "Dean's

Report," published in the February 14 issue of the

ELM. Also, the ethics of the ELM's journalistic policy

was questioned. Finally, the letter questioned the

suitability of the role accepted by student leaders

regarding student opinion on the candidacy and
nomination of Dr. Smith for the office of permanent
dean.

Let me begin by stating that my letter of February

21 was written with emotional ink, the worse

semblance of valid argument. However, this is not to

say that the letter was completely devoid of pertinent

inquiry, for I am of the opinion that the issues raised

were worth mention and opinion.

Secondly, this letter is not intenled to criticize the

ELM'S response to my letter, since the ELM'S
journalistic policy of providing "security blankets"

and subjectivity on campus issues is, for me, well

established and compatible with moii,'rn day

conservatism. Nor do I intend to criticize Mr.

Viamonte, a respected alumnus, for his response to

my letter; aJthough, I wish he had entertained also

the other extreme to his argument and had been as

vocal in controversial discussion when we were RA's
together last year. We have no omnipotent judge to

decide the worth of my beUefs, the ELM'S or those

of Mr. Viamonte; therefore, no end can be achieved

in furtlier combat.

Also, 1 do not intend to convey the impression

that WC is the last step in the ladder of academic

standing. Washington College has provided me with

invaluable experiences, academically and personally. 1

would not be attending classes, refusing to add to the

attrition statistics, or even voicing opinion unless 1

valued highly WC in al) facets and its potential.

However, in regards to the first issue, the statistical

report by Dr. Smith, numerous facts must be
established. First, the "Comparative Guide to

American Colleges" ( 1 970-7 1 Edition-the only

edition available at the library) listed WC in its third

category of selectivity, about 150 in comparable rank

with the top school of the country. Of course, no one
expects WC to be considered an equal ground with

schools Uke Amherst, Cornell, or Dartmouth, but one
would hope that WC was ranked equal with or higher

than Gettysburg or Willian. and Mary.

Secondly, according to the ELM (Vol. 44, No.I,
pg. 1) the SAT scores of our freshman are continually

going downhill, from 1144 in 1967,to 1070 in 1972.

to 1065 in 1973. The ELM questions, in the same

publication, the reliability of such criteria; however,

the scores from standardized tests are indications

presently used by all admission offices to determine

aptitude of applicants. To maintain faith in our

school, we question the statistics and search for

reasons to discredit established admissions criteria.

This is a natural act, brinking on delusion.

Next, the problem of attrition. According to the

(Vol. 44, No. 2, pg. 1), the attrition rate is" up 19%
when compared to the 1972 statistics. Again, reasons
are specified for the increase. No matter what the
reasons are, a 19% increase in attrition is an
indication of serious problems and reason for
concern.

Fourth, I questioned Dr. Smith's reasons for

desiring the deanship, based on the "Dean's Report."
Dr. Smith may be the best qualified man for the job,
but his self-stated rational sacrifices logistics.

Personally, 1 would like to examine the reasons given
by the 300 other dean candidates.

Finally, Dr. Smith states that merely three or four
1973 graduates still seem to be at "loose ends"
regarding gainful employment and/or admission to

graduate and professional schools. I do not intend to
be difficult, but I can name three or four in addition
to that, and I do not even have all the facts and
figures available to the Dean. Evidently, our
definitions of "loose ends" are incompatible.

The other issue questioned in my last letter dealt
with student opinion on the candidacy of Dr. Smith
for the office of permanent dean. This is the primary
issue. As I stated before, the Dean Search Committee
does not represent student opinion. Also, students
have not received a report on the dean search. Simply
because five candidates visited WO-second semester
last year, it does not mean the students received a
report. Simply because 300 candidates were involved
in the search, it does not mean the students received a
report. Simply because the Dean Search Committee
found none of die "outsiders" suitable, it does not
mean that the students received a report. The ELM is
of a contrary opinion according to its reply 1o my
letter.

When "report" is defined universally as the action
of making or giving an account, formally or
informally, to relate information obtained by an
investigation, I cannot perceive any way by which the
students received a report. The students received
solely the conclusions of an investigation, not the
facts leading to die conclusion.

Even without a report, the student body could

have been polled to include the student opinion

concerning the question of whether or not "two

daisies from our own back yard" were the best

selections for WC. Avenues for opinion were not

provided - as usual. The student decision was made by

students, a select few. who simply "believe" that they

reflect Uie student opinion. It could very well have

been fact tliat the students want our backyard daisies,

but maybe they do not. The students were not

provided with a means to coUectiviseanopion.Biit of

course, this reflects traditional WC democracy. WC
works on a "shut up or sit down and we will not

listen anyway" principle. This is true in most cases,

not all, but most.

For example, many Senators of the SGA do not

believe that they have to contact their constituents

and question them on the issues. They cohtend this,

reasoning that the students are apathetic and are thus

undeserving. Others hold the contrary opinion, but

they are so apathetic that they refuse to request that

the structural apparatus for opinion be utilized to full

potential. The SGA uses an agenda system, but it is

never sent out early enough for those potentially

conscientious Senators to report back to their

constituents and gather opinion on the campus issues.

Last semester, 1 suggested a system to SGA President

"Chief Lang for true democratic representation in

the Senate. The decision on the suggestion is being

postponed until sometime near the end of the second

semester.

With a campus as small as that of WC, there is no

reason for the existence of apathy. This apathy with

campus issues can be easily toppled with simple

structural changes in the Senate. There is no eason,

why the students should not be handed reports, at

their feet, and given the structural apparatus to voice

opinion. It is not my contention (hat students should

rule the entire show;however, there is no reason why
the student voice cannot be uplifted from its

apathetic dream state and used as one additional

criteria in campus decision-making. And there is no

reason why one or all cannot voice opinion without

the threat of a manipulating credibility guillotine.

Dean Smith concludes: "Cause for concern? In my
opinion, no." The ELM agrees. The students are

silent. In this progression itself, I see need for

concern, but who counts seriously the opinion of

one, silent or outspoken, especially when it may or

does attack habitualized ethics.

Sincerely

Paul C. Sullivan
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WC Mary Pirg in limbo and no one cares

MA LAND »
PUBLIC
INTEREST
RESEARCH
GROUP

by Kim Stierstorfer

Mary Pirg, like an unrealized dream,

lies dormant on the Washington Campus.
The Public Interest Research Groups,

originally created by Ralph Nader to

activate and embody the citizenship of

college students, was introduced on

campus by then Freshman John Moag last

February.

The Maryland PIRG is a cooperative

effort with other state college and
university students to develop new
methods of dealing with problems of
consumer fraud, environmental
protection and forcing corporate and
governmental responsibility as related to

the consumer and the environment. The
nationwide movement is college

sponsored, student funded and publicly

oriented. While other local Pirg chapters

have already been effectively and
efficiently organized on other Maryland
campuses such as Johns Hopkins, Loyola
College. Goucher and UMBC and while

several other colleges arc currently being

initiated into the movement, Washington
College remains impotent, without the

public vehicle provided by the

organization.

Moag, accompanied oy John Dimsdale,

former SGA president, and several other

students bear the scars of tlie conflict;

after months of research, petitioning of

Ihe student body, presenting the proposal

to Dr. George Hoibrook, Head of the

Student-Relations Committee, and finally

preparing an information packets at the

cost of seventy-five dollars, for the

individual members of the Board of

Visitors and Governors, only to be

ignored, passed over on the agenda of the

last Board meeting of the semester.

"It's typical of the board of trustees. I

mean from what we saw with the

Merdinger affair, getting a student on the

board, it's just typical..." Moag grimaced.

He has folders crammed with Pirg

correspondence, information packets, the

progress reports of other colleges,

momentarily useless.

He admits that other colleges have had

their problems with Pirg meeting Board

approvals. "Trustees are hesitant because

of the kind of organization it is - it is a

liberal movement." One of the regents of

the University of Texas was quoted in Ihe

Chronicle of Hi^er Education as saying

"Wedonot fund anything that we don't

control." Moag confessed that it was

difficult for him to maintain interest in

ilie movement after being snubbed by the

Board, a snub he equates with a definite

negative response.

Your Tough Professional Advocates for:

Governmental ResponsibilKy

Environmental Preservation '^
Equal Rights ^
Consumer Protection '^
Corporate Responsibility

Posters are the only remnants of the movement to introduce Washington

College to the MaryPirgorganization.

After devoting a semester ot his time
and energy towards MaryPirg, Moag must
now content himself with the progress of
the other Pirgs within the state. The Pirg

e f for t in Maryland successfully

implemented an inspection of stores still

carrying toys banned as dangerous by the

Food and Drug Administration. More
recently, they have alligned themselves

with another public interest group,

Common Cause to reassess and revise

election regulations.

Moag is now awaiting the outcome of

the Board of Regents of the University of

Maryland meeting on the Pirg issue He
feels that if it is approved at College Park,

"it will be a lot easier to gain approval

here." Moag intends, despite some
detectable bitterness, to reintroduce

MaryPirg again on campus.

John Moag in his accusation of tlie

Board's reaction as "typical" neglected to

apply the adjective to the student body,
where it is also justifiable applicable. The
director of the national Pirg organization

accurately identified the achUles tendon

of the movement: "The biggest thing

lacking on college caippuses today is

adrenaljn." The effectiveness and success

hinges on the energy, dedication and

optimism of the students involved. Yet a

malaise of inertia, bom of political

frustration, government distrust and
jading rhetoric, seems to plague tlie

college student. Emphasis has diifted

from the national scene where die

student dissention now smacks of
ineffectuality, of impotence, of uneasy
antiquity. Students have become
complacent: lipservice is offered to

liberality, to "common causes." Ideals

translated into action, once the

responsibility and hallmark of youth,
have become enervated. Students are no
longer just apathetic, they have become
increasingly nihilistic. There is no paucity

of platforms and causes, just of caring

and dedication.

The shrugging of shoulders and
responsibility must end. MaryPirg,
althou^ now dormant, must be revived.

Its effectiveness has been proven in state

after state, lawsuit after lawsuit.

Washington must sidestep its weak-kneed
isolationist tendencies - there is a real

world of issues and solutions beyond the

perimeter of this campus. Pirg provides a

channel of communication; its deatii at

Washington College would be the

manifestation of the insouciance that

beleaguers this campus.

Academics

A need for composition tutorials?

by Peter deSelding

Becoming apparent to many in the

academic worid is the general decline of

the writing proficiency of many college

students, and, if one accepts the reports

from greenhorn editors and several

faculty quarters, then Washington College

students are no exceptions.

To alleviate grammatical deficiencies it

has been suggested that the College adopt

some sort of freshman- year English

grammar course or tutorial for students

seriously lacking in this area, and in fact

many colleges have adopted just such

programs. Whether or not WC could

finance even a single tutor is open to

question, as is whether or not enough

students would be willing to participate

(assuming it was voluntary).

Admissions Director Bud Andrew

points to a "nationwide degeneration of

-

writing skills", and attributes this to the

pre-eminence of math and science in the

high schools. He notes that students from

private schools, where grammar and

composition are given high priority, have

considerably less trouble thantjieir public

school counterparts on this score.

Andrew sees no serious need for a -

remedical course yet. but stresses that

any program finally adopted should be a

voluntary undertaking by the students,

and one which is not credited as part of

the curriculiini.

College Dean Nate Smith is generally

skeptical about the value of adding this

type of course, and he has a fa'th that

any grammatical catch-up work that needs

to be done will be largely taken care of

by the standard English courses, as well as

by non-English professors who make a

point of not letting glaring structural

errors on papers go unnoticed and

uncorrected. He views the English

department's self-image as one of

concentration of literature, not grammar,

and so doubts the wisdom of initiating

this sort of program under their

jurisdiction. He is also unsure if die

College has indeed fallen behind other

institutions in this area, and would await

figures to that effect before signing on in

support of the expenditure of funds for

tutorials. Such figures won't be- long in

coming. Beginning next fall. Scholastic

Aptitude Tests will include a

one-half-hour writing.

English department Chairman Norman
James, while agreeing that writing

capabilities have declined, is also unsure

of the present need for a specific course

in grammar or composition, and is also

concerned that this type of program

would be ineffective in dealing with the

problem.

"Most composition courses don't train

for college work", he says, because the

understanding of structure and style

cannot be severed from the particular

material involved. "Writing isn't separate

from content," and he fears that the

project would be shown a failure when the

abilities developed sought application in a

different field. A successful grammar

course might well come unglued when it

came time to transfer these skills to, say,

a philosophy paper.

James does not rule out the potential

advisability of tutorials in the future,

providing the need was great enough.

Until such time as they're needed,

however, he points to an available option

open to professors dissatisfied with their

students' writing. The English department

has for some time offered to review a

student's work if he is remanded to them

by a professor. Unfortunately, all too few

of the faculty have utilized this service.

James also emphasizes that until concern

for written structure is College-wide

among professors, then writing

deficiencies will continue.



Lacrosse

Stickmen wallop Syracuse, face Brown tomorrow

On Monday. March 18. the

Washington lacrosse team opened its

1974 season against Syracuse -- and open

it they did.

During the first ten minutes, the game

appeared to be up for grabs. Syracuse

controlled the wall from the outset of the

game but was unable to nel the first goal.

Washington, however, scored each of the

few limes they controlled the ball.

After those slow ten minutes, with the

score tied at two all. Washingtion opened

it up and pummled the Orangemen nets

for a first quarter score of 6-2. As the

New Yorkers crumbled. WC riddled the

nets for a first half score of 13-3.

As the final score. 24-7. indicates, the

Syracuse team was no match for even

Coach Don Kelly's reserves which he

began substituting liberally early in the

second half.

The scoring situation for Washington

was awesome. All in all, 13 Kellymen

contributed to die point total.

Midfielder Mike Cordrey fends off Syracuse attackmen as he
threads his way up field.

Track

Runners succeed in competition

In their final effort of the year, the

Washington College Indoor track team

made an impressive showing at the Middle

Atlantic Conference championships held

on March 8 at Widener College in Chester,

Pa. Placing 4th in a field of 12, members

of the Sho'men delegation averaged 5

points per man with 6 points equaling a

first place. Individual standouts for the

thinclads included Tom Clements and

Danny Scharf. Clements, in winning the

mile run, out classed Francis Klick. last

year's M.A.C. outdoor champion in the

same event. Clements' time was 4:24.4

Danny Scharf finished first in both the

300 and 600 yard run. In addition, Scharf

set a new M.A.C. indoor record in the

600 with a time of 1 : 1 3.9. Rounding out

the scoring for the Washington College

contingent were Bob Greenberg with a

third in the 50 yard hurdles and John
Murphy finishing 2nd in the triple jump.
Jackie Johnson, a usual standout, was
held to a 7th place finish in the 1 00 yard
run.

The spring track team opens it's season

next Wednesday against a strong team
from Wagner College of New York.
Additional team members are still

needed.

Outstanding performers were John Cheek

with 4 goals and 4 assists. Greg Lane with

3 and 4 and Mike Cordrey, adding some

welcome scoring power to the midfield,

with three goals and four assists in his

first outing of the season.

Jody Haddow, scoring on the crease,

and Tom "Wally" Mangles, scoring with

five shots from the outside, each brought

home three goals.

The midfield scoring was topped by

Jan Rosenthal with two and two, Ty
Cook with one assist and an injury, and

freshmen Doug Mayer and Ricky "Merle"

Ricketts with 2 goals and one goal

respectively.

Rounding out the point total for the

attack were Tom Regan with two assists,

Chris Hupfeldt and Drew Larkin with one

each, and freshman Kevin Murphy's

contribution of four assists, an

outstanding performance.

Scoring wasn't the only part of the

game, as the Syracuse attack well knows.

Bryan Matthews, tending goal, and

defensemen Dicky Norris, Ray Trucksass

and Jay "Birdman" Elliot stymied the

New York attack, They gave way later in

the game to veteran Bret Smith, freshmen

Andy Crosby. Ricky Blair and goalie Joe

Kosciuk.

Washington's overall performance for

the afternoon was solid. The contest

proved to be an excellent fine tuning

exercise for the Hero's Tourney game
against Brown University 3:30 p.m.

tomorrow afternoon at Catonsville

Community College in Baltimore.

The Kelleymen's chances of moving up
from their persent ranking of third among
the nation's small colleges, just behind
number one Cortland State and Towson,
would be greatly improved with a win
over Brown. In order to achieve this end,
however, WC will have to control the ball

on the face-ofTs, presently the only weak
part of Washington's game.

Marietta capsizes shore opening

Four crews from Marietta College in

Ohio travelled to Chestertown last

Saturday for a 2000 meter scrimmage

with the Washington crew. Despite high

winds and rain, the races got underway

shortly after 1 1 a.m., as scheduled, and

by 3 p.m. Marietta had finished their

impressive display of controlled, powerful

racing.

Marietta currently holds the Jack

Bratten trophy, symbolic of college

division supremacy in crew, awarded each

year at the Dad Vail Regatta in

Philadelphia. Exhibiting their depth and

experience, they easily defeated

Washington's junior varsity and

lightweight varsity boats. The only two
events which were evenly contested were

in freshman and varsity heavyweight

races. Although both Washington crews

lost, by 11 and 6 seconds respectively

their performance against such strong

competition so early in the season is

consideredencouragingby the team. i.

This Saturday the crew continues its

most challenging season yet with the

Braxton Memorial Regatta

Philadelphia, facing crews from Ithaca, La
Salle, Marietta. Temple and perennial

1 n t ercollegiate Rowing Association

finalist, University of Pennsylvania.

Women face Williams in opener
Twenty-two women turned out this

spring to man two eights on the Chester

River. Jan Biro, Gwen Bunting, Holly

Dubbert, Bowie Johnson, Mary Ann
McArdle, Vali Somers, Vesna Somers,

Sally Waite, Becky Williams, and Ginny

Valentino are returning to the Chester

with a solid year of rowing experience

behind them, and for five of the above,

this includes three to eight weeks of hard

rowing last summer on the Schuylkill

River in Philadelphia as members of

Vesper, a hi^y prestigious women's

club.

This added experience will come in

handy for the women during the arduous

schedule they
j
ace this spring. W.C.'s

opponents will include such schools as

Radcliffe, Princeton, and Willianis-the

only school that has defeated our

oarswomen so far. Women's crew will

open its season against Williams, on April

6, with two eight man shells and a co-ed

eight. Men's crew will be racing Williams,

also.

In their one year history, women

crew has brought many firsts to the

college, and soon they hope to bring

another. Women's crew has petitioned for

varsity status on the Athletic Council,

and by the end of the '74 spring season,

varsity status for the first women's sporl

at Washington College should be

achieved.

> Yardstick Fabric Store <

Mortis Sweete Shoppe

hand-packed fine chocolates

all kinds of penny candy
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Administration

Resolved deanship question now coming unglued
The search for a permanent dean of

the College, apparently ended last month

when the dean's search committee

nominated acting dean Nate Smith for

the post, now might continue.

The administration disclosed Tuesday

that the acting dean three weeks ago

requested that his name not be submitted

to the Board of Visitors and Governors

for permanent appointment. The trustees

were originally to finalize the outcome of

the search process with a vote on Dr.

Smith at their meeting last Saturday.

Dr. Smith informed president Joseph

McLain that personal reasons would

prevent his acceptance of the nomination.

The acting dean recently suffered a

relapse of a gastro-intestinal ^Iment

which had bothered him in previous

years.

The president's office released the

Light for all: the cupolo is relit

energy crisis.

, an indication of the abating

J

announcement Tuesday morning. McLain }

wrote;

"The Board of Visitors and

Governors of Washington College

did not act upon my
recommendation to confirm Dr.

Nathan Smith as dean of the

College, in accordance with Dr.

Smith's own request. Citing

personal reasons, Dr. Smith had

informed me that he was not now

able to accept the position and to

convey his regrets to the Board."

'The Board decided to ask Dr.

Smith to continue to serve as acting

dean for the time being."

Dr. Smith expanded upon the

administration's brief statement Tuesday.

"h's really simple and brief" he

explained. "The persona! reasons are

really health reasons." The decision to

accept the post "was hard to make in the

first place and given this, life is too short

anyway."

Wijen his nomination to the post was

first announced, the history department

chairman outlined his hesitancy to Dr.

McLain. In a letter he said:

"It is possible that those who

find my past work satisfactory do

not realize that I couldnot.in

fairness to my own interests and

those of the College, confinue to

forego readingin my field, leaching,

and research in order to be fully

available for administrative chores.

While I would teach much less, read

in fewer fields and expect research

to be delayed and interrupted by

pressing College tasks, there should

be no ambiguity about the main

point: as permament dean 1 would

expect to teach Russian history. ..to

have time ^or class preparation and

new reading in my field, and to

read microfilms and travel to

libraries, at least in the summer."

The Acting dean has doubts.

Smith said, however, that the

conditions which he articulated had

nothing to do with his decision: it was

only his health problems.

In its Saturday meeting, the Board

decided to postpone any action on the

deanship until its May meeting. Dr.

McLain requested Smith to wait before

making his final decision and the Board,

Smith said, "went along with the

president's wish to ride for awhile."

McLain is waiting to see if the acting

dean's current health problems improve

before accepting his refusal of the

permanent post.

if Dr. Smith does finally refuse

the post the search process, which last

year involved 300 candidates, will have to

be resumed.

Dr. Smith, in any case, will remain in

his current position through next year. "1

had agreed a long time ago," he

explained, "that I would certainly, no

matter what happened, serve until a dean

was found. 1 did agree lo work through

next year."

Studentgovernment

Despite SGA reforms, Senate settling into apathy

by Dave Knepler

One year ago. a divided and

subslanlially apathetic Student

Government Association Senate voted for

a revision of its Constitution. A look al

tlic 1974 Senate reveals the affects of tlie

rcvisioning and the problems the changes

did not cure.

By changing the representation from

one senator per hall lo a certain number

per dorm, the Senate reduced its

membership from 40 members to 32.

This was done, said SGA Secretary

Chaddie Campbell, since there were "too

many halls where there were no

interested people," roeaninguninteresled

people were occupying Senate positions.

The other principle change in the

Senate formal was the institution of three

permanent committees; the student

activities committee, tlte organizations

committee, and the elections committee.

John Moag is the chairman of the

SAC. The achievements of that

Committee are small in number -- it has

produced the several SGA concerts and is

readying the Free University Plan,

hopefully to be enacted in September.

"We've been spending too much time

reading junk mail and nothing else."

explained Moag. "The problem with the

SAC is that it's had to contend with loo

many technicalities and hasn't been able

to get into enough important things."

The SAC has 12 members.

John Eigenbtol and SGA Treasurer

Maynard Kirpalani are cOK:hairmen of the

seven-member organizations committee.

The function of this committee is, in

Eigenbrot's words, to "go over budget

requests from the various campus clubs

and organizations and the student activity

fee." In addition, "Every year we make

some effort to revise the Constitution,"

said Eigenbrot.

There has been no serious effort to

revise the constitution so far. "Our big

thing," said Kirkpalanj, "has been Ihe

raise in the student activity fee," which

wai go up $4 per student per year,

meaning an extra $3000 the SGA has to

work with. In reality, remarked

Eigenbrot, "We-don't have that much to

really work on."

The elections committee, whicn



by Kevin O'Keefe

The Fulbnght-Hays fellowship

organization, which each year awards

approximately 350 foreign study

fellowships to American students, has

selected two Washington seniors in this

year's scholarship competition.

Barbara Daly, a German major from

Silver Spring, Md., and Rosemary

Orthniann, a history major from New

Jersey, were informed of their success in

the screening process last week. The

Fulbright awards are considered among

the most prestigious of the graduate

fcllowsliips available to American

students.

Since the program's inception after

World War Two, Washington seniors had

been designated for the fellowship only

twice, once in the Fifties when Mr. Sandy

Jones, currently a Board member,

received a study award to En^and and

later, in 1967, when Miriam Huebschnnan

was awarded a grant for study in

Germany.

Dr. Peter Tapke, campus Fulbright

adviser, called tlie students' success a

"distinction" for themselves and for the

College. When iheFulbright program was

at its peak, die philosophy department

chairman explained, one thousand lo

fifteen hundred grants were available

annually to American students. Since

then, however, the interest of the

American government in the program has

atrophied, resulting in a far smaller

number of available fellowships and an

increase in Uie stiffness of competition.

Barb Daly was awarded one of the 14

grants available for study in Austria. Her

project, involving an examination of

Austrian literature and art history, will be

centered at the University of Graz,

located in the southeast section of die

country, near the borders of Hungary and

Yugoslavia.

Barb's study will emphasize the work

and aesthetics of Adalbert Stifter, a 19th

century writer and painter. "Very little

work has been done," she said, on

comparing the artist's writings and

paintings. "I selected Stifter because I

think he really captures something about

the Austrian people Uiat I was able to

appreciate."

The German major chose Austria prior

to deciding on a topic. "When you are

applying for these things," she related

candidly, "you have to be aware of your

chances." Austria, she said, did not offer

as many fellowships as other countries.

Barbara Daly, Rosemary Orthmann, Fulbright winners.

Academics

Fulbright selects

twoWC seniors for

foreign study grants

but competition for the awards was less

intense. The majority of applicants

intended study in music and the applied

arts because of the extensive facilities

Austria offers in those fields. Her

application, she reasoned, would stand in

contrast to the majority.

Barb has already studied and traveled

in Austria. Her junior year was spent at

the University of Salzburg where she took

courses in German Uterature and art

history and Italian. According to the

outline of the Fulbright grants, students

who have recently traveled or studied

abroad are hindered in die selection

process. But Barb capitalized on the

restriction: "I stressed the fact that I'd

been in Austria and 1 knew what I wanted

to do when 1 went back. !t paid off," she

laughed.

Notification of her selection for the

fellowship came to Barb in an

unorthodox fashion. "They sent me all

the secondary information (reservation

for flight, etc.) first, but they didn't

notify me of their decision. 1 didn't want

to hope too much." When notice of her

success did come through, she simply said

she was "spaced."

Her grant, which covers a nine month

period, entails all traveling expenses from

the United States to Austria, shipping

costs, incidental fees and tuition at the

university, and what Barb decribes as a

very generous living stipend, S279 per

month.

For history major Rosemary

Orthmann, academic study next year will

come at the Free University of Berlin in

West Germany. Approximately 80

American students are recipients of

Fulbrights to Germany each year.

Rosemary's work in Germany will

continue a project which currently is

consuming a large part of her time - the

topic of her senior history thesis, a 1920

putsch in the Weimar Republic. She

described in detail the events of "the

Kapp-Luettwilz Putsch, an

ultra-conservative and military movement

which for' five days direatened the

continuation of Uie post-war Weimar

republic. The senior termed the period

and its events "fascinating" as an

explanation for her consuming interest in

the project.

With the assistance of the Fulbright

award, Rosemary will be working towards

a master's degree in German history,

possibly later to be supplemented by a

doctorate in the same field.

She chose Berlin as a site for study

because the putsch transpired there and

because government records of the

incident would be easily accessable. With

the assistance of a grant from

Washington's German department,

Rosemary has already traveled in

Germany. Each year, funds raised from

the department-sponsored Oktoberfest is

used to allow students to visit Germany
during vacation periods. Rosemary took

advantage of the opportunity last year

when she was an exchange student at the

University of Warwick in Coventry,

England.

Rosemary's reaction to her selection?

"You can't publish it," she joked. "I,

don't even remember. I could hardly

open my mouth up."

Her grant is underwritten by the

German government, unlike most

Fulbright grants to other nations, which

the US government supports. Her ten

month grant covers total round-trip

transportation expenses, tuition and

books at the University, and a monthly

stipend of 670 marks, "more than enough

for my food and lodging."

Dr. Tapke speculated that the seniors'

successful bids for the awards resulted

from "projects that were very well spelled

out." hi both their reports, he said, Barb

and Rosemary mentioned people,

libraries and resources their programs

would deal with. "There is a certain

amount of gamemanship involved," lie

explained.

Fresh from the success, the Fulbright

adviser soon will begin next year's

nomination and selection process. Tapke

said notices to juniors in the top quarter

of their class probably will go out in

April, allowing students time to fully

develop project ideas. With this year's

pleasing results in mind, he advises

interested students that "we are

competitive and any good student with a

good topic should be interested."

Faculty

After one attempt, teacher evaluation out

The efficacy of the teacher evaluation

fomi implemented on die Washington

campus last spring is still in question. The

evaluation, sponsored by the Academk;

Council, with Dr. Larry Logue as its

oi^anizer and mentor, is not stated to

reappear this spring. In a recent interview.

Dr. Logue admitted that it would be

"highly unlikely" the evaluation would

be given again this year.

Lo^e explained that "because of the

press of other Academic Council

buuness," he could not undertake the

evaluation project. "As of yet no one has

offered to take it from me."

The evaluation form offered not only

students but also faculty colleagues the

opportunity to appraise the faculty's

teaching. Academic advising, classroom

performance, teaching procedure and

materials, and non-teaching duties were

all scrutinized by die comprehensive

evaluation form.

The appraisal was initiated on the

Washington campus to serve a dual

purpose: I. lo provide the individual

faculty member with an instrument to

measure his actual rapport with his

student and through this knowledge

adjust his teaching performance to obtain

maximum effectiveness, if he felt the

criticisms were merited and 2. the

eventual consideration of these

questionnaires as an integral part of the

tenure process.

The faculty received copies of the

compQed results, "if they remembered
their numbers," added Logue with a

smile. He added that "feedback was

practically non-existent. The few people

who bothered lo say anything to me
offered generally favorable comments."

Logue admitted that if the evaluation

were offered on a regular basis it would
"definitely be more effective, although

there are some advantages to sporadic

implementation." When the evaluation is

reintroduced to the campus, Logue
intimated that the form will be altered.

Logue felt that the form used last year

was not successful; *There were
questions people didn't bother to

ans>v.ej,"

Logue revealed that he had been

thinking about the teacher evaluation

procedure and following the debates

about the validity and benefit of teacher

appraisal in educational journals. "It is

possible to teach to a particular form; the

design of the form is the critical thing,"

Logue believes.

Michael Lang, SGA president, once a

strong advocate on the Academic Council

for the evaluation, admitted that he was

"not upset that the evaluation will not be

used this year." Lang stated that "there's

been a teacher evaluation every year since

I've been here. I have a teacher now that I

had last year and I know he received a lot

of criticism. He hasn't changed his

teaching style."

Lang continued in a defeatist vein:

"Teachers aren't going lo listen to what

students have to say." He offered another

course of action: "the form will only be

effective when it is made public. If the

evaluation is made public and the dean

and appointment and tenures committee

have enough confidence in it, they could

provide the pressure that would be the

impetus for change." Lang believes that if

the faculty's jobs were in jeopardy Ihey

would respond to the criticisms of the

evaluation.

The teacher evaluation forms created

and effected only through a great deal of

time, energy and money, apparently have

haO" little success or been assigned much
significance. In an interview last year

given before the implementation of the

evaluation Logue defined the

questionnaire as an "instrument" to be

tested. Measured by response, the form

was not actually tested though, only the

response of the faculty and the students.

Mens and Womens Shoes
Converse Top - Sider

Bostonians

Paul's Shoe Store



Forum: letters

I Lacrosse incident disturbss
E
UJ

To the Editor:

In my four years at Washington College I have

witnessed some outstanding examples of human
compassion and understanding. There have been

times, however, when I have been reminded that

people have a tremendous capacity for insensitivity

and cruelty. Before this week, the best example of

this was the jeering and derision of an injured soccer

player, but .even this seems mild compared to the

incident that occurred at the Hopkins-Washington

College lacrosse game.

The fact that the incident took place is in itself

absurd. 1 suppose it can be written off to the

irrational acts that take place when rivalries, a high

degree of emotion and a little beer, are mixed. It is

unfortunate that someone was injured by the cannon;

it is, perhaps lucky that it was a Washington College

fan; but it is inexcusable that an immediate apology

was not extended in a sincere manner.

When one individual accidentally injures another,

either emotionally or physically, he is obligated to do

whatever he can to be of help to the injured party. In

this particular case, it took too much time and too

much persuasion for the apology to come. The

incident was sad, but what came after was disgusting.

I have always been proud to associcate myself with

Washington but it will be difficult for me to justify

this pride when confronting anyone who knows of

this example of gross insensitivity shown by a

Washington College student. My only hope is that the

entire schoolis not judged by the actions of an

individual.

Sincerely,

Larrv Israelite

Events on Jewish holidays

To the Editor:

Not being a very devout person, but nevertheless

conscious of my religion, I am quite upset over the

disrespect Washington College extends to religions,

not intentionally but through neglect.

Had the Washington College Administration

properly planned this year's activities, I, along with

many other Jewish students, would have been able to

participate in the Homecoming Weekend. Instead 1

will be home with my family for the Passover Seder.

The Seder for me takes precedence over any social

activities, and this is also true for many others.

It is only out of sheer neglect that this problem

has arisen. I hope in the future the Washington

College Administration will be thoughtful enough to

consider all religious holidays when planning

activities.

Mark Lawrence Sherman

The Elm U puttllihed weekly ttirougn the tcKlemlc yur,
eMcept during offtcial recettei nd enam pirlodi, by the
itudenti of Waihlngton Cailese. The oplnloni prewnted in
the Elm do nol neceturlty repreienl Ihoie of the College.
Subtcrlptlon price: S5.00 per year for ilumnl; SS.OO per year
for all othert. Putalithed by Waihlnglon College, Cheiterlown,
Md., 21620. Second clait poilage piid at Centrevllte, Md.

Viewpoint

Another
shameful
facuhy
performance

The teacher evaluation forms

administered to both students and faculty

last spring suffered angry debate, only to

apparently die a quiet death. Reaction

from faculty was minimal; feedback,

non-existent.

Faculty members were asked to

evaluate the other members of tlieir

department. Several instructors objected

to the evaluation questionnaire, arguing

that the form could potentially be a

damaging political instrument, a tool for

personal attacks and animosities. Yet,

they eventually gave approval for its

implementation on campus.

The questionnaire offered students a

legitimate and comprehensive channel

both for criticism and approval.

Unfortunately, the evaluation will

probably not be repeated (his year.

Whether the faculty is at fault for not

overtly responding to the criticisms ur the

students failed to seize their opportunity

for constructive appraisal is not the

question. The upsetting fact is that a large

number of the faculty did nol even attach

enough significance to the evaluation lo

"pick up their copies of the compilations

of the form.

It is disappointing the the faculty of

Washington College does not concern

themselves with their position as

educators, as perceived by their students.

The obvious decision of the majority

of the faculty to disregard the results of

the evaluation intimates that the opinions

of students are lo be ignored. Faculty

members seemingly resent the criticism of

the students: pupils they seem to say,

have neither the knowledge, nor the

experience to offer a legitimate critique

of the faculty's effectiveness.

By definition, a teacher iiiust be

responsive to his students; he must retain

the ability to learn from his students. The

condescension of the faculty denies the

philosophy of this liberal arts college. The

well puMicized one-to-one relationship

between student and professor is

cmmbling at its foundation.

Channels of communication must be

pryed open again. The teacher evaluation

procedure offers a viable and valid form

of feedback.

"Freshmen students

College Viewpoint.

and parents meet upper classmen," in 1970

Comment: minority admissions
by Peter deSeldIng

A major prerequisite for change at any

institution is that its shortcomings

aggravate enough of its members so as lo

provide the necessary impetus for refomi.

In the absence of popular protest it

naturally falls on the administrators lo

initiate and direct ihe flow of policy

decisions.

Wasliinglon College appears to be a

case-study of an institution at which the

administration is left almost totally lo its

own devices, being that vocal student

opinion is not so much indecisive as it is

non-existenl. Therefore it's important

that WC students have at least an inkling

of our administration's priorities, with

the view of filling in some of its gaps and

opposing any misplaced emphasis. This

becomes pariicularly difficult when the

object of concern is nut a fell restriction.

but rather an acknowledged deficiency.

Such is true of the lack of breaili of our

student body, especially its insufficienl

number of niinorily and inner-city

students.

This problem has lost whatever focus

of attention it once claimed at WC.
perhaps because its allevialion would nol

appeal lo llic iradilionally popular

motivations lor student action. Combme
this with the fact ihat, given our financial

status, any concern for developing a more

balanced racial makeup assumes the

character of a luxury, and one

understands why it's not a premier

project in the College community- The

point I want lu make is, even allowing for

these largely unavoidable setbacks lo any

improvement, that the degree lo which

some of the people whose opinions on

these matters hold sway recogni/e ihc

deficiency is unacceptably below par,

I am not suggesting thai a small,

private college must become a microcosm

of the national scene. Questions of

desirability aside, this is cleariy

unfeasible. What is praclical. however, is

to bend over backwards in our efforts lo

attract minority students who are able lo

get by with a minimum of financial aid,

and to adopt slraiglitaway a tacil quota

system in our distribution of scholarship

funds. This will require a large percentage

of our assistance monies for the first

several years, uniil the makeup of uur

student body is more properly balanced.

Here we could Ihink in terms oi the

nalioiial environment, which breaks down
(o approximately 12 per cent black.

This is not proposed in the spirit of

providing opportunity for blacks, nor is ii

to be seen so much as a wayof fulfilling

the College's obligation to society,

alihouj^i these would be side effecls. On
Ihe contrary, this is a slcp necessary for

the social education of the types of

sludenls we presently attract.

Washington College has always been.

and contmues to be. a very snug harbor.

enabling its studonls to stand aloof froi

the points ufcven theiiH)si dramatic

tensions in our society. Certainly this is

nut a healthy silualion for a college (o

maintain, and students here deserve more
than to be overexposed to upper-middle

class private school pioducls, Midwestern
suburbanites and llieir counterparts in

Maryland.

Our present admissions policy is, ;i>

Mr. Bud Andrew puis it, tu "give a

second look" U) nnnoniy and other

'special-case' students who, at firs! blusii,

appear unqualified for acceptance. Noting

ihal It would be an iii|uslicc loenroll y

siudeni who could mil keep his head
above waler .schulaslically, lie believes

thai Ihe inlroduclion of remedial courses

"would cerlaiiily have an iiinucncc" on
our abilily lo ailraci minority

applications here. He doesn't x;e Ihc

College as obliged m any way U) iiuko

such offerings, ihougli.

Dean Smiih, though iioncommitial un

the entire subject, would iioi like lo see

Ihe College go too far oul of ils way to

inject the studenl body wilh niinorily

races, and he says wilh some pride thai

"there is no separate door" for ihc

admission of these sludenls. He is of the

opinion thai ii would be unwise to adopi

thai sort of policy- From what I could

gather, at least part of his reasoning is: If

the students don 'I care enough lo be

bothered by preseiil conditions, then why
should we m the Adniiiuslraliuii'.' \j



Studentgovernment, cont^d

Townsend Weekes heads, numbers four

members. This committee is active only

during several weeks in the Fall and the

Spring. But, said Weekes, "When it has to

function, it functions well and has a lot

to do."

Right now the elections committee is

preparing for the SGA officer elections,

to be held on April 15. (Petitions are

available in Student Affairs). Class

elections will be held next, and then

student resident ballots will be cast. SGA
Senatorial elections, held in September,

are the final duties of the Weekes-led

Committee.

But have these changes made a

difference in the Senate? Two-year

senator Jim Mayhew says no. "It remains

the same for this reason - there's only a

certain number of people who speak, and

then there's a certain number of people

who dominate."

"Mayhew believes that "most senators

do their job but there are too many who
are not living up to their responsibilities."

Mayhew counts himself as one of those.

"I feel I'm not the only one who's lost

interest" due to domination, he revealed.

He does maintain, however, that "the

senate is as operable as it ever will be."

Veteran senator Barbie Parris agrees

with Mayhew on several points. "Evety

year the senate has been run by a definite

group of people. We have a set number of

leaders and the rest are followers." She

cited that the senate structure "is good

but I don't think it's working most

effectively,"

Parris thinks the senate streamlining

has been beneficial. "I think we're more

unified and we're more concerned about

WC then about our individual selves," she

said. "Apathy has declined but it's still

present," she admits, but finds some of

the fault lying with the student body.

Talking to her constituents, she said, "is

like talking to a wall."

Senior class president Jim Smyth, a

voting member of the senate in the last

two years, declared, "I don't think that

Advising, phys ed command attention
faculty spoke out in favor of bold efforts

to regenerate the advising process.

Dr. Margaret Horsely argued that "our

system does not now work" and that it

was "about lime that we {the faculty)

lived up to our obligation" to provide

quality advice.

Dr. John Miller defended the concept

of a select group of trained advisors who
could learn "from one another what

cunstituied good advising" and who,

through "workshops and smaller groups,

would begin to learn what kind of

advising is needed."

As the faculty's debate moved passed

Its second hour, a move for adjournment

won without dissension the faculty's

approval. A decision is expected on the

advising system at the next meeting of

the faculty, Monday night.

In a meeting alicrnalciy marked by
heated debate and coiil consideration,

Washington's faculty Tuesday iiiglil

turned ilicii attention once again to the

cufiiculuin rcfonn proposals, this lime

expending liieir energy on two points t)f

ihc expansive package.

The nature of the program offered by

the physical education department llrsi

drew the pmlessurs' attention. A
proposal which came out of the

Academic Council Tuesday afternoon

recommended that courses offered in the

phys- ed. program be granted academic

credit.

Arguing lor (he proposal. Dr. Richard

Blown eonmientcd "I think it's been

done traditionally and I think we should

gel around to it at long last." The math
department chairman said tlial physical

education courses in tennis and fencing

counted toward his graduation at

Columbia University. Mr. Martin Kabat

further defended the proposal,

complaining that physical education has

syslemically been resisted by American
liberal arts colleges and thai it actually

had u "noble heritage" in the liberal arts.

Athletic department chairman Edward
Alhey explained to the facuUy that "the

demand on the student" in the phys. ed.

courses "May be more demanding than in

other regular courses."

According to the proposal which
passed the faculty, students will be
allowed to earn one credit of the 32
necessary for graduation by studying

phys. ed.

The nature of the courses in the

department will change, however, with

implementation of the refomis.

Athey explained that courses involving

the science and theory of physical

education, in addition to ttie regular

physical activities, will be oftered. The
lull details of the new program are yet

to be decided, though.

In a complementary action, the

faculty also voted to rescind the present

phys. ed requirement wlijch now forces

students to study llie course for two

years. The action has been anticipated

and only was pending the faculty's

decision of granting credit for gym study.

Tlie consideration which generated the

most response of any refonn proposed

yet to the faculty was the new advising

system called for in the Academic

Council approved package.

Various faculty members criticized

both the entire proposed advising

program and its various elements. The
first feature to be scrapped was die

payment of an annual S500 fee to the

selected corp of advisors. Critics charged

that the provision was a "plum" which

the dean, who would administer the

system, could use to manipulate faculty

members. Others charged that a select

corp of trained advisors would represent

an elite among the faculty and that the

new system possibly would not improve

the quality of advising offered to students

by faculty.

As it appeared thai the proposal might

suffer defeat in the faculty ranks, some

most students are that involved in SGA
affairs to notice whether or not they're

represented." He believes that this year's

meetings "seem to be more orderly and
go faster, but I don't know if that much
more is getting done."

Bruce Kornberg believes that further

streamlining can be done by eliminating

class presidents from the Senate. "I think

that class presidents are unnecessary. The
only class presidents who have been doing

anything are Jay Raksin (Class of '76)

and Vince Trevelli (Class of '77)," said

Kornberg.

Kornberg, who was SGA Treasurer last

year", feels that with spring arriving the

senate is "settling into apathy." "I'm not
the best senator either. After three years

you get tired of doing everything,"

confessed Kornberg.

However. Kornberg did issue some
flattering comments. "Most of the strong

contributions have come from strong

leadership from a united executive

council," he asserts. On the whole,

believes Kornberg, "The Senate does its

job."

"The Senate. ..is more committed this

year," said Kirpalani. Michael "Chief"

Lang, SGA President, concurs. "The
Senate this year." states Lang, "is the

most responsible in the four years I've

been here. It's been pretty successful so

far." Lang believes that the only way to

achieve a totally non-apathetic Senate is

"if we change the attitude of the student

population."

As far as getting things done at the

meelirigs, Eigenbrot declared. "In some
ways the smaller Senate has helped." He
gave, however, equal credit to President

Lang in his authoritative direction of
the meetings, wtiich had "less confusion

and less meeting length" than last year's.

The evidence of Secretary Campbell
belies a more productive present Senate.

"The minutes this year," she offers, "are

ten times longer."

Calendar

Scope
The Washington College Dancers will

present their spring dance concert on
Friday. March 29 at 8:30 p.m. in Tawes
Theater.

The program will include a

leclure-demonstration on the training of a

dancer. compositional techniques,

improvisation, and kinetic pantomime.

Dances in a variety of forms - ballet ,

jazz, modern, acrobatic, ethnic -- will

following.

The Washington College Dancers have

given a number of performances this year

locally and traveled to Frostburg Stale

College to perform at the Maryland Stale

Dance Festival. They will perform a

concert next Wednesday at Wesley

College in Dover.

The performance is open to the public at

no charge.

Dr. Luis Aguilar, Professor of History
at Georgetown University, will present a

iectuie lomghi on "Chiie'i Tragic
Dilemma." Sponsored by the William
James Forum, the lecture will be held in

the Hynson Lounge at 8:00 p.m.
Dr. Aguilar was born in Cuba. A

former Professor of History and the

Philosophy of Law at the University of
Oriente, Cuba, he holds doctorates of
Laws and Social Science from the

Universities of Havana and Madrid and a

Ph.D. from American University. He
served as Secretary of the Cuban Society
of Philosophy and was an editor of the
CUBAN REVIEW OF CULTURE under
the revolutionary government of Fidel
Castro(1959-I960).

After going into exae, Dr. Aguilar
taught at Columbia and Cornell before
assuming his present position at

Georgetown University in 1962. He has
traveled extensively in Latin America,
most recently in January and March of
this year when he visited Chile and
Ecuador.

Ot«) CAMPUS

Thurs. Mar. 28 - 1. Student Reciial in Tawcs at 8:30 p.m.

FrL Mar. 29 - 1 . Dance Concert by College Dancers in Tawes at 8 p.n

2. "Heavy Metal Kids" in Coffee house at 10 p.m.

Sat. Mar. 30 - 1. Lacrosse vs. Maryland at 2 p.m.

2. Baseball vs. Swarchmote at 2 p.m.

3. Crew vs. Foidliam at town dock at 2 p.m.

4. Alpha Chi dinner-dance.

5. Concert in Tawes at 9 p.m.

6. Crnv Banquet in Dining Hall at 7 p.m.

Sun. Mar. 31-1. J.V. Lacrosse vs. Bowie Lacrosse Club at 2 p.m.

Tues., Apr. 2- 1. Student Recital in Tawes at 8:30.

2. Track vs. Loyola.

Wed. Apr. 3 - 1. Philadelphia Trio in Concert at Tawes at 8:30.

2. Lacrosse vs. Denison

BALTIMORE

Thurs. .Vjt. 28-1. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra at Lyric Theatre at 8:15 p.m. JofBe Mealci
Cond.CaU 837-5691.

f J b -»
.

Sun. Mar. 31 - 1. Seals and Crofts at Civic Center at 8 p.m.
Wed. April > 1. Redbone at Hollywood Palace. Call 788-7720.

WASHINGTON

1. Ringling Bros. Circus at D.C. Armory from Apr. 2-22. Call 783-2300 for info.
2. Circus America at Capital Centre from April 2-21. Call 350-3900.
3. Smithsonian puppet Theatre thru Mar. 31 "Pinocchio". Call 381-5395.
4. Breakfast Special at "The Childe Harold" ihru Mar. 30, Call 483-6702,
5. John Hammond at the Cclbr Door thru Mar. 30. Call 337-3389.
6. Steve Goodman at the Cellar Door Apirl 1-6.

7. Ronnie Dove at the Stardust thru Mar. 30. Call 843^233.
8. Jerry Lee Lewis at the Stardust April 1-6,

9. Grady Tate at Blues Alley thru Mar, 30. Call 337-4141

.

10. Miles Davis 31 Et Cetera thru Mar, 29. Call 466-8822.
11. David Steinberg at Ei Cetera, Mar. 30-?
Fri. Mar. 29 - 1. CIco Lavinc at Kennedy Center Concert Hall (Call 702-254-3776) at 8:30 p.m.
Sun. Mar. 31 - 1. Jess Thomas, tenor, at Kennedy Center Concert Hall at 3:00 p.m.
2. Passion Play by J.S. Bach at National Presbyterian Center at 8:00 p.m. Call 244-3300.
3. "Orleans" at McMahon Hall at 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Call 202-965-9650.
Mon. Apil 1 - 1. Passion Phy at Nat. Presbyterian Center (Call 244-3300) at 8:00 p.m.
Tuci. Apr. 2 - 1. Nai. Symphony Orch. at Kennedy Center Concert Hall. Dorati-Cond. at 8:30
p.m.

2. Passion Pby by Bach at Nat. Presbyterian Church at 8:U0 p.m. Call 244-3300.
Wed. Apr. 3 - 1 .

Gregg Allmann at 8:00 p.m. at William and Mary Hall in WtlliamAurg,
2. Nat. Sym. Orch. at Concert Halt Dorati-Cond. at 8:30 p.m.
Thurs. Apr. 4 - 1. Nat. Sym. Orch. at Concert HalL Dorati<:ond. at 8:30 p.m.



Entertainment

Despite commercialisin, circus is still a treat
Hucksters putrol the aisles barking for

atterHion--"Cotton Candy, peanuts, get
your programs here." Programs are two
dollars, coloring books and penants are a

dollar a piece; also sold are posters.

flashlighl guns and keyrings. A mother
holds her sleeping child and explains his

slumber: "He's been awake since 6:00
a.m. looking forward to the circus."

The circus, despite flagrant and
detracting commercialism, is still a treat.

iVs a rainbow conglomeration of tilent,

freaks, sequins and showmanship.
The Greatest Show on Earth is in its

second century. The circus, once an

embryonic mudshow, has secured a place

in the American experience. The big top

is gone, the side shows and sawdust has

disappeared. Yet the circus still retains

the quintessential sense of spectacle and

the exotic that comprises its hallmark.

A myriad of acts: Russian Cossack

riders, the smallest man in the world,

high-wire feats, and animal acts-lions and
tigers and bears, are a]l integral and

traditional components defining the

innate dazzle of the circus world.

Ten to fifty thousand sequins adorn

each costume; the average headdress has

6-12 ostrich plumes. Over one million

dollars is spent on costumes alone. The
details of production create a

breathtaking gestalt. Yet, while watching

the show, the planning, detail, precision

of llie circus and its production escape

notice. A mysticism, puerile and

fantastical pervades the arena. The

audience trembles with the tiglitrope

walker, tumbles with llie clowns,

straddles the elephants. It is impossible to

maintain that distance, often essential,

between artist and observer.

Even in an angry world, a world of

distrust and cynicism, the appeal of the

circus is a common denominator that

reduces its audience to the wonderment

freshness, and imagination of children.

Elephants, tigers, cotton candy, and the

fraternity of the circus performers cannot

but impress the spectator who has

stumbled into this world.

The 104th edition of tlie Ringling

Brothers and Barnum and Bailey circus,

after playing to capacity crowds at the

Baltimore Civic Center from March

12-25, will open for 19 days in

Washington on April 3. Seize the

opportunity.

Drama

"Caretaker" a graceful studio offering

Harold Pinter's THE CARETAKER
belongs among the twentieth century's

greatest dramas. A masterpiece of indirect

revelation, this absurdist play fully

develops its tliree characters without

blatantly discussing their true thoughts.

Uncertain in their own feelings, the

old man Davies and the brothers Nick and

Aston must appear indistinct to us at

first. The colorful dialogue reveals them

only through ambiguous hints, mirroring

the confusion each man feels toward his

two associates and himself. Just a few of

the numerous obscurities may be cited

now. At their first meeting, Mick and

Davies are baffled by each other's

presence. The parasitic Davies represents

some important human value to Aston

and Mick, yet they never discover what.

The brothers themselves have almost no

dialogue, since rapport no longer benefits

or clarifies their relationship. To fool

Mick and Aston. Davies must believe his

own deceptions. His indignation over being

evicted in the third act results from more

than deprivation. He considers the room

his rightful home.

Pinter denies the audience any

superiority to his characters' confusion,

demanding our befuddlement too. The

mystified observer witnesses a common
human mystery through these specific

opaque personalities. Before the play's

conclusion, we may rationalize truth

beneath tlie obscurity, yet the three

men's actual motives remain teasingly

unstated. Humorously eerie drama grows maintained a smoothly violent

from such distinct sensations of vague self-assurance. T. G. Finkbinder provided

possibilities, that viewers detect like silent

danger in the dark. Here resides Pinter's

greatness.

Justin White fashioned for THE
CARETAKER the insightful and

THE CARETAKER'S most amusing

performance as Davies, the willful leech.

He added charisma to Davies' basic

obnoxiousness, partially explaining why
Aston and Mick liked him. In the difficult

entertaining interpretation it deserves in role of Aston, Craig Butcher gave the

his graceful studio theatre productiion evening's most rewarding perfomiance.

last weekend. Despite the drama's length Creating internal violence thwarted by

and lalkiness, I enjoyed almost every external placidity. Butcher applied

moment. intense concentration to a chilling

Concealing careful work with apparent portrayal. His concluding speech in Act II

ease, each performance held our was the production's finest moment,

attention. The three actors assumed Bill Barksdale's starkly believable set

contrasting British dialects and Pinter's enhanced the performances and allowed

rich human beings remarkably. Depicting the audience to intrude through the walls

the enigmatic Mick, Andy McCown like a quiet threat. Randy Mower's dingy

junk collection became a personable

character, even assaulting observers at

Allen Tate: ^^Iwas

embarassed to see I

was aprophet'

Allen Tate was bom in 1899. raised in

Kentucky, attended SouJhern schools,

and eventually became one of the original

Fugitive writers. He has maintained his

Southern identity throughout his career,

continually creating the image of the

South as a "legend of defeat and

frustration."

Armed with this infonnation, 1 sat in

the Sophie Kerr room waiting to hear Mr.

Tate give a reading of his poetry.

Unexpectedly, a small, frail man entered

the room he sat silently for a moment to

catch his breath and choose what to read.

As he began to speak, this initial image

faded - with each reading his voice

became stronger and more clear. I find it

hard to, if not impossible to comprehend

poetry while it is being read aloud to me.

Chaddie Campbell

so I resigned myself to listen to the voice

of this poet ~ rhythmic and intense.

He read a group of ten poems,

sometimes identifying their technical

structure, sometimes explaining the

background to their writing. He began

with his famous "Ode to the Confederate

Dead,"sayingofit: "It took me four or

five years after I wrote it to realize it was

not about the confederate dead...(perhaps

only my emotions about them).. .it is the

best thing I've ever done." Being asked no

questions, Mr. Tale smiled: "I guess you

understand it better than I do."

Many poems originated in personal

experiences. "Records: A Dream" came

from a dream Mr. Tate had as a young

boy; "False Nightmare," however, came

from a nightmare "1 didn't have, but

invited. ...I was embarassed to see I was a

prophet." After a lengthy description of

the circumstances behind the poem "The

Wolves," Mr. Tate warned us: "Poets are

usually wrong, if not' downright

dishonest, when they tell you how they

came to write something.

Mr. Tate spoke of poets. He claimed

that most poets write about experiences

which are common to many people, they

are not as unique as contemporary writers

would like to think. He described himself

as being a didactic writer. Referring to his

poem "The Meaning ofLife," which he

smilingly asserted had a "modest" title

Mr. Tate explained that the intention of

the poet was unimportant, that it is what

is performed that is significant. Later

enveloped by students in Hynson Lounge

he confessed to me that his novel had

been entitled THE FATHERS by

mistake. The publishers had released the

title of his upcoming novel before it was

completed. But, Mr. Tate's concept of his

book changed in the midst of its writing.

It started as a story based on his familv

but its essence was redirectediater.Whet

asked what he would have like to call it

Mr. Tate admitted tliat he "gave up

thinking about it long ago."

Concerned with the fall of modem
civilization, Mr. Tate said

decadence, Mie's perceptions

sharpened." I smiled knowingly at such a

thought. Yet, too many of Mr. Tate's

thoughts remained unclear to me even

after talking to him and hearing him

speak about his poetry. Mr. Tale was a

clear-minded, frail, charming gentleman

who spoke of politics and literature with

equal vivacity. As delightful as the man

was however, I was disappointed

coming away with no belter

understanding of his works.

times.

Happy to say. White's production

captured Pin ter's tense humor
impressively. Thanks to everyone

involved for all the fun I had.

Music
In the next six days, the concert stage

of tlie Tawes Fine Arts Center will

resound with the music of four concerts

sponsored by the College department of

music.

The highlight of the week will be the

performance of the Philadelphia Trio, an

ensemble of piano, violin and cello,

Wednesday, April 3 at 8:30 p.m. The

concert is the closing program in the

annual Washington College Concert

Series.

Neil Pennington, Baltimore guitarist,

will give a recital Saturday, March 30 at

8:30 p.m.

Mr. Pennington is a member of the

instrumental faculties of the University of

Maryland Ballinfore Campus, and

Goucher College. He has performed in

numerous solo and chamber music

recitals in the United States and Europe.

Two student recitals are also scheduled

In times olj for 'his week.

Tonight, at 8:30 p.m.. six students will

perform, most of whom have appeared

frequently on the Tawes stage. The music

will range from Italian art songs,

selections fiom Haydn's "Creation", and

nineteenth century French art songs, to

George Gershwin's "Preludes" and

Katchaturian "Toccata".

On Tuesday. April 2 at 8:30 p.m., also

in the Tawes auditorium, Linda

Rounsavall, mezzo-soprano and Louise

Annette Sargent, soprano will present a

joint' juriiof recital.



Lacrosse
IN

f Weekend of near magic at Hero's tournament
Last Friday the W.C. lacrosse team left

Cheslertown and headed for Baltimore to

spend the weekend playing their favorite

game, which, in the Hero's Tournament,

is played differently than anywhere else.

The face-offs occur only at the

beginning of each half. After each goal

the goalie who was scored on puts the

ball in play from the restraining line. The
quarters are only 12 minutes long and, on
top of that, the refs let just about

anything go, from pushes and slashes to

off-sides. Needless to say the refereeing

was terrible. The opposing team always
seemed to be in better physical condition

than the Keilymen, but this became less of
a factor since there are less face-offs

which require a lot of scrambling and the

quarters are shorted. Other than these

slight differences, the game is played the

same way, but you couldn't tell that from

the performance that W.C. gave. The
hustle, the spirit, the attitude, the

teamwork, the stickhandling, the

individual efforts were all a far cry from

what is taken in by the fans on Kibier

turf, or anywhere else for thai matter.

The Keilymen were playing the game like

everyone knows they can.

It was magnificent - they worked like

a piece of fine machinery. With the

exception of our clears, we were playing

nearly perfect ball. It restores my
confidence in my judgment when the

team piays like this. I mean after all, we -

have one of the best attacks and defenses

in the country and when the midfields are

at full strength, they can run with the

best in the country. Bryan Matthews in -

the goal showed everyone this weekend
why he is considered by many to be the

best goalie playing college lacrosse. In

light of alt this, it is natural that W.C.
would pick Brown to pieces and scare the

Jody Haddow makes a Successful shot aga.nst Johns Hopkins goalie. Washington lost 20 10.

by the end of the year.

It is a mistake that we aren't being

ranked in the big college division this year

when we can play their kind of ball. We
will have to rely on the Baltimore Sun
poll to see where we fit in relation to the

top teams in the country.

It is common knowledge that W.C.

suffered losses to Towson State and Johns

an unfortunate scheduling error. After
playing Brown and Maryland, the *"3' '"^ t®^'" ^"'^ I'le coach share the

Keilymen were physically ana mentany confidence that the fans have always had
exhausted. With each game came more in them.. I am still convinced that if W.C.
injuries, but there was no time for them had entered the Maryland game with (he
to heal. The team was so beaten mentally proper attitude (confidence), then we
that it is no wonder that the electricity would have played Maryland Lacrosse
and spirit present against Maryland was Club in the final game. Washington
never present again. College has the talent to do almost
None ofthis successfully hides the fact anything it wants, all it needs is the

Hopkin's this week, but the team has that Don Kelly has one of the best teams proper state of mind and a few less
played four games m five days. This was in the country on his hands. It is time injuries. Michael Lang

Sports

Baseball debut
Repucci, first baseman Bruce Katz,

second baseman Paul Brown, short stop

Kerry Crocken, third baseman Lee Parks,

left fielder Bill Walls, center field Glen St.

George and right fielder Dean Parker.

The pitching staff includes Ed Boehm

The WC baseball team, under the

University of Maryland half to death by
'^iidfirship of Coach Ed Athey, opens its

outscoring and outplaying them in every '^''* campaign this Saturday at 2 p.m.

quarter but the first. When a team can
against Swarthmore on the Kibier Field. Ed Hooker. Hank Kupper and loeBavles

outscorc the best college team in the
The 1974 diamonders may not be as The infield is backed up by Duke Larson

country three out of four quarters
^^'^"^^^

f
P^^t squads, but it may and Luis Morales The outfield b

without the benefit of one of their better
surpnse a few people.

supplemented by Greg PenkofT Bill
midies they should definitely be The probable starting line-up includes Gloersen, and Dave Berard. Rich Biirke is
contenders for one of the top five spots pitcher Dave Novak, catcher Phil the back up catcher.

Student life

Special weekends mark arrival of Spring
Traces of spring fever have been

evident in the campus community lately.

Those sufferers who have been forced to

vent their frustrations by streaking

through parties and tossing water
balloons at unspecting victims will be
provided with more satisfying diversions

in the next two weekends.

Firstly, a band labled the "Heavy
Metal Kids" will perform in the Coffee
House at 10:00 pjti. this Friday. The film

"Reefer Madness" will also be shown.
Saturday. March 30, is Pre-freshman

Day and will offer related activities

specifically intended for pre-freshmen.
But on the agenda for everyone: a crew
race at noon. W.C. vs. Fordham and
Villanova; a lacrosse game. W.C. vs.

Maryland al 2:00 p.m. and a baseball

game, W.C. vs. Swarthmore also at 2:00.
A reception in the Coffee House,

where prospective students and their

parents are invited to meet informally
with college students, will follow the
games. That nidit at 8:30, a concert bv
classical guitarist Neil Pennington will be
presented in Tawes Theater. Saturday

ni^t will be capped by an open party in

ReidHallat 10:00.

On Sunday. March 31. the women's
crew will sponsor a spaghetti dinner in

This is a young team which should
improve as the season progresses. There
are only four returning starters, all key
personnel, including tri-captains Paul
Brown, last year's Middle Atlantic

Conference all-star second baseman; Dave
Novak, leading hitter on the team; and
Phil Repucci, who this year sliifls from
outfield to catcher, and sophomore Kerry
Crocken.

In a pre-season scrimmage against

Chesapeake Community College, the

Shoreman scored an impressive victory.

Coach Athey said he was pleased with the

performance of both his pitching staff

and infield.

Intramural Softball
Men's Intramural Softball Rosters with

name of teams and managers will be
received by Coach Tom Finnegan through
Tuesday April 2. Schedules will be made

Due to Daylight Savings Time being in

effect, the schedule of games will start in

April.

Bowling ends
Last weekend the Washington College

the Coffee House Admission price will be afternoon.

P^^tf^c.?'''^"""
^'" *^^' ^^^"'''^^' '" ''^'^P'"^ *'^ ^^ ^^'^ 0^'""s upofte'ams'tumedinbythattime'so'iUs

8.J0 the SGA will present a rock concert atmosphere, Saturday night's meal will be imperative that all learn rosters be turned
by Pook jn Tawes. The band features a Creole dinner. It will be held m the in by the deadUne
Bob Messano former W.C. student. dining hall and the cost will be $3.00 for

The following weekend, April 5-7, will non-boarders,

combine Spring weekend with At 9:00 that same night, a dance will
Homecoming and promises lots of be held at Worton Roller Rink. It is not a
activity - all free to college students and masquerade bail as many believe (a
their dates. misunderstanding caused by last week's

The Theta's will sponsor a beach party homecoming folders) but the Rex kine ,«.i t, i- , , ,
" °-

at 5:30 p.m. on Fnday at the Coast will lead off the dancing to the Mardi T^ 'T''"^ 'T 'Jl'"^
'^''" ^^^'"" ^^

Guard beach. There will be a free oyster Gras theme son.. Musirwili be provided ^1 '7 "''''^''- ""^''^^* '^' ^'"''^'

roast and beer. Saturday, April 6, has by a night club band from Baltimore
^""''"g.tea'ii won their only match and

been fashioned along the theme of the called "Joy." The dance is BYO
kept their playoff hopes alive.

New Orleans Mardi Gras by Lynne A river raft race at Kentmere on the s.hirL nH . 'l*
^'"^ '"''

Alspaw and her planning committee. At Chester will be the featured event of 1'^^^^""^ ^^ ^^''^^ ^^'[^''On Suu

n|^30a.m.a"Rex"parade-aMardiGras Sunday, April 7. People .are invited to tudefcX' b tliilS^^^^^^^
tradition - will commence. King Rex bnng picnic lunches and free beer will be », f,

.,
(who will be elected by students the provided. For details concerning how to

"'-^'"^ ^°" ^^^^

previous week) will preside over the enter the race contact John Moag. The male bowling team finished with a
parade in typical New Orleans tradition. A movie, "Butch Cassidy and the record of 2-4. However, the team is not
He will nde his own special Rex float Sundance Kid" will be shown Sunday losing any bowlers and with its initial

which is being built by Townsend evening in Tawes to end the weekend. season under its belt it looks for a very
Weekes. Seven other floats have been A full moon has also been scheduled successful season next year. The girls'

entered already and more entries are for Spring weekend, although not by team finished with a record of 2-2 and
encouraged. Several local service Lynne Alspaw or the SGA. So those who lied for second place in the division
organizations will also be represented. believe in celestial phenomena should behind Maryland. Right now they are
A crew race and a lacrosse game anticipate an exceptionally electric getting ready for the upcoming playoffs

against Salisbury State wUl fill Saturday ^''Penence.
league MaJsel

^"^ hopefully they will win their
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Activities

Rex selection, parade flavor Homecoming weekend
Washington College will experience a

touch of class. New Orleans style, this

homecoming. The Rex King, to be chosen
Friday afternoon from nominees Greg
Lane. Greg Penkoff. Jody Haddow. Carlos
Salvatierra, and Doug "Mouse" Mayer,
will preside over ine Mardi Gras-themed
Homecoming Parade, most visibly
creating the motif of the French-onenied
celebration.

Friday night before the parade, the

Thetas.will sponsor their annual beach
party at an undisclosed location. They
promise an abundance of vittles and beer.

The parade, which will begin at 11 A.M.
Saturday morning at the town dock on
High Street, includes floats from all four

fraternities, the Panhellenic group. Zeta's,

the Elm, and a float by George
Kaliroumakis, Bing Bond and Jim
Thompson. Bill Wall's 1938 Nash, the
Wambat Marching Band, the United Fund,
the Girl Scouts, the Red Cross Disaster

Wagons, Fire Trucks and marching bands
from Kent County High and Cambridge
High are all components of the parade.
On Saturday afternoon, the Crew will

race Williams and George Washington on

the Chester River at 12:00. The lacrosse
game against Salisbury State wUl be
played on the turf of Kibler Field at 1-30
P,M,
John Linvillewillprepare a New Orleans

Creole dinner for Saturday night at 5 P.M.
in harmony with the Mardi Gras theme of
Homecoming.

A dance will be held that night at Worton
Roller Rink, Dress is semi-formal Lynn
Aispaw Homecoming chairman, who has
been planning this weekend's festivities
since the beginning of the semester
assures that the band "Joy" will be ex-
cellent.

Then on Sunday afternoon, Tom Sawyer
and the Mississippi River come to

Washington College. A River raft race will

begin at 2 P.M. The rafts and sails must be
homemade; the starting point is the
Truslow Boathouse, the end is Kentmere.
Bring picnic lunches. Beer and music will

be provided for his afternoon on the Bayou.
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid"

starring Paul Newman andRobertRedford
will end the Mardi Gras festivities with its

showing on Sunday, in Tawes Theatre, at 9

P.M.

Student life

All students entering Washington
College agree thereby to conduct them-
selves in a manner above reproach i.nd to
refrain from any action which, in the
opinion of the officers of the Collge, might
bring disrepute upon the school or any of
its members.

The statement above, excerpted from the

1973-74 Student Handbook, covers in large

part College's entire set of reglations on

student conduct. Washington's ad-
ministration began divesting itsself of the

"in loco parentis" trademark in the

decade of the Sixties and since then has

parceled out nearly all of its former
responsibilities to student resident

assistants and students themselves.

As campus notes a growing discipline

problem, reform grounds^ell emerges

by Kevin O'Keefe

That relinquishing of the ad-
ministration's disciplinary role may now
have come full circle. In the past week, as

the campus suffered a series of affronts to

individuals, a number of students have
begun demanding a halt to what one senior

calls "regular and flagrant violations of

student rights by other students."

In response to that complaint, the
punitive hand of discipline may be reap-

pearihgr Last week one student was ex-
pelled from school for shooting a cannon
into the sta/ids at the finale of a lacros.se

match: Last night five students stood trial

on the charge of disrupting a party in Reid
Hall last Saturday. Next week one
fraternity will air a complaint before the

all-campus judiciary on the treatment it

has received from another fraternity with

which it shares housing.
The director of student affairs, Maureen

Kelley, who was involved in dismantling
much of her office's regulatory powers,
agrees that student discipline is now an
issue which the campus must direct its

attention to though she cautions,"! hate
to say it is a problem."

"For a while," the director explains

"we've been operating under an assump-
Mon: one didn't need formalized discipline.

We've turned over so much control over

student living situation, at the students'

request, with the assumption that they

could police their own system.. Well,

maybe that was asking too much of kids in

fieneral." Kelley speculates that "we're
too far from the origins", that students

don't realize that only a tew years ago
rules were extensvie, freedom often

limited.

Despite the enervation of the student

affairs office's regulatory powers, the

dean of student affairs argues that she is

not totally impotent to handle the problem.
Tools which her office still retain include

the right toplace an organization on social

probation, to place a student on

disciplinary probation or to expeil him.

None of those' provisions have been em-
ployed regularly in a number of years,

however.

The disciplining options have been

infrequently used, Kelley said, because the

welfare and rights of trie indivdual were
always considered paramount in her

decisions. "We thought throwing a kid out

of school would serve little purpose."

Now there is indication of a changing

attitude: "This ofice has a certain degree

of responsibility. We've perhaps been too

lax in some of the .cases we've acted

on. ...and in some cases I think we've been

wrong."
The other avenue for righting injustices

which students have both committed and

suffered from, the campus judiciary

system has atrophied from lack of use.

Sporadic efforts to regenerate the SGA
judiciary last year met with consistent

failure_. The all-campus judiciarv. a body
encompassing students, faculty and ad-

ministration, has not been active since the

Sixties.

But a mounting interest to stem the

incidence of discipline problems is

breathing new vitality into the moribound
trial and punitive systems.

According to Kelley, students are

registering complaints in her office in

increasing numbers. "There's a limit to

how much obnoxious behaviour you have
to take." she explains. "The incient at the

lacrosse game was a triefiering action.

There's now more of a feeling of let's do

something , official about it."

The first of the official actions came last

Wednesday with the expulsion of Billy
Williams by the student affairs office.

Williams, who was already on disciplinary
probation for vandalizing the door of the
Kappa Alpha chapter room with a jig saw,
incurred the ultimate anger of the ad-
ministration with his actions at the Johns
Hopkins lacrosse game.

At the end of the match, as Washington
fans soured on a *20-10 pasting by the

Bluejays, Williams turned the game
cannon, normally used to mark each
Washington goal, on the crowded 1

stands. His shot injured two fans, the father

and sister of freshman lacrosse player
Chris Hupfeldt. Injuries sustained bv the
pair required medical attention, though
they were not serious.

The second public reaction to inap-

propriate student conduct was initiated

last weekend by a sophomore incensed
over the actions of four students at

Saturday m^t's Reid Hall party. Dennis

Richardson explains that after hearing
about the party incident, "I went back

and talked to a few people and asked them

'what they thought we could do." The group

continued on page 3



Academics

Faculty approval of reforms alters curriculum

After three weeks of deliberations on the

proposed curriculum reform.

Washington's faculty finished con-

sideration and approval of Point Three,

the advising system, in the ten point

Academic Council package Monday night.

The faculty will convene again next

Monday night to continue its deliberation

on the seven remaining points.

one third of the program's points, the with a volunteer, credit phys ed course,

faculty has rendered a decision on most of Options for a student to free lance both

the proposal's controversial points. distribution requirements and majors

, . .. according to his own needs were approved.
Among the decisions rendered by the ^ ^^^ advising system, employing a

professors: eroup of advisers selected for their

TJie distributional /yft«"»
^as b«n

l^^P^. -^ ^^ ^^^-^^^^ p,^ess, was
restructured, creating four categories. *; . j

humanities, social sciences, natural >•'"":"

sciences and Formal Studies, a grouping The last provision. seem'nSly asm
wliich includes mathematics, foreign pic point, consumed two extended faculty

language, music theory, computer meetings before a consensus was

science and logic. Courses must be acn.eved. A number of faculty branded the

seecS from at least three of the proposal elitist and claimed it offered no

categories to meet requirements. guarantee of success. Mter discussing the

A soSfic requirement for foreign proposal and suggested alternatives or

lanBuagf tudy wl, abolished. two hours Monday evening, the facul y

TbepJesenttiLoyearphysicaleducation f-„ '^ ^rL'" o^iginarAclK?
Council report which it received. The

Council's report included a provision for

'AJftVugirilho;'progr'"ei'ed'Sroughonly requirement was abolished and replaced amended from the original Academic

.. .J _r ^i.- ..-^^v nrtinfc- tho ,,tith 9 <inliintM>r rroHJF nhv.<; ed course.

payment 0^*3 $500 fee to advisers. The

faculty struck that provision from the fmal

report. ^. .

The new advising system, which is

expected to be created for next year, will

hopefully offer freshmen and sophomore

Committees

Humanities committee confers in Miller°4i

by Dave Knepler

Dr. Norman James, chairman depart-

ment of English, is also a member of the

Marvland Committee for the Humanities

and Public Policy, the organization that

used Miller Ubrary's Sophie Kerr Room

Wednesday for its first regional public

meeting.

According to James. "This committee

has been set up by the National

Endowment for the Humanities, created

by Congress in 1965. it will be regranting

federal funds to non-profit institutional

and community groups focusing on some

public problem in a non-political way that

will encourage the adult, out-of-school

public and the professional humanist,

academic or otherwise, to work together

and to increase their understanding of

each other, and thus their ability to help

each other."

Wednesday's meeting, featuring the

Maryland Committee's chairman, Mr,

Edwin Castanga of the Enoch Pratt Free

Library of Baltimore, and its executive

director, Ms. Maria M, Heyssel. drew an

Eastern Shore audience of 33. The in-

terested spectators included represen-

tatives from Cecil, Kent. Oueen Anne's,

and Somerset Counties, plus Washington

College faculty members Ur. Colin

Dickson, Dr. Kevin McDonnell, and Miss

Karen Smith.

Castanga cited this, "the first of several

regional meetings," as a co-ordinated

Maryland effort to "select one issue that

will include all Marylanders." The tone of

the meeting indicated an interest in in-

volving Maryland's history in the selected

topic. McDonnell offered as a possible

theme, "Not only the impact of the past on

the present, but on the future."

The humanists are taking their task very

seriously.Castanga believes it is their

chore to make Maryland "a little bit more
civilized, in some ways." "The issue,"

said James, "is to bring the humanists to

focus on the public's problems." Heyssel

sees the "content of the project, rather

than the end result," as the area of the

committee's highest contribution.

Although Castanga noted that the

audience was "very distinguished, an

obviously superior group of people," he

reiterated that "we don't want to

represent the feelings of the well-dressed

people. ' The committee will continue to Head English Department. Dr. Norman

hold public meetings in its great search James, is also member of Maryland

for. in James' words, "the most suitable Humanities Committee.
problem... in our state to focus on."

students a more intense level of advising

than what is currently offered. Advisers

will be selected by the dean on the basis of

their interest in the activity and their

proficiency. Advisers workshops will be

held to generate discussion among the

advisers on their common problems and

techniques.

Under a calendar revision which still

must earn the approval of the faculty, the

College's calendar will be slightly

restructured to allow for more time to

advise students. No-class days might be

created in the middle of the term, a period

when intensive advising would transpire.

Although the faculty has yet to attain

consensus on the entire reform package,

the Board of Visitors and Governors, the

next rung on the hierarchical ladder, has

already indicated that it will approve

whatever non-fiscally oriented curricular

changes which the faculty agrees upon.

The trustees' indulgence will allow the

faculty sufficient time to consider the

proposal without jeopardizing the chances

of implementing the reforms by next

September.

The Board does not convene again until

the end of May and if the trustees final

approval was required before im-

plementation of the plan could begin. Dr.

Nate Smith, acting dean, warned that

realizaUon of the whole package might

have to be delayed for a year.

Snack Bar
Scope

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes Sodas

Cones Sandvlehos

Mtidai - Sal. ie •,. - 12 tm.

Editorships
Applicants for editorship of 1974-75

editions of the Pegasus and the Elm are

invited to submit application to the Board

of Publications by next Thursday, April 11.

Applicants should write a statement

detailing their qualifications and the

direction in which they intend to take the

publication. The statements should be

mailed to Board ot Publications, c-o Kevin

O'Keefe, campus mail.

Advertising
"Advertising - A Private Rip-off or

Public Service?" will be the topic of a talk

by advertising executive Daniel J. Loden

on Wednesday April 10 at 3:30 p.m. in the

Hynson Lounge.

Mr-Loden is executive vice-president of

the BalUmore firm of Vansant, Dugdale.

His talk has been arranged by the

Economics Department at the College in

cooperation with the American

AssociaUon of Advertising Agencies. The

public is invited to attend.

Admissions

Applications

still up by 12%
Although the past few years have not

been good ones for small, private coUeges-

-more than forty have had to fold since

1972—the admissions situation at WC thiis

year appears substantially brighter

than the scrambling, catch-as-catch-can

psychology predicted by some.

After a marked drop last spring.the

number of applic^ts to Washington has

increased by 12 percent "this recruiting

season, providing the admissions staff

with the opportunity to be relaUvely

selective in choosingtudents. Though class

rankings are not available and SAT
averages have yet to be compiled, ad-

missions director Bud Andrew reports that

the academic track record of next year's

freshman class will most probably equal

that of past years. Washington College

rejects one out of every four applicaUons it

receives.

Thusfar 450 students have been ac-

cepted, and 90 of those have since

responded affirmatively. It is assumed
this year, as in the past, just under one half

of those accepted will eventually enroll.

Transfer applications are also on the rise,

up by 25 per cent this year. Applicants are

almost evenly split between those from
junior colleges and four-year schools.

Despite the miserable weather, last

weekend's pre-freshman day was, says

Andrew a success. 123 of the 135 sutdents

signed up to come actually showed up this

figure not including a large number who
failed to register but showed up. All told,

eleven $100 deposits were placed Saturday,

and it is estimated that well over 400

people students and parents . turned

out to take the tours, hear the speeches,

talk to professors, and pick their way
through the Eastern Shore's version of the

monsoon season.

The admissions department has also

been moving on another, collateral front,

this evinced by the number of prep school

athletic teams which have been on cam-
pus. Though Andrew admits that this ef-

fort, under the direction of Peter Boggs, is

"primarily of course, for lacrosse", he

points out that this sort of extended ex-

posure to the College by secondary schools

should also help our admissions capability

in other areas.



Student life, cont^d

continued from page 1

decided to lobby their point in both the
student affairs office and the SGA. "We
wanted a change and we knew there were
a number of k.^s who wanted a change We
wanted to see something done to these
guys." Richardson reasons.

Student government president Michael
Lang suggested the inactive SGA
judiciary, Richardson and his group ac-
cepted the idea and Reid Hail residents
agreed to support the move.

Cille Geiser. head resident assistant in
Reid and spokeswoman for last night s

judiciary effots, identified five students
she and other witnesses regarded as
culpable: Mike Cordrey, Greg Penkoff,
Bob Larson, Roy Larson and Doug
Pfeiffer.

Geiser last night provided the SGA
jury with her scenario of the evening :The
Reid Hall affair, scheduled for 10 P.M.
featured yucca flats, a vodka concoction.
At approximately 9 P.M. ten students,
some of the members of the University
of Maryland lacrosse team and others the
Identified students, entered Reid.
According to the resident assistant, they
were "extremely rowdy and obnoxious"
and began asking for yucca flats. "I was
happy-go-lucky about it at first," Geiser
said, "and served them." The group, she
said, then became difficult, tossing "any
obnoxious remarks you could think of'to

girls passing through the lounge.

The students began complaining about

the alcohol content of the punch. Mike Cor-

drey, she said, entered the kit^iien and
reached for the vodka. Geiser instructed

him to leave the kitchen, which he did.

After a verbal interchange, the group
returned to the kitchen, this time carrying

the large bowl ofpunch. "Since you won""!

bring the vodka to the punch" she said they
told her. "we're bringing the punch to the

vodka." The group was eventually per-

suaded to return the bowl to loungeje. On
the return trip, the yucca flats w/as spilled

the floor, according to three witnesses, by
the Maryland students.

Students discussing the Court session in the Coffeehouse lest Wednesday night

Judiciary debate .*

"a certain time when obnoxious
behaviour can be passed over"?

The five charged students left the party.
When they returned later in the evening,
they were asked to leave by Geiser and
other resident assistants. Geiser reported
that the group refused to comply with her
request.

The student onlookers who crowded the
Coffeehouse heard the five defendants
argue against the charges leveled at them.
Mike Cordrey, who often spoke for the
group, reasoned "I didn't think that our
behaviour was any more obnoxious than
anybody else's behaviour on campus when
they get drunk." He questioned the
precedent for the judicial consideration,
saying that other incidents, "more
detrimental", had gone unquestioned by
the community.

Other speakers assumed the argument
that if the punch were not spilled, there
would have been no recriminations.
Bob Lazarro finalized the argument of

the group before the jury, assuming the
position "there is a certain time when
obnoxious behaviour. ..can be passed
over." Students are often drunken and
otmoxious he said. "That's WC."

- The jury expended approximately half
an hour before reaching their decision.
Michael Kennedy, SGA vice-president and
judiciary judge, announced the decision to
the remaining spectators. The seven
jurors found the defendants guilty, he said.

The punishment administered to the
defendants requires them to submit some
form of compensation to the residents of
Reid Hall with the plan to be approved by
the jury.

After hearing the sentence Mike Cordrey
mdicated to Kennedy that he will appeal
the decision to the all-campus judiciary.
Dr. Smith, who heads the panel will have
to decide on the request.

In an unrelated incident at the same
party, one visiting 16 year-old from Choate
prep school was injured by a broken bottle,
which he said was broken intentionally.
Next week the all-campus judiciary will

approach the concerns of the Kappa Alpha
fraternity regarding their treatment by
the Tlieta Chi fraternity. Both frats are
housed in Middle Hall.

KA president Paul LaCorte refers to ar,

extensive list of grievances which
his _ oreanization holds against
the Theta Chi:' Theta Chi's have broken
into the KA chapter room, Theta threw
water into a KA's room, resulting in $27
damage to a stereo receiver; a Theta
entered a KA's. room and destroyed a
picture; two railings were ripped off the

exterior of Middle Hall by Theta 's- a
cannon was shot through the window of 'theKA chapter room - KA's suspect that
Theta's are responsible since they h^d theonly known cannon on campus. All of the
incidents occurred this year.

"I think it is a problem that there hasn't

„.!!"^.^"'^ discipline." complain.s KA
president LaCorte. But more than that
president sharply criticizes the student
affairs office for its handling of his
fraternity's problem. "Dean (Barry)
McArdle has not acted and the only time
he has acted was after we were verv verv
persistent. In effect, we have had toassume Barry McArdle's job."

What ultimate direction the backlash,
the request for more proper student
conduct, will take perhaps will be
measured in upcoming weeks. The
judgment of the all-campus judiciary, i f

It accepts the appeal, on the Reid Hall

incident and the continued vigilance and
temerity of students to stand up to

violations, may, in large part, determine
the nature of expected student conduct on
campus.

Calendar

Fri. - April 5 - 1. Beach Party at 9 p.m,
Place to be announced.
Sat.. Apr. 6 - 1. Rex Parade at II a.m. in

front of Alumni House.
2. Men's Crew vs. G.W.V. and Williams;

.

iVomen's Crew vs. Williams at 12 noon at
Town Dock.

3. Lacrosse vs. Salisbury State at 1:30
P.m.

4- Baseball Double-Header vs. Western
Maryland at 1:30 p.m.
5. Track vs. Western Maryland at 3:30.

P-m.

6. Tennis vs. Western Maryland at 1:30

Pm.

7. Semiformal Ball at Worton Roller
Rink at 9:00p.m.
Sun., Apr. 7 - 1. Film - "Butch Cassidy

and the Sundance Kid" at 9:00 p.m. in
Tawes.
Mon., Apr. 8 1. Film "N.Y. Erotic Film

Festival" in Smith Aud. at 7:30 p.m.
Tues., Apr. 9 - l. Basebal vs. Mt. 5t.

Mary's at 3 p.m.
2. Lacrosse vs. Loyola at 3 p.m.
Wednes., Apr. 10 - 1. Lecture on ad-

vertisine in Hvnson Lounge at 8:30 p.m.
Thurs., Apr. 11 - 1. Meeting by
Maryland Agricultural Commission in

Hynson Lounge at 8 p.m.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

2 Day Service

FILM PROCESSING
Kodak, Film, Cameras and Supplies

8 New Cartons

SALE RECORDS
Classical, Jazz, Many Boxed Sets



Viewpoint

Form wasn't
Washington students revived their

judiciary system last night, but themanner

in which they conducted the trial against

five charged students suggests that the

court suffers from a lack of both practice

and professionalism.

From opening statements to the ren-

dering of verdict, the judicary's procedure

was regularly hampered by confusion and

impertinent rhetoric. A trial's purpose

to expose facts, not subjective evaluations,

the mainstay of last night's proceedings.

But from the beginnmg, the trial was

fated for failure. The charge of obnoxious

conduct on which the jury weighed its

verdict is vague, probably too vague to

survive close scrutiny. A more definite

charge should have been leveled. For

example the Reid Hail resident assistants

claim that the students involved were at

one point during Saturday night's party

asked to leave the building. They refused.

classic, but at least there was a trial
._,.. .t. . .,„^,(inr, was tinally raised, that of the girls Of Reid

,„ PA.= .1»im a refusal which if true, of the Coffeehouse inhibits that separat,on_
Hopefully. Reid Hall's aetion will

the RA s claim, a relusai, wnun 11 however aspects of the
, J ^' .„„„ „(her students

contravenes ColleBeregi^ations^
,,^,,,y which encourage the student ^am

X'';'^;" Sirlernow^'fudience
°"";- /''Srt lawyers should have formerly doubtful of our ability at self^

turned out to see the trial indicates

^ssct^^^^^B ^'^"'^:^"^^^'^^-'^ i^r-rds^-"^^"^"'"'""
pointless comments by a multitude of

j^_. ^;„,j,ti„„5 a dissenlmg -^oice <""" e°es uncnecKeo.

participants. A record of the trial should " - ^p^s^^g^^^a^^^^i^^^^S^^S^SE
also have been kept. When the case |s

pubiiih.a ~«i<i» ii->oujh me .t.<J<mic y..r,

broueht to an appeal, as the defendants „„ j„„„, <,„i„., ,„.™. .n« •"";,
»V'°V;„','.d'

w

indicate it will, what record, whose word ,,„„.„j. ;; >;;;|";"4'.- ;r;;';|';j,^^ "S^ V, ';hV"X'."
will be relied upon for accuracy, lor

suoiTrlpUon price. $5.00 per y«r (or .lumnhSS.OO p.ryojr

measuring the inadequacies of the trial. ,„, ,„ „,„,„. Pubiimea By wj.hiraion coiirae. chesteriown,

The piiy^cal set-up of the court room „a..2,s20.s«pnd=i.,.po>..,. paia .. c.n,,..iii..Ma.

seriously impaired the direction of a fair

hearing. Student observers sat among Eaiior-in-chiei
Kli,",|rie^ir.rter

Sefendants. prosecutors and jury during
^^it?.";"' ::;::;::: o<.uiR.=«;:,.'Mfi."'°;:n"

the trial and often offered running color j,^,, " Meiiisa Mer«n. reiiue mjIki.

commentary on the P"^"f'f^^ °-Z'X':roi::.':%"SV:,i:i;
Individuals involved in the case must be "

, _.^, ^,„.„ p„ „.„,„
separated from observers, and the layout

To the Editor:

It was Quite obvious from Wednesday
night's proceedings regarding the Reid

Hall party that more was'at stake than the

determination of the guilt or innocence of

the five defendants on trial. The incident

confirmed previous suspicions that this

trial would become a test case for the Totheeditor
violence and general misconduct that has

plagued this campus all year, and has
i^ this hasitly scrambled letter I wish to

Forum : letters

Hopkins will ever receive an apology for

last Tuesday. I do hope, though, that a

thing like this never happens again.

Sincerely,

David A. Vanko

Being a member of the small con-

unlort'una'tely become an'acepted stan- reHecrorth'rproSrngrof7he%"tudent tingency of Johns Hopkins fans who at-

dard of social behavior. judiciary in the case of Reid vs. Pencoff, tended the lacrosse game on Tuesday at

The misconduct of the trial could have l^^^^ Pfieffer, Cordrey and Larson. A yourcampus. I was shocked and disBusted

.asily been avoided had the affair been
j^it of emotionalsim seemed to prevail when a Washmgton student brought the

conducted in a more legal and organized throughout the entire session. The actual ^ teams cannon mto the bleachers and Totheeditor^
Oommittee would like

fashion. The entire session should have int of the charge of • -obnoxious d^charRed it m our faces. The sad thing Jl^^^P^'^^^S"
^^^^

been conducted in private, I was dismayed behavior" though reiterated many times, about his mcident is not that the tool who to remind e'^^d"^''"^
f!"'^'^^ >"^"^^

SopiSs':'isJaUy inarticulate, w'ere 'as hTdlySLed with respect to *^ shot the cannon was a terribly pK^r sport, l^^^uaUng senior .se^^^^^^^^

voiced from the noor by students who had incident Instead the individuals involved but that two people were hurt and had to be Kerrpnze regardless of his major, ine

not^tnessed the event, A spokesman, orS'LeS" evening not admitting' taken to the hospital Ironically the two
^X'sV?L't"craiplyTo any w^^^^^^

lawyer, should have been appointed to Theinactions wereswrong but defending mjured fans weren t from Hopkins., but
J,P^'^'^r the subfect tha? d^sp ays

represent twth cases to the jury calling them to the hilt, 1 leei omy two persons hit were seemingly the parents of Washington whatever the subject, that displays

their respective witnesses before the jury. ^ ^^ the problem, that being the manner students. The injured gentleman's face
'"f^^J^

''^"1 ^. . , „. ,„ ._,, {j,. _.

However, disregarding the illegality of .^^^ich the defendants act frightened the was covered with blood and black powder. Any senior who wishes to call the at

the proceedings and the concommitant plaintiffs (Reid Hall girls) and that all that and his glasses were busted. The lady,

confusion, the charge itself of "obnoxious ^^^s needed was an admission of luckily, wasn't hurt quite as badly,

behavior" was illegitimate. The word responsibility for their "obnoxious My purpose for writing this letter is to

"obnoxious" denotes relativity and its behavior" and an apology for that state that in my opinion, the jerk

usage should have been avoided. Instead a behavior. responsbile for shooting the cannon should

more specific charge could have In retrospect 1 feel the entire incident be punished. At Hopkins, if someone did

been leveled at the defendants, for got blown extremely out of proportion and something like this, they would be
example a charge of 'profanity or should not have reached the point of suspended and held responsible for

'trespassing', both considered "legal" needing a judical decision. The incident, reimbursement to the injured parties. I

offenses. though, was a good example of the spUts hope that the guy is punished, but more
In summation, I felt that due to the and bad feeling between factions on thisthan that, I hope that this type of action

extraneous and ambiguous factors in- campus. Hopefully it will serve as an in- not be continued at Washington or any
volved a mistrial should have been centive for people to show concern for the other colleges,

delcared. feelings of others and act with con-
I only hope that this unfortunate affair sideration and compassion as watch

will not create a divisive student body, but words.

tention of the committee to his writing

may leave samples with Dr. James, but

should do so as soon as possible and cer-

tainly before the end of April.

Sincerely,

Dr. Norman James

In recent weeks the elm has received a

number of letters unsigned by their

authors or identified only with a

pseudonymn. We restate here our policy

that only signed letters will be considered

for publications. All others, in all cases,

will be rejected. Letters can be directed to

I doubt very much that this letter will be (be Elm through the campus mail.

„.- u iS"*;^"'^' published, and doubt even more that we at
Michael Dickinson

.

Music

Two albums for connoisseurs, one for the can
by Brian Fallon

I was somewhat skeptical about an

album featuring a drummer, even if that

dmmmer had played with Mile Davis,

John McGlaughun. George Benson and

Milt Jackson. However, just listening to

Bill Cobham"s Spectrum (Atlantic) should

convince even those most cynical about

the possibility of good music coming

from a drum set. Cobham is a magnifcenl

drummer, but even more importantly he

conceived, created and composed music

so intricate that one would think it to be

offensive to all but the most experienced

ear. Spectrum is noi easy listening, it is

marvel listening. One sits and marvels at

the ability of guitarist Tommy Bolin as he

double speeds his way throu^ "Quadrant

4" or Jan Hammer being super sweet on

"Red Baron."

Spectrum is one of those rare "can do

no wrong" albums. All selections are solid

and played people who were able to

blend their different styles into

harmonious and cogent pieces. You really

owe it to yourself to hear Speclnim.

If bass player Ron Carter's latest

release. All Blues (CTI), is a blues album,

then I'm nine cans of funky wet magjc

shave cream. This album is too full of life

and vigor to be blues. All Blues is

distinctively Ron Carter and only he can

keep a bass pulsating in and out through

the melody and harmony so well. A good

case in point would be the cut "117

Special." Immediately discernable Is the

smooth sound of Joe Henderson on tenor

sax, but soon Carter's bass grabs the

listener with riffs and notes that are

usually associated with quick lead

guitarists. Carter also plays a piccolo bass

and the only way to know what a piccolo

bass sounds like would be to hear one.

Describing the piccolo bass is next to

impossible because I would be describing

a contradiction, it allows the musician to

play higher octave notes with a low

resonance.

'

All Blues is-pot a record for the casual

listener, but really tor the jazz

connoisseur. All Blues does not resemble,

in any way. shape, or form, music you

may be used to hearing on the radio.

There are two kinds of music that

should be outlawed; trite music and

annoying music. Herbie Mann plays trite

music, and not very well at that. Certain

musicians, Archie Shepp and Roland Kirk

for example, have made theirs by playing

annoying music. Joe Farrell, Penny

Arcade (CTI) plays an extremely fast

soprano sax but it's shrill, disjoinled and

a pain in the ear. However, Jarrell has, in

the past, played some very brilliant solos

as a supporting musician. In fact he was

featured on parts of Cobham's Spectrum

album and played magnificiently. Yet, on

his own recordings Farrell plays like

insane person. If per chance, you arc

sitting in your room some afternoon

reading Marat Sade or The Boston

Stranger and there's a straight jacket

handy. Penny Arcade miglit make

suitable mood music.



Student life

Although dealers, police

predict swing to alcohol,

drugs on campus still

??

plentiful,profitable
by Kim Stierstorfer

The following article is an objective
ludy of drugs, their availability and the
jttent of their use on the Washington
campus. Because of an understandable
lesitancy to answer me Elm's questions,
hose dealers interviewed were granted
trotection—their names were held at their

cquest and their remarks were combined
create a composite, fictional individual.

3oth the dealers and the Maryland State
'olice were queried in an effort to

naintain an objective and unbiased
)erspective.

"

Jack Winters (not his real name) is a

jopular and respected member of

iVashington College. He is employed on

:ampus and active within the college

wmmunity . Winters is also one of the "one

hundred to one hundred and fifty-

including one time sellers —who are

currently selling drugs to "their fellow

students,"

Dope selling is a well organized business

at Washington-it adheres, just as any

corporation does, to the economic canons

of supply and demand, fluctuating market,

quality of product, equity of cost in

relation to merchandise, and competition.

"The market here is small. ..most deals,

are made weeks in advance, pending

delivery from Baltimore, Philadelphia,

DC, ..." explained Winters. He assessed

the advantages and disadvantages of

dealing on a small campus: "You know the

people who use dope you know the people

who will buy dope. When a shipment

arrives, word is immediately ail over

campus. But because the knowledge is so

general and the dealer known, there is

always the hazard of one person telling, of

breaking that trust."

Defining the past week as "dry" dope

wise Wmters estimated that normally

there are least five to ten pounds of grass

on campus at any one time. "Grass is the

most available and the most widely used,"

commented Winters. He approximated

that three to five pounds of marijuana are

smoked weekly on campus. "I think a lot

ofpeople get stoned everv.dav."

Winters explained that there is a wide

aiversity of drugs on campus, the majority

available only in small amounts. Hash

according to Winters, is very hard to

obtain~"It's usually sold in huge quan-

tities and no one here has the money or

market to buy in large sums." Speed is

readily available on campus. Winters

revealed there are no speed addicts on

campus but "just like on every cam-

pus,there are definite increases in the

demand for speed around the final weeks

of the semester and exam time." He

continued, "there are two types of speed

buyers:me a to 10 hits and men mere are

the 100 hit buyers. Speed sells for 30c-75c a
hit."

Acid has been declining in popularity
over the past four years according to
Winters. "I can't say how many people use
acid but three to four years ago there was
a hell of alot more acid on campus than
there is now."

"There is no smack sold on campus,"
asserted Winters. Cocaine is used on
campus though, but only by a few students.
"1 won't sell cocaine," Winters continued

adamantly, "it's a dangerous drug to deal.

The police know when it comes into the

area, it's closely watched. You never
know how pure it is-ifs cut way down here
with sugar or baby formula. The cocaine
that can be bought on campus is only 10-20

percent pure."

Dealing dope on the Washington campus
-can be extremely profitable. Profits range
from a minimum of fity dollars on a pound
of grass to a maximum of two hundred
dollars. Winters traced the selling and
profit process: "If you buy a pound of dope
for S150 and sell an ounce for $20, you make
$150 profit. But most dealers here don't sell

for money, but to keep themselves and
their friends supplied." Winters revealed
mough tnai mere are dealers on campus
who help supply University of Maryland

occasionally. He refused to comment any
further but intimated that at time drug
traffic between Chestertown and College

Park does become heavy.

Winters rioted that "Besides marijuana,

nothine is used widely on this campus. The
number of drug users have been reduced
drastically. There seem^'ui oe a swing to

alcohol."

Corporal Maruitz Stetson of the

Maryland State Police Department,
Chestertown Divison. echoed in a recent

interview many of the sentiments of Jack
Winters. "I think the use of serious drugs

has gone down. Most people are aware of

it—the dangers of morphine based drugs.

There is a slight swing back to alcohol. The
thrill part of marijuana is gone. ..There is

less concern, less public clamor," ad-

mitted the corporal.

The window sill in the corporal's office is

cluttered with drug paraphenalia-three

bongs, three pipes, and a healthy planter

of pot. He laughed. "Ae you taking note of

my tomato plants?" Amidst a wall

adorned with certificates is a notice from

the
'

Institute of Ad-

diction Studies for completion of the

drug education course offered at

Washington College in 1970.

"Any student has no less and no more
rights than any other citizen" Stetson

declared. Admitting that there is a

distance between the town and the college,

he attacked the myth that Washington

College is an entity unto itself, somehow
exempt from the laws that bind the town.

Stetson complimented the students:

"The majority of students that I've come
into contact with, even those that were

busted at the Plaza bar two years ago for

being under age, are fine and bright

people."

Asked if he considered the use of

marijuana morally wrong, the corporal

rebutted, "It's legally wrong. .Morals

don't evolve ways to enforce the laws.

rhe green, green grass ofhome
Several students at Washington are

reaping the benefits of their green

thumbs; an amazing amount of time and

love is involved in the serious cultivation of

homegrown marijuana.

A reliable source, who is a seasoned

father of several crops, approximated that

a pound of grass is grown annually on

campus. He explained the small yield:

"most people who grow dope don't know

how-they buy one of these books in the

Bookstore and think they know. Because

the majority of dope is grown indoors,

right away it's smaller.. ..90 percent of the

_crop is measly.

there are only ten to twelve serious

cultivators and 20-30 diletantes growing

marijuana currently in their rooms ac-

cording to the source.

The fascination with growing

marijuana?-"Well, you can never be sure

mat the dope you buy is not treated. When

you grow it vourself you can be sure that

you are smoking just the weed. The source

continued, "The plants are decorative.

You just get a charge out of it," Despite

the care this person lavished on his plants,

he does not believe that plants are capable

of responding to love, music, or concern.

The growing of marijuana requires daily

effort. After the seedlings hav'e sprouted

their second set of leaves that must be

transplanted into large pots of rich soil at

least 8" deep, and then complemented
with plant food,. The plants must be kept

at consistently warm temperature and

amply lit. A form of ventilation must also

be provided. The plants reach maturity

anywhere from 12-20 weeks after they

flower.

The source advised that all

homegrowers be cautious. "But", he said,

"most people don't grow it in their win-
dows."

Untir it's changed, it's wrong, lo uican

any law is morally wrong."

Stetson defined the policeman's position

as enforcer of the law with incidents from

his own life: "...There were limes I was

dragged away from my home for civil

rights (movement) and Klu Klux Klan

Meetings. In neither case did I support

them, but I was just doing my job. The

police department is part of the ad-

ministrative branch of the government,

not the judicial branch. As long as it is

legal, we do it.". He cited another in-

cident concerning student unrest over

Cambodia. "Many of the policemen were

just as upset, yet their jobs compelled

them to act."

A criticism was levied at the attitude of

the college's previous administration

towards drugs on campus. "The old ad-

ministration didn't discourage the use of

illict drugs-they looked the other

way. ...People who had been arrested.

Michael Sasso (arrest for distribution of

marijuana, sentenced lo three years in

prison) and Russell Baker (arrest

distribution of drugs and heavily fined)

were permitted back into the school while

still serving time. It put them back into the

same situation, with the same con-"

lacts...The administration can'l condone

what Baker did..,"

In an assessment of police surveillance

of the campus. Jack Winters commented,

"fhey aren't watching the influx of

marijuana, ine police are watching for the

hard stuff-smack and cocaine-when they

see it, they'll do something."



Tennis

Netmen serve

smashing
game to Drew wL'Jmaj^

The Washington College tennis team

swept Drew University 9-0 yesterday.

Drew has had lOrl records for the past two

years, Pat Yahner, Don Green, Paul Nolo,

Pete DeSelding, Steve Schmidt, and Keith

Twitchell all won singles. In the doubles,

the pairings of Yahner-DeSedling, Noto-

Bill Janney, and Twitchell-Bill Johnson

again overpowered their Drew opponents.

The Washington College tennis team

opened its season victoriously a week ago

yesterday by defeating Dickinson College

by a 5-4 score. The win was specially

gratifying to the Shoremen as it avenged

last year's 8-1 loss.

TTiis year's team, anchored by co-

captains Green and Yahner and returneies

deSelding and Janney and bolstered by the

largest number of prospects in many
years, is confident about the rest of the

season and is anticipating a strong

showing with a good shot at high con-

ferencd ranking. The team has a great

deal of depth, and with new leadership and

an improved attitude, should provide an

exciting season. The next home match is

against Western Maryland Saturday at

1:30 p.m.

Michael Dickinson, , „.wcomer to the •'«!' '">•• »"'"-«'« «"'S°<^-- '« »'" place in the event.

Track

Squad potential becoming realized
The Shoremen track squad won against

Loyola on April 2 with ten first place wins.

Mike Dickinson, Tom Clement, and Danny
Scharf all won two events each and

combined with Jackie Johnson to win the

mile relay and take the meet.

A new school record was set by

sophomore Danny Scharf in the 440 against

Loyola. The time was 49.5.

The Washington College track team won
9 out of 17 events against Wagner on March

27. and still lost. This is one of the reasons

why this year's track team has been

referred to as one of the powerhouses of

track talent in the Mid-Atlantic Con-

ference.

Crew

WCsubmerged in Braxton
The Washington Crew on March 27th

travelled to Philadelphia to participate in

the first Annual Braxton Memorial
Regatta. Fortunately for every other crew
on the Schuykill River Washington's
performance was somewhat lacking. The
J.V.'s and freshman boats pulled down the

river only to find that they could not
maintain the torrid pace of the com-
petition. Despite the losses in these two
races the competition, including
University of Penn.. Marietta. Ithaca and
ha Salle colleges, could not match
Washington's performance in returning to

the landing dock. The J.V.'s boat
astounded and amazed the 2.000 fans by
rowing the wrong direction on the one way
course. Washington's crew is not one
which will be forgotten In Philadelphia.
The varsity fared slightly better after

literally locking oars in the middle of the
race with La Salle. The varsitv boat
finished ahead of Ithaca after being beaten
by University ot Fenn., Marietta ano ine
battered La Salie boat.

The next weekend the crew's luck
remained at low tide, as Posiedon suc-
ceeded in creating havoc on the tem-
pestuous Chester, High wind, heavy seas,
driving rain and a poorly organized
starting procedure forced the races to be
cancelled. The varsity boat swamped in its

valiant attempt to remain afloat prior to
the start.

The following Sunday in an informal

scrimmage with Atlantic Community
College. Mike Harrison partially avenged
the curse on the shoremen by soundly
defeating the ACC sculler in a 1000 meter
match.

Washington also fielded a four man
shell. The four individuals involved had
never rowed together. The crack ACC four
fended off both attempts of the Shoremen.
This weekend the crew will attempt to

improve its waterlogged record when it

races George Washington University and
Williams College.

Lacrosse
The Washington College lacrosse team

has two wins and two losses to date in its

regular season competition. The second
loss of the season was to the University of
Maryland last Saturday when the
Shoremen went down, 12-6. The game
never made it past the third quarter
because of the deluge of rain and hail. This
was not the sole reason for their defeat
however. The Terps are simply a better
team than Washington College, at least
they were on Saturday.
The Kelieymen evened up their record

yesterday when they beat Dennison 17-8.

Although the win was a convincing one. it

was not because of the game played by the
Shoremen, but rather the mediocrity of
Dennison's team.
The roughest part of the Shoremen's

schedule is behind them now and their
record should soon reflect this. The
Homecoming eamp this Saturday against
Salisbury State will be played at 1:30 on
Kibler Field. As long as the fans don't get
out of hand and start bothering the
referees, it ought to be a high scoring
game and an enjoyable afternoon for all.

The team normally wins ten or more
first places in dual meets but cannot win

the total point score. There is no depth in

the team-ihey take few second and third

places. The team remains optimistic

however-first places are what count in the

Championships on May 3. Only the top

placers in the conference receive points-

the scrubs that hurt Washington during the

dual meet season will no longer be a

factor.

The team is definitely championship
caliber. Most teams will appear with their

20-30 members; Washington's team of

twelve could possibly win it all. The per-

sonnel in the 440 relay, 220, 440. 880, one

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Downtown - Around the comer from the park

mile, two mile, one mile relay, pole vault,

lone iump, triple jump and high jump all

have performances that rank them high ii

the M.A.C. standings.

Bob Whitter's addition to the one mile

relay mhkes them a certain contender for

the Penn Relay Championship on April 26,

Against Wagner the team qualified easily

for the Relay Carnival with a time ol

3.30.6.

John Murphy soared to a new record, in

his specialty, the triple jump againsl

Wagner. He leaped 42 feet. Tom Clement
and Danny Scharf both won three events

apiece and set meet records againsl

Wagner.

TheBest of the FirstAnnual
N.Y. Erotic Film FesHval

isa
four-letter
¥I0KI.

Monday April 8 7:30 p.m.

Bill Smith Hall
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Studentgovernment
Slow build-up to three way presidential race
by Kevin O'Keefe
Petitions for Student Government
Association offices closed Monday af-

ternoon, delinating ^ the battle lines for
what may be one of (he milder skirmishes
in recent SGA electoral history.

Nine candidates are competing for three
SGA executive positions, the presidency,
the vicepresidency and the treasurer's
position No candidates filed oetitions for
ihe organization s secretarial post. Thai
nffice most likely, will become an ap-
pointed one.

Campaigning on campus has been mild
Ihis week: by Wednesday morning only a
few posters had been positioned. The pace
of the campaign stands in sharp conlrasi

in last year's when SGA president Michael
Lang faced Larry Falk. a contender again
this year, in a hard-foughl. issue-oriented

race-

The nine candidates will offer speeches
lonighl al 8 p.m. in Hodson Hall, followed
by inilial balloting on Monday. April 15. in

meal lines for boarding students and in

Student Affairs office for off-campus
students. A run-off election, if necessary,
«ill be held Tuesday. April 18,

The Khn (his week questioned each of

Ihe candidates for the top SGA executive

position, eliciting tlie judgment Ihal this

year's race will be less emotionally

charged and less dominated by con-

troversial issues. Jockeying for the

presidenlial post last year revolved
around concerns for Ihe College's

academic program and (he nature of

social lifei)n campus.
The Ihrec candidates, Larry Talk. Peter

FilzGerald and Maynard Kirpaiani. all are

juniors and have been active in the student

gnvernmenl.

Larry Falk. Maynard Kirpaiani, Peter FitzGerald (l-r). clash in S.G.A. presidenlial race

Falk, who is currently attending
American University in a political science
semester program, provided his per*
spective of the campaign by letter.

I've come a long way." last year's

presidential candidate remarked. "May -

be I've mellowed out a bit. bul my eh-
Ihusiasm. motivation and knowledge of

student issues al Washington College and
around Ihe country has steadily in-

creased."

Falk's credentials include involvement
in Ihe SGA since his freshman year,
membership on the Board of Visitors and
Governors Honorary degrees committee,
chairmanship of (he SGA's student ac-
tivities committee, membership on the
curriculum reform subcommittee, and
status as Washington's representative to

Ihe National Student Association.

"My outlook as president ," he con-
linued, "would be to work hard to create a
foundation that could be built upon each
year by the next officers, to create ideas
and objectives that would not necessarily
be able to be accomplished in my tenure in
office." Such an idea, he explained, would
be the creation of a community eover-
nance system to replace the current Board
of Visitors and tiovernors, a step which in
his estimation would take a number of
years io realize.

Other issues of concern for the political
science major include a monitoring by the

SGA of curriculum reforms and tem-
porary investment of SGA funds to

generate interest payments. Falk said he
will not accept the $200 salary allotted to

Ihe president. "With that money," he
argued. " so much more could be done for

Ihe students and the school."

"I don't have any question about my
ability to do the job," Maynard Kirpaiani

said in reference to his qualifications. 'i"he

current SGA treasurer has also served in

the Senate since his freshman year and is

currently co-chairman of the SGA
organizations committee and a member of

the academic council and the student
affairs committee.

"This year the issues aren't as well

defined between the candidates," Kir-

paiani observed. The issues he will con-

cern himself with are mostly College

oriented, rather than directed specifically

at a student audience. Problems with

attrition, admissions, "the lack of unity on
campus." must be dealt with by the SGA.
along with the status of the deanship and

continued on page 3

Admissions
by Kim Stlerstorfer

A collefic education, once a sacrasanct
siiiiji'il . has become Ihe newest product on
ihc market. Admissions officers have
lii'LTinu' salesmen according lo David R.

Ireadwi'll, Director of Admissions. Ohio
Wesleyan Universily His receni essay,

published in the throiiicle of Higher
Kdiicalioii. provided a new definition for

iidmissions personnel "...our job is lo sell.

In fill ihc class. " There is an increasing

Icar of colleges nalionwide lhal Ihere will

lint be enough studcnis to fill available

freshmen places—lasl September Iherc

were over one-half million vacancies.

A number of varied resources have been

considered and effecled lo compensate for

llie decreasing pool of interested and
qualified students.

High school seniors, especially National

Merit Scholars and other award-winning
sludenls have been flooded wilh a deluge

of Ipllers from colleges: introductions and
invitations In individual campuses that

allempi to impress the prospective student

wilh special programs, scholarships, or

self-stated academic prestige

Washinglon College addresses letters lo

Mcril Scholars as well as students

awarded by the National Committee of

Knglish Teachers iNCKT) in its attempl lo

won the high school .senior. Some twenty lo

Ihirlv letters were sent Ihis year, ac-

cording to Ormond 'Bud' Andrew.
Admissions Dircclor. "The letleis were

not splashy, iusi .sonu-lhing that

'(present i-d us," Thnse students iuvarrfcri'

l).\ Ihe NCET were informed of the Sophie
Kerr prize and of Ihe Knglish and Creative

Wriling programs nl Washinglon.

The selling of the college

;

pimping for an

American education
A less personalized form of seduction

has also been implemented by the

Washington Admissions office. Ads are
occasionally taken in Ihe Baltimore

papers, in Ihe Cluisliaii Srienec Monitor in

nign scnool papers and very rarely in the

.New York Times. Andrew explained "We
don 'I spend much money in advertising for

several leasons. We can't effeclively

measure the results of advertisement." He
conlinued "The colleges lhal are ad-

vertising might just nnl be in the same
league as we are.,.l know personally lhal

some of the colleges advertising are in

Irouble." Andrew believes that there are

areas, other than adverlisiiig. where
money could be spcnl more effectively,

such as in direct contacts or in postage for

lollow-ups (letters from department,
division chairmen, from the deans, elc.t
lo accepted students.

Klizabelhtown College, a small liberal

aits follege in Pennsylvania wilh 1511

eiirnlli'd studcnis. has laken a "risky slop"

in the words of its Direct of Public Affairs.

James l.,.M. Yeingst. Elizabelhtown, with

Ihe help of several of ils alumni employed
ill professional news media, has procured
and aired a one minute television com-
mercial A female music major, a former
Miss Pennsylvania, is- featured in the

uirspot. while a film of campus scenes,

buildings, and personalities provides the

background.

"We wanted lo gel Ihe name of the

college before people who didn't know il ...

Hut. it required grace and tact - it's not

like advertising a bar of soap.VeingsI

explained- The commercial was first

shown in New York. Philadelphia. Ihe

Baltimore-Washington area, ana Alioona

during Ihe week bclwecn Christmas and

\i'v\ Yeai's Eve, when telcvisinn stations

offei- lower rales. The lolat cost for both

Ihe production and air lime was ap-

proximately SB.(HH). "We can use il. wilh a

clear conscience, as long as Ihe girl is a

-•^hideni here. Wp h.-ive had an advantage

locally in thai area stations run il free as
pari of public advertising."
The impetus Behind a televised form oi

college advertising at Elizabelhtown was
an Admissions Task Force comprised of
several faculty members, admissions
personnel and Ihe registrar of the college,
"We did nol discuss it before the faculty, i(

was our prerogative.
,we had lo do il Ihe

right way though, if il was done shoddilyil
could reflect negaively on Ihe college,"
revealed Yeingsl.

Andrew offered objections to Ihis form of

college salesmanship: "...if I saw these
advertisements on Ihe lelevison. I would
have some compunclions. some negative
feelings." Referring to a receni television

special "Colleges in Trouble". Andrew
confessed that nbservmg college ollicais

cutting recordings seemed incongruenl to

the maintenance of dignity associated with

academia - "it jusl didn't fit. ..it's not the
principle of advertising, jusl how it's

done.

Andrew ventured to say that "if il could

be done effectively, if we could transmit

Ihe message thai Ihis is a quality school. *e
might consider a commercial, l would

really like to see us pull all slops and use

our influence In have a special, jusl as

Western Maryland College had a recently

televised special on one of their in-

ternships ... I'm sure our psychology

practicum al Crownsviile would qualify."

Every student queried about their

opinion of a commercial advertisement for

Washinglon College objected One student

reflected "If we advertised on television

I'd know hnw desperate our plight is .., it

jusl isn't ... well, dignified."



Viewpoint
Last year the Elm sel a orecedent bv

endorsing a candidate in the S G. A.

presidential race. But this year he editors

are incapable of continuing this tradition,

simply because Ihere are no lucid issues,

no conflicting platforms. The battle line

have not been delineated

Campaigns for all offices were initiated

late this year: the campaigns have been

low-key. withoul many posters, without

much flare. This is perhaps a counterpoint

to the revisioning and reassessment the

curriculum and the campus have un-

dergone in the forms of academic reform,

judiciary meetings, and changes in ad-

ministration personnel during the past

year.

The platforms that have beerLarticulated

have vowed lo unify the campus, better the

Student Government Association, -- all

noble, yet ambiguous aims.

Because of the information gap, the

speeches candidates will offer tonight

assume a large significance. We en-

courage you to attend tonight at 8 P M in

Hodson Hall.

Film
bv Reed Hessler

The New York Erotic Film Festival is a

series of twelve short movies by different

directors who manipulate their material

with artistic seriousness. Although certain

films succeed heller than others, they all

reveal striking technical competence and
fertile imagination. Covering a wide range
of erotic emotions, this anthology contains

laughs, tenderness. sensuality, and horror.

Narrative and thematic simplicity

dominate, allowing each movie lo develop

logically within its brief time span.

Prurient interest is aroused in

aesthetically interesting ways. Like

violence, propaganda, and sentimentality,

eroticism provides poor material for art

only when handled by poor artist, and the

twelve cinematic exercises presented last

Monday evening in Bill Smith Hall have

talented creators.

Chuck Vincent's The Appointment is the

funniest and among the best of the series

Through two sexual partners' erotic never seems awkward but enriches tne

tensions, Vinncent explores the absurdity absurdity. Ambiguous hints like the

Technical competence,

fecund imagination

spawn erotic film festival

of sexual mtiibitions. voyeurism, and

violent release. The consistent overacting
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College center for bicentennial study
Washington College has become an

integral part of an innovaUve historical

project stemming from the nations

bicentennial celebration Through private

and expected federal support, a multi-

author book entitled The Role of Ihe

Chesapeake Bay in Ihe American

Revolution will be the result of a program

based at Washington.

Dr.Robert Fallaw, a professor of history

at the college, has been named a research

associate and will serve as organizer and

coordinator of the project. The main

supporter of the book, financial and

otherwise, is Mrs. Van Lenape. The

editor of the book is Rear Admiral Ernest

M.EIler who also heads the publication of

all Naval documents concerning the

American Revolution, Many respected

authors have been selected to contribute In

the project. As Dr Fallaw said in a recent

interview, "the idea is for us to produce a

good book which will be read by a large

reading public, in this area especially."

The relationship between the College

and those supporters of the project is one

of mutual cooperation channeled toward

publication of the book. Both the College

and the book's supporters stand to benefit

by offering their assistance Washington

will contribute its personnel and facilities

as a working resource center. Dr Fallaw

termed it "lending scholarly assistance to

the project." In turn, the school will

benefit by becoming a permanent
depository for all information ac-

cumulated concerning the role of this area

in the Revolution. This will provide an

excellent advantage for students and

scholars. Washington College will be a

repository of information in this particular

field of study which should be an attractive

prospect for students of history

According to Dr Fallaw, "The naval

part of the American Revolution has not

been emphasized enough. It is worthy of

more recognition." The ensuing

publication is expected to clarify the few

confused and incomplete accounts of naval

activity in the revolt

Those coordinating the project are

currently awaiting word from the National

inhibitions and exhibitionism spring from

the same emotionajsource.

Visually, the three films which feature

montages of human flesh viewed at close

telephone call to the man with the tape range are the most beautiful in tbe

recorder, the identical meetings beneath collection. I.ovemaking's purple obscurity

the boardwalk, the mysterious man on the delightfully conveys intimacy in a sensual

bench, the horde of peepers at the apart-
i-ainfall. Astunningstudyof repose, (alma

ment window, and thegeneral absurdity arranges its images brilliantly, iviy

suggest the couple partially fantasize their favorite shot in the entire anthology is the

sexual experience. Two inhibited fingers exploring pubic hair near the

copulators might easily imagine voyeurs, beginning of Norieii Hi. Cinematically

their greatest fear. Paradoxically, sexual rewarding, these films grant us a lover's

consummation removes all anxiety about perspective of the human body

this audience. Vincent may be indicating The first masturbation vignette is

touching in its simplicity. The use ot

sports equipment gives the movie focus.

while the masturbating girl's wistfulness

and her obsession with the man outside

her window encourage speculation aboilt

her motivation Does she desire a human
lover, or is independent stimulation more
satisfying lo her'' The movie prudently

leaves both possibilities open. Perhaps she

fears penetration, since she never inserts

the phallic baseball bat and lacrosse slick

into her vagina but chooses direct clitoral

stimulation from Ihe soccer ball Again,

Ihe film allows Ihese considerations

without asserting them, creating a subtle

and unpretentious character study.

Despite the situations obvious humor. I

found the girl sympathetic and not

ridiculous

History

Endowment for the Humanities about

funding before getting completely un

derway. Dr. Fallaw mentioned that

supporters of the program expecl to hear

from Washington on the matter of federal

financial aid by June "How far we go

depends upon this." A deadline schedule is

imprecise as yet, but completion of the

book is aimed for the '76 bicentennial

celebration.

Dr. Fallaw sees the program as a con-

tribution by the College to the surrounding

area and the scholarly world. As he in-

dicated. "It is a scholarly way for the

College to participate in the Bicentennial
"

Fallaw also feels that those who initiated

the program deserve considerable credit

for generating enthusiasm for a wor-

thwhile project which is more than Ihe

National Bicentennial Committee has been

able to do so far Elaborating on this point.

Dr Fallaw replied "some states have done

more than others, but generally people do

not seem lo be in a celebrating mood

The Miller's Tale may be Ihe weakest

attempt of the dozen. Notwithstanding

some sensitive photography, one delec-

table female, and an occasional fidelity lo

Chaucer, the movie botches the original

story's theme and leaves nothing in-

teresting in its place. Chaucer's joyful

sexuality almost emerges effectively, but

the bitter undercurrents disappear. I find

the poem more arousing.

Redeeming social value he damned: the

New Y ork Erotic Film Festival succeeds
because iif ils redeeming erolic value.

Forum: letters

"Butch Cassidy" in the dining hall elicits student ire
To Ihe Editor:

I would like lo know who gives Mj
Maloney the right lo close Tawes Theatre
lo approximately 5no students, who were
forced to watch Butch Cassidy and the

Sundance Kid, a first rate movie, on a

sheet in the Dining Hall? Tawes Theatre is

one of the liiiest buildings on the Eastern
Shore. Il is also a school building which is

to be used for school functions. However,
when Mr Maloney is producing ^ne of his

plays, he closes the theatre to al' hut the

few in his drama department This is n-it

the firsi timr ihis has happened. We were
forced to watch Bullitt. Bonnie and Clyde.

A Day in the Life of Ivan Densuvilch. to

mention just a few, in Bill Smith. II seems
to me that he could bend a little and
schedule his rehearsals around Ihese

school functions. II is not as if we would
use il every day, I'm sure once a week
would be ample for the student body, but il

seems this is loo much for Mr Maloney. Il

we pay S350n a year lo go here we should
have access to all the facilities Why
should we have to watch a movie in the

niniiig Hall or Bill Smith, where Ihe

seating is uncomfortable and the acoustics
alrocious when we have such an ap-

propriale building as Tawes" Someone
iSludenl Affairs, or even Dr McLain if

necessary I oughl lo pick Mr. Maloney up
"tf his ass and kick him in his brairis.

Maybe it will wake him up and knock him
down lo Ihe level of a human being instead

of u David Merrick. As for his next play, or

any one ill Ihe future, he can be sure he will

noi see iiie there until he changes. I uould
not feel one bif of sympathy for him if the
whole school boycotted As a matter of
fact, that doesn'i seem like a bad idea-

Thank \<iu.

Rob Wainer

4 Icohol and athletic
To Ihe Editor;

Once again. I am requesting thai all of

you who attend any of our home alhlctic

contests please cooperate by refraining

from bringing lo and consuming beer or

any alcoholic beverages on w near Ihe

spectator area.

May I also ask for your additional

cooperation in your conduct toward alt

guests including the visiting leam and the

officials.

Complaints of excess verbal abu-se and

indeceni language in Ihe presence of those,

biilh adull and children, have conlinually

licen presented lo me and as a courtesy lo

all. il would be very much appreciated if

ihose who feel compelled In express

ilii'iiiselvcs in this wav would make an

effort lo curiail llU'se outbursts.

The continuance of our relaliopship with

many of our opponenls. many times, rests

viilli the Irealnient Ihey receive by oui

fans. We have had colleges cancel or sever

relationships in Ihe past for this very

reason. Scheduling is difficult as il is lor 3

rurally located school many miles from all

opponenls. bul it is made doubly-so when

Ihe guesis are given incimsideralc

Irealmeni,

Wc encourage'lhe backing of our team

by 120 per cent. bul. if all you can do is

criticize openly Ihe opponent or his

lollowers. il would be besi to leave il un-

said'

I. and Ihe Adminislralitm. thank you for i

your consideration of Ihis request.

Sincerely.
|

Edward Alhcy.

Director of Athlelics



Studentgovernment, cont'd
continued from page 1

academic reform, he said. Particular

studeni/ concerns he did express,
however were teacher evaluations and
student representation on the Board.
Kirpalani judges "that from my ex-

perience in SGA and from my activities on

campus. I'offer the chance of the most
responsible student government."
The political science major foresees no

need to drastically change the student
senate, which last year was given an ex-

tensive overhaul. Rather, "the committee
structure needs strengthening. It worked

this year only because of a few committed
senators. I don't envision any great

changes in the SGA. just improvement
"

Peter FitzGerald, an American Studies

major, has "been involved in many of the

social activities that happened since I

was a freshman" and is currently a

member of the SGA and junior class

president.

"'I also feel that I know a large number
of the students. ..the faculty and the ad-

ministration," he offered, "and I think

that I could express the student sentiment

to the faculty and administration as the

students would want it expressed."
The issues his campaign will focus on

are the reorganization of the senate and
student discipline, "Some positive things

came about from this year's senate."
FitzGerald said, "but they were from a

few students."

"The majority of meetings were run in a

disorderly fashion and had a disfunctional

effect on the SGA. " The senate needs a
stronger hand, he concluded.

The discipline committee must meet on
a regular basis, he added. The committee
"cannot be one that convenes just when

B»vou hoy Jndy lladdnw. a native of Saturday. The parade featured a mar- king. (Noliee Coach Kelly
New Orleans, was elected Hex King to chiiig hand, fire trucks, and prize-winning before a game).
Iireside over the llonieconiing Parade last SU; float and and heei- guzzling bearded

it's right

Finances

Wage hikes create fiscal doubts
The minimum wage bill, still wet from

I'lcsidenl Nixon's pen. will be im-
pleniftiled nalionwide. on May first.

Uiimaficatiiiiis will not initially be felt on
campus, hut long range effects, according
io(;eneHessey, Business Manager, will be
'imsidcrable

"'The government is calling for a 15 per

1 nt increase ovei" the next two years.

1 hich is certainly ah(tve what the college

'i allotted," confessed Hessev.
! 'u' wage increase is a threefold plan : as

May 1. minimum wage will bo S2.l)ll;

Umuarv 1. 1975 - S2-1U: the final increase

will occur nil January 1. 197G - Ihe

minimum wage will be raised to S2.:t0 per

The ininimum wage bill does include a
waiver which allows students to be paid
H.'> per cent of the minimum wage. As of
May 1. the minimum student rate per hour
will be $1.70; January 1. 1975 --$1,781 ij per
hour: and by January 1. 1976. students will

be earning SI .95 per hour.

Koi- the las! four or five years.

legislative impacts such as unemployment
conipensalion and minimum wage
changes have hit the college hard finan-

cially. We have to rely nn our major source
of income - tuition dollars." Hessey
continued- "We hope we will be able to find

another source of money rather then

resorting In the increasing of tuition."

C - town

Town dogs persecuted

Tlic five percent increase .scheduled for

this May should Ix* absorbed relatively

I'asily by Ibc College; Hessey explained

"...il was already allotted by Ihe College
lor .Itiiy 1." Only the custodial section of

Ihe niaintainance deparlnieni will be
I'ffecled- Citllege janitors cmrentlv earn
Sl,<i(iper hour.

Uclween 1975-l!l7(i. a !)'- per ceni in-

iroase will be re<iuired by the federal

Li'verninenl "The budgel for that year,

vliirh has not been drawn up yet. will

ii'linilt'ly he effected .we're lalking about
I iiN.lllKi increase jusi for Ihe lower end ol

lie pay scale ll will he harder In mainlaiii

I'.iy differentials for skilled workers."

"\pliiined Hessey. .Aieording lo Hessey s

gures, an eslimaled s:iiMii"i will hi-

(|uired In cover Ihetl peiceiil inirea.se m
:i75-lil7(> foi- mainlainance. euslodial and
ii"d service personnel

The Chestcrlown dog ordinance, for-

bidding any canine pel from running at

large in the town, has been in effect since

April isl. The ordinance allows any dog

lound in the Inwn. lo be placed in Ihe

lowns pound until ihe owner can be

located. Alter six days Ihe animal is

removed In the KenI County Humane
.Society

The ordinance is implemented by Larry

lirice. Ihe dog constable who is employed

part lime by the Chesterlown Mayor and

Council

As nl last weekend there were seven

dogs in the |)ound All but one of Ihe

animals had infectious distemper and

several were visibly afflicted with serious

wounds of the head and body. Two were

bleeding.

t'nlikc the facilities al the Humane
Sucielv, lUv (togs were iiol separated l>ul

\MTi-all thrown m one cage, located on the

dill load near Ihe A& I', vvhere Ilie lown's

mainleiiaiice facilil ie.-- aie loraled

Mis. Kaipell, of the Humane Society
said that six of the animals were beyond

repair when they finally reached the

pound late Monday afternoon. The owner
of the seventh animal retrieved the pet.

Sunday, after three days of trying to locale

Ihe constable who had not notified her of

her dog's whereabout, as is required by the

ordinance, for licensed animals.
Mr, Brice. who holds a full time job. in

addition lo working for tlie town, said that

hi- has infoiiucd the Mayor nf the con-

[lilions in Ihe retention facility but that

nothing has been done In improve it.

To retrieve a dog. Ihe owner must pay a

live dollar fine and Iwo dollais for each
iiiiihl he is hrld

The ordinance also requires that as of
July 1 all dogs be liceased under Ihe lown's
jurisdiction The system has yet to be
worked on', bui such licensing will

prohahl\ eliminate Ihe necessity for
Clieslciinwn dogs In be licensed by Ihe

there is a problem," It leads to the
problems which the judiciary encountered
last week.
FitzGerald also outlined the philosophy of
his presidency

: "It isn't the job of the SGA
president to come up with the innovative
ideas all the lime It's the senate's
responsibility too. It's the president's job
to sort out ideas, to come up with the best
possible one."
The two other races for SGA positions

involve Carol Baker. Matt Clark, Barb
Parris and Townsend Weekes for the vice-
presidency and John Eigenbrot and Vince
Trivelli for treasurer

Scope
Comedy offering
The Washington College Drama

Department will present Kaufman and
Hart's 1930"s comedy You Can't Take It

With Voii. An all student cast, Voii Can't
Take II With Yoii will open on Thursday.
April 18th and run through Sunday. April
:ilst. Curtain is at 8 p.m. Admission price
for adults is $2, for non-Washington
College students ?1, and for students free.

Buses run again
Many WC students will be glad to know

that Continental Trailways has resumed
service lo the Eastern Shore, many
months after the routes had been aban-

doned as a result of a lingering strike.

The route connects Chestertown to

civilization via Baltimore. Washington.

Philadelphia and other northern points.

A Trailways official estimated that the

hardest hit, of all users of the bus service,

were Washington College students trying

lo reach home during the winter holidays.

Koch Exhibit
The College Art Department is spon-

soring an exhibit of paintings by landscape

artist Philip Koch in the lobby gallery of

the Fine Arts Center. April 18 to 30.

The one-man show consists of fifteen oils

on canvas, ine paintings are done in the

style of the 19lh century and many of them
portray scenes of the American mid-West
and West,

Philip Koch is Instructor of Painting and
Drawing at the Maryland Institute of Art.

He also has taught at Indiana University,

and at Central Washington State College.

Ellensburg. Washington.

Exhibit gallery hours in the Fine Arts

Center will be 2 to 4 p.m.. Monday through

Friday, and evenings and weekends when

special programs are scheduled in the

Fine Arts Center,

Reform finale
After an extensive consideration of its

merits, Washington's faculty Monday
night rendered their final approval of the

curriculum reform proposals submitted lo

them over a month ago.

The final points nf the reform package --

as a body less substantial in the change
Ihey will affect in Ihe curriculum than the

first three points already okayed by Ihe

lacully - involve such diverse concerns as

Ihe nature of introductory courses and the

I'SlablishmenI of internship offerings.

Al Ihe same time, the faculty decided to

miliale a study nf the four course system
which Ihe College has used since the early

Sixties.

Passed by Ihe faculty were provisions

Accept the responsibility for reviewing

Ihe nature of inlroduclory courses. Such
courses have been frequently criticized in

recent years.

Conlinue as an on-going process the

examination of the curriculum.

Allow students ihe oplion lo graduate in

aii> lime span from three lo five years

Ke<|Uire students withdrawing frnm a

course lo first secure the advice of either

iheir advisor or Ihe dean.

<Yeale and foster greater opportunities

lor intelleclual dcvelnpment on campus
apart Fi-om the classroom situation

Itioaden. when finally possible. Ihe

-scope of internships and field studios

Hliich Ihe Ciillege now provides.



= Shoremen erratic against Loyola,
o.

<

I Salisbury; Lane, with 100 goals,

' remains consistent

Washington College played two games
this past week, one on Saturday againsi

Salisbury State and one on Tuesday
against Loyola College, No one would
have ever guessed, though, that it was the

same Washington College team playing in

both games,
Againsi Salisbury State we played what

could at best be described as poor game. It

was easily the worst we've played all year,

Al one point, jusl prior to the end of the

first half, the score was 8-6. W.C, on top.

The score should never have been that

closeagainsta team of Salisbury's caliber.

It was as if we were present physically but

nol mentally. The opposition was psyched
up and ready to play

ball, while W.C looked as if they were
doing Iheir Saturday morning chores in-

stead of having fun playing their favorite

game Once again il was simply a case of

nol entering the game with the proper

state of mind. Although we did win the

game 16-11, il is still an embarrassment,
Salisbury didn't even score eleven goals

againsi U.M B.C
The game on Tuesday against Loyola

was a completely different story. It was a

relief to see the Kellymen return to their

true form and turn in a fine performance.
Since there were less than 20 fans at the

game, presumably due to the weather,
we are presenting a play by play recap of

the game.
From the outset it looked as though the

game may be close, Loyola controlling the

ball from the face off through the first

three minutes, however they failed to

score. The ball moved to the WC. of-

fensive portion of the field where several

shots were taken before Tom Kegan broke

the ice, beating his man one on one to score

unassisted. One minute later Greg Lane
got the first of his 10 points by scoring an
unassisted goal.

The next goal was by Tom Mangles off

an assist from Mike C^rdry while Loyola
was down a man for slashing. Then with 9

minutes gone Lane scored on an assist

from Freshman John Cheek who had an
afternoon total of seven points. One minu,te

later Dawson Robertson netted one on an
assist from Lane. Thirty seconds later

Dawson set up a fast break from which
Cheek grabbed a fine looking goal off of a

brilliant assist by Greg Lane,
On our second extra man situation Lane

assisted Cheek who made another Tme
looking shoi for the seventh goal Next
thing we knew we were down two men
from pushing and slashing penalties, this

meant that Loyola had six men m our
defense zone lo our five. In spite of this

Bryan Matthews cleared the ball on a

daring run up the field. W.C. then drew a

slashing penalty and on the extra man play
Lane saved a badpass and fed Cordrey
who powered the ball in the goal. With 4r,

seconds left in the 1st quarter the
Greyhounds scored their first goal on an
extra man play

Loyola opened the scoring in the second
quarter when Bryan got stuck upfield
without the ball and the Greyhounds put
the ball in an untended goal Regan fed
Cheek who scored off the fast break set up
by Cordrey from the face-off. Ty Cook
then scored unassisted off a bundle of nice
moves, reminisceni of Bob Shriver. and a
nice shot lo finish il up. Lane put in an
unassisted eoal and then fed Check who
grabbed one on the unsettled situation,

Regan made a nice move one on one and
beat his man to make a well placed shot for
another goal. Regan, who is probablv Ihc
best dodger on the squad, could have
scored like thai all afternoon because
1-oyola didn't back up when a man was
beaten. On our extra man play. Mangles
could have taken a shot, but made an alerl
assist to John Cheek who nellH his fifth
goal of the afternoon.

Lacrosse
Cheek opened up the scoring in the

second half after beating his man and
placing a nice shot in the corner. Lane
then fed Jody Haddow off a fast break set

up by Jody. Cordrey came up with the

next face off and scored one on one only ten

seconds after the last goal. Anderson then
assisted Andy Cooper who placed a nice

shol in the corner. The next goal was by
Doug Pffiefer off a one on one move. Then
off of a picture fast break Kevin Murphy
fed Cooper who gave up the goal and fed

Chris Hupfeldt who scored. This ended the

third quarter with the score 20-2. W.C.
Greg Lane opened up the scoring in the

fourth quarter by netting his lOOth career
goal at Washington College off a feed from
Ty Cook. Tom Mangles cranked up off a

feed from Dawson and netted his second
goal of the game. Loyola then scored Iwo
consecutive goals, one off a . confused
situation and Ihe other on an extra man
play. Defenseman Bret Smith then sel up
a fast break and assisted Andy Cooper who
grabbed his second goal of the afternoon,
Kevin Murphey scored Ihe last goal for

W.C off a roll. With 14 seconds lefi in Ihe
game Loyola scored on another confused
situation.

To sum up. W.C. played a fine game. Ihe
* defense playing especially alert ball, while

I
l-oyola was slight competition a( best. 1

'cant put my finger on the difference
between the teams on Saturday and
Tuesday, but I suspecl il was simply their

atlilude. In any case. W.C, meets
I' M-BC, al the Catonsville campus al

:!p-m, this Saturday in whal promises to be

a good game. UMBC defeated Salisbury
State 9-6 and they downed University of

North Carolina Chapel Hill 10-7

Pensive coach Don Kelly and defenseman Bret Smith survey the Salisbury game.

Crew

Crew victorious in tri-meet on Chester
The Washington College Crew pulled lo

victory in its second race this season,

soundly defeating Williams College
I Mass. I and George Washington Univer-
sity.

The Varsity lepl lo an early lead againsi

both opponents. By the end of Ihe first 500

meters George Washington had fallen well

behind the pace. The Williams boat had
lost aboul 5] I J lengths by the thousand;

where their seven man caught a crab that

stopped their boat almost dead m ibe
water Washington pressed Ihe advantage
with a power twenty thai put the race on
ice. They crossed the finish four lengths

open water ahead nf Williams and a

seething 5fi seconds aheacf ol George
Washington,

The J.V, and third boats raced against a

poweiful Williams freshmen boat In Ihal

race as well. Washington College pulled
atiead ai ihe slarl as Ihe J.V's openea
wateron Williams. They cnnlinued lo walk
away for Ihe first 100(1 meters gaining
(hree lengths by Ihe half-way mark. The
Wiilliams boat put on a 'now-or-never'
midway sprint and charged up towards
Washington Al the 1500 metier mark they
were wilhin siriking distance: bul thefi'

effort was lulilr The J V sTtepI Ihem at

bay until Ihe final sprini where Ihey
smoothly pulled away againl crossing the
tine ahead.

The Ihird l>oat was badly off course and
severely hampered by water conditions

they encountered as a result- They slogged
determinedly up Ihe far side of the

river well behind the other two boats.

The Varsily four raced a 10(10 nieler

piece with George Washington lale in Inc

afternoon. Moving away right from Ihc
start Washington's four had the situation

well under conIr(tl. unreienlingly opening
water lo Ihe very end.

Sports

Nettersat3-0
The tennis team continued its winning

ways on Saturday by defeating Western
Maryland seven lo Iwo. in a match
marked by high wmds and, at one point,

snow The team now boasts a 3 and d

record for the season.

Cooplains Pat Yabnerand Don Green,
playing number one and two singles

respectively, both took easy straight sel

matches from their WM opponents.
Number 3 Paul Nolo also disposed of his

man in straight sets, but at number A Pete
DeSelding dropped his second set and was
forced into a third before gaining the
victory

,
Al number 5. Steve Schmidt had to

change racquets when he popped a string,

and his unfamiiiarity with the new one
costs him Ihe teams first loss. Number 6

Keith Twitchell played a two hour
marathon match, finally winning in 3 sets.

In the doubles, Yahner and DeSelding
lost at number 1, but Nolo and Bill

Janney at number 2 and Green and Bill

.Jfihnson at number 3 look their matches in

straight sets to finish off Ihe contest. The
next home match is a week from Saturday
al 2 iKi p,m, againsi Stevens.

Tracksters lose

Last Saturday the W.C. track team
managed to oe beaten by Western
Maryland despite some outstanding

performances and winning nine out of

seventeen places,
John Murphy highligliled ihe day by

l)reaking his iiwti high school record in Ihe

triple jump. His new record now stands al

42 feel II inches. He also won the broad

jump al 20 feet 8 inches and anchored the

victorious 440 relay. Poler Murphy misseu

al an allempl lo break his own high jump
record, bul managed Ir) win fii-sl place at 5

feel H) inches

In the track events both Danny Scharf

and Tom ClemenI were unbealen. Tom
iToated to tirst places in Ihe 880 and 1 miie
ana wanny won ine 220. and 440 dashes.

Jackie Johnson and Mike Dickinson both
hrouglil "in iwn vaiuaiiie second places

apicce-Jackic'in Ihe 220 and 440. iind Mike
III Ihe high and inlermediale hurdles

The next nieel is on Saturday againsi

.Iiihns Hopkins and Dickinson al the la

ler's campus. Tlie track facility

superfast and many college reeojrfs a

threatened.
, i, . ,, .

I. Meeting by Maryland
m miss ion in llvnson

Thurs. Apr. II

Agrieullural Vi

Lounge al H p.m
2. Kenate Goepp in Sophie Kerr Koom al

t p.m. speaks aboul (Medieval drama.
Kri. Apr. 12-1. J.V. Lacrosse vs.

Kastein Shore I-acrossr Club al 4 p.m.
Sal. Apr. i:t - I. Wonieii-s Crew vs.

rtadcliffe H( 2 p.m.
2. Hasehall vs. Ilaverford u( 2 p.m.
Smi. Apr. 11-1. Film -'Tlie MoIIv

Maguires" in Bill Smith at 7::»l p.m.
Tiies. Apr. KJ- I. (iibson lecture Series

preseni Dr. A.O. Aldridfie in Hynson
l-oHHfie Hi H:30 p.m. speaking on "Thomas
I'ain's COMMON SKNSK jiid the
Philosophy of the American Hevolulion."
Wed. Apr. 17-1. Sophomore Class parly

ill Coffee House. H lo ?

Thuis, Apr. IK - 1. "Vmi Can't Take It

Willi Viiu" in Tawes al M |t.iii.

Calendar

ttM.rmtyKK '

1. Preiilico Mimier Ot Vn. at Perry's
Ordinary thru Apr. 13.

Fri. Apr. 12-1. Kleetric Light Oieheslra
al Faslwind al 7 and III p.m.

Sal. Apr. 13 - 1. llallimore Svniphoiiv
Oreliesira at l.yrit- 'Iheiilrc ''l*dps Coii-

cerl" al K:I5 p.m. Comniissiona - Cond.
Mini. Apr. ir> - I. Maryland Inler-

Ciiiversily Writing Seminars. Poetry
Heading al H::w p.m. al-lhealre projeel.
I ;

\^ ^^^ ^
Wed. Apr. IT-Thms." AlYr. IH -

Itay numd Johnson and the
Center Dance Thealie al K::tll p.m. al Ihe
I'liealie Projeel.
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Studentgovernment

When the election is over, disputes will remain
Tonight's Student Government

Association election, wtiich featured run-
offs for the offices of President and" Vice-

President, is not the final event in the 1974

SGA officer balloting. The end to Ihe

drawn-oul affair may occur, however, al

next Monday night's SGA meeting, when
all the irregularities of this year's election

proceedings are aired and resolved.

The first question to be raised about last

Monday's elections concerned the form of

the ballot itselt. Townsend Weekes, who
temporarily stepped down from his

position as chairman of the Elections

Committee during his aborted Vice-

Presidential candidacy, expressed con-

cern at the presence of John Eigenbrofs

nickname, "Bear", on the ballot. Jay

Haksin, temporary chairmatiin Weekes'

absence, had received permission from
SGA President Michael Lang for the

procedure. Whatever the result of thai

debate is. Eigenbrot tallied 69.3 per ceni

of the vote in defeating Freshman Class

President Vince Trivelli, 276-122. in the

race for SGA Treasurer.
The fact Ihat lines for write-ins were

omitted, due to an election rules misin-

terpretation, from the ballot was also

a serious concern. Not only was this a

violation ot the SGA Constitution's by-

laws, in the area of the three contested

races, but raised questions about the

uncontested Secretary non-election.

George Kaloroumakis polled 29 write-in

votes for Ihat office, as compared to

runner-up Michelle Runyon's seven, but as

the by-laws only dictate that write-ins can

be scrawled for all contested elections, a

Constitutional nuestion has been raised.

The major irregulm-ilies were in the
handling of the all-importani Presidential
balloting Larry Falk led Ihe candidates
with 1'12 voles, while the other two con-
lenders. Peter Fitzgerald and Maynard
Kirpalani. each garnered 138 en-
doi-sements. That, al least, was the most
recent vote count.

The first lime Ihe ballots were tallied.

Kirpalani finished third, with t37. The
second time, with one person reading the
ballots aloud and four recording, two
counters found the Fitzgerald-Kirpalani
tie. one repeated the original tally of a
Kirpalani third place finish, and one
revealed a Kirpalani 138. Fitzgerald 137

result. The "tie" resits were accepted, and
further recounting on Tuesday bared this

out - almost. Two votes that were
dismissed are now subject to scrutiny.

In action neither provided for nor
prohibited, the Executive Committee,
headed by Lang, in joint action with Ihe
Elections Committee, proclaimed a run-
off between Fitzgerald and Kirpalani for
the righl lo challenge Falk. Kirpalani won
Ihis, 215 to 210. Some have questioned the
ethics of allowing Ihe 142 Falk followers a
right lo vole in this special election.

The only contest in the SGA election to

run smooth was Ihe race for Vice-
President. Carol Baker, with 163 votes,
and Barbie Parris. with 162, qualified for a
run-off. Farther back infthe balloting were
Matt Clark (42) and Townsend Weekes
(41),

By next week, the SGA elections will

have been decided, and the new Executive
Committee will be seated. Maybe.

The Washington Elm
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Maintenance

Competency in question
Complaints concerning the maintenance

department surface with regularity on Ihe

Washington campus - the charges levied

vary from ineptilude lo indolence. The
reoccurring criticism thai plagues
maintenance and its supervisor. Raymond
Crooks, is that a minimal amount of

fuslodial supervision is practiced on

campus.
Gene Hessey. who as Business Manager

of tiif College is Crooks' superior, agreed

Ihal "'there is a need for supervision in the

custodial area." Hessey asserted thai the

maintenance deparlmcnl should define

llie duties assigned to their personnel and
most importantly, those dulies should

correspond lo a timed sequence "An
unscheduled maintenance department
cannot operate effectively." declared

Hessey. "They should receive an outline

of tlie dav's jobs, witli segments of time

allotted."

Hessey explained that a schedule of

dulies would allow the supervisor lo

randomly check if Ihe work assigned has

been completed competenlly "Righl
now." he explained "there is no way
Crooks could make a definitive judgemeni

if the work has been done or not."

Maintenance personnel, according lo

Hessey. now generally what they are

expected to do. bul without regulation or

evaluation provided by their supervisor,

The problem is not solely human
Ihough, financial problems also enter the

scene." The mainlenancc and the cost of

ulililies have risen radically in the last

year. Although Crooks has requested funds

for preventative maintenance for several

years, Hessey explained that it has been

impossible tomeet his requests and retain

a balanced budget. "We realize though

Ihat Ihe more we forego for preventative

maintenance, the more we will eventually

be required to pay for repairs. But

maintenance, 1 confess, is the easiest area

lo cut on the budget."

Ray Crooks, interviewed in his office in

Ihe maintenance building, defended

himself and his workers tersely. "We do

Ihe best we can lo supervise; we get

around as much as we can." He continued

in explanation, "1 have no assistant .
I go

through the buildings once a week."

With some of the men. you have to be

on; them all the time, repealing what you

Uavmoiul Crooks, supervisor of

maintenance - "We do the best we can."

want," offered Crooks in further ex-

planation. Struggling with a partial

preventative maintenance program.
Crooks has three staff mechanics assigned

to oil and grease machinery.

"We do need an assistant to supervise

housekeeping; its extremely dif-

ficult to check all points."

stated Crooks. "Were doing all the

work, the planning for Ihe new arts center

on the Coleman property, and a lot of work

on the President's house (the Hynson-

Ringgold House) besides being on twenty-

four hour call.'"

"I'm tired of the Rim always tearing

things down, of their criticism. Except for

a few areas, we have a good maintenance
department. They are 100 per cent for the

college. We try." asserted Crooks,

The maintenance supervisor com-
plained thai the students perchant for

destruction was "annoying." We are

always fixing broken windows, replacing

screens that- were just installed last

spring.; We need a little bit of help."

Crooks added, "I've been knocking mv
brains out since I've been supervisor.., It's

a big job. but. I love it. ..No one is in-

fallible,"

Discipline

Revived campus court

directs attention to

fraternity complaints,

student theft charge
The All Campus Judiciary Board

presided over two cases last week. The
Board, comprised of faculty members
Penny Fall, janson LaPalme, John Miller

and Georgia Duffee. and student members
George Kaloroumakis, John Moag, Barbie
Parris and Michael Kennedy mon-voting
vice-chairman), passed decisions on 'I'he

KA (ralernily vs. Ihe Thela fraternity on
April 10, The second case, an incidence of

student 'heft was adjudicated on April 12,

The Thela Chi fraternity was found "not
guilty" of "unacceptable behavior"
toward the Kappa Alpha fraternity

members. They were, however, judged
guilty of "nol taking more effective group
action in the face of a series of unac-
ceptable acts against K.A.'s."

A Middle Hall Residence Council,
composed of representatives of both
fraternities, to create "a code of behavior
that will ensure an acceptable standard of

comfortable living for all residents of Ihe

building." as partial remuneration for

their offense, A strengthening of interna)

disciplinary procedures are also a part of

the punishment handed to the Thetas
They are on social probation until the end
of Fail semester 1974,

if the Theta Chi fraternily fails to

comply with the remedial action deter-

mined by the All Campus Judiciary

Board, they stand lo forfeit the "privilege

of common rlwelling and chapter room."
The subject of Ihe second case, accused

of thievery, opted lo have his case heard

before a council of deans Smith. McArdle.

and Kelley, Dean Maureen Kelley. Head
of Student Affairs, explained that "when a

judicial system isn't used a greal deal,

getting the joints oiled is a painful

process"-lhe person accused should be

able to chose "where he will be heard the

fairest."

The decision ot the Board was tempered
by the students previous record and the

two discussions held between Ihe students

and the deans, Kelley revealed thai "We
felt he was sincerely sorry: he was a fairly

responsible student who had proved
himself in other ways and in other

situations. " He was placed on disciplinary

probation unlil the end of Ihe fall semester
1974, He will also be required lo work with

an S.G, A,-appointed committee on a study

of campus thefts, violence, and other

disciplinary problems on campus. The
student was also allowed lo retain his

positions of leadership on campus.
However, the student's name was
removed from the list of possible proctors

for Ihe upcoming year. "We wanted him to

know Ihat we feel thai theft is an ex-

tremely serious violation of what should be

the normal standard of conduct." ex-

plained Kelley,

Another case of theft by a student will

come lo the attention of the board later in

the month. That student has yet to decide

whether he will plead his case before the

All campus judiciary board or before the

deans, —
Kelley advised Ihat the judicial board

and a definition of student conduct should

be two issues lo receive precedence on the

S.G.A. agenda. She believes that "too

much is left to assumption, here. We
should know the kind of treatment students

,

expect from each other. It's hard to judge

fairlv without Guidelines."

Kelley stated that "Ideally. Washington
should establish a Board on Standards - In

arbitrate student lo student complaint as

well as student to administration com-
plaints... .I'm in favor of one judicial

system, this place is too small for two."



Viewpoint
Resident assistants and the deans of

student affairs last night reached a

decision which, if accepted bv the Bunfinf^

administration, will radically change
and almost surely improve the nature of

student life on campus
The residence hall staff concluded that

the coeducational living opportunities

should be expanded next year The living

situation now available only in the new
dorms and the language residence, might
next year be offered also in Kent and
Caroline dorms.

According to the recommendation. Keni

House will be made co-ed room by room,
with bathroom arrangements lo be worked
out, and Caroline House co-ed by floor, Ihe

first floor male, second female, with the

third floor, a language area, mixed.
Additionally, the eight man suites in the

new dorms will be made co-ed by section

The student affairs office's decision

deserves serious consideration. Its

positive merits include an opportunity for

a more natural living situation and the

prospects that dorm vandalism will be
reduced. The Elm fully recommends
adoption of the proposal.

Kdilor ill chief Kim Slieistorfei

Managing editor Peter DeSelding
Copy editor Pal Mauser
Photographers Doug Richards,

Michael Lang

Staff: Kevin O'Keefe, David Knepler.

Teage Maiscl. Brian Fallon, Barbara

Oswald. .lessira Siegel. Amy Srhult?

The drama department of Washington
College willpresenlVou Can't Take It With
^ou. a comedy bv moss Hart and George

S. Kaufman on April 18, 19. 20. and 21sl at

8:00 pm, in Tawes Theatre.

The play concerns a family called the

Sycamores who seem mad. but it is nnt

long before we realize that if they are mad,

the rest of the world is madder In contrast

to these delightful people are the unhappy
Kirbys. The plot shows how Tony, at-

tractive young son of the Kirbys, falls in

love with Alice Sycamore and brings, his

parents to dine at the Sycamore home on

made of Ihe strange activities of the
household engaged in the manufacture of
fireworks: nor of the printing press set up
in the parlor; nor of Rheba the maid and
her friend Donald; nor of Grandpa's in-

terview with the tax collector when he tells

him he doesn't believe in the income tax.
The Cast and production staff of You

Can't Take It With Yon:
Penny - Judi Katz. Essie - Sue Dunning.

Rheba - Jeanna Gallo, Paul - John Holland,
Mr. Dc Pinna - Jim Thomas. Ed - Justin
White, Donald - Andy Kosciesza. Grandpa

'You can't take it with you,'

a maddened world,

opens tonight

the wrong evening. The shock sustained by

the Kirbys. who are invited to eat cheap

food, shows Alice that marriage with Tony
is out of the question. The Sycamores,

however, though sympathetic lo Alice, find

it hard to realize her point of view.

Meantime Tony, who knows the

Sycamores are right and his own people

wrong, will not give her up and in the end

Mr. Kirby is converted to the happy

madness of the Sycamores, particularly

since he happens in during a visit by an ex-

Grand Duchess, earning her living as a

waitress. No mention has as yet been

- Joe Cline. Alice - Mary Beth Wildemann.
Mr. Henderson - Dave Knepler, Tony -

Tom Marin, Kolenkov - T.G. Finkbinder.

Cav Wellington - Craig Butcher. Mrs.
Kirby - Nancy C. Knuth. 3 G-Men-Andy
McCown. William Barksdale. Dave
Knepler. Olga Kalrina - Wendy Woolley.

Director - T.B. Maloney. Set Design -

William Segal.

Academics

Examining

the rationale

of senior

requirements

Frantic seniors are currently in the final

throes of completing their requirements
for graduation. Each department requires
either a comprehensive examination or a
thesis, with the exception of the political

science department to evaluate the
cumulative and analytical knowledge of

their majors. A cross-section of depart-
ment Chairmen were asked to define the

rationale behind the selection of either

comps or thesises, or the rejection oi inese
two evaluation methods for their depart-
ment. They were also requested t.,

elucidate on the advantages or disad-
vantages of their choice.

Dr. Norman James, Chairman of the
English Department, noted that com-
prehensives began with the installation of

the four-course plan at Washington
College. It was born out of a desire to make
a major "more than a scattering of

courses," as well as to "give it some
wholeness." Asked if he thought comps
were a success, he admitted t,hat though
they generally are. "We can do a lot

better, in the English department.

especially in terms oi eany preparaiiui,
for the student." A recent change, which
James felt should be developed, would
involve student working with professor on
a one to one basis in a particular Period of
Literature, in preparation for comps.

The general hope is that a student will
benefit from comprehensives. coming
away with a greater understanding of his
subject matter. Where comps fall short in

the English Department is with those who
don't have much knowledge to begin with,
andthen try to cram. "The problem is with
the weaker students,"

In general, he sees comprehensives as
the best year-end alternative for senior
majors, and he rejects the idea of a
research paper for English as being too
narrow in its coverage of a single topic. He
also believes comprehensives have
"improved the quality of the English
majors" by enabling them "to see courses
in the light of each other"
Dr. James has begun giving out copies of

past years comprehensives lo those

Music

Bookstore bounty of recent jazz
One of the disadvantages for music

lovers at Washington College is the
distance they may have to travel lo hear
their favorite artists perform. The
college bookstore has made tnings a on
easier by having a fairly respectable
selection of quality jazz musicians. Some
of the best records include, THE EDDIE
HARRIS LONDON SESSIONS (AllanticJ,

KEEP YOUR SOUL TOGETHER bv
Freddie Hubbard iCTIi. LAYERS bv Les
McCann (Atlanlicl, and SPECTRUM by*
Billy Cobham lAllantict. These are ail

recent releases that I have already
reviewed. However, there are some
records that were released two or three
years ago that Ihe bookstore has gotten in

recently

Quincy Jones, whose trademark is a
slick fusion of the big band sounds and soul
has two very fine albums. YOU'VE GOT
IT BAD GIRL i AM ) and SMACKWATTER
JACK in bookstore. YOU'VE GOT IT BAD
GIRL features sedate nightime music that

just lulls the listener into a rather sublime
mellow mood SMACKWATER JACK is a
httle 01 everything, it's soft, loud'
jazz, rock, ragtime, and a helluva album.

INVITATION TO OPENESS and LIVE
AT MONTREUX are two Les McCann
albums released in 1971. Despite the fact

these albums are close in respect lo their

date of release, thev are worlds apart

musically INVITATION TO OPENESS is

mnog and ARP synthesizer music that

flows, rather than progresses, lo a certain

point only to repeal itself. There are no
melodv lines, only strungs of correlated
sounds. INVITATION TO OPENESS is

serious, uncommercial jazz that is just a

pleasure lo listen to. On Ihe other hand.
LIVE AT MONTREUX is very rhythmic,
commercial jazz and while I don't mean
10 use the word "commercial" as a pt^r-

jorative. it should be understood that LIVE
AT MONTREUX is really parly music,

I doubt many W.C. students are familiar
with Herbie Hancock. In terms you might
understand, he's like a Billy Cobham nr

Jimi Hendrix on keyboards He's nol only
last, he's innovative. Somehow' Hancock is

able lo blend the best sounds of Marum
Gaye soul. Sly Stone rhythm and blues,
ana nis own "style ni jazz into music that
progresses irom something simple and
funky to things most musicians have yet In

even experiment with. HEAD HUNTERS
may just be the best blend Hancock has
ever had. and he's even thrown in some
African roots for flavor

The one album I had the greatest ex-

pectations for is probably Ihe worst album
I've heard in a long lime. DEODATO-
AIRTO IN CONCERT should have been an
excellent recording. Deodalo has had two
enormously successful releases and
Airlo's latest recording, FINGERS; has
swept South America. Together, though,

they were nothing short of mediocre TiTe
seieciion oi lunes played was nol a very
intelligent one. The album begins with the
Steely Dan hit. "Do it Again". Frankly,
anything by Steely Dan is beneath the
dignity of Deodato and Airlo. but ap-
parently the concert's promoter didn't

think so. In all fairness, one song does
shine through; Airto's "parana" sung in

Portuguese is very lovely Brazilian jazz
and is really the record's only outstanding
piece. The second side of the album is

respectable. "Tropea " and "Branches",
but Deodato and Airto both possess talent

that exceeds merely respectable music.

seniors who want to get a feel of what they

are expected to undertake. "I believe in

not having any mystery aboul it."_he

stated.

Dr. Frank Creegan. Chairman of the

Chemistry Deparlment. was generally in

favor of comprehensives. His department
demands a two-hour oral comprehensive,
as well as a senior independent project.

Comprehensives "permit students to put

logetherdifferent fields", and Dr. Creegan
views them as being generally successful

in this respect. The advantage of an oral as
opposed to a written comprehensive is that

Ihe deparlment can "lead a student" to

find out what he knows. On the whole, he
thinks comprehensives have worked in

enabling students lo assimilate different

stands of chemistry knowledge.

Dr. Smith reported that his department
once required a 2-day. 6-h(iur com-
prehensive examination for history

majors. This demanding exercise was
abandoned because it "didn't make any
sense, for there is no way for a major to

become competent in all history fields, and
this is no way to become that kind of

specialist across the board." With oral

comprehensives Ihere is "too much
reliance on (the student'si emotional

coolness." Also, a thesis makes il easier lo

"have a clear conscience" with regard to

failing students, for there are specific

requirements, deadlines for submissions

of drafts, etc.

Dr. Smith fell that comprehensives

seemed to be more of a "hurdle for a

hurdles sake" lo trip a senior, and that

there wsas no clear and present function

they served in history

"Papers are more work for Iho
Department." Since students usually
begin preparation in their junior year, a
new policy has recently been inaugurated,
to permit juniors to make a term paper the
beginning draft of their thesis. .

Dr. Smith stressed that the overridinti

reason for utlizing Ihe thesis is thai il oi

fers the opportunity for a "venture into the
trade itself." In responding to criticisms
that thesises are disfunclional except for

those planning on graduate school Dr
Smith slated Ihat "If one has picked his
major correctly, then a value remains in

Ihe experience of such a major un-
dertaking as a thesis."

'Continued on Page 4>



Scope

Music recital

The Music Departtneni will present two
iludenl recitals next week in the Gibson
Fine Arts Center. Curtain time will be 8:30

m,
Deborah Martin, a senior piano major,

will perform Tuesday. April 23. She will

play Sonata in E Minor by Haydn; Two
Piano Works, Tchaikovsky: Rumanian
Folk Dances. Bartok: Prelude for Piano,
(ieorge Gershwin; Two Pieces. Feldman;
md Poems of the Sea. by Bloch.

The following evening. April 24, mezzo-
soprano Linda Rounsavall and soprano
l,ouanne Sargent will present a program
Ihal was re-scheduled from some weeks
ago. They will be accompanied at the

piano bv Deborali Martin and Kalhleen
KUujs.

Stock market
Inlerosled in playing the STOCK

MARKET'.' With someone else's money'

Find out how you canplay willi $4,00[l in

llie slock marliet game by attending a

meeting of the W.C. Crown InveslmenI

League Tuesday evening in Bill Smith 2C,

This meeting is open lo all students in-

icresled in joining the mvestment club

during the 1974-75 school year. The

Ticeting will include election of student

ifficers.

Delmarva day
High school juniors from the Delmarva

Ilea will be the guests of the admissions

ifficc this Saturday, April 20. The juniors

vill participate in a number of activities,

including meeting with the administration.

department chairmen, and financial aid

jiersonnel. throughout the day. A reception

n the coffeehouse from 3:;i{H;30 will bring

he day lo an informal close.

Michael "Chief" Lang abandons the seat

of the Student Government Association

President tonight. The senior chemistrv

major was elected to the presidency last

year on a plattorm promising "a better

academic atmosphere" for Washington
College.

Lang believes that the Academic Council

has "exceeded" his expectations, "I

didn t expect that il would be finished.' I

hoped only to carve out a foothold in tne

mountain." The ex-S.G.A. president
considers basis of the new curriculum to

be completed—"It's like a theory, lo be

tested constantly, to be modified. It will

need a lot of fine tuning." Explaining tliat

the academic reform will not be exercised

as it was originally intended, Lang an-

ticipates that "by-products we never
thought of or imagined will be realized."

Advice for the new oresident of the
S.G.A? Lang moves to the edge ol his

chair, clears his throat. "Start in Sep-

tember to organize an evaluation of the
laculty by the students. That evaluation
should command the respect of the student
body-faculty respect doesn't matter.
We've already seen that the faculty
doesn't respect any evaluation."
Lang continued in an embittered tone,

"College is an artificial environment. The
law of supply and demand doesn't work
here, with factors like tenure. The student
must be an intelligent consumer; but, he
must have some reliable information on
courses and professors, besides word of

mouth,"

Appraising the administration to be
"good"; the Board of Visitors and
Governors to be "very competent". Lang
noted "I think Washington College has the
potential to be better institution than it is

now... I think the weakest point at

Washinelon is the faculty,"

Lang elaborated, "All of the important
Ihings 1 learned here were not m tne
classroom. All of the books 1 read here

offered nothing comparable to what I

learned as S.G.A. president, being a
proctor, or working in the dishroom."

Personality

In a parting reflection,

Lang credits Academic

Council,excoriates

Washington's faculty

"While I understand that all learning
in college doesn't go on in the classroom,
not enough of it does at Washington
College." In explanation Lang defined
partially the role of an educator as im-
parting an appreciation of things not
previously appreciated before entering a
learing institution. "You ought to be aware
of as many things as possible to stimulate
growth. I don't know if the faculty does
that here; I don't know how many seniors
are leaving with that."

Lang admitted that the classroom
situation may be beneficial to other

students at Washington, but assessing his

personal experience at the college and his

consequent disappointment Lang
revealed "It's left me high and dry too

many times. I wasn't one hundred percent

salistied with it. But then again, I don'l

know that any other school would have
done better than Washington Colleee,"

Lang's year as president of the student

body and his four years at the college left

him not only with a bitterness toward the

faculty, but also with a disappointment in

Ihe Students themselves. "Washington

College has a state of mind. It is un-

tortunate that new students assume it so
quickly." He continued "Thye are led to

believe from the very beginning that they
are not going to learn or work very hard in
the classroom and that Ihey are not held
responsible for any of their actions."
Commenting on the Student Judiciary
Board the ex-S.G.A. president believes
'Sludents are going to have to to have the
responsibility to clean up their own act
like the faculty should. If the students do it

the faculty should be ashamed and emm-
barrassed."

Lang offered an additional word of

advice for the newly elected
S.G.A, president; "Don't overextend
yourself. I tried to do too many things."

The Michael Lang, who a year ago ad^
vocated progression in academics on the

Washington-campus, has witnessed formal
development and approval of curriculum

reform transpire. However, with his

departure, he must also witness the im-
plemenatation of the new curriculum by
those who have stoked the disappointment

within him, the faculty.

Publications

Stierstorfer assumes Elm editorship
The editorship of the Washington Kim

changed hands this week as Kim Stier-

storfer, a sophomore American Studies

major from Parkville, Maryland, assumed
the head position of the publication.

Stierstorfer. formerly managing editor

of the Him, was selected by the board of

publications at their meeting last Thurs-

day. Since her freshman year, she has

also served as features editor and
publications editor of the Klni and has

written also for the Washington College

Review,

Outlining the philosophy of her editor-
ship. Stierstorfer commented "what I'd

like lo do is to present both Ihe issues and
(he personnel behind the issues as honestly
and objectively as possible The Kliii

should maintain consistent honesty."
The Kim next year, she hopes, will

directly involve more students and will

have responsibility diffused among more
people.

"I'd like to get more reliable people with
a genuine interest in the campus and in the
newspaper involved in the publication of

the Kim," she said in measured tones. "I

want students to feel that the Kim is an
open forum for the things that interest

them. There should be more com-
munication between the editor and the
students — they should feel free lo express
their concerns, their ideas, their interests.

I am most receptive."

Stierstorfer is Ihe firsi female to edit the

Elm in over a decade and one of the few
female editors-in-chief in a line of suc-

cession dominated by males.

She reacted to that information with

initial indifference. "I think sex has little

lo do with il," she remarked. "II Is a

mailer of qualifications."

"I think that the women on campus do

not exploit every opportunity to assert

themselveSj however," she admitted. "I

don't understand why in a College where

there is pbdut an equal number of men and

women why men continually hold the

positions of leadership. I am sure that

ihere are women qualified to hold any

responsible position on this campus."

The other publication which the board of

publications is responsible for, the

yearbook Pegasus, currently is wilhout an
editor for the 1974-75 edition. No sludents

applied for the editor's post and the

current editor, junior Debbie Anderson,
has declined assuming Ihe job for a second
year. The publications board is still ac-

cepting applicants for Ihe position.

Resumes should be sent lo Kevin
O'Keefe. c-o board of publications, campus
mail

Calendar
ON CAMI'CS

Thins.. Apr. IK - I. "You Can't Take it

with You" at Tawes at K p.m.
Kii., Apr. in - 1. "Yoii Can't Take il with

You" at Tawes ut K p,m
Sat.. Apr. 2» - I. Visiting Day for

Delmarva High School .luniors.

2. Baseball vs. Dickinson at 2 p.m.
:i. Tennis vs. Stevens Tech at 2 p.m.
t. Men's crew vs. Villanova; Women's

ci'CM vs. Karnard at-2 p.m. al Town Dock.
.,."). "You Can't Take il with You" at

Tawes at K p.m.

li. KA Dance in llodson Hall from !i p.m.-

I a.m.
Sun.. Apr. 21 - I. Film "Divorce Italian

.Style" in Smith Aud. al T::il> p.m.

2. "You Can't Take it with You" ai
Tawes al K p.m.

Moil.. Apr. 22 - I. Audubon Film -

"Halianias - Top to Uottom" in Tawes al
7::ill p.m.

Tup.s.. Apr. 2;! - I. Baseball vs. Wiriener
at :i p.m.

2. Tennis vs. Widencr at .( p.m.
;i. Student Recital with Debbie Martin,

piano at Tawes at K::{li p.m.
Wed.. Apr. 2J - 1. Lacrosse vs. Delaware

at :i p.m.

WASHINGTON
1. Itingling Bros. Circus at D.C. Armory

thni April 22 call 7H:t-2:t00.

2. Piiiocchio at Smithsonian Puppet

Theatre Ihni Anril 'i r ;.ll iHi.';-i«';

;{. Circus America at Capital Centre thru

Apr. 21. Call :{50-:J!IO(t.

-I. Lionel Hampton at Kl Cetera. Apr. Ifi-

? Call Jfi«-HH22.

7t. Alaxine Sullivan at Blues Alley. Apr.

1.1-2(1. Call H;{7-IM1.

Thurs.. Apr. IH - I. Julliard String

(fiiartcl al Coolidge .\ud. at H::tll p.m. Call

•.•.'.KI-A4W.I.

2. National Symphony Orchestra a I

Concert Hall Dorati-Cond.: AN iMo/art

Program.
Fri.. Apr. Ill- 1. Julliard Siring (^uarlel

al Coolidge Aud. at H::tO p.m. Call :in:(-4-lf>:i.

2. Dietrich Fischer - Dieskau (Baritone)

All Schubert Program - at Kennedy Centre



r __ The W.C. stickmen were to play two

IjUCVOSSG games in Baltimore this week but llie

±^€M. \,l \^%yO^ e
j^jg(, ^^^^ ^^ postponed until May 7.

The second contest unfortunately was

played on Wednesday against the

University of Baltimore The match was a

near disaster The UB team looked fme.

they were hustling and playing heads up

ball They controlled the ball for long

periods of lime, took advantage of un-

settled situations and managed to break up

several of our clears. Aside from a few

fundamental errors, the UB. boys Itjoked

pretty sharp and showed off several fine

stickhandlers.

The contest turned out to be one of the

mUsl exciting of the •74 season. The first

half went about as expected. Cheek opened

up the scoring off a feed from Greg Lane.

Then on the extra-man play Lane led

Haddow who netted the first of his four

Boals for the afternoon. W.C. broke a UB
clear and Cheek grabbed another one-on-

one with the goalie. Cordrey finished the

scoring for the Shoremen in the first

quarter to make it 4-2.

The second quarter was uninteresting

until the last three minutes when Greg

Lane put in a beautiful over-the-shoulder

Shoremen
sneaks by
Baltimore,

travel south

tomorrow

shot. Then. Lane fed Tv Cook who put in a

nice off-speed shot 30 seconds after the last

goal. That goal ended the half with W.C. 6.

I'.B, :t-

W C. opened up the second half scoring

when Cheek look a nice shol which the

goalie saved. butJody basted in. The next

t;oaI was set up when John Cheek checked

the goalie's slick causing him to lose the

ball Jody scooped up (he ground ball.

looked to Regan who passed to Lane, who

fed the forever hustling John Cheek, whoo

pul it past two defensenien tending the

otherwise untended goal. Cordrey took a

nice left-handed shot (o score the next goal

unassisted. Then. Ty Cook grabbed an

unassisted goal to finish the third quarter

scoring for the Kelieymen. This quarter

however, went to U.B, for outscoring us 6-

4. That left the score 10-9 in favor of

Washington College.

The tension and excitement in the fourth

quarter was almost unbearable. The lead

changed hands twice and it looked as if it

was anybody's game. Any fan of the

Shoremen though, knows that the team

only really comes alive when the chips

are down. Responding lo the situation. Mr.

Consistent. Greg L^ne assisted two goals

within ten seconds, the first one to Ty who

made some nice fakes with the stick and

the second to Jody who netted his third

goal. Then, freshman Ricky Ricketts.

playing alert ball, grabbed an unassisted

goal lo tie the score 13-13. With under three

minutes left to play, Greg Lane took a shot

which the goalie saved, out din'l control.

During the ensuing skirmish on the crease.

Jodv Haddow managed lo swat the ball in

the goal for his fourth goal of the outing.

W.C, controlled the ball until the end to win

the game 14-13,

Jody and Greg were easily the out-

standing performers of the afternoon.

Jody is presently leading the midies in

goal scoring and Greg is leading the team

in assists and total points. Greg, who is the

liest. consistent member of the W.C. team,

had an afternoon total of 1 goal and 6

assists.

The Kelieymen made a few errors on the

fundamentals (passing and catching), but

demonstrated the poise and drive that

makes them one of the best teams in the

country. U.B, was a solid and psyched-up

team, but they lacked the polish to make it

count m the nip and tuck situation.

This Saturday W.C. meets Duke at-

durham and North Carolina at Chapel Hill

on Monday.

Tennis Track

Racquet squad blanks Gallaudet, 9-0 Runners

fall again
With the Capitol building as a backdrop,

the WC tennis team continued its unbeaten

season by overwhelming Gallaudet 9-0 last

Thursday in Washigton, DC The

Shoremen took the match without losing a

set. Again, with the match wrapped up

before the doubles play. Coach Tom

Finnegan was able lo involve the entire

squad in the match.

Pal Yahner started things rolling at

number one by taking an easy fi-1. 6-2

victory. Yahner's power game was simply

too much for his Gallaudet opponent

Number 2 Don Green again showed his

smooth stroking ability, playing nearly

perfect tennis on his way to a 6-0, 6-1

victory. Third ranked Paul Noto's con-

sistency and well thought-out placement

strategy earned him a 6-0. 6-1 victory. In

the fourth Dosition. Pete DeSeldine's

aggressive net game and strong overheads

left his man watching the balls go by as

he won by a fi-l. 6-0 score. At number 5.

Sieve Schmidt hit his powerful serve and

volley game beautifully, winning 6-1, 6-2.

Number 6 Keith Twitchell, playing with an

mjured shoulder, hit a variety of easy spin

shots, coasting to a 6-0, 6-1 victory.

The Washington netmen won the doubles

as easily as the singles. The first doubles

team of Green and Nolo played excellent

precision tennis, leaving their opponents

helpless as they won by a 6-0, 6-1 score.

Yahner and freshman Tim Keefe teamed
up to win the second doubles handily, 6-1, 6-

2. In what turned out to be the closest

match of the day for the Shoremen. Bill

Johnson and Bill Janney won the third

doubles by a score of 6-3, G-l. finally put-

ting an end to Gallaudefs misery.

Thenext home match is Saturday at 2:00

against Stevens.

Academics,cont'd

Dr. Tom An, Chairman of both the

Political Science and International Studies

Departments explained the distinction

between the graduation requirements for

the respective majors.

Because International Studies is an

interdisciplinary major, the com-
prehensive examination becomes loo

complex. Professors atlempled to create

an examination for international studies

majors several years ago-the result was
seven single spaced pages. International

studies majors must write independent

research papers on the theories of in-

ternational relations

Political science majors are no!

required to take comprehensives or write

a thesis. When students objected to

restudying courses they had already

passed, the department tried a thesis

requirement. Dr, An stated that some "'not

so good students handed in papers that

could have been published in any PhD.

political science journal." An revealed

that he was too busv to suspect his students

of plagiarism the department then

organized the methodology course as an

alternative to comprehensives and
Ihesises. The course must be taken as a

fifth course in the major's second

semester of his senior year.and includes

iwo examinations and a term paper. Dr.

An defined the methodology course as

"essential lo any major In Political

Science who intends to pursue the

discipline beyond the undergraduate level

For those who have no such intention,

Methodology serves as a valuable lool by

which a systematic understanding of the

foundation of the discipline may be gained.

Furthermore. Methodology is. in

essence, indispensable as a guide to the

understanding of the discipline as a

science Through Methodology, the

political science student learns Ihe nature

and scope of ihe discipline, the main

elements of the logic of poltliL-al inquiry.

and the main approaches to the study ol

politics. Such a study then is incremental

in understanding not only politics but the

scientific and behavioristic aspects ol

politics."

When asked if he though/ students

deliberately chose political science as a

major because of the lack of com-
prehensives and thesis, An replied "1 know
that many people think Political Science is

a gut majoi-. II is not. Anybody that thinks

so can no lo a menial hospital,'"

Fof Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Fornev-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown - Around the corner from the park

The Attic
The most anything store

thafs downtowa

Despite losing to both Dickinson and

Hopkins in a meet Saturday it was one of

Ihe most rewarding outings for Coach

Chatellier.

Chatty unleashed hii two Mid-Atlantic

champions lo crank out their best efforts

za they might qualify for the NCAA college

championships Tom Clement and Danny
Scharf both missed by fractions of a

second but set new Washington College

records for their events. Tom ran a 1,561

half mile. Tom set the old school record

last year at 1.57.1. He needs 1.54.0 lo go to

the nationals. Danny ran a 49,4 quarter-

mile to break his own school record He

needs 49 n lo go to the nationals He also

won Ihe 220 in 22.4,

Jackie "Jabbar" Johnson ran a 50.

«

quarter-mile, his personal best, for third

place in the meet This time ranks Jackie-

high in Ihe MA C. standing for this year

Mike Dickinson beat a class field in the

440-intermediate hurdles. He also ran a

personal best of 59. 1 , In the pole vault Ben

Fitzgerald took a third with a vault of 10

feet fi inches,

Rob Warner ran third and fourth

respectively in the 220 and 100 willi twn

M A.C, Champions in each race His limes

were 10.3 for the 100 and 24 for the 220

Against Galludet Tuesday only six

trackmen were able to make the trip. Bob

<;reenberg was no less than sparkling in

the hurdles, which he won convincingly,

iiub had to reach back for a great throw in

the javelin in which he was trailing up lo

his last throw. He found it and look first

place when his final throw rocketed 135

feet. Bob's finest day was completed when

he finished second in the 440 hurdles

Danny Scharf handled three events with

ease as he won the 100 in 9.7. 880 in 2.06 and

220 in 23.3.

Crew

The Grains* Fuoub.

"Whole ^^''" ^^

Food
Store

GuiTJSR.
l-eS50K5

359 High Street, Chestertown

College Heights

Sub Shop
Open: Weeksdays - 10 ajn. - 10 pjn.

FrL-Stt- lOajn.-ll pjn.

Sun. 12pjn.-9pjn.

Now swving pfiiM «mI tub
7days»wMk.

Kighteen rain soaked but jubilant W.C.

Women's Crew members returned from

Philadelphia Saturday with a victory

under their belts The two boals from W.C.

pulled out in front of Ihe Bachelors Rowing
Club at the start of the races on the

Schukyll River and stayed 'there ' win Iheir

races with impressive leads.

Crew for the women at W.C. is a

relalivelv new sport - only in existence for

two years. Yel. the spirit and dedication

0! tne girls is so high and it certainly paid

off Saturday. The girls are working

towards varsity status now and hope to

obtain many new benefits, such as funding

from the athletic department, as a result

of this status.



Two Legislative decisions affect campus
When (he pounding of the legislative

gavel signaled the conclusion of
Maryland's annual legislative session
midnight April 8, private colleges across
the state were left financially more secure
and more state youth were allowed the

freedom to imbibe alcohol.

Those two decisions were among a
number of issues of concern to the
Washington community which the state
legislators considered in their January to

April session.

Maryland's sixteen private colleges will

benefit from legislation increasing the

formula for state aid. Presently tne siaic
contributes to each college an allotment
based on the number of degrees it awards.
The new formula distributes funds on the
basis of college enrollment, with the actual
amount of aid related to the state's ex-
penditure on public education.
Washington will receive $138 for each

enrolled student this coming fiscal year
with an increase to $243 per student
coming in fiscal year 1975-76. The
Baltimore Sun had earlier reported that

Washmgton College would receive $89,930
next year and $119,370 in fiscal year 1975.

Those figures are unconfirmed, howevei

.

and President Joseph McLain disputed the
accuracy of the Sun's figures at the time.
Dr. McLain was active in ttie lobDymg

effort launched by state educators to gain
approval of the new program. The
president employed Washington's contacts
among legislators, as did many of the

other private college presidents in the

state.

For 18 to 21 year olds, the age grouping
which last year gained legal status as
adults by the legislature's decision, con-

sumption of beer and wine will become

The Washington Elm
Vol. it No. 24 Washington College, Chestertown, Maryland 21620

legal when the bill lowering the orinMnB
age becomes effective this suinmer The
stale lawmakers had been reluctant in
past sessions to grant youths full status as
adults, at least when it came to drinking
Year after year, the legislators had
defeated efforts to lower the comsumpUon
age. The drinking age for hard liquor
remains at 21, however.
One issue wnich state students took a

great interest in was scuttled early in the
session by legislators. Senator Mitchell of
Baltimore sponsored legislation to
decriminalize possession of marijuana in
small amounts. The bill succumbed in its
hearing before the Judicial Proceedings
Committee, despite a massive attendance
by youth from across the state

finally, another bill which failed to
obtain approval was reform of the state's
scholarship program. Slate senators
currently control a large amount of the
$2.5 million distributed by Maryland's
government to college students. The
system of politicians awarding scholarship
aid has suffered heavy criticism and its
abuses have reeularlv been demonstrated
I he senators executed the final decision on
a plan to retorm tne program, however
and killed it for another legislation session!

Drink and
discussion

mark Parent
Weekend

Parents Weekend this year offers a
variety of activities, and includes a
generally balanced mix of opportunities
(or information, intoxication, and m-
formality. The emphasis is on the casual,
and wtlh any help from the weather
visitors should be guaranteed a more than
pleasant time.

Weekend Co-Chairman Barbie Parris
reports (hat approximately eighty-five
family replies have been received and
!hat all told the College will play host to
oerhaos 200 guests (his weekend.
A list of what will be going on:

FRIDAY - aPM- "Sometimes a Gieai
Notion." a movie starring Paul Newman
and ffenry Fonda, will be shown in Bill
Smith Auditorium, This will be followed
by a reception in Hynson Lounge with
sandwiches and punch ( voltage unknown

)

SATURDAY • 9AM- Registration in
Hynson Lounge.

10 AM- Question and answer discussion
of "The New Curriculum Directions at

Washington College," with a panel
members including President McLain,
Dean Smith, Dr. Conkling. Admissions
Director Bud Andrew, and students
Michael Lang and Kevin O'Keeie.
Sophomore John Moag will serve as
moderator.

11:30 AM- Lunch in the cafeteria,
1

: 00 PM- Campus tours, and lacrosse vs.
Bucknell at 1:30.

4:30 PM- Cocktail Party in Hynson
Lounge for students and their parents,
with members of the faculty.

6:30- Buffet banquet in the cafeteria,

orecedine the awards ceremony. At this

time Dr. McLain and Registrar Ermon
Foster will announce inductions into The
National Women's Honor Society, The
Men's National Honor Society, and Who's
Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities. Winners of the Creative Arts
Festival will also be announced, and
several course-study honors will be
awarded Welcoming addressed will

include remarks by Co-Chairmen Parris
and Booky Kornberg. who at this writing
was working on a draft of a speech en-
titled, "Pabst and the Single Girl."

8:30- College Choral concert in Tawes
Theater.

10:00 PM- Open party in the Cof-

feehouse, with muic provided bv Bill

Haynes, a folk guitarist. Mixed drinks- 50

cents. Beer-25 cents

Theta Chi fraternity party. admission-
Si. 00 (stretcher not included). f

Kirpalani, S.G.A. victor,

defines goals of his administration
Maynard Kirpalani. newly elected

president of the Student Government
Association, sits in the S.G.A. office, his

chair tilted against his desk, and discusses
the election which barely eeked him into

office. "Yes, I'm bothered by the election.

The Senate has already decided that the

ballots were not made up properly. No
room was left for write-ins, and no space
was left for 'no vote.'

"

Kirpalani, who won the election by a

"slight thirty-one votes (Kirpalani-250.

Falk-219) suggested that "tighter
supervision of the polling places" be en-

forced. The election could have been
contested-there were five more votes than
names accounted for on the list of enrolled

students.

"Thefaculty should

be fully committed

to this college.

"

Maynard Kirpalani, new SGA president.

"We're working on election reform. We
are attempting to renovate the by-laws to
plug up the loopholes" in the election
procedures as. prescribed by the S G A
constitution, explained Kirpalani.
Shifting in his seat, Kirpalani fingers his

mustache and admits that he is pleased
with the size and organization of the
revised Senate. He is a proponent of the
committee structure. "The organizations
and student activities committees- that's
where everything's going on. I would
advise the Senators to participate, and
they will be, uninvolved if they don't."

Kirpalani intends to start a faculty

evaluation in the fall. "1 agree with Lang's

criticisms to a certain extent. There are

some faculty members who are not pulling

their own weight. If students are paying

tuition and their salaries, the faculty

should be fully committed to this college."

In continued explanation of the
justification for a faculty evaluation,
Kirpalani noted that evaluations are "the
only kind of public leverage that students
have against the faculty."

Kirpalani also plans to re-ignite the
movement to place a student oh the Board

Visitors and Governors. "I'd like to
present a detailed and formidable study of
its effectiveness at other colleges and the
advantages it could have here at
Washington to the Board."

Quizzed about his reaction to the new
academic reforms. Kirpalani revealed
that he was pleased with the new
cirriculum. "1 would like to see comps
removed though." He also expressed
satisfaction with the new advising system

:

"It will be alot better for underclassmen."

''We needpeople

to voice

their interest.''

Kirpalani had only one criticism to levy
at the S.G.A. under the Lang ad-
ministration. He believes that enthusiasm
and participation diminished in the second
semester-"People got tired of it. Once the

basic issues, such as raising the student
activities fee, were worked out. there were
a lack of issues for Senate concern."'

Asked if perhaps this was caused by
student apathy, the political science major
replied "In my three year students have
exhibited a lot of apathy-but then again
they can rise to a bad situation, like the^"
Merdinger affair... A lot of the time apathy
IS just tne normal state aiiairs, unless an

*'Maybeapathy is

the wrong wordy

maybe it'sjust

contentedness,
"

extreme situation presents himsell.

Maybe "apathy" is the wrong word,

maybe it is just contentedness."

Kirpalani stressed that the term
"apathy" is more applicable to th student

body in the case of national politics. "I

haven't noticed any organized groups
voicing their protests. This place is kind of

isolated from the world."

Commenting on the fact that he is the

first fraternity member to be elected to the

S.G.A. presidency in several years, Kir-

palani a Lambda Chi, admitted that "It did

enter my mind that I might lose because I

am a member of a Fraternity... Anti-

fraternity sentiment on this campus comes
and goes. But then, it's the community who
isolates the fraternity."

Kirpalani suffixed his interview with an

appeal to persons interested in working

with the S.G.A. "There are alot of com-
mittee positions that need filling. We need

people to voice their interest."



Despite uneasy year,

Dean maintains faith
This past year has not been an easy one

for the Dean of Men, and his office has

borne the brunt of criticisms from many
different quarters. Some have claimed
that the position of Dean at Washington
College is itself vague and unstructured,

that inherent in the job is an inability to

sort out what lies within its jurisdiction

and what doesn't. Others argue that the

personality of the present occupant lies at

the root of any lack of authority or control

,

Dean Barry McArdle makes generally
no complaint about the present division of
jurisdictional authority on campus, and
believes that the domain of the Student
Altairs umce encompasses "'anything
outside the classroom". He would admit,
however, that the Dean of Men is left
pretty much to his own devices in
establishing the scope of his personal
duties.

McArdle sees several factors as con-
tributing to the discipline problem at WC.
Poremost among them is the trend away
from the role of surrogate parent once
played by school authorities. Though in
favor of the drift toward increased student
control over their social ives, he believes it

to have gone astray of its original intent.
"I think we swung overboard", tie said,

in failinE tn renlace the former guidelines
with new, student-controlled one. The
back-lash is now beginning to be felt, "I
never thought I'd see the day when college
people would say, 'We don't have enough
rules,' out they are, and they're right."
McArdle doesn't disagree with the entire

concept of student self-governance, but
only with its present applications. He
believes there to be an "unguided power"
within the students to run their own
disciplinary format, but that it lacks
cohesiveness. "We don't lack authority,
we lack structure. We have to go in a
direction of structured systems."
Much the blame for the lack of ef-

fective control in stopping acts of van-
dalism, and violations of the rights of
others in the College community, he said,
lies with those in positions of leadership on
campus, including himself. "The
leadership, in our own office and among
student leaders." has been guilty of
negligence in taking active stands to point
the students away from supporting or
ignoring these instances.

On the whole. McArde manifests a
striking faith in the potential of the student
ooay. atiQ imnks that if only the proper
avenues for community self-control were
made clear to them, then many of om-

present prooiems wouio aisappear or
certainly decrease. "I don't believe" the
kids here are apathetic", but he thinks
they're at a loss for where to turn to dea
with antisocial occurrences.
While conceding that some of the

mistakes in the disciplinary area were his
own, he sees several ways to alleviate
them in the future.

McArdle: "I think we swung over-
tfoard."

To begm with, as of next September
there will be in operation a new student
Code of Conduct, one that fills some of the
considerable gaps in the present Code
How rigid will it be? "It will leave room for
the individual" to present extenuating cir
cumstances, if any exist, ana win oe
flexible enough to adapt to particular
cases.

McArdle would also change the proctor
system, so as to provide for a more active
role for them to play. Although fairly
satisfied with this year's group and in-
sisUng that "there are no proctors who do
nothing, he sees a need to "more clearly
help" them in performing their duties
Asked how he would feel about the

establishment of a building manager
system for our dormitories which would
include a security deposit from each room
occupant, he said he was very much op-
posed to such an idea. He would rather see
the College remain responsible for the
maintenance of its dorms. "Our buildings
f.'io^ldn't, become mere financial
liabilities in the charge of a supenn-
tendent. "We are personable enough, and
small enough not to need" that sort of
system.

Comprehensives

underfire,- Comps
more ofan obstacle

than learning
experience

As the senior class' days dwindle and
deadlines approach for senior theses,
comprehensives and research projects,
the Academic Council is now considering
the future role of the graduation
requirements.

After postponing the perennially con-
troversial issue earlier in the year for
consideration of more pressing academic
concerns, the Council directed its attention
[o tne requirements at their Tuesday
meetmg. '

Junior Chaddie Campbell, who
researched the approaches used by other
colleees initiated the group's discussion
with a proposal to create an optional in-
dependent study project for credit.
Campbell reached her decision after
surveying the senior requirements
demanded by twenty-one other coJleees.

Campbell. SGA secretary, found thatonly three of the colleges retail
requirements similar to Washington's
Washington's departments currently

credited: a thesis, comprehensive

m.lllITV'*'"^
original research or a

similar programs were Swarthmore
Smith and Trinity (ConnJ.

Other schools and their programs were:
Lehigh and Skidmore where only a few
departments maintain requirements-
Washington and Lee, William and Mary
and Lake Forrest where senior projects
are a non-credit option for students
wishing to graduate with honors; Tufts
which retains no requirement; Goucher,
Haverford and Oberlin where qualified
students are allowed independent study for
credit: and Dickinson,, Bryn Mawr
Princeton. Bennington and Denison where
credited independent study is required for
graduation honors.

Campbell selected the twenty-one
colleges because "they were relatively
small, private schools with a fairly well
known name."

She complained at the council meeting
that in the present set-up "a lot of seniors
find they don't have the tine to put all

they'd like to in their senior
requirements" and that "students are

taking if less and less seriously, plowing
through their senior obligations and
getting very little out of it."

The SGA secretary also questioned the

motive for having senior comprehensives
It s almost admitting aeieai mat a

student has to take comps in order to

complete his education." she said. "Why
isn't his education completed in the course
work of four years." she asked.

Dr. Peter Tapke, philosophy department
chairman, responded that com-
prehensives. in his view, were an in-
tegrative effort assuring that a student did
not simply regurgitate his class work for
four years, that he synthesized his course
instruction.

Michael Lang, former SGA president
added his view that students conceived of
comprehensive not as a learning ex-
perience, but as "an obstacle."
The discussion em.^nating from the

Council's Tuesday meeting was largely
amorphous and undirected and Camp-
bell's proposal was not voted on. The
committee members will convene again
next week to further consider the
requirements.
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Free University- tapping student knowledge

John Moag, proponent of free university.

With the inception and implementation
of the Free University on the Washington
Campus a formerly untapped resource of
knowledge, the students themselves, wjll
be given an opportunity for exposure
The Free University, as defined by John

Moag, one of its prime supporters on
campus, is "student inspired, student
approved, student taught, and student
learned."

A course on automobile mechanics
taught by Al Grech this semester was
proven a success. Courses for the up-coming fall semester are alreadv
evolving. "People are volunteering to^ach courses right and left, "comment^

,
Moag. PUns are on the blackboard fo™

^
courses in Volkswagen repair, gourmetand practical cookmg. and "now^ to ?eihigh without drugs." ^

The sponsors behind the Free University
also hope to expand the curriculum to

encompass several forms of photography,
political science seminar with several
guest speakers, a course on bartending
and a separate course on the appreciation
of fine wines.

A recent survey on the Free University
exposed not only a real interest and en-
thusiasm for the program, but also a doubt
concerning its success on this particular
campus. "Sure." explained Moag, "There
will be courses that will fail, but if all the
people who expressed interest in the free
classes participate, the program should be
an overwhelming success "

sometime in the late spring or early (

with a budget request for $600. "We tf

to allot $150 for a permanent director n

will be chosen by the S.G.A. president

insure its continuance. Then we will al

sums for each course. The remainder
the money wilt be used to develop a Pt

University booklet to include cow
listings and teachers."

Classes will be held inside the do

mitories. No rules will be imposed up*

the individual classes. And, Moag a

ticipates no fees "except when extreme
necessary."

Moag believes the Free University will

give students something valuable to do
with their time; it will offer students an
alternative to their normal college
education ; it is an opportunity to enjoy the

knowledge and experience of a peer.

The Free University plans to approach
the Student Government Association

A confident Moag explains: "ThepeopI
teaching really know their stuff.. .We ar

trying to include something of interest fo

everyone. It goes on at alot of colleges an

universities-there is no reason it can
work at Washington College."



Editorial

Tenure: an obsoleteumbrella
The faculty at Curry College in

Massachusetts has recently voted to do
away with tenure there,, and in so doing
has divested itself of one of the major
shackles of scholastic excellence in higher
education today.

According to The Chronicle of Higher
Education. Curry has decided lo substitute
•three-year rolling contracts" for the
anachronistic tenure system, which has
become more of an unjustifiable easychair
than a safeguard of academic freedom.
Under the new policy, faculty members

will be reappointed annually for their first

seven years at the college. After their sixth
year they will be evaluated by a special
committee, which will recommend
whether to begin contracts on a three-year
basis. If the evaluation is favorable, they
are henceforth re-evaluated at the end of
each year, and given successive three-
year contracts. If given an unfavorable
rating, they have the second year of their
contract in which to improve. If im-
provement occurs, another contract, will

be offered; if not, then they are put on a
year's notice.

For various reasons not identical to

those motivating the Curry people,
Washington College should adopt such a
contract policy.

The tenure system has survived osten-

sibly as the only way to keep check on
potentially tyrannical school ad-
ministrations who would otherwise be
tempted to weed out faculty members not
in line with their own political or
educational philosophies. Clearly no one
can argue that this was not once a valid

concern, and to a lesser extent it remains
so even today.

However, in erecting a wall of protection
against such excesses, tenure has
provided a haven for professional sloth. As
noted in Faculty Tenure, a report by The
Commission on Academic Tenure in

Higher Education (Jossey-Bass. 1973),

"Tenure was not devised in the spirit of

trade union systems to guarantee iob

security. But if has com" 'i serve this

function, at a cost. It sometimes has been a
shield for indifference and neglect..."

This is not too infer that the WC faculty
is replete with entrenched mediocrity, or
that we have more than our share of

deadwood. No such judgements are in-

tended here. Rather, it is to note that the
above abuses are to some degree
inevitable, given the educational climate
at this College, and that a system of rolling

contracts would be just the sort of

preventive remedy needed. As long as a
teacher is virtually assured lifetime

employment after four or five probationary
years, the likelihood of a drift toward
complacency and stagnation will remain.
Add to that our present faculty's apparent
unwillingness to take seriously attempts at

forma! student evaluations, and it is all too

easy for a man lo stew in his past laurels,
which may aftrer a time be only faintly

remininscent in his classes.
The introduction of a contract plan here

would have lo include at least two aspects.
First, the College would need to adopt a

written recognition that due process wiH
be granted all its personnel. This would of
course include the right to peal an;
recommendation not to renew his con
tract, and would supplant one of the
central arguments for the maintenance of
tenure. Secondly, student evaluations
must play an integral part in the system.
The Commission on Tenure recommended
that "institutional procedures for the
assessment of teaching effectiveness
include an explicit and formal role for
students", and more importantly, thai
"each institution must develop means It

ensure that student oinion of teaching
effectiveness is in fact consistently given
serious weight in decisions about reap-
pointment,"

In (he light of these and other safely

provisions which could be given vitality
under a contract procedure^ the tenure
system will be seen for what it is, and has
been ever since the lean and hungry
academic world became fat and self-

satisfied- that is, an idea whose time has
passed.

You can't take it with you- spoofwith a point
by Keed llessler

YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU is an
audience-pleasing comedy written forty
years ago by George Kaufman and Moss
Hart. Probably designed to make the
Great Depression less depressing, its

gaiety still affect our generatiion. WITH
YOU boasts a production record, par-
ticularly for high school and community
theatre groups, matched by few twentieth
century American dramas. I imagine
KING LEAR has been favored with less
American .performance during the past
four decades, which perhaps is loriunaie.
1,.EAR has more to lose from insenstitive
amateurs than WITH YOU. Many viewers
would prefer a poor production of this
Kaufman and Hart comedy to an excellent
performance of Shakespeare's
monumental drama.

Such a preference may dismay lovers of
great literature, for no critic can maintain
that WITH YOU. comparable in quality to

Neii Simon's comedies. achieves
dramatic greatness. On paper, some
characterizations appear stereo-typed,
like the young lovers, or even dull, like Ed
Carmichael, The humor is clever but
rarely brilliant, and the rapid succession
of gags provides more amusement than
the individual lines. Trying to justify a
blend of wacky comedy and sen-
timentality, the "live for today" theme
almost becomes extraneous to the action.
To dismiss WITH YOU through these

considerations, however, would be short-

sighted and snobbish. The play appears
less flawed than limited, and careful

artistry turns these limitations into vir-

tues. From the beginning, WITH YOU
refuses to take itself too seriously . Like the

M A S H, it allows benign craziness to

become a moral viewpoint which the-

matically strengthens wacky comedy. The
freeloading friends and relatives in Martin

Vanderhof's happily eccentric household

acquire a group identity that decreases the

importance of individual character
profundity. Gradually uncovering details

about the characters through the play,

Kaufman and Harr grant them
potentials for warmth and humor which
remarkably spring from the same source.
As Alice %camc»re notes, their bizarre

behavior contains a "nobility," annd this

statement transcends pretentious sen-

timentalizing.

Although Mr. DePinna and Paul
Sycamore evoke laughter by their at-
tempts to manufacture fireworks, we
recognize their actions as an effort to
survive in a society where survival is

almost an exclusive privil^e. Every
character's weird behavior is a kind of
survival, often more emotir'-il than
financial. Essie's clumsy ballet dancing,
Penny's potboiler dramas, and Mr.
Kolenkhov's romanticized memory of
Czarist Russia are personal treasures
which enrich their existence. The viewer
laughs at their ignorance yet accepts the
dignity it brings them, since they un-
deniably believe in themselves.

Timothy Maloney took fullest advantage
of WITH YOU's potential in his thoroughly
entertaining production last weekend.
Revealing sharp directorial un-
derstanding, Maloney respected the script

'

without stifling his imagination, ef-
fectively balancing a realistic and human
perspective with an absurd approach to
the comedy. Some characters, like Essie,
T^aiil. and ^d, resembled clowns more
than people, but they never lost our
sympathy. When Paul confessed doubts
about his worth as father and husband, we
greed with his wife's assertion that he was
fine. The tiny parts, like Gay Wellington
and Mr. Henderson, were laughable comic
vignettes, while the young lovers, Alice
and Tony, seemed "sane" yet not stuffy.
Most characters, however, received
humanly absurd interpretations. Martin
Vanderhof, Mr. Kolenkhov. and the Kirby
mates, for example, had odd but
believable personalities. Far from
straining our credibility, these juxtaposed
characterizations drew from each other to
create an exhilirating momentum.
Admirably, the vital sense of human
nobility fused with wackiness was
amintained. The members of the
Vanderhof household conveyed their
family unity with subtle brilliance, as their
lineup to greet Alice's boyfriend indicated.
Director and cast both deserve our ap-
plause fror this superb ensemble playing.

Amazing to note, out of eighteen cast
members, not one performance
dissatisfied me. Singling out the best
people is the difficult in the face of such

Those "wickedly good" musicians
by Brian Fallon

"Sugar Cane Harris - the greatest thing

that happened to the violin since

Stradivari." If you've ever heard Frank
Zappa or John Mayall you'd probably
agree with the statement made in the liner

notes of Harris' album, FIDDLER ON
THE ROCK. Harris has played violin for

Zappa and Mayall, among others, and is

now out on his own. What is so auoealing
about Harris is that he has no one set mood
or style. The opening song, "Eleanor
Rigby" fluctuates from the mourning,
pleading voice of Sugar Cane to a latter

day Hendrix on violin. Yet, this is the only

number where Harris deviates from a

melodic approach. Harris could be
categorized in a very general way as a

blues musician, but he doesn't fall into the

repetitive trap most blues artists do. Also

many of the songs on FIDDLER ON THfc.

ROCKS go beyond lust blues into some

very substantial rock and jazz. All the

numbers played are excellent and in-

corporate many kinds of music, "So

Alone" is a blues song and Harris' voice

becomes another instrument. "No
Inspiration" has many of the qualities of

rock - with a driving bass and repeated

melody lines. All the other songs are a

montage. As far as I know there is only one

copy of FIDDLER ON THE ROCK left in

the bookstore, so if you're smart...

A while back Miles Davis recorded an

album that regular folks could understand.

Some of the tunes were almost hummable.
Now that album, BITCHES BREW is on

sale in the bookstore for half of what 1

bought it for three years ago. Considering

the personnel, John McLaughlin on guitar,

Chuck Corea dn Joe Zawinol on electric

piano. Wayne Shorter on sax, and Jack

DeJohnette on drums. BITCHES BREW is

amazingly mild. It is actually possible to

listen to it before going to sleep, Ttiis

recording won Davis a Grammy, and
definitely a good place for someone who
wants to get into Miles Davis to start.

On Jan. 12. 1973, I saw a concert at

Carnegie Hall that inipres.spri me as no

other has. On that night flute player Her-

bert Laws joined the classical world with

the jazz world. The result was some of the
finest music to come out of either sphere

in a long time, Luckilv for those who didn't

see Laws in person, the concert was
recorded and a part is on Laws' latest

release. LIVE AT CARNEGIE HALL (I

wonder how they arrived at such an odd
title?) The only thing wrong with the

album is that it doesn't have the whole

concert. However, even a sliver of that

night's performance should impress
anyone with two semi -functional ears. This

album is just wickedly good.

fine acting- Obviously excellent as the

compassionate and wise Martin Van-
derhof, Joel Elins provided a solid nucleus

for the other characters, Justin White
transformed dull Ed Carmichael into one

of the play's funniest characters. CraiR
Butcher and Nancy Knuth superblr
captured the internal contradictions of the
Kirbies' personalities. In the interesting
roles of Mr. Kolenkhov and Olga Katrina
T G. Finkbinder and Wynne Woolley
sustained an energetic level of pride
gaiety, and warmth, Mr, Finkbinder'S
explosion of self-disgust after the assaull
on Mr. Kirby was among my favorite
moments in the play. Although her acting
sytle had not changed from THE
COMEDY OF ERRORS, Sue Dunning
made Essie an appropriately daffy male
for Mr. White. Matronliness played off an
erotic imagination in Judi Katz's con-
vincing Penny. John Holland played Paul
as a lovable, overgrown child, while Jim
Thomas's Mr. DePinna effectively united
dignity and timidity. Fading necessarily
into the background, Marybeth
Wildemann and Tom Marin were a
wholesome twosome as the "sane" lovers.
I found them surprisingly appealing,
Jeanna Gallo and Andy Kosciesza formed
another attractive couple. Portraying tte

servants. Rheba and Donald, they proved
delightfully sleazy.

YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU of-

fered an evening of marvelous,
uproarious, inventive fun. Those lucky
enough to get seats, myself included,
wished we could all take it with us.

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern

Don Kelly

CheVT<riet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Cfaestertown. Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes



V Dave Knepler

By 1980. 35 per cent of those students who
achieved a baccalaureate degree or higher

will find themselves unable to "find jobs

that correlate with their degree (EM-
PHASIS. April 1974)." 50 per cent of all

high school students are entering college,

and only IS per cent of future available

jobs will require college.

How are this year's seniors facing next

vear's job market? Nine members of the

class of 1974 - five females and four males -

were chosen in random sequence. There
are 75 female and 57 male seniors.

Sandra Wohlshlegel, An American
Studies major, is awiating her B.A. and
English teaching certification, "That's

Ihe reason I came to college here," she

explained. Although she's "only applied to

about 11 schools," Wohlshlegel is hopeful
of getting a teaching job in either Kent or

Queen Anne's County, or in her home area
of Princeton. New Jersey. If no positions

are available, she will try working as a

rJental assistant or in a hasoital.

Seniors, you can

take it with you-

but where?

Another person thinking of applying for

a job in his field of major is Mike Harper.
Harper, working towards his B.A. in

Economics, is "right now looking for a job

in underwriting or marketing research."

He feels his prospects for getting such a

job are "very promising." considering

"you have to know people" in the business,

and he does. Still, Harper feels that "the

only job ... you could get without a degree

.s in Sales."

Two students see graduate work as

future reahties. Tina Hayes, a Philosophy

major, plans to enter a seminary. She is

doing this, she says, "for the background

material I want for the field I want to go

into, " which is either writing or teaching-

"With a B. A- in Philosophy or anything,
"

she believes, "you can't really go into the
field you want. The B.A. doesn't really do

a lot."

Sandy Richter is planning on working for

a year before re-entering school in her

pursuil of a PH. D. in Medical
Microbiology. Currently aiming towards a

B.A, in Biology. Richter contends that

"after grad school it wont be that hard" to

gel a desired job. The B.S., she stated, "is

not an end in itself."

The remaining five interviewed seniors

visualized no immediate attempts to enter
the area in which they were awarded
B.A.'s. Neither Jan Rosenthal nor Kob
Warner both Psychology majors, can ,

fonreive of how thee fact that their B.A.s

will be achieved in Psychology will help

them get jobs.

The fact thai a diploma will be issued to

him was comforting in some ways to

Warner. "If I didn't have a diploma." said

Warner."! don't think there would really

be a chance" of obtaining a moderately

salaried job. As it stands, he is hopeful ot

getting a summer camp job and then

taking a year off'to travel.' After that he
will decide if he is genuinely interested in
going back to college- to become a
mechanical drawing teacher.

Ro.senthal is going to "bum around" for

awhile after graduation. He spoke flat-

teringly of his college years, although he
was not sure how a degree will help in life.

He stated, "I don't know what the im-
mediate effects of gaining a college

diploma will be, but all in all my four vears
Washington College have been both

rewarding and amusing."

Jebbie Coile, graduating With a B.A, in

Sociology, declared that she is aiming for

"any job I can get," Discouraged from
continuing on in education, Coile noted

that "there's not really that much you can

do with a sociology degree." She will

remain in the Chestertown area after
commencement exercises in her search
for a job.

Although "graduation is the big thing -

1

can't think beyond that, "Mary Maisel is

fairly certain that what she will be doing

after that will "have nothing to do with

getting my degree" in English. After a

period of travelling, she will start looking

for a job, perhaps "some kind of library

position."

Greg Lane feels that "the college

diploma is like a credit card" as an aid in

looking for a job. He hastens to add,
however, that "it doesn't mean you know
more than the guy who only completed
high school." Without the diploma. Lane
believes, he "would have a more difficult

time advancine."

Lane, a Political Science major, asserts

what should perhaps be the universal

feeling among seniors: "I don't feel I

wasted any time at all" in, spending four
years at WC. "The diploma." he con-

tends, "is almost secondary to the

education- people education- I've gotten

here."

Once reassured of safety, precision,

start pumping those pedals
With all the trees in bloom, the grass

assuming a definite green hue. and a

strange abundance of tennis balls, soft-

balls, lacrosse balls, and paddle tennis

balls populating the campus, students tend

to leave books closed, the library

jninhabited. The smells and sunshine of

sorine lemol the student to take advantage

of the season via bicycling.

Before you mount the seat of your

jicycle. however there are certain

echnical checks that should be made on

/our machine to msure safely and

jrecision.

Tires-age, under-inflation, or inattention

nay have caused cracks in either the

read or sidewalls. If the cracks seem

jeep and threaten to allow exposure of the

nnertube. vou had belter replace them.

Fill your tires to the proper pressure-the

proper amount is printed on the sidewall of

the tire or on the inner tube. Once it is

filled recheck for cracks and airleaks.

Inexpensive patch kits will effectively

repair small leaks.

Rims and Wheels-Check the rim and the

wheel fordentsand proper shape. Spin the

wheel and check to see if the wheel rotates

in a straight line.. If the rim wobbles from

side to side, a spoke wrench can ease

minor rim bends back into shape. The
front hub and axle are the components of

Ihe wheel tnat require lubrication.

Remove the axle, clean the hub with

kerosene and grease it with just enough

white, lithium-based grease to effectively

cover il- Too much grease will cause the

hub to pickup excess dirt.

The chain should be removed from the

bike and cleaned in kerosene with a tooth-

brush. Once the dirt particles have been

ferelled out. Ihen apply some lubricant lo

the links Once your chain is cleaned and

properly oiled, you can put the chain back
on the sprockets.

Brakes- A coaster brake system in which

the brakes are contained within the back
hub, requires shrewd mechanical ability to

adjust. The caliper system is much easier

to adjust. If the brake shoes are worn,

replace them. Then check the cable on
the brakes-if it is trayed. replace it. if it is

slightly rusty, give it a light coat of

protective lubrication. Minor adjustments

can be made by tightening the nut at-

tached to the handle grips. Major
lightening or loosening must be aone
where the brake cable attaches to the

brake pads.

Derailleur- which changes gears by
moving the chain back and forth across the

gear sprockets can be cleaned with
kerosene- However, this is a delicate

apparatus and should be adjusted by a

professional.

Adjustments from spoke tighteningto

lire patching are offered by Danny Scharf,

a veteran of transcontinental bicycling

and George Fisk. another avid bicyclist,

for the cost only of the materials necessary

for the repair.

A new bike shop "Life Cycles" has jusl

opened within Ihe last month. Located at

339 High Street, the shop merits in

vestigation. The Jensons, owners of the

shop, sell and repair ten-speed bikes.



Forum: Letters

Four Year Vacation
,
^"y 'deas put forth in this letter do not

represent V dnahge irom [he ones
uestrioea in lasi weeks article. Kathe.

Ihey are intended to clarify my position in
regard to the facility, iney are "luriner
intended as constructive criticism, not as
purposeless complaining.

When one considers what makes an
institution successful in achieving its
purpose, it is natural to consider the
groups or bodies from whose interactions
the community is constructed. I consider
the individual bodies, of which this com-
munity consists, to be the faculty, the
students, the administration, and the
Board. I felt, and so evidently did the
reporter, that it was clear I was con-
sidering the faculty as a whole. Some
however, have construed my statements
as intended to describe each individual
mem her of the faculty. This is not the case.

It has been my experience that there are
faculty members wno have mastered the
art of teaching, but some of those fail as
advisors. Some are successful in both roles,

but are poor member of the faculty. - that
is they do not effectively contribute to the
evolution and improvement of the body

< the faculty)
, It may be idealistic to expect

diiy person lo oe aaept m alt these areas,

but it isrealistic to expect that he or she be
effective in one area and at least com-
petent in the others. On these basis 1 can
say that I know some good fauculty
members, but then I also know some ooor
ones, wnen averaged all together, the

statement which emerges is' that the
faculty is the weakest of the community's
four bodies. That is. it is the least effective
cuntriDuior to any success washmgion
College might have in acliieving its stated'
goals.

This letter may be painting a dismal
picture of the W. C, which I know.
Actually. I've had a great time and
wouldn't cnange my decision to enroll

even if it were possible. I have learned a
great deal and had a fantastic four year
vacation Irom" me - now if I could only find a
job which would allow me to utilize
everything that I have learned. I'd be in
"Fat City" fwhich is opposed to 'Hurt
City", where I'll probably wind up).

Thanks a bunch.
Michael A. Lang

Scope

Chorus Spring Concert

Calendar
ON CAMPUS

The Washington Colleee Chorus will

)resent its annual Spring Concert on
Saturday, April 27, 1974 at 8:30 p,m. in
Tawes Theater,The program will include a
great variety of works, ranging from three
movements of a Mass by the great
Renaissance composer Josquin des Prez
irough cantatas by Henry Purcell and J
Bach and a motet by Joannes Brahms to
works by Richard Felciano and Gilbert
Trythali (both contemporary American
composers) for pre-recorded electronic
tape and chorus.

The concert will begin with two motets
by composers who were writing at the
turn of the seventeenth century. "Hosanna
to the Son of David,

;
; by Orlando Gibbons,

is a fine example ot tne Anglican anthem
in the early seventeenth century. "0 Vos
Omnes." by the Spanish composer Tomas
Luis da Victoria, is representative of the
mysticism associated with that composer.

The second section of the program
consists of the two pieces for electronic
tape and chorus. The work by Felciano, "3

in 1 in 3." relates the mysticism of eastern
religion and music to the Christian
mystery of the trinity. It is a placid, almost
trance-like work. The composition by
Trythali, "A Time to Every Purpose," is
much more folk-like in nature, and makes
use of simple melodies and "nature-
firiented" sounds to convey the text from
Ecclesiastes.

The MISSA DE BEATA VERGINE bv
Josquin des Prez is one of the greatest
works of the early sixteenth century It is
an amazingly rich tapestry of sound
composed with great skill and care. The
Chorus will perform the Kyrie. Sanctus
and Agnus Dei sections of the Mass.

Soloists in the program will include
soprano Louanne Sargent, mezzo-soprano
Linda Rounsavall and baritone John Starr
This performance will also mark the first
use of the Music Department's new harp-
sichord, bu.lt by Professor John Klaus^
director of the chorus.
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Fri.. Apr. 26 - 1. Film in Smith Aud. at K

| The promise of an evening of pleasant,

"sat.. Apr. 27-1. Lacrosse vs. Bucknell at f i'^"°*""*^"^'' "melodies on the piano

2 p.m. i
fu"''led Its every expectation with the

2. Chorus Concert in Fine Arts Center at » senior reciUl of Deborah Martin,

y . 3 (, p m I
"^y*'" s Sonata in E minor opened the

Snn.. Apr 2« - I. Film "New Cinena I ^3^^ ^^ ^/^'"^"Se, accompanying

AnimationF€Stivat"in Tawesat7:30p.m. f Affer^r^rinJ'thrm.oh *ho .-^^^ .

Mon., Apr. 29-1. Baseoall vs. Franklin* I ,

A«er prancing through the romanticism

Marshal at 3 p.m. ' "' Tchaikovsky, an energetic rendition of

2. John Kyi will speak on Energy/ Crisis |
Rumanian folk dances by Bartok ended

in Hynson Lounge at 8 p.m. ! the first half of the recital.

Tges.. Apr. 30 - I. Student Recital by| The second half of the program was
MickeyDulin, piano in Tawes at 8:30 p.m. 1 developed with more contemporary
Wednes.. May 1 - I. Faculty & Student f pieces, including Gershwin's PRELUDES

Recital in Tawes at 8:30 p.m. of French 1 poR PL\NO and Feldman's VERTICLE
music.

'

Thurs., May 2 - I. Film In Dunning "The ^ "^^ " '
•^^•^^^^ ^^^^•^^^^

Two of Us at 7:30!

BALTIMORE

THOUGHTS AND INTERMISSION 5. In
the Gershwin PRELUDES, the American
jazz-blues was blended with a more
classical piano mode. The Feldman pieces
illustrated the more contemporary at-
titudes of sounds as entities unto them-
selves.

Cage's 4' 33". a master piece of silence,
found numerous personages and pianists
4n the audience, including John "Pit-
chpipe" Starr, noted pianist and general
know-it all, and Bev Horn, noted ac-

companist of Phil Vogler, Mr. Trombone.
Paper airplanes, laughter, and audience
reaction provided unique enterUinment

for ail. TTie builder of the Klausichord. and
the prolific writer and composer of
WESTCHESTER LIMITED, under whom
Ms. Martin studied, were also present, as
was that lovable Chaucerian of Oxfordian
influence.

Dick Brown's premature applause
ended the piece in the third movement,
and Ms, Martin closed her program with

Bloch's Poems by the sea.
Debbie Martin's performance marks tic

b^inning of numerous concerts and
recitals to be presented by the Music Dept.
in the coming weeks.

1. Exceptions ai4ton-y's Ordinary thru

Apr. 27. Call S32-GZ34.

2. Ravi Shanker - Sitar ReciUl at Lyric

ThAatre. Call 837-5691 for date & time.

Thurs.. Apr. 25 - 1. Daobie Bros, at Balto.

Civic enter at 8 p.m.
2. Ted Rotante and Nora Guthrie •

modem dance at Theatre Project. 45 W.

Preston St. Call 539-3090. FREE.
Fri.. Apr. 26 - I. Ballo. Svm. Orch. at

Lyric Theatre at 8:15 Comissiona - Cond.

3. Kalhy Person and Heliotrope - Folk

music - at Theatre Project at midnite.

Sat., Apr. 27-1. Inner City Repertory
Dance Co. at Coppin State College at 8:l.s

p.m. Call 383-3174.

2. Ted Rotante and Nora Guthrie at 8 and
10 p.m. at Free Theatre Project.

Sun., Aur. 28-1. Steve Miller Band plus

BoE Scaggs at Balto. Civic Center at 8 p.m.

2. New Century Platters at Club Venus at

9:30 & 12:00. Call 668-2232.

3. Daniel Epstein, poetry reading at 7

p.m. at Free Theatre Project.

WASHINGTON

1. Earl Hlnes - Jazz - At Blue Alley thru

May 4. Call 337-4141.

Thurs.. Apr. 25 - 1. Julliard String

Quartet at Coolidge Aud. at 8:30 p.m. Call
393-4463.

2. Count Basie at Walt Whitman High in

Bethesda at 8 p.m. Call 320-5900.

Fri., Apr. 26 - 1. Ry Cooder at Gaston
Hall at 7:30 & 10:30. Call 965-9650.

2. National Ballet In Opera House at 8:00

P"i- by Barbara Oswald

Your Happy Shopping Store
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.00

Marti's Sweete Shoppe

hmdpKkad fiiw Hargir chocolatn

(H kaiA of pmiy

208 Hi^ StfMt - Loww L««l

77»9744

For Niet Thingi in Slhrtr and Gold

Robert L. Fomev-Jeweler

'

Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Dnmtodwi - Around tha comir from tfw park

Life Cycler Bicycle Shop

339 High St. 778-2453

We carry a complete line of quality

parts and accessories. CCM Bicycle;

from $130 to $545 in 10 speed model

with Reynold 531 Framer. Willservio

most makes Authorized Kabuki Dealer



Lacrosse

Washington's lacrosse squad relumed

from their swing soutn without the ex-

pected win they traveled lo Duke and the

University of North Carolina in search of.

At Duke on Saturday afternoon, the

Shoreman encountered a different style of

lacrosse than the brand to which thev have

reeularly been exposed. The team's
usual style of finesse and slyle was
frustrated by the Red Devils "run and

gun" slyle of play.

Duke assumed the lead in the initial

stages of the game and relentlessly

amassed a lead over a Shore squad con-

stantly scrambling to keep close. Goals by

John Cheek and Walty Mangles in the first

quarter were contrasted by five tallies

from Duke's offense. The same situation

held true in the second quarter as Ty Cook

and Greg Lane's goal were insufficient to

keep pace with the three points the Red
Devils engineered. Washington faced a

half-lime deficit of 8 lo 4 aeainsi a learn

lo which Ihey havenol lost in recent years.

The third quarter was a stalemate as

eacn squaa dumped the nets with three

shots. Washington's coming off the sticks

of Cheek, Cook and Mangles.

The fourth quarter was the preserve for

Washington's true lacrosse ability. Duke
scored early in the quarter's progress, but

its offense was not heard from again in the

game Washington exerted a comeback
effort as Matt Cordrey scored twice and
Cook and Mangles tallied one goal each,

leading the Shore to a closer margin
Ihan [he early game play had prophesied.

Mangles shot came with only 29 seconds

remaining in the quarter and
Washington's offense could not repeat the

trick in the game's dwindling seconds.

With Ihe socreboard registering a 12 lo 11

aeieal. the squad anticipated (heir next

opponent, the University of North
Carollina at Chapel Hill.

Washington opened the Monday af-

ternoon game with a spurt of two goals.

UNC responded with three tallies, but was
silenced for the remainder of the quarter

as Lane assisted Cordrey twice and Cheek
and Jan Rosenthal once each in their

scoring efforts

Opening quarter two with a 6 to 3

cushion. Cook and Cordrey added two
more goals. Carolina answered with two
points and Mangles ended the half with

another goal. The quarter ended with

Washington's lead at a safe 8 to 5.

---V .

Track
At the Mason-Dixon Relays the track

team entered its class Sprint Medley
Relay team against some of the best
competition in the South. The end result

was a convincing second place in the
Relay's most prestigious race, finishing
behmd Catholic University, a national

track powerhouse. It was the best relay
team ever organized in the track history of
Washington College, The splits were
phenomenal and the team time of 3.32.9

destroyed the old Washington College
record of 3.38.5

Rob Warner led off the first 220 and
legged it out against Catholic University's
national spring sensation,. Rob handed off

in third place out of the seven stacked
learns, un me baton exchange Rob dove'
headfirst to connect with Jackie "Jabbai'"
Johnson, Jabbar turned on the ai-

terbumers and kept pace with Catholic's
second sprinter and Mt. St. Mary's
spnnter who were both ahead at the time.

Johnson ran a split of 22,5 for his 220 leg,

his personal best. After Jabbar's leg the
learn was sHU in third place.

The handoff to' Danny Scharf was fluid

and Danny took off at his specialty, the 44U.

Scharf floated the backstretch, then ac-

celerated past Mt, St. Marv's and nulled

up on first place Catholic U. His split was
19,1, the fastest of all the quarter-milers.

Tom Clement grabbed the baton and the

W,C, cross country sensation then cruised

along with Catholic's half miler Tom's
split for the 880 was 1.57.3, a blistering

pace.

The track team traveled undermaned to

Lebanon Valley Monday. The Shoreman,
four. Rob Warner. Jackie Johnson. Byron

Freshman John Cheek, (not pictured)

Ifi-fi.

The third quarter was the tran litionai

period in the contest, as the Tar Heels
reeled off five straight, unanswered goals

An injury lo star goalie Bryan Maitnews
during the period momentarily weakened
Washington's defense and by the quarter's

end. the two teams were locked into a 9 to 9

tie.

Scoring in the final regulation period
was balanced, each squad contributing
three points lo their still-tied totals,
Washington's benefit of Haddow. Cheek
and Regan,

As the game moved into overtime, a set-

up where the teams play two four minute
periods. UNC burs! the Shore defense with

two straight goals Lane added one mark
lo the Shore tally before the first part of

overtime ended. In Ihe second portion.

Haddow. with the assistance of Lane,
laced a shot into the Tar Heel cage, and
sent the game into a sudden death over-

lime.

In the final effort. Bryan Matthews
executed three exceptional saves and
stuffed another shot outside Ihe goal's
perimeter. On the succeeding pass from
goalie Matthews to his attack, the fast
break dissolved on a missed catch. UNC
regained control of the ball and in a con-
fused situation added the winning score to

its tally.

scores one of his five goals in yesterday's game. The Sho'men defeated Delaware,

Littleand Danny Scharf, defeated Uie men
undefeated 440 relay team of Lebanon
Valley, and set a new nmeet record. The
Shoremen finished with a nippy time oi

44.1 which ranks them with the second
fastest time in the Middle- Atlantic
Conference.

Baseball
Blue baseball caps with white "W's"

have become the latest fashion rage on
campus as the W.C. Baseball team,
struggling uphill against stiff competiton
has posted a 2-2 record thus far. The real
factor, however, has been inclement
weather. Persistent rain has not dam-
pened the team's spirit, but has dampened
the playing fields, leaving five of the first

nine games postponed. Coach Ed Athey.
however, informs us that at least three of
(he five games have been rescheduled.
Tuesday's home game against Widener
has been reset for today at 3 P.M.
Now for a rundown of the season thus

far. The season-opener against Swarth-
more at home was rained out. Several
days later, the team made an unusually
long and arduous trip to Northern New
Jersey to face Drew University. The op-
position got several midfield bloopers with
men on base.while Ihe Sho'men found the
opposing pitcher loo hard to gel by. as
Drew routed W.C. 10 lo 2. A week of rainy
weather then postponed a road trip to
Catholic U.. a home double-header
against Western Maryland and a home
game vs. Mt. Saint Mary's. The season's
second game finally came awav against
Gallaudet m D.C. The Sho'men bagged the
opposition around, getting off lo an early
12-0 lead. Gallaudet came back and
amazingly tied it up in three innings at 12-

12! Relief pitcher Bruce Kalz gave up five
runs during the rally, but redeemed
himself in the top of the ninth by hitting a
two-out Texas-Leaguer into center to score
Glenn St. Georee from thirH The
Sho men then kept Gallaudet from scoring

in the bottom of the ninth, and drove home
with a 1-1 record.

Three days later, W.C. met Haverford at

home and played a well-fouehl game. -

despite being shut out 2-0. Wallay Novak did

a good job of pitching, keeping Haverford
down to two runs. The Sho'men could not
seem to get any runs across, however, as
Ihe wind proved a major factor in keeping
Washington down to four hits. This set the

Sho'men at 1-2, until Saturday, when they
mel Dickinson at home. W.C. led hv
freshman pitcher Ed Boehm. jumped off to

an early 2-0 lead in the first inning. From
mere, me sno men tailed to materialize
anv runs, as Dickinson picked awav slowlv

al Ihe lead and eventually went ahead 3-2 in

the sixth innmg- Boenm was relieved Dy
Hooker (or 1 and two-thirds innings In Ihe

bottom of the eight, the Sho'men lied it up
at 3-3. Neither team scored in Ihe ninth,

and the game went into extra innings. In

the bottom of the eleventh. Rruce Katz was
again responsible for the winning run as
his Iwo-oul hard-hit ground to the short-

stop was overthrown at first, scoring
catcher Phil Repucci, Credit must be
given to pitcher Wally Novak, who
relieved and for four innings shut out

Dickinson, and to the excellent baserun-
ning of left-fielder Billy Walls, who scored
two runs including the lying run. The win
was by the score of 4-3, and leaves a record
of 2-2,

The Sho'men have shown a good deal of

mettel in the season thus far, but expect
the competition to get much rougher. Fan
support at both home games, needless to

say, was quite poor.

Tennis
The tennis team dropped its first match

of the season a week ago to George Mason
by a 6-3 score. However, last Saturday
they bounced back by shutting out Stevens
Tech. 9-0. The team is now two victories

away from the Middle-Atlantic Conference
championship, and could wrap it up next

Monday, at home against Widner. Match
time is 3:00.

In the Mason Match, several of the

Shoremen just were not up to their usual

games, and the undefeated Patriots took

advantaee of the fact. Washijiefnn
dropped the first five singles matches, as

Kat Vanner. uon ureen, Paul Nolo. Pete
deSelding and Steve Schmidt all lost

straight set matches. The lone singles

winner was Freshman Keith Twitchell,

who after a disastrous start fought back to

win 0-6, 6^, 7-6- The netmen fared slightly

better in the doubles, as Yahner and
deSelding, in one of the best played
matches of the year, look their match in

three sets Nolo and Green dropped their

match in three close sets, but Bill Johnson
and Bill Janney look the third doubles, also

in three sets to conclude the match.
Things were somewhat brighter on

Saturday against Stevens. Yahner started
it off with a 6-2. 6-2 win finichino hi<: mar
off thoroughly and rapidly. Number two

Don Gree outclassed his opponent and was
simply the better player Dy lar. taking his

match 6-0, 6-1. Paul Nolo, playing the third
position played a hard-fought match,
closer than his 6-3, 6-1 win mieht indicate.
Fourth-ranked Peter deSelding
powered his opponent easily, taking a 6-b,

6*1 decision In the closest singles match
the day, number 5 Steve Schmidt came
back after dropping his lirst set to vnn 4-6,

6-3, 6-2, Number 6, Keith Twitcheil
remained undefeated as he took a 6-3, 6-1

victory.

In the doubles, Yahner and deSelding
played erraticly, but held on to win their 5-

7, 6-0. 7-5. Green and Nolo took their
match easily. G-o. 6-3, but Schmidl and

Iwitcneil were lorced to three sets beiore
taking a 6-4,3-6, 6-1 decision. The team
traveled lo Catholic University today for a
Mason-Dixo/i conference match.Dixo/i t

Crew
Last Saturday an infuriated Varsity 8

look to the water to race Villanova's Fresh

man Boast. Claiming "lack of

preparation" Villanova's Varsity Heavy

and light crews did not come down to

Philadelphia as per their

agreement. Antagonized by this un-

sportsmanlike attitude, Washington was

determined to show no mercy. While

waiting al the starting line for the other

boat, the Shore Stroke, E. StoU, turned t

his crew and said "All right you guys we.

rowing for time. Don't sit on it!"

Moments later, the race started

Washington blazed off the line at 41 strokes

per minute, took a one length lead in the

first twenty strokes settled to a com-

loriaDie 36-37 s.p.m. At 1000 meters (half

way mark) Washington threw in a twenty

stroke sprint and settled back into their

pace. Villanova was then well out of the

race. A 30 stroke at a high, controlled 41

spm, brought them acro.ss the line 30

seconds ahead of Iheir competitor. Their

time of 6:24 in calm water equalled the

course record set last year.
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